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INTRODUCTION

The object of this publication is to provide a full record of the explorations, archaeological in

the first place but to a large extent also geographical, which my second Central-Asian expedition,

undertaken under the orders of the Government of India, enabled me to carry out during 1906-8

in widely distant regions of innermost Asia. The plan of these explorations was directly based upon
the results which had rewarded my first journey in Chinese Turkestan in the year 1 900-1, and their

start fitly coincided with the completion of Ancient Khotan, my Detailed Report on that pioneer

expedition.

The new explorations were destined from the outset to cover a far wider area, extending from

the Hindukush valleys and the uppermost Oxus right across the whole length of the Tarim Basin

to the province of Kan-su on the western marches of China proper. But the aims prompting my
renewed efforts were the same, and since the results gained in the form of archaeological discoveries,

new surveys, and observations of all kinds have so abundantly justified them as to claim these bulky

volumes for their record, the briefest reference to the general objects of my enterprise may suffice

here.

There was in the first place the fascinating hope of recovering from ruins long ago abandoned

to the desert more relics of that ancient civilization which the joint influences of Buddhist India,

China, and the Hellenized Near East had fostered in the scattered oases of those remote Central-

Asian passage lands. Only by local investigations could there be cleared up in detail the historical

topography of the ancient routes which had witnessed that interchange of civilizations between

India, Western Asia, and the Far East, maintained as it was during centuries in the face of very

serious physical obstacles through trade, religious missions, and the Chinese empire’s intermittent

efforts at political and military expansion into Central Asia. Last but not least, I was anxious

to use whatever opportunity might offer for the exploration of previously unsurveyed ground in

deserts and mountains. It was bound to help towards the elucidation of important geographical

factors directly affecting the desert sites which have preserved those relics of antiquity, and closely

bearing also upon the physical conditions and economic history of Central Asia in general.

It appears to me a favour of Fate that I was able to carry through my programme in its entirety

and with abundant results of the value of which to research the student of these volumes may
safely be left to form his own judgement. As regards the efforts and hardships its execution implied,

it will suffice to refer him to the story as told in Ruins of Desert Cathay, the Personal Narrative of

my journey.^ But special mention seems due here of the extent of my explorations, as indicated by
the length of time spent over constant travel and field-work, more than two years and a half, and by
the aggregate of the marching distances covered on foot or on horseback, close on ten thousand

miles
;
for in this extent is to be found the reason for the title I have chosen for the present

publication.

* Ruins of Desert Cathay, Personal Narrative of explora- plates, panoramas, and maps from original surveys. Mac-
tions in Central Asia and westernmost China. By M. Aurel millan & Co., Ltd., London, igj2.

Stein. In two volumes, with numerous illustrations, colour
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As a glance at the general map illustrating our surveys shows, the geographical limits of

the work accomplished comprise practically the whole of that vast drainageless belt between the

Pamirs in the west and the Pacific watershed in the east, which for close on a thousand years formed

the special meeting-ground of Chinese civilization introduced by trade and political penetration and

of Indian culture propagated by Buddhism. The term Serindia, as adopted (in the form Sirinde)

by valued French fellow-scholars, is excellently suited for the designation of this region, well-defined

by nature as well as by historical relationship. Significant brevity would amply justify its use even

if the interpretation which derives' Procopius’ local name Serinda from a compound of the terms

Xrjpes and 'li'Soi ^ may prove to have no better foundation than ‘ learned popular etymology

The plan of my new journey was already formed in 1904 while, burdened with heavy adminis-

trative duties as Inspector General of Education and Archaeological Surveyor, North-West Frontier

Province and Baluchistan, I was still struggling for leisure to complete my Ancient Khotan.

Encouraged by the kind personal interest of my lamented old chief. Colonel Sir Harold Deane, that

great Warden of India’s North-West Marches, I submitted my detailed proposals in the autumn

of that year to the Government of India, then under the aegis of Lord Curzon as Viceroy. His

well-known interest in geographical research and his powerful support of all work bearing on the

antiquities and history of India were of the greatest help towards securing a favourable reception of

my plan, and my gratitude for this help will be lasting. The assistance of kind patrons and friends

such as the late Sir Denzil Ibbetson and Mr. (now Sir Edward) Maclagan, K.C.I.E., C.S.I., then

officiating as Secretary in the Revenue Department of the Government of India and now Lieutenant

Governor of the Punjab, did much to smooth the way for a timely consideration of my proposals.

Their final sanction by Government, with the approval of H.M. Secretary of State for

India, was facilitated when the Trustees of the British Museum, accepting the former’s sugges-

tion, generously agreed to contribute two-fifths of the actual cost of the expedition, estimated by

me at Rs. 36,000 (then £2,df06)^ against a corresponding share in the prospective archaeological

‘finds’. In view of the manifold and very valuable help which the learned staff of this great

institution have rendered towards the elaboration of the results both of this and my first expedition

it is a particularly gratifying thought that the large collection of antiques which I succeeded in bring-

ing back as tangible ‘ archaeological proceeds ’, including hundreds of paintings of great artistic

interest, manuscripts by thousands, etc., has made this share, even from the financial point of

view, a very profitable investment.

After final sanction of my proposals had been secured in the spring of 1905, an official

condition coupled with it as regards the preceding completion of Ancient Khotan still imposed
a delay of one year upon their execution. But by dint of great exertions and by the help of a

generous concession of Government which set me free from administrative duties for six months
in Kashmir, I was able to satisfy that condition and to set out for my tasks beyond the great ranges

northward by the end of April, 1906.

For those tasks, as far as they were of a geographical nature, I was provided from the first with an
asset of the greatest value by the help ofthe Survey of India Department. Colonel F. B. Longe, R.E.,
C.B., then Surveyor General of India, had readily agreed to depute with me one of the Department’s
trained Indian surveyors and to provide a special grant to meet all costs connected with his employment

“ Cf. Procopius, Libri de bellis (ed. Haury), vm. 17. Y

;

Yule-Cordier, Cathay, i. pp. 24, 204 ;
Coedes, Textes grecs et

laiins, pp. xxix, 127.

* This estimated provision had, in view of the increased

cost, caused by the transport of an unexpectedly large

collection of antiques and to some degree also by the general
rise of prices in Chinese Turkestan since the time of my first

expedition, to be supplemented in 1908 by an additional

grant of Rs. 1 2,000 from the Indian Government.
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and our topographical work. Colonel (now Sir Sidney) Burrard, R.E., K.C.S.I., F.R.S., first

as Superintendent, Trigonometrical Surveys, and later as Surveyor General, showed the keenest
interest in my explorations and used every opportunity to encourage and guide our labours in the

field by his experienced advice. He greatly facilitated the subsequent preparation of their carto-

graphical record in the Trigonometrical Survey Office, Dehra Dun, as now presented in the atlas of

ninety-four map sheets, on the scale of four miles to the inch, which forms volume V of this

publication.

In my Notes on Maps illustrating explorations in Chinese Tjirkestan and Kansu which accom- Atlas of

panied much-reduced reproductions of these maps as published in the Royal Geographical Society’s

journal, 1911,'* detailed information has been given as regards the methods used in our surveys

(which comprised triangulation and astronomical observations besides regular plane-table work on all

routes, whether followed with my topographical assistant or by either of us alone)
; as to my direct

supervision of the work in general, the phonetic transliteration adopted for the record of local names,

etc., as well as regards the system used for the final compilation of the map sheets.® Of these reduced

maps the one showing in a single sheet the total area surveyed on this journey, on the scale of

I : 3,000,000, has with the kind permission of the Royal Geographical Society been reproduced

as a kind of Index map to the Atlas. Incidentally it may serve as an apt illustration of the great

extent of the ground over which the devoted exertions of my assistants made it possible to carry our

topographical labours. Use has been made also of this general map in order to indicate by refer-

ences on superimposed ‘ tracings ’ the chapters in which information of geographical interest is given

on particular areas, and thereby to facilitate the use of my printed record by geographical students.

For the successful attainment of my topographical programme it was of the greatest value that Surveying

I was provided from the first in Rai Ram Singh, now Sub-Assistant Superintendent, Survey assistants,

of India, with a surveying assistant of tested ability and familiar with Central-Asian mountains and

deserts from previous expeditions, including my own first journey. When reasons of health connected

with the hardships of our winter campaign 1906-7 obliged him to return to India, Sir Sidney Burrard

took care to replace him by Rai Bahadur Lal Singh, a surveyor of exceptionally wide experience

and one whose eagerness for hard work under conditions however trying I have never seen surpassed.

I found in both surveyors willing and always reliable helpers for many other practical tasks. It has

been a source of sincere gratification to me that the Royal Geographical Society, when it honoured

me on my return from this journey with the Founder’s Gold Medal, did not fail to recognize the

services of those two valiant assistants by appropriate awards.

* See 7^ GeographicalJournal, 1911, pp. 275-80.

® I may note here that the results of the surveys carried

out on my first and second expeditions have been carefully

embodied, together with the cartographical results of my
third Central-Asian journey (19 13-15), in a final atlas of forty-

nine sheets on the scale of i
: 500,000, which is now approaching

completion at the Trigonometrical Survey OfiSce, Dehra Dun.

This new atlas thus comprises the whole of the topographical

work accomplished during my Central-Asian explorations, and

has been prepared with improved methods of technical re-

production. It is to be accompanied by a Memoir from my

pen giving full details as to the materials used for its con-

struction and including triangulation charts and complete lists

of astronomically determined positions.

In this final map publication it has been my endeavour to

rectify any inaccuracies which our subsequent surveys have

brought to light in the cartographical representation of certain

features on ground comprised in the 4 miles to t inch sheets,

as well as to introduce greater consistency in the spellings of

local names than was possible at the time when those map
sheets were being prepared at Dehra Dun (1909-11).

Owing to technical reasons connected with my absence in

England during that period, it was impossible for me to revise

the original drawings for the sheets or to examine more than

one proofof the sheets as produced in their final stage showing

the hill-draw'ing and colours for the different kinds of ground

(cultivation, sandy tract with vegetation, drift-sand desert, etc.).

Other reasons of a technical character, which cannot be set

forth here in detail, account for a certain roughness of

execution. Nevertheless I believe that these sheets, if tested

on the spot, will be found well able to bear comparison as

regards the essential feature of accuracy with any maps
previously available for ground of corresponding character in

Central Asia.

UT4 b
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My small staff was completed by Naik Ram Singh, a non-commissioned officer of the First

(King George’s Own) Sappers and Miners, whom the kind offices of Colonel (now Major General)

J. E. Dickie, R.E,, C.B., then Commanding R.E. on the N,-W. Frontier, secured as my ‘ handy-man ’

from that distinguished corps. Naik Ram Singh proved a very willing and useful helper in many prac-

tical tasks connected ^ith excavations, including detailed plans of numerous ruins. To him is due
also the developing ofmost of the photographs brought back from the journey, all of which were taken

by myself, and a selection from which has been used for illustrating these volumes. The tragic fate

which overtook this capable and faithful assistant towards the close of our journey was a grievous

blow for me and has been fully recorded in Chapter XXXIII.®

Considering how bulky these volumes have grown, I should gladly forbear attempting any
summary of the varied results of this journey were it not impossible without it either to account for the

protracted efforts which their elaboration has claimed or to convey an adequate idea of the manifold

and important help which I received for those tasks from expert collaborators. It may serve

a useful purpose also as a reasoned synopsis of the main sections of the present work. The routes

which I followed from the Indo-Afghan border to the uppermost Oxus (Chapters I, II) allowed me to

study on the ground numerous questions bearing on the history, ethnography, etc., of Swat, Dir,

Chitral, and Mastuj, and to clear up in particular the topography of a memorable Chinese expedition

(a. d. 747) across the Pamirs and Hindukush. The special permission g^ciously accorded to me by
H.M. Habib-ullah, the late King of Afghanistan, had opened access for me to uppermost Wakhan
and the Afghan territory on the Pamirs, and the observations gathered here and subsequently on my
way from Sarikol to Kashgar (Chapter III, sections i-iii) proved specially useful for the elucidation

of early itineraries across the ‘ Roof of the World ’.

A short stay at Kashgar, under the hospitable roof of Mr. (now Sir George) Macartney,
K.C.I.E., H.M. late Consul General for the ‘New Dominions’, enabled me to resume personal

touch with that old and ever-helpful friend whose great influence with the Chinese administration

throughout that wide region was of the utmost value for the success of my expedition. The debt

of gratitude I owe him for the unfailing watchful care he exercised from afar is heavy. But equally

important was the service he rendered for my tasks by choosing for me an excellent Chinese

secretary in the person of Chiang SsO-yeh (Mr. Chiang Hsiao-yiian ^^ gg).’' The help of this

thoroughly qualified and conscientious Chinese scholar proved of the greatest advantage for my
archaeological tasks. Throughout our hard travel and field-work he proved the most devoted of

helpmates, ever ready to share hardships and labours for the sake of my scientific interests.

Chiang Ssu-yeh’s genuine zeal and persuasive tact always helped me to secure that willing co-

operation of the Chinese administrators which was essential for the execution of my plans. Without
their efficient help I could not have secured the transport, men, and supplies needed for my expedi-

tions in search of ruined sites in dreaded deserts, nor for my explorations in equally forbidding

mountains, I shall always remember with gratitude the proofs of invariable attention and goodwill

I received from Mandarins of the old regime at the oases which served as my successive ‘ bases of

operations ’ on this journey. For the many in whom I found trustworthy friends with real scholarly

interest in my antiquarian aims and ‘finds’ I may refer to my Personal Narrative.® But specially

grateful mention is due to my old friend Pan Ta-jen (Mr. P'an Chen who as Amban of
Khotan had helped me so kindly during the explorations of 1900-1. Promoted to the position of

' See below, pp. 1317 sq. help, cf. below, pp. 569. 593 sqq., 646, 714, 801-25, etc.
^ For portraits of Chiang Ssu-yeh, see Desert Cathay, i. * Cf. Desert Cathay, i. p. xvi and passim.

Fig. 39; ii. Fig. 308. For characteristic instances of his
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Tao-t'ai at Ak-su, he never failed to use the influence of his high office for smoothing iny paths,

however far away the explorations of this second journey might take me.

From Kashgar I made my way past Yarkand and the foot of the westernmost K un-lun to Explora-

Khotan (Chap. Ill, sec. iv, v). After having carried out from there surveys of unexplored parts
Khotan,°”^

of the high glacier-crowned range in the south towards the close of the summer, and having gathered 1906.

a rich harvest of small antiques from the old capital of the oasis, I was able to search with profit

a series of wind-eroded sites previously unvisited to the north-east (Chapter IV). Next, excavations

made at sand-buried sites near Domoko to the east yielded a rich harvest of antiques and manuscript

remains in Sanskrit, Khotanese, and Chinese dating from the close of the T'ang period (Chapter V).

Close study of the physical conditions on this ground and of the successive shifts in the cultivated

area it has witnessed proved of considerable geographical interest with regard to questions of

‘desiccation’. The excavations I resumed during the second half of October at the Niya Site, Excavations

abandoned to the desert sands since the third century a. d., were rewarded by unexpectedly rich
atNi>aSite.

finds of wooden documents in KharosthI script and Prakrit language, besides other ancient records

in Chinese and a mass of miscellaneous antiques helping further to illustrate the life and civilization

prevailing in the oases of the Tarim Basin at that early period (Chapter VI).

Continuing my journey to the east I reached, near the terminal bed of the Endere River, the From En-

easternmost limit of the area visited in igoo-i. Fresh excavations around the Tang fort revealed

remains of a far earlier settlement, throwing interesting light on the history of this desert site

(Chapter VII). The long desert journey which thence brought us via Charchan and Vash-shahri

to Charkhlik (Chapter VIIl) helped to clear up the historical topography of an important ancient

route, directly connecting Khotan with China, and showed its conditions practically unchanged from

those in which Hsuan-tsang and Marco Polo saw it.

At Charkhlik we had reached the only inhabited place now of any importance in the desolate History of

region of drift-sand, wind-eroded or salt-encrusted clay, and bare gravel which surrounds the Lop-nor, ^®S'on.

or the terminal marshes of the Tarim, and the vastly greater dried-up ancient sea-bed beyond them.

This region of Lop, the ancient Lou-lan or Shan-shan of the Chinese, had by its position on the

earliest routes of Chinese expansion into Central Asia played an important historical part from the time

of the Former Han dynasty. The exploration of its ancient remains formed the chief object of my first

winter’s work, and it has appeared appropriate to preface its record by a critical analysis of the

numerous early notices concerning Lop, Shan-shan, and Lou-lan (Chapter IX).

My immediate goal was the ancient settlement in the waterless desert north of Lop-nor first Explora-

discovered by Dr. Hedin. The trying marches there across wind-eroded wastes proved of distinct

geographical and antiquarian interest by revealing plentiful relics of the Stone Age and unmistakable

traces of an ancient delta (Chapter X). The systematic excavations carried out at the ruins of what

can now be definitely identified as the walled Chinese station of Lou-lan and of an outlying smaller

settlement yielded an abundance of written records in Chinese and KharosthI, dating mainly from

the third century a. d,, and many interesting remains of the architectural and industrial art of that

period (Chap. XI, sec. i-ix). Supplementary explorations carried out on my third journey have

enabled me to elucidate the position occupied by the ‘ Lou-lan Site ’ with regard to the earliest

Chinese route into the Tarim Basin (Chap. XI, sec. x, xi).

After crossing the unexplored desert belt of high dunes to the Tarim and examining small sites Excavations

near its terminal course, I excavated the ruins of Miran, marking the site of an early settlement of

Shan-shan due soutli of Lop-nor. Hundreds of Tibetan records on wood and paper were recovered,

together with fragments of Turkish ‘ Runic’ documents and plentiful other relics, from the refuse-

heaps of a ruined fort (Chapter XIl). They proved that this portion of the site was occupied during

b 2
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the eighth-ninth century A. d. But remains far older and of distinct artistic interest were

revealed by the clearing of certain Buddhist shrines (Chapter XIIl). The fine wall-paintings which

adorned them, in places inscribed with Kharos^I legends, offered striking testimony to the powerful

influence which Hellenistic art, as transplanted from the Near East to Gandhi, had exercised even

on the very confines of China.

Crossing in February-March, 1907, the Lop desert north-eastwards by the lonely track

which Marco Polo, like early Chinese pilgrims before him, had followed, I was able to collect obser-

vations of interest both for the physical geography of the ground which separates the present

terminal basins of the Tarim and the Su-lo Ho, and for the historical topography of the earliest

Chinese route into Central Asia (Chapter XIV). Before reaching my newbaseatTun-huang, I found

myself rewarded by the discovery of the long-forgotten westernmost portion of that ancient frontier

wall, a true Limes, which the Han emperor Wu-ti had constructed towards the end of the second

century b. c. in order to guard his newly opened line for China’s commercial and political expansion

towards Central Asia against the raids of the Huns.

In Chapters XV-XIX I have described the explorations extending over two months and a half

which enabled me to trace the line of the ancient wall, found often in remarkable preservation, for

a total length of over 140 miles and to search the ruins of all its watch-towers and stations, including

the famous ‘ Jade Gate’. Having remained undisturbed by the hand of man in the solitude of the

gravel desert, they yielded a rich harvest of early Chinese and other records, mainly on wood, together

with many interesting relics of the life led along this most desolate of borders during the centuries

immediately preceding and following the time of Christ. Since the unsurpassed learning and critical

acumen of M. Chavannes has rendered the great mass of the Chinese documents recovered here

accessible to research,® it has become possible for me to discuss in Chapter XX the general organization

of the Limes in the light of the historical and antiquarian information furnished by them, and thus

to bring into correct focus the significance of the antiquarian facts revealed by actual exploration of

the Limes.

But that region of Tun-huang had reserved for me another discovery very different in character

but quite as fascinating and important To the south-east of its main oasis, at the foot of a barren

dune-covered hill chain, there lies the sacred site of CKien-fo-tung, or the ‘ Caves of the Thousand
Buddhas ’. Buddhist piety from about the fourth century a. d. onwards has here honey-combed the

rock walls of a true Thebais with hundreds of cave-shrines, still objects of worship (Chapter XXl).

Their rich decoration with frescoes and stucco sculptures, much of it fine work of Tang times

(Chap. XXV, sec. i), would alone have justified an archaeological pilgrimage from the Far West.
Here I had the good fortune in May, 1907, to be the first European to gain access to a great deposit

of ancient manuscripts and art relics of many kinds which had lain hidden and well-protected in

a walled-up rock chapel for close on nine hundred years. The story how I secured here twenty-four

cases of ancient manuscripts, most of them Chinese, but many also in Sanskrit, Khotanese, Kuchean,
Sogdian, Manichaean and ‘Runic’ Turkish, Uigur, and Tibetan, and five more cases filled with
paintings, embroideries, fine textiles, and other artistic offerings of Buddhist devotion has been fully

told in Chapter XXII.

The hundreds of fine paintings on silk here recovered may be said to have opened a new
chapter in the history of Buddhist pictorial art as developed in Central Asia and China, largely
under influences transmitted from Gandhara, and their study, inaugurated in Appendix E by such
competent collaborators as the late M. Petrucci and Mr. L. Binyon, will need prolonged efforts. In
Chapter XXIII I have not been able to attempt more than a systematic grouping of all pictorial relics

® See Chavannes, Les Documents thinois de'couveris par Aurel Stein, Oxford University Press, 1913, pp. 1-154.
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and a review of the essential characteristics of their iconography and artistic execution. It is hoped

that the particularly full descriptions furnished in the List of Chap. XXV, sec. ii, and the provision of

numerous reproductions both in Vol. IV and in the portfolio of the Thousand Buddhas'^^ will

stimulate and assist detailed study by competent experts.

The same remarks apply to the analysis offered in Chap. XXIV, sec. i-iii, of the very numerous

and interesting textile relics with reference to their technique and particularly their decorative

designs. As regards the thousands of texts and documents in a variety of languages brought away

from the walled-up chapel. Chap. XXIV, sec. iv, v, merely records the arrangements made for their

first examination and cataloguing, and passes in rapid review any indications of quasi-antiquarian

interest which the labours already accomplished by competent collaborators may furnish as to the

sources of the old monastic library and the like. Here, as in all similar cases, the systematic

analysis of the manuscript materials discovered falls beyond the scope of this Report and must be

left to separate publications by qualified experts.

From the ‘Thousand Buddhas’ I proceeded in June, 1907, to the oasis of An-hsi, and, after

tracing in its vicinity more remains of the ancient Limes, explored the ruined site of Ch'iao-tzu and

a smaller group of cave-temples, known as the ‘ Myriad Buddhas ’, in the outer hills of the western-

most Nan-shan (Chapter XXVl). Then in July I made my way along the high and barren mountains

of this range to Chia-yli kuan, the well-known western Gate of the mediaeval ‘ Chinese Wall This,

in spite of its late origin, proved to offer here points of distinct antiquarian interest. Extensive

surveys in the high snowy ranges of the Central Nan-shan, rich in topographical results,’^ and some

antiquarian work along the ancient high road leading through Kan-chou and Su-chou completed our

labours in Kan-su (Chapter XXVIl). Then a long journey in the autumn from An-hsi allowed me to

trace in detail Hsuan-tsang’s adventurous crossing of the Pei-shan desert and subsequently to pay

rapid visits to the old remains of Hami and Turfan (Chapter XXVIIl). Next ruined Buddhist sites of

the Kara-shahr district offered opportunities for excavations particularly fruitful in fine relievos

reflecting Graeco-Buddhist art (Chapter XXIX).

My second winter campaign in the Tarim Basin included a successful crossing of the great ‘ Sea

of Sand ’ of the Taklamakan at its widest, accomplished under serious risks and ending with a fresh

visit to the ruins of Kara-dong (Chapter XXX), and subsequently more excavations rewarded by inter-

esting results at desert sites to the east and north of Khotan (Chapter XXXl). In the spring of 1908,

travelling northward, I was able to reap a rich harvest of ancient records in Khotanese, Tibetan,

and Chinese at the ruined fort of the Mazar-tagh, and subsequently, passing through Ak-su, Uch-

Turfan, and unsurveyed hill ranges south of the T'ien-shan, to visit ruined sites near the ancient

Chinese high road leading towards Kashgar (Chapter XXXII). Finally, after returning to Khotan,

I used the time still available in the summer and autumn of 1908 for fresh geographical work in the

high and almost wholly unexplored K'un-lun mountains between the head-waters of the Khotan

rivers and the barren plateaus of the extreme north-west pf Tibet (Chapter XXXIII)."® A serious

accident through frost-bite, suffered in my feet just when completing my last exploratory task on the

ice-clad crest of the main K'un-lun range, caused me to return to India in a crippled state. But my

collection of antiquities, filling close on a hundred cases, travelled safely, and by the close of January,

1909, it reached the British Museum uninjured.

The elaboration of the over-abundant results brought back from this expedition was bound to

lay very heavy tasks on my shoulders. So I felt very grateful when the Government of India

sanctioned my being placed on special duty in England for a period of two years and three months

Regarding this supplementary publication, see below, " Fully described in Desert Cathay, ii. pp. 297-333.

p
For a detailed account, cf. ii. pp. 440-82.
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in order to enable me to work oh these tasks within easy reach of my collection. The kind personal

interest taken in my efforts, by the late Lord Minto, then Viceroy, helped much to secure for this

arrangement the approval of H.M. Secretary of State. With so much detailed research to be started

on new materials likely to need scholarly application for years, it was from the first one of my chief

cares to secure the help of expert collaborators.

But equally important it seemed that I should work out my own observations and conclusions

in broad outlines, making them available to fellow-scholars as well as to a wider public interested

in geographical work. With the kind permission of the India Office authorities I was able to

achieve this object at the close of 19 1 1 by the publication of the Personal Narrative of my journey

as contained in Ruins ofDesert Cathay. Its two volumes, amply illustrated, may well be considered to

have served their purpose as a prelude, and in some respects a necessary complement, to my present

Report, besides reducing any inconvenience that may have been caused by delay in its publication.

I could not have attempted within the allotted time of my ‘ deputation ' in England to under-

take all the manifold labours which the arrangement and description of a collection so varied

demanded, and for which my personal direction was needed, had I not enjoyed once again the great

boon of the experienced and devoted assistance of my artist friend, Mr. Fred H. Andrews, late

Principal of the School of Art, Lahore, and now Director of the Technical Institute of Kashmir.

I have had repeated occasion before to record the invaluable services which his exceptional know-

ledge of Eastern arts and crafts in general, his prolonged study of Central-Asian antiquities, and his

own artistic gifts have enabled him to render to our common tasks ever since the commencement of

my Central-Asian explorations. My gratitude for the untiring efforts which Mr. Andrews bestowed

upon tasks connected with my collection and the preparation of the present Report must be all the

deeper because during those years, and down to 1913, they implied the sacrifice of what hard-earned

leisure he could spare from exacting educational duties in London.

The most important and urgent of those tasks was the preparation of full Descriptive Lists of

all classes of antiquities in the collection, arranged according to sites. It would have been impos-

sible to assure this within any reasonable limits of time had not liberal provision made by the India

Office authorities allowed advantage to be taken of the trained help and scholarly zeal of several

young classical archaeologists, Mr. j. P. Droop, Miss F. M. G Lorimer, Mr. C. L. Woolley,and, for an
initial period, also Mr. H. G. Evelyn-White, who conjointly or successively have filled the posts of

assistants at my collection for over two years. My grateful acknowledgements are due to them all,

but in particular to Miss Lorimer and Mr. Woolley. The latter brought his ample experience

gained in the course of archaeological field-work in Egypt and elsewhere to bear upon a systematic

revision of all Descriptive Lists of miscellaneous antiques, as far as they had been prepared by the

end of 19 1 1, when I returned to duty in India.

Miss Lorimer continued her zealous and painstaking work as assistant also subsequently

and rendered very valuable help with regard to the temporary exhibition which, arranged in 1914
in the newly opened north galleries of the British Museum, made characteristic portions of the whole
collection accessible to the public for some months.'® To Miss Lorimer I am specially indebted also

for most of the detailed descriptions of the pictorial remains from the ‘ Thousand Buddhas while

a correspondingly large share of the detailed accounts of textile remains from the same hoard is due
to Mr. Andrews’ expert eye and hand.

Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. xi sq. ;
Sand-buried rums oj

Khotan, pp. xxiii sq. ; Desert Cathay, i. p. xix.

” See Guide to an Exhibition of paintings, manuscripts,

and other archaeological objects collected by Sir Aurel Stein, in

Chinese Turkestan (Printed by order of the Trustees of the

British Museum, 1914).
** See below, p. 835, and List ofpaintings, wood-cuts, etc.,

recoveredfrom CKien-fo-tung, pp. 937-1088.
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It may be convenient to explain here that the intended distribution of the whole collection

between the Indian Government and the British Museum, which has by now been actually

carried out,“* supplied ab initio an additional cogent reason for making all entries in the De-
scriptive Lists adequately detailed. Since the three-fifths share of the Indian Government is

to be deposited in the new Imperial Museum at Delhi, it is obvious that comparison which

may be needed hereafter, for purposes of research, between different remains, when distributed

between places so widely distant as London and Delhi, will ordinarily be practicable only by
means of the descriptions recorded in the present Report and such reproductions as it has been
possible to include in its Plates.^® In view of the importance thus attaching to the Descriptive

Lists, it ought specially to be mentioned also that, while they have been prepared by other and
varying hands, their contents have undergone careful checking and, where it seemed to me
needful, final revision by myself.

The greater portion of the tasks above detailed had been completed when, by the end of

1911, I had to return to duty in India as Superintendent of the Frontier Circle, Archaeological

Survey. By that time, too, most of the Plates illustrating antiques had been arranged, and some of

the materials for the Appendices to be presently mentioned had been received from collaborators.

Work on the text of Serindia claimed most of my time after the field season of 1912, devoted
to Gandhara sites, until in the summer of 1913 the generous support accorded by the Indian

Government, then under Lord Hardinge as Viceroy, enabled me to undertake my third Central-

Asian expedition. The ample results, archaeological and geographical, which it yielded, as well as

the development which took place in the political conditions affecting that remote field like the rest

of Asia, have fully justified the timely execution of that long-cherished plan. But as only about
one-fourth of my text had been prepared for the press by the time of my start northward at the end
of July, 1913, the fresh explorations extending till February, 1916, implied a postponement of years

in the completion of the present work.

Fortunately this delay has not been without compensating advantages. The explorations

renewed during 1914-15 in the Lop desert and in westernmost Kan-su have thrown fresh light upon
numerous questions closely affecting the earliest Chinese routes into the Tarim Basin, the eastern

extension of the ancient Limes, etc. A reference to numerous chapters of Serindia will show the

““ Objects allotted to the British Museum are marked

with an asterisk in the Index of objects, etc., in Vol. III.

In addition to these all MSS. in Chinese, Sogdian,

Turkish, and Uigur are deposited in the British JIuseum,

while the India Office Library has received all Tibetan MSS.

This does not apply to the share in manuscripts which

have been placed in the India Office Library, London.

“ Some notes concerning the arrangement of entries in

the Descriptive Lists may usefully find brief record here.

The arrangement follows throughout the numerical order

of the ‘ site-marks ’. As these had to be given as the objects

were discovered, acquired, or unpacked, this numerical order

does not anywhere represent an attempt at systematic classifi-

cation. ‘ Site-marks ’ given at the time of discovery show the

initial letter of the site, the number of the ruin, etc., followed

by plain Arabic figures, e.g. N. xxiv. viii. 35. In such cases

these last figures correspond to the actual sequence of ‘ finds

When ‘ site-mark ’ numbers were given by myself at the site,

but after the day’s work, they are preceded by a zero, e.g.

L.A. VI. ii. 061. When objects had been marked by me

merely with the place of discovery and numbers were sub-
sequently added at the time of unpacking at the British

Museum, two zeros precede the numbers, e.g. M. i. ix. 003.
Where it has been found convenient to indicate in the

descriptive entry for one particular object descriptive details

equally applicable to other objects of a closely related type, an
asterisk has been prefixed to the ‘site-mark', e.g. *Ch. 0010.

In a few cases where partially effaced ‘ site-marks ’ had
been misread at the British Museum, the necessary corrections

were subsequently effected by me in the light of my diary

records when dealing with the remains of the particular site.

In all cases the ‘ site-mark ’ shown in the Descriptive List is

to be considered as the one finally verified.

Throughout the abbreviations R. and L. have been used
to indicate the right and left side of objects as they are seen in

reproductions, except where the right and left proper of the

body are referred to.

” For a preliminary account of this expedition, see my
paper A ThirdJourney ofExploration in Central Asia, in the

GeographicalJournal, 1916, xlviii. pp. 97-130, 193-225.
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benefit my examination of the history and topt^aphy of those areas has derived from the new

explorations.

The period of ‘deputation’ to England which the Indian Government kindly granted to

me in 1916 after the conclusion of my third journey meant a very valuable help for my re-

maining tasks. For over a year I was able to resume direct touch with the collection of

antiques still deposited as a whole in the British Museum, with corresponding advantage to the

great portion of Serindia (Chapters X-XX) which was written during this period. Last, but not

least, I am grateful for the fact that my return to England allowed me to enlist the generous interest

and support of the Right Honourable Mr. Austen Chamberlain, then H.M. Secretary of State for

India, for the publication of a much-needed complement of Serindia. I mean the portfolio of The

ThousandBuddhas^ intended to furnish in its large plates reproductions on an adequate scale of the

most representative specimens of the paintings recovered from the walled-up cave-chapel ofTun-huang,

artistic treasures to which the scope of the present Report would not allow full justice to be done.^®

Subsequent to my return to Kashmir in the autumn of 1917, being placed on special duty, I was

able to carry on the work still remaining on Serindia side by side with such tasks as the arrange-

ment of my third collection and the preparation ofthe new atlas of Central-Asian surveys demanded.

My manuscript of the text was finished by September, 1918, and some ten months later I had the

satisfaction to see the printing of it, which my third Central-Asian journey and then the difficulties

resulting from war conditions had stopped, resumed by the Oxford University Press. The completion

of the heavy task of passing these volumes through the press was facilitated by a period of leave and

subsequent ‘ deputation ’ to England which Government had been pleased to grant me during 1920.

It still remains for me to record my grateful acknowledgements for the manifold and very

valuable help by which fellow-scholars and others have enabled me to bring these protracted labours

to a satisfactory end. Among those whom I have the privilege to claim as honoured collaborators,

my heaviest debt of thanks is due to the late M. ^)douard Chavannes, Membre de I’lnstitut, the

greatest western authority of our times on all that concerns China’s past, and the most effective of

helpers. In the spring of 1909 he had readily charged himself with the detailed study and publica-

tion of all early Chinese records excavated by me. In spite of the quite exceptional difficulties

of decipherment and interpretation which many among them offered, and their very large number,

his amazing powers of rapid and yet profoundly critical work had enabled him a year later to place

at my disposal annotated translations of nearly a thousand of them. These were of great immediate

help to me for my Desert Cathay and, after having been revised by M. Chavannes and provided

with an Introduction of masterly lucidity, were published in a separate quarto volume as a forerunner

of the present publication.^® The perusal of almost any chapter in the latter dealing with ancient

sites which have yielded written records will prove to what extent my interpretation of their past has

been guided by M, Chavannes’ labours. But they by no means exhausted the help I was privileged

to receive from him.

However busy over big tasks of his own, he was ever ready to grant it where matters needing

Sinologue research were concerned, and reference to Appendix A will show how varied such

contributions from his indefatigable hand were. The last of those reproduced there relating to

inscribed paintings from the Thousand Buddhas have a pathetic interest of their own.*® They were

The portfolio of TTu Thousand Buddhas, containing

forty-eight plates mostly 24 by 20 inches in size and about half

of them in faithful colour reproduction, will be published under

the order of H.M. Secretar)' of State by Messrs. B, Quaritcb,

London, very soon after the issue of Serindia. Constant

references to its plates will be found in Chapters XXIII-XXV.
” See Documents chinois d/comerts par Aurel Stein dans

les sables du Turkestan chinois, Oxford University Press, 1913
“ See below, pp. 1334 sqq., also p. 835.
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meant to illustrate the materials which he proposed to treat in a volume of the Academic des

Inscriptions’ Mdmoires concernant I'A sie orientate, intended to serve as a memorial of his departed

pupil and friend, M. Petrucci. Soon after those letters were written, M, Chavannes himself suffered

a premonitory attack of the fell disease which six months later was to end his life prematurely, an

y irreparable loss to research. My recollection of that bright October afternoon of 1917, when on my
way out to India I bade him farewell in his garden home of Fontenay-aux-Roses, after having

obtained his acceptance of the dedication of Serhtdia, will never fade, nor my grateful attachment to

his noble memory.

I have suffered the loss of another most valued collaborator in the person of the late Dr. A, F.

Rudolf Hoernle, C.I.E., a true pioneer of Central-Asian studies on the philological side. Just as he

had done all he could to help forward the plan of my first expedition and then the elaboration of its

results, he threw himself with the same persevering energy into the manifold labours demanded by

the classification, preliminary analysis, and partial publication of the far more abundant ‘ finds
’

in Brahml script brought back from my second journey. His Inventory List of manuscripts in

Sanskrit, Khotanese, and Kuchean contained in Appendix F bears eloquent proof to the untiring

zeal with which, in spite of the burden of advanced age, he carried through this very trouble-

some task. In a series of articles he discussed the first results yielded by his study of the

important series of Khotanese texts recovered from the Ch‘ien-fo-tung hoard, and subsequently

arranged for the publication of a number among them in his MS. Remains of Btiddhist Litera-

ture, partly with the very competent help of Professor Sten Konow.^' A kindly Fate had per-

mitted the veteran scholar to carry on his cherished labours almost to the end of his long and

fruitful life, which came on Armistice Day in November, 1918. The unfailing help I received

from him for over twenty years past and his constant friendly interest will remain enshrined in

my grateful memory.

It has been a source of much satisfaction to me that the same highly qualified scholars.

Professor E. J. Rapson, M. ^mile Senart, Membre de I’lnstitut, and the Abbd Boyer, who had

undertaken the decipherment and publication of the ancient Kharosthi documents on wood and
leather discovered on my first journey,^* willingly charged themselves with the same difficult task as

regards the corresponding finds brought back from my second expedition. Professor Rapson has

directly assisted me in preparing the present work by a series ofvaluable notes on certain Kharosthi

tablets from the Niya and Lou-lan sites,^® while the Abbe Boyer has laid me under a further

great obligation by the successful decipherment of important inscriptions in Kharosthi and early

Brahml from Miran and the Tun-huang Limes.^^ In regard to my Sanskrit manuscript materials

I have derived very helpful guidance from Dr. L. D. Barnett and Professor L. de la Vall^e Poussin.

The considerable collection of Tibetan Buddhist manuscripts brought away from the ‘ Thousand
Buddhas’ and now deposited at the India Office Library has been completely catalogued by
Professor L. de la Vallee Poussin, after a start had been made by Miss C. M. Ridding under the

guidance of Dr. F. W. Thomas, the learned librarian of the India Office. To the latter’s kindness

I am' indebted for communication of the extracts contained in Appendix /. Of direct and important

advantage for the record of my archaeological work has been the preparation of a complete inventory

of the great mass of Tibetan documents, mainly of a quasi-official character, brought to light from

Cf. J.R.A.S., 1910, pp. 834-8, 1283-1300 ; 1911, pp.

201 sqq., 447-77 ;
MS. Remains of Buddhist Literature,

i. pp. xxi sqq., 58 sqq., 75 sqq., 175, 214-356. Several

texts prepared by Dr. Hoernle himself still await publication

in a second volume of this work.

1874

” Now published in Kharosthi Inscriptions discovered by

Sir Aurel Stein in Chinese Turkestan, Clarendon Press,

Oxford, Fasciculus I, 4to, 1920.

“ See below, pp. 231 sqq., 414 sqq.

“ Cf. below, pp. 529 sqq., 701 sqq.
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the forts of Mir^n and Mazar-tagh, by the Rev. Dr. A. H. Francke, late of the Moravian
Mission, Leh.*® The valuable notes of a general kind which that very competent collaborator

has published on these materials will be found reproduced for the main part in Appendix G.

Very valuable help was rendered by Dr. L. D. Barnett in furnishing me in Appendix K with

exact translations of the Tibetan inscriptions found on certain of the Ch'ien-fo-tung paintings.

The cataloguing of the thousands of Chinese manuscripts and documents brought away
from the ‘ Thousand Buddhas ’ and now deposited in the British Museum is steadily progressing
at the expert hands of Dr. Lionel Giles, Professor P. Pelliot, who originally undertook it, having
been kept from this big task by military duties during the war and other obligations.*® Apart
from the publication of two interesting Chinese texts from this collection bearing on the history

and topography of Tun-huang, Dr. Giles has allowed me to benefit freely by his Sinological help in

matters with which Serindia deals.

On the Iranian side I owe to my friend Dr. A. E. Cowley, now Bodley’s Librarian, Oxford,
a debt of gratitude for having first paved the way for the decipherment of that series of documents
in a previously ‘ unknown ’ script which the subsequent brilliant labours of the late M. R. Gauthiot
have proved to contain the earliest extant remains of the Sogdian language.*’ M. Gauthiot’s
lamented and untimely death in 1916, due to a wound received in serving his country, has retarded

the further decipherment of these records, and has left the hope unfulfilled of seeing the Sogdian
texts of later script and date which I recovered from the ‘ Thousand Buddhas ’ published by the same
highly-gifted scholar. Some of our later Sogdian texts had been previously examined and identified by
Professor F. W. K. Muller, the first decipherer of this language in manuscripts from Turfan.**

On the Turcological side. Professor V. Thomsen, the famous decipherer of the Orkhon
inscriptions, has done me the honour of editing and elucidating the documents, as well as the
well-preserved complete text in Turkish ‘Runic’ script, from the Miran Site and the walled-up
chapel of Tun-huang. *9 To Professor A. von Lecoq, the distinguished Turcologist and Turkestan
excavator, is due the critical edition of the Turkish Khuastuanift text in Manichaean script which
I discovered at the ‘ Thousand Buddhas Finally I must gratefully acknowledge here the help

rendered by Dr. (now Sir) E. Denison Ross, CI.E., in making a preliminary examination and
inventory of our Uigur Buddhist manuscripts from the same site.®’

From this long record of my philological collaborators I may now turn to those who did their

best to further the tasks imposed by abundant art remains. The first in the field to help me was
my old friend Monsieur A. Foucher. To his exceptional knowledge of Buddhist iconography I owe
the correct interpretation of some of the most interesting of our mural paintings,** and also very
useful guidance as to the classification, etc., of the paintings from the ' Thousand Buddhas ’.** As
regards the varied art aspects of these paintings I was fortunate enough to benefit by the very
appreciative and enlightening interest taken in them by Mr. Laurence Binyon, a leading authority
on the pictorial art of the Far East and now in charge of the Sub-Department of Oriental Prints

and Drawings, British Museum. His expert care was of great help towards the successful preserva-
tion of the delicate silk paintings, found often in a very precarious condition, and also towards their
faithful reproduction in the plates of the Thousand Buddhas.

It was Mr. Binyon’s friendly intercession which enabled me to secure for this important part of

“ Cf. below, pp. 467 sqq., 1289. 99 pp^ gqq . sq.
“ See below, pp. 916 sqq. 1911, pp. 277-314; below, pp. 922.” See below, chap. xvin. sea iv, pp. 671 sqq. “ Cf. below, pp. 923, 925.
® For these Sogdian manuscripts from Ch'ien-fo-tung, ” See below, pp. 502, 521 sqq., 1232 sq.

see below, pp. 920 sqq. m Cf below, pp. 833, 836.
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my collection an exceptionally qualified collaborator in the late Monsieur Raphael Petrucgi. To Help of M.

the protracted labours which M. Petrucci devoted to the study of our Ch'ien-fo-tung paintings and P^trucci.

their inscriptions between 19 ii and 1916 it would be impossible here to do full justice, nor is it

necessary to attempt it since a detailed account of them will be found in the initial section of

Chap. XXIII dealing with the pictorial remains from the ‘ Thousand Buddhas

M. Petrucci's premature death, a severe blow to research in varied fields, prevented the large

publication which, as the preliminary scheme reproduced in Appendix E, I shows, he had planned on

those paintings. The two chapters actually written by him before his last illness, though not com-

pletely finished in detail, have been embodied in the same Appendix E. After M. Petrucci’s death,

in February, 1917, his friends MM. Chavannes, Foucher, and Sylvain Levi kindly charged them-

selves with the labour of preparing the large essay on the MattMa compositions for the press.

The same task was accomplished with much care by Mr. A. D. Waley for the chapter dealing with

the votive inscriptions.*® All the same it is obvious that these chapters cannot present the final

shape their author would have wished to give them himself. Finally students of Buddhist art will

feel grateful to Mr. Laurence Binyon who, from regard for his friend’s memory, readily agreed to

replace the concluding chapter in M. Petrucci’s original programme by his lucid Essay on the art of
the Ttin-huangpaintings?^

In respect of other classes of art objects, too, I fouad savants ready to assist with their expert CoIIabora-

knowledge. The late Professor Sir Arthur Church, F.R.S., gave us the benefit of his lifelong

researches when supplying in Appendix D an analysis of the materials used for mural paintings and remains,

stucco relievos at different sites. Professor Percy Gardner once again helped us with his wide

archaeological knowledge in the determination of intaglios, seal-impressions, etc., showing late

classical workmanship or influence. To Professor J. Strzygowski I am indebted for much stimu-

lating guidance as to the links which are traceable between the ancient art of innermost Asia and that

of the Hellenistic Near East. He also very kindly supervised the drawing of some of the plates

illustrating the designs of interesting textiles from the ‘ Thousand Buddhas ’. Miss K. Schlesinger,

from her expert knowledge of the history of musical instruments, kindly furnished instructive notes

on those represented in the collection (Appendix H). To Mr. Reginald A. Smith of the British

Museum I am beholden for the detailed examination of the Stone Age implements found in the Lop
desert,*® and to Mr. R. L. Hobson, the well-known authority on Chinese porcelain, for much useful

help with regard to the finer ceramic relics discovered on my explorations.

The late Professor J . von Wiesner, the distinguished plant physiologist, whose important Analysis of

researches into the development of paper manufacture in Central Asia had been previously served

by manuscript finds of my first expedition, made the paper of my Early Sogdian documents the

object of painstaking microscopical analysis. It was rewarded by very interesting discoveries as

regards the earliest introduction of rag paper.** It was through Professor von Wiesner’s kindness

that the help of his very competent pupil and fellow-worker. Dr. T. F. Hanausek, was secured for

the microscopical analysis of characteristic fabric specimens from different sites. His results, as

recorded in the Descriptive Lists, will certainly prove of value for future investigations into the

history of textile manufacture, the spread of cotton cultivation, etc. I must regret that, owing to

the death of Professor L. de L6czy and conditions arising from the war, it has not been possible to

make accessible here the results of the analysis of the sand samples and other geological specimens

collected by me which that eminent authority on the geology of westernmost China had undertaken

“ See below, pp. 833 sqq. ” See Appendix E, iv, pp. 1428 sqq.

“ Reproduced below, pp. 1400-28. See below, pp. 356 sqq., 451.

Cf. below, pp. 1394-1400. ” Cf. below, pp. 673 sqq.
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and in part carried out. It was he who first directed my attention to the art remains of the

‘ Thousand Buddhas’, which he had visited in 1879, and the guidance thus afforded I have ample

reason to preserve in grateful memory.

If I have left it to the last to mention two particularly valued collaborators from the British

Museum, Mr. J. Allan and Mr. T. A. Joyce, it is merely because the materials upon which they

have furnished me with important contributions stand apart in well-defined classes. To the former

are due the exact notes from which the inventory list of coins in Appendix B has been prepared, as

well as the selection of the coin specimens reproduced in Plates CXL and CXLI. It is scarcely

necessary to point out to archaeologists how valuable for the chronological determination of sites the

indications derived from Mr. Allan’s notes have been. Equally helpful in a field where the

interests of historical study and natural science meet has been the exhaustive treatment which the

anthropometrical materials collected by me on my journey have received in Mr, Joyce’s Notes on the

Physical Anthropology of Chinese Turkestan and the Pamirs (Appendix O). The accord of the

results here arrived at with the conclusions towards which archaeological and linguistic considerations

seem to lead us as regards the racial elements in the population of the TarTm Basin is encouraging

for the historical student.

Apart from the special help already mentioned of individual members of the British Museum
staff, I owe very grateful acknowledgements for the effective furtherance my labours have received

at that great institution. Its Director Sir Frederick Kenyon, K.C.B,, and the Keepers of the

Departments directly concerned. Dr. L. D. Barnett, Sir Sidney Colvin, Sir Hercules Read, did

all in their power to facilitate them by suitable arrangements and useful advice.

The production of this printed record of the results of my explorations has implied great and

prolonged efforts. All the more it behoves me to express here my sincere gratitude for the aid

which has allowed me to overcome all difficulties, serious as they were. Most of all my gratitude is

due for the very liberal arrangements sanctioned by H.M. Secretary of State which rendered it

possible to plan this publication on a scale befitting the results secured by the labours in the field,

and to adhere to this plan even when the great economic changes intervening since 1914 had

rendered its execution far more costly. It was no small boon that whether near or far away in the

East I could always rely on the friendly interest and experienced care of Mr. William Foster,

C.I.E., Superintendent of Records, India Office, directly in charge of the publication arrangements.

When the Delegates of the Clarendon Press agreed to undertake the printing of the work,

together with the preparation of all the plates (those in colour excepted), I felt assured that what-

ever technical difficulties might arise owing to the often intricate character of the work or the distance

separating me from the Press would be successfully met. Experience has fully justified my reliance

on the resources of the famous officina, though the changes already referred to have thrown a strain

upon them far greater than could be foreseen. To the late Mr. C. Cannan, Secretary to the

Delegates, and Mr. R. W. Chapman, his successor in office, I am indebted for much kind attention.

In respect of the colour plates I have to record my special thanks to Messrs. Henry Stone and Son,

of Banbury, to whose skill and care is due the very successful and true reproduction by three-colour

process of selected specimens of ancient art work.

But to no one do I owe greater thanks in respect of the printing of Serindia than to my
archaeologist friend Mr. J. de M. Johnson. In 1912 he had kindly charged himself, under an

arrangement approved by the India Office, with a final revision of my manuscript before it went to

the printers and with help in the reading of proofs. When in 1918, in consequence of his appoint-

ment as Assistant Secretary to the Delegates, he was obliged to entrust this exacting labour for the

most part to the hands of Mr. C. E. Freeman, he still continued to use every effort to assure
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accuracy and steady progress in the typographical work. It may here find mention that owing to

the great distance separating me from the Press it was impossible for me to see more than one proof

of Chapters I-VII, printed during 1913, and of Chapter VIII, passed through the press in the autumn

of 1919. Even for that one proof the available time was very scanty and the conditions of

work, done mainly in camp, not favourable to complete accuracy. This may explain the relative

frequency of Errata as shown for this portion of the text in Addenda et Corrigenda below.

From Chapter VIII onwards the printed form of my work has derived very great benefit from the Help with

painstaking attention of Mr. C. E. Freeman, for whose advice, drawn from long literary experience, Proofs,

and self-sacrificing care over an often very irksome task I cannot feel too grateful. My want of

Sinologue qualifications added much to the labour of securing uniformity in the transcription

(according to Wade’s system as adopted in Professor H. A. Giles’s great Dictionary) of Chinese

names and terms and to that of assuring general correctness in Chinese references. M. Chavannes

up to 1913 had rendered me this great service, and subsequently Mr. L. C. Hopkins, I.S.O., the

distinguished Sinologist, testified his friendly interest in my work by generously stepping into

M. Chavannes’ place at a heavy sacrifice of time and labour. To Mr. Hopkins’s special competence

in matters of Chinese palaeography I had already before been indebted for the reading of certain

ancient Chinese seals. Dr. L. Giles has rendered me very willing assistance in the reading of

proofs of the chapters dealing with the ancient Chinese Ltmes, while Professor Sylvain Levi,

aided in parts by Mr. A. D. Waley, gave equally kind help for the proofs of the Appendices of our

departed common friends, MM. Chavannes and Petrucci. Mr. J. Allan kindly helped me with the

proofs of those portions of Serindia which deal with explorations on not specifically Chinese ground,

his wide Oriental attainments enabling him to offer a series of valuable corrections. Since the

pressure of other urgent tasks made it impracticable for me to prepare the Index myself, Mr. R. H.

New, of the Oxford University Press, was entrusted with this troublesome task under my general

guidance. For the painstaking care which he has devoted to it I wish to record my grateful

acknowledgement.

The end of the long labours recorded in these volumes finds me far away from beloved deserts

and mountains, and the goal by the Oxus, towards which my eyes have been drawn since my youth,

still shrouded in the uncertainties of the future. But there is encouragement in the thought of

a big task safely accomplished and in hopes shared by kind friends whose care from afar has

followed me on all my Central-Asian wanderings and under whose ever hospitable roof this record of

past results is concluded.

23, Merton Street, Oxford:

November 19, 1920.

AUREL STEIN.



ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA
P 2, 1. 6. Regarding the deceptive character of the Skr. term

Udyana (recte VddiySrui), an idolum libri, the important

observations of M. Sylvain L^vi, J. Asia/., 1915, xi® sdrie,

t. v. pp^ 108 sqq., should be consulted.

P. 11, note 43. Regarding the phonetic relation between Skr.

Afyugrapura and Ariora : Agror, see now Sir George

Grierson’s note in my papier Marco Polo's account of
a Mongol inroad into Kashmir, Geographical Journal,

1919, liv. p. loi.

P. 44, note 20, 1. 5. For Shih-k*i-ni read Shih-ch'i-ni.

P. 45, 1. 37. Addfootnote: The following is a specimen of

pottery found at Sandgharo-nogor :

Sanoghar. 001. Pottery fr., wheel-made, of dull red

colour; contains much stone-grit. Exterior face covered

with smooth paste of same colour as body. 3J' X af

P. 47, L 28. Addfootnote : The following are specimens of

potsherds found at Noghoro-dok, Brep

:

Brep. 001. Pottery fir.
;

gritty ware, dull reddish-grey

clay; outside face smoothed over with dull reddish-g;rey

paste. 2^' X 1^'.

Brep. 00a. Pottery fr. ; hard grey ware faced outside

with very thin slip or glaze of deep orange colour. 2^ X
1 1'. PI. IV.

P. 53^ 1. i6. For Maral-l»shi read MarSl-bashi.

1, 34. For Fo-le or So-le read P'o-16 or So-16.

P. 54, 1. II. Regarding a glacier pass leading across the

Nicholas Range towards Sarhad, see now the remarks in my
ThirdJourney, Geogr. Journal, xlviii. p. 216.

P. 58, note 10. For Hind Koosh read Hindoo Koosh.

P. 60, note i. For HsiQ-mi read Hsiu-mi.

P. 66, 1. 15. See now my notes on ruined strongholds of

WakhSn examined by me in 1915, Geogr. Journal, 1916,

xlviii. pp. 216 sq.

P. 67, 1. I. For szu read ssu.

1. 9. Add at end ofline (Fig. 25).

P. 68, note iz. /"tir Sariigh-Chupan read Saiigh-chu{»n.

P. 72, note 25. Omit note.

P. 77, 1. 24. The exact survey of 1913 showed the Chichiklik- •

maidan to measure about three miles from north to south,

and over two miles across where widest.

P. 80, 1. 20 and passim. For Chiang Szu-yeh read Chiang

Ssu-yeh.

P. 85, 11. 20, 22. For Kun-lun read K'un-lun.

P, 89, 1. 26. For Kara-kash read Kara-kash.

P. 95, 1. 28. For KarS-kash read Kara-kash.

1. 31. Add (see Fig. 31).

P. 96, 1. 14. Add (see Fig. 32).

P. 101, 1. 43. For wu-shu read Wu-chu. The same correction

applies to pp. 159,11. 10, 13, 15, 20; 197, I 35; and

passim.

P. 102. Yo. 01. c. Add Cf. Strzygowski, Kopt. Kunst, Fig. 50.

P. 109. Yo. 0019, 1. 5. Add Cf. Strzygowski, Kopt. Kunst,

PI. XXII, No. 8987.

P. 103. Yo. 02, 1. 8. Add Cf. Mi. xi. 00126; xii. 0028,

PI. CXXXVII.

P. 139, 1. 13. Oai// Farhad-Beg. •

P. 159, 1. 34. Add (see Fig. 45).

P, 163, note 2. For his Appendix G read Appendix F.

P, 170, 1. 44. Add-. Kha. i. 50. Paper sketch showing

human figures in different poses. 10' X 2^'. PI. XCI.

P. 194. Kha. vii. 0010. Add [But for base, cf. So. a. 007,

008, PL CXXXIX].

P. 203, 1. 25. After Domoko-yar add (see Fig. 35).

P. 205, 1. 27. For M.T. i. 4 nrni/M.T. i. 5.

note 6. For Yakub read Yakub.

P. 207, 1. 9. Omit and Farhad Beg-yailaki.

P, 209. M. T. 30. For Chin, read Brahmi.

P, 212, 1. 13. For Nifia read Nina.

1. 1 7. After Ja'far Sadiq add (see Fig. 44).

P. 213, 1. 20. For Saduk read Sadak.

P. 216, 1. 9. Addfootnote -. For objects with closely corre-

sponding decoration, cf. Strzygowski, Kopt. Kunst, pp. 156,

172.

P. 219, 1. 20. For Hsiao-wan read Hsiao-yiian.

note 14. For effected read affected
; for Yailiki read

Yailaki.

P. 223. 1. II. For Saduk read Sadak.

P. 234, 1. 4. Add note 22: [But see now pp. 1254 sq. for

evidence indicating a date earlier than the eighth

century a.d. for the abandonment of the Farhad-

Beg-yailaki Site.]

I. 21, marg. For N. xxrv read N. xxvi.

I. 28. Add (see Fig. 60).

P. 240, 1. 24. For east read west.

P. 242, 1. 34. For ten read eleven.

note 7. For Ho chuan read Huo-ch'flan.

For two Wu-shu read six Wu-chu.

note 8. For Ho chuan read Huo-ch'uan.

P. 248. N. xni. i. 001, 1. 10. Add Cf. Strzygowski, Kopt.

Kunsi, p. 154, Fig. 226.

P. 252. N. XIV. iii. 0027. For Tarigh read Tarlgh.

P. 253. N. XXII. 003. Add Sec Appendix H.

P. 283, 1, 32. For Elaeagnus read Eleagnus.

P. 286, note i. For chfing read ch'Sng.

P. 289. E. 005, 1. 5. For read i^'.

P. 291. E. Fort. 001. a. Omit PI. XXXVIII.

P. 305, 1. 5. Add (see Fig. 86).

P. 307, 1. II. For Chttn-chou read Chin-chou.
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P. 308, I. 6. For orchard read arbour.

I. 19. For Chun-chou read Chin-chou.

P. 314, note 9, 1. 1. For Bash-Royumal read Bash-Koyumal.

1. 6. For sides read sites.

P. 326, 1. 20. For read

P. 349, note 5. For Chap. xiii. sec. ix read Chap. xii. sec. vii.

P. 356, 1. 29, marg. For Stones read Stone.

P. 357, 1. 22. For 0075 read 0045.

P. 374, 1. 25. For read ijg''.

P. 385, 1. 13. For Ho-ch'uan read Huo-ch'uan.

P. 386, 1. 26. For 0025 read 0024.

P. 397, 1. 25. For motives read motifs.

J. 27. For L.B. II. 0013 read'L. B. v. 0013.

P. 398, 1, ri. For L. B. ii. 0014 read L. B. 0014.

1. 25. Add note: See also below, p. 1222, Mi. xxiii.

0013, 0019-22.

P. 404, 1. 8, marg. For L. A. read L. B.

P. 413, note 21“. Mr. L. C. Hopkins writes: ‘I venture to

think that in this instance Chavannes’ translation of the

text is not quite accurate. If we refer to No. 750, we see

that he renders the same four characters

by “ avec respect, conformdment au texte ecrit ”. But in

No. 754 he translates, “Je constate avec respect ceci : la

lettre officielle (a envoy^e, etc.) ”. But I believe the first

rendering is right, and that this passage should run, “in

respectful accordance with the written Dispatch, (the

writer) had previously reached Lou-lan, etc.”.’

P. 432. L. A. 00174. a-e. For a-e read a-f.

P. 445. L.B. IV. ii. coio-12. For L. A vi. ii. 0024 read

L. A. VI. ii. 0020.

P. 465, 1. 24. For M. viii. 0012 read M. i. viii. 0012.

P. 470, 11. 15. 16. For Byeu-ling read Byen-gling.

P. 559, 1. 10. Add note-. [See below, pp. 716, 1098].

P. 598, 1. 12, Add note 2*’ .• [Specimens of inscribed wooden
tablets from my finds of 1906-8 have been microscopically

examined by Dr. A. Bergerstein in his paper : Materielle

Untersuchung der von den Chinesen vor der Erfindung des

Papt'ers a/s Schreibstoff beniitsten Holztdfelchen (Sitzungs-

berichte der Kais. Akad. der Wiss., Wien, Philos.-histor.

Klasse, 1912, vol. clxx. Abh. 8). In one of the specimens

he has recognized the wood ofa coniferous tree, Pseudotsuga

Douglasii, but belonging to an as yet unknown variety. In

other specimens his analysis has proved the use of poplar,

tamarisk, and willow wood.]

P. 601, 1. 3. Dr. Giles points out to me that Mr. Hobson’s

researches have proved the beginning of porcelain manu-

facture to date back to T'ang times, if not earlier; cf.

Hobson, Chinese Pottery and Porcelain, i. chap. xi.

P. 620, 1. 21. Add note -. [But for distance, cf. below, p. 1331,

1. 2.]

P. 624, 1. 6. For T'u shu chi ch'eng read Ch'ing po tsa chih.

P. 667, 1. 24. See Add. to p. 601.

P. 676, 1. 23. For Tatianus read Titianus.

P. 683, note 2“. For protected camp read protective camp
(Dr L. Giles).

P. 689, 1. 38. Add note : Mr. L. C. Hopkins suggests as

regards Doc. No. 378 that Hon ? ? may rather be the sur-

name and two personal names than a title.

P. 705, note 3. For T'oung-pao, p. 533 read T'oiing-pao,

1905. P-533-

P. 716, note 8. Add: [Dr. L. Giles points out to me that the

name in question is shown by the facsimile of the

MS. to be written as ^ Ho-ts'ang.]

note 10. Add: as to the approximate value \ li = \
mile, see also references to pp. 734 sq., 1098.

P. 723, note 3. For a critical translation of Chang Ch'ien’s

Memoir with very valuable annotations, see now Prof. F.

Hirth’s The story of Chiang K’ie’n, in J. A. 0 . S., vol. xxxvii.

P. 725, 1. 5. For Chang-yeh read Chang-yi.

P. 730, 1. 13. For Chii-li read Ch'ii-li.

P. 753, note 5. Mr. L. C. Hopkins writes :
‘ In this case I do

not think M. Chavannes’ translation is quite correct. The
meaning of chit is “ torch ” simply. It is explained in the

Shuo Wen as “ to bind reeds and burn ”. The only sense in

literature or colloquial is “ torch ”. In the passage quoted

by Chavannes from the “ text of T'ang times ”, there is

no word implying “ in succession ”, and the translation is

literally, “ when they lit fire-signals, there were one torch,

2 torches, 3 torches, 4 torches, in accordance as, etc.” That
is, the number of separate flames visible showed the relative

urgency of the alarm.’

P. 758, 1. 9. For interesting comments on the equipment of

soldiers mentioned by our Han Limes documents, cf. Laufer,

Chinese Clay Figures, p. 189.

P. 822, 1. 14. Dr. L. Giles remarks : ‘San chieh is the

Sanskrit Trilokya, and is correctly to be translated “ Three
Regions” (of desire, form, and formles>ness). The name is

not likely to have any connexion with the modern “ Upper,
Middle, and Lower Temples ”.’

P. 828, 1. 1. Dr. L. Giles writes :
‘ I find the high-water mark

in paper and calligraphy to coincide with the Sui dynasty

(589-618 A.D.). There is already considerable falling off

by the eighth century.'

P. 834, 1. 33. For Prof. De Vissers’ read Prof. De Visser's.

note 8, 1. 1. For M. Chavannes read Mr. A. D. Waley
and M. Chavannes.

P. 844, note 1 2. Omit liv. 005, PI. CVI.

P. 855, note 50®. Add : Miss F. Lorimer calls attention to

an elaborate account of this episode given in the Abhinis-

kramana-sutra (transl. Beal), pp. 41 sqq.

P. 858, I. 1 2 and passim. For ^uddhodhana read §uddho-
dana.

P. 860, note 80. For Western Paradise read Buddhist Paradise.

P. 864, note 17, I. 5. Add 001 16 after 001 12-13.

P. 869, 1. 13. For in the read in these.

P. 873, note 20, 1. 4. Add-. See also Ch. 00468; xxiii. 001 ;

xxxiv. 004.

note 28, 1. 2. For Vaisravana read Dhrtarastra.

P. 880, note 19, 1. 10. For Pi-mo read P'i-mo.

P. 901, note 23. Add 510 after 483.

P. 918. Ch. 6, I. 7. For Taki read Yabuki.
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P. 923, note 23*. Dr. Haneda thus translates the colophon:

‘ In the tenth year of Chii Ching, the tiger year,M IE
(a.d. 1350), on the fourth day of the

sixth month, Khulutmak who is living in the city of Uch-

liik-chiig (?) copied (this) by the order of Asudai-oghul who
has newly learned (the doctrine of Buddhism?) and is

governor of Saligh (-Uighur). S3dhu ! adgfl (good).’

P. 925 . Ch. 00287. at end PI. CLXV.
Ch. xix. 003. See above, note added to p. g2j.

P. 929, 1. 28. Omit but.

P. 939. Ch. 0010, 1. 10. For is certain read is not certain.

P. 945, r. col., 1. 18. For ball-shaped read bell-shaped.

P. 952. Ch. 0065, 1. 14. Add 00481 after 00364.

P. 960, 1. col., last line. For women read woman.

P. 969, r. col., 1. 14. For in long read along.

P. 970. Ch. 00167, 4- 9** 9’I^‘

P. 972. Ch. 00174. a. Add at end Ch. 00174. b, a similar

silk fr. PI. CXII.

P. 977, r. col., 1. 39. Omit one.

P. 982, r. col., 1. 3. A’orCh. 00234. a-d Ch. 00234. a-e.

P. 994, r. col., 1. 38. For Dharmatrata read Dharmatrata.

P. 996, r. col., 1. 38. For i' read i'.

P. 1001, 1. col., 1. I. For complete read composite,

P, 1006, 1. col., 1. 13. Add not after pattern.

P. 1019, r. col., 1. 36. For black read blank.

P. 1022, 1. col., 1, 17. For xxii. 001. a read xxxii. oor. a.

P. 1026, 1. col., 1. 12. For fig. read fr.

P. 1029, 1. col,, 1. 30. /or roll of read roll or.

1. col., 1. 50. For black or read black on.

P. 1032, 1. col., 1. 36. For strapped read stepped.

P. 1037, 1. col., 1. I. For Inscr. read Inscribed part.

P. 1041, 1. col., 1. 49. After ^akyamuni add (but see below,

p. 1420, where M. Petrucci takes the Buddha
to be Bhaisajyaguru).

r. col., 1. 20. For one armed king . . . attends read

two armed kings . . . attend.

P. 1044, r. col., 1. 22. For women’s read woman’s.

P. 1047, 1. col., 1. 22. For seen read same.

P. 1049, r. col., 1. 16. For rest read rank.

P. 1050, r. col., 1. 39. For (only instance of this in the

Collection) read (for other instances of blue eyes, see Ch. xx.

001 ; xxxvii. 002).

P. 1051, r, col., 1. 52. For neither scene read scene (2) not.

P. 1052, r. col., 1. 5 and passim. For MaricI read Maricl.

r. col., 1. 44. For skull-cap read skull-cup.

P. 1053, 1. col., 1. g. Apt taper-like rr(7(f Tapir-like.

P. 1055, r. col., 1. 14. For bend read band.

r. col., 1. 41. For edge jacket, read edge of jacket;.

P. 1060, r. col., 1. 30. For for which read from which,

r. col., 1. 35. For animal read animals.

P. 1063, 1. col., L 53. For Encounter read Encounters.

P. 1078, 1. col., 1. 52, For ball read heW.

P. 1080, 1. col., 1. 14. For ogre read ogee.

P. 1084, 1. col., 1. 35. For stand read figure.

P. 1088, 1. col., 1. I. For painted read printed.

P. 1094, note 4. An-hsi. 001. For flared read fired.

P. 1 170. H. a. i. 0013 /o be corrected into H. A. i. 0013.

P. 1174, 1. col., 1. 40. For hips readYap.

P. 1175, 1. col., 1. 51. For ix read xi.

P. 1197, 1. 19. For M. xiv. 003 readMx, xiv. 003.

P. 1210, r. col., 1. 35. For fixed read fired.

P. 1216, 1. 42. For hand read hands.

P. 1220, 1. col., 1. 53. For pen-shaped read fan-shaped.

P. 1222, r. col., 1. 27. For fixing read firing.

P. 1246, 1. 40. For clumps rraf/ lumps.

P. 1262, r. col., 1. 5. For 16 read 18.

P. 1295,"^^ col. For sewn read sawn.

P. 1306, note 9, 1. 2. For No. 25 read No. 26.

P. 1313, r. col., 1. 22. Add Gr. M. if'.

Plate XII. For Mi. vii. 0022 read Mi. vii. 0025.
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CHAPTER I

ACROSS SWAT AND DiR

Section I.—ALEXANDER BETWEEN KUNAR AND INDUS

Ever since, in the summer of 1904, the plan of my second Central-Asian journey had been

definitely formed and submitted to the Government of India, I was eagerly bent upon

elifecting my entry into Chinese Turkestan by a new route. It was to take me from the Indian

administrative border near Peshawar, through the Pathan tribal territory of Swat and Dir into

Chitral, and thence across the main range of the Hindukush to the uppermost Oxus Valley and the

Afghan Pamirs. The attractions of this route were great for the student of early geography and

ethnography, but great also the difficulties, largely political, which now practically close it to the

European traveller. So I had special reason to feel glad when, after final sanction of my start on

this expedition had reached me about the New Year of 1906, I succeeded, through the Indian

Foreign Office, in obtaining permission from H.M. Habib-ullah, King of Afghanistan, to cross

a portion of his territory not visited by any European since the days of the Pamir B^jndary

Commission. My lamented chief. Colonel Sir Harold Deane, K.C.S.I., then Chief Commissioner

of the North-West Frontier Province, had already kindly agreed to my passing through the

northernmost of the Marches of which he was so truly great a Warden.

However interesting the regions were through which this route was to take me on my way to

the Chinese frontier, a series of practical considerations, fully explained in the opening chapters of

the personal narrative of my journey, obliged me to make my passage as rapid as possible. Owing

to the formidable obstacle presented by the Lowarai Pass, then deeply buried under snow and very

difficult to cross with baggage, my start from the Peshawar border proved impossible until

April 27, 1906. Once en route I had the strongest reasons for guarding against any avoidable

delay ;
for if I could not reach the headwaters of the Chitral River before the close of May, I should

run a very serious risk of finding its narrow uppermost gorges above Mastuj, which give access to

the Oxus watershed on the Baroghil, closed completely to traffic by the melting snows. The
rapidity of the progress thus imposed upon me is sufficiently illustrated by the fact that the

marching distances covered within the month which brought me from the Peshawar border to the

Chinese boundary on the Pamirs, amounted to an aggregate of close on 450 miles. Most of this

marching was done over difficult mountain tracks and at a season of exceptionally heavy snow.

It is obvious that under such conditions of travel I was compelled here to restrict my
antiquarian and ethnological observations to what, as it were, could be picked up by the roadside.

Nevertheless, I need not hesitate to commence the detailed account of my archaeological work

from my journey over this ground ; for apart from the intrinsic interest of a region which has only

recently and in parts become accessible to European researches, there is the broad fact that most

of our historical knowledge about it is derived from the same Chinese sources to which we are

indebted for all the essential facts concerning ancient Central Asia.

Choice of

route to

Pamirs.

Start from
Peshawar
border.



2 ACROSS SWAT AND DiR [Chap. I

Ancient

names of

Swat.

Swat in

Alexander’s

Indian

campaign.

Alexander’s

operations

north of

Kabul R.

My journey was to take me not only to distant regions but also far back in the ages. So it

was doubly appropriate that its very first stages should lead over ground so full of ancient

associations as the Swat Valley (Fig. i). The name of the river Suvastu from which the main valley

with the adjoining territory derives its present designation, is already found in the Rigveda and

Mahabharata,^ and figures with scarcely a change also in Megasthenes’ Indika as well as in

Ptolemy’s Geographia.^ The old Sanskrit name of the territory, Udydna, is often mentioned in

classical texts from the Mahabharata downwards. On account of the many legends about Buddha’s

life which popular tradition has placed in the Swat Valley, as in the neighbouring Gandhara, it

figures still more frequently in the literature of Northern Buddhism. But the total absence of

definite topographical or historical data, which characterizes these quasi-indigenous references,

makes it needless to discuss them here in connexion with the ancient geography of the territory.

Information, scarcely more definite, is derived from the earliest foreign records of this region

found in the accounts of Alexander’s Indian campaign. It is true that on general geographical

grounds it may be taken for certain that the Macedonian’s march of conquest through the

mountains north of the Kabul River, which Arrian and Curtius describe at length, must have

brought his columns into Swat and the chief valleys immediately adjoining it. But the accounts

of the two historians mentioned and other abstract notices surviving in classical texts, show uniform

vagueness in regard to those data which might help us to follow Alexander’s operations on the map
or to form a clear idea of the political and economic conditions prevailing. Even in respect of

those incidents like the siege of Massaga or the capture of that famous rock fortress, Aornos, which on

account of their romantic interest receive frequent, and in some sources elaborate, notice, the want

of exact topographical indications leaves little hope that the sites will ever be identified with any

certainty.®

The extant records of this portion of Alexander’s Indian campaign have been discussed so

' See Lassen, Ind. Alterthumskunde, ii.* p. 140 ;
R. V.

VIII. 19. 37 ; Mahabharata, vi. 333. Cf. Roth, Nirukia,

ErlSuterungen, p. 43 ; Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 18

;

Ludwig, Der Rigveda, iii. p. 200 ;
Imperial Gazetteer of

India, xxiii. p. 187 ; Macdonell and Keith, Vedic Index of
Names and Subjects, ii. p. 460 ;

V. de Saint-Martin, Ptude sur

la giographie dapres les hymnes vidiques, p. 53.
* Ptol., Geographia, vii. i. 26, 27, names the 2owa<rTor

rightly as an affluent of the Kciar or Kubha i^Kuva in its

Prakrit form), i. e. the Kabul River. Megasthenes (see

Arrian, Indika, iv. ii) mentions the Sooorot as a tributary of

the Kophen (Kophes) or Kabul River and along with it, as

another tributary, the Tappolas. There can be no doubt that

by the latter is meant the same river which in Arrian’s

account of Alexander’s campaign north of the Kabul River

valley figures under the name of Tmpdios. It was long ago

rightly identified with the Panjkora which unites from the

north with the Swat River before its entry into the Peshawar

Valley. See Marquart, Geschichte von Eran, ii. pp. 244 sqq.,

where the ancient notices concerning the drainage of the

Kabul River have been examined with critical care. The
Guruha or Garuha, mentioned in Varahamihira’s Brhat-

samhita (xiv. 23), and the Gaurl, which the Mahabharata

names along with the Suvastu, are other early designations

of the Panjkora (Kern
;
Lassen, loc. cit.).

It appears very probable that the Panjkora is meant also

by the river Choaspes which Curtius mentions in a position

corresponding to that of Arrian’s Guraios (viii. x. 21-2).

Another reference to the Choaspes is found in a passage

of Strabo's Geography, xv. 26, p. 697, which states that it

‘ flows into the river Kophes . . . after traversing Bandobene
and Gandaritis’. The mention here made of Gandaritis,

i. e. Gandhi, renders it clear that the river intended is the

Panjkora, which after its junction with the Swat River enters

the Peshawar Valley and flows into the Kabul River (Kophes)
near Charsadda.

The fact that the united stream is still known by the

name of Swat, as apparently in antiquity, lends support to

Dr. Marquart’s plausible explanation of Choaspes = *hu-aspa
‘ having good horses ’, as an Iranianized rendering of the

Sanskrit name Suvastu. (For other rivers bearing the

Iranian name XodoTnjr, Av. hoaspa, see my note ‘ Afghanistan
in Avestic geography’ in Academy, May 16, 1885, p. 349.)
The transformation of the river name Vitasta by a sitnilar

‘ popular etymology ’ into 'Y&JoTrijt = *vida-aspa, ‘ gaining
horses offers a close parallel. For ingenious attempts to

explain the name Bandobene and the references to certain
towns which Strabo’s passage mentions in connexion with the
Choaspes, see Marquart, loc. cit., pp. 245 sqq.

’ For the difficulties besetting the identification of the site

of Aomos, cf. my Report on Archaeological Surv^ work in
the N. W.F.P, and Baluchistan, 1905, pp. 19 sqq.
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often and so closely * that no detailed exposition of the events and of the varying views set forth

regarding them by different commentators seems called for here. It will suffice to mention the few

points which appear to me to be fairly established, and which possess interest for the archaeological

student of this territory. To any one conversant with the modern geography of the mountainous

regions flanking the valley of the Kabul River on the north, it must be evident a priori that the

operations carried on by Alexander against populous tribes and towns on his way from the upper

Kabul Valley to the Indus, must have had for their main fields those tracts which by their

configuration and fertility are capable of maintaining a relatively large population. These alone

would be of real importance for a conqueror anxious to secure the left flank of the great route from

Kabul to India. Now of such tracts there are four which deserve special attention : the lower

valley of the Kunar or Chitral River extending from near Jalalabad to Asmar
;
the complex of

fertile valleys known as Bajaur
; the open middle part of the main Swat Valley, between Manglaur

and Totakan
;
and finally the central valleys of Buner.

It is in the westernmost of these tracts, the lower Kunar Valley, that we may safely locate the

operations which Alexander at the commencement of his mountain campaign carried on against

various towns by ‘ the river called Khoes ’, and against the hill tribe of the Aspasians.® The
territory which he next invaded after crossing the mountains was in all probability Bajaur, The
mention of the river Guraios or Panjkora which Alexander crossed on leaving it, and before

attacking the country of the Assakenoi, points to this identification. As regards the Assakenoi, it

is clear that the seats of this formidable nation comprised the present Swat territory and probably
also the adjoining Buner

;
for the operations needed for their subjugation extended from the Guraios

* Among the more noteworthy interpretations, cf.

Ritter, Uber Alexander’s Feidzug im Indischen Kaukasus,

pp. 1 41 sqq. ; Lassen, Ind. Alterthumskunde, ii.’ pp. 124 sqq.

;

V. de Saint-Martin, Elude sur la gdographie grecque et latine

de tinde, in Me’moires pre'senle’spar divers savants a VAcaddmie

des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres de TInstitut Imperial de

France, Sdrie i, vol. 5,
ptie 2, 1858, pp. 20 sqq.

;
Cunningham,

Ancient Geography of India, pp. 62, 63 ;
V. Smith, Early

History"^, pp. 47 sqq.

‘ Arrian, Anabasis, iv. 23, 24. Cf. V. Smith, Early

History of India’’, p. 48, where the main topographical

indications are quite correctly brought out.

The operations on the upper Kunar must have brought

the Macedonians very close to the southernmost of the

valleys which have been occupied since early Muhammadan
times by the hill tribes known under the common designation

of Kafirs. There are reasons for believing that these tribes

whose resistance to their more civilized neighbours south has

been finally overcome only within the present generation,

have had their seats there from far more ancient times. Their

wine-drinking habits, noted at length by Babur (Memoirs,

translated by Leyden and Erskine, pp. 144, 248 sq.), have

survived to this day.

The suggestion was long ago thrown out that it was
contact with early representatives of this autochthon hill

population which originally gave rise to those fanciful stories

about the city of Nysa, founded by Dionysos, which figure

so prominently in all accounts of this initial portion of

Alexander’s Indian campaign. Arrian, who reproduces these

stories with manifest critical misgivings (Anab. v. i, 2)

purposely keeps them distinct from the account of the military

operations preceding Alexander’s crossing of the Indus and

thus furnishes no topographical indication. But Curtius,

viii. 10, and Justin’s extracts from Pompeius Trogus, xii. 7,

distinctly place the visit to Nysa and its sacred Mount Meros
between the operations against the Aspasians and those

which brought Alexander into the region identified here with

Bajaur.

From an historical point of view the stories about this

Indian Nysa are of interest only as affording a particularly

clear instance of the process by which the early growth of

‘ the Alexander legend ' was fostered in all probability during

the campaign itself and under official auspices. Eratosthenes,

the clear-sighted scholar, was fully aware of this when he

stated (as quoted by Arrian with special reference to Nysa)
‘ that all these references to the deity were circulated by the

Macedonians in connexion with the deeds of Alexander, to

gratify his pride by grossly exaggerating their importance
’

(Anab. v. iii ; McCrindle, Invasion of India, p. 82).

It seemed, however, worth while to call attention here to

the plain evidence supplied by the records as to where this

fanciful story was localized
;
for a conjectural identification

which would bring Nysa to the south of Bajaur and close to

the lower course of the Swat River, has found more ready

acceptance than is justified by the evidence adduced in its

support. This rests mainly on the deceptive similarity

between the name of the peak Koh-i-Mor (or Mohr) and the

Greek designation ‘Mount Meros’ (cf. V. Smith, Early
History’’, p. 49).

Alexander
in Bajaur

and Swat.

B 2
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or Panjkora to the Indus. Arrian gives a fairly detailed account of the several large towns in

which dieir defence was chiefly organized ; but in the absence of any definite topographical

indications or archaeological clues it seems useless at present to hazard conjectures as to the position

of Massaga, the capital, of Bazira, Ora or Dyrta, or of the rock-fortress of Aornos.®

Fortunately, where historical records are lacking, geography affords guidance in at least one

important point. No one familiar with the ground can doubt—and a reference to recent survey

sheets will conclusively prove it for others—^that in ancient times as at present the direct route, and

the only one of any importance, connecting Bajaur with Swat, must have led from the Panjkora across

the easy Katgala Pass down to where the present fort of Chakdara guards the strategfically important

crossing of the Swat River. Thus when on April 28, 1906, I made my first march from Chakdara

past Uch and Katgala and along the open Talash Valley to Sado on the Panjkora, I could feel

reasonably sure that the broad military road I was following led me over ground which more than

twenty-two centuries before had seen the Macedonian columns pass by in the inverse direction.

The crossing of the Swat River at Chakdara derives additional importance from the fact that

just opposite to it there debouch into the riverine plain two much-frequented routes which traverse

the range separating Swat from the Peshawar Valley by way of the Shah-kot and Charat Passes.

The antiquity of the routes is abundantly proved by the massive remains of roads, undoubtedly of

pre-Muhammadan date, which lead up to the passes.® These routes certainly offered the most

direct, and until the modern strategic road across the Malakand was made, also the easiest access

from Swat to the plains of Gandhara. But whether Alexander for his descent thither before the

attack on Aomos used one of these,® or chose rather one of the routes leading through Buner to

the south-east, it is impossible to decide from the available data.

As regards the ethnography of the region through which Alexander’s hill campaign took him,

it is impossible to assert more for certain than that the invaders classed the inhabitants as Indians.

This agrees well with what we know from later records, textual and epigraphical, about the Indian

character of the civilization and religion prevailing throughout the Kabul Valley before the

Muhammadan conquest. As to the racial character of the contemporary inhabitants it would

scarcely be safe to express any opinion, seeing how limited is even our present knowledge about

the anthropology of that great portion of the hill population which does not belong to the latest

stratum of invaders, the Pathans. But as regards its linguistic affinities we are on somewhat safer

ground. Recent researches, of which the merit belongs mainly to Sir George Grierson, have

demonstrated the fact that the languages now spoken in the valleys south of the Hindukush, from

the Dard. tracts north of Kashmir to Kafiristan, belong to an independent group of the Aryan

language, being neither of Indian nor of Iranian origin.*® There are reasons which make it

probable that the area covered by this group in times preceding the Pathan invasion extended

a good deal further south along the Indian North-West Frontier.** Hence it is of interest to note

‘ See above, p. 2 and note.

’ See Desert Cathay, i. pp. 1 5 sqq.

* See Sir H. Deane’s Note on Udyana and Gandhara,

J.R.A.S., 1896, p. 671 sq. ;
Foucher, Giographie ancimne du

Gandhdra, p. 40 ;
Stein, Archaeological Survey Report,

Frontier Circle, 1911—i2,p. 6.

• Mr. V. Smith thinks it probable that Alexander used

the Sl^-kot Pass; see Early History', p. 53.

See especially his work The Pisaca languages of
North- Western India, pp. 3 sqq. Acceptance of this linguistic

fact need not prejudice the question whether the application

of the half-mythological term Pisaca to the race or races

speaking languages of this group can be justified on a philo-

logical or historical basis. For Sir G. Grierson’s latest views

on this, to me rather doubtful, question, see his paper

Paiiaci, Piiacas and ‘Modern PiSaca’, Z.D.M.G., 1912,

pp. 49 sqq.

** The little-known dialects of Tirahi, once spoken in the

Afridi hills, and Dlri surviving in the mountains of Dir, near

the Panjkora headwaters, belong to this group
;
see Grierson,

Pisaca Languages, p. 6.



I. VIEW NORTH-EAST FROM FORT MALAKAND ACROSS SWAT VALEEV.
Crater Camp site in foreground with road leading towards Chiikdarn.

2. VIEW OF LOWARAI PASS FROM GUJAR POST, ABOVE DiR.
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•

that the main tribal names recorded in this r^ion by Alexander’s historians show a phonetic

change which is a characteristic feature in this language group and one attested from a period as

early as Alexander’s campaign. Both the names Aspasioi and Assakenoi undoubtedly correspond

to the Sanskrit Aimaka, a name mentioned by Varahamihira among tribal designations of the

Indian North-West^’^ This conversion > snt > sp > ss > s\s, typical, and can be already traced

in the language of A^ka’s Gandhara inscriptions, which Sir George Grierson has proved to have

been greatly affected by the influence of what he calls the ‘ Modern Paisaci languages

Section II.—EARLY CHINESE PILGRIMS TO UDYANA

No distinct references to Udyana can be traced in the extant records of that long and

fascinating period in the history of the Indian North-West border during which the Kabul Valley

with the adjacent territories passed from Alexander’s immediate heirs successively under the

domination of the great Mauryan empire, the Greek kings from Bactria, and the short-lived

dynasties of ‘ Scythian ’ or Parthian origin to become finally the main seat of the powerful kingdom

established by the Kusana branch of the Great Yueh-chih or Indo-Scythians. There is reason to

believe that much of the ‘ Graeco-Buddhist ’ art remains which the Buddhist ruins of the Swat

Valley, like those of Gandhara, have preserved in abundance, dates back to the early centuries of

our era when Buddhism was especially flourishing in these parts under Kusana rule. But among

the archaeological ‘ finds ’ so far recorded there is nothing to throw light on the special conditions

prevailing in Udyana at that period.

It is towards the close of the period of Kusana domination that we first receive information

about Udyana from one of those Chinese Buddhist pilgrims who are the safest guides for the

ancient topography of the Indian North-west. It is furnished by the narrative of Fa-hsien who

reached Wu-ch'ang about a.d. 403, from the side of the Pamirs. The route which Fa-hsien and his

Chinese fellow pilgrims followed presents points of interest, and it is therefore fortunate that by

M. Chavannes’ convincing identification of Chieh-cfia with Kashgar all question of his starting-

place has been solved.’ ‘ From this [Chieh-ch'a] the travellers went westwards towards North

India, and after being on the way for a month, they succeeded in getting across and through the

range of the Onion mountains. The snow rests on them both winter and summer.’ ^ After

referring to the dangers encountered here by travellers from ‘venomous dragons, which, when

provoked, spit forth poisonous winds, and cause showers of snow and storms of sand and gravel

Fa-hsien tells us: ‘The people of the country call the range by the name of the “Snow Mountains”.

When the travellers had got through them, they were in North India, and immediately on entering

its borders, found themselves in a small kingdom called To-leih (To-li), where also there were

many monks, all students of the Hlna-yana.

For a synopsis of the classical forms of this name and

their derivation, see Marquart, Geschichle von Eran, ii. p. 247,

note.

“ See his paper on Linguistic relationship of the Shah-

bazgarhi inscription, J.R.A.S., 1904, p. 7*5 j
especially

p. 729 for sm > sp > s. Cf. also his remarks in Z.D.M.G.,

1912, p. 77 : ‘This change of sm, through sv or sb, to sp,

and thence to ss, s, does not occur in any other Indian

language, and is typical of “ Modem Pisaca ’ .’ It may be

noted in passing that this phonetic change helps to explain

still better Ptolemy’s name Kaspeira (pronounced Kasptra)

for Kasmir ; see Stein, Rajat. ii. p. 352.
‘ See Chavannes, Voyage de Song Yun, p. 54, note 3

;

Stein, Ancient Kholan, i. pp. 28, 48.

^ See Legge, Fd-hien, p. 24.

* Cf. Hsiian-tsang’s similar description of the climate

encountered in the ‘ Valley of Po-mi-lo ’ (the Pamirs) with its

‘great lake of the dragons’, Julien, Mimoires de Hiouen-

thsang,\\. pp. 207 sq.
;
Watters, Yuan Chwang, ii. p. 282.

For the storm-producing powers of ‘ dragons ’ or Nagas, cf.

e. g., Julien, Me'moires, i. pp. 47 sqq., 133 sq. ; my notes on

Rajat. i. 179, 239.

Udyana
under Indo-

Scythian

rule.

Fa-hsien’s

visit to

Udyana.
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There can be no doubt that the travellers’ route lay across the Pamirs which the Chinese

have known from the time of the Han dynasty as the ‘Onion Mountains’ or Ts'ung-ling.*

It is equally certain that the territory of T^o-li here mentioned by Fa-hsien is identical with

Hsuan-tsang’s ‘Valley of Ta-li-lo' which was long ago located by General Cunningham in the

present Darel on the right bank of the Indus, opposite Chilas.® The identity of T'o-li and

Ta-li-lo is established by the mention which both pilgrims make of a Certain miraculous wooden

image of Maitreya there worshipped.® The Chinese Ta-li-lo is an exact transcription of the name
of Darel.

The indications point unmistakably also to this hill tract in Hsuan-tsang’s description of the

route followed from Meng-chieh-li, the capital of Udyana, which corresponds to the present

Manglaur on the Swat River. ‘ North-east from Meng-chieh-li over hills and across gulleys,

ascending the Indus by hazardous paths through gloomy gorges, crossing bridges of ropes or iron

chains, across bridges spanning precipices or climbing by means of pegs for steps, a journey of

above i,ooo li brings you to the Ta-li-lo valley, the old seat of government of Udyana.”'

Reference to the Transfrontier Survey sheets shows plainly that the route is meant which leads

from Manglaur, still the chief place in Upper Swat, north-eastwards through the hills of Ghurband
and Kanda to the Indus and then along its tortuous narrow gorge up to Darel. The greater part

of this route through what is known as the Indus Kohistan has never been properly surveyed, the

tribal territory being wholly closed to Europeans. But information gained through native sources

makes it abundantly clear that the description given by Hsiian-tsang, and in still fuller detail by
Fa-hsien (see below), is borne out by the great natural difficulties of the route. The estimate given

by Hsiian-tsang of the length of the journey also agrees well with the evidence of the sketch-maps

which are all that is available.®

Though Darel itself is still inaccessible to Europeans, the information obtained about it through

native channels indicates that ‘ this valley is extremely fertile and well-populated ’.® The community

of Shina-speaking hill-men which inhabits it, counting some 3,000 fighting-men, until quite recently

retained the status of a small republic like others in the Indus Kohistan. But close relations with

the chiefs ruling Yasin and PunySl across the mountains northward are attested in the past. The
same topographical facts which explain these relations indicate also the route which Fa-hsien is

likely to have followed on his descent to Darel from the Pamirs. A number of relatively easy

mountain routes connect Darel on the north with the valley of the upper Gilgit River between

Gakuch and Ghizar.’® The shortest and most direct of these routes crossing the Dodargali Pass

leads straight to Gupis at the mouth of the Yasin valley, and once in the latter we are on what was

* See Stem, Ancient Khotan, i. p. 27.

® See Ancient Geography of India, p. 82 ;
Stein, Ancient

Khotan, i. p. 6, note 4.

® For Hsiian-tsang cf. Julien, Me'moires, i. p. 149; Beal,

Si-yu-ki, i. p. 134 ;
Watters, Yuan Cktvang, i. p. 239.

’’

See Watters, Yuan Ckuiang, i. p. 239. I have substi-

tuted the correct transcription of Hsuan-tsang’s name of the

Udyana capital for the fanciful restoration ‘ Mangkil ’. For

the identification with the modern Manglaur, see below,

P- * 3 -

' Measured on the ‘Northern Transfrontier’ sheets of

the Survey of India the aggregate distance of the route from

Mankial, the chief place of Darel, along the Indus to Beshan

and thence via GhQrband to Manglaur amounts to about

140 miles. Considering the exceptionally difficult ground, it

is certain that this must be increased by at least one-third in

order to arrive at an approximately correct estimate. If

Hsuan-tsang did not personally visit Ta-li-lo, as the wording
of his Life seems to imply (see Julien, Vie, p. 88 ; Watters,

Yuan Chwang, i. p. 239), he must have secured his mforma-
tion from a very trustworthy guide.

For an account of the Indus Kohistan and the succession

of gorges in which the Indus cuts its way down through the

mountains after its great bend near Sazin, see Biddulph,

Hindoo Koosh, pp. 3 sqq. On p. 7 the ‘ good road, much
frequented by traders, [which] leads from Ghorbund into the
Swat Valley ’ is specially referred to.

* Cf. Biddulph, Hindoo Koosh, pp. 13 sq.

See ‘ Northern Transfrmitier ’ Sheets, Survey of India,

Nos. 2 S.W. and 3 N.W., 4 miles to i inch.
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already in ancient times, as it is still now, the chief line of communication between the Indus

Valley and the Pamirs.

In my Ancient Khotan I have shown how the route which runs up the Yasln Valley to the

Darkot Pass and thence crosses the Hindukush main range by the Baroghil saddle to Sarhad on

the Oxus, was used in a.d. 747 by the Chinese general Kao Hsien-chih for his successful expedition

across the Pamirs to Gilgit.^^ Below I shall have occasion to discuss the northern portion of this

route from personal observation. The fact that it was used in 1895 as the line of progress for the

Pamir Boundary Commission from the British side sufficiently attests its modern importance.

The assumption that Fa-hsien, too, followed this route is strongly supported by the statement

already quoted from his narrative that he and his party travelling from Chieh-ch'a or Kashgar
‘ succeeded in getting across and through the range of the Onion mountains i.e. to Darel, ‘ after being

on the way for a month ’. Having personally travelled along the whole of the ancient trade route

which leads from Kashgar across the Taghdumbash Pamir to Sarhad and thence by the Baroghil and

Darkot Pass to the head of the Yasln Valley, I can vouch for the fact that the ordinary stages on

this journey, as indicated by the local conditions of travel, which cannot have undergone any

material change since ancient ditys, are reckoned at twenty-four or twenty-five.^^ Adding to these

the five marches which, judging from the maps, seem needed for covering the distance between the

foot of the Darkot and Mankial, the chief place in Darel, we arrive exactly at the total which

Fa-hsien’s itinerary indicates. This agreement deserves attention all the more because there is no

other equally short or practicable route between the two points of Fa-hsien’s journey.^®

From Darel Fa-hsien made his way to Udyana by the difficult track along the narrow valley

of the Indus, and the description which his narrative gives of it is both graphic and consistent with

modern accounts of these gorges. ‘ The travellers went on to the south-west for fifteen days (at the

foot of the mountains, and) following the course of their range. The way was difficult and rugged,

(running along) a bank exceedingly precipitous, which rose up there, a hill-like wall of rock,

10,000 cubits from the base. When one approached the edge of it, his eyes became unsteady
;
and

if he wished to go forward in the same direction, there was no place on which he could place his

foot; and beneath were the waters of the river called the Indus. In former times men had
chiselled paths along the rocks, and distributed ladders on the face of them, to the number
altogether of 700, at the bottom of which there was a suspension bridge of ropes, by which the

river was crossed, its banks being there eighty paces apart. . . . After crossing the river, (the

travellers) immediately came to the kingdom of Wu-ch'ang, which is indeed (a part) of North
India.’

Fa-hsien

crossed

Darkot

Pass.

Fa-hsien’s

itinerary.

Fa-hsien’s

account of

Indus

gorges.

Though this portion of the Indus Valley below Darel has never been visited by a European,

it is certain that the difficulties presented by the succession of deep rocky defiles in which the great

” See Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 8 sqq.

** This figure is made up as follows : Kashgar to Tash-

kurghan via the Chichiklik plateau, eleven or twelve marches

(see Forsyth, Yarkand Mission Report, pp. 431 sqq. ; done

by me in six forced marches in June, 1906, as described in

Desert Cathay, i. pp. 97 sqq.); Tash-kurghan to Wakhjir

Pass, five marches ; thence to Sarhad five marches, and

across the Baroghil to the south foot of the Darkot three

more. Travelling with light baggage some days could easily

be saved and utilized for rest at convenient halting-places like

Tash-kurghan and Sarhad.

” As Fa-hsien had gone specially to Kashgar to attend

the great quinquennial assembly held by its king, usually in

the spring (see Legge, Fd-hien, p. 22), he was not likely to

have reached the Baroghil before the melting snows had
closed the route through the Mastflj River gorges for a

descent to Chitral. It is quite possible that this circumstance

determined his choosing the route via Darel in spite of the

increased difiBculties subsequently to be faced in the Indus
Valley. Otherwise he would have found it far easier to

reach Udyana through Chitral and Dir, the route described

in my own narrative.

See Legge, Fd-hien, pp. 26, 28.
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river has cut its way southwards through the mountains, are quite as great as those which confront

the traveller along most of the Indus course between Chilas and Skardo. Hence it is easy to

recognize the pilgrim’s references to the ladders or ‘Rafiks’ connecting the narrow rock ledges

which are used for the track, and to the rope bridges of birch twigs by which this is taken from

one bank to the other.^® Fa-hsien’s specific mention of the rope bridge which he crossed before

reaching the territory of Udyana is confirmed by the map. This shows that the main track along

the Indus crosses below Darel to the left bank and does not regain the right bank until Mirabat,

some eight miles above the side valley of Kanda belonging to Swat.*®

Fa-hsien’s general account of Udyana is brief but shows in strong relief the flourishing state

which Buddhism enjoyed at the time of his visit ‘ The people all use the language of “ Central

India ”, “ Central India ” being what we should call the “ Middle Kingdom The food and clothes

of the common people are the same as in that Central Kingdom. The Law of Buddha is very

(flourishing) in Wu-ch‘ang. They call the places where the monks stay (for a time) or reside

permanently Sahghdrdmas
;
and of these there are in all 500, the monks being all students of the

Hinayana.’ The few sacred sites which Fa-hsien singles out for mention appear again in HsUan-

tsang’s account of Udyana. So long as the greater portion of Sw^ESf^ttOFy'reio^ns ii^ccessible.for

an archaeological survey, there can be no opportunity for a systematic treatment of'ftl topo^aph^
sacra. 1 shall, therefore, as in the case of the later pilgrims’ accounts, be content to mention only

those sites for the identification of which reliable evidence has already been given elsewhere.

This is fortunately the case with regard to the first sacred spot which Fa-hsien names, where

Buddha coming to Udyana ‘left a print of his foot, which is long or short according to the ideas of

the beholder ’.1® Hsuan-tsang too mentions the ‘ large flat stone with the Buddha’s footprints, the

size of which varied with the religious merit of the measurer’. He places it on the north bank of

the Swat River and thirty li to the south-west of the spring of the Naga Apalala, the reputed source

of the river, and itself about 250 li to the north-east of M6ng-chieh-li or Manglaur.*® The latter

indication, as first recognized by Colonel Deane, points clearly to the present head of the Swat
River near Kalam,=*® and it may be considered certain that the sacred spot is marked by the

inscribed rock or boulder near the village of Tirath on the border of the Swat Kohistan. This shows
two largepadukas, and below them a brief KharosAi inscription in characters of the first century b. c.

describing them as the footprints of Buddha ^akyamuni, of which Colonel Deane in 1897 secured

paper impressions, subsequently edited by Professor Buhler.®^ The position of Tirath, moreover, in

relation to Kalam, as far as it is known from survey reconnaissances, corresponds accurately enough
to Hsiian-tsang’s description. It is in the same vicinity that ‘the rock on which he (Buddha) dried

his clothes ’ may be located with great probability
; for Hsuan-tsang places some ‘ 30 li farther

down the river ’ from the site of the miraculous footprints ‘ the rock on which Buddha had washed
his robe, the lines of the robe being still distinct like carving

Cf, in Legge, Fd-hien, p. 26, note 2, the striking

description of the Indus defiles about Rongdo quoted from

Cunningham, Ladak, pp. 88 sq.

*• This fact disposes of Legge’s misgivings about the

identity of T'o-U and Darel, as expressed p. 24, note 2, of

his translation.

” See Legge, Fd-hien, p. 28.

“ Legge, Fd-hien, p. 29.

See Watters, Yuan Chwang, i. p. 231 ;
Julien, Me-

moires, i. p. 135.

“ See Deane, Noie on Udyana, J.R.A.S., 1896, p. 656.

See Anzeiger of the Imperial Academy of Sciences,

Vienna, 1898, iv. pp. 12 sqq. The two impressions of the
tame stone which I conjnunicated on Colonel Deane’s
behalf, were taken by Professor Bflhler to be those of two
separate inscriptions, a misapprehension which that great

scholar’s sudden death very soon after the publication pre-

vented from being promptly cleared up.
“ See Legge, Fd-hien, p. 29 ; Watters, Yuan Chwang,

p. 23 1 . It is possible that the rock-carving, evidently natural,

to which the pilgrims allude, still exists; for among the
paper estampages which had been brought to Colonel Deane
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From Wu-ch'ang, the Fo-kuo-chi tells us, Fa-hsien with some of his companions ‘ descended Fa-hsien’s

south, and arrived in the country of Su-ho-to'

.

In the name of this territory,^ a transcrip-

tion of an older form of Swat was long ago surmised. This is confirmed by the fact that the only
sacred site mentioned here by Fa-hsien—the one where in a previous birth the Bodhisattva, in

order to save a dove pursued by a hawk, was believed to have ‘ cut off a piece of his own flesh, and
with it ransomed the dove’—is located by Hsuan-tsang in the hills to the south-west of Manglaur.^®
Guided by the exact topographical indications in Hsuan-tsang’s Memoirs, and by the rapid archaeo-
logical survey I had effected while accompanying the Buner Field Force in January, 1898, I was
able to identify the site indicated with the remains of a large Stupa found near the village of
Girarai in the extreme west of Buner, and at the foot of the range dividing it from the Swat Valley.*^

That Buner was in Buddhist times reckoned as part of Udyana is proved by the series of sacred
sites which Sung YUn and Hsiian-tsang describe in the south of Udyana, and which I traced during
my survey in Buner.*® Why Fa-hsien should have distinguished Buner by the separate designation

of Su-ho-to can no longer be determined.*®

The next and more detailed account of Udyana is supplied by the pilgrim Sung Yiin and Sung YUn’s

Hui-sh^ng, members of the religious mission which the Empress Hu of the Western Wei dynasty
dispatched to the North-West of India in a.d. 518. Their journey from Khotan to Sarikol I have
discussed elsewhere.*'^ Thence they made their way in the early autumn of a.d. 519 across the

Pamirs to Wakhan, and the seats of the Yeh-tas or Hephthalites in the present Badakhshan.*®
After a brief stay there, as Sung Yiin’s narrative and Hui-sheng’s notes preserved in the Wei Annals
tell us, the pilgrims passed through the small mountain tract of Po-chih into the territory of Shd-mi.
There they gradually emerged from the Ts'ung-ling Mountains, and hence gained Udyana which
lay to the south of Sh^-mi.*® In my Ancient Khotan I have already had occasion to show that the
territory of She-mi, which a passage of the T'ang Annals describes as bordering Chieh-shih or
Chitral on the west and south, corresponds to ‘ the cluster of valleys to the south of the great snowy
range [of the Hindukush] which since mediaeval times has been known by the general name of
Kafiristan ’.®® There I also indicated my belief that the route followed by Sung Yun and his

companions led them through one of the easternmost valleys of Kafiristan down to the Kunar
River and thence across Dir (or Bajaur) into the Swat Valley. But additional information since

obtained about that region, as well as other reasons, make it desirable to trace the pilgrims’ route
here in fuller detail.

From Sung Yiin’s narrative we learn that after leaving the Hephthalite king’s encampment. Sung Yiin’s

which at the season indicated (tenth Chinese month, i. e. about November, a.d. 519) is likely to

by his native agents, and which he handed over to ine early Antiquary, 1899, pp. zt, 60.)
Po-ssii.

in 1898, there was one which showed a rock surface curiously ” For references see below, p. 16.

cut up by natural cross lines, recalling the threads of some “ It is noteworthy that as far as Su-ho-to Fa-hsien’s
woven fabric. There were traces of some Kharosthi charac- narrative shows none of those errors in bearings and distances
ters also. Some place in the Upper Swat Valley was which from the next territory, Gandhara, onwards often
vaguely indicated as the provenance. The publication of the pterplex the student of ancient Indian geography.
estampage was prevented by the death of Professor Buhler ” See Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 28 sqq.
for whom it was reserved, and subsequently by the doubts “ For this portion of the pilgrims’ route cf. below,
which (justly enough) arose about the genuineness of the pp. 60 sqq.

many ‘inscriptions in unknown characters’ supplied to ” See Chavannes, Tkw, pp. 2 7 sqq.

Colonel Deane by the less scrupulous of his agents. See Ancient Khotan, pp. 14 sq. ; for the hill state of
“ See Legge, pp. 30 sq.; Watters, Fiww CArt;<z«^, Chieh-shih (also appearing with a slight graphic variation

*• P- 234 ;
Julien, Memoires, i. p. 137. under the name of Chieh-shuai), cf. Chavannes, Turcs occid.,

** mq Archaeological tour with the Buner Field Force, pp. 158 sq., 214 sq.; for its identity with Chitral see also

pp. 16, 61-2, and below, p. r6 with note. (Also Indian below, p. 30.

1374 C
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have been in the neighbourhood of Faizabad or even lower down, he entered the kingdom of

Po-ssu Its territory, which was very confined, was traversed in seven days. The

mountaineers inhabiting it had extremely scanty resources and were of a wicked and insolent

disposition, paying no respect to their king. In this territory there was a stream which had been

shallow, but subsequently a landslip intercepted its course and transformed it into two lakes.

A poisonous dragon lived there and produced many calamities
;

in the summer it brought down

violent rainstorms, in the winter it heaped up the snows. Travellers on its account experienced

many difficulties
; the white glare of the snow dazzled their sight and made them close their eyes,

so that with troubled sight they could no longer distingmish anything. So they sacrificed to the

dragon-king and thereafter recovered peace.

Po-ssu An extract from Hui-sheng’s record given by the Pei shift in substance reproduces the same

k
about this territory, which is there called Po-chih ^ and is placed to the south-west

of Po-ho or Wakhan.®*® This location led Professor Marquart to identify Po-ssu or Po-chih with the

mountain tract between Zebak and the Hindukush watershed towards Chitral,®® and a closer

examination of the route which Sung Yun and his companions must have followed proves this

identification to be right. For travellers coming from Badakhshan and wishing to gain Swat,

the most direct, and probably also the easiest, route across the Hindukush leads south of Zebak

up the valley of Sanglich. From the headwaters of the Zebak River thus reached, two important

passes lead across the Hindukush watershed : one is the Dorah, 14,800 ft. above the sea, which

gives access to the Lutkho Valley, descending to the Chitral capital, and is crossed by a much-

frequented caravan route.®* The other is the Mandal Pass, about 15,300 ft. high and about

six miles in a direct line to the south-west of the Dorah, over which a route leads down into the

Bashgol Valley, the easternmost main valley of Kafiristan. Where the tracks descending northward

from the two passes join lies the Hauz-i-Dorah or Lake Dufferin, a sheet of water nearly two miles

long, and about half a mile wide, enclosed on both sides by steep slopes of rock which leave room

only for a difficult path on the east. About a mile and a half lower down, the route to Zebak passes

a second and much smaller lake.®*

Sung Ytin’s That these are the two lakes to which Sung Yiin’s legendary account of the dragon refers, may

Lak^e
be considered certain

;
for the reliable information ®* I have been allowed to consult shows plainly

Dufferin. that this feature is not found on the northern approaches of any of the other H indukush passes, from

the Khatinza to the Kamarbida, which could possibly be connected with Sung Yiin’s route. The
conclusion that the pilgrim travelled up by way of Zebak to Lake Dufferin is confirmed also by the

seven marches which he indicates for his passage of Po-chih ;
for at the present day, too, the distance

from the Dorah to Khairabad where the Warduj Valley comprising Zebak and Sanglich ends, is

reckoned at seven marches.

Sung Yiin’s From Lake Dufferin two routes, as already stated, were open to the pilgrims. That they chose

not the Dorah but the Mandal Pass is evident from the details of their subsequent progress. In

Kafiristan. the second half of the eleventh month they entered the kingdom of She-mi where they gradually

passed out of the Ts'ung-ling Mountains. The cultivable soil there was stony, and the people

mostly wretched. On the steep paths and dangerous routes it was with difficulty that a single man

See Chavannes, Voyage de Song Yun, pp. 27 sqq. calls the pass Kotal-i Do-RdhaK), is due to the close vicinity

See Chavannes,_F^<^« de Song Yun, p. 27, note 7. of the two passes to which the northern approach lies by the
“ Cf. Marquart, Erdn-lahr, p. 245. same route as far as Lake Dufferin.

It is probable that the name Dorah which is locally “ Cf. North-Western Transfrontier Sheet, No. 26 S.E.,

understood to mean do-rah ‘ two roads ’ (the native survey Survey of India,

edited by Raverty, Notes on Afghanistan, p. 160, distinctly “ Printed but not published.
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and his horse had room to pass.®^ Hui-sheng’s record notes besides that Sh^-mi lay to the south

of Po-chih, and that its inhabitants did not believe in the Buddhist religion but served divers

divinities.®* I have referred above to the passage of the T'ang Annals which describes She-mi

as adjoining Chieh-shih or Chitral on the west and the south. Reference to the map shows that

this description accords exactly with the relative position of Chitral and the Kafir territory, which

even in quite recent times reached both sides of the Kunar Valley above and below Arnawai. It is

equally evident from the map that it is the Bashgol Valley, with its numerous and large Kafir

settlements (Fig. 8), which occupies the position indicated due south of Po-chih or the Zebak-Warduj
Valleys, whereas Chitral lies partly to the east and partly to the south-east of them. It would

have been difficult among the high and barren mountain-spurs of Chitral for the travellers to believe

themselves to be emerging from the Ts'ung-ling, whereas the description suits well the more open

and fertile Kafiristan valleys. Finally the statement about the absence of Buddhist worship would

not fit Chitral, where surviving remains actually attest its presence about Sung Yiin’s time, while

on the other hand, in the Kafir valleys, the worship of ‘ divers divinities ’ has continued to our own
days without a trace of Buddhism having ever existed by its side.

Though the route over the Mandal Pass has not been regularly surveyed, there is trustworthy Route

information to show that it is practicable for laden animals in the summer and autumn, probably
j

under conditions much like those on the neighbouring Dorah.®® Since the Afghan occupation of Pass.

Kafiristan a regular trade route appears, in fact, to have been opened up to the head of the

Bashgol Valley and across the pass. That even before this a good deal of trade made its way
thither from the Badakhshan side is evident from a remark of Sir George Robertson who ascended
the Bashgol Valley in 1892.^“

To revert to an earlier period, it is noteworthy that the route in Marco Polo’s account, by Marco Polo

which the Mongol partisan leader Nigudar, ‘with a great body of horsemen, cruel unscrupulous ,

fellows made his way from Badakhshan ‘ through another province called Paskai-Dir, and then
*

through another called Ariora-Keshemur' to India, must have led down the Bashgol Valley.^*

The name of Pashai clearly refers to the Kafirs among whom this tribal designation exists to this

day,« while the mention of Dir indicates the direction which this remarkable inroad had taken.

That its further progress must have lain through Swat is made probable by the name which, in

Marco Polo’s account, precedes that of ‘ Keshemur ’ or Kashmir
;
for in the hitherto unexplained

Artora can be recognized, I believe, the present Agror, the name of the well-known hill-tract on
the Hazara border which faces Buner from the left bank of the Indus.<® It is easy to see from any

See Chavannes, Vojage de Song Yun, p. 28.

** See ibidem, note 3.

” The route leading up the Bashgol Valley to this pass

is described quite accurately in the ‘ Surveys ’ dating back to

circ. 1789-90, which Raverty has edited in his Notes on

Afghanistan, p. 149. The pass is there called Apa-luk.

Raverty has called due attention to the importance of this

route connecting Badakhshan with the Kabul river valley and

Peshawar.

See Robertson, The Kafirs of the Hindu-kush, p. 305.

That Sir George Robertson was able to cross what he calls

the Mandal Pass, at the very beginning of June, without

exceptional difficulties (Joe. cit., pp. 312 sqq.), in spite of the

snow which was then still heavy, confirms the estimate given

as to the practicability of the route. It must, however, be

noted that the pass by which he crossed was clearly on the

side route branching off to the Munjan River headwaters and

thus identical with what the map marks as Wulf Pass.

** See Yule, Marco Polo, i. p. 98, with note, p. 104;
Ancient Khotan, i. p. 14, note 28.

" See references in Yule, Marco Polo, i. p. 165; also

Grierson, Z.D.M.G., Ixvi. p. 70, note i.

” In my note on Rajat. viii. 3402 I have shown that the

modem form Agror is the direct phonetic derivative of the

Sanskrit Atyugrapura, the name by which Kalhana mentions

this hill tract in connexion with a contemporary expedition

to Urala or Hazara. The intermediate Prakrit form
*Ayugraura, which the phonetic development there discussed

presupposes, would help to account for Marco’s .<4 rfora. Cf.

also the form ’Wdyovpos in which Atyugrapura > Agror is

presented by Ptolemy, Geography, vii. i. 45, as one of the

‘ cities ’ of the’Apaa territory, i. e. Ura^a.

C 2
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Sung Van’s
description

of Indus

route.

Sung Yiin’s

account of

Udyana.

accurate map of these regions, that for a mobile column of horsemen forcing its way from

Badakhshan to Kashmir, the route leading through the Bashgol Valley, Dir, Talash, Swat, Buner,

Agror, and up the Jhelum Valley would form at the present day, too, the most direct and practicable

line of invasion.**

In his narrative Sung Yun mentions also an alternative route to Wu-ch*ang or Udyana, which

led through Po-lu-le ^ and describes its formidable difficulties. Iron chains there served

for bridges, and suspended across the void formed a passage
;
below, the bottom was not visible

;

there was no support by the sides ;
in an instant the traveller’s body might be precipitated to

a depth of 80,000 feet. On this account Sung Yiin and Hui-sh6ng, realizing from afar the nature of

these places, refrained from taking this route.*® The Pei-shih’s corresponding, though briefer,

account of this route, places it distinctly to the east. This fact, together with the verbal approxima-

tion of Sung Yiin’s Po-lu-le and Hsiian-tsang’s Po-lu-lo, above Darel,** makes it certain that the

route is meant which led through Yasin and Darel down to the gorges of the Indus Valley, and

which, as we saw, was followed by Fa-hsien.*^

Sung Yiin, who spent the whole winter and part of the spring of a. d. 520 in Wu-ch'ang

M Wt’ ^ enthusiastic description of the country where he found Buddhism still

highly flourishing.*® He makes its territory touch the Ts'ung-ling Mountains to the north, and India

to the south. The climate was temperate, and the people and natural products abundant and

strong. The local customs conformed to pious traditions of old. The king conducted himself

with strict adherence to Buddhist rules, observed a vegetable diet and abstinence, and worshipped

Buddha at daybreak and nightfall. The gracious reception he accorded to Sung Yiin is related

at length, as well as the polite desire he expressed at its end to be re-bom in the ‘Celestial

Kingdom ’.

People guilty of mortal crimes were not executed, but banished to desert mountains where

they were left the care of their own maintenance.*® In doubtful cases justice was administered by

ordeal based on the use of drugs. The soil is described as fertile and excellent, and the people

and products as flourishing. All kinds of cereals were grown and the different fruits ripened in

abundance. During the night the sound of the temple bells filled the whole country. There was

** Marco Polo in Book i. Chap, xxx, estimates ‘ Keshimur ’

or Kashmir at only seven days’ journey from Pashai to the

south..east, and the shortness of this estimate has perplexed

even Yule; see id., Marco Polo, i. p. 166. But the route

above indicated permits an explanation. Starting from some

point like Amawai on the Kunar River which certainly

would be well within ‘ Pashai ’, lightly equipped horsemen

could by that route easily reach the border of Agror on the

Indus within seven days. Speaking from personal knowledge

of almost the whole of the ground I should be prepared to do

the ride myself by the following stages; Dir, Warai, Sado,

Chakdara, Kinkargalai, Bajkatta, Kai or Darband on the

Indus. It must be borne in mind that, as Yule rightly

recognized, Marco Polo is merely reproducing information

derived from a Mongol source and based on Nigudar’s raid

;

and further that Hazara and the valley of the Jhelum were

probably then still dependent on the Kashmir kingdom, as

they were certainly in Kalhana’s time, only a century earlier.

As to the rate at which Mongols were accustomed to travel

on ‘ Dak ’, cf. Yule, Marco Polo, i. pp. 434 sqq.

" See Chavannes, Voyage de Song Fun, pp. a8 sqq.; for

the note in the Pei-shih, see ibid., p. 28, note 3.

“ For Hsflan-tsang’s Po-lu-lo^ ^ cf. Ancient

Khotan, i. p. 6, note 5. As Hsiian-tsang places Po-lu-lo 500 li

to the east of Darel up the Indus it must strictly be identified

with Baltistan. Between SungYtin’s Po-lu-le, which evidently

represents Yasin, and Po-lu-lo there is the same relation as

between the ‘Little P'o-lU’ and the ‘Great P‘o-lil’ of the

T'ang Annals, the former representing Yasin with Gilgit, the

latter Baltistan
;

cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 5 sqq.

” See Chavannes, Voyage de Song Fun, p. 28, note 7

;

above, p. 7.

•* See Chavannes, loc. cit., pp. 29 sqq. I extract from
this translation only the essential features of the general

description.

" Colonel Deane in Notes on Udyana, JJR.A.S., 1896,

p. 662, has rightly called attention to the fact that out-

casting is the sole punishment for murder also among the

Kafir tribes; see Robertson, The Kafirs of the Hindu-kush,

pp. 440 sqq.
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a profusion of fine flowers the bloom of which continued during winter as well as summer ;
monks

and laymen gathered them for offerings to Buddha.®®

As Udyana along with Gandhara was the chief goal of the pilgrims’ pious mission most of its

sacred sites of importance find mention in their itinerary. But though there is often much detailed

description, exact topographical indications are rare. There is, moreover, a certain confusion in the

sequence ofthe extracts from the narratives of Sung Yiin and Hui-sh^ng which the extant compilation

has preserved.®^ The result is that the correct location of the sacred spots mentioned becomes

possible only in the light of Hsuan-tsang’s more systematic and precise account, I shall restrict

myself therefore to a brief indication of those sites which, I think, can at present safely be fixed.

After leaving ‘the city’, which must be identified with Hsuan-tsang’s Meng-chieh-li or

Manglaur, the pilgrims lead us, like Fa-hsien, to the spot where Buddha’s clothes in drying had left

their traces on a rock, and to the stone showing the miraculous impress of his feet.®^ The former

site is placed to the east of the river, the latter eighty (or according to another reading eighteen) li

to the north of the royal city, which is considerably less than the distance indicated by HsUan-

tsang and confirmed by the rock inscription of Tirath. Between the two sites reference is made to

a lake, west of the river, worshipped as the habitation of a miracle-working Naga king. In this

may be recognized the famous Naga Apalala, a kind of tutelary divinity of Udyana, whose legend

Hsuan-tsang relates at length in connexion with the source of the Swat River.®* The great temple,

T'o-lo, which the pilgrims describe as of great magnificence and as a special object of royal

attention, is placed to the north of the city and may perhaps be looked for among the extensive

ruins said to exist about Manglaur.®*

Turning to the south of the royal city the itinerary describes the sacred site where Buddha in

a previous birth was believed to have used his skin for paper, and one of his bones for a pen, to

write the Holy Law. This site, which Sung Yun places at a hundred li to the south of Manglaur,

is mentioned also by Hsuan-tsang under the name of Masura-sangharama, ‘ the convent of the

lentils’.®® Its remains I have identified with the Gumbatai ruins near Tursak, the chief place

of Buner.®® Finally, there is an enthusiastic account of the sacred spot in the hills, eight marches

to the south-east of the city, where Buddha in a former life sacrificed his body to feed a famished

tigress. This famous site, which Hsiian-tsang visited on his return from Taksa^ila on the east

of the Indus, and which Fa-hsien mentions among the ‘Four great Stupas’,®’ has been identified

by me with the ruins discovered on Mount Banj, near the end of the rugged spur which descends

from Mahaban south-eastwards to the Indus.®® The fact that this famous sanctuary occupied an

isolated position to the south of the watershed, which separates the ancient Udyana (including

Buner) from Gandhara, may explain why both Hsiian-tsang and Fa-hsien mention it not in connexion

with Udyana, but with the territory of Taksa^ila which faces it across the Indus.

Those who have enjoyed in Lower Swat the delightful

abundance of narcissus and other early flowers in mid-winter

can easUy realize the personal touch imparted here to the

pilgrim’s description. Even the present Pathan dwellers of

the valley, so little prone to sentiment, are then seen decked

with bunches of flowers.

" Cf. on this important point M. FouchePs judicious

remarks, Giographie ancienne du Gandhdra, p. 28, note i :

Chavannes, Voyage de Song Fun, pp. 5 sq.

“ See Chavannes, Voyage de Song Fun, pp. 31 sq. ; cf.

above, p. 8.

“ See Julien, Mimoires, i. p. 133 ;
Watters, Fuan

Chwang, i. p. 229.

“ Cf. Deane, Notes on Udyana, J.R.A.S., 1896, p. 656.
“ See Chavannes, Voyage de Song Fun, p. 34 ;

Julien,

Menmres, i. pp. 136 sq.; Watteis, Yuan Ckwang, i. p. 233.

See Stein, Archaeological tour with the Buner Field

Force, p. 61, and below, p. 16.

^ See Chavannes, Voyage de Song Fun, p. 33, with

note 3; Julien, Mimoires, i. pp. 164 sqq.
; Watters, i'waw

Chwang, i. pp. 253 sqq.; Legge, Fd-hien, p.32.
“ The remains of Mount Banj and the reasons which

determine my identification, have been fully discussed in my
Archaeological Surv^ Report, N. W. Frontier, 1904-5,

PP- 33-45-

Sacred sites

mentioned

by Sung
Yiin.

Sacred sites

identified in

Buner.
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Section III.—UDYANA IN CHINESE RECORDS OF TANG TIMES

Hsiian-

tsang’s visit

to Udyana.

Description

of Udyana
in Hsi-yU-

chi.

The people

of Udyana.

The expansion of Chinese political influence westwards which soon followed the accession of

the Tang dynasty early in the seventh century, is marked also by a considerable increase in the

information which Chinese records have preserved about the ‘ Western Regfions ’ and India. In

the case of Udyana, the advantage derived from this is mainly through the detailed account which

Hsuan-tsang, the great ‘ monk of the T'ang period ’, has left of his visit to this territory about the

year a.d. 630. Here, as elsewhere, in the vast area covered by his travels, there is reason to

regret that the pious pilgrim’s attention was so closely riveted upon matters of sacred tradition and

doctrine to the exclusion of more worldly interests. Thus, for example, he fails to mention whether

the kingdom of Wu-chang-na was then one of the twelve dependent territories of the

ruler of Chia-pi-shih or Kabul, or had a king of its own as a notice of the T'ang Annals seems to

prove for a.d. 642.^ As in Gandhara, Hsuan-tsang found Buddhism here fallen low from its once

flourishing condition described by the earlier pilgrims. Yet the traditional fame of the region was

still great enough to induce him to give a general description of the country and people which

presents distinct points of interest.

Hsuan-tsang started for Udyana northward from the city of Udabhanda or Und on the

Indus and reached it after six marches across mountains and valleys.® He describes it as being

more than 5,000 li in circumference, and comprising mountains and valleys, marshy plains and

elevated plateaus, a description which correctly reflects the varied configuration of Swat ground.

The products of the soil, though varied, were not plentiful. There was abundance of grapes, but

only little sugar-cane. The country produced gold, iron, and saffron
;
® there was a vigorous growth

of forest, and flowers and fruit-trees flourished. Cold and heat were moderate, with wind and rain

at regular seasons. The people were of a soft and pusillanimous character, and by nature inclined

to craft and deceit. They were fond of study, but did not pursue it with ardour. The science

of magical formulae had become with them an art and a profession. They were chiefly dressed in

white calico. Their spoken language, in spite of some differences, bore much resemblance to that

of India. The same applied to their written characters and their manners.*

The description of the physical conditions here given is in close accord with the actual aspects

of the country. What is said of the character of the people can be explained partly by the

debilitating influence which extensive rice cultivation, as practised in Lower Swat, is known to

exercise upon Eastern races
; an influence which the present Pathan settlers, too, relatively recent

immigrants as they are, are believed to be undergoing. The reputation which Udyana enjoyed

as a home of magic is reflected in the legend which Sung Yiin heard in Sarikol of a king who, in

order to overcome a wicked dragon ofthat region, proceeded to Udyana, and after having there studied

the magical incantations of the Brahmans for four years, returned and successfully exorcized the

Naga.® This practice of magical rites must have been closely bound up with the special prevalence

of the Mahayana form of Buddhism in these parts. Hence Sir Henry Yule’s just observation

:

‘ The doctrines of Sakya, as they prevailed in Udyana in old times, were probably strongly tinged

* See below. The way in which both the HH-yil-chi and

the Life refer to Ta-li-lo as the former seat of the king of

Udyana seems to suggest that there was a local dynasty

which had conquered Udyana from that side.

® Cf. Julien, M^moires, i. pp. 131 sqq.
;
Watters, Yuan

Chwang, i. pp. 225 sqq.

’ Gold is washed, though only in very modest quantities,

from the sands ofthe Swat River ; iron is mentioned in Swat by

Abu-1-Fazl (see Raverty, Notes on Afghanistan, p. 166) and
is still smelted from gravel on the Panjkora headwaters

j see

Geograph.fournal, xl. p. 53.
‘ Thus Julien ;

Watters, loc. cit., translates : ‘ The rules

of their written language were in a rather unsettled state.’

' See Chavannes, Voyage de Song Fun, p. 21.
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with Sivaitic magic, and the Tibetans still regard that locality as the classic ground of sorcery

and witchcraft.’ ®

Hsiiang-tsang then proceeds to give information which plainly shows that Buddhism, though Buddhism

still the predominant form of worship, was in a state of far-advanced decay. The people valued

the law of Buddha, and believed reverentially in the Mahayana doctrine. Along the two banks

of the Su-p'o-su-tu or Swat River,’ there had once existed 1,400 monasteries, but most of them were

now in ruins. Once they had contained 18,000 brethren, but now their number was greatly

diminished. All these monks studied the Mahayana, and specially devoted themselves to the

practice of meditation. They were fond of reading their texts, but were incapable of penetrating

their meaning. They conducted themselves according to their rules, and specially cultivated the

science of magical formulas. The pilgrim then enumerates the five redactions of the Vinaya taught,

curiously enough all belonging to the ‘Little Vehicle’, and adds that there were also about ten

Deva temples, in which lived a medley of various sectarians, a distinct reference to Hindu

worship.

According to him, Udyana contained four or five strong cities, and most of its rulers had taken Topo-

for their capital the town of M^ng-chieh-li ^^ which was sixteen or seventeen li in circuit,

and supported a flourishing population. The identification of Meng-chieh-li with the present Udyana.

Manglaur, first apparently proposed by V. de Saint-Martin, is strongly supported by what is known
of the natural advantages of the site and the extensive ruins about it.® Hsiian-tsang uses the town

as the starting-point for the topographical indications he furnishes as regards the various sacred

localities detailed in his Memoirs, and the relative ease with which it has been possible to trace

these within the area so far accessible for an archaeological survey helps to give confidence in that

identification. Unfortunately the only opportunity which has so far brought Europeans to Manglaur
and its neighbourhood was the rapid punitive expedition to Upper Swat in the course of the great

tribal rising of 1897, and this could not be utilized for archaeological work. In consequence the

various Stupas which Hsiian-tsang’s Memoirs specify at short distances to the south-west, west, and
north-east of M^ng-chieh-li, cannot be identified at present with any certainty.® It seems, however,

probable that the Stupa which Uttarasena, an early king of Udyana, was believed to have erected

over relics of Buddha’s body, is marked by the great ruined dome near Barikot on the left bank
of the Swat River, as the distance and bearing agree closely with the sixty to seventy li to the

south-west of the capital which the pilgrim mentions.’®

The ground for identification is safer, even though tlie distance from the surveyed area be

greater, as regards the spring of the Naga Apalala already discussed above, in which a legend

related at length by the pilgrim placed the source of the Swat River.” With this once located it

® Cf. Yule, Marco Polo, i. pp. 164 sq.

’ This form of the river name, as found in the old text A
of the Hsi-yii-cM (cf. Watters, Yuan Chwang, i, p. 226), is

distinctly preferable to the form Su-p'o{panl)-/a-su-lu

found in other texts, as it represents a correct phonetic

transcription of Suvastu, the original Skr. form of the name.

Cf. Marquart, Zur Geschichle von Eran, ii. p. 248, who Justly

protests against Lassen’s reconstruction of a Skr. *^ubha~

vastu out of the reading Su-p'o-fa-su-tu which, if correct at

all, probably is due to the influence of a learned etymology.

* Cf. Deane, Notes on Udyana, J.R.A.S., 1896, pp. 653
sqq.

;
V. de Saint-Martin, in Julien, M/mot'res, ii. pp.

314 sq.

* For conjectures regarding the sacred sites thus men-

tioned by Hsiiang-tsang (see Julien, Memoires, i. pp. 133,

139 sq. ;
Watters, Yuan Chwang, i. pp. 227, 236 sqq.), cf.

Deane, J.R.A.S; 1896, pp. 659 sq.

For a photograph of the Barikot Stupa, which is just

visible from the Landake ridge, the eastern limit of Lower
Swat, see Foucher, L’ari du Gandhdra, i. p. 67.

” See above, p. 8 ;
Deane, J.R.A.S., 1896, p. 656.

Watters, Yuan Chivang, i. pp. 229 sq., rectifies several

obvious mistakes in Julien’s translation of the passage de-

scribing the origin of the Swat River. The wicked Naga
before his conversion used to destroy the crops of the country

by the ‘ white water i. e. the floods he sent down from his

spring. After his submission he was allowed for his main-

tenance to carry off the crops only once in every twelve
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is possible to fix with fair accuracy the position of the sacred spots further down by the river, where

Buddha’s miraculous footprints and the impress left by his dr)dng clothes received pious worship.^*

Also when HsUan-tsang passes on southwards, identifications of the sacred sites he describes

become possible owing to the rapid archaeological survey I was able to effect in 1898, while with

the Buner Field Force. Thus I have shown that the Mahavana convent, two hundred li to the

south of the Swat capital, where Buddha in a former birth had delivered himself up to a king,

his enemy, in order that the reward offered for his person might benefit a poor Brahman, is still

marked by the ruins of Pinj-kotai near Sunigram in Buner.^® With this point determined and

guided by the Hsi-yii-cht

s

precise bearings and distances, it became possible for me also to trace

the remains of the Masura-sangharama or ‘ Convent of the lentils’, and of the Stupa which marked

the spot where Buddha in a previous existence had ransomed the dove, at Gumbatai near Tursak

and at Girarai respectively.^* Both sites have already been referred to, the first being mentioned

also by Sung Yiin and the second by Fa-hsien.*® To this group of Buner sites a fourth may be

added, if the tempting identification proposed by M. Foucher of the Hi-lo mountain with Mount
11am, the most conspicuous peak in the range separating the Swat Valley from Buner, is accepted.*®

The description which Hsuan-tsang gives of the mountain, the bearing to the south of Manglaur

which he indicates, and the name itself would well agree with the suggested location. But there

remains the fact that the versions so far known of the Hsi-yU-ch€

s

text put the distance at four
hundred li, while M. Foucher must conjecturally emend it to one hundred. So a decision must be

left until the time when it will be possible to pay a visit to Mount Ham and to verify the presence,

or otherwise, of the square stones mentioned by the pilgrim, ‘ resembling couches and looking as if

made by the hand of man, which touch each other and continue from the sides of the mountain

down into the valley’. The superstitious respect in which the peak is held to-day might well be

a reflex of the legends to which HsUan-tsang alludes, about mysterious voices and musical strains

heard on the mountain where Buddha ‘once gave up his life for the hearing of a half-stanza

of doctrine’.**

From the Stupa, marking the spot where Buddha had redeemed the pigeon, a journey of two

hundred li north-westwards brought the pilgrim to a group of sacred sites in a valley which he calls

Skan-ni-lo-shih}* The distance and bearing taken from Girarai justify Colonel Deane in his

identification of this with the Adinzai Valley which debouches at Chakdara from the north.**

Remains of Buddhist shrines can be traced at several points along the lower part of this valley.

years. ‘ And so once every twelve years the counUyhas the

“ white water ” infliction.

M. Foucher has rightly pointed out that the folklore

notion underlpng the legend of Apalala is the same as in the

Kashmir legend of the Naga SuSravas; see his article on

Les bas-relie/s duSUlpa de Sikri, J.A., 1903, ii. p. 185 ; also

my note on Rajat. i. 263-5. M. Foucher has also justly

called attention to the identity of the expression ‘white

water ’ with the Turk! term ak-su applied in Chinese Turkestan

to the summer floods from the mountains; cf. Ruins of
Khotan, i. pp. 185, 426 ;

Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 94, 445. It is

curious that Alberuni (ii. p. 182, as quoted by Watters)

records a tradition from Sw3t about the water of a certain

valley becoming white on certain days of the year. The
NSga Su§ravas, too, is supposed after his banishment to

reside in a ‘ lake of dazzling whiteness resembling a sea of

milk which he created for himself on a far-off mountain ’

;

see my Rajat. i. 267, with note.

’* Cf. above, p. 8.

” See Archaeological tour with the Buner Field Force,

pp. 34 sqq., 61-2 (also Ind. Ant., xxviii. pp. 14, 58).
** Cf. ibidem, pp. 16 sqq., 61-2 (Ind, Ant., xxviii. pp. 21,

25> 69 sq.). It may be noted that the designation

Masura is not certain since the text of the Hsi-yii-chi shows

Mo-yil for the form Mo-shu ^ presupposed by

an explanatory gloss. Sung Yiin’s text shows the second

character as hsiu.

See above, pp. 9, 13.

Cf. Foucher, GiograpMe ancienne du Gandhdra, p, 48,

note 3.

Cf. Watters, Yuan Chwang, i. p. 231 ;
Julien, Mdmoires,

i.pp. 135 sq.

*' See Julien, M/moires, i. pp. 137 sq.; Watters, Yuan
Chwang, i. pp. 235 sq.

See Deane, Notes on Udyana,J.R.A.S., 1896, p. 657.
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and this makes it at present more difficult to determine where the convent of the ‘ Serpent medicine
’

and the neighbouring gp’eat Stupa of Su-mo are to be exactly located. They were both believed

to have been erected at places where Buddha in a previous birth as Indra had changed himself into

a serpent and allowed pieces of his body to be eaten in order that the people suffering from famine

and pestilence might be cured. The much-decayed mounds of Sapar and Andan-dherl, in which

Colonel Deane had thought to recognize remains of these structures, lie close to the point where

the route to Bajaur, and with it the present military road to ChitrM, turns sharply west towards the

Katgala Pass. I had paid them a visit at the close of 1896, and ascertained then that the supposed

name of Suma was not known locally. For excavation, which alone could help definitely to settle

the question as to the identity of the remains, there was no time on my rapid passage of 1906.

To the north of the valley, and by the side of a steep cliff, the Hsi-yii-chi mentions a Stupa

near a healing spring which Buddha, in a previous birth as a king of peacocks, was believed to have

pecked open with his beak. Colonel Deane has suggested the location of this site at the village

Gudai-khwar, high up on the steep slope of the Laram Mountain, and some ten miles to the north

of Chakdara, w’here an abundant spring was reopened in recent times under rather remarkable

circumstances. The visit I paid to this spot at the end of 1897 makes me inclined to accept this

identification as probable, even though I failed to find remains of a Stupa above ground, or the

traces of the peacock’s feet which pious Buddhists’ eyes used to see on the rock.^°

The only sacred locality in HsUan-tsang’s narrative still calling for mention is the ‘ dragon Hstian-

lake ’ on the mountain called Lan-po-lo. A legend related at great length connected it with an

exiled ^akya who married the dragon or Naga’s daughter, and became the founder of the royal iake^°"

house of Udyana. The direction indicated, a hundred and forty or a hundred and fifty li to the

north-west of a sanctuary which itself must be looked for within a distance of four or five miles north

of Manglaur, makes it appear probable that the lake of Saidgai is meant, which information collected

by Colonel Deane places at the head of the Aushiri Valley draining into the Panjkora from the

north-east near Darora.^ This mountain tract between the Upper Swat River and the Panjkora

still remains unsurveyed, and I am hence unable to add details to the arguments adduced by Colonel

Deane for his very tempting identification.

The only other Chinese pilgrim whose visit to Udyana is detailed in the records so far made Wu-k'ung’s

accessible, is Wu-k'ung. The travels of this humble successor of Hsuan-tsang (a.d. 751-790) fall

into a period when Chinese influence in the ‘ Western Regions ’ was rapidly waning, and he must

have been one of the last pious travellers to make his way to the Indian North-West through

Central Asia. Though he appears to have spent a very considerable portion of his long Indian

residence in Gandhara and the neighbouring Udyana, his notices here as elsewhere are meagre.

But his record of the route by which he travelled from Kashgar to Udyana, brief as it is, presents

points of interest.^^ He was attached to a Chinese envoy, dispatched to the ruler of Chi-pin (i. e.

the Kabul Valley and Gandhara) in response to a mission thence which had reached the Imperial

court in a.d. 750, and he travelled thus across the Ts*ung-ling Mountains, or the Pamirs, to the territory

of the ‘ Five Ch'ih-ni or Shih-ni This corresponds, as a passage of the T'ang Annals quoted by

M. Chavannes proves, to the present Shighnan on the Oxus.**® Hence the party proceeded through

” See Deane, loc. cii., pp. 658 sq. The large stone bowl

with which the mouth of die spring is there stated to have

been closed before its rediscovery, and which now serves for

a flower bed in the garden of Government House, Lahore,

certainly belonged to some Buddhist StQpa ;
cf. Foucher,

L’Art du Gandhdra, p. 186, note 2.

” Cf. Deane, loc, a'/., /.Ji.A.S., 1896, p. 661. The lake

1J74

is said to be more than a mile in length. The popular belief

in ‘Jins’ constantly seen on the banks of the lake points

plainly to the survival of the old local tradition.

“ See Chavannes and L6vi, Ilin/raire 'Ou-Kong,J-

1895, PP- 9 sqq- (reprint).

“ Cf. ibidem, p, lo, note 3 ; Chavannes, Turcs occid,,

p. 162, note 4.

D
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Hu-mi or WakhSn to the kingdom of Chti-wei in which, as has been shown elsewhere, we must
recognize Mastnj.** The route so far indicated, devious as it may seem, corresponds exactly to the
one taken by the remarkable expedition which the Chinese general Kao Hsien-chih in a. d. 747 led
from Kashgar to the successful invasion of Yasin, and which there will be occasion later to consider
in detail." Hence it is a priori probable that Wu-k'ung’s party, for its progress to Mastuj, used the
Bardghil saddle which offers far the easiest passage from Wakhan across the Hindukush, and
which only a few years earlier had seen the triumphant advance of Kao Hsien-chih’s force.

From the Bardghil, at the head of the Yarkhun River, the routes of Kao Hsien-chih and
Wu-k'ung diverged. Whereas the former led his troops straight across the high Darkdt Pass into

the Yaan Valley, Wu-k'ung’s party evidently descended the Yarkhun for some distance before

gaining Yasin territory, and thence Udyana; thus only is it possible to account for the itinerary

which Wu-k'ung's biography indicates. After Chu-wei there follow in it ‘ the kingdom of Ho-lan,

then the kingdom of Lan-so, then the kingdom of Yeh-ho, then the kingdom of Wu-chang-na (also

called Wu-ch'ang or Wu-ch'an)'. Now as regards Yeh-ho ^ ^ M. Chavannes was undoubtedly

right in recognizing in it a variant of the name Yeh-to ^ by which the notice of the T'ang

Annals designates the capital of Little P'o-lu or Yasin.*®

To understand the interposition of the two territories which precede Yeh-ho in Wu-k'ung’s list

is not difficult, if the actual topogfraphy of this mountain region is consulted. After a descent of the

YSrkhun river to Chti-wei, i. e. to the cultivated part of the valley extending above Mastuj proper,

the easiest route towards Yasin lies from Mastuj up the Laspur Valley, and thence across the low

Shandur Pass eastwards into the valley of Ghizar, which is joined by that of Yasin from the north

at Gupis.” It is this route, still the main line of communication between the Yarkhun Valley and

the drainage area of the Gilgit-Yasin River, that Wu-k'ung and his companions may safely be

assumed to have followed. After leaving the chief place of Chvi-wei which the notice of the T'ang
Annals calls ‘ the town of A-sh^-yii-shih-to’, and which I have been able to identify with the present

village group of Shuyist, Wu-k'ung must have passed down to Mastuj, to-day the administrative

centre of the upper Yarkhun Valley, and thence through Laspur. It is evidently this narrow but

fertile valley which Wu-k'ung means by the territory of Lan-so ^ for the characters are such

as would ordinarily be used for the abbreviated transcription of a local name like *Lasapura^^
I am unable at present to suggest an equally convincing identification for Ho-lan ^ ^ ; but I have
no doubt that it must represent an older name of either Mastuj itself, or of one of the more important
village tracts higher up the Yarkhun like those of Brep or Miragram.

It is, of course, impossible to determine with absolute certainty the reason which induced
Wu-k'ung’s party to choose the route indicated instead of the far more direct one across the Darkot
Pass which, as already seen, Fa-hsien must have followed on his descent from the Pamirs to Dar€l
and Udyana.*® The same applies to the question, why, having followed the Yarkhun River, they did

“ See Ancient Khotan, i. p. 15, note 31, and below,

pp. 42 sq.

” See Ancient Khotan, i, pp. 8 sqq.
; below, pp. 52 sqq.

** Cf. Chavaimes, Turcs occid., pp. 129, note 2 ; 150

(where Sie-to is a mistake for Ye-to) ;
Ancient Khotan, p. 16,

note 31.

“ The only alternative route leads across the high Tui

Pass, 14,700, with a difficult piece of glacier to be crossed,

and is practicable only for some months in the summer ; cf,

Piddulph,i?(»4<w Koosh, p. g6.

** If we substitute with M. Chavannes the characterpo

^ by correction for the so ^ of Wu-k'ung’s biography it

is equally easy to recognize a form of the name of Laspur
in the transcript. The suggested identification, however,
of this *Lan-po with Lampaka or Lamghan is one which
M. Chavannes no longer now maintains, since adopting the
identification of Chtt-wei with Mastiij he rightly makes
Wu-k'ung proceed down the Yarkhun Valley and across the
Shandur Pass to Yasin

; see Chavannes, Kotes Addii., p. 43
note 4.

’ • >

” See above, p. 7.
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not continue their journey down to Chitral, and thence by way of Dir to Swat. Fortunately, however,
Chinese historical records furnish a good deal of precise information for these years about the

political influence which Chinese power in the Tarim Basin, under the T'ang dynasty, exercised in

these remote valleys south of the Hindukush before its final collapse. And this information throws
light on local conditions, which cU'e likely to have had their bearing upon the route followed by
Wu-k‘ung’s party.

It is known from a series of interesting notices which M. Chavannes first extracted from
Chinese diplomatic and historical records, and which I have discussed elsewhere at some length,®®

that the efforts made by the Chinese Government about the middle of the eighth century to prevent
their old enemies, the Tibetans, from expanding their power westwards along the Hindukush, and
joining hands with the Arabs on the Oxus, were not confined to Yasln and Gilgit. Within two
years of Kao Hsien-chih’s successful relief of ‘ Little P'o-lii’, i. e. Yasin and Gilgit, from Tibetan
invasion, this territory was threatened by an alliance between the Tibetans and the chief of

Chieh-shuai (or Chieh-shih), the identity of which with Chitral I have, I believe, proved.®^ In

A. D. 750 Kao Hsien-chih succeeded in defeating the Chitral ruler with the help of the prince of

Tokharistan, and replacing the rebel by his brother. But in the following year the Chinese under
Kao Hsien-chih suffered a crushing defeat by the Arabs north of Farghana.®®

The subsequent decline of the Imperial power in the regions adjoining the Tarim Basin was Wu-k'ung’s

so rapid that the small Chinese garrison in ‘ Little P'o-lii ’, already reported to be in a precarious

position owing to its dependence for supplies on Kashmir, is not likely to have maintained effective

control much longer. Whether it still held out or not at the time of Wu-k'ung’s passage, a. d. 751
or 752, it is clear that the complete loss of prestige following Kao Hsien-chih’s disaster must have
exposed the Chinese mission, to which Wu-k'ung was attached, to increased risks from the Tibetans

and their allies westwards. It is with these disturbed political conditions that the devious route

adopted by the Chinese travellers may reasonably be connected. A move down the Gilgit river

would undoubtedly have brought them closer to the danger of being intercepted by the Tibetans.

It deserves consideration, therefore, whether by Yeh-ho may not be meant merely the uppermost

portion of the Ghizar Valley which, while politically always dependent on Yasln, was yet much safer

from Tibetan attack than Yasln proper. It should be here noted that from Ghizar village a good
route is said to lead by a side valley due south to the headwaters of the Swat River.®®

It is a pity that Wu-k'ung’s notices of Udyana, in spite of his long stay, are so brief. After Wu-k'ung’s

reaching ‘ Wu-chang-na ’ he passed on to ‘ the kingdom of Mang-o-p'o and the town of Kao-t'ou,

then the kingdom of Mo-tan, then the town of Sin-tu on the river Sin-tu or Indus ’. Finally, in the

spring of a.d. 753, the Chinese mission arrived at the kingdom of Ch'ien-t'o-lo or Gandhara, and

reached their goal in the eastern capital of Chi-pin.®* By this it is clear that the cold-weather

residence of the Turkish Sahis of Kabul, corresponding to the present Und (Skr. Udabhanda), is

meant. The very flattering reception accorded to it by the ruler of Chi-pin was no doubt due to

the hope still entertained of effective help against the threatening Arabs. Of the stages mentioned

before ‘ the town of Sin-tu’, I can identify none except Mang-o-p'o which in all probability

represents Manglaur (Skr. Mangalapura). Wu-k'ung, who was ill, remained behind in Gandhara

after the return of the mission, and, having become a Buddhist monk, from a. d. 759 onwards made
extensive pilgrimages from Kashmir to Bihar. After his return to Udyana, which cannot have

•" For a systematic treatment of the extracts given by ’• Cf. for these events Chavannes, Turcs occid., pp. 314

M. Chavannes in his Turcs occid., cf. Ancient Khoian, pp. 8 sqq., 297 sqq.

sqq. ” See Biddulph, Hindoo Koosh, p. 58.

" See Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 13 sqq. ’* See Jtin&aire d Ou-k'ong, p. 13.

0 2
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taken place before a.d. 768, but may fall much later, he resided, apparently for some time, at the

monastery of Mang-o-p*o. Yet all he then tells us of the country is that it contained also monasteries of

Su-ho-pa-t'i (Sukhavati) and Po-mang-pa-t‘i (Padmavatl). Otherwise, he is content to observe that

‘ during these peregrinations he visited all the holy vestiges ;
there is not the slightest difference

between what he saw and that which the Hsi-yii-chi says ’.®® His return journey to China, which

was effected between the years a.d. 783-90, and apparently by the route of the Kabul Valley and

Badakhshan, will have to be touched upon elsewhere.

Udyana in Apart from the accounts of pious pilgrims the Chinese records of Udyana are confined to brief

Annals”*^
notices in the Annals of the Northern Wei and T'ang dynasties. What these tell us of the country

and its people is drawn mainly from the itineraries already discussed. But some details added

about the political relations with distant China are of interest.

The general description given by the notice of the T'ang Annals, of which M. Chavannes has

published a translation,®* is based upon the Hsi-yii-chi. It estimates the circumference of the

kingdom, which is called here Wu-cKa ^ or Wu-cfiang at five thousand li. On the east,

P'o-lu is stated to be six hundred li distant. This measurement seems to be derived from that given

by Hsiian-tsang between Po-lu-lo, i.e. P'o-lu, and the valley of Ta-li-lo or Darel;®'' the latter the

T'ang notice subsequently mentions as situated in the north-east of the kingdom, and as ‘ the ancient

territory of Wu-ch'ang On the west, four hundred li are allowed for the distance to Chi-pin, by

which may be understood, perhaps, Purusapura or Peshawar, the capital ofGandhara, then united under

one rule with the Kabul Valley. ‘ The mountains and valleys form a continuous succession. The
Soil produces gold, iron, grapes, saffron

; the rice ripens once a year. The inhabitants are weak
and crafty; in magic arts they excel. In this kingdom capital punishment does not exist; those

who deserve death are exiled into the depth of the mountains
;

if the guilt is doubtful the accused

is made to drink a drug, and on his urine being examined to see whether it is clear or troubled he

is punished accordingly.®* The country contains five towns; the king resides in the town of

Sku-ming-yeh-li, also called Ming-ckieh-li. In the north-east is the valley of Ta-li-lo, which is the

ancient territory of Wu-ch'ang.’

Relations The mention made in a.d. 642 of an embassy which Ta-mo-yin-t'o-ho-ssQ, king of Udyana,

Udylna and
dispatched to the Imperial court to offer perfume of camphor, is of interest as the reference made

Gandhara. by the Annals to a royal present In the same year from Chi-pin shows that Udyana and Kapi^-
Gandhara were then not united under a single rule.®® This certainly was the case a century later,

as an imperial decree, quoted by the Annals, granted to Po-fu-chun, king of Chi-pin, the right to

inherit the titles of ‘King of Chi-pin and Wu-ch'ang’.*® That the Chinese court had practical

political reasons for fostering these relations with distant Udyana is proved by interesting passages

in the 'Tang-shu and the Tzu-chih-tung-chien. These jointly show that in a.d. 720 the Emperor
Hsuan-tsung sent ambassadors to confer the title of king on the ruler of Wu-ch'ang, as well as on

those of Ku-t'u (Khotl), and of Chii-wei or Mastuj, as a reward for their refusal of ^e advances of

the Arabs who had repeatedly tried to win them over. The Arabs are here mentioned as touching

the eastern borders of Wu-ch'ang, a statement which reflects the impression conveyed by their

successful raids from Sind far up the Indus during the first decades of the eighth century.**

See Itiniraire dOu-Kong, p. 32 sq. Cf. ibidem, p. 132.

See pp. 1 28 sq. ** Consideration ofthese early and well-authenticatedArab
See above, p. 1 2 and note 46 ;

Julien, Memoires, i. p. 150. inroads into the Punjab and up to Gandhara (cf. Marquart,
•* Cf. above, p. 12, for the exactly corresponding state- Eran-iahr,-^. 271 ;

Reinaud, jar Unde, pp. 19559.)
ment of Sung Ytin from whose account these remarks are, obviates the necessity for the correction of the text proposed
perhaps, borrowed. in Turcs occid,, p. 129, note i.

” Cf. Chavannes, Turcs occid., pp. 129, 131.
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Section IV.—THROUGH TALASH AND DiR

I have already in the opening section of this chapter indicated the reasons which on my rapid

marches across the fascinating ground of Udyana, during the last days of April, 1906, precluded any

systematic survey of the plentiful ruins I passed en route. As I rode, on April 28, by the broad

military road from Chakdara towards the Panjkora there was no time to revisit the remains of

Stupas and monasteries in the Adlnzai plain, nor to examine the ruins of ancient towers and

habitations which I knew to dot numerous low spurs projecting into the open fertile valley of Wuch.
As the road turning westwards approached the easy Katgala Pass dividing the Swat and Panjkora

drainage, I caught a good view of the picturesque ruins of ancient fortified dwellings rising above

the scrub-covered slopes on the south, and reluctantly had to pass them. In the burning afternoon

sun they looked, indeed, what their local Pashtu name Sare-mdnai, derived from the colour of the

sandstone material, calls them, ‘ the red houses ’. That these, like the similar ruins seen at so

many points on high ground above the Swat River, belonged to the Buddhist period is certain.

Only a close survey, however, such as I was able to effect in January, 1912, at similar sites near

Palai, south of the Swat Valley range, could furnish the definite evidence.^

But after we had entered thebroad valley ofTalash (Fig. 1 1) with its wide vista across the Panjkora

to the snow-covered ranges above Bajaur, and reached the Levy post of Kuz-Sarai, I could not forgo

my intention of using what little remained of the day for my first piece of archaeological survey

work on this journey. At the hamlet of Gumbat, some two miles to the west-south-west of Kuz-

Sarai, I had found the comparatively well-preserved ruins of an ancient Hindu temple, first

mentioned by Colonel Deane,^ and closely resembling in plan and style shrines I had seen in the

Salt Range. But there had been no time then to effect a proper survey, and now, too, the work
had to be done in a hurry.

Soon after turning off south from the main road I found myself in the large and shady grove of

Jalal Baba Bukhari’s Ziarat, the much frequented shrine of an orthodox Muhammadan saint whose
worship is, as so often elsewhere, manifestly but a survival from the days when the ruined Hindu
shrine attracted its pious pilgrims. As I rode up the terraced slopes along the lively little stream

which spreads fertility over its alluvial fan, I came unexpectedly, about half a mile south-west of the

shrine and on the left bank of the stream, upon a massive wall of Gandhara masonry about fifteen

feet high. It had evidently been built to support a terrace of cultivation behind it. On ascending

the steep path to the hamlet of Gumbat we passed more walls of similar construction. Some seemed
to have belonged to ancient dwellings, but the majority, no doubt, had been intended for terraces.

The present Pathan settlers, quite incapable of such solid structures, had been content to profit by
them. The remains of ancient dwellings they had long ago quarried away to secure materials for

building their huts and enclosures.

From the narrow gullies of the hamlet, where the ponies had to be left behind, I ascended

to the ruined temple (see Fig. 3), from which the place derives its name of Gumbat or ‘ dome ’.

It occupies a small bit of level ground, just above the last huts, which has been secured in part by
cuttings from the rocky slopes to the south and west. The situation recalled to me closely that

' See my Archaeological Survey Report, Frontier Circle,

1911—12, pp. 3 sqq. There is in Raverty, Notes on

Afghanistan, p. 202, an interesting reference, taken from

a Yusufzai chronicle, to ruins of a town in Talash, once

occupied by the chiefs and headmen of the ‘ Dihgan Kdfirfs
’

in that tract. Possibly the ruined dwellings seen south

of Bar-Sarai on the west of the Katgala Pass are meant.
* Cf. Notes on Udyana, J.R.A.S., 1896, p. 664.
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of the Sat-ghara temples at Ketas in the Salt Range.® A small stream fed by springs passes close

by the east face of the ruin, and waters some fine Chinars growing near it The temple had already

suffered badly when I first saw it in 1897, most of the finely cut sandstone facing having been

removed, as Colonel Deane heard it, by a former Khan of Dir. It was sad now to find this

stripping nearly completed by the villagers, a strange writing on the wall, as it were, by the hand

of advancing ‘civilization’. What carved stone still remained in 1897 on the east and north wall

faces had been all carried off since. Thus I found in Gumbat itself several fine slabs of yellowish

sandstone, including a large block, once belonging to a corniced frieze or a pilaster capital, walled

into a blacksmith’s furnace. The interior of the trefoil-arched porch on the east and the inner wall

faces of the cella had suffered less damage, and the careful stone lining of the narrow passage

encircling the vaulted chamber of the upper story was still intact in great part, its less accessible

position affording protection.

In spite of all this damage the measurements obtained on the south and the east faces where

the large comer slabs of the base were still in position, together with the indications afforded by

similar structures in the Salt Range and on the Indus, made it possible rapidly to prepare the ground

plan shown in Plate I. This shows that the main feature of the shrine consisted of a single

cella, 9 feet 8 inches square, approached on the east by a porch 9 feet broad. The original

depth of this porch was doubtful, as its outer masonry had completely disappeared. That it was

once surmounted by a trefoil arch was shown by what remained of the upper portion of its side

walls. The dimensions of the entrance leading from porch to cella remained also uncertain
;
but

traces of mouldings surviving above it showed that its shape was rectangular. Flat pilasters had

flanked it. The cella was surmounted by a dome of horizontal constmction, resting on seven

successively projecting courses which cut off the comers and converted the square into an octagon.

The dome rose to a height of 1 3 feet 8 inches from the floor of the cella. The porch was flanked

on either side by a small recess about 2 feet 6 inches deep and i foot 6 inches wide. The one on

the south, at a height of about 6 feet, gave access to a narrow flight of stairs built in the thickness

of the cella wall, and leading to a corridor about i foot 3 inches wide. This formed a passage on

three sides round a vaulted chamber, surmounting the cella dome at a height of 1 7 feet 6 inches

above the base and forming an upper story. The passage, about 5 feet 6 inches high, seems to

have led to another flight of stairs, which probably served for the approach of a third story. But,

as the highest part of the existing structure does not rise above 27 feet from the top of the base,

the height of the third story, and of the stone roof which must once have crowned the whole temple,

could not be determined.

Owing to the outer walls having been completely stripped of their sandstone facing, as seen

in Fig. 3, the external measurements of the stmcture could not be secured with absolute accuracy.

On the east face 2 1 feet 3 inches were measured between the existing corners of the bold mouldings

surmounting the base (seen on right of Fig. 3). The south face showed a central projection

lo feet 6 inches long, between flanking portions each of 5 feet 2 inches. A niche, 2 feet 6 inches

square, occupied the centre of each wall face, a little above the level of the cella, except on the

east, and was, no doubt, meant to shelter some divine image. The interior masonry consisted

throughout of roughly hewn sandstone set in very hard mortar. Like the inner walls of the cella,

which still showed carefully smoothed sandstone slabs, 15 to 19 inches long and 4 to 6 inches

high, laid in regular courses, the exterior walls had also once possessed their proper facing of carved

stone. Though this had weathered badly, I was still able in 1897 to distinguish remains of

* See Cunningham, Archeological Survey Reports, v. pp. 84 sqq.
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elaborate decorative friezes carved with diapers of the ‘ beehive and Amalaka ornaments

reminiscent of the ruined Hindu shrines of Ketas, Malot, Amb, &c., in the Salt Range.

It is to these shrines also, and the temples I have since been able to survey at the two Kafirkot

sites on the Indus, that the Gumbat ruin shows closest resemblance in regard to all structural

features. This will be evident from a glance at the plans and photographs furnished for the Salt

Range ruins in General Cunninghams Reports and for those of the Indus sites in my own.'* The
arrangement of the cella with the vaulted chamber above it, and the method of approach to the

latter, correspond exactly to the dispositions observed in the main Ketas temple and in the pendant

shrines B, C of the Bilot Kafirkot. The latter approach the Gumbat ruin very closely in dimensions,

and their resemblance in ground-plan would be still more striking if at Gumbat the porch had not

suffered so severely from vandal hands. The destruction here of all architectural ornament has

deprived us of the chance of proving in detail that the decorative motifs observed in the Salt

Range and by the Indus were mainly derived from the later development of Graeco-Buddhist art

in Gandhara, as I have suggested elsewhere.®

But the survival in the Gumbat porch of remains of the trefoil arch furnishes by itself a very

characteristic indication. This architectural feature was long considered peculiar to the style of

the old Kashmir temples, where it first attracted attention. But its presence is obvious in the far

older remains of Gandhara Viharas and their sculptural representations, and M. Foucher, in his

masterly analysis of architectural art in Gandhara, has proved that its true origin must be looked

for there.® It is the prevalence of the trefoil arch in the Salt Range temples and those of Kafirkot,

which mainly accounts for the theory expressed by General Cunningham that their style was directly

developed under Kashmir influence. The critical analysis of the historical records of the Kashmir

kingdom has proved that its political power, which was supposed to account for this influence, was

at all times restricted to a far more modest area than earlier writers assumed. It is only the rarity

of architectural remains of later date in Gandhara, which has hitherto obscured the fact that the

characteristics of the Salt Range temples of the centuries preceding the Muhammadan conquest

can be traced to the direct development of that Graeco-Buddhist style, which had found its earliest

and best known expression in the ruined shrines of Gandhara. Hence the special significance of

the Gumbat ruin : it furnishes an example of this later development on ground which in art and

culture was most closely bound up with Gandhara. There are no means of fixing the date of the

temple with any approach to exactness. But taking into account what is known of architecturally

related remains elsewhere, I am inclined to take the seventh and ninth centuries as the

approximate limits of time.

The two long marches which carried me from Sado along the Panjkora to Dir were far too

rapid to permit of any close observation or inquiries. Nevertheless, I was struck by the absence

on the hill-sides I was skirting of those large groups of ancient dwellings and towers which are so

conspicuous on the spurs overlooking the Lower Swat Valley and Talash. Yet lower down by the

river the fortified villages of the modern Pathan inhabitants were abundant. In the large and

fertile village tract of Dir, beyond the Panjkora, it is true, I had to spend two days of enforced halt

(May I and 2). But the conditions in which these were passed, as described in my personal

narrative,'* effectively precluded anything more than inquiries, and these did not reveal the existence

Resem-
blance to

Salt Range
temple

ruins.

Style of

architecture.

Marches
along

Panjkora

River.

‘ Cf. Archaeological Survey Reports, v., PI, XXVI,

XXVII; Stein, Archaeological Survey, N. W.F.P., 1904-5,

pp. 14 sq. (Figs. V, vi); Archaeological Survey, Frontier

Circle, 1911-12, pp. 7 sqq.

* Ste my Archaeological Surv^, Frontier Circle, 1911-12,

p. 8.

* See L'Art du Gandhdra, i. pp. 129 sqq., 139 sqq.
’’

See Desert Cathay, i. pp. 19 sq.
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of ruins in the vicinity.* Yet the presence among the old coins, which the Hindu tradesmen of the

local BSLzar had to show me, of a number of Ku^na and later Indo-Scythian copper coins pointed

to early occupation.

I was also able to secure two men from Kalam, in the Swat Kohistlin, for the purpose of

linguistic and anthropometrical examination. Their speech proved to be identical with Garwi,

a language of the Dard group. This they declared to be spoken also by the people of the Dir

Kohistan in the valley of the easternmost branch of the Panjkora, from Patrak to Tal. Of ‘ Diri

which Dr. (now Sir George) Grierson’s survey of the ‘ Pi^aca languages’ mentions as a separate

form of speech about Dir,® I vainly endeavoured to obtain information. And if Garwi prevails also

on the Panjkora headwaters above Dir, it is difficult even to g^ess where ‘ Diri ’ can be located

;

for in the smaller valleys north and west of Dir Pashtu is now alone spoken, though the appearance

of the people indicates that their descent is largely from Dard stock. The lively recollection

retained at Dir of Kafir raids within the present generation is of interest as affording evidence of

the times still recent when both banks of the Kunar above Asmar formed part of Kafiristan or,

as Marco Polo calls it, ‘ Pashai ’.'®

That the Kohistanis of Dir and those further eastward on the Swat River’s headwaters are

a remnant of the population which held the Panjkora and Swat Valleys during Buddhist times, and

were dispossessed by the invasions of Yusufzai Pathans, as Colonel Deane first suggested, appears

probable. The local traditions, which he and Colonel H. S. Godfrey quote, seem to retain

a recollection of this origin
;
but they evidently do not go back much beyond the conversion to

Islam, which is alleged to have taken place here some eight or nine generations ago. If, in the

absence of anthropological data, linguistic affinity is taken as a guide, these Kohistanis of Bashghar

or Bashkar, as the valleys at the headwaters of Panjkora and Swat are collectively known, are

certainly to be classed as of Dard stock. And the assumption of the same origin for the inhabitants

of Buddhist Udyana would agree well with surviving philological and historical evidence.

* This negative result is not in contradiction with the

statement made in Col. S. H. Godfrey’s interesting paper on

the Panjkora Kohistto, Geogr. Journal, 1912, xl. p. 50, con-

cerning the existence of ruined houses and forts of early

date in ‘the Talash and Dushkhel VaDeys of Dir’. The
Dushkhel tract adjoins Talash on the south-east and, of

course, belongs to Swat, not to Dir, though brought in

recent years under the control of the Nawab of Dir.

® See Grierson, Piiaca Languages, p. 6.

“ Cf, above, p. ri.

“ See Notes on Udyana, J.R.A.S., 1896, pp. 661 sq.

“ See Colonel Godfrey’s paper A summer exploration in

the Panjkora Kohistan, Geogr. Journal, 1912, xl. pp. 50 sqq.

I doubt whether much reliance can be placed on tire

alleged claim of some Dashui K5hist3ni communities that

their ancestors built the ruined houses and forts noticed in

Lower Swat and especially in the Dushkhel tract. It is

suggestive of ‘ popular etymology '. In any case those ruins

must have been deserted and unheeded for long centuries

before the assumed emigration from Swat ofthose Kohistanis'

ancestors.



CHAPTER II

THROUGH CHITRAL AND MASTUJ

Section I.—CHITRAL IN ETHNOLOGY AND HISTORY

On May 4 I gained access to Chitral by crossing the Lowarai Pass, still a formidable obstacle at

that season, through gorges deeply choked with the snows of avalanches (Fig, 2). Among the alpine

territories flanking the main Hindukush range on the south, Chitral with its mountains of barren

grandeur, its fertile if narrow valleys, its curiously mixed population, and the manifold indications

of an old and relatively well-developed civilization, offers special attractions alike to the student of

geography, ethnology', and antiquities. Chapters HI and IV of my personal narrative will show

how deeply I felt these varied fascinations, and how great my regret was at the very limited range

which the unavoidable rapidity of my passage imposed upon my inquiries. The fact that my travel

and stay in Chitral were confined to a w'eek will explain why my present account can touch only the

main geographical relations of the country, the few early historical data, and such antiquarian

observations as I was able to make en route.

The political importance of Chitral, the interesting mixture of its population, and the advanced

economic conditions prevailing all find their explanation in the fact that nature has placed Chitral

on the line of the nearest, and in many respects the easiest, trade route between Central Asia and

the extreme north-west of India proper. A series of natural features combine to favour the line

of communication which connects the valleys of the Indus and Oxus through Chitral. The fertile

valley of the Kunar, accessible from the side of the Peshawar and Swat Valleys by a number of

passes all considerably lower than the Lowarai, provides an excellent thoroughfare, leading due

north without inconvenient detours, which is open to laden traffic at all times of the year. In the

case of all routes which lie to the east of it, a succession of high outer ranges have to be

surmounted before the main Hindukush watershed is approached, while the valleys are not only

narrow and difficult, but are devoid of that surplus produce which in a mountainous region is

essential for fostering traffic.^

There is no lack of local resources anywhere in the ascent of the main Kunar river valley up
to the large cluster of villages which forms the Chitral capital, and from which the territory derives

its current modern name.^ The same favourable conditions continue in the side valley of Lutkho,

’ It is this want of spare food supplies and fodder which

has constituted at all times so serious an obstacle to the use

of the routes leading from Kashmir through Gilgit, Yasin,

and Hunza, whether for trade or military purposes. It would

affect also traffic through the Yarkhun Valley notwithstanding

the easy passage northward afforded by the Baroghil

saddle.

* The old indigenous name, and one still in current use

both in the hill state itself and the adjoining territories, is

Kashkar. This term includes both Chitral proper, or ‘ Lower

Kashkar and ‘ Upper Kashkar ’, comprising the main

valley from some distance below Mastuj along with the

1374

important side valleys which join it from the Hindukush water-

shed. Cf. Biddulph, Hindoo Koosh, pp. 39 sqq. ; and the

explicit statement given by Raverty, Notes on Afghanistan,

p. 152, from Mughul Beg’s surveys dating from the end of the

eighteenth century: ‘Under the general name of Kashkar
are included two tracts of country : one Kashkar-i-Pa’fn, or

Lower Kashkar, also called Chitral, which, on account of I

being interchangeable with r, is also called Chitrar, and the

other Kashkar-i-Bala or Upper Kashkar, or Mastuch, from
its chief town.’

For an early Chinese rendering of the name Kashkar,

see below, p. 31.
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into which the main trade route turns a short distance above Chitral proper, and by which after

a couple of marches the Dor^ Pass is gained. The latter, practicable to laden animals for nearly

half the year, offers an easy approach to the valley of Zebak by which, as seen above, the fertile

tracts of Badakhshan and Wakhan on the uppermost Oxus lie equally open.

Compared with the route across the Dorah, the one which ascends the Chitral or Yarkhun

river to its headwaters near the Baroghil, and which I myself followed, can never have been of

more than secondary importance. For until the modern mule-track was constructed, the precipitous

rock-slopes of the gorges, through which the river has cut its way between Chitral and Mastuj,

almost closed it to laden traffic, while higher up during the summer, a season otherwise favourable,

the floods of the Yarkhun rendered access to the Baroghil and the Ab-i-Panja branch of the

Oxus difficult.

The facility of communication with Badakhshan and the Oxus regions is reflected alike in

trade, political, and other relations. The Chitralls themselves do not appear to have ever been

traders, if we except only the export of slaves in which their rulers indulged until comparatively

recent times. But their country has probably seen for many centuries past a brisk flow of the

traffic which is still carried on extensively between Indus and Oxus by the enterprising Pathan

traders of Bajaur, whose colonies are to be met with both east and west of the Pamirs. The dues

collected on this trade have always formed a considerable source of revenue for the Chitral rulers.®

That the rulers were at different periods themselves of northern origin is proved not merely by the

acknowledged Iranian descent of the Katur-Khushwakt dynasty, which still holds Chitral and

Mastuj, and of the numerous privileged clans forming the Chitral aristocracy, but also by the

traditions about repeated conquests from the Oxus side which, however vague chronologically, are

yet plainly historical.*

But even more significant is the fact that in a great portion of the Lutkho Valley, to the south-east

of the Dorah, the subject population consists of BadakhshI immigrants, known as Yidghah (Fig. 21),

whose speech is practically identical with the Eastern Iranian language of Munjan, a hill district

north-west of the Dorah.® The presence of a Persian-speaking colony of Badakhshis at Madaglusht

near Kala Drosh, the wide diffusion of the Maulai sect which has its modern home on the upper

Oxus, and the increase in the number of settlers from Wakhan are additional evidence of the strong

Iranian influence to which the autochthon population of Chitral must have been exposed from early

times.® It is, therefore, easy to understand why the physical characteristics of the Chitralls (Fig. 7),

as far as I could judge by appearance, seemed to me practically indistinguishable from the Homo
Alpinus type, which is uniformly represented by the Ghalchah or Iranian-speaking hill tribes in the

Oxus region and around the Pamirs. The expert analysis, undertaken by Mr. T. A. Joyce, of the

anthropometrical materials I collected during my stay at the Chitral capital may be expected to

show to what extent that impression was true.'' The evidence would be still more conclusive if it

’ See Biddulph, Hindoo Koosh, p. 66. For detailed

references as to this trade in the eighteenth century, cf. Raverty,

Notes on Afghanistan, pp. 153, 157 sq., 161.

* See Biddulph, Hindoo Koosh, pp. 63, 150 sqq.; also

below, p. 28 sqq.

® See Biddulph, Hindoo Koosh, pp. 63 sq.

' Mughul Beg, extracts from whose surveys about the close

of the eighteenth century have been published by Raverty, calls

Kashkar or Chitral a territory ‘ inhabited almost exclusively by

•, Notes on Afghanistan,^. 152 sq. Itisasignifi-

cant statement, especially as the author is not likely to have been

influenced by either historical or philological considerations.

For some description of the physical features of Chitralis

cf. Biddulph, Hindoo Koosh, pp. 72 sq. ;
also Desert Cathay,

i. pp. 32 sq. Colonel Biddulph, a well-qualified observer,

points out ‘ that a strong bond of kinship exists between all

the Dard and Ghalchah tribes ’. But he also rightly draws

attention to the special good looks of ‘the Khos of the “Fakir

Mushkin ” class in Chitral, who show certain physical

peculiarities not shared by the other Dard tribes ’. [Cf. now
Joyce, Notes on the PhysicalAnthropology ofChinese Turkestan

and the Pamirs, in f. Anthropol. Inst., xlii. pp. 453 sqq.]
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could be checked by an adequate number of measurements taken among ‘ Dard ’ tribes further

south-east, such as those of AstOr and Gurez, whose difference in appearance from the ‘ Dard
’

speaking Chitralis appeared to me striking. In any case it is clear that, as far as Chitral is

concerned, the Hindukush can neither in a linguistic nor in an ethnic sense be considered to form

a true watershed.

The composite racial character of the present Chitral population is reflected also in the Languages

languages spoken in the territoi*)'. In the main valley of Chitral from below Mastuj to Drosh as

well as in the large side-valleys northward, collectively known as Kashkar-Bala, the bulk of the

people, whether they belong to the autochthon stock of cultivators or to the ruling classes, speak

Khowar. The term is derived from Kho, the name by which the cultivators designate both

themselves and their country. Khowar or Chitralf, as it is also called, forms a separate group

among the languages which Sir George Grierson calls ‘ Modern PaisacI ’, and to which it was the

custom to apply the historical term ‘ Dard ’, without regard for its more limited modern use.

Occupying an intermediate, and somewhat independent, position between the Kafir and Eastern

groups, Khowar ‘ often shows striking points of agreement with the Ghalchah languages’.®

This relation to the Eastern Iranian language group in the north and north-east deserves

special attention in view of the ethnic links already referred to. Whatever the explanation of this

linguistic connexion may be, it is a significant fact that in the Lutkho Valley of Chitral a Ghalchah

dialect is actually spoken by a large and apparently old settlement from Munjan.® In view of what

has been said above as to the former extension of Kafiristan into the Kunar Valley, it can scarcely

cause surprise to find the Kalasha Kafir dialect spoken by numerous settlements in side-valleys

immediately to the south-west of the Chitral capital and also in the main valley below it (Figs. 8-10).

Further down in the portion of the Kunar Valley,which extends to the debouchure of the Bashgol River

and which has long been counted as a part of Chitral, the language spoken is Gabar-bati or Naristi,

another Kafir dialect. Even the Shlna or proper Dard group of Sir George Grierson’s ‘ Modern

Paisad ’ languages is represented by ‘ Dangarik ’ colonies found between Ashret and Drosh along

the left bank of the Chitral river.’® In addition, the presence in Khowar, as in other ‘Modern

PaiiacI’ languages, of non-Aryan words traceable to the Burushaski language surviving in Hunza-

Nagar supplies, in all probability, evidence for the earlier occupation of these valleys ‘ by the

ancestors of the present speakers of Burushaski whom they [the Kho, Dards, &c.] expelled or

absorbed’.”

In spite of such a great racial and linguistic mixture Chitral, as far back as historical records Political

go, appears always as an organized political unit under the rule of a recognized dynasty. This fact

is all the more striking when it is compared with the agglomeration of amorphous tribal communities

which even our own generation has found adjoining Chitral from the west, south, and south-east.

Yet the natural obstacles raised to peaceful intercourse and co-ordination by the barriers of high

mountains and difficult gorges were quite as great in Chitral, if not greater, than in the surrounding

vaileys held by these far more primitive communities. It is, I believe, necessary to recognize in

the political consolidation of Chitral the result of a more developed civilization which itself was

* See Grierson, Pisaca Languages, p. 6. It is true that

‘ the name Dard is not acknowledged by any section of the

tribes to whom it has been so sweepingly applied
'
(Biddulph,

Hindoo Koosh, p. 156). Yet, as the classical references and

many passages in Sanskrit literature show, it must have once

been widely used as a general designation for peop e in t e

Upper Indus region. Its ancient application was, no doubt,

very vague. But this does not seem to me m itself to con-

stitute a valid reason against the scientific employment of

a term which has the great advantage of being significant,

short, and historical in origin.

* See above, p. 26.

Cf. for these various settlements Biddulph, Hindoo

Koosh, p. 64.

” See Grierson, PUdca Languages, p. 4.
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mainly derived from the advantages enjoyed by Chitral through its vicinity and easy access to

Badakhshan, an ancient seat of culture and material prosperity.

Along with other observers, I was impressed from the outset by the far higher standards in

comforts of life, manners, and methods of cultivation which I noticed as soon as I had entered Chitral.

But how could I attempt here to justify these impressions in detail, when I had scarcely more than

a week of busy travel for catching glimpses of all the varied economical and social conditions which

would claim long months or years of careful observation and study ? For a record of my impressions

I must refer to Chapters IV and V of my personal narrative.'^ At the same time I must express

the earnest hope that the fascinating field which Chitral along with Mastuj offers for systematic

geographical, ethnographical, and anthropological researches, will find its qualified students before

old-world conditions are seriously changed by the action of the Indian influences which modem
political relations are fostering. Much, if not most, of what I was able to observe as regards the

material civilization of Chitral distinctly recalled Turkestan, while India seemed to lie far behind me
in customs and conditions alike. With so much before my eyes that betokened direct importation

from Badakhshan, it was impossible not to realize how important a part the ancient civilization

established by the Oxus must have played in shaping the past of Chitral.

Unfortunately, the materials for reconstructing this past are extremely scanty. No written

accounts of Chitral history have survived in the country itself, and the oral traditions which

Colonel Biddulph collected are, as I was able to test by inquiries, for the period preceding the

eighteenth century confined to recollections so vague and disjointed as to afford practically no

historical indications whatever. The genealogy of the still ruling family of the princes or Mehtars,

bearing the name of Katur in its main branch, reaches back to about the seventeenth century.

This family is supposed to be descended from a Khorasan adventurer adopted by the last of an

earlier line of rulers known as Ra’is.^® All that is stated of these is that they are believed to have

been related to the family which ruled Gilgit before the introduction of Muhammadanism,^* and
‘that during the rule of one of them a Calmak or Chinese army, in alliance with a prince of

Badakhshan, invaded and subdued the country’. To an earlier epoch is assigned the legendary

story of a king Bahman, an idolater, who, after repeated efforts to defend Chitral, succumbed to an

Arab army which had previously conquered Badakhshan and Wakhan.
Exceedingly meagre and chronologically indeterminate as these traditions are, they yet show

plainly a recollection of conquest from the Badakhshan side.*® The point deserves notice all the

more because the only historical record, which has so far come to light about Chitral in the pre-

Muhammadan period, concerns an event of this kind. It is preserved in the Chinese annals of the

T'ang dynasty, and was first elucidated by me in Ancient Khotan}^ The facts which it records

were the direct outcome of the political situation created by Kao Hsien-chih’s successful expedition

in A.D. 747 against the Tibetans in Yasin and the subsequent Chinese occupation of that territory

“ Cf. in particular Desert Cathay, i. pp. 32 sq., 37 sq.,

48 sq. For a general description of the economic and social

conditions of Chitral cf. Biddulph, Hindoo Koosh, pp. 61 sqq.;

Robertson, Chitral, passim.

“ See Biddulph, Hindoo Koosh, pp. 1 50 sqq. That there

are certain chronological diflSculties affecting the genealogical

record of the Katflr dynasty and its Khushwakt branch holding

MastOj and Yasin, even for the recent period it embraces,

has been pointed out by Raverty, Notes on Afghanistan,

pp. 305 sq.

** The adoption of Islam by the rulers of Gilgit is con-

jecturally placed about the commencement of the fourteenth

century by Biddulph, Hindoo Koosh, p. 134. But this

chronology rests solely on approximate calculation from a

genealogical list which cannot be critically tested. Raverty,

Notes on Afghanistan, p. 300, note §, expresses the belief

that this conversion took place much later, and a reference

of Mirza Haidar distinctly supports this view.

For invasions from Badakhshan in recent times cf.

Biddulph, Hindoo Koosh, p. 153; Imp. Gazetteer, x. p. 301;
Ritter, Asien, vii. p. 14; Raverty, Notes on Afghanistan,

p. 158.

” See Ancient Khotan, i. pp. ii sqq., 15 sqq.
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and of Gilgit. The most detailed account is to be found in two diplomatic documents which the

great encyclopaedia Tsifu yiian kuei, published in a.d. 1013, reproduces, and which M. Chavannes’

research has rendered accessible.^^ One of these supplies the text of a representation which

Shih-li ch'ang-ch'ieh-lo, the ruler {^jabgv) of T'u-ho-lo or Tokharistan, corresponding roughly to the

present Badakhshan, addressed in a.d. 749 to the Imperial Court through an envoy charged with

presents.

His application ran thus :
‘ Near my territory there is a barbarian {fiii) kingdom called Chieh- Representa-

shuai iliili; it is situated amongst mighty mountains. Relying on the natural obstacles which
q^haristan

offer it protection it resists the holy transformation (i.e. submission to the Imperial power)
;

it ruler,

allies itself with the Tibetans (Z*u-po) and aids them. It knows that the territory of [Little] P'o-lii

(i.e. Yasin and Gilgit) is limited, its population dense; that the area for cultivation is small, and

that consequently, when garrison troops are placed there, the supplies prove inadequate. It then

becomes necessary to purchase salt and rice in Kashmir {Kti-shih-mi), and it is thus that the

difficulty is met. The traders’ caravans, in going and returning, all pass by the kingdom of Chieh-

shuai
;

its king has therefore accepted the presents offered by the Tibetans, who claimed to establish

a stronghold in his territory with a view to getting possession of the important route that leads into

P'o-lii. Since Kao Hsien-chih has opened up P'o-lii, there are three thousand more troops there, and
P'o-lii has been exhausted by their presence. The king of Chieh-shuai, in alliance with the Tibetans,

has taken advantage of the exhausted condition of P'o-lii and decided to invade it. I am con-

stantly pre-occupied by the idea of destroying these perverse people once for all.’

The ruler of Tokharistan in the further course of his representation then develops a bold

plan of operations, which, if supported by Imperial forces from the ‘ Four Garrisons’, i.e. Chinese

Turkestan, would enable him ‘ to open up and conquer the Great P'o-lii (or Baltistan), and the

countries to the east of it’. This would bring him in a straight line to Khotan, Kara-shahr,

Sha-chou, and beyond into Kan-su, places where the Tibetans could then no longer maintain

themselves. He requests the dispatch of Chinese troops to reach Little P'o-lii in the fifth and
Great P'o-lii in the sixth month (roughly, June and July respectively). He solicits also that the king

of Kashmir, being a loyal ally of the Chinese and having great resources in troops, a dense

population and abundant supplies, be encouraged by an Imperial edict and special presents to lend

his aid to the enterprise.

The Emperor (Hsiian-tsung) is said to have accorded the request of the T'u-ho-lo prince, and Imperial

in fact the same encyclopaedia reproduces an Imperial brevet, dated a.d. 750, which invests Su-chia brevet to

with the title of king of Chieh-shuai in place of his rebel brother P'o-t'e-mo.^* This interesting Chieh°shuai.

document from the Imperial chancellery is addressed to Su-chia, elder brother of P'o-t'^-mo, king of

Chieh-shuai, and amidst much stately phraseology about Imperial recognition of merit mixed with

paternal advice, tells him : ‘You and your ancestors, from generation to generation, have been full

of loyalty and sincerity. Residing apart in a distant country, you have for a long time loved

wisdom
;
you were early renowned for your braveness and justice. Recently, since P'o-t'^-mo was

not filial towards you and not faithful towards the Empire, you were a victim of grave injustice, and
for a long time were submerged and rejected. Now the perverse faction has been annihilated, the

wicked conspirators have been made prisoners. You have at once offered your loyalty and your
devotion to the Empire. You have shown your kindness and your benevolence towards your
barbarian people,’ &c.

The same events are narrated in a briefer fashion by the notice which M. Chavannes has

” Cf. Chavannes, Turcs occid., pp. 21434., 296. ** See Turcs occid., pp. 215 sq.
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extracted from the great history, Tzu chik tung chim}^ This narrates how the Jabgu of

Tokharistan, Shih-li-tan-ch'ieh-lo, in a.d. 749, dispatched an envoy to the Imperial Court with the

following application ;
‘ The king of Chieh-shih, ^ jgjg,

has personally attached himself to the

Tibetans
;
he harasses and troubles the Little P'o-lii ;

he has established an army to obstruct its

line of supplies. I, your subject, desire to destroy this perverse man. I pray you to send troops

of An-hsi which next year in the fifth month will reach the Little P'o-lii, and in the sixth arrive

in the Great P'o-lu.’ ‘The Emperor gave his assent. In the ninth year T'ien-pao (a.d. 750), in

the second month, Kao Hsien-chih, general of An-hsi, triumphed over the kingdom of Chieh-shih

and made its king P'o-t'e-mo prisoner. In the third month Su-chia, elder brother of P'o-t'e-mo,

was appointed king of Chieh-shih.’

In discussing in Ancient Khotan the bearing of these records on the story of the Chinese

occupation of Yasin and Gilgit, I have already set forth in detail the reasons which have convinced

me that by the territory called Chieh-shih or Chieh-shuai must be meant Chitral.^^ The most

conclusive proof is supplied by a record in the detailed notice which the T'ang Annals contain on

T'u-ho-lo or Tokharistan. After the mention of an event which belongs to the year a.d. 729,

there follows the statement that a ‘ neighbouring barbarian people, that of Chieh-shih, proposed to

lead the Tibetans (Tu-po) to an attack upon T'u-ho-lo.^* Thereupon the Jabgu Shih-li mang-

ch'ieh-lo prayed that troops of An-hsi might come to his help to meet it. The Emperor, by his

favour, caused troops to move which defeated the enemy.’ As the notice proceeds in chronological

sequence to mention the military help which T'u-ho-lo rendered to the Emperor in a.d. 758 in his

struggle with rebels, it may be considered certain that the expedition against Chieh-shih here

mentioned by the T'ang Annals is identical with the one of a.d. 750, by which, as seen, P'o-t'd-mo,

king of Chieh-shuai or Chieh-shih, was defeated, and his elder brother Su-chia set up as king

in his place.

The mention here made of Chieh-shih as a territory adjoining Tokharistan, and one through

which the latter was exposed to Tibetan aggression, would by itself suffice to suggest the identity

of Chieh-shih with Chitral
;
for a glance at the map shows that for the Tibetans, already established

on the Indus as far as Baltistan and struggling for the possession of ‘ Little P'o-lii’ or Gilgit-Yasin,

the line of advance against Badakhshan would necessarily have led through Chitral. But this

identification is made still more certain by a subsequent passage in the T'ang Annals’ notice of

Tokharistan describing the territory of Chieh a manifest abbreviation of Chieh-shih.®* ‘ It is

situated in the midst of the Ts'ung-ling mountains
;
to the west and the south it is bordered by

(the territory of) She-mi
;
to the north-west are the I-ta or Hephthalites.’ As the seats of the

latter are placed by the same notice in Tokharistan, which in its main portion south of the Oxus

undoubtedly corresponds to Badakhshan,®® it is clear that Chieh or Chieh-shih which adjoined this

on the south-east must be represented by the present Chitral.

” See Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 214, note 2.

By An-hsi ‘ the West-protecting [garrison] ’ is meant

Kucha, then the administrative centre of the ‘ Four Garrisons

representing the Chinese protectorate in the Tarim Basin and

to the north of it.

” The graphic difference in the second character ^ or

a is very slight

•* See Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 158, where the name

of Chieh-shih appears in the form of .

The texts previously quoted replace mang by ch'ang

or ian

'* See Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 159. In note 3

M. Chavannes had duly recognized Chieh as a form,

abbreviated after the fashion usual in Chihese texts, of the

name which appears as Chieh-shihmm or Chieh-shuai

^l|l
encyclopaedias previously quoted (see above,

p. 29) and as Chieh-shih in the preceding passage

of the T'ang Annals. But he had not attempted to locate

the territory intended.

“ Cf. Chavannes, Turcs occid., pp. 155, 158; also Voyage

de Song Fun, p. 24.
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This identification necessarily leads us to recognize in the territory of She-mi the valleys of

Kafiristan, which border on Chitral to the west and south, and I have already above had occasion

to show how well this location agrees with the description of She-mi given by Sung Yiin, who passed

through it on his way from Badakhshan to Udyana.^® The further details concerning Chieh or

Chieh-shih given by the T'ang Annals’ notice also accord well. ‘ The climate is always warm ; one

finds there rice, wheat, millet, and beans
;
sheep and horses are reared.’ This description is

remarkably appropriate to the open and fertile part of the main valley which contains the group

of large villages collectively known as Chitral, and which must at all times have formed the political

centre of the whole territory now called Chitral or Kashkar. Here, at an elevation of about

5,000 feet, both climate and produce closely resemble those of the Kashmir valley.^^ The notice

places Chieh at 12,000 li from the Chinese capital, and mentions in addition the custom there

prevailing of abandoning dying people in the mountains. It also records an embassy sent to the

Imperial Court in a.d. 619, with presents of precious girdles and cups in glass and rock crystal.

It only remains to point out that the identification of Chieh-shih, which is established thus by

topographical arguments, finds support also on the philological side ; for, as I have shown elsewhere,

the Chinese forms of the name can easily be accounted for as attempts to transcribe the local name
Kashkar, or an earlier form of it.^^ The application of this term to the territory of Chitral is well

attested by Muhammadan sources from a relatively early date, and it is still in current use throughout

these regions alongside the name Chitral, which perhaps was properly applicable to the capital

only.^® Chieh-shih, as an attempt to represent Kashkar by Chinese characters, has its exact parallels

in the varying forms Chieh-cfia (Fa-hsien), ChH-sha (Chih-meng), Chia-shih (T'ang Annals), CJiia-sha

(Hsi-yii-chi), by which Chinese authors of successive periods have endeavoured to give a phonetic

rendering of the old name of Kashgar, the Turkestan town and oasis.®®

It is more than mere chance which has preserved this glimpse of old Chitral history precisely

for that period. M. Chavannes has made it clear, in his masterly analysis of the Central-Asian

records furnished by the T'ang Annals,®^ that the first half of the eighth century is a time of

exceptional interest in the history of the great Central-Asian basins which extend east and west

of the Pamirs. Chinese policy was then carrying on a protracted and vigorous struggle in the

Tarim Basin and the adjoining regions against two great powers for the control of the vast

Central-Asian territories it had inherited from the Western Turks. Imperial power in those regions

had to defend itself at the same time against Arab aggression from the west, and against the

constant inroads which the Tibetans, then a nation of considerable offensive strength, were

directing both into the basin of the Tarim and into far-away Kan-su. In the course of this

protracted struggle, which by the light of the Chinese historical records we can follow in its

varying phases with tolerable accuracy, the endeavour of the Tibetans to join hands with the Arabs

on the Oxus, and eventually to secure a fresh line of advance into Chinese Turkestan across the

Pamirs, clearly defines itself. Formidable as the barriers raised by nature against aggression across

the Hindukush and the Pamirs must seem to us, yet in reality the difficulties there encountered are

far less than those which any large body of men would have to face in the endeavour to reach the

Tarim Basin from the inhabited parts of Tibet, across the high and forbiddingly desolate plateaus

and ranges of the Kun-lun.

“ See above, p. 9 ;
also Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 1 4 sq.

” Cf. Biddulph, Hindoo Koosk, p. 60. Mughul Beg,

whose surveys are utilized by Raverty, says in his account of

Kashkar : ‘ Barley, wheat, and rice are produced in abund-

ance ’
; see Raverty, Notes on Afghanistan, p. 1 53.

“ Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 15 ;
Biddulph, Hindoo Koosh,

pp. 58 sq.

Raverty, Notes on Afghanistan, pp. 152 sqq., 161.

Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 48, where the references and

Chinese characters for these forms have been recorded.

” See his Turcs occid., pp. 290—99.
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It is this important geographical and strategic fact which explains the persistent efforts made
by the Tibetans at this period to penetrate from the Indus Valley into Gilgit and Yasin, and thus

to secure access to the Pamirs across the Darkot and Baroghil Passes.®^ Chitral, too, became an

important objective to them ;
for not only was it possible for this hill state, if gained over to the

Tibetan side, to render the position of the Chinese garrison in Gilgit untenable by interfering with

its line of supplies from Kashmir,®® but through it lay also the most direct and convenient route from

the Indus to Tokharistan. The latter territory was constantly threatened by the Arabs from the

middle Oxus, and had repeatedly sought Chinese aid to avert subjugation. Hence it was an

important gain for Tibetan policy when P'o-t*6-mo, the chief of Chitral, offered his assistance against

this mainstay of Imperial influence on the Oxus.

The attempt of a.d. 750 was frustrated by Kao Hsien-chih’s successful intervention in Chitral.

But after the disaster which overtook him and the Imperial arms a year later to the north of

Farghana it is probable that Chinese influence south of the Hindukush speedily came to an end.®^

Soon afterwards the internal troubles of the Empire, due to the great rebellion of An-lu-shan

(a.d. 756-8), threw open the whole of Kan-su and other parts of westernmost China to Tibetan

aggression. By a.d. 766 the Tibetans had succeeded in completely cutting off the Imperial

garrisons holding the Tarim Basin, and the region immediately to the north of it, from China

proper.®® It is a reasonable conjecture that the opening of this wide new field for Tibetan

enterprise north-eastwards must have caused a relaxation of their efforts in the west. This would

explain why no more is heard of Tibetan activity from across the Hindukush and the Pamirs, and

why as late as a.d. 758-9 auxiliaries sent by ‘ Tokharistan and nine other kingdoms of the

Western Countries ’ are mentioned by the T'ang Annals among the troops which helped the

Emperor Su-tsung to reconquer his capital from the rebels.®*

The notice we have just examined may claim special historical interest
;
for it shows that even

small Chitral, behind its mountain ramparts, had a part to play in the events of a critical period

which decided the fate of Chinese influence in Central Asia for many centuries. It would be

tempting to seek a dim recollection of the facts revealed by this brief glimpse of Chitral history

in the tradition which relates the invasion of the country by ‘ a Calmak (Chinese) army in alliance

with a prince of Badakhshan ’.®'' U nfortunately, exceedingly vague as local chronology is, there is

reason to doubt whether the line ‘ of princes styled Reis ’ {^ecte Ra’is), under one of whom this

invasion is said to have taken place, can be extended as far back as the eighth century a.d. In

fact. Colonel Biddulph’s record states that the event ‘ is spoken of as occurring after the death

of Abdoollah Khan, the Usbek’,®* who manifestly was a Muhammadan Turk from the side of

the Oxus.

Abdullah Khan, the Turk, figures also in the succinct outline of traditional epochs with which

Waffadar Khan, Diwan-begi, an intelligent Chitral noble and official, supplied me during my stay

For a synopsis of these efforts, cf. Chavannes, Turcs

occid., pp. 96 sq. ; also Ancient Kholan, i. pp. 7 sqq.

” In Ancient Khotan, pp. 16 sq., I have fully indicated

the routes by which the Chitral ruler could threaten the

Gilgit line of supplies from Kashmir where it crosses the

Indus Valley. Such interference was facilitated if Chitral

rule at the time extended, as it often has in more recent

periods, also over Mastuj and the headwaters of the Chitral

River; cf. Ancient Khotan, p. 16, note 31. For a similar

extension of Chitral supremacy in Hsiian-tsang’s time, cf.

below, p. 44 sq.

See Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 297 ; also above,

p. 19.

See the detailed account of these events given by
M. Chavannes in Appendix A, Ancient Khotan, i. p. 534

;

ibid., my summary, p. 63.

Cf. Chavannes, Turcs occid., pp. 158, 299. It is

curious and significant of the eclipse of Chinese ambitions in

Central Asia that Arabs (Ta-shih) figure among these foreign

auxiliaries. They may have been mercenaries enlisted by
the authorities of the ‘ Four Garrisons’.

Cf. above, p. 28.

See Biddulph, Hindoo Koosh, p. 1 50.
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at Chitral. According to this statement the successive traditional periods comprised : the
‘ Kafir-daur’ or ‘ time of the Kafirs ’

;
the dynasty of the Ra’is with which Chinese influence seems

somehow associated in popular notion
; the reign of Abdullah Khan, the Turk

;
of Khairullah Khan,

from Gilgit; and finally the rule of the present family of Mehtars known as Katur. Now the

Khairullah Khan of this series is evidently identical with the Shah Khairullah, Badshah, whom
Mughul Beg, the author of the surveys translated and explained in Raverty’s Notes on Afghanistan,

knew as the supreme ruler of the Kashkar State, including Mastuj, about 1789-90,®® and who is

shown also in the genealogical table of the Khushwakt branch of the Chitral family in a chrono-

logical position approximately corresponding. *'* Hence Abdullah Khan, too, must probably be
placed somewhere in the eighteenth century.

Whatever may be the explanation of the earlier traditional mention of Chinese invasion, it is

certain that Chinese power made itself felt again in Chitral after the Tarim Basin had been

reconquered for the Empire under the Emperor Ch'ien-lung about the middle of the eighteenth

century. As this reassertion of Chinese authority after the lapse of just a thousand years is

curiously illustrative of the earlier records, the few references to it I have been able to trace may
receive here brief mention. The most reliable among them is the definite statement made by the

author of Raverty’s Surveys that at the time he visited Chitral, about the year 1789, its ruler

acknowledged Chinese sovereignty, and that under its protection inroads from the Badakhshan side

had ceased.^^ The oral traditions recorded by Major Biddulph give a lengthy account, tinged with

legendary details, of an invasion which a Chinese force in concert with the ruler of Badakhshan,

Mir Sultan Shah, effected in Chitral at a time when Khush-amad, a nephew of the founder of the

Khushwakt branch and the elder brother of Khairullah, was ruling in Mastuj. After a lengthy

siege of Mastuj, terms were agreed to, and the invaders retired up the Yarkhun Valley, i.e. towards

the BarOghil.^®

There is a reference to the same invasion also in an extract from a Chinese geographical work
published in 1790, which Klaproth appears to have first translated,^® This deals with the territory

of ‘ Bolor ’, which is described as situated to the south-west of Yarkand and to the east of Badakh-
shan, and which in view of the incidents mentioned can only be meant for Kashkar-Bala including

Mastuj, and eventually also Yasln.*^ In 1749 its prince, whose name, reproduced in Klaproth’s

French as Chakhoti Chamed, is manifestly to be read as Shah Khush-amad, is said to have made his

submission to the Chinese, and his territory was incorporated. In the following year his envoy
‘ Chah bek ’, i. e. Shah Beg, came to the Imperial Court. Another embassy is referred to in 1 763.
‘ In the next year the country was invaded by Sultan Shah of Badakhshan, whereupon the prince of

Bolor asked support from the Chinese general residing at Yarkand. The latter called upon Sultan

Shah to evacuate Bolor and to stop hostilities. The king of Badakhshan conformed, and Shah
Khush-amad wrote a letter of thanks. The two adversaries sent embassies to the Emperor
with tribute, consisting of daggers which are of excellent quality in their territory.’ In 1769

See Raverty, Notes on Afghanistan, pp. 154, 158, 162

;

also ibid., p. 306, note, where an attempt is made to utilize

the date supplied by the surveys for clearing up the tangled

chronology of the Khushwakt family.

" See Biddulph, Hindoo Koosh, p. 153, table.

See Raverty, Notes on Afghanistan, pp. 154, 188.

Cf. Biddulph, Hindoo Koosh, pp. 151 sq.

“ See Magasin asiatique, i, p. 96. I take the reference

from Biddulph, Hindoo Koosh, p. 152.

Raverty, Notes on Afghanistan, pp. 305 sqq., has

1S74 F

discussed Klaproth’s notice of ‘ Bolor ’. He has given

reason to suppose that the term, which he prefers to spell

Bilaur, was used, in the Muhammadan sources, both in

a wider and a more restricted sense. In the latter it included

mainly Kashkar-Bala with Mastuj and Yasin, while in the

former it was vaguely extended to the whole mountain region

from the borders of Baltistan in the east to Kafiristan in the

west (see loc. cit., pp. 307 sq.
;

cf. also the references given

in Ancient Khotan, i. p. 6, note 5).
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fresh tribute is said to have arrived from Bolor, and to have been offered ever since at the

prescribed times.

The matter-of-fact account given by the Chinese record makes it clear that in the true sequence

of events an invasion from the side of Badakhshan and Wakhan ended with Chinese intervention.

The impression left by the latter was evidently strong, and accounts for the form given to the events

in Chitral tradition. It is likely enough that the traditions about earlier Chinese invasions rest on

historical facts not essentially different in scope and character.

Section II.—ANCIENT REMAINS IN CHITRAL
The scanty nature of the data available for the history of Chitral made me doubly anxious to

utilize whatever chance my rapid passage through the main valley might offer for a survey of any

surviving remains. I knew that in a confined and relatively poor mountain region, where timber

with rubble or rough stone-work must always have been the only building-material readily available,

no conspicuous ruins could be hoped for. I had therefore all the more reason to feel grateful for

the care which Captain E. Knollys, then Assistant Political Agent for Chitral, had taken to meet

the request made by me in advance for the collection of local information about any existing

remains. I owed it entirely to the list with which he kindly furnished me as soon as I had crossed

the Lowarai, and to the detailed indications subsequently supplied under his instructions by
Waffadar Khan, ‘ Diwan-begi that I was able to note down and in part to examine the objects of

archaeological interest here recorded.

The first ‘ antiquity ’ to which that list took me on my way up the valley, brought, it is true,

some disappointment
;

for the rock-cut inscription reported about two miles above the fort of

Gahirat (Fig. 12) on the left bank of the river proved only to contain a few rhetorical couplets in

Persian, turned apparently after the model of Jahangir’s famous line in the Great Moghul’s palace

at Delhi. They seem to have been engraved by order of some Chitrali ruler of the eighteenth

or nineteenth century. Insignificant this inscription looked on the magnificent rock-face rising

precipitously to fully a hundred feet above the river, fit to receive the records of a ‘ king of kings ’,

like those of Darius at Behistun. Yet somehow it also struck me as a sign of the fact that Chitral

could boast of a line of chiefs who, in spite of their limited mountain territory, have for centuries

proudly carried the title of ‘ Badshah ’, and that their petty court was not foreign to Persian

culture. Among the modern sgraffiti which the presence of these couplets had attracted, there

were plentiful signs of Siva’s trident, marks, no doubt, of the religious propensities of the honest

Gurkhas usually forming the Chitral garrison, and destined to become in future visible antiquarian

evidence of the Indian political control now established for the first time in these mountains.

If these first two days (May 4 and 5) of travel in Chitral which brought me to the ‘ capital
’

did not reveal any other distinct remains of the past, yet they helped to familiarize me with

quasi-negative evidence of the autocratic rule which Chitral has owned for long centuries. In

striking contrast to the valleys of Swat and Panjkora none of the large villages we passed,

wherever the debouchures of side valleys afford soil and water for cultivation, showed any of

those towers and fortified dwellings which in the settlements of the Pathan borderlands further

south are held indispensable for safety. At points of importance for defence, such as Mirkanni

and Drosh, there rose indeed turreted strongholds which looked of some age. But these were in

each case forts of the Mehtar intended to shelter his officials or to guard the route from the south.^

‘ Biddulph, Hindoo Koosh, p. 61, duly notes this

‘ evidence of a more secure state of society ’ as characteristic

of the whole of Kashkar, ‘instead of every village having one,

and sometimes two, forts sufiicient to hold all the inhabitants,

as is the case in the valleys draining directly into the Indus
’

(Gilgit, Hunza, &c.).
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In the midst of the kaleidoscopic usurpations and upheavals which make the modern political Castle of

history of this mountain-state like a tangled web of intrigpie, murder, and treachery, security was for

the ruler himself a primary consideration at all times. The castle of the Mehtars, with its high

and massive square towers, built near the centre of the cluster of large embowered villages which

make up the capital of Chitral, clearly bears the impress of the conditions.^ Old as it undoubtedly

is in its foundations and main features, this great pile of rubble and timber had undergone too

many alterations and additions to permit even of the incidents of so recent an event as the

memorable siege of 1895 to be always clearly located. But plenty of quaint old wood-carving,

perhaps centuries old, still survived at the time of my visit, both in the mosque and the picturesque

open galleries which enclose the outer court of the castle. Manifest signs of great age appeared

also on its high iron-plated gate, through which successful pretenders had so often forced their way
to the blood-stained ‘ Takht ’ of Kashkar.

Apart from this hereditary seat of the Mehtars, of which local considerations permitted only

a very cursory inspection, the Chitral capital offered several other points of antiquarian interest.

The remains of an old fort, said to be of the time of the ‘ Ra’is ’ and marked by the ruins of some
towers close to the Agency, displayed, it is true, in their rubble-built walls no distinct criterion

of their age. Nor was it possible for me to deduce any definite chronological indication from the

architecture of the fine old mosque, known as ‘ Bazar Masjid’ and believed to be the earliest

structure of its kind in Chitral (Fig. 10). The style of its wooden columns and arches was plainly

late Saracenic as found throughout Iran.

But the old Chitrali house which had been adapted for the Political Agent’s residence before Chitral

the upheaval of 1895, and which now hospitably received me, had already on my arrival acquainted

me with characteristic features of genuine local architecture. In all its main rooms—^from their size

they might almost be called halls—beautifully carved pillars of Deodar disposed in a quadrangle

supported the roof. The light-and-air holes of the usual Chitrali type, to the interesting and

ancient constructive features of which I shall have occasion to refer hereafter, had been surmounted

by modern skylights. But the ornamental wood-carving of the pillars had suffered no adaptation

or change, and here I was struck at once by the prevalence of motifs which seemed strangely

familiar to me. Several of them, like the four-petalled clematis-like flower and the eight-petalled

lotus within a circle, looked exactly as though copied from the pieces of ancient architectural

wood-carving and decorated furniture which my excavations of 1901 had brought to light at the

Niya Site of the Taklamakan,* and all plainly suggested the influence of the decorative style of

Gandhara. Had this influence penetrated hither direct from Swat and the Kabul Valley, or had

it asserted itself, with other forms of imported culture, from the side of Badakhshan and ancient

Bactria ? Whatever the channel, it seemed clear that the art influence thus transplanted had found

a safe place wherein to maintain itself in these far-off valleys.

When proceeding on May 7 to the examination of remains reported near Jughor, on the left Old ‘Kafir’

bank of the river, I took occasion to visit at Dawawish an old house declared to date back to the

‘ Kafir-daur ’ or pre-Muhammadan period. Among the modern dwellings of the village, all

ensconced under luxuriant groves of fruit-trees, the house, by its gloomy aspect and massive

construction, would at once have attracted attention. Outside it looked at first like a large heap

of stones. But closer inspection showed walls far more solid than usual in these parts, built of

uncut but well-set slabs of stone. The most striking feature inside was a large central room or

hall, showing elaborate carving on its massive pillars and along one wall decorative panelling in

’ See Fig. 14 m Ruins of Desert Cathay. “ Cf. for specimens of such motifs Ancient Khotan, ii,

PI. LXVIII, LXIX; also below, PI. XVIII, XIX.

F 2
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Deodar, all black with the smoke of ages. The ornamentation chiefly consisted of a diaper of

four-petalled flowers, closely resembling in style those familiar to me from the ancient wood-carvings

of the Niya Site and from Gandhara relievos. The work was somewhat rough in execution, but
much stronger in line and contrast than the floral design and tracery met with in the modern
carvings of Chitral. The square pillars supported large corbels ending in elaborate volutes,

and recalled those I subsequently found among the ruins of the Lop-nor Site.^ The volutes in

particular were declared to be characteristic of ‘ old Kafir ’ work. The opening in the centre of

the roof (called aiwan or kumal in Khowar), which alone admits light and air, showed the typical

construction. It consists of successive overlapping courses of massive beams gradually reducing

the square opening, and will be found illustrated in the photograph secured of such an ‘ Aiwan
’

at Miragjam.® It has its exact counterpart in the stone-constructed ceiling still intact in several

Kashmir temples, like that at Pandrethan.® Owing to the dim light at the time prevailing in this

ancient abode, no photograph could be taken. The owner of the house was a Mullah, practising

also as a carpenter. The manifest pride with which he claimed the original ‘ Kafir ’ builder of it

a fellow craftsman, seemed to me like the conscious expression of an unbroken living tradition in

this local art.

Far less instructive were the remains found above Jughor village, about one and a half miles

below the bridge which spans the river opposite the modern fort. On the last offshoot of the spur

which flanks the Jughor-gul gorge on the north are the remains of ancient walls known as Mochian-

deh, ‘ the blacksmiths’ village They appeared to have been constructed of large uncut stones

which were now being quarried by the villagers, and to have formed an oblong of over forty yards

in length and about seventeen yards across. There were traces left of dividing walls. I noticed

no other remains on the surface of the narrow knoll and its slopes. But Waffadar Khan, the

obser\'ant Diwan-begt, who accompanied me, asserted that in his youth arrow-heads, beads, and
small debris of superior pottery used to turn up here. The archaeological indications were equally

vag^e at Uchust, a village situated about two miles to the south of the Agency on the hill-side

above Lomari. There, most of the houses were said to have been built with stones taken from

walls going back to ‘Kafir’ or ‘Kalash’ times. My visit to the place showed massive walls

evidently of earlier date, now used as foundations of houses and as supports of terraces occupying
the edge of a small plateau

;
but I was not able to discover any carved stones or other structural

indications.

More interesting, actually, than these scanty remains were the rides which took me to visit

them. They showed me how fertile and open the ground is for some miles above and below castle

and Agency. One hamlet with its orchards and avenues almost touches the other, and all receive

ample irrigation from a convergence of lively side-streams. The whole forms a closely cultivated

and relatively large oasis such as the configuration of the main valley nowhere else allows space
for. Hence Chitral must have been at all times, independent of political conditions, in economic
respects the most important place of the Kashkar State.

I had no time to visit the remains of two other ‘ forts of the Kafir time ’ which were mentioned
to me at Noghorghi, near Chumarkhon, and at Gankorini, near Blach, both in the vicinity of Chitral

and on the left and right bank of the river respectively. The loss was scarcely great, since at either

site the ruins were described as consisting of mere walls of unhewn stones. But fortunately, oppor-
tunities for more interesting archaeological observations offered on the three marches which between
May 9 and ii took me up to Mastuj along the Upper Chitral River, or, as it is here called, the

® Cf. Foucher, Gandhdra, i. pp. 143 sqq., with

Fig- 57-

* Cf. Fig. 99.

‘ See below. Fig. i6.
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Yarkhun. This portion of the main valley is practically nothing but a succession of more or less

formidable rock defiles, rarely broken by alluvial fans which alone offer room for cultivation. Yet

in spite of the great natural difficulties which the route through this part of the valley presents, and

which, as my personal narrative shows,'^ even the construction of the modern bridle-path has not

entirely effaced, it must always have been an important line of communication ; for it alone connects

Chitral proper with the complex of fertile side-valleys to the north-east, which form Kashkar-Bala,

and with the hill-tract of Mastuj on the headwaters of the Yarkhun.

Evidence of the antiquity of the tracks which accompany the river-gorge on either side exists Inscribed

in two rock-carvings of unmistakably Buddhist character. The first was reached from the main

route by crossing the river above the village of Moroi to the right bank, and marching along this dini.

to a point about three miles above the village of Prait. Here, almost exactly opposite to the small

hamlet of J omshili, the narrow track skirts a steep spur strewn with rock debris, at an elevation

of about 150 feet above the river. At one point, known as Pakhtdrldlni^ a great boulder,

apparently granite, immediately above the track, bears the carefully engraved representation of

a Stupa and below it an inscription of eleven Brahml characters (Fig. 5). Although the smooth

water-worn surface of the boulder had suffered a good deal from weathering, the outlines of the

Stupa design could still be followed.

As seen from the reproduction of a drawing made to scale (Plate 2), they show a section of Rock-

a Stupa, conforming very closely to the architectural arrangements which I had observed in most

of the extant Stupa ruins of the regions of Kashgar and Khotan.® There are the characteristic

three bases successively receding, the traditional significance of which 1 have already discussed at

some length in Ancient Khotan\'^^ above them the high cylindrical drum; next, a projecting

cornice surmounted by the proper Stupa dome, which is approximately hemispherical in shape.

Above the dome, in conventional outlines and drawn with a rather primitive attempt at perspective,

appear the orthodox succession of ‘ umbrellas ’, apparently seven, the lowest resting on supports

which seem to slant outwards from the top of the dome. Through the last three of the umbrellas

is seen passing the central pillar which in reality carried the whole series of ‘ umbrellas ’, and which,

according to an early tradition, symbolized the beggar’s staff planted on the top of Buddha’s own
Stupa model.

After the admirably lucid exposition given by M. Foucher of the development of the type of Features

Stupa which he calls ‘ Transition ’,1^ the regular form of all such monuments so far discovered north

of the Hindukush, and largely prevalent also in the valleys to its south, it is unnecessary to prove

at length how accurately the design of the Pakhtoridinl rock-carving agrees with it in all essential

details. It will suffice here to call attention to particular features which might hereafter prove of

interest in interpreting or restoring certain features of actual structures now in ruin. Starting from

the foot we have the three receding square bases, the inception of which the tradition recorded by

Hsiian-tsang about certain small Stupas near Balkh, traced back direct to a model prescribed by

Buddha himself.^^ It is important to observe this threefold arrangement of the base, both here and

in the rock-carved Stupa representation of Charrun described below
;

for possibly it is another

indication of the infiltration of influence from across the Hindukush, and especially from the side of

ancient Bactria, which I emphasized above in discussing the cultural and political history of Chitral.

’’

See Desert Cathay, i. pp. 41 sqq.

® Thus or Pakhturidini I heard the name pronounced.

In Desert Cathay, i. p. 42, ‘ Pakhturinidini ’ has been printed

by mistake.

’ Cf. the sections and plans of the Stupas of Tdpa-Tim,

Maurl-Tim, Niya Site, Endere, in Ancient Khotan, ii. PI. XIX,

XXII, XXIX, XXXVII.

See Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 83 sq.

” See Foucher, L'Art du Gandhdra, i. pp. 64, 72 sqq.

** Cf. Watters, Kuan Chwang, i. p. 1 1 2 ;
Beal, Si-yu-ki,

i. pp. 47 sq. ;
Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 83 sq.

;
Julien’s transla-

tion, AUmoires, i. p. 33, is less exact here.
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It can scarcely be accidental that, whereas the introduction of square bases, in place of the single

round one of the ancient Stupa type, is illustrated by the majority of the Stupa ruins now extant on
the Indian North-West Frontier and in the Kabul Valley, yet the regularity of the triple number, so

clearly prescribed by Hsiian-tsang’s tradition, is in them conspicuously absent.^® On the other

hand, practically all the ruined Stupas in Eastern Turkestan I have so far been able accurately to

survey, show this threefold arrangement of base with striking regularity. The explanation seems
obvious, that the tradition recorded by Hsuan-tsang applied specifically to a type of Stupa construc-

tion which had developed in the Buddhism of ancient Bactria, and that this, with much else of art,

culture, and religious literature, had found its way to the east of the Pamirs as well as into the

Chitral Valleys.

The successively diminishing height of the bases seen in the Pakhtoridini rock-carving was not

an essential feature of the type, as is shown by a comparison of its pendant at Charrun (Plate 2).

On the other hand, the narrow projecting frieze which separates the drum from the dome is repeated

at Charrun, though merely in the form of a dividing line, and is clearly seen again in the Mauri-Tim
Stupa near Kashgar.^* That the height of the dome is in excess of the original hemispherical shape

is a feature shared by all the Stupa ruins I know in the Tarim Basin, and common to the majority of

those found on the Indian North-West Frontier. The design intervening between the top of the

dome and the spire composed of successive umbrellas is too coarse to permit of a very definite

interpretation. But it can scarcely be doubted that surfaces slanting outwards are intended. These
may have been meant to represent either the faces of a gradually projecting pedestal, such as most
Stupa models show in a corresponding position,'® or else figurative supports leaning outward, such as

are seen below the bottom umbrella in the finely carved fragment of a miniature Stupa in soapstone

(Yo. 00121) I obtained from Yotkan (Plate VI).

Finally we have the ‘ clocheton d’ombrelles ’, as M. Foucher graphically calls it, surmounting

the whole edifice. Quaint as its drawing is, this too represents points of interest. M. Foucher has

justly insisted upon the important part which the crowning spire of umbrellas must have played in

the architectural effect of all Stupas.'* It has survived on the North-west Frontier only in a few

Stupa models of small size, and in relievo representations. In these it always absorbs at least one-

third of the whole height of the structure." Now a reference to the carving shows that this propor-

tion is there duly observed, the spire of umbrellas with its pedestal measuring 17 inches out of

a total height of close on 50 inches. It is true that the number of the umbrellas or discs represented,

which I take to be seven, exceeds the number of five which appears to be normal in the extant

specimens of Gandhara and the Kabul Valley. It is known, however, that this was by no means
the limit ;

for the Chinese pilgrims attest for Kaniska’s great Stupa at Peshawar at least thirteen

umbrellas, and the same number is still seen on the Stupas of Nepal and on a rock-carving near

Dras.'® And in order to give still further assurance on the point, both the small Stupa models
carved in wood which I discovered at the Lop-nor Site (LB. ii. 0033, 0^34 :

Plate XXXIl) show

Thus among the numerous Stupas, miniature Stupas

and relievo representations of Stupas, which M. Foucher

reproduces in illustration of chap, i of hisZ’.i4 r/ du Gandhdra,

dealing with the Stupa, I can only find one model which may
be assumed to show a Stupa with three square bases (Fig. 72,

i. p. 185), and even this is doubtful (see p. 182). Yet other

numbers of square bases are met with in plenty, from a single

one (e. g. Fig. 71) to five (Fig. 19).

See Ancient Khotan, ii. PL I, XXII. It also appears

in the wooden Stupa models from the Lop-nor Site, LB. ii.

oo33> oo34> reproduced in PI. XXXII; and in that from
the Niya Site, N. xvi. 001 (see below, chap, vi, sec. vi).

“ Cf., e. g., Foucher, L’Art du Gandhdra, i. Figs. 20-3,

70, 71. This pedestal appears, however, in the Charrun
carving (Plate 2) represented in a diflferent and better recog-

nizable fashion.

'' See HArt du Gandhdra, i. pp. 74 sqq.

" Cf. ibidem, p. 76.

Cf. Foucher, L’Art du Gandhdra, i. pp. 77sq.
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the same number of seven umbrellas. Was this, too, like the triple square base, a regular feature in

the Bactrian Stupa type ?

The inscription incised below the Stupa carving, about 6 inches from the bottom edge of the

boulder, is also of distinct interest. Though the incised characters have in places become very

shallow through weathering, yet they can everywhere be clearly distinguished from natural fissures

of the rock, as the photograph (Fig. 5) shows. Owing to the shallowness of the lettering and

the rapid evaporation caused by the heat and wind, I did not succeed in my attempts to obtain

a satisfactory paper impression. But the reading I made on the spot can easily be tested from my
several photographs. The eleven BrahmT characters vary in length from i| to 2 inches, and are

spread out over a line nearly 3 feet long. Their forms show a close approach to the Western form

of the Gupta type, as represented in its cursive variety in Biihler’s palaeographic tables by specimens

from Toramana’s inscription found in the Salt Range, which are approximately dated from the close

of the fifth century a.

The inscription is in Sanskrit, and according to my reading runs :

This, assuming the loss of a Visarga at the end where the surface of the stone has suffered, may
be interpreted as : devadharmo 'yam Rdjajlvarmanah^ ‘ This is an offering to the divinities from

Raja Jivarman’. It is noteworthy that the name is found also as Rdjajivarmah in the Charrun

inscription. The explanation of it as a Prakrit form Jivarman derived from Jayavarma7i presents

no difficulty. As there is close epigraphic resemblance between the two inscriptions, it may be

assumed that they name the identical person. Furthermore, the dedicatory character of the short

inscription and the wording used indicate that this person was a Buddhist by faith. It is a priori

probable that these pious rock-carvings were produced by order of a prince actually ruling in the

valley or in a territory closely adjoining. His Indian name and title are therefore interesting

evidence of the influence exercised in this region about the fifth century a. d. by Buddhist culture,

with its accompanying Indian environment.

It is significant, in proof of the survival of ancient local worship, that this rock-carving is the

object of a legend in which the reverence it still inspires is only thinly disguised to appease

Muhammadan scruples. According to the story related to me by the Diwan-begi, a man-eating

demon or ‘Deo’ (Persian dew), called ‘ Kalamdar’, used at this spot to waylay and destroy people,

until at last a ‘ big Mullah ’ caught him and laid him in fetters. The ropes used for binding the

demon are supposed to be marked by the outlines of the Stupa. With regard to the characters

inscribed below, the popular belief is that they are of ‘ Chinese ’ origin. I was informed also that

a similar rock-carving existed at Rayin in the Mulkho Valley.

The inscription of Pakhtoridini has been destined to become in recent times the subject of

a quasi-historical legend. General Cunningham, to whom Major Biddulph had sent what probably

was a mere eye copy, erroneously read it 'Deva dharmaya Raja Jiva Pala—“ The pious gift of Raja

Jiva Pdla”,’and the conclusion was promptly drawn that ‘the name Jiva Pala is, no doubt, the Jeipal

of early Mahommedan writers’, i. e. the name of the Hindu Shahi Jaipal who lost the Peshawar

Valley to Mahmud of Ghazni at the end of the tenth century a. d.-® This case of ‘ mistaken identity
’

has since found due acceptance in the official account of Chitral.^'

In my personal narrative I have described the ride on May 10 from Pakhtoridini along the

Inscription

of Pakhtorl-

dinl.

Inscription

interpreted.

Local
legend about

inscription.

Cf. Bahler, Indische Paldographie, Table IV, col. viii.

See Biddulph, Hindoo Koosh, p. 149.

“ Cf. Imperial Gazetteer of India, New Ed., 1908, x.

p. 301. ‘ It is recorded in a Sanskrit inscription carved on

a rock near Barenis in Mastuj that about the year a. d. 900
the inhabitants of the surrounding country were Buddhists,

and under the sway of Jaipal, king of Kabul.’
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precipitous right bank of the river to the debouchure of the Drasan River, which unites all the streams

from the valleys of Kashkar-Bala.** The village of Reshun and the defile below Kuragh which

I passed on the opposite bank were, indeed, historical sites, but the tragic events which they

witnessed during the Chitral expedition are still too recent for antiquarian investigation. At the

village of Kusht, near the debouchure reached late in the evening, there was no time for inspecting

the fort, which was stated to date from the time of the ‘ Ra’is Nor did I hear at the time of the

remains of a large ‘ Buddhist Chogten or Stupa ’ which Major Biddulph mentions as existing ‘ in the

Chitral Valley, on a conspicuous point near the road not far from the valley of Koosht . . . and still

spoken of as “ the idol

By crossing both the river of Drasan and the Yarkhun, a little above their confluence, to the

village of Charrun I had entered Mastuj territory. Before, however, I proceed to discuss the brief

historical notices of the district which survive, it will be convenient to describe the pendant of the

Pakhtoridlnl rock-carving which I examined close to Charrun village. I had heard of it already at

Chitral, and on the morning of May 1 1 was guided to the spot by Khan Sahib Pir Bakhsh, the

worthy Indian Hospital Assistant who acts as adviser to the chief of Mastuj. In the midst of

terraced fields, about a mile to the south-west of the village and at a point not far above the road

descending the valley, a cultivator dwelling close by had, about eight years before my visit, come
upon a large boulder of roundish shape bearing upon its north face the engraved representation of

a Stupa and a short inscription in Brahml characters on either side (Fig. 6). Induced apparently

by some lingering recollection of earlier worship, the villagers, good Muhammadans as they are, had
cleared the boulder completely and erected a rude hut over it for protection.

The rock-carving, of which a drawing to scale is reproduced in Plate 2, shows a Stupa measuring

3 feet 7 inches in height and 2 feet 6 inches across at the foot of the lowest base. Here, too, as at

Pakhtoridini, appear all the characteristic features of the Stupa type prevailing to the north of the

Hindukush. There are the three successively receding bases, of which the topmost appears here

also as the highest. Between it and the cylindrical drum bearing the dome, a strongly marked pro-

jecting cornice is inserted. For the latter I can find no parallel amongst the Stupa ruins of the

Tarim Basin known to me
;
but it is present in the same position in the small Stupa of Thol, in

Hunza,^* and it must have been a frequent feature in the Stupas of Gandhara and Udyana, to judge
from its characteristic representation in several sculptured Stupa models and in stuccoed Stupa
bases still extant.^* To the cornice, marked by a simple line, which divides the drum from the

dome, I have referred above.^® The height of the dome is in excess of a true hemispherical shape
much in the same proportion as the one of Pakhtoridini. Above the dome is seen the pedestal

intended to support the crowning spire of umbrellas, in a shape which is commonly met with in

Gandhara Stupa models.^^ From it rises the staff, but, curiously enough, the umbrellas or discs

which it was meant to carry have been left unrepresented.

The inscription engraved on either side of the Stupa representation shows six well-cut Brahmi
aksaras on the right, on the average 2\ inches high and incised to a depth of about one-eighth of an
inch. On the left, owing to the peeling of the surface of the somewhat friable sandstone, only three

aksaras survive, and of these the first two are mere traces. There is no actual indication that more
characters preceded these, but owing to the condition of the stone surface on that side, no certain

conclusion can be drawn. On the right side, however, the inscription is manifestly intact, reading

^ See Desert Cathay, i. 43 sq.

“ Cf. Hindoo Koosh, p. 109.

See Ancient Khotan, i. p. 20, Fig. 4.

Cf., e. g. Foucher, L’Art du Gandhdra, i. Fig. 71, 72,

and the remarkably well-preserved stuccoed Stupa bases
excavated at Takhti-i-Bahl, Court T.XX, in 1911.

'' See pp. 37-8.
” Cf. Foucher, loc. cit,, i. Figs. 22, 23, 70, 71.
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i. e. ‘ Raja Jlvarmah the reference being doubtless to the same prince as in the Pakhtoridlni

inscription. Apart, however, from the question as to the original Sanskrit form of the name,

probably yayavarman, there remains doubt also as to whether yivarmah is to be taken as a nomina-

tive sing, or as a mistake of the engraver for ^ywarntanah, the correct genitive. Turning to the

left side of the inscription only the aksara cB nearest to the Stupa design can be considered as

assured. The one preceding it suggested to me at the time of examination either a tf or a two

small horizontal top strokes being discernible, as well as a vertical stroke descending from the right-

hand top stroke. The character on the extreme left can scarcely be read otherwise than as g, though

its beginning has been injured by the peeling of the surface. I am unable to interpret these three

characters as a Sanskrit word or as part of one. But the queer Sanskrit of the rest, with its manifest

misspellings, might well prepare us for some un-Indian form.

Whatever the right interpretation of the whole inscription may be, it is certainly dedicatory in

character and is approximately contemporary with the Pakhtoridlni inscription, the characters, though

less cursive, showing the same palaeographic type.^*

The Charrun stone affords another striking example of local worship surviving the change of Survival of

religion, and as such I have already mentioned it in a short paper dealing with such survivals north

of the Hindukush.^** The place where this Buddhist monument was found is known to the people

by the name of Mahajatu-gach, ‘the sacred corner’. Whether this name clung to the locality before

the discovery of the boulder or has only been applied to it since, it is certain that the villagers, good

Muhammadans as they have been for centuries, look upon the rock-carving with reverent awe and

have their pious legend about it. A holy man, or ‘ Buzurg’, of the old times is believed to have sat

at that spot and then to have mysteriously disappeared, the boulder with its carving remaining to

mark the sacred spot. The thinly disguised worship which the villagers now pay to this Buddhist

relic, and to which the protecting hut bears witness, is all the more interesting because the

configuration of the surrounding ground makes it evident that the boulder must have been com-

pletely buried by alluvial soil, probably for centuries. It lies on the edge of a small alluvial fan,

where the accumulation of earth can only have been a gradual process. Yet I was assured that,

until the neighbouring settler came upon it while preparing a new terrace for tillage, nothing was

visible above ground. Had a tradition of sanctity lingered about the spot even during the long

period of occultation, or has Muhammadanism so little affected the subconscious beliefs of the

population that they are ever ready to reassert themselves at the old places of worship ? However
this may be, it is curious to observe that the reappearance of this object of local worship is indirectly

due to the economic effects produced by the pax Britannica which has come to these remote valleys

since 1895. Here, as elsewhere in Chitral and Mastuj, recent years have witnessed marked efforts

to extend the area of cultivation along the foot of the barren and towering mountains, and there can

be no doubt that these efforts are the natural result of the growing pressure of population produced

by improved political and economic conditions. To this historically interesting fact I shall have to

return anon.

Section III.—HISTORICAL ACCOUNTS OF MASTUJ

The mountain territory of Mastuj ^ which may be appropriately described as comprising the Historical

valleys drained by the Yarkhun River above its confluence with the river of Drasan, appears, as far i^depend-
' JTJT > Qf

“ See note 19 above.

” See my Note on Buddhist local worship in Muhammadan
Central Asia, J.R.A.S., 1910, p. 845.

‘ I use this form of the name which has found official

acceptance, though the local pronunciation, as I heard it,

seems to justify Raverty’s preference for Masluch, the spelling

used by the careful native author of his ' surveys ’
; cf. Notes

on Afghanistan, p. 16 1*.

Mastuj.
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as our scanty historical records allow us to judge, to have always figured as a chiefship allied to,

yet distinct from, Chitral. It certainly has enjoyed this political separation under the Khushwakt

family which, itself a branch of the dynasty established in Chitral since the seventeenth century, has

intermittently either asserted its virtual independence from Chitral or even managed to extend its

hold over it.* The extension of Khushwakt rule over Yasin, and at times even Gilgit, which came

to a close only in our own time, probably facilitated this independence by increasing the otherwise

slender resources of Mastuj.

But just as the Khushwakt extension eastwards is accounted for by the comparatively easy

line of communication connecting Mastuj and Yasin across the Shandur Pass (only 12,250 feet

above sea level), so the division which history shows between Chitral and Mastuj, the homogeneous

character of the respective populations and rulers notwithstanding, finds its natural explanation in

geographical features. The open and fertile portion of the Upper Yarkhun Valley which extends

from Mastuj to a point above Shuyist, a distance of some sixty miles, and the equally fertile though

narrower side-valley of Laspur descending from the Shandur Pass, are effectively separated from

Chitral proper, and to a somewhat less extent, also, from the side-valleys which the river of Drasan

drains, by a succession of difficult gorges in the Yarkhun Valley where strong defensive positions

abound. It is probably only the predominance of a strong outside rule which could assure the

permanent union of Chitral and Mastuj, and even now when there is such a suzerain power

controlling all the Hindukush valleys, Mastuj enjoys independence under a separate chief though

included with Chitral in the same Political Agency.

This rapid glance at the recent history of Mastuj has seemed to me necessary for a proper

understanding of the only early notice of this territory which I have so far been able to trace.

It is furnished by a passage of the T'ang Annals on which I have already commented in my
Ancient Khotan.^ A notice of the T'ang shu of which M. Chavannes has been the first to give

a full and exact rendering, states that ‘ Chii-wei is also called Shang-mi ^ ; its capital

is in the town of A-shi-yii-shih-to
;

it is situated amidst the great snowy mountains, north of the

river of P'o-lii. This country is cold; it produces the five cereals, the vine and pomegranate.

During the winter people live in caves. The inhabitants of this kingdom have always assisted the

Little P'o-lii in spying out the “ Middle Kingdom” (China).’ ^

By the river of P'o-lii can be meant only the river of Gilgit, the territory of which, along with

Yasin, bears in the Chinese Annals the designation of ‘ Little P'o-lii ’.® A glance at the map shows

that the territory of Chii-wei or Shang-mi, with its capital ‘situated amidst the great snowy

mountains ’ to the north of this river, corresponds exactly to the present Mastuj and the uppermost

Yarkhun Valley. The whole of this valley above Mastuj lies due north of the main feeder of the

Gilgit River which, rising in the Shandur Lake, flows past Ghizar and Gupis eastwards.

The description which the T'ang notice gives of the country as cold is correct; the latest

account of Mastuj, too, notes :
‘ The climate in winter is severe, owing to the cold winds which

* For some account of the constant struggles between the

Khushwakt and Katur branches, cf. Biddulph, Hindoo Koosh,

pp. 1 51 sqq. The main facts seem to be rightly summed up

thus :
‘ Consanguinity did not prevent constant wars between

the rulers of Chitral and Yasin ’ (i. e. Mastuj which held

Yasin). . . . The Khush Waktd seem to have shown the

greater warlike skill, but this advantage was balanced by the

superior wealth and population of Chitral’; ibid,, p. 152.

About 1790 the Khushwakt Khairullah appears as 'supreme

Badshah ’, holding Chitral as well as Mastuj and Yasin ; cf.

Raverty, Notes on Afghanistan, pp. 154, 158, 161 ; but

subordinate ‘ Badshahs ’ are also named in different tracts.

Aman-ul-mulk’s supremacy over the whole region from Yasin

to Chitral, 1880-92, also proved short-lived; see Imperial

Gazetteer, 1908, x. pp. 301 sq.

’ See Ancient Khotan, i. p. 15, note 31.

' Cf. Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 129, note 2.

’’

Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp.' 6 sq.
; Chavannes, Turcs

occid., p. 150, note i, with modification indicated in Notes

Addit., p. 43, note i.
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blow down the valleys.’ ® It is probably for the sake of shelter from these winds that the humbler

habitations, as in the neighbouring Wakhan, are often built partially below ground, a fact which

explains the reference of the Chinese notice to ‘caves’ inhabited during winter. Yet in spite of

the elevation—close on 8,000 feet at Mastuj and over 10,000 feet near Shuyist—the main valley

•is very fertile and, as a competent observer notes, ‘capable of supporting a large population’.^

The lower portion of the main valley which lies between Mastuj proper and Charrun and is known

by the name of Kho, enjoys a far more sheltered position, and the luxuriance of the orchards and

arbours surrounding the villages from Buni to Sanoghar struck me greatly.® It is clearly to Kho,

which counts as a part of Mastuj, that the Chinese mention of the vine and pomegranate must be

referred.

For the identification of the capital A-she-yii-shih-to I must refer below to my detailed account The name

of the site above Shuyist where I have located its position.® Of the two alternative names which

the Chinese notice records for the Yarkhun Valley, one, Chii-wei, probably still survives in the

modern Kho, the designation, as already stated, of that portion of the valley which lies below

Mastuj. The way in which the term Kho appears in the names of various side-valleys of

Kashkar-Bala, such as Turl-khd, Mfil-khd, Lut-kho, and the derivation from it of Khowar, the

name given to the Chitrall language,^® suggest that it had once a wider application. In any case,

the use made of the two characters Chii and wei in other Chinese transcriptions would accord

well with the assumption that they represent a phonetic rendering of the earlier local name of which

Kho is the modern derivative.”

The only historical reference which the T'ang Annals make to Chii-wei is significant of the Chinese

importance which Chinese diplomacy in its struggle with Arab aggression attached even to the

smaller mountain chiefships of the Hindukush region. The king of Chii-wei is mentioned with Mastaj.

those of Udyana and Ku-t‘u, the modern Khotl north of the Oxus, as having been repeatedly

approached by the Ta-shih or Arabs, during the K'ai-yiian period (a.d. 713-41), who wished to

win them over to their cause.” They refused their allegiance, and in recognition the Emperor
HsUan-tsung in a.d. 720 sent envoys to invest the chief of Chii-wei as well as the other two rulers

with the title of king.” It is clear that at that time Mastuj must have had its own ruler distinct

from Chieh-shih or Chitral which appears thirty years later supporting the Tibetan allies of

the Arabs.”

Wu-k'ung’s passage down the Upper Yarkhun Valley in a.d. 751 or 752 on his way to Udyana Hsuan-

has been discussed so fully above that its mere mention will suffice here.” But the notice of this

region left by Hsiian-tsang calls for detailed examination. His ‘Memoirs’ tell us that ‘after Shang-mi.

passing through the kingdom of Ta-mo-hsi-t'ieh-ti ’, or Wakhan, ‘ one passes to the south of a great

mountain and arrives in the kingdom of Shang-mi ^ ’.” This is described as measuring from

2,500 to 2,600 li in circumference. ‘ It is cut up by mountains and valleys, containing hillocks of

' See Imperial Gazetteer, 1908, xvii. p. 214.

^ See Biddulph, Hindoo Koosh, p. 59.
® Cf. Desert Cathay, i. p. 45.

® See below, pp. 50 sqq.

Cf. Biddulph, Hindoo Koosh, pp. 59, 62. It deserves

to be noted that Mughul Beg gives to the valleys of Tuii-kho

and Mul-kho the designations of ‘ Upper and Lower Kuhob
Kuhob being manifestly a Persianized reproduction of Kho or

*Khov, see Notes on Afghanistan, p. 160. The identity of

Chii-wei with Kohi, Elphinstone’s form for Kho, was first

suggested by Yule,y.i'?.^..S., N. S., vi. p. 114.

” Cf. Julien, Mdthode pour dichifrer, pp. 130, 224.

See Chavannes, Turcs occid., pp. 129, 292

;

also

above, p. 20.

“ The exact date of this event which coincided with the

Chinese support extended to a number of territories affected

by the Arab danger, from Kashmir to Samarkand, is indicated

by another historical work, the Tzii chih t'ung chien\ cf.

Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 129, note 2; pp. 292 sq.

See above, pp. 29 sq.

Cf. above, p. 18.

'* Cf. Julien, MImoires, ii. pp. 206 sq., with which Watters,

Fuan Chwang, ii. 282, agrees in substance.
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different heights. All kinds of crops are grown, pulse and wheat being particularly plentiful

;

of grapes there is abundance. This country yields laminary orpiment which is obtained by digging

with the pick in the hill-side and breaking up the rocks where it is embedded. The spirits of the

mountains are wicked and cruel, often causing great mischief. A man does not pass there without

first offering a sacrifice
;
then he may go and return in safety. But if he does not address prayers

to them storm and hail assail him. The climate is cold
;
the manners of the people are lively and

impetuous, their nature upright. Their customs are not regulated by ceremony
;
they are narrow

in their views and only moderately industrious. The writing is the same as that of the Tu-ho-lo

(Tukhara) country
;
but the spoken language differs. The people mostly wear woollen garments.

The king is of the Sakya race. He respects and venerates the law of Buddha; his subjects follow

his example and are all animated by sincere faith. There are two convents containing a small

number of monks.’

Both Cunningham and Vivien de Saint-Martin had expressed the view that in this passage

Hsiian-tsang was describing Chitral which, as seen both from the wording of the Hsi-yii-cki and the

Life, he did not personally visit.*'^ Their suggestion received the support of Sir Henry Yule who
pointed out that the yellow arsenic or orpiment mentioned by Hsiian-tsang is still a characteristic

product of Chitral.^® The fact that Shang-mi, with the alternative name of Chii-wei, is mentioned

also in the brief notice of the T'ang Annals discussed above had not escaped the attention of

Sir Henry Yule; but with only an inadequate abstract of the notice before him,^® it was impossible

even for that great pioneer of the historical geography of Central Asia to perceive that the name
Shang-mi had in reality a more restricted application.

That the information heard and recorded by Hsiian-tsang must in the first place have related

to the Upper Yarkhun Valley or Mastuj is evident from the fact that he mentions the route leading

to it only after having traversed the whole of Wakhan from west to east, and immediately before

beginning his description of the Pamirs (Po-mi-lo). Thus it is certain that the route leading south

from the Sarhad across the Baroghil to the YarkhOn headwaters is intended. The description of

Shang-mi as a cold region, the relatively small area indicated, and the mention of only two convents

among a population wholly Buddhist are all indications which point to a mountain territory of

limited extent and resources such as the present Mastuj.*® On the other hand it must be
acknowledged that the reference to laminary orpiment, which is still obtained in Chitral much in

the fashion described by the pilgrim, suggests the possibility that Hsuan-tsang was led by his

informants to comprise under the same designation other portions of Kashkar-Bala or possibly the

whole of Chitral. The vague and incorrect fashion in which the term Chitral is nowadays often

extended by strangers to Mastuj, though the latter is an independent chiefship and always kept

distinct in local knowledge, would supply an exact parallel. It must further be remembered that

at the date of Hsuan-tsang’s journey both Mastuj and Chitral may well have acknowledged for the

" Cf. Cunningham in J.A.S.B., xiv. p. 433; V, de

Saint-Martin, Mimoire analyt., p. 426.

See his Notes on Tokharistdn, J.R.A.S., N. S., vi.

p. 1 14.

Taken from Ritter, Asien, vii. p. 582.
“ The estimates of circumference so frequently given by

Hsflan-tsang must necessarily be very vague. But in this

case the corresponding measurements given for neighbouring

mountain tracts may provide a gauge. Thus the small

mountain territories of Shighnan (Shih-k'i-nt) and Kuran
{^Ku-lang-na) at the headwaters of the Kokcha, are both

given a circuit of over 2,000 li. Thus Ta-mo-hsi-t'ieh-ti or

Wakhan, which consists of a valley scarcely much longer than

the Yarkhun Valley and probably more limited in its arable

land and population, is given a length of 1,500-1,600 li; cf.

Watters, Yuan Chwang, ii. pp. 278 sqq.

It may also be noted that Wakhan, though rightly described

as less productive and with a far more severe clifnate, is stated

to possess more than ten Buddhist monasteries, as against

the two of Shang-mi. The number for Shang-mi might well

surprise us in a population so devoted to Buddhism, if this

district were taken to include the whole of the relatively

fertile and populous Chitral.
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time being one chief ruler as they have done more than once at intervals during the modern period

of their history. This might easily have induced the pilgrim, who never saw the territory himself,

either to use the name Shang-mi in an extended sense or else to introduce into his notice the

mention of a product belonging to the neighbouring chiefship. In all other respects his account

appears appropriate to Mastuj or Kashkar-Bala, and his distinct mention of the predominance of

Buddhism supplies a point of interest.

A far more ancient mention of this district would exist if only Shang-mi could be definitely Position of

identified with the Shuang-mi which the Annals of the Earlier and Han dynasties name as

one of the five territories held by Yiieh-chih chiefs (hsi-hoii) dependent upon Tokharistan.^* But Annals,

the Han Annals do not furnish any definite indication as to the position of Shuang-mi, and the

Pei skih which supplements these notices by information dating from the beginning of the seventh

century a.d. contents itself with giving CM-hsieh-mo-sun ^ ^ the later equivalent of the

name Shuang-mi and placing the territory to the west of Ch'ieh-pei which corresponds to Hsiu-mi

or Wakhan,®^ This location, however, can certainly not be reconciled with the position of Mastuj,

nor yet with that of Chitral, to the south of Wakhan. As, moreover, we have no means of

identifying the hsi-hou territory of Kuei-shuang, with its capital Hu-tsao, which the Han Annals

mention after Hsiu-mi and Shuang-mi and which the Pei skih places to the west of the latter,^"*

the question as to the position of Shuang-mi must, I think, at present be left open. However,

that the power of the Yiieh-chih, established for centuries in Badakhshan, should have made itself

felt also in Mastuj and Chitral is in itself highly probable, especially in view of the historical

analogies which reach down to quite recent times.*®

Section IV.—OLD SITES IN MASTUJ
«

Already the march of the first day. May ii, which I passed on the soil of Mastuj, showed that

the Upper YarkhOn Valley, notwithstanding its confined area and limited resources, was not without

remains of the past. In the pretty villages of Awi, Mem, Miragram, through which the road led

me about half-way, I had to be content, it is true, with such proofs of an old-established civilization

as were afforded by luxuriant orchards and noble Chinar groves,—sights doubly impressive in view

of the background of mighty glaciers which overhang the side-valleys and feed their life-giving

rivulets. But when some four miles further up I reached the large village of Sanoghar, ensconced

among magnificent Chinars and fruit-trees, I found my attention claimed not merely by the training-

camp of that fine corps of cragsmen, the ChitrM Scouts, but also by a veritable ‘ old site ’.

The narrow rugged ridge which rises in complete isolation between the village and the steep- Ancient fort

banked river to a height of about 200 feet above the nearest fields, and forms a position of great of Sanoghar.

natural strength, was pointed out to me as the site of Satiogharo-twgkor, the ancient fort of Sanoghar.

There was nothing to be seen on its level summit, some 350 feet by 50 feet or so across, save old

tombs and much rubble which probably marked walls completely decayed. But the slopes all round

were thickly covered with red pottery debris of remarkable hardness, far superior to any earthenware

“ See above, pp. 33, 42. Han shu furnish, see Chavannes, Pays d'Occidenl, p. 43
” This identification was first proposed by Cunningham, (T'oung-pao, 1907, p. 189), note 3.

J.A.S.B., xiv. 433. J.R.A.S., N. S., vi. p. 114, is As regards the identity of with Wakhan,
content to quote it without exp^ssing an opinion. It is see below, p. 60.

accepted by Professor Marquart, Erdnlahr, p. 243. For the vagueness of the conjectural locations so far

“ For a lucid and complete synopsis of the notices con- attempted, see Marquart, Erdnlahr, pp. 245 sq.

ceming the hsi-hou territories attached to the Yiieh-chih “ Cf. above, pp. 28 sqq., and p. 33.

dominion in Tokharistan which the Ch'ien Han shu and Hou
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now known in these valleys. The impression gained from these scanty remains and from local

traditions of occasional finds of bronze arrow-heads and strange fragments of weapons, distinctly

suggested an early occupation. The site was invested with additional interest by the full view

it commanded of the Nisar-gol plateau opposite, where in 1895 Colonel Kelly’s successful action

was fought and the relief of Chitral Fort decided.

After we had crossed the gloomy river gorge to the right bank, about one mile above Sanoghar,

I was shown, at the eastern end of the barren Maidan of Parwak, a small ruin known as Darbatshall-

noghor and believed to be of great antiquity. Tradition seemed to connect it with a ‘ Buzurg’ who
was famed for his stinginess. The traceable remains consisted of an oblong of ruined walls of solid

though rough construction, measuring about seventeen by twenty-one yards, with the exposed masonry
rising eight to ten feet above the ground level. Some portion of the stone material had been

utilized for the construction of ‘ Sangars ’, probably when the Nisar-gol position was defended by the

Chitralls and their Pathan allies. Outside, the lines of a quadrangular outer enclosure were just

traceable in places. The whole, situated in a barren spot far removed from cultivation, suggested

the remains of a monastery. But there was no time for closer investigation before the falling dusk

obliged me to move on to Mastuj.

My single day’s stay at one of the hamlets which make up the present Mastuj capital did not

reveal anything of antiquarian interest, unless I may thus allude to that fine old chief, Bahadur Khan,

who for his loyalty in 1895 had secured independence as ruler of the Yarkhun Valley.^ Full of

vigour in spite of his eighty years, and full of old-world courtesy in his ways, this ruler of some
six thousand households seemed to embody in his person an historical past which is now rapidly

fading away. The position occupied by this cluster of hamlets at the point where the Yarkhun
receives from the south its first main tributary, the river of Laspur, and where the routes from

Wakhan, Chitral, and Gilgit meet, must always have been of importance for trade as well as for

warfare and amply accounts for the simple square-towered castle which serves as the chief’s usual

residence (Fig. 1 3). But at the same time a glance at the bare stony plateau over which these hamlets

are scattered, sufficed to show me that there was here neither enough arable land nor adequate

irrigation facilities to have supported any large settlement within historical times. This negative

observation had its value when I came to trace the position of what was the chief place of the

Upper Yarkhun Valley at an early period.

On my march up the valley on May 1 3 I was able to examine in some detail the old fort

of Brep of which I had heard already at Chitral from Waffadar Khan, Dlwan-begi, as dating back to

the ‘Kalmak’ or Chinese period. In the midst of the little hamlets collectively known as Brep,

which are scattered over the alluvial fan formed by the Chikano-gol, some fourteen miles above
Mastuj, there rises a conspicuous mound locally known as Noghoro-dok, ‘the fort mound’. Its

artificial origin is clearly indicated by the slopes which, wherever scored by small ravines, show the

same mixture of clayey earth and pebbles as found in the walls which crown the top. The summit
rises to a height of about thirty-four feet above the ground level on the east, where the slope shows
an angle of about 41°. On the west, wh*e the ground falls gently away towards the river, the

elevation is somewhat greater. The circumvallation on the top forms an irregular oblong of which
the east and west faces measure 180 and 183 feet respectively. The two shorter sides face to the

north-east and south-west, having a length of about 103 and 133 feet respectively. The walls

appear to have been constructed of a base or plinth of large uncut slabs, with masonry of sun-dried

bricks superimposed. On the east face the masonry of the wall still showed a clear height of nine

feet whereas elsewhere it was badly broken or embedded in ddbris. Of the base some three feet

* See Desert Cathay, i. p. 46, Fig. 18.
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were exposed on the east face and about six on the west face. The thickness of the walls, owing to

the accumulation of debris, could not be ascertained without excavation. The bricks which com-

posed them were relatively large, measuring on the average eighteen by ten inches with a thickness

of three and a half to four inches. They invariably contained a considerable admixture of pebbles,

small stones, and fragments of hard pottery. Loopholes, three to four inches square, were traceable

on the east face at irregular intervals.

The top of the mound is not quite flat and is everywhere covered with crumbling walls of Structural

houses or interior structures, so that no regular plan or outline is now traceable on the surface,
^^haro-*^

The best preserved ruin was found near the centre. It consisted of a wall built of sun-dried bricks dok.

and showing a thickness of two feet eight inches over a length of eighteen feet. It still rose

some eight feet above the plinth of rough stones. The bricks, measuring on the average fourteen

by twelve inches with a thickness of four inches, showed clay mixed with sheep-dung, a method

of brick-making no longer practised at the present day. It seemed unlikely that the extant walls

were all remains of contemporaneous structures
;
some built only of rough stones and others of

rubble set in mud bore a manifestly later look. The centre of the small plateau is occupied by
a hollow the bottom of which is some ten to twelve feet below the foot of the brick wall already

mentioned. This probably is the result of excavations such as I found in progress at other points of

the mound. The villagers use the earth here obtained for plastering the walls of their huts, as it is

said to be harder than the clay ordinarily obtainable. It may be assumed that the material would

be useful also for manuring
;
but I did not ascertain that it was actually used for this purpose.

The only structural features of old date still distinguishable, apart from the enclosing walls

of the fort, are a small square bastion near the middle of the east face and a round tower, at the

south-west corner of which the brick foundations sloping inwards measure twenty-seven feet in their

extant circumference. The entrance to the fort appears to have been near the southern end of the

east face, where I thought I could trace remains of the wall of an outer gate. The regular courses

of rough stone slabs which form the base of the old circumvallation make it easy to distinguish this

from the more recent rubble-built walls of which several appear on the west and south slopes support-

ing terraces intended for graves. Potsherds are found in great quantity both among the ruins

on the top of the mound and covering its slopes. Their colour is generally bright red on the surface,

which is moderately glazed, and a dull grey or brown within. The villagers declared that beads and
arrow-heads in metal were discovered at times, but would not acknowledge other finds.

The early occupation of the mound is made clear by the height of the artificial deposits which
cover it or possibly compose it entirely. Local tradition vaguely ascribes the circumvallation to the

time of the ‘Kalmak’ or Chinese domination. Judging from the great size of the bricks, which
recalled those seen in ruined Buddhist structures near Kashgar, as also from their peculiar make
and the hardness of the potsherds admixed, the fort might well go back to some occupation from the

Wakhan side earlier than that of the middle of the eighteenth century. Of datable relics there was
no trace. But there is little hope of discovering these in valleys where until recently the current use
of coined money was unknown, and where objects capable of artistic ornamentation, whether of metal
or other hard materials, must have been few.

I was all the more gratified by the opportunity which that night’s halt at the hamlet of ObaiduIIah's

Miragram offered for observing how artistic traditions of unmistakable antiquity have retained their

hold on local crafts down to the present day. I had pitched my camp in a pretty orchard between
^

the river bank and the house belonging to Obaidullah Khan, the Deputy-Hakim of the uppermost
Yarkhun Valley. The house from outside had looked a modest rubble-built hovel. But when,
attracted by some carved pillars and quaint wall-painting in a veranda-like structure, I paid it a visit
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next morning it proved quite a little museum of local architectural ornament and household art. In

the verandas, to start with, there were gracefully designed wooden pillars decorated with carvings

which to my eye appeared strangely familiar from their resemblance both to Gandhara art and its

reflex in the wood-carvings of ancient Khotan sites (Fig. 1 5). On the four sides of their capitals

there was displayed in relievo an ornament clearly derived from the classical acanthus, a design which

I later encountered as far as Lop-nor.^ The abacus above showed that elaborately carved open lotus

which is common in Gandhara decoration and traceable also far away eastwards.® The band inserted

between capital and abacus was decorated either with a leaf-ornament recalling a half-open lotus or

with a fret design which has its counterpart in ancient Turkestan wood-carvings. In the carved

diaper covering the four sides of the pillars I could easily recognize a somewhat florid development

of that peculiar four-petalled flower which the wood-carvings excavated at the ancient sites of Niya

and Domoko * prove to have been a favourite decorative motif in Buddhist Khotan art from the third

century onwards. It was used to fill oblong spaces, and was certainly derived from the Graeco-

Buddhist style of Gandhara.

Equally striking were the reminiscences of that style and of its early Central-Asian reproduction

in the bands of fresco decoration in terra-cotta, black, and white which adorned the upper portion of

the veranda walls. Here the constantly recurring motifs of the lotus fully open or in bud, of the
‘ Chakra and of the four-petalled clematis-like flower with or without square frame, looked as if they

were derived from that frescoed wall in the hall of the ancient dwelling N. iii which I remembered
so well from my first excavations at the Niya Site.® All these motifs, down to the halved flowers

with four petals used to fill comers, had their exact counterparts in the decorative elements of

Graeco-Buddhist relievos from Gandhara. The reappearance of these antique desigms was none the

less startling because the execution was coarse and manifestly recent. In fact, Obaidullah Khan
told me that this pictorial decoration had been done only three or four years before my visit, while

the carved pillars of the verandas he remembered to have been set up some twenty years earlier.

But far more interesting still proved the interior of Obaidullah Khan s house, said to have been

built some sixty years before. It contained among other accommodation two fine rooms provided

with Aiwans or skylights (called kumdl in Khowar), and excellent carving on pillars and panelling.

Of one of these which served as baipash or ‘ state room ’ I was able to take a photograph (Fig. 16)

and a plan (Plate i). Its architectural arrangement alone, as shown by the plan, would have sufficed

to rivet my attention
;
for while its ceiling, with successive courses of massive beams enclosing

a series of gradually narrowing squares, reproduces exactly the system of roofing which is known to

us in stone from ancient shrines of an area extending from Kashmir to Bamian,® this room in

its ground-plan accurately illustrates what the halls of the ancient residences excavated at the Niya
Site must once have looked like. There were raised sitting platforms on either side of the gallery

into which the main entrance opened
; a narrower platform under wooden arches opposite to this

gallery
;
and in the centre the open fire-place under the skylight just as the ancient halls at the Niya

Site showed it often.'^

The decorative details of the wood-carving seemed directly derived from equally antique models.
That on the pillars and pilasters showed diapers in which the four-petalled flower, conventionally

* Cf. the carvings LB. 0014 in PI. XXXII; M. v. 001 in

PI. XXXIV.
’ See LB. n. 0014 in PI. XXXII; M. v. 0012 in PI.

XLVII, &c.

* Cf. e. g. N. XII. i 2 ; xxvi. iii. i in PI. XVIII
;
LB. 11.

0016, ooi‘; in Ph XXXI
;
N. xiu. v. i in PI. XIX ; F. n. ii. 01

in PI. XVII, &c.
; also N. vii. 4 in Ancient Khotan, PL

LXVIII
;

i. p. 334.
' Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 333.
' Cf. Foucher,Z’.rir/ du Gandhdra, i. p. 143.
^ Cf. Ancient Khotan, PL XXVIII, XXX, XXXIII

;
and

below. PL 8 (N. xu), lo (N. xv), 14 (N. xxiv), 15 (N. xxvi).





17- DEFILE OF ‘DARBAND', WITH VIEW DOWN TOWARDS JHOPU.
To left \ alley leading to Tui Pass.
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treated within square or circular frames,® played the chief part. In the decoration of the abacus

above the pillars of the architraves and corbels, the familiar open ^lotus prevailed. The two

‘ Mihrabs ’ or niches occupying the centre of the spaces between the three pilasters of the west wall,

were flanked by side panels which distinctly recalled the slanting door-jambs familiar to Gandhara

architecture no less than to the wood construction of the Niya Site dwellings.® The triangular and

undulating frets decorating these side panels can easily be traced also in the remains of ornamental

wood-carving from ancient Turkestan sites.^® Even more ancient, perhaps, is the Stupa-shaped fret

which appears, both in convex and concave form, on the panels forming the lintels
;

it is common

both in early Indian and in Graeco-Buddhist architectural ornament and traceable also in Turkestan.®^

Quite as rich and old in design was the carving on articles of furniture, no doubt of local manu-

facture, such as trunks, cupboards, boxes. But in the absence of illustrations, which I had no time to

secure, a detailed description would be useless. There was a gratifying display, too, of graceful

Aptabas, Chaugans, Chilapchis or ewers in metal. But by their forms and work I could clearly

recognize them as imports from Western Turkestan or from Khotan, so that they were of interest

only as evidence of continued trade connexion. The same applies probably also to much of the

silversmith’s work which I was allowed to admire among the treasures, such as ear-rings, necklaces,

amulets, brought forth from the ladies’ brass-bound safe. But even among these I came upon

articles ofrougher make but curiously old design, which clearly were of local manufacture. Fortunately

there could be no doubt on this score in regard to the Chitral rugs which covered the sitting plat-

forms, &c., and of which some are visible in the photograph. Fig. i6. Though all of modern make, as

shown, alas, by the crude aniline dyes used for their colouring, they abounded in simple geometrical

patterns of manifestly ancient origin. Thus I noticed the particular frequency of the Svastika,

the cross, a Stupa-border, and a duplicated Greek fret, most of which can be made out in the photo-

graph. Widely spread as these patterns are in the art of different regions, it is yet of interest

to observe that all of them can actually be found also in the fragments of ancient rugs which were

brought to light by my excavations from Khotan to Lop-nor.®®

I felt doubly grateful for the glimpse which this interesting house afforded of the old art

traditions surviving in these Hindukush valleys
; for the succeeding long march from Miragram to

Shuyist showed only too plainly the increasing harshness of the climatic conditions with which

civilization has to contend higher up in the Yarkhun Valley. At the small hamlets of Jhopu which

were reached after peissing long barren slopes of rock or detritus, and where the route to Yasin

across the Tui Pass diverges, I saw the last fruit-trees of the valley, still in wintry bareness. Beyond

the valley narrows to the gloomy defile appropriately known as ‘ Darband ’ (Fig. 1 7), flanked on

either side by unscalable spurs of great height, and here I was able to examine the decaying watch-

towers which on either side of the river guard this natural gate of Mastuj.*® A position of such

manifest defensive strength must. always, down to quite recent times, have claimed importance in the

invasions threatening from the Wakhan side. But there was no record or tradition to tell me of the

fights which this ‘ Klause ’ is likely to have witnessed in the past. Already before reaching Warsam,

a hamlet of Jhopu, I had noticed traces of old cultivation on a large alluvial fan now abandoned to

desolate waste of detritus. Once beyond Darband I was struck by the stretches of riverine flat or

• Circular frames enclosing the same flower pattern were

frequently observed by me also in modem Khotan wood-

carvings. Their origin is traceable also in ancient carvings,

though there in connexion with other floral patterns ; cf. PI.

xvin, XIX, XXXI. For square frames see PI. XLVII.

• Cf. Foucher, L’Artdu Gandhdra, p. 108; Figs. 31, 32;

below. Fig. 56.

” See PI. XVII.

“ Cf. e. g. Foucher, L’Art du Gandhdra, i. Fig. 98; below,

Mi. xi. 00126, Mi. xii. 0028 in PI. CXXXVII.
** Cf. below, PI. XLIX, CXX ; Ancient Khotan, i. pp.

xxiv, 397 sqq. ; ii. PI. LXXV.
” See Desert Cathay, i. p. 49.
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easily sloping hill, across which the road led, all manifestly capable of cultivation and in part covered

by luxuriant scrub and jungle. Yet only at two points did I come upon small plots of tilled land.

I was thus fully prepared to find Shuyist, the last village of Yarkhun, a place devoid of resources.

This expectation was not belied by the few terraced fields and low stone huts I could see from where

my camp was pitched by the scrub-covered river bank, opposite to the debouchure of the narrow side-

valley descending from the Rich Pass which leads to Turikho. All the greater was my surprise at

the ample supply of animals and men which I found assembled here through the forethought

of Khan Sahib Pir Bakhsh to help my baggage onwards over the remaining marches to Wakhan.
The ease with which they had been collected explained itself only next morning when, after saying

farewell to that capable representative of British authority in Mastuj, I had started on the march up
the valley. At first the track, quite easy throughout, led along the edge of terraces rising high above

the river. Here I passed the massive watch-tower known as Topkhana-i-Zia-beg and said to have

been erected about a hundred years ago to guard against WakhI irruptions. On terraced ground

higher up I noticed the isolated holdings of Chitisar and Imkip still counted with Shuyist. But

after about three miles the ground began to show a strikingly different aspect. Instead of narrow

strips of boulder-strewn ground or shingle slopes, such as the previous marches from Chitral had

taken me past in depressing monotony and with rare interruptions, I found myself crossing a

succession of broad alluvial plateaus sloping gently down to the river. Very soon this open
‘ Maidan ’, as my local followers called it, widened to fully a mile or so. Arable land there was here

in abundance, with plentiful water, too, supplied for irrigation by the Shusaro-gol and other side-

streams which the eternal snows of the main Hindukush chain feed.

Nor had this chance for colonization been neglected. For a distance of nearly four miles

by the path, signs of new cultivation met the eye everywhere, jungle clearings, scattered homesteads,

and fields as yet unenclosed. It is true these ‘ new lands’ were not yet continuous, and stretches

abounded of good soil left to lie as scrub-covered waste. But then the colonists, who had settled

here since this reclamation was started some seventeen years before my passage, numbered as yet

only some thirty families. Most of them came from Sanoghar, TurikhO, and other parts of

Kashkar-Bala where pressure of population is now making itself felt, a few also across from Wakhan.
It was from these new colonies that the numerous men and ponies, held necessary in view of the

transport difficulties before us, had been collected so readily. Yet the land actually taken up
by them seemed but a very small proportion, perhaps scarcely one-tenth of the total area awaiting

cultivation. Riding over these fertile slopes where the luxuriant jungle is now steadily being cleared,

it was easy for me to realize that I had here before me by far the most extensive stretch of cultivable

ground within the whole of the Yarkhun Valley, affording room for settlements quite as large as, if not

larger than, those comprised in Chitral proper. Nor did it take me long to recognize the clear

indications supporting the tradition which I heard from the intelligent Deputy-Hakim of Miragram
and other local attendants that these recent colonists were but reclaiming ground of earlier cultivation.

Everywhere on stretches of ground still awaiting reoccupation the eye could distinguish walls formed

of stones which had been cleared from the quondam fields, terraces carefully levelled for irrigation,

and low mounds which probably marked the position of old rubble-built habitations. The central

portion of this great ‘Maidan’ is known by the name of Abdullah-Khdn Lasht, ‘the plain of

Abdullah Khan and a tradition, of which I had heard at Chitral, points to a rough conical boulder

in a field as a mark left by Abdullah Khan for his intended ‘ Noghor ’ or fort.

** Lasht here the Khowar equivalent of Persian dasht, and its kindred dialects; cf. Grierson, PUaca languages,
‘ waste plain the phonetic change of </>/ being typical of p. 109.

the East Iranian languages and common also in Khowar
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Abdullah Khan, ‘ the Turk’, as noted above, figures vaguely in Chitral-Mastuj tradition as Site of

a ruler preceding Khairullah and succeeding the Ra’is or pre-Muhammadan dynasty. So he can

scarcely be far removed from the seventeenth or early eighteenth century. Tradition does not assert Lasht’.

that he actually built a fort here, and thus it seems to me very probable that the local name and the

story I heard mark but a recollection of a former attempt made in Abdullah Khan’s time to reoccupy

this area of ancient cultivation. This assumption is supported by the mention made of the site in

those remarkably accurate route surveys which Mughul Beg, the native author, recorded about 1 790.

He tells us ; ‘Leaving Gazzin (i.e. Gazan in Jhopu), you cross the river of Chitrdl or Kdshkar by
a wooden bridge, and, proceeding for a distance of twelve kuroh north, reach Sar-i-Ydr-Khun, the

name of a desolate village at the foot of the mountains of perpetual snow—Tfraj-Mi'r or Sarowar.’^®

The description of his further march up to the ‘ Kotal or Pass of Palpi Sang ’, i. e. the Baroghil, and
the distance g^ven from Gazan, which agrees exactly with that to Abdullah-Khan Lasht, make it

certain that this abandoned village site is meant by the author, and that he saw it much as it must
have appeared before its recent reclamation.

Beyond Abdullah-Khan Lasht there extends along the river for over two miles a broad belt of

jungle with thickets of willows, wild poplars, and juniper, called Chakar-kuch. Though now in places

almost impenetrable, this jungle undoubtedly occupies ground once under cultivation, as shown by
the lines of heaped-up stones marking the division of fields, by walled-up terraces, &c. The juniper

forest continues, though with reduced width, as far as Kankhun-kuch, where a stream joins from

a high pass leading across the main Hindukush watershed to Sanin in Wakhan. Here I halted for

the night. The total length of the open ground along the right river bank from above Imkip to

Kankhun-kuch is fully eight miles, with a maximum width of one and a half miles, and over the

lower half of this distance cultivation had been resumed in patches.

As I rode for miles past these abandoned village lands, now gradually undergoing reclamation, the A-sM-yU-

sight brought back forcibly to my mind the passage of the T'ang Annals which mentions A-ski-yU-

shik-to as the chief place of the mountain territory of Shang-mi or Mastuj.^® Considering that there Annds.

is certainly no larger cultivable area anywhere in the Yarkhun Valley, and taking into account also

the position assigned in Wu-k'ung’s itinerary to ChU-wei, of which A-shd-yu-shih-to was the chief

place, it appears to me certain that ^ ^ ^ A-sM-yii-skih-to'^^ is but the Chinese tran-

scription of an earlier form of the name of Shuyist, still applied in a general way to the whole of this

tract of cultivable ground.

Local opinion, as I heard it at the time, was inclined to attribute the former abandonment of Abandoned

these lands to the increasing cold brought about by the advance of the glaciers. The latter, it is
'^*l^elands.

true, began from this point onwards to figure very conspicuously in the landscape. Just opposite

Abdullah-Khan Lasht, a huge river of ice, known as Shayos, was pushing its dark snout from the

south low down towards the river bank (Fig. 14). The terminal ice-wall, fully 100 feet in height as it

looked to me from across the river, was said to have moved forward considerably during the last few

years, and a comparison of the position assigned to it in the map which is based on a survey of 1895

“ Cf. Raverty, Notes on Afghanistan, p. 188. Chfl-wei must be placed far up the Yarkhun to permit of the
'* See above, p. 42. mention of the territory of Ho-lan between it and Lan-so, i. e.

” Wu-k'ung after leaving Hu-mi, or Wakhan, first Laspur.

mentions Chu-wei (or Shang-mi) and then passes through The initial character a is one of those several

Ho-lan and Lan-so before reaching Yeh-ho {recte Yeh-to) or characters with the phonetic value of a or ho which figure at

Yaffln territory; cf. Chavannes-L^vi d’Ou-k'ofig, the commencement of transcribed names without representing

p. 12, and above, p. 8. In view of the explanations I have a phonetic value; see Julien, MMode pour ddchiffrer, p. 53.
given there as to Wu-k'nng’s route down the Yarkhun and It must be remarked, however, that the Indian names there

thence through Laspur, it is clear that the ‘ capital ’ of given as examples all begin with r.

1^206
H 2
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(Northern Trans-frontier Sheet No. 2, S. W.) seems to support the statement Yet, in spite of this

recent advance, the reoccupation of the fertile soil on the river’s right bank was acknowledged to be

continuing, a fact which is apt to raise doubts as to the correctness of the local explanation proffered

for the former abandonment.

Even without that chill neighbour the climate of Shuyist, about 10,500 feet above the sea, is

bound to be cold, a characteristic which the Chinese notice asserts of Shang-mi, and, in fact, at the

time of my passage. May 15, the first shoots of grass were only just appearing. Yet corn and oats

were said to grow well, and I subsequently met recent cultivation near Vedinkot, much further up

the valley and in even closer vicinity to glaciers. So the question as to the reason of that abandon-

ment has at present to be left open. But there remains the interesting fact that the main cause now

leading to the reoccupation of this tract, for centuries overrun by jungle, is the incipient pressure of

the population, felt throughout these valleys, and a direct result of the British pacification of the

country. As long as Chitral and Mastuj were the scenes of almost constant feudal struggles and

usurpations, and the selling of subjects as slaves to neighbouring territories was a recognized source

of revenue to the rulers, there could manifestly be no surplus population to reclaim lands which at

an earlier period had been for some reason deserted.^®

The march of some twenty miles, which brought me on May 16 to the foot of the Darkot

Glacier, was easy enough thus early in the season. But the succession of narrow defiles flanked by

precipitous cliffs and frowning glaciers, through which the route by the river leads, and of which

I have given a description in my personal narrative,®® conveyed a sufficient idea of the difficulties

which are encountered here when the melting snows make the passage of the river-bed impossible,

and practically close the route for the spring and summer. But even in these desolate and forbidding

surroundings I recognized terraced fields of an earlier time at the debouchures of several side-gorges

from the south, amidst streaks of detritus stretching down from the end of glaciers.

It was still more surprising to find, after we had passed the Kotal-kash Glacier, now advanced

right to the river’s edge, that the little bays of open ground visible on the left bank as far as the

Koyo Glacier were occupied by fields actually under cultivation. They belonged to four families of

Wakhi immigrants who some six or seven years before had settled in these seemingly semi-arctic

surroundings to resume lands which had obviously been abandoned for a protracted period. Other

patches of ground, showing old cultivation terraces but not yet reclaimed by the plough, were noticed

by me when subsequently crossing the broad grassy shoulder of Vedinkot which faces the magnificent

Chatiboi Glacier, and again below the Rukang spur, where it flanks the stream coming from the

Darkot Glacier (Fig. 20).

Section V.—KAO HSIEN-CHIH’S EXPEDITION AND THE DARKOT
It was at the foot of the Rukang spur that I pitched my camp for a day in order to make the

ascent to the summit of the Darkot Pass, which Chapter VI of my personal narrative describes in

detail. I had set my heart on this ascent, in spite of the difficulties and risks attending it at so early

a season, and after that spring’s exceptionally heavy snowfall. The reason was that I eagjerly wished

to see with my own eyes the scene of the memorable exploit by which the Chinese general, Kao
Hsien-chih, in a.d. 747 had led his force of 3,000 soldiers across the ice-covered Darkot Pass to

the successful invasion of Yasin and Gilgit. I have given a general account of the operations

connected with this invasion when discussing in my Ancient Khotan the early Chinese records con-

It is a significant fact that in Hunza where the pressure elevation of Shuyist. Yet the climatic conditions must be
of population has been felt for a long time back, cultivation practically the same. The same holds good ofWakban.
ascend in the Chaparsun Valley considerably above the " See Desert Cathay, L p. 53.
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ceming ‘ Little P'o-lii It will, however, be convenient to indicate the main outlines here afresh,

as this will render it easier to follow the details I shall have to offer concerning the different localities

through which Kao Hsien-chih’s march may be traced, and which my own route further on touched.

Our knowledge of the events to be summarized and explained is derived wholly from the Chinese

official records contained in the T'ang Annals, and rendered accessible by M. Chavannes.*

Some years after a. d. 741 the Tibetans, to whose long-continued struggle against Chinese

dominion in the Tarim Basin reference has already been made, succeeded in winning over Su-shih-li-

chih, the king of Little Fo-lu, i. e. Gilgit and Yasin, and made him marry a Tibetan princess. In

consequence, the Annals tell us,
‘ more than twenty principalities of the north-west became subject to

the Tibetans
;

their tribute and offerings no longer reached the Imperial court ’. After three

expeditions organized by the ‘ Protector of the Four Garrisons ’, the Governor-General of the district

corresponding to the present Chinese Turkestan, had failed, an Imperial decree in a.d. 747 directed

the Deputy-Protector Kao Hsien-chih to take charge of the campaign against the Tibetans in

‘ Little Fo-lii ’ with a force of 10,000 cavalry and infantry. Starting from An-hsi, the present

Kuch^ he reached Su-le or Kashgar in thirty-five days, probably through Ak-su and by the old high

road leading north of Maral-bashi. Twenty days more brought his force to the military post of the

Ts'ung-ling Mountains, established in the position of the present Tash-kurghan in Sarikol. Thence

by a march of twenty days the ‘valley of Po-mi’, or the Pamirs, was gained, and after another

twenty days Kao Hsien-chih arrived in ‘ the kingdom of the five Shih-ni’, i. e. the present Shighnan

on the Oxus,

The marching distance here indicated agrees well with the time which large caravans of men
and transport animals would at present need to cover the same ground. But how the Chinese

general managed to feed so large a force after once it had entered the barren mountains beyond the

outlying oases of the present Kashgar and Yangi-Hisar districts is a problem which might look

formidable indeed to any modern commander. In the Annals biography it is particularly noted that

‘at that time the foot soldiers all kept horses (i. e. ponies) on their own account \ Such a provision

of transport must have considerably increased the mobility of the Chinese troops. But it also

implied greatly increased difficulties about supplies on the passage through ranges which, with the

exception of certain portions of the Pamirs, do not afford sufficient grazing to keep animals alive

without liberal provision of fodder.

It was probably as a strategic measure meant to reduce the difficulties of supply in this

inhospitable Pamir region that Kao Hsien-chih divided his forces into three columns as a preliminary

to his attack upon the position held by the Tibetans at Lien-yiin. M. Chavannes has shown good
reason for assuming that by the river P'o-le or So-le, which is described as flowing in front of Lien-

yiin, is meant the Ab-i-Panja branch of the Oxus, and that Lien-yiin itself occupied a position

corresponding to the present village of Sarhad, but on the opposite or southern side of the river,

where the route from the Baroghil Pass debouches on the Ab-i-Panja. We shall return to this

identification in detail hereafter. Here it will suffice to show that this location is also clearly

indicated by the details recorded of the concentration of Kao Hsien-chih’s forces upon Lien-yiin.

Of the three columns which were to operate from different directions and to effect a simultaneous

junction before Lien-yiin on the thirteenth day of the seventh month (about the middle of August),
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‘ See Ancient Khoian, i. pp. 8 sqq.

* Cf. Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 1 51, for the notice on

Fo-la, and p. 152, note i, where interesting and much fuller

detaUs are reproduced from Kao Hsien-chih’s official bio-

graphy. To M. Chavannes belongs all credit for having

recognized that Kao Hsien-chih’s expedition took him over

the Baroghil and Darkot Passes. But he does not attempt

to trace in detail the localities which the Chinese accounts

mention along the route both to the north and south of the

Hindukush.
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the main force under Kao Hsien-chih himself and the Imperial Commissioner Pien Ling-ch*^ng

passed through the kingdom of Hu-mi or Wakhan, ascending the main Oxus valley from the west

Another column which is said to have moved upon Lien-yiin by the route of Cfiih-fo-Cang, ‘ the hall

of the red Buddha may be assumed, in view of a subsequent mention of this route below,® to have

operated from the opposite direction down the headwaters of the Ab-i-Panja. These could be

reached without serious difficulty from the Sarikol base either over the Taghdumbash Pamir and

the Wakhjir Pass, or by way of the Naiza-tash Pass and the Little Pamir. Finally, a third column

composed of 3,000 horsemen, which was to make its way to Lien-yiin by Pei-ku or ‘ the northern

gorge may be supposed to have descended from the side of the Great Pamir. For such a move

from the north either one of the several passes could be used which lead across the Nicholas

Range south-east of Victoria Lake, or possibly some track as yet unexplored descending by one of

the gorges which debouch east of Sarhad. In any case it is clear that by thus bringing up his forces

on convergent but wholly distinct lines, and by securing for himself a fresh base in distant Shighnan,

the Chinese general effectively guarded against those difficulties of supplies and transport which then

as now would make the united move of so large a body of men across the Pamirs a physical

impossibility.*

* Some distinct indication as to the position of the ‘ hall

of the red Buddha whatever may have been meant by this

designation, is supplied by what Kao Hsien-chih’s biography

tells us of his return from Little P'o-lii. After having secured

the king and his consort and pacified the whole territory, he

is said to have retired by the route of ‘ the hall of the red

Buddha' in the eighth month of the year a. d. 747. In the

following month he rejoined the troops he had left behind at

Lien-yiin, i. e. at Sarhad, and by the end of the same month

regained ‘ the valley of Po-mi ’ or the Kmirs.

Reference to the map shows that there are only two

direct routes, apart from the Darkot-BarSghil route, by which

the Upper Ab-i-Panja Valley can be gained from Gilgil-Yasin.

One leads up the difficult gorge of the Karambar River to its

headwaters east of the Yarkhun River sources, and thence

across the Khora-bohrt or Gazan Pass and down the Lupsuk

Valley to the Ab-i-Panja. This it strikes at a point close to

Karwan-balasi, about half-way between Bozai-gumbaz and

Langar and two and a half marches above Sarhad (see below,

p. 72). The other, a longer but distinctly easier route, leads

up the Hunza River to Guhyal whence the Ab-i-Panja head-

waters can be gained either via the Kilik and Wakhjir Passes

(the route I followed myself in 1901, as described in my
Ruins of Khotan, chaps, in, iv) or by the Irshad Valley.

From the head of the latter the less known but not particu-

larly difficult Irshad Pass gives access to the Lupsuk Valley

debouching near KarwSn-balasi on the Ab-i-Panja.

Taking into account the distinct statement that Kao
Hsien-chih left after the whole kingdom had been pacified, it

is difficult to believe that he should not have visited Gilgit,

the most populous and important portion of ‘ Little Fo-lfl ’.

In this case the return by the Hunza River route would have

offered manifest advantages, such as a passage through

relatively fertile tracts which had not yet been touched by

invasion and would thus afford fresh resources. This as-

sumption receives support also from the long time, one month,

indicated between the start on the return march and the

arrival at Lien-yttn. Whereas the distance from Gilgit to

Sarhad via Hunza and the Irshad Pass is now counted at

about twenty-two marches, that from Gilgit to the same place

by the Karambar River and across the Khora-bohrt Pass is

reckoned at only thirteen. But the latter route is described

as very difficult at all times, and quite impracticable in

the summer and early autumn when the Karambar River

completely fills its rock-bound gorge. Hence its use for

Kao Hsien-chih’s return march would appear very improbable

considering the time of year indicated, middle of September

to middle of October.

The important fact, however, is that both routes would

have brought Kao Hsien-chih to the same point on the

uppermost Ab-i-Panja, opposite to the locality known as

Dasht-i-Mirza Murad, which must be passed by all wishing

to gain Sarhad from the east. It is this circumstance which

suggests to me that ‘ the hall of the red Buddha ' must be

located somewhere in this vicinity. Now it is certainly

curious that we find just here, near the eastern end of the

Dasht-i-Mirza Murad, the small ruin known as Karwan-
balasi which has all the structural features of a Buddhist

shrine though now reverenced as a Muhammadan tomb.

Is it possible that we have here another trace of a linger-

ing local cult, connected in this case with the ‘hall of

the red Buddha’ once worshipped on this desolate route?

For the ruin of Karwan-balasi and the traces of old cultivation

at Langar, the halting-place some ten miles further down on
the route, cf. below, pp. 70 sqq.

;
Fig. 4.

* The crossing of the Pamirs by a force, which in its total

strength amounted to ten thousand men, is so remarkable

a military achievement that the measures which alone

probably made it possible deserve some closer examination,

however succinct the Chinese record is upon which we have

to base it. So much appears to me clear that the march was

not effected in one body but in three colunms moving up
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The location of Lien-yiin near Sarhad, as originally proposed by M. Chavannes, is confirmed

by the description of the battle by which the Chinese general rendered himself master of the Tibetan

position and of the route it was intended to guard. But, as I shall have occasion to discuss the

topographical details hereafter, a brief summary must now suffice. The stronghold of Lien-yiin itself

was occupied by a thousand Tibetans, and the river which lay to their front offered a serious

obstacle, being then in flood. The main force of the enemy, comprising 8,000 or 9,000 men,

was posted fifteen li, or about three miles, to the south, where advantage had been taken of the

mountainous ground to erect palisades, Kao Hsien-chih, however, after offering a sacrifice to

the river, succeeded with a picked body of mounted men in crossing unopposed and without loss.

Encouraged by this success the Chinese general at once attacked, leading his troops up the mountain

side and engaging the defenders in a fight which ended in their complete defeat with heavy loss, and

the precipitate flight of the survivors during the night. In their pursuit the Chinese inflicted a loss

upon them of 5,000 men killed and a thousand prisoners, while all the rest dispersed. Over

a thousand horses and abundant stores and arms fell into the hands of the victors. It is clear that

this battle was fought at the entrance of the valley which ascends south towards the Baroghil saddle

from opposite Sarhad.®

As Pien Ling-ch'^ng, the Imperial Commissioner, and certain other high officers feared the

from Kashgar in successive stages by the same route of which

TSsh-kurghan, ‘the post of the Ts'ung-ling Mountains’, was

the advanced base or point d^appui. If Kao Hsien-chih

moved ahead with the first column or detachment to Shighnan

and was followed at considerable intervals by the other two

detachments, the advantages gained as regards supplies and

transport must have been very great. His own column

would have reached a fresh base of supplies in Shighnan

while the second was moving across the main Pamirs and

the third arriving in Sarikol from the plains. Thus the great

strain of having to feed simultaneously the whole force on

ground absolutely devoid of local resources was avoided. It

must be remembered that once on the middle Oxus the

Chinese Commissariat could easily draw upon the abundant

produce of Badakbshan, and that for the column left on the

Pamirs the relatively easy route across the Alai would be

available for drawing supplies from the rich plains of Farghana,

then still under Chinese control.

By disposing his force en dchelon from Shighnan to Sarikol

Kao Hsien-chih obtained also a strategically advantageous

position. He was thus able to concert the simultaneous

convergent movement of his columns upon the Tibetans at

Sarhad, without unduly exposing any of his detachments to

separate attack and defeat by a sup)erior Tibetan force
;

for

the Tibetans could not leave their position at Sarhad without

imminent risk of being cut off from the Baroghil, their only

line of communication. At the same time the disposition of

the Chinese forces effectively precluded any Tibetan advance

either upon Sarikol or Badakbshan. DifiScult as Kao Hsien-

chih’s operations must have been across the Pamirs, yet he had

the great advantage of commanding two, if not three, inde-

pendent lines of supplies (from Kashgar-Yarkand ; Badakh-

shan
; eventually Farghana), whereas the Tibetan force of

about equal strength cooped up at the debouchure of the

Baroghil had only a single line, and one of exceptional

natural difficulty, to fall back upon. Of the territories of

Yasin, Gilgit, Baltistan, through which this line led we know
that they could not provide any surplus supplies for an

army (cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 1

1

sqq.).

The problem, as it seems to me, is not so much how
the Chinese general succeeded in overcoming the difficulties

of his operations across the Pamirs, but how the Tibetans

ever managed to bring a force of nine or ten thousand

men across the Darkot to Sarhad and to maintain it there

in the almost total absence of local resources. It is certainly

significant that neither before nor after these events do we
hear of any other attempt of the Tibetans to attack the

Chinese power in the Tarim Basin by way of the uppermost
Oxus, constant, and in the end successful, as their aggression

was during the eighth century a. d.

The boldness of the plan which made Kao Hsien-chih’s

offensive possible and crowned it in the end with deserved

success, must, I think, command admiration quite as much
as the actual crossing ofthe Darkot. The student of military

history has, indeed, reason to regret that the Chinese record

does not furnish us with any details about the organization

which rendered this first and, as far as we know, last crossing

of the Pamirs by a large regular force possible. But whatever

our opinion may be about the fighting qualities of the

Chinese soldier as judged by our standards—^and there is

characteristic evidence of their probably not having been
much more serious in 'Tang times than they are now

—

it is certain that those who know the formidable obstacles

of deserts and mountains which Chinese troops have success-

fully fiiced and overcome during modem times, will not
feel altogether surprised at the power of resource and pains-

taking organization which the success of Kao Hsien-chih’s

operations indisputably attests in that long-forgotten Chinese
leader and those who shared his efforts.

® See below, pp. 66 sqq.
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risks of a further advance, Kao Hsien-chih decided to leave them behind together with over 3,000
men who were sick or worn out by the previous hardships, and to let them guard Lien-yiin.

With the rest of his troops he pushed on, and after three days arrived at Mount T‘an-chU
;
from that

point downwards there were precipices for over forty li in a straight line. Kao Hsien-chih surmised

:

‘ If the barbarians of A-nu-yiieh were to come to meet us promptly this would be the proof of their

being well-disposed.’ Fearing besides that his soldiers would not care to face the descent (from

Mount Tan-chii), he employed the stratagem of sending twenty horsemen ahead with orders to

disg^se themselves in dress as if they were barbarians of the town of A-nu-yiieh, and to meet his

troops on the summit of the mountain. When the troops had got up Mount T'an-chii they, in fact,

refused to make the descent, saying :
‘ To what sort of places would the Commissioner-in-Chief have

us go ? ’ Before they had finished speaking, the twenty men who had been sent ahead came to meet
them with the report :

‘ The barbarians of the town of A-nu-yiieh are all well-disposed and eager to

welcome you ; the destruction of the bridge over the So-yi River is completed Kao Hsien-chih

jM^tended to rejoice, and on his giving the order all the troops effected the descent.

After three more marches the Chinese force was in reality met by ‘ the barbarians of the town
of A-nu-yiieh ’ offering their submission. The same day Kao Hsien-chih sent ahead an advance

guard of a thousand horsemen, charging its leader to secure the persons of the chiefs of Little

Po-Iii through a ruse. This order having been carried out, on the following day Kao Hsien-chih

himself occupied A-nu-yiieh and had the five or six dignitaries who were supporting the Tibetans

executed. He then hastened to have the bridge broken which spanned the So-yi River at a distance

of sixty li, or about twelve miles, from A-nu-yiieh. ‘ Scarcely had the bridge been destroyed in the

evening when the Tibetans, mounted and on foot, arrived in great numbers, but it was then too late

for them to attain their object. The bridge was the length of an arrowshot
; it had taken a whole

year to construct it. It had been built at the time when the Tibetans, under the pretext of using

its route, had by deceit possessed themselves of Little P'o-lii.’ Thus secured from a Tibetan counter-

attack on Yasm, Kao Hsien-chih prevailed upon the king of Little P'o-lii to give himself up from

his hiding-place and completely pacified the territory.

In discussing Kao Hsien-chih's exploit in Ancient Khotan, I found it easy to trace on the map
the successive stages of his progress. But the personal acquaintance witli the ground which
I gained on my journey up the Yarkhun and across to Sarhad, has rendered it still easier to obtain

certainty on a number of topographical points. All the details furnished by the Chinese record

agree accurately with the important route that leads across the remarkable depression in the Hindu-
kush Range, represented by the adjacent Baroghil and Shawitakh Passes (12,460 and 12,560 feet

respectively above sea level) to the sources of the Mastuj River, and then, surmounting southwards
the ice-covered Darkot Pass {fire. 15,380 feet) descends the valley of Yasin to its debouchure on the
main river of Gilgit.

Owing to a curious orographic configuration two great ice-streams descend from the northern
face of the Darkot Pass. One, the Darkot Glacier properly so called, slopes down to the north-west
with a very easy fall for a distance of nearly eight miles, pushing its snout to the foot of the Rukang
spur. The other, which on the map is shown quite as long but which reliable information represents
as somewhat shorter, descends also gradually towards the north-east and ends some miles above the

* The bit^rapby calls this bridge ‘pent de rotin’ in

M. Chavannes’ translation, Turcs occid., p. 153. But there

cart be no doubt riiat what is meant is a ‘ rope bridge ’ or

‘ JhQla ', made of twigs twisted into ropes, a mode of con-

struction still regularly practised in all the valleys between

Kashmir and the Hindukush. Rope bridges of this kind
across the Gilgit River near the debouchure of the Yasin River
were the only permanent means of access to the Yasin Valley
from the south until the wire suspension bridge near the

present fort of Giipis was built after 1895.
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summer grazing-ground of Showar-shur on the uppermost Yarkhun River. Thus two divergent

routes offer themselves to the traveller who reaches the Darkot Pass from the south and wishes to

proceed to the Oxus. The one keeping to the Darkot Glacier, which I followed myself on my visit

to the Darkot Pass, has its continuation in the easy track which crosses the Rukang spur and then

the Yarkhun River below it to the open valley known as Baroghil Yailak, and thence ascends over

a very gentle grassy slope to the Baroghil saddle, characteristically called Daskt-t-Baroghtl, ‘ the

plain of Baroghil From this point it leads down over equally easy ground, past the hamlet

of Zartighar, to the Ab-i-Panja opposite Sarhad. The other route, after descending the glacier to

the north-east of the Darkot Pass, passes down the Yarkhun River past the meadows of Showar-shur

to the grazing-ground of Shawitakh-yailak and thence reaches the Hindukush watershed by an

easy g^dient near the lake of Shawitakh or Sarkhin-zhoe. The saddles of Baroghil and

Shawitakh are separated only by about two miles of low, gently sloping hills, and at Zartighar both

routes join.

The distances to be covered between the Darkot Pass and Sarhad are practically the same by Advantages

both these routes as far as the map and other available information allow me to judge. My original

intention was to examine personally those portions of both routes which lie over the glaciers and route,

permanent snow-fields of the Darkot. But the uncertain weather conditions prevailing at the time

of my ascent and the exceptional difficulties which, as described in my personal narrative, were

encountered owing to the early season and the heavy snowfall of that spring, effectively prevented

my plan of ascending from the side of Vedinkot and descending to Showar-shur. Having thus

personal experience only of the north-west route I am unable to judge to what extent present

conditions justify the report which represents the glacier part of the north-eastern route as somewhat
easier. It is, however, a fact that the Pamir Boundary Commission of 1895 with its heavy transport

of some six hundred ponies used the latter route both coming from and returning to Gilgit. The
numerous losses reported of animals and loads show that here, too, the passage of the much-

crevassed glacier and the treacherous snow-covered moraines proved a very serious difficulty for the

transport. Nevertheless, inasmuch as for a force coming from the Wakhan side the ascent to the

Darkot Pass from the nearest practicable camping-ground would be about 1,300 feet less by the

Showar-shur route than by that passing the Rukang spur, I consider it probable that the former was
used.

Kao Hsien-chih’s biography states that it took the Chinese general three days to reach ‘ Mount Itinerary of

T'an-chii ’, i. e. the Darkot, but does not make it quite clear whether thereby the arrival at the north Hsien-

foot of the range or on its crest is meant. If the latter interpretation is assumed, with the more rapid

advance it implies, it is easy to account for the time taken by a reference to the ground
; for, although

the Shawitakh-Baroghil depression is crossed without any difficulty in the summer, no military force

accompanied by baggage-animals could accomplish the march from Sarhad to the southern foot of

the Darkot in less than three days, the total marching distance being about thirty miles. Even
a four days’ march to the crest, as implied in the first interpretation, would not be too large an
allowance, considering the high elevations and the exceptional difficulties offered by the glacier

ascent at the end.

The most striking evidence of the identity of ‘ Mount T'an-chii ’ with the Darkot is supplied by Identity of

the description given in the record of ‘ the precipices for over forty li in a straight line ’ which dis-

mayed the Chinese soldiers on looking down from the heights of Mount T'an-chu. All descriptions D^rl^tPass.
of the pass emphasize the extreme steepness of the slope on the southern face of the Darkot There
the track, mostly over moraine ddbris and bare rock, descends close on 6,000 feet in a distance

of little more than five miles before reaching the nearest practicable camping-ground above the small

UT4 1
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village of DarkoL’ Well could I understand the reluctance shown to further advance by Kao
Hsien-chih’s cautious ‘braves’, as from the top of the pass I looked down through temporary rifts

in the brooding vapour into the seeming abyss of the valley.® The effect was still further heightened

by the wall of soaring ice-clad mountains which showed across the head of the Yasin Valley south-

eastwards as the clouds lifted, and by the contrast which the depths before me presented to the broad

and snowy expanse of the glacier firn sloping gently away on the north (Fig. 20). Taking into

account the close agreement between the Chinese record and the topogjraphy of the Darkot, we
need not hesitate to recognize in 7”an-chii an endeavour to give a phonetic rendering of some
earlier form of the name Darkot, as accurate as the imperfections of the Chinese transcriptional

system would permit.

The stratagem by which Kao Hsien-chih met and overcame the reluctance of his troops which

threatened failure when success seemed assured, wears a truly Chinese appearance. The fore-

thought shown in preparing this ruse is a proof alike of Kao Hsien-chih’s judgement of men and of

the extreme care with which every step of his great enterprise must have been planned. But such

a ruse, to prove effective, must have remained unsuspected. I cannot suppress the surmise that in

planning it full advantage was taken of the peculiar configuration of the Darkot which provides, as

seen, a double route of access to the pass. If the party of men sent ahead to play the r61e of the
‘ barbarians of Little P'o-lii ’ offering their submission, were dispatched by the Baroghil and Rukang
route while the troops marched by the Shawitakh-Showar-shur route, all chance of discovery while

on the move would be safely guarded against. A remarkable topographical sense has always been

a peculiar feature of the Chinese, so that doubtless Kao Hsien-chih took full account ofthe alternative

routes. Nor could it have been particularly difficult for him to find suitable actors, in view of the

generous admixture of local mercenaries which the Chinese forces in Central Asia have at all times

comprised.®

The remaining stages of Kao Hsien-chih’s advance can be traced with equal ease. The three

marches which brought him from the southern foot of the pass to ‘ the town of A-nu-yiieh ’, obviously

correspond to the distance exceeding twenty-seven miles reckoned between the first camping-ground

below the Darkot to the large village of Yasin. The latter, by its position and the abundance

of cultivable ground near by, must always have been the political centre of the Yasin Valley. Hence

it is reasonable to assume that we have in A-nu-yiieh a fairly accurate reproduction of the name
Arniya or Arniah by which the Dards of the Gilgit Valley know Yasin.^®

The best confirmation of this identification is furnished by the statement of the Chinese record

that the bridge across the River So-i was situated sixty li from A-nu-yiieh. Since the T'ang Annals’

notice of Little P'o-lU names the River So-i as the one on which Yeh-to, the capital of the kingdom,

stood, the Gilgit River must be meant. Now a reference to the map shows that, in a descent of the

valley from Yasin, the Gilgit River is reached at a distance of about twelve miles, which is consistent

with the sixty li of the Chinese account. It is evident also that, since the only practicable route

towards Gilgit proper and the Indus Valley leads along the right or southern bank of the Gilgfit River,

the Tibetan reinforcements hurrying up from that direction could not reach Yasin without first

crossing the river. This explains the importance attaching to the bridge and the prompt steps taken

by the Chinese leader to have it broken. As the Gilgit River is quite unfordable in the summer
the destruction of the bridge sufficed to assure safe possession of Yasin.

Cf. Mr. Littledale’s account in the GeographicalJournal,

N.S. xiv (1892). pp. 24, 5.

• Cf. Desert Cathay, i. p. 58.

* The T'ang Annals mention speci6cally in the account

of Shih-ni or Shighnan, on the Oxus, that its chief in a.d. 747
followed the Imperial troops in their attack on Little Fo-lfl and
was killed in the fighting

;
see Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 163.

Biddulph, Hind Koosh, p. 62.
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The statements as to the subsequent pacification of Little P'o-lu and the return of Kao Hsien-

chih have been discussed above. According to the T'ang Annals the victorious general repaired to

the Imperial capital taking with him in triumph the captured king Su-shih-li-chih and his consort.

The Emperor pardoned the captive chief and enrolled him in the Imperial guards. But his territory

was turned into a Chinese military district under the designation of Kuei-jin, and a garrison of one

thousand men established there.” The deep impression which Kao Hsien-chih’s remarkable

expedition must have produced in all neighbouring regions, is duly reflected in the closing remarks

of T'ang shu :
‘ Then the Fti-lin (Syria), the Ta-shih (i. e. the TazI or Arabs) and seventy-two king-

doms of divers barbarian peoples were all seized with fear and made their submission.’

It was the greatness of the natural obstacles overcome on this victorious march across the

inhospitable Pamirs and the icy Hindukush which made the fame of this last Central Asian success

of the T'ang arms spread so far. Hence it was no small satisfaction to me to see with my own eyes

how closely the conditions on the Darkot and beyond, by the uppermost Oxus, agreed with the record

of Kao Hsien-chih’s exploit. If judged by the physical difficulties encountered and vanquished, the

achievement of the able Corean general deserves fully to rank by the side of the great alpine feats

of commanders famous in European history. He, for the first, and perhaps the last, time led an

organized army right across the Pamirs and successfully pierced the great mountain rampart that

defends Yasin and Gilgit from northern invasion. Respect for the energy and skill of the leader

must increase with the recognition of the traditional weakness which the Annals’ ungarnished account

reveals in his men.

Results of

successful

expedition

“ See Chavannes, Turcs occid.,^^. 151 sqq.
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The long-stretched valley of Wakhan to which I descended on May 19, 1906, across the

Baroghil saddle, had appeared to me from the first one of the most interesting stages of my
journey. It was not merely that I touched here the easternmost marches of true Iran and the

headwaters of the River Oxus, which ever since my youth I had longed to follow down to

regions of fascinating historical interest: I knew also that I stood here on what from earliest

times must have been a main route linking Western Asia, and through it the classical world,

with innermost Central Asia and thus the Far East.

Nature itself, as it were, seems to have intended Wakhan to serve as the most direct

thoroughfare from the fertile regions of Badakhshan to the line of oases along the southern

rim of the Tarim Basin
;
for along the whole of the Ab-i-Panja Valley from Ishk^him where the

Badakhshan route joins in, right up to Sarhad, a distance of close on a hundred and twenty miles,

travel is facilitated by the remarkably easy nature of the ground and the presence of cultivation.

Beyond Sarhad, it is true, the Ab-i-Panja is confined to a narrow gorge which provides two

trying marches. But further on the road lies open past the Little Pamir to the Wakhjir Pass

which for a considerable part of the year gives easy access to Sarikol, the westernmost inhabited

valley on the headwaters of the Yarkand River. The importance of Wakhan as a thoroughfare

from west to east is still further increased by the fact that the two difficult marches above Sarhad

can be avoided by the somewhat longer alternative route which ascends the northern branch of the

Ab-i-Panja to the Great Pamir and thence crossing the Little Pamir reaches Sarikol by one or

another of the passes, all lower than the Wakhjir.

To the position of Wakhan on the most direct routes linking the Oxus and Tarim is owed the

relative abundance of early notices dealing with it which can be gathered from the records of Chinese

annalists and travellers. The oldest of these is probably furnished by the Annals of the Former
Han Dynasty. These mention Hsiu-mi^ ^ as the first of the five territories ruled by Jabgus

{Shih-hu) which belonged to the great Yueh-chih nation after its conquest of the regions south

of the Oxus. That Hsiu-mi is but an earlier transcription of the old name ofWakhan which appears

as Hu-mi^^ in the Tang Annals is rendered probable by a notice of the Pei-shih. This, while

reproducing the statement about the ancient Yueh-chih territory, distinctly indicates that it lay to the

west of So-che or Yarkand.' According to the Pei-skills record which dates from the early part of

the 7th century, the territory then bore the name of CKieh-pd
jj/n The name of its capital

is still g^ven as Ho-mo 5(<p the same as in the Han Annals.

The first actual description of Wakhan is given in the accounts of Sung Yun and his fellow

pilgrim Hui-sheng who in a. d. 519 passed down the valley on their way from Sarikol to Udyana.*

' Cf. Chavannes, Pays d"accident, p. 44 note, and Marquart,

Erariiahr, p. 225, where the early names of WakMn have

been lucidly discussed. The identification of Hsitt-mi with

Hu-mi was first suggested by Cunningham, J.A.SJB., xiv.

P* 433- Cf. also Yule, JJt.A.S., N. S. vi. pp. in sqq.

* Cf, Chavannes, Voyage de Song Fun, p. 23 ; also

Marquart, Erariiahr, pp. 223 sq.
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Sung Yun narrates that after crossing the Ts'ung-ling Mountains or the Pamirs from the side

of Han-p*an-t'o, i. e. Sarikol, the travellers entered the kingdom of Po-ho or Wakhan in the

second decade of the ninth month (i. e. October). From his reference to ‘ high mountains and deep

gorges and perilous paths ’ it appears probable that the pilgrim followed the route which leads down

the Ab-i-Panja to Sarhad, for the description is far more appropriate to this route than to that across

the Great Pamir. ‘ The place where the king resided was protected by mountain ramparts ;
for

dress the people had only clothes of felt. The country is extremely cold
;
caves are dug out

for quarters. As winds and snow are intense men and beasts huddle together. On the southern

border of this kingdom there are great snowy mountains ; the snow melts on them in the morning

and freezes again at night. From afar they look like peaks of jade,’

Hui-sh^ng’s account preserved in the Pd-shih is in close agreement, but adds some useful

details. ‘ The kingdom of Po-ho lies to the west of K'o-p'an-t*o (Sarikol) and is even colder.

Beasts and humans dwell together
;
holes are dug in the ground to serve for quarters. There, too,

great snowy mountains rise which from afar look like peaks of silver. The people feed only

on cakes and roasted corn ;
they drink corn-brandy and dress in felts and furs. There are two

routes: one goes west to the Yeh-tas (or Hephthalites) ; the other leads south-west towards

Wu-ch'ang (or Udyana). This, too, is ruled by the Yeh-tas.’ The bearings here indicated for

the routes towards Badakhshan and Mastuj would alone suffice to prove that by Po-ho is meant

Wakhan. But the general description which both pilgrims give of the country is equally convincing
;

for it is easy to recognize in it those characteristic features which all modern travellers from Wood
downwards record of the severe climate of Wakhan, its cutting winds and harsh conditions of

life.® The mention of the great snowy mountains to the south duly reflects the imposing appearance

presented by the main Hindukush chain which towers above the whole valley. Even its comparison

with peaks of jade or silver seems to bear true local colour ; for it may well have been suggested

by a popular interpretation of the name Bolor which, in varying forms and vaguely applied, has

clung from an early period to the mountain region south, and which tradition has probably always

connected with the term bilaur ‘ of crystal However this may be, it is probable that the name

of Po-ho itself, as suggested by Prof. Marquart, represents an attempt to render the designation

Wakhan which is found already in a Muhammadan author of the 9th century a. d.®

Wakhan figures by the same name Po-ho also in the list of administrative districts into which

the Central Asian dominions of the Western Turks were organized after the Chinese conquest in

A. D, 658. Po-ho, with the town of So-le-so-ho, appears there as a subdivision attached to the

district established in the kingdom of Hu-mi-to ^ ^ which itself represents Wakhan.*

A full account of the territory is supplied by one of the notices which the T'ang Annals devote

to the ‘ Western r^ions This is based in part on Hsuan-tsang’s itinerary which is itself

considered below, and states that ‘ the country of Hu-mi ^ ^ is called also Ta-^no-hsi-t'ie-ti or

Huo-k'an

;

this is the country which was known as Po-ho under the Wei. It also forms part of the

ancient dominion of the Tu-huo-lo or Tokharistan. ... It measures sixteen hundred li from east

to west ;
from north to south it is confined, measuring only four to five li across. The king resides

in the town of Sai-chia-shen on the north it is bordered by the River Wu-hu or Oxus.

The soil is frozen with cold ; inequalities of the ground cause ups and downs
; sand and stones

* Cf. Wood, Jourtuy to the Source of the Oxus, pp. 208

sqq.; Gordon, Roof of the World, pp. 135-6; Yarkand

Mission Report, pp. 273 sq.

* Cf. Raverly, Notes on Afghanistan, p. 299, where the

apparent allusion in Hui-sh6ng’s account has been quite

correctly recognized.

• See Marquart, Eraniahr, p. 223.

* See Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 7 1 note.
’’

See ibid., pp. 164 sq.
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spread everywhere. The land produces beans and com
;

it favours trees and fruits ; it produces

excellent horses. The people’s eyes show a greenish iris. . . . This territory is on the route which

leads from the ‘Four Garrisons’ (or Chinese Turkestan) to the Tu-huo-lo (or Tokharistan). At
one time it was dependent on the Tibetans.’

It requires no detailed demonstration to recognize how closely the geographical data here

furnished agree with Wakhan. The mention made of the great route leading through it and the

reference to the Tibetan influence at one time exercised possess distinct historical interest. The
capital Sai-chia-shen undoubtedly corresponds to the present Ishkashim, a large group of villages

on the western extremity of Wakhan.® The historical data which the T'ang Annals’ notice

furnishes, and of which a brief summary will suffice here, help to bring out on the one hand the

hold exercised by the Chinese administration over Wakhan during the seventh and eighth centuries,

and on the other the strong Turkish influence prevailing in the ruling family, probably through the

close connexion with Badakhshan. When the territory in a. d. 656-60 was turned into a Chinese

administrative district under the designation of Niao-fei with the king as prefect, his name is given

with the Turkish title Chieh-li-fa. A string of Turkish names and titles is borne also by the king

who is mentioned in a.d, 720 as receiving his brevet of investiture from the Emperor. Offerings

of homage are recorded in the years a.d. 728 and 729, and in 741 the king Hu-ch6n-t'an came
in person to the Imperial Court.

For the year a.d. 742 the encyclopaedia Tiefu yilan kuei has preserved the text of a brevet

issued by the Imperial chancellery to an envoy from Hu-mi or Wakhan, who had been sent by the

son of the ruling chief to express his desire of breaking with the Tibetans.® From this it is clear

that Tibetan aggression must have made itself felt on the uppermost Oxus years before Kao
Hsien-chih started on his memorable expedition of 747 to close the Tibetan line of advance across

the Darkot and Baroghil Passes. Probably in consequence of this great success Hu-ch^n-t'an

presented himself again at court in a.d. 749 and obtained the honour of a command in the Imperial

guards. Even as late as 758 the visit of a Wakhan ‘king’ to the Imperial capital is recorded.

That during this whole period Wakhan was directly dependent on Tokharistan, just as in modern
times it always shared the political fortunes of Badakhshan, is made evident by a petition which
the brother of the Jabgu of Tokharistan in a.d. 718 addressed to the throne and of which the text

is preserved in the Tiifu yuan kuei}" In this Hu-mi is distinctly claimed as one of the chiefships

which for generations past have acknowledged the suzerainty of Tokharistan.

The same close connexion with Tokharistan is reflected in the detailed account which
HsUan-tsang has left concerning Wakhan.*^ The identity of Wakhan with the territory of
Ta-mo-hsi-fie-ti^ ^ through which the pilgrim passed on his way from Badakhshan

to the Pamirs and Sarikol about a.d. 642, was recognized from the first by General Cunningham
and accepted by all those who, like V. de Saint-Martin and Yule, followed him in the elucidation

of this part of Hsuan-tsang’s itinerary. Though a satisfactory explanation of the name Ta-mo-
shih-t'ie-ti still remains to be sought,** its application to Wakhan is established beyond doubt by

* The identity of the names was first recognized by

Marquart, Eransahr, p. 224. Most editions of the T'ang shu

give the erroneous form Han-chia-shm ^ see

Chavannes, Tuns occid., p. 165.

* Cf. Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 212.

“ See ibid., p. 200.

Cf. Julien, M/moires, i. pp. 201 sqq.
;
Watters, Yuan

Ckwang, ii. pp. 279 sqq.

For attempts to connect this name with MastQj, see

V. de Saint-Martin in Julien, Mdmoires, ii. p. 425; Yule in

J.R.A.S., N. S. vi. p. 1 12; Marquart, Eransahr, p. 225.

But there is no evidence that Wakhan or the uppermost
part of it ever bore the name of *Darah-i-Mastuj or *Dar-i-

Mastuj, as has been assumed. The use of this term would
be particularly strange in the case of Hsiian-tsang, who did

not even visit that part of the valley from which the route
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the notice of the T'ang Annals already quoted and by a gloss of the Hsi-yii-chi which states that

the indigenous name of the territory was Hu-mi. The same annotator also indicates as an

alternative name Chen-k'an mu or Huo-Uan mu The latter form is found also in the

notice, and may possibly be looked upon as another attempt to reproduce the name Wakhan.^^
‘ The kingdom of Ta-mo-hsi-t‘ie-ti thus the Hsi-yil-chi tells us,^* ‘ is situated between two

mountains; it is an ancient territory of the Tu-huo-lo (Tokhara) kingdom. It is about fifteen or

sixteen hundred li from east to west, and four or five li from north to south, but in its narrowest

part not above one li. It lies along the River Fu-ch'u (Oxus) ^ ^ of which it follows the windings.

There are mounds and hills of different heights, and plains covered with sand and stones
;
an icy

wind blows there. The only crops are wheat and pulse, and there is little vegetation.^® This

country produces excellent horses which, though small of size, stand long journeys with ease.

Manners are not regulated by customs. The people are of a violent and coarse disposition
;
their

appearance is common and ill-favoured
;
they wear woollen garments. For the most part they

have greenish-blue eyes and thereby differ from other people. There are about ten convents,

containing but a small number of monks.’

‘Hun-t'o-to is the capital of the kingdom. In the centre of the town there rises a convent built

by the first king of the country. For its construction the hill-side has been cut and a gully filled in.

In the beginning when the kingdom had not yet received the doctrine of Buddha, the people

sacrificed solely to evil spirits
;
but for some centuries past the beneficent influence of the Law has

commenced to spread.’ The pilgrim then relates at great length the pious legend about the Arhat

who induced the king after his cherished son’s death to adopt Buddha’s teaching. He also

describes the miracle observed in the great Vihara of the convent where a canopy of gilt copper

suspended above a stone statue of Buddha used to move with the worshipper as he circumambulated

the image, and to stop when he stopped.

The physical features of the long and narrow valley of Wakhan, as shown by the map or

described by modern travellers are here given with great accuracy. The length of the valley from

east to west is, indeed, over-estimated, since the total marching distance from the Wakhjir Pass

down to Ishkashim, even allowing for sinuosities of the track and the difficult ground above Sarhad,

cannot exceed two hundred miles at the utmost. But the relative narrowness of the inhabitable

strip of ground along the whole valley is well brought out, and it must be remembered that

Hsuan-tsang had no opportunity to test personally the length of the main valley since his route

across the Pamirs left it at Langar Kisht to ascend to Victoria Lake.” His description of the

ground, confined, as usual with him, to the actual route, duly reflects the frequent interchange of

shingle-covered fans, rocky undulations, and stretches of riverine sand with fields and meadow
land.^®

His remarks about the products of Wakhan still hold good. All observers agree that the

strong wind that blows with little intermission throughout the winter and spring down the valley,

influences unfavourably the climate and the growth of vegetation. Of the endurance shown by the

small but wiry Wakhi ponies I had ample occasion to gather personal experience.” Constant

Hsiian-

tsang’s de-

scription of

Wakhan.

Correctness

of Hstian-

tsang’s de-

scription.

The people

of Wakhan.

to Mastuj across the Baroghil branches off. That Ta-mo-

transcribes a Skr. *DharmasthUi is likely enough.

But the origin of this name escapes us.

’• Cf. Watters, Fuan Chwang, ii. p. 280.

I follow Julien’s translation, M^moires, ii. pp. 201 sq.,

except where otherwise marked.

“ Thus Watters
;
Julien by an oversight has ‘ quatre a

cinq cents li ’.

Thus Watters
; Julien has ; ‘On sfeme peu de bl^ et de

legumes, et Ton cultive en quantity les fleurs et les arbres

fruitiers.’

” Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 30.

“ I take my information from General Barrow’s excellent

Gazetteer of the Eastern Hindu Kush.

Cf. Desert Cathay, i. pp. 7 2 sqq.
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exposure to a harsh climate and the coarse dress prepared from the skins and fleece of the sheep

which constitute the Wakhis’ sole riches, give the inhabitants of this bleak high-lying valley a hard,

quasi-savage air. There can be little doubt that the people were in Hsiian-tsang’s time, as now, of

that fine Galcha stock representing the Homo Aipinus type which has held the western and

southern slopes of the Pamirs from very early days.*® The Wakhis I saw, like the closely allied

Sarikolis, showed all the physical characteristics of the Iranian hill Tajiks in remarkable purity,

an observation which the anthropometric records and photographs taken by me fully bear out**

Fair hair and blue eyes are very common among them, and this accounts for the special reference

which Hsuan-tsang makes to the latter. Coming from the side of Kabul where the racial

composition of the population must then have been strongly influenced by Indian elements, and

through Tokharistan, where the original Iranian stock had during successive periods undergone

a considerable admixture of Turkish and other foreign blood, the change in the appearance of the

people after entering Wakhan must have been doubly striking to the pilgrim.

V. de Saint-Martin first recognized the identity of Hsiian-tsang’s Hun-fo-to with

the present Khandut, a fairly large village some twenty miles below the confluence of the two

branches of the Ab-i-Panja and still serving as the chief place for one of the four administrative

divisions of Wakhan.** The importance of the position is marked by the ruins of an ancient fort,

opposite the present fort-village, which Wood mentions
;

it is ascribed to pre-Muhammadan times

and locally known as Zamr-i-atish-parastP^ The advantages here offered by plentiful cultivation

and magnificent grazing-grounds are such that the present rulers of Wakhan are said to have

contemplated at one time the removal of the seat of government from Kila Panja to Khandut
Whether the place still retains traces of the Buddhist sanctuary mentioned in Hsuan-tsang’s account

only local investigation could prove.

The last Chinese notice of Wakhan during T'ang times is due to Wu-k'ung who, coming from

Kashgar in a.d. 751, passed through the district on his way to Chii-wei or Mastuj. Laconic, as is

his wont, the pilgrim confines himself to the mere mention of the ‘ kingdom of Hu-mi ’ ^ which

he reached after successively crossing ‘ the Onion Mountains
'
(Ts'ung-ling), ‘ the passes of Yang-yii

'

and ‘ the kingdom of the five CKih-ni (or Shih-nt) of the valley of Po-mi ’.** By the last named
undoubtedly the Pamirs are meant, and the mention made with them of ‘ the kingdom of the five

Ch‘ih-ni (or Shih-ni) ’, i. e. Shighnan,*® probably merely indicates that they were then reckoned as

belonging to that hill chiefship on the Oxus. The aggressive strength of the hardy mountaineers

of Shighnan, which asserted itself down to modem times in frequent raids across the Pamirs, is duly

noted in the T'ang Annals’ account of Shih-ni and in HsUan-tsang’s description of Shih-ch'i-ni.*®

The reference to the Ts'ung-ling Mountains clearly shows that Wu-k'ung’s route lay across Sarikol,

whence he is likely to have reached Wakhan by way of the Naiza-tash Pass (Yang-yii ?) and the

Great Pamir.

After Wu-k'ung’s narrative of his journey the Chinese sources of information about the Pamirs
and the adjoining regions run dry for nearly a thousand years. But that the routes leading across

them from Wakhan retained their importance also in Muhammadan times is attested by the

Cf. for references to the Galchas and their cognates

further east, Ancient Khotan, pp. 144 sqq.

” See now Mr. Joyce’s Notes, &c. in /. Anthrop, Inst.,

xlii. p. 467.
” See Julien, Mimoires, ii. p. 425.
” Cf. Wood, Source of the Oxus,* p. ziS, where the

name of the village is given as Kundut.
“ See Chavanneset vi, L’ltin&aire <fOu-k'ong, pp. io sq.

(/. as., 1895, t. vi. pp. 346 sqq.)

Cf. for this certain identification Chavannes, Turcs

occid., p. 162, where the full account of this territory forming

the northern neighbour of Wakluin is reproduced from the

T'ang Annals.

" Cf. for HsUan-tsang’s account of Shighnan and its

troublesome people, Julien, Mimoires, ii. pp. 205 sq. ; Watters,

Yuan Chwang, ii. p. 281.
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greatest of mediaeval travellers, Marco Polo. I have already in Ancient Khotan discussed the

portion of his itinerary which deals with the journey across the Pamirs to ‘ the kingdom of Cascar’

or Kashgar,*'' and it only remains here to note briefly what he tells us of the route by which he

approached them from Badakhshan.** ‘ In leaving Badashan you ride twelve days between east

and north-east, ascending a river that runs through land belonging to a brother of the Prince of

Badashan, and containing a good many towns and villages and scattered habitations. The people

are Mahommetans, and valiant in war. At the end of those twelve days you come to a province

of no great size, extending, indeed no more than three days’ journey in any direction, and this is

called VoKHAN. The people worship Mahommet, and they have a peculiar language. They are

gallant soldiers, and they have a chief whom they call None, which is as much as to say Count, and

they are liegemen of the Prince of Badashan.’

Sir Henry Yule was certainly right in assuming that ‘the river along which Marco travels from

Badakhshan is no doubt the upper stream of the Oxus, known locally as the Panja. ... It is true

that the river is reached from Badakhshan proper by ascending another river (the Vardoj) and

crossing the Pass of Ishkashm, but in the brief style of our narrative we must expect such

condensation.’** Marco’s great commentator was guided by equally true judgement when he

recognized in the indications of this passage the same system of government that prevailed in the

Oxus valleys until modern times. Under it most of the hill tracts dependent on Badakhshan,

including Ishkashim and Wakhan, were ruled not direct by the Mir, but by relations of his or

hereditary chiefs who held their districts on a feudal tenure. The twelve days’ journey which

Marco records between Badashan and ‘ Vokhan ’ are, I think, easily accounted for if it is assumed

that the distance from capital to capital is meant; for twelve marches are still allowed for the

distance from Baharak, the old Badakhshan capital on the Vardoj, to Kila Panja.

That Kila Panja was in Marco’s days, as at present, the chief place of Wakhan is indicated also

by his narrative of the next stage of his journey. ‘ And when you leave this little country, and

ride three days north-east, always among mountains, you get to such a height that ’tis said to be

the highest place in the world! And when you have got to this height you find a great lake

between two mountains, and out of it a fine river running through a plain. . . . The plain is called

Pamier.’ The bearing and descriptive details here given point clearly to the plain of the Great

Pamir and Victoria Lake, ’ its characteristic feature. About sixty-two miles are reckoned from

Langar-kisht, the last village on the northern branch of the Ab-i-Panja and some six miles above

Kila Panja, to Mazar-tapa where the plain of the Great Pamir may be said to begin, and this

distance agrees remarkably well with the three marches mentioned by Marco.

His description of Wakhan as ‘ a province of no great size, extending indeed no more than

three days’ journey in any direction ’ suggests that a portion of the valley must then have formed

part of the chiefship of Ishkashim or Zebak over which we may suppose ‘ the brother of the Prince

of Badashan ’ to have ruled. Such fluctuations in the extent of Wakhan territory are remembered

also in modern times. Thus Colonel Trotter who visited Wakhan with a section of the Yarkand

Mission in 1874, distinctly notes that ‘Wakhan formerly contained three "Sads” or hundreds, i. e.

districts, containing a hundred houses each' (viz. Sad-i-Sar-hadd, Sad Sipanj, Sad Khandut).®® To
these Sad Ishtragh, the tract extending from Digargand to Ishkashim, is declared to have been

added in recent times, having formerly been an independent principality. It only remains to note

that Marco was right, too, in his reference to the peculiar language of Wakhan
;
for Wakhi—which

is spoken not only by the people of Wakhan but also by the numerous Wakhi colonists spread

” Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 41 sq. “ See ibid., p. 172.

Cf. Yule, Marco Polo, i. pp. lyosq. ” See Yarkand Mission Report, p. 276.
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through Mastuj, Hunza, Sarikol, and even further east in the mountains—is a separate language

belonging to the well-defined group of Galcha tongues which itself forms the chief extant branch

of Eastern Iranian.®^

Section II.—HISTORICAL SITES IN WAKHAN
In my personal narrative I have fully explained the reasons which made it impossible for me to

descend the Oxus below Sarhad, however strongly I felt attracted by the fascinating regions lower

down its course upon which my eyes had been fixed since early youth.^ Thus it must be reserved

for future chance to supplement this chapter by a systematic survey of the antiquities of Wakhan.

That there are remains sufficiently conspicuous to attract the attention even of the passing traveller

is clear from the mention which Wood and later visitors make of ‘ three Kaffir forts, which the

natives believe to have been erected by the Guebers or Fire-worshippers ’.® One of them, known

as Zamr-i-Atish-parast, opposite Khandut, I have already had occasion to mention. The others,

Zangibar, a short distance above Kala-Panja, and Kala-i-Kaka, close to Ishtragh, are also both

situated on the right, now Russian, bank of the Oxus, a circumstance which gives hope that their

examination by some competent archaeologist will be not long delayed.®

But if access to the main parts of Wakhan was thus barred to me, I had at least the satis-

faction of making a rapid survey of that ground which, as far as our extant records go, has most

claim in Wakhan to be considered an interesting historical site. I mean the position south of

Sarhad where the Chinese general, Kao Hsien-chih, in a.d. 747 gained his signal victory over the

Tibetan force defending the approach to the route across the Baroghil and Darkot. Since I have

already discussed at length the general course of that memorable expedition and the routes by

which the Chinese leader had concentrated his forces across the Pamirs for the capture of the route

leading to Yasin,* we may at once proceed to the consideration of the account of the battle, with

its topographical details which Kao Hsien-chih’s biography in the T'ang Annals furnishes.®

The three Chinese columns operating, as I have shown, from the west, north, and east, ‘ had

agreed to effect their junction on the thirteenth day of the seventh month (August) between seven

and nine o’clock in the morning at the Tibetan stronghold of Lien-yiin. In that stronghold there

were a thousand soldiers ;
moreover, at a distance of fifteen li to the south of the rampart, advantage

had been taken of the mountains to erect palisades behind which there were eight to nine thousand

troops. At the foot of the rampart there flowed the river of the valley of P'o-1^ ^ which was

in flood and could not be crossed. Kao Hsien-chih made an offering to the river of three victims

;

he directed his captains to select their best soldiers and their best horses
; each man carried rations

of dry food for three days. In the morning they assembled by the river bank. As the waters were

difficult to cross, officers and soldiers all thought the enterprise senseless. But when the other river

bank was reached neither had the men wetted their standards nor the horses their saddle-cloths.

After the troops had crossed and formed their ranks, Kao Hsien-chih, overjoyed, said to Pien Ling-

ch'dng (the Imperial Commissioner) :
“ For a moment, while we were in the midst of the passage,

our force was beaten if the enemy had come. Now that we have crossed and formed ranks, it is

proof that Heaven delivers our enemies into our hands.” He at once ascended the mountain

” For the linguistic relationship of Wakhi, cf. Geiger

in Grundriss der Iran. Philologie, Bd. I. pt. ii. pp. 290 sqq.

* See Desert Cathay, i. pp. 67 sq.

’ See Wood, Source of the Oxus, p. 218.

’ Some account of these three strongholds is given by

Lieut. Olufsen, Through the Unknown Pamirs, pp. 173 sqq.

Their extent and solid construction are well shown, but no
clear data are furnished as to their origin and age. The
connexion assumed with some invasion of the Siah-posh

Kafirs is, historically, very improbable.

* Cf. above, pp. 53 sqq.

‘ See Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 152, note i.
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and engaged in a battle which lasted from the cH^n period (7-9 a.m.) to the szii period (9-1 1 a.m.).

He inflicted a great defeat upon the barbarians, who fled when the night came. He pursued them,

killed 5,000 men and made 1,000 prisoners
;

all the rest dispersed. He took more than 1,000

horses, and warlike stores and arms beyond counting.’

The analysis given above of the routes followed by the Chinese columns and of Kao Hsien-

chih’s three days’ march to Mount T'an-chii, or the Darkot, confirms M. Chavannes in locating the

Tibetan stronghold of Lien-yiin ^ ^ ^ near the present Sarhad.® It is equally clear from the

description of the river crossing that the Chinese concentration must have taken place on the right

or northern bank of the Ab-i-Panja, where the hamlets constituting the present Sarhad are situated,

while the stronghold of Lien-yiin lay on the opposite left bank. Already, when briefly discussing

the record of the expedition in A ncient Khotan, I had expressed the belief that the position taken

up by the Tibetan main force, fifteen li to the south of Lien-yiin, must be looked for in the valley

which debouches on the Ab-i-Panja opposite to Sarhad and leads due south up to the Baroghil and

Shawitakh Passes.

I

also surmised that the Chinese general, apart from the confidence aroused

by the successful river crossing, owed his victory mainly to a flanking movement by which his troops

gained the heights and thus successfully turned the fortified line behind which the Tibetans were

awaiting them.

This opinion was confirmed by what I saw of the valley leading to the Oxus on my descent

from the Baroghil on May 19, and by the examination I was able to make two days later of the

mountain-side flanking its debouchure from the west.® The valley into which the route leads down
from the Baroghil is quite open and easy about Zartighar, the southernmost hamlet. There a ruined

watch-tower shows that defence of the route had been a concern also in modern times. Further

down the valley-bottom gradually contracts, though still offering easy going, until, from a point

about two miles below Zartighar to beyond the scattered homesteads of Pitkhar,® its width is reduced

to between one-half and one-third of a mile. On both sides this defile is flanked by high and very

precipitous rocky ridges, the last offshoots of spurs which descend from the main Hindukush water-

shed. These natural defences seemed to provide just the kind of position which would recommend
itself to the Tibetans wishing to bar approach to the Baroghil, and thus to safeguard their sole

line of communication with the Indus Valley. The width of the defile would account for the

relatively large number of defenders recorded by the Chinese Annals for the enemy’s main line
;
the

softness of the ground at its bottom, which is almost perfectly level, covered with fine grass in

the summer, and distinctly swampy in the spring owing to imperfect drainage, would explain the

use of palisades, at first sight a rather strange method of fortification in these mountains.’® Finally

the position seemed to agree curiously well with what two historical instances of modern times.

* See Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 154, noterf; also above,

pp- 53 sqq-

’ Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 9.

* Cf. the description of these inarches in Desert Cathay,

i. pp. 64 sq., 70 sqq.

* Thus I heard the name of the little hamlet. The
Trans-frontier map spells it as Pirkhor-, General Barrow as

Pirk&r.

In my note of Ancient Khotan, p. 9, I ventured to

suggest that, considering how scanty timber must at all times

have been about Sarhad, there was some probability that

waUs or Sangars constructed of loose stones were really

meant by the ‘ palisades ’ mentioned in the translation of the

passage from the T*ang Annals.

This suggestion illustrates afresh the risk run in doubting

the accuracy of Chinese records on quasi-topographical points

without adequate local knowledge. On the one hand I

found that the peculiar nature of the soil in the defile would

make the construction of heavy stone walls inadvisable if

not distinctly difficult. On the other, my subsequent march

up the Ab-i-Panja showed that, though timber was as scarce

about Sarhad itself as I had been led to assume, yet there

was abundance of willow and other jungle in parts of the

narrow river gorge one march higher up near the debouchure

of the Shaor and Baharak streams. This could well have

been used for palisades after being floated down by the

river.

Lien-yiin

located near

Sarhad.

The defile

Pitkhar.

K 2
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the fights in 1904 at Guru and on the Karo-la, had revealed as the typical and time-honoured

Tibetan scheme of defence— to await attack behind a wall erected across the open ground of

a valley.”

There remained the question whether the defile of Pitkhar was capable of being turned by

an attack on the flanking heights such as the Chinese record seemed plainly to indicate. The

possibility of such a movement on the east was clearly precluded by the extremely precipitous

character of the flanking spur, and still more by the fact that the summer flood of the Ab-i-Panja

in the very confined gorge above Sarhad would have rendered that spur inaccessible for the Chinese

operating from the northern bank of the river. All the greater was my satisfaction when I heard

from my WakhI informants of ruins of an ancient fort, known as Kansir, and situated on the

precipitous crest of the flanking spur westwards, almost opposite to Pitkhar. During the single

day’s halt, which to my regret was all that circumstances would allow me at Sarhad, I was kept

too busy otherwise to make a close inspection of the ground where the Tibetan post of Lien-yiin

might possibly have been situated. Nothing was known to the well-informed and obliging Sarkad

Ak-sakal, Mubarak Shah, or other local informants about old remains on the open and partly

water-logged plain which adjoins the river at the mouth of the valley coming from the Baroghil

;

nor were such likely to have survived long on ground which was liable to inundation from the Oxus,

flowing in numerous shifting channels with a total width of over a mile. Yet the Annals distinctly

tell us that ‘ at the foot of the rampart [of Lien-yiin] flowed the river of Ko-li Valley

Even if the exact position of Lien-yiin remained undetermined, my short stay at Sarhad

sufficed to convince me how closely local conditions agreed with the details of Kao Hsien-chih’s

exploit in crossing the Oxus. The river at the time of the summer flood must, indeed, present

a very imposing appearance as it spreads out its waters over the wide valley-bottom at Sarhad. But

the very separation of the waters makes fording always possible even at that season, provided the

passage takes place in the early morning, when the flood due to the melting snow and ice is tempo-

rarily reduced by the effect of the night’s frost on the glaciers and snow-beds at the head of the

Ab-i-Panja. The account in the Annals distinctly shows that the river passage must have been

carried out at an early hour of the morning, and thus explains the complete success of an otherwise

difficult operation.

I was able to trace the scene of the remaining portion of the Chinese general’s exploit when, on

May 21, I visited the ruined fortifications reported on the steep spur overlooking the debouchure

of the Baroghil stream from the west. After riding across the level plain of sand and marsh and

then along the flat bottom of the Pitkhar defile for a total distance of about three miles, we left

our ponies at a point a little to the south of some absolutely impracticable rock faces which overlook

Pitkhar from the west. Then, guided by a few Wakhis, I climbed with Naik Ram Singh to the

crest of the western spur, reaching it only after an hour’s hard scramble over steep slopes of rock

” In Ancient Khoian, i. p. 9, I have already called

attention to the curious parallel to the battle above Lien-yfln

presented by the attempts which Tibetan strategy made in

1904 to bar the advance of the Tibet Mission Force. Both

at Guru and on the Karo-la the relatively large Tibetan

force was content to hold the open ground of the valley

in strength, taking up its position behind stone walls, while

leaving it free to their opponents to occupy the commanding

heights. The bravery with which the frontal attack was

faced could not avail under such conditions to avert disaster.

This name Ro-le ^ is, as M. Chavannes has

pointed out, Turcs occid., p. 154, identical with ^
which figures as a town in Hu-mi or Wakh3n, i6id., p. 150,

and also (in the form of So-M-so-ho) as the head-quarters of

the Po-ho district in the list of administrative divisions

established after a. n. 658 (see above, p. 61). The two initial

characters

The form So~l£ might, perhaps, be an attempt to reproduce

the first part of Sarugh-Chupan, an old designation of the

Sarhad tract which is found already in the Tafikh-i-Rasladi,

PP- 354 sq.

and ^ are often confused in Chinese texts.
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and shingle. There, beyond a stretch of easily sloping ground and about 300 feet higher, rose

the old fort of Kansir at the extreme north end of the crest. Between the narrow ridge occupied

by the walls and bastions and the continuation of the spur south-westwards a broad dip seemed to

offer an easy descent towards the hamlet of Karkat on the Oxus.^^

It was clearly for the purpose of guarding this approach that the little fort had been erected Wall ruins

on this exposed height. On the north and east, where the end of the spur falls away in unscalable Kansir.

cliffs to the main valley of the Oxus and towards the mouth of the Pitkhar defile, some 1,600-1,700 feet

below, structural defences were needless. But the slope of the ridge facing westwards and the

narrow neck to the south had been protected on the crest by a bastioned wall for a distance of

about 400 feet (see plan). Three bastions facing west

and south-west, and one at the extreme southern

point, still rose, in fair preservation in parts, to

a height of over 30 feet. The connecting wall-

curtains had suffered more, through the foundations

giving way on the steep incline. Of structures

inside the little fort—if the limited ground, not quite

200 feet at its widest, and the rocky surface had

ever admitted of such—there remained no trace.

The ruined fortification bore a distinctly old Construc-

appearance, but the only definite antiquarian indica- of walls,

tion was supplied by the construction of the walls.

Outside a core of closely-packed rough stones, they

showed throughout a solid brick facing 4 feet to

6 feet in thickness, with regular thin layers of

brushwood separating the courses of sun-dried

bricks. The size of the bricks, about 8 inches by

7 inches and 4 inches thick, furnished no chrono-

logical evidence. But in the systematic use of the

brushwood layers I could not fail to recognize

a peculiarity with which ancient Chinese construction

in the Tarim Basin had already made me familiar,

and which I was subsequently to trace right to the

westernmost confines of China proper. It was no
doubt intended to assure greater consistency, parti-

cularly under climatic conditions of particular dryness.

As my subsequent explorations around Lop-nor and on the Tun-huang Limes proved, it must have
been used from the very commencement of Chinese expansion into Central Asia. But my later

discoveries at Miran and on Mazar-tagh have shown also that the Tibetan invaders of the T'ang
period, when building their own forts, did not neglect to copy this constructive expedient of their

Chinese predecessors and opponents in these regions. So, in the absence of other remains, this

archaeological indication by itself is not decisive as to whether the construction of the Kansir walls was
due to the Tibetan invaders of Wakhan, or to the Chinese during the few years after Kao Hsien-
chih’s expedition when they held the route leading to ‘ Little P'o-lu or Yasin, and to the Indus.

On the whole, topographical considerations make me inclined to favour the first supposition. Purpose of

The ascent from the Pitkhar defile is so steep that troops holding the crest of the spur against an Kansir Fort.

“ In the Trans-frontier map the name appears as Kharkal.
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enemy coming from the Baroghil side would not need the defence of walls to beat off an attack. Nor
would the fortified ridge of Kansir be tactically suited for this purpose, the crest line further south

furnishing a far stronger position. It is different if aa attack from the side of the Oxus had to be

resisted, for in this case the Kansir ridge facing west would serve as a very convenient position on

the flank to command the route which leads up from Karkat, before it attains the easy sloping

ground further south on the top of the spur. If we accept this indication, which the ground itself

offers, there still remains the doubt as to whether the Kansir Fort already existed when Kao Hsien-

chih carried the Tibetan main position by an attack on its mountain flank, or whether it was erected

by the Tibetans when they returned after the final retirement of the Chinese some years later, and

were, perhaps, anxious to guard against any repetition of the successful move which had outflanked

a favourite defensive position.

In Chapters VII and VIII of my personal narrative I have described the marches which carried

me from Sarhad to the Little Pamir, and thence, by May 27, to the true source of the Oxus and
the Wakhjir Pass on the watershed between Oxus and Tarim. The interest which this route

across the Pamirs presents for historical geography has been previously discussed by me.'* Oppor-
tunity for archaeological observations was afforded only at two points, both near the second halting-

stage above Sarhad, known as Langar. The little mud-domed structure to which the place owes
its name, meaning ‘rest-house’ in Turki, showed no special sign of age. But before approaching

Langar I noticed in at least three places that small alluvial plateaus on the right river bank
bore marks of having once been levelled for fields.'® The Wakhis from Sarhad were well aware
of these signs of earlier settlements, and attributed their desertion to the increasing cold of this

region. But, considering that the climate at an elevation of close on 12,000 feet above sea level

must always have been rigorous, it seems reasonable to suppose that the former occupation may
have been due to greater pressure of population in Wakhan, and also to the far larger traffic

which once passed by this route between the Oxus and Tarim Basins. I have already pointed

out elsewhere how much the presence of permanent habitations on the Ab-i-Panja, as high up as

Langar and again from Dafdar downwards on the side of the Taghdumbash Valley, must have
favoured the use of the route along the uppermost Ab-i-Panja Valley and across the Wakhjir Pass
for regular caravan traffic.'®

An object of real archaeological interest presented itself on the next march, which led from
Langar to Bozai-gumbaz. We had covered some ten miles across the low saddle, known as Dasht-
i-Mirza Murad, and over narrow alluvial plateaus, when I first caught sight of the Little Pamir from
a small spur of the rolling downs, and, after a short distance, approached the well-preserved Kttle

structure known as Karwan-balasi (Fig. 4). A local tradition, of which I had already heard,
believes it to have been built as a tomb for a merchant’s son who had died here in old times, and
thus accounts for the name. The ruin is small, indeed, but in such a locality is bound to attract

attention by its manifest age and solidity of construction. It consists of a rectangular cella measuring
outside in ground-plan 10 feet on the north-east and south-west faces, and 9 feet on the other two.
This is solidly built of slabs set in mortar, and at a height of about 1 2 feet is surmounted by the
scanty remains of a dome. The interior shows a small cella, 5 feet by 4I feet, with an entrance
2 feet wide on the north-east. Commencing at a height of 5I feet from the floor, the cella walls
are reduced by means of gradually projecting horizontal courses to form a dome.

Outside I was struck at once by the division of the cella walls into three well-defined stories,

which, together with the boldly projecting cornices surmounting and dividing them, measure suc-

“ See Ancient Khotan, j. pp. 23, 32 ;
also above, “ Cf. also Gordon, Roofof the World, p. 129.

P* “ See Ancient Khotan, i. p. 33.
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cessively upwards 4 feet, 4I feet, and 3^ feet. Th^ construction in stories, the surmounting dome,

and the character of the rough but solid masonry at once recalled to my mind the closely corre-

sponding features of the little Stupa of Thol, the last Buddhist remains I had seen in 1 900 south

of the Hindukush when approaching the Pamirs through Hunza.^^ There it was an unmistakable

Stupa base, 10 feet square in ground-plan, which showed these successive stories and cornices with

heights of 3 feet 9 inches, 3 feet 9 inches, and 3 feet 10 inches respectively. This similarity of

constructive features distinctly suggests pre-Muhammadan origin for the Karwan-balasi ruin, and

this assumption finds further support in the horizontal construction of the interior dome and of the

arch above the narrow entrance (see Fig. 4). Misled by the present local tradition and the

apparent orientation towards the Qibla, which the south-west bearing of the cella wall facing the

entrance suggested, I had been inclined at first to look upon the ruined cella as an adaptation to

Muhammadan use of an ancient architectural model of Buddhism.^® But further consideration makes

it appear to me far more probable that the ruin goes back to pre-Muhammadan times, and had

originally served as a small Buddhist Vihara.

The very orientation, in fact, on which my first conjecture relied, seems to exclude the use of Muhamma-

the structure as a Muhammadan tomb ;
for within the narrow space its interior affords it would be

impossible to give to a buried body the position, with the feet laid due south, which orthodox ruin.

Muhammadan custom demands. This consideration must be held in all probability to account for

the fact, subsequently tested at several Muhammadan burial-grounds of old date in the Tarim Basin,

such as at the ruins near the Charchan and Inchike Rivers,^® that the ruined tombs examined were

invariably orientated towards the cardinal points. Yet, after the many examples recorded both in

Ancient Khotan and in the present work of earlier local worship continued with due adaptation into

Muhammadan times,®® there can be nothing to cause surprise in the interpretation which later

tradition placed upon the ruin as a Muhammadan tomb. Local worship was bound to linger on in

the case of a ruin which, however small its size, was conspicuous in a region so devoid of permanent

structures as the Pamirs, and given its appearance, so like the ‘ Gumbaz ’ or dome customary in

Central Asia, especially with the Kirghiz, no explanation could be more appropriate than that it was
a tomb. Local tradition was not likely to trouble itself much about the difference in orientation, and
for the strangely small interior of the supposed burial-chamber it could readily find an explanation

by representing it as that of a child, a fact which accounts for the name Karwan-balasi, ‘ the son of

the caravan[-leader] ’.

If we assume the ruin to be that of a small Vihara, or chapel, intended to shelter some sacred Karwan-

Buddhist image, there is no difficulty whatever in accounting for its architectural features. The
ground-plan and elevation agree well with what M. Foucher’s lucid analysis has proved to be the Vihara.

typical construction of Buddhist Viharas in Gandhara and elsewhere on the north-western confines of

India.®^ The interior dome and superimposed cupola are there regular features, and even analogies

to the threefold division of the outer walls, with cornices, can be found in various Vihara models

represented in relievo sculptures.®® Nor does the narrow space of the cella interior present anything

peculiar, seeing that these Buddhist Viharas in India were very often, if not ordinarily, intended for

the reception of a single image only, and that at the great Takht-i-Bahi convent even the largest of

See Ancient Khotan^ i. p. 20, Fig. 4.

See Desert Cathay, i. p. 77.

See below.

“ Cf. for references Ancient Khotan, i. p. 6ri, s. v.

local worship-, above, p. 41, and below, sec. iii.

” Cf. Foucher, L’Artdu Gandhdra, i. pp. 120 sqq.

” Cf. ibid,, particularly Figs. 41, 42. The two lower

stories of the Karwan-balasi min evidently correspond to the

two-storied base of the interesting Vihara model shown in

Fig. 41, the third to the square shrine itself. This archi-

tectural arrangement may have been influenced also by the

analogy of the threefold base always placed below the Stupa

dome.
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the chapels surrounding the main Stupa court do not show cella interiors much exceeding six feet on
each side.*^

It only remains to see whether we cannot trace some earlier mention of this structure, the pre-

Muhammadan origin of which has thus become highly probable. On ground so exceptionally bare

of permanent structures as the Pamirs, this solidly built little shrine, insignificant as its size is, must

have had a far better chance of attracting notice than it would have anywhere in regions crossed

by regular routes. Now, when discussing above the several routes by which Kao Hsien-chih

moved his three columns to their concentration before Sarhad, I have already shown that one of

them, described as the route of ‘ the hall of the red Buddha’ (Cliih-fo-fan^, must have led down the

valley of the Ab-i-Panja from the Wakhjir or the Little Pamir.®* I have also explained why collateral

evidence connected with Kao Hsien-chih’s return journey from Little P'o-lii to Sarhad led me to look

for the spot that gave its name to the route in the vicinity of the point where the route down the

Ab-i-Panja Valley is joined from the south by that which descends from the Khora-bohrt and Irshad

Passes leading towards Gilgit and Hunza respectively. This point on the Dasht-i-Mirza Murad is

not more than two or three miles distant from Karwan-balasi, and the identity of the latter ruin with

the CKih-fo-£ang of the Chinese record becomes still more probable on taking into account that the

term J£. tang, translated above after M. Chavannes’ version by ‘ hall ’, is regularly applied also to

Buddhist Viharas or chapels, however small.*® The reason for the erection at this particular

spot of the Karwan-balasi shrine or the ‘Chapel of the red Buddha’, as I take it, can no longer

be conjectured after the lapse of ages. But that this little chapel should have given its name to

the locality, and through this to the route leading past it, is fully in keeping with the use which
modern local nomenclature on the Pamirs makes of the few artificial landmarks which that desolate

region affords.*®

Section III.—ON HSCAN-TSANG’S ROUTE TO KASHGAR
After crossing, on May 27, the Wakhjir Pass, under difficulties which my personal narrative

describes,^ I found myself on Chinese soil and at the head of that great Sarikol Valley with which
my first journey had already rendered me familiar. As my route down to Tash-kurghan was
necessarily the same as the one I followed in July, 1900, and as the early geography, history, and
antiquities of Sarikol have already been fully discussed by me in Ancient Khotan^ it will suffice

here to supplement that account by the survey of two old sites which I was now for the first time
able to visit in person. The record of the ancient local traditions relating to both these sites is

due to Hsuan-tsang, who, on his return journey about the summer of a. d. 642, passed from Wakhan
across the Great Pamir to the Taghdumbash Pamir and thus down to Tash-kurghan, the Sarikol
capital.®

The story of the first of the sites is told by the pilgrim in connexion with the origin of the royal
family of Chieh-p'an-t'o or Sarikol.* ‘The king gives himself the title of Chih-na-ti-p'o-cHU-tan-lo

{Ctna-deva-gotrd), meaning the descendant of China and the sun-god. Formerly the country was
” CL Foucher, L’Art du Gandhdra, i. p. 124.
•* See above, p. 54.

This use of the term is well illustrated by the name
C/tien-/d-t'ang, borne by the agglomeration of Buddhist cave

temples, big and small, ‘ The halls of the Thousand Buddhas ’,

at the famous site south-east of Tun-huang
; see below.

** Thus, some six miles above Karwan-balasi, Bdzai-

gumbaz, a widely known local name, is derived from the

poorly built tomb of a Kirghiz chief who was killed here

about 1845 by Kanjuti raiders. Compare also Abdullah
Khan, i. e. his tomb, on the Alichur Pamir

; Mazar-tepe and
Yd-mazar, both tombs, on the Great Pamir, etc.

.
* See Desert Cathay, pp. 83 sqq.

’ See Ancient Khotan, i. chap, u (pp. 22-40).
’ Cf. ibid,, i. pp. 30 sqq.

* Cf. Julien, Mimoires, ii. pp. 210 sqq. ; Watters, Yuan
Chwastg, ii. pp. 285 sqq.

;
Ancient Khotan, i. p. 34.
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a desert valley in the midst of the Ts'ung-ling Mountains. At this time the king of P'o-la-szu (Persia)

took a wife from the Han country (China). She had been met at this point by an escort on her

progress, when the roads east and west were stopped by military operations. On this they placed the

king’s daughter on a solitary mountain peak, very high and dangerous, which could be approached

only by ladders, up and down
;
moreover they surrounded it with guards both day and night for

protection. After three months the disturbances were quelled. Quiet being restored, they were

about to resume their journey when the lady was found enceinte! Thereupon the king’s envoy

held council with his companions how to meet the consequences of this disgrace. From an attendant

he learned that a divine person, coming on horseback from the sun’s disc, every day at noon visited

the princess. Afraid of the punishment awaiting him on return to his own country, the envoy decided

to seek safety by remaining and gaining time. He then established the princess as ruler of the

country. In due time she bore a son of great beauty and miraculous powers, who became a powerful

king and was claimed as ancestor by the royal family of Sarikol in Hslian-tsang’s time.

That this legend was widely spread and firmly rooted in popular belief is proved by the Modem

unmistakable trace of it surviving in local tradition to-day. Already in 1900 I had heard, but too
kur°^

late for a visit, of remains of ancient walls perched on precipitous cliffs opposite to the fortified post ghan.

of Ghujak-bai where the Taghdumbash River makes its sharp bend to the north. To them clings a

story known to Sarikolis and Kirghiz alike that King Naushirwan, an ancient Persian ruler, had once

placed there his daughter for safety. This is held to account for the popular designation of the

ruins, Kiz-kurghan^ meaning in Turk! ‘the tower of the daughter (or princess)’. This story was

plainly a genuine relic of the fuller tradition current in Hsuan-tsang’s days, and I was therefore

eager to use my march on May 30, from Payik down to Pisling, for a survey of the site and ruins

where it is still localized.

But even before reaching them I was able to make a local observation of quasi-antiquarian Traces of

interest; for at the foot of the spur known as Koshun~kor, near a small natural grotto, where
we crossed to the left bank of the river, some six miles below Payik Karaul, I came upon ground
showing marked traces of old cultivation in the shape of terraced fields and irrigation channels

(ari^. Part of the old arable land here was said to have been reoccupied by WakhI settlers in recent

times, but again abandoned. Also on the opposite right bank a considerable area was declared by
my local guides to bear signs of ancient cultivation. These proofs of earlier occupation, fully

ten miles higher up the valley than Pisling and Dafdar, where cultivation at present commences,
have a special interest with reference to the advantages offered by the Taghdumbash Pamir as

a route for caravan traffic between Wakhan and Sarikol.®

About two miles below Koshun-kor the bold cliffs of Kiz-kurghan came in sight, almost facing Position of

the deserted post [karaul) of Ghujak-bai at the junction of the Taghdumbash and Khunjerab Rivers.

The ruins proved to be situated on the extreme eastern end of a high and rugged spur which
descends from the main Sarikol range in a south-easterly direction to the Taghdumbash River,

exactly at the entrance of the narrow defile extending from Ghujak-bai to Dafdar (see Plate 3). The
end of the spur, as we approached it from the south along the steeply cut river bank, presents itself

as an almost isolated rock promontory falling away in nearly perpendicular cliffs on the south
and east, with its top ridge rising some 700 feet above the river (Fig. 27). Our subsequent survey
showed that equally unscalable rock walls protect it on the north and west towards the narrow
and wildly twisting valley known as Kiz-kurghan Jilga.

The only approach to this frowning rock fastness lies over a low and narrow neck connecting it Ascent to

with the spur behind, and to this I climbed up with the Surveyor and Naik Ram Singh with con-

° Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 32 sq.; also above, p. 70.

UT4 L
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siderable difficulty. The ascent led first up steep talus slopes and then through a still more precipitous

couloir of rock debris. The young g^ide accompanying us had never ascended before, superstitious

fears keeping Sarikolis in general from visits to the ruins. Plentiful pieces of ancient-looking juniper

wood {archa) strewed the higher slope, and allowed me to guess the construction of the old walls of

which I caught glimpses above us, long before the height was gained. After reaching the neck,

only fifteen to twenty feet broad and some fifty to sixty yards long, we had still to clamber up a height

of about a hundred and fifty feet over an equally narrow ari^e, and then I found my antiquarian

surmise verified ; for the old walls rising before us (Fig. 28), along what proved the south-west rim

of the highest of the series of terraces forming the top of the promontory, showed, as expected, the

curious structural peculiarity of twigs and brushwood embedded in regmlar layers between courses of

sun-dried bricks.® A massive tower-like bastion, some twenty-five feet square, barred approach from
the neck and the narrow crest continuing it eastwards. We managed, however, to scramble over its

ruined side and then to cross, not without some difficulty, along the top of the decayed wall, about
sixty feet long, which connected this outwork with the main defences. We then stood on the line

of walls which was meant to defend the rim above mentioned, and first got a sight of the natural

terraces with which the hill-top sloped away northward.

The walls from near the point just described could be traced first running to the north-west for

over a hundred feet and then, near a massive comer bastion of which the summit measured about
fifteen feet square (seen in Fig. 28), taking a turn to the north. For about a hundred and ninety

feet on this alignment following the rocky crest the walls were clearly traceable, whether in their

superstructure of sun-dried bricks or in foundations of large rough stones. For about a hundred
and forty feet further north remains of walls were visible here and there by the precipitous edge, and
where they ceased sheer natural rock walls took their place rendering all fortification unnecessary.

Rising still to over twenty feet where in fair preservation, elsewhere decayed almost to their founda-

tion, these walls had once completely protected that portion of the isolated hill-top facing westwards
on which alone an attack could be attempted. But even on this side, excepting the narrow neck we
had followed, the slopes were far too steep to be climbed by armed men in any numbers. Everywhere
else sheer walls of rock descending for hundreds of feet formed unscalable natural defences. From
the south-west rim the top of the hill sloped to the north and north-east in a series of terraces which,
where they grew broader near the northern end of the line of walls, must have afforded ample space
for structures of shelter. But these, having probably been built of rough stones, could be traced
only in heaps of rubble in the position which the rapidly executed plan shows. At a point about
twenty yards from the northernmost point of the walls the site of a tank, about thirty feet in

diameter and closed northward by a thick stone wall, could be clearly made out. A second
reservoir was recognizable towards the north rim of the sloping area.

The solid construction of the bastioned walls would alone have sufficed to prove a great
antiquity for the site. Without this solidity the walls could not have retained a footing on such steep
and difficult ground. They showed an average thickness of sixteen feet at the base near the corner
bastion, and, apart from large rough slabs used in the foundations, consisted of remarkably regular
and closely laid brickwork as seen in the photograph (Fig. 28). The bricks, sun-dried but solid

enough, measured on the average fifteen by twelve inches, with a thickness of about five inches.

Neither the material, a fine clay plentifully mixed with small pebbles, nor yet adequate water for

making them, could have been obtained on the spot, and their transport to this height must have

® In the photograph, Fig. 28, taken from the outlying they are present also between the brick courses of the better
bastion, these brushwood layers are clearly displayed by the preserved bastion on the left,

curtain wall on the right which has lost its brick facing. But
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greatly increased the trouble of construction. Both here and at Kansir the conjecture suggested

itself that the insertion of thin layers of twigs and brushwood (here from the juniper growth which is

still to be met with in some of the neighbouring side-valleys ’) was primarily intended as a substitute

for an adequate supply of wet plaster to set the bricks ; want of water at such an inaccessible height

must have rendered this very difficult to prepare. This opinion has been greatly strengthened by

the observations subsequently gathered along the ancient Chinese border wall in the desert west and

north of Tun-huang, where the difficulties about the carriage of water for building purposes must

have been equally great in most places, and where the same expedient was probably first resorted to

as a regular constructive feature.

But whatever the origin of this method ot strengthening the brickwork may be, I felt certain Kiz-

that the old mountain fastness was the same which Hsiian-tsang had seen or heard of. The way in

which he records the ancient legend then clinging to it leaves no doubt that it had become ruined with Hsiian-

long before his own time. The local tradition he had heard ascribed the stronghold to the Han ^sangs rock
^ ^ i^stricss

times, the earliest period of Chinese influence in the Tarim Basin ; and it was no small satisfaction

to me to see that here, at the very first point where I had touched again his Central Asian route,

definite archaeological evidence on the spot confirmed afresh the trustworthiness of the great Chinese

traveller. But striking, too, was the evidence afforded by the ruins for the dryness of the climate

which prevails in these mountains, and which alone could account for their survival in so exposed

a position from so early a date. If Sarikol had ever in historical times enjoyed much heavier snow

and rainfall than it now receives, these ancient walls, perched above precipitous slopes and at

an elevation probably close on 1 3,000 feet above sea level,® would have long ago disappeared.

Short as my stay at the site had to be under the conditions described in my personal narrative, Natural

it was quite sufficient to convince me of the exceptional natural strength of the position, amounting

almost to impregnability in days which knew not gunpowder. Though overlooked by higher spurs kurghan

both on the north and west, the terraces of the hill-top were quite beyond bowshot. In various ways position,

the position, though much stronger, recalled that of Adh-i-Samudh, the old hill stronghold I had

examined in 1904 above the Kohat Valley on the North-west Frontier.® The absence of all pottery

debris suggested that, just as the latter site, Kiz-kurghan could have served only as a temporary

refuge in case of danger, not as a place of permanent occupation. The great natural strength of the

position impressed me more than ever when we had safely scrambled down over the slopes of rock

and detritus on the south-west and resumed our march to Pisling in the failing light. The narrow

track leading by the left bank of the river was completely commanded by the rock walls of Kiz-

kurghan. These towered so sheer above it that some contrivance of ropes would have enabled the

defenders to gain direct access to the river water, an important consideration of defence. Close

investment of the fastness was impossible either from the river or the gloomy winding gorge of the

Kiz-kurghan Jilga, which on the north and north-west forms a huge natural fosse with precipitous

rock scarps on both sides hundreds of feet high.

Proceeding down the gradually widening defile of the Taghdumbash River I passed, some March to

four miles below Kiz-kurghan, old terraced fields with traces of canals from the side-valley of Kara-

jilga and reached the Sarikoli hamlet of Pisling, where present cultivation commences, after another

five miles. Thence a long day’s march of some forty miles brought me down on May 31 to Tash-

’’ When descending by the left river bank to Pisling after

my survey of Kiz-kurghan I heard the name Archalik,

meaning ‘ place of juniper growth actually applied to the

slopes above the debouchure of the Kara-jilga some five

miles below Kiz-kurghan.

* The map based on the Pamir Boundary Commission’s

surveys shows the elevation of the Ghujak-bai (Ujadbai) post

on the opposite river bank as 11,951 feet.

’ Cf. Stein, Archaeol. Survey Report, N.W.F.P., 1905,

pp. 2 sqq.

L 2
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kurghan, the Sarikol ‘ capital ’ since ancient times. The route along the west side of the wide open

valley was new to me and afforded interesting observations, recorded in my personal narrative,’® as

to the extent of arable land here available and its steady resumption now proceeding under the

conditions of security and growing population which prevail since incursions from Hunza ceased.

Of remains of some modern antiquarian interest I have only to mention the presence of an old fort

by the left river bank about ofie and a half miles below Pisling and a walled enclosure at Ak-tam,

some five miles above Tash-kurghan.

The fort consists of an enclosure, about fifty-eight feet square inside, with walls built of rough

boulders below and sun-dried bricks above. The size of the latter is about one by two feet, with

a thickness of six inches. A fosse about thirty-eight feet wide on top and now five feet deep

protected the north-west and south-west faces, the others being rendered difficult of access by steep

slopes of conglomerate falling off towards the river. Though called ‘ old ’ by the Pisling people,

the little fort did not look to me of great antiquity, and the absence of layers of brushwood between

the courses of bricks confirmed this impression. Nor was it different with the ruins of a walled

enclosure, about sixty yards square and built in stamped clay, which I passed, after crossing a dreary

waste of sand and gravel, at Ak-tam some five miles above Tash-kurghan. Some precarious culti-

vation resumed here by means of a new canal suggested that the Ak-tam ruin might be that of

a Sarai marking the edge of the Tash-kurghan oasis as it existed in mediaeval or even more recent

times. On the opposite bank of the wide river bed lie the fields of Baz^-dasht where in 1900 I had

heard of scanty remains of houses manifestly occupied in the Muhammadan period. I may here also

mention that when passing, some twenty-six miles above Tash-kurghan, the fertile meadow land

of Ghan on the opposite side of the valley,” I was told of the ruins of an ancient fort known

as Taghash existing on a high ridge rising east of Ghan. A local legend seems to cling to the place,

but it was impossible to spare time for a visit

On leaving Tash-kurghan on June 3, after a busy halt of two days, I chose for my onward move
to Kashgar the caravan track which crosses the great spurs radiating from the Muztagh-ata massif

to the south and south-east My choice was due partly to the hope of saving time on this the most

direct route—and as my personal narrative shows, I actually succeeded in covering on it the distance

of about i8o miles usually reckoned at ten marches, in six days— but even more it was influenced

by the wish to see with my own eyes the route which HsUan-tsang must have followed when pro-

ceeding about A. D. 642 from Chieh-p'an-t*o (or Sarikol) to Ch'ia-sha (or Kashgar).’® The pilgrim

begins the account of this journey by remarking on an ancient hospice or punyaiald which he
reached after journeying from the capital of Chieh-p'an-t'o, i. e. the present Tash-kurghan, towards

the north-east and marching for two hundred li (or two daily marches) across mountains and along

precipices.’* The position of this religious foundation is described as ‘ a space comprising some
hundred ch'ing (thousand Chinese acres), in the midst of the four mountains belonging to the eastern

chain of the Ts'ung-ling Mountains ’.

‘ In this region, both during summer and winter, there fall down piles of snow
;
the cold winds

Cf. Desert Cathay, i. p. 94.
” See Ruins ofKkotan, p. 68.

“ For a description of this journey see Desert Cathay, i.

pp. 97 sqq.

Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 42 sqq.

See Julien, Me’moires, ii. p. 215; Beal, Si-yu-ki, ii.

p. 303 ; Watters, Ymn Chwang, ii. p. 286, gives a mere

abstract

The general context of the narrative, especially what it

states about the subsequent continuation of the journey from

the ancient hospice to Wu-sha, by a descent of 800 li from
the Ts'ung-ling Mountains eastwards, makes it certain that

the initial stages of 200 li are reckoned from the Chieh-p'an-

t'o capital. The expression ‘from a great rock’, us^ in

regard to the starting-point of the journey, refers to the
‘ rocky ridge ’ which Hsiian-tsang mentions earlier as the site

of the Sarikol capital; cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 35 ;
Julien,

Mimoires, ii. p. 209.
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and icy storms rage. The ground, impregnated with salt, produces no crops, there are no trees, and about hos-

nothing but some wretched herbs. Even at the time of the great heat the wind and snow continue.

Scarcely have travellers entered this region when they find themselves surrounded by vapours and Mts.

clouds. Merchant caravans, in coming and going, suffer severely in these difficult and dangerous

spots.’ According to an ‘old story’ which Hsiian-tsang heard related, a great troop of merchants,

with thousands of followers and camels, had once perished here by wind and snow. An Arhat

of Chieh-p'an-t'o was believed to have subsequently collected all the precious objects left behind by

the doomed caravan and to have constructed on the spot a house in which he accumulated ample

stores, as well as to have made pious endowments in neighbouring territories for the benefit

of travellers.

Taking into account the topographical indications furnished by the pilgrim’s own route and the Chichiklik

distance and bearing recorded, I had already arrived at the conclusion that the site of the hospice

would have to be looked for on the Chichiklik Maidan. This is the plateau-like head of the Shindl

Valley which the main route from Sarlkol to Kashgar crosses at a distance of two marches from

Tash-kurghan. The Chichiklik Maidan lies between two great mountain spurs radiating southward

from the Muztagh-ata massif, and its position is such that it must be traversed by all travelling in

this direction, by whichever of the several passes (Chichiklik, Yam-bulak, or Yangi-Dawan) they may
surmount the second or eastern of those spurs. The importance of the Chichiklik Maidan as

a natural halting-place and its high elevation seemed to point to it as a suitable place for such

a hospice as Hsiian-tsang mentions. But it was only on my actual passage by this route that I was

able to verify the conjectured location.

On June 4, the second day of my journey, a difficult ascent through the Shindl gorge brought

me to the head of the valley (see Map, No. 3). It was curious to find at that height an almost level

plain, about two and a half miles long from north to south and over a mile across, bordered all round

by snowy ridges (Fig. 26), and to see with my own eyes how closely its appearance agreed with

Hsuan-tsang’s description of the site of this ancient hospice. Snowy ridges, rising apparently some

2,000-3,000 feet higher, enclosed it on all sides, except to the north-east where a broad gap marked

the scarcely perceptible watershed towards the Tangi-tar Valley. My aneroid indicated for this plain

an elevation of about 14,800 feet. Its appearance, as well as the accounts I heard from my experi-

enced caravan-men and Sarlkoll followers, was sufficiently convincing as to the losses which this

desolate high plateau, exposed to the winds and snows, claims annually in animals and at times

in men, too. Most of it was still under snow. But a low knoll near the centre of the plain was
clear, and when, attracted by the sight of a dilapidated Muhammadan tomb or ‘ Gumbaz ’, I proceeded

to examine the spot, I soon discovered there the foundations of a square enclosure, some thirty-five

yards on each side, built of rough but solid stone walls about three feet thick and manifestly of early

construction. The correct orientation of the lines of wall would agree well with a pre-Muhammadan
origin. At the same time the decayed grave mounds I could trace inside, beside the Gumbaz
already referred to, and the information gathered from the Sarlkolls accompanying me left no doubt
about the spot being now held sacred in Muhammadan eyes.

The Chichiklik plain, forbidding as it looks, must always, for the topographical reasons already Hsflan-

indicated, have formed a regular halting-place, and the central position occupied in it by the ruined
j

structure is exceptionally well adapted for the purposes of a storehouse or hospice such as Hsiian- on CWchik-

tsang describes, intended to provide shelter and supplies for travellers from whichever of the several plateau,

passes they may come. How much time has passed since those walls crumbled away to their

foundations can now no longer be determined. But both archaeological and topographical indications

seem to justify our recognizing in them the last remains of the ancient structure to which Hsiian-
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tsang's record refers. Throughout Chinese Turkestan graveyards are invariably attached to

supposed ‘ Ziarats ’ of saints. We may therefore safely look upon the graves now found within the

enclosure, and the sanctity claimed for the ground, as a distinct trace left behind by the legend which

in Hsuan-tsang’s days ascribed the foundation of the hospice to the action of a holy man.’® But

there was ocular evidence also of suitability of the spot for a hospice, in the shape of two huts

erected under Chinese orders for travellers’ shelter some two hundred yards away. Characteristically

enough, though dating only since 1903, when Sarikol was raised to the dignity of a regular civil

district, the huts looked already half-ruined.

In spite of the well-advanced spring and the favourable snow conditions provided by a heavy

grey sky, it took us nearly five hours to struggle across the snow-beds of the Chichiklik plain

and those of the very gently sloping valley eastwards down to the Kirghiz camp at Tar-bashi, about

3,000 feet lower. I could well realize the trials presented at other times by that bleak plateau, close

on 15,000 feet above the sea, as I recalled the account left by Benedict Goez, the brave Jesuit lay-

brother, who traversed this route in 1603 on his journey from India in search of fabled Cathay.

After crossing the Pamir he and the large ‘Kafila’ of merchants to which he had attached himself

for safety had at the hamlets of the ‘ province of Sarcil ’, i. e. Sarikol, ‘ halted two days to rest

the horses. And then in two days more they reached the foot of the mountain called Ciecialith

(i. e. Chichiklik). It was covered deep with snow, and during the ascent many were frozen to death

and our brother barely escaped, for they were altogether six days in the snow here. At last they

reached Tanghetar (Tangi-tar), a place belonging to the Kingdom of Cascar (Kashgar). Here Isaac

the Armenian fell off the bank of a great river into the water, and lay, as it were, dead for some eight

hours till Benedict’s exertions at last brought him to. In fifteen days more they reached the town

of lakonich (Yaka-arik), and the roads were so bad that six of our brother’s horses died of fatigue.

After five days more our Benedict going on by himself in advance reached the capital which is called

Hiarchan (Yarkand), and sent back horses to help on his party with necessaries for his comrades.

And so they also arrived not long after safe at the capital, with bag and baggage, in November of

the same year 1603.’

I have quoted the record left of this pious traveller’s experiences in full, as it not only serves

as a vivid commentary on the dread of the Chichiklik plateau as reflected in HsUan-tsang’s story, but

helps also to fix exactly the locality of a curious incident related of his own passage in his biography.

From the places mentioned in Goez’ notes it is certain that the route he followed was identical with

the present main caravan track which descends from the Chichiklik plateau via Tar-bashi, and

at Chihil-gumbaz, two marches further east, diverges from the route leading to Kashgar. Tangi-tar,

meaning ‘ the narrow gorge ’, which Goez distinctly refers to, is the name borne by the deep-cut and

very difficult defile through which the waters of the Tar-bashi Valley find their way down to their

junction at Toile-bulung with the streams coming from the Yam-bulak, Yangi-dawan, and Tor-art

Passes (see Map, No. 3). The route enters it about two miles below the Kirghiz grazing-grounds

On this account I felt justified in including a brief

notice of this site among the instances of the survival of

Buddhist local worship in Central Asia discussed in the

article which I contributed to the memorial volume presented

to Professor I. Goldziher on his sixtieth birthday (Budapest,

1910) and also published in the J.R.A.S., 1910, p. 839 sqq.

I have there called attention to the fact, already established

in Ancient Kholan as regards the Khotan region, that

‘ practically all sites that the early Chinese pilgrims describe

as sacred to the Buddhist population of their time are still to

this day marked by Muhammadan Ziarats of note, and that

the popular legends attached to the latter often retain clear

traces of the earlier Buddhist traditions related by the

pilgrims'.

“ See Sir Henry Yule’s translation of Goez’ notes as put

together by Ricci, in Cathay, ii. p. 562. All the localities

mentioned in the extract with the exception of Yakonich,

had already been correctly identified by Sir H.Yule in 1866,

notwithstanding the very scanty information then available

about the route from Badakhslmn to Yarkand.

f
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of Tar-bashi, and for over two miles beyond lies in the stream bed itself between high frowning

rock walls, which in places overhang (Fig. 29). Owing to the flood from the melting snows, which

completely fills the gorge, the route through it becomes quite impracticable during the summer

months when the passage from the Chichiklik is diverted to the Yangi-dawan or Yam-bulak Passes.

An exceptionally late spring allowed me to pass by the Tangi-tar route on June 5 ; but even then

the deep pools of tossing water and big slippery boulders to be constantly crossed between almost

perpendicular cliffs of limestone made the passage very trying and in places dangerous for the

baggage.^^

The conditions must have been much the same when Goez’ hard-tried caravan made its way

down here in September or October of 1603. I could well understand on the spot the seriousness

of the accident which here befell his faithful companion Isaac the Armenian. But there was for me

the memory of an adventure far older and of a more famous traveller haunting this forbidding

passage. Hsiian-tsang's biography relates how the ‘ Master of the Law while journeying from

Chieh-p'an-t'o, or Tash-kurghan, towards the north-east, on the fifth day ‘ encountered a troop of

robbers.^® The traders accompanying him were seized with fear and clambered up the sides of the

mountains. Several elephants, obstinately pursued, fell into the water and perished. After the

robbers had been passed, Hsuan-tsang slowly advanced with the traders, descended the heights to the

east and, braving a rigorous cold, continued his journey amidst a thousand dangers. After having

thus covered eight hundred li, he passed out of the Ts'ung-ling Mountains and arrived in the king-

dom of Wu-sha.’ Now the time occupied by the journey from Tash-kurghan to the point where

the attack was encountered and the general description of the spot clearly point to some defile east

of the Chichiklik, and there is certainly none offering the same natural facilities for such an exploit as

the Tangi-tar gorge. As a competent observer has noted, ‘a few determined men might in places

defend it against an army’.^® The reference to the rigorous cold experienced on the onward

journey is also significant. We know that the pilgrim crossed the Pamirs during the short summer,

and spent fully twenty days in Sarikol. Hence he probably made his way over the Chichiklik and

on towards Wu-sha and Kashgar in the autumn. At that season none of the streams encountered on

the route would be likely to hold sufficient water to prove dangerous to elephants excepting the

Tangi-tar stream which, owing to the extremely confined nature of its rock-cut bed, retains deep pools

of water even in the winter.

That the Tangi-tar gorge must have always been considered a portion of the route specially ex-

posed to attacks is shown by the ruined watch-tower which rises at the lower end of the gorge where

the latter joins the valley coming from the Yam-bulak and Yangi-dawan Passes further north. Its

construction was attributed by my local informants to an ancestor of Ibrahim Beg, the headman of

the Kirghiz grazing in the adjacent valleys. But of greater archaeological interest is the evidence

I discovered of the early use of the Tangi-tar route at a very confined point of the gorge, about half

a mile from its upper end (Fig. 29). There the rock walls on either side show a line of seven well-

cut holes, about six inches deep and eight inches across, either square or circular, which were

undoubtedly meant for the insertion of beams. A bridge or platform laid over these must have saved

travellers and their animals the crossing of slippery and half-submerged boulders at a particularly

awkward place. The work in these holes, chiselled out with much care and neatness, was, apparently,

ancient.

” See Desert Cathay, i. pp. 99 sq. ; for a description of

the route cf. also Yarkand Mission Report, p. 267.

“ See Julien, Vie, p. 274 sq.
;
Beal, Life, p. 200. The

former translation has north-west, a manifest error, as shown

by M^moires, ii. p. 214.

” See Captain (now Colonel) H. Trotter's description of

the defile, Yarkand Mission Report, p. 267.
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In Ancient Khotan I have already fully explained the reasons which convince me that Hsiian-

tsang’s territory of Wu-sha, then subject to Sarikol, comprised both Yarkand and Yan^-Hisar, and

that the route followed by the pilgrim after his passage of the Chichiklik plateau took him first

to Yang^-Hisar and thence on to Chia-sha or Kashgar.*® On the rapid marches which carried

me by June 8 to Kashgar, by way of Ighiz-yar and Yangi-Hisar, and which will be found described

in Chapter IX of my personal narrative, I may thus assume that throughout I followed my ‘ Chinese

patron-saint’s ’ track, even though this offered no scope for fresh antiquarian observations.

Section IV.—ABOUT KASHGAR AND YARKAND
My arrival at Kashgar meant a return to ground familiar already from prolonged visits in

1900-1. There my old friend Mr. (now Sir) George MaCcirtney, K.C.I.E., then the political

representative of the Indian Government and now His Majesty’s Consul-General for Chinese

Turkestan, offered me the kindest welcome. But neither this nor the need of some physical rest

after six weeks of constant and arduous travel would have been a sufficient inducement for a fort-

night’s stay had not a host of practical tasks, connected with the organization of my caravan, the

purchase of transport animals, etc., as described in Chapter X of my personal narrative, kept me hard

at work all that time. Sir G. Macartney’s kind offices, supported by his great personal influence and

to some extent also by a recollection of my previous archaeological labours about Khotan, were

a great help in securing the goodwill of the provincial Chinese government for my fresh explorations.

But it was a service of quite as great importance, and one for which I shall always remain truly

grateful, when he recommended to me a qualified Chinese secretary in the person of Mr. Yin

Ma Chiang or Chiang Szu-yeh, to give him his familiar title. For the tasks before me the help of

a Chinese literatus had appeared from the first indispensable. Having had always to carry on my
scholarly labours amidst struggles for leisure, I have never had a chance of extending my philological

equipment by a serious study of Chinese, much though I feel its need. A kindly Fate gave me in

Chiang Szii-yeh not merely an excellent teacher and secretary but a devoted helpmate ever ready to

face hardships for the sake of my scientific interests. Full of the true historical sense innate in

every educated Chinese he took to archaeological work with keen zest and intuitive aptitude,

and whether the remains to be explored were Chinese or foreign in origin, he watched and recorded

everything with the same unfailing care and thoroughness. Apart from the great personal benefits

which I derived throughout my explorations from the companionship of this learned Chinese

comrade, and to which my personal narrative bears ample testimony, research owes Chiang Szu-yeh

direct debts for valuable scholarly labour in connexion with numerous tasks I shall have occasion to

mention hereafter.

In Chapter III of my Ancient Khotan I have already given a detailed review of the data which

the accessible Chinese records furnish for the history of Kashgar territory during the pre-Muhamma-
dan period.^ The additional information which has since become available, mainly through

M. Chavannes’ labours and in particular by his translation of the account of the ‘ Western Regions
’

in the Annals of the Later Han dynasty,* is useful in regard to some details, but its scope is not

sufficiently wide to justify fresh treatment of the subject by a non-Sinologist student.

“ Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 31. The remark there made
in note ** as to the time of the subsequent journey over the

Chichiklik requires modification, in view of local observations

not previously available and now duly considered in my
present explanations.

‘ See Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 52-72.

^ Cf. Chavannes, Pays ^Occident, pp. 58-51, where

historical notices of the years a.d. 73-170 concerning

Kashgar are collected {T'oung-pao, 1907, pp. 204 sqq.); Trois

gMraux,'^^. 14 sqq., 18 sqq., 22, 26, 48 {T'oung-pao, 1906,

pp. 222 sqq., 226 sqq., 230, 234, 252) ;
Notes addit., pp. 19^

*5, 48, 85.
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Similarly I had fully discussed, in Chapter IV of my Ancient Khotan, whatever ancient remains Ruins of

had come to my knowledge at Kashgar and in its vicinity.® But by a curious chance a ruined site >

not far beyond the northern edge of the oasis had then completely escaped me. Probably just

because they were familiar to most Europeans stationed at Kashgar, the ruins of Och-merwan, ‘ the

three windows ’, had never been mentioned to me. I was now anxious to pay them a visit even

though I had reason to assume that they had been included in the late Consul-General Petrovsky’s

paper on the antiquities of Kashgar,^ and though I knew that they had been surveyed also by such

competent archaeologists as Professors A. Griinwedel and Von Lecoq during the prolonged stay

which the Royal Prussian Archaeological Expedition had made at K^hgar about six months before

my own arrival. In view of these earlier surveys I did not feel justified in devoting more than

a single day’s rapid visit to the ruins and must here, too, content myself with a mere sketch of their

essential features.

Proceeding on June 2 1 north of the ‘ old town ’ of Kashgar by the great route which leads

towards the Artush Valley and the passes across the T'ien-shan, I found the ruins about two miles

beyond the northern edge of the main Kashgar oasis. They rise on the barren gravel-strewn

‘ Dasht ’ known as Chamalik Sai where this skirts the right bank of the wide bed of the Artush

River (see Map No. 2). As the most conspicuous remain of the site there rises a much-decayed

Stupa (Fig. 33), about a mile to the west of the nearest fields of the small village of TitUrghe. To
the north-west of the Stupa and along the steep bank of the river bed there stretches a low gravel

ridge with remains of ancient fortifications both on its narrow top and at its southern foot. The
whole is known as Khdkanning-shahri, ‘ the town of the Great Khan ’, while the ruined Stupa is given

the familiar designation of ‘ Tim ’. The Stupa, at the extreme east of the area, rises, as the photo-

graph shows, on a loess mound about ten feet high which, unless it is artificial, must owe its existence

to wind erosion having lowered the adjacent open ground. The much-scoured appearance of the

barren foot-hills beyond the broad and almost dry river bed (cf. Fig. 34), and of those lining the

Chamalik Sai from the south, bore ample evidence to the great erosive force which the desert winds

must exert here even so close to the cultivated area.

The Stupa, still rising to a height of about thirty-two feet, was solidly built of sun-dried bricks Stupa ruin

set in thick layers of plaster, but has suffered so badly from cuttings and other wilful damage that

the original facing could be traced only of the circular drum and of the commencement of the dome
^

above it. Of the base all that could be made out with any certainty was that it had a square shape

and measured about thirty-two feet on each side in the lowest course. The different stories of the

base could no longer be distinguished, and this, with the broken state of the drum and dome, renders

it impossible to compare the proportions with those of the Mauri-tim Stupa I had surveyed six

years earlier to the north-east of Kashgar,® But it is noteworthy that the small shaft through the

centre of the dome and drum observed in the latter ruin existed here, too, with a dimension of about

three and a half feet square
; a cutting effected from the east side of the dome had laid it bare to the

eye. Another common feature was presented by the horizontal rows of sticks or closely laid branches

which were found projecting near the foot and top of the drum and, no doubt, once served to support

cornices or other decoration in stucco. The bricks measured on the average fifteen by twelve inches

with a thickness of four inches, and the layers of mud plaster between their successive courses showed

a thickness of one and a half to two inches.

This relic of Buddhist worship sufficed to determine that the ruined walls enclosing two small Ruined fort

forts a short distance to the north-west (seen in the background of the photograph in Fig. 33) were

* Ct. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 73-86. able to consult myself, ibid., p. 81, note 5.

* Cf. for this account, which I regret not to have been “ See Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 81 sq.; ii. PI. XXII.
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also of pre-Muhammadan date. The crumbling walls, from three to five feet in thickness, are built of

sun-dried bricks of practically the same size as those of the Stupa. To my regret the accidental

loss of the plane-table sketch I had made renders it impossible to indicate here the exact size and

shape of the two fortified areas. But the photograph in Fig. 34 of the one occupying the north-

west end of the ridge and situated at a distance of about 1 68 yards from the other, will help to give

an idea of their appearance and state of preservation. This detached fort is confined to the top of

the narrow ridge of clay and gravel which rises to about forty feet above the ‘ Dasht ’ level, and

proved nowhere more than eighty feet in width. The best-preserved portion of the enclosing wall

to the south-east (seen on the extreme right in Fig. 34) stands to a height of some twenty feet

and still shows a row of loopholes. The position was rendered particularly strong by the ridge

falling away here to the river bed in very precipitous cliffs, about 1 20 feet high.

The other fortification, nearer to the Stupa, showed an outer enclosure on level ground south-

ward, with two massively built towers, about eighteen feet square, on its east face. The interior

was covered with coarse pottery debris, marking prolonged occupation. A very curious feature was

a line of double walls, running from a point near the south-east corner of the enclosure in the

direction of the ruined Stupa for a distance of about fifty-six yards. The walls, separated by a dis-

tance of ten and a half feet from each other, showed inferior construction and a line of holes at

a height of about six feet above the ground. Were they meant for loopholes—or intended to hold

wooden pegs for fastening large clay images, if this strange passage had served as a kind of Vihara

approach?® Neither here nor within the main enclosures did I see ddbris or structural remains

inviting excavation. Nor was there much hope of relics of interest, such as written records, surviv-

ing to any extent on ground bare of the protecting cover of drift-sand, and in most parts exposed on

its slopes to the full effects of such downpours as this north-western rim of the great basin from time

to time knows.

About one mile beyond Khakanning-shahri north-westwards the road to Artush passes, on

its left, below a long sandstone terrace rising with an almost vertical rock face above the flat riverine

‘ Dasht ’. There, carved into the rock at a height of about fifty feet above the top of the detritus

slope which has accumulated at the foot of the terrace, and about as much below the overhanging

brink of the latter, gaped the three niches which have given to the locality its name Och-merwdn, ‘ the

three windows ’ (Fig. 30). The doorways, carefully carved from the rock within shallow recesses,

showed slightly slanting jambs, and seemed to measure about eight feet in height and about six

across, with a similar distance left between them. At the back of the shallow central niche I could

easily make out the painted head of a Buddha, with hair-knob and halo, black on white, which

Sir G. Macartney appears to have been the first to notice
;

it is recognizable also in the photograph.

The two side niches seemed much deeper, and suggested a connecting passage behind, which

would permit the orthodox circumambulation or ‘ Pradaksina ’ of the sacred image in the small

central niche, after a plan which I found subsequently illustrated by numerous cave-shrines near

Tun-huang and Kucha. Square holes cut into the rock at irregular intervals below the niches had

once served to carry the scaffolding needed for access to this little cave temple. To clamber up to

it with the help of a rope let down from above proved impossible, and there was no time to improvise

a rope-ladder such as, I understood, had been used by the Cossacks who first visited the caves.

Since they had been examined also by members of the Prussian archaeological mission, I could rest

content with what my glasses showed me.

The journey which brought me in five days (June 23-7) from Kashgar to Yarkand, lay by the

' Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 48^, for the traces left by such wooden fastenings in the walls of the Rawak Vihara.
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main road I had followed in 1 900-1, and offered no scope for antiquarian observations. Nor should

I have an)rthing to add to the account I have given in Ancient Khotan of the historical past

of Yarkand and its great oasis,'' had not M. Chavannes’ translation of the chapter of the Later

Han Annals dealing with the Western Regions and of another chapter containing the biographies

of three Chinese generals famous for their Central Asian exploits, rendered accessible a great deal

of fresh information on the political condition of this ancient territory of So-ck'i during the first

century of our era. Referring to M. Chavannes’ original publications for all details, I shall content

myself here with supplementing my former account by a summary of the essential facts.

In striking contrast to the T'ang period when Yarkand manifestly was not a place of

importance, receiving definite mention neither in the Annals nor in Hsiian-tsang’s account, the

records of the Later Han dynasty show it clearly as a powerful state, for a time exercising

predominance over the whole Tarim Basin and even beyond it. So-ch'e ^ of the identity

of which with the present Yarkand there can be no doubt,® under its king Yen was stronger than

the rest of the territories of the ‘Western Regions’, and refused to submit to the Hsiung-nu or

Huns when these profited by the troubles under the usurping emperor Wang Mang (a.d. 9-23)

to assert their power in this region.® Kang, the successor of Yen, also remained loyal to the

distant Imperial power and received in a.d. 29 nominal command over the ‘fifty-five kingdoms’

then counted in the ‘Western Countries’. In a.d. 38 all the kingdoms east of the Ts'ung-ling are

described as subject to Hsien, king of So-ch‘^, who from a.d. 33 to 61 figures as the strongest

ruler in those regions.'® In a.d. 41 the Imperial Court, whose authority in the Tarim Basin still

remained more or less nominal, was induced for a time even to grant him the title of ‘ Protector-

General’. Subsequently Hsien threw off this allegiance, attacked the territories of Khotan,

Shan-shan (or Lop-nor), and Kucha and forced them to accept his own nominees as rulers or else

to seek protection from the Hsiung-nu in the north." Even in Ta-yiian, or Farghana, he asserted

his authority. Finally, Khotan in a.d. 60 successfully rose against Hsien. After several vain

attempts at reconquest he was himself besieged in his own capital So-ch'6 and succumbed in the

following year to Kuang-t^, king of Khotan.'®

Subsequently the Hsiung-nu or Huns appear to have asserted their power at So-ch'e for

a time and even to have reduced Khotan to a tributary state.'® But by that time Chinese power

had begun to reassert itself in the Tarim Basin under the great general Pan Ch'ao. After

securing Khotan and Kashgar for the Imperial cause about a.d. 74 he extended his influence

over other territories." In spite of several revolts and set-backs his policy ‘of using the

barbarians to attack the barbarians’ enabled this able leader and statesman gradually to con-

solidate Chinese authority among the contending states.'® At last, in a.d. 88, he succeeded in

subjecting So-ch'^ in spite of the aid brought by the then powerful state of Kucha.'® Three years

later Kucha itself, which appears to have relied first upon the Huns and subsequently upon an

invasion attempted by the Yiieh-chih, or Indo-Scythians, from the Oxus, was obliged to make its

submission with other territories along the northern rim of the Tarim Basin. In a.d. 94 the

’ Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 87 sq.

® This identity is fully recognized also by the present

Chinese administration which gives to the Yarkand district

the designation of So-cKe.

» See Chavannes, Pays ct Occident, p. 50 {Toung-pao,

1907, p. 196).

See ibid., p. 51 {Toung-pao, 1907, p. 197).

Cf. ibid., pp. 52 sqq. (Toung-pao, 1907, p. 199).

“ See ibid., pp. 56 sqq. (Toung-pao, 1907, p. 203).
" Ibid.,p. 58 (Toung-pao, 1907, p. 204); Chavannes,

Trois gine'raux, p. 13 (Toung-pao, 1906, p. 218).

“ See Chavannes, Trois gdheraux, pp. 13 sqq. (Toung-

pao, 1906, pp. 218 sqq.).

** See ibid., p. 18 (Toung-pao, 1906, p. 222).
'• Cf. ibid., pp. 23 sqq. (Toung-pao, 1906, pp. 231 sqq.). A

previous attempt on So-ch'S,in a. d. 84, appears to have failed.

So-ch'f in

Later Han
Annals.

So-ch'd sub-

ject to Huns.
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reconquest of the latter was completed by the subjection of Yen-ch‘i, or Kara-shahr, in the

north-east.^'^

During my four days’ stay at Yarkand I was as unsuccessful as on my previous visits in

obtaining information as to any old sites. The position of ‘ the old city’ of Yarkand, from which

Aba Bakr the tyrant, was, according to Mirza Haidar’s testimony, believed to have excavated

great riches,^* still remains unidentified. The intensive cultivation proceeding all over this great

and flourishing oasis is likely to have buried all ancient remains under deep layers of alluvial

deposit, as explained in my former Report with reference to Yotkan, the site of the old Khotan

capital.^® But the probability that the present Yarkand city is itself built on gp’ound occupied by

the ancient capital of So-ch'^, or near it, is strengthened by a large find of coins (which was made

some time before my stay) near the Ya-men of the District Magistrate in the ‘ new city ’ of Yarkand.

From it P^n Ta-j6n, the learned Amban then in charge of the District, was kind enough to offer

me a representative set of ten specimens. These comprise, as the inventory list prepared by

Mr. J. Allan shows,®® one copper coin with the legend K'ai-yiian as issued by Kao Tsu, the first

emperor of the T'ang dynasty (a.d. 618-27), and by his successors for over a century, and various

issues of the Sung dynasty, ranging from a.d. 990 to iiii. The composition of this hoard seems

to bear evidence that the site of the present Yarkand city was already occupied towards the close

of the pre-Muhammadan period.

For my move from Yarkand to Karghalik, the next itape southward, I used on this journey

a new and somewhat devious route which took me along a hitherto unsurveyed portion of the

Tiznaf River. In Chapter XI of my personal narrative I have fully described it. Its choice was

due to the wish to satisfy my archaeological conscience by a visit to the site of Kizil-jai, from

which about two years earlier some fairly well-preserved manuscript records in Uig^r script had

been brought to Sir G. Macartney. They have since been under examination by Dr. E. Denison

Ross, C.I.E.,®^ who was able to show me the originals on my passage through Calcutta in

December, 1908. The antiquarian results of the excursion which I made on July 4 to the site

from Bagh-jigda, a small village on newly settled land near the right bank of the Tiznaf River

(Map No. It), proved scanty. After passing for about five miles northward through recently

reclaimed cultivation, we entered an area of luxuriant scrub and jungle extending between the

Tiznaf River and the moving sands on the east, and after another four miles or so reached a spot

marked by a group of large wild poplars and known as ‘ Kizil-jai Mazar ’. About half a mile

north-west of it the discoverer of the Uigur records, a Bagh-jigda tenant, Ibrahim by name, pointed

out as their provenance one of those curious tamarisk-covered sand-cones which are a typical

feature on the edge of the Taklamakan desert.®® On closer examination I ascertained that more

than ten years had passed between the discovery and the presentation of the documents to

Sir G. Macartney. Ibrahim declared that he had come upon one small packet on the top close

to the surface, while searching for dead wood or f^tek, and then upon two more when clearing the

sand some two yards lower, the total height of the sand-cone above the adjacent ground being

about fourteen feet. How the several documents, all apparently of the same period, were found

at greatly varying depths, seems difficult to explain, considering that these sand-cones are of

relatively slow growth,®® and that the difference in levels he named would indicate probably an

See Chavannes, Trot's g^n/raux, pp. 25sqq. {Toung-

pao, 1906, p. 233).
** Cf. Tartkh-i-Rashtdi, pp. 256 n., 257, 296.

” See Ancieni Khotan, i. pp. 196 sqq.

*• Cf. App. B below.

*' Dr. Ross has in preparation a full account of them.

“ As to the origin and growth of these interesting forma-

tions, cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 120, 458.
” For definite archaeological evidence on this point, fur-

nished by a ruined shrine at the Farhad Beg Site, see below.
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interval of centuries. Here, as in the case of almost all chance finds of this kind in Turkestan

which have not been followed up at the time, the only critical verdict can be non liquet.

Riding about two miles further north over waste ground covered with low scrub, I found

numerous ruins of small mud-built houses scattered over an area which, by its clearly traceable

irrigation channels, its terraced fields, the almost complete absence of drift sand, and similar indica-

tions was plainly marked as having been occupied down to a comparatively recent period. These

remains, closely resembling the dwellings of modern villagers in these parts, were found in small

detached groups extending for about a mile from north-west to south-east. The greater part of the

locality was known to my guides as Koilogh-ata, while they gave the name of Tatdrt-zermn to its

northern end. The survey effected two years later by my assistant Rai Bahadur Lai Singh on his

march from Merket to Karghalik showed that a small enclave of actual cultivation near the farms

of Kokol and Lai-dang (see Map No. 1 1) reaches within a few miles of the ruins. These, no doubt,

dated from a period when the narrow belt capable of irrigation between the desert edge and the

Tiznaf River down to Merket had seen more continuous cultivation than at present. Sir G. Macartney

had visited Koilogh-ata earlier in the year, and, stimulated by the find of the Uigur documents in

this vicinity, had the rubbish in one or two of these humble dwellings cleared. But the only

discovery rewarding his excavation was part of a leather slipper which of course, in the absence of

dated relics, could afford no chronological fixing. So there was no inducement for me to spend time

over further clearings.

Section V.—ALONG THE WESTERNMOST KUN-LUN
After traversing the large and flourishing oasis of Karghalik from north to south on J uly 6

and 7, I made my way south across the wide gravel glacis of the westernmost Kun-lun to the village

of Kdk-yar (Map No. 12) through which a much-frequented caravan-route passes to the headwaters

of the Tiznaf and Yarkand Rivers and thus across the Kara-koram to Ladak. The stay of sixteen

days which I made at Kok-ySr (July 9 to 24), and of which an account has been given in Chapter XII

of Desert Cathay, was solely intended to secure me, at the foot of the mountains and thus in relative

coolness, the peace needed for the completion of my last tasks in connexion with Ancient Khotan.

These kept me so busy throughout that I felt almost glad for the absence of any archaeological

distractions in the vicinity of this little submontane oasis. Yet the observations I was able to

collect there and on my subsequent move eastwards along the foot of the mountains proved useful

as regards both the ethnography and historical geography of this region. I shall offer some
supplementary notes on the latter first.

In Ancient Khotan I have already set forth in detail the reasons which induced me to identify

Karghalik with the kingdom which HsUan-tsang calls Che-chii-chia, and which in the Tang Annals
and Sung Yiin’s itinerary figures under the variously spelt names of Chu-chii-po and Chu-chii-pan}

Now the special notice of the Tang Annals states explicitly that this kingdom was the same as
‘ the kingdom of Tzu-ho of the epoch of the Hans. It has annexed and possesses the territory of

the four peoples csXi^AHsi-yeh, Ku-li, I-nai and Ti-jo! * In the Ch'ien Han shu there are separate

short notices of Tzu-ho, Hsi-yeh, P'u-li, and I-nai.* But the statements there made as to the

relative positions, etc., of these localities show various discrepancies which cannot be satisfactorily

cleared up without access to the original text. Thus we cannot conclude more for the present than

’ CL Ancient Khotan, \. pp. 89-93; for the varying fonns

of the name cf. also Chavannes, Vcyage de Song Fun, p. 19,

note 4, and Turcs occid., p. 366.

* See Turcs occid., p. 123.

’ See Wylie, y. Anthropol. Inst., x. pp. 31 sq. Here, as

elsewhere in the case of the important account of the

‘Western Regions’ furnished by Book XCVI of the Ch’ien

Han shu, the need of a new translation by a critical scholar,

familiar with the results of modem geographical and anti-

quarian researches, is sadly felt.
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that these petty chiefships must have been situated close together near the present Karghalik.

The passage about Hsi-yeh mentions that its ruler was called king of Tzu-ho
;
and in apparent

agjreement with this indication of a special connexion between the two places, modem Chinese

geographers were prepared to identify Hsi-yeh and Tzu-ho with the closely adjacent village tracts

of Yiil-arik and Kok-yar.*

Hence it was of interest for me to be able to familiarize myself with the local conditions. At
Kok-yar the area capable of cultivation is restricted to a narrow strip of ground less than half

a mile across and under five miles in length, enclosed between absolutely barren slopes at the

bottom of a narrow valley. The people, reckoned at about two hundred households, depend
largely for their sustenance on cattle and sheep kept far away in the mountains. Nor is the

configuration of the valley such that much extended cultivation can be assumed even for an

earlier period when a moister climate prevailed. Conditions are somewhat more favourable at the

small oasis of Yiil-arik, situated at the mouth of the Akchik-jilga some six miles in a direct line

eastwards. Here the whole irrigated area—and there did not seem to be any water to spare

—

was said to support about 260 households, including the village of Rowush. Ushak-bashi, the

adjacent oasis eastwards, which receives irrigation from the stream known as Ulugh-iistang and
is fed by permanent snow-beds, appeared to be slightly larger and was reckoned at over 300
households.® Fertile as the thin cover of loess is, which overlies the Piedmont gravel beds at this

little cluster of oases, it seems difficult to suppose that, situated so near to each other and so limited

in resources, they could ever have figured as separate ‘kingdoms’. A glance at the map (No. 12)

will help greatly to strengthen this doubt
;
for it shows how relatively small is the cultivated area

of these submontane villages when compared with the fertile expanse of the main Karghalik oasis.

In view of the topographical conditions it may be safely asserted that Karghalik, with its ample

supply of water from the Tiznaf River and its thick and fertile loess terraces, must always have been

the most populous and important of the oases south of the Yarkand river. It is impossible to

assume that it can have remained without mention in the Chinese survey of which the Han
Annals have preserved us a record. An explanation of the apparent omission is afforded by the

more lucid notice which Chap. CXVIII of the Later Han Annals contains of these territories.*

There it is stated that travelling from Khotan by the route leading westwards ‘ one passes through
P'i-shan and arrives at Hsi-yeh, Tzii-ho, and Te-jo’.’ That all these must be looked for in the

vicinity of Karghalik is clear
; for the identity of P'i-shan with the present Guma is certain,® and

the route thence westwards necessarily leads to what is now the Karghalik district.

Of the kingdom of Hsi-yeh ^ it is stated that it also bore the name Lusha and

that it had then a ruler distinct from Tzu-ho, ‘the [CHieti] Han shu stating wrongly that Hsi-yeh

and Tzu-ho are a single kingdom. The king of Tzii-ho ^ has his residence in the gorge of

Hu-chien |f^ ^ at a thousand li’s distance from Su-ld (Kashgar).’ Both the distance indicated and

the situation in a confined valley point to one or another of the submontane oases south of

Karghalik as the Tzii-ho capital here referred to. Accepting this location we are necessarily led to

identify Hsi-yeh as Karghalik
;
for only on the assumption that this great oasis is meant can we

account for the striking difference in population which the notice of the Later Han Annals
indicates by stating the number of households as 2,500 at Hsi-yeh and only 350 at Tzii-ho.

This proportion is about the same as a modern census would be likely to reveal between the

• Cf. Chavannes, Viyage de Song Fun, p. 19, note 4.

• For a description of this tract cf. JDeser/ Cathay, i.

pp. 15a sq.

• See Chavannes, Pays d" Occident, 28 sq. (Toung-pao,

1907. p. 174)-
’ Cf Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 97, 103.
* See Chavannes, Pays dt Occident, p. 28 (Poung-pao,

1907, p. 174).
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oasis of Karghalik proper and the Beg-ship comprising Kok-yar, Ytil-arik, and Ushak-bashi. The

identification of Hsi-yeh with Karghalik is in striking agreement with the statement in the Ch ten

Han shu that Hsi-yeh joined P'i-shan on the east and So-ch'6 on the north ;
for Guma and

Yarkand are the neighbours of Karghalik on these sides exactly as here represented. If it is

assumed that, at the time from which the notice of the Former Han Annals dates, Hsi-yeh or

Karghalik had passed under the rule of a family originally holding the hill tract southward, the

identification of Chu-chii-po with the Tzu-ho of Han times by the Tang annalists becomes

intelligible,® though their description of the territory shows clearly that the present Karghalik

district is meant.

As regards the ‘ kingdom of Ti-jo ’ ^ which the Later Han record describes as a territory Location of

adjoining Tzu-ho and of identical customs, with a population of only a hundred households, it is
j.^ai.

safe to assume that it must be looked for among the several inhabited hill tracts to the west and

south-west of Kok-yar. On the upper Tiznaf River, about Gusos, and in the valleys of the five

streams which feed it, collectively known as Besh-kant, there are fairly numerous settlements of

semi-nomadic hillmen which I shall presently have occasion to speak of. The exact location

of Hu-li and I-naiy the other small territories which Chu-chii-po or Karghalik had absorbed in

T'ang times, cannot be determined at present. But the mention made in the dtien Han shu

of their position north of Tzu-ho, and of their dependence on So-che or Yarkand for agricultural

produce, suggests that they may represent the isolated hill settlements found in those little

accessible valleys like Asghan-sal, Och-beldir, Tong, which are drained by the middle course of

the Zarafshan, or Yarkand, River, and the topography of which was first satisfactorily cleared up by

Captain Deasy’s surveys.^®

Fully occupied as I was with desk-work during my stay at Kok-yar I managed there also to Hillmen of

secure useful anthropometrical and other information about the hillmen of Pakhpu, on the Tiznaf

headwaters, in whose racial type and origin I had long been interested. In Amient Khotan I had,

on the basis of the scanty data then available, called attention to the important ethnic link which

that small and little-known hill-tribe presented between the Iranian Sarlkolis and the actual

population of Khotan and the other oases along the southern edge of the Taklamakan.” I had

also discussed there at length the manifold evidence, anthropometric, linguistic, and historical,

convergently pointing to the fact that the Galcha type of the Homo Alpimis, of which the

Sarikolls are now the easternmost representatives, had once extended much further to the east

and constituted the prevalent racial element in the ancient population of Khotan and the oases

linked with it in culture and history. In the course of the journey which my present volumes

describe, I used every opportunity to collect fresh anthropometric materials which would help

to throw light on this and kindred questions connected with the ethnic character and origin of the

population now settled in the Tarim Basin and particularly in its southern part. But the very

abundance of these new materials has made their systematic analysis by Mr. T. A. Joyce, who

once more offered his highly valued collaboration, a protracted task, and until his results from the

new measurements, taken on over six hundred individuals, are published, it would be premature

for me to resume the inquiry as a whole. I shall therefore restrict myself here and in similar cases

to a record of such general ethnographic observations as will account for the character of these

materials and may help their full use hereafter.^®

’ See Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 123.

Sung Yun and probably also Fa-hsien passed through

these hill tracts on their way from Karghalik to Sarikol
;
see

Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 28 sq., with note 13, for references to

the available topographical materials.

“ Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 26 sq., 91, 145 sq.

” [Since the above was written Mr. Joyce’s ‘ Notes on the

physical anthropology of Chinese Turkestan and the Pamirs’
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The small semi-nomadic settlements generally designated as Pakhpu^^ from the name of their

chief valley, are scattered along the several high and narrow valleys which the headwaters of the

Tiznaf River drain. The point near which all these streams meet lies to the south-west of Kok-yar
and behind a high spur descending from the westernmost Kun-lun.'* Unfortunately, want of time

made it impossible for me to visit this little-known mountain tract. But with the efficient help of

the Karghalik Ya-men I managed, in spite of the difficulties caused by the flooded state of the

streams and still more by the shy and suspicious nature of the hillmen, to secure at Kok-yar visits

from representative batches of ‘Pakhpuluks’ (Fig. 23). I was greatly interested to note that

the general impression conveyed by the appearance of my visitors, mostly fine-looking men, was
that of a race homogeneous and showing close resemblance to the Homo Alpinus type as known
to me from Sarikol and Wakhan. The prevalence of fair and medium-coloured eyes, narrow
aquiline noses, closely-knit eyebrows and generally abundant growth of hair distinctly separated

them from the usual stock of the Yarkand and Karghalik population. Though there was nothing

to distinguish them in dress or general bearing, I soon was able to pick out any Pakhpu visitor

from the midst of local villagers who usually crowded around to watch the anthropometric pro-

ceedings. Only a careful comparison of the exact measurements taken with those subsequently

obtained among people of Kok-yar, Khotan, and other southern oases can show to what extent my
impression was justified. But at the time the idea strongly suggested itself that alpine isolation

had preserved in these hillmen representatives of that population, mainly Galcha in origin and as

yet but little affected by amalgamation with other blood, which in pre-Muhammadan times appears

to have extended right through to Khotan and even farther eastwards.

The alleged distinct language of which I had heard at Karghalik on my passage in 1901,

proved a fiction or at least a thing of the past
; for neither the offer of reward nor the fear of further

inquiries I might be induced to make in their own hills, would induce my visitors from Pakhpu to

own that they knew aught but their ‘Taghlik’ or hill Turk! dialect. But on other points I was

able to obtain useful information from the more intelligent men among them. Thus I ascertained

that the hill tract collectively known by the designation of Besh-kant, ‘the five villages’, and

containing a closely allied population, is reckoned to comprise the valleys of Pakhpu, ChukshU,

Bulung, Yulung, and Chop. The last named is drained by a stream which falls into the Yarkand
Darya below Tir.^* The administration is carried on by a Beg residing in ChukshU. In all the

valleys oats and other crops suited to the high elevation are grown, ChukshU possessing most
of this scanty cultivation. But the chief support of the hillmen are their herds of yaks and sheep,

and as Pakhpu owns by far the most extensive grazing-grounds in the side-valleys of Ulugh-yailak,

Kuda, Chirak-saldi, Tur-agil, Tash-kurghan, it is also, in spite of very limited cultivation, the most

populous and important of the five alpine communities. Oi'ak-ois or felt tents which seem to

serve as the usual habitations, sixty-five were counted in Pakhpu, with five to ten people in each.

But there seemed reason to suppose that the number was considerably under-estimated. In any

have been published in J. Anthropol. Inst., xlii. pp. 450-84.

They will be reproduced below in App. C. Here it will

suffice to mention that the people of Pakhpu show close

relationship with the Sarikolis and are classed by Mr. Joyce

with the latter in the I^mlr group; loc. cit., pp. 459 sq.,

462.]
” Though I had heard at Karghalik and elsewhere the

name Pak?^ loosely used of the people of the whole hill

tract in the fashion which Dr. Bellew’s notes reflect {Yarkand

Mission Report, pp. 61 sq.), yet the men, both from Pakhpu

and Kok-yar, I examined agreed that the term designated

properly only the chief valley of these hillmen, and that the

latter were correctly known as Pdkhpuluk {Juk being the

usual adjectival affix of Turki).
** See Dr. Hassenstein’s map 'appended to Hedin,

‘ Reisen in Z.-A.,’ Petermanns Mittkeilungen, Erganzungsheft,

No. 1 3 1, 1900.

See Captain H. H. P. Deasy’s Map of Western China

and Tibet, No. 3.
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case, it deserves to be noted that the annual taxes payable into the Karghalik treasury on account

of sales of animals alone were assessed at twelve ‘ Yambus’ or horseshoes of silver, corresponding to

about Rs. 1 ,500,—not counting the Beg’s additional octroi. In the days before Hunza came under

effective British control (1891), the Pakhpu valleys were a favourite hunting-ground for Kanjutls

raiding across the Shimshal Pass for cattle and slaves. Not less than 1 70 Pakhpuluks had thus

been carried off within living memory and never heard of again.

On two points the information obtained from my Pakhpu visitors presented some antiquarian Hsiian-

interest. Hsiian-tsang tells us, evidently from stories heard on his passage,*® that there was on the

southern border of the kingdom of Ch^chu-chia, or Karghalik, ‘ a high mountain with very elevated Arhats.

passes and peaks piled up one above the other. Plants and trees are stunted by the cold. From
spring to autumn the torrents of the valleys and the mountain sources spread on all sides. There
one sees niches in the flanks of the mountain, and cells among the rocks. They are disposed in

a regular fashion among the grottos and woods. Many Indians, having obtained Arhat-ship, display

their supernatural faculties, rise into the air to travel afar, and come to settle in these places.

A multitude of Arhats have entered Nirvana there. On that account a great number of Stupas

have been constructed. Even now there are three Arhats residing in these rock caverns. They are

plunged in the state of ecstasy producing “ extinction of mind ”. Their bodies are shrivelled
;
their

beards and hair continue to grow, so that monks come from time to time to shave them.’ There can

be no doubt that the story here recorded by Hsiian-tsang rested on old local tradition, for the same
account of the miraculous Arhats was heard already by the Indian Buddhist traveller Jinagupta

when he passed through Che-chu-chia about a.d. 556 on his way from Gandhara to China.*^ It is

equally clear that the legend must have been localized at some natural rock caves.

It was, therefore, of special interest to me to learn from my Pakhpu visitors that there are at Local wor-

least four well-known caves in their mountains, and that two, if not all of them, are looked upon as

Mazars, and thus sites of local worship. One, said to be ‘ large enough to hold over 200 sheep ’, Mts.

is situated near the point where the Kara-kash Jilga debouches into the main valley of Pakhpu, and
is held sacred as the resting-place of a saint, ‘ Sultan Koputwali ’. Another cave exists at Kulan-
arghu, a place apparently to be located at the head of the high valley between the Takhta-koram
and Kukalyang Passes. A third, in the KUda Valley, is passed by the route from Kdk-yar to the
Yangi-dawan. It was particularly curious to hear of a small cave in Chukshti, near the head of the

valley leading to the Yangat (*Yangi-art ?) Pass, which is looked upon with much awe by the hill-

men as the resting-place of a miracle-working Faqir who had died there ‘in old times’. By their

position and sacred character these caves seem to correspond closely to the sites which figured in the
legends heard by Jinagupta and HsUan-tsang, and thus to furnish a striking fresh instance of the
survival of Buddhist local worship in these parts. Nor need Hsiian-tsang’s reference to woods in

this region appear as strange as the now generally barren appearance of these mountains might
suggest. For, rare as tree growth must be under their present climatic conditions, Rai Ram Singh
on the surveys for which I had dispatched him towards the Karlik-dawan, actually discovered con-

siderable fir forest still surviving in the Akchik Valley between Tatligh and Tarishilagh-oghil, at an
elevation close on 10,000 feet.*® Nowhere else in the Kun-lun do I know of firs or similar tree

growth. The discovery of this forest accords remarkably well with the peculiar luxuriance of trees

in the Karghalik oasis. This might, perhaps, be due to a local climate rendered less dry by

See Julien, M^moires, ii. pp. 221 sq. ; Beal, Si-j/u-ki, ii.

p. 308.

" Cf. M. Chavannes’ paper on Jinagupta in Toung-pao,

1905, pp. 332 sq. His narrative, apparently more detailed

1974

than Hsiian-tsang’s, was heard and recorded by a Chinese

contemporary who inserted it in a Buddhist treatise published

A. D. 597.

See Map No. 12, B. 4.
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remnants of monsoon moisture passing here across the high mountains.” In view of the desiccation

so plainly proved elsewhere by archaeological evidence in the Tarim Basin, it seems but reasonable

to suppose that in earlier times forest was not altogether so exceptional in the mountains south of

Kairghalik as it now is.

There is another local fact which deserves passing notice with regard to the historical topography

of this region. My Pakhpu informants were well aware of a place near the junction of the Yulung

and Chukshii Valleys where jade used to be regularly quarried from the hill-side ‘ in the old Khitai

times’, i. e. before Yaqub Beg’s rebellion. Now the record of the Former Han Annals speaks

distinctly of Tzu-ho as a territory producing jade.*® We have seen above that the name Tzii-ho is

likely to have originally applied to the submontane group of oases comprising Kok-yar and its

neighbours. The Pakhpu tract has its easiest approach from the side of Kok-yar, and must always

have been closely linked with it. Thus the mention of its jade in connexion with Tzu-ho becomes

quite intelligible and helps to confirm still further the location proposed for this territory.

From Kok-yar I made my way to Khotan between July 25 and August 5 by the little-known

route which passes along the foot of and through the barren outer hills of the Kun-lun. I had chosen

this track, instead of the high road followed on my previous journey which leads by the edge of the

desert,** mainly for the chance of fresh surveys it gave me. It allowed me to visit in succession the

oases of Kilian, Sanju, Duwa, all resting at the debouchure of snow-fed streams destined to lose

themselves further down in the desert, and proved, as Chapter XIII of my personal narrative

shows,** in various ways geographically interesting. Incidentally the journey gave me complete

proof that this submontane route, owing to its leng^ and the nature of the ground it traverses,

could not possibly be the one which Hsuan-tsang followed to Khotan,*® But otherwise there was

little opportunity here for archaeological observations.

From the large and flourishing oasis of Sanju, which forms an important adjunct of Guma, the

ancient F'i-shan, I reached on July 31 the debouchure of the Puski Valley (Map No. 16, C. 4). At
the long-stretched settlement of about forty households which extends along the scanty stream of

Puski, I first heard of a ‘Tim’, or ancient mound, situated to the north on the route to Zanguya.

According to the report of the local greybeards it had been repeatedly dug into, on the last

occasion by three men of Puski, who all died shortly thereafter ! So it was easy to guess that it was
the ruin of a Stupa. As the distance proved too great, I had to leave my visit for the next day.

Riding along the left bank of the stream, which, characteristically enough, carried even at that

season only ‘ Kara-su ’, or spring water, there being no permanent ice or snow at its head, I reached,

after about two miles, a colony of five or six households, founded about twelve years before and
known as Jangal-bagh, It was interesting to find here, just below the area of new cultivation and
partly within it, a small ‘ Tati ’, one of those wind-eroded old village sites which are such typical marks
for the extent of ancient oases along the southern edge of the Tarim Basin. Their characteristic

features rhave fully discussed in Ancient Khotan.^* The Jangal-bagh ‘Tati’ proved about three-

quarters of a mile long and a quarter across. The gp'ound, a soft loess, was thickly covered with

fragments of ancient pottery of bright red colour and mostly of fine texture and remarkable hard-

ness. Representative specimens brought away, some with lightly incised wave patterns, are described

Cf. Desert Cathay, i. p. 140.

“ Cf. Wylie, y. Anthrop. Inst., x. p. 32.

See Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 95 sqq., for a full account of

this route.

“ Ste Desert Cathay, i. pp. 152 sqq.

*’ I have fully discussed Hsiian-tsang’s route in Ancient

Khotan, i. pp. 98 sq. The distance from Kok-yar to Khotan

town proved by actual road measurement about 183 miles

and would be slightly greater from Karghalik by the same

route. This distance is greatly in excess of the 800 li

reckoned by Hsiian-tsang from ChS-chfl-chia to Yotkan, the

ancient Khotan capital; cf. also loc. cit., note 16.

** Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 107 sqq.
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below. More of this ‘ Tati ’ had been reclaimed for cultivation when the new colony was estab-

lished, and this process was still going on at the time of my visit. As there seemed to be sufficient

water for further irrigation, it can only be a question of time before the rest of the old village site

disappears again under fields and the deposits of loess dust which steadily accumulate over all

cultivated areas of this region. The absence of datable remains such as coins makes it impossible

to fix chronologically the abandonment of the site. But, judging from the character of the pottery

and the height of the wind-eroded loess-banks or ‘witnesses’, 8 feet to 10 feet, it must go back to

pre-Muhammadan times.

Beyond this ‘ Tati ’ the road leads over a barren ‘ Sai’ of gravel, overlooking the broadening bed

of the stream and sloping away glacis-like towards the oasis of Zanguya. The ruined mound, visible

from afar on this absolutely bare ground, rises at a point about six miles below Puski ‘ Langar ’ and
half a mile from the left bank of the stream. The track to Zanguya still actually passes by it. The
structure of sun-dried bricks, resting on a square base and originally, no doubt, surmounted by
a dome, proved greatly injured by diggings for ‘ treasure ’. Its extant height from where the

clay brickwork rests on the gravel ‘ Sai ’ was only 1 3 feet. Galleries had been run into the mound
from three sides, and a shallow cavity had been dug out on its top. On the badly broken surface no
definite indications survived of the arrangement of the base and the dome

;
but the lowest base

appeared to have measured about 34 feet square, and the superstructure may well have resembled

that of the Stupa of Topa-tim which I discovered in 1900 between Guma and Moji,*® though the

base was manifestly much lower. The bricks, made of clay with a plentiful admixture of straw and
chaff, measured on the average 17 inches by 14 inches, with a thickness of 3-4 inches.

At a height of 4 feet from the ground the north and west sides showed a level row of tamarisk

and willow sticks set close together, and once probably supporting a projecting cornice in plaster.

The sticks were about one foot long and very firmly embedded.*'' Examining the foot of the mound,
I convinced myself that the foundation rested on soil exactly the same as that displayed by the

surface of the surrounding ' Sai ’ and on the identical ground level. This proves that this gravel glacis

is not perceptibly affected by wind erosion, an observation which is in exact agreement with the

results of my subsequent examination of the desert ground near most of the ancient Limes west and
north of Tun-huang.*® It was curious to find the brick debris of the lower slopes covered on its

surface with small pebbles, evidently driven on to the mound by the force of the winds which sweep
across this glacis with great force from the side of the desert during the spring and summer. Perhaps
it is to this powerful corroding agent that we must ascribe the state of far greater decay which this

“ Puski 001. Fr. of dark red pottery orn. with

appliqu^ band of clay deeply punched at short intervals

;

above and below this is wave pattern irregularly scribbled.

4 X Sa*-

Puski 002. Fr. of pottery, very hard-fired, dark red,

with band of lightly incised wave pattern. 2^' x 2J".
Puski 003. Fr. of pottery, as Puski. 002, but thinner.

Puski 004. Fr. of hard-fired red ware, lip of vessel

;

rim projects slightly, sloping sharply downwards. 35" x
T 5 ^

Puski 005. Fr. of pottery, hard-fired, dark red with

smooth outer surface. 2^'xi|'.

Puski 006. Fr. of dark red pottery, with very thin

friable sand-coloured slip; clay hard-fired and gritty.

Puski 007. Fr. of pottery, hard-fired, gritty, dark red

;

om. with rough incised pattern on outer face. 2"

x

Puski 008. Fr. of pottery
;

neck and rim of vessel

;

rim runs sharply down from lip and in very slightly under-

cut. 2^''xii|'’.

Puski 009. Fr. of dark red ware, very hard-fired;

has smooth reddish-brown slip over outer face, a^^'x

Puski 0010. Split piece of willow from plaster

support ; bark extant on outer surface ; one end new cut.

fi'x I'X^'.

Puski oon. Split stick of tamarisk; bark partly

extant, s^xi^xf".
” Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 104 sq. ; ii. PI. XIX.
” For specimens, see list in note 25.
“ See below.

Ruined
StQpa of

Puski.

N 2
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Stupa ruin exhibits as compared with the Topa-tim and similar remains that are surrounded by loess

soil or fine sand disintegrated from this.

Nowhere around the mound could I trace any mark of ancient habitation. The bare gravel ‘ Sai ’

showed not even fragments of old pottery, the most lasting indications of early occupation. Hence

it is clear that the Stupa must have risen then as it does now, on the bare ‘ Dasht ’ by the route between

Puski and Zanguya. Half a mile to the east of it flows the stream of Puski in a wide bed of rubble

and sand, and just across the latter there stands a modest mud-built Mazar, held sacred as the resting-

place of a legendary Imam 'All Akbar, evidently the inheritor of the sanctity once enjoyed by the

Stupa, and another instance of the continuity of local worship in these regions.

During the following marches, before I reached familiar gp'ound again, it was only at one point

that I came across old remains. I had heard already at Puski of a ‘ Tim ’ below the oasis of Duwa,

and when descending from there on August 3 by the route towards Pialma I was shown it standing

on a steep conglomerate hill. This is known as Lamus-kir and overlooks the northernmost cultivated

ground of Lamus village, rising about 200 feet above the right bank of the Duwa River. It proved

a mound, about 10 feet high and 25 feet in diameter, roughly built of layers of stone and earth

with plentiful twigs and brushwood interspersed. The material and manner of construction recalled

the burial-mounds of Tuga-dong I had examined in 1901 to the south of Domoko.*® Whether it

also resembled the latter in its character and purpose the rapid inspection I was able to make
does not allow me to state. Want of time did not permit me to visit another, and apparently

larger, mound on a steep ridge flanking the river bed on the opposite western bank. According to

my local informants, its manner of construction was the same, and observation through my glasses

seemed to support this statement. It is, perhaps, significant that at neither point did I hear of any

adjacent Mazar. That evening, after a long and trying march described elsewhere, I had the satis-

faction of resting once more at Kum-rabat Padshahim, the quaint desert shrine which marks HsUan-

tsang’s site of the sacred rats and the western limit of the ancient Khotan kingdom.

See Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 465 sq.



CHAPTER IV

REMAINS OF THE KHOTAN OASIS

Section I.—OLD SITES WITHIN THE OASIS

The great oasis of Khotan, to which I returned on August 5, 1906, after an absence of over Stays at

five years, had been the centre and base of my archaeological work on the former journey. After

all the attention and labour which I then devoted to the study of its ancient topography, history,

and extant remains, and of which the results have been fully recorded in Chapters VI-VIII of

Ancient Khotan, it was obvious that the short stays which I made at Khotan town in August
and again in September, 1906, could serve only for the collection of information from local ‘ treasure-

seekers ’ about possible desert sites awaiting exploration beyond the oasis, and for preparations for

travel further afield. Hence what I have to record here is confined to a few supplementary
observations about remains still visible above ground, and to a short account of such acquisitions

of antiques as I was able to make from Yotkan, the site of the ancient Khotan capital.

To take the observations first, I may mention that, when marching from Kara-Kash town to ‘Tati’ot

the city of Khotan by the direct route I had not previously visited, I came across unmistakable

indications of a ‘Tati’, i. e. the wind-eroded ground of ancient occupation, by the eastern edges of

the narrow tongue of sandy desert, known as Balamds-kum, which projects into the oasis from the

north between the irrigated lands of Sipa and Laskuya (Map No. 20). The red pottery d6bris

strewing the ground, where not covered by dunes, looked decidedly old, and proves that cultivation

in ancient times was continuous in the northern part of the oasis between the Kara-kash and Yurung-
kash Rivers. It is probable enough that the cultivated area then extended in this direction con-

siderably beyond the line marked by the present outposts of the main oasis, the villages of Yangi-arik
on the Yurung-kash and Sarigh-yez by the Kara-kash. At the time of my visit steady expansion
was taking place in the cultivated ground of the oasis, mainly, it seemed, owing to improved economic
conditions and increased population. It was significant evidence of this process, to which I have had
repeated occasion to call attention in my personal narrative,^ that the desert enclave of the Balamas-
kum was then undergoing rapid reduction by irrigation channels brought to its edges for the sake of
new fields. Thus the ‘Tati’ referred to is bound to disappear soon under fresh cultivation and to

be hidden more and more by the steady accumulation of fertile loess which accompanies all irrigation

in this region.®

I could see this process illustrated also at the extensive ‘Tati’ area south of Jamada village, Reduction

which a canal newly opened is helping gjradually to reclaim. The same change was said to be taking of ‘Tati'

place at the large site of Chalma-kazan some four miles higher up by the left bank of the Yurung-
kash, where the big ddbris-strewn waste I had seen in 1900 was being brought under cultivation

again.®

‘ See Desert Cathay, i. pp. 164, 169, 230, 251 ;
ii.

p. 416.

* Cf. Aficient Khotan, i. pp. 196 sqq.

* For these sites, cf. ibid., i. p. 233.
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Between August ii and September 8, 1906, I was kept away from Khotan by the expedition

which took me into the mountains south for the sake of topographical explorations in the ice-crowned

Kun-lun range above Nissa and Karanghu-tagh. Of these I have given an account in my personal

narrative.* But the first march, by which I reached Langhru, on the right bank of the Kara-kash

River and at the foot of the mountains, provided opportunities for new antiquarian observations,

even though I had passed over most of the ground before. Directing my way first to Yotkan, the

site of the ancient Khotan capital, I revisited the marsh of Aiding-kul and the mound of Naghara-

khana on its southern bank. As I have shown at length in Ancient Khotan, there are strong

reasons to locate at this mound the ruined convent by ‘the drum-lake’, about which Hsuan-tsang

has preserved a curious ancient legend.®

At the time of my visit in 1900 luxuriant beds of reeds covered the ground here, as elsewhere

in the vicinity of the marsh, and rendered close examination of the mound difficult. But now the

rapid spread of cultivation had converted the whole ground into fields, just as over most of the former

waste known as Shorluk which once extended between the Aiding-kul and Khotan town. The
change had resulted in a considerable reduction in the size and height of the mound, the earth being

carried off for manuring. But the cuttings thus effected made it easy now to see that the mound
(Fig. 37) consisted of regular layers of stamped clay, i. e. loess soil, each about seventeen inches

high. The small irrigation cuts skirting the foot of the main mound and of a much smaller one

some thirty yards eastwards had laid bare abundant ddbris of ancient pottery, closely resembling

that found in the ‘ culture strata ’ of Yotkan.® Still more interesting it was to find fragments of very

hard burnt bricks and large rubble embedded on the north side of the main mound in a layer some
five to six feet above the present ground level. There could be no doubt that the mound had been

occupied by structures at successive periods, and this further strengthens the conclusion that

this mound had once borne the remains of the ancient convent which Hsuan-tsang saw as a ruin,

and the legend of which has left a trace in the name of Naghara-kham, ‘ the drum house ’.

The neighbouring ‘ Mazar of the Three Ghazis ’ attests the survival of local worship to the

present day.'^ The Mullah in charge explained the intensive reclamation I found now proceeding by
‘ people getting too many and land less ’. He himself had laid out some thirty Chinese acres quite

close to Naghara-khana, and if this development of agp-icultural prosperity continues a generation or

two may see the last trace of the site of Hsiian-tsang’s convent disappear—^and the ‘ drum-lake
’

itself reduced to a fertile depression ; for cultivation has already begun to encroach on the reed-

covered hillocks of sand which encircle the springs of the marsh.

At Yotkan the great pit-like area resulting from the long years of washing for gold and
‘ treasure ’ at the site of the ancient capital, showed but slight change since 1900.® A series of

causes have tended to reduce the operations which have yielded as their by-product so many curious

relics of ancient Khotan. In the first place, owing to the great increase of cultivated ground within

the Borazan canton as elsewhere, it has become impossible to spare water from irrigation during the

time of the summer floods, when the canals run full, for any extensive ‘ washing ’ operations. More-
over, on the north edge of the excavated area, near the hamlet of Khalche, where the ‘ paying

’

strata are known to extend still further,® the increased value of agricultural land, with its trees, farm

* See Desert Cathay, i. pp. 179-213.
* Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 227 sq.

* The following are the specimens of pottery brought

away from Naghara-khana: Nagh. 001. Pottery fr. of

hand-made vessel. Coarse red clay. 2 x iJ". Nagh.
003. Pottery fr. in hard fine red clay, with smooth inner

and outer surfaces, x Nagh. 003. Pottery fr. of

base of hand-made vessel, in coarse reddish clay, if' x 1
J".

Nagh. 004. Fr. of terra-cotta, zf' x ij'.

’ See Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 228 sq.

' For a full account of the site and the peculiar working

which its culture strata have undergone since the sixties of

the last century, cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 191 sqq.

® See Ancient Khotan, i. p. 199.
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buildings, etc., stops further exploitation. The risk of injuring the canal which here skirts the

excavated area, acts also as a deterrent as its water might break away and run to waste below.

Finally there is the broad fact that with agricultural labour risen greatly in value the average profits

produced by gold-washing at Yotkan have ceased to be sufficiently attractive except for the least

steady of workers. Thus at the time of my visit the number of men and children at work was only

about a score, and the soil which they were washing was wholly confined to low banks of earth left

unexploited from previous excavations. Since about 1901, I was told, these had scarcely been

extended at all laterally. In spite of the restricted working the yield in small antiques, such as

terra-cotta figurines, coins, cut stones, etc., still continued. This was proved by the relatively ample

collection of such objects I was able to acquire that year both at Yotkan itself and at Khotan

and during my subsequent visits in 1 908, I shall return to these acquisitions presently.

In view of the survival of local worship at practically all old religious sites in Chinese

Turkestan, which are still within inhabited ground or near it, the absence of any prominent Muham-

madan sanctuary at Yotkan might well have caused surprise. For though no shrine of special

importance is singled out for mention at the ancient Khotan capital itself by Hsuan-tsang, who has

recorded such interesting legends about a number of Buddhist convents and Stupas in its vicinity,^®

it is obvious that the city itself must have contained more than one sacred building of note. Hence

it was gratifying to me when approaching the site this time from a new direction, to find that

a locally well-known Mazar, that of Rukn-ud-dln Sahib, was established quite close to the south-

eastern corner of the excavated area. Tradition ascribed to portions of the extant shrine an age of

some three hundred years, and the fine old wood-carving in the mosque attached to the supposed

resting-place of the saint, and the magnificent trees in the adjoining arbour, seemed fully to bear out

this claim.^^

My way from Yotkan to Langhru enabled me to revisit the Kohmari Mazar which marks,

as recognized long ago, the sacred site famous in the Buddhist accounts of Khotan as Mount

Go^ringa, ‘ the Cow’s Horn or Go4ir§a, ‘ the Cow’s Head Nothing had changed at the modest

shrine where the Muhammadan saint who has succeeded to Hsuan-tsang’s Arhat is supposed

to rest, nor at the smoke-begrimed sacred cave below it overlooking the Kara-kash River. But

a rough track had recently been built giving access to a small and precipitous gully which descends

the face of the conglomerate cliff down to the river bank and could before be approached only over

very rough ladders. On descending here I passed some two or three shallow grottos at an

elevation of about a hundred feet above the river. Some sixty feet lower down I found about half

a dozen more. They were manifestly natural, recalling the shelters in the rocks I had seen about

Rajgir and Jethian in Bihar, and might well have served, as the latter were supposed at one time to

have done,^® for the accommodation of holy mendicants and the like. From four to twelve feet deep,

these grottos, when partially filled with debris from their rock walls, could well give protection

to ancient relics. Thus the thought suggested itself whether it was not from one of them that those

famous birch-bark fragments of the Dutreuil de Rhins MS. were originally obtained, the discovery

of which was connected in 1892 with the Kohmari cave itself.^*

As I continued my way up the right bank of the Kara-kash River beyond the village of Nussia,

I noticed at a distance of about one mile from the upper end of the latter that the banks of a small

Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 223 sqq.

" For illustrations see Desert Cathay, i. Fig. 54; ii.

Fig. 312.

“ Cf. for this identification. Ancient Khotan, i. pp.

1 85 sqq.

“ Cf. my ‘ Notes on an archaeological tour in South Bihar ’,

Ind. Ant., 1901, pp. 54 sqq.

For my doubts as to the real provenance, see Ancient

Khotan, i. p. 188.
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ravine or ‘ Yar’, through which the tract here passes, displayed a continuous layer of potsherds and

similar ‘ Tati ’ ddbris, about six to eight inches in thickness. The present surface level ofthe ground,

consisting of fertile loess deposits, rose four to six feet above this ‘ culture stratum There is

no cultivation at present but only by its previous existence can the thick cover of earth be explained

which now hides from the view the remains of some ancient settlement. A narrow fringe of

cultivation extends by the side of the river Ixink to the hamlet of Faizabad, a mile further on, and at

the entrance of this I was met by another sign of antiquity in the shape of a small and completely

decayed mound known as ‘ Tim ’. It measures about fifteen feet in diameter and rises about twelve

feet above the road level. Being undoubtedly of artificial origin it may well mark the remains

of a modest Stupa.

Opposite to Faizabad on the left bank perpendicular cliffs of sandstone, rising to a height

of about 120 feet, with alternate strata of red and bluish-grey colour, overlook the river. During the

summer months, when the river is in flood, their foot is quite inaccessible. Here at a height

of about fifty to sixty feet the rectangular porch of a grotto is seen carved into the rock face.

On revisiting the spot in April, 1908, I was able to cross the river and examine the cutting more
closely from the left bank. The porch appeared to be about ten feet wide and eight feet high, with

an approximate depth of six feet. At its back in the centre a low doorway, about five feet high and
between three and four feet across, gives access to some interior grotto. It is surmounted by
an arch resembling a truncated triangle. These modest dimensions suggest that the excavation is

more likely to have been intended for a tomb than a shrine. There was no time then or later

to arrange for the construction of a scaffolding which would make this curious grotto accessible.

That it is of pre-Muhammadan date seems to me highly probable, and if that is the case attribution

to either Nestorian Christians or Manichaeans naturally suggests itself. In this connexion it

deserves, perhaps, some attention that the large village of Ujat, which lies by the left bank of the

river some two miles below this spot and is widely famous for its grapes, appears to figure in

late tradition as a place once inhabited by Nestorian Christians, or at least by people who were con-

sidered as insincere Muhammadans.^®

From Faizabad a ride of some three miles over barren plateaus of stone and rubble over-

hanging the river brought me within sight of the easternmost fields of LSnghru when there appeared

close on the right of the track the remains of a ruined fort. I had heard of this previously and of

the popular tradition vaguely connecting it with a demon of old, known as ‘ Konsasmoma ’. The
walls, badly decayed, enclose an irregjular quadrilateral which occupies the rim of a stony plateau in

the angle between the right bank of the river and a dry boulder-filled ravine. The north-west side

of the enclosure lies along the edge of the plateau where it falls away very precipitously to the river

some hundred feet lower down. The wall to the north-east curves along the edge of the ravine with

a length of about 300 feet. That to the south-east measures about 245 feet. Sun-dried bricks, full

of gravel, about eighteen by twelve inches in size with a thickness varying from three to six inches,

formed the material for the walls
;
these at their foot showed an average thickness of eight feet.

Near what appears to have been the entrance on the south-east face, the walls still stood to a height

of about fifteen feet. Rough in their construction, they yet looked decidedly old. But there were

neither structxiral remains nor other relics within the walls to give any definite indication as to

its relative age. So much, however, was dear that the little stronghold was intended to close the

route leading down the Kara-kash Valley and those debouching towards it from the mountains south.

“ For Ujat, cf. Ruins ofKhotan, p. 247. The somewhat 1899, Extra No., p. xxxii ; cf. also Yarkand Mission Report,

scanty indications as to the ‘ Ujatliks ’ having been originally p. 127.

Nestorian Christians are discussed by Dr. Hoemie in
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Section II.—ANTIQUES ACQUIRED FROM YOTKAN AND AT KHOTAN
As on my previous journey, I endeavoured, during my successive visits to the Khotan oasis in

1906 and again in 1908, to secure any antiques that were to be found either among the villagers

engaged in the gold-washing operations at Yotkan or in the hands of those local agents who are in

the habit of collecting such objects as ancient coins, cut stones, decorated pottery, etc., which find

their way into the Khotan Bazars. It is certain that the latter receive the main portion of their

abundant supply of small antiques from the annual operations at Yotkan, and only relatively little

from chance finds made by the ‘ treasure-seekers ’ who make a practice of visiting the eroded

old sites around the oases during the winter months.' It has therefore appeared convenient to

treat all the antiques which I obtained by purchase while at Khotan in one place.

All objects acquired by me either personally or through my trustworthy local factotum Provenance

Badruddln Khan, the headman of the Indian and Afghan traders, as avowedly coming from Yotkan of antiques

bear the distinguishing mark of Yo. in the descriptive list given in the section following. But even Khotan.

in the case of these objects the evidence as to their provenance can obviously not claim the same

value as if they were finds resulting from systematic exploration on the spot. As regards antiques

acquired through other channels there is still greater need for caution before making any individual

piece a basis for antiquarian argument.

Yet with this reservation once made it is easy to recognize that the great mass of the objects

are genuine relics left behind by the civilization which flourished during Buddhist times at the

ancient capital of Khotan. So closely do they agree in character, style, and material with the con-

tents of collections previously secured from the ‘ culture-strata ’ of Yotkan.

Among these collections the purchases successively made for the Indian Government had already Previous

in 1901 received very learned and exhaustive analysis by Dr. Hoernle.* The acquisitions of Yotkan
antiques resulting from my previous journey represented a considerable addition to our materials.

Yet their resemblance in general character was so great that in Ancient Khotan I was able to

restrict myself, apart from the detailed entries furnished by the descriptive list of Mr. Fred. H.
Andrews, to brief explanatory notes on the plates which reproduced all characteristic specimens.®

The objects acquired by me during 1906-8 form a collection greatly exceeding in numbers that Description

brought back from my first Khotan journey. But the uniformity in the types of antiques represented

is still as great as before, and this fact alone, I think, would have justified succinct treatment even if

limitations of time and space did not impose this restraint. In the descriptive list in the following

section, which owes much to Mr. C. L. Woolley’s careful revision, an attempt has been made
to secure as far as possible condensation by classified grouping, and at the same time to indicate such
points as may help systematic detailed study hereafter. In the plates illustrating Yotkan antiques

it has been necessary to restrict reproduction mainly to objects which either show departure from
previously known types or else help to explain the classification adopted in the case of such abundant
materials as pottery ornaments, terra-cotta figurines, etc. Finally, my remarks here are meant merely
to serve as a rapid synopsis of the different types of antiques represented and to direct attention to

any objects of special interest.

The ‘ culture-strata ’ of Yotkan owe their origin to the natural accumulation of debris at a site Yotkan

continuously occupied for centuries. Taking into account the fact that such building materials

as old Khotan knew in the shape of sun-dried bricks, stamped clay, or timber and wattle, are

’ See Ancient Khotan, i. p. 203. » Cf. Report on C.-A. Antiquities, ii. pp. 42-55.
’ Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 206 sqq. ;

ii. PI. XLIII-L.

1ST4 o
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all bound to decay completely in a soil kept damp by constant irrigation, it is easy to realize why
among the remains brought to light by the operations at Yotkan ancient pottery should form

the most substantial item. Once broken it was bound to be left where it lay, as rubbish without

value, and yet, by the nature of its material, it was proof against any further injury. But vessels

meant for actual use would but rarely, while intact, find their way into the protecting layers of

debris, and this explains the interest attaching to the practically complete specimens which the new

collections contain. Yo. oi. a (Plate IV) is an amphora of fine red clay which retains most of its

rich appliqu6 decoration. Of plain jugs (Yo. 00177 ; Khot. ooioi, 00102) the same plate furnishes

an illustration, as well as of a small jug, Yo. 0060, bearing decoration in incised lines and showing

Greek influence in its shape. Of miniature vessels in varying shapes (Yo. 0014. a-c, 0039. b-d, f,

0055. c, d, 0069, 00129) Plate III reproduces specimens. The handles, usually double in these

miniature models, must very often, in the full-sized amphoras and jugs, have been gpven the shape of

grotesque animals to account for the large number of such decorative pieces found detached

(Yo. 0015. f-1
,
0023. d, 0030. b, 0039. i, 0045. e, g, etc.

; see Plate II). Animals served also as

spouts, as seen from Yo. 0023. a, etc. (Plate II). A curious vessel of uncertain purpose, perhaps

meant for a censer, is seen in Yo. 00178 (Plate IV).

The usual ornamentation of vases consisted of moulded applique pieces. Having been made
separately and attached before firing, these would break off easily. This explains the abundance of

the grotesque masks which seem to have been the favourite decoration. Human faces from a con-

siderable variety of moulds are seen in Yo. 001. a-v, 0020, 0024. a-n, 0044. a-f, etc. (Plates I, III).

In some cases the expression and setting display unmistakable descent from the ‘ Gorgoneion’ type,

e. g. in Yo. 0012. a (Plate III), Yo. 0043. ^ (Plate IV). Among the animal masks those with a lions

face are most common (Yo. 001 2. b-k, 0025, 0027. b, 0043. b-f, etc. ;
see Plate II). But the ram’s and

mastiff’s heads are also represented (Yo. 0012. 1
, 0058 ;

Plate II). Whole figures or even groups

are also met with among these appliqu^ vase decorations (e. g. Yo. 0021, 0059, 00184, etc.
; Plate l).

A favourite motif is the garland-holding female figure meant for a Gandharvi which is so frequent

also elsewhere in the decorative art of old Khotan (Yo. 0018. a-c, 0040, 0042. a, 00194, etc.;

Plate 1). Among other subjects in vase ornamentation which Plate I reproduces, the fragment

Yo. 0039. 1 is of particular interest, as it reveals that worship of Buddha’s alms-bowl, which is

a scene so frequent in the sculptural art of Gandhara and is here treated in an almost identical

fashion. This influence of Graeco-Buddhist art is most strikingly demonstrated by the terra-cotta

fragment, Yo. 02 (Plate I), once forming part, perhaps, of an exceptionally large vase, which shows
two musicians playing under the arcade of some structure. Here all the details of the elaborate

architectural setting, including ‘Buddhist rail’ and Indo-Corinthian column, look as if borrowed
directly from some Gandhara relievos. In view of such intimate connexion with the architectural

style of Gandhara it can cause no surprise to meet also with such unmistakable classical elements as

the palmette, acanthus, and anthemion (see Yo. 01. c, 0023. c in Plate III
;
Yo. 0055. a in Plate I

;

Yo. 0057 in Plate II)

It is probable that among the numerous heads, male and female, worked in the round, which
the present collection includes, a considerable portion at least had served the purposes of vase
decoration, even though their exact application remains doubtful. They derive interest from the

ethnic type clearly marked in them. This is particularly striking in the case of the male heads
(Yo. 009. a-c

;
Plates I, III). With their well-shaped ‘Aryan’ features, including high-bridged noses

and prominently set eyes, they seem to bear out what anthropological and other evidence leads us
to assume about the racial character of the old Khotan population and its nexus with the Homo
Alpinus type of the Pamir region. That the type intended must be essentially local becomes clear
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at once on comparing it with the conventionalized heads, which the hieratic sculpture of Khotan has

borrowed from Graeco-Buddhist art.

In the case of the female heads, too, it is easy to distinguish the local type, represented by the

extensive series Yo. 009. d~f, h, 0041. a-e (see Plate l), from that of the appliqu6 heads, probably

belonging to Gandharvis and similar divine figures (Yo. 0026, 0067, 00182 ;
see Plate III), which is

obviously derived from Gandhara. A very curious feature is the great variety and elaborate nature

of the coiffures represented. Interesting additional details about fashion in dress are furnished by

the few complete figurines of women (Yo. 1, 2, Plate II; Yo. 0073, Plate l). That such figurines

could serve also as vessels, perhaps for unguents, is shown by Yo. i, 0056.

But human figures are rare as compared with the great mass of terra-cotta figurines representing Monkey

animals. Among these again monkeys largely predominate. The very clever way in which these

figures are modelled, however miniature in size, and the artistic skill with which human poses and

expressions are given to them, have often been noted in connexion with former collections. The
treatment of the heads varies from a careful naturalism to a rough but effective grotesque, as the few

selections from the series Yo. 003-7, 0035, 0051, 0052, etc., represented in Plate III (also Yo. 009. g,

0043. Plate l) will show. The humour of the Khotanese public was manifestly pleased to see

its prominent failings caricatured under the guise of these monkey figurines
;
for this clearly is the

explanation of the manifold representations of monkeys playing on musical instruments and for the

still more numerous ithyphallic figures and pairs in amorous embrace (Yo. 003. o, 0031. a, 0034. d,

002. a-n, 0048. a-f, 0050, etc., Plate III).*

Among the musical instruments the guitar is most frequent, being evidently a favourite like its Musical

modem descendant, the rabab (Yo. 01. b, 003. 1
,
m, 0032. a, d, 0047. B, 0062 ; Plate III, etc.),

Besides it we find the syrinx (Yo. 003. c, d, 0032. b) and drum (Yo. 003. e, 0032. c) and also the

harp, this last in the hands of a human applique figure (Yo. 0066 ;
Plate III), Flute and cymbal

appear in addition on the terra-cotta relief Yo, 02 (Plate l). Human fondness for children is

revealed in the frequent figurines which show monkey babies in cradles or held in the arms (Yo. cx)io. a,

0028. c, 0038, a-d, 0063; Plates I, III). A particularly curious group is Yo, 0070 (Plate l) where
a female monkey with baby and bird in her arms is carried Anchises fashion on the shoulders by
her monkey mate. Here we may mention also the interesting proof which monkey figurines furnish

for the early use at Khotan of inflated skins as means for crossing rivers,® Yo. 0031. d, e (Plate III)

show monkeys in the act of floating on skins, while in Yo. 003. q, a monkey appears kneeling with

a skin on his back ready for use. Such skins are represented also separately in miniature terra-cotta

(Yo. 0053 ; Khot. 0014).

Among other animal figures the camel is most frequent (e. g. Yo. 008. c, 01 1. c-e, 0029 ;
Plates II, Figurines of

in). In Yo. 0049. a, b (Plate III) it appears loaded, in the latter specimen with what look like skins

full of water. Horse and rider are seen in Yo. 0015. b, e, 0030. a, 0045. a (Plate l). In addition we
have the peacock (Yo. 0030. c, 0061 ; Plate II), yak (Yo. 0071) and boar, the latter shown with

naturalistic skill in Yo. 0064 (Plate III).

Whereas in the case of pottery and terra-cotta objects local origin may safely be assumed. Small

no such a^urance can be felt as regards other small antiques in stone, metal, and glass which are

* As regards the love of music and dancing in ancient But it is well known on the rivers of Western Turkestan and

and modem Khotan, cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 139, 141; since ancient times in Iran, Mesopotamia, etc.; cf. Dr.

for the proverbial reputation enjoyed by Khotan for licentious- R. Trebitsch’s monograph on the history and geographical

ness in old and modem times, see ibid., pp. 139, 142. distribution ofthe use of inflated skins in ArchivfUr Anthro-
' I have not come across the indigenous use of skins pologie, 1912, xi. pp. 175 sqq.

(i. e. the Indian ‘Mussuck’) in modern Chinese Turkestan.

O 2
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comprised in the acquisitions from Yotkan and Khotan and partly reproduced in Plates V, VI, VII.

But this does not detract from their interest, since, if not actually produced in the Khotan region,

they are tangible proofs of that importation of models through which the artistic influence from India

and the West must be supposed to have directly asserted itself. Thus it may be considered certain

that the remarkably well-carved small steatite sculpture Yo. 00121 (Plate Vl), showing the crown of

a miniature Stupa, with its succession of umbrellas resting on figures of Buddhas and grotesque

animals, came to ancient Khotan from Gandhara. The same conclusion is probable of the small

steatite relievos Yo. 00138 and Khot. 04. e, and of the well-modelled nude figure, Khot. 02. o, in

a slatey kind of stone (Plate Vl). In the case of other steatite carvings (Yo. 05. b-d, 0082, 00120,

00134, 00165 ;
Khot. 006 ;

Plate Vl) the indication of style is uncertain, while for Yo. 00166 the

monkey figure points distinctly to Khotan. Local origin is made probable both by the jade material

and the carving for the small monkey figure, Yo. 06. a; the bird, Khot. 04. f (Plate Vl)
; and the

engraved slab, Yo. 0091. a (Plate VIl). Of other jade objects a ring, Khot. 0061, a miniature vase,

Yo. 06. f (Plate IV), and a fragmentary buckle, Yo. 00152, may be mentioned.

Of miscellaneous metal objects, mostly in bronze, of which Plates VI and VII show a number

(Khot. 02. c, h, 005, 008, 009, 0020, 0025, 0046, 0050; Yo. 05. a, 00105, 001 18, 00139), it is still

more difficult to determine the place of production. But in none of them does the style of modelling

or ornamentation differ noticeably from that otherwise known to us in the art work of ancient

Khotan. Of distinct interest are the leg of a small stand in bronze, Yo. 00173; the octagonal

ferruled ornament resembling a mace-head, Yo. 0081, in the same metal
;
and the curious object

resembling a Janus-head, Yo. 00174, the purpose of which remains doubtful—all shown in Plate VII.

Of the arrowheads, triangular in section, Khot. 003, 001 7 (Plate Vl), 0047, 0048, it is noteworthy that

their shape closely approaches the type which specimens like T. xii. 0020 (Plate LIIl), from the

ancient Limes of Tun-huang, prove to have been in use during Han times. Instructive as showing

the methods by which some of these small bronze objects were cast, are the clay moulds which were

brought to me as having been found at Tam-oghil (Tam. 001-004). As detailed in my former

Report, gold-washing operations are carried on at this place, near the north-east edge of the Khotan
oasis, among ‘ culture-strata’ closely resembling those of Yotkan.®

The tiny pieces of gold jewellery, Yo. 00127 (Plate Vi), acquired at Yotkan and showing in

part very fine work, illustrate a class of ‘ finds ’ which, unfortunately for archaeological interests, is

but very rarely preserved from the melting-pot. Among the numerous beads in glass and stone,

those inlaid with designs in white (Yo. 001 14, 00125 ; Khot. 02. q, r, 0069 ; see Plate IV) may be
singled out for brief mention, as their technique is still in need of expert determination. Of
distinct interest is also the bead of millefiori glass mosaic, Khot. 0072 (Plate IV), as it shows a regpilar

Western type which was common in the Roman Empire. Imports of Western glass ware into China
are attested down to relatively late times, and while it is still uncertain whether glass was manufac-

tured in Central Asia also, such indubitable proof of imports direct from the Mediterranean region

has its value.

Of the seals acquired from Yotkan or Khotan town most will be found reproduced in the

lower half of Plate V. Whether in metal or stone, they all show so close an approach in type

to the corresponding finds and acquisitions made during my previous journey at sites of the Khotan
region (see Plates XLIX, L of Ancient Khotan) that their local origin can scarcely be doubted. It is

very different with the intaglios, of which fifty are reproduced in the upper half of Plate V, and for

the determination of which Professor Percy Gardner has been kind enough to give help. Here
we meet with pieces which are undoubtedly late classical work and others which, though Oriental,

• See Ancient Khotan, i. p. 47a.
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must have been produced much further west than Khotan. To the former class belong the well-

modelled female bust, Khot. 0080
;
the beardless male head of the type of Alexander, Badr. 002 ;

the fine helmeted male head, Khot. 0091, as well as the Persian-looking head, Khot. 0077 ;
the bust

of a Roman warrior, Yo. 0096. a ; and the large beardless male head, Yo. 05. e, round which Brahmi

characters have been engraved by another hand. Barbarous reflections of some late classical originals

may be recognized in such pieces as Khot. 04. h, j, 004. b, 0075, 0076, 0079, 0092 ;
Badr. 001 ;

Yo. 012. b, 0099. To production within or near the Sassanian Empire point the types shown

by Khot. 004. a, with its Pahlavl inscription ;
Khot. 0090, with a few characters in a script vaguely

suggesting Sogdian ;
and Yo. 00206. The head on the last-named intaglio shows close resem-

blance to I. 001, reproduced in Plate XLIX of Ancient Khotan, which still seems linked by its legend

with the Scytho-Sassanian coins of the Indo-Iranian borderlands. The large stone, Yo. 07, with

its goddess bestriding a leonine dragon, is suggestive of Indian influence. We must assume either

Indian or Khotanese origin for Khot. 0088, with a monkey playing on a pipe and a small figure

dancing before him, on account of the short Brahmi legend undoubtedly engraved by the same hand.

Seeing that the naturalistic treatment of the monkey agrees closely with that shown by the terra-

cotta figurines, local production appears to me distinctly probable in this case. There still remains

a numerously represented class of intaglios to be mentioned, filling the first three rows in PI. v

and mostly of small size. Almost all show figures of animals, often cut with considerable skill, and

recalling, in bold but effective design, those appearing among the Yotkan pottery and figurines.

Considering that the great majority of these intaglios are cut in stones like chalcedony and cornelian,

of which the Kun-lun Range east of Khotan could always furnish a ready supply,’ and further that

this class was also largely represented in my first collection from Khotan, I am now inclined to look

upon them as likely to be from the hands of old Khotan engravers.

If I have left it to the last to mention the relatively large collection of coins which I acquired

either at Yotkan or as coming from that site, it is mainly because they will be separately dealt with

in Appendix B by Mr. J. Allan ; also because the value of the chronological evidence furnished by

coins must obviously be much smaller in the case of acquisitions by purchase than when coin finds

can be authenticated at the site itself At the time when these acquisitions were made, my leisure

did not suffice for more than a most cursory inspection. The brief remarks to be offered here

are based entirely on the preliminary analysis of these coins with which Mr. J. Allan has kindly

furnished me, and must be confined to their chronological bearing in general. In order to obtain

a safer basis for observations on this point I have thought it best here to leave aside the coins which

I purchased at Khotan, but about the origin of which no information was available.

The chronological range of the coins acquired from Yotkan, all copper, with the exception of

a single piece in lead, agrees strikingly with that indicated by the collection which I obtained in

1900- 1 and discussed in Ancient Khotan at some length.® It extends from the Sino-Kharosthi

currency of Khotan, issued probably during the first few centuries of our era, down to pieces of the

Sung dynasty, the latest of these bearing the ‘ Nien-hao’ of a.d. 1078-86. In addition, the Indo-

Scythian coinage is represented by two pieces of Kaniska {see Plate CXL, Nos. 9, 10).

While the total number of identified coins amounts to 337, the number of main issues repre-

sented is relatively small. Apart from the few non-Chinese pieces just mentioned, there are 47
coins of the local Sino-Kharosthi type, bearing Chinese legends on the obverse and Indian Prakrit

ones on the reverse (Plate CXL, Nos. 4, 6, 7). The early Chinese coinage, in the shape of wushu

’ Already Marco Polo when speaking of ‘ Pein’, roughly Marco Polo, i. pp. 191, 194.

corresponding to the Keriya tract, and Charchan mentions » See Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 203 sqq.

‘rivers which bring down Jasper and Chalcedony’; Yule,
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pieces such as were issued both under the Former and Later Han dynasties, takes up a large portion

of the total with 113 specimens. It must, however, be noted that not less than 48 of these

belong to a single hoard, the accidental discovery of which was bound to upset the usual proportion.

To the Sung and Sui dynasties of the fifth and sixth centuries a. d. Mr. Allan ascribes three wushu
pieces of a later type.

Of the ‘cash’ bearing the legend ICai-yuan tung pao (Plate CXL, No. 39), which Avas first

introduced by Kao tsu (a. d. 618-26) but was minted through the whole T'ang period, there are

only four specimens. On the other hand, the different issues showing the name of the Ch'ien-yiian

period (a.d. 758-9) are represented by not less than 134 pieces. The last T'ang nien-hao which

appears among these coins is that of Ta-li (a. d. 766-79), being found on twenty-eight pieces

(Plate CXL, No. 47). One coin each of the Chih-tao (a. d. 995-8), T'ien-hsi (a.d. 1017-22), and

Yuan-flng (a. d. 1078-86) periods attest occupation of the Yotkan Site during Sung times and con-

tinued relations with China also after the Muhammadan conquest. Of the latter there is evidence

in three coins of Muhammad Arslan, belonging to the eleventh century.*

It is of some interest to compare the ratio in which the various issues are represented in this

collection from Yotkan with that shown by the aggregate of the coin sets which were brought to me
at Khotan avowedly from old sites beyond the north-eastern edge of the oasis, such as the ‘Tatis’

of Ak-sipil and Hang^ya. Here a total of 124 identified pieces comprises i coin of Wang Mang
(a.d. 14-19; Plate CXL, No. 14), 9 Sino-Kharosthi coins, 8 wtishu of Han times, 26 clipped

wushu probably of the fifth century a. d., 17 Tang coins (mainly Ch'ien-yiian), 17 Sung coins, and

46 coins of various early Muhammadan rulers. This analysis demonstrates a markedly greater

proportion of late coins for these ‘ Tati ’ sites. This is fully in keeping with what other antiquarian

evidence indicates as to their time of abandonment. This fact, coupled with the close ag^reement

shown between my present and former collections from Yotkan, must add weight to the numismatic

evidence which even such chance acquisitions afford for the history of the ancient capital.

Section III.—LIST OF ANTIQUES ACQUIRED FROM YOTKAN
AND IN KHOTAN

ANTIQUES FROM YOTKAN PURCHASED AT OR FROM SITE

Yo. I. Terra*cotta moulded figurine, upper part of

woman; hair cut straight across forehead, falls in two

masses in front of shoulders and over shoulders behind

;

small pigtail indicated by incising. Round neck is om,

collar, and ribbon with jewel ;
breasts bare

;
below, traces

of appliqu^ garment. All below waist missing. Hole

through mouth prob. shows that fig. was used as vessel,

e. g. for unguents. Cf. Yo. 0061. Curiously rude and

primitive-looking work. H. 41". PI. II.

Yo. 2. Terra-cotta moulded fig. of woman, squatting

and holding child. Hair, gathered by bead circlet into

big topknot, fails in pigtail which is looped up again with

two bows to top of head. Short locks hang over cheeks.

Eyes very prmninent, pupils marked by holes ; other holes

for nostrils and comers of mouth. Fig. wears fur-trimmed

jacket with full pointed sleeves, and closely pleated under-

skirt. Infant wears cap and swaddling clothes ;
features

punctured. Rough but vigorous work. H. 6". PI. II.

Yo. 01. a. Pottery amphora. Broadly splayed base-

ring ^ high. Walls swell out sharply, making return

towards neck at height of 5^'. Round angle of shoulder

band of appliqu^, oval jewels with beaded rims, between
incised lines. From band of incised circles round base

of neck incised lines with punctured dot borders descend
to pairs of leaves, appliqu^, set abpve incised band ; fields

occupied by leaves divided by double incised line& At
either side, stump of handle below which appliqud mask

;

type of Yo. 001. d, q. v. Remains of appliqud om. on
neck. Stumps of handles and fracture of neck have been

cut down smooth so that vessel might continue in use.

Wheel-made
; fine red clay. H. 8^'. PL IV.

Yo. 01. b. Terra-cotta monkey, crude naturalistic type,

playing guitar. All below hips missing. Cf. Anc, Khotan,

PL XLVI, Y. 009. i. H. i^".

Yo. 01. c. Terra-cotta fr. Five-leaved applique paimette.

Length aj"; gr. width c. z". PL III.

See Hoerale, Report on C.-A. Anliqtdtiet, i. p. 31.
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Yo. oa. Terra-cotta slab of uncertain use, representing

facade of building. At base of fr. balustrade or rail on

which stand short Indo-Corinthian columns (one remaining)

wkhbracket capital,Iotus-budson S-shaped stalks, supporting

arches. In spandrels, circular rosettes. Above is band of

half-round moulding, twisted strands alternately plain and

beaded. Above this rise stepped battlements (cf. Foucher,

JOArt du Gandhdra, i. Fig. 99), between which are miniature

figs., elephant, man, and fr. of another. Under arcade

half-length figs, of musicians. On R., flute-player
;
wears

turban and plain-sleeved coat. On L., cymbal-player;

elaborate head-dress with peak in front and streamers over

ears ending in jewels ; wears loose sleeved jacket. Cf. for

general scheme, Foucher, op. cit.. Figs. 165, 29 '7-300.

On rev. of slab, behind battlements, row of bead and

plain circle rosettes, below which ledge divided by vertical

half-round notches into row of brackets. Rest below,

plain. Very fine work. 4!" X 5'. PI. I.

Yo. 04. a. Terra-cotta fig. of horse with rider seated

on kind of saddle-cloth. Both fore- and hind-legs of horse

solid. Saddle and harness incised. Cf. Yo. 0030. a. H.

i|'; length 2%".

Yo. 05. a. Bronze cast of seated Buddha, with pointed

halo. Corroded. Remains of stud or shank behind. Gr.

m., i^xl'. PI. VI.

Yo. 05. b. White soapstone fig., very rudely cut,

seated cross-legged, with L. elbow in R. hand, and L.

hand supporting head. Face worn flat ; back not carved

out. C. I' X I".

Yo. 05. c. Bar of white soapstone, small, round,

dumb-bell shaped with groove round middle. Length

;
gr. diam.

Yo. 05. d. Soapstone relief, fr. of peacock (front view).

Outspread tail forms large halo. No attempt to show

feathers; no eyes. Feet broken off and R. side of tail.

H. c. if' ;
gr. width (broken) f*. PI. VI.

Yo. 05. e. Crystal intaglio, hemispherical. Beardless

male bust to L. Hair, rendered by two rows of crescent

curves, brushed from centre of head and forming heavy

bandeau over forehead and behind ears, tied with fillet.

Bust draped in plain tunic laced in front
;
bead ear-ring.

Late classical type. On either side ofhead three characters

in Brahmi, cut by a different hand, read by Dr. Barnett

sayari-—kunasa. Cutting of head fairly good, of inscrip-

tion very rough, mostly drill work. Set in modern silver

ring. Diam. f". PI. V.

Yo. 06. a. Jade fig. of monkey, kneeling and bending

forwards from waist. Arms held out close together in

front, as if praying
;

but hands gone. Tail broken.

Length (head to foot) c. f'. PI. VI.

Yo. 06. b. Terra-cotta monkey, ‘ owl ’ type, squatting

on heels. L. hand on mouth ; R. lost. Rudely modelled.

Cf. Yo. 0031. b, etc. H. ff'.

Yo. 06. c. Terra-cotta monkey, naturalistic type, seated

with knees drawn up. L. leg gone and both arms. Cf.

Yo. 0032. d and 00178 ; rude work. H.

Yo. 06. d. Hexagonal crystal Length ; diam. f'.

Yo. 06. e. As Yo. 06. d, but smaller. Length ff",
diam. c.

Yo. 06. f. Dark green jade model vase. Round body
and foot ; long neck. H. PI. IV.

Yo. 06. h. Clay spindle-whorl, convex face and back.

Hole through middle; incised circle on face, f' from

edge, with two diameters at right angles to each other,

ending in holes sunk in circumference joined by curved

lines, concave to segments of the circle. Spaces thus

formed filled by rows of incised dashes. Diam. c. ff'.

Yo. 06. k. White steatite (?) bead; flattened spheroid.

Chipped. Diam. c. f".

Yo. 06. 1. Cylindrical pendant of white glass, seven-

ribbed, semi-transparent. One end rounded off; about

from other, a deep groove all round. Through head
left beyond this, a hole for suspension. Cf. N. xxix. 005.

Length i|', gr. diam. PI. IV.

Yo. 07. Elliptical garnet intaglio, plano-convex. A
goddess (Durga .’) astride a dragon advancing L. Goddess
has hair falling over shoulders, quilted skirt, overskirt,

heavy girdle, and carries in her L. hand a double pennant.

Dragon is leonine with open jaws, forking floriate tongue

and tail, heavy mane and fringed fore-legs. Fine work,

polished in cutting. |* x xV* V.

Yo. 010. c. Elliptical cornelian intaglio, flat; half

only. Near middle of broken edge, a deeply incised circle.

Down side of circle, near break, runs a straight groove,

which continues to edge of seal on one side, but dies away
on other. x |" (broken).

Yo. 010. d. Rhombus-shaped garnet intaglio, flat.

A bird to L., standing with wings slightly raised; poor
work. I' X 3^". PI. V.

Yo. 010. e. Bronze signet-ring bezel and part of hoop.

Seal represents warrior in mailed trousers (?), L. knee

bent. Head turned L. looking down, with helmet L.

arm raised from elbow holding something. Stole hangs,

in long folds, from R. shoulder. Seal x PI. V.

Yo. oil. a. Terra-cotta head of monkey in round;

replica of Yo. 007. f, save for some incised details, and

better condition. H. ij'.

Yo. on. b. Female head, see Yo. 009. h. Eyebrows incised,

eyelids in relief. Plain band round topknot. H. af'.

Yo. OH. c. Terra-cotta camel. Hair represented by

incised lines and short dashes. Traces of rider between

bumps. Legs lost. H. i^'.
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Yo. on. d. Terra-cotta camel. Very rough; legs

solid ; hair indicated by incised lines for mane, and small

triangular points on neck and shoulders. Cf. Anc. Khotan,

PI. XLVII, Y. 009. I. Hind-legs and humps missing.

H. 3'.

Yo. ou. e. Terra-cotta Bactrian camel, roughly

modelled (cf. Anc. Khotan, PI. XLVll, Y. 0012. t).

Sides of face drilled abnormally to represent comers of

mouth. Flanks between two humps rough, indicating

loss of a rider. Hair scored. H. 2|'.

Yo. oia. a. Elliptical cornelian intaglio, flat. Boar,

with long snout, walking L. Poor work, almost entirely

drilled. PI. V.

Yo. 013. b. Circular garnet intaglio, convex, L. half of.

Winged Victory wearing wreath and long drapery advances
R., flying just above ground with hands outstretched towards
a trophy (?) of which helmet, cuirass, and greaves can be
distinguished. Cf. Roman coins of the fourth century.

Poor work, but polished in cutting. Diam. PI. v.

Yo. 013. c. Elliptical garnet intaglio, convex, L. side

of. Forepart of animal to L., feeding in field; grass

indicated. Very rough work. PI. V.

Yo. 013. d. Elliptical intaglio of banded chalcedony,

flat. Camel, with single, apparently hairy, hump, kneeling

to L. with head turned R. over back. Summary work.
PI. V.

Yo. 001. a-v. Terra-cotta appliqu6 masks from vases,

series of. Faces grotesquely human. Several slightly

different moulds were used, and parts were moulded
separately so that great variety results. Much hand-
tooling on the finished cast made further differences, and
there are few duplicates. All have hair parted in middle
and rising over forehead in straight line to ears

; strands

represented by grooved lines running back over ears or to

top of head. Forehead plain, or marked by central dot,

by straight vertical line, or by straight line and V. Eyes
prominent, compass-drawn circles set either in long socket or
flush with face. Nose prominent with very broad nostrils,

sometimes accentuated by drilled holes or compass-drawn
circles. Mouth very large with thick lips

;
lines from nose

to comers of mouth generally deeply marked
; comers of

mouth often accentuated by a depression, or by a second
dimple. Ears large, rather pointed, with big lobes or ear-

rings.

See Yo. 0024, 0044. Cf. Yo. 0011, 0012. a, Anc.
Khotan, PL XLVII, Kh. 003. f. Most human type Yo.
001. o, 0024. n, q. v; type degenerates until through
Yo. 001. h, it arrives with 001. u. t almost at the lion

(Yo. 00*2. i) from which it is distinguished mainly by
absence of beard and mane.

Yo. ooj. a. Resembles Yo. 001. r, but lower features much
worn. H. il*. Yo. 001. b. Replica of Yo. 001. r;

worn example. H. ij*. Yo. 001, c. Very cleanly

modelled. Vertical groove and curved V-mark on fore-

head ; eyes set in long sockets
;

nostrils marked by three

incised circles. Cf. Yo. 0024. f. H. ij*. Yo. 001. d.

Same type asYo. 001. h, i. H. ij". Yo. 001. e. Vertical

groove in forehead. Small eyes set in long sockets;

features well defined. Resembles Yo. 00 r. d in general

character. H. rl". Yo. 001. f. Small
; finely finished.

Hair on R. side worked into fine locks. See Yo. 0024. h,

0044. e. Mouth turned up. H. Yo. 001. g. Ver-

tical groove in forehead
;
top line of forehead almost flat

;

lines of hair almost upright. Mouth short and straight.

Eyes flat raised discs without central dot. Cf. Yo.

0024. c. H. 1^'. Yo.ooi.h. ReplicaofYo. 001. i type.

H. i-^'. PI. III. Yo. 001. i. Forehead pointed, with

slight vertical groove. Eyes small, set in slight hollow.

Nostrils marked by incised circles. Mouth long and

straight with broad lips. Receding chin. See Yo. 001. d,

e, h, u, 0024. b, e, 0044. d. H. Yo. 001. k.

Replica of Yo. 001. c much worn. H. Yo. 001. 1.

Partly broken. Approaching lion type. Nose shorter

;

mouth curved with deeply drilled comers
; ears larger

than in typical examples as Yo. 001. e. H. Yo. 001.

m. Three dimples at corners of mouth. Much damaged.

H. Yo. 001. n. Burnt since firing and indistinct.

H. Yo. OOJ. 0. Differs from others in depth of

lines and roundness and height of modelling. Excellent

work, not from same series of moulds. H. PI. Iii.

Yo. OOJ. p. Mouth deeply outlined
;
curved lines from

eyes to mouth
; hole in forehead. Cf. Yo. 001. s. H. il".

Yo. OOJ. q. Small. Rough work. H. Yo. 001. r.

Well-worked lines from nostrils round comers of mouth

;

dimples beyond these. Cf. Yo. 0044. a. H. 1^'. Yo.

OOJ. s. Replica of Yo. 001. r. H. 1^". Yo. 00J. t.

Lines of hair slightly waved. Eyes and mouth very large.

Surface robbed. H. Yo. ooj. u. Replica (except

for hair) of Yo. 001. e. H, 1^". Yo. ooj, u. j. Large.

Nostrils, corners of mouth, ears, and forehead punctured.

Eyes and lobes of ears have compass-incised circles.

Outline of hair over forehead faint. Approaching lion type.

El- III. Yo. OOJ. V. Small
; features set

very close together. Poor work. H. Jf*.

Yo. 003. a-n. Terra-cotta pairs of miniature figs.,

rudely modelled, nude in symplegma. Faces monkey-
like, with prominent muzzle, round eyes, and depression
Up forehead and crown. Yo. 002. khas surface punctured
for hair, and a tail. This larger, Yo. 002. f smaller than
rest which average H. Feet not distinguished.

Female sometimes shown by long pigtail (Yo. 002. i).

Cf. Yo. 0048 a-f {a and b unusuaUy well done, moulded,
not modelled). Cf. Anc. Khotan, PI. XLVII, Y. 0012. a.

ii, 0012. z, 009. r.

Yo. 002. a. Legs broken. H. ij". Yo. 002. b. Female
wears pigtail. Head and L. leg. of female

; L. leg below
knee and R. arm of male lost. H. if*. Yo. 002. c.

Single fig.
; head and arm lost. Hands of second show

behind. H. i-^*. Yo. 002. d. Head of male lost; sex of
other fig. indicated by long pigtail. H. if*. Yo. 002. e.
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Lower limbs lost. Much worn, H. i". Yo. 002. f.
Very small. Head of one fig. and lower limbs of both

lost. H. Yo. 002. g. Single fig.
;
arms and legs

lost. H. 1". Yo. 002. h. H. i^". PI. III. Yo. 002. i.

One fig. has long pigtail. Legs broken. H. i^". Yo.

002. k. Upp)er part of one monkey
;
arms missing. Tail.

Hair incised. H. ij^". Yo. 002. l-m (joined). One
head and all below thighs missing. H. 1^*. Yo. 002. n.

Heads and all below waists missing. H.

Yo. 003. a, b, f, g, g. I, h, i, i. i, k. Terra-cotta
grotesque figs, of monkeys squatting upright on
haunches. Each wears loin-cloth. One hand raised to

head, other laid on breast. Features generally owl-like,

sometimes naturalistic. Work rude. Cf. Yo. 0031. b, cJ

0037. b. See.i4«r. Khoian, PI. XLVII, Y. 009. o; Kh. 003. n.

Prob. of same type are Yo. 0034. a-c ; 0051. a-c.

Yo. ooj. a. Owl type. R. arm placed on breast, L. raised

to side of head. R. leg missing. Rude work. H. li^*.

Yo. 00} b. Owl type, L. arm lost, as also legs from

thighs. Rough. H. Yo. oo}./. Owl type. Arms
and legs lost. Very rough. H. J". Yo. oo}. g. Owl
type. Legs lost. R. hand laid upon breast, L. raised to

back of head which is turned R. H. f". Yo. ooj. g. i.

R. hand upon breast; L, arm outstretched. L. forearm

and all below waist missing. H. Yo. 00} . h. Larger

fig. Only legs from thighs down preserved. H. f*.

Yo. OO}. i. Rudely naturalistic
;
R. arm lost, L. raised to

mouth. H. if'. Yo. 00},
i. i. L. hand placed on

stomach, R. arm broken. Head, R. arm, and R. leg from

thigh to below knee missing. H. i^'. Yo. oo}. k.

Roughly naturalistic type. Dressed in well-worked cap,

collar or cape, and coat with scalloped end at back;

garments indicated clearly by incised lines. Both arms

lost. H. if'.

Yo. 003. c. Terra-cotta monkey (owl type), squatting.

Holds syrinx in both hands to mouth. Cf. Anc. Khoian,

PL XLVI, B. 002. H. if'.

Yo. 003. d. Terra-cotta relief of grotesque human fig.

playing syrinx. Wears bracelet on either wrist, and side-

curls. Broken at waist. H. if".

Yo. 003. e. Terra-cotta monkey, owl type; squatting.

Wears loin-cloth. Under L. arm holds drum (?) which

he strikes with R. hand. Cf. Anc. Khoian, PI. XLVI,

Y. 0012. b. H. if'.

Yo. 003. 1. Terra-cotta monkey, squatting and playing

guitar. Head inclined to L. Wears loin-cloth. Cf.

Anc. Khoian, PI. XLVI, Y. 009. i. H. i'.

Yo. 003. m. Terra-cotta monkey, naturalistic type,

squatting and playing guitar. Handle of guitar and L.

arm lost Fine miniature work. H. f'.

Yo. 003. n. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey bearing

before him in both hands flower-like object or leaf. Minia-

ture scale. All below waist lost. H.

Yo. 003. o. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey, miniature ;

knees drawn up to chest ; ithyphallic. R. arm is raised to

side of head ; L. arm and both legs lost. Pierced vertically

through body for suspension. H. 3^".

Yo. 003. o. I. Terra-cotta miniature monkey, natural-

istic type, seated astride phallus (broken). Cf. Yo. 0050
and Anc. Khoian, PI. XLVII, Y. 009. q. H. f'.

Yo. 003. p. Terra-cotta monkey, squatting on heels,

hands placed on knees in attitude of meditation. Miniature

scale; naturalistic. H. ff'.

Yo. 003. q. Terra-cotta monkey, squatting on heels,

hands on knees
;
carries water-skin on back. Miniature

scale
;
good naturalistic work. H. f". PI. Ill,

Yo. 004. a. Terra-cotta fr. from R, half of large grotesque

fig. of monkey seated, with knees drawn up against chest,

on circular lotus base. Fr. split away down line ofjunction

between two moulded sides. Most of base, feet, shoulders,

and head lost. Fur rendered by bands of incisions
;
on

body these between incised lines. H. 3^'.

Yo. 004. b. Terra-cotta monkey, seated on short up-

right circular object ; legs below thighs, and arms missing.

Rough naturalistic work. H. i|'.

Yo, 005. a. Terra-cotta grotesque fig., upper part of;

R. arm extended and bent at elbow ; L. arm broken away;

all beneath breast lost. Incised hair on head, back, and
arms, as if monkey. Face human with pointed beard

(incised) and moustache (in relief). H. 13^'.

Yo. 005. b. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey, upper

part of. Both arms, body from below chest, and muzzle

lost, H. 1'.

Yo. 006. a. Terra-cotta monkey, bust of. R. arm, L.

forearm, and all below waist, missing. Rough naturalistic

work. H. fl".

Yo. 006. a. I. Terra-cotta monkey head in round;
naturalistic type

;
pigtail behind head. H. f',

Yo. 006. b. Terra-cotta monkey head. From top of

head falls pigtail. Ears are large (L. ear lost) ; above and
slightly behind each is round projecting boss. H. if'.

Yo. 007. a. Terra-cotta monkey head in round
; eyes

formed by stamped circles
;

hair indicated by incised lines.

Very rude work. H. f'.

Yo. 007. b. Terra-cotta monkey head in round
; eyes

formed by dot and circle; hair indicated on brow and
cheeks. Round neck is collar om. with single line of

punch-marks. Face well modelled to express apish grin.

H. f'. PI. III.

Yo. 007, c. Terra-cotta monkey head in round ; iong

hair on top of head rendered by incised strokes, that of

back and sides by short dashes ; face formed by scoopt-

ing two large hollows side by side and stamping dot-and-

circle eye in each. Rude work, H. if'.

im P
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Yo. 007. d. Terra-cotta monkey head, grotesque,

entirely 'without modelling. Hair indicated by incisions

on brow and lip. Eyes formed by small round stamp.

Moustache incised. H.

Yo. 007. e. Terra-cotta mask of monkey: from

front mould. Features indicated by stamping and incision.

Rude work. H.

Yo. 007. f. Terra-cotta monkey head in round.

Though worn, head is carefully executed, eyes set in

sockets, chin and cheeks modelled. Hair on face rendered

by punctured dots, longer hair on back of head by stamps

of semi-circular punch. Closely resembles Y. on. a, q. v.

H t a *

Yo. 008. a. Terra-cotta fig. of camel ; hind-legs and

hump lost
;

shows traces of rider or load behind fore-

hump. Very crudely modelled. H.
; length af*.

PI. II.

Yo. 008. b. Terra-cotta Bactrian camel. Cf. Anc.

Khotan, PI. XLVII, Y. 0012. i. Hair scored, mane
below neck incised. Eyes compass-incised; fore-legs

missing. Poor work. H. if'.

Yo. 008. c. Terra-cotta camel of normal type but

slightly larger size
;

traces of burdens attached to either

flank between humps. Cf. Anc. Kholan, P). XLVII, B.

001. j. H. 3i'. PI. II.

Yo. 008. d. Terra-cotta miniature camel of normal

type. Hair scored. Rough work. H.

Yo. 008. e. Terra-cotta head of camel, normal type.

Length

Yo. 009. a. Terra-cotta head from male fig. High
forehead. Hair straight across middle, then looped down
heavily to ears. Dotted circle {Tilaka) on forehead.

Eyebrows scored. Eyes almond-shaped, in relief. Thin
nose and small mouth

; drooping moustache. Back of
head missing. Poor work. H. i J'.

Yo. 009. b. Terra-cotta fr. of male face. All above
L. lower eyelid and R. of nose lost; nose round-ended
and not very prominent, large rope-like moustache. Three
lines enclosing two rows of dots follow contour of lower

jaw representing gorget (?). Lower eyelid and cheek well

modelled. Original length of face c. 4'. PI. I.

Yo. oog. c. Terra-cotta male face from statuette.

High forehead. Hair makes horizontal line across and is

then looped down to top of ears. Eyes long and narrow,

slightly slanting, deeply incised on plane of face. Eye-
brows incised and punctured. Small nose. Short mouth
with comer punctured. Long moustache and short curly

beard. Rings in ears. Good effective work. Back of
head missing. H. PI. III.

Yo. oog. c. I. Terra-cotta male head (front cast).

Straight moustache, small beard on under-lip and slightly

curly beard on edges of Jaw. -Forehead bald, thick masses
of hair on either side of head. Eyes slanting, in relief.

Much damaged. H.

Yo. oog. c. 3. Terra-cotta male head. Hair cut in

straight fringe along brow ; eyes long and narrow ;
incised.

Small moustache. Back of head missing. Poor work,

much worn. H.

Yo. oog. c. 3. Terra-cotta fr. of male head, moulded.

Forehead high, narrow and bare
;
eyebrows very thick and

prominent
;

eyes prominent, wide nostrils, straight thin

moustache and curly beard round edge of jaw. Bold

work. H. 2'. PI. III.

Yo. oog. c. 4. Terra-cotta head and trunk of male

fig. Eyes prominent. Hair parted in centre. .Straight

moustache, small imperial beard. Round neck strap from

which hangs knife (?). H. 2^'.

Yo. 009. d. Terra-cotta male face. Long narrow

eyes, prominent. Straight, stiff moustache. Beneath ears

are indications of hair, either whiskers or tufts brought

round behind ears. Hair brushed up over forehead as

Yo. 009. d. 1—7, with turban above. Top and back of

head missing. Good detailed work. H. f". PI. III.

Yo. 009. d. 1-7. Terra-cotta female head from statu-

ette, one of series. All these differ in details (cf. Yo. 009.

h), but have common style of hair-dressing. Hair brushed

straight up from forehead with central parting, making
double pompadour. This kept in place by elaborate comb,
consisting of decorated front bar with pendants at each

end reaching below ears, and a cushion behind. From
top and front of head hair, gathered in short pigtail, was
brought between bar and cushion of comb and hung back
over latter. Two short curls were curved out over cheeks

almost to corners of mouth (not in all examples). Back
hair fell straight ; then was gathered in pigtail which was
turned up to back of head and pinned over short pigtail

that passed over cushion. See Yo. 0041. f, g. Front hair,

forming pompadour after passing through comb, was
brushed sideways and down over main mass of back hair.

Cushion is four-pointed ingot-shaped.

Faces full and round
; eyes long and narrow, d fleur de

///r; mouths small with upturned comers; receding fore-

heads and chins.

Series includes Yo. 009. d. 1-7 ; 009. e. i ; 009. f

;

0041. f, g, h, 1, m. Length of face varies from to i',

and r to \\

Yo. oop. d. I. Pompadour complete. Curls on cheeks come
almost to comers of mouth. Back of head missing.

Eyebrows punctured, with dot between. Good work. H.
oop. d. 2. Small, with fr. of bust. Rude work.

Back missing. H. i^'. Yo. oop. d. j. Small. From
behind pompadour rises pigtail which falls over roll

cushion and is met by long pigtail rising from nape. Side-

hair looped over ears. Features mdely marked H. f".Y7. oop. d. 4. Small and very rode. Compass-incised
eyes, str. slit mouth with punctured comers. Hair only

suggested. H. i|-*. Yo. oop, d. /. Large. Pompadour
complete; pigtail and back of head missing. Eyebrows
punctured

; features strongly incised. H. iJ'. Yo. oop.
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d. 6. Small head and bust. Pigtail missing. Elaborate

ear-rings. Round neck narrow strip of fur (?) tied at back

;

two ends hanging down. Drapery only suggested. Poor

work; worn. H. i^". Vo. oog. d. 7. Small and rude.

Body preserved to waist. Front coiffure, and pigtail.

Narrow belt over R. shoulder and diagonally across body.

Drapery only suggested. H. if*.

Yo. 009. e. Terra-cotta female head in round. Hair

in fringe and sq. topknot; pigtail behind loojjed up to

crown. Cf. Yo. 009. h. Very rude work. H.

Yo. 009. e. I. Terra-cotta female head, as Yo. 009.

d. I, q. V. Most of hair and back of head missing. Eye-

brows punctured, features strongly incised. H. i^".

Yo. 009. f. Small female head. See Yo. 009. d. 1-7.

Coiffure mostly broken ; back of head missing. Prominent

curls on cheeks. Features rudely worked. H. i*.

Yo. 009. g. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey head

in round ; eyes, ears, and cheeks in one plane, from which

nose sharply projects. From each side of muzzle, mous-

tache runs back to cheeks. Wears conical cap with short

tail hanging from apex. H. PI. I.

Yo. 009. h. Series of terra-cotta female heads,

prob. from figs, resembling Yo. 2. Cf. Anc. Khotan,

PI. XLV, Y. 0031. Heads have much in common but

are of three or four sizes, and owing to appliqu^ parts

being taken from different moulds, and to tool-working on

finished casts, show much individuality. In general, hair

curves in front of ears to point not far from corners of

mouth ; on forehead either descends to point (009. h) or

is cut away in a point (009. h. 9). Eyebrows are denoted

by a slight ridge, generally with incised line, sometimes

(009. h. i) scored for hair. Eyes slanting, marked merely

by slits (009. h. la), or by slits with punctured hole, or

compass-drawn circle (009. h. 8), or in high relief with

puncture (009. h. 10). Noses small but rather broad; nostrils

drilled. Mouths small, often with punctures at corners.

Chins very full. Great variety in dressing of back hair (see

separate numbers); but generallya topknot with short pigtail

hanging from it and second main pigtail from back of head

looped up again to crown. Jewelled band generally worn

round this, and sometimes over top ; or braid of hair takes its

place. 009. h. 10 wears a cushion under the pigtail. For

finest example see Yo. 0041. e; also Yo. on. b, oo4r. a-d.

Yo. 009. h. Over brows hair is in short pointed fringe

;

from centre of head it rises vertically in a plaited mass

which is thrown backwards over a cushion. At base this

tuft is bound with circlet of beads. Returning loop lost.

Much worn. H. 2\''.

Yo. oog. h. I. Eyebrows ridged and scored ; eyes promi-

nent. Fringe cut away in point. Topknot bound by

broad braid of hair alxjve circlet of jewels. Where main

tuft touches back of head it breaks up into three plaits, one

broad, two narrow. Coarse work. H. zf". PI. I.

Yo. 009. h. 2. Eyes very prominent. Pointed fringe

;

side-locks almost reach corners of mouth. Poor work.

Back of head missing. H. if".

Yo. 009. h. 3. Eyebrows and vertical mark on forehead

incised ; eyelids ridged and incised. Pointed fringe, top-

knot (missing) bound with braid of hair. Back of head

missing. Careful modelling. H. if".

Yo. 009. h. 4, 4. a, 4. b. Similar. Eyebrows ridged, eyes

incised. Side-hair comes very far forward. Topknots

and backs of heads missing. H. i|".

Yo. 009. h. 5. Eyebrows incised and scored, eyes incised.

Pointed fringe, jewelled circlet, topknot; hair at back

brushed from central parting towards shoulders. H. zf".

Yo. 009. h. 6. Eyebrows and eyelids incised, pupils punc-

tured. Pointed fringe
;

jewelled circlet and jewels on

topknot. Back of head missing. H. 2^".

Yo. 009. h. 7. Low forehead. Eyebrows scored, eyeballs

compass-drawn circles (no lids). Straight fringe; side-

hair curves up along cheek-bones. Bead circlet, topknot,

and looped-up pigtail. Rough work. H. 2".

Yo. 009. h. 8. Eyes with incised outlines and compass-

drawn pupils. Pointed fringe
;
jewelled circlet ; topknot

and back of head missing. H. zf".

Yo. oog. h. 9. Eyelids and eyebrows ridged. Fringe cut

away in point. Bead circlet round topknot
;

hair brushed

back from behind ears to nape of neck. Pigtail missing.

H. zj".

Yo. 009. h. 10. Eyes pear-shaped and prominent (ap-

pliqu^). Eyebrows ridged. Fan-like topknot, flatter

than usual, and cushion supporting it. Traces of pig-

tail which is caught up. H. zf". PI. I.

Yo. 009. h. II. Small
;
much worn. Eyes prominent

;

eyebrows scored. Pointed fringe. Round head, jewelled (?)

chaplet with tassel ends falling over ears. Topknot

(missing) bound. at base with braid of hair. Behind, hair

falls in broad flat mass (unless this be meant for veil).

Traces of necklace. H. iff*’-

Yo. 009. h. 12. Eyes closed (shts only). Straight fringe.

Topknot and back of head missing. Mouth straight, not

punctured. H. iff".

Yo. 009. b. 13. Eyes very prominent, with incised circles.

Pointed fringe. Traces of bead circlet. Tail at back

shows on upper part small bow, fastening it to smaller

pigtail. H. zf".

Yo. 009. h. 14. Head and bust. Pointed fringe ; bead

circlet and topknot; returning loop of pigtail missing.

Wears tight necklace and chain or stole crossed on breast.

Very rude w ork. H. zf".

Yo. 0010. a. Terra-cotta monkey lying as baby in

low cradle, wrapped in swaddling bands; cradle has high

perpendicular head with rounded top. Cf. Yo. 0038. a-d.

Length if". PI. 111.

P 2
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Yo. ooio. b. Terra>cotta fr. of monkey, lying as baby

in cradle swaddled. Lower part and under-side lost;

remainder rubbed. Length

Yo. ooii. Terra-cotta applique mask of frowning

demon with thick brows gathered into W shape
;

lips are

drawn back, showing teeth in kind of snarl. Incised

circles for eyes. H. i

Yo. 0013. a. Terra-cotta appllqu6 mask, ‘ Gorgoneion
’

type. Head framed in circle of formal curls ; lips curved

up at comers
;
cheeks full. H. r^*. PI. III.

Yo. 0012. b-k. Terra-cotta appliqu6 lion masks.
Heads framed in hair and almost circular. Fo. 0012. b.

Half only. Replica of Yo. 0027. b. H. Vo. 0012.

c. Heavy moustache
;
puckered brow with deef>-Eet eyes.

Cf. Anc. Khotan, PI. XLIV, Y. oot5 ; i. p. arg. H. 2*.

Yo. 0012. d. High relief but poor work. Prominent

muzzle. Edges much chipped. H. 1^*. Yo. 0012. e.

Flat relief. Large moustache
;
prominent eyes. All edges

broken away. Much worn. H. if'. Yo. 0012.f. Deep-
set eyes with overhanging brows

; retrouss^ muzzle
;
wide

mouth ending in drilled circles. Coarse work, but strong.

H. if'. PI. I. Yo. 0012. g. Heavy moustache and
knotted brow. Hair parted in centre after human fashion

(cf. Anc. Khotan, PI. XLVII, Y. 009. j). H. if'. Yo.

0012. h. Poor work. Much worn. H. ff'. Yo. 0012. i.

High relief. Well modelled. Ears large. H. iff*
0012. k. Very poor work. Hair rendered by dots, and

features also. H.

Yo. 0012. 1. Terra-cotta appliqu^ ram’s mask, with

projecting pig-like muzzle and heavy curving horns. Part

of framing of curls remains. H. i^'.

Yo. 0013 . m. Terra-cotta appliqu6 lion mask in

strong projection, grasping in jaws narrow band, which
escapes at each corner of mouth. H. if' ; width 2A'.

PI. I.

Yo. 0013. a. Terra-cotta fr., lower part of female fig.

L. hand placed as in classical pudica type. H. if'

Yo. 0013. b. Terra-cotta fig., nude female torso. Head,
arms, and legs moulded separately, missing. Breasts

roughly indicated
; belly prominent

;
punctured navel

;

pubes roughly scored. H. 3'.

Yo. 0014. a. Terra-cotta miniature amphora. Mouth
boldly splayed. Handles have out-curved finials at both

attachments. H. ff'. PI. iii.

Yo. 0014. b. Terra-cotta miniature amphora. Replica
of Yo. 0014. a, but only body and spring of one handle
remain. H. ^'.

Yo. 0014. c. Terra-cotta miniature amphora; body
sharply angled, on shoulder vertical lines with dots between.
H. i^'. PI. III.

Yo. 0015. a. Terra-cotta fig. of camel (?) and rider

;

of latter only traces of legs remain. Very rough work.
Camel has no humps and has lost fore-legs. H. lA':
length zf'.

’

Yo. 0015. b. Terra-cotta fig. of horse, fore-part, with

rider ; of latter only one leg remains clad in baggy breeches

and shoes ; horse very crude. Most of R. side split away.

, Cf Yo. 0030. a. H. r^'.

Yo. 0015. c. Terra-cotta fr. of horse. Head and

neck (L. side cast). Burnt and in part vitrified. H. if'.

Yo. 0015. d. Terra-cotta camel’s head and neck.

R. half cast
;
neck abnormally long ; reins incised along

neck. Length if'.

Yo. 0015. e. Terra-cotta fr. of head of horse. Face

crude ; harness shown by incised lines. Cf Yo. 0030. a.

H. i'.

Yo. 0015. f-1. Terra-cotta handle of vessel, in form

of grotesque beast. Fore-legs formed upper attachment

with vessel, hind-legs the lower, body being grip. Two
main types; (a) Ram-like head; short round ears; no
horns; short curling mane rendered by crescent-shaped

impressions, also used to denote whiskers. See Atu.

A’Ao/aw, PI. XLVII, B. 001. e. Rest of body smooth.
(
3)

Head similar but with horse-like mane, rising to pointed

tuft between ears; bar of hair across forehead; neck
smooth; on fore-quarters wings, pointed, lying along

fianks; v. Anc. Khotan, PI. XLV, Y. 009. b. Several

sizes represented, but fairly consistent with types.

Type (a) Yo. 0015. i
\ 0017. a, b ; 0030. d, e, f, g, i;

0045. c, d. Cf Yo. 0045. e-

Tj-pe {h) Yo. 0015. f, f I, g, h, i, k
; 0030. b, h

; 0045.
b, g.

Yo. ooij. f. Type {b). Head only, in perfect condition,

if'x if'. Yo. ooij. f. 1. See Yo. 0015. f- Hind quarters

only; legs in one mass. Tail against flank, short and
hairy. Small example. Length i^^'. Yo. ooij. g. See

Yo. 0015. f Type
{J>).

Hind quarters missing. Wings
spring fr. circular orn. on either shoulder. H. if';
length 2|'. Yo. ooij. h-i. L. side casts of heads; see

Yo. 0015. f Type {b). Length if'x if'. Yo. ooij. 6.

L. side cast of head
;

see Yo. 0015. f Type (b). H.
i^'. Yo. OOIJ. 1. See Yo. 0015. f Type (a). L.
hand cast. Small scale. Legs broken off short. Length
li4'

Yo. 0016. a. Terra-cotta fig. Hoopoe. Long bill ; crest

at back of head; no legs. Wings closed. (Cf Anc.
Khotan, PI. XLV, Y. 0012. i.) Detail incised. Rough
work. Length i'.

Yo. 0016. b. Terra-cotta miniature bird, on stand;
wings spread above body as if in act of flight. Tail

raised. Crest missing. Details roughly incised. H. ff'.

Yo. 0016. c. Terra-cotta bird in same attitude as
Yo. 0016. b. Upright crest on head; large bill, flat

outspread tail ; small arm-like wings raised above back.

Body pierced as if for suspension. No stand. Length f'.

Yo. ooi6. d. Terra-cotta bird in same altitude as

Yo. 0016. b, but wings and plumage better indicated.

Roughly modelled. Body pierced. Length f'.
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Yo. 0016. e. Terra-cotta bird in attitude as Yo. 00 1 6. b

;

but wings smaller and crest larger. Body pierced.

Length r.

Yo. ooi6. f. Terra-cotta head of bird with upright,

round-topped crest and triangular beak ;
no ears indicated.

Hoopoe or peacock. H.

Yo. 0016. g. Terra-cotta head of bird, as Yo. ooid.f;

but slightly larger and has ears. H.

Yo. 0017. a. Terra-cotta head. See Yo. 001 5. f.

Type (a). H. i^".

Yo. 0017. b. Terra-cotta head. See Yo. oors- f. Type
(a). H.r-

Yo. 0017. c. Terra-cotta fr. R. hand cast of neck of

horse ;
has upright mane and incised rein on side of neck

;

neck itself covered with fur. Length

Yo. 0017. d. Terra-cotta fr. of head and throat of

gryphon ; tuft of hair at corner of mouth ; curved beak-

like muzzle. H.

Yo. 0018. a-c. Terra-cotta applique Gandharvi figs.

from vase. Cf. Anc. Khotan, Pi. XLV, Kh. 003. b ; B.

001. d. c is complete; b has lost lower half, a most of

lotus flower-base. Tiara on head. Heavy necklace with

pendant. Forearms raised, holding wreath. Cf. Yo.

0040, 0042. a. H. (a) 2|' (b) if", {c) 2^". PI. I.

Yo. ooig. Terra-cotta circular stamp. Flat on one

side, slightly convex on other
; centre shows rect-

angular handle fractured close to surface. Flower;

small rosette in centre ;
from this radiate long straight-

edged, acute-angled petals. Cf. (in wood) Kha. ix. 0023.

Diam. 2|'. PI. 11.

Yo. ooao. Terra-cotta appliqu^ mask, resembling

that of Bes, with deep-set eyes, short wide nose, long

moustache, short but wide triangular beard; wears tiara

with jewel. Outstanding hair (incised) forms circle round

head. (Cf. Anc. Khotan, PI. XLIII, Y. 0017, for general

type.) H. 2^". PI. I.

Yo. ooai. Terra-cotta fr. of neck of vase ; cf. Yo.

0059, with nude female fig. playing the guitar and dancing.

(Cf. Anc. Khotan, PI. XLIV, Y. 0019, fig. on R. of fr.)

H. offig. ly.

Yo. ooaa. Terra-cotta fr. of vase, with wreath appliqu^.

Half-round section. Alternate bands of lotus-petals (f)

and small leaves, separated by berries. For western

analogy, cf. Quibell, Excavations at Saggara (1909). PI.

XXXVL 3. Length i^". PI. in.

Yo. ooag. a. Terra-cotta rhyton, or spout from vessel,

in form of ox’s head, the horns turned inwards. Body

curves up from head. Very rude conventional work.

Length 3^'. PI. II.

Yo. ooag. a. i. Terra-cotta ox-head spout, as Yo. 0023.

a, but smaller. Body curves down from head. Length

Yo. oo23.‘a..’ !».* -Terra-cotta fr. of large ox-head

spout. R. horn, end of muzzle, and all lower mould

missing. Body curves up from head. Length 3J''.

PI. II.

Yo. 0023. a. 3. Terra-cotta fr. of small ox-head

spout. Length

Yo. 0023. b. Terra-cotta fr. ofhandle ofvessel, in form

of nondescript animal (horse .?). At junction with body is

appliqud anthemion. Length af". PI. II.

Yo. 0023. c. Terra-cotta fr. of vessel, with half of

well-moulded anthemion ornament. At stalk of this is small

knob of clay suggesting berry. 2" x 2^". PI. III.

Yo. 0023. d. Terra-cotta fr. of handle of vase, orn.

with alternate diagonal bands of two incised lines and single

line of dots. At point of junction with body nondescript

animal head ; it has single horn growing up from crown

of head, and long snout. See Anc. Khotan, PI. XLV, Kh.

003. I. Length 2^".

Yo. 0023. e. Terra-cotta fr. of vessel. Spout in form

of monkey’s head of naturalistic type. Hair incised, eyes

deep-set. Length

Yo. 0024. a-q. Terra-cotta applique masks from

vases; grotesque human faces. See Yo. 001. Fo. 0024.

a. Replica of Yo. 001. n. H. i/g". Fo. 0024. b.

Replica of Yo. 001. d. H. Fo. 0024. c. Vertical

groove in forehead ; mouth short and straight
; replica of

Yo. 001. g. H. if'. Fo. 0024. d. Long face; vertical

groove and V in forehead
;
corners of mouth turned down.

See Yo. 0024. q. H. i^". Pi. III. Fo. 0024. e. Replica

of Yo. oor. d. H. iJI". Fo. 0024. /. Replica of Yo.

001. c. H. iff". Fo. 0024. g. Dimples at corners of

mouth ; hair over forehead, less flat than usual. H. 1 1
",

Fo. 0024. h. Lips very thick, hair more nearly upright

than usual. Replica of Yo. 001. f; 0044. e. H. i|".

Fo. 0024. i. Very small face, with peaked features
; rude

work, apparently mostly modelled. H. 1". Fo. 0024. k.

Small. Hair very slightly worked
; features set and not

smiling, corners of mouth turned down. H. 1*. Fo.

0024. 1. Poor condition, unusually large. Details marked

by bored holefS ;
cf. Yo. ooi. u. i

; 0044. c. H. if".

Fo. 0024. m. Covering junction of lower end of handle

with body of vessel. Ribbed fr. attached above (wing ?).

Nose very prominent
;
eyes small

;
lips naturalistic. H.

PI. III. Fo. 0024. n. Well and carefully modelled

;

replica of Yo. 0024. g. Eyes prominent in long sockets

;

double dimples at corners of mouth
;
pointed ears. H. if".

PI. III. Fo. 0024. 0. Small; detail mostly perished.

H. if". Fo. 0024. p. Replica of Yo. 0024. n, but in bad

state. H. ijig". Fo. 0024. g. Replica of Yo. 0024. d.

See Yo. 001. H. iJ/-

Yo. 0025. a. Terra-cotta applique lion’s head mask;
framed in circular curls

;
heavy moustache. Cf. Anc.

Khotan, PI. XLIV, Y. 0015. Yo. 0043. ts from same
mould. Fine bold work. H. ifl".
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Yo. 0025. b. Terra-cotta appliqa^ lion’s head mask
with moustache

; naturalistic ; less circular and less flat

than Yo. 0025. a. Brows, eyes, and moustache show
development on preceding example. H. al*. PI. II.

Yo. 0025. c. Terra-cotta applique lion’s head
mask, framed by flat formal circle of curls ; has no
moustache. H. if".

Yo. 0025. d. Terra-cotta appliqud lion’s head mask.
Circle of curls here formed of small solid knobs like rivet

heads, within which border of scored hair. (This series

a-d shows gradual degeneration and increasing artificiality.)

H. 1^'.

Yo. 0025. e-h. Terra-cotta small applique lion’s

head masks; formal type; but good. Mouth slightly

open
; brow puckered

;
eyes full and prominent. Set in

circle of formal curls. All much worn except (h). H.
PI. III.

Yo. 0025. i. Terra-cotta appliqud lion mask in high
relief. Features well represented but without detail. Eyes
deep-set

; heavy roll of flesh over mouth (not rendered as

hair). Corners of mouth pierced right through. A little

incised hair below ears. H. 2". PI. Ii.

Yo. 0026. Terra-cotta fr. of female head, front part.

Head-dress of double string-like fillet from which rise

three large loops of same. On either side of face long
hair falling outwards to shoulders and then curled inwards
to cheeks. Round ear-rings with central boss. Classical

features. Small but fine example of Gandhara type.

H.fl'. PI. in.

Yo. 0027. a. Terra-cotta applique mask, ‘frowning
demon ' type, approaching nearly to lion of Yo. 0043. b.

Low relief; lower L. hand corner and edges generally

lost. From s.ame mould is Yo. 0043. d- Cf. Anc.
Khotan, PI. XLIV, Y. 0016, similar though differing in
detail. H. if*.

Yo. 0027. b. Terra-cotta applique mask. Lion, much
humanized

; brows drawn down V-wise between eyes

;

straight set mouth; knobby cheeks, framed by formal
curls. From same mould, Yo. ooiz. b. H. i^*.

Yo. 0028. a. Terra-cotta fr. of pot, with grotesque
face modelled on it. Eyebrows very high ridges with hair

indicated by incised lines. Eyes narrow slits. Point of
nose grotesquely curled up ; mouth small. Formal curled
moustache rendered in outline by incision. H. if*;
breadth 2|*. PI. n.

Yo. 0028. b. Terra-cotta fr. of human head (male ?),

with hair marked by series of stamped curves. 2* x if*.

Yo. 0028. c. Terra-cotta head of monkey in cradle.

Cf Yo. 0038. c. No modelling or detail. H. f*.
PI. III.

*

Yo. 0029. Terra-cotta fore-part of camel, well worked.
Saddle-cloth indicated by incised markings. Mane incised

;

hair scored. H. if* PI. lu.

Yo. 0030. a. Terra-cotta fig. horse and rider. Rider

(all above waist lost) wears baggy breeches fastened at

knee, and ankle shoes. Back legs ofhorse lost. Saddle and
harness in relief. Horse’s head bad; body heavy; legs

not distinguished. Cf. Yo. 04. a. H. (horse’s head) 2*.

PI. I.

Yo. 0030. b. Terra-cotta handle of vase. SeeYo.
®t)i5- f, type (^). Fore-legs and hind quarters missing.

Fine example. Length zff*. PI. II.

Yo. 0030. c. Terra.cotta fr. head of peacock. Beak
and crest broken. Bird has ears, whence hang tassels

;

also string collar with stud behind. Plumage rendered by
stamped crescents and incised lines. Cf. Yo. 0061.
Length 2f*.

Yo. 0030. d-i. Terra-cotta handles of vase. Vo.

oojo. d. See Yo. 0015. f, type (a). Lower fore-legs and
hind-legs missing. Haiiy tail coiled on R. flank. No
whiskers. Length gff*. Yo. oojo. e. See Yo. 0015. f,

type (a), fore-part alone remains
; fore-legs and muzzle

gone. Length 2f*. Vo. oo}o. /. See Yo. 0015. f, type
(a). Hind quarters missing. Hair shown on flanks by
diagonal incisions. Length 3I* Vo. oojo. g. See Yo.
0015. f, type (a). Head only. Very good work. Length

2f*. V). OOJO. h. Head only. See Yo. 0015. f, type
(
3).

H. i|*. Vo. oojo.i. See Yo. 0015. f, type (a). Head
only. Small scale. Length lire*

Yo. 0030. k. Terra-cotta fr. head of horse; reins,

etc., incised. Cf. Yo. 0030. a. H. 1*.

Yo. 0031. a. Terra-cotta monkey, naturalistic type;
hands clasped before face. Body below waist takes form
of large phallus. Good detailed work. H. f|*.

Yo. 0031. b. Terra-cotta monkey, owl type, squatting

on heels. Arms (broken) apparently raised In attitude of
prayer. Hair incised back of shoulders down centre of
chest and back. Wears loin-cloth. Cf. Yo. 003. a, b,

etc. H. 1^*.

Yo. 0031. c. Terra-cotta monkey. Resembles Yo.
0031. b, save for absence of hair. R. leg missing. H V
PI. HI.

®

Yo. 0031. d. Terra-cotta monkey, naturalistic type.
Hands clasped

; legs twisted up behind back in attitude of
swimming on skin. Cf. Yo. 0031. e. Length A*.
PI. III.

^
Yo, 0031, e. Terra-cotta monkey, naturalistic type.
Hands clasped

; legs stretched behind in attitude of swim-
ming on skin. Pierced for suspension. Good work. Cf.

Yo. 0031. d. H. I*. PI. III.

Yo. 0031. f. Terra-cotta monkey, owl type.

Hands clasped; legs lost. Cf. Anc. Khotan, PI. XLVII,
Y. 0011. g, 0013. e. H. ^*. PI. III.

Yo. 003a. a. Terra-cotta monkey, crude naturalistic
type, playing guitar. All below waist lost. Cf. Anc.
Khotan, PI. XLVI, Yo. 009. i. H. 1^*.
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Yo. 0032. b. Terra-cotta monkey, playing syrinx.

L. side of face and shoulder, and all below waist missing.

Rough work. H. if''.

Yo. 003a. c. Terra-cotta monkey, owl type
;

wears

loin-cloth
;
beats drum beneath his L. arm. Head thrown

back in mock enthusiasm. H. if'.

Yo. 003a. d. Terra-cotta monkey, naturalistic type,

seated, playing guitar. Head turned slightly R. Careful

miniature work. H. f*.

Yo. 003a. e. Terra-cotta monkey, owl type, seated,

playing syrinx. L. leg lost. H. f".

Yo. 0033. a. Terra-cotta monkey, owl typej holds

drinking (?) horn to mouth. H. i'.

Yo. 0033. b. Terra-cotta monkey, owl type
;

holds

syrinx (?) to lips. All below hips lost. Cf. Aw. Khotan,

PI. XLVI, B. 002. H. ff'.

Yo. 0033. c. Terra-cotta monkey ; very rude naturalistic

type. Hands raised, holding pile of discs (musical instru-

ment ?) beneath chin. All below waist lost. H. if*.

Yo. 0034. a. Terra-cotta monkey. Rough work. L.

arm bent ;
hand placed on mouth

;
R. arm swung slightly

forward. Lower limbs lost. Perhaps type of Yo. 003. a,

q. V. H. I*.

Yo. 0034. b. Terra-cotta monkey, naturalistic
;
upper

part from hips. L. hand placed on mouth
;

R. arm

(broken) swung slightly forward. Hair incised. Perhaps

type of Yo. 003. a, q. v. H. i^'.

Yo. 0034. c. Terra-cotta monkey, upper part. Natural-

istic type, but very rough. L. hand laid on mouth ;
R. on

chest. All below hips missing. Perhaps of type Yo. 003.

a, q. V. H. i|'. PI. 111 .

Yo. 0034. d. Terra-cotta monkey, owl type. R. hand

raised to mouth; L. holds phallus. Cf. Anc. Khotan.,

PI. xLvii, Y. 0025. H. fl'. PI. nr.

Yo. 0035. a-z. Terra-cotta frs. from figures of

monkeys. Bodies (where preserved) in squatting atti-

tude. All sizes from if' to f'. Perhaps typw of Yo.

003. a, b, etc. Yo. oojj. a. Owl type, wearing loin-

cloth. Both arms and legs lost. Ithyphallic. H. ff'.
Yo. oojj. h. Owl type. Squatting

; wears loin-cloth
;
both

arms and L. leg broken. H. f. Yo. oojry. c. Squatting

:

hands on knees; wears loin-cloth. Head missing. H.

ff'. Yo. oo}S- Miniature naturalistic type. Knees
drawn up under chin which rests on hands

; pierced for

suspension. H. f'. Yo. oojj. e. Naturalistic type.

Arms broken close to shoulders
; body at waist. H. if'.

Yo. oojj.f. Head with long moustache in relief, imperial,

and pointed seamed cap; but brows, muzzle, and ears

of monkey, Cf. Yo. 0035. o. H. f'. PI, ni. Yo.

oojj. g. Human face with incised moustache, imperial,

and eyebrows, and narrow eyes. Wears cap. Hair

incised over body. R. arm broken near shoulder
; L.

aim and shoulder quite gone. Body broken at waist.

H. ij^'. Yo. OOJJ. h. Head of monkey; naturaUstic

type. H. ff'. Yo. oojj. i. Head (naturalistic type),

and part of trunk. H. |'. Yo. oojj. j. Owl type.

Squatting
;

arms stretched to front but broken ;
legs

broken
;

head turned f R. H. ff'. Yo. oojj. k.

Head with long ass-like ears and sharply pointed skull,

H. f'. Yo. OOJJ. 1. Naturalistic type. Seated, legs

spread at R. angles. Body shapeless, arms lost. H. if'.

Yo. OOJJ. m. Front cast of female; breasts marked

by five dots pentagon-wise. Between breasts is a long

vertical notched line. Arms and all below navel gone. H.

ij^'. Yo. OOJJ. n. Miniature; naturalistic type. Arms
and all below hips missing. H. f'. Yo. oojj. 0. Head

with cap having short pigtail, moustache, and imperial

;

but with overhanging brow, muzzle, and pointed ears of

monkey. H. f|'. PI. III. Yo. oojj. p. Head. Very

good lifelike work. Eyes impressed circles
;

nostrils

punctured
;
mouth deeply cut with punctured comers. Ears

small and well set. H. PI. III. Yo. oojj. q. Natural-

istic. Seated
; arms lost ; legs mere stumps, grotesquely

thick. Head turned R. H. i|'. Yo. oojj. r. Natural-

istic head. H. f'. Yo. oojj. s. Head. Rough and

much defaced. H. ^'. Yo. oojj. t. Head, naturalistic,

with part of trunk. H, if'. Yo. oojj. u. Terra-cotta

front cast of monkey, holding oval object (syrinx ?) beneath

chin. Crude naturalistic type. Cf. Anc. Khotan, PI.

XLVI, B. 002. H. ff'. Yo. OOJJ. V. Head, rude, with

pigtail. H. Yo. OOJJ. w. Naturalistic type. Female.

Accidentally crushed in making; breasts flattened. R.

arm outstretched (but broken)
;

L. hanging by side.

Pubes marked. H. if'. Yo. oojj. x. Head. Rough
work. H. I'. Yo.oojj.y. Front cast of head. Visor-

like overhanging brow, H. f Yo. oojj. z. Owl type.

Short pigtail hanging forward over brow ; arms and all

below hips missing. H. if".

Yo. 0036. Terra-cotta head of cat. Broken away at

shoulders. H. if'.

Yo. 0037. a. Terra-cotta torso of fig. (human or

monkey?), wearing loin-cloth. Arms outstretched but

broken near shoulders. Legs gone. On back traces of

water-skin (?). H. if'.

Yo. 0037. b. Terra-cotta squatting monkey, of type

of Yo. 303. a, b, q. v. Head, R, arm, and legs missing.

L. hand on lap holds rounded object. H. f|'.

Yo. 0037. c. Terra-cotta monkey ; front cast of head,

with short outstanding ears, prominent eyes. Human
type (not prognathous). H. f'.

Yo. 0038. a. Terra-cotta monkey, as baby in cradle

;

lower part lost. Cf. Yo. 0010. a, b. H, A|',

Yo. 0038. b. Terra-cotta monkey, owl type
; as baby

in cradle, but without usual ‘ swaddling clothes as in Yo.
0038. a. H. i^'.

Yo. 0038. c. Terra-cotta monkey, as baby in cradle.

Only head remains. Worn. H. f|'.
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Yo. 0038. d. Terra>cotta fr. monkey, as baby;

wrapped up and bound by two transverse bands. H.
-I*.

Yo. 0039. a. Terra-cotta bird, with large beak and

crest, and folded wings (hoopoe). Pierced for suspension.

H.r.

Yo, 0039. b. Terra-cotta miniature amphora. One

handle and base-ring lost. Volute attachment at base of

handle. H. PI. III.

Y0.0039.C. Terra-cottaminiatureamphora. Rounded

base-knob ; both handles lost. Rough. H.

Yo. 0039. d. Terra-cotta miniature oenochoe, with

pinched lip and body om. with spiral fluting. Handle

lost. H.

Yo. 0039. ®* Terra-cotta head of bird (hoopoe) with

large crest. Beak broken. H. i|'.

Yo. 0039. f. Terra-cotta fr. of miniature vase.

Slender foot, lathe-turned body with hexagonal shoulder.

Neck and most of handle missing. H. PI. III.

Yo. 0039. g. Terra-cotta fr., consisting of six short

spokes at R. angles. Four lost. Rest have couple of

notches near their ends. Prob. from miniature piece of

furniture. Length of spoke

Yo, 0039. h. Terra-cotta fr. of handle, in form of

beast (? bear). Body stamped all over with small curves

indicating woolly fur. H. if'*'.

Yo. 0039. i. Pottery fr. of handle, in form of eel-like

creature with out-curved gaping jaws, long pointed ears,

and round goggle eyes. Length 2^". PI. II.

Yo. 0039. k. Triangular fr. of red pottery, covered

with thin slip of same colour but faced with creamy surface;

om. with elaborate but very conventional foliage pattern in

relief. Straight bands, voluted stems, having close-set

narrow spine-like leaves. 3f' x af". PI. IV.

Yo. 0039. 1. Fr. of ornamental pottery. Om. divided

into two by horizontal appliqu^ cable band. Below this,

fr. of incised lotus flower, profile view, strongly Egyptian

in style. Above, appliqu^ relief. Vase with fluted body

rests on concave-topped stand (relief above broken away)

;

on L., draped knee of kneeling human fig. Cf. Foucher,

I!Art du Gandhdra, fig. 21 1. Scene represents worship of

Buddha’s alms-bowl, if'xif'. PI. I.

Yo. 0040. Terra-cotta applique fig, of Gandharvi.
Halo behind bare head. Large ear-rings. Fore-arms

raised to hold wreath. Wears short jacket
;
lower jxiints

in front blown open. Lotus base. Cf. Anc. Khotan,

PI. XLV, B. 001. d, and Yo. 0018, 0042. a. H. zf*.

PI. I.

Yo. 0041. a-e. Terra-cotta heads of female figs.

See Yo. 009. h. Yo. 0041. a. Eyes in prominent relief.

Pointed fringe. No band to topknot. Lower L. side of

face chipped
; back of head missing. H. 2^'. Yo. 0041.

6. Eyebrows and eyelids incised. Pointed fringe. Jewelled

circlet round topknot and jewelled string binding it

verdcally. Pigtail looped up from behind and caught by

bow. Good work, but worn. H. Yo. 004Z. c.

Eyebrows punctured
;
eyes in relief. Fringe cut away in

triangle. Double circlet of beads round tt^knot, and

jewelled string binding it vertically. Pigtail looped up

from behind and caught by bow. Good work. H. 2^'.

PI. L Yo. 0041. d. Eyebrows incised and scored ; eyes

in relief with compass-incised pupils. Narrow straight

fringe. Bead circlet with braid of hair above round top-

knot
;

this together with back of head missing. H. r^*.

Yo. 0041. e. Eyebrows ridged and scored; eyes well

modelled. Fringe cut away at parting, marked by very

fine waved lines. From top of head hair falls straight in

front of ears and over back of head to neck. On top of

head hair gathered into flat ‘ plate ’, from front of which

a short tail is carried over to back of crown where it meets

long plaited tail turned up from nape of neck. Very

careful and delicate work; mouth especially far finer than

in other figs. H. 2^'. PI. I.

Yo. 0041. f. Terra-cotta female head, large. See 009.

d. 1-7. Pompadour
;
comb missing. From behind

springs pigtail supported by cushion and falling down
back of head, under main pigtafl looped up to meet it.

Features good but damaged. Tassel ear-rings. H. I3'.

PI. I.

Yo. 0041. g. Terra-cotta female head, large. See Yo.

009. d. 1-7. Pompadour supported by frame
;
short tail

passes over cushion
; longer tail rises from nape, and the

two are secured behind cushion. Detailed and clear

example of this fashion. Side-curls on cheeks; tassel

ear-rings. Features rather indistinct. H. 1^'. PI. I.

Yo. 0041. h. Terra-cotta male head; bald forehead;

ridged almond eyes
; long thin moustache. Back of head

missing. H. if’.

Yo. 0041. i. Terra-cotta female head, small; see Yo.

009. d. 1-7. Features very rudely marked. Rosette

before topknot
;
end of pigtail with bow. H. r^'.

Yo. 0041. k. Terra-cotta small male head and bnst,
with hair upright over forehead and cut short at nape of

neck behind. Straight moustache. Much worn. H. r^*.

Yo. 0041. 1 . Terra-cotta small female fig., with up-
right coiffure. See Yo. 009 d. 1-7. Breasts bare; lower
part of fig. and pigtail missing. H, if.

Yo. 0041. m. Terra-cotta small female head. See
Yo. 009. d. 1-7. Shows four-cornered cushion supporting
pigtail (missing). H. PI. i.

Yo. 0041. n. Terra-cotta fr. of human head, cast from
front mould. Full Indian type of face. On head diadem,
possibly an inverted lotus, but resembling Uraeus crown

;

central snake seen in front with head outstanding in relief

Fig. might therefore represent a Naga. Good work. H.
PI- in.

Yo. 004a. a. Terra-cotta fr. of neck of vase, om.
with appliqu^ relief of Gandharvi Tiara on head. Fore-
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arms raised to hold wreath; body nude. Much worn.

Cf. Anc. Khotan, PI. XLV, B. oor. d, and Yo. 0018, 0040.

H. 3'.

Yo. 0042. b. Terra-cotta fr. of appliqu6 male fig., to

L. p., wearing diadem. Both arms apparently uplifted to

L. p. H. il". PI. I.

Yo. 0043. a. Terra-cotta appliqu6, Gk>rgoneion. Set

in circle with short radiating spikes ; outside this another

circle of round beads (i. e. conventional curls)
;

wears

bristly moustache. Orig. diam. 2^". PI. IV.

Yo. 0043. b. Terra-cotta applique lion mask. Same

mould as Yo. 0027. b, q. v. H. il".

Yo. 0043. c. Terra-cotta fr. of appliqud lion mask.
Eyes and brow lost. Same mould as Yo. 0025. a, q. v.

H. li'.

Yo. 0043. d. Terra-cotta fir. of appliqud lion mask.
All below nostrils, and edge of whole lost. Same mould as

a,q.v. afl".

Yo. 0043. e. Terra-cotta appliqud lioness’s mask in

high relief. Summary but very naturalistic and individual

work. H. (ofrelieO r. Phi.

Yo. 0043. f. Terra-cotta fr. of applique lion mask,
from base of handle of vase. From R. side half palmette

on short stalk curves upwards
;
prob. balanced by another

onL.

Yo. 0044. a-f. Terra-cotta appliqu^ masks from

vases; grotesque human faces. See Yo. 001. Fb. 0044.

a, b. Apparently replicas ; dimples on cheeks
;
imperfect.

Length iY 0044. c. Nostrils bored
; eyes

unusually large; big ear-rings. H. Fo. 0044. d.

Mouth straight without dimples. Type of Yo. oor. d.

H. i|-'. Fo, 0044. e. Replica of Yo. 0024, h, oor. f.

H. I'. Fo. 0044./. Lower part broken away. Type
of Yo. 0044. a. H. i|'. Fo. 0044. g. Mouth turned

down at corners ; small ring eyes. H. I".

Yo. 0045. a. Terra-cotta fig. horse with rider. Of
rider one leg and seat left

;
horse heavily proportioned

and has lost all legs. Much worn. Length 2^'.

Yo. 0045. b. Terra-cotta handle. See Yo. 001 5. f, type

(S). Head, neck, fore- and hind-legs missing. Variant.

Hind quarters decorated with whorl rosette and crescent

fur markings
;
end in hoof-shaped mass. Length 2^'.

Yo. 0045. c, d. Terra-cotta handles. See Yo. 0015. f,

type (a). All below fore-legs missing. Fore-legs show

attachment to vase. Length 2|".

Yo. 0045. e. Terra-cotta fr. of handle, in form of two

grotesque animals side by side. Cf. Yo. 0015. f, type (a).

Length 2'. PI. II.

Yo. 0045. f. Terra-cotta fr. L. side cast of horse’s

head and neck. Cf. Yo. 0030. a. Length il*.

Yo. 0045. g. Terra-cotta fr. L. side cast of horse’s head.

See Yo. 0015. f, type (b). Length il".

Yo. 0046. a. Terra-cotta fig. of female monkey;
nude and squatting on heels; ‘pudica’ attitude. Hair

not marked. Bracelets on wrists. Fairly careful Work.

H. 1 1
". PI. III.

Yo. 0046. b. Terra-cotta female monkey; nude,

seated on ground. Legs short stumps. R. arm out-

stretched but broken
; L. arm wholly gone. Hair incised

on loins and arms. Breasts prominent, marked with

stamped circle and dots
;
pudenda emphasized. Features

roughly rendered. H. 2^".

Yo. 0046. c. Terra-cotta fr. statuette of pregnant

woman (or female monkey ?). Head, L. arm, and lower

part of body with legs lost. Breasts small but prominent

;

belly very large
; navel marked by incised circle with

surrounding dots. Cf. Yo. 0013. b. H. PI. II.

Yo. 0047. a. Terra-cotta head and bust of monkey;
miniature, naturalistic type

;
playing guitar. Cf. Am-.

Khotan, PI. XLVI, Y. 009. i. H.

Yo. 0047. IJ- Terra-cotta monkey, playing guitar.

Arms and all below hips missing. Crude, naturalistic

type. Cf. Yo. 003. 1
,
and Anc. Khotan, PI. XLVI, Y.

009. i. H. I”.

Yo. 0048. a-f. Terra-cotta pairs of miniature figs.,

nude, in symplegma. Monkeys (faces in a and b carefully

rendered); sex shown by pigtails {e and f). Both figs,

in a and b have tails. See Yo. 002. a-n
;
Anc. Khotan,

PI. XLVII, Y. 0012. a. ii, etc. Fo, 0048. a. Natural-

istic type, good careful work. Hair incised, features life-

like. Both have tails. Legs of one fig. broken, H.
PI. III. Fo. 0048. b. Naturalistic type. Hair marked
by incisions. Face carefully worked. Bodies good. Both
have tails. One fig. has lost head. H. J". Fo. 0048. c.

Both heads lost. H. Fo. 0048. d. Heads and
extremities of legs missing, H, I". Fo. 0048. e. One
has pigtail. Rough work. H. i". PI. III. Fo.oo48.f.
Head of one fig. and lower legs of both lost. Face rude.

Pigtail. H. i".

Yo. 0049. a. Terra-cotta camel, with two bales bound
by broad strap between humps. Hair scored. Very rude

work. H. 1^/. PI. III.

Yo. 0049. b. Terra-cotta camel, bearing load (of water-

skins ?). Head of camel and great part of load lost. Only

mane indicated. Cf. Anc. Khotan, PI. XLVII, Y. 009, 1 ,

H. 2^'.

Yo. 0049. c. Terra-cotta fr. of camel. All fore-part

from hump, and legs, lost. Hair scored. Length 2J'.

Yo, 0050. Terra-cotta monkey, naturalistic type. Large
phallus curls from behind and is held to breast. See Anc.

Khotan, PI. XLVII, Y. 009. q. i. H. I". PI. ill.

Yo. 0051. a. Terra-cotta monkey. R. arm raised and
hand placed on L. side of face, L. arm and lower part of

fig. lost. Rough work. Perhaps of type of Yo. 003. a,

q. v. H. if". P). III.

1874 Q
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Yo. 0051. b. Terra-cotta monkey. Body below breast,

and R. arm lost ;
L. arm raised and hand laid on L.

temple. Summary but lively work. Perhaps type of

Yo. 003. a, q. V. H.

Yo. 0051. c. Terra-cotta monkey, upper part of. R.

arm raised and hand placed on R. cheek ;
L. arm and

lower limbs, lost. Realistic work. Perhaps type of Yo. 003.

a,q.v. H.

Yo. 005a. a-p. Terra-cotta frs. of monkeys. Fo.

OOJ2. a. Naturalistic type. Rough. Lower part of body,

R. arm, L. forearm lost. H. il". Yo. 00J2. b. Small

;

owl type ; hands clasped before breast. From waist down

missing. H. Yo. 00J2. c. Head ;
naturalistic type

;

good work. H. PI. III. Yo. 00^2. d. Owl

type ; L. arm outstretched but broken ; R. arm and both

legs lost. H. I*. Yo. OOJ2. e. Head
;

naturalistic type

;

rough. H. i^". Yo. 00J2. f. Head
;
good naturalistic

type. L. ear and side of face missing. H. ij*. Yo.

OOJ2. g. Head wearing helmet or hat with high, narrow

crest. Very rough. H. Yo. ooj2. h. Seated with

knees drawn up (legs broken off short)
;
L. hand on L.

temple; R. on R. thigh. H. x". Yo. 00J2. t. Crude

naturalistic type. R. arm and shoulder, L. arm just below

shoulder, and lower part of body with legs, lost. H.

Yo. 00J2. k. Crudest naturalistic type. Head and fr. of

trunk only. Much worn. H. i^". Yo. ooj2. 1. Head

and bust (remainder with arms lost). Naturalistic type.

H. x-^". Yo. 00/2. m Small, seated. Legs apart
;
arms

lost. Crudest naturalistic type. H. Yo. oop. n.

Naturalistic type. R. arm and body below waist lost;

front of body without fur marking. H. Yo. 00^2.0.

Front cast of head and R. shoulder. On forehead remains

of tiara; band surmounted by round objects (? jewels).

Rough work. H. i|'. Yo.oop.p. Small; naturalistic

type. Arms and legs lost. H. if*.

Yo. 0053. Terra-cotta miniature water-skin. Front

sewn up ;
neck tied round plug or stopper. Length i^*.

Yo. 0054. a. Terra-cotta head of bird (peacock?),

with long straight beak and high feathered crest; detail of

latter worked out on R. side, not on L. H.

Yo. 0054. b. Terra-cotta head of bird (hoopoe ?), with

high crest. Beak broken off short ; has well-marked ear.

H. I*.

Yo. 0055. a. Fr. of pottery. Above, incised leaf

pattern. Below, moulded heart-shaped om. with double

fillet and dot-border; inner bands curl to make formal leaf

om. based on acanthus scheme
;
dot-flower centre. 3%' X

2|*. PI. I.

Yo. 0055. b. Terra-cotta fr. of vessel ; om. with fruit

on stalk (?), appliqud, hanging vertically. Above is stamped

orn. of two concentric circles with outer circle of dots.

Yo. 0055. c. Pottery.jug ; small hand-made model of

brownish ware with horizontal pebble burnishing. Neck

and handle lost. H. if*.

Yo. 0055. d. Pottery ; small hand-made model of pot.

Bulb-shaped body
;
plain everted lip. Rough, H. if*.

Yo, 0055. e, Fr. of pottery. Slate-grey [wheel-made

orn. with encircling band of three raised mouldings.

Length 2*.

Yo. 0055. f. Fr. of fine red pottery. i*x^'.

Yo. 0055. g. Fr. of red pottery, hard-fired, but slightly

coarse
;
outer face is covered with thin, white slip, if* x if*

Yo. 0055. h. Fr. of red pottery, hard-fired, iff* xff*.

Yo. 0056. Terra-cotta fr. of vessel, in shape of

squatting human fig. Only knees remain, with edge of

upper skirt. Edges of drapery incised. Between knees

protmdes object, either phallus, or grotesque head of small

animal carrying the human fig. ;
cf. Yo. 0070. H. if*

;

width r|*.

Yo. 0057. Terra-cotta handle, lower part of. Junction

with body covered by fine palmette running downwards,

from end of which two volute ornaments curl upwards

supporting small anthemion. Strong classical influence.

Length 3*. PI. II.

Yo. 0058. . Pottery fr. of large hand-made vessel; coarse

drab clay. At top band of chevrons, enclosing circles

(incised); below is slightly raised band om. with pairs of

punched holes; below this afiSxed large mastiflTs head,

mouth slightly open showing teeth and tongue. Very fine

bold work, practically in the round. H. of relief 2^*;
width 33^*. PI. n.

Yo. 0059. Terra-cotta neck of vase (upper part lost),

om. with two narrow sunk bands. Above is band of dot-

and-circle orn. ; below is series of appliqu^ figs, (i)

Elephant with trunk turned over back, supporting two kneel-

ing figs,upon lotus flowers. (2 )
Bird upon bunch of grapes.

(3) Standing fig. robed to feet, playing on some instrument.

(4) Human fig. riding upon homed (?) beast. (5) Lost,

except head
;
prob. replica of 3. (6) Replica of 4. Appliqud

work ;
very worn and blunt

;
details quite lost. H. aff*

;

lower diam. af*.

Yo. 0060. Pottery; small jug, hand-made, in sand-

brown ware with single handle from shoulder to top of

neck, pinch-in lip, and flat base. Just above greatest

circumference of body is broad band enclosed by single

incised lines. Above this, space is divided into three

equal parts by double vertical lines with row of dots on

either side. In each space is low curve marked by double

lines below which are two rows of dots. Greek Influence.

H.3^*. Pi. IV.

Yo. 0061. Terra-cotta fig. of peacock, large moulded,

with long straight beak, high square crest and folded wings.

Legs lost
;

eye-marks on tail and crest. Hole through

beak
; triangular opening between wings. Prob. unguent-

flask. H. 4f* ;
length 5f*. PI. II.

Yo. 0061. a. Terra-cotta head of peacock, as Yo.

0061, but beak shorter and blunter. H. 2f*.
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Yo. 006a. Terra-cotta grotesque head of monkey,
playing guitar. Body that of bird with folded wings.

H. li". PI. III.

Yo. 0063. Terra-cotta female monkey, squatting and

giving suck to young. With R. arm she nurses another

monkey, swaddled and lying in cradle. Both arms and

head of female, and head of small monkey lost. Moulded

;

fine work. H. 2". PI. I.

Yo. 0064. Terra-cotta moulded fig. of boar. L. half

only. Faithful naturalistic work. Length 2^- Pk HI-

Yo. 0065. a-g. Stucco relief frs. of railing, or parapet,

moulded in relief; consisting of sq. panels between upright

posts which are grooved down centre and terminate top

and bottom in knob. Panels orn. with sunk square (in

outline). Along base of whole runs plain border. Fine

drab clay. Length to 2^'; average width lA'',

Yo. 0066. Terra-cotta applique half-length fig.,

wearing long-sleeved, loose-breasted tunic and playing

harp held against L. shoulder. Cf. Yo. 02 (larger figs.).

H. offig. PI. III.

Yo. 0067. Terra-cotta appliqud from vase. Female

head, full-face, with ‘ topknot ’ coiffure. Very fine execu-

tion. For type cf. Gandharvi, Anc. Khotan, PI. LIV,

D. I. 90. H. i'. PI. III.

Yo. 0068. Terra-cotta appliqu^ relief from vase. Man
L. carrying water-jar on L. shoulder. H.

Yo. oo6g. Terra-cotta miniature jug, with long beak-

like spout, small round body and single handle, with thumb-

piece. H. I*.

Yo. 0070. Terra-cotta grotesque appllqu6 group.

Monkey (head alone appears) carrying on his shoulders

female monkey (wearing trousers) who carries young

monkey in L. arm and grotesque bird in R. Bold work ;

female head very fine. H. 3!'. PI. I.

Yo. 0071. Terra-cotta fig. of Yak, bearing load of

faggots (.?). Crudest possible style of modelling. Length

3'.

Yo. 007a. Terra-cotta fr. of ‘winged gryphon’
handle, broken across wing and fore-legs. Usual type of

head, etc. L. half of cast only. Length af".

Yo. 0073. Terra-cotta fig. of woman. Head, L. arm

and feet lost. Body clothed in dress covering upper part

and arms closely. Round waist is serpent belt with four

pear-shaped pendants behind ; below belt the skirt of dress

widens out into bell-shape, the sides being slit. Beneath

this, double apron with embroidered edges hangs down

behind and in front; legs show indications of trousers.

R. arm bent at elbow and brought across body, prob.

beating a drum held under lost L. arm. On R. shoulder

are three ribbons secured by demon mask (brooch?).

Hair in two pigtails behind. Good moulded and appliqud

work. H. 2|". PI. I.

Yo. 0074. Terra-cotta fr. of bird, breast and wing of

(cf. Yo. 0061). Feathers marked by small incised curves.

,13-» V I 1 ”
AT6 X *TS •

Yo. 0075. Terra-cotta head of horse. Moulded ; hair,

reins, etc., indicated by incised lines. Conventional work.

H. il"; length IA'.

Yo. 0076. Terra-cotta appliqud from vase ; head and

breast of human fig.
;
wears turban and necklace falling

on breast. H. i^".

Yo. 0077. Terra-cotta fr. of handle, in form of

monster’s head. Mouth open and swallowing. Length i^".

Yo. 0078. Terra-cotta fr., moulded ; meaning uncertain.

H. il".

Yo. 0079. a-b. Terra-cotta applique from vase.

Two lion masks, (a) much worn and stained. H. (a) 1";

Yo. 0081. Heavy cast bronze om., suggestive of mace-

head, but too roughly made for that purpose. Tubular,

externally of hexagonal section. For rather more than

half of its length, plain. Then expands into larger

hexagonal body, of which the flat faces occur over the

angles of shank. Each face carries a blunt lozenge pyra-

midal point. Junction of body with shank is furnished

with a sq. moulding of very slight projection. Transition

from faces of shank to intervals between hexagonal faces

of body, effected by overhanging triangular faces. Geo-

metrical forms resulting from the construction rather

involved and interesting. Seems to have served purpose

of a ferrule, being pierced throughout, and had some

terminal member. Well preserved. Length 3"; diam.

of shank i ;
internal diam. f* ; weight 1 1 oz. PI. VII.

Yo. 0082. Grey steatite fr. of miniature Stupa.

Two umbrella-like tiers from crown. Lower edge of upper

tier cut in sort of billet orn. Top broken off. Inside

roughly cut out in dome shape narrowing into hole. H.

i"; diam. of base ij". PI. VII.

Yo. 0083. Stucco relief . fr. of lotos wreath, with

strong frontal curve. On front, large boss-like flower is

applied. Cf. Kha. ii. 002. Single rows of petals between

plain fillets. Red clay, si'xif'.

Yo. 0084. Terra-cotta head and bust of monkey.
Eyes mere circle and dot

;
hair dressed in female fashion

roughly indicated. Rudely modelled. H. 2|".

Yo. 0088. Flat triangular stone, light brown, surface

entirely covered with fine irregular natural markings. See

also Yo. 001 10 for larger specimen. Base of triangle
;

base to apex ; thickness

Yo. 0089. Seal of yellowish-white pebble. Four-

sided, and roughly pyramidal in shape, with fret design

cut on base. The apex does not reach a point but is

rounded over. Hole pierced horizontally from side to side

for string, by which it was worn. Edges rounded, and

Q 2
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the whole polished with wear. Design same as Anc.

Khotan,’V\. L, A. ooi. c. Base sq. ;
h.

PI. V.

Yo. 0091. a. Slab of pale green jade, with design

carved on face. This represents human fig. seated cross-

legged on mat
; L. arm bent upwards from elbow across

chest and holding upright in hand bundle resembling

Roman ‘ fasces ’. R. arm also bent up at elbow and hand

supporting ‘ fasces ’ at side. Fig. wears robe with skirt

ending in embroidered band below knee. Veil over head,

which sweeps out in wide curve on L. side and is caught

in bj L. elbow. Fiat cap with om. in front and hair hanging

down side of head. Face, f profile, sq. cheek. Nose and

mouth rendered in elementary fashion by angular lines,

and pupils by straight line across eyeball. No ears or

neck. Treatment generally fiat, and curved lines on small

scale avoided. 2^* x 2^'

;

thickness PI. VII.

Yo. oogi. b. Cast ornamental bronze stud, cartouche-

shape, with remains of three iron rivets attached to back.

Form somewhat rococo. In proportions, a square; R.

and L. sides chamfered and concave from above down-

wards, the forward edges of each chamfered surface

projecting slightly but sharply from adjoining surface, and

its ends curving outwards at top and bottom. Between

flanking chamfers two billet-shaped pieces, convex in

all directions. Between billets, and marking centre of

cartouche, two vertical reed mouldings.

Well modelled and cleanly cast. Good condition.

I' sq. PI. VI.

Yo. 0092. Four-sided pyramidal object of yeUow
bone, apex fiat. On top, a diamond is cut

;
and from

each of the four ridges running down to corners of base, five

slanting lines are cut, upon each side, to base
;
so that

each corner of pyramid is om. with a series of five inverted

V-shaped grooves.
.
Smooth and polished. Possibly

a chessman or something of the kind. Base f* sq.

;

.
h. r-

Yo. 0093. Elliptical chalcedony intaglio, fiat. Pea-

cock in profile, to L. Body represented by circular drill-

hole, to front and bottom of which are added neck and

legs. Tail rendered by five straight lines springing close

together from back of circular body, and spreading apart,

each with ball at the end. Not subtle but effective. 5* x f
PI. V.

Yo. 0094. Ruby intaglio, one side straight, one elliptical.

Convex. Basin with sq. handles, on column. Two doves

perched on rim, one drinking, one standing upright.

Rough work. x

Yo. 0096. a. Elliptical garnet intaglio, plano-convex.

Bust (of warrior?) to L., wearing cuirass and shoulder-

pieces, and large plain round helmet with brim and long

drooping plume. Prob. Roman work (cf. figs, of Urbs

_ Roma, etc., on late Imperial coins). |' x PI. V.

Yo. 0096. b. Elliptical garnet intaglio, plano-convex.

Animal advancing L., apparently a dog. From bis back

rises what may be a wing. But slight projections from

the rounded end seem to indicate a gryphon’s head rudely

designed ; in which case this would be a chimera. Rough

work. ^'xM' PJV.

Yo. 0096. c. Elliptical garnet intaglio, plano-convex.

Male figure facing (?), apparently draped; both arms

extended and bent at the elbow. Head very large.

Roughest possible work, subject almost indistinguishable

;

perhaps, intentionally grotesque. PI. V.

Yo. 0098. Elliptical cornelian intaglio, flat. Wild

boar, galloping L.
;
R. fore -leg bent up under body, head

down. Spirited work. ' x f PI. V.

Yo. 0099. Elliptical ruby intaglio, plano-convex.

Nude male fig. standing on R. foot which points R.
;
body

front
;
head turned L. L. leg bent at knee and held up

across R. leg. Fillet round head. Arms outstretched

from shoulders and holding in bands twisted fillet or

drapery which forms hoop over head, the ends falling in

angular streamers on either side. Bangles on arms

Apollo (?). Fairly good work. PI. V.

Yo. 00X00. Elliptical garnet intaglio, fiat. Animal

standing L., four-footed, with long tail, prick ears and

apparently a long straight horn and a wing of oriental type.

Roughest possible work, subject almost Indistinguishable.

P1.V.

Yo. ooioi. a. Part of lapis lazuli ring. One side fiat,

the other slightly convex and orn. with four small circles

inlet in gold. Diam. of outer circle inner

PI. IV.

Yo. OOIOI. b. Flat piece of mother-of-pearl cut in

diamond shape. In field, but not exactly in centre, a

compass-incised circle. Prob. for inlay work. |* x ;

thickness c. wV-

Yo- 00104. Bronze appliqu6 om., of same kind as

Yo. 0091. b. Flat plate with three studs behind for

attachment. On front, vigorous design (raised) of horse

and rider. Horse with legs outstretched at full gallop;

rider with head bent forward and drapery (?) flying back
in the wind. Irregularly scalloped edges defined by raised

scroll, which forms flame-like bosses at meeting-point of

each scallop. Plentiful traces of gilding. Fine bold work
but somewhat corroded, x PI. VI.

Yo. 00105. Bead ora., cast solid. Hoopoe perched on
top of two ovoid fruits. Gr. M. Pk VI.

Yo. 00107. Bronze appliqud ora. (?), as Yo. 0091. b.

and Yo. 00104. Thin sq. plate with two pins remaining

behind and traces of two others. Corroded. No traces of

design left. sq.

Yo. 00109. a- Circular paste intaglio, flat. Animal

kneeling to L. Possibly a humped bull, but more probably

belongs to winged animal series; cf. Yo. 0096. b, 00100,

00109. b. Very rough work. Surface perished. Diam.

1^'. Pi-v.
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Yo. 00109. b. Circular paste intaglio, flat. Deer with

branching horns walking L. Footwork. Diam.l". PI. V.

Yo. oouo. Stone, of same kind as Yo. 0088, and with

same markings. Irregular shape. Gr. M. rj^g'Xx|''x|''.

Yo. 00113. Fr. of whitish jade, possibly one side of

a rectangular buckle. Surface orn. with two grooves cut

parallel to edges, space between them filled in by series

of close-set cross-lines. This om. continued along ad-

joining sides ; but these are broken off. Underneath, at

each comer, two holes bored slantwise into the jade,

meeting each other in its thickness, and not reaching the

other side. Through this, thread passed, sewing buckle

to belt (?). Carefully and smoothly finished,

^3

Yo. 00114. Bugle bead of black glass, part of. Has

been broken in two lengthways, and one-half lost. Round
it, at each end, ran a set of three lines inlaid in white paste ;

inside these again a line of red ; and in the centre, a yellow

festooned line. Length diam. was f"; thickness of

glass f*. PI. IV.

Yo. 00115. Opaque glass end of polychrome bugle bead.

Round drum a zigzag line of white on reddish-brown.

H. i"; diam. |'.

Yo. 00116. Disc of green glass, semi-transparent,

fused. Bright blue-green iridescence. Diam. r'xg";
thickness j'.

Yo. 00117. Circular intaglio of banded chalcedony,

flat. Humped ox walking to L. Fairly good work but

with much use of drill. x j". PI. V.

Yo. 00117. b. Circular garnet intaglio, plano-conve.x.

Uncertain device. From a crescent base rises a short

circular stem bearing a crescent whose inner curve shows

three upright projections. Behind is object somewhat

resembling a large nail. Diam. PI. V.

Yo. 00118. Bronze bird, perhaps pigeon, cast solid.

Legs thickened into sort of pedestal. Condition bad, but

incised lines to show feathers on back, wings, and tail, still

visible. Traces of gilding. Tail to tip of beak i^'.
PJ. VII.

Yo. ooiig. White soapstone fr., showing human eye

R., carved in relief with eyebrow, part of cheek, and

remains of large ear. Complete double line round eye.

Curious V-shaped groove in cheek below. Flat, i' X ;

thickness 5'. PI. VI.

Yo. 00120. Relief fr. in white soapstone of fig. broken

off below waist. Head-dress tied in just above head, then

bulging into great rounded topknot ; surface plain. Tresses

of hair down sides of face divide into sections showing

waves.- R. arm hanging down, broken at wrist. Sleeve

wide at top. Position of L. arm uncertain, being almost

entirely broken off. Back of fr. flat, but lines are cut

indicating roughly main lines of fig. Halo behind head,

much broken, il'x^'j thickness nearly PI. VI.

Yo. 00121. Steatite miniature Stupa, crown of; in

dull purple-grey steatite. Beneath, four-sided base or

pedestal, round bottom of which were carved apparently

two lines of sunk squares. Above runs line of' billet’ om.

(possibly meant to suggest brickwork). Then plain band,

then another line of billet, and again plain band. Each

band overhangs the band beneath.

Round edge of platform thus formed, are carved eight

figs.—a Buddha seated cross-legged with hands in lap on

each of the sides, and a monster-headed bird standing at

each corner. Buddha figs, slope slightly forward; and

breasts and heads of birds also are stretched well upwards

and out, thus carrying up outward lines of pedestal. Head-

dresses of Buddhas possibly differ in two instances, but

these are slightly defaced. Wings of birds are curved back-

wards. The Buddhas are carved out nearly in the round.

Above, the crown of the Stupa rises in four umbrellas,

the lowest and largest resting on the heads of the figs.

Round lower edge of each runs a band of bead orn. with

incised line above. Work very carefully and skilfully

executed. Hole pierced downwards through the centre of

the whole, from top to bottom. H.
;

gr. diam. 5".

PI. VI.

Yo. 00122. Part of pendant lead orn. (?) in open-

work. X ff".

Yo. 00125. Round bead of red-yellow cornelian, orn.

with design of circles, etc., in white. Cf. also Khotan,

02. q, r. Diam.
;

h. f". PI. IV.

Yo. 00126. a, b. Agate beads, (a) Long barrel-

shaped bead. Upper half dark brown with blue line

round widest part, lower semi-transparent grey. Length

;
gr. diam. A"’ (i) Lentoid bead, smaller. Chiefly

white ; bright brown round one end. Length
;

gr.

diam. .

Yo. 00127. Fourteen small gold frs., (a) Ball of solid

gold with ring attached at top. From end to end

(^) Claw setting for jewel. Gr. M. ^5'. (c, <?) Two thin

discs with loops for suspension. Diams. f* and (c)

Circular piece of gold foil, battered and broken. Prob.

also a disc orn. Diam.
jre*' (y) Another piece of gold

foil, 5 disc shape. Prob. part of larger disc om. Radius

c. I", (g) A small strip of gold foil edged on each side

with granulated wire, and with small ring projecting in the

middle for suspension, perhaps, of jewel or disc orn. f' X
i". (A) A small bit of granulated wire, prob. broken off

the last. X 35'. (/) Small strip of gold foil bent into

hook. X (i) Half a hollow gold bead, with two

holes pierced in it. g" x (?) Tiny fr. of gold foil,

c. Ys" sq. (m, n, 0) Three pieces of rough gold
; is" sq-

;

andi'x/y. PI. VI.

Yo. 00129. Bronze miniature model of jug (?), neck,

beak, and handle of. Handle runs out level with rim,

and then down at right angles. From length of downward
part, jug was obviously high and narrow. Beak short

;

solid. Length of downward part of handle ; length

of level part of handle
; diam. of neck c.
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Yo. 00130. Small round flat lead pellet. A weight (?).

Yo. 00133. Octagonal style (?) of white jade. One

end tapering to a round point, the other slightly bevelled

and then cut across. Length 4^^*

;

gr. diam. J*.

Yo. 00134. Relief fr. of grey soapstone. Human

face, short and round. Ears of moderate length. Nose

worn almost flat. Hair done in topknot, and treatment

plain. Eyes very long and narrow. C. f'xl'xj*.
PI. VI.

Yo. 00135. Spinning-whorl of dark grey stone,

dome-shaped but turning slightly in towards foot and with

concave bottom. Latter is om. with series of double

‘ horseshoe ’ oms. running round hole. One horseshoe is

inside the other, and down middle of each pair is line

ending in dot. Same kind of pattern (elongated) is re-

peated on upper surface of dome ;
and round narrowing

lower part series of crescent-shaped lines, standing on end.

Pattern all over carelessly and inaccurately cut. H. |*

;

gr. diam. c. ij*.

Yo. 00138. White soapstone relief, being half tym-

panum of arch. At L. bottom comer is palm-leaf capital

supporting lintel, whereon line of chevron om. which was

also continued round curve of tympanum but is largely

broken away. In field to L., a palm-tree (?); in centre

grotesque fig. advancing R. Wears cap (or long hair),

bead necklace
j

stole, which passes behind back, crosses

inside R. elbow and flies free
;
breech clout (?), and anklet

on L. leg. L. hand holds vase
;
R. hand touches this

;

knees bent. Fig. perhaps bearded. Orig. height

width at base i
;
thickness ^*. Top missing. PI. VI.

Yo. 00139. Cast lead figurine of camel with two humps.

Coarse. H. PI. VI.

Yo. 00140. Small white steatite om., strip of bead,

slightly curved. From end to end

Yo. 00141. Bronze seal, with small, thin, pierced, loop

handle. On face in intaglio single Chin. char, in modern

form, It'afig ‘good, gentle’, prob. as a personal name.

The character not being cut reversed, impression gives re-

versed form (L. C. Hopkins). Face I' x^'. H.^'. Pl.V.

Yo. 0014a. Bronze D-shaped seal with shank at back

for suspension. S-shaped counter-change pattern, x f'.

Yo. 00143. Round bronze seal with stud behind.

Design, a deer with antlers, L. Much defaced. Diam.

c. i'. PI. V.

Yo. 00144. Round bronze seal, with remains of shank

behind. Design
;
bead om. round edge ;

in field, tiger (?)

R. fore-paw raised, head thrown up and back over R.

shoulder. Good attitude, but work considerably effaced.

Diam. to I". Pl.V.

Yo. 00145. Sq. bronze seal, without shank. Part of

edge broken, and hole through field. Fine design of Hon

seated, fore-paw raised heraldically, tail ending in three tufts.

[Chap. IV

mouth open as if roaring. Round this sq. border of single

sunk line. C. 1^* sq. PI. V.

Yo. 00146. Sq. bronze button, with wide shank placed

diagonally. Face plain except for inner border of wgle

line of bead om. f' sq. Thickness PI. VI

Yo. 00147. Bronze fr. of finial om. (?). Adjoining

halves of two arches or volutes, which spring from common

base. On these rests another pointed arch with scalloped

edge, its field showing remains of relief design now indis-

tinguishable. The whole corroded. Plentiful traces of

gilding. Gr. M. X i|* ;
thickness 1

^'. PI. VI.

Yo. 00148. Side of bronze buckle (?), much corroded.

Remains of three teeth on one side and four on other (?).

Length ifl*.

Yo. 00149. Three frs. of bronze oms., apparently

accidentally stuck together. Each consists of small

crescent-shaped bar with thickened ring round middle.

From this, on convex side of crescent, projected a small

stud which passed through another ring. Perhaps ends

of pendants. Tip to tip to 1^*. H. c.

Yo. 00150. Half of flat sq. bone seal. Device appar-

ently of four spirals, radiating from centre, one filling each

comer. Of these two remain, ^ (broken) x c.

Yo. 00151. Elliptical onyx intaglio with bevelled edge.

Device, tiger or Cheetah, advancing L. Rough work.

11» V_9 "

Yo. 00152. Fr. of white jade, perhaps end of buckle.

Surface flat and plain edges on one side chamfered. Ogee

arch-like top. X f
* X -fs”-

Yo. 00153. Fr. of blown glass vessel. Translucent

green flashed with dark red on concave side. Gr. M.
;

thickness ^5'.

Yo. 00154. Spheroid cornelian bead, as Yo. 00125,

but plain. Roughly cut. Diam. f
* X

Yo. 00156. Small oblong slab of black steatite.

Hole tered through each corner. Traces of incised

circles round these holes on one side, X ' to f|'
V 3’Xx^ •

Yo. 00157. Small sq. slab of black steatite. Wide

bevel taken off upper surface. Base f
* sq.

;
top |* sq.

;

thickness 1^*-

Yo. 00158. Small oblong slab of light steatite. One

short side bevelled, showing pale green interior. Hole

bored longitudinally. x I* X to

Yo. 00159. Seal of yellowish white soapstone.

For shape and material, cf. Yo. 0089 ;
but here a carefully

cut shank rises from flat back of seal. Device, a crane (?),

L., with mffled-up wings and small triangular tail. Base

c. I'sq. H. Pl.V.

Yo. 00160. Sq. bronze seal with part of shank behind.

Face divided into four equal squares, filled respectively by

a quatrefoil, a Svastika, a diagonal cross, and a trefoil

fleur-de-lis (placed diagonally), X PI. V.
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Yo. 00161. Bronze fr. as Yo. 00148. Much corroded.

Length ii".

Yo. 0016a. Fr. of bone comb with round top. Teeth

broken off just below start. Above, on each side, runs

row offive sunk rings, each with inner sunk ring and central

dot. The row is bounded above and below by two incised

grooves. Hole pierced near middle of top. H.
length i^".

Yo. 00163. Small disc of bone. Just inside edge three

incised circles, but edge has been cut down, so that for

half circumference there is only one. In centre, a dot

sunk with three concentric rings round it. In centre of

back, lathe-hole. Diam. c. x".

Yo. 00164. Bronze om. in shape of lotus bud, bound

together near bottom. Hollowed out behind with pro-

jecting stud. Poor condition. H. r
;
width c. f".

Yo. 00165. Figurine of sheep in white soapstone.
Collar round neck. Very fine naturalistic work. H.

r. PI. VI.

Yo. 00166. Soapstone fig. of monkey, human type,

on flat base. Kneels on R. knee, L. bent up. L. elbow

rests on L. knee, and hand supports R. elbow. R. hand

supports cheek. Halo. Greyish-white soapstone. H.

H'- PI- VI.

Yo. 00167. Grey soapstone fr. Back half of fig. of

bird, showing folded wings and large upright tail. Good
style. H.i|'.

Yo. 00168. Grey slate fr. Surface convex, showing

part of decorated band in relief, and of raised band with

groove down middle. Gr. M.

Yo. 00170. Round iron button (?) without shank. Very

bad condition. Diam.

Yo. 00171. Fr. of glass bead, dark blue, translucent (?).

Gr. M. I".

Yo. 00173. Round flat stone with traces of colour on
face. Diam. c. J".

Yo. 00173. Cast bronze object, plated with gold and

engraved. Prob. leg of small stand. General form

reminiscent of lion or bull leg common in Persian art.

Lower end hoof-shaped with raised cincture round its upper

edge. From this proceeds upwards a ridge (the shin)

broadening out at upper and lower ends. The crowning

member is two flat bands slightly overhanging each other.

Plan of foot semi-circular, of upper member approx,

rectang. Whole well designed and executed. Much of

the gold rubbed off. H. sf' ; gr. diam. if". PI. Vll.

Yo. 00174. Bronze Janus head, solid. Flat cap with

peaks over foreheads and ears. Faces somewhat worn.

Beneath neck large loop for suspension. Use ?. Length

2^'
;
forehead to forehead i^*. PI. VII.

Yo. 00175. Hexagonal cut-glass bead. H. c. Y ;
gr.

diam.

Yo. 00176. Crescent-shaped bronze pendant; stylized

development of two-headed bird design. Cf. Khot. 007
for further degeneration. In middle of concave side,

projection formed by small thick crescent lying on its back

represents two birds’ heads. In middle of convex, another,

formed of two out-curling leaves with third (straight)

between, represents feet and tails. In each projection,

hole for suspension. Gr. M. i^'.

Yo. 00177. Pottery jug, prob. resembling Anc. Khotan,

PI. XLIII, Y. 0024, when complete. From flat bottom

swells out to wide shoulder, then curves over quickly to

slender neck. Latter lost and broken edge cut smooth.

On shoulder, mark of base of single handle ; opposite, on

other side of neck, remains of appliqud orn. Reddish-

drah clay. H. 3f'' ;
to shoulder ; diam. of base zf" ;

at shoulder c. 4^" ;
diam. of neck orifice i^".

Yo. 00178. Pottery vessel, wheel-made. Flat bottom

;

sides rising in somewhat convex line to turn of shoulder,

where they slope out to form upper member, now broken

away. Within this, from shoulder of vessel, walls close in

with slightly concave slope to plain round mouth with

thickened edge. In this concave shoulder four holes are

pierced, opposite one another, varying from to f* in

diam. Use doubtful. Perhaps for incense
; or possibly a

flower-vase. H. 3!" ;
to shoulder 2^'

;
diam. of base

zf* ;
shoulder c. 31*. PI. IV.

Yo. 00179. Terra-cotta fig. of squatting monkey
(modelled). R. leg, R. arm, and L. hand lost ;

but last

was apparently at chin. H. A*-

Yo. 00180. Terra-cotta monkey, naturalistic type,

sitting with knees drawn up. Cf. Yo. 06. c, 0032. d, and

0018 1. Both arms lost. Fine miniature modelling.

H ii"n. jg .

Yo. 00181. Terra-cotta monkey, naturalistic type,

seated in meditation. Knees drawn up, and elbows resting

on them. Hands evidently supporting head, but R. hand
gone and L. arm below elbow. Very finely finished by

hand
; features life-like

;
fur rendered by rows of small

incisions. H. PI. III.

Yo. 00182. Terra-cotta appliqu^ head. Turban high,

with large round jewel orn. in front. From centre of latter

come two folds which are drawn down as bandeaux on each

side of face. Mouth straight. Ears broken. H. i|'.

PI. III.

Yo. 00183. Terra-cotta fr., perhaps foot of cradle. Cf.

Yo. 0010. a. Only folds of bed-clothes round feet. Length

(broken)
;
width (broken) il'.

Yo. 00184. Pottery fr., neck of vessel, ribbed, with

appliqu^ orn. On lotus base human fig. kneeling on R.

knee with hands raised together as in prayer. Flat head-

dress with band and jewel in front, ear-rings, long stole,

bracelets. Reddish-drab clay. Gr. M. 2^* x if*. PI. I.
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Yo. 00185. Terra-cotta appliqa^, cast of head of tiger,

L. profile. Fine naturalistic work. H. i* ;
length i^'.

Yo. 00186. Terra-cotta appliqu^ double leaf om.
from vase, as on Yo. 01. a. C. if" x

Yo. 00187. Terra-cotta monkey, as Yo. 003. q, 00191.

Stump of R. arm raised; other limbs and head gone.

11 * V 1*

Yo. 00188. Terra-cotta miniature jug, neck and spout

of; as Yo. 0039. d. Hard red clay. H. c. |* ;
length of

top to tip of spout

Yo. ooi8g. Terra-cotta appUqu6 monkey head
(modelled). Naturalistic features, but fur not marked.

Holes for ears. Rude work. C. X

Yo. ooigo. Terra-cotta monkey head, rudely modelled,

owl-type, in light terra-cotta, somewhat defaced. Con-

centric rings for eyes. H. c.

Yo. ooigi. Terra-cotta monkey, owl-type, squatting

on heels with hands clasped before him. Wears loin-cloth.

Cf. Yo. 0031. c. Roughly modelled out of clay rolls

;

head made separately and inserted in hole in neck. H.

c. I*".

Yo. ooiga. Terra-cotta fr. of R. knee of kneeling woman

;

as Yo. 2, q. v. H. i}*.

Yo. ooigg. Fr. of grey sandstone. Gr. M.

Yo. 00194. Terra-cotta appliqu^ from vase, upper

half of Gandharvi carrying wreath. Cf. Anc. Khotan,

PI. XLV, Kh. 003. b. H. if' ;
width if".

Yo. ooig5. Spindle-whorl, of dark green soapstone.

Plain. H. ff' ;
gr. diam. 1 5^'.

Yo. ooig6. Triangular cone of green jade. H. if' ;

base (longest side) f'.

Yo. ooig7. Glass bead, long, hexagonal, of opaque

green and yellow glass, worked in wavy stripes. Length

ft"; diam. |".

Yo. ooig8. Irregrular lump of lapis laztili. Gr.

M. f".

ANTIQUES ACQUIRED

Badr. 001. Elliptical cornelian intaglio, flat. Female

bust to L. hair rolled; very coarse work. Degraded

example of series Khot. 0075, 0076, 0079, being barbarous

reflection of some late classical original, f" xf". PI. V.

Badr. ooa. Elliptical garnet intaglio, plano-convex.

Beardless male head, L., of the type of Alexander ; drapery

at neck. Hair combed from lop of head and tied round

with fillet, below which it makes heavy rouleau. Dot ear-

ring. Features sketchy but with a certain delicacy. Cut

surfaces well polished. x f". PI. V.

Kasim. 001. Fr. of turned wooden bowl. Ring base.

Diam. base af' ; Gr. M. 5"
; thickness ^'.

Yo. ooigg. Square seal in lead. On back, small

handle-socket. Intaglio design much encrusted. Homed
animal standing L. Very rude work, f' x f' X f'.

PI. V.

Yo. 00200. Lead rosette, pierced in centre. Much
decayed. Back plain and flat. See Yo. 00201. Diam.f".

Yo. ooaoi. Lead rosette, similar to Yo. 00200. Large

central hole. Pointed petals with central rib radiating to

dot border. Back plain. Diam. ff". PI. VI.

Yo. ooaoa. Oblong bronze seal with ring handle k
back. Intaglio design of rampant homed dragon, L.,

highly stylized, if'xf". PI. V.

Yo. 00203. Bone chrysanthemum rosette, pierced at

centre, radiating petals. Diam. ff".

Yo. 00204. Bone disc pierced transversely, with intaglio

design. Obv. hornet to R., writhin bead border. Rev.

similar border
;
within, curved lines apparently meaning-

less. Diam. f' ;
thickness f'. PI. V.

Yo. 00205. Round garnet intaglio, convex. Hare or

rabbit to L. f". PI. V.

Yo. 00206. Oblong garnet intaglio, flat. Bust, three-

quarter profile of Indo-Scythian ruler. Long delicate face

with small full mouth and eyes slightly aslant. On fore-

head a rosette of four beads in an angular setting, from

which a long plain fillet falls down side of face. A heavy

plait of hair frames the face. Round neck, string of

pearls. Drapery, slightly puckered on shoulders, meets in

straight V on breast. Cf. Scylho-Sassanian coins, and

Anc. Khotan, PI. XLIX, I. 001. PI. V.

Yo. 00207. Oval seal of steatite. Back rounded and

pierced transversely. Intaglio design indistinct, apparently

gryphon in flight, f" X X ^'. PI. V.

Yo. 00208. Piece of bone, curved, cut on convex side

with border pattern (row of triangles between rows of dots),

intaglio. I'x^f^'x^'. PI. VI.

Yo. oo2og. Wine-red stone (garnet?), cut to trefoil-

shape. Gr. M. ^'.

AT KHOTAN TOWN

Khot. 01. a. Terra-cotta monkey, upper part of,

naturalistic type. Anns lost. H. ij".

Khot. 01. b. Terra-cotta monkey, upper part (from

waist) of, playing guitar. H. i".

Khot. 01. c. Terra-cotta monkey, with pigtail (owl

type), seated on ground. Legs and arms lost. H. ^'.

Khot. 01. d. Terra-cotta monkey, upper part of,

playing on syrinx. H. f".

Khot. 01. e. Terra-cotta monkey, upper part of, owl

type. Hands clasped flat across chest. H. A".
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Khot. 01. f. Two terra-cotta monkeys, owl type,

squatting on low seat ; L. hands raised to mouths. H.

Khot. oi. g. Terra-cotta male head, front cast of.

Bald forehead, narrow eyes, long thin moustache, arched

eyebrows. Closely resembles Yo. 009. a. H. li".

Khot. 01. h. Terra-Cotta male head, front cast of.

Same features as Khot. or. g, but flatter and broader

;

eyebrows rendered by raised ridges instead of by incision.

H.

Khot. 01. i-k. Three terra-cotta female heads be-

longing to the same series as Yo. 009, 0041 ;
probably

from same set of moulds. Khot. oj. t. Hair descends in

p>oint over forehead and curls forward towards mouth.

Round topknot; short upper pigtail over cushion, and

traces of lower pigtail turned up. Eyes very prominent.

Nostrils and mouth-comers drilled. Cf. Yo. 009. h. 2.

H. a/g". Khot. 01. j. Hair brushed straight over fore-

head and in front of ears. Eyes narrow and slightly

sloped, incised. Corners of mouth drilled. Contours

delicately modelled. Cf. Yo. 0041. e. H. i|-". Khot.

01. k. Hair parted in middle, brushed straight up from

forehead, where held in place by comb with palmette

points and tasselled ends. Small pigtail doubled back

over ingot-shaped cushion
;
main pigtail upturned. Eyes

prominent, features rough. Round neck a twisted neck-

lace fastened by knob behind. Cf. Yo. 009. d. i (larger

scale). H. i|".

Khot. 01. 1. Terra-cotta grotesque female fig. Hair

dressed in conical coiffure with long pigtail
;
large ears

;

collar (as Khot. 01. k) supporting circular jewel in front

;

body naked
;

belt with jewels, the ends hanging down by

R. side, and short kilt-like skirt. Arms and legs broken

away. H. af".

Khot. 01. m. Terra-cotta fr. of vase with applique

fig. of Gandharvl. Brows bound with broad rope-like

tiara. Lower part lost. Hands lifted, holding beaded

festoon across body. Cf. Yo. 0018. H. i^".

Khot. 01. n-q. Four terra-cotta applique masks of

grotesque human type, forming part of the same series

as Yo. oor, q. v.
;

prob. from same set of moulds, in

spite of differences in attached details. Khot. 01. n.

Closely resembling Yo. ooi. r. Prominent eyes, corners

of mouth turned up and open, with dots inside. H. i^'.

Khot. 01. 0. Much defaced. H. il". Khot. 01. p.

Closely resembling Yo. 001. u. Corners of mouth down-

turned : vertical line down forehead. H. li". Khot. 01. q.

Small and rough. H.

Khot. 01. r. Terra-cotta appliqu^ lion-mask fringed

with conventional curls. Moustache of moderate size.

The whole of irregular shield-shape. H. 2|”.

Khot. 01. s. Terra-cotta fr. of vessel, ora. with

horizontal flutings and circular lion-head mask of debased

type, il" X if".

Khot. 01. t. Terra-cotta female monkey, naturalistic

type; nude, kneeling on R. knee; L. leg bent at knee

supports L. elbow, L. hand being raised to temple. Fine

miniature work. H. -li".

Khot. 01- u. Iron arrowhead. Three barbs, short

solid haft. Section triangular with concave sides, differing

from T. XIX. i. 005, Length if".

Khot. oi. V. Round bronze seal, with shank pierced for

suspension as Yo. 00142, etc. Device, antlered deer,

very rude. Diam. ^ to PI. V.

Khot. 01. w. Flat circular bronze orn. Face adorned

with raised lines radiating from centre. Condition poor.

Average diam. |".

Khot. 01. X. Rectangular lump of lead (?), with

covering of bronze. A weight, sq. X f".

Khot. 01. aa. Bronze fr. of rim of mirror, with raised

pattern of interlacing arches between two bands. Length

1-9-"

Khot. 02. c. Round bronze button, whth large shank

behind. On face are raised edges to form setting of inlay,

as on Khot. 0020. Inlays all lost, and part of setting.

When complete would have formed flower with eight pointed

petals, and scalloped border connecting the points. Two
scallops between each petal and next. Diam. if".

PI. VII.

Khot. 02. d. Octagonal bronze button or seal, with

shank at back. On face design of four-petalled flower.

Condition bad. Prob. an ink seal. Diam.

Khot. 02. e. Octagonal bronze seal, with shank at

back, prob. an ink seal. Design, cruciform flower, the

tips of petals in-curled. Rough work
;
poor condition.

Diam. PI. V.

Khot. 02. f. Sq. stone seal, as Yo. 00159, etc. Tendril-

like design on basis of Svastika with spur on each arm.

H.
; base sq. PI. V.

Khot. 02. g. Small bronze object, shaped like washer.

Ring with cruciform arms. Use uncertain. Diam. outside

of ring
; arm to arm (diagonally), ff".

Khot. 02. h. Bronze Buddha fig. Solid casting

;

seated cross-legged with hands in lap. Elongated ears

and topknot. From under feet runs down long tongue

of bronze, which originally filled passage in mould and was

meant to be broken ofif. Same may apply to projection in

middle of back, due to air-hole of mould. Condition bad.

H. ij^" ; length of tongue, PI. VII.

Khot. 02. j. Roughly elliptical liunp of bronze with

flat bottom. Condition bad. Use (.^). H.
;

length

iTg'j gr. width

Khot. 02. k. Bronze arrowhead. Type of Khot. 01. u.

Length i|".

Khot. 02.

1

. Fr. of bronze orn., much corroded. Design

indistinguishable, i " X

im R
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KhoL oa. m. Bronze i^idiqa6 om. in shape of low

fivefold ‘plume’. Stud through centre for attachment

Surface flat. Condition fair. H.
;
width ff*.

Khot. 03. n. Bronze stud with circular head. Diam. of

head to
;
length J'.

Khot. 03. o. Grotesque fig. of man in dark grey slate-

stone. Nude except for girdle round hips, necklace,

bracelets, and large circular ear-rings which rest upon

shoulders. Fig. very broad and flat Arms bent at elbow

(L. broken oflF just below) ;
in R. hand a small bag (?).

Legs apart, R. broken off at mid-thigh. Short pigtail at

nape of neck. Head flat on top and sloping up to back,

where it turns down again at a sharp angle. Practically no

forehead. Fine work. Encrusted in parts. H. tf*. PI. VI.

Khot. 03. p. Terra-cotta fig. of squatting monkey,

owl-tjrpe. Wears loin-cloth, on which it lays L. hand.

R. hand on mouth. H. c.

Khot. 03. q. Part of light red cornelian (?) bead,

treated in same curious manner as Yo. 00125, inter-

secting bands of white and white dots. Here black appears

also in middle of white. Cf. also Khot. 02. r. H.

PI. IV.

Khot. 03. r. Flat square bead agate, dark brown and

gre)dsh-white, pierced diagonally. Surface on both sides

treated with white in manner of Yo. 00125 and Khot. 02. q,

q. V. Pattern, 2 squares (in outline), one inside the other,

and within, a ‘ Maltese cross ’ (also in outline), f
' X ;

thickness c. PI. IV.

Elhot. 04. b. Disc of dark green malachite. One

surface slightly sunk. In its centre a shank has been formed

by boring two slanting holes to meet each other. This

has broken, however, and another has been made just

within the raised outer edge. Diam. il' ;
thickness,

Khot. 04. c. Sq. bronze seal with shank at back, as

Yo. 001 41, etc. Condition bad. Design, two birds

standing facing each other, with uplifted wings. Indis-

tinguishable object beneath feet. Over head horned disc (?).

r. I' sq. PI. V.

Khot. 04. d. Miniature bone comb. Broken off just

below beginning of teeth. Grooves and concentric circles,

as on Yo. 00162. Round top with projection having hole

for suspension. H. (broken) f ;
length c. f'. PI. VL

Khot. 04. e. White soapstone relief fr., as Yo. 00138.

Lower edge curved, with chevron om. ;
R. side straight,

others broken. Relief represents kneeling female fig. with

arms upraised from elbows, holding in R. hand a bunch of

flowers. Wears long full skirt, head-dress, scarf, bracelets.

Long tresses hang down sides of face, i* X f'. PI. VI.

Khot. 04. f. Seated bird in white jade, upper part of.

Sides cut flat and hole pierced horizontally. Very rude

work and no detail. H. ; length c. PI. VI.

Khot. 04. g. Short bar of soapstone, yellowish-white,

with piece projecting at right angles at base. Broken off

larger object Q). X

Khot. 04. h. Elliptical garnet intaglio. Female bust

to L. The hair parted in middle and drawn back to bunch

behind in the manner of the Younger Faustina. Rude

work, being little more than a succession of scarcely

modified drill-holes
;

only the profile fairly carefully

worked. Cf. Khot. 0075, 0076, 0079, and Anc, Khotan,

PI. XLIX, B. D. 001. c. PI- V.

Khot. 04. j. Circular garnet intaglio, convex. Female

fig. seated in profile to L. on rock (?). Small head, long

queue of hair. Body heavy, with drapery to ankles. Arms

advanced, R. raised, L. slightly lowered. Coarse work,

almost entirely drilled. Diam. §*. PI. V.

Khot. 04. k. Elliptical lapis lazuli intaglio. Design

of scorpion. Poor work. -U' X . PI. V.

Khot. 04. 1. Circular garnet intaglio, lower half of,

plano-convex. Design remaining shows stem and two

out-curling leaves ofacanthus type. Good work (broken)

xr- pi-v.

Khot. 04. m. Rhombus-shaped garnet intaglio.

Rudely cut design of bird in profile, R., one wing showing

above body, one below, f
’ x J". PI. V.

Khot. 06. a. Terra-cotta male head, type of Khot. 01. h,

q. V., showing tonsured crown. Hair indicated by incisions

set ‘ herring-bone ’ fashion. Narrow eyes, long thin

moustache
;
beard along edge of jaw. H. 2'.

Khot. 06. b. Terra-cotta appliqu6 lion-mask, cmde.

Mouth open shows tongue and teeth. Eyebrows rendered

by applied strips
;
hair of mane by ring of saw-tooth pro-

jections. Diam. i^*.

Khot. 06. c. Terra-cotta monkey, upper part of;

naturalistic type. L. hand laid on R. side of face. H. g*.

Khot. 06. d. Terra-cotta head of monkey, owl-type,

with broad pigtail falling down back of head. H.

Khot. 06. e. Terra-cotta monkey’s head, as Khot. 06. d,

but larger size. No pigtail. H. I*.

Khot. 06. f. Terra-cotta monkey, upper part of; owl-

type. Hands raised and clas{)ed in front of face as in

prayer. H. H”.

Khot. 06. g. Terra-cotta miniature monkey, upper

part of
; naturalistic type

;
attitude as Khot. 06. f.

H 7 »
• TU •

Khot. 06. h. Terra-cotta hoopoe with crest, and wing[s

meeting above back. Body pierced for suspension.

Length if'.

Khot. 06. i. Terra-cotta head of hoopoe with long

beak and crest. H.

Khot. 06. j. Terra-cotta miniature vessel, oval-

bodied, with round thick flat base. Handle or spout in

form of bird’s head and neck with wings. H.
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Khot. 06. k. Terra-cotta fr. L. knee of seated Buddha.

T^" V r a**16 X f. 4 .

Khot. 06. n. Round bronze seal, with long shank

behind as Yo. 00142. Condition bad. Design seems to

be diamond (in outline) with somewhat concave sides,

outside each of which is round dot. H. with shank ;

diam. base f" to fj".

Khot. 06. o. Bronze seal, much corroded, and having

now face only, without handle. Contains apparently

a single Chin. char, too blurred to be determined

(L. C. Hopkins). I'xi".

Khot. 06. p. Oblong seal of grey stone, shaped like

flat four-sided pyramid, with shank at apex. On base,

linear design within single border, almost indistinguishable.

H.f"; baserx^'.

Khot. 06. q. Pear-shaped bronze seal, with ‘shoulders’

well indented. Prob. for ink impressions. Design
:
plain

border with inner plain border separated from it by sunk

line. Within, a trefoil with groove down middle. Shank

broken off. H. fl' ;
width H'-

Khot. 06. r. Round bronze seal, with shank at back as

Yo. 00144. Very fine design of gfryphon with lashing

tail, uplifted head, and open jaws. Border of single

circle, concentric with outer edge and joined to it by series

of cross-lines. Diam. PI. V.

Khot. 06. s. Sq.-faced lignite seal, with hole through

centre. Remains of shank at back. Design as on Yo.

00150, of floriate Svastika. Face thickness

PI. V.

Khot. 003. Bronze arrowhead. Three barbs, triangular

section. Type of T. xn. 0020. Stump of iron shaft in

socket. Length 1^“.

Khot. 004. a. Elliptical garnet intaglio, flat. Winged

bull standing L., with human head, bearded, and wearing

a diadem from which rises a feather (?) plume. Early

Persian type, good cutting, c. fourth cent. a.d. In front are

five, and over the back three, characters in Pahlavi read by

Dr. Barnett as Apastan ’al-yezdan. ^ x f'. PI. V.

Khot. 004. b. Elliptical garnet intaglio, convex.

Female (?) bust L. Long neck, straight profile. Hair

brushed up to form small crest over forehead, and falling

in mass behind. Coarsely ground work. ^ x f". PI. V.

Khot. 004. c. Elliptical cornelian intaglio, flat. A
porcupine lying to L. Very rude shallow work. I' X 3^*.

PI. V.

Khot. 005. Bronze squat fig. of man, cast solid.

Hands clasped before body, elbows out. Space between

arm and body on each side pierced for suspension. Con-

dition fair. H. ff*. PI. VI.

Khot. 006. Green steatite fig. on oblong base, a gro-

tesque beast couchant. Long neck curved backwards in

swan-like attitude with chin resting upon it. Head and

upright ears not unlike those of horse or goat. From

forehead spring two long curving horns which sweep out

backwards and downwards behind head, then curve

forwards again and end in spiral on shoulders. Tail curls

upwards over back in S-shape, touching downward sweep

of horns. Surface somewhat defaced. Along middle of

base, a slit cut up into interior, allowing fig. to be stuck

upon some shaft as finial. H. rf* ; base r^' x c.

PI. VI.

Khot. 007. Crescent-shaped bronze orn.; cf. Yo.

00176, q. V. Shank for suspension behind. Projection

in middle of concave side, narrow at base and widening

towards end, which is in line with tips of crescent. Within

edge is border of sunk line running all round. Field orn.

with conventional plant (?) design. Condition good.

iTi'xir-

Khot. 008. Bronze cast of Bactrian camel, standing

on elliptical base. Lower side of body cut upwards

almost to base of second hump, leaving unnaturally attenu-

ated waist. One side smooth and polished, the other

roughened with exposure. No detail. On bottom ofbase

a roughly cut seal design representing a grotesque beast

with horned head, long neck and long snake-like body

which turns upwards sharply at end of ellipse. Fore- and

hind-legs shown. For animal of somewhat similar kind,

see Anc. Khotan, PI. L, N. 006. H. ;
base x 5*.

PI. VI.

Khot. oog. Bronze Buddha head, cast solid. Oblique

eyes, elongated ears, topknot. Much defaced and cracked.

H. xA". PI. VII.

Khot. 0010. Terra-cotta figurine of monkey, natural-

istic type, kneeling on plain flat stand. Wears loin-cloth,

but phallic
j

holds water-skin under L. arm
;

R. hand

broken. Good work. H. 2^'.

Khot. OOH. Terra-cotta figurine ofmonkey, kneeling,

phallic
; R. hand laid on breast. On back is hump-like

object, om. above with incised circles, on sides with

hatching. H. i^'.

Khot. 001a. Terra-cotta head of Buddha, front cast

of. Hair and topknot left in mass. Much weathered.

**• *16 •

Khot. 0013. Terra-cotta fr. of female fig., lower

part (from waist) ; as Khot. 01. 1 . From belt hang fur

tails or ornaments. Legs are sq. columnar mass with vertical

groove back and front. H.

Khot. 0014. Terra-cotta model ofwater-skin, showing

by incised lines sewn-up seams of original. Length i^'.

Khot. 0015. Terra-cotta seated monkey, owl type.

Body long and funnel-shaped
;
legs and arms broken off

short. H. ij^".

Khot. 0016. Pottery fr. of small vessel of fine red

ware, orn. above by chain pattern formed of interlinking

semicircles, below by incised fluting connected at top by

semicircles, i' x i*.

R 2
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Khot. 0017. Bronze arrowhead ; tlH%.|}aihs, hollowed

sides. Cf. Khot. 01. u. Length PI. VL

Elhot. 0018. Triangular bronze plate. Two short

teeth (broken) project from base. Hole pierced near each

comer. H. of triangle i|'
j
base f'.

Khot. ooig. Flat bronze disc, with remains of stnd in

centre one side. Nail-head (?). Average diam. f';
thickness

Khot. ooao. Half of diamond-shaped bronze om.
Back flat

; front shows raised setting for enamel (?), now
lost. One small round piece in centre, and five or six large

pieces round it as petals. Remains show setting for

centre, and two petals (complete)
;
also two more (broken)

;

and additional small round setting in apex of diamond.

Gr. length (broken) i" j gr. width (broken), c. f". PI. VI.

Khot. ooai. Fr. of opaque black glass bead, inlaid

with curving lines of white. Diam.

Khot. 0022. Terra-cotta human head, front cast of.

Head-dress of uncertain form. Burnt since firing and

almost fused. Rough work. Traces of fused green

colour. H. PI. VI.

Khot. 0023. Terra-cotta monkey, upper part of,

naturalistic t)q)e. R. hand is laid on breast beneath throat

;

L. arm and all beneath breast lost. H. if'.

Khot. 0024. Lead ring, round in section. Cut through

at one place. Diam. outside f' to
;
inside to f '.

Khot. 0025. Bronze finial om. Ornamental rod, details

of which now indistinguishable. At centre, six-petalled

flower. Below shaft a round tang. Other end pierced,

showing remains of transverse pin. H. i|'. Width of

flower f'. PI. VI.

Khot. 0036. Terra-cotta fr., human head of Buddha
type. Features well marked and preserved. Hair (moulded

separately) missing. H. a|".

Khot. 0037. Bronze ora., resembling Khot. 007 and
Yo. 00176. But here, along convex side of crescent, lies

a more or less oblong piece turning out and forking at ends.

Crescent om. with lines and circles
;
oblong piece with

short vertical lines. H.
;

gr. width if".

Khot. 0038. Bronze nail-head, corroded. Nail broken

off. Diam. f' X f' ; thickness c.

Khot. 0039. Bronze flat circular head, hollow, of stud

with two teeth. Stump of one remains. H. f' ;
diam.,

base f'.

Khot. 0040. Dome-shaped piece of bronze, diam. c. i*,

standing with four legs on rectangular base with hole in

middle. Somewhat corroded. Perhaps some kind of

mace-head, or large button. H.
;
base sq.

Khot. 0041. Part of bronze orn. (?), too fragmentary to

be intelligible. >A' X X f'.

KHOTAN OASIS [Chap. IV

Khot. 004a. Soapstone seal, high, four-sided, of lemon-

yellow soapstone. On oblong base, a roughly cut ‘St.

Andrew’s’ cross type of Svastika. Sides taper towards

top (broken off just above suspension hole), and are om.

with three grooves ranning round horizontally. H. f';
base <r. f' x

Khot. 0043. Flat oblong stone seal, with shank behind.

Rudely cut device (in outline) of hoopoe, with head turned

back over shoulder ; or perhaps head erect and long stick

in beak. H.
;
base, c. f' x f'.

Khot. 0044. Glass bead, half of, round honey-coloured.

Diam. c.

Khot. 0046. Bronze spoon, bowl and part of handle of.

Bowl oval and shallow. Sand-encrusted but well preserved.

Bowl I j^*X i^' ; handle, length c. f'. PI. VII.

Khot. 0047. Bronze arrowhead. Triangular section
;

type of T. xn. 0020, with stump of iron shaft (corroded)

in socket. Length ixg*-

Khot. 0048. Bronze arrowhead (corroded) as Khot.

01. u and 0017. Length

Khot. 0049. Fr. of bronze. Corroded and indistin-

guishable. X

Khot. 0050. Bronze buckle with iron tongue. Length

i'; breadth PI. VI.

Khot. 0051. Bronze ring, flat in section. Diam. outside

I" ;
inside ;

thickness

Khot. 0052. Bronze ring, round in section, corroded,

broken through in one place. Diam. outside c.
; thick-

ness 3^' to

Khot. 0053. Bronze ring, sq., flat, like small Chinese

coin. Outside f" X c. ; inside sq.

Khot. 0054. Bronze seal, having roof-shaped handle

pierced for suspension, and face sq., containing much
worn Chin, chars, now illegible (L. C. Hopkins). H,

Khot. 0056. Piece of white steatite, flat, diamond-
shaped, with hole through middle. Edges rounded off.

Diamond i^' x ;
thickness

; diam. of hole

Khot. 0057. Lead cast of two pear-shaped fruits (?) side

by side, with stalk, f' x c. f'.

Khot. 0058. Seal of grey soapstone, four-sided, with

shank at back. On base, a groove cutting field diagonally,

with grooves branching from it at an angle towards two of

the sides, making palm-branch pattern. H. (broken) f' ;

base was sq.

Khot. 0059. Half of stone seal, flat, sq., with shank.

Eroded; linear design now indistinguishable. Yellowish-

white stone. H.
; base (broken) xxV ¥

Khot. 0060. Pendant (?) of black paste. Small

round bar, broadening and flattening towards end. At
narrow end broken off where hole was pierced horizontally.

Length width J' to J' ;
gr. thickness J'.

ctyf'
j*"-*'

'
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Khot. 0061. White jade ring, part of
;
semi-elliptical in

section. Diam. outside was c. f"; inside c. f"; thick-

ness

Khot. 0062. White jade ring, fr. of; sq. in section.

Diam. outside was f*.

Khot. 0063. Agate ring, part of
;
semi-elliptical in section.

Light reddish-yellow. Length of fr.

Khot. 0064. Cornelian ring, fr. of; semi-elliptical in

section. Length of fr. c.

Khot. 0065. Half an elliptical piece of red cornelian,

with bevelled edges
;

apparently cut for seal but never

finished. (broken) x

Khot. 0066. Hexagonal red cornelian bead, with hole

pierced half-way through. Perhaps head of pin. Traces

of gold in small depression at top. Sides bevelled from

middle to top and bottom. Diam. i".

Khot. 0067. Irregular fr. of red cornelian, with two

rounded surfaces. Length c.

Khot. 0068. Flat-sided mother-of-pearl bead, half of.

Side sq.
;
thickness (half of complete),

Khot. oo6g. Round bead of black glass, half of;

opaque. Round middle is inlet zigzag line of white, and

round ends two and three lines, respectively, of same. Cf.

Yo. 00 1 1 4. H. Jl" ;
diam. PI. IV.

Khot. 0070. Bead of black glass paste, half of. Round
each end, in place of white lines, are inlet two yellow lines

which run into each other most of the way. Cf. Khot.

0069. H. I' ;
diam.

Khot. 0071. Large round cornelian bead, half of;

chipped. H. f* ;
diam. was

Khot. 0072. Spherical bead of millefiori mosaic
glass, half of. Made up from complex hexagonal rods,

flower type, each having yellow centre, red ring, and

narrow petals of dark blue and light yellow alternately.

Regular Western type, common in Roman Empire. Diam.
PI. IV.

Khot. 0073. String of beads :—five red cornelian, sphe-

roid or faceted polygonal. One black opaque glass, inlaid

with lines of light blue, cylindrical. Two pink-white stone,

spheroid. Two small white stone, ring. One bright blue

glass, iridescent, spheroid. One black glass, iridescent ring.

One white glass, iridescent spheroid. Two thin flat mother-

of-pearl discs, i' diam., each with five holes for attachment.

Also :—One malachite bead, ofirregular shape. One lighter

green malachite, irregular ring. Four turquoise, irregular

shape, and three small pearls.

Khot. 0075. Elliptical cornelian intaglio, flat. Beard-

less head L. Bust treated as in Khot. 04. h, q. v. Profile

coarse, rudely drilled. Back of head smooth with swelling

curve behind, divided from face by straight sharp line project-

ing over forehead
;
perhaps intended for tight-fitting cap.

Double ball ear-rings. Cf. Khot. 0076, 0079.

PI. V.

Khot. 0076. Elliptical cornelian intaglio, flat. Beard-

less bust L. For treatment, cf. Khot. 04. h; Khot. 0075

and 0079 ;
here grotesque. Forehead and nose rendered

by groove
;
behind in surface of seal curve of five drill-holes

represents eye, nostril, lips and chin
;

behind this again

deep round depression indicates rest of face. Hair treated

in long locks radiating from crown of head and ending in

round curls. Double dot ear-ring. PI. V.

Khot. 0077. Elliptical intaglio of banded chalcedony.

Male bust to L. Hair brushed from top of head forms

heavy bandeau over forehead to back of neck. Features

straight and fine. Long pointed beard. Drop ear-ring.

Bust draped. Narrow' collar, below which drapery wound

round shoulders and made heavy double overfall on chest.

Fine miniature work of early Persian type, ^ h"-

PI. V.

Khot. 0078. Elliptical garnet intaglio, plano-convex,

edges chipped. Lion, R., meeting deer, L. Bold design,

very roughly executed, f" x PI. V.

Khot. 0079. Elliptical intaglio ofbanded chalcedony.

Beardless bust to L. For treatment cf. Khot. 04. h, 0075,

and 0076 ;
but here still more crude. Profile, of series of

dots, quite disconnected from cheek, and that again from

shoulders and ear-ring. No back to head and no neck.

Hair done in mass above head, treated with rows of drill-

holes. Drop ear-ring. x PI. V.

Khot. 0080. Lower half of elliptical garnet intaglio,

plano-convex. Female bust L., up to mouth. Drapery

over shoulders
;

lock of hair at back. Fine work in

classical style. Surface in cuttings highly polished, f" x y.
PI. V.

Khot. 0081. Elliptical agate intaglio, yellow veined

with black
;

flat. Lion, walking to L. Rough work.

Pi-v.

Khot. 0082. Elliptical intaglio of banded chalcedony,
flat. Lion standing to L. PI. V.

Khot. 0083. Pottery handle, in form of grotesque

winged horse, as Yo. 0015. f, type Length 4^'.

Khot. 0085. Elliptical onyx intaglio, flat, bevelled

edges. Design ;—Central stem, bearing half-way up

a circle, and at top a crescent. On each side, at base,

a leaf curling outwards ;
and a cross-band binding stem

and leaves together. In space above leaves, on one side

a crescent, on other a star, f" x PI. V.

Khot. 0086. Elliptical cornelian intaglio, flat. Roughly

scratched work. Lion galloping to L. Coarse. X f
*.

PI. V.

Khot. 0087, Round garnet intaglio, plano-convex.

Head and fore-part of wolf (?) ,
with jaws open, galloping

to L. Very rude work. Diam. J". PI. V.

Khot. 0088. Elliptical garnet intaglio, plano-convex.

Monkey of naturalistic type squatting on haunches to L.,

playing on long single pipe which he holds with both
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hands. Hair of head and body marked by incisions.

Before him a very small fig. dancing with uplifted arms,

facing R. In field five Brahmi letters read by Dr. L. D.

Barnett sri~saya. x PI. V.

Khot. oo8g. Fr. of pottery, trimmed and pierced for

modem suspension; ora. with appliqu^ fig., to waist, of

man. Wears heavy turban, cross-belts, and bracelets on
L. upper arm. Supports drum of hour-glass shape with

L. hand, beats it with R. 2^' x i^'.

Khot. oogo. Round intaglio of banded chalcedony,

convex. Bearded male bust to L. of Sassanian type;

head surmounted by pair of stag’s horns, amulet between

them. Hair behind in thick close curls. In front letters

resembling Sogdian (?). Diam. f*. PI. V.

Khot. oogi. Round on3rx intaglio, flat. Youthful male

head in profile to L.
;
features of late classical type. Wears

gorget, bead ear-ring, and composite helmet consisting of

(a) in front, male mask with sharp nose and pointed beard,

Persian type; (b) behind, elephant’s head with tusk and
curled trunk. The human mask faces upwards, the ele-

phant's looks backwards and shields back of head. Fine

detailed work, with some polish in cutting. For similar

type of helmet, cf. Anc. Khotan, PI. XLIX, B. D. 001. j.

Diam. ^*. PI. V.

Khot. ooga. Fr. of oval garnet intaglio, convex.

Beardless male head to L.

;

the hair indicated by vertical

lines; a roll of hair above the forehead. Bust broken

away. Poor work, showing classical influence
;

good

polish in cuttings, f* x f*. PI. V.

Khot. oogg. Circular garnet intaglio, plano-convex.

Winged ox with head lowered, to L. End of wing curled

;

hom reaches to root of wing
;
head being somewhat turned

round towards front. Rough but vigorous work; fine

polish in cuttings. Diam. PI. V.

Khot. oog4. Circular cornelian intaglio, flat, with

bevelled edges. An ibex, walking to L, Diam. f".
PI. V.

Khot. oogg. Elliptical intaglio of banded chalcedony,
flat Lion walking to L. Fairly good work. Eastern

type. PI- V.

Khot. oog6. Elliptical intaglio of banded chalcedony,
flat. Head of animal to ears prominent. Rough
drilled work. J' x PI. V.

Khot. oogg. Wooden fr., split off larger piece, showing
fig. ofman in primitive reliefcarving. Body a mere cylinder

and limbs sticks. Hands placed on front of body, L. on
abdomen, R. over pudenda ; feet hang down from ankles

instead of coming forward, owing to difficulties of fore-

shortening. Eyes and mouth rendered by holes, fingers

and toes by grooves. Grooves also cut across L. wrist

and ankles to indicate bangles. Hair and ears not marked.
Prob. a votive fig. to promote fertility. Length of fr. 8'

;

width if' ; length of fig. 6".

Khot. 00100. Pottery handle of large wheel-made vessel

of fine red clay. Base stood upon shoulder. From this

the handle (elliptical in section) ran up, straight but in-

clining outwards, for about 4"
; then curves suddenly in.

At this end remains part of vessel showing widely everted

rim. The straight line of handle is continued upwards by
classical double anthemion ora., which meets edge of rim

at its tip. Length fif' ; width of handle ij*.

Khot. ooioi. Body of pottery vessel, wheel-made, with

flat bottom ; widest circumference round middle. Had
slender neck now broken off, edge smoothed, and prob.

a single handle, resembling Khot. ooioa, when complete.

On shoulder slope is one lion mask appliqud, which appa-

rently was added when handle broke, and covers mark of

its base. Beneath this two incised lines run round pot.

H. 51* ; h. to start of shoulder 3*
;
diam. at base 2^'

;

gr. diam. 4^'.

Khot. 00103. Hand-made potteryjug with single handle,

resembling Greek oenochoS. Flat bottom
;

wralls very

slightly curved outwards
; long shoulder

; ^ort straight

neck, into middle of which joins top of handle. No ora.

Red clay. H. 9*; h. to neck 6§*; diam. of base 2J*;
gr. diam. 4f*. PI. IV.

Tam. 001. Clay mould in two halves, for making solid-

cast metal fig. of deer lying down. Large back-curving

horns, furry ears, eye, hoofs, etc., well marked. The two
halves do not fit very well. Said to have been found at

Tam-oghil as all Tam, 002-005. H, of animal i-^*;

mould lengfth 3*
; mould width

Tam. 003 . Clay mould, in two halves, for making fig.

similar to that of Tam. 001. The two halves furnished

with flanges to give better fit. C. 3* x i^'.

Tam. 003. Half of sq. clay mould for making bronze

button, as Yo. 00146. I.e. plain sq. with sunk border

wherein dots in relief. Impression i-^* sq. ; mould
i|*sq.

Tam. 004. As Tam. 003, but not belonging to same mould.
Mould i|^* sq. ; impression r. 1^" sq.

Tam. 005. Stucco relief fr. Straight band, semicircular

in section, orn. with spiral lines of bead orn. alternating

with plain fillet. 3^' x x (gr. thickness) |*.

Jiya. 003. Jade bird, cut out of very dark green jade.

Pierced transversely through shapeless feet. No eyes.

Wings folded, indicated by channelled curve on each side.

Said, like Jiya. 004-007, to have been found at ‘ Tatis ’, N.
of Jiya. li'xj'xj*. PI. VI.

Jiya. 004. Stone charm, prob. meant to represent small

bag containing three objects, expressed by three lobes, of

which the central projecting one has part split away.

Upper part carved, to suggest perhaps rucks in the neck
of bag caused by contraction of drawing-string. Hole
drilled through projecting lug at top for suspension. Back,

flat and unmodelled. Material seems to be hard dark grey

sandstone. |* x |*. PL TV.
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Jiya. 005. Quarter of lentoid bead of cornelian,

decorated artificially with lozenge pattern of white lines ;

cf.Yo. 00125. rxf''to^''xi''toi"'. PI. IV.

Jiya. 006. Conical sardonyx, with horizontal markings.

Apex cut flat. Pierced horizontally. x X 5*.

Jiya. 007. Sq. bronze seal; pierced tongue at back

broken. Square divided into quarters with intaglio design

in each. Only clear designs, Svastika, and maze, ff' X

PI. VI.

Section IV.—DESERT SITES TO THE NORTH OF JIYA

Already in August, on my first arrival in Khotan, I had taken care to send out small parties

of local ‘ treasure-seekers quaint men familiar to Badruddln Khan, to search in the desert north-

eastwards for likely sites to explore. On my return from the mountains they duly turned up with

such specimens of antiques as they had been able to pick up on the surface near structural remains

of different ‘ Tatis or had secured from others who had on previous occasions tried their luck

by digging. The indications I extracted from them, not without trouble, as to the exact direction,

distances, etc., of the different sites thus authenticated enabled me in the light of former local

experience to prepare rapidly a programme for my immediate explorations.

So after a halt of five days necessitated by manifold practical preparations I was able to set out

from Khotan by September 1 5. My first object was to revisit the large and interesting ruin of Rawak,

the scene of my last excavations in 1901, partly in order to ascertain what change had since taken

place in the condition of the surrounding dunes, and partly for the sake of inspecting some remains

newly reported in that neighbourhood.

After a march of about eleven miles mainly through the fertile canton of Jiya the desert

was entered a little beyond the village of Suya (see map, No. 27). At the latter a large grove of

Toghraks or wild poplars of considerable age clustering around a Mazar showed that cultivation had

reconquered here an area once abandoned to the desert. Then we followed a bare gravel ‘ Sai clearly

marked by high dunes on either side as an ancient bed of the Yurung-kash and still known as

Kone-darya, until nightfall obliged us to halt near the brackish well called Nache-kuduk. Striking

off to the north next morning and crossing for some six miles a belt of steadily rising dunes,

I sighted once more the white brick pile of the ruined Stupa of Rawak.

My excavations of April, 1901, fully described in my former Report, had brought to light

a mass of interesting sculptures in the court of this imposing ruin.^ With all details of its surround-

ings still clearly impressed in my memory, the change which had since taken place here could not

fail to strike me at the first glance. The high dunes which then covered parts of the longer, north-

east and south-west, sides of the quadrangular Stupa court,* had moved on considerably farther

south-east. The crest of the dune, over twenty feet in height, which then just rose along the north-

east enclosing wall, had extended to within about thirty-seven feet of the south corner of the court.

The dune overlying the south-west wall had similarly advanced and left barely ten feet of the latter

still traceable above the sand. What little there emerged of the south-east face was enough to show
me the destruction which had been dealt here by the hand ofman since 1901. The wall, which I had
found lined with a continuous row of stucco relievo figures mostly colossal, now displayed bare brick-

work. A large party of Chinese jade-diggers from Kumat, near Tam-dghil, was said to have come
here some time after my first visit to try their luck at seeking for ‘ treasure ’. Attacking the then

accessible part of the south-eastern enclosing wall they had completely stripped it of its friable stucco

images. My care in burying these again under sand, just as I had found them, had proved in vain.

Search by
‘ treasure

seekers ’.

March to

Rawak
Stupa.

Changes of

dunes at

Rawak.

* Cf. for my work at Rawak, Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 482-503. ’ See ibid., ii. PI. XL.
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Plan of

Stupa

verified.

Remains
south of

Rawak
Stupa.

and of the interesting specimens of Khotan sculptural art then unearthed, all that survives now,

I fear, are my photographs.® With this evidence of rapid destruction before me, I felt glad that the

movement of the dunes just indicated meant increased protection for whatever sculptural work may

lie buried under sand on the other sides of the Vihara court.

This movement had changed also the aspect of the Stupa itself. Five years before its imposing

base of three stories had been almost entirely covered by drift sand except to the south-east. Now
its upper portion, with most of the second story, emerged free on all sides (see Fig. 36). Thus the

previous delineation of the ground-plan of the base, with its strongly marked cross-like projections

bearing the four flights of stairs, could now be fully verified.^ On the newly exposed parts of the

base more borrowings, evidently of old date, had become

visible. The height of sand filling the Stupa court made

a complete clearing of the latter now quite as impracticable^

without a disproportionate expenditure of time and money,

as before. But by a small excavation at the salient angle

next on the south to the north-eastern flight of stairs it

became possible to secure the section of the elaborate

mouldings which the lowest base shows near its top and

foot. On the other hand, the change of the sand conditions

obliged me to renounce the hope of clearing the sculptures

which probably still exist intact along the north-west wall

of the Stupa court; for whereas the top of this was in 1901

just traceable above the sand, a big dune now completely

covered it.

As another illustration of the change in the dunes I may
mention that the relatively large patch of bare eroded ground

westwards where I had camped during April, 1901, was

now entirely buried beneath dunes. The exact comparison

of the sand conditions with those observed more than five

years before had a special interest. It distinctly supported

the view, already suggested, that the high dunes about Rawak
are the direct product of the fine alluvial deposit left behind by the floods of the Yurung-kash River

and carried from its banks into the desert in the direction where the alternating east and west

winds of this part of the Taklamakan have most play under local conditions.®

Leaving my camp at Rawak I pushed on the same day to the south-west where two of

my ‘ treasure-seeking ’ guides had reported some ‘ Tims ’ and a ruined building. We had tramped

for three miles up and down closely packed dunes rising up to about forty feet, with beds of reeds and

some scrub in the depressions between them, when one of the men recognized the spot where he had

seen some five years before a small ruined mound now hidden again by the sand. Two miles further

® See Ancient Khotan, ii. PI. XIII-XVIII.

* This peculiar ground-plan of the base has acquired

additional interest since I found it reproduced, though on

a much smaller scale, at the ruined Stupa G of the Sahri-

Bahlol site in Gandhara; see my Archaeol. Surv^ Report,

Frontier Circle, 1912, p. i6. It deserves to be specially

noted that the ground-plan of Kaniska’s famous Stupa at

Peshawar, excavated by Dr. Spooner (see the plan in

Archaeol. SurvQ> Report, Frontier Circle, 1910-11), shows

also a close approach to the Rawak shape. Considering that

its main features can be distinguished also on a number of

the miniature Stupa models in clay (e. g. So. A. 006, in PI.

CXXXlx)excavatedbyme at the ruined site of Ch'iao-tzti, south-

east of An-hsi, it is clear that this cross-shaped Stupa base

represents a development which was known from the Indus

to Kan-su. But where was it originally started ?

® Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 483 sq.
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the first * Tim ’ was duly sighted. It proved the remains of a completely ruined Stupa, rising about

twelve feet above the sand and displaying a base about twenty-four feet square. The sun-dried bricks

on the top measured fifteen by nineteen inches, with a thickness of three. A bare depression running

southward showed near by remains of mud walls, almost completely eroded, and much pottery

debris. Specimens of the latter, including two pieces showing a dark green glaze, are included in

the list of antiques at the end of this section. I also picked up a small pencil of Chinese ink or

graphite and several tiny Chinese coins, without legend- and showing much-clipped rims, which
Mr. J. Allan is inclined to ascribe to the fifth century a. d. This small ‘ Tati’ and the adjoining site

was said to be known to ‘ Otanchis ’, or collectors of fuel from the oasis, by the name of Kok-kum-
arish.

About a hundred yards farther south a narrow irrigation cut, only two to three feet wide, was Traces of

traceable for a distance of about thirty yards, running from south-west to north-east. Still continuing

to the south I came, after another two hundred yards, upon the marks of an ancient tank, about fifty

feet across. Its earth embankment, once hardened by moisture, still rose clearly above the level of

the surrounding ground which wind erosion had lowered. Even the little earth-cone known as

ddmbel, which the villagers to this day invariably leave in the centre of their tanks,® was well

recognizable. Some sixty yards to the south rose another much-decayed mound of sun-dried bricks,

about twenty-five feet in diameter and standing about eight feet above the surrounding sand.

Though no structural outlines survived, it could scarcely be anything else than the remains of

a Stupa. Close to the south of it the curving line of a canal, about eight to nine feet wide, could be
followed for over thirty yards. Its banks were still fairly hard and showed in places salt efflorescence

left by moisture. At its bottom I found several much-fissured pieces of ancient wood from the Terek
or cultivated Populus alba. Also a narrow side-channel branching off to the north-west was easily

made out. The same canal according to Kasim, my guide, reappeared at several points further to the

south, temporarily left bare by the high dunes. It manifestly came from the Yurung-kash which
with the right bank of its present flood bed touches a line within seven miles or so west of the site.

The ‘ old house ’ of which my guides had spoken, lay hidden away in a curious bay-like depres- Ruined

sion fringed by tamarisk-cones and steep dunes a short distance eastwards. It was easy for me to

recognize that the scanty remains were those of a rectangular temple cella built in timber and
plaster, measuring inside twenty-seven feet three inches on the north and south and twenty-four feet

ten inches on the other two sides. After the fashion of the Dandan-oilik shrines the cella was
enclosed on its four sides by an outer passage about seven and a half feet wide. The rapid clearing

effected by the small party I had brought with me, showed that the remains of the cella walls rose
nowhere more than two feet above the plastered floor. Their thickness was about six inches. The
original timber framework had completely perished under the influence of damp from subsoil water,
leaving matrices of posts about six inches broad.

But where accumulation of drift sand in the corners had preserved the stuccoed wall surface this

still retained traces of the original decoration in colours. This consisted chiefly of floral tracery

painted in black over red ground. A large flower about seven inches across recurred in several

places and closely resembled the four-petalled clematis-like flower with which I was familiar from the
ancient wood-carving discovered at the Niya Site in 1901, e. g. the decoration of the wooden chair

(N. vii. 4).'' Elsewhere the remnants of decorative motifs recalled the fresco ornamentation in the
central hall of the ruined dwelling (N. iii) at the same site ® both in design and colouring. This was
particularly the case on portions of painted stucco which were found at the foot of the inner wall in

« See Ancient Khotan, i.p. 379. See ibid., i. p. 397 ;
ii. PI. LXVIII.

* See ibid., i. p. 333 ;
ii. PI, vil.
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the enclosing passage eastwards. These had evidently fallen down from the upper part of the wall

now destroyed and had been subsequently protected by the sand. Here the four-petalled clematis

appeared painted in terra-cotta colour over white stucco, with a scroll ornament in black resembling

a cinctured garland in loops.

This style of decoration distinctly favoured the assumption that the ruined shrine belonged, like

the Rawak Stupa, to a period which may be approximately placed between the fourth and seventh

century a. d. The total absence of T'ang or later coins among the ‘ cash ’ pieces picked up under my
eyes on the neighbouring ‘Tati or brought to me from this neighbourhood, confirmed that assumption.

With it also agreed the considerable depth, from ten to twelve feet, to which wind erosion had

lowered the unprotected ground immediately adjoining the ruin. That the latter had suffered

by fire, either before or after its abandonment, was suggested by plentiful charred d6bris within and

near the cella and the blackened appearance of the wall stucco in places.

But it would be manifestly unsafe to draw from this isolated fact any conclusion as to why this

whole tract was abandoned. On the other hand the day’s observations were quite sufficient to prove

that continuous cultivation must once have extended between the present north edge of the oasis

near Suya and the Rawak Stupa, an area some eight miles from south to north and now completely

overrun by high dunes. The early date of abandonment which the extant data suggest for this tract

has a special interest. In the first place the close vicinity of the Yurung-kash River, which still

supplies this ground with abundant subsoil water, did not avail to protect it from lapsing into

absolute desert. In the second place it is important to observe that an area so near to the main

oasis was abandoned centuries before the desert sands were allowed to overrun the settlement

of Dandan-oilik, some sixty miles further out in the desert north-eastwards. It is a clear indication

that the progress of general desiccation cannot by itself supply an adequate explanation of all such

changes in the extent of cultivated areas.

On the morning of September 1 7, after a final survey of the dunes in relation to the walls still

exposed, I said farewell to Rawak and proceeded to the ruined site of Kine-tokmak whence R6ze,

my old g^ide Turdi’s stepson, and his ‘treasure-seeking’ companions had brought to Khotan frag-

ments of small stucco relievos which had once served for wall decoration, of exceptional hardness

and yet withered and cracked by long exposure to the summer heat and fierce winds of the desert.

By moving first for about three-quarters of a mile a little south of east my guides were able to show
me a ‘Tim’ they had previously mentioned; this proved a badly decayed Stupa mound, about
fifteen feet high and almost completely enveloped by the foot of a big dune. Strildng thence to the

north-east we emerged after about half a mile from among the high dunes on to a belt of ground
where the ridges of drift sand were low and small patches covered with pottery debris frequent This
was said to extend northward to the site known as yumbe-kum which I had visited in April, 1901.®

After having covered from Rawak a total distance of close on four miles I arrived at the
‘ old house ' from which Roze and his men had brought their relievo fragments. It stood in the
middle of a small plain, covered with dunes only six to ten feet high. The condition of the ruin

corresponded exactly to the conditions I had deduced from those scanty relics. It consisted of the
remains of ancient brick walls, forming the comer of a rectangular structure and traceable for about
thirty-four feet on the south-east side and about forty feet on the south-west. If a much-broken
wall section to the north-west belonged to the missing part of the quadrangle, the latter, when intact,

would have measured about sixty-two by eighty-two feet, the longer sides facing to north-east and
south-west. But the ground was far too much eroded to permit of safe measurements. The extant

’ See Ancient Khotan, i. p. 502.
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wall portions rose only about two feet above the original ground level. But the small fragments of

decorative stucco relievos picked up near them, and the presence of an outer passage some three feet

broad running along the south-east wall, left no doubt about their having once enclosed a temple

cella. But what was once the interior of this shrine now showed as a hollow lying more than

six feet below the bottom course of bricks in the extant wall remains (Fig. 38). The soil washed

out under the latter, as if by a current, showed plainly how wind erosion was proceeding in its work

of destruction.

Complete as the havoc had been among all structural features of the ruin, it had not sufficed to Decorative

efface all traces of its original decoration. Thus the small fragments of hard white stucco which

were picked up on the eroded ground once occupied by the shrine, make it quite clear that the

relievos adorning its walls must have closely resembled in character and style those brought to

light in the Rawak Vihara. Among the pieces described in the list at the end of this section

are details from the drapery of large images (Ki. 01. b, 06, 07, 0011) ;
and from the lotus wreaths

which formed the border of vesicas (Ki. 01. a, 012). Flame-tongues once belonging to large aureoles

are particularly frequent (Ki. 03, 08-14, ^tc.). From life-size relievo images also a few small frag-

ments have survived (Ki. 04. 015). In character all these tiny relics of a Buddhist shrine curiously

recalled those recovered in much greater abundance from the Kighillik site near Ak-sipil.*® It

is possible also that the great hardness of the Kme-tokmak fragments, all in a white stucco resembling

plaster of Paris, may be due, just as there, to accidental burning when the shrine was abandoned.

Yet bleached pieces of carved wood were also found among the small debris, one of them, Ki. 01. c,

showing clearly a Buddhist rail pattern.

From here I proceeded north across low dunes to where Ahmad, a ‘ treasure-seeker ’ from Suya, Ruined

had to show me other ‘ old houses ’ about a mile distant. They proved to be the remains of some

modest dwellings built with timber and wattle walls, first destroyed by erosion and finally by the Kine-

burrowings of those who had searched them for treasure whenever the march of the dunes left tokmak.

them exposed during the course of centuries. In the least injured among them, two rooms about

fifteen feet long and some thirteen feet wide could still be distinguished with their walls showing

horizontal reed bundles between the plastered faces. In one of the rooms a row of circular holes in

the plaster flooring, about two feet six inches across and six inches deep, evidently marked the

position once occupied by large jars. No finds apart from pottery fragments rewarded the clearing

made at these scanty ruins. Some more of the same type were said to be scattered among the dunes

further north. These dunes rose to twenty-five feet or more.

Turning thence to the south-east, we reached ground where the dunes were rapidly getting ‘Tati’

lower and erosion had run its full course. Here the marks of ancient occupation were abundant,

but showed distinct approach to the familiar ‘ Tati ' type. Pottery debris reddened large stretches river bed.

of eroded ground. Yet here and there more interesting traces still survived in the light drift

sand. There were the low stumps of fruit trees and poplars which once surrounded the cultivators’

humble dwellings, now completely vanished. At one place a row of J igda or Eleagnus-trees clearly

marked an orchard. Among the small objects picked up here was a fine piece of cut-glass, Ki. 0017,

the rim of a vessel, of pale yellow-green colour and decorated outside with a well-modelled festoon

ornament It is noteworthy that the only coins among the day’s ‘ finds ’ at Kme-tokmak were both

uninscribed Chinese pieces of a type ascribed to about the fifth century A. d.

.For a distance of nearly three miles from the northernmost of the Kine-tokmak ruins, these

traces of ancient occupation continued unbroken until the line of the old river bed already

Cf, Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 477 sq.
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mentioned was struck again to the south-east Here a belt of flourishing desert vegetation, including

many wild poplars, indicated the course of still subsisting subsoil drainage, and we halted for the

night near a brackish well known as Tar-kuduk.

OBJECTS BROUGHT

Rawak. ooi. Pottery fr. of bowl of fine red ware.

Plain rim
;
orn. slightly below edge with two sunk lines.

Eaterior surface has irregular bands of pebble burnishing.

Rawak. ooa. Spindle-whorl of light red terra-cotta;

found near Stupa base. Diam. if' ; thickness f

Rawak. 003, Stucco relief of standing Buddha,

OBJECTS FOUND

Kdk-kuffl. OOI. Pottery fr, of handle
;
hard dark red

ware covered with very dark blue-green glaze, iff' x i^%'.

K6k-kum. 003. Pottery fr. of hand-made vessel. Ill-

levigated reddish-yellow clay.

Kdk-kum. 003. Pottery fr. of hand-made vessel. Dark

red gritty ware
;
one surface is smooth, the other rough.

t15» V I 9 •

K5k-kum. 004. Pottery fr. ofsplayed rim, in light reddish-

yellow ware. Wheel-made, rf'xff'.

OBJECTS ACQUIRED AS

N. of Suya. 001. Terra-cotta appliqu^ fr. of ornament,

elliptical with bead setting, if^' x i'.

OBJECTS FOUND

Ki. 01. a. Stucco relief fr. of lotus wreath, like Ki. orz.

White stucco, if' x i'.

Ki. 01, b. Stucco relief fr. of hanging drapery with

zigzag folds. White stucco, burnt. 3I' x if'.

Ki. 01. c. Wood-carving; part of Buddhist rail. Sq.

post-bases in high relief bearing in-cut X’s. These joined

by two rails on lower plane, between which sq. holes.

Broken above, below, and at each end. Hard, but split,

lif'xif'xi'.

Ki. 03. Stucco relief fr. One of many representing

flames ; each flame cast separately, an elongated S curve,

with parallel grooves, ending in small whorl. White stucco,

burnt. Full length 4'. Ki. 03, 2'. (a) From same mould
Ki. 08, on, 014, 006, 009. (d) Corresponding, but with

opposite curve, Ki. 09, 010, 013, 004, 008.

FROM RAWAK

resembling K. S. 007. (Brought by Kasim, of Tawakkel,

as found at some ruins near Rawak.) Work, however,

much looser. Halo has border marked by a groove. On
robe traces of red. Feet broken off. Hard white stucco.

6f'x2|'..

Rawak. 004. a, b. Two pieces of plaster, soft, friable.

Practically no surface left, (a) 2'xif'xf'; {6) if'x

if'xf'.

KOK-KUM-ARISH

Kdk-kum. 005. Pottery fr., dark grey ware; rather

gritty ; no ornament. i|' x if'.

Kdk-kum. 006. Pottery fr., hard-fired, grey, quite free

from grit; outside shows traces of bright green glaze.

Kdk-kum. 007. Half of white stone disc ; flat, smooth,

polished, pierced at centre. Thickness diam,

diam. of hole f'.

Kdk-kum. 008. Short octagonal pencil, of substance

resembling graphite. Pointed at one end, pierced through

at middle; marks on paper, if'xf'.

FOUND NORTH OF SUYA

N. of Suya. 003. Terra-cotta appliqu^ fr. Rosette of
nine round bead-like petals in circle round centre bead.

Diam. f'.

AT KINE-TOKMAK

Ki. 04. Stucco relief fr. Spiral curl of hair, on a flat

disc. Diam. if'.

Ki. 06. Stucco relief fr. of drapery in S curve. Traces
of green paint preserved in the grooves. White stucco,
burnt. C. zf'xi'.

Ki. 07. Stucco relief. Fan-like end of drapeiy. Traces
of red in grooves and on back. Light drab mud. sf' x
2 X .

Ki. 08, 09, 010, on, 013, 014. Stucco relieffrs. Flame.
See Ki. 03.

Ki. 013. Stucco relief fr. of lotus wreath. No colour.
White stucco, zf' x if'.

Ki. 015. Stucco fr. Tip of R. big toe of life-size fig.

Outer shell. No colour. White stucco. NaU 4'x 4'*
rS*' ^ 7» 8 8 2
I5 Xf .
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Ki. 017. Stucco relief fr. Circular nimbus. Border

marked by broad groove. White stucco, fired. Diam.
. 13 *
*16 •

Ki. 018. Terra-cotta fr. from half cast of handle in form

of winged horse
;

only hindermost part remains. Length

*T^ •

Ki. 019. Stucco relief fr. Spiral curl like Ki. 04.

Diam. i".

Ki. 001. Fr. of pottery, hard red clay with leaf-green

glaze mottled with black spots formed under glaze, prob.

owing to presence of metallic oxide in body. Perhaps

Chinese
;
resembles green-glazed ware made from Han to

T'ang times; but very prob. local fabric. 2^" x if".

Ki. 004, 006, 008, 009. Stucco relief fr. Flame. See

Ki.03.(^). fx^V-

Ki. 005. Stucco fr. Part of background of fig. Traces

of pale blue. White stucco, burnt. 2* x if" X f".

Ki. 0010. Cylindrical bead of white stone. Length

f" >
diam.

Ki. oon. Stucco relief fr. Waved edge of a piece of

drapery. Traces of green in grooves. On inside part of

socket for core. White stucco, burnt. 3" X 2".

Ki. 0013 . Hexagonal bead of yellow glass. Sides

bevelled from both ends to a central edge. Here at widest

point, diam. ^". End to end f".

Ki. 0013. Glass fr. of bowl. Carinated wall curving out

and down to base. Pale green glass. Orn. in applied

thread of same glass. Gr. M. i
;
thickness 3^" to j^".

Ki. 0014. Pottery fr. of hand-made vase. Hard light red

clay, fairly fine. Surface shows pattern of circles stamped

irregularly. Gr. M. i " ;
thickness f

*.

Ki. 0017. Glass vessel, part of ;
rim of pale yellow-green

translucent glass decorated outside w'ith large festoons

hanging from horizontal band and separated by pear-

shaped tassel ornament
;

this design in cut glass
;
band

moulded. H. if"; diam. was c. 4"; thickness to

Ki. 0026. Wooden hair-comb ; cf. L. A. VIII. 001. One
end broken, but other has strip broad shielding the teeth.

Above teeth five incised lines on each side. H. 3"
;
width

c. 3' ;
h. of teeth 1

1".

Ki. 0037. Wooden strip off piece of furniture with foliage

carved in relief. 8" x g" X f".

OBJECTS ACQUIRED AS COMING FROM KlNE-TOKMAK

Ki. 003. Terra-cotta monkey squatting on heels
;
arms

outstretched, hands joined as in prayer. Head lost.

H.r-

Ki. 003. Terra-cotta monkey, squatting on heels, attitude

as in Ki. 002, but arms and head lost. H.

Ki. 007. Steatite (?) seal having upper part bevelled

away to form smaller, flattened handle, pierced for suspen-

sion. Face, f" sq., contains single undetermined Chin, char,

not in normal Seal writing (L. C. Hopkins), H.

Ki. 0016. Fr. of white stucco, prob. background to relief.

No colour. 24^' X 11
" X f".

Ki. 0018. Oblong flat bronze seal, with flat pierced

handle behind. Intaglio linear design, f” x ^*.

Ki. 0020. Oblong flat brass amulet. Intaglios on each

side, prob. inlaid. On one side a stag on his knees, to L.

looking back R. Other side much defaced; design possibly

of two fronting birds, of degenerate type. x x 5*.

Ki, 0021. Black opaque paste seal, rectangular, pierced

through ends. On one narrow, and on one broad side

are five conical holes arranged as on a cubical die.

9 " V i* V a"
TS Xf •

Ki. 0022. Green soapstone, sq., flat piece of. Edges

bevelled on one side. sq. ;
thickness 3^".

Ki. 0023. Half bronze ring, with round bezel con-

taining cornelian, cracked. Diam. of ring c. f" ; diam.

of stone f".

Ki. 0024. Bronze handle. Knob projecting over joint

of two arms. Space between arms heart-shaped. Prob.

handle of seal, f
" X

Ki. 0025. Bronze pendant, consisting of two balls bound

round with w’ire. Below and between them a cluster of

five small balls. The whole suspended by a ring. X
1" V-3-'
'S ^ le •

Ki. 0028. Bronze fr. of mirror (P). Much corroded.

Irregular shape; slightly curved surface. ij" x if";

thickness ^".

Section V.—THE SITE OF AK-TEREK

On the morning of September 18 I started due south in order to visit the site of Ak-terek, from
which Roze and his ‘ treasure-seeking ’ companions had brought me interesting terra-cotta relievos

unmistakably derived from the wall decoration of some Buddhist shrine. Marching first for about

three miles along the edge of the old river bed, and for another eight or nine across a barren expanse

March to

Hanguya
‘Tati’.
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of light dunes, I arrived at a ruined mound in which I speedily recognized the Stupa of Arka-kuduk

Tim, already visited in 1901 from the side of Hanguya.^ Though our route crossed plentiful patches

of bare loess soil clear of sand, the only vestiges of ancient occupation I noticed consisted of a small

and completely decayed brick mound, five feet high, passed at a distance of about six miles from our

camp at Tar-kuduk, and of a fairly large stretch of ‘Tati’ which we traversed before reaching Arka-
kuduk ‘ Tim ’. It formed part of that extensive debris area, generally designated as Hanguya Tati.

From the description of my faithful old guide Turdi, now no more, I knew this to reach north-

westwards as far as Ak-sipil, and a subsequent visit in March, 1 908, showed it to spread quite as far

on the east.*

I was aware that the ruin forming my goal was situated at some point of the narrow strip of

desert which projects from the Hanguya ‘Tati’ to the south, dividing the cultivation of the Hangfuya
and Yurung-kash tracts, and which in April, 1901, I heard designated as Arkalik, the ‘back lands’.

But I well realized, as I made my way to the south-west across five miles or so of sterile dunes, how
difficult it would have been to search for it without expert guidance. Here and there small patches

of bare ground strewn with potsherds cropped out among the sand ridges. But on our left the

trees of the outlying hamlets of Hanguya were already well in view before we struck the edge of

a larger debris area only about a quarter of a mile to the north-east of the promised site.

Of the temple ruin, which Roze’s description of a ‘ But-khana ’ and the decorative relievo pieces

brought away had led me to expect, no structural remains whatever were visible above ground.

But plentiful fragments of the same type could be picked up near a small dune which my guides had
taken the precaution to mark by a rag-topped staff.* There were small relievo Buddhas seated

within vesicas of lotus leaves, portions of wreaths, cloud scrolls, flame-bundles, and other relievo

fragments closely resembling in character and style the appliqud stucco decoration of the halos which
in 1901 I had discovered at Rawak round the colossal images. To find the friable stucco of the

Rawak relievo work replaced in these fragments by what seemed terra-cotta was in itself very

curious. But still more puzzling at first sight was their presence among the pottery debris of

a regular ‘ Tati ’
;
for of structural remains, such as temple walls, the level surface of sand showed no

trace whatever. Like the potsherds around, these relics of relievos, once decorating the walls of an
ancient temple, now rested on nothing but soft eroded loess.

In the absence of any surface indications such as I had to guide me at Dandan-oilik and other
sites previously explored, the search for more substantial remains seemed here to demand systematic
trial trenches. For such the dozen ‘ treasure-seekers’ who had tramped after us in the broiling sun
were an inadequate force. But in order not to lose time I set them to dig near the north foot of
the dune where the terra-cotta fragments lay most numerous. Chance for once favoured us

; for
after burrowing down in the loose sand for only two feet, the remains of a fairly thick wall in reddish
clay was struck, and from the debris layer near it, covering a plastered floor some two feet lower
down, more relievo fragments of the same description emerged in rapid succession. These finds
continued as far as the wall could be followed before dusk overtook us, and thus furnished assurance
that the wall indeed belonged to a temple.

From the lowness of the wall laid bare and the entire disappearance of its outer facing it was
clear that the temple had undergone almost total destruction in its structural features. Yet if larger

* See Ancient Khotan, i. p. 471, with Fig. 54.
® See Ancient Khotan, i. p. 470 ;

also below.
* All relievo fragments, potsherds, beads, and other small

remains which were picked up at the site in my presence

bear the marks A. T. 001-00122. Pieces brought to Khotan

by Roze as finds from Ak-terek, are marked A.T. 01-056.
Remains yielded by subsequent excavation bear the distin-

guishing marks A.T. i, AT. ii, etc., indicating the proven-
ance.
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sculptures or frescoes, such as the well-preserved walls of Rawak or Dandan-oilik had yielded, could

not here be hoped for, there was some compensation in the abundance of decorative details and the

ease with which their remarkable hardness allowed them to be recovered. At Rawak the same

relievo decoration consisted of unbaked clay so friable that many of the pieces broke in the very

attempt to remove them.

There was another gratifying experience to reward that day’s experimental digging at a site

which had promised so little at first sight. Again and again the practised eyes of my diggers noticed

pieces of appliqu^ relievo still retaining tiny flakes of gold or else detached flakes—unmistakable

evidence that the greater part of the wall decoration must have once been gilded. For the first

time I had here before me definite confirmation of the hypothesis which I had formed in explanation

of the leaf-gold washed from the culture-strata of Yotkan. In that gold I had recognized the

remains of the profuse gilding which an early Chinese record attests for the sacred buildings of

Buddhist Khotan.^ But Yotkan had not furnished so far a single gilt object from a building

;

evidently there the wood and friable stucco, which alone appear to have served as material for the

decorative features, had completely decayed in a soil kept ever moist by irrigation.

My camp had been pitched at a farm close to the edge of cultivation near the village of Ak-kul,

and thither I made my way in the evening. The dunes to be crossed on our way eastwards were so

high and sterile that I felt surprised when I reached the first fields after less than two miles.

Returning next morning to the site, I could observe how the area of moving sands is steadily being

pushed back here by resumed cultivation. The lands of Ak-kul had been brought under irrigation

only some fifteen years before, and what I saw here was the best illustration of the process by which

the whole sandy waste, separating the Hanguya and Yurung-kash cantons, is now being gradually

recovered from the desert. In the fertile loess soil, to which new cuts carried ample water, the

poplars, willows, and Jigda-trees usually planted along the edges of fields were shooting up rapidly.

Hence it was easy to note the new conquests made each year by advancing irrigation. The belt of

luxuriant reed beds and scrub which was moving in front of it, fed by the overflow of the Ak-kul

canal, was fast approaching from the east the ground where earlier occupation has left behind its

pottery debris. Was the time yet to come when, under the pressure of increasing population and

the growing need of land, the oasis would victoriously recover most of the ground lost to the

desolation of the Hanguya ‘Tati’—i-or would slowly progressing desiccation stop the movement.^

This advance of human activity made it easy for me to collect overnight an adequate posse of

labourers for the excavation of the ancient structure. Working with close on sixty men, I soon laid

bare, on September 19, what proved to be the north wall of a temple cella, having an outside

measurement of fifty-three feet on this side, together with an adjoining passage, five and a half feet

wide. The plan (Plate 4) shows that this passage, as in the case of the Dandan-oilik shrines, must

have extended all round the four sides of the cella. Its outer wall, also of stamped clay, showed

a thickness of three feet, while the wall separating it from the interior of the cella was two feet thick.

On the west side the walls of cella and passage stopped short at a distance of about forty-two feet

from the north-west corner, being there met by the mud flooring of some other structure. This

was on a level about two feet higher than the passage floor, and probably was of later date. On
the east side I had the passage cleared on September 20 for a distance of about twenty-two feet.

At this point the digging was stopped, as the sand slipped in from the dune, which extended over

most of the cella area. The height of this dune would have made complete excavation a difficult

and protracted task. I felt all the more justified in forgoing the heavy sacrifice of time and money
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* Cf. Atuimi Khoian, i. p. 194.
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which the removal of all this sand would have cost, since the clearing of the north-west and north-

east corners of the cella showed that the remains of terra-cotta relievos were here relatively few and

in no way different in character from those which the clearing of the enclosing passage yielded in

profusion.

As this clearing proceeded, first along the central part of the north passage (A. T. i) and sub-

sequently towards its east and west corners (A. T. ii, iii), the rapidly increasing finds of small terra-

cotta-like relievo pieces enabled me to make certain general observations. In the first place I was

able to convince myself that these finds were not confined wholly to decorative fragments from large

haloes, etc., but also included, though in much more restricted numbers, detached fragments such as

fingers, ears, curls of hair, etc., which had once belonged to relievo images up to life-size. That the

walls of the enclosing passage must have been once adorned by larger sculptures was thus conclu-

sively proved. But no other indication whatever of such sculptures had survived in the debris layer

which covered the original floor to a height of about two and a half feet. It appeared the obvious

explanation that they had been made of friable clay which crumbled away, just as in the strata of

Yotkan, without leaving a trace.

But the question thus raised as to why the smaller fragments had escaped the same fate soon

led me to realize that this complete decay had been preceded and aided by a destructive factor of

another kind. The general reddish colour of the clay in ddbris and wall remnants alike, the discovery

of minute fragments of completely charred wood, the manifestly vitrified appearance which the surface

of some of the relievo fragments showed, and other clear signs of accidental burning made it certain

that the shrine had first suffered from a great conflagration. Then it became easy to see that it was

the heat produced by this accidental burning which had given the terra-cotta-like hardness and

colouring to the smaller applique relievos of the walls, as well as to such detached fragments as

fingers, ears, head ornaments, etc., from the larger sculptures. Originally the material of all must

have been the same friable stucco, i. e. sun-dried clay, which I had found in the Rawak relievos and

statues alike. The heat of the conflagration had not been intense and lasting enough to penetrate

the clay masses of the larger sculptures
;
but in the case of the small appliqud relievos and of those

free-standing parts of sculptures which the fire could envelop, it had sufficed to produce the effect of

a regular ‘ firing ’ and thus to protect them. The chemical analysis which Sir Arthur Church has

been kind enough to furnish of a specimen from these stuccos, in Appendix D, shows that the result

of this burning has been a substance closely resembling a sound red terra-cotta. Excepting such

pieces, all the sculptures had completely decayed under atmospheric influences while exposed, and

subsequently through moisture when the ground was levelled and probably kept under cultivation.

That some time had elapsed between the first destruction of the shrine and the complete

levelling of its walls was indicated by a stratum of loess-like soil about one and a half feet thick

intervening between the debris-layer over the original ground and a second layer of ddbris, about six

inches in thickness, which was close to the present surface and contained many small relievos. The
intermediate layer of loess was manifestly due to the same accumulation of fine alluvial dust which

still proceeds all over the oases of the Tarim Basin wherever there is enough moisture to retain it,

and which steadily raises the ground level.® It was on the top of this layer that the hardened

relievos fell when the walls were finally pulled down to make room for cultivation or some later

structure. Fresh layers of loess then came to cover up and protect them until occupation finally

ceased and the ground was abandoned to the desert dunes.

Wind erosion, ceaselessly proceeding between the shifting dunes, had now begun in turnEffects of

wind-

erosion.
° See Ancient Khotan, i. 198.
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to remove the exposed loess surface and to lay bare again the upper layer of relievos. It was this

action of the winds which had done here, as it were, the preliminary spade-work and thus led to the

discovery of the ruin in the midst of these vast ‘Tati’ areas where the pottery and other debris

exposed on the surface come down to much later periods. I could trace the abrading effect of the

winds also in a minor observation. Practically all relievo pieces still retaining evidence of gilding

were found in the debris layer resting on the floor, whereas among the very numerous fragments

from the upper stratum vestiges of gilding were very rarely met with and only in specially protected

folds and groves. The explanation was not far to seek when we noticed how easily the light breeze

blowing at the time would carry off the thin flakes of leaf-gold from gilt fragments if these were left

too long exposed on the surface. No doubt, the combined effects of fire and moisture had greatly

reduced the cohesion between the stucco surface and the gilding.®

In addition, the ruined shrine must have been long exposed to those repeated burrowings

which threaten all remains close to inhabited ground in this region. Hence I could scarcely expect

to come upon such datable archaeological evidence as only ruins abandoned once for all to the desert

can preserve. Yet a careful search of the debris layers revealed indications of distinct chronological

interest. From the style of the relievos, to be discussed presently, I had drawn the conclusion that

this shrine must have been approximately contemporary with the Rawak Stupa. This received

confirmation from the fact that the only coin discovered in the ruin was a ‘ cash ’ piece of the

uninscribed type which was current both under the Former and Later Han dynasties. It was found

close to the floor of the west passage, A.T. v, near the foot of the outer wall where it may have

been originally deposited as a votive offering below the base of some image.' The negative evidence

which the absence within the ruin of any later coins furnishes, has some claim to attention
;
for

it contrasts strikingly with the abundance of coins belonging to the T'ang, Sung, and early Muham-
madan issues which the surrounding ‘ Tati ’ area yielded, and which conclusively proves that the ground

itself continued to be occupied down to much later periods.

Assuming this dating of the Ak-terek shrine to be true, the finds there of grotesque figurines

in true terra-cotta of the type representing monkeys, familiar from the Yotkan culture-strata, assume
additional interest ; for they furnish the first definite evidence as to the period when this branch of

old Khotan art flourished. Already among the small relics which Roze’s men had collected at this

site, and brought to me as specimens, there were a number of terra-cotta figurines of the type referred

to, representing monkeys (A.T. 043, 046), and also camels (A.T. 038, 044, 056). They were said

to have been picked up on eroded ground close to the reported ‘ But-khana ’. This origin was fully

confirmed when, in the west passage of the temple, there came to light from the lower debris layer the

portions of two relatively large monkey figurines, A.T. v. i, 2, and another fragment, A.T. iv. 00164,
in the east passage. The finds, in the same layer, of pottery decorated with saw-tooth and festoon

ornaments, A.T. ii. 2, iv. 1-3, acquire interest for the same reason. Other pieces of decorated

pottery, A.T. 001-0015, including a lamp handle with anthemion design, were picked up on eroded
ground close to the shrine and may, partly at least, be assumed to belong to the same period. But,

of course, in the case of small objects found on the surface of ‘ Tatis ’ where wind erosion may have

' I much regret that I did not pay suflScient attention to

this fact in the packing of the Ak-terek finds. The cotton

wool which I used for their first wrapping, proved, when it

came to unpacking the relievo fragments in London, only

too frequently to have stripped them completely of their

gilding by catching the thin flakes of the leaf-gold. Hence

no adequate idea of the number of gilt pieces found can be

1374

deduced from the corresponding entries in the Descriptive

List below. In extenuation of the mishap I may mention

that it would have been quite impossible for me to improvise

on the spot that supply of tissue paper which alone could

have obviated it.

''

Cf. for similar finds of coins used as offerings at the

Rawak Vihara, Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 500 sq.

T

Chrono-
logical

indications.

Finds of

terra-cotta

figurines.
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brought relics of widely different periods to rest on the same level, the chronological evidence of such

finds can never be equally certain.

The relievo fragments recovered from the debris layers of the shrine were so small that, had it

not been for the evidence supplied by the stucco decoration which the walls of the Rawak Vihara

had retained still in position, it would have been difificult to form any adequate notion of their

original character and arrangement. The relative ease with which the evidence of the Rawak relievos

enabled us to interpret and classify these small disiecta membra of what must have been once

an elaborate scheme of sculptural decoration, is itself, I think, the best proof of that close connexion

in style I have referred to above. In spite of the selection already made on the spot, the number of

relievo fragments to be examined was so great that it required much care and effort to group them

systematically and to establish all the decorative motifs, etc., represented among them. For the

results of this detailed analysis which I owe mainly to the painstaking and very experienced help of

Mr. C. L. Woolley, I must refer to the Descriptive List below. In order to save repetition and waste

of space stucco specimens of identical character, even if not cast from the same mould, have been

listed as far as possible under one heading. For the purpose of facilitating a rapid survey of the

chief decorative motifs those headings which contain such descriptions have been distinguished

by asterisks.

I must content myself here with brief references to the chief types of relievos which help us to

form some idea ofthe general scheme of decoration adopted at this shrine. In the first place it is safe

to conclude from the numerous fragments of ears, fingers, toes, noses, and other parts of the body

more easily preserved through complete burning,® that the walls of the cella and passage must have

been lined with relievo images of Buddha and Bodhisattvas just as the photographs of the Rawak
Vihara court show them. We have remnants of them also in the numerous pieces of drapery (A.T.

i. 0028, 0029, 0063 ;
iv. 0049 ;

v. 0044, etc.). In the passage none of these images appear to have

exceeded life-size, a limitation for which the relatively narrow space there available fully accounts.

It may have been different within the cella, and I am inclined to think that the scantiness of sculp-

tural finds in the corners we cleared there, may be due to the prevalence of colossal statues upon

which the conflagration would have had far less effect, and of which the clay masses would in

consequence decay more completely.

That the images in the passage must have been surrounded by elaborate vesicas or haloes in

relievo is proved by the abundance of decorative details which their shapes and the example of

Rawak show to have undoubtedly belonged to such features. A selection from appliqu6 ornaments

of this kind is illustrated by specimens reproduced in Plate VIII. The numerous pieces of a lotus-

petal border (A.T. 0051, i. 0017), the cloud scrolls (A.T. 0030), and the still more frequent rows of

flame-tongues (A.T. 0016, i. 0044, 0075) can all with certainty be ascribed to aureoles of vary-

ing sizes.® The examples of the Rawak Vihara throw light also on the way in which the fields

of these small Buddha aureoles were filled with plaques of varying design, showing floral patterns,

conventional ornaments, or small figures of Buddhas. Of all these the Ak-terek fragments present

a plethora. Of flower ornaments more or less elaborate we have often repeated specimens in A.T.
0020, 0060

;
i. 0012

;
of conventional patterns in A.T. 0033, 0019, 0087 ;

v. 0050, etc. The Vajra
with its fleur-de-lis shape often figures in them just as at Rawak.^® Quite as frequent are small

plaques of Buddhas seated within lotus vesicas (A.T. 0025. a, 0027, 0028; i. 0088; Hi. 0089;

® See A.T. 0024, 0041 ;
i. 006, 0010, 0052, 0053, 0058,

0084 (PI. IX), 0087, 0098-00102
;

ii. 0048, 0051, 0058 ;
iii.

001, 0023, 0030, 0038, 0047, 0062, 0063, 0066, 0070;
iv. 0012, 0051, 0064, 0077, 00128, 00132; V, 001, 002,

004, 0072 (PI. VIII).

’ For the appearance of the large aureoles of Rawak, see

Ancient Khotan, i. Figs. 63—5 ; ii. PI. XVIII.

" Cf. Ancient Khotan, ii. PI. XVIII. c, LXXXIII.
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Plate VIIl), the Rawak walls again showing clearly the manner of their disposition. Everything in

the subject and style of these aureoles and their decoration points to the closest relation between

the work at both sites and an approximately contemporary origin.

Whether the larger appliqud figures of seated Buddhas, of which A.T. 017 (Plate VIIl) is Differences

a specimen, served also to decorate aureoles, or had an independent position, cannot be decided. Nor
decopadyg

is it clear what place was occupied by the occasional female figures met with (iii. 006 x
;

iv. 0066) or motifs,

by the demons of which the heads have survived (iv. 009 ; v. 0025). Even grotesque animals seem to

have found here and there a place in the wall decoration (iii. 0082 ;
iv. 00161). Architectural frag-

ments are rare (i. 0077 ;
v. 0067, 0071). Where the mass of small applique pieces is so great, even

the negative evidence furnished by the absence of certain motifs may deserve some attention.

On this occasion I may note that the Ak-terek collection does not include a single specimen of those

flying Gandharvis and small standing Buddhas which, from the evidence of the shrines of Dandan-
oilik, Khadalik, Kara-yantak, Farhad-Beg, would seem to have been favourite subjects of decorative

sculpture in shrines of this region during T'ang times. Marked differences can also be traced

between these T'ang shrines on one side and the Rawak and Ak-terek group on the other in

the style of ornamental designs. In the former certain motifs present a distinctly more florid

development while others, like the fleur-de-lis shaped Vajra, have disappeared altogether. But
detailed study of these changes must be left to workers of the future. Whether there was a

corresponding development in the style of fresco decoration it is impossible to judge, since, as

at Rawak, only the scantiest traces have survived of the painting of the Ak-terek temple walls

(A.T. 00122).

That the architectural and decorative features traceable in the Ak-terek remains were typical Remains of

of the Buddhist shrines of this region and period was proved by the visit I paid on September 1

9

to what my guides called the ‘ little But-khana ’. For about two miles we moved to the west- Siyelik.

south-west over ground where low dunes alternated with extensive stretches of ‘Tati’ until the

trees of Ak-terek village, which has given its name to the whole site, came clearly within view
southwards. There, on a flat ddbris-strewn area clear of dunes, which my guides called Siyelik,

I found the outlines of a small quadrangular Buddhist temple fully exposed and clearly recognizable

by clay walls almost flush with the flat eroded loess soil around. The cella within measured about
twenty-five feet by twenty-three feet. Along its sides an outer passage, about six feet nine inches

wide, could be recognized by its plastered flooring. The centre of the cella appears to have
been occupied by a base, about nine feet square, the stuccoed faces of which, now decayed into

friable clay, still survived to a height of about six inches. There can be no doubt that this, like the

base found in the temple cella of Endere,^' had once served for the support of large stucco images.

Fragments ofappliqud relievos in stucco exactly similar in style and material to those which once Fragment

adorned the walls of the larger shrine could be picked up on the surface, particularly near the south applique

wall of the cella (Si. i). Some more turned up near the north-east corner (Si. ii), where I had the
interior of the cella cleared down to the original floor, only about one and a half feet below the level

of the extant debris. Certain decorative fragments look almost as if produced from the same moulds
as corresponding applique relievos of small seated Buddhas, etc., found at the ‘ Ak-terek ’ ruin.^^

Most probably an identical original had served for the production of the moulds. There were found
also fragments of larger Buddha heads (Si. i. 0016 ; ii. 005) closely corresponding in type to those of
Ak-terek.

The hardness of these fragments was unmistakably due to accidental burning, as at the larger Physical

shrine, and there were plentiful indications to show that the ruin after its abandonment and the
testified by

“ Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 423 sq. “ See Si. 003 ; i. 005, 009 in Descriptive List. remains.

T 2
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gp-ound near it had undergone the same succession of physical changes. The layer of earth and

mud-brick debris filling the cella was permeated by the tubular passages or cores which roots and

vegetable fibres had left behind. These proved that the ruin must have been buried for a time

under a gp-adual accumulation of cultivated loess layer. By that time the walls, as far as they

reached above the ground had, no doubt, been pulled down and all materials which might be of use,

such cis the encased timber framework, abstracted. After cultivation had retreated from the site,

wind-erosion must have been at work for a prolonged period. Small banks of loess rising up to six

feet in height, and generally bearing on their top heavy pottery ddbris which had evidently protected

them, rise like geological ‘ witnesses ’ above the general level of the ‘ Tati ’ quite close to the shrine.

They mark the extent to which the surface of the ground has been lowered by the winds and
the corroding effect of driven sand.

It is obvious that owing to this erosion the pottery ddbris found on the surface, of which
I picked up specimens both at Siyelik and on my way back to the Ak-terek ruin (Si. (X)i, 002 ;

A.T.S. ooi-ooio), may belong to widely different periods. It is probable that much of it dates from
early Muhammadan times, since among the coins which my guides had collected for me from the whole
Ak-terek site, including Siyelik, specimens of local Muhammadan coinage as well as ‘ cash ’ pieces of

the Sung dynasty were largely represented (see Appendix B).’® This may be assumed in particular

of the fine glazed ware in various tints of green and blue which plentifully covered certain areas.

From the mass of human bones which mingled with pottery debris around the ruined cella,

it was certain that the soil, now again carried off by the winds, had once served for interment. The
inference seems justified that a burial-ground had been established here after the Muhammadan con-

quest, because the site once occupied by a Buddhist sanctuary continued to receive local worship as

a Mazar.i^ Also close to the larger temple ruin of Ak-terek I noticed between the dunes large

stretches of eroded ground thickly strewn with human bones, to which the same explanation would
apply. Finally, to judge from the rate of erosion gauged at sites like those of Dandan-oilik,

Khadalik, Niya, the abandonment of which can be fixed with approximate chronological certainty,

I may note that the maximum height of the ‘ witnesses ' observed at Ak-terek and Siyelik indicates

that cultivation did not cease here until after some centuries of the Muhammadan period.

Apart from the ruined shrine just described the only structural remains my guides could show
me at Siyelik consisted of two small ‘ Tims ’. Both were much-decayed mounds marking the

position of Stupas. One situated about a quarter of a mile to the south of the temple ruin preserved
its lowest base, about sixteen and a half feet square and three feet high, with a portion of a square
upper story. A flight of stairs leading up on the south face could just be traced, with a width of
eight feet at the bottom. A second Stupa mound was visited about a quarter of a mile to the east

of the last-mentioned ruin. This was smaller and also badly decayed, showing a base only eight feet

eight inches square on the ground and completely broken above its lowest story which measured
three feet in height.

The interest of the survey effected during my three days’ visit to the Ak-terek Site does not lie

so much in the archaeological relics recovered as in the instructive glimpses it yielded of the remains
which may yet lie buried below these vast silent ‘ Tatis ’. Extending from east to west in a line

of more than twelve miles this great area of shifting dunes and bare loess undergoing wind erosion

Among 80 copper coins thus collected there were 28

of issues earlier than the T'ang dynasty
; 31 Chinese pieces

of the T'ang period (mainly Ch’ien-yiian and Ta-li) and 21

Sung and Muhammadan coins. The only coin picked up in

my presence was a Sung ‘cash’ bearing the nim-hao of

Pao-ytian (a.d. 1038-40).

For Mazars, always with cemeteries attached, marking

sacred sites of Buddhist times in the Khotan region, cf.

Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 121, 225, 463, etc.
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is bound to hide more ruins than those which my treasure-seeking guides knew of at the time.

It would be useless to speculate about the successive periods which may be represented among them.

So much, however, is certain that, as erosion progresses, it is likely to bring to light remains far

older than those which were left behind when occupation last ceased. Who could say how often the

piripMies of the struggle between irrigation and desert have been enacted before on this ground

—

or how long it may take before the wind-swept debris now bare will be hidden again under fertile

fields ?

Section VI.—LIST OF ANTIQUES FROM AK-TEREK AND SIYELIK

OBJECTS EXCAVATED OR FOUND AT AK-TEREK AND SIYELIK

A.T. 03. Stucco relief torso fr., with part of neck and

R. arm of draped seated Buddha
;

left shoulder missing.

Drapery rendered by stiff closely-set grooves. Second

system of grooves (folds) crosses part of general one. Cf.

A.T. 017 (not from same mould). Light red clay. 5^" x

5? X I5 .

A.T. 05. Stucco relief fr. of Buddha, seated cross-legged

upon lotus calix. Below is part of lotus-leaf border of

plaque. Drapery rendered by close parallel grooves. Head
missing. Red clay with remains of white slip. Delicate

workmanship. 2^* X 2 (head lost).

A.T. 08, 09, 025 (joined). Stucco relief fr. of Buddha,

draped, seated. Lower part of face, L. side of halo, R.

upper arm and torso to waist. Drapery rendered by stiff

closely-set grooves; transverse folds round neck. From
same mould as A.T. 017. Light red clay. 6J* x 8*.

A.T. on. a. Stucco relief fr. of halo, with L. shoulder

of draped fig. attached. Red clay, sf' x 4".

A.T. 012. Terra-cotta appliqu6 om. Bull’s (?) head.

Very rude, i^'xi*.

A.T. 017, 017. a (joined). Stucco relief fr. of Buddha.

Plain peaked halo. Hair and Usnisa smooth like cap.

Eyes nearly closed, elongated, slightly slanting. Ears large,

lobes elongated and pierced. Mouth and chin delicately

worked. Draped torso; both arms,L. shoulder, and all

below waist missing. Folds marked by stiff closely-set

grooves; transverse folds across R. shoulder. Light red

clay. No signs on back of any attachment. 1 2' x 71"

;

3" thick. PI. VIII.

A.T. 06, 09. a, on, 013, 014,015, 020, 021, 022-1-027,

023, 024, 028, 034, 035, 036; 00113; iv. 00112 from

same mould.

A.T. 033. Stucco relief fr. of cylindrical object with

hemispherical top
;
perhaps human toe. Drab clay. 2^' X

*

A.T. 038. Terra-cotta fr. of rider on camel; fore-

quarters and hump of camel, R. leg and foot of rider

(monkey ?) remain. Hair marked by rows of incised lines.

4^X3". PI. IX.

A.T. 040. Fr. of pottery, orn. with applied palmettes

pendant from moulding of neck. Fine light red clay. H.

iA'xii|'. PI. IV.

A.T. 041. Fr. of terra-cotta vessel, having appliqu^

elliptical jewel-like bosses. Bright red clay, x if".

A.T. 042. Fr. of pottery, om. with tool-incised lines,

curves, and dots. Very fine terra-cotta coloured clay, highly

finished surface, if" x if".

A.T. 043. Upper part of terra-cotta monkey ; wears

conical fur cap with tail falling from peak to waist ;
clasps

water-skin to breast. R. arm and all below waist lost;

remainder still good and sharp. Body made in two halves,

arms separate. H. if". PI. IX.

A.T. 044. Terra-cotta head of camel ; small punched
eye; unworked tuft of hair over forehead. Condition poor

;

work roughly finished by hand. H. f|" ;
width i" ; thick-

ness 3^". PI. IX.

A.T. 045. Fr. of pottery. Upper part of handle. From
attachment thick leaf-like projection curves outwards and

downwards; at back thin flat lip of vessel. Brown clay,

very finely finished, if" x i|". PI. IV.

A.T. 046. Terra-cotta head and bust of monkey,
wearing fur cap. Top of R. arm preserved, set forwards

and slightly downwards. Probably a skin-carrier as A.T.

043. L. arm entirely lost and R. from just below shoulder

;

body from below breast. Rough work ; solid moulding

;

hand-finished. H. f|'.

A.T. 046. a. Terra-cotta appliqud om. in form ofdouble

leaf, from vase. Light red clay, if" X f".

A.T. 047. Terra-cotta torso of nude fig. ; base of neck

to waist. Head, body below waist, R. arm and L. from

below shoulder, lost ; front of body broken off diagonally

from R. shoulder to L. flank. H. if".

A.T. 051. Fr. of pottery from shoulder of hand-made
vessel having appliqud orn. of palmette and grape-cluster

pendant. Gritty red clay, very smooth outside; re-fired.

H. if". PI. IV.

A.T. 056. Terra-cotta camel ; head and part of neck

of; dot-circle eye; hair incised in parallel rows; large tuft
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between ears. Whole R. side split away at juncture of two

halves of mould. Very smoothly worked. H. i-^*. PI. IX.

A.T. ooi. Handle of pottery vessel. Outside is lower

part of body of reptile with hind-legs and tail. Body and

R. leg deeply notched. Below tail remains of dot om.

Very coarse red clay. H. gf* ;
width 2^*. PI. IV.

A.T. 002. Two terra-cotta water- or wine-skins tied

at neck, united across front by broad band, orn. down centre

with large single chevrons, at edges with incised dashes,

broken at either end
;

prob. load of some beast. Very

fine work, f' x f'.

A.T. 003. Pottery handle, flat, heart-shaped, with stamped

anthemion design
; at base, attachment to vessel, with traces

of small ring handle below. In shape, om. and attachments

precisely resembling handle of classical lamp. Cf. A.T.

0012 and Anc. Khotan, PI. XLII. T.M. 002. b, c; 003. d.

Slate-grey clay (re-fired) with worn, greenish-brown glaze,

il'xii". PL IV.

A.T. 004. Fr. of pottery ; part of handle. Over attach-

ment flat lozenge-shaped ear projects horizontally, with

incised palm-leaf orn. Brown clay, re-fired, i^'xi*.

PI. IV.

A.T. 005. Teira-cotta object, six-pointed like caltrop

;

hard-fired clay showing traces of green glaze ; two prongs

lost, others slightly broken, a'x if". PL IX.

A.T. 006. Fr. of hand-made pottery vessel ; with band

of comb-drawn festoons; below, raised band om. with

oblique stamps from toothed punch. Light red clay.

2Fxir.

A.T. 007. Pottery fr. from broad plain handle, with perished

green glaze. Very coarse red clay re-fired. 2^" x if*.

A.T. 008. Pottery fr., coarse, gritty, with perished green

glaze. i|" X if".

A.T. 009. Small fr. of green-glazed ware, from top

edge of bowl. Light red clay, f
" x f".

A.T. 0010. Fr. ofpottery handle; large half-ring, hollow.

At junction with body and on handle bands of stamps from

five-toothed punch. Very coarse red clay. 3f
* X 2|".

A.T. 0011. Pottery fr. from bottom and side of bowl.

Coarse red clay with decayed blue glaze. 2" x if".

A.T. 0012. Fr. of pottery vessel, squat with flat bottom,

carinated sides and wide mouth with out-turaed lip. On
shoulder and lower ridge, oblique rows of punctured ora.

stamped. Fr. of large handle ; flat broad ring distinguished

at upper attachment by broad ora. prob. palmette (cf.

A.T. 003) at right angles
;
only base of orn. remains. Prob.

a lamp. Ill-levigated red clay, re-fired. 3f
* X af". PI. IV.

A.T. 0013. Fr. of hand-made pottery. Hemispherical

bowl, with flat lip; om. with roughly oblique bands of

stamped design of L’s, crosses, and dots clumsily repeated.

3f' X 5f'. PI. IV.

A.T. 0014. Fr. of pottery, pale red, with dark green-blue

glaze inside and out ;
outside glaze partly gone, zf" x af'.

A.T. 0015. a. Fr. of hand-made pottery vessel, with

strip in relief pressed by thumb into series of scallops.

(Cf. Anc. Khotan, PL XLI; T.M. 004. b.) Light reddish-

drab clay, grey faced. 2* X if*.

A.T. 0015. b. Fr. of pottery, prob. part of cover ;
near

edge appliqu^ band with series of wedge-shaped incisions

made with toothed ptmch. Light red clay, buflf surface.

2"xrf*.

*A.T. 0016. Stucco relief fr. of flame pattern ;
one of

many. Moulds roughly triangular produced a relief

1" ^ 4Y with, probably, 15 flames. Each flame takes

form of flattened S curve with boldly incised line running

down centre ; two different moulds were used with S curves

in opposite directions. Relief about f" high. Clay finely

levigated, burned to a uniform light red or to a uniform

mud colour ; back of each piece shows finger-marks, etc.,

made when clay was pressed into mould ;
no trace of reeds

on back. Surface covered with a thin limewash or slip

;

traces remain of gold-leaf. A.T. 0016. 5* X 3f".

Similar pieces: A.T. 0017,0069, 0070; i. 001,0051.

a, b, 0078, 0079, 0080, 0081, 009a; ii. 002, 0032, 0042,

0043; iii. 0036, 0043, 0090; iv. 002, 003, 004, 005,

0057,0068,00107,00108,00109,00110, ooiii; V. 0068,

0069.

A.T. 0018. Stucco relief fr. of flame pattern with curling

ribbed flames, each separately moulded. Brick-red clay.

S^xaf".

*A.T. ooig. Stucco relief fr., curved half-round moulding,

representing twisted strings of beads and plain fillets

alternately.

Cf.A.T.0094; i.ooii6; ii.ooi; iii. 0079; iv.00115;

v. 0090. Light red clay. 3" x f|" ; h. of relief ^".

*A.T. 0020. Stucco relief fr., one of many, from border

of a large halo or haloes, cf. A tic. Khotan, PL XVIII, c. On
pieces that can safely be attributed to common original

there appear three distinct decorative elements
: (a) foliate

border i|" wide by high, consisting of continuous frond

with closely set and deeply ribbed pointed leaves
; (3) circular

medallions, diam. zf", with double ring edge, inner band

of separate leaf or flame motif, and central five-petalled

flower; these were set close to border (A.T. iii. 0053);
(f) conventional fleur-de-lis with double binding at neck

and wavy stalk increasing in width and ending in two

rounded lobes (A.T. ii. 007, iii. 0037); total length 4%"

;

relief on one plane. These were set between the medal-

lions, flower close to border (A.T. 0068), stalk at right-

angles to it. Whole originally in crude clay which has

been accidentally burned
;
one or two pieces show signs of

vitrifaction. Clay well levigated, and whole surface covered

with very thin limewash or slip ;
remains of gilding appear

on one of the fleur-de-lis stalks; otherwise colours have

perished together with most of slip. The same mould was

generally employed for all the ornaments of each type

;
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these were all appliqu^, short lengths of foliate border

being cast in a shallow mould and afiBxed to a raised rim

so as to stand in higher relief; fleur-de-lis in two sizes.

For treatment of stalks cf. Coptic example, Konigl. Museum,

^zxYm,AUchristliche Bildwerke, 62. Manyfrs.show on backs

impress of reeds used in wall-facing. A.T. 0020. X i^".

From the same or similar haloes: (a) Border, A.T.

0021, 0062, 0068; i. 002, 003, 005, 0054, 0055, 0056,

0068, 0069. a-e, 0072, 0073; ii. 0028, 0039, 0045;

iii. 0049, 0050, 0051, 0052, 0053, 0054; iv. 0010, 0056,

0069, 0097, 0098, 00106; V. 0032 (PI. VIII), 0063.

a, b. (3) Medallions, A.T. 0022, 0085; i. 0050, 0059

(PI. VIII), 0097; ii. 0029,0049; iv. 006, 007, 008, 0078,

0079, 00129. a, b, 00130. a, b
;

v. 0033. (c) Fleur-de-lis,

flowers, A.T. co66, 0084 ; i. 001 1 ;
ii. 007, 0034 ; iii. 0057 ;

iv. 0013, 0070, 0074, 0075, 00124; V. 0049 (PI. VIII).

((f) Stalks, A.T. 0055,0083; i. 0023, 0024,0043,0094.0095,

0096 ;
ii. 008, 0033, 0041 (PI. VIII), 0046, 0047 ;

iii. 0010,

0037, 0044, 0064 ; iv. 0026, 0027, 0028, 0029. a, b, 0058,

0059, 0073, 0080, 00104, 00121, 00122, 00123, 00125,

00126; V. 0014, 0015, 0016, 0082, 0083.

A.T. 0023. Stucco relief fr. of human face, mouth with

very small portion of chin, carefully modelled, as A.T.

V. 001, but finer surface destroyed. Hard red clay.

A.T. 0024. Stucco relief fr. Very large, long human

ear of which practically only outer cartilage is represented.

Hard red clay. 4' x 2".

*A.T. 0025. a. Stucco relief fr. of seated Buddha;

one of several. Fig. has plain Usnisa and nimbus, small

rayed halo with border of lotus petals marked by central

depressed rib. Hands and feet bare. Drapery rendered

by close parallel grooves. Cf. Anc. Khotan, PI. LXXXVII,

R. 08 and A.T. 0027, 0028; i. 0088. In A.T. 0025. a

L. arm and breast and all below breasts missing. Light

red clay. 2!" x 2%".

From same mould : A.T. 0025. b, 0026. a, b, 0047, 0048,

0049, 0079; iv. 00114.

*A.T. 0027. Stucco relief fr. of seated Buddha; one

of many from large halo. (Cf. Anc. Khotan, PI. LXXXVII,

R. 08, and A.T. i. 0088.) Fig. originally had plain UsnIsa

;

drapery rendered by close parallel grooves ; hands on lap

folded under drapery; lobes of ears elongated; nimbus

plain
;
halo plain inside with border of lotus petals having

prominent double lobes. L. shoulder, all below elbows,

and halo missing. Light red clay, if' X if".

From same mould: A.T. 0050, 0073, oo74 ;
>• 0015

;

iv. 0055, 0067, 001 13. a-d ;
v. 007, 0030.

*A.T. 0028. Stucco relief fr. of seated Buddha. Fig.

originally had plain Usnisa; drapery rendered by close

parallel grooves
;
nimbus with ray border. Hands bare

;

folded on lap. (Cf. Anc. Khotan, PI. LXXXVII, R. 08, and

A.T. 0027 ; i. 0088.) Head, L. side and arm, R. foot, and

halo missing. Red clay, af'xrf".

From same mould ; A.T. 0075, 0078 ;
iii. 0034 ; v. 0075.

AK-TEREK AND SIYELIK

A.T. 0030. Stucco relief fr. Cloud om. ;
one of many

from border of halo (cf. Anc. Khotan, PI. XVIII, c and

PI. LXXXIII, R. ii. 2). There are two types, according

as volute is to R. or L. for opposite sides of halo ;
but,

though similar, not all of each type are from same mould.

Clay well levigated, colour from red through drab to mud

colour. Some pieces show on back impress of reeds used

for wall-facing. Each volute moulded separately. A.T.

0030. 2" X if".

In same series : A.T. 0031, 0042, 0052, 0053, 0058. a, b,

0067, 00105. a-c, 00106, 00107; '• oo4 >
0013- oot4>

0047,0048,0049,0060,0064,0074,00129. a—e; ii. 003. a-c,

004,0040,0059. a-d ;
iii. 002. a-c, 003, 004, 005, 0085. a-c,

0086,0087,0088 ;
iv.0014. a-k, 0015. a-k, 0016. a, b, 0062,

0063, 0083. a, b, 0084, 00163. a-i; v. 005. a-h, 006. a-d,

0041, 0042, 0056 (PI. VIII), 0057, 0064. a-c, 0093, 0094 )

0095. a, b.

A.T. 0032. Stucco relief fr. Circular jewel orn.
;
large

central boss within plain band and bead border
; cf. A.T.

0061 and F. u. iii. 001. Light red clay. Diam. if".

*A.T. 0033. Stucco relief fr. of crescent,one of many from

series of wall ornaments consisting of triangle surmounted

by crescent. Base of triangle plain, the two sides have

border of Vandyke pattern between straight lines
;

field

occupied by three elongated heart-shaped leaves with

raised edges, all in fairly high relief
;
crescent marked

with three incised lines, emphasizing border and centre.

The clay differs in quality and varies in colour from light

buff through red to mud colour. Triangle and crescent

were moulded in one piece (A.T. i. 001 14) and together

stood 5j' high. Several fragments show behind impress

of reed -wattle used for wall-facing.

The following pieces are from the same mould: (a)

Triangles, A.T. 0034, 0089, 0092, 0093, 0097 ;
i. 00114 ;

ii. 0031; iii. 0014, 0076; iv. 0033, 0099 (PI. VIII),

00142. a, b, 00143. (p') Crescents, A.T. 0033 ;
iii. 0012,

0013, 0077; iv. 0031, 00144; v. 0017. a, b (PI. VIII),

0018, 0088.

A.T. 0035. Stucco relief fr., leaf om., double-lobed,

bound round at narrow end. Drab clay. 2^" x r^'.

From same or similar mould: A.T. 0099; ii. 0012,

0057 ;
iv. 0036, 0094; v. 0059. Cf. type A.T. 0012.

*A.T. 0036. Stucco relief fr. of pear-shaped om. with

incised heart design
;

prob. base of flower-stem
; cf.

A.T. i. 0012. Brick-red clay with white slip, i^'x
T 5*

From same mould are: A.T. i. 00122 ;
ii. 001 r, 0038;

iv. 0035.

*A.T. 0037. Stucco relief fr., like Takhti handle
;
but

handle curves outwards instead of being angular. Red
clay, white slip. 2^" x 2^'.

From same mould : A.T. i. 001 17 ;
v. 0040.

A.T. 0038. Stucco relief fr. of drapery with three main

folds and finer subsidiary folds. Light red clay. 2f' x I5'.
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A.T. 0041. Stucco relief fr. Upper part of human ear.

At point of junction with cheek is narrow vertical band

with single row of short stamped crescents. Light red

clay. i|' X

A.T, 0043. Stucco relief fr. of curved double band

decorated with bead orn. Cf. A.T. iv. 0091. Light red

clay, X i^.

A.T. 0044. Stucco relief fr., stamped all over with

concave punch producing half-round projections ;
prob.

bunch of grapes. Cf. A.T. v. 0062. Hard red clay.

A.T. 0045. Stucco relief fr. ; smooth, slightly convex

face with fr. of curving square ridge at edge. Reddish-

drab clay, if” X 1".

*A.T. 0051. Stucco relief fr. of nimbus and halo of

Buddha, one of many. Lotus-petal border, petals with

strongly-marked double lobes beyond which central rib

rising to point. A.T. 0051. Part of plain nimbus, of

rayed halo with knob edge and of lotus-petal border.

Light red clay, af' x 2^".

From same or similar mould: A.T. 0029; i. 0016,

0019, 0061, 0062 ;
ii. 009, 0036; iii. 007, 008 ; iv. 0019,

0085, 0087, 00118, 00158; V. 009, 0058, 0076. Cf.

(larger scale) A.T. i. 0017, (smaller) A.T. i. 00125.

A.T. 0054. Stucco relief fr. of perpendicular sharply

ridged drapery fold. Light red clay. 3f
* X a|*.

A.T. 0056. Stucco relief fr. of human face
; R. eye,

brow, and part of hair and bridge of nose. Treatment

very flat, the whole eye being in projection. Eyebrow is

raised thin line. Hair twisted rope-wise along edge of

brow, moulded separately. Light red clay, grey in section.

a'xif”-

A.T. 0057. Stucco relief fr. of plaited necklet; cf.

A.T. iii. 0021. Reddish-drab clay. 3*X^'.

A.T. 0059. Stucco relief fr. Spiral curl of hair. Drab

clay. Diam.

*A,T. 0060. Stucco relief fr., flower, one of many.

Flower has round central boss and eight pointed petals

with V-shaped longitudinal depression, diam. i^*; they

were aflSxed in rows on flat background. Well-levigated

light red clay with traces of slip
;

flower centres were

painted light yellow. A.T. 0060, diam. i^*.

From same mould: A.T. i. ooao, 00121 ; iL 0055; iv.

0023. a, b, 00153 > V. 0045, 0066. Similar but from

another mould, having diamond-shaped depression in each

petal: A.T. i. 0021; ii. 0030; iii. 0040,0041; iv. 0022.

a-o, 00154. a, b
;
these similarly arranged in rows. Cf.

from larger mould A.T. i. 0076. a, b ;
iii. 009. For

similar flowers in different arrangement see A.T. iL 0056,

V. 0065. Cf. also A.T. L 001 2, and A.T. iii. 0080.

*A.T. 0063. Stucco relief fr. of drapeiy ; one of many
similar but not from same mould. Folds curved ; each

rising to central ridge and distinguished from those on

either side of it by deep incised line. Well-levigated light

red clay, covered with thin white limewash on which

remain traces either of gold-leaf or of dark red paint

Several pieces show behind impress of reeds used in wall-

facing. A.T. 0063, 2j' X if”.

Similar pieces : A.T. 0064. a-c, 0086. a-f
;

i. 0071. a, b,

ooiii.a-d; iiL 0027, 0028, 0048, 0055. a-d ; iv. 00136,

00137,00138, 00139.

A.T. 0064. a-c. Stucco relief frs. of drapery with

curved folds. Hard light red clay with distinct traces of

gold-leaf. See A.T. 0063. (a) af” x ij' ;
{i) 2" x i^*

;

id

A.T. 0065. Stucco relief fr. End of stalk, with two

lobes. Reddish mud-coloured clay. Cf. A.T. ii. 007
(but smaller). ixff*x i”.

A.T. 0071. Stucco relief fr. Central L. part of fece of

demon with wide nostrils
;

flat short bridge of nose
; open

mouth. Upper part of face was probably as A.T. iv.

009. Hard red clay covered with yellowish-white slip.

2j* X 2”. PL IX.

*A.T. 0072. Stucco relief fr. L. side of small capital

orn. with rich acanthus-like foliage. Necking is plain

torus. Similar pieces A.T. i. 0093, v. 0024. A.T. 0072,

brick-red clay, drab wash. 3" x 3'. PL IX.

A.T. 0075. Stucco relief fr., seated Buddha, with

halo and fr. of lotus-leaf edging. Resembling A.T, 0028,

but with feet tucked under drapery. Same mould ais

A.T. 0076. Red clay. 3I* x 2|”.

A.T. 0076. Stucco relief fir., seated Buddha, with

veiled feet, from same mould as A.T. 0075. Most of

halo and vesica lost. Red clay. 3§' x 2^'.

*A.T. 0077. Stucco relief fr., head of Buddha.

Eyes nearly closed, slightly aslant; ears elongated. Cf.

A.T. 0025. a. Larger scale. Bright red clay. 2' x i^*.

From same mould: A.T. ii. 0027, 0044; iv. 0018,

0071, 0072, 001 16 ;
V. 0011, 0048, 0054.

A.T. 0086. a-f. Stucco relief frs. of drapery; b, f

have traces of gilding. See A. T. 0063. Light red clay.

(«) X 2'
; {6) 2^ X 2^' ;

(<r) aj' x ij'
;

(rf) 3*' X f”

;

W^'xil”; (/) li'xil'.

*A.T. 0087. Stucco relief fr. One of many, repre-

senting topknot of head-dress. From a heavy jewelled

band (A.T. iv. 0096) rose a pleated linen crest curving

over on either side and reaching down to band agafti.

Behind flat nimbus with Vandyke pattern enclosed by

fillet
; crescents divided by balls afilxed to rim (A.T. v.

0093 )- Cf. A.T. V. 0050. AT. 0087, top of topknot,

halo, and part of crescents. Red clay. 2^ X af'.

From same mould : A.T. 0088 ;
i. 0025, 0026, 0046,

001 12 ; ii. 0010; iv. 0090, 0096 (PL VIII), 00100;
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V. 0019, 0053, 0087. Similar but from a slightly smaller

mould; A.T. i. 0066, 00113; 00140, 00141 ;
similar,

from other moulds : A.T. ii. 0024 ;
v. 0021.

A.T. oogo. Stucco relief fr. Ball pattern edge, field

divided by flat fillet
;

in compartments leaf orn. See A.T.

i. 0027 and A.T. 0096. Reddish mud-coloured clay.

tI" V T 1 *

A,T. oogi. Stucco relief fr. Upper part of triangle

;

the moulded edges continue outwards, forming pair of

volutes. Cf. A.T. ii. 0053, perhaps A.T. 0087.

Reddish-drab clay. 2^" x 2^".

A.T. 0095. Stucco relief fr. of jewelled band
;
edges of

minute chevron pattern on raised fillet
;

field has two

jewels, sq. and oval, high relief. One end complete. Light

red clay. 2' x i^'. PI. IX.

A.T. 0098. Stucco relief fr. of open lotus-bloom, saucer-

shaped. High central boss, petals in low relief. Drab

clay. Diam. 2|".

A.T. ooioo. a-c. Stucco relief frs. of striated zigzag

border of drapery (?), gradually diminishing in size. Mud-
coloured clay, (a) 3* x

; (6) if* x i
J*.

A.T. ooioi. Stucco relief fr. Outside face orn. with

two incised lines converging towards end. Between are

diagonal incised strokes. Brick-red clay. 2* x if*.

A.T. ooioa. Stucco relief fr. of large lotus petal,

probably from edge of plaque. The point of leaf, which

is angular and not rounded, is noticeable. Central lobes

in high relief. Cf A.T. 0051. Mud-coloured clay,
,3» V T S "

A.T. 00103. Stucco relief fr., with two half-round

mouldings in vertical section and curved horizontally;

possibly part of bracelet from human arm. Bright red

clay with creamy slip, f
" x if".

A.T. 00104. Stucco relief fr. of drapery; heavy loop

from R. breast
; folds marked by incised lines. Hard red

clay, creamy slip, zf" x 3f".

A.T. 00108. Stucco relief fr. of drapery, prob. from
standing Buddha; folds rendered by parallel grooves.

Reddish-drab clay, if" x if".

*A.T, ooiog. a, b. Stucco relief frs. Two tightly

coiled spiral curls of hair ; lock marked by three grooves

rises to point at centre. Cf M. ii. 006 for head wearing

similar ringlets; also Anc. Khotan, PI. LXXXIV, R.

LXXIV. I. Drab clay. Diam. i^".

From same mould: A.T. ooiio
; i. 0034, 0035;

V. 0028, 0096; cf A.T. ooiii.

A. T. 00114. Stucco relief fr. of necklace, twisted plain

and Vandyke strands. Red clay, creamy wash. z^xf".

A.T. 00115. Nine beads ; flat circular, tabloid, diam.

olive-green glass
;

rough cube with faceted angles, light

green glass
;
small spheroid, translucent light blue glass

;

flattened ring-bead, dark blue glass ; spheroid, ruby glass

;

flattened angular ring, light blue opaque paste
; spheroid,

dark blue translucent glass
;
ring-bead, light green opaque

glass ; slender ring diam. ^", white jade.

A.T. 00116. a-c. Glass beads : {a) Long barrel-shaped
;

agate glass, half brown, half white; if" long. (^) Fr. of

lentoid
; brown glass decorated with opaque white paste

slip, (c) Fr, of discoid
;
polychrome eye in red, light and

dark blue, yellow and green concentric rings.

A.T. 00117, a-g. Glass frs, (a) Resembling nail-head,

light green glass; length i". (b) Straight stem and fr. of

base of vessel resembling wine-glass (?), light amber colour.

H. f". if) Curved fr. of handle (?), twisted rod, white

glass
; length if". {(^) Similar, light amber-coloured

glass ; length f". (e) Fr. from flat rim (?) of vessel
;

light

green glass. (_/) Fr., very thin with rolled

rim. Deep blue border, centre clear white. X (g)

Fr. white glass, with traces of etched design
;
greater part

of surface rubbed down leaving panel in relief whereon
intricate pattern, " x ^".

A.T. 00118. Three frs. of jade rings
;
cf A.T. 001 15.

Diam. c. f|".

A.T. ooiig. Bone stamp, flat, circular. Obv. a running

stag within cable border. Rev. concentric rings with

radial points, probably flower having central knob and
double corolla, within cable border. Pierced edgeways,

Diam. "
;
thickness f",

A.T. ooiao. Bronze frs. (a) Bezel of finger-ring, stone

missing, (b) Nail with nearly hemispherical head, (e)

Wire, one end pointed 2^" long. Also several shapeless

frs.

A.T. 00123. Frs. of frescoes. Brown lines on light

blue or white ground
; apparently wing-feathers in outline.

From A.T. i, A.T. iii, A.T. iv.

A.T. 00124. Miscell. bronze frs., etc., found near

foot of W. wall, (a) Three frs. ofChin, coins, corroded, unin-

scribed. (b) Bronze arrowhead, corroded
;

two of the

barbs broken off Length (c) Circular bronze om.,

as Khot. 01. w. Diam. ^". (</) Fr. of mother-of-pearl.

Gr, M. ^". (e) § of spherical bead of red cornelian, (/)
Spherical lead pellet. Diam. 3^'.

A.T. i, 006. Stucco fr. Two fingers (3rd and 4th) of

R. hand. Under bend of fingers is circular hole, prob. for

reed core. From same mould as A.T. iii. 0062. Hard
light red clay. 2^" x i^".

A.T. i. 007. Stucco relief fr. Human R. ear, long
and rather flat. Hard mud-coloured clay with white slip.

X Its

A.T. i. 008. Stucco relief fr. Human R. ear, rather
thick and fleshy in modelling. Hard light red clay unevenly
burned. 2^" x i j^*.

A.T. i. 009> Stucco relief fr. of L. ear. Lower part
lost. Possibly pair to A.T. i. 008. Hard dull reddish
clay, mud-coloured in section. 2^" x if".

1874 u
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A.T. i. 0010. Stucco relief fr. of human finger from

middle to tip. Light dull red clay. 2' x if".

*A.T. i. 0012. Stucco relief fr. Flower, with central boss

and seven rounded petals with pear-shaped depression;

rising from foliage with flat base and two leaves which

curl over to either side and form volutes below flower.

Total height (from frs.) 3^". Well-levigated clay with traces

of creamy wash
;

flower and foliage moulded separately

A.T. i. 0012, base broken off. i^'x PI- VIll.

From same mould
:
(a) Flowers, A.T. iii. 0057, iv. 00151

;

{6) Stalks, A.T. 0046 ;
i. 0040, 001 18 ;

ii. 006 ;
iv. 0093,

00105, 00150, 00155. a, b. For similar design on
much larger scale see A.T. iii. 0080. A similar round-

petalled flower apparently was set on a stalk having

a narrow base bound round, and ending above in two

lobes, i. e. leaves intumed; cf. A.T. 0035, 0099; ii.

0057 ;
iv. 0094 ;

V. 0059.

*A.T. i. 0017. Stucco relief fr. Large lotus petal

from border of halo (cf. A.T. v. 0029). Two central

lobes and edge of |)etal in high relief. Central rib rises to

point. Apparently there were two overlapping rows of

similar petals. Light red clay, x i^'.

From same mould; A.T. i. 0018; ii. 005; iv. 0088,

0089 ;
V. 0012.

A.T. i. 0022. Stucco relief fr.
;

elliptical jewel orn.,

central stone almost rectangular, with plain band and bead

border. Drab clay. x f".

A.T. i. 0028. Stucco relief fr. of drapery, hanging in

flat vertical folds like centre of A.T. iv. 0037. Light red

clay. 2^" X af".

A.T, i. 0029. Stucco relief fr. of drapery; zigzag

fold emphasized by incised line
; rough. Light red clay.

irxzr.
*A.T . i. 0030. Stucco relief fir. of hair

; one of many
similar but not from same mould. The locks, differing in

size according to position are represented by bands of cres-

cents in low relief, alternate bands being reversed
; crescents

relieved by incised lines parallel with their edges, their ends
sometimes joining so as to form S curves. Each mould
seems to have produced a strip of two bands, 2' wide and
of uncertain length. The frs. are of red or drab clay with

traces of white limewash or slip. Clay well levigated

;

used sparingly so that appliqu^ band might be as thin as

possible. A.T, i. 0030, 2' x 2*.

Also A.T. i. 0031. a, b, 0057. a, b, 00104, 00105, ooio6

;

ii. 0015, 0016, 0017, 0018, 0019 ; iii. 0015, 0016, 0017,
0038,0045,0072, 0073; iv. 0038, 0039. a, b, 0040, 0043,
0065, 0076, 00133, 00134 ; V. 0036, 0043, 0055, 0085.

*A*T. i. 0032. Stucco relief fr. Crescent-shaped lock
of hair with five rounded ribs rising to centre. Mud-
coloured clay. 2^" x 31".

From same mould : A.T. i. 0045 ;
iv. 0043. Cf.

AT. L 0030 (smaller), and Anc. Khotan, PI. LXXXII,
R. ii. I.

AT. i. 0033. Stucco relief fr. ; striated bands at right an-

gles and curved lotus petal (?). Light red clay, X iJ*.

A,T. i. 0037. Stucco reHef fr. Flat lozenge-shaped

orn. with deeply cut line running parallel and close to

edges. Lower comer lost. Drab clay, if* X i^'.

A.T. i. 0038. a, b. Stucco relief frs. of half-round mould-

ing with twisted Vandyke bands (cf. A.T. ii. 0022) and

narrow fillets. Red clay, (a) if^xf"; (^) if'xj'.

A.T. i. 0039. Stucco fr. Upper part of ‘ corkscrew
’

curl, as A.T. iii. 0026. Hard, light red clay. 2*.

A.T. i. 0041. Stucco fr. of bracelet (?), consisting of

three half-round rings. Applique. Hard mud-coloured

clay, X if".

A.T. i. 0042. Stucco relief fr. of drapery, looped fold ;

subsidiary folds indicated by parallel lines incised. Red
clay, if' X f'.

*A.T. i. 0044. Stucco relief fr., flame pattern, one of

many, worked in high relief, each flame separately rendered

as wavy tongue with seven ribs decreasing to five towards

tip. Length c. 8f'. A.T. i. 0044. 4f' x 2f".
From same or similar mould : A.T. 0080, 0081

;
i. 0063,

0091 ; iii. 0019, 0042, 0056, 0060; iv. 0042, 0060, 0061
;

V. 0046, 0078, 0079.

A.T. i. 0052. Stucco relief fr. Human L. ear coarsely

modelled
;
lower part missing. Light red clay, blackish

in section
;
white slip, zf" x i^'.

A.T. i. 0053. Stucco relief fr. Upper part of human
ear (? R.). Hard red clay, prob. originally gilded, as globules

of melted gold still adhere, f" x i^".

A.T. i. 0058. Stucco relief fr. Human nose similar to

A.T. iv. 0077. Hard red clay, surface decayed. i|' x ij[4'.

A.T. i. 0059. Stucco relief fr. Medallion from vesica

with central rosette. See A.T. 0020. 3^" x 3'. PI. VIII.

A.T. i. 0065. Stucco relief fr. of five-leaved palmette

;

pointed leaves with incised ribs. Red clay, if' x 2'.

A.T. i. 0067. Stucco relief fr., slightly convex, divided

by incised lines into series of lozenges in each of which is

large stamped circle. Red clay, light wash. 2^* X if'.

A.T. i. 0070. Stucco relief fr. of U-shaped band, square

in section, on flat ground; perhaps lobe of human ear.

Reddish-drab clay, slatey grey in section. Cf. A.T. ii.

0050- SV X i|".

*A.T. i. 0075. Stucco relief fr. of flame for appliqud
work. Each flame moulded separately in low relief, as

continuous corkscrew curve marked with boldly incised

parallel lines
; length as given by fragments not less than

4f". A.T. i. 0075, flakey light red clay with traces of
white slip, aff' x f".

From same mould: A.T. i. 00107. a, bj 0025; iv.

0047, oo92.a, 00103, 00135 ; similar frs. but from different

moulds: A.T. 0039, 0040 ; i. 0036, 00108, 001 10; ii.

0023, 0052 ; iii. 0022 ; iv. 0046, ooioi
; v. 0027, 0086.
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A.T. 1 . 0076. a, b. Stucco relief frs. Two eight-

petalled flowers with central boss. Petals pointed, with

incised central rib. From same mould as A.T. iii. 009.

Light red clay. Cf. A.T. 0060. (a) il-'Kif"; (
3
)

Ia" V g

A.T, i. 0077. Stucco relief. Base for statuette
;
quad-

rangular, with moulding of two sq. members at bottom and

same inverted at top. On top hexagonal lotus base,

diminishing, upper part missing. Cf. Anc. Khotan, i.

Fig. 29. From same mould is A.T. v. 0067. Light red

clay. 2^" high x 3" wide.

A.T. i. 008a. Stucco relief fr. of drapery, from L. groin

and thigh of standing Buddha. Red clay. 4^’ x sj".

A.T. i. 0083. Stucco relief fr. of draped limb of a

standing Buddha, folds rendered by parallel grooves ; cf.

A.T. i. 0082. Red clay ;
surface vitrified. 3"xif".

A.T. i. 0084. Stucco relief fr. of human face; all above

R. eye and below mouth lost, and all to L. side of nose.

Eye narrow and prominent ;
nose thin with flat nostrils

;

upper lip very short, with sharply cut outline. Red clay,

traces of creamy wash. 4^" x 31". PI. IX.

A.T. i. 0085. Stucco relief fr. Large lotus petal

curving over half-round ridge. Much stylized; central

lobes of petal in high relief. Drab clay. 4^" X 2J".

A.T. i. 0086. Stucco relief fr. of drapery; series of

vertical half-round folds, each scored down centre with

single line, and forming strongly undulating edge. Reddish

mud-coloured clay, white slip. 3I* x 3!".

*A.T. i. 0087. Stucco fr. Human L. hand about one-

third life-size ;
fingers doubled down upon their lower joint

;

thumb turned slightly inwards over first finger. Hard red

clay with yellowish-white slip. Under bend of fingers is

pierced hole. In scale and style this corresponds closely

with the right hand, A.T. iii. 0062 and other frs., q. v.

al^xaf".
From the same mould are; A.T. 0082; iv. 0011,

001 19, 00120.

*A.T. i. 0088. Stucco relief fr. of seated Buddha. Back-

ground, head, R. arm, both hands and legs lost. In

original, fig. has plain Usnisa
; nimbus plain ; halo with

ray border and fhnge of lotus petals with deeply marked

double lobes. Hands bare, folded on lap. Drapery

rendered by closely-set parallel grooves. From large

decorative halo, cf. Anc. Khotan, PI. LXXXVII, R. 08.

From same mould : A.T. iv. 0017, 0053, 0054 ;
v. 008,

0010, 0031, 0047, 0074.

A.T. i. oo8g. a, b. Stucco relief frs. R. leg and L.

foot of Buddha with lotus halo, of which part remains

below and to R. of fig. in a. Cf. A.T. 0025. a. Light

red clay, (a) i|" X 2^'
; (

3
) il" X 2'.

A.T. i. 0090. Stucco relief fr. L. arm and knee of

seated Buddha. Cf. A.T. 0025. a. Red clay.

A.T. i. 0098. Stucco relief fr. Human L. ear, lower

lobe broken away. Reddish-drab clay, unevenly burned,

blackish in section. Cream-coloured slip, af' x ij".

A.T. i. 0099. Stucco relief fr. L. ear about life-size.

Hard light red clay with cream-coloured slip. 2§" X I5".

A.T. i. 00100. Stucco relief fr. Human L. ear.

Drab mud-coloured clay with remains of white slip.

2j''xri''.

A.T. i. ooioi. Stucco relief fr. Top of human L. ear.

Hard reddish clay, i^" X

A.T. i. 00102. Stucco relief fr. Second and third

fingers of R. hand Q). Hard dark mud-coloured clay,

a'-xi".

A.T. i. 00103. Stucco relief fr. L. arm of human fig.,

undraped, with single bracelet on wrist. Forearm drawn

up so that hand nearly touches shoulder. Poor modelling.

Hard red clay with thin cream-coloured slip. 2|" x 2".

A.T. i. 00109. Stucco fr. of small human head, with hair

indicated by bands of crescent-shaped locks facing alter-

nately to L. and R. Moulded in one piece. Light red

clay. 2'’xif''.

A.T. i. 00114. Stucco relief fr. Crescent resting on

top angle of triangle. Cf. *A.T. 0033. This fr. shows

how upper part of design should be completed. Reddish

mud-coloured clay. 3^" X 2^".

*A.T. i. 00115. Stucco relieffr. Post of railing, moulded

with narrow I-shaped coffers and part of rail. From
similar mould A.T. iii. 0078 ;

iv. 0045. Hard red clay.

arxir.
A.T. i. 00119. Stucco relief fr. of flower

;
parts of three

petals only. Light red clay. il'x!!*.

A.T. i. 00120. Stucco relief fr. of five-leaved palmette.

Narrow pointed leaves with incised ribs. Red clay.

PI. IX.

*A.T. i. 00123. a, b. Stucco relief frs. of flame om. Dull

reddish clay, (a) {6) i^'xi". From

similar mould : A.T. iii. 0024; iv. 0050, 00157; v. 0092.

A.T. i. 00124. Stucco relief fr. On L. plain curved

border and deep-cut groove. Surface divided up diamond-

wise by incised lines. In centre of each division a deep

stamped hole. Cf. A.T. iii. 0018. Light red clay.

S'xai".

A.T. i. 00126. Stucco relief fr. Lotus leaf from border

of plaque. Red clay with incrustations of burnt paint
,1" V lA"I3: X Ig .

A.T. i. 00127. Stucco relief fr., curved and ribbed like

mouth of vase. Light red clay. 1^' X if*.

A.T. i. 00128. Stucco relief fr. of drapery
; heavy looped

fold. Surface channelled, giving subsidiary folds, as A.T.

V. 0022. Light red clay, if* x 2^".

A.T. i. 00130. Stucco relief fr. of drapery (?). Lower

edge apparently undulating. Reddish-drab clay, i* x zf*.

U 2
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A.T. i. 00131. Pottery fir. Hard granular clay, foil of

calcined grit. On outside is thin white slip burned dark

slate-g^ey in places. Inside also has slip on face, of dark

to light smoky red. ij* X if".

A.T. i. 0013a. Frs. of gold leaf.

A.T. i. 00133. Glass fr., slightly convex
;
larger portion

light greenish-grey, remainder dark bluish-green. Gr. M.

i"; thickness

A.T. ii. I. Indeterminate terra-cotta fr., round in section.

Length ij".

A.T. ii. a. Fr. of pottery vessel, with applied om.

imitating rope. Light red clay very finely finished,

a'-xif".

A.T. ii. 0013. Stucco relief fr. of drapery, rough zigzag

ridge in high relief. Brick-red clay. 4*X2|''.

A.T. ii. 0014. Stucco relief fr., belonging to, but not

fitting, A.T. ii. 0013. Brick-red clay. 3* x i^*.

A.T, ii. ooao. Stucco relief fr. of large leaf-shaped

design with plain border and inner field divided by curved

line
;
above, plain lozenge pattern

;
below, ribbed lozenges.

Technique not plastic, but gives effect of chip-carving in

wood. Reddish-drab clay; traces of yellow slip. 3'X2f*.
PI. VIII.

A.T. ii, ooai. Stucco relief fr. of drapery with close

rounded folds spreading out slightly flame-wise. Cf. A.T.

V. 0032 (difierent scale), zf'x if*.

A. T. ii. ooaa. Stucco relief fr. Chain
;
Vandyke band

between two fillets. Red clay. Cf. A.T. iii. 0020.

2 X Yff •

A.T. ii. 0026. Stucco relief fr. of drapery. On L. raised

ridge almost sq. in section. On R. looped folds in low
relief; cf. A.T. iv. 0049. Light red clay unevenly burned.

2j'X2f*.

*A.T. if. 0035. Stucco relief fr. of fillet from Buddha
fig., rendered by band with narrow horizontal folds giving

zigzag ends. Light red clay, if'xi*.

From similar mould : A.T.iii. 0032,0046; iv.0081,0082;

V. 0081. Cf. Anc.Khotan, PI. LXXXVII, R. Ixxxiv. i.

A.T. ii. 0041. Stucco relief fr. See *A.T. 0020. 3* x if*.

PI. VIII.

A.T. ii. 0048. Stucco relief fr. Lower part of human
face. Chin disproportionately long and heavy. Light red

clay, with remains of creamy wash and of gilding on lips.

2^X2*.

A.T. ii. 0050. Stucco relief fr. U-shaped band, square

in section, on flat ground; perhaps lobe of human ear;

cf. A.T. i. 0070. Reddish-drab clay. 2f*xi*.

A.T. ii. 0051. Stucco relief fr. Finger; poor modelling,

no detail. Hard mud-coloured clay. Length af*.

A.T. ii. 0053. Stucco relief fr. Upper part of triangle.

The moulded edges continue outwards and form a pair of

volutes. Cf. A.T. 0091, and perhaps A.T. 0087. Drab

clay, zf'xzf'.

A.T. ii. 0054. Stucco relief fr. of moulding, angular in

section, with incised lines forming arrow-head pattern.

Above, two half-round oms. L. end of fr. rotmded, R.

fractured. Mud-coloured clay. 3f'x i*.

A.T. ii. 0056. Stucco relief fr. Part of eight-petalled

flower with central boss (cf. A.T. 0060) from which rises

fr. of deeply incised palmette-like foliage ;
free rendering

of design of A.T. i. 001 2 q.v. Mud-coloured clay ;
surface

of flower partly vitrified and with traces of gilding, zf* x
2|*. PI. VIII.

A.T. ii. 0058. Stucco relief fr. Human toe. Poor

modelling. Mud-coloured clay, white slip. 2J* x y|*.

A.T. iii. 001. Stucco fr. of human wrist (?), with

portion of bracelet ; edges half-round with twisted work of

two strands between. Hard light red clay.

A.T. iii. 006. Stucco relief fr. R. arm and leg of

seated Buddha, hands covered with drapery. See A.T.

0027. Drab clay, if'xi*.

A.T. iii. 009. Stucco relief fr. Large eight-petalled

flower with central boss. Petals pointed with incised

central rib. Reddish mud-coloured clay. Cf. A.T. 0060.

2^* diam.

A.T. iii. 0012. Stucco relief fr. of crescent. Light red

clay. See A.T. 0033. i|*xi^*.

A.T. iii. 0014. Stucco relief fr. of triangle. Mud-
coloured clay, See A.T. 0033. |*xi|*.

A.T. iii. 0018. Stucco relief fr. Curved strip with

convex surface, cut up diamond-wise by incised lines. In

centre of each ‘diamond’ puncture made with thin tri-

angular point. Mud-coloured clay. Cf. A.T. i. 00124.

A.T. iii. 0020. Stucco relief fr. Chain
;
Vandyke band

between two fillets. Hard greyish-yellow stucco. Cf.

A.T. ii. 0022. z'xfl'.

A.T, iii. 0021. Stucco relief fr. of plaited necklet. Cf.

A.T. 0057. Light red day. ii^*xf*.

A.T. iii. 0023. Stucco relief fr. Back of upper part

of human ear, front and lower part lost. Hard yellowish-

red clay. 2"xi^*.

A.T. iii. 0025. Stucco relief fr. Curved closely-ribbed

fold of drapery (?). Light red clay, i^'xij*.

A.T. iii. 0026. a, b. Stucco fr. Twisted ‘corkscrew’

lock of hair in the round and only slightly attached at

back; point is turned upwards. Curls marked with

deeply incised central line. Hard light red clay. Two frs.

joined. 4*. PI. -ix.

A,T. iii. 0029. Stucco relief fr. of drapery (?), forming

sharp slightly curved folds. Ash-grey clay. 2J* x 2^'.
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A.T. iii. 0030. Stucco relief fr. Toe of human foot (?)

;

no modelling or indication of nail. Line of fracture along

lower R. edge. Hard light red clay. 2^" x ig".

*A.T. iii. 0031. Stucco relief fr. Hanging bunch of

seeds broken from a flower. Mud-coloured clay, ig" X f".

From same or similar mould are : A.T. iv. 0025, 00156 ;

V. 0039 (PI. VIII), 0060.

A.T. iii. 0033. Stucco relief fr. of drapery, with band

of Vandyke ornament. i X 1^"

*A.T. iii. 0035. Stucco relief fr. of Buddha seated in

middle of lotus flower. Only legs and bare folded hands

remain. Drapery rendered by close parallel grooves with

heavy zigzag border. From same mould : A.T. iii. 0059.

Brick-red clay. 2f''X4".

A.T. iii. 0038. Stucco relief fr. of front of head and

brow of human fig. On rough core remain two rows of

crescent-shaped curls below which is ridge. Hard light

red clay. See A.T. i. 0030. 3|'x2|''.

A.T. iii. 0039. Stucco relief fr. Small human L. foot,

flat and poorly modelled. Hard red clay, yellowish slip.

^.13" V

A.T. iii. 0047. Stucco relief fr. of human ear. Mould-

ing fair, but somewhat thick and fleshy. Hard light red

clay with white slip. 2^" x i

A.T. iii. 0055. a-d. Stucco relief frs. of drapery. Light

red or mud-coloured clay, with traces of gilding, to

2^" in length.

A.T. iii. 0058. Stucco relief fr. Lower part of body of

standing (?) Buddha. In front is upper part of small scale

head with hair in volute-like curls (an attendant ?). Red

clay. 3' X 31".

A.T. iii. 0061. Stucco fr. Abdomen of female fig., nude

save for girdle of which central flower alone remains. On

either side are remains of drapery which hung in a loop

across pudenda. Hollow cast. Finely levigated red clay,

hard burned, with thin cream-coloured slip, zf' x 3^''.

*A.T. iii. 0062. Stucco fr. Portion of R. arm with wrist

and hand. Cast on core of a stick enveloped in clay.

Light reddish-drab clay with traces of white slip. 6^" x 2J".

From the same mould are : A.T. i. 006 ; iii. 0063 ;
iv.

0052, 0013 1 ;
V. 0072 (PI. VIII). Cf. A.T. i. 0087.

A.T. iii. 0065. Stucco relief fr. Upper part of human

L. ear, over top of which hang short flat tufts of hair.

Behind ear, much larger flat tress of hair with deeply

incised lines. Hard light red clay showing marks of

burning behind. 3^" X 2^".

A.T. iii. 0066. Stucco relief fr. Top of human R. ear.

Hard light red clay, unevenly burned, X if".

A.T. iii. 0067. Stucco reUef fr. Back ridge of human

L. ear (?). Hard reddish clay. 3" x if".

A.T. iii. 0068. Stucco relief fr. End of finger or toe

with nail indicated. Hard reddish-grey clay, if' x f
'.

A.T. iii. oo6g. Stucco relief fr. End of toe (?), flat and

almost square in section. Coarse flaky red clay, zf" x if".

A.T. iii. 0070. Stucco relief fr. Tip of finger. Hard
drab clay with creamy slip, if" x f".

A.T. iii. 0071. Stucco relief fr. L. arm ofadoring fig. (?),

undraped, slightly bent upwards at elbow. Hand is open

to front and at angle with forearm. Hard red clay with

cream-coloured slip. 3" x ij^".

A.T. iii. 0074. Stucco fr. R. leg bent at knee, possibly

from adoring fig., the other knee being perhaps placed on

the ground. Drapery falls to ground and folds are indicated

by almost parallel incised lines. Moulded hollow in several

pieces, and mostly filled up when stuck together. Finely

levigated red clay, burned evenly throughout. Traces of

thin white slip, qf" X 3f".

A.T. iii. 0075. Stucco relief fr. of hair, with short

applied tresses ending in curls. Hard dark grey clay.

,1" V il"
*5 X i^ .

*A.T. iii. 0080. Stucco relief fr. Quatrefoil flower with

central boss and rounded petals depressed in centre, resting

on voluted leaves ;
from it rises fr. of stalk of second flower.

Cf. A.T. v. 0037 and i. 001 2. Drab clay. 4f" x 3^".

From same mould are; A.T. v. 0013, 0038.

A.T. iii. 0081. Stucco relief fr. Vertical face curves

over to front. In curve is cone-shaped object with sunk

panels smaller than, but resembling, A.T. v. 0026, sup-

porting fan-like object; perhaps jewel and plume from

head-dress. Light red clay, creamy wash. if"x,2f".

A.T, iii. 0082. Stucco relief fr. Muzzle of bull (?),

broken off a short distance behind nostrils and mouth.

Bold but coarse work. Red clay, creamy wash. 3^" x 3^"

approximate.

A.T. iii. 0083. Stucco relief fr. of drapery. Vertical

face, folds marked by sharply incised lines. Red clay.

V T 1

"

A.T. iii. 0084. Stucco relief fr. of drapery showing end

of vertical flattened folds
;

cf. A.T. iv. 0037. Reddish-

drab clay. 2" X I5".

A.T. iii. oo8g. Stucco relief plaque of Buddha seated

in centre with hands covered, with border of lotus leaves.

Portion of border lost at lower L. part
; otherwise perfect.

See A.T. i. 0088. Red clay. 4I" x 4I". PI. VIII.

A.T. iv. I. Fr. of hand-made pottery jar with five bands

of scratched om. ; i and 3 have saw-tooth om., 2 and 4

comb-drawn festoons. Lower bands perished. Fr. of

horizontal loop handle. Flat lip with oblique rows of

punctures. Ill-levigated drab clay. 3^" x 3I". PI. IV.

A.T. iv. 2. Fr. of hand-made pottery vessel, with two

bands of comb-drawn festoons ; between these a raised

ridge of clay cut obliquely by intersecting lines. Cf. A.T.

006. Ill-levigated reddish-drab clay. 3" x, 3". PI, IV..
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A.T. iv. 3. Fr. of hand-made pottery vessel, with

band of scratched ‘ saw-tooth ’ om. 3* x 2*.

A.T. iv. 009. Stucco relief fr. R. side of brow, and R.

eye of demon. The eye projects strongly, the lid jutting

almost horizontally and heyond the eyebrow. The eye-

brows are rounded ridges united over nose by inverted

V-shaped furrow with abrupt depression on either side of

apex. Slight ridge of flesh over spring of nose which is

abnormally distant from the inner corner of eye. Light

red clay, af' x 2^'.

A.T. iv. 0013. Stucco relief fr. Human finger. Nail

apparently painted dark red. Hard light red clay. 2|* x f'.

A.T. iv. 0030 . Stucco relief fr. of circular plaque. Red
clay. Prob. part of A.T. v. 0050. 2^' X if*.

A.T. iv. 0021. Stucco relief fr., slightly convex with

horizontal string of bead om. Light red clay, creamy slip,

^rxii*.

*A.T. iv. oos>4. Stucco relief fr. Quatrefoil with large

round centre and angular petals, the whole practically

square. Light red clay. I'xi". From same mould:

A.T. iv. 0095, 00152.

A.T. iv. 0032. Stucco relief fr. Above, projecting fillet

I* wide; below to R., triangle with bead border en-

closing half-rosette, two leaves, and three balls (cf. A.T.

iv. 0099); to L., half of open lotus, boldly conventionalized

with deep incisions for petal markings. Brick-red clay.

3J*X4*. PI. IX.

A.T. iv. 0034. Stucco reUef fr. of triangle with bead

pattern edge
;
inside is small trace of beaded circular orn.,

single stud in angle. Mud-coloured clay. 2f* x if*.

A.T. iv. 0037. Stucco relief fr. of drapery. In centre

broad flat perpendicular fold; on either side series of

looped folds. Cf. A.T. i. 0028. Light red clay, grey in

section, af* x 4*.

A.T. iv. 0041. Stucco relief fr. of cord tassel (?). Two
cords with central incision and knotted ends. Reddish-

drab clay, surface decayed, a^* x if*.

A.T. iv. 0044. Stucco relief fr. of drapery. Style of

A.T. V. 0022, but coarser. Mud-coloured clay, if'xif*.

A.T. iv. 0048. Stucco relief fr. Circular orn. having

convex surface ;
within plain ring border. Mud-coloured

clay, white wash, if* diam.

A.T. iv. 0049. Stucco relief fr. of drapery, border

falling in heavy z^;zag folds. Cf. A.T. ii. 0026. Light

red clay, af* x 2*.

iv. 0051. Stucco relief fr. of finger or toe (?); un-
modelled and no nail indicated. Hard light red clay.

Length if*.

A.T. iv. 0064. Stucco relief fr. Human finger, long
and thin

; no modelling. Hard light reddish clay. 3f* x f
*.

A..T. iv. 0066. Stucco relief fr. Youthful female head

turned very slightly to R. Hair long and wavy and divided

over forehead, mostly lost. Eyes narrow and level with

general surface of face, cheeks and chin very heavy and

fleshy. Round neck is a plain torque. Ears are very long,

with ornaments in lobes. Face, neck, and hair moulded

separately. Hard light red clay, af' X zf*. PI. IX.

A.T. iv. 0077. Stucco relief fr. Lower part of human
nose. Light red clay, core grey, i^* X i^*-

A.T. iv. 0086. Stucco relief fr. Inner border of lotus-

fringed plaque, as in A.T. v. 008. Drab clay, af* x if*.

A.T. iv. 0091. Stucco relief fr. Curved double band

decorated with bead om. End curled upwards and over to

R. Cf. A.T. 0043. Light red clay, iff* X i*.

A.T. iv. 0096. Stucco relief fr. Topknot with nimbus.

See *A.T. 0087. Red clay. 3^* x zf*. PI. VIII.

A.T. iv. 0099. Stucco relief fr. Triangle, complete.

See *A.T. 0033. Buff clay. 3" x 4f*. PL VIII.

A.T. iv. 00102. Stucco fr. of hair; locks indicated by
irregular bands of stamped crescent-shaped curves. Hard
red clay. if*xi*.

A.T. iv. 00117. Stucco relief fr. Foot of seated Buddha
against lotus leaf ;

from border of plaque. Light red clay.

2*xri*.

A.T. iv. 00127. Stucco relief fi*. of human head with

nose, mouth, chin, and part of L. cheek. Modelling good

but conventional (cf. A.T. v. 001), with heavy chin sloping

away into throat. Light red clay with impress of reed

core, zj'xil*.

A.T. iv. 00138. Stucco relief fr. R. eye with part of

brow of human fig. Eye is narrow, half-closed and in

projection
;
brow mere ridge between two planes of fore-

head and space below brow. Red clay with traces of

creamy wash, zf'xzf'*.

A.T. iv. 00133. Stucco fr. Part of wrist over life-size

with single bracelet. Hard mud-coloured clay; the core

burned to a darker colour. 3^*’ x if*.

A.T. iv. 00136. Stucco relief fr. of drapery. Reddish-

drab clay with small globules of melted gold on surface.

See A.T. 0063. 4^" x if*.

A.T. iv. 00146. Stucco relief fr. Lozenge-shaped om.,
on flat field. Half-round moulded border. Light red clay,

if'x if*.

A.T. iv. 00148. Stucco relief fr. Two diminishing bands
of Vandyke, divided by tapering central rib. Dg^t red

clay, if* X if*.

A.T. iv. 00159. Stucco relief fr. of drapery, slightly fan-

shaped
; folds ending in elaborate zigzagged points. Mud-

coloured clay, af*x af*.

A.T. iv. 00160. Stucco relief fr. of drapery
;

vertical

folds incised
; edge undulating. Reddish mud-coloured

Sf'xif*.
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A.T. iv. 00161. Stucco relief roughly incised, with

smooth rounded end. Second piece projects by side;

perhaps muzzle and paw of monkey. Light red clay.

Iff X 2g- .

A.T. iv. 00162. Stucco relief fr. of drapery, with

slightly undulating rounded folds
;
rough. Reddish mud-

coloured clay. 3 X 2|".

A.T. iv. 00164. Terra-cotta fr. Knee of squatting

monkey
;

fur indicated by incised dashes. Light red clay,

if' XI I'. PL IX.

A.T. iv. 00165. Stucco relief fr. Roll of clay marked
with central groove, bent into loop. Drab clay. 2f

* x 2".

A.T. V. I. Terra-cotta fr. Leg from ankle to middle

of thigh ; shows conventional fur markings
;
possibly part of

monkey riding. 2" x i|". PI. IX.

A.T. V. a. Terra-cotta fig. of monkey, upper part of.

R. arm raised above level of shoulder, but broken above

elbow. L. arm, crown of head, and all below breast lost.

Features deeply incised after moulding; hair of body
marked by rows of incisions made with thin wedge-shaped

tool. Fine clay ; surface very smooth. H. 3^;'’. PI. ix.

A.T. V. 001. Stucco relief fr. of human face. Breakage

extends across bridge of nose, thence close to L. nostril

and comer of mouth below chin and upwards well to R.

of mouth and nose. Nose is retrousse
;

nostrils, lips, and

corners ofmouth with chin very carefully modelled. Surface

finely preserved. Red clay with remains of white slip.

al'xir-

A.T. V. 002. Stucco relief fr. of human face, nose and

mouth only. Very careful modelling
; nose thin-edged and

very slightly ciuved along its whole length, not at bridge.

Red clay with remains of white slip. 2" x

A.T. V. 003. Stucco relief fr. Small R. hand with

three bracelets on wrist
;
fingers are closed over palm holding

something which passes down inside arm. Prob. from

a Buddha holding end of drapery. Hollow cast, built up
on wooden core. Well-levigated light red clay, burned

hard and uniformly. 2^" X I5".

*A.T. V. 004. Stucco relief fr. Human R, ear about

life-size. Hard light red clay. From same
mould : A.T. v. 0084.

A.T. V. 0017. a, b. Stucco relief frs. ; crescents. See

*A.T. 0033. 2|'xz^'. PL VIII.

A.T. V. 0020. Stucco relief fr. L. half of pear-shaped

medallion. Vandyke edging between two narrow fillets,

with single leaf-shaped orn. and ball inside. Mud-coloured

clay, unevenly burned. 2^ x i^'.

A.T. V. 0022. Stucco relief fr. of flowing, finely folded

drapery, on fr. of smooth background. Folds end in zig-

zags. Reddish-drab clay,

A.T. V. 0023. Stucco relief fr., like Takhti handle
;
on

broader part linear orn. like arrowhead, with subsidiary

barbs. Reddish-drab clay. 3^" X 2^".
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A.T. V. 0024. Stucco relief fr., with acanthus-like

foliage. Cf. A.T. 0072. Drab clay. 2*X2'.

A.T. V. 0025. Stucco relief fr. of grotesque face of

demon. Upper lip and portion of L. cheek only preserved.

Upper lip projects in snarl, showing teeth
;
over this

is moustache which crosses projecting cheek-bone. Very

slightly above is part of lower eyelid, showing that nose and

whole face were grotesquely short. Drab clay. 2|'x if".

A.T. V. 0026. Stucco relief fr. Jewel from head-dress (?)

;

below is sq. engaged capital
;
on this rests three-sided

tapering frame-work with four sq. openings in each side.

Light red clay, surface decayed.

A.T. V. 0029. Stucco relief fr. Lower part of seated

Buddha in centre of lotus flower. R. side of fr. broken

away. Hands bare, drapery rendered by close parallel

grooves, with zigzag borders. Light red clay. 4" x 3".

A.T. V. 0032. Stucco reUef fr. Hard reddish-grey

stucco. See *A.T. 0020. 4g"X3". PL VIII.

A.T. V. 0034. Stucco fr. Core of lower arm of fig.,

with remains of overlaid drapery confined by band having

chevron om. Coarse red clay. Length 4^"x if".

A.T. V. 0035. Stucco fr. L. hand of fig. about half life-

size, palm to front; finger closed from lower joint upon

upper part of palm. Round wrist is fr. of plain bracelet.

Nails clearly indicated, triangular in shape and cut square

;

very little modelling. Arm hollow cast
;
hand flat and after-

wards roughly backed. Hard light red clay, si'xzf*.

A.T. V. 0036. Stucco fr., crown of human head, with

wheel-like arrangement of hair in centre, round which is

one row of crescent-shaped locks. Drab clay. See A.T.

i. 0030. Diam. 2^". PL VIII.

A.T. V. 0037. Stucco relief fr. Quatrefoil flower resting

on voluted leaves. Above begins spear-shaped stalk of

next flower. Cf. A.T. iii. 0080. Red clay. 5^' X 2".

A.T. V. 0039. Stucco relief fr. Open eight-petalled

flower with bunch of seeds hanging down from corolla.

Cf. A.T. iii. 0031. Reddish mud-coloured clay, z^'xif".
PL VIII.

A.T. V. 0044. Stucco relief fr. of drapery, with a zigzag

and two narrow vertical folds. Drab clay, white slip.

nt" jl"
3? X i^ .

A.T. V. 0049. Stucco relief fr. Fleur-de-lis head.

Same scale as A.T. iv. 0074. See *A.T. 0020. 2^' X if*.

PL VIII.

*A.T. V. 0050. Stucco relief fr. of circular plaque

(diam. r. 8"). On plain field traces of attached ornament
now missing. Border of three plain fillets with Vandyke
band between outer two; to rim are attached small

crescents separated by balls
; crescents moulded separately.

Fine levigated clay, pinkish buff, with traces of white lime-

wash. 4* X 2f*. PL IX.

Cf. A.T. iv. 0020, and for small crescents from the

LIST OF ANTIQUES FROM AK-TEREK AND SIYELIK
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same mould (but not always used in the same connexion)

A.T. ii. 0037 ; iii. ooi i. a-c ;
iv. 0030. a, b, 00145, ooi47>

00149; V. 0051. From smaller mould : A.T. 00112.

A.T. V. 0052. Stucco relief fr. R. upper part of

triangle like A.T. 0033, but with crescent border. Cf.

A.T. V. 0050. Light red clay, grey in section. 2" x if*.

A.T. V. 0056. Stucco relief fr. Cloud orn. See *A.T.

0030. 4* X 2i'. PI. VIII.

A.T. V. 0061. Stucco relief fr. Chain; Vandyke band
between two fillets. Cf. A.T. ii. 0022. Mud-coloured
clay. if*x|*.

A.T. V. 0062. Stucco relief fr. Bunch of grapes (.?)

;

grapes rendered by stamping with concave punch. Cf.

A.T. 0044. Red clay, i^* x if*.

A.T. V. 0065. Stucco relief fr. Eight-petalled flower

with central boss, and part of curved stalk with incised

markings. Reddish-drab clay. Cf. A.T. 0060. 2i*x
rZ'

A.T. V. 0067. Stucco relief. Base of statuette
;
quad-

rangular with moulding of two sq. members at bottom and
same inverted at top. On top hexagonal lotus base,

diminishing, upper part missing. Cf. base in Anc. Khotan,

i. Fig. 29. SeeA.T. i. 0077. Light red clay. H. af*;
base 3* wide, if* deep. PI. IX.

A.T. V. 0070. Stucco relief fr. R. side of standing

fig. of Buddha (?) ;
head and all below about middle of

thighs lost. R. arm bent at elbow
; hand rests on breast.

Fig. clad in loose wide-sleeved patchwork garment. Rather

coarse work. Red clay, drab surface. 4f' x af*. PI. IX.

A.T. V. 0071. Stucco relief fr. Portion of comice or

capital. The neck is a narrow band of horizontal cable.

The cushion is covered with overlapping pointed and

ribbed scales having convex surfaces. Upon top are

remains of thin applied strips of uncertain design. Brick-

red clay, creamy wash. 4f
* x zf*. PI. VIH.

A,T. V. 0072. Stucco fr. Thumb with first to third

fingers of R. hand. From same mould as ‘A.T. iii. 0062.

Rather coarse reddish clay with thin white slip. 3*x if*

PI. VIII.

A.T. V. 0077. Stucco relief fr. R. leg and L. foot of

seated Buddha. Cf. A.T. v. 0029. Red clay, purplish

surface. i|*X2f*.

A.T. V. 0080. Stucco relief fr. of flame. Cf. A.T.

iii. 0060 (different mould). Light red clay, buflf slip.

2|*X2*.

A.T. V, oo8g.' Stucco relief fr. At edge fillet with

band of stamped circles
;
in field raised diagonal band with

same om.
;

leaf om. above. Light red clay, if* x if*.

A.T. V. oogi. Stucco relief fr. Below, fractured at

thin necking
;
above, this widens out like calix of flower to

first moulding. From this to second, nearly straight-sided

and cylindrical. Above second moulding is elongated

dome terminating in a sq. shaft. Light red clay. 4* X zf*.

Pi. IX.

A.T. V. oog7. Stucco relief fr. of drapery (?), with

considerable traces of gilding. Light red clay. 2*xif'.

OBJECTS FOUND AT RUINED SHRINE, SIYELIK

Si. OOI. Fr. ofneckofvessel ; wheel-made of well-levigated
clay, burned to terra-cotta red; kiln-fired. On neck,
incised horizontal grooves. Small handle terminating
below in anthemion, suggesting metal technique; body
apparently covered with lightly impressed stump-drawn
patterns. 3* x 3*. PI. IV.

Si. 002. Small pottery vase, base and portion of sides

of; hand-made, of fairly well-levigated clay, skilfully

potted and finely finished outside with engobage
;

grey
clay burned to terra-cotta red. Fired on open hearth or
very primitive kiln, if* x zf*.

*Si. 003. Stucco relief fr. ; one of several. Buddha
seated against a circular vesica of lotus-petals, in the centre
of which is a rayed glory; hands bare, folded on lap, feet

bare
;
plain nimbus. 3f*X2f*.

From same mould; Si. 004; i. 001, 002, 003, 006,
007 ;

ii. OOI, 002. These reliefs are taken from the
same mould, or from a mould made from the same original,

as was used for the Ak-terek series A.T. 0025. a, etc., q. v.

All of red clay accidentally fired, Cf. SL L 005.

Si. 005. Stucco relief fr. Head of Buddha. L. ear

and below mouth broken off. Cap-like hair. Grey clay,

accidentally fired. i^*x i§*.

*Si. 006, Stucco relief fr., one of several. Two volutes

curving away from each other (prob. from top of triangular

om.) support a faceted jewel or censer (?) ; for which cf.

K.S. 0017. i^*xij|*.
From same mould : Si. i. 0013, 0014 ;

ii. 004. All

of clay, accidentally burned.

*Si, 007. Stucco relief fr. Eight-petalled circular flower,

also Si. ii. 006. Reddish clay accidentally burned, i^* x
li**2 •

*Si. 008. Stucco relief fr. of volute flame orn. ; from
edge of vesica, flat, with groove veining ; from same mould
Si. ii. 008. Red clay accidentally burned. 2" x 3*.

Si. i. 005. Stucco circular mould of seated Buddha with

hands under robe. Head and upper and lower parts of

halo broken off. Outer edge of rays. From the same
mould, or from a mould taken from the same original, as

the Ak-terek series A.T. 0027, etc., q. v. Cf. Si, 003.

2i*X3*.
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Si. i. 008. Stucco relief fr. R. arm, breast, and shoulder

of Buddha draped. Clay accidentally burned,

*Si. i. 009. Stucco relief fr. ; one of several from the

same mould. A triangle having a raised border with bead

line, and central filling orn. of jewel bosses in plain ring

settings, supporting a plain bordered crescent. 2§" x af*.

From same mould : Si. i. 0010, 0011; ii. 003. These

are from the same mould as A.T. 0033, q.v. All of red

clay accidentally burned. Tips of crescent, and triangle

below second jewel missing.

Si. i. 0012. Stucco relief fr. of triangular orn. (cf. Si. i.

009); triangle has border of Vandyke between plain

headings, central jewel boss, a leaf om. in each corner.

Crescent missing. 2§" x 3]^".

Si. i. 0016. Stucco relief fr. Head of Buddha. Face

complete except R. ear, hair above brow and on L. aide.

End of nose and chin, and whole back of head lost. Marks

inside of reed core. Hair rendered by short curved stamps.

Eyes oblique. Well modelled. Mud accidentally burned.

4rx3'-

Si. i. 0017. Stucco relief fr. of lotus-leaf orn. with

prominent lobes. Grey clay, accidentally burned, af" X

ir-

Si. i. 0018. Stucco relief fr. of ornamental band with

raised edges. Jewel-like orns. in middle. Hard light red

stucco. 2"xij^'.

Si. ii. 005. Stucco relief fr. of head of Buddha, con-

sisting of R. eye nearly closed, eyebrow, part of cheek and

nose. Flat
;

part of mud core behind. Reddish clay,

accidentally burned. 2' x 2^'.

Si. ii. 007. Stucco relief fr. of drapery, painted crimson.

Mark of stick core behind. Red clay, accidentally fired.

3''X2''.

OBJECTS FOUND ON ‘TATI’ BETWEEN AK-TEREK AND SIYELIK

A.T.S. ooi. Fr. of pottery bowl. Clay hard, red, with

white impurities. Covered both sides with dark green dull

glaze, il'xi^'xj'.

A.T.S. 002. Fr. of pottery vase, similar to A.T.S.

001. Clay pink. Glaze greenish-blue.

A.T.S. 003. Fr. of vase of white clay. Outside cream

glaze with decoration, one line of brown. Inside, cream

glaze with decoration in brown and blue, i' x I* x J".

A.T.S. 004. Part of base of pottery bowl. Pink

clay. Outside and inside slip of pale green. Mostly

missing from outside, if'x il'x^'; diam. base e, 2^".

A.T.S. 005. Fr. of vase like A.T.S. 001. Glaze

peacock blue. Clay light pink, il'x^'xl^'.

A.T.S. 006. Fr. of vase of ware like A.T.S. 001.

Light red clay. Blotched blue-green glaze, f" x f' X 5'.

A similar small fr. A.T.S. 007.

A.T.S. 008. Fr. of vase of dark grey green steatite.

Decoration consists of four parallel ribs in relief. X
I x^ .

A.T.S. 009. Fr. of vase of hard light grey clay, covered

both sides with grass-green glaze. if'xfx^^'.

A.T.S. 0010. Fr. of vase of pink clay. On each side

white glaze with ornament in blue. 2^" x 1 X f".

A.T.S. 0011. Stucco relief fr. of nose of human fig.

Rough reddish clay, af" x

A.T.S. 0013. a, b. Frs. of glass, light green, semi-

translucent. (a) il' X I' ;
(i) I' X y.

X



CHAPTER V

RUINED SITES NEAR DOMOKO

Section L—THE SHRINES OF KHADALIK
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After completing my work at Ak-terek I left the Khotan oasis on September 22 for my
explorations eastwards. The first goal in my programme was a ruined site near the small oasis of

Uomoko about which I had been able to secure information while at Khotan. Since my former

journey certain fragmentary manuscripts in Brahml writing had reached Badruddln Khan and through

him Mr. Macartney, and on my first return to Khotan I had traced these to diggings which Mullah

Khwaja, a petty official of Domoko, was said to have carried on at some ruin situated in the

desert not far to the north of that village. Through Badruddin Khan I had myself secured some

fairly well preserved leaves of Sanskrit ‘ Pothls and on my return from the mountains I had

managed to get the man himself brought to Khotan together with some further specimens.

Mullah Khwaja proved to be no regular ‘ treasure-seeker ' but a respectable village official whom
Merghen Ahmad, my old guide to Dandan-oilik, had some five years previously urged to look out

for old ‘ Khats ’ such as he had seen me excavate. Mullah Khwaja, being in great arrears to the

Keriya Ya-m^n with revenue due from the oil tax, hoped for a chance of getting out of his debts by

such finds. So he induced villagers accustomed to collecting fuel in the desert jungle north and east

of Domoko to guide him to some ‘ Kone-shahrs ’ not far off. Scraping among the remains at one

of these small sites, known to the woodmen as Khadalik (‘ the place with the sign stake ’), he had

come upon the hoped-for ‘Khats’. Having realized some money by their sale to the Indian and

AndijanI Ak-sakals at Khotan, and having sought favour by presenting others as curios to the

Keriya Amban, he had intermittently carried on his burrowings for the last three years or so. On
the promise of a good reward and my intercession at the Keriya Ya-men, Mullah Khwaja readily

undertook to show me the provenance of his finds at Khadalik as well as some minor ruins in

its vicinity. In consequence of Mullah Khwaja’s operations these sites had become well known to

the local officials, and others, of the string of oases extending from Chira to Domoko. Prof. Hunt-
ington, too, as I knew, had been guided to them, when in the autumn of 1905 he made those

thorough and methodical investigations into the physical conditions prevailing in these oases and in

the desert around them, now recorded in his Pulse of Asia}

On September 23 I proceeded from the flourishing oasis of Chira to Malak-alagan, the northern-

most colony of Domoko, which I had first visited in 1901,^ and near which to the east I knew
Khadalik to be situated (see Map, No. 27). For the observations made on the march, which took

me past the northern outskirts of the oases of Gulakhma and Ponak and showed me cultivation

* See Huntingdon, Pulse of Asia, p. 1 73. Ibrahim Beg,

who acted as Prof. Huntington’s chief guide in this vicinity,

had been employed by me as Darbgha in 1901, and joined

me again as I passed through Chira on September 22, 1906,

to remain with me and to render again very valuable services

for the whole of my travels during the next two years. DaQd
Beg, of Yurung-kash, who had made himself useful to

Prof. Huntington, also joined me for a time.

* See Ancient Khotan, i. p. 454.
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advancing again into ground long abandoned to the desert jungle, I may refer to my Personal

Narrative.® Next morning after taking some twenty labourers from Malak-alagan we moved

a little south of east, crossed the stream of Domoko-yar near where the canal of Malak-alagan takes

off, and after marching for about three and a half miles through a maze of conical sand-hills overgrown

by tamarisk scrub arrived at the Khadalik Site. The appearance of pottery debris forewarned me
within the last half-mile or so.

The site at first glance seemed to hold out little archaeological promise. There was a little

plain about 400 yards from east to west and less than that across, fringed all around with tamarisk-

covered sand-cones (see Fig. 39). The ground, in parts wind-eroded and elsewhere overrun by low

crimes, showed no indications whatever of structural remains except one or two quite low mounds
near the centre, with scattered fragments of stucco and timber on the surface. Considering how
near the site was to an area still occupied and how exposed its remains must have been from early

times to constant exploitation, I could not feel surprised by the absence of those gaunt remnants of

timber-built houses and of ancient orchards which had at once struck the eye at sites like Dandan-

oilik and Niya, far out in the desert. But the appearance of the extensive mound which Mullah

Khwaja pointed out as the provenance of the manuscripts suggested such multifarious burrowings

that it seemed as if none of its layers could have escaped undisturbed.

After a rapid preliminary survey of the whole site, including a small detached ddbris-area about First clear-

half a mile to the east, I set the men to work where a shallow eroded depression approached the

south face of the mound. Small broken pieces of stucco from a frescoed wall, evidently belonging to

a Buddhist shrine, were discovered almost immediately on the sand-covered slope, and with them
little fragments of paper manuscripts written in bold Brahml script of the Central-Asian Upright

Gupta type. Within half an hour the first important ‘ Khat ’ was brought to light from a depth of

about two and a half feet, in the shape of three almost complete leaves of paper, fifteen inches long

by four and a half in height, which I could recognize as belonging to a Pothi of some Buddhist

Sanskrit text. More finds of the same kind, but in far greater number, followed in rapid succession.

These consisted of detached leaves, sometimes even of small packets from the same Pothi, mostly

broken, or of mere torn fragments. All the manuscript remains were in Brahml script, but plainly

belonged to a number of different texts, either in Sanskrit or that ‘ unknown ’ language of ancient

Khotan for which recent researches have established Iranian origin. Among the latter finds was
a convolute, containing the major portion of ten leaves each made up of two sheets of thin yellowish

paper which were pasted back to back and bore writing on one side only, after the fashion of Chinese
printed books. With them turned up, though far more rarely, oblong wooden tablets of small size,

inscribed in the same non-Sanskritic language. The total number of individual ‘ finds ’ of these
kinds exceeded a hundred by the evening.

Fragments of painted stucco, evidently from frescoed walls, of appliqud relievos and of painted
panels, were also discovered in plenty, all closely recalling in style and technique the remains found
among the Buddhist shrines of Dandan-oilik in igoo. The assurance thus conveyed as to the
character and date of the ruin was doubly welcome at the start

;
for vainly did I watch that first

day for the appearance of any structural remains in situ. The excavation was, indeed, carried

down through the layers of sand and plaster debris to the original floor of the building
; but it still

left me without guidance as to its shape or extent. One thing, however, was clear, that the temple
had been a large one, and that the burrowings of Mullah Khwaja and his associates had by no means
exhausted the debris heaps left behind by the destructive operations of a far earlier time. However

® Cf. Desert Cathay, i. p. 238.
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thorough this destruction had been, there was comforting evidence that the relics still remaining had

yet escaped damage from either fire or moisture.

With a large additional contingent of labourers which the vicinity of Domoko allowed me
to summon, the work of clearing was vigorously continued on September 25. Soon the first

indication of the structural disposition of the building was obtained in a line, of low broken posts

marking the position of a timber and plaster wall. Faint traces of plastered steps leading up to

this showed that it was the outer wall of the main shrine facing south. Similar remains of the

east wall were soon laid bare, and with the remnants of cella walls of the same material subse-

quently discovered I was able in due course to reconstruct the ground-plan of the temple as

reproduced in Plate 6.

This shows it to have formed a quadrangle of which the external measurements were

seventy-five feet on the east and west and seventy-three on the north and south. The middle

of this quadrangle contained a cella, measuring on the inside a little over twenty-eight feet.

The centre of the cella was occupied by a badly decayed base or platform, ten and a half by
nine and a half feet. It rose in its completely broken state to a height of about two and
a half feet above the plastered floor, without a trace of its original stucco facing. The space

left between the outer walls and the cella, twenty-one feet on the north and south and twenty

on the other sides, seemed a priori far too wide for the enclosing passage for which the example
supplied by the majority of the shrines excavated at Dandan-oilik and elsewhere in the Khotan
region led me to look. So I was not surprised when the complete clearing of the temple

area north of the cella revealed manifest remains of intermediate walls which seem to have
divided this outer space into no less than three concentric passages.

One of these intermediate walls could be traced with practical certainty by a large and
well-carved foundation beam (marked d), inserted in the flooring parallel to the outer north wall

and at a distance of about six and a half .feet from it. Numerous detached pieces of frescoed

wall stucco turned up in a corresponding position parallel to the west wall. To a second
intermediate wall must be attributed the large stucco wall surface, measuring nine by five feet

and covered with stencilled rows of small Buddha figures, seen in Fig. 41. It was discovered
lying with its frescoed face downwards close to the floor at about the same distance from the
north cella wall and approximately parallel to it (see b in Plan). The identical fresco pattern
which is known from Dandan-oilik to have been frequently used for the decoration of lower
wall surfaces as a kind of dado ^ was found in corresponding positions further east on
smaller fragments of wall stucco. Finally, it is possible that certain cuttings in the floor which
I noticed chiefly in the temple area south of the cella, running there parallel to the outer wall,
may be the result of the quarrying done to remove other foundation beams.

In spite of all efforts, and of the large number of men kept at work, the excavation of this
shrine (marked Kha. i) was not completed until the evening of September 26. So great was the
mass of sand and debris which had to be shifted, and so exacting the care needed in securing the rich
yield of manuscript leaves, fragments of stucco relievos and painted wooden panels, and pieces
of frescoed wall plaster which lay mixed up with it.® There was plentiful evidence that the walls
had been constructed of timber and wattle after the fashion of those found in the shrines of
Dandan-oilik,® and had been almost completely destroyed at an early period for the sake of

‘ Cf. Ancient Khotan, ii. PI. n, iv.

' The marks Kha. i. C, E, N, W, used in the Descriptive

list indicate objects found approximately in the centre, east,

north, and west of the area of the shrine.

' For a specimen of this construction which has survived

in a wall of the detached room Kha. viu, see the inset in Plan,

PI. 6.
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abstracting the woodwork. As a sign of the thoroughness with which this quarrying must have

been done, I may mention that out of a total length of wall which, if the reconstruction of the

ground-plan is right, must have exceeded nine hundred feet, the only fragment surviving in

sitti consisted of a piece of the eastern cella wall, c, about four feet in length and standing less

than a foot and a half in height.

The larger posts and beams must have been worked up on the spot for facility of trans- Early

port elsewhere
;

for again and ag^in I came upon heaps of carpenters chippings, these often

showing remains of delicate painted figures of Buddhas, etc., with which the surface of pilasters

and other exposed woodwork had evidently been covered. Those engaged in this vandal task

seem to have done much of their work within the small rooms viii, ix, and x, laid bare immediately

to the north of the shrine. There great heaps of chippings, as if from a carpenter’s shop,

were subsequently discovered. From the fact that these heaps lay only a foot or less above

the original floor I conclude that the interval between the abandonment of the shrine and this

quarrying could not have been a very protracted one. The very selection of these rooms for the

carpenter’s workshop points to the same conclusion
;
for evidently they were then still sufficiently

preserved to offer some protection from wind or sun.’

In any case it is obvious that the quarrying of the timber and the splitting off of the painted

panelling could not have been due to iconoclastic intentions
;
for such the burning of the whole

structure would have offered itself as a far more convenient and thorough expedient. On the other

hand, it is equally certain that such extensive destruction was not the work of modern ‘ treasure-

seekers ’ or of Mullah Khwaja’s party who would have been only too glad to preserve the painted

panels, etc., for sale. Numismatic evidence fixes the abandonment of the site at the close of

the eighth century a.d.,* so that I am inclined to date the quarrying of the abandoned shrine for its

timber from the early Muhammadan period.

The similarity in character and style of the ‘ finds ’ made in this and the other shrines which I Ruined

excavated close by is so great that it appears from every point of view most convenient to leave my
brief survey of the chief classes of antiques represented among them for one place, and that after

completing my account of the various structures brought to light at the site. The ruin next explored

was that of a Buddhist shrine marked by a low debris heap some forty yards to the south of the first

one (see Kha. ii, iii, Plate 6). Here the work proved very interesting and varied in its results,

though the structure was smaller in extent. It consisted of a rectangular cella, measuring twenty-

five by twenty-four feet inside and enclosed by a passage eight feet wide on the north and five else-

where, with a large hall (iii) adjoining the south passage. The walls had been broken down in most
parts nearly to ground-level

;
yet having been built of sun-dried bricks, they could in spite of their

relatively slight thickness be traced with greater certainty than those of Kha. i. Wooden posts had
served for the strengthening of the walls

;
but the wood had completely perished, leaving only empty

matrices as traces of its use.

In the layer of rubbish and sand, three to five feet deep, which covered the cella and passages. Fresco

small pieces of painted stucco were plentiful, showing that the walls must have all borne fres- remains on

coes. But all the extant remains of walls had lost their stuccoed surface, except only where Kha
some portions of wall still rose to a height of about a foot and a half on either side of the

’ The discovery within room viii of a large PothI,

partially rotted, lying on a heap of perfectly preserved

chippings, can easily be explained on the supposition that

the manuscript packet had been thrown there from some

other place where it had lain before exposed to rain and

damp. Here I may also mention the large piece of a thick
fibre rope which a trial trench, opened to the west of shrine i,

laid bare beyond Kha. iv, and which looked as if it had been
used and left behind by those who were digging up the timber.

' See p. 159.
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western of the two entrances which led from the north passage into the cella (marked 6). Here,

on the wall facing the passage, the lower portions of haloes were visible, evidently belonging to

over-life-size figures now lost, and below these could be made out groups of small kneeling

figures, representing worshippers. The colours had everywhere badly faded. But under the large

halo to the west of the entrance there still showed in graceful and bold outlines, either pink or

black, a Persian-looking vase with a white lotus, and to the right of it two pairs of richly dressed

male figures with hands joined in prayer. Their height was only six or seven inches. The
very friable condition of the stucco prevented an attempt at removal.

Plentiful small applique relievos of stucco turned up in the ddbris throughout. Most of

these were fragments, evidently from the decorative aureoles which surrounded colossal figures,

as explained in connexion with the Ak-terek remains. The hard material used, a kind of plaster of

Paris, explained the survival of the small plaques, representing Buddhas seated or standing in the

‘ Abhaya-mudra ’, flying garland-holding Gandharvis, adoring attendants, etc. (see Plate XV), which

turned up with particular frequency along the north wall of the cella. But the former presence of

life-size and colossal figures in stucco was also attested by finds of fingers, hands, and pieces of heads,

found especially in the eastern part of the cella. Colours and traces of gilding often remained

on these sculptural fragments. Of special interest were finds of moulds in hard plaster of Paris

(Kha. ii. 0074-0077, Plate XVI) which had served for the production of various ornamental details

in the large vesicas and also of portions of the hair and drapery in large figures. The remains of

painted wood, though not so abundant as in Kha. i, comprised several panels evidently deposited as

votive offerings, just as at the Dandan-oilik shrines. The survival of these and of pieces of

wood-carving, including the figure of a seated Bodhisattva carved in the round (Kha. ii. N. 008,

Plate CXXXVIII), was all the more gratifying because in the north-west comer of the cella and

in the adjoining passage a destructive fire had left clear traces in blackened stucco relievos, charred

wood, and leaves from paper manuscripts almost completely perished.

But curiously enough it was just here, within the cella entrance 6
,
that I came upon a small

packet of leaves from a Sanskrit Pothi written on birch bark which had escaped in spite of the

extreme brittleness of the material and the burning of a paper manuscript close by. The Bhurja

material pointed plainly to origin in Northern India, probably Kashmir, and the character of the

writing in the Gupta type to a relatively early date. The leaf measured ten by three inches.

Among the manuscript finds, which were less numerous than in Kha. i, special mention may be

made also of some wooden tablets inscribed in cursive Brahmi and in what may be taken to be the

old Iranian language of Khotan
;
a wooden board, as used for holding Pothis, with leaves of paper

sticking to it ; a badly damaged sheet of paper with miniature work in colour (Kha. ii. E. 6). For
all these MS, remains reference may be made to Dr. Hoernle’s Appendix F.

Very curious relics of the worship once offered here were miniature Stupa models in clay, none

higher than two inches, of which some two dozen were found in the cella. As the specimens taken

(Kha. ii. C. 001, 002, 007-009) show, they reproduce roughly the succession of three bases,

drum and dome. On the top a small twig was usually found inserted to represent the staff or mast

which carried the umbrellas of the real Stupas, while the small pieces of inscribed paper attached

may have been meant by the humble donors to indicate flags. That other modest votive gifts

could also be manufactured on the spot is shown by the mould for a small seated Buddha image

(Kha. ii. N. 0014, Plate XVl). No doubt most of the manuscripts found here and in the other shrines of

the site had been originally deposited as votive offerings. But as quarrying operations had disturbed

both this and the larger shrine it was impossible to make certain to what extent the dispersion

I observed of leaves, and often of small fragments, from the identical manuscripts in widely separated
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parts of the same building may have been due to the fact that the pious worshipper depositing them

had endeavoured to please with his offerings as many as possible of the divinities represented.®

But votive deposits of far greater archaeological value came to light in the shape of Chinese Find of

copper coins, discovered deep down under the ddbris which filled the north-west corner of the

enclosing passage (marked a in Plan). First there was found on the floor a scattered batch

of thirteen ‘ cash ’ pieces all belonging to the T'ang period, and then, as if to satisfy my craving for

exact chronological evidence, quite close to the foot of the wall two completely preserved rolls

of coins, counting twenty and fifty-four pieces respectively, still held 'together by the original string

which the last owner had passed through their square holes. Rapid examination showed me that

these rolls were made up, apart from a few Wushu pieces, of T'ang coins only, the latest being

issues of the Ta-li period (a.d. 766-79). Almost all these coins were in very good preservation.

The detached set comprised nine coins of Ch'ien-yiian (a. d. 758-60), three of Ta-li, and one

Wushu. In the smaller string Mr. J. Allan found besides one Wushu and one ‘ cash ’ of the

K'ai-yiian issue, current from a. d. 618-27, sixteen Ch‘ien-yuan and two Ta-li pieces. The second

roll was made up of two Wushu, two K'ai-jriian, forty-two Ch'ien-yiian, and eight Ta-li coins.^“

Votive deposits of this kind must obviously belong to the period immediately preceding

the abandonment of the shrine, and only current coins are likely to have been used for them.^^

None of the T'ang coins shows any marks of long circulation, so that it is safe to fix the date

of abandonment for the whole Khadalik site, with its closely adjoining ruins and remains of

identical type, at the close of the eighth century a. d. In confirmation I may also note that of the

sixteen Chinese coins, found by me elsewhere at the site and most of them close to the west of

Kha. ii, all with the exception of one Wushu piece belong to the T'ang periods already noted,

and that of the four coins brought to me from the vicinity of the ruins none goes down later than the

Chien-chung period (a.d. 780-3).

The structure, Kha. iii, immediately adjoining this shrine on the south proved to contain Excavation

a single hall measuring some forty-seven by forty-two feet. Its southern portion was occupied by

a plastered platform, fifteen feet wide, rising ten inches above the floor which itself lay two feet dwellings,

higher than that of Kha. ii. The foot of the platform showed a bold moulding three inches wide.

The finds in this large place were very scanty, and besides a small wooden tablet with traces

of Brahmi writing comprised merely a small disc of malachite, of uncertain use, and a flat wooden
food-bowl. To the west of the large shrine and within eleven yards of it, a trial trench subsequently

laid bare a small structure relatively well preserved and undoubtedly once used as a dwelling

(Fig. 46). It consisted of a room to the south, Kha. iv, built with walls of sun-dried brick still

standing to a height of about five feet, and of a small room and veranda, Kha. v, adjoining it on
the north. Both were constructed with timber and plaster walls. The room Kha. iv, about

seventeen by twelve feet, still retained its substantially built clay fire-place, and in the comer beside

it a plastered sitting platform. Fallen rafters and reed bundles from the roof filled the interior

which closely recalled to my mind the small monastic dwelling D. iii at Dandan-oilik.^®

The veranda, Kha. v, and the small apartment at its back showed walls of timber and wattle. Finds in

with horizontal layers of reeds to retain the surface plaster, exactly after the method I had found quarters,

prevailing in the Dandan-oilik structures. The wall to the right of the door leading into room iv

had a small recess, about a foot deep, which had evidently served as a cupboard. The finds made in

Kha. V were few ; but several presented distinct interest Along with broken pieces of posts and

* This was the case in the shrine excavated at Endere in “ Cf. the remarks on similar coin deposits found at Rawak,
1901 ;

see Ancient Khotan, i. p. 425. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 5or.

Cf. for details Appendix B. “ See Ancient Khotan, i. p. 256; Figs. 32, 33.
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beams there were found here a pair of well-carved double cantilevers in wood (Kha. v. 003. a, b

;

Plate XVIl) which once, no doubt, supported the roof. A wooden key, Kha. v. 001, from the room,

resembling in make others found at this site (Kha. ii. 0038 ;
ix. 008 ; Plate XVll) and subsequently

elsewhere, soon received full explanation by the discovery of a wooden lock with bolt and tumbler

block, which turned up outside on the veranda floor (Kha. v. 006 ;
Plate XVli) but which must have

been worked by a different key. The system of these wooden locks and keys is fully explained by
Mr. F. H. Andrews’s lucid note and drawings given in the Descriptive List below (see Kha. v. cx)6).

Here it must suffice to mention that it is substantially identical with one still surviving from

the southern shores of the Mediterranean to Yarkand, Khotan, and Ladak, and that its use can

be traced back to classical times.^® There was found here also an excellently preserved broom,

of a make identical with those I found in 1901 at Dandan-oilik and the Niya Site.^*

More important for the student of ancient industry was the discovery of a heap of cotton seed,

furnishing indisputable proof that the cultivation of cotton was established in the Khotan region by

the eighth century a. d. Plentiful as have been my finds of ancient textile materials of all sorts

from Khadalik to Lop-nor, they have, as far as their expert analysis has proceeded, proved to

be manufactured only of wool, hemp, or silk. Whether the rags and coils of thread found in

this identical veranda contain any cotton I have so far not been able to ascertain. [Since the

above was written, I have been informed by Dr. Hanausek that the specimen Kha. v. 005,

which he has been kind enough to analyse under the microscope, has proved to contain cotton

threads.]

The subsequent clearing of what uneroded ground was left to the east of Kha. i showed a

plastered flooring throughout, but did not reveal the presence of any structural remains. But

near the southern edge of this area, Kha. vi, we came upon, numerous fragments of leaves in

Brahml script and an oblong tablet with the same writing. They had evidently been deposited

near the entrance to a small shrine the walls of which, a little over ten feet square, had left

their trace in shallow depressed lines marking the position of the foundation beams on the floor.

Within the cella space were found the small relievo image in wood of a standing Buddha,

Kha. vi. 6 (Plate XIV)
; a well-carved wooden pedestal for a statuette with lotus throne, Kha. vi. 1

7

(Plate XLVIl)
;
the fragment of a painted panel

; a well-preserved paper document with cursive

Brahml script on both sides, Kha. vi. 14, with more Pothi fragments and inscribed tablets.

About halfway between Kha. i and Kha. vi, but somewhat further north than the latter, a

circular hole, seven and a half inches in diameter and two feet deep, was discovered in the

floor. This was still closed with a wooden peg wrapped with a brown woollen fabric, Kha. vi.

I. a, but the small receptacle was found empty.

On a piece of ground some eighty yards to the north-east of Kha. i small stucco fragments

both from decorative relievos and frescoed walls had attracted my attention. The clearance here

effected on September 29 showed that of the shrine which had once stood here, Kha. vii,

nothing survived but the plastered floor and the sunk lines left in it by the foundation beams
of walls, about twenty-five feet square. The depressions marking the position of the beams
were three inches deep and six wide, with remains of timber and reeds at the bottom. Among

My late assistant Mr. H. G. Evelyn-White supplied

me in 1910 with the model of wooden locks of exactly

the same construction which he had found in modem use

at the Khargah oasis, Egypt. M. Arnold van Geimep,

editor of the Remu ^Ethnographic et de Sociologie, who has

made a special study of such lockings, after reading my
reference to the Khadalik find in Desert Cathay, i. 245, wrote

to me in a letter dated March 12, 1912 :
‘ from your

phrase, the system ... is the same as the Zanzibar one,

I found it last summer, wooden in the Aurfes, of bronze at

Tlemcen. A friend sent me a description of the same, of

iron, at Figuig, and another brought me back a wooden
one from the Chaouia in Morocco.’

“ See Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 251, 336 ;
ii. PI. LXXIU.
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the relievo fragments found in clearing the cella floor, flame and lotus-wreath ornaments, once

undoubtedly forming part of large vesica borders, were most numerous. These made it quite

certain that the style of decoration must have been the same here as in Kha. i and Kha. ii. Of

the larger sculptures in stucco only the fragment ofa head, Kha. vii. 2, slightly over life-size and gilt,

had survived as well as a finely modelled hand, Kha. vii. 009. A mass of miniature Stupas in clay,

between two and three inches in height and all uniform in shape, of which Kha. vii. 0010 (Plate IX)

is a specimen, lay closely packed in one corner. They alone had escaped thorough destruction.

It was of interest to note that they showed a cylindrical topmost base, supported by eight

round buttresses, and a dome surmounted by a square crown just as is commonly seen in

small stone-carved Stupas of Gandhara.^®

Immediately to the north of Kha. i there were laid bare under a cover of four to five Excavation

feet of sand the small structures where those quarrying the large shrines for timber had estab-

lished their workshop. The walls were uniformly built of timber and wattle, and the good

preservation of the lower portion of the north wall in Kha. viii has made it possible to illus-

trate the system of construction by the section reproduced in the detailed plan (Plate 6). In

Kha. viii, a room seventeen by twelve feet, the clay-built fire-place, and a plastered sitting plat-

form in the comer beside it, still survived. In front of the seat there was found a trough of

unbaked clay, two feet by one, of uncertain use. On the top of the heap of chippings which

filled part of the room to a height of about two feet from the floor, was found the large but

partly rotted packet of paper leaves from -two Pothis in Brahml script which I have already

mentioned. In addition to various fragments of other manuscript leaves the finds here con-

sisted of some turned pieces of wood, belonging no doubt to Kha. i, including a baluster and

two knob-shaped finials. The small structure, Kha. x, unearthed further west, had suffered

more damage
;
but the identical arrangement of fire-place, etc., showed that this, too, had

served for quarters. Apart from plentiful wood chippings the only find made here was the por-

tion of a panel painted on either side with the seated figure of some divinity. Though its

colours were badly effaced the painting still showed some interesting details of dress (see Kha. x. i

in List) which recall similar representations on the Dandan-oilik panels.

Far more abundant remains and of a varied kind came to light in the small ruin Kha. ix MS. finds in

(see Fig. 42), situated to the north of Kha. x and within five yards of it. Here were discovered

at first, scattered among wood chippings on a level about two feet above the floor, very numerous
single leaves and fragments from a Sanskrit Pothi, written in imposingly large Brahml characters on
paper which had an original size of about twenty-two by nine inches. There were numerous
packets also, all broken, containing closely packed layers of leaves from the same manuscript,

and curiously enough these seemed to have suffered more from damp than any of the detached

pieces. It was evident that they must all have been scattered about after the ruin had become
partially filled with sand ;

but no definite indication could be found as to where this big Pothi

or portions of it had originally been deposited. That its dispersion had begpin earlier was, how-
ever, proved by a curious little convolute which was found in the small structure just north of the

cella. In it there were rolled up fragmentary leaves of the large Pothi, a narrow folio of another

Sanskrit manuscript, and part of a document in cursive Brahmi script written on both sides of a thin

sheet of paper.

The place richest in these finds proved to be a small cella, about eight feet square, marked by
a plastered floor which rose about six inches above the rest of the ground here. No traces of its

Cf. e. g. Foucher, L’Art du Gandhdra, i. Figs. 70, 71.
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walls survived, but some relievo fragments in stucco once belon^ng to vesica borders indicated that

its decoration had closely resembled that of the larger shrines. Apart from the Pothi pieces,

Kha. ix yielded half a dozen wooden tablets inscribed with Brahmi characters
; a small four-faced

stick showing the same script on each side
; two tally-like narrow pieces of tamarisk-wood notched

and bearing short Brahmi legends in places. Of special interest was the discovery of a narrow
tablet, Kha. ix. 7, bearing Tibetan writing and showing on its left end the same raised seal-socket

which appears on so many of the Tibetan wooden documents from Miran and Maz^-tagh (see

Plates CLXXI, CLXXIl). According to Dr. Francke's decipherment the writing on the reverse shows
the title and name of a minister. Together with two other fragmentary wooden records in Tibetan
from Kha. vi and Kha. viii this discovery supplied the first tangible proof that the presence of the
Tibetan invaders, attested by the Chinese Annals for different periods of the eighth century, was in

Khotan territory not confined to mere inroads.

Decorative Among the miscellaneous ‘ finds ’ the remains of fine decorative wood-carving, Kha. ix. 14

in
16 (Plate XLVIl), deserve special mention on account of the clear impress they bear of

Kha. L Gandhara style. Finials such as Kha. ix. 0027 (Plate XVll) and turned balusters are likely to have
been brought here from the larger shrine south during the quarrying operations and left behind as
useless. This had evidently been the fate also of the massive pillar, with bold lathe-turned mould-
ings, which was found to the south of Kha. ix, only a few inches above the ground, and which the
photograph (Fig. 42) shows when set upright. Its close affinity in style to the massive wooden
pillars subsequently unearthed in the Endere fort deserves notice.^* Among painted panels,
Kha. ix. 10 (Plate XIV), showing on either side three female figures in varying attitudes, was the
least defaced. Though its colours had suffered badly the bold and graceful outlines still remained
and showed a pictorial skill equal to that of the best Dandan-oilik panels.

Miscel'
That the narrow apartment to the north of the cella of Kha. ix, with its timber and plaster

laneous walls still standing in parts to a height of about one and a half feet, had served for homely uses was

mfa.S.
proved by the large wooden trough and the roughly cut tripod for a jar found fixed in its floor,

as well as by such objects as two wooden boot-lasts, Kha. ix. 0031, 0032, of the type first found at the
Niya Site ; a number of wooden keys and parts of locks, Kha. ix. 007, 008, 001 1-0013 ;

a sandal-
wood comb, Kha. ix. 001, etc. The wooden disc, Kha. ix. 0023, with intaglio design on each side
(Plate XLVli), is curious on account of its close resemblance to Coptic cake-stamps and as the only
object of this kind which my excavations have brought to light. The well-glazed piece of pottery in
red and green, Kha. ix. 0018, and the edge of a cup of green glass, Kha. ix. cx>22, also found here,
may yet prove of value owing to the chronological accuracy with which the period of their use can
be fixed.

Rush walls
The only structural remains at Khadalik which are left for mention consisted of a small group

and fence of detached rwms, Kha. xi, built with plastered rush walls and situated about 180 yards to the south-
east of Kha. i. As the plan in Plate 5 and the photograph (Fig. 40) show, the fence enclosing
the court-yard around them still partially survived. This fence, about one and a half feet thick, was
constructed of layers of twigs and scrub set in mud, after a fashion still known about Khotan under
the name of Chttan-tam. It was interesting to observe how well this fence and the rush walls
of the small dwellings had withstood wind-erosion which had actually lowered the ground in the
open court-yard by some three feet below the floor level of the rooms. The top of the fence still rose
about five feet above the lowest portion of the court-yard. There was no reason to doubt that these
modest quarters belonged to the same period as the shrines. Their survival illustrates the observa-

“ See below, chap, vn, sec. ii. " See Ancient Khotan, ii. PI. LXXUI, N. xx. 04.
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tion, frequently made also at other sites, how much greater the effect of wind-erosion is upon solid

structures than upon frail but pliable materials, which offer less scope to the grinding force of driven

sand and on the contrary are apt to catch and retain it as a cover.

And here I may take occasion to mention a curious feature which shows how, even where the

destruction done by the winds has run its full course, a structure carried off by them to the very

foundations may yet leave behind its outlines clearly traceable on the ground. Often, when the sun

stood low, I noticed that the eroded ground on which my tent stood to the west of the ruins showed

up distinct lines marking where the walls, about two feet thick, of some large oblong building

had once stood. Close examination of these vestiges proved that the soil was composed there

of exactly the same fine loess as elsewhere
;

in fact, while walking on, or close along, them,

they could not be traced at all. The only explanation I could suggest for these strange shadows

of walls was that the weight of heavy masses of clay or sun-dried brickwork now completely

eroded had given to the underlying soil greater consistency than that found on open ground,

and that the slightly different level thus imparted accounted for the faint relief which caught

the eye under the slanting rays.

Section II.—ANTIQUES EXCAVATED AT KHADALIK

Before giving the Descriptive List of the objects which my excavations at Khadalik brought to

light, it will be convenient to find space here for some general remarks on the chief classes of

antiques represented among them, and in particular to indicate briefly their relation to corresponding

finds elsewhere. I regret not to be able to include in this rapid review the manuscript materials re-

covered from the several shrines. However much my attention was attracted towards them during

the actual digging, it was quite impossible for me to find time either then or since even for the most

cursory study or description of individual pieces. On the other hand the scholars who since my re-

turn have been kind enough to give me the benefit of their expert collaboration on the multifarious

manuscript materials contained in my collection, have been kept occupied by the far better preserved

and more extensive texts secured from the ‘ Thousand Buddhas ’ cave temples and elsewhere, and

have not yet been able to devote to the abundant, but unfortunately very fragmentary, Khadalik

materials that laborious care which their identification, etc., will require. Nor has it been possible so

far to assure at the British Museum for all the manuscript remains that expert treatment which most

of them need to become safe for handling.

It is in consequence of these facts that at the time of writing I do not find myself in possession

of exact inventory notes for more than twenty-three out of the hundreds of larger fragments in

Brahmi script which the collection contains.^ I owe these notes to the kindness of my friend

Professor L. de la Vallee Poussin, who has been good enough to undertake the first analysis of the

Brahmi manuscripts containing Sanskrit texts, and who has already published some of his valuable

results in the Journal of the Royal Astatic Society.^ The fact that all the fragments described in

these notes belong to Buddhist canonical texts fully agrees with the conclusion already reached on

the spot that these manuscript remains represent votive offerings. Such favourite sacred texts as

Prajhorpdramitd (Kha. i. 81, b, 93, 97, 128, 196, 199. c) and the Saddharmapufpdartka (Kha. i.

92, 177 ;
ix. 15) are only too frequent among them. But there are fragments also of a Buddhacarita

* The total number of separately labelled packets, generally * See his Appendix G, andJ.R.A.S., 1911, pp. 759 sqq.,

comprising convolutes or broken portionsof Pothis, amounted 1063 sqq.
; 1912, pp. 355 sqq.

; 1913, pp. 569 sqq.
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(Kha. i. 183) and a Gunaparyantastotra (Kha. i. 199. b) which Prof, de la Vall6e Poussin has

published already in extmso?

Of the very numerous leaves written in Brahml script, whether of the ‘ upright or cursive

Gupta ’ type, and in the so-called ‘ North-Aryan ’ language, Iranian in character, the inventory F,

kindly promised by Dr. A. F. Rudolf Hoemle, the pioneer student of this language, will furnish

adequate details. Meanwhile I must limit myself to the statement that one of the texts in cursive

Gupta characters is written on the back of a paper roll, about ten inches high, which was found in two

separate and well-preserved pieces, about three feet and one and a half feet long respectively. This

contains on its obverse a neatly written Chinese text which has been identified by M. Chavannes as

part of a Prajna-paramita version. This procedure of using the good paper of a Chinese manu-

script roll for a subsequently copied text in the local language has found ample illustration from

manuscripts preserved at the ‘ Thousand Buddhas As if to illustrate further the polyglot character

of Khotan Buddhism, a line in Tibetan, too, appears at the bottom of the smaller of the two

roll pieces, Kha. i. 221. The find of a Tibetan record on wood has been mentioned already.

All the written remains from the site acquire additional interest from the fact that the terminus

ad quern for their origin can be fixed with certainty at the close of the eighth century a. d.

This chronological fact also helps us to appreciate fully the close affinity which the artistic

remains of Khadalik show to those I recovered from the ruined Buddhist shrines of Dandan-

oilik; for we know by equally certain evidence that the latter were abandoned at the same

period.* The uniformity of style is striking both in the sculptural decoration and in what has

survived of the wall paintings. Taking the former first, we find all elements of the stucco relievo

ornamentation of the walls, familiar from Dandan-oilik, here duly represented. From the vesicas of

large images come those abundant fragments of lotus-petal wreaths and flame-pattern borders

attached to them on the outside, of which Plates XV, XVI offer typical specimens (Kha. vii. ooi-

004 ;
Kha. ix. 004 ; Kha. ii. 0046 ;

cf. also Kha. ii. 001, 002 in List). These as well as other

ornamental details, like the bead and lotus-petal border, Kha, ii. C. 004 ; ii. 0074 (Plate XVl), look

almost like replicas of the specimens from Dandan-oilik reproduced in Plates LV-LVII of Ancient

Khotan.

When we turn to the small appliqud relievos representing divine figures, once disposed within

the vesicas, the resemblance is quite as strong. Thus exact counterparts of familiar Dandan-oilik

relievos may be recognized in the Buddha standing with the hand raised in the Abhayamudra (Kha. i.

001, with Kha. i. C. 008 in Plate XV)
; the seated Buddha, as seen in Kha. i. S.W. 0010, Plate XV,

and those graceful figures of garland-holding Gandharvis in flight, of which Plate XV shows specimens

(Kha. i. E. 0039 ;
ii. N.W. 005 ;

ii. W. 001). To judge by their frequency—they occur also often in

the pose of adoration, as in Kha. ii. N.W. 003, 004, Plate XV (see Kha. i. N. 002)—the latter figures

must have been quite as great favourites here as with sculptor-decorators of Dandan-oilik. It

need cause no surprise that by the side of figures so closely allied in style there appears also

an occasional plaque which, like the seated Buddha, Kha. 05 (PI. XV), seems to reproduce an

earlier type already seen in the appliqud relievos of Rawak or Ak-terek (see A.T. iii. 0089 in

Plate VIII
; Ancient Khotan, Plate LXXXVIl).

A simple explanation is supplied by the continued use of moulds which in certain cases may
have dated back far beyond the erection of the particular shrine. Hence it is of particular

interest to note that the ruins of Khadalik have yielded a number of moulds in plaster of Paris

(Kha. i. 0015; ii. 0074, 0075; Plate XVI) which must have been actually used for the original

’ JR,A.S., 1911, pp. 770 sqq., 1064 sqq. * Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 275 sqq.
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reproduction or occasional repair of such frequently recurring details as lotus-petal borders or

flame-patterns edging vesicas. In Kha. ii. N. 0014 (Plate XVl) we have actually a mould for a small

appliqud Buddha resembling Kha. 05. That the same method was also used for the reproduction

of curls, locks, hands, and drapery details in larger images worked in the round, is proved by the

moulds Kha. i. 0016, ii. 0076, 0077 ;
ii. N. 0013 (Plate XVl).

The two main shrines must once have contained many statues in stucco, life-size or over, for Remains of

we found numerous pieces of fingers and hands (Kha. i. 0029; i. C. (X)46; i. W. 0014;

ii. 0033-0037 ;
ii. N. 001), and fragments from heads (Kha. i. 005 ;

ii. 0020, 0021, 0063) or drapery

(Kha. i. E. 0040; ii. 0031, 0032). The complete decay of all larger remains of this statuary

must be attributed in the first place to the friable nature of the material, left exposed in all

probability for a long time without an adequate cover of sand, and then to the destructive effect

of the early quarrying operations. The existence here, too, of the practice of gilding is proved

by an abundance of fragments still retaining their gilt (see Kha. i. 16, 29; 005, 0023, 0024, 0033,

etc.). It is noteworthy that these fragments seem often to have owed their survival to the sup-

port given by a strong backing fabric. In the case of the small applique relievos, preservation

was obviously due mainly to the hardness of the fine plaster of Paris of which they were made

;

for of a general conflagration, which could have hardened small relievos, even if made of mere
friable clay, through a process of accidental firing, as observed at the Ak-terek ruin, no trace

could be found. This is fully confirmed by the analysis furnished in Appendix D by Sir

Arthur Church, who found in the specimen v from Khadalik ordinary plaster of Paris without

any trace of the effects of a reducing process due to accidental burning such as the pieces of

plaster of Paris found at Kighillik near Ak-sipil exhibit.®

Positive evidence on this point is afforded by the many pieces of painted woodwork which Painted

were found in and near the main shrines. Unfortunately most of these, as already stated, con-

sisted of mere parings purposely split off from the quarried posts and other architectural timber.

As a result of this treatment sometimes fragments fitting each other turned up in different places

(see Kha. i. N. of C. 007 in List). Figures of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas appear to have been the

prevalent subjects for this ornamentation (see e.g. Kha. 005, 006 ;
i. 21 1. a, 31 1

(Plate XIV)
;

ii. E.

005, 0013, etc.). The style shows closest approach to the painted work of this class which
has survived at Dandan-oilik (cf. Ancient Khotan, ii. Plate LXV, D. i. 04).

The same observation holds good of the numerous painted panels of wood found which. Painted

no doubt, had once served as votive gifts. In view of the number of these panels it is a matter

of special regret that, owing probably to long exposure without a protecting cover of sand or

else to moisture reaching the floor on which they lay, the colours have faded so badly as to make
reproduction impossible. Many of them were painted on both sides. A reference to the detailed

descriptions given in the List from Mr. F. H. Andrews’s pen will show how closely the subjects

represented and their pictorial treatment correspond to those in the series of painted panels which
more favourable conditions have fortunately preserved for us at the shrines of Dandan-oilik. Apart
from figures of Buddha and Bodhisattva, represented singly or in groups (e.g. Kha. 0016; i. 18, 30,

51, 194 ;
i. N. of C. 001, 004 ;

ii. E. 004, 0013), we meet also with those legendary subjects, like the

rat-headed deity (Kha. i. C. 0015), the ‘ horseman and bird’ (Kha. i. E. 0034; i. C. 0027), and the

‘princess with the cocoons’ (Kha. ii. N. 0015), which among the Dandan-oilik finds claimed such
special interest as illustrations of ancient Khotan folklore.®

Here I may conveniently find room also for a brief reference to the remains of artistic wood-
carving which survived among the debris of the main shrines. Apart from balusters such as

“ Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 477, 587. • Cf. ibid., i. pp. 259 sq., 264 sq., 278 sq. ; ii. PL LIX, LXHI.
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0018; i. 0036; 11.0083, and the ornamented frieze and base, Kha. 1. E. 0044; 1. 9, reproduced

in Plate XVII, which may all have belonged to the central image base of Kha. i, they include

amongst pieces carved in the round a Buddha figure, Kha. ii. N. 008 (Plate CXXXVIIl)
; a lotus-

seat pedestal, Kha. ii. N. 0016; and the web-fingered hand of a statuette, Kha. i. 186. A very

curious piece, of uncertain purpose, is the large and cleverly naturalistic relievo, Kha. i. E.

0043 (Plate XVII), representing a large-horned mountain-goat.

No relics of Khadalik can rouse more regret at the utter wrecking which these shrines

suffered than the fragments of frescoes recovered. Distinctly superior in design as well as

colouring to most of the Dandan-oilik wall paintings and yet closely connected in style, they

give us a tantalizingly scanty glimpse of the pictorial art of Buddhist Khotan which we know to

have strongly influenced religious art in China from the commencement of the T'ang period.'^ Of
the disjecta membra I was able to pick up from the ddbris of Kha. i, and mainly from the area

of its cella, only a selection could be included in Plates XI and XII, and these, too, fail to

convey an adequate impression of the rich and harmonious colouring. For this and all details

of technique I must refer the reader to Mr. Andrews’s full and expert notes in the Descriptive

List below. Here it must be noted that all these paintings are done in tempera. As to the way
in which the backing of clayey loess admixed with vegetable fibre was prepared with a thin

smooth layer of plaster of Paris to receive the distemper, the chemical analysis supplied by Sir

Arthur Church in Appendix D furnishes interesting information.

The photograph (Fig. 41) taken on the spot shows the largest piece of wall painting which

survived, measuring about nine by five feet. This illustrates what, from the considerable

number of similar but much smaller pieces found elsewhere, may be taken to have been the

usual scheme for decorating the lower portions of the passage walls. It consists of horizontal

rows of small Buddhas, each within a separate niche (four by four and a half inches), seated on

a lotus cushion and surrounded by a vesica. The robes of the Buddhas are shown red, dark

brown, white or cream, and this variation of costume, with corresponding changes in the colours

of nimbus, vesica, and background, is utilized to produce a regular diaper of six different types

in one row, the uniform representations being so arranged as to form a diagonal line running

downwards from the left to the right. The passages of two Dandan-oilik shrines D. 11 and

showed an exactly corresponding decorative arrangement which, no doubt, was produced there

as here by the convenient use of stencils.

At a height of about four and a half feet from the floor this part of the passage wall

contained the fresco panel reproduced in Plate XI (Kha. i. C. 0x397). It was found broken into

five main and several smaller pieces. Considering the very friable nature of the wall plaster.

I had reason to be gratified by the result of my packing when after the arrival of the

fragments in London it was found possible to reunite them in one panel. In the centre is seen

a red-robed Buddha, seated in the ‘ Nyayamudra’ and flanked on either side by the richly draped

Bodhisattva figure which from the flask carried in the left hand may be taken to be some form
of Maitreya. The head with its rich black tresses is curiously suggestive of Persian influence.

But the graceful drapery of the lower garment and scarf is, like the well-designed figure itself,

directly derived from Graeco-Buddhist models. We shall see, hereafter, how closely the frescoes

and silk paintings of the ‘ Thousand Buddhas ’ of Tun-huang approach the types here represented.

' For the important part played in Chinese art history by

the Khotanese school which Wei-ch'ih I-sheng, a member of

the Khotan royal family, brought to fame in China in the

early part of the seventh century, cf. Dr. Hirth’s very pertinent

remarks in his review of ‘ Desert Cathay The Nation, xcv.

p. 146 ; also Hirth, Fremde EinfiUsse in der cMntsischen

Kunst, pp. 35 sqq.

• See Ancient Khotan, ii. PI. in, IV.
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in spite of all differences of technique. In a light green field below the lotus seat of the Buddha

there appears a six-armed candelabrum flanked by two grotesque figures. On the right is seen

a white-haired ascetic displapng an open breast and abdomen. On the left a boar-headed demon

carries in his outstretched arms a human body which he is evidently engaged in devouring.

Streams of blood are seen descending from the monster’s jaws.

The large fragment reproduced immediately to the right of this group shows some very Other frag-

fine floral ornamentation, outside what appears to be part of a large vesica, which contains the

interesting reproduction of a vase. The type is evidently one represented also among the decorated ings.

pottery of Yotkan, and the grotesque appliqu^ head, so common among the latter, is well

shown in profile on the right. Of the minor fresco fragments reproduced also in

Plate XI attention may be specially called to the Gane6a figure, Kha. i. C. 0095, in the left-hand

top corner, and the clever naturalistic presentation of an emaciated old man on its right. In

the delicate outline drawing of the hands in Kha. i. E. 0049, Kha. 0026, as well as of those in the

larger figures Kha. i. C. 0054 and Kha. i. E. 0050 (Plate XIl), the resemblance to the style illustrated

by the wall painting of the Dandan-oilik shrine D. ii (see A ncient Khotan, ii. Plate II) is quite

unmistakable. Both these larger figures represent Bodhisattvas. In Kha. i. E. 0050 the freedom

and skill with which the rich folds of drapery are indicated, and the graceful expression of the

face, deserve special praise. The head with the Dhyani-buddha, Kha. i. 0059, is treated with equal

mastery and ease. The effect of all these larger figures must have been greatly heightened by

the rich and harmonious colouring of the surrounding nimbi and vesicas of which fragments can

be seen in Plate XII, together with a piece of foliage in imbricated green and blue tints.

There can be little doubt that the painters of those beautiful silken banners representing Use of

Buddhist divinities, which came to light from the walled-up cave of the ‘ Thousand Buddhas ’ of silk
® * Dinners

Tun-huang in such wonderful preservation, were able to draw their inspiration largely from

similar productions of Khotan artists. The early use of such silk paintings, both in the shape

of banners and of hangings, as votive offerings at Buddhist shrines, is distinctly attested by
a statement of Sung YUn, made curiously enough about a shrine near Han-mo which must be
located at the site of Ulugh-mazar in the vicinity of Domoko.® On this account it is note-

worthy that the finds at the Khadalik shrines include also a few very small fragments,

of silk paintings (Kha. i. 87, 0026 ;
ii. N. 19). To complete the analogy with the votive gifts

recovered from the Tun-huang cave temples, there were found at Khadalik also part of a small

pennon in a coarse, probably woollen, fabric, Kha. i. 31, and a piece of similar cloth, Kha. i. 0025,
still bearing traces of a painted design. In conclusion, I may mention also an artist’s tool found here

in the shape of the well-preserved modelling spatula, Kha. i. 0017.

Section III.—LIST OF OBJECTS FROM KHADALIK

OBJECTS BROUGHT BY MULLAH KHWAJA AND OTHERS FROM KHADALIK
(ALSO EXCAVATED OBJECTS WHICH HAVE LOST SITE-MARK)

Kha. 05. Stucco relief. Cross-legged Buddha \nth

circular nimbus, hands meeting in lap. Behind is circular

halo om. with chevron pattern near edge, fringed with lotus

petals (broken at top L. and middle R. sides). Drapery

yellow. Red clay. 31' x 3^". PI. XV.

Kha. 001. Stucco relief £r. Half-round moulding relieved

* See Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 456 sq. ; 463.

by four bands of ‘twisted ribbon’ om. separated by narrow
fillets. Hard white stucco, burnt. Traces of red colour.

4j'X2|'. PI. XVI.

Kha. 003. Fr. of painted panel, rough at back. Most
of panel broken away on one side. Broken also at top
and bottom edges. Obo, portion of roughly painted subject.

Chavannes, Vcyage de Song Yun, p. 15.
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In upper part, two portions of flowing stole. Below, part

of domed object, decorated with centre band of imbrications

outlined in black, with a spot of red or black in each scale.

Beneath this band, divided from it by two parallel black

lines, is a band of dark red. Depending from lower edge

of dome, a series ofpennon-like banners, of which the upper

part consists of two triangular pieces, the lower (painted

green) hanging by its apex to the base of the upper (orange).

From base oflower depend two streamers, green and orange.

[For examples of such pennons in silk, cf. Anc. Khoian,

PI. LXXVn, E. i. 017 and E. i. 016.] All outlines black,

with frequently a white line within the black and on one

edge of coloured space. Remaining portion of edge of

panel chamfered. Rough work. Wood well preserved.

ICTtn. 003. Fr. of painted panel, faint traces of colour.

Prob. part of a head with crimson nimbus. Outlines

black. Much defaced. Wood rather soft. 4^* X f
* X .

TCha- 004. Fr. of painted panel, convex in cross-section.

Roughly painted red robe with black lines, on green back-

ground. Much damaged. 7^*^**^t\*"

Ifha- 004. a. Fr. of painted wood, painted convex side.

Roughly split on all other sides. Brick-red lotus with

yellow centre, surrounded by ring of white spots. Over-

lapping this a dull blue lotus. Outlines black. Hard wood.

4rxir-
ifha. 005. Fr. of painted panel, split from larger piece.

Upper part of Buddha head showing hair, eyebrows, upper

eyelids outlined in black ;
flesh and Tilaka in red. Flesh

yellowish. Halo pale pink with red outline. Vesica pale

pink, shaded, outlined red. Much defaced. Wood soft.

4yxiVxi'.
Kha. 006. Flake from painted panel. Obv. Remains

of painted head indicated by L. eye and portions of face

and hair (black). Flesh yellow. Halo dark to light pink.

Much of paint fallen away. Rev. Rough. Fairly hard.

S'xa'xl'.

Kha. 007. Fr. of painted wood, with light green, red,

and pink paint on one side only. Soft. 2* x X y .

Kha- 008. Fr. of painted wood, flaked from panel.

Traces of red, g^reen, and white paint on one side only.

Hard. 3f'5<*rx^'-

Kha. 009. Fr. of painted panel, showing clasped hands

and parts ofred robe of seated Buddha fig. Much damaged.

Fairly hard. 4I* X if'X .

Kha. 0010. Fr. of painted wood with traces of paint on

one side. Fairly hard. 4^' X f' X

Kha. 0016. (Purchased from Mullah Khwaja.) Fr. of

painted wood. Part of upper edge broken away.

R. end sawn off. Four seated Bodhisattvas, each in pose

of meditation, hands in lap. Vesicas green bordered with

maroon. First (from L.), head f to L. p. Simple red robe.

Topknot PadinSsana green with yeUow centre. Flesh

yellow ochre. Stcmd, head | to R. p. Tight-fitting upper

NEAR DOMOKO

garment, prob. red, with yellow band at necL Loin-cloth

dark red. Stole dark green. Flesh dark pink. Padmasana

green ray, yellow centre. Third, head f to R. p. Otherwise

as first. Fourth, as second. Bangles visible. Long hair.

Dark red ground between vesicas, powdered with flowers.

Badly damaged. 2of* x 6f* X

Kha. 0017. Fr. of carved wood. At top end projecting

tenon. Back flat and rudely finished. In front at top

a square mortice. Below this wood is cut away in three

step-like mouldings in front and on R. side. L. side flat

but with upper edge bevelled. Below, flat plain surface.

Bottom edge broken. 5f* X af* x 2*. PI. XVII.

Kha . 0018. Part of wooden baluster, turned. Only

about 80° of surface preserved. Quite rotten. Length

7|' ;
diam. orig. c. 5'.

Kha. 0019. Bronze seal. Intaglio design. Double-

ended Y with dot in each space made by arms. Cylindrical

pierced handle behind. Square, with two sides indented.

2 * 5 ^ lE •

Kha. 0023. Stucco relief fr. of flame pattern
; (?) two

rows of flames. From mould similar to Eha. i. 0028.

Traces of white slip. Clay red, friable, sf' X af*.

Kha. 0024. Piece of wooden baluster, exact match

with Kha. ii. 0083. 8' X af' X if'. PI. XVn.

Kha 0025. a, b. Two frs. of painted wooden panels.

On (fl) drapery, red and white against a brown ground;

on (3) traces of black and red lines on white ground.

(«)3rxir; (^)4'X 2'.

Kha. 0026. Fresco fr., much broken. R. forearm and

hand and part of torso of Buddha, in pose of argument.

Style of work is strongly marked and is unusually Perso-

Chinese. Fingers long, excessively tapering and recurved

at tips, with very definitely marked web extending in grace-

ful loops between top joints (articulations) of thumb and

first two fingers. Between second and third it is not shown,

perhaps because of the small space. The fourth finger is

missing and painting defaced close up to third. In palm,

sacred mark shown as a ring surrounded by small spots.

At neck, necklace painted in outline, consisting of beads

with larger circular ornaments at intervals. Bangle on

wrist ; on forearm, occupying its .^whole length, is repre-

sented in outline a long Vajra, from which sprout three

simple leaf forms at the visible end (other end missing)

and four similar forms from the centre—two on each side.

Pink and light green robe has border passing from L.

shoulder (missing) to R. armpit, consisting of a delicately

outlined leaf pattern, tinted with blue and pink. All

outlines red except those of drapery which are black.

Remaining surface in good state. $4* ^ 34*

Elba. 0027. Fresco fr. To R. the figure of a man

dressed in white robe with sleeves, stooping forward to L.

L. arm extended downward (hand missing) ;
R. hand

grasps object which looks like a black-handled flaying-

knife, or razor, and which he holds on level with face.

Behind him a second figure partly visible.
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Portion of scroll ornament and three horizontal lines, all

in black, to L. Flesh very red. Contours red. Hair grey.

6i'X4|'. PI. XI.

Kha. 0028. Fresco fr. Bodhisattva seated on red lotus,

cross-legged ; body above hips turned f to R. p. R. arm

upraised from elbow. Hand broken away. L. arm rests

on L. thigh; hand out-turned, pendent, holds between

fingers long-necked flask with ovoid body enriched with

horizontal bands and vertical petals. Flask hangs exactly

between crossed feet which are exposed. Part of body

above hips nude. Rich necklet and bracelets (yellow).

DhoR enveloping legs, bright blue, with black contour

lines over red. Red stole depends from R. shoulder and

is draped over right thigh. Portion of other end visible

at extreme broken edge of fr., falling inwards over L.

forearm. Body long and slender, with well-defined waist.

Head and L. elbow broken away. Behind fig., a light

green vesica bordered with bands of brown and red. Out-

side vesica the ground appears light blue.

To extreme R. p. of fr., head and shoulders of small fig.

turned f face towards R. p., and with eyes in same

direction. Black short hair. Red-brown garment covers L.

side. Background of fig. grey, bordered with vertical band

of red. A dark brown object in foreground to L. p. of small

fig., and above, a loop of white drapery.

All flesh pale pink. Flesh contour lines red. Drawing

very good, although rapid. Coloms fresh but abraded.

6' X 5*. PI. XI.

Kha. 0029. Fresco fr., showing R. hand holding brush,

shoulder and part of breast of female (?) fig. wearing rope

of pearls round neck, and large pendent pearl. A thin,

close-fitting grey vest is worn, with tight sleeve-band at

armpit. Below this the sleeve is white decorated with four-

j>etalled green flowers with pink centres. Rope of pearls

is painted red with white spots. Brush handle broadens

at the butt, is cut askew, and probably forms a burnisher.

It is held in the present day Chinese manner—^between

thumb and first finger, middle fingers closed down on to

palm, little finger outstretched. Forearm is directed

upward and hand is practically vertical. Whole action

of painting with fingers and wrist, arm being held almost

rigid.

Form of hand and fingers very refined. Whole outlined

black, with black background, broken by ornamental frs.

Abraded, fi'xs". PI. XI.

Kha. 0030. Fresco fr., prob. part of upper portion of

leaf-and-berry pattern at top of Kha. i. E. 0047. To L. p.

outstretched wing and part of breast and foot of green bird

(? goose). Frs. of ornamental details to R. p. and above.

Much abraded. 4" X 3'. PI. XI.

Kha. 0031. Fresco fr., prob. portion of arm of fig., with

yellow armlet, decorated with rolled-over leaves of a type

common in Romanesque work in Europe and in Gothic

stained glass. The treatment line for line, and the rounding
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ofpoints show absolute similarity with Gothic glass painting.

The second motif on this piece, a band of circles and V-

shaped spandrel filling^s, is equally Gothic. Condition good.

arxsr- PI- XII.

Kha. 0032. Fresco fr., showing two rolled-over ‘ Gothic’

leaves, green on one side, pink on other, outlines black

and white. From between leaves a flower springs with

roughly pear-shaped base, dark red with yellow edge, from

which petals seem to radiate. Broken away all round.

Painting in fresh condition. 2^" X 2^".

Kha. 0033. Fresco fr., with upper half of standing fig.

holding in R. hand, upraised to shoulder level, a blue

globular object. In L. a long slender staflF with a ring at

upp)er end. Evidently Kshitigarbha with jewel and beggar’s

staff; see Ch. 0021. ,
Long robe divided up into a brick

pattern, with length of bricks in the vertical direction, by

bold red bands. Red centre occupies each brick, the outer

part being dark grey. Border of robe grey and bright

green. Over head and hanging on shoulders a dark brown

drapery. Head f to R. p. Flesh dark brown, nimbus red

\rith yellow spots, vesica bright green, with double border

divided by red and yellow lines. The inner border is com-

posed of upward sharp-pointed imbricated sections, green

and red. The outer, on green ground, is composed of

equal-spaced red spots, outlined yellow and red, attached

to inner margin, with three small yellow spots grouped on

the outer side of each. General ground outside vesica

border light blue with delicate white pattern.

Quality of work good. Style unusual. Vehicle used

with colour seems to have been a heavy mucilage.

fi'xsr-

Kha. 0034. Fresco fr., showing R. elbow and portion of

standing fig. (Kshitigarbha ?) in red-brown robe with thin

black staff across body. At chest a dark grey object

(broken away) with narrow plaited bands at bottom in

yellow. Flesh pink. Vesica light green spotted with

yellow, bordered with pattern similar to outer band of

Kha. 0033, but on dark ground. Work and technique also

similar. Surface rather chipped. 3* X 3^'.

Kha. 0035. Fresco fr., showing two of a series of seated

Buddha figs. Lower part missing. Colouring of fig. to

L. p. : red robe
;
grey vesica bordered red with white out-

lines; pale green background
;
nimbus dark green, bordered

with shaded pink. R. p. fig. : fine blue robe ;
buff vesica

with dark green border outlined red and buff
;
nimbus

similar to first; background red. Moderately well executed.

Fair preservation. 9' x 4^".

Kha. 0036. Fresco fr., showing portions of two Buddha

figs., one above the other; part of series. Upper fig. in

red robe, turquoise vesica, straight Padnmsana. Lower

(head only), red vesica, turquoise nimbus. 4^' x 4^".

Kha. 0037. Fresco fr. of seated Buddha fig., prob. one

of series. R. side only. Red robe, buff vesica.

V 91'
3a: X 2, .

1ST4 z
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Kha. 0038. Fresco fr., showing upper part of standing

Buddha fig.^ in pink robe, edged white. R. hand to breast,

palm out
;
L. hand grasps hem of robe. Head f to R. p.

Nimbus dark grey with pink border; vesica pale green

with pink border outlined white
;
contour lines red. The

hands are painted on dark patches of pink which seem to

be due to extra sizing preparatory to painting the hands,

the surrounding colour by abrasion having become lighter,

whUe extra size has caused the patches to darken. Same
effect appears at neck of robe. General ground grey blue,

on which to L. p. is shaded pink lotus, partly broken away;

and other detail just visible, ' x 5*.

Kha. 0039. Fresco fr. of floral background (?). Three

ovoid shapes,—two pink, banded across with darker pink,

and white dots on die lighter colour; one blue, similarly

treated,—^meet with their ends at a central point. Below,

a stem (?) and on each side a green leaf outlined yellow.

Good work. 2^' x 2J".

E[ha. 0040. Fresco fr. of ornamental detail. On one

side a broad plain red band ; above, leaf and petal forms

oudined in black. Very rough. 4^' x 3'.

Kha. 0041. Fresco portion of angle of wall, showing two

painted surfaces covered with diaper of small seated Buddha

figs. Predominating colour red. A band of purple brown,

c. i" wide, on which are circles of white dots regularly

spaced, forms border to one surface, 19' x 8J* x 4^'.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT RUINED SHRINE KHA. i

Kha. i. g. Fr. of roughly carved wooden base (?).

From point ofcentre leaf ofan irregular five-leaved palmette

rises a stalk carved with inverted imbrications. On each

side of stalk, a descending acanthus leaf, the veins bending

slightly outwards. The vein on each side of palmette

takes an ogee curve. All leaves deeply incised with a

V-shaped cut. On R. p. side a series of horizontal cuts

give a vague resemblance to masonry. The centre leaf of

palmette might also be intended for a lotus bnd hanging

downwards from the stalk described. Traces ofcolour. At
base of palmette, a small wedge-shaped incision. Broken

at both sides. Wood soft. 6 X 5' X if''. PI. xvn.

Kha. i. 16. Plain gilt stucco, two small frs. of, from wall.

Marks of fabric backing behind. (<r)i'x*'xr.^'; (b)

rxrxr,
Kha. i. 18 + Kha. i. x. a. Two frs. of portion of

painted wooden panel. Obv. R. p. comer intact.

Two edges broken away. In a vesica bordered with pearl

om., a seated Buddha fig.; only R. hand and wrist, up-
raised to shoulder level and holding some object (obscure),

are visible on the larger fr., and the R. eye and part of

forehead with Tilaka and pearl nimbus on the smaller.

Within pearl border of vesica a parallel band of chevrons in

alternate red and green, divided by black lines. Within

this band the field of vesica appears to be green. Ground
of panel light blue ; above vesica is a canopy of feathers

in three horizontal rows, imbricated; the first and third

rows pink, the middle row dark grey with a kind of eye

composed of two bright red spots encircled by a white
line. Quill in each feather white. The rows of feathers

stop short at edge of vesica, and above them is a band of
chequer in yellow and white, outlined black. The whole
canopy as far as visible has a convex outer edge. In
comer of panel is a device in a roughly circular halo of
yellow with red rays. Rev. Part of pink halo on dark
red vesica outlined white. Background blue, changing to

pink. In comer a white pointed vesica, with roughly

drawn flower stalk and leaves, the flower coming on the

blue and being painted white. Much damaged. Soft

6rx2'xA'; arx^Xi^'.

Kha. i. 97. b. Fringed fr. of coarse fabric, pinkish-red.

Discoloured. 4f'x (with fringe) 3'.

Kha. i. sg. Fr. of plain gilt plaster stucco, as Kha.

i. 16, sticking to strip of backing of usual light buff fabric.

Backing 4I' x (greatest width) ij'.

Kha. i. 30. Fr. of painted panel. Parts of lower and

one side edge intact ;
broken elsewhere. Obv. Fig. wearing

elaborate head-dress and necklaces, and holding some circu-

lar object, seems to be seated on lotus. Large halo behind

head. All very indistinct Rev. Buddha fig. with short

black hair, urn3
,
long ears ; dressed in single ample robe,

seated on Padmasana. Flesh prob. yellowish pink. Usual

black and red lines. Double halo. Above, a second

Padmasana, but too defaced to discern details. Upper
end of fr. damaged by fire. 1

1
' x if' X J".

Kha. i. 31. Part of pennon. Square of faded plum-

coloured ‘ Kham '. Edges have been turned in, square

folded diagonally, and sewn along sides. Inside, along

base of triangle so formed, small stick was sewn. Perhaps

part of pennon; cf. Anc. Khotan, PI. LXXVII, E. i, 017.

Dirty and discoloured, gf' sq.

Kha. i. 43. Fr. of painted panel split off larger piece.

Buddha head, f to R. p. Flesh yellow, eyebrows, upper

eyelids, hair (short) black, Flesh contours and outline of

nimbus red. Tilaka red. Elongated ears. Nimbus
white. Backgroimd crimson. Well preserved. 6'x

Kha. i. 51. Fr. of painted panel. Portions of top and
one side complete

; elsewhere broken away. Obv. Black

lines indicating vesica, within which, on a blue ground,

portion of upper- and forearm of a fig. in dark red robe

with white (?) stole round upper arm. Very defaced.
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Rev. Head (defaced) and portions of drapery of Sakti (?).

Flesh pink, drapery bright green. Necklet. Over R.

shoulder an arm is thrown, of which colour is dark grey.

Held between thumb and fingers a fruit. Another arm

of same dark colour appears to extend upwards on same

side. Hair of 6akti is dressed rather high and is black,

adorned with light lotus om. Nimbus grey green. Behind

and above green nimbus is red bordered by green with

dividing lines of black. Whole badly defaced. Fairly

hard.

Kha. i. 6o. Fr. of painted wood, with portion of fig. in

dark red robe on green cloud. Very rough. Hard.
QS" V tI" V 1"

Kha. i. 87. Piece of painted silk (in frs.), found sticking

to board. Shows five lotus leaves (green, with pink central

vein edged with black) springing round pink flower-centre,

with pink background
;
part of Padmasana. Very brittle.

Also scrap of pinkish-brown silk (?) damask. Painted silk

(largest fr.), x Damask, x

Kha. i 186. L. hand of wood statuette. Second

finger bent over to meet thumb. Other fingers slightly

bent. Cut off slanting at wrist where projecting dowel,

and traces of glue. Covered with whitish slip to take

paint. Between first, second, and third fingers a network

of light red lines, to represent webbing. Length 3J';

across knuckles ij*.

Kha. 1.194. Fr. of painted panel. To R., fig. in dark

red robe seated on bolster-shaped cushion. Light green

and yellow drapery seems to hang from neck and shoulders.

Hands and feet not visible. Cushion cover, chessboard

pattern, white with alternate green and red spots. To L., fig.

in dark grey dAd/i and green stole, otherwise nude
;
seated,

R. leg in the usual cross-legged position, but L. raised in

curious attitude bringing foot on level with head. Body

is inclined strongly to L., and arms with elbows well out

are bent, bringing hands towards face. A bangle on R. wrist.

Flesh pink. All outlines (including flesh) black. Back-

ground white. Head and upper part of each fig. missing.

Surface much destroyed. Rev. blank. A small hole for

peg near lower edge. Wood hard. 6" x 2

x

Kha. i. 194. a. Fr. of painted panel. Parts of two

original edges ; broken away on other edges. Odv.

Discoloured and fragmentary remains of borders of nimbus

and long vesica of prob. a standing fig. in green robe.

Nearly all other paint completely perished from fire. Sur-

face of wood charred and soft. Rev. Blank. Chamfered

on the long edge. Soft. 10" x 2^" x 5'.

Kha. i. 195. Fr. of painted wood, split from thicker

piece. L. edge chamfered. Broken away at upper and

lower ends, and at R. side. R. side of fig. seated or

kneeling, prob. in attitude of adoration. Hair, black,

hangs behind shoulder, and is dressed on top with white

bands and leaves. Flesh dull yellow. Loin-cloth dark

red. Scarf pale green. Neck and arm ornaments white.
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Nimbus outlined black and white. Flesh contour lines

black (unusual). Cloud-like support pale green and pink.

Hard. i 7'x 3'xr-

Kha. i. 211. a. Fr. of painted wood, flaked from larger

piece. Face and neck of seated Buddha, f to R. p., same

treatment as Kha. i. C. 0017. Lower edge of fr. shows

chamfered surface on which the paint is continued. Much
of painted surface flaked off. 2J" x I5".

Kha. i. 311. Painted panel. Small irregular oblong,

roughly tapering at upper and lower ends. Seated Buddha

in bright red robe. Head f to L.
; hands in lap. Top-

knot and eyebrows (which meet over bridge of nose)

black. Tilaka and all outlines red. Flesh a strong rose

pink. Padmasana roughly indicated, and below a roughly

sketched grotesque (?) fig., in black outline only. Main

fig. has nimbus and vesica indicated by red lines only.

Traces of priming all over panel. Rev. Top and one side

roughly chamfered, on the side chamfer some scribbling in

ink. Hard and well preserved. 5^" x 2 x f". PI. XIV.

Kha. i. 312. Fr. of pottery ; rim of large stone jar
;
rim

turned out at right angles to neck and squarely moulded.

On flat upper surface of rim are two Sanskrit Aksaras

Slightly gritty brick-red ware; wheel-made. 2",

*Kha. i. 001. Stucco relief fr. One of many from

series of small figs, of Buddha, prob. from large vesica

;

cf. Anc. Khotan, Fig. 64, R. xiii. Fig. stood upright on

lotus pedestal, L. hand by side, R. hand raised in attitude

of protection. Body and arms wrapped in mantle, clinging

closely to body and rendered with close narrow grooves

;

under-garment shows by feet. Plain nimbus, green
;
hair

black ; flesh white with red and black markings (Kha. i.

C. 0042); mantle red; under-garment green or black.

H. without pedestal 6". All of white stucco.

From same mould : Kha. i. 002, 006, 0010; i. C. 006,

007, 008 (PI, XV), 0042,0047-50; i. E. 001, ooio, 0012,

0013, 0015; i. W. 004, 005, 006, 0011, 0021, 0022; ii.

S.W. 001, ix. 006.

Kha. i. 003, Fr. of turned wooden baluster, c. ^ of

circiunference. Plain rings, sq. wedge and curved in

section. H. 5^".

Kha. i. 003. a, b. Stucco relief frs. of bead and lotus-

petal border. Traces of red paint, if" X if".

Kha. i. 004. Stucco relief fr. of standing Buddha. R.

hand raised in attitude of protection. Only R. shoulder and
breast remain. Scale as Kha. i. W. 0012. White stucco.

Kha. i. 005, Stucco relief fr. of human hair. One
of many. Hair represented by small ‘ snail-shell ’ spirals

in low relief. Made on linen ground with backing of clay

mixed with straw. Painted dark blue with strips of gold
leaf f" wide. All of white stucco. Kha. i. 005. Five curls,

dark blue with gold strip. 2" x 2".

From same mould ; Kha. i. C. 0044 ; i. E. 007, 0021,

0022, 0023, 0024-27, 0029, 0030 ; i. W. 003; ii. 0072.

Z 2
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Khft. i. 007. Stucco rdief. Circular plaque with seated

Buddha on cushion ; hands in lap. Surface much corroded.

Same mould as Kha. ii. 0067. Diam. 2|'.

Kha. i. 008. Stucco relief fr. of lotus. To its seed

vessel is attached the base of a pod (coloured blue) from

which would spring further growth. A frequently used

motif in Roman, Mediaeval Italian, and Indian art White

stucco. 2|'X2*. PI. XVI.

Kha. i. oog. i. C. ooia (joined). Stucco relief fr. of

lotus wreath roimd vesica
;
painted crimson and dark blue

;

colour well preserved. Cf. Kha. ii. 002, but with single

plain fillets and two rows of petals between them. Cf.

Kha. i. W. 008. White stucco. 6^" x if*.

Kha. i. oon. Stucco relief fr. of background showing

between two projecting ridges now broken away. Gilded,

with red lines over gilding. Of colouring little remains.

White stucco. 2f* X 2f
*.

Kha. i. 0011. a. Stucco relief fr. of jewel om. On
background are alternately one large and two small applied

studs. White stucco. 2f
* x if*.

Kha. i. 0013. Stucco relief fr. with one large and two small

studs, as Kha. i. oon, to which it has been re-joined.

White stucco, if* X ff
*.

Kha. i. 0013. Stucco relief fr. of ' bead and lotus-petal
’

border. Cf. Kha. i. E. 003 ;
i. S.W. 005 (similar but dififerent

moulds). White stucco. 3*xif*.

*Kha. i. 0014. Stucco relief fr. of ' bead and lotus-petal
’

border om. Leaves curve slightly outwards to front.

Traces of crimson colouring on leaves. Cf. Kha. i. E.

003 ; i. S.W. 005. White stucco, iff* x i^*.

From same mould : Kha. i. W. 0016.

*Kha. i. 0015. Fr. of plaster mould for vesica with

flame-pattem border. Hard white plaster of Paris. 3f* x
51'.

From this mould are taken Kha. ii. 001, 003, 0015,

0016, 0024, 0025, 0026, 0043-51. Replica of Kha. iL

0075.

Kha. i. 0016. Fr. of mould, for band of crescent-shaped

locks of hair. Cf. A.T. L 0030. Hard white plaster of

Paris. 5*X2f*. PI. XVI.

Kha. L 0017. Wooden modelling spatula, flat, thin.

The handle end is pierced for a cord. The working end

is broadened and worked to a sharp edge; the ends of

blade rounded. Looks like pear-wood. Hard and well

preserved. 6f*x i|* (blade end) to |* (handle end); f*
thick,

Kha. i. 0018. Fr. of painted wood, showing representa-

tion of pendent triangles joined apex to base (cf. Kha.
002). Soft. 2|* X f* X j’j*.

Kha. i. ooig. Fr. of painted wood, with traces of

painting representing a dome-shaped canopy with pendent

triangles (cf. Kha. 002). Hard. 8J* x x J*.

Kha. i. 0030. Fr. of painted wood, showing R.

elbow, thigh, portion of nimbus and of cloud-like PadnS-

sana. Black outlines, with traces of pink, yellow, and

white. Very rough execudon. One edge chamfered.

Lower edge cut, other edges broken. Hard. 7* X aj* X
A"

Kha . i. 0033. Stucco relief £r. Head of Buddha, like

Kha. i. C. 004a Top of vesica only preserved. This

red with black outer edge. Hair black. White stucco.

2rx2|".

Kha. i. 0033. Sheet of canvas backing to stucco,

thick. Part which still adheres is gilt. 6^* x 3f
*.

Kha. i. 0034. Fr. of plain gilt stucco with piece of

backing, as Kha. i. 29. Stucco, i*x^*x|^*; backing,

greatest length 3*
;
greatest width 2*,

Kha . i. 0035. a, b. Two frs. of cloth from W. of S.

platform, {a) Loosely-woven light buff ‘ Kham ’, showing

part of design (leaves ?), painted in black, and remains of

pink paint over backg^ronnd. One edge turned over and

sewn. 3* X 2*.
(3) Strip of pale buff fabric of same kind,

finer but strong. Plain. 3^* x f
*.

Kha . i. 0036. Two frs. of painted silk, unusually fine

texture ;
one showing R. hand apparently uplifted, reddish-

pink outlined black. Adjoining it part of light blue

flower or ornament with leaves, one blue outlined black,

one buff outlined red. Other fr. painted buff, red, and

black, but too small to show subject. Gr. M. 2* x 1^*.

With this, piece of brown woollen fabric, ‘ braid ’ texture,

rather fine. Gr. M. 6^*.

Kha. i. 0037. Stucco relief fr. Tip of very large lotus

petal; lobes and central rib prominent. Jtev. backed

with canvas on which thin coat of plaster, painted pink.

White stucco. 4|* X 4^*X f*.

*Kha. i. 0028. Stucco relief fr., flame pattern, arranged

in triangular mass prob. fi'om shoulder of large fig. Clay

red and friable. Cf. A.T. ooi6. 6J*X 3j*x 4
*.

From same mould : Kha. i. S.W. 0012.

Kha. i. 0039. Stucco relirf fr. First and second fingers

of colossal R. hand. Cf. Kha. L C. 0046. Mark of

canvas backing behind. White stucco
; traces of gilding.

Gr. length 4*.

Kha. i. 0030. Stucco relief fr. of lotus wreath; two

petals, stamen and binding. Traces of green. Same
mould as Kha. i. C. 0045. White stucco. 2* x iJ* x JJ*.

Kha. i. 0031. Stucco relief fr. of head of Buddha, R.

Part of halo to R. Features defaced. No colour. White

stucco. H. of head c. i^*.

Kha. i. 0033. Stucco reliefhead of Buddha. Features

defaced. Traces of black on hair. White stucco. H. of

head i^*.

Kha. i. 0033. Stucco fr., painted with rectangular pattern

of gold lines on black ground. Paint applied to stucco^'
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thick, which is backed with canvas, which again is backed

with clay bound together with straw. Surface flat.

7 » V s»
s .

Kha. i. oo34> ooflS- Stucco relief frs. of two similar

jewel ornaments. 0034 is part of centre and border.

0035 is centre with trace of border. Red clay mixed with

fibre. Dimensions complete 2^" x 2".

Kha. i. 0036. Fr. of turned wooden baluster (about

5 of circumference). A grooved ball-moulding above

;

then single wedge-moulding, below which a flat ring

moulding with double groove and ridge round middle. Fr.

of tenon above. H. 5', orig. diam. c. 3^*.

Kha. i. 0036. a. Fresco fr. Upper portion of L. ear of

Bodhisattva (?) and part of head (blue) above. On R.,

part of nimbus, enriched with green, white, and blue

leaves on red ground. 5" x 2^".

Kha. i. 0037. Fr. of pottery, red clay, covered with thin

bright green glaze, if' x f'.

Kha. i. 0038. Fr. of painted panel. Ground yellow.

Flower (?) design, white with dark red outline, and part

of drapery (?) in red and pink. 5' x if".

Kha. i. 0038. a. Fresco fr. To L., L. side and hand
and part of vesica of standing fig. of Buddha. Red robe

;

vesica has horizontal red and white, and white and green,

bands alternating, separated by brown lines ; and red and
black border. To R., border of vesica of larger fig.,

maroon. Background ; above, green and blue with white

floral spots
; below, red, with thin white horizontal line

between upper and lower parts. 8|'x 5".

Kha. i. 0039. Fresco fr. Blue tassel (?) on maroon
ground, with white dots arranged in loops. On one side

a piece of quilted om. resembling that on Kha. i. E. 0051,
of which it prob. forms part, sf' x 4".

Kha. i. 0040. Fresco fr. Part of head of Buddha
looking L. Flesh white, outlined red. Eyebrows and
eyes black. Nose, ears, and mouth missing, af" x if*.

Kha. i. 0041. Fresco fr. L. eye and ear of head of
Buddha. Eye black, flesh white, outline red. if' x zf'.

Kha. i. 004a. Fresco fr. Part of PaduiSsana and feet of
fig. standing on R. 2*x if*.

Kha. i. 0043. a, b. Two frs. ofsame fresco, (a) Part of
Bodhisattva. Jewellery shown in red outline with blue and
green spots, and gilding on raised portions, {b) Shows
three fingers of R. hand and part of necklets, with traces

of gold. 3f*X2|*;

Kha. i. 0044. Fresco fr. Floral (?) pattern outlined in
red and white, i' X i*.

Kha. i. 0045. Fresco fr. of Buddha fig., exactly resembling
Kha. i. 0046. Much broken, zf' x zf*. PI. xi.

Kha. i. 0046. Fresco fr. much broken. Fig. of standing

Buddha in dull red robe. R. hand in pose ofprotection. L.

hand grasping robe. Web between thumb and forefinger

of R. hand clearly expressed. Sacred mark in palm. Head

f to L. p. and very slightly down. Eyes drooping. Ears

long. Tilaka. Horizontal folds in neck. Upper part of

head and all below knees missing. Nimbus dark grey or

faded green. Vesica light green, bordered dull red. Con-
tour lines red. Eyebrows black. Edges of robe expressed

in white lines. Execution rapid but good. Surface much
scaled. 6' x 3'. PI. XL

Kha. i. 0048. Fresco fr. To L. maroon border of large

vesica. To R. green Padmasana, and feet of standing fig.

in maroon robe with white border-design. Background
red. 5* X 5^'.

Kha. i. 0049. Fresco fr. Above, part of green lotus

throne. Below, two rows of Br^mi chars., black on red

ground. See Appendix F. z'xa".

Kha. i. 0050. a, b. Two frs. of same fresco. Portions

of a vesica R. side, with border brown and red, inside

which are slanting bands, green, white, and blue. Back-
ground red. 6^"x5^'; s'xs'.

Kha. i. 0051. Fresco fr. Uncertain. Part of red, blue,

white, and green striped orn. on black, brown, and red

ground. White border. Bad condition. 6^'x4f'.

Kha. i. 005a. Fresco fr. Drawing in buff outlined red.

Ground white. Below, two Pothis (?) tied by three green
bands. Above, and to each side of these, detached radiating

leaves. 4J' x 3I'.

Kha. i. 0053. Fresco fr. On crimson ground, part of

ninftius (green-grey) and hair om. with lotus of Bodhi-
sattva. Above and to R. of fig., part of green tree, with
brown stems. 3" x 3|'.

Kha. i. 0054. Fresco fr. showing roughly sketched head
of Buddha fig. Outline in red, flesh yellow. Hair, eye-
brows, upper eyelid, and eye, black. Haloes roughly washed
in. Whole evidently tentative sketch. Condition rather
abraded. 9^' x 9'. PI. XI.

Kha. i. 0055. Fresco fr. Head of Buddha, | to R. p.
Yellow flesh, outlined red. Black vesica on green back-
gfTOund. Very good drawing. 2" x zf*.

Kha. i. 0056. Fresco fr. Uncertain design, blue, brown,
red, and green. 3I' x 2'.

Kha. i. 0058. Fresco fr. Part of Bodhisattva. Below,
part of a maroon robe. Outlined oms. banging on bare
flesh above. Flesh white. 3^' x 3J".

Kha. i. 0059. Fresco fr. showing portion of head of
Bodhisattva,

-f to L. p., slightly down
; eyes long and full,

downcast with dreamy expression. Nose and mouth small
*

Eyebrows thin, long, highly arched at outer ends, nearly
meeting over nose. Tilaka. Ear (broken away) prob.
elongated. Hair long and black in knot behind mukuta,
which bears Dhyani-Buddha om.. and is enriched with
I»arls. Drawing of Dhyani-Buddha, unusuallyfconven-
tional. No lotus seat, but a roughly ornamental treatment
with sq. jewel as centre. Halo dark grey, gfreen, or black
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bordered, outside which pink, and then blue with thin

white line between.

Technique of painting shows great care. The flesh is

extremely delicately shaded over the flat flesh-pink with

transparent washes of red-brown. Flesh contours are in

red outline, with black for under line of upper eyelids and

to deepen the outer angles of mouth. The lips are shaded

with red-brown. White of eyes carefully and exquisitely

shaded with grey-blue. Pupil black. High lights are

finally added in pale flesh-pink on upper line of upper lip

;

round nostril and wing of nose ; down contour line of nose

(which sweeps round on under-side and round one side of

cleft in upper lip, joining the line over upper lip); on

upper and lower lines of upper eyelid. All this careful

work on flesh is in marked contrast with roughly indicated

details of mukuto, and is certainly by different hand.
8" X 5^". PI. XII.

Kha. i. C. ooi. Stucco fr. with traces of gold leaf.

Slightly concave face. At back, remains of canvas backing

with thin layer of stucco. 2 x i*.

Kha. i. C. 002. Stucco relief fr. of human heel and

ankle. Core of grass or rushes. White stucco. 2 x if".

Kha. i. C. 003. Fr. of pottery, from junction of neck

and body of vessel. Junction marked by narrow collar of

short vertical bars, like milled edge of a coin. Glazed

outside and partly inside with smooth dark green glaze.

Kha. i. C. 005. Stucco relief fr. from lotus wreath.

Traces of orange colouring. Cf. Kha. ii. 002, but with

single plain fillets and two rows of small petals between.

White stucco. 4f" x if'.

Kha. i. C. 008, i. E. 0010, i. W. 006 (joined). Stucco
relief of standing Buddha (complete). All colours well

preserved. See Kha. i. 00 1. 7''x2^". PI. XV.

Kha. i. C. oog. Stucco relief fr. Upper part of Gan-

dharvi; both arms (outstretched) and body below breast

lost. Hair painted black, close-fitting bodice greyish-blue.

Fig. wears cross-belts, incised. White stucco. 2" x 2|'.

*Kha. i. C. 0010. Stucco relief fr. of bead and lotus-petal

border; apparently from same mould Kha. i. W. 007.

Traces of crimson colouring. White stucco. 1' X iff"-

*Kha. i. C. 0011. a, b. Stucco relief frs. Flame

pattern, from border of vesica. One of several, showing

three rows of overlapping flattened S-shaped flames with

depressed central rib. Painted red, green, and blue. Low
relief. Cast in large pieces, {a) 3f" x 2^"

;
(i) 3" x 3^".

From same mould: Kha. i. E. 004, 005, 0016, 0041.

All in white stucco.

Kha. i. C. 0013. Stucco relief. Plaque consisting of

circular lotus, with recurved petals. The flat seed vessel

forms a vesica on which is modelled a Buddha fig. in pose

of meditation. Behind head a halo. Face broken away
and feet Traces of thick whitewash. Hard white plaster;

abraded. Diam. 3". PI, XVI.

Kha. i. C. 0014. Fr. of painted wood. Very small

portion of painted surface. Toes of L. foot standing on

green lotus (?) against rich red background. Flesh contours

red. Hard. 7' X iJ". Width of painted surface §'.

Kha. i. C. 0015, Kha. ix. ooig, Kha. i. £. 0035.

Fr. of painted panel in several pieces, now joined.

Shows portion of original upper edge, the other three

sides broken away, Fr. appears to be approximately

centre of upper part of a panel. 03z). Head, neck,

and breast of animal-headed deity (? rat). Head inclined

to R. p. Jaws slightly open, showing rat-like teeth.

Portion of eye. Head-dress consists of a large egg-like

object, lying in a surrounding border or ‘ nest ’ of recurved

lotus petals and marked with a few black lines, the

‘ egg ’ and all the objects composing the head-dress being

white. Stuck into the egg, R. and L., are two feathers,

and below these are two long bud-shaped objects, outlined

and marked with red, and somewhat resembling long

clenched hands. Below these is the supporting taenia

surrounding the head. Round neck usual elaborate

carcanet with pendent bells. The dress (small portions

visible) is pale green. Nimbus, olive. Outlines of flesh

red; also the upper portion of ‘egg’ and the hand-like

buds. Other lines black. Painting much defaced.

7?ev. Fig. in tightly-fitting red garment with deep collar

and cuffs and ‘train’ of dark grey. The red powdered

with small pattern composed of four white dots. Head

and shoulders f to R. Hips nearly profile. Waist narrow.

R. hand lightly closed, held to middle of breast
;
L. hand,

slightly out from body and raised to chin level, holds some

object outlined black but indistinguishable. Face round,

eyes slightly oblique, eyebrows sloping down to centre.

Hair black, with crimped lock in front of R. ear. Ears

prob. have earrings. Coronet on head. Collar, cuffs, and

‘train’ orn. with oblique rows of white dots. The fig.,

which may be female, is in a sitting posture, the thighs

being directed forward (to L. p.), but the knees are just

out of the picture, and position of lower legs is doubtful.

From below thighs, a narrow swirl of dark drapery swings

backwards and downwards and this ‘ train ’ gives a mermaid-

like character to fig. Nimbus deep red with white outlines.

Background almost all missing, but here and there are spots

of pattern similar to that on red robe, but larger. Some
fragmentary marks in black behind upper R. arm may be

remains of written chars. Generally better preserved than

06v. 7rx3rxi''to^'. PI. XII.

Kha. i. C. 0016. Fr. of painted panel (prob. about half),

showing original edges on three sides, lower edge cham-

fered. O^v. Seated deity (prob. Gane^a) in scarlet iur/a,

with beU-shaped short sleeves and tight-fitting long ones.

R. arm only visible, and this rests with hand in lap or on

thigh. All details perished. Outline of encircling halo

partly traceable. J^ev. Faint traces of paint. Scored with

knife-cuts. Soft and perished, sf" X if' X

Kha. i. C. 0017. Fr. of painted panel similar to Kha. i.

N. of c. base. 001. Portions of two figs. Much broken,

but where intact paint is well preserved. " X 2|" x f'.
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Kha. i. C. 0018. Fr. of painted panel, in bad state,

similar to Kha. i. N. of c. base. 001. 6" x i%" X J".

Kha. i. C. ooig. Fr. of painted panel similar to Kha. i.

N. of c. base. 001. Portions of two figs. Colour well

preserved. 6^" x i ' X

Kha. i. C. 0020-25. Frs. of painted wood, similar to

Kha. i. N. of c. base. 001. Badly defaced. Sizes varying

from sf X i' X i" to 2^ x i x i".

Kha. i. C. 0026. Fr. of painted wood, similar to Kha.

i. N. of c. base. 001. Part of head of one fig. with upper

part of vesica, and parts of a vesica on either side. Split

on all sides. 8^" x 2" x J".

Kha. i. C. 0027. Fr. of painted panel broken on all

sides. 05v. Towards lower end head of coroneted fig. of

Persian type (cf. D. x. 4, Anc. Khotan, PI. LXIII, four-armed

deity). Halo, oval with pointed top, is green with white

line. Above, fore-part of black horse with white markings,

trotting to R. p. Thighs of rider clad in white-spotted red

breeches (or dhdii), tucked into black top-boots which cover

the lower leg. Much defaced. Rev. Head and shoulders

of roughly executed fig., badly defaced. Wood very soft.

. 1" V- .jl" V 3"
4? X 2^ X a .

Kha. i. C. 0028. Fr. of painted wood flaked off thicker

piece. Traces of paint on one side. Prob. part of row of

seated Bodhisattvas. Mark of adze at one end. Hard.

Srxz^'xA".

Kha. i. C. 0029-31. Frs. of painted wood, painted on

one side. Defaced. 61' x i|' x §' to 4^' x ij' X

Kha. i. C. 0032. Fr. of painted wood, painted on one

side. Lower part of face. Flesh yellow, red contours.

Halo red. Background light green. Much defaced. Soft.

ai" V i* V 3."
32 X g X XS •

Kha. i. C. 0033. Fr. of painted wood from angle,

showing dark paint on two contiguous sides
; on one, white

petal-like dabs which may represent embroidery on a robe,

of which the folds are faintly visible in white. Broken and

split. Sl'x^'xl'.

Kha. i. C. 0034. Fr. of painted wood, in two pieces

(now joined), showing draperies in pink, brown, and light

green. Blackoutlines. Roughly painted. Fairly preserved.

, V t3» V 1'^

4w XI? >1 ? •

Kha. i. C. 0035. Fr. of painted wood, with representa-

tion of cloud scroll shaded pink and pale green. Part ofone

edge intact, chamfered. Other edges broken. Painting very

rough. Wood hard. Roughly triangular. 8^' x 2|' x 3^".

Kha. i. C. 0036 -f 0036. a. Fr. of painted wood, in two

pieces. Head of fig. with brown nimbus, and above

a flame-like pennon hanging down. -Hair black. Coronet

dull yellow, outlined black. Flesh contours black (unusual).

Flesh yellow-pink. (0036) iz'xa'. (0036. a) 4'xJ'.
PI. XIV.

Kha, i. C. 0037. Fr. of painted wood with traces of

flame-like scroll. Hard. lo^'xif'.
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Kha. i. C. 0038. Tangle of cord made of twisted withies

and fabric, faded red.

*Kha. i. C. 0039. Stucco relief fr. of Gandharvi flying

L. Nude except for mantle over shoulder. Hands extended

hold garland of drapery and flowers (?). Corresponds to

Kha. i. E, 0028, q. v. Wings of conventional Persian type

blue, garland red, body white with red markings
;
beyond

wing, fr. of cloud (?) pink. Head, R. arm and breast, and

legs below knees missing. Hard white stucco. 4^' X 4".

From same mould : Kha. i. E. 006, 0038, 0039 ; ii. 0019,

Kha. i. C. 0040. Stucco relief fr. Head of Buddha.

Features much worn. Part of halo only preserved to R.

This green with red border. Hair black, top of robe red.

White stucco. 2^" x 2^".

Kha. i. C. 0041. Stucco relief, head of Gandharvi, like

Kha. ii. N.W. 005. Traces of red on halo. Hair black.

White stucco, if" x if".

Kha. i. C. 0046. Stucco relief fr., first and second

fingers of R. hand from colossal fig. Gilding over red, on

white slip. Traces only of each. Cf. Kha. i. 0029. White

stucco. Gr. length 3". Width of finger at nail f".

Kha. i. C. 0051, 0052. Stucco relief frs., gilded. 005 1

shows also lines in red. Both show canvas lining, and

0052 shows traces of coarse clay stucco within. White

stucco. 2" X i|". 2\" X r|".

Kha. i. C. 0053. Stucco relief fr. Flame
; three-ribbed

flattened S-curve. Traces of red. 2|" x f".

Kha. i. C. 0054. Fresco fr., in several pieces, of large

composition. Upper half of Bodhisattva, narrow waist,

long ears, diadem with Dhyani-Buddha plaque in front.

Hair black and long in knob visible at side of plaque, white

taenia with long end pendent down R. shoulder and arm.

R. hand upraised to breast, palm out. Fingers webbed (?).

Two massive necklets (yellow). Longer rope-like necklet

(green) with pearl and gold (yellow) ornament. Bangles

at wrist, large circular armlets. Body nude as far as it

exists in fragment, yellow stole round upper R. arm. Face

very round. Mouth and nose small. Eyes long and

dreamy. Tilaka. Pear-shaped nimbus dark green bordered

with pink shaded outwards to white. L. side of head, L.

shoulder, and nearly all L. arm broken away. Vesica green

bordered with two bands of red-brown, the outer the darker,

edged wnth thin white lines. Green and inner border

divided by white dots. Two red-brown bands extend

vertically above on L., and beyond is blue band on which are

placed oval vesica panels, containing seated Buddha figs,

in red-brown robes, red-brown haloes, and light green vesicas

with yellow borders surrounded by white dots, outside

which is border of red petals. In spandrels between these

vesicas, two leaves curling, respectively, up and down.

Contours red. Black for hair, etc. Colouring rich. The
use of white very effective. i7f' x 15". PI. XII.

Kha. i. C. 0055. a-c. Three fresco frs. showing parts of

loose floral design outlined in black with red, yellow, and pale
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green washes 'on white ground, (a) shows part of a red

background. Rough work. 65* X 6^'; 4J'

X5^'-

Kha. i. C. 0056. a, b. Fresco fr., showing rows of seated

Buddha figs, on straight Padmasanas. Robes are red, white,

and grey, and their order, both horizontally and vertically,

is red between white and grey. Colour of vesica and nimbus

always counterchanged to contrast with robe. Pale blue

used also for backgrounds. 1' 3' x 1

Kha. i. C. 0056. c. Fr. of painted panel, broken at top,

L. side, and lower part of R. side. Portion of bark remains

on orig. edge to R. Shows seated Buddha in green robe

and red upper garment, hands resting together in lap ;
on

Padmasana of green petals with pink centres, brown outer

ray (sepals) and yellow seed vessel Upper part of fig.

much abraded and almost indistinguishable. Below Padma-

sana, on buff ground, a relatively large L. human eye and

inner angle of its fellow (broken away). Connexion of this

feature with upper subject not clear. All paint below eye

absent. Work good. i4|*X3j*.

Elba. i. C. 0057. a, b. Two frs. of painted wooden
panels. On (a) traces of drapery, red and white

; on (5)

very small head, red outline on yellow
;

hair and eyes

black, with vesica (?) of yellow with red lines, (a) 7* x if*

;

(^)4'xr.

Kha. i. C. 0057. c. Fresco fr., similar to Kha. i. C. 0056.

a, b and prob. part of it. 8* x 7^*.

Kha. i. C. 0058. Fresco fr. Part of seated Buddha,

looking f L. Cf. Kha. i. C. c 056. a, b. Flesh white. 3f
* x

31'-

Kha. i. C. 0059. Fresco fr. Part of seated Buddha,

looking f L. Cf. Kha. i. C. 0056. a, b. Flesh white.

si'xsr.

Kha. i. C. 0060. Fresco fir., showing rows of seated

Buddha figs, similar to Kha. i. C. 0056. a, b, but less

carefully painted. 1 2^* x 9^'.

BUia. i. C. 0061. Fresco fir., showing diaper of seated

Buddha figs, arranged in horizontal and vertical rows.

Each rectangular space allotted to a fig. is outlined dark

red and white. Colours of backgrounds are red between
blue and green. Figs, robed in blue and red, blue with

red background, red with blue and green. Nimbus always

pink. Curved Padmasana pink with red robe, green with

blue. Vesica white, grey-^rdered, with blue robe
;
green,

red-bordered, or blue, brown-bordered, with red robe.

Flesh, discoloured pinL Fingers webbed. Good work.

io*x 14*.

Kha. i. C. 0062. Fresco fr. of seated Buddha fig. diaper

from wall. Similar to Kha. i. C. 0061, but less carefully

painted. 10* x 7f'.

Kha. i. C. 0063. Fresco fr. Seated Buddha fig. diaper.

Similar to Kha. i. C. 0061. 10* x 10*.

Kha. i. C. 0064. Fresco fr. Parts of five rows of seated
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Buddha fig. diaper, looking f L. Flesh white. Work
rather poor, r' 8* x 1 1*.

Kha. i. C. 0065. Fresco fr., seated Buddha fig. diaper.

Similar to Kha. i. C. 0064. 6f* x 6*.

Kha. i. C. 0066-0073. Fresco frs., showing diaper of

seated Buddha figs. 0071 shows prolongation of outer

angles of eyes, a style much used in thirteenth-cent.

Persian pottery. Largest fr. (0066) 6* x 5*.

Kha. i. C. 0074. Eight frs. of a wall painting. Two
bands of ornament are seen, above which on one fr. is

lower part of large lotus throne. Upper band has series of

trumpet-shaped blossoms red and green alternately facing

upwards and downwards, on a maroon ground, this

bounded above and below by broad white line, on part

of which runs Brahmi inscription. Lower band imitates

drapery in series of hanging Vandykes, red overlapping

grey, which show between. Circles of white dots and three

maroon hearts on the red ; the dots only on grey. Maroon
ground with hanging pieces of white streamers. Painted

over both bands is standing fig. facing L. Brown robe

leaving R. shoulder bare. Flesh red. L. hand holds

flower; R. hand censer. Traces of band decoration seen

where paint of fig. is worn.

In lower band showing where paint of hanging drapery

has worn off is squatting a grey fig. with ass's head, black

shoes (hoofs), loin-cloth and stole. In L. hand he appears

to hold some indistinguishable object. Other traces of

earlier painting appear on the same fr. Early painting

good. Later, rather coarse, and some of the paint badly

mixed. For inscr. see Appendix F. 4' 4I* x 1'
if*.

Kha. i. C. 0075. Fresco fr. R. shoulder of seated

Buddha, and part of vesica. Robe maroon outlined

black. Vesica orange, yellow, and green. 7J* X 3^*.

Kha. i. C. 0076. Fresco fr. To R. seated Buddha.
Brown robe, green vesica, yellow nimbus. Maroon and
brown background, divided horizontally by white lines.

To L., part of arm or leg of large fig., the upper part

covered with greenish-white transparent drapery. 4I* x
SV’

Kha. i. C. 0077' Fresco fr. Above, lower part ofBuddha
seated on lotus with feet crossed. Brown robe. R.
shoulder bare. Vesica brown, pink, and green. Below,
one line of Brahnu chars. Below, Buddha seated (upper
part) looking ^ L. Green, red, and black vesica. Red
robe. For inscr. see Appendix F. 14" x 8*.

Kha. i. C. 0078. Fresco fr., showing portion of grey-
petalled Padmasana with dull pink centre. Apparently
seated on it cross-legged a fig., of which R. thigh and
upper part of lower leg only remain. Flesh of these
is undraped, pale pink decorated with patterns applied
directly on to the skin. On lower leg, a tree-like meander
with branches each bearing a round berry (?). On thigh,
three concentric circles. All patterns dull yellow, outlined
red. Abraded. 7*X4*.

Kha. i. C. 0079. Fresco fr. Part oftwo seated Buddhas
forming portion of Buddha diaper. 4i'x6*.
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Kha. i. C. 0080. Fresco fr. Part of lotus throne (white

and grey) with R. foot of standing fig. nearly life-size. Red
ground. In field, small grey lotus with white dots. 7^* X
6*.

Kha. i. C. 0081. Fresco fr. Uncertain subject. White

tendrils on a black ground. Below, a red border. On the

black ground part of a silara in white, with strings, sound

holes, and bridge in red. 3^' x 2^'.

Kha. L C. 008a. Fresco fr. On background of green

and maroon, part of standing Buddha looking ^ L. R.

hand upraised. Dark red robe, yellow flesh. Grey and

pink vesica. Black and red nimbus, pointed. 7
* X 5".

Kha. i. C. 0083. Fresco fr. Design uncertain. Blue

and grreen floral design on red ground within square

borders, black or brown. These separated by terra-cotta

ground colour. Very bad condition. 5^* X 3".

Kha. i. C. 0084. Fresco fr. Above, red band
;
below,

on olive-green ground, red lotus with black centre. 3^* X

Kha. i. C. 0085. Fresco fr. Above, a piece of red field

with a curved blue border below it. Below, on white field

a buflf crown (?) outlined in red, with green and red jewels.

A red streamer from L. corner, and green streamer from

R. corner. 4' x 3^'.

Kha. i. C. 0086. a, b. Two fresco frs. Part of blue

and white edge to a vesica (?), on red and green ground.

Inside edge, green and white floral design on white, x

Kha. 1. C. 0087. Fresco fr. Part of green lotus on red

ground. 2' X aj*.

Kha. i. C. 0088. Fresco fr. Part of multi-coloured floral

design, a^'xa'.

Kha. i. C. oo8g. Fresco fr. Uncertain ornamental

design. Bad condition. Apparently a jewel, in form of

equal-armed cross composed of five squares. Two arms

blue and two green. Centre square, pink. External

angles filled by pink triangles making the general contour

octagonal. At end of one arm a row of lotus petals.

From this proceed three diverging lines. Backgroimd

brown. 3J' x af'.

Kha. i. C. oogo. Fresco fr. Uncertain ornamental

design. Prob. represents a brocade with pattern in circles

bordered with bands of white spots, and having a quad-

rangular pattern between the circles. Ground, maroon.

Bad condition. 3' x if".

Kha. i. C. oogi. Fresco fr. On bufif ground, series of

converging red lines
;

space between them crossed by

alternate groups of three or four red and blue lines
; having

general effect of red and blue squares arranged in chequer

pattern. Prob. represents textile. 3' x 2^'.

Kha. i. C. ooga. Fresco fr., showing portion of imbri-

cated leaf pattern. Leaves pink and green, outlined black

and white. Much abraded, i x 1 1
".
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Kha. i. C. oogg. Fresco fr. Uncertain ornamental design.

1
1 " V ri"

Kha. i. C. oog4, a-d. Four fresco frs. Apparently

part of replica of Kha. i. C. 0097. Fabric and colours

are exactly similar. Rows of seated figs, of Buddha

to L. p. ; one standing fig. holding flask to R. p., the

Fakir, and part of demon all appear. Very bad condition.

9" XI"; 4"X 5"- zi'xaf"; 5" X 3'.

Kha. i. C. oogs. Fresco fr. On a brown-bordered, pale

green, vesica, a badly conceived and badly drawn fig. of

Ganesa. He is thin and has badly formed ears and

clumsily conventionalized face. A rope of pearls hangs

round his neck. In the three visible hands are a basket

of pearls (?), a radish, an ankus. He wears a red-brown

dlwfi and a g^rey stole. Flesh yellowish-grey. Outlines

black and brown. Condition fair. 6^" X 6". PI. XI.

Kha. i. C. oog6. Fresco fr., in faded washes of colour.

A Buddha fig. seated on Padmasana with hands in lap
;

has a curious appearance because a few black outlines

remain strong and all other details have perished. Below

and to R. p. are fragments of Brahmt inscription in black.

See Appendix F. 5^* x 35'’. PI. XI.

Kha. i. C. oog7. Fresco fr. in several pieces (now joined)

of large composition. In centre Buddha seated on Pad-

masana, white with buff centre; has hands in Nyaya-

mudra. He is shaven, has long ears, and something which

appears to be Usnisa, but is flesh colour (? shaven). His

robe is red lined white, and falls from L. shoulder across

to R. hip, covering also the legs. Feet, exposed, rest,

with soles up, on thighs. Cream-coloured stole hangs over

L. shoulder. Nimbus. Behind and projecting all round,

leaf-like forms with red veining suggesting flames.

Two standing Bodhisattvas, one on each side, are dressed

practically alike and both carry in L. hand the long-necked

flask. Their lower garments are pale buff, held by buflf

kamarhand with pendent ends. A stole of scanty dimen-

sions, white with quatrefoil spot pattern in black, crosses

body obliquely from L. shoulder, crossing on breast. A
larger stole crosses shoulders and arms, and has long

floating and pendent ends. Necklet, armlets, and bangles

are worn. Hair black, long and rippling, and in case of

R. p. fig. dressed in large knob bound by fillets and

adorned in front by lozenge-shaped jewel with leaf-like pro-

jections R. and L. and up. Top of head of L. p. fig.

broken away. Face of this effeminate. Positions of

hands slightly different. Both nimbate.

In front of Buddha, a sulphur-yellow lunette bordered

by row of conventional stunted trees. At R. p. extremity

is seated boar-headed divinity facing L., white with grey

head and short red dhoR, holding in front of him, by arms
and legs, a human fig. (yellow) of which he is devouring the

entrails which stream from his jaws. To L. p. sits old

white-bearded fig. coloured grey, white hair tied in knob
and adorned with diadem (yellow). Fierce eyes. Red
short dhM. Leopard skin on front of body (?). Hands
resting in lap.

im A a
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In centre of lunette a six-branched lamp with green flames

rising from each chiragh. Small Buddha figs, seated in

rows fill the remaining space. General background rich

red. Outlines red and black. The work is rather rough

but skilful. Colour generally weak, excepting the red.

Condition : broken and abraded. Very friable. 2' 5* x
I' lof'. PI. XI.

Kha. i. C. oogS. Fresco fr. Part of border with floral

design. 3^' x i|'.

Kha. i. C. oogg. Fresco fr. On light red groimd, white

and pale green floral scroll design outlined in black. On
one side, part ofvesica edge (?) with green leaves on white.

fi'xsr-

Kha. i. C. 00100. Fresco fr., showing head and shoulders

of Buddha fig., head f to R. p. Flesh dark (prob. dis-

coloured)
;

hair, etc., black
;
nimbus blue ; halo pale green

;

robe saffron. Broken and abraded, af' x af*.

Kha. i. C. oooioi. Fresco fir., painted very rich crimson,

with black lines. Prob. drapery. i|* x i§'.

Kha. i. C. 00103. Fresco fr. of border. Two seated

Buddha figs. ^ to R. p., hands in lap on which black bowl

;

straight Padmisana. Red robes, pink background. Pale

green nimbus with white vesica
;
white nimbus with pale

green vesica. Black hair brought to downward point over

forehead, Usnisa showing above narrow Chinese cap-shaped

head-dress. Necklet black with white spots. Rapid
work. 9* X 4*.

Kha. i. C. 00103. Fresco fr., showing portion of R. upper

arm of nearly life-size fig., wearing armlet (yellow) of same
pattern as in Kha. 0031 (see PI. XIl). Flesh pink shaded.

Dark green stole winds round arms. Folds of white

drapery on dark red ground (figured with white pattern) to

R. p. Indication of body of fig. to L. p. Small portion

of armlet of similar pattern appears to R. p. 4i'X4r.

Kha i. C. 00104. Fresco fr., showing head of Buddha
fig. I to R. p. Long ears. Flesh very pale pink. Robe
red-brown. Background dark grey. Hair, etc., black.

Flesh contours red. Rapid execution. 4J' X 2 1
".

Kha. I. C. 00105. Fresco fr., showing floral scroll detail

in green with white and black outlines. Pink groimd.

Blue to L. p. Prob. part of Kha. 0039. Condition:

broken and abraded, if' x i'.

Kha. i. C. 00106. Fresco fr., in two pieces, showing con-
ventional floral scroll consisting of main stem, green and
pink, out of which grows large flower composed of green
and grey petals outlined white and black, veined black;
seed vessel brown with white spots

; sepals white. Back-
ground pink. To R. p. red border band. Rough but well

designed and free in treatment. 4I' x af'.

Kha. i. C. 00107. Fresco fr., showing detail of con-
ventional floral ornament. Complete pattern prob. of
circular form, of which part of outer border only visible.

Chief element of this is a lily-like bud, spring^ing from

between two curled blue sepals four pairs of which form

inner border of circle. Sepals spring from green leaf and

open suddenly. Bud enclosed between two elongated

green leaves which spring from centre of upper edge of

sepal, and meet at points forming an ogee shape. Outer

curled tips of sepals meet those of adjoining pairs and

support bud and leaves similar to first, the bases of leaves

meeting those of leaves on each side, thus forming a con-

nected series of ogee curves as outer line of pattern. In

spandrels between ogees are inserted small trefoil petals,

black with yellow centre, white and black outlines. Spaces

between circular pattern seem to have been furnished with

green and black quatrefoils. Ground brick-red. Outlines

of ornament white and black. To one side, band of a dark

brown colour with black lines (drapery?). 3' x i^'.

Kha. i. C. 00108. a, b. Two fresco frs. Portion of

pink background with four-petalled flowers in dark red,

sem^. (a) has a blue patch at one side. Faded, {a)

4rx3r; (^) 3^X24'.

Kha. i. C. ooiog. Fresco fr., trellis-pattem floor in red

lines on white ground on which rest forefeet of horse

(pink). Behind the legs and at upper end of trellis, a dice-

patterned cushion. Abraded. 44' X aj'.

Kha. i. C. ooiio. Fresco fir., showing white and blue

drapery on rich crimson ground. Abraded. 3f' X 24*'-

Kha. i. C. ooin. Fresco fr, of ornamental detail, prob.

armlet of large fig. To L. of ornament a white band

(stole ?) then a black band, and to L. ofthis bright turquoise.

Ornament outlined red in semicircular bands round blue

semicircular centre. Bands contain outlined seeds and

bear traces of gilding. In three of the seeds the surface is

raised and partly detached, probably due to use of some
kind of gold size or heavy gum as the vehicle for gilding.

In the blue centre where are traces of gold same condition

exists. Cracked in places, af' x if'.

Kha. i. C. OOII3. Fresco fr., showing dark green-grey

drapery, prob. part of L. leg of seated fig. White Pad-
masana. Dark red-brown background. White halo.

Rough work. 3I' x af'.

Kha. i. C. 00113. Fresco fr., showing portion ofred-brown
Padmasana. Pale pink background. Outlines black and
coarse. 2' x 14'.

Kha. i. C. 00114. Fresco fr.; roughly painted ornamental
detail. Pink ground with dark brown bands and white

spots in lines and circles. 24' X i4
'-

Kha. i. C. 00115. Fresco fr., showing part of head of

Buddha fig. f to R. p. Eyes heavy and dreamy. Flesh
pink. Contours red. Hair, eyebrows, etc., black. Tilaka.

Nimbus green to white. Rapid work. 3f' x 3l'.

Kha. i. C. 00116. Fresco fr., showing portion of R. eye,

face, and head of Buddha fig. Flesh dark pink. Hair
with Usnlga, black. Nimbus dark red, bordered with broad
white band, outside which a thin white line. Vesica red,

bordered with white and broad band of black. Background
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red with white sprig. Horizontal white line divides this

from upper panel (broken away). Below white line a few

Brahml chars, in black. See Appendix F. Work rather

rough. 5^* X 3".

Kha. i. C. 00117. Fresco fr., showing lower part of fig.

seated on shaded pink lotus with yellow centre. DhoR red.

R. hand resting in lap has bangle and appears to grasp

some unintelligible object. Fine work. Abraded, z^'xa".

Kha. i. C. 00118. Fresco fr, of large composition. R.

hand of Buddha fig., life-size, fingers missing. Extended

to R. palm out, fingers down. Web extending from thumb.

Sacred mark in palm formed by three concentric circles

surrounded by dots. Thumb-nail short. Bangle with

turquoise jewel on wrist. Triangle and circle (yellow)

seem to be painted on wrist. Flesh pink.

Behind hand and prob. part of border of vesica, standing

Buddha fig. in red-brown robe, head slightly bent and % to

R. p. R. hand palm out at breast. Long pointed flame-

shape nimbus grey and buff. Vesica pale grey-blue, back-

ground red. Fragments of colour on general background,

green, red, pink (drapery), and chocolate. Abraded.

9'x7r-

Kha . i. C. oolig. a-g. Fresco frs. of ornamental detail

painted on red ground. On (a) a pattern of circular form

composed of a central pink four-petalled rose on turquoise

ground, encircled by a stem-like line looped to form eight

equidistant outward projecting points. At alternate points

the meeting stems continue in scrolled ends, from between

which proceed four-petalled buds. The intermediate points

bear each a buttercup-shape flower (green inside, blue out,

red centre, black shading). Other frs. are variations of

this and similar schemes. Abraded, (a) 71
'' X sf". Others

smaller.

Kha i. C. 00120. Frcsco fr., showing borders of vesica,

brown, red, green centre. Part of nimbus, pink. Back-

ground red. Small portion of detail within vesica, indeter-

minate. X 2^".

Kha. i, C. OOI2I. Fresco fr. on red ground showing R. p.

portions of panels containing three seated Buddha figs.,

with green, white, or red nimbus. Padmasana straight.

To R. p. on background, boldly painted curled lily pattern,

rather disjointed. 7^" X 4".

Kha i. c. 00122. Fresco fr. showing portions of two

fishes on green (water) background. The red dolphin-like

head of one points to R. p. The green, white, and blue

scaled back, and portions of red fins, of a larger fish appear

at lower edge. A mass of bright red shows at upper edge.

Work rough. Abraded, zl'xzf'.

Kha. i. C. 00123. Stucco fr, coated on a flat tail of

cotton (?) fabric, folded round a core of coarse fibre. The

stucco of hard plaster shows traces of red paint with gilding

over. It probably formed part of elongated pierced ear-

lobe of a large fig. Much broken, 'j* x i X ^ .
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Kha. i. C. 00124. Fresco fr„ showing R. ear and side of

head of Buddha fig. to L. p. Long ear. Long hair, black.

Mukuta yellow with half anthemion ornament in red out-

line. Knotted taenia, white. Nimbus pink. Flesh pink.

Rapid work. Condition good. 4''x2*.

Kha. i, C. 00125. Stucco relief fr., painted with crossed

red lines upon gold ground. White stucco, if'x ij*.

Kha. i. C. 00126. Terra-cotta fr., decorated with plaited

braid coiled in spiral, starting from central knob. Surface

slightly convex. Appliqud ornament to vase. 3* x 2" x

5o to To •

Kha. i. E. 002 a, b. Stucco relief. Two frs. of ‘bead

and lotus-petal ’ moulding ; cf. Kha. vii. 005. (a) shows

reddish-yellow colour. Cf. Kha. ix. 0010. White stucco.

Length (together) 4^" x i^'.

*Kha. i. E. 003 (joined with Kha. ii. 008). Stucco

relief fr. of ‘bead and lotus-petal’ border, made from

mould of which Kha. ii. 0074 is part. Straight edging of

beads from which lotus petals with boldly marked lobes

and light central rib curve away like foliage; pointed

leaves visible between petals. Petals originally pink.

5''X34''.

From same mould : Kha. ii. 008, 009, 0012, 0052, 0053,

0054, 0055, oofid, 0057, 0058 ; ii. C. 004. All of white

stucco. Cf. (smaller scale) Kha. i. S.W. 005. Also cf.

Kha. vii. 001.

Kha. i. E. 008, Stucco relief fr. of two overlapping

bands of flame pattern from vesica; inner painted red;

outer covered with white slip. Cf. Kha. i. C. 001 1. White

stucco. 3" X zf".

Kha. i. E. 009. Stucco relief fr. Head of Gandharvi

in high relief, much of face destroyed. Hair black ; two

bands ofvermilion round throat. White stucco, x if*.

Kha. i. E. 0011. Stucco relief fr. of ‘ bead and lotus-petal
’

border. Cf. Kha. i. E. 003 (similar but different mould).

2fX2f.

Kha. i. E. 0014. Stucco relief fr. Lotus pedestal with

feet and ankles of Buddha. White stucco. Cf. Kha. i. 001

(slightly different mould). 2' x if*.

Kha. i. E. 0017. Stucco relief fr. Upper part (head to

breast) ofa Buddha in attitude of protection . Hair modelled

and painted black ;
drapery dark red. Flesh and nimbus

orig. gilded. On L. side of fr. is slight trace of blue back-

ground. Fig. similar to Kha. i. W. 0012. White stucco.

srxsr-

Kha. i. E. 0018. Stucco relief fr. Flame work in high

relief. Back shows impress of scored plaster to which this

was applied. White stucco. 4" X 3f
*.

Kha. i. E, 0019. Stucco relief fr. L. foot of small

human fig. Nails, divisions between toes, etc., outlined

in reddish-brown ; ivory-coloured slip. White stucco.

2*Xlf*.
A a 2
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*Kha. L E. 0030. Stucco relief fir. of lotus wreath

;

sections are separated by double sharp-edged ring instead

of usual fashion. Cf. Kba. vii. ooi. White stucco, much

worn. 3' X 1^'. From same mould : Kha. u C. 0043.

»Kha. i, E. ooa8. Stucco relief fr. Gandharvi flying

to R., nude save for mantle over shoulders ;
upper arms

directed downwards, forearms raised holding wreath across

lower part of body. On R. is portion of curved wing of

conventional ‘ Oriental ’ type. Head, hands, both feet with

ankles, and background lost. Traces of red on wing,

green on drapery or wreath. Hard white stucco. 5^* x 4'.

From same mould: Kha. i. C. 004; ii. W. 00 r. Cf.

Anc. Khotan, PI. LVI, D. xii. i.

Kha- i, E. 0031. Fr. of painted wood split off thicker

piece. All edges broken. Remains of painting seem to

show a seated fig., with ornamental head-dress and long

black hair, all outlines in black. Fig. yellow, and back-

ground of vesica brown. Faint traces of red and green

below. Wood hard. 9^* x if*.

Kha. i. E. 0033. Fr. of painted wood, painted on one

side. Lower part, a blue lotus, on a light red ground,

remains of a band of blue below. Above to R, p., a long

patch of deep red outlined white, which may be part of

a garment Wood well preserved. 6* x i|* X f*.

Kha. i. E. 0033. Painted panel of wood, top edge

broken away. In elliptical vesica with white groimd, a fig.

seated cross-legged wearing a pink tight-sleeved coat with

blue-grey trimming round skirt, cuffs, and collar (prob.

fur). Below coat, detail obscured, but general colour

a dark reddish-brown. There are four arms. L. lower

has hand resting lightly with knuckles on hip. R. lower

has hand raised to breast holding some indistinguishable

object. The two other arms are forearms only, coinciding

with the others at elbows, and are upraised, the hands

missing. Head defaced and mostly missing. Background

pink. Personage prob. same as in Aru. Khotan, PI. LXI.

Much damaged. 4^" x 3f
* X

Kha. L E. 0034. Painted paneL L. p. fr. of panel, con-

taining ‘subject of horseman’ {Anc. Khotan, PI. LDC).

It seems to be a rough sketch in black only on the white

ground with which the panel was covered. The parts

visible on this fr. are: at top, the flying bird; part of

nimbus and L. shoulder of horseman
; upper edge of back

of saddle and an object which is possibly a quiver ; bind

quarters and near hind-leg of horse (well drawn), and

portion of trappings. From horseman are the flowing

lines always so cleverly introduced to express motion. L. p.

edge rounded and chamfered at back. Lower edge cham-

fered. A hole is drilled through f* from side and if' from

top, doubtless for a fixing-peg. Painting much defaced,

wood well preserved. 9* x if* X^* to f*.

Kha. i. E, 0036. Fr. of painted panel. Traces of paint

on both sides. Surface abraded. Wood soft. 6f*x

Kha. i. E. 0039; ii. 0019 (joined). Stucco relief fr.

of Gandhann flying L. From same mould as Kha. i.

C. 0039. R. arm broken at wrist, and L. at elbow. Legs

broken above ankles. Traces of pink on wings, and of

blue on nimbus. White stucco. 6J*X5*. PI. XV.

Kha. i. E. 0040. Stucco relief fir., prob. of drapery of

large fig. Red ground with gold stars as on Mi. xiii. 004.

One complete and traces of four others. Outer surfiice,

thick, is plaster of Paris. This is applied to material

on which frescoes are painted, i. e. clay mixed with straw.

si'xgr-

Kha. i. E. 0043. Stucco relirf fr. with curved grooves.

Prob. edge of drapery. Striped with red, green, brown,

and white parallel with curves. Red clay, white slip.

3'xif'.

Kha. i. E. 0043. Wood carving in relief. Prob. part

of chair back. On base, sloping edge of which is cut into

five steps, stands a mountain goat, cut in silhouette, fadng

R. His outline is cut clear away, but between neck and

horn the background is preserved on lower plane. The
break occurs behind forefeet. From below base projects

tenon. Oval of eye is incised, but no other marks, and

edges are rectangular, i' i if* x 6* x i^*. PL xvn.

Kha. i. E. 0044. Part of carved wooden frieze.

Above, plain rectangular moulding. Then convex mould-

ing, carved with relief lozenge pattern. Then double row

of Vandykes. Traces of paint : on upper moulding, red

;

on lower moulding, blue
;
on Vandykes, white on red or

blue ;
on background to Vandykes, red-brown, i' 7' x

7^' X 2j*. PI. XVII.

Kha. i. E. 0045. Fr. of chip-carving in wood ; band

of overlapping double leaf pattern formed by series of

inverted V-shaped cuts. Length 6J* X if*.

Kha. i. E. 0046. Fresco fr. of scroll-work detail outlined

in black, with pale washes of grey, green, and brown on

ornament’ and background. Lines of white or lighter

colour than the washes are painted as high-lights on edges

of scrolls. There are forms in this, and in foliate capital

of Kha. i. E. 0047, frequently met with in fourteenth-

and fifteenth-century Gothic stained glass. 6J*xsf*.
PI. XI.

Kha. L E. 0047. Fresco fr. of large composition, curved

at L. p. edge ; in several pieces. A vertical band (yellow)

divides a series of small upright panels, forming a border,

from larger panels. To the R. p. is portion of petalled

border (yellow, shaded with red-brown) of a vesica. Within

this, on a shaded white ground, appears an elaborate flask

with ovoid body, spreading foot, narrow neck curving

inward from shoulders and outward again to wide mouth
covered by a lid of inverted ftiimel shape. Flask is orna-

mented in black outline, with a central horizontal band of

rings, with, above and below, radiating petal ornament. It

rests upon the seed vessel of a pink lotus, is yellow, and
carries to L. p. a bearded human mask in relief, with tongue
thrust out. In the lower part of vesica are visible the L,
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upper arm, knee, and thigh of a seated fig., with richly

ornamented armlet and a jewelled rope. Dhoti yellow.

Padm^ana pink.

Between vesica and vertical band is represented an

architectural shaft, with band ornaments at intervals and

an elaborate capital filling spandrel above. Ornamental

details interesting. The bands of ornament are reproduc-

tions of metal ferrules or housings used in wooden buildings

of the Chinese (cf. terrace buildings in large painted silk

banners from Ch.). The capital is a clumsy modification

of beautiful Byzantine and Indian examples expressive of

a vase of flowers and leaves. Above vesica, a group of

three horizontal bands forms a border which is broken by

some scroll ornament perhaps proceeding from top of

vesica. Above the bands, leaves and berries are freely

painted in grey-greens and white on black ground, the

whole growth taking a circular form, leaving a spandrel in

lower corner suitably filled by blossoms.

The narrow panels to L. p. of dividing band contain

standing Buddha figs, on lotuses. The upper one has a

vesica decorated with flames in green and grey outlined

alternately with black and red and arranged en /chelon. The
fig. has black hair with the Usnlra, long ears, Tilaka, and

mark in palm of hand
;
under-robe, dark brown

;
upper,

white and transparent. Both hands are upraised.

The lower fig. has black hair, bound with a garland and

with pendent streamer. The peculiar robe is loose and

straight from the R. armpit. About knee level it has

a band of ornament composed of rosettes. Below this

a double flounce, the upper green and lower pink. This

arrangement is only at the back In fi-ont is white

robe from L. shoulder which spreads out and ends in

a straight edge at ankles, but appears to have shaped edging

piece, appliqud. The vesica is rich brown decorated with

petals, buds, etc. Nimbus green with one horn of white

crescent below. The fig. stands on a pink and green lotus.

The garland of fruit on head, the petal and sepal character

of flounces, the decorative band of rosettes, and the vesica

of leaves suggest some deity representing fertility, or the

earth. (Cf. fig. prob. of similar significance in painted

banner Ch. 0018, to L. p.)

Below, top of head with rope-like diadem, floating white

streamers, long ears, green halo, vesica decorated with

overlapping triangular sepals (green) and petals (pink).

Execution rough. Condition : fairly good ; much defaced

on L. p. 30* X 12^'. PI. XI.

Kha. i. E. 0048. Fresco fr,, showing parts of three figs,

painted on white or cream ground. In the centre an

emaciated grey-haired and bearded fig. wearing a scanty

g^een loin-cloth advances with bent back and knees to L.

p., holding in R. hand a cord the other end of which is

attached, in some way not visible, to a second, nimbate,

fig. to R. p. wearing brown stole and jewelled necklet.

The knee and portion of R. leg and Asana of third fig.

only visible. This fig. seems to be seated. Centre fig. is

cleverly drawn and exhibits extraordinarily accurate obser-

vation. The external forms in regions of R. scapula and
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ilia are especially good. The face seems to be deliberately

simian, with flattened nose, prominent jaws, strongly

marked cleft in upper lip, and high prominent cheek bones.

Other two figs, are probably of same type. Flesh in all

dirty pink with red outlines. Execution rapid and precise.

4^''X 4
''- PI. XI.

Kha. i. E. 0049. Fresco fr. in several pieces (now joined),

showing L. hand palm outwards, fingers down and curling

up to support a flat object with projecting vertical point,

which may be the neck of a flask resembling that in Kha.

i. E. 0047. Various bands of dull yellow represent a stole

passing over R. shoulder and behind R. arm, part of which

appears on fr. By position of L. hand in relation to body,

the fig. would be about | to R. Rev. of stole dull grey-

green. Flesh pale pink. All outlines red. Work rough.

Sl" X 5*. PI. XI (upside down).

Kha. i. E. 0050. Fresco fr., in several pieces, of large

composition. In centre, a nearly life-size fig. of Buddha,

wearing rich red robe lined pale green, with four-petalled

shaded pink lotus pattern to be seen at turnover crossing

breast. Over shoulders a buff mantle, of which a fold is

grasped in upturned L. hand, raised to breast level. Ears

elongated and pierced with long slit. Mouth small and

fiill-lipped. Neck in folds delicately drawn. Flesh con-

tours red. A curious convention in drawing the features

is very marked (visible also in Kha. i. 0059). Line of

nose is continued to form one side of cleft in upper lip

and sweeps round, forming a second and redundant line

of foreshortened side of upper lip. On breast (or, perhaps,

an emanation from hand) a faintly sketched symmetrical

ornament terminating upwards in vapoury indecision.

Slight shading in red-brown on neck, at corners of mouth,

ear, wing of nose, and hand. Lips red-brown, outlined

with grey. Halo yellow with border bands of dark grey

and red, white edged.

Vesica, same colours, but field decorated with shaded

pink wedge-shape rays, radiating from fig. A broad outer

band round vesica is white, with pointed elliptical panels,

bordered by bands which interlace end with end, in ‘ true

lovers ’ knots
; the spandrel intervals filled with pink buds.

In each panel, on gjreen ground, is seated Buddha fig. in

red robe on red lotus and with red flame-shaped halo. Red-

grey borders outside this broad band. On ground outside,

a broad horizontal band of imbricated peacocks’ feathers

in four rows, coloured, respectively (downwards), dark

green, dark red, light green, shaded red. ‘Eyes’ black

with white outline. Feathering black. Below, a plain buff

band, under which a red band with green floral ornament

outlined black. All work rapidly executed. Upp^r and
lower parts missing, i' 10" x 2' 4*. PI. XII.

Kha. i. E. 0051. Fresco fr., of decorative detail. Part

of elaborate foliate wreath or canopy. Leaves are roughly

trilobate and pointed, pink, sometimes shaded, outlined

white
;
broad black mid-rib, heavy black outline, the outer

edge of which is not trilobate. Behind each leaf a petal-

shaped background of green or blue outlined with white and
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black. Leaves are arranged in imbricated rows, their

petal-shaped backgrounds meeting side by side, each row
being alternately green and blue. To one side of this

scheme is a piece of ‘quilted and buttoned’ ornament,

bounded on one side by red band edged with yellow.

Quilting lines, red one way, green the other. Buttons, red

;

intervals, white. Background, blue. 8* x 6^*. PI. XII.

Kha. i. E. 0052. Fresco fir. of L. p. vesica border, com-
posed of seated Buddhas in haloes, formed by bands inter-

laced in ‘ true lovers ’ knots. Prob. portion of Kha. i. E.

0050. io|'x9'.

Kha. i. E. 0053. Fresco fr., very roughly painted. Head
and shoulders, c. half life-size, of Buddha fig., head f to

R. p. Whole painted in red, solid or thin, as required.

The eyebrows and eyes only in black. Vesica white.

Outer background dark brown. Character of work seems

to suggest untrained hand. Abraded, ii'x 13'.

Kha. i. E, 0054. Fresco fr., showing torso and L. arm of

standing (?) Bodhisattva wearing jewelled necklet, armlet,

bangle on R. wrist. Narrow scarf hangs round neck,

loosely tied below breast. Parti-coloured stole encircles

L. arm and floats out to L. p. R. hand raised; web
between thumb and first finger. Vesica grey bordered

with red and dark brown. Nimbus g^reen, bordered pink.

Work rapid but good. 7^' x 6|*.

Kha. i. E. 0055. Fresco fr., showing portions of three of

a row of seated Buddha figs, on straight Padmasanas.

Colours of robes alternately red and white. Below, a row
of boldly written BrahmT characters in black. See Ap-
pendix F. Below these part of a row of large leaves, prob.

part of large Padmasana, Work all rather rough. Con-
dition good. 9^* X 7^'.

Kha. i. E. 0056. Fresco fr. of detail of large subject.

Near centre two curved bands, brown and red, of vesica

border. To L. p. of these, head of Buddha fig. outlined

in black, with haloes also in black; all on a pale pink

ground tint. Above this, and dividing it from a similar

fig., a rosette and bud in black outline. These figs, seem
to be part of border decoration of large vesica to R. p.

Work rather rough. Abraded. 10' x 5'.

Kha. i. E. 0057. Fresco fr., showing head f to R. p., of

Bodhisattva. Very pink; flesh contours brown
; eyebrows,

long hair, etc., black. Shading roughly indicated with

a wash of umber at each inner angle of eyes, comers of

mouth, wing of nose, below lower lip, at temple, and in

bands round neck. Dark shadows at eyes give a fierce

expression. Otherwise unskilful attempt to follow the

dreamy model of eyes. On head a coronet of vertical

petal shapes supported on a band of brown resting on
hair. Halo, dark green, red bordered. Background red.

Above is showing a red Padmasana, on which stands a pink
foot. 7j'X3^'.

Kha. i. E. 0058. a-e. Fresco firs, of surface covered

with rows of seated Buddha figs., with colours interchanged.

Colours used: red, green, buff, grey, black. General

height of figs. 4%". Work rapid, {a) 1

1

X 12'
; (

3) 10* X

; « 9i' X 6'
;
{d) sr X 41' 5 W 41' X

Kha. i. E. 0059. Fresco fr., showing shaded pink lotus

with yellow centre, on which are two feet close together in

profile to L. p. Dark green background, af* x if'.

Kha. i. E. 0060. Fresco fr., showing portion of L. side

and hand of standing Buddha fig. grasping fold of dark

red robe. Flesh pink, shaded broadly with thin umber.

The hand is shown as almost entirely in shadow, with

a light falling on fleshy part about little finger and on

wrist. A white leaf shaded and veined with red springs

from side of fig. Vesica grey green. Border red and

black. White dividing lines and on edges of robe. Work
very good. 8^' x 8".

Kha. i. E. 0061. Fresco fr. of ornamental detail. Part

of a panel of rhomboidal shape, bordered with red-brown

lined with black and white to suggest fringe or petals.

Within this a green border surrounding a white field, on

which is a large red-brown lotus with grey centre encircled

by white dots excepting where a cone-shaped seed-vessel

protrades. Rough dabs of dull brown in comers. Out-

lines black. Broken away on one side. 13' X 7^*.

Kha. i. E. 0062. Fresco fr. of ornamental background

similar to Kha. i. C. 001 19. Much abraded. 3^* x if*.

Kha. i. E. 0063. a-c. Fresco frs. Ornamental back-

ground consisting of palmette-shaped flowers in grey, white,

and green, and green leaves. Very broken. Abraded.

{a) 2^X2*; (^)2§*xif';

Kha. i. E. 0064. Fresco fr. of standing fig. f to L. p.

;

nude from waist upwards. Flesh pink, shaded with umber,

in manner similar to Kha. i. E. 0057. Round arms a

green-yellow stole. At neck a broad necklet, and below

it a loosely tied scarf outlined in black. A garland of oval-

shaped objects depends from fold of stole over R. arm. What
appears to be a voluminous, white-flowered, dark maroon
skirt covers legs, and is tied round waist with white band.

Vesica grey-blue bordered with Indian red and black, with

thin white dividing lines painted with extraordinary accu-

racy. Abraded, 8* x 6^".

Kha. i. E. 0065. Fresco fr. containing head of Buddha,

front. Eyes downcast, rather slanting. Flesh colour very

pale pink covered by thin wash of umber, leaving only as

high-lights upper eyelids, nose, cheek-bones, lips, chin,

portions of ears and lines round neck. Hair blue, with

white taenia round Usnisa tied in knot on each side, with

hanging ends at back. Halo, oval, buflf, pale umber, and

grey blue. All outlines black. Execution firm and good.

Abraded. 4f
* x 3'.

Kha. i. E. 0066. Fresco fr. of scroll ornament, with lily-

like flowers and curled bracts. Outlined black and white

on a white ground. Pink and dirty green on scrolls, etc.

Probably much discoloured. Work very good. Much
abraded, z^* X 3*.
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Kha. i. £. 0067. a-d. Fresco frs. of heads and shoulders

of small seated Buddha figs. Parts of series of such figs.

Condition fair, (a) 3' X 3*
; {6) 3^" X if" ;

{c) 4^" x af'

;

(rf)2i'xir.

Kha. i. E. 0068. Fresco fr., showing elongated ear and

part of shaven head of nearly life-size fig. At back of head

are upward-growing imbricated leaves coloured buff, red,

green, vermilion. Work rough. 4" x 2^".

Kha. i. E. 0069. Fresco fr., showing lower part of face

and neck of dark-skinned, green-robed Buddha fig. Halo
light. Good work. Much abraded. 2^" x zf*.

Kha. i. E. 0070. Fresco fr., showing R. ear and temple

of light-skinned fig. with black hair on which is finely-

shaped Mukuta. Side ornaments semicircular, chased in

form of lotus, with double row of petals. In front a circular

ornament contains a sort of crossed Vajra, the fourth

arm forming a base. Visible eyebrow finely arched at

outer end. Nimbus pale green. Extremely good work.

Abraded. 2* x 2'.

Eiha. 1. E. 0071. Fresco fr. of L. arm of large fig., wearing

armlet with red jewel. Background dark grey, and band
of white and blue visible to L. p. 4* x if".

Kha. i. E. 0073. a-c. Fresco fr., showing portions of two
seated Buddha figs., one robed in black, the other brown.

Each is seated on a cushion decorated in chequer, the

squares being coloured buff, green, and red, in such order

as to form diagonal bands of colour. The two figs, are

placed one in advance (below) and to L. p. of the other,

and seem to form part of a general diaper of such figs,

on a fine crimson ground. Work fairly good. Stucco

extremely hard, porous, and mixed with long grass.

5rx 6*.

Kha. i. E. 0073. Fresco fr., showing roughly painted

Buddha head with black hair. Probably one of a series.

3'X2".

Kha. i. E. 0074. Fresco fr., showing part of seated

Buddha fig. contemplative, head turned f to L. p. Blue

robe, green and pink nimbus. White vesica green-bordered

.

Work rough but good. Broken away on all sides.

Abraded. 5f' x 5'.

Kha. i. E. 0075. Fresco fr., showing portion of head of

fig. against a halo of conventional flames. No nimbus.

Slight decorative features generally of a rectilinear type.

The whole outlined in black, and most of the colour faded.

Abraded. 5' X 5'.

Kha. i. E. 0076. Fresco fr., showing above a blue Pad-

masana on which is lower part of black-robed seated fig.

Background red. Below this a broad buflf band, under

which is ground of mottled red and black spotted with

white and buff, possibly in imitation of granite. 5' x 5*.

Kha. i. E. 0077. Fresco fr,, showing to R. p. part of

circular background of red, bordered with light blue. To
L. p., white ground on which appear portion of topknot
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bound with white, blue halo, and upraised L. arm of Bodhi-

sattva. Two other upraised hands are to R. p., of which one

may belong to Bodhisattva, and edge of green nimbus. In

style and treatment frs. exactly resemble Kha. i. E. 0048,

and prob. belong to it. Abraded. 6" x 4'.

*Kha. i. N. 001. Stucco relief fr. Portion of vesica,

flame-bordered, with upper part of fig. of crowned Gan-
dharvl to R. in adoration. Face destroyed and top and L.

side of vesica lost. Cf. Kha. i. N. 002. Hard stucco,

burnt black. 3^" x 3^'.

From same mould : Kha. ii. 0068 ;
ii. N.W, 003.

*Kha. i. N. 002. Stucco relief. Crowned Gandharvi,

L., on lotus pedestal. Knees bent, hands clasped in

adoration. Drapery, rendered by narrow grooves, follows

lines of body; stole flows from under armpits to R. and
L. in long tails. Oval flame-bordered vesica. Frs. from

R., L., and top of vesica missing. Prob. from colossal

vesica; cf. Anc. Khoian, Fig. 64. xiii. Mud-coloured

stucco (burned). x 4J".
From same mould: Kha. ii. 0026, 0066; ii. C. 003;

ii. N.W. 004, 006 ;
ii. W. 002, 003.

Kha. i. N. 003. Stucco frs., inscr. with Brahml (?) chars.

No complete char, remaining. Largest fr. ij"x i".

Kha. i. N, of c. (central) base. 001. Fr. of painted
wood, in two pieces (now joined) split from thicker piece.

Portions of three seated Bodhisattvas nimbate in vesicas.

To R. p. (sawn end) robe light (prob. ochre), white nimbus,
red field to vesica bordered by light bands, divided by red
lines. Second fig. red robe, red nimbus bordered white,

white vesica bordered as first. Third fig. nearly all broken
away, border of vesica as first. Background (spandrels
between vesicas) parti-coloured red and white. Hair, upper
eyelids, and outlines of robes black. Flesh contour lines

red. Ears elongated. Much damaged and broken away
at L. p. end. Part of one edge chamfered. 10^" x srxi".

Kha. i. N. of c. base. 002. Fr. of painted wood, broken
from larger piece. Surface split off from more than half
its length. Seated Bodhisattvas similar to Kha. i. N. of c.

base. 001, of which it may be a continuation. Darkened
with sand and bad treatment. Rough chamfer at lower
edge. i4|"X24"x|'.

Kha. i. N. of c. base. 003. Fr. of painted panel, same
treatment as Kha. i. N. of c. base. 001. Topknot of one
fig. and R. side of face of another. Soft, much damaged
and discoloured. Part of edge chamfered. Joined with
Kha. i. N. of c. base. 005. 6" x iJ" X |".

Kha. i. N. of c. base. 004. Fr. of painted wood, split

from larger piece. Portions of two figs, similar to Kha. i.

N. of c. base. 001, but slightly smaller in scale. On L.,
remains of pink nimbus, white vesica bordered yellow
ochre (?). In centre, face and shoulders of seated
Buddha with light nimbus; red vesica bordered ochre.
Tilaka on forehead. To R. a similar fig. but red robe,
shaded red nimbus, pale green (?) vesica bordered ochre (?).’
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TOaka. Outlines as usual. Damaged on surface and split

One edge chamfered. lo* x if* X f*.

Kha. i. N. of c. base. 006. Fr. of painted wood.
Traces of paint, prob. figs, with haloes. Near centre a rough

indication of a tapering pilaster with stepped base and cap.

(Gandhara style suggested.) Much effaced. Lower edge

chamfered. Broken on all sides and split i sf
* X af' x f*.

Kha- i. N. of c. base. 007. Fr. of painted wood, now

joined to Kha. ii. 0079, showing portions of dome-shaped

object with pennons. Fairly preserved, fif* x fg* X f*.

*Kha. i, S.W. 001, 004 (joined). Stucco relief fr. of

lotus wreath. Cf. Kha. ii. 002 ;
vii. 001 ;

but has no

dividing fillets. Elongated petals separated longitudinally

by rows of five dots. Traces of red colour. Red clay.

Sf'xiA*.
From same or similar mould ; Kha. i. S.W. 002, 003,

009 ;
i. W. 009.

Kha. 1 . S.W. 003. Stucco relief fr., similar to Kha. i.

S.W. 001, 004 (joined)
; q. v. 4^* x if*. PI. XVI.

*Kha. i. S.W. 005-007 (joined). Stucco relief frs.,

forming border inside wreath of vesica. Beaded border

with lotus petals springing from it inwards. Cf. Kha. vii.

001 and Kha. i. E. 003. Red clay. 8* x 2f*.

From same mould : Kha. i. S.W. 008, 0013.

Kha. i. S.W. 0010. Stucco relief fr. Seated Buddha

on lotus flower; hands clasped on lap. Behind, halo with

concentric bands,each om. with succession of short crescents.

Outside, flame border. Top and L. side of vesica missing.

Cf. Kha. i. S.W. 0011. Clay, burned dull red. 6*X4f*.
PI. XV.

Kha. i. S.W. oou. Stucco relief &*. Replica of Kha.

i. S.W. 0010. Vesica has triangular top. Most of R. side

missing. Surface much decayed. Clay, burned dull red.

6rx4r.
Kha. W. 001. Fr. of painted wood, in two pieces, now

joined. Painted on one side. Portion of kneeling fig.

similar to Kha. i. 195. Fairly hard. 8f* x 3*.

Kha. i. W. 001. Stucco fr. ; slightly convex face with

traces of gold leaf. Stucco fine and white. 3* x 2f
*.

Kha. i. W. 008. Stucco relief fr. of lotus wreath.

Sections painted alternately red and green. Fillet appears

to have been gilded. Colour well preserved. Same mould

as Kha. i. 009. White stucco, af* x if*.

*Kha. i. W. 0010. Stucco relief fr., conventional cloud

or foliage pattern. Background light green. White stucco.

2i'xir.
From same mould: Kha. i. W. 0013.

Kha. i.W. ooia. Stucco relief fr. of standing Buddha;
L. hand by side, R. hand raised in attitude of protection.

Low relief but good work. Upper garment painted dark

crimson-brown, lower garment light green. Hands and
1^ below drapery gilded. Colour in good condition,

except gilding which is cracked and peeling. Head,

shoulders, R. aim, and feet missing. White stucca

4f'x 3
'.

From same mould : Elha. i. W. 002, i. £. 0017.

Kha. i. W. 0014. Stucco relief fr. of colossal hand (?)

;

part of three fingers remain and have been gilded ; red

lines are painted over gilding to emphasize division of

fingers. Very fine hard white stucco; traces of linen

backing. 3rX3x|'.

Kha. i. W. 0015. Stucco relief fr. of hair, with five

small snail-shell curls. Surface badly preserved. White

stucco, if* X if*.

Kha. L W. 0017. Stucco relief. Gandharvi flying R.

Hands raised holding wreath which crosses front of body.

Nude except for bead necklace with large pendant and

girdle with bead fringe. L. forearm and legs below thighs

missing. Traces of colour, flesh white with features out-

lined in red, hair black, wings green, wreath pink, back-

ground blue-grey. White stucco. 3f
* X 4f

*.

From same mould : Kha. ii. N.W. 005. Cf. Kha. i.

C. 0039.

Kha. i. W. 0018. Fr. of painted wood split from larger

piece. Traces of deep red, pink, and black contour lines.

Portion of L. foot seems indicated. Prob. part of standing

Buddha fig. on red lotus. Hard. Twisted grain. 4*x

8 ^ T5 •

Kha. i. W. ooig. Fr. of painted wood, prob. part of

Kha. i. W. 0018, the character of painting being similar.

Decorative detail. Bright green le^ or feather-like piece,

outlined boldly with sweeping black lines. On one side

of this, dark and light pink band outlined black. Ground,

umber. Wood hard. Grain twisted. 3'X2'xf*.

Kha. i. W. ooao. Wooden fiame-tong;ue from border

of vesica. Leaf-shaped. Has itself border of tiny relief

flames on each surface. Traces of paint on one side.

Both edges chipped. 4f
* X 1

J* X i*.

Kha. i. W. 0033. Fr. of painted paneL Top of head

of Buddha. Flesh yellow; features red; hair, eyebrows

and eyelashes black
;

jewel on forehead red. Nimbus

and vesica in two shades of red, pink, and white.

srxi*.

Kha. i. W. 0034. Fresco fr. To R., part of robe

(maroon) with white and black linear markings, perhaps

to indicate scales of armour, and foot (?), pink shaded, of

standing warrior (?). To L. white hanging drapery out-

lined red, and beyond again, L., touch of green and crimson.

srxsr-

Kha. i. W. 0035. Fresco fr. Part of vesica, decorated

with brown, green, and pink chevrons, separated by white

dashes to suggest a crimped edge to each overlapping

piece. Brown border to L. p. 5* X 5
*^*

Kha. i. W. 0036. Fresco fr., prob. of breast of large

fig. Necklet of alternate small seeds in pmrs and single

large ones. A green jewel pendant Two ovoid oma-
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ments studded with green gems held in lotus-pattern

settings, with upward-pointing leaves projecting on each

side and top. Broken away on all sides. All ornaments

outlined red and coloured yellow. Well preserved. 3!" x
a|'. PI. XI.

Kha. i. W. 0027. Fresco fr. of enrichment, representing

woven fabrics covering a cushion. Some green lotus

petals appear above. A grey band, powdered with

a regularly arranged pointed quatrefoil pattern in white,

divides the upper from lower parts of cushion. The
upper is pinkish buff with circular spot pattern in dark

grey outlined and detailed with white. The lower is

a hanging valance of overlapping V-shaped pieces. The
first row is dark pink with pattern (embroidered ?) in brown
and white. The second, showing between the first, is blue

with white rosette, spots, and edging. The third, deep

rich maroon, on which hang pendants of long drop shapes

in white. Much abraded. 6^' x 6*.

Kha. L W. ooaS. Fresco fr. of large composition. Head
and shoulders of Bodhisattva, head | to L. p. Long ears

;

short black hair
;
Usnisa; Tilaka; eyes long and downcast.

Necklet yellow, star-like ornaments in front of shoulders.

Nimbus yellow, cone-shaped, bordered with red band from

the outer edge of which, growing inwards, is a series of

long crocket-like leaves in threes, two scrolling in opposite

directions, and the third between them scrolling upwards.

In each case outer leaves are green and mid one grey-blue.

All outlined in black and white. Vesica bright green,

red-bordered. Background to L. p. black. To R. p.,

partly black and partly red. Above to R. p. on a poly-

chrome narrow-petalled Padmasana, the crossed legs of

a fig. wearing short red dKofi. Bare shins ornamented
with simple pattern (Vajra ?) in yellow, outlmed red. The
feet have not the soles up, but rest on Padmasana. Below
this, on red ground, three lines Brahmi (about 16 chars.), in

faded black. See Appendix F. Much broken, ig^'xia'.

Kha. i. W. ooag. a-e. Fresco Era. of rows of seated

Buddha figs, all with heads f to R. p. (a) shows part of

two rows, the upper dark brown-robed, the lower light red.

(i) Brown-robed (head and shoulders only visible). (<, d,

e) light red-robed. Abraded, (a) sj" x 3"
; {6) 6" X 35'

;

(c) 5¥ X 3i' ; (<0 si" X 31"
; W si" x 3^"

Kha. i. W. 0030. Fresco fr. of face, showing R. eye

half closed and very long. Scale about two-thirds life.

Flesh dark pink. No shading. 2''xif‘'.

Kha. i. W. 0031. Fresco fr. of head of seated Buddha
fig., on blue nimbus, white-edged, ij" X if".

Kha. i. W. 0032. Fresco fr. of head of seated Buddha

fig. Very yellow flesh, crimson nimbus, if" X if*.

Kha. i. W. 0033. Fresco fr. of large detail. Three

irregular bands of colour—dark green, dark pink, and

Indian red. On pink a rough snake-like scroll in brown

and white. Other portions plain. Green, outlined black.

Colours rich. 3f' x 3".

Kha. i. W. 0034. Fresco fr. Triangular tab of valance,

rich red, orn. similarly to Kha. i. C. 0074. Abraded.

4"X2f".

Kha. i. W. 0035. Fresco fr., showing much effaced

seated Bodhisattva fig. in red outline, with long black hair.

Turban-like Mukuta, necklaces, and cord or stole across

body. Hands in lap. Arms and most of upper part of

body nude. Legs and feet missing. Nimbus vertical

elliptical. Fairly good work. Backing, brittle clay with

very small admixture of fibre. Much abraded. 3' x 2f*.

Kha. L W. 0036. Fresco fr. showing flowing draperies

of standing fig., leg part only. Colours blue, green, and

brown; outlines black. Style similar to Bodhisattvas of

Indian type on silk paintings from Tim-huang. Much
abraded. 3" x af".

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT RUINED SHRINE KHA. ii

Kha. ii. 4. Fainted wooden panel. To R. p. four-

armed Ganeia, seated on bolster-shaped asana, and turned
3 to L. p. Lower L. arm rests on thigh

; upper L. arm
holds circular object. Lower R. arm bolds long radish

at breast ;
upper holds circular object like chakra. Long

cloth-like ears hang to shoulders in regular tubular folds.

Stole twined round lower arms. Dholi, blue with white

(or faded pink) girdle. Head blue, straight tusks, and

short curled tnmk. Body thin and nude. MukuU com-
posed of petal-shaped forms, below which, on forehead, is

black hair. Armlets and bracelets
; nimbus.

To L. p. a Gandharvi fig., human to waist, below which

is kilt of blue petals with pink centres. From below this

proceed gracefully curling leaves and scrolls in blue, white,

and pink. Round waist a girdle of small petals. Short-

sleeved close-fitting kurta covers body, and tnunpet-shaped

blue cuffs, above elbow, finish sleeves. Long black hair ;

elongated ears ;
face (full) pink ; Mukuta of lobate forms

with frontal jewel. Hands together before breast in atti-

tude of veneration. Nimbus, blue.

Background white. The whole very faded and abraded.

Much of the colour prob. faded out. Rev. blank. 9J' X
6|* X i". PI. XIV.

Kha. ii. 22. Fr. of hard stucco, concave, painted pink.

Adhering to it, back and front, much sand and frs. of

paper with Brahmi writing. 8' X 6' X i^a".

Kha. iL 23. Fr. of hard stucco ini»ribed with Brilhm!

chars. See Appendix F. 4I' x 2§'.

*Kha. ii. 001. Stucco relief £r., from border of vesica,

one of many. Vesica apparently had triple border of

flame pattern, two bands painted red and one green or

vkt versa. Bands cast separately, all from one mould.

B b13T«
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Several vesicas represented. Flames represented by curved

tongues with central ribs, moulded in strips, aj'x 3*.

From same mould: Kha. ii. 001, 003, 005. a, 0015,

0016
, 0024, 0025, 0026, 0043, 0044, 0045, 0046,0047,

0048, 0049, 0050, 0051. a, b, 0090; C. 006. All these

are taken from the mould of which Kha. i. oorg is part, or

from the replica Kha. ii. 0075.

*KJia. ii. 00a. Stucco relief fr. of lotus wreath or

fasces. Prob. from edge of vesica. Strip half-round in

section, tied at intervals of with one plain and one bead

fillet Between bands, single rows of rounded lotus petals

with prominent lobes; pointed leaves show between.

Traces of crimson and of orange colour. White stucco.

5'X2|'.

From same mould: Kha. ii. 007, 0013, 0064, 0087.

Cf. Kha. i. 009 ; i. S.W. 001 ; vii. 001 ; ix. 0016.

Kha. ii. ’004. Circular box of turned wood, with

rebate for lid. Broken in three pieces
;
one fr. missing

from side and bottom. H. ;
diam. at bottom 3^' ; at

top 3".

’"Kha. ii. 006. Stucco relief fir. ‘ Snail-shell ’ curl from

head of large human fig. Hard white stucco, rather

coarse, if' x if*. From mould Kha. ii. 0076.

From same mould : Kha. ii. 0020, 0021, 0069. a-d; ii.

N. 0010,

Kha. ii. 0010. Stucco relief fr. Flame pattern, in

leaf-shaped mass, painted green. Probably from vesica

;

cf. Kha, vii. 002, 003. White stucco, af'x 2f'.

Kha, ii. oon. Fr. of painted panel, split off thicker

piece. Small patches of colour. Part of face (L. side)

showing L. ear, eye, and part of hair. Flesh pink,

hair black, eyelashes and eyebrows black. Other contours

red. Nimbus pink, background bright green and bright

orange red. A small patch of yellow ochre to L. p.

Colours very brilliant. Much effaced. Wood rather soft.

6J'xi'x^'.

Kha. ii. 0014. Stucco relief fr. ‘ Snail-shell ' curl with

large fr. of unworked stucco. White stucco. 3' X 2f'.

Kha. ii. 0017. Stucco relief fk. of lotus petal. Lobes

and central rib very prominent. Traces of crimson paint.

Hard white stucco. 4' x 3'.

Kha. ii. 0018. Fr. of wall stucco, upper part smooth,

lower rough. On former are four ciu^ve Bi3hmi charac-

ters, in black paint. See Appendix F. 4I' x 2f'.

Kha. ii, ooao. Stucco relief fr. from colossal bead,

with one ‘sn^- shell’ curl. Hard wWte stucco. See

Kha. ii. 006. 2f' x af*.

Kha. ii. ooai. StucCo relief fr. from colossal head, with

three apphed ‘ snml-shell ’ curls. See Kha. ii. 006. 3f' X
3'*

Kha. ii. ooaa. Stucco relief fr., with eight ‘ snail-shell

'

curls smaller in size than those of Kha. ii. 006. Hard
white stucco. 3' x 3f'.

Kha. ii ooas. Stucco relirf fr. of standing Buddha.

Only L. breast with thumb of L. hand raised to breast

remains. Drapery red. White stucco. 2
J' X i^'.

Kha. ii. ooa7. Stucco relief fr. Topknot of linen; red

day with fibre admixed, white slip. Cf. A.T. 0087.

2|'X2^',

Kha. ii. ooa8. Stucco relief fr. of Gandharvi L., on

lotus pedestal, in adoration. Head and upper part of

vesica lost and whole broken across. Traces of colour

remain; red for flame border, green for background of

vesica, black for stole and hair, red for lower drapery,

pink for lotus. Fairly hard white stucco. 6f' x 4f'.

Kha. ii. ooag. Stucco relief fr. Fig. ofBuddha in very

low relief. R. hand raised, L. arm bent at dbow and

band rests on L. breast Slight traces of gold leaf show

fig. was gilded. On L. side fr. of blue halo. Head and

feet missing (head resembled Kha. i. 0022). White stucco.

6i'X 3i'.

Kha. ii. 0030. Stucco relief fr. Upper part of Gan-

dharvi with nimbus. Breast nude, arms raised level with

shoulders, forearms bent upwards perpendicularly. Hair

gathered in topknot, black. R. forearm and all below

breast lost White stucco. aJ'xsj'.

’"Kha. ii. 0031, 0063 (joined). Stucco relief fr. of

drapery border. Series of gently curved and of flowing S-

folds alternating, giving scalloped effect to edge of drapery.

Surface originally black; under-side, where shown, red
White stucco. 3^' x 8^'.

From same mould : Kha. ii. 0061 ;
ii. N. ooa, 003, 004,

005, 0018.

Kha; ii. 0033. Stucco relief fr. of double layer of

drapery, with very conventional system of curved parallel

folds. White stucco, gf' X 2J'.

Kha. ii. 0033. Stucco relief fr. Thumb of L. hand of

life-sized fig. Red clay mixed with fibre. White slip. Length

31'.

Kha. ii. 0034. Stucco fr. Finger, about life-size. Red
clay. Much damaged through salt Length 4'.

Kha. ii. 0035. Stucco fr. Long thin second finger from

life-sized fig. Red clay. Length 4',

Kha. ii. 0036. Stucco fr. Little finger from life-^ed

fig. Very rude
; red clay. Length 2|'.

Kha. ii. 0037. Stucco fr. Bent finger from life-sized fig.

White stucco. Length 3'.

Kha. ii. 0038. Wooden key, of usual form with borings

for seven ward-pegs
; : : . : , but without pegs. Cf. Kha. v.

006. Soft but well preserved. 4' X

Kha. ii. 0039. Stucco relief fr., circular om. of head-

dress or turban. Outside is border of drapery, terminating

above in finial. Within is beaded border enclosing space

2|* diam. In this, amid conventional foliage, is human
head with large ears and head-dress. White stucco.

41' X 3'. PI. XVI.
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Kha. ii. 0046. Stucco rolief fr. of vesica border ; three

bands of flame pattern. See Kha. ii. 001. White stucco.

5' X 4^'. PI. XVI.

Kha. ii. 0054. Stucco relief fr. Bead and lotus-petal

border. See Kha. i. E. 003. 3^' x 2J".

Kha. ii. 0059. Stucco relief fr. of drapery, with series

of curved horizontal, between stiff vertical, folds. Cf. Kha.

vii. 006 ;
ii. 0060. Hard white stucco. 6" x 41

*.

Kha. ii. 0060. Stucco relief fr. of drapery, from same

mould as Kha. ii. 0059. Hard whitish stucco. 5* x 5^*.

Kha. ii. 0061. Stucco relief fr. of drapery. See Kha. ii.

0031 ; with traces of dark red colour. Hard white stucco.

*"X34*.

Kha. ii. 0063. Stucco relief fr. of colossal human face

;

all below upper lip, with L. side of face and whole of brow,

lost; R. side of nose also split off. Eyes large and

prominent; nose short but with well-marked bridge;

cheeks flat and without modelling. Lip shows traces of

black painted moustache. Hard white stucco. 5* x 5^".

Kha. ii. 0065. Stucco relief fr. of lotus petal, prob.

from bead and lotus-petal border
;

traces of pink slip

remtun, outlined with vermilion. Soft white stucco. 2|* x

21'.

Kha. ii. 0066. Stucco relief. Crowned GandharvI to

L., on lotus pedestal, in act of adoration. Top of vesica

and face broken away. Traces of red paint on tunic and

black on stole. Light grey stucco; white body wash.

Surface much damaged. See Kha. i. N. 002, 8^*x 5*.

Kha. ii. 0067. Stucco relief. Disc with seated Buddha.

Upper part of disc (with head of fig.) and R. side lost Fig.

seated on cushion, hands in lap. Much perished. Same
mould as Kha. 1 . 007. Clay. 2J* x 2*.

Kha. ii. oo6g. a-^d. Stucco relief frs. Four ‘ snail-

shell ’ curls; see Kha. ii. 006. Hard white stucco. i^*x

4'.

Kha. ii. 0071, Stucco fr. R. arm (free) slightly bent,

with hand open. Fracture seems to indicate arm was held

at height of shoulder, forearm projecting v. slightly to

front. Red clay with some fibre. Length 2|".

Kha. ii. 0074. Lower part of stucco mould, for bead

and lotus-petal border. See Kha. i. E. 003. On back

incised mark x • Hard white plaster. 6^* x 5J".

PI. XVI.

Kha. ii. 0075. a-c. Frs. of mould, for upper half of

vesica with triple flame-pattern border. Hard white

plaster. Made from same original as Kha. i. 0015. From
it are Kha. ii. 001, etc. loj* X 6f* (together). PI. xvi.

Kha. ii. 0076. Half of quadrangularmould for casting

spiral curls of hair. Hard white plaster. From this are

cast Kha. ii. 006, 0020, 0021, 0069. a-d; ii. N. 0010.

4i*X5|*. PI. XVI.
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Kha. ii. 0077. Fr. of mould, for casting pieces of drapery

similar to Kha. ii. 0059-60 (from slightly different mould).

Hard white plaster, somewhat worn. 3^* X 45*.

Kha. ii. 0078. Fr. of painted panel with much damaged

traces of paint (white or pale pink). Portion of Padmasana

in black outline. Rough work. Rev. blank. Wood
fairly hard. Shows abrasion on rev. 6f* x 2* X f",

Kha. ii. 0079. (Now joined to Kha. i. N. of c. base. 007.)

Fr. of painted panel containing portion of domed
object with pennons similar to Kha. 002. 5^* x if" X 5".

Kha. ii. 0080. Fr. of painted wood, from thick piece,

showing patches of brilliant colour on obv. The colours

used are pink, red, cobalt-blue, pale green, fawn, black

and white. On one part is a small portion of imbricated

work of fawn colour outlined in black, within which a white

line. Each scale seems to have had a short mid-rib of

black. The whole is too fragmentary to convey any

meaning. Wood hard. Length of painted surface 4"

;

width f*-o; length over all 7^"; width if*; thickness

about

Kha. ii. 0081. Fr. of painted panel. R. side head,

shoulder, and breast of Buddha fig. Head, f to L.,

slightly down. Flesh pink; contours red; hair (high,

topknot), eyebrows, eyelashes, and centre of eyes black.

Ear elongated, or perhaps ear orn. Robe dark red, white

line round edge (turned over). Nimbus brown bordered

by white lines. Vesica dark green with white edge. Back-

ground red. Above fig., a portion of straight Padmasana,

and above this again indications of further painting.

Painting well preserved. Wood hard. Length 6|";

width i^*; thickness i".

Kha. ii. 0082. Wooden upright of baluster (?).

Similar to Kha. ii. 0083, but on slightly smaller scale.

Very rotten. 7* x 2|' x i^*.

Kha. ii. 0083. Wooden upright ofbaluster (?). Bottom
end cut off at 45'’ angle with projecting tenon. Divided

into three cubical parts (lowest bisected) separated by

a pair of triple mouldings. Top cube, much broken.

Two upper cubes have each two mortices on opposite

faces to take connecting bars. The half cube has only one

mortice. Cf. Kha. ii. 0082. 8^* x 2^* x if*. PI. XVII.

Kha. ii. 0088. Stucco relief fr. of first and second

fingers of R. hand, slightly bent. Clay, burned red, showing

on back an inner core of grey mixed with straw. White
slip with red markings. Length 4^"; greatest width of

finger i".

Kha. ii. 0089. Stucco relief head of Buddha. Features

much damaged, but show that treatment was as in Kha
i. 001. White stucco. H. 2^*.

Kha. ii. 0091. Fr. of turned wooden baluster. In

centre, broad flat moulding and three narrow ridges
;
on

each side, umbrella mouldings facing away from centre.

C. ^ of circumference left. Both ends broken. Length 5'

;

diam. r|*.

B b 2
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M. ooga. Fresco fr., baving its L. p. half occupied

vertical bands of colour, buff, red, light brown, dark

brown. To R. p. a seated Buddha fig. in meditation,

unusually robed. A dark grey chiton is worn, passing

below the R. atm, and held by white kamarland at waist

The usual mendicant's brown robe is over Moulders and

envelops legs. In lap is dark brown object, partly broken

away. Hands are completely hidden, and there is no

indication of their position. Vesica bright blue, bordered

with faded colour. Background pale green. Nimbus

pink. Good work. 6' X 6^'.

Kba ii. 0094. Fresco fir. Above, row of petals (white

and red) of lotus throne. Below, head of seated (?) Buddha.

Flesh white, outlines red. Nimbus red and white. Back-

ground red. 7^* X 6*.

Kha. iL 0095. Fresco fr. Seated Buddha, | to L. p.

Brown robe, white vesica, af' x a".

Kha.ii.0096. Frescofir. PartofheadofBodhisattvalooking

L., wearing Mukuta. Grey and pink nimbus. Green and

dark red vesica. Brown border with small floral spot

pattern, a x aJ*.

Kha. iL 0097. Fresco £r., prob. of arm of fig. wearing

armlet with jewelled bosses at intervals. Jewels red and

blue. Remainder of ornament yellow, outlined red grey.

Three coats of paint are present The orig. whitewash,

over which a coat of dark red. On this red the pale pink

or creamy white of arm is painted. a|* x a^*. PI. XL

Kha. ii. oogg. Fresco fr. of hard stucco showing upper

part of seated Buddha. Above, roughly indicated, ardii-

tectural design. To R. a pillar, apparently supporting

angle of building. Practically all in black outl^ only.

Rough and poor work. 5J' X 5*.

Kha. ii. C. 001. Stupa model, of soft greyish clay, cone-

shaped, but divided into five equal parts by bands or stories.

One side has accidentally (?) been cut flat. Near point

small fr. of paper with Brahml (?) characters adheres. Cf.

Kha. ii. C. 007-9. 2§', diam. of base of cone if'.

Kha. ii. C. 00a. Stupa model, with concentric rings and

central reed core, as Kha. ii. C. 001, but in perfect state.

Impress of stamp below (plain). Soft whitish grey day.

2f' high.

Kha. iL C. 003. Stucco relief fr. of crowned Gandharvi,

to L., on lotus pedestal in act of adoration. Head with

top and R. side of vesica lost. Hard white stucco, with

traces of paint; tunic red, stole black, background green,

lotus innk, flame border red. See Kha. i. N. 002.

5rx4'.

Kha. iL C. 004. Stucco relief fr. Bead and lotus-petal

border. See Kha. i. K 003. 5' x sf'. PL XVI.

Kha. ii. C. 005. Stucco relief fr. Top of lotus throne,

L. hand, and part of body of seated Buddha. Edge of

throne, and hand, white ; rest red. sf' x 3'.

Kha. iL C. 007. Stupe model in day. C£ Kha. ii. C.

001. Three chips out of base. Paper with characters

adhering near top. H. af' ; base diam. af'.

Kha. ii. C. 008. Stupa modeL Cf. Kha. ii. C. 001.

Large fr. missing on one side. Twig core. No paper.

Trace of inscription in relief on base (Tibetan?). H. a'

;

diauL 2*.

Kha. iL C. oog. Stupa modeL Cf. Kha. ii. C. 001.

Complete. Near base and halfway up side frs. of paper

adhering, one bearing characters. Irregular cone; no

twig core visible. H. af' ;
diam. of base af'.

Kha. ii. C. 0010. Fresco fr., showing one of row of

seated Buddhas. Poor conventional work. Red robe,

green vesica, white nimbus. Flesh and lotus (straight row

of petals) yellow. Background red. Next fig. to R. had

background green and vesica red. 5^' x 6'.

Kha. iL C. oou. Fresco fr. Above in centre white

tassel or knob, on green (water). R. and L., ends of lotus

thrones (?). Below, band with fonr-petalled rosettes,

ahemate green and grey petals on buff. Below again,

brown band. 5' x 4^'.

Kha. U. E. 6. Frs. of three sheets of paper, which

had stuck together. Top sheet had painted picture,

—

light green, buff, and red, with black outlines,—^but pieces

too fragmentary to show subject. Under-frs. show Brahml

writing. Soft and decayed.

Kha. ii. E. 001. Stucco relief fr. Conventional acan-

thus-like leaf. Remains of crimson paint. Red clay

2j'X2fs'.

Kha. ii. E. ooa. Two frs. of stucco hands of life-

size human fig. Larger consists of first and second fingers

and part of R. hand; smaller is from L. hand. Each

finger formed of red clay mixed with fibre, round central

wooden skewer. White slip. Modelling of nails and

back of hand shows great care and skill Larger fr. 5' X
aj'

; smaller fr. aJ'.

Kha. iL E. 003. Stucco relief fr. Two concentric

rings. Red clay mixed with fibre. White slip. Diam.
3'. Diam. of central opening i J'.

Kha. ii. E. 004. Fr. of thick painted panel on which

are part of two horizontal rows of seated Bodhisattvas.

One complete fig. and portion of another beside it, with

prob. the tops of two similar figs, below. First (to L. p.)

fig. in attitude of contemplation, hands resting in lap.

Robe dark red. Flesh pale. Hair, eyebrows, upper

eyelashes and eye, black. Flesh contours red. Ears

elongated. Field of vesica light red. Nimbus colour

missing. Background colour missing. Second fig. similar,

but robe light red, vesica green (?), background light red.

The figs, are seated on a continuous yellow Padmasana.

The change of colour in background is divided by a ver-

tical red line. Lcfwer Roister. First, part of head of fig.

as above. Background light red. Vesica white. Second,

part of hair, black. Vesica dark red. Background
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white. The end of panel (thickness) seems to have a

continuation of the painting, but indistinct. Wood hard

and worm-eaten. H. 6^"

;

width 5^'
; thickness 1^".

Kha. ii. E. 005. Fr. of painted wood, split from surface

of thick piece Lower portion of dark (green?) upper

robe of Bodhisattva, with kilted under-garment hanging

below (pink). Outlines black, with one white line sweeping

round one of lower folds of upper robe. Same treatment

and prob. same personage as D. I. 04 in Anc. Khotan,

PI. LXV. Much defaced. Wood hard. 7*X2|'’X5".

Kha. ii, E. 006. Fr. of painted wood, split from thick

piece. Prob. represents drapery of standing fig. Part

to L. p. is dark green with pattern of groups of four

circles in white, placed diamond-wise, the edge of the green

outlined with white. Adjoining part is rich dark red, orn.

in the same way. Rough work. Well preserved. 6f
* x

a'xi*.

Kha. ii. E. 007. Fr. of painted wood, split from surface

of larger piece. Traces of colour, bright g^een, pink, and

red contour lines. Wood moderately hard, gf* X X

r.

Kha. ii. E. 008. Fr. of painted wood, split from thick

piece. Small part of painted surface present. On white

ground, on upper part of fr., portion ofPadmasana(?) and

three toes of standing fig. One petal pale green. On
lower part a few indistinguishable black lines showing

imbrications running laterally and a patch of green. Wood
hard. 8* x 2^' X 5''.

Kha. ii. E. oog. Fr. of painted wood, small, flaked

from thicker piece. Prob. portion of robe, bright red. No
detail. Wood well preserved, af* X f" X

Kha. ii. E. 0010. Small fr. of painted wood, flaked ofiT

larger piece, painted dark red-brown with a few light

lines. Prob. portion of drapery, aj* X f" X 5*.

Kha. ii. E. 0011. Fr. of painted wood in two pieces

(now joined), flaked from panel. Traces of colour, prob.

part of fig. in red-brown robe against background of

emerald green, bounded by borders of light chocolate

colour and grey, divided by black and white lines, and

transversely barred with black. Prob. pink nimbus out-

lined white. Well preserved. 5^' x 2^".

Kha. ii. E. ooia. Fr. of painted wood, flaked from

panel. Chocolate and grey bands and traces of green,

dmded by black and white lines and transversely barred

with black. The chocolate is shaded. Evidently belongs

to Kha. ii. E. 00n. Wood well preserved. Painting

efiaced from one half, sf' x 2^*.

Kha. ii. E. 0013. Fr. of painted wood. Upper portion

to waist of Buddha fig. ; much of L. side split away. R.

hand raised, back to breast. HeadftoR. p. Small portion

of hair, short and smooth, visible. Upper part broken

away. Flesh yellow, contours dark red. Eyebrows and

lashes black. Ball of eye pink white. Eye centre black.

Robes dark green. Background dark red. Nimbus light

green with pink-white edge. Fingers much recurved at

tips. Work rapid and vigorous. Painting defaced in

places. Wood hard, but split and abraded at upper end.

Length loj"; width 3^*; thickness i*. PL XIV.

Kha. ii. E. 0013. a. Fr. of painted wood, prob. part of

Kha. ii. E. 0013. It shows dark grey-gfreen drapery corre-

sponding in colour and condition to that of fig. in example

cited. To outer side of drapery a band of red background.

Rev. rough and without painting. Both ends seem to

have been cut through. Well preserved. 6^" X X i*.

Kha. ii. E. 0014. Fr. of painted wood, with traces of

flesh-colour, black and green. Soft, i^'xl'x^".

Kha. ii. E. 0015. Stucco relief. Swaddled fig., finger-

shaped. Lower part has spiral channels representing

drapery. Upper part shows head wearing pointed hood.

Broken below and at points of hood. Rough work. Clay

red. 6" x x i" to I". PI. XVI.

Kha. ii. E. 0016. Stucco relief fr. of very large lotus

petal and beginning of second outside it. Red clay. 45' X

4l'

Kha. ii. E. 0018. a-1 . Frs. of painted wooden panel

;

a-g show red drapery with black and white lines and

a few traces of yellow (flesh-colour?); h-k show very

dark red drapery with black and white lines
;

1 part of L.

side of face, yellow, with black hair, eyebrows and lashes

;

lines round eyes, nose and mouth red, white on eyeball.

Gr. M. ^'x il".

Kha. ii. N. 19. Frs. of painted silk, fine, brittle. One
shows lotus (flower has white petals, outlined red ;

leaf,

blue centre, red outlines), with row of small leaves below

(outlined black), several springing on each side of stalk.

Another shows more leaves of same kind, with lotus leaf

(blue centre, red outline) below. Another shows black

ground, with pointed buff leaf, outlined red.

‘Lotus' on first fr. is of Roman rosette type, having

bases of petals continuous, the divisions forming loops or

‘eyes’, and the outer margin of each petal broad and
indented like those of wild rose. Small grass leaves below

are treated sketchily and have Chin, character. All frs.

poor in execution, but silk fine. Gr. M. 2^".

Kha. ii. N. oor. Stucco relief fr. L. hand rather above

life-size; fingers bent as though grasping some object.

Poor flat work. Hard white stucco. 5' X 4J*.

Kha. ii. N. 002. Stucco relief fr. of drapery border.

Trace of red visible at ends of folds. See Kha. ii. 0031.
Hard whitish stucco, sf'x 81". PI. XVI.

Kha. ii. N. 003. Stucco relief fr. of drapery border.

See Kha. ii. 0031, strongly convex. Hard white stucco.

io"X3|".

Kha. ii. N. 004. Stucco relieffr. of drapery border. See
Kha. ii. 0031. Considerable remains of red. Hard whitish

stucco. 3 X 3I'.

Kha. ii. N. 005. Stucco relief fr. of drapery border. See
Kha. ii. 0031. Hard whitish stucco.
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Kha- ii. N. 006. Stucco relief fr. Upper part of front

of skull, broken away immediately below eye-sockets.

These are hollow and painted blue-black. Across brow

a long narrow pattern painted, three parallel lines united

by short cross-lines. Cf. Mi. xi. 0095, 0098. Hard white

stucco. 3I' X 4I'.

Kha. ii. N. 007. Fr. of painted wood of architectural

framing (?). At one end the back shows a cut as for mitring,

and part of mortice. Front surface smooth and painted

with conventional scroll-work in cream-white and dull

ochre, outlined with black on salmon-colour ground. Work
very free. The type of scroll is that seen in Ajanta Cave

paintings, but less carefully executed. Much ant-eaten at

back, otherwise hard and well preserved. Length 15';

width 3^'; thickness I5*. PL xrv.

Kha. ii. N. 008. Seated Buddha (?) in wood, carved in

the round. Hands in lap. Inverted Padmasana. On head

a low hat with upturned brim. Flowing from beneath hat,

and parted curtain fashion on forehead, is long straight

hair, or, more probably, drapery forming a veil covering

most of the ear and resting on shoulders and upper arms.

Ears (lobe only visible below veil) elongated slightly. Face

round and full. Upper R. part of head and hat broken

away. R. side of face scored and dehiced, obliterating

R. eye, nose, and mouth. Neck short and thick. Body

and arms prob. nude. Necklace of double row of square

links. Stole crosses back, passes to front just above elbows

and resting in fold of arm hangs down at back of haunches.

Legs, from pelvis, draped. L. foot visible. Small remains

of nimbus. L. knee and large part of Padmasana burnt

away. The whole bears very scanty traces of colour.

The carving is somewhat rough. In bottom of Padmisana

is the portion of a chule which coimected the fig. with

some base. General style, Gandhara. H. 8^' ; width at

knees (as broken) 4I*; thickness 2^*. Fairly hard.

PL cxxxvin.

Kha. ii. N. oog. Stucco relief fr. Upper part of Buddha
with halo, in attitude of protection. Hair painted black,

drapery red. Larger in scale than Kha. i. 001, etc., which

it otherwise resembles. White stucco. 3^' x af’.

Kha. ii. N. 0010. Stucco relief fr. Three snail-shell

curls on portion of scalp. See Kha. ii. 006. Hard white

stucco. 21' X 2|'. PL XVL

Kha. ii. N. oon. Stucco model of oval almsbowl (?)

;

lip

simply rounded off
;
no base, but bottom pierced. Hard

white stucco. 4^' x 3f' ;
H. i^'.

Kha. ii. N. 0013. Stucco relief fr. Gandharvi flying to

L., nude save for mantle over shoulders, and broad belt

round hips. R. arm outstretched, L. lowered and bent at

elbow. Wing coloured dark red visible in backgroimd;

legs slightly drawn up from knees. Fig. holds double

string of beads with rosette in centre across front of thighs.

Head, forearms, foot, and background lost Hard white

stucco, si' X 2|'.

Khft- iL N. 0013. Fr. of stucco mould for casting open

right hand. Thiunb, first and part of second finger

remains. Matrix faced with fine flesh-coloured slip. Hard

white plaster of Paris. 6' X 35*.

Kha. ii. N. 0014. Circular stucco mould for casting

small plaque of seated Buddha within lotus-leaf border.

Fine white stucco. 3I' diam. PL XVI.

Kha. ii. N. 0015. Fr. of rect. painted panel, being L.

p. upper portion. Near centre, head and shoulders of

female fig., | to L., with long veil-like head-dress, long

black hair, a tress falling in front of ear. Nimbus. To
L., part of face, | to R., and upper part of body, of male

fig., slightly smaller scale than the central fig. Green

garment. To R. faint traces of head with green nimbus.

Between this and central fig. some object represented by

cross-hatched lines in red. The whole may represent

the ‘cocoon’ incident (cf. A»r. Khotan, i. p. 229). Very

badly defaced. 9I' X 2|' x |".

Kha. ii. N. 0016. Fr. of elliptical wooden Padmasana
in the ‘ round ’. Toes and part of instep of R. foot of fig.

Traces of colour. The toes are perfectly straight and

jointless, but the nails clearly indicated. The under-side

of fr. is flat, so that the fig. would prob. have stood firmly.

There is a hole drilled upwards to a depth of about i|' in

which are remains of a wooden peg. Wood hard and well

preserved. 4|' X 2' x i|'.

Kha. ii. N. 0017. Stucco relief fr. of adoring Gandharvi,

R. Traces of red on drapery and vesica border. Pink on

lotus pedestal. Head and R. side of vesica missing. Same

mould as Kha. i. N, 001. 5|' x 3J'.

Kha. ii. N. 0018. Stucco relief fr. of drapery border.

Traces of red (inside) and black outside. Slightly con-

cave. See Kha. ii. 0031. White stucco. 8'x3j'.

Kha. ii. N. ooig. Piece of stucco relief, representing

overlapping pieces of leather (?) fastened one to another by

studs, two at each end. End piece and one overlapping

piece shown. Semicircular bite out of each overlapping

edge. Bead border along one side edge. Representation

of armour or belt ;
cf. Anc. Khotan, PL II. 3I' X 2'.

Kha. ii. N. ooao. Fr. of wood-carving ; L. wing from

upright fig. Upper part covered with diamond pattern,

each diamond-feather having central incised quill. Long
feathers (three only show) curled up at end; each has

plumage on one side of quill only. Regular chip-carving

style. 6' X 2|' X I'.

Kha. ii. N.W. 001. Stucco relief fr. Portion of human

foot on fr. of crimson painted base
;
three toes alone remain.

White stucco. i|' x |'.

Kha. ii. N.W. ooa. Small knob of red clay, irregularly

semi-spherical, hollow inside, and painted blue-black inside

and out, H. ; diam. i|f'.

Kha. ii. N.W. 003. Stucco relief. Crowned Gandharvi

to R. in adoration. Cf. *Kha. i. N. ooi. 75'X7|'.

PL XV.
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ii. N.W. 004. Stucco relief. Crowned Gan-
dharvi to L., on lotus pedestal, in act of adoration. Part

of vesica above head is missing. Hard stucco burnt to

greyish-black colour. See Kha. i. N. 002. 61* x 41^".

PI. XV.

Kha. ii. N.W. 005. Stucco relief of Gandharw, from

same mould as Kha. i. W. 0017. Legs broken below

drapery, and L. arm broken above elbow. No trace of

paint. 4* X 3I*. PI. XV.

Kha. ii. N.W. 006. Stucco relief, adoring GandharvT

L., on lotus pedestal. Traces of colour, throne pink;

flame-border to vesica, red; hair black, dress red, flesh

pink, scarf black, background green. See Kha. i. N. 002.

7i'X4r-

Kha. ii. N.W. 007. Stucco relief fr. Lower part of

seated Buddha with hands clasped in lap. Robe red.

Vesica (only traces) grey-blue. Lotus throne white. Behind,

I91

projection pierced vertically to take supporting rod. White
stucco. 2* X 2f*.

Kha. ii. W. 001. Stucco relief of GandharvT, flying R.
and holding garland. From same mould as Kha. i. E. 0028.

Legs broken at knees, R. arm at elbow, and wings outside

drapery. Head, halo, and L. arm complete. Traces of

colour. Halo and wings red ; hair black ; drapery black;

garland green and blue. Plaster of Paris. 6f*X3^".
PI. XV.

Kha. ii.W. 002. Stucco relief fr. of adoring GandharvT.

Traces of colour show flesh pink, hair black, and inner part

of vesica green. Broken below waist. See Kha. i. N. 002.

5^x35"

Kha. ii. W. 003. Stucco relief fr. of adoring GandharvT
L. Feet missing and top of vesica. Hair and scarf black,

robe red. See Kha. i. N. 002. 6* x 4J*.

LIST OF OBJECTS FROM KHADALIK

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT MINOR RUINS OF KHADALIK

Kha. iii. 001. Stucco relief fr. Detached circular jewel

with bead setting. White stucco. Diam. 2*.

Kha. iii. 002. Painted wooden panel, slightly split at

both ends and on centre line, about f from one end, where

hole has been drilled. One corner broken away. Surface

gone, leaving only faint traces of paint. No pattern visible.

Soft and brittle. Length 8J^*; width 3^*; thickness ^*.

Kha. ill. 003. Part of rude disc of green malachite.

Worn depression near centre. One edge badly chipped.

Surface polished. Perhaps handle for fire-drill, r^" x J*.

Kha. iii. 004. Half of wooden food-bowl of turned

wood, painted inside and out with blue-black paint

Fr. though soft is well preserved. Diam. 6"; H. 2§".

Kha. V. 4. Short wooden truncheon of hard heavy

wood, well polished. In section it is octagonal; much
thicker at end than at grip. The handle is pierced with

two holes for a cord; striking portion much cut and

scratched from use. Length 8J'.

Kha. V. 001. Wooden key with pyramidal handle (pierced)

J* long, and oblong back with rounded ends 3f*xf^*;
from back project six wooden pins : • • : each ^* high (one

lost). Length of whole 3J*. Cf. Kha, v. 006.

Kha. V. 002. Whisk-broom made of grass ; stalks twisted

together forming bundle. Brittle. (Cf, Anc. Khotan, ii. PI.

73, N. X. 07.) Length 6*.

Kha. V. 003. a, b. Pair of wooden cantilevers. In

upper part, four lozenge-shaped transverse holes. Below,

row of relief lozenges with small volute at each end.

Lowest part is remarkable, finished at each end with

a volute, of which lower end is bent back outwards.

Vertical hole through centre (diam. 2^*), which in (a) still

has upper part of shaft. This swells into ball just below

cantilever, but is then broken short. 2' 8* x 10^* X 4^".

PI. XVII.

Kha. V. 004, Bag of cotton pods and raw cotton.

Kha. V. 005. Frs. of cotton fabrics coarsely woven, of

various textures, dyed respectively red, brown, and bufif

(natural). Small hank of cotton string. Mass of ravelled

yam (cotton) mixed with small frs. of woollen felt. A burst

cotton pod and a very hard fruit stone, an apricot stone,

and a plum stone
;
pieces of twig. Largest fr. of fabric

14* XI*.

Kha. V. 006. Wooden lock with bolt, tumbler block, and
three pegs. Constructed for four pegs. Key missing.

8|'X 4|' X 3* to I*. PI. xvn.
The following note by Mr. F. H. Andrews describes the

constraction and working of the lock

:

The lock consists of three principal parts (see Figs. A,
B, C): (i) the body or case; (2) the tumbler block with

its tumblers
; (3) the bolt

Thi Body is a heavy block, of oblong section and of

a length sufiicient for fixing to the door or lintel by means
of a broad tenon provided at one end and pierced with two
dowels (see Fig, A).

A hole for bolt and key runs transversely through the

block, and is of rectangular shape, broader in its upper
than in its lower part, the difierence in width being efifected

by two shoulders on which the lower edges of the bolt rest

and slide. In interior upper part of block or case, a hollow
is excavated for reception of tumbler block, which is hidden
from view.
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CiM of Lock
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ScaJt otindKS

The Tumbler Block is a hard piece of wood about

thick and af* X i on its lower face, the upper slightly

smaller by reason of the two shorter sides being chamfered

upwards. In this block four funnel-shaped holes are drilled,

narrow end downwards, and into these are placed four

loose tapering pegs of hard wood i* long and of such

diameter that when allowed to drop, their narrow ends

project through the holes for a length of the broad

ends preventing them from dropping completely through.

The Bolt is a relatively long rectangular prism of wood

with three of its lower edges slightly raised, that is to say,

a broad flat shallow channel is sunk along its imder-surfece,

reserving a narrow margin at the long sides, which slide

upon the shoulders cut in the case; and reserving also

a small portion of the (outer) end. Four holes are drilled

vertically through the bolt, coinciding exactly, when the

bolt is thrown, with the holes in the tumbler block above.

In this position the loose tumblers project downwards into

the holes and prevent the bolt being moved either way—in

fact locking it. It will be seen from the accompanying

sketches that the tumbler block is free and rests upon the

upper face of the bolt, thereby ensuring constant contact in

spite of wear or shrinkage.

To prevent the complete withdrawal of the bolt when

unlocked, and the consequent escape of the tumbler block

which would thaa be free to drop out, a deep groove is

sunk in the outer vertical side of the bolt about in

length, and about centrally between the ends. A wooden

peg of suitable diameter driven through from the outer end

of the lock case into the bolt chamber until it projects

inside sufficiently to engage with the groove, checks the

traverse of the bolt in both directions. It is thus obvious

that in putting the lock together the procedure would be,

first, to insert the tumbler block with its loose pegs up into

the hollow provided ;
then, to turn the case upside down

so that the tumblers would retire ;
next, the bolt would be

slid into its bole, and, finally, the peg (traverse check)

would be driven through to make all secure. The lock

would then be ready for fixing to door or lintel.

The key for this lock, undiscovered, but, no doubt,

exactly corresponding to the specimens from the same site,

Kha. ii. 0038 ;
ix. 008 (see PI. XVH), was a flat rectangular

prism of wood having four projecting pins on its upper

side, of size, projection, and disposition corresponding with

the boles in ffie bolt In use, die key would be thrust into

the keyhole (the lower and narrower part of the transverse

bole), and then lifted to bring the pins into the four holes

in the bolt. Pressing them home, the tumblers would be

lifted clear of the bolt which could then be withdrawn.

The principle of this lock is probably very andent and

was very widespread. Aristtqihanes, in Themophoriatusae,

makes the women ctunplain their husbands carried the
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patent Laconian key, described as having three teeth (see

Greek and Roman Life, British Museum), which seems to

suggest this type of lock
;
an assumption strengthened by

the example of a Roman lock probably from Pompeii, and

the collection of keys exhibited in the Gr. and Rom.

Galleries of the British Museum. These are of metal, and

the tumblers of the lock are not free but are attached to

a flat spring to force them into position. A bronze lock

of a modified pattern, ascribed to the Romans, has recently

been discovered in Syria. In Egj^t, wooden locks more

closely resembling the Kha. example, and of recent make

(nineteenth to twentieth century), are found. A similar

but more roughly made lock comes from Bornu, W. Sudan,

while the keys of the treasury of the Mahdi at Dongola

attest the use of a similar lock there. All of these later

examples quoted, however, have metal pins in the key and

metal tumblers in the locks, and are less skilful in their

construction than our example. We may at present regard

the Kha. lock as embodying local modification due to its

entirely wood construction, and to the mechanical and

technical skUl of the locksmith. It is interesting that a

centre-bit has been used in drilling the holes. [F. H. A.]

Kha. vi. I. a. Pieces of brown cloth, fine woollen, usual

even texture, from cover of hole in floor. One fr. has three

layers of cloth sewn together with red thread; another,

two ;
the third, two (one finer than the other). Very soft

and decayed. Gr. M. 6§".

Kha. vi. 3. b. Small flat object of plaited grass, the

ends turned over on one side; square. Use ? sq.

;

to thick.

Kha. vi. 5. Fr. of wooden panel. Flat on one side,

convex on other. Faint traces of paint. No pattern dis-

tinguishable. One end broken and missing. Surface

decayed. Soft and brittle. Length 7f''; breadth 2^';

thiclmess to J*.

Kha. vi. 6. Wooden fig. of standing Buddha, both

arms broken away at elbows. Prob. attitude of protection.

Long upper robe of usual type prob. covering an under-

robe which appears about ankles. The folds are con-

ventional and well designed, and the manner of carving

suggests a plaster (or clay) model, all folds being in thin

well-defined ridges. The general character is that of high

relief, not ‘round’. The back is plain, excepting two

holes for dowels. The head is carved at back to show

hair, in transverse wavy lines. Usnisa. Elongated ears.

Features in slight relief. Face broken on R. side. Feet and

front of R. leg broken away. Part of small base remains.

Whole bears traces ofpink colouring. Wood hard and well

preserved. H.6§*; widths'; thick. to PI. xrv.

Kha. vi. 8. Round wooden stick tapering towards ends,

where small knobs are formed. Prob. weaver’s instru-

ment for tightening threads, or possibly handle of thong of

fire-drill. Hard wood, smooth and well preserved. Cf.

M.T. 001. 4'xi''to|''.

FROM KHADALIK

Kha. vi. 17. Wooden pedestal for statuette. Base

a solid block, front high x 3", whereon diaper pattern

with dot centres lightly incised within plain frame bordered

by sq. dots up sides and by fringe along bottom. On this

the usual throne of inverted lotus petals, oval in plan, 2"

across X^' high. From the back of this rose a vesica

carved in the same block, high with a rayed border,

the top pointed and inclined R. ;
the sides are split off to

width of throne, leaving border at top only. Total h. sf'.

PI. XLVII.

Kha. vi. 18. Fr. of painted panel, lower end. Very

roughly painted. On green lotus with white or pink centre

a standing fig. of which only the lower portion of green

robe, and white under-robe, are present. Below lotus a grey-

blue band divided by a white line from a shaded pink band

below that. Back rough as though split away from thicker

piece. Wood rather soft, vf' x if' x f".

Kha. vi. 001. Stucco relief. Part of vesica border.

Ornament of upward-pointing chevrons, on receding planes,

rippled to represent flames. Very low relief. Inversion

of overlapping triangles makes fr. resemble mould, but

modelling of flames is in recto. Substance very flimsy, red

clay plentifully mixed with fibre. 5" X zf' x f'.

Kha. vii. 2. Fr. of carved and painted wooden head

slightly larger than life-size, showing hair (blue), forehead,

eye, and upper part of cheek. Prob. part of a fig. in the

round. The cutting of the planes of the face is very con-

ventional. The transition from plane of the forehead to

that below eyebrow is quite sharp and abrupt. The upper

eyelid drops straight for a distance and then turns slightly

under. The curve is continued by the lower eyelid after

a narrow interval, and the narrow slip of eyeball visible is

shaped to a parallel curve slightly depressed from the eye-

lids. The whole surface has been carefully primed with

finely ground white paint, and all the face gilded with leaf

gold. The usual red and black contour lines were then

applied. The hair is cut into shallow geometrical spirals,

and the bright blue is painted over white priming. Wood
hard. Most ofthe gold has disappeared. 7' x if' X ff

*

PI. XIV.

Kha. vii. 3. Wooden key of usual form. Six pegs arranged

in pairs (three broken off). Upper edge split away. See

above Kha. v. 006. 3f" x

*Kha. vii. 001, 004 (joined). Stucco relief fr. of lotus

wreath or fasces; prob. from edge of vesica. Cf. Kha.

ii. 002, but with single plain broad fillet and three rows of

small petals between (cf. Kha. ix. 0016). Sections painted

red, blue, and green; plain ground of vesica blue. To
inner edge was fixed border consisting of broad round

rib wherefrom curve feather-fashion pointed lotus petals.

White stucco. 6' x 3f PI. XV.

Similar but slightly smaller: Kha. ix. 003, 004, 0017;

cf. Kha. i. E. 0020.

Kha. vii. 00a. Stucco relief fr., prob. of vesica border.

Flame pattern in overlapping leaf-shaped masses. Very

C C
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low relief. Lower painted green; higher red. Hard white

stucco. See Kha. iL ooio
;

vii. 003. aj' X aj*.

Ktaa. vii. 003. Stucco relief fr., prob. of vesica border.

Flame pattern in overlapping leaf-shaped masses. Very

low relief. Red ground. White stucco. Cf. Kha. ii. ooto

;

vii. ooa. 3^' X 4J*.

Kha. vii. 005. Stucco relief fr. Fine moulding con-

sisting of string of bead om., with row of single lotus

petals, between each pair of which is a ‘ dart ’ (orig. pointed

outer leaf of lotus). Strikingly recalls Gk. ‘ egg and tongue
’

moulding with which it is, perhaps, connected. Hard white

stucco. Cf. Kha. i. E. ooa
;

ix. ooro. 5f' X 4*.

Kha. vii. 006. Stucco relief fr. of drapery, with series

of curved horizontal folds, bounded on L. by broad vertical

fold. Drapery red, irmer side green. Hard white stucco.

arxif'-

Kha. vii. 007. Stucco relief fr. Upper part of fig. of

Gandharvi to L., with portion of vesica. Head and R. side

of vesica lost. Colour remains on hair and drapery (black),

vesica (green), and tunic (red). C€ Kha. i. N. ooa (different

mould). Hard white stucco. 4^' X 3^'.

Kha. vii. 008. Stucco relief fr., prob. of vesica border.

Flame pattern in overlapping leaf-shaped masses. Very

low relief. Traces of pink on ground. Cf. Kha. ii. 0010

;

vii. ooa. 4'X3|'X^'.

Kha. vii. oog. Stucco fr. in round. Upper part of R.

hand. Fingers missing, and thumb broken at first joint.

Plain single bracelet round wrist. At fracture marks of

staff (?) grasped in band. White plaster, hollow cast and

partly clay-filled; hand and arm made separately. Gr.

leng^ 5'
; diam. at wrist a^'.

Kha. vii. 0010. Stucco miniature Stupa, in soft white

clay, roughly circular in plan. In elevation it consists of a

base and a plinth surmounted by a faintly projecting cushion

moulding, from which rises the flattened dome. As a finial,

or tee, is a sq. projection supporting a hemisphere, convex

aspect upwards ; the transition fi'om sq. to base of hemi-

sphere is by a hollow chamfer. In about ^ relief are

placed round the plinth and resting on the base eight

equidistant smaller Stupas, each having a sq; base in two

steps, above which seems to be a cushion-shaped drum,

surmounted by a well-rounded dome and finial. Diam. of

base 3^'; h. zf'. PI. IX.

Kha. viil. 001. Fr. of stucco mould with rounded top.

Above, in centre, cinquefoil flower; below, foliage of lotus

petals on either side of double bead stalk. Slightly smaller

than Kha. ii. 0074 and with less prominent points between

petals. Remaining, flower, top petal, and half of second

and two beads on L. ; one bead and fr. of top petal on R.

Hard white stucco. 5^' X sf
*.

Kha. viii. 002. Turned piece of wood, like Khora. 001

;

apparently finial. Sq. projecting dowel below. Bad con-

dition. H. 10*
; diam. base 4J'. PI. xvn.

Kha. viiL 003. Wood fr., split from object Hke Kha. viii.

002, but smaller. Similar projecting dowel. H. 7'; radius

at base, r. 4'.

Kha. viiL 004. Fr. of turned wooden baluster. Above

(broken), ball moulding between headings, umbrella mould-

ing with cavetto leading to second ball moulding between

headings, and plain base-ring. Tenon below. Traces of

red and creamy white paint. C. f of circumference left.

H. 7|'; diam. 3^*.

Kha. iz. 10. Painted panel broken away at one end and

lower edge. Part broken off, now joined. Oiv. Three

seated female figs, each with black hair falling on shoulders.

First fig. (R. p.) in white kurta with half-sleeves. L. arm
flexed bringing closed hand to level of breast, but held

slightly outward clear of body, knuckles down; R. band

resting in lap. Both hands defeced. Second fig. in dull

green (?) garment, carries swathed infent; L. hand upraised

to support bead and shoulders
; R. resting across infant’s

legs. Nimbus dark red. Third fig. in dark red garment,

spotted with pattern composed of four white dots ; holds

an object resembling a circular tray. To L. p. of this fig.

are traces of further painting. All figs, wear ear-rings.

Background white with few red spots. All outlines black.

Rev. Upper part of three female figs. Long black hair.

Each f to R. p. Each wears a coronet and is nimbate.

Faces show heightened colour on cheeks. Each fig. wears

ear-rings. First fig., to L. p,, light nimbus, wears white

kurta with under-sleeves dark red. She has in front an

object, possibly a loom, and holds in her R. hand either the

end of the cloth beam, or more prob. the weaver’s comb.

On the background (white) near her L, shoulder, a spindle

charged with yam ; and near the R. hand another. Near

R. shoulder a ball of yam in which seem to be stuck two

spindles. Second fig., light nimbus, in red spotted with

white, holds in L. hand a piece of white cloth, and in the

R. hand a pair of shears upheld on level of shoulder. The
white cloth seems to extend to R. p., past the next fig.,

and is possibly held at other end by a fourth person. Third
fig. red nimbus, red garment ; bolds L. hand against breast.

R. forearm seems to be lifted and suggests that R. hand
may be caressing a fourth person whose head appears just

at shoulder of third. The whole sand-encmsted and
partially defaced. io|' x 4^' X |". PI. XIV.

Kha. iz. n. a. Fr. of carved wood, prob. part of head-
dress of statue. At base, oval lock of hair (?) with trans-

verse markings
; then narrow fillet from which rises tongue-

pattern of very classical type. Above a curled lock of hair.

Then broad plain fillet above which a floral rosette between
two oval bead-bordered frames, in which jewels were prob.
set. Low relief. 2§' x i^'.

Kha. iz. u. b. Tumbler block ofwooden lock. Inner
end chamfered off; bored for key with five pegs, : • fits

Kha. ix. 008. Wood hard and well preserved. Cf. Kha.
V. 006. z'x I'X'J*.
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Kha. ix. 13. Strip of wood, flat on one side but curving

up from edge on the other. This edge and the two ends

finished. Along inner edge split, pf
" x ij' X to f".

Kha. ix. 14. Fr. of carved wood. Running border

pattern. Chevron with half lotus in each triangular space.

The band forming chevron composed of two fillets with

pearls between. The whole pure Gandhara style. Hard

but cracked and abraded in parts. Length 7*; width i";

thickness PI. XIV.

Kha. ix. 15. Stucco relief fr. of Buddha in protective

pose. Same mould as Kha. ix. 005, but drapery and flesh

overlaid with gold leaf; hair painted blue-black. White

stucco. 2^" X if*.

Kha. ix. 16. Carved wood fr. Cusped arch and span-

drels of mihrab. All lower part missing. Centre of arch

pointed. Three foliations on each side. Arris of arch is

hollow-chamfered with roughly carved beads in hollow.

On face of arch, a plain flat moulding adjoining hollow

chamfer, and continuous alt round square-sided spandrels.

Acanthus ornament in Gandhara style fills spandrels. On
R. p. side a small wedge-shaped tenon projects. Well

preserved and fairly hard. H. remaining if* to if*; width

between outer sides of spandrel ']%"
;
thickness f". PI.

XLVII.

Kha. ix. 58. Fr. of painted panel, prob. R. p. of panel.

The few remains visible seem to represent the R. arm of

fig. wearing bracelets. White, outlined red. R. knee (?)

visible. Very defaced. Wood hard. 4I" X f
* X ^^*.

Kha. ix. 58. a. Fr. of painted panel. Traces of paint.

Red, white, and black. Design not decipherable. Hard,

but broken and split. * x i * X |*.

Kha. ix. 60. Fr. of painted panel, broken at three edges,

and partially broken at the fourth. Painted on both sides,

but badly defaced and unrecognizable. Wood perished

and soft, pf* x af* x f*.

Kha. ix. 001. Sandal-wood comb, with curved top and

46 teeth, some broken. Wood hard and sound. 4* x zf*.

Kha. ix. 002. Stucco relief fr. Head of Buddha, with

nimbus; very hard white stucco. Same mould as Kha.

ix. 15. White stucco. if*xi|'.

Kha. ix. 003. Stucco relief fr. of lotus wreath. Traces

of blue on ground. Cf. Kha. vii. 001. White stucco.

arxif*.

Kha. ix. 004. Stucco relieffr. of vesica border formed of

imbricated lotus petals grouped into triple layers by dividing

cinctures. Groups coloured resp. blue and red. Cf. Kha.

vii. 001. 6 * (along outer curve) x if*. PI. XVI.

Kha. ix. 005. Stucco relief fr. Head and body below

breast of Buddha with halo ; R. hand raised before breast

in attitude of protection, L. arm by side. Same mould as

Kha. ix. 15. White stucco, zff* x if*.

Kha. ix. 007. Wooden key of usual shape, painted dark

chocolate colour. Eight ward-pegs, all lost; otherwise

well preserved. See Kha. v. 006. 5f* x if*.

FROM KHADALIK

Kha. ix. 008. Fine wooden key, painted dark chocolate

colour. It had five ward-pegs, two of which are lost;

originally the five pegs were differently placed, but these

were sawn off and arrangement altered. Fits Kha. ix. 1 1. b.

5* X if*. PI. XVII.

Kha. ix. oog. Concave wooden disc carved as lotus

flower, consisting of three rows of petals surrounding

central seed-cushion. The latter prob. painted in light

colour, the former blue (now turned blue-black). At lower

edge of circumference is a peg, showing that object was

a finial orn., perhaps part of head-dress. Flat work lacking

detail. Diam. 4^". PI. XLVII.

Kha. ix. 0010. Stucco relief fr. of bead and lotus petal

border. Cf. Kha. vii. 005. Hard white stucco, zf* X if*.

Kha. ix. 0011. Bolt of wooden lock ; oblong piece of

wood 6f* X zf* X ff*. At end six holes are bored,

• ; •
: , but first three plugged. In side is groove for

traverse check-pin 3^" long x ^e" X ^* deep. Hard

and well preserved. Cf. Kha. v. 006.

Kha. ix. 0012. Tumbler block of wooden lock, oblong.

Inner end chamfered. Seven holes, wood hard

and well preserved, zf" x if".

Kha. ix. 0013. Wooden key of usual form; five pegs

(one broken) arranged four as rhombus with one beyond.

Wood soft but fairly well preserved, except for deep saw (?)

cut near handle. 3ff* X ff*.

Kha. ix. 0014. Oblong wooden tablet, pierced 3f
* from

one end. No trace of writing on either face. Soft but

fairly preserved. 1 4f
* X zf *.

Kha. ix. 0015. Short rotmded stick, thin at ends, broad

in middle where two notches are cut. A somewhat similar

object Is used in India in fixing pots to rope of well-wheel.

Hard and well preserved. Length 3f
* x f" X ff*. Tapering

at each end to

Kha. ix. 0016. Stucco relief fr. of lotus wreath. Sections

painted alternately red and green. Small portion of blue

field of vesica remains. Plain double fillets with three

rows of small petals between. Cf. Kha. ii. 002. White

stucco. 4* X if*.

Kha. ix. 0017. Stucco relief fr. of lotus wreath. One
section green, portion of field sky-blue. Cf. Kha. vii. 001.

White stucco. 3* x if*.

Kha. ix. 0018. Fr. of pottery, dull red clay glazed inside

and out with good dark green glaze, though somewhat

unevenly spread, zf* x zf*.

Kha. ix. 0020. Fr. of painted panel, intact at lower

edge; all others broken. Obv. Lower portion, on a deep

red ground divided from upper part by thin white line,

some object of pink colour having contours in red. Upper
portion contains a deep red band, f* broad, sweeping in

an elliptical curve from above downwards towards the L.

p. ; edged on outer side by white line, which helps to

divide it from orange-red forming background.' This

C C 2
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band is the border of a vesica the field of which is orange

red.

Rtv. Traces of paint. A small fig. f to L. p., wearing

a kind of dark brown calegon, stands on a cloud (?) and

bends slightly over. There are traces of long black hair,

and a small halo. To R. p. of head curved border of

large vesica, pattern being beads between pairs of lines, aU

outlined in black. Background to small fig. is yellow

ochre. Much defaced. Wood hard and well preserved,

firxif'xr.

Kha. ix. ooai. Truncated hollow horn. The point

being removed, a long wooden stopper is inserted. Traces

of black paint on upper end of stopper. Lower end of

horn also open, but may originally have been closed to

form a kind of flask. Surface much flaked and very soft.

Stopper soft. Length of horn 3f* ; diam. base J

top f"; length of stopper 3J', of which projects

outside.

Kha. ix. ooaa. Edge of cup of green glass. Edge

rounded. Inside smooth. Outside ground into rudely

lozenge-shaped, slightly concave facets. H. 2^'; diam.

at edge c. 3' ;
thickness to J'.

Kha. ix. ooa3. Wooden disc with intaglio design on

each side. Obv. Open lotus flower having eight main

petals deeply ribbed; between show eight pointed outer

leaves ;
border of dots round. Rev. Man riding on camel

L. R. hand raised holding bridle
;
L. hand with knobbed

stick. Much worn. Cf. Coptic cake-stamps. Cat.

Muse'e du Caire, Koptische Kunst, p. 139. Diam. 4';

thickness i' PI. XLVII.

Kha. ix. ooa4. Fr. of felt, dull salmon-coloured, ragged

and much eaten, oversewn with buff thread along two

edges. Also three small frs. of soft red felt. Larger felt

fabric, Gr. M. 5^'.

Kha. ix. 0035. Turned piece of wood with plain

moulding^s (baluster?). . Dowel at one end; cut off

diagonally at other. 13* X 2f'.

Kha. ix. 0036. Upright of wooden baluster (?), with

turned mouldings. At either end, narrow dowel projects

across whole diam. 9^* X af'.

Kha. ix. 0037. Half of wooden object similar to Kha.

viii. 002. Shows traces of blue paint. Finial to top of

model StQpa (?). H. 8^' ; diam. 4*
;
dowel 8* x ij'x i*.

PI. XVII.

Kha. ix. 0038. Small ball of fine linen thread, with

some loose thread. Diam. c. 1^'.

[Chap. V

Kha. ix. oosg. Plaited hempen string, prob. from

shoe. 1 1' long.

Kha. ix. 0030. Circular mat ofcoarse linen material,

two thicknesses with felt between ; the whole carefully bound

round with a narrow strip of red linen fabric
;

all edges

turned in and neatly finished. Diam. 3^'.

Kha. ix. 0031. Toe of wooden boot-last. Cf. Anc.

Khotan, ii. PI. LXXin, N. xx. 04. 5^' X 3' X i*.

Kha. ix. 003a. Wooden boot-last. Cf. Anc. Khotan, ii.

PI LXXm, N. XX. 04. Heel-piece made separately and

lined with cloth. 10^' x 4' X 3f'.

Kha. ix. 0033. Fr. of painted wood, split off larger

piece. Very rough. Part of one edge chamfered. Near

another edge, a roughly cut incised line. Traces of paint

on one side only. Subject indistinguishable. Much

injured. Wood soft. lof' x zj' x

Kha. X. I. Fr. of wooden panel, painted on both sides

Less than half of original remains, the break being

vertical. Obv. Against a vesica, male fig. seated cross-

legged on lotus (?). Head to front. Flesh colour outlined

dark red. Hair, indicated on forehead and eyebrow

black. High Persian hat. R. arm hangs almost straight

down, behind R. knee. The hand has lost all detail

Arm and body (where visible) clothed in vermilion, close-

fitting buria, ornamented with pattern of white dots

forming diagonal lines, between alternate rows being a

kind of TriiSula mark (UU) in black. A stole with no

visible colour, but outlined in red, bangs from behind hat

and round arm to front. Most of colour has disappeared.

Rev. A fig. probably in same position as that on Obv.

and with similar head-^ess and stole. The burta, however,

has long bell-mouthed sleeves. It is covered with a spot

pattern formed by four white dots grouped flower-wise.

A broad band of dark red with diagonal lines of dots forms

the cuff. Hand almost invisible but seems to be in same

stiff pose as that of Obv. Stole is yellow. Kurta perhaps

pale green with white spot pattern. Wood fairly hard,

but surface abraded and sand-encrusted. Length 8";

width 2^" ;
thickness f

*.

Kha. xi. 001. Wooden spoon or scoop. Bowl flat on

upper side, slightly convex on under
;
pear-shape. Small

portion of handle remaining turns up at angle of about 40°

with horizontal plane of bowl. Soft and perished. Length

of bowl 2^*; length over all 3^'; width of bowl if*;

tapering to handle f' ;
thick, of bowl f*.

Section IV.—MINOR RUINS NEAR KHADALIK

Kighiliib Already while at Khotan I had heard from Mullah Khwaja the names of certain smaller sites

‘ Tati ’. which he had discovered in the vicinity of Khadalik, and to these I paid rapid visits while the work

at the latter ruins could safely be left to the supervision of Naik Ram Singh and Chiang. The

nearest of them, which Mullah Khwaja knew by the significant name of Kighillik, the ‘ dung-heap ’,
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lay half a mile to the east and showed only traces of a few msh-and-plaster walls marking the

position of stables and cattle-sheds. The ground immediately adjoining, being protected by layers

of horse- and sheep-dung, had retained its original level, while the rest of the ‘ Tati ’, measuring

altogether about a hundred yards in diameter, had been eroded by the winds to a depth of six to ten

feet, as shown by a characteristic group of small ‘ witnesses ' seen in Fig. 43.

Of more interest was the small site about one and a half miles due north of Khadalik which Site of

Mullah Khwaja called Balawaste, and which on examination proved identical with one of the small

‘Tatis’ I had passed on March 24, 1901, and then heard collectively designated by my shepherd

guides as Ak-taz?- The ground passed en route was covered with closely packed tamarisk-cones, but

showed here and there small eroded patches with witnesses six to ten feet in height. Balawaste itself

was such a patch of open ground, measuring about two hundred and sixty yards in diameter and

showing old pottery ddbris at several points. Near its middle I found what, owing to the erosion

effected around, looked like a small plateau, bearing the scanty remains of a roughly built dwelling.

Its walls, constructed of vertically-placed rush bundles with a thick outer coating of mud plaster,

formed an oblong of about seventy by sixty feet ; within, a series of small rooms could be traced.

The layer of sand covering the floor was only a foot or two deep, and apart from some rags

(Bal. 007. a-c), including a small piece of silk with a printed colour pattern, no finds resulted from

the clearing.

About eight yards to the west of this dwelling and partly covered by the foot of a sand-cone Wooden

was a smaller ruin of similar construction showing two rooms flanked by sheds which manifestly had
c^SesVanc

served at one time as sheep-pens. Mullah Khwaja declared that it was in one of these rooms Brahmi

he had found the three well-preserved Chinese documents written on wooden tablets, about one foot script,

long and one inch broad, which I had acquired through Badruddin Khan at Khotan and which are

now published and translated by M. Chavannes in his volume of the present Report.^ It will

be seen there that both in contents and outward appearance these documents agree closely with the

wooden records I subsequently excavated at the site of Mazar-toghrak to the south-east of Domoko.®

In any case the records clearly emanated from some petty administrative office, A line of

cursive Brahmi writing appears below the Chinese characters on one of the Balawaste tablets and

thus shows that the issuing office must have been of a local character and was not confined merely

to a Chinese garrison. Though the room in question was now filled by sand to a height of some
five feet the complete clearing effected yielded no find except the tiny fragment of a wooden tablet

showing remains of Chinese writing on one side and of cursive Brahmi on the other. This, however,

served to confirm the accuracy of Mullah Khwaja’s statement as to the origin of his tablets. Not far

from this structure there was found on eroded ground a copper coin badly effaced in which Mr. Allan

believes he can recognize a late Wushu piece of the Liang dynasty.

A close examination of this ground showed that the pottery covered ‘witnesses’ rose here ‘Witnesses’

to heights of ten to twelve feet. Yet their flat tops generally remained two or three feet below the sho^g

original ground level as indicated by the ruin just mentioned, this difference plainly marking the

progress made by erosion since the disappearance of the structural remains to which these ‘ wit-

nesses ’ first owed their survival. Both here and on my subsequent visits to other small ruined

sites south there were abundant opportunities for instructive observations on the physical changes

which had come over this desert area to the east of the Domoko stream, once evidently occupied by
numerous villages. Again and again I noted how the patches of open ground, probably marking the

positions where small agricultural settlements had clustered, were being broken up and scooped out

‘ See Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 453 sq. ’ See Chavannes, Documents, p. 219; PI. XXXVII, Nos. 981-3.
’ See p. 205.
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by the erosive force of wind and driven ‘ sand i. e. disintegrated loess. At all such points small

terraces of fairly hard loess soil, rising to heights of six to thirteen feet above the eroded depressions

close by, served as witnesses approximately indicating the ancient level of the gfround. Thin layers

of pottery fragments on their surface helped to explain why these terraces had withstood the

unceasing attack of wind-erosion. The progress of the erosion could be observed on the sides of

the terraces, which everywhere showed Ae effects of under-cutting as plainly as a river-bank which

is being washed out by the setting current. What remains of modest dwellings I could still trace

on such ground, as at Kushuk-aste about a mile to the west of Khadalik, or at Kok-jigda, another

small ‘ Tati ’ about two miles south, consisted of low rush walls or fences which by their very weakness

offered less scope to the grinding force of driven sand, and on the contrary were apt to catch

and retain it as a cover.

The same phenomenon was illustrated by the structure of the closely packed sand-cones which

covered most of the ground and encircled all open areas. Their height usually varied from about

twelve to fifteen feet above the original ground level ; but in places I observed cones rising twenty-

five feet and more. Tangled masses of tamarisk scrub, usually dead at the foot but still flourishing

on the top, invariably covered these hillocks. There could be no doubt that the latter owed their

origin to the tamarisk bushes, which had first overrun the fields when cultivation slackened and

ceased, and had then served to catch and collect the drift sand passing over the gjround with the winds

of the spring and summer. The low tamarisk thickets I saw spreading over the fields of ‘ Old

Domoko ’ and Ponak, abandoned during the nineteenth century,* fully illustrate this initial stage of

the process. The struggle for light and air, which the tamarisk bushes, once rooted on level gfround,

have to carry on against the sand steadily accumulating around them, forces their head branches to

rise ever higher and higher. The sand, the smothering embrace of which they try to escape,

naturally follows this rise, and the cones formed by it thus grow correspondingly in size and height.

The structural process here briefly indicated must have been essentially the same wherever the

great desert of the Tarim Basin is edged by this characteristic zone of tamarisk-cones. But the rate

of growth may have varied considerably according to local conditions connected with climate, sub-

soil water, prevailing winds, and the like. Hence it was of considerable interest that an archaeo-

logical observation enabled me to determine with quasi-chronological exactness the time which this

building-up process here took. At the edge of a small area of open eroded gjround about half-way

between Khadalik and Balawaste my guides showed me a few fragments of small relievos in hard

white stucco emerging from the slope of eroded loess soil immediately at the foot of a big tamansk-

covered sand-cone. Such slight digging as the masses of sliding sand permitted us to make into the

side of the hillock, brought to light more stucco fragments which once formed part of the relievo

decoration of some big halo in a Buddhist shrine. That this dated from the same period as the

temples of Khadalik was made certain by the style and technique of these fragments of which speci-

mens will be found described in the list below.

The abraded condition of the relievo fragments representing small standing Buddhas and floral

borders left no doubt that they had been exposed for a long time to corrosion by driven sand, until

the expansion of a neighbouring sand-cone came to provide protection for these humble remnants of

a shrine otherwise completely destroyed. The level on which they were found was about three feet

higher than the top of the nearest ‘ witnesses ’, while the witnesses themselves rose six to ten feet

above the bottom of the eroded depressions adjoining them. This difference ofabout three feet'agrees

with that noted at Balawaste and clearly represents the progress made by erosion since the relievo

*
Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 458 sq. ; Desert Cathay, i. p. 238.
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fragments came to be buried beneath the slope of the sand-cone. The cone rose now fully sixteen

feet above the level indicated by the debris. It is reasonable to assume that the origin of the sand-

cone goes back to the very period, about the close of the eighth century a. d., when these settlements

about Khadalik were deserted. The rate of growth thus deduced subsequently received striking

confirmation by the exactly corresponding observation made at the Buddhist temple, F. xii, at the

ruined site of Farhad Beg-yailaki about nine miles to the north-west of Khadalik (see Map No. 31).

This temple had originally been built on the top of an old tamarisk-cone which has grown just

eighteen feet above the height it showed at the time when the shrine was abandoned, probably

about the close of the eighth century a. d.®

Very instructive, too, was the visit which on September 30 I paid to some minor remains south Site of Kok-

of Khadalik. The site of Kok-jigda, thus called from an old and still living Jigda or Eleagnus-tree,

proved to be about a mile and a half distant to the south-east. In the middle of an open and

slightly eroded area, measuring about 200 yards from east to west and about 1 20 yards across at its

broadest, rose a’ low mound covered with broken pieces of coarse wall plaster, reed wattle, stable

refuse, and other marks of old occupation. The remains extended over a space about thirty yards

in diameter. A trial trench failed to show the exact position of walls, but revealed the plastered

flooring at a depth of nearly four feet and proved that the wattled walls had been constructed with

reeds fixed horizontally as in the shrines and better-class dwellings of Dandan-oilik. Since this

system of wattle construction is never met with in remains of the Muhammadan period, it seems safe

to assume that this site, too, was abandoned about the same time as Khadalik.

More positive proof of such simultaneous abandonment came to light at Darabzan-dong, as Remains at

Mullah Khwaja called the southernmost of his small sites. I found it to lie due south at a direct

distance of two and a half miles from Khadalik and close to a winding reed-filled depression which

clearly marked an earlier course of the Domoko stream. Near the left bank of this, and just south

of a track connecting the northernmost part of Domoko with the oasis of Achma, there rose a small

plateau which presented the characteristic features of a ‘ witness ’, as compared with the wind-eroded

ground immediately adjoining. Its northern portion was higher, rising about twenty feet above the

depression, and measured about two hundred feet from east to west, and a hundred and ten feet at

its broadest. Its top revealed no structural remains; but the numerous cuttings made into it,

evidently by ‘ treasure-seekers ’, and the layers of straw and farmyard refuse which cropped out on
the edges, were evidence that these had once existed.

At its south-eastern end this plateau was adjoined by a terrace of which the top, about seven Remains of

feet lower and thirty-four feet in diameter, still retained a thin layer of debris less than a foot* shrine
in height. Here a few sand-worn pieces of plaster attracted my attention, and on clearing the

ground we came upon a number of much-decayed pieces of stucco evidently from a frescoed temple

wall. One of the fragments (Dar. 004 in list below) showed a small Buddha head painted in the

style of the Khadalik frescoes. On two other fragments of stuccoed wall surface a few characters of

what looked like very cursive Brahml script could just be made out. Among sculptural remains

were two stucco heads modelled in high relief, of which one, Dar. 008, still retaining plentiful

remains of paint, is reproduced in Plate CXXXVIII. These heads as well as the fragment of a lotus-

petal vesica border (Dar. 003) showed close resemblance in style to the work ofthe Khadalik shrines.

A painted panel and the portion of a Brahml Pothi containing at least twenty leaves, which also

turned up from under the scanty cover of sand, had unfortunately suffered badly by rotting. Yet
they, too, helped towards the approximate dating of the ruin.

® For details about the Farhad Beg-}’ailaki Site and this interesting ruin, see below.
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Insignificant in themselves, the finds sufficed to establish the important chronological fact that

this site, too, though within less than a mile of the stream of Domoko and little more than that dis-

tance from the eastern edge of the actual oasis, was abandoned about the same period as Khadalik

and distant Dandan-oilik. The discovery had its own special interest, since it strengthened my doubts

as to whether this simultaneous abandonment of settlements, dependent on the same water-supply

and yet widely separated in distances, could adequately be accounted for by progfressive desiccation

alone.

I had little doubt at the time that the area of sandy jungle stretching east and north of the

Domoko Yar with its maze of tamarisk-covered sand-cones was hiding more remains of early

occupation than Mullah Khwaja was able or willing to show me during my stay at Khadalik. But

as it was, it required very great and almost continuous exertions to complete my explorations within

the limited time at my disposal. In the end I felt doubly glad at having spared these ten days of

unremitting labour for Khadalik
;
for when, in March, 1908 ,

1

returned to this tract, I found that the

area containing the ruined shrines had, after long centuries, again been brought under irrigation

from the Domoko stream—and their destruction completed.

OBJECTS FOUND AT BALAWASTE

Bal. 001. Stucco relief fr. of standing Buddha from

breast to ankles. L. hand by side. White stucco, much
sand-wom. 2 X if*.

Bal. 002. Stucco relief fr. Head of a Buddha udth

nimbus. White stucco, much sand-wom. if* x if*.

Bal. 003. Stucco relief fr. of standing Buddha. Broken

across neck and hips. White stucco, much sand-worn.

BaL 004. Stucco relief fr. of lotus wreath. Traces of

red and blue. Cf. Kha. i. W. 008. 2*xif'xr.

Bal. 005. Stucco relief fr. showing L. arm (bent and

upraised) of fig. Below, fold of drapery. Outside, part of

border of large petals. Fig. probably rising from lotus

;

cf. Anc. Khotan, ii. PI. LVI, D.T. 02 and D. xii. 5. Traces

of red. White stucco, much sand-wom. 2f*x 2*.

Bal. 006. Stucco relief fr. Lower part of standing

Buddha. Much sand-wom. Traces of red and blue on

drapery to R. White stucco, af* x af*.

Bal. 007. a-c. Fabrics, (a) Fr. ofyellow felt. Gr. M. 3'.

(3) Piece of cord made of twisted thread. Length 5*. (r)

Piece of blue-green silk with cruciform pattern printed in

buff. 2j* X 14*. PI. CXXIII.

OBJECT FOUND AT KUSHUK-ASTE SITE

Kushuk-aste. 001. Fr. of blown glass, transparent dark green, f' x |* x

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT DARABZAN-DONG RUIN

'Dar. 001. Fainted wooden panel showing seated

divinity accompanied by Sakti seated on his R. thigh and

proffering a small katora with her R. hand. Divinity,

dark grey, 6akti, pale pink. Veiy defaced and almost

illegible. 6|*X3rxr-

Dar. 002. a-d. Four frs. of plaster of Paris stucco,

showing on back marks of straws in clay stucco which

they faced. Traces of irregular zigzag pattern in pink,

light red, dark grey, and purple. Gr. M. 5'
;
thickness ^*.

Dar. 003. Stucco relief fr. of vesica border. Cf. Kha.

i. 0013. Narrow curved lotus petals springing from bead

edging. White stucco. 3* X 2* X f*.

Dar. 004. Fresco fr. in style of Kha. frescoes, showing

head of Buddha in front of pointed halo, the edges of

which are notched with black to represent acanthus.

Flesh buff, outline dark red, hair black, as also eyebrows.

pupils, and upper curve of eyes. Background white.

Halo bordered by three bands, light red, pale green, and
light red. Gr. M. 4^*.

Dar. 005. a, b. Two frs. of fresco showing, (a) four

characters, and (p') part of one character, in black on white

ground. (^) also shows part of light red border. Cursive

Brahml (?) script. See Appendix F. (a) 4* x gi*

;

Wi^xir-
Dar. 006. Toe of string shoe. Plaited sole ; uppers of

separate cords with bound-over edge. Cf. M.T. i. 13.

4'X3i'.

Dar. 007. Wooden strip, off end of cantilever. Above,
triple moulding of receding planes (like Ionic architrave)

;

below, end (L. p.) of modillion curving into spiral volute

carved in relief. Rotten. Traces of white ground for

paint. 8|'X3|*.
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Dar. 008. Stucco relief fr., head. L. ear, part of L.

eye, and points of nose and chin knocked off ; also upper

part of head-<]ress (which was that of Mi. xi. 002). Plen-

tiful remains of paint. Flesh brown, head-dress yellow

and red. Face and nose outlined by red line. Lips and

line marking upper end of eyelids, red. Eyelashes, pupils,

and eyebrows, black
;

hair black. Long ears with ear-

rings, broken. Bad example of type of head common in

Mi. stucco reliefs (e. g. Mi. xi. 002). Clay over clay and

fibre backing ; hollow to take core. Chin to crown 53".

PI. CXXXVIII.

Dar. 009. Stucco relief fr. Head. Both ears broken,

and hair (applied after) gone but for a trace on forehead.

Hole at each corner of mouth. Long narrow face with

bulging eyes and low forehead. Nose unusually long.

Tilaka. No trace of paint. Poor modelling. Position

for hair marked by shallow incised line. Surface of white

plaster on clay backing. Chin to crown 5*.

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS BROUGHT FROM SITES ABOUT DOMOKO, SOME PROBABLY
FROM KHADALIK

Do. 01. Stucco relief fr. of standing Buddha ; broken

ofiF at waist and ankles. Trace of dark paint round edge

of skirt, and of red paint between hip and L. arm. White

stucco. 2^" X 2^*.

Do. 03. Stucco relief fr. Head, breast, and R. shoulder

of fig. of Buddha. Plentiful traces of colour. Black hair.

Traces of gilding on face, and upraised R. hand. Robe

red. Behind R. ear touch of green, behind L. ear touch

of light red, showing colour of lost nimbus. White stucco.

Much worn. 4' x 2^'.

Do. 03. Stucco relief fr. Head of Buddha, with fr. of

nimbus showing traces of red. White stucco, worn.

X .

Do. 04. Stucco relief fr. Flame pattern ;
two bands,

inner pink, outer green. Cf. Kha. i. C. 0011, White

plaster, i * X

Do. 05. Fr. of plaster stucco, gilded, on backing of

woven fabric (cotton), 2^* x if". Gr. M. of stucco i^".

Do. 06. Edge of wooden panel painted on both sides.

Obv. On dull red ground a standing fig. Flesh light

brown outlined in dark red-brown. Hair black. Less

than half of face is left. Across shoulder a stole, light

brown, with brown markings, falls over red dress. At

waist, black girdle. Below, much rubbed and indistin-

guishable. Rev. Red ground, on which design in light

blue-grey with details in black. Possibly part of a standing

fig. with small fig. seated at its feet. 5^' X f' x f'.

Do. 001. Specimen of hair, very coarse buff and brown

hair (?) mixed. None more than i" long.

Do. 00a. Fr. of fresco, showing pattern in white on

chocolate ground. " x f*.

Do. 003. Sq. seal of yellow steatite, with rounded

pierced back. Design geometric
;

for almost similar design

cf. Yo. 0089. I" sq. X f".

Do. 004. Seal of yellow steatite. Upper part bevelled

away to form perforated loop>-handle. Bears a few cursive

characters which distantly suggest BrahmT. Inscription

reads on stone, reversed in impression, f" sq. X f
*.

Do. 005. End of hollow bronze rod made of twisted

wire. Flat strip bound round end. Condition good.

Length f" ;
diam. f* to (end).

Do. 006. Light brown paste, end of hollow orn. with

opaque parallel waved white lines. Elongated shape.

4' V -Af to 4*

Do. 007. Bronze disc, set on pin (broken). Part of om.
of a brooch (?). Hollowed, and once prob. inlaid. Diam.
a"
a •

Do. 008. Fr. of bronze pin, head of which was pierced.

Broken at hole and lower down. %"

Do. oog. Bronze miniature vessel, resembling model

of Tib. teapot. Solid, x f'.

Do. 0010. Cylindrical paste bead, with channelled sides

;

buff. I'xf".

Do. 0011. Sq. bar of glass paste, opaque brown with

white zigzag markings. End pierced. Cf. Do. 006. x

rxr-

Section V.—THE DOMOKO-YAR AND THE REMAINS AT MAZAR-TOGHRAK

Leaving Khadalik on the morning of October 3 I proceeded south of the main Domoko Oasis

in order to search for a spot where, according to an aged cultivator’s statement reported by Mullah

Khwaja, ‘ old papers ’ had been found some forty years before by men engaged in collecting saltpetre

for the supply of Yakub Beg’s powder factories. They were said to have been thrown away again

on the spot as useless rubbish. The clue seemed vague, indeed, especially as Mullah Khwaja knew

nothing of ruins there. But the march to the alleged site gave me the desired opportunity of visiting

D d
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the main oasis of Domoko and investigating the peculiar irrigation conditions which have played an

important part in its modern history. As the changes produced by them offer distinct interest for

the archaeological student no less than for the geographer, the observations already set forth in my
personal narrative may justly here also receive a records

When in March, 1901, I first touched the northern edge of the Domoko tract I was struck at

once by the shifting which its irrigated area had undergone within living memory. In the zone

overrun by desert vegetation and light drift-sand, to the north-west of the outlying colony of Malak-

alagan, I had then come across the abandoned fields and dwellings of an extensive village site known

as ‘ Old Domoko From there, according to the villagers’ uniform statements, the area of cultiva-

tion had been transferred to its present position, about nine miles farther south, near the Khotan-

Keriya high road, only some sixty years earlier. The gradually increasing difficulty of conducting

the irrigation water sufficiently far was declared to have been the cause of the migration. Whatever

was the origin of that difficulty, it was clear that the migration had served to bring the cultivated

area of Domoko nearer to the springs in which the water of the mountain streams about Nura and

Tort-Imam comes to the surface again at the foot of the great glacis of piedmont gravel southwards.

Upon these the oasis entirely depends for irrigation before the summer floods bring down the ak-su

(‘ white water ’) of the melting glaciers and high snow beds.

It was thus tempting to connect this transference with that general process of desiccation or

gradual drying up of the climate which, as is becoming clear to competent observers, has affected

the physical conditions of Central Asia very extensively during the historical period. No one has

done more to investigate this great physical change than Professor Ellsworth Huntington who has

studied its problems over widely distant parts of Asia as well as in Southern Europe and on the

American continent. With this object in view also he devoted several weeks in the autumn of

1905 to the systematic examination of the physiography of the plain between the Khotan and Keriya

Rivers, and did not fail to call special attention in his fascinating volume. The Pulse of Asia, to this

well-authenticated change in the area of cultivation.® Shrinkage in the amount of available water-

supply was accepted by him as the obvious explanation.

Yet there were not wanting indications of special local conditions which migj^t have influenced

the change. I remembered what a tradition heard on the occasion of my first visit in 1901 asserted

about such transferences of the cultivated land, backwards and forwards, having occurred repeatedly

in the case of Domoko. The opening of the Malak-alagan colony, fully six miles to the north of the

centre of the present main oasis and dating back only to about 1890, looked curiously like an

illustration of the reverse movement northward having already set in. When stopping there on my
way to Khadalik, I learned that the number of settlers at Malak-alagan had increased considerably

since 1901, and that its irrigation was now being extended even towards the long-abandoned fields

of Old Domoko. But it was only when marching from Khadalik south to Domoko, and to the

alleged old site near Mazar-toghrak, that I obtained a clear idea of the peculiar conditions of water-

supply to which this interesting colony owed its origin and Old Domoko its chance of resumed

cultivation.

We first struck the Domoko-yar to the west of Khadalik near the point where its stream is

dammed up in order to feed the Malak-alagan Canal (Map No. 31). Then we followed the broad

reed-covered depression upwards until the eastern edge of the present oasis was reached near the

hamlet of Ak-kol. By making a short ddtour eastwards I was shown, at a distance of less than

* Cf. Desert Cathay, i. pp. 250 sqq. cf. also Map No. 31.
’ For a detailed account of this ‘site’, very instructive in ’ See Huntington, Pulse of Asia, i. pp. 174 sqq.

spite of its recent character, see Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 458 sq.

;
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a mile, the badly decayed and almost imperceptible remains of some dwellings by the side of a deep-

cut channel, known as Chi^llik-yar. The latter evidently represents another bed of the Domoko
stream, and still receives water during the winter when there is no irrigation demand to absorb it.

It was manifestly a continuation of this old bed which I had traced near Darabzan-dong, and which

probably had once carried water to Khadalik also.

From this dreary waste of scrub-covered sand-hills the change to the oasis was striking. The Observa-

ground passed through for the next few miles on our way south was all yangi-kent or ‘ new land ’,

having been brought under cultivation only about twenty-five years before. Many old sand-cones. Oasis,

once, no doubt, covered with tamarisks but now completely bared for fuel, still rose above the levelled

fields, attesting recent reclamation. They had here often been used as building-ground for the

scattered homesteads. On the other hand, in the older part of the oasis, whence the transferences

had taken place about the forties of the last century, and which we skirted by the Shakul Canal on

our way to the high road, I failed entirely to see them. All the cultivated ground south of the road

was declared to be ‘ new land ’, gradually added to the oasis during the last thirty years.* I saw

clear signs of this extension still proceeding as I rode along the head portion of the canal southwards

to the great tugh or dyke by which the waters of the Domoko stream are safeguarded for the main

oasis (see Map No. 32).

When we reached this, about two miles from the Khotan-Keriya road, I saw before me quite Dam across

an imposing piece of engineering, as things go in the Tarim Basin. A dam nearly 200 yards long

and of very solid construction closed the head of the Domoko-yar, rising more than thirty feet above

its marshy bottom. The whole dyke consisted of stamped earth with thick layers of brushwood at

short intervals. Its top was broad enough for a wide road to pass. Thick rows of willow-trees

strengthened its south side towards a large sheet of water, formed by the Domoko stream close to

the point where the canals of the oasis absorb its water. The depression holding the stream here

looked broad and shallow. Quite different was the appearance of the Domoko-yar which formed the

natural continuation of this stream-bed northward. Here it presented itself as a well-marked winding

ravine, deeply cut into the loess soil between steep banks sixty to eighty feet in height. In the

basin forming its head the presence of ample springs was marked by thick growths of reeds and
coarse grass, though no course of flowing water was visible from above.

I had heard of this dam while at Khadalik
;
but only on the spot could I realize its significance Reason of

for the history of the oasis past and present. According to my local informants an exceptionally p
big summer flood had come down seventeen years before my visit in the bed of the Domoko stream, dam.

and had converted a shallow channel generally dry into the broad and deep-cut ravine now extending

towards Malak-alagan. A serious risk thus arose of the whole water-supply of Domoko being

drawn off into the newly formed deep ‘ Yar’ where the difference of level would have rendered it

useless for the irrigation of the extant oasis. For a year the service of the canals watering the fields

of Domoko suffered seriously from the tendency of the stream to be absorbed in the new bed, and
the alarmed villagers were preparing to move elsewhere. Then under the orders of the Keriya
Amban, whom the prospective abandonment of the oasis threatened with loss of revenue, the local

Begs set about by a joint effort to erect the extant dam. About fifteen hundred labourers, drawn
from all the neighbouring oases, from Chira to Keriya, were said to have been kept at work on it

for about two months. Considering how widely scattered and scanty was the population, and how
divergent the interests of the several oases, as far as irrigation is concerned, the collection and
simultaneous employment of so much labour, all corvee, of course, must have been a serious under-

* In Map No. 31 the cultivation of Domoko is by an of the southern edge of the sheet. In reality it continues
error of reproduction made to appear as stopping short a little to south of 36° 59', as seen in Map No. 32.

D d 2
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taking. In addition, the maintenance of the dam in effective condition to face the summer floods

necessitated the annual employment on repairs of large contingents of men, considerably in excess

of the number which Domoko alone could furnish. >

By these efforts Domoko was assured its former supply of kara-su (‘ black water ’) or water from
springs, which everywhere in these oases along the southern edge of the desert is indispensable for

irrigation during the months preceding the summer floods. In addition a fresh and constant supply

was forthcoming from the springs which appeared at the head of the newly formed Yar. This was
turned to use by the formation of the Malak-alagan colony. The steady growth of the latter was
attributed to the water of these springs having remained uniformly ample. Owing to this fact the

new settlement was declared to be less dependent than Domoko itself upon the varying amount of

ak-su, or summer floods. It was interesting to note the uniform assertion that the volume of ‘ Kara-

su ’ water available for the canals of Domoko had not been reduced by the formation of the new
springs. This was fully borne out by the occupation of ‘ new land ’ towards the western bank of the

Domoko-yar, already noted, and by the vigorous reclamation of former desert waste which on my
subsequent visit in March, 1908, I was to find proceeding in the direction of Gulakhma. The
obvious explanation was that the new springs were draining strata saturated with subsoil water

far lower than those which feed the sources of the Domoko stream some eight or nine miles higher

up on the ‘ Sai

The observations I was thus able to gather at the great dam of Domoko help to bring out

facts which offer a wider interest both to the geographer and the historical student. It is clear that

the opening of the Malak-alagan colony was the direct result of a movement by which the Domoko
stream had endeavoured to carry its water once more towards the old village site abandoned about
A. D. 1840. But for the timely construction of the dam practically all the available water would have
flowed into the Yar, and the canals irrigating the present village lands would have run dry. In that

case, it is safe to assume that the settlement would have been shifted back again to the site of ‘ Old
Domoko’. Of this I had direct proof on my subsequent visit in 1908 when I found the old village

lands gradually approached again by the surplus water of Malak-alagan which was being brought
northward along the old canal alignment, still traceable, even without any aid of water from the

Domoko stream.

In the fate of abandonment which threatened the extant oasis and which was averted only by
an engineering feat on a scale unusual for these parts, lies a clear proof that changes in the cultivated

area of this region may take place on ground peculiarly situated through physical causes which have
nothing to do with desiccation and a consequent diminution of the water-supply. However potent
a factor desiccation has been in determining the economic conditions of the Tarim Basin and the
historical development dependent upon them, this instance must warn us against necessarily

attributing to its action every deserted site which archaeological inquiry may there reveal.

Equally instructive is the lesson we may draw from it as to the influence which a quasi-

historical factor, the assertion of human energy, must have in respect of such changes. Had it not
been for the effective administration introduced on the Chinese reconquest of the province after the
disastrous upheaval of the Muhammadan rebellion, and for the economical development which it has
fostered, the damming up of the Domoko-yar would certainly have proved too great a task to be
attempted with local resources. The villagers of Domoko would have been left to face their

calamity as best they could, and would probably have adopted the remedy indicated by local

tradition which tells of repeated shifts of cultivation backwards and forwards.® In the same way

• Cf. Ancimt Khotan, i. p, 459.

m
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it is easy to realize that the additional water-supply, which the springs of the Domoko-yar brought

to light, would not have led to the formation of-^e new colony of Malak-alagan but for the incipient

pressure of population which the same economical development has caused to be felt within the old

oases.® All these facts are plain enough while there is living evidence to enlighten us. But let us

assume that the erection of a dam had surpassed local resources, and the present main oasis had

been abandoned accordingly, for its ruins to be discovered by a future archaeologist, say, a thousand

years hence. How little could he have hoped then for any definite proof as to the cause which

explained the desertion!

Proceeding to the south of the dyke for about a mile along the left bank of the wide reed- Site near

covered depression of the Domoko stream, I reached the popular shrine of Mazar-toghrak, marked
by a fine grove of old Toghraks from which it derives its name. About 150 yards to the west of it,

and less than half a mile from the stream, was the spot, the provenance of ‘ old Khats ’, about which

Mullah Khwaja had heard from Haidul Khwaja, an aged villager, but had never touched himself.

It presented itself as a little plateau covered with scanty pottery, measuring about 210 feet from

north to south, and 135 feet across, where widest. Its west edge rose about nine feet above the

adjoining sandy ground, manifestly wind-eroded, while the east side sloped down four or five feet to

the level occupied by the grove of the Mazar.

When on the morning of October 4 I began to clear the plateau, I soon realized that I was Opening of

opening an ancient rubbish mound adjoining and partly overlying some completely ruined habita-
fyse'mo^d

tions. From its layers, nowhere more than about three feet in depth and covered only with a foot

or so of drift sand, there came the same pungent smells of long-decayed animal refuse, with all its

unsavoury associations, which I remembered so well from sites explored on my first journey. The
deposits were made up chiefly of decomposed wood, animal bones, and decayed lumps of clay

evidently from walls which had crumbled away. It did not take long before some finds of small

fragments of wooden tablets inscribed with cursive Brahml characters came to my help in approxi-

mately dating them.

The largest, M.T. i. 4, measured about five inches in length and showed the wedge-shape First finds

familiar from my finds of tablets at the Niya Site, with the string-hole at the pointed end and two of Brahmi
• .

^ ® ^ docuniciits
lines of faint Brahmi writing on one side. Small torn pieces of paper documents followed, chiefly

from the north-west portion of the mound, and about a dozen in number. They turned up generally

less than six inches from the plastered flooring where this could still be distinguished. The paper
fragments showed very flimsy texture, and bore writing only on one side. With the exception

of two Chinese pieces all the records were in very cursive Brahmi script, and presumably in the old

language of Khotan. Among them was the tom part of a rolled-up document, measuring about
a foot in length with a width of two inches. Disappointing as such scraps were instead of the

promised g^eat haul of ‘ Khats ’, yet their material and writing sufficed to indicate for the site

approximately the same date as the Khadalik mins.

Among the miscellaneous finds there were pieces of rugs, felts, and coarse fabrics, looking like Miscel-

cotton; a hemp shoe (M.T. i. 13), resembling in shape and make one found at Dandan-oilik

;

a number of clay loom-weights, M.T. 005-007, and other implements used by weavers (M.T. 001,

003 ;
i. 002). For all these as also for such finds as a key and part of a lock in wood, various

* In evidence of this I may mention that the Beg of

Domoko declared his charge to be reckoned at about 800

households, whereas in the old official estimate, based on the

census of the period immediately preceding the rebellion, it

figures with 180 households. No great reliance can be

placed on these estimates made for revenue purposes. But
the difference is all the same significant, especially if the

great decrease of population under Yakub Beg’s rdgime is

taken into account.
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grains, etc., a reference to the descriptive list below must suffice here. Of the small structures which

must have once stood amidst the accumulations of refuse, only the plastered floors could be traced,

with here and there a mud-built sitting platform, of the type common in modem houses under

the Turk! designation of siika. Near one of these a wooden trough, one foot eight inches wide, and

the lower portion of a big pottery jar, one foot ten inches across, were found fixed in the ground.

It was not far from this point, and by the west edge of the mound, that the day’s reward came
to light in the evening. One of the diggers then hit upon a confused heap of narrow wooden

tablets, or rather sticks, bearing on their flattened faces Chinese writing in single line. They lay

within a space of about two feet square, covered only by a foot or so of sand, and owing to prolonged

exposure to atmospheric influences many had become more or less rotten. All were thickly

encrusted with decayed matter and salts drawn from the layers of refuse in which they had been

buried. Their wood had become so friable that many got broken during removal in spite of all the

care used. However, with the help of Chiang Szu-yeh, who, of course, was greatly interested in

these finds, I managed to piece together again most of these fragments.

In the end some fifty wooden documents of this kind were recovered. Their size and shape

varied greatly, but in all the rough treatment of the material and the obviously rather careless

cursive style of writing pointed to records of a transitory nature. Some were over sixteen inches

in length with a width of about an inch and a half. Most of those complete show a string-hole at

one end. Some are flat, with two smooth surfaces covered with writing
; a few are stick-like, having

four inscribed sides. Others are written on what is nothing more than the split half of a branch,

usually of tamarisk, with one surface roughly smoothed to receive the writing, and the other left in

the original round and sometimes retaining the bark. Specimens of different kinds of these wooden
records are reproduced in Plate XXXVII of M, Chavannes’ volume. The varying notches found on

many of them suggested from the first tallies and the like, and such rapid examination as Chiang

was able to make on the spot pointed to miscellaneous petty ‘ papers ’ connected with village

administration, irrigation, and supply matters. M. Chavannes’ close study of the pieces still

decipherable seems to have confirmed this conclusion, but the impression of his volume has not yet

proceeded sufficiently far for me to quote details. A few of the pieces are bilingual, bearing,

besides Chinese, inscriptions in cursive Brahmi writing, and what obviously is the Iranian language

of old Khotan. In this respect, too, the resemblance of these records to those brought from
Balawaste is of the closest.

It is certain that the records here recovered are ‘waste paper’ remains of some little local

office. Their poor state of preservation was accounted for by what Haidul Khwaja told us of how
the rubbish deposit had been dug into by villagers who searched here for saltpetre some forty years

earlier. Disappointed in their quest they abandoned the site after a day, leaving the parcel of
wooden documents incidentally brought to light to rot on the surface. Curiously enough, local

tradition seems to have preserved an inkling of, or made a shrewd guess at, the official character of

the ruined structure
;
for Mullah Khwaja and other greybeards of Domoko knew the spot by the

designation of Kone-otang, the ‘old postal station’. However this may be, the different levels on
which the plastered floors and platforms above referred to were found suggest the prolonged

occupation of the spot. In this connexion it is curious to note that a copper coin, found on the

eroded slope near the place where the heap ofwooden documents had been thrown down, is taken by
Mr. J. Allan to be ‘ probably a late Pan Liang cash, of the latter half of the second century B.C.’

The dates found on several of the Chinese records are in months and days only. But even in

the absence of any fully dated document it seems safe to assume that the relics of Mazar-toghrak
belong to the closing period of the T*ang dynasty’s rule in the Tarim Basin, This is indicated on
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the one hand by the character of both Chinese and Brahmi writing, and on the other by the

structural remains found in the immediate vicinity. It is true, no exact chronological indication

could be derived from the small ruined mound some six feet high which I found amidst low dunes

about 1 50 yards to the south-west of the site ; it undoubtedly represents the remains of a little

Stupa, dug into long ago. But when eighteen months later I explored the ruin of a Buddhist shrine

at Kara-yantak, scarcely more than a mile to the east of Mazar-toghrak, the art-remains there

unearthed showed the closest possible agreement with those of the Khadalik temples.

The probability thus presents itself that the sites on opposite edges of the Domoko Oasis

—

Khadalik with Balawaste and Farhad Beg-yailaki below, and Mazar-toghrak with Kara-yantak

above, the present area of cultivation—were abandoned about the same period, towards the close of

the eighth century a. d. The problem raised as to the cause of this simultaneous abandonment

of sites, the extreme points of which are separated by not less than eighteen miles in a direct line

from north to south, is in itself of considerable interest for the archaeologist and the geographer

alike. But it is thrust still more forcibly upon our attention when we remember that the same
period must have seen the desertion of the large ruined settlement of Dandan-oilik.''

According to the observations which I made during my explorations of 1900-01, and which

I have discussed at some length in my former Detailed Report,® the Dandan-oilik Oasis received

its water from a canal fed by one or several of the streams now irrigating the oases of Chira,

Gulakhma, and Domoko. The careful examination which Professor Huntington has since made of

this ground, and the physical changes undergone by it, has fully confirmed this view.® Now it is

of special importance to note that Dandan-oilik lies fifty-six miles farther north in the desert than

Khadalik, and not less than sixty-four beyond Mazar-toghrak. Were shrinkage of the water-supply

to be considered the only possible cause of abandonment, this chronological coincidence in the

case of localities dependent on the identical drainage system, and yet so widely separated, would
certainly be very curious.

That such shrinkage of the available water-supply has taken place in the Tarim Basin during

historical times, and that it must be connected with a general desiccation period affecting the whole
of Central Asia and apparently most regions of the continent, if not of the whole earth, is a con-

clusion which a mass of steadily accumulating evidence is forcing upon the geographical student.

It is Professor Huntington’s special merit that he has brought out the central fact of that shrinkage

and has emphasized the importance of the proofs which systematic archaeological investigation of

ancient sites in the desert and near the present oases is able to furnish.^® At the same time he has
looked towards the results of this investigation to support a theory of his own which supposes
that the general process of desiccation has been diversified during the historical period known to us

by a succession of minor though important climatic changes partaking of a pulsatory nature. By
a series of ingenious observations Professor Huntington has endeavoured to show that the climatic

pulsations thus assumed, i. e. periods of increased dryness extending over certain centuries followed

in turn by periods of a reverse tendency toward more abundant rainfall, have exercised a determining
influence on history. He believes them to be reflected with particular clearness in the history of

Central Asia, where a strictly mid-continental position would tend to increase the intensity of any
climatic variations.
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’ Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 283 sq.

* See ibid., i. pp. 285 sqq.

• See Huntington, Pulse ofAsia, pp. 170 sqq., 188.

For a lucid summary of Prof. Huntington’s views on

the physical changes experienced by Central Asia in historical

times, cf. his Pulse of Asia, pp. 13 sqq.; on the pulsatory

character of the climatic changes assumed by him and their

relation to the great cycles of the Glacial period and the
small ones known as ‘ Bruckner’s cycles cf. ibid., pp. 365
sqq. For his views as to the effect wrought by progressive
desiccation in the Chlra-Domoko region, see pp. 170 sqq.,

and elsewhere, /«««»».
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It does not come within the scope of the present work to attempt a critical analysis in general

of this theory which the distinguished American geographer has set forth with gjreat lucidity and

captivating literary skill in his Pulse of Asia. But since many of the specific arguments there

advanced are derived from observations and inferences concerning the ancient sites between

Khotan and Lop-nor which I explored in the course of my journeys, it appears to me obviously

desirable that I should indicate clearly in each case what I think systematic archaeological research

can safely establish as regards the climatic changes assumed, and what lies beyond its power to

prove. The distinction is particularly needful, because in the absence of direct historical information

which could throw light on such changes in the Tarim Basin, Professor Huntington has been led to

deduce their chronology mainly from what antiquarian evidence he believed available, and in the

reverse way to reconstruct the history of economic and cultural development in this region from the

climatic pulsations determined on this basis.

To turn now to the tract which extends along the southern edge of the Taklamakan between

Chira and Keriya, it is certain that the water brought down at the present time by its rivers would

be quite insufficient to reach so distant a site as Dandan-oilik. Nor would it be adequate to irrigate,

besides the actual oases, the whole of the adjoining area which can be proved to have been cultivated

during the pre-Muhammadan epoch. But a recognition of this fact by no means justifies the

assumption that, because desiccation has rendered areas once cultivated incapable of reoccupation

after long centuries, their original abandonment must have been due to the same cause.

Where man’s struggle with adverse conditions of nature is carried on by a highly civilized com-

munity, such as archaeological exploration reveals to us in these ancient oases of the Buddhist

epoch, human factors introduce elements of complexity which must warn the critical student to

proceed warily, and to look for definite historical or antiquarian evidence before drawing his con-

clusions as to the circumstances and events which determined the desertion of these settlements.

Where cultivation is wholly dependent upon a careful system of irrigation, and where the maintenance

of the latter is possible only by the organized co-operation of an adequate population, as in these

oases adjacent to, or surrounded by, the most arid of deserts, a variety of causes apart from the want

of water may lead to the gradual shrinkage or complete abandonment of cultivation. Reduction of

population through invasion or pestilence ; maladministration and want of security arising from pro-

longed disturbance of political conditions
;
physical calamities, such as changes in river courses with

which a weakened administration would not adequately cope, etc., might all individually or jointly

produce the same result.

.

Thus for Dandan-oilik we have sigpiificant evidence in an official Chinese document of the year

A. D. 768 found there, which has been fully discussed in my former Detailed Report.^* This shows
in most authentic form that the settlement, finally abandoned soon after a. d. 790, as other dated

records prove, had already in a. d. 768 lost a part of its population which had retired to the main
oasis owing to the depredations of bandits. In view of this explicit contemporary record there is

every inducement for the historical student to connect the final abandonment of this outlying oasis

after a. d. 790 with the great political upheaval of the years immediately following, when Chinese
authority in Eastern Turkestan after long-drawn struggles finally succumbed to Tibetan invasion.

We know from the devastations which accompanied Tibetan predominance elsewhere at that period,

that the disappearance of organized Chinese control and protection must have resulted in prolonged
political troubles throughout the Tarim Basin. Without an effectively administered system of
irrigation and an adequate population, cultivation in that arid region cannot successfully maintain its

“ See Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 266, 284, with M. Chavannes’ translation and notes of the document, pp. 521 sqq.
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constant fight with the desert, whatever the supply of water available in the rivers may be. Both

conditions were likely to suffer severely during those troubled times, and in no part of the cultivated

area would the effect make itself felt so rapidly and completely as in an isolated colony like

Dandan-oilik.

It is obvious that a cause which would suffice to explain complete abandonment in the case of Doubts

Dandan-oilik, might reasonably be held capable also of accounting for the shrinkage which we must
of°a'ba^ndon*

assume to have taken place about the same time in the occupied area immediately to the north and ment else-

east of the present Domoko. But it will be well to remember the lesson which the story of the

Domoko dam, as above detailed, can teach us, and to realize that we can never be sure of correctly

gauging the cause or causes which have produced the change in each particular locality, unless

definite historical records come within our reach. Neither silent ruins nor scientific conjecture

can replace them, and while reliable materials of that kind remain as scanty as now, we can scarcely

expect the old sites to give definite answers to all the questions which arise about the physical past

of this region.

LIST OF OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT MAZAR-TOGHRAK

M.T. II. a. Wooden key like Kha. v. 001. Had six pegs

in two rows
;
four missing, one broken in hole, and one

complete. Length 4|* (handle 2') x X to

M.T. II. b. Wooden bolt like Kha. v. 006. Six holes in

two rows. Groove for check-pin on R. side (af* X X f').

Does not fit M.T. 1 1. a. 5^* x 2* x f*.

M.T. 30. Wooden tablet, broken at one end. Hole at

other end. Obv. rounded. One 1 . Chin, writing (twelve

characters) faint. Rev.^sX. Blank. Rotten, rif'x I'xf''.

M.T. 33* Wooden tablet, effaced. One end broken.

Hole at other end. Both sides flattened. No trace of

writing. Rotten and insect-eaten, isf' x i' X

M.T. 41. Wooden tablet, effaced. Complete. Hole at

one end. At other end five cross-grooves. No trace of
writing. Both sides flat. Rotten, insect-eaten. i2|'x
if'xr.

M.T. 47* Wooden tablet, effaced. Broken one end.

Hole at other end. Both sides slightly rounded. One
shows traces (?) of writing and has three grooves cut

across broken end. Rotten. la'x ij'xl'.

M.T. 48. Wooden tablet, effaced. At one end hole, other

end broken. Rotten. No trace of writing. laf'xi'xfL

M.T. 58. a-m. Twelve frs. of wooden slips, (a), (b),

and (f) have one side crossed with incised lines (3, 5, and 5)

;

(rf) has hole at one end. Rotten, no writing visible.

Greatest length yf' ;
greatest width 1^'.

M.T. 60. Wooden tablet. Broken both ends. Obv.
rounded. No trace of writing. Rev. flat. At one end

. traces of one 1. Chin, writing. 6f* X 5" X f*.

M.T. 6a. Wooden tablet, effaced. Broken both ends.

Obv. convex. Rev. flat. No trace of writing. Rotten.
. 5' V V 3»

M.T. 64. Wooden tablet. Broken at each end, and half

thickness split away from middle. No trace of writing.

Rotten. lo^'x^'xl".

M.T. 66. Wooden tablet. Broken at each end. One
side flat, one rounded. No trace of writing. Insect-eaten,

Rotten. 91" x X

M.T. 67. Wooden tablet, effaced. Broken at each end.

Trace of hole shows in break at one end. Both sides

rounded. No trace of writing. Rotten. 9I' x X

M.T. 68. Wooden tablet, effaced. Broken at each end.

Both sides flat. On one side six cross-lines near one end.

No trace of writing. Rotten. 8^" X 5' x

M.T. 69. Wooden tablet, effaced. Broken at one end.

Hole at other end. Each side slightly rounded. No trace

of writing. Rotten
. 7

" x x 5".

M.T. 7i« Wooden tablet, effaced. Broken at one end.

Hole at other end. Both sides rounded. No trace of
writing. Rotten. Sf^Xil'x^'.

M.T. 72. Wooden tablet, effaced. Broken at one end.
Hole at other end. Oblong in section. No trace of writing.
Rotten. 7^" x ff" X J".

M.T. 75’ W^ooden tablet. Rectang. in section. On one
side traces of writing. Rotten. 4|^" x i * x f".

M.T. 76. Wooden tablet. Broken at one end. At other
end hole. One side flat, other rounded. No trace of
writing. Rotten. 3!" X Jf* x f".

M.T.78. Wooden tablet, effaced. One end broken.
convex. Rev. flat. Near complete end groove cut across,
and next it seven lines scratched. No trace of writing
Hard, prxrxf".

M.T. 79" ^Vooden slip, effaced. Rotten. No writing
visible. Both ends broken. 8|' x i' x i".

E e
im
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M.T. 8i. Piece of rug. Pattern in red, blue, and green

bands. On blue band, white circular spots. On red, blue

serpentine scroll. Simple geometrical forms on otherbands.

Warp, hemp string. Weft, (?) wool. Gr. M. 7J'.

M.T. 001. Round wooden stick tapering to knobbed

ends. Frob. weaver’s instrument for tightening threads,

like modem Cf. Kha.vi. 8. Hard wood, smooth

and well preserved. 4f* x i*.

M.T. 003. Fr. of brown felt, ragged. Gr. M. 4'.

Fr. of brown fabric, cotton (?). Gr. M. 2^*.

M.T. 003. Black clay spindle-whorl (or loom-weight).

Convex and concave. Incised patterns. Radiating petals

on convex side with dots at ends. Row of circles with

centres marked on concave side. On edge slanting rows

of four dots separated by two lines. Diam. ; thickness

diam. of hole f'.

M.T. 005. Tapestry-weaver’s loom-weight. Grey
clay. Rudely conical. Base, slightly concave, has incised

ring. Diam. i' to diam. of hole thickness

M.T. 006. Tapestry-weaver’s loom-weight. Yellowish

clay. Obv. convex. Rev. flat. Cf. M.T. 005. Diam.

ij"; diam. of hole thickness

M.T. 007. Tapestry-weaver’s loom-weight. Grey

clay. Dome-shaped. Cf. M.T. 005, 006. Diam.

diam. of hole thickness f'.

[Caiap. V

M.T.oo8.a-d. Fabrics, (a) Felt pad ofelongated kidney-

shape covered with buff silk, length 6^'. {b) Part of shoe-

upper. Hemp warp, wool weft, lo'xaj*. (f) Ball of

hemp string. (<?) Fr. of coarse cotton (?) fabric.

M.T. 009, 0010. Frs. of two similar drawii^^ of

horse on buff-laid paper, oog shows hind-legs, tail, and

back with high-pommelled saddle ; 0010 only hind-legs

and tail. Black outline filled in with red wash. Crade

work. 6' X 4 and 3' x 2'.

M.T. i. I. Fr. of plaster. Traces of gilding left on white

backing. Irregular shape, i X if'.

M.T. i. 13. Small vase, hand-made, of light red clay,

made in mould. Out-bent rim much chipped. Pronounced

belly. No foot. Remains of small ring handle. Round
belly two lines incised. H. af'; diam. of rim if*; of

base I*.

M.T. L 13. a. Part of hemp shoe, with thick woven sole,

open vertical string sides, and upper edge of stout double

cord closely wrapped with finer string. At back of heel

a solid woven strip, the thick warp of which divides R. and

L. to form upper edge. Sole y'xgf*. (b) Portion of

front of upper of similar shoe, af' sq.

M.T. i. 001. Specimen of grain, chiefly wheat.

M.T. i. 003. Wooden comb, used in weaving (now

called panje in Turkestan). Cf. N. 0027. 7'x

6'xfl'-

M.T. £. 001. Rape-seed, specimen.



CHAPTER VI

THE NIYA SITE

Section I.—RETURN TO THE RUINS BEYOND THE NIYA RIVER END

On October 6, 1906, I left the Domoko tract and resumed my march eastwards. My next Visit to

archaeological goal was the ancient site in the desert beyond the end of the Niya River where I had ^

made important discoveries in 1901, and where I knew that ruins then reluctantly ‘left over’ were

still awaiting exploration. Having passed along the road leading to the Keriya and Niya oases

twice before, I endeavoured to cover it as rapidly as possible. But I took occasion slightly to vary the

route by visiting Achma, a new and flourishing oasis to the north of the high road and some six miles

from the extreme eastern edge of Domoko cultivation. It owed its existence to the sudden appear-

ance of springs some fifteen years earlier which added so largely to the water of the Kara-kir Yar

that an area now said to support some six hundred to eight hundred households was rapidly brought

under cultivation. It was an interesting instance of the successful fight with the desert which this

portion of the Taklamakan edge appears to have witnessed at recurring intervals. But the account

given of it by Professor Huntington and the absence of any traceable remains of earlier occupation

make it unnecessary for me to enter here into details.^

From my night’s camp by the edge of the Shivul marshes I visited next day a small ‘ Tati ’with ‘Tati’ of

old pottery debris, known as Jigda-kuduk, of which information had reached me. I found it situated

about four miles to the south of the Shivul Langar, where the dune-fringed marsh approaches the

bare g^vel glacis sloping down from the foot of the hills about Tort-Imam and Polur. There was

nothing to indicate clearly the date of occupation for this ‘ Tati ’. But as the present edge of the

Keriya oasis proved only about two miles away eastwards, it is certain that it must have once

formed part of this great cultivated area and received irrigation from the westernmost of the Keriya

River canals. I may note here in passing that when in March, 1 908, I rode to Keriya by the high

road, I found the edge of cultivation near Yaka Langar advanced fully a mile beyond the point

where I had first struck it in 1901.

The purchase of seven big camels which were to prove thenceforward the mainstay of my Halts at

transport on my desert travels, along with other practical tasks, detained me at the town and district

head-quarters of Keriya until October 13. Then two long marches carried me to Niya, the last

* Cf. Huntington, Pulse of Asia, pp, 181 sqq. The

information given to me about the rise of the new colony,

Achma or ‘ opening ’, fully agreed with what Prof. Huntington

has recorded. It deserves, however, to be noted that, in the

• old ' of pre-rebellion Chinese rule and long before the

appearance of the new springs, parts of the Achma land are

said to have been intermittently cultivated by people of the

small neighbouring oasis of Laisu. The remarkably level

expanse of the ground in the southern part of the oasis which

I saw, where reeds and tamarisk growth are being steadily

displaced by fields, fully agrees with this local tradition. At
that time, probably during the first half of the nineteenth

century, the then scanty water of the Kara-kir Yar is said to

have been turned each year in turn into only one of the four

canals now irrigating the Achma area. I have observed

a corresponding procedure at several of the small oases west

of Khotan, such as Moji, Zanguya, Pialma.

E e 2
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small oasis eastwards, where I had to prepare rapidly for fresh exploration at the ancient site in the

desert northwards. It was encouraging to learn from my old ‘treasure-seeking’ gfuide Ibrahim,

‘ the miller that the further search I had enjoined him to make for ancient dwellings hidden away

amidst the dunes had been fruitful. It was equally pleasing to see how readily my old Niya diggers

of 1901 rejoined me. I was resolved this time to take out as many labourers as I could possibly

keep supplied with water at the site, and thus to expedite the excavation of any newly discovered ruins.

So it was encouraging that, with the example set by my ‘ old guard ’ and the influence still possessed

here by Ibrahim Beg, my energetic old Darogha, who had rejoined me at Khadalik, a column of

fifty men, with additional camels and supplies for four weeks, could be raised within a single

day’s halt.

I have shown in my former Report that the present Niya corresponds to the town of

Ni-jang which Hsiian-tsang mentions as the eastern frontier station of Khotan,® and that it

is meant probably also by the Nina to which one of the Kharosthi documents excavated by me in

1901 at the Niya Site refers. Nor need I give details about the next three marches which carried’

me down to the present end of the Niya River, seeing that I have described them in my Personal

Narrative. An account of the riverine forest belt traversed and of the curious desert shrine of Imam
Ja'far Sadiq near the river’s end has already been given in my former Detailed Report.^ By
October 18 we reached Tiilkiich-kdl, a small lake fed by springs from the dying river, some four

miles below the Mazar, where there is a little cultivation occupying some fifteen men in a clear-

ing amidst the luxuriant jungle (see Map No. 37). Next morning, after making a depot there

of all stores not immediately needed and filling all available water-tanks and goat-skins, we left

behind the last abode of the living and also the present end of the life-giving river.

I was anxious to move that day as far as possible northward amongst the ruins of the ancient

site to which my thoughts had turned so often since those happy labours of the winter of 1901.

But unexpected finds en route delayed my arrival. I had just passed, about five miles below

Tiilkiich-kdl, the last deserted shepherd’s hut in the gradually thinning jungle, when Ibrahim and his

fellow guides told me of some remains they had discovered since my visit among the high and closely

packed tamarisk-cones east of the route. After making my way through these for about a mile and

a half north-eastwards I found myself suddenly in a small open area measuring about two hundred

and forty yards from north to south, and about half that distance across.

The much-eroded ground showed remains of fences with fallen trunks of poplars and mulberry-

trees, marking ancient orchards, and near its centre the debris of some dwellings constructed in

timber and plaster. Owing to the far advanced erosion of the open ground there was no cover of

sand or refuse to offer protection to these scanty relics. But in one place the foundation beams
of walls could still be traced in situ. They extended over a space of about fifty-seven by twenty-six

feet, a single beam, on one side of what evidently was the main room, measuring thirty-two feet in

length. Little, however, survived of the wattled walls which once rose above them. "Yet even thus

my familiarity with constructive peculiarities previously observed sufficed to convince me that the

remains dated back to the same period as those of the main site ahead, i. e. the third century A. D.

The whole occupied a small plateau rising about eight feet above the eroded ground, and
isolated witnesses edged it. To the north-west close by the foot of one of the encircling tamarisk-

cones a row of big trunks of dead mulberry-trees still rose upright. Long centuries of exposure to

the desert winds had left nothing for me to dig here. But the mere fact of the area of ancient

* Cf. for his first discovery of Kharosthi documents and < Cf. Desert Cathay, i. pp. 266 sqq. ; Ancient Khotan, i.

the help this gave me, Ancient Khotan, i. p. 312. pp. 312 sqq.
® Cf. i. p. 31 1.
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occupation stretching so far south was of considerable interest. It suggested that more ruins,

perhaps, might be hidden in this maze of high tamarisk-covered sand-cones
; but to search for them

on such ground would cost time, and that I could not afford. In any case it was inspiriting to find

myself once more among the shrivelled trunks of poplars and fruit-trees which had flourished when
Rome was still ruled by its Emperors.

After regaining the route we again passed for over a mile through a belt of big living Toghraks. Belt of

Most of them, by the size of their trunks and their much-fissured bark, seemed of great age,

and plenty of dead trees were lying in the thickets between them. Here and there I caught sight

of a narrow and tortuous channel emerging from the sand, just such as might have been cut by the
last summer flood which the dying river succeeded in pushing out to this border area of dead and
living forest. But that may have been centuries ago

; for such large specimens of the wild poplar
strike their roots to so great a depth as to be quite independent of occasional surface watering. We
had left this living forest with its brilliant autumn colours behind us and wound our way for a mile
north-westwards amidst closely set tamarisk-cones rising to thirty feet or more, when I found myself
once more at the little opening where rows of completely bleached trunks of poplars and mulberry-
trees, still upright, mark an ancient orchard or farm-yard already noticed in 1901. The sand seemed
now somewhat less heavy, and for about sixty yards I could trace the line of ancient trees planted at
regular intervals. The level on which they stood rose about ten feet above the eroded ground
near by.

From here the route taken by Saduk, the shepherd guide from the Mazar, who had offered to Newly
show me some ruins not previously examined, and who was marching ahead with the water-carrying
camels, seemed to strike slightly more westwards than the one I followed in 1901. After less than
half a mile it brought us, to my surprise, to a small open plain, about three hundred yards long from
south-east to north-west, where, by the side of bare eroded ground strewn with potsherds and similar
hard debris, substantial rush-built fences and lines of dead poplars rising from the low sand caught the
eye. Near the centre of this area a small plateau rising island-like above the eroded ground bore
the remains of a dwelling, constructed partly of timber and plaster walls and partly of mere rush
walls covered with clay. In the course of my subsequent survey it received the number N. xLi
(see plan, Plate i8, and the general plan of the site, Plate 7), and is shown also, along with the
adjoining ground, by the panoramic view (Fig. 75). Nowhere did the walls stand more than two
feet above the mud floor, and all the rooms were small.

Ruins of even such modest dimension had, as I remembered well before, yielded interesting Trial ex-
finds at this site, and chance offered here again an encouraging experience of this. I had scarcely
put the few men with me to work at clearing a small room, only eight feet square at the north-east
corner of the house (marked u in plan, Plate 18), as a kind of experimental scraping, when there
emerged in succession three excellently preserved wooden tablets inscribed in early Prakrit language
and in KharosthI script, showing the same types of wooden stationery with which my former
excavations at this site had rendered me so familiar. One (now marked N. xli. i) was a complete
double rectangular tablet, retaining its wooden cover or envelope

; another, N. xli. 3, the under-
tablet of a similar document

; and the third a ‘ Takhti ’-shaped label with a string-hole in Its diamond
handle. There were found also the handle and top of the bowl of a bronze spoon, and what looked
like a chisel in bronze. There was nothing novel about these remains of ancient correspondence.
And yet I had good reason to greet them with joy ; for they held out a cheering promise at the outset,
and also furnished the conclusive proof I was looking for, that this area, fully four miles to the south
of the first ruins explored in 1901, held remains belonging to the same early period.

As I was anxious to bring my big convoy of men and supplies that day as near as possible to Fresh group
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the large group of unexplored ruins which Ibrahim had reported to the north-west of the site, I had

soon to tear myself away from this encouraging spot. Nor could I spare time for more than a very

rapid survey of the group of ancient houses (N. xxxvi-xl in site plan, Plate 7) upon which we

came about three-quarters of a mile ahead amidst wild poplars, living and dead. A line of high

tamarisk-covered sand-cones had effectively masked these ruins from the more easterly route

followed in 1901. It was interesting to see old but still amply-leafed Toghraks growing near these

ruins. Most of their companions were dead, and raised their gaunt trunks and branches in varied

states of decay. There could be little doubt that this jungle, now approaching extinction, had grown

up long after the dunes had begun to overrun the deserted ancient settlement. Yet even so

I could not look without a feeling of respect upon these patriarchs still flourishing at their

crowns, however withered and fissured their trunks. For how many centuries these last outposts

of the riverine jungle had faced the constant aridity and climatic extremes of the desert

!

From there a weary tramp of over three miles across more open ground with broad dunes and

rare tamarisk-cones brought us to the two large residences, N. iii and N, iv, which were the

southernmost of those explored in 1901. The years since passed had dealt gently with the ruins.

Scarcely a detail in the state of erosion or the decay of their exposed timber differed from the picture

which my photographs and my memory retained. Only a few inches of sand covered the big turned

finials and other large pieces of wood-carving which I had found in N. iii, the ‘ Ya-m^n’, as we
called the ruin, along with the ancient chair, which I had been obliged to leave behind then. I was

glad to see that the drift sand caught by the walls completely filled the rooms we had excavated,

affording protection as before. But the dunes close by appeared to have been lowered a little.

After another mile and a half northwards the brick structure of the small Stupa was reached where

my first camp at the site had stood. Here the winds appeared to have cleared parts of the treble

base then hidden under drift sand ; but no time was available for closer examination.

Across the high swelling dunes to the north-west I managed to drag my straggling column

onwards for close on two miles before nightfall compelled us to halt on a small patch of eroded

ground. I knew that we were here close to some ruined houses which I had sighted on the last day

of my previous stay, but had then reluctantly been obliged to leave behind unexcavated as a

reserve for another visit® While my tent was being pitched, I set out to find them, and soon

set foot amidst their sand-buried timber. At the ruin I struck (N. xxvi in plan, Plate 7), a large

wooden double bracket, decorated with carvings in Gandhara style, lay exposed on the surface.

While I sat down on it for a short rest my thoughts were full of gratitude for the kindly Fate which

had allowed me to return in time to this fascinating ground in spite of distance and many difficulties.

But I little dreamt then how rich an archaeological haul was waiting for me at one of the nearest

ruins.

Section II.—THE NORTH-WESTERN GROUP OF RUINS

On the morning of October 20 I divided my party. Surveyor Ram Singh who had rejoined

me at Niya from work in the mountains, was dispatched north-eastward with three camels and
an adequate supply of water to search for the ruins which Islam Akhun, a Niya villager, had offered

to show at the distance of one march from the site as we knew it. Islam Akhun declared that he
had visited the site in the winter of 1902 in company with a large party composed mainly of adven-
turous ‘ Kalandars ’, or mendicants, ‘ stranded' at Imam Ja'far Sadiq’s shrine, in order to search for

• See Ancient Khotan, i. p. 380, and ii. PI. XXVII, for ruin N.xn.
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‘ treasure and in the course of five or six days’ fruitless wanderings he had come upon ‘ ten

or twenty old houses' to the east or north-east of the Stupa, Vague as the treasure-seeker’s

topography seemed to be, the Surveyor was to endeavour to locate the ruins and then to push due

north into the desert as far as he could in a day without exhausting the camels. I myself with the

rest of my column tramped on under Ibrahim’s guidance over the high sands to the north-north-west,

in quest of the ruined dwellings upon which my old guide had lighted in the course of a prolonged

but avowedly profitless ‘ treasure-seeking ’ expedition in the winter of 1 904,

Soon after passing the ruin N. xii we left behind the last few living Toghraks and had to make Ruins dis-

our way over steep dunes. These rose closely packed amidst a maze of sand-cones, crowned on their

top with still living tamarisk scrub. Progress was necessarily slow here, and it took fully an hour

to cover the two miles which brought us first to a small ‘ Tati ’ with pottery ddbris and then to

the nearest of Ibrahim’s promised ruins. It proved that of a timber-and-plaster dwelling (N, xxii),

half-covered by a big dune, just beyond the line to which living tamarisk growth extended. A tank

surrounded by fallen poplars lay close by. Marching on over absolutely bare dunes for another mile

and a half, I passed one after another of the ancient houses reported. They lay in a line along what

manifestly had been the extreme north-western extension of a canal once fed by the Niya River. In

full accord with the indications which Ibrahim had given when first talking to me about these ruins

at Niya, their line proved to be situated within two miles to the west and north-west of the northern-

most group of ruins, N. viii, we had been able to trace in 1901 (cf. the site plan in Plate 7), But the

high swelling ridges of sand intervening had then kept them from view. For my camp I selected

a patch of open eroded ground conveniently near the northern end of the ruins I had come

to explore, and lost no time in starting my day’s work at the farthest ruined structure we could trace.

Patches of pottery-strewn ground cropped up for some distance further north. But though the view

over the bare expanse of dunes in that direction was open and reached far, we could sight no more

structural remains, such as posts rising above the sand would usually indicate from a distance.

The ruin first excavated, and numbered N. xin in continuation of the work done in 1901 (see Excavation

the site plan, Plate 7), occupied the narrow northern end of what, owing to the depression produced

around by wind erosion, looked like high ground. The latter extended in continuation of the line of

a small irrigation canal still marked by fallen rows of dead poplars. On the north and east sides

the ground had been scooped out to a depth of fully fifteen feet below the original level ; to the west

the depression produced was about ten feet. The ruin was that of a comparatively small dwelling,

measuring about fifty feet square in its extant portions, as seen in the detailed plan (Plate 10). The
sand which had accumulated in it rose nowhere more than four feet above the floor level. But

this had sufficed to protect not merely a number of interesting small objects but also enough of the

walls to show the essential features of construction.

In the main rooms the walls were built of timber and plaster exactly after the fashion which my Con-

excavations of 1901 had proved to prevail in all more substantial houses of the site.^ Hence
no detailed description is needed here. The matting which served as core or backing for the plaster

of the walls, was fixed to an elaborate and carefully fitted framework of posts in ‘ Terek ’ wood, and

generally consisted of diagonally woven tamarisk strips. This is clearly seen in the photogjraph

(Fig. 47) which shows the main rooms to the south after clearing. Only in the room iii which

seems to have served as a kitchen, this diagonal matting was replaced by horizontally fixed layers of

reeds, a system which I had met with also elsewhere at this site, though more rarely. The small

outside apartments on the west side had walls of much rougher construction, the core consisting here

' See Ancient Khotan, i. p. 317.
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of vertically placed and closely packed rushes fixed to horizontal sticks which posts, less carefully

carved, supported. These rush walls had almost everywhere lost their original facing ofmud plaster

;

yet here as elsewhere the rushes had kept their position remarkably well, probably because they

oifered less hold to the corrosive action of driven sand.

The clearing had scarcely commenced in the southernmost end room (i) when there emerged,

almost on the surface, parts of a wooden chair bearing decorative carving which closely resembles in

design and technique that of the ancient chair discovered in 1901 at the ruin N. iii.® In the two

legs recovered, N. xiii. i. 004, 005, as well as in the panel N. xiii, i. 001 which in all probability

formed part of the same chair and is reproduced with them in Plate XIX, the most striking feature

is a four-petalled and four-sepalled flower, frequent in Gandhara ornament and directly derived

tljence.

As soon as the floor was reached, I had the great satisfaction of discovering a complete

wooden document in KharosthI. It was an excellently preserved double-wedge tablet, N. xiii. i. i,

retaining its clay seal impression intact. The same seal appears on two other documents, N. xiii.

ii. 6, 10 (Plates XX, XXVIl), found in this house, as well as on the tablets N. xxiii. ii. 8, 9, and was

taken from an oval intaglio of undoubtedly classical workmanship. It shows a nude male figure,

winged, which at first I was inclined to take for an Eros but which Mr. Woolley compares to the type

of the Genius populi Romani appearing on coins of Diocletian.® Under its outstretched left arm
a much smaller figure, of which only head and arm are visible, seems to face it. The impression left

by the square setting of the seal shows faint traces of characters, probably in KharosthI and, perhaps,

intended for the name of the owner.*

Among the other finds here the small wooden box, N. xiii, i. 003, seen in the photograph.

Fig. 52, may be noticed. The two string-holes found on either long side, and the rabbet running

round inside the top edge, suggest that it was once closed by a lid which could be secured by
strings sealed down on its top, after the fashion illustrated by such lids as N. xv. 345,*^ or the lid

of the ancient Chinese medicine case, T. viii. 5, found at the Tun-huang Limes.® To judge from

the size of the box it might well have been intended to hold wooden documents such as the usual

Chinese ‘ slips ’ found at N. xv, as well as at the ‘ Lou-lan ’ site, and along the ancient Chinese

Limes.

An ample harvest of ancient records in KharosthI script rewarded the clearing of the adjoining

central room ii. It had evidently served as an office for the last dweller, probably a petty official,

who had left behind his ‘ waste paper ’ when the site was abandoned towards the end of the third

century a.d. Here no less than a dozen wooden tablets came to light, almost all in perfect

preservation. It was interesting to note that among the five double-wedge tablets, usually serving

for brief, quasi-official, orders, as many as three were unopened and still retained their string

fastenings intact. The method of fastening, already fully discussed in my former Detailed Report,''

is well illustrated by the reproduction of N. xiii. ii. 6 in Plate XXIV. Two of these tablets, N. xiii.

ii. 6, 10 (Plates XX, XXVIl), showed the impression in clay of the same classical seal which has
already been mentioned. Also among the five rectangular double tablets here found one, N. xiii.

ii. 7, was still unopened. I shall have occasion below, in connexion with the ‘ archive ’ discovered in

N. XXIV, to discuss the reasons which explain why so many double tablets, especially of the rectangular

type, had never been opened.® A curious piece is N. xiii. ii. 1
1
(Plate XXVIl), which provides an

’ Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 397 (N. vii. 4) with PI. LXVIIL ' See below ; also Chavannes, Documents, p. 1 26 ; PI. XVII.
* Cf. Hill, Greek and Roman Coins, PI. XV. 9.

’’

Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 348 sqq.
* Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 355. » Cf. below chap, vi, sec. iii; also Ancient Khotan, i.

‘ See ibid., i. pp. 361, 409 ; PL CV, CXIV. pp. 353 sq.



47- SOUTH ROOMS OF RUINED DWELLING N. XIII, NIVA SITE, AFTER EXCAVATION.
Room i in foreground with remains of ancient household furniture and implements.

48. RUINED DWELLING N. XX, NIVA SITE, SEEN FROM EAST, IN COURSE OF E.XCAV.ATION.
Kitchen room i seen in foreground, with large jar.
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instance of the covering-tablet of a double-wedge document in wood having subsequently been
transformed into a detached seal case, such as I had found in the course of my former excavations.®

Nor should it pass without notice that the rectangular double tablet N. xiii. ii. i shows on the

reverse of its under-tablet the unusual feature of an endorsement ofwhich the first line is in Brahmi,
and that, according to information kindly supplied by Professor Rapson, N. xiii. ii. 2 is an exact

duplicate of this tablet, but wanting its endorsement.

The narrow apartment, iii, to the north-east also yielded half a dozen KharosthI documents on Miscella-

wood, though their condition was not so perfect. To judge from the fragments of earthenware pots

and the miscellaneous household utensils found there, it had evidently served as a living-room, found in

Among the latter articles, seen in the photograph Fig. 52, were a mouse-trap (N. xiii. iii. 001 ;

Plate XIX)
;
a boot-last (N. xiii. iii. 002) ;

a weaver's wooden comb
;
a bucket and a pitchfork in

wood, and two baskets (see Fig. 47). In the small room, iv, adjoining was found a flat wooden tray,

measuring about two feet by one foot five inches, which is seen in the photographs
; this, on account

of its raised edge decorated in chip-carving, my labourers took for an eating-tray—in all probability

rightly. Finally, from the narrow room, v, there came the boldly carved wooden panel, N. xiii. v. t

(see Plate XIX), once belonging to some piece of furniture, and bearing in its decorative floral

design unmistakable resemblance to the carved chair already referred to. The large round board
in wood, seen in Fig. 47, probably served to close a sunk wooden trough, while the use of the long
roller-like implement seen on the extreme left of Fig. 52 is uncertain.

After clearing this dwelling we retraced our steps in the afternoon to the remains of a far larger Clearing of

structure, N. xiv, situated about a quarter of a mile to the south-west, and quite close to our camping-
place. Posts, bleached and splintered, but still rising up to nine feet in height, marked here the
position of the walls of a hall, of which the ground-plan (see Plate 9) showed the imposing
dimensions of fifty-six by forty-one feet. The massive pillars once supporting its roof near what
must have been an atrium-like central opening, still rose in their places and looked also most
impressive (see Fig. 49). Unfortunately, except for these solitary posts, the walls of this hall, i,

together with any objects which may have once been left between them, proved completely eroded,
and the sand covering the ground lay only one or two feet high. Quite close to the north-east
tha-e lay some scattered timber debris from a dwelling, ii, also completely destroyed by erosion.
Neither here nor in the hall did the clearing effected yield any finds.

But as I traced eastwards the scanty indications left by the walls of another large and badly Discovery of
eroded structure, iii, I realized quickly that most of the ground underneath it was made up of the refuse

layers of a huge refuse heap. From north-east to south-west it extended for over fifty-three feet,
and its width seemed about fifty. Previous experience, such as I had gained at that rich
mine, N. xv, in iqoti supplied sufficient reason for digging into this unsavoury quarry, though the
pungent smells its contents emitted, even after more than sixteen centuries of burial, were made
doubly trying by a fresh easterly breeze which drove the fine particles of dirt, etc., impartially into
ones eyes, throat, and nose. A wind-eroded depression eastwards facilitated the work of my
trenches, and thus it was soon ascertained that the great mass of these rubbish accumulations
consisted of horse and camel dung mixed with plentiful straw and twigs. Rags of various fabrics,
apparently woollen and hempen, as well as tom pieces of felt, dressed leather, and skin, also turned
up in them. By the evening I was able to recognize that some wooden posts, of which the tops had
just been visible above the surface of the ground, belonged to a small boarded enclosure about
eight by six and a half feet, completely embedded in the refuse. The clearing commenced here

F f
1374

’ See Ancimi Khotan, i. pp, 402 (N. xv. 74), 41 1 ; ii. PI, cv.
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had yielded a few rags of fine silk (N. xiv. iii. ooi), the small fragment of a Kharosthi document on

leather (N. xiv. 005), and a little ‘ TakhtI ’-shaped wooden tablet inscribed with Chinese characters of

exquisite penmanship, when nightfall put a stop to our first day’s labours.

The excavation was continued next morning with all the available labour, and allowed us to

cut through these layers of stable refuse to the natural soil, and to lay bare the boarded enclosure.

It proved to be open to the south. Its floor lay fully seven feet below the level occupied by the

extant debris of structures, and its wooden boards standing to a height of five and a half feet were

in perfect preservation. The quantity of straw and loose oats found at the bottom of the enclosure

seemed to indicate that the latter had originally served to store fodder, etc., for the horses and

other animals which, as the refuse accumulations around showed, must have been stabled near by
for a long time. But there was also found evidence that the enclosure had at one period been

utilized besides as a sort of dustbin for some earlier habitation. Thus in the midst of coarser

refuse, and intermingled with various grains, there were found curious sweepings of all sorts—^rags

of manifold fabrics, in silk, wool, hemp, and felt
;
pieces of embroidered leather and felt

;
plaited

braids and cords ; fragments of fine lacquer ware ; broken implements and fittings in wood, etc.

To these I shall refer briefly hereafter.

But far more important proved the find of over a dozen small label-like slips of wood which

were discovered scattered amidst all this refuse. Eight among them retained Chinese inscriptions

of beautiful penmanship and in complete preservation. One complete and two fragmentary pieces

also showed some Chinese characters, while the rest were blank. I greatly regretted at the time

that, prompted by the desire to save my excellent Chinese secretary weary tramps across dunes

and the hardships of desert campings to which his previous career had in no way trained him, I had

left him behind at Tulkuch-kbl in charge of my depot. But I felt still more regret later, when
the antiquarian interest of these small records was fully revealed to me.

From such rapid examination as Chiang Szfi-yeh was able to make of them en route after

our reunion, I gathered, indeed, that from the character of their contents these slips must have

served as forwarding notes attached to various presents. But it was only through the scholarly

analysis and translation furnished to me in 1910 by M. Chavannes, and now embodied in his volume
of this Report, that I became aware of the special importance attaching to these records.^® He has

shown there that the eight label-like little tablets, measuring from about two and a half to four

inches in length and about half an inch in width, as seen in Plate XXXI of his volume, were

originally fastened to presents consisting of a jewel which members of the local royal family made
to each other, or received from their subjects, perhaps on the occasion of the New Year.

On one side of the label the donor inscribed his name and the mention of his present and good
wishes. On the other appears the name or title of the recipient. In one case it is the mother of

the king who presents her gift and salutations to her son
;

in another the wife of the hereditary

prince sends them to one of the king’s wives, etc. Presentations are recorded from certain

personages to the princess Ch'un, to the younger hereditary prince, etc.

Most of the ‘royal’ personages and the donors are designated by name. But there seems

little hope of their ever being identified from Chinese historical records, seeing that they must have

belonged to the family of a small local ruler, not likely to figure in such notices as the extant Annals

intermittently present of the states of the ‘Western Regions ’. Nor do the labels give the name
of the territory over which the head of this royal family ruled, and of which this site evidently was

the chief place. But it is an interesting indication that in N. xiv. iii. 10 one of the king’s wives

See Documents, pp. 198 sqq.
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is described as ‘ the princess of Chu-mo ^ ^ the territory which corresponds to the present

Charchan, some ten marches to the east on the route to Lop-nor.^^

Now this definite mention of Chii-mo or Charchan as a territory with which the ruler of the Identifica-

ancient oasis represented by the Niya Site stood in close relation, necessarily forces the question as

to the identity of his own ‘ kingdom ’ upon our attention. Since it is clearly proved by these little Ching-

tablets that the ancient oasis possessed its own ruling family, I do not hesitate to identify the site as

the chief place of the territory of Ching-chiieh ^ which the Chinese historical records from Han
to T'ang times place to the west of Chu-mo. In the Former Han Annals ‘the kingdom of Ching-

chiieh ’ is described as situated to the west of Chii-mo at a distance of two thousand li.^® Its western

neighbour was the kingdom of Yu-mi at a distance of 460 li. Since the latter territory must

certainly be identified with the Chira-Keriya tract,^^ we are thus led to place Ching-chiieh on the

Niya River in spite of the greatly exaggerated distance indicated between Chu-mo and Ching-chiieh.

The capital of the kingdom is named ‘ the city of Ching-chiieh ’. But the limited size of the ‘ kingdom
’

is sufficiently proved by the estimates of its population, ‘ 480 families, comprising 3,360 persons, with

500 trained troops.’

No details are given about Ching-chiieh by the Later Han Annals, which merely mention it

along with Shan-shan and Chu-mo on the route from Yii-men to Khotan.’® Ching-chiieh figures

similarly in the list of territories which the Wei lio, composed between a.d. 239-65, enumerates
along the ‘ southern route ’ leading westwards from Lop-nor to Khotan.” But here we have in

addition the distinct statement that Ching-chiieh along with Chii-mo and Hsiao-wan, another small

territory which lay to the south of Chii-mo and evidently corresponds to the hill settlements between
Kapa and Achchan, was dependent upon Shan-shan or Lou-lan, the territory adjoining Lop-nor.
The statement has its special interest for the identification ofChing-chiieh with the territory of which
the Niya Site may be assumed to have been the chief place. On the one hand, it dates from the

period immediately preceding the time when we assume the site to have been abandoned. On the
other, it helps to explain why among the Chinese documents excavated in 1901 there was the cover,

N. XV. 345,1* of an edict emanating from the ‘king of Shan-shan and why the records of N. xxiv
discussed below include two covers bearing the seal-impression of the commander of Shan-shan.i»

Ching-chueh figures still in the T'ang Annals as the name of a ‘ little kingdom ’ to the east of

Ching-

chiieh in

Chinese
historical

records.

Ching-chiieh

in T'ang
Annals.

Cf. Chavannes, Toung-pao, vi, (1905), p. 536 ; Voyage

de Song Yiin, p. 13, note i
;
Ancient Khotan, i. p. 435; below,

chap, vm, sec. i.

** The priority of having correctly surmised this location

of Ching-chiieh belongs to M. Grenard. The references

made to the point in the text of his publication on the Mission

Dutreuil de Rhine, ii. pp. 14, 61 ;
iii. pp. 147 sqq., are based

partly on a delusive resemblance between the name Kin-kiue,

as he spells Ching-chiieh, and the variant Kenk alA, in which

the name Ketek applied by popular tradition to widely

distant old sites in the Tarim Basin, presents itself in Muham-
madan legends. But he was right in looking for Kin-kiue

(Ching-chueh) to the north of Imam Ja'far Sadiq, where he

and M. Dutreuil de Rhins had heard of, but not actually

visited, an ‘ old town ’, i. e. the ruins of the Niya Site, first

explored by me ten years later. Also Herrmann, Seiden-

sirassen, i. pp. 92, 98 sq., was right in accepting this

location.

See Wylie in J. Anthrop. Inst,, x. p. 26 ;
Chavannes,

in T'oung-pao, vi. (1905), p. 536, note 3.
** See Ancient Khotan, i. p. 467. The question is not

materially effected by the calculations on varjing distance
estimates of the Han and T'ang Annals which lead Dr.
Herrmann {Seidenslrassen, i. p. 96 sqq.) to postulate for the
capital of Yu-mi a position to the north-east of Farhad Beg-
Yailiki, even without archaeological evidence, and to deduce
from this conjectural location a more westerly course of the
Keriya River.

This instance of a very serious error in the road
records handed down in the Former Han Annals ought to
be an emphatic warning against too great reliance on such
Chinese measurements when investigating diflScult points of
ancient Central-Asian geography.

” Cf. Chavannes, T'oung-pao, 1907, p. 170.
" Cf. ibid., 1905, p, 537.

See Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 361, 371.
” See below, chap, vi, sec. iii.
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Khotan.*® But it is certain that the ancient site representing its capital during Han and Chin times

must by then have been abandoned for centuries. We have also seen that Hsiian-tsang knew the

town which he passed in a corresponding position on the Niya River, a few years before T‘ang rule

was extended to the Tarim Basin, by the name of Ni-jang, identical with the present Niya, and that

it served then as the frontier station of the Khotan kingdom.®^ Hence it seems safe to assume

that Ching-chiieh in the T'ang Annals is merely an archaic designation for what is now the Niya

Oasis. With this the distance of seven hundred li to the east of Khotan there indicated ^rees

remarkably well, seven daily marches being still the usual reckoning between Khotan and Niya.**

The presence of these Chinese tablets in the dustbin of N. xrv. iii, can readily be accounted

for only on the assumption that the local chiefs residence had stood near this g^eat refuse deposit.

Was it from the large hall, N. xiv. i, adjoining that these quaint relics of a royalty as yet unrecorded

had found their way into the dustbin ? Or did this hall, before it was covered up by stable refuse,

belong to a more imposing structure of an earlier period which had disappeared without leaving

a trace on the surface, even before the site was abandoned towards the end of the third century a.d. ?

Had I known at the time the significance of these little Chinese tablets, I should certainly have

endeavoured to give an answer to these questions by excavating below the ground level of the ruins

N. XIV. i, ii, and by any other practicable operations.

The evidence otherwise available does not suffice for a definite answer, but yet merits careful

record. In the first place the fact must once more be noted that the floor of the boarded enclosure,

in which the tablets and other ‘ sweepings ’ of archaeological interest were found, lay fully seven feet

below the g^round level occupied by the ruins and eroded remains of timber and plaster walls which

the plan (Plate 9) shows along the north-east and north-west sides of the refuse deposits. This

difference of levels is readily explicable only in two ways. Either there had originally been

a natural depression by the side of the buildings which we may presume to have been part of the

royal residence, and this was suitably utilized as a place for stabling and depositing refuse until the

surface level rose to that of the adjoining gjround westwards. Then it may have been built over by

some structure to which the walls referred to belonged. Or else we should have to assume that the

gfround level was originally the same, both at the area occupied by i and ii, and at that of the refuse

heap iii, and that just as at the latter the level had gradually risen by successive rubbish deposits,

so it had been raised at the former, too, as the result of long-continued occupation by periodically

renewed buildings. Which of these two assumptions is more likely I am unable to decide now.

But it is noteworthy that in the south-western portion of the refuse heap I came upon what looked

like remains of an encircling wall built of sun-dried bricks, about three feet thick. Amidst its ddbris

there lay pieces of clay which seemed to have been fired accidentally. These remains were found

well above the natural ground, resting between refuse layers both below and above.

There remains thus the possibility open that the miscellaneous articles found within the boarded

enclosure and mostly in its lower portion may date from a time not inconsiderably earlier than the

period immediately preceding the abandonment of the site. This justifies a closer scrutiny of these

articles with a view to any chronological indications they may, perhaps, furnish. Looking at the

Chinese tablets in the first place, I cannot help being struck by the difference their writing presents

See Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 127.

” Cf. Ancient Khotan, L p. 311 ; above, p. 212.

“ The difference between this T'ang estimate of 700 H

and that of 850 Ii in the Former Han Annals (see Wylie in

J. Anthrop. Inst. x. p. 29; Herrmann, Seidenstrassen, i.

p. 96) deserves notice. It is fully accounted for by the fact

that the direct distance from Khotan to the Niya Site (the

Ching-chtieb of Han times) is distinctly greater than that

from Khotan to the Niya oasis. In addition it mmt be

remembered that the direct route to the former between the

Keriya and Niya Rivers crosses what already in ancient times

must have been a troublesome belt erf sandy desert, ndiereas

the modem route to Niya avoids this and a^ Keriya passes
only over far easier gravel desert.
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to that of the Chinese records on wood brought to light in 1901 from the rubbish heap N. xv at

this site.^® Speaking without any knowledge of Chinese palaeography I must own to the impression

that the general style of the characters in these beautifully penned labels of N. xiv. iii approaches

more closely to the ductus observed in the documents of Former and Later Han times which I dis-

covered along the Tun-huang Limes, than to that shown by the records of the Chin dynasties’ epoch

among my finds at the Niya and ‘ Lou-lan ’ Sites. But it must remain for competent Sinologists to

decide whether this impression is right, and if so, whether this resemblance is not due, perhaps, more
to archaic tendencies of calligraphy than to proximity in time.

As to the other small relics which have survived in this dustbin, several among them present Minor finds

points of special interest. It is true, we can scarcely hope ever to obtain a sufficiently close know-
ledge of the development of ancient weaving industries in Central Asia and China to derive chrono-

logical indications from the manifold fragments of fabrics in silk, wool, and felt which the Descriptive

List below shows (see N. xiv. iii. 001, 003, 007). But the total absence of cotton among these

materials, as far as Dr. Hanausek’s analysis of characteristic specimens shows, is noteworthy. The
conical head-gear, N. xiv. 004, in carefully gored yellow felt is curious on account of its Phrygian
cap-like shape. The two arrowheads in bronze and iron, N. xiv. 008 ;

iii. 0032 (Plate XXIX), do not

differ materially in shape from those found elsewhere at this or the ‘ Lou-lan ’ Site. The small

bronze plates, N. xiv. 009-001
1
(Plate XXIX), which look as if they had belonged to scale armour, are

certainly peculiar, but were found on eroded ground near N. xiv. iii, not in the dustbin itself. The
chopsticks, N. xrv. iii. 0020, 0021, imply Chinese customs of eating, and the lacquered ones are, like the

piece of a fine lacquered frame, N, xiv. iii. 0025, probably of Chinese origin. The carefully worked
ornamental button-edging in leather, N. xiv. iii. 0033 (Plate XXIX), and the pendant or button in paste

inlay with elaborate design, N. xiv. iii. 0035 (Plate XXIX), attest the use of elegant apparel by those

who resided close by. Furniture is represented by the two well-desigpied chair-legs in turned wood,
N. XIV. iii. 0036, 0037. Small but of distinct interest are the two morticed wooden pieces, N. xrv. iii.

0010, 0017 (Plate XXVIIl), which after the analogy of numerous similar finds from the Tun-huang
Limes have been described as seal-cases. Their real use is not quite certain. But in any case it

deserves attention that, abundant as finds of small objects in wood serving stationery purposes have
been both at the sites of Niya and ‘ Lou-lan’, yet the only analogous pieces have come to light from
the remains of those old watch-stations of Han times in the Tun-huang desert.

Even before the clearing of the refuse layers of N. xrv. iii was completed, the number of avail- Excavation

able men had enabled me to commence the excavation of the chain of smaller ruins stretching south,

Naik Ram Singh supervising. When I was able to bring the whole of the men to this task the
’

progress made was rapid. Some of the dwellings had suffered much from erosion, and within their

broken walls but little sand had accumulated. Others had been better protected, and it cost great
efforts to clear the high sand which filled their rooms, in one or two instances to the very ceiling.

But the men wielded their Ketmans with remarkable perseverance, in spite of the trouble caused by
the necessarily limited water rations, and the encouragement of small rewards paid for the first finds

of interest in each structure sufficed to keep them hard at work for ten or eleven hours daily.

At a group of much-eroded dwellings of small size, about half a mile to the south of N. xrv, the Finds in

ruin first cleared, N. xv (see plan in Plate 10), yielded some well-preserved Kharosthi tablets of N*

varying shapes as well as two stick-like implements, probably used in weaving, and a much-fissured
double-bracket in wood, as shown by the photograph in Fig. 52, over five feet long. The rather

* See Ancteni ITAo/an, i. p. 3^8 ; ii. PI. CXII-CXrv. “ Cf. T. vui. 5; xu. 002 in Descriptive Ljst below;
“ Cf. for Han documents Chavannes, Documents, PI. also PI. Lm.

1-XIX; for documents from ‘ Lou-lan ’, ibid,, PI. XXU-XXX.
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coarsely designed carving of the under-surface showed the four petalled flower of Gandhara origin,

along with simpler patterns. In the scanty remains of N. xvi (see plan in Plate 1 1), the extant walls

were constructed of rushes and plaster, and the only find to be noticed was a bent stick which may
have served as a fixed shoemakers measure (N. xvi. i. 002

; see Plate XXVIIl). The ruin N. xvii

had suffered so badly through erosion that only a single small room, with a sitting platform, could be
traced, the solitary find being a wedge-shaped tablet with a column of Kharosthi writing at its square

end. This probably had been earlier the under-tablet of a double-wedge which had been scraped

down to be used again for a memorandum.
In another small group of dwellings, situated over a mile to the east-south-east, the ruin N. xviii

(see plan in Plate 1 1) was of fairly large size but completely eroded. Apart from the rectangular

covering-tablet of a Kharosthi document there was found here a large wooden eating-tray, about

thirty-two inches by fifteen inches, raised to a height of six inches by short legs (seen in background
of the photograph. Fig. 52). A curious object here recovered was a flat wooden stamp, N. xviii.

001 (see Plate XIX), showing on its face the rude design of a cow. Its use remains doubtful. About
fifty yards to the south-east there were clear remains of an orchard, with several trunks in a row of
dead mulberry-trees still rising to heights varying from ten to twelve feet (see Fig. 51). Evidently
a dune had offered them protection for centuries and thus saved them.

N. XIX was a dwelling about a quarter of a mile to the east of N. xviii, covered by sand to

a height of two to five feet. The photograph in Fig. 50 shows its eastern part as it looked before

excavation, and its plan is seen in Plate 8. It consisted of two separate sets of rooms separated by
a small fenced orchard, the trees of which, mainly mulberry, were lying as prostrate trunks in the

sand. Most of the walls were constructed in timber and plaster, with diagonal tamarisk matting as

a core. In the western set room i yielded the under-tablet of a wedge document in Kharosthi and
room ii an intact jar, twenty-one inches high, nineteen across at its widest and six inches in diameter
at its mouth (see Fig. 52). From the passage, iii, of the eastern set there emerged three label-

shaped tablets
;
part of a bowl decorated in red and black lacquer ; two boot-lasts of different sizes

(N. XIX. 001, 002 ; see Plate XIX) and a small wooden implement (N. xix. 003, see Plate XXVIll)
which might possibly have served as a handle for the thong of a fire-drill or as a ‘ dead-eye * for

a rope. In the largest room, N. xix. iv, the two well-preserved door-jambs showed decorative
carving of the pattern now known in the Punjab as jaudana (see inset in Plate 8). Two small
structures to the east and south of N. xix, at thirty and ten yards’ distance respectively, proved
completely eroded, the only remains left being the posts which rose above the low sand dunes. To
the south of the first a row of big poplars (Tereks) still stood upright at regular intervals.

After clearing N. xix I marched on the evening of October 21 across the dunes eastwards in

order to examine the large ruin, the posts of which rising above the dunes had attracted notice from
a distance. It proved, as expected, the ancient residence, N. viii, already excavated in 1901. The
condition of the sands overlying and surrounding it and the adjacent ruins seemed to have changed
very little. While there I was rejoined by Surveyor Ram Singh and learned with some dismay that
the guidance of Islam Akhun, the Niya villager who had offered to show some ruins newly dis-

covered away to the east, had completely failed. He persisted in moving northward, in manifest
contradiction to his previous statements, and when no ruins of any sort were sighted after a long
and trying day’s march, confessed to having lost his bearings. On the next day Islam Akhun
endeavoured to pick up some guiding points by steering south-eastwards. But his confusion
becoming more and more manifest, the Surveyor thought it prudent to head again for my camp
before the camels, which showed signs of exhaustion, broke down. In spite of various detours and
the growing height of the dunes, Ram Singh had reached a point fully thirteen miles farther north in
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a straight line than my northernmost camp of 1901. His testimony as to the complete absence of

ancient structural remains in that direction was all the more important, because I could rely on his

accuracy and keen eyesight. He had found all ground covered with dunes, generally ten to fifteen

feet in height, and had noticed pottery debris only at one patch of eroded soil, about a mile or so

beyond N. viii. Curiously enough he had found a small group of Toghraks still living beyond the

high ridge of sand reached on his reconnaissance of 1901.

It was evident that either Islam Akhun, like his namesake, the Khotan forger unmasked at Search for

the close of my first explorations, had indulged in romancing, or his topographical memory was

defective. Yet his statement as to the ruins to the east of those previously explored by me could

not be left untested merely because he had chosen a wrong bearing by mistake—or otherwise. So

next morning Ibrahim ‘ the miller’, with Saduk Akhun, the intelligent shepherd from the Mazar, and

another enterprising companion, was sent out to reconnoitre independently eastwards. I had heard

more than once of cases when men, shiftless and often enfeebled by opium, whom the hope of finding

‘ treasure ’ tempted to old sites in the desert, had lost their lives by mistaking the direction which

might have guided them back to safety after their scanty store of water was exhausted. Perhaps

this had been the fate of the man whose skeleton I came upon, about halfway between N. xix and

viii, stretched out on the sand. It was lying face downwards on a low dune, with no remains what-

ever near by. The preservation of most of the bones showed that it could not have been exposed

to erosion for a protracted period. This discovery was not without its use to me
;
for it first induced

Ibrahim to mention to me the cemetery, or ‘ Mazar ’ he thought, which he had come upon in the

course of his last wanderings at a point to the south-east of N, xix. About this more further on.

October 22 was mainly occupied by the clearing of N. xx, a relatively large house, of which Clearing of

Plate 12 shows the ground-plan and Fig, 53 the appearance before excavation. The complex of ruin N. xx.

its rooms extended over ninety feet from north to south, and sand filled them up to seven feet in

height. Whereas the east side of the building had suffered from erosion the vicinity of a dune had

protected the south-west portion and, in fact, prevented its complete excavation within the time

I was able to afford. Room ii was filled completely with sand up to its roofing, which was six feet

seven inches above the floor and made of short rafters with brushwood layers above, the whole

resting on a rough longitudinal beam. The room, i, adjoining eastwards must have served for

a kitchen. It is seen in the foreground of the photograph (Fig, 48). Here two big jars were

found, one complete measuring three feet in diameter where widest, with a height of two feet eight

inches and a mouth ten inches across. This jar had been cracked while in use and was found

enclosed in a rope netting to secure it. Two branching posts in a recess of the same room served

for trivets. The walls in this northern portion of the house were constructed either of timber

and plaster with diagonal tamarisk matting or of vertical rush bundles covered with plaster.

The apartments in the southern part of the house (see photograph. Fig. 54) were more care- Construc-

fully built, and the central posts of the framework showed their roof to have had a height of about

eight feet. An inset in the plan (Plate 1 2) shows the constructive details of the timber and wattle
’

framework in the east wall of room iii. In the other walls of this room and of the small apart-

ment, iv, the wattle consisted of horizontal reed bundles fixed to the posts of the framework. The
wall plaster of these two rooms was of unusual hardness and retained a pink colour-wash. Near the

north door of iii a graffito showed the outlines of a hand with the five fingers spread out. Two low

doors in carefully fitted wooden frames, with jambs slightly slanting, opened from iii into rooms
which could not be cleared owing to the height of the dune overlying them. One of these doors,

with its lintel five feet above the floor, and another to the south were approached across the sitting

platform of the room, an unusual arrangement. In the small apartment, iv, a small slip-shaped
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taUet came to light, the only other find being a lignite seal discovered in one of the northern rooms

(see N. XX. oor, Plate XXIX).

N. XXI was the ruin of a small dwelling about half-way between N. xviii and N. xx, and was

eroded down to a level of some six inches from the plastered floor. Only two rooms, about ten feet

square each, were traceable on the little plateau created by wind erosion. Just under the sitting

platform of the northern room lay a human skull, and bones of the same skeleton strewed the slope

below. Were these the remains of another hapless ‘ treasure-seeker ' ? A small oblong KharosthI

tablet, the decorated neck and handle of a large hand-made pottery vessel (N. xxi. 001
; see

Plate XXXVI), and the bottom of a lacquered wooden bowl, still retaining the rivets of some ancient

repairs, were the only finds here.

The southernmost ruin of this gfroup was N. xxii, situated about a quarter of a mile from

N. XX and N. xxi. The rooms traceable formed a suite running north to south (see plan, Plate 1 3),

and their clearing was made difficult by the presence of a dune, about thirteen feet high, which

adjoined and partly overlay them on the east. The excavation of them cost nearly the whole of

October 23, but was rewarded by a good yield of Kharosffii documents on wood. In the small

northernmost room, i, with walls of rushes and plaster, there were found seven tablets, mostly of

oblong shape; a heavy wooden comb as used by weavers (N. xxii. i. 001; see Plate XXVUI); and

a quaint little doll, N. xxii. i. 002, carved in wood with hinged legs and dressed up in gay silks.

From the adjoining small apartment, ii, two oblong tablets were recovered. Much more abundant

were the KharosthI documents on wood which came to light in room iii, measuring twenty-one

by eighteen feet and filled with sand to a height of over seven feet. Most of the twenty-three

tablets were of the wedge type, three of them being complete double-wedges. On one of these,

N. XXII. iii. 1 8, the obverse of the covering-tablet still retained in perfect preservation the clay

impression of a seal, familiar to me already from my excavations of 1901, showing Pallas Athene

with aegis and thunderbolt.*® Another but poor impression of the same seal appears on the covering-

tablet N. XXII. iii. 16. All the tablets were found sticking to the floor and were encrusted with

dirt, a sign that they had been thrown down there while the room was still inhabited.

Among the miscellaneous objects found, a large cupboard, raised on high and curiously carved

legs, was, perhaps, the most interesting. It is reproduced in Plate 1 1 from a drawing to scale made by
Naik Ram Singh. It no doubt served, like the present nan-sanduk of Turkestan villagers, for the

safe storage of food articles, and the peculiar carving of the legs was manifestly intended to render

access impossible for small rodents. A cupboard closely resembling this in size and shape is seen in

the photograph of N. xxvi (Fig. 57).*’ To the north of the house a rush fence lined by a row of

dead poplars mostly fallen could be traced for a distance of 105 feet up to where it disappeared

under a dune. A short distance to the south the outlines of an ancient tank could still clearly be

recognized within the oblong enclosure, about thirty-six by twenty-eight feet, formed by rows of

large poplars (see Fig. 55). The big sand-cone, more than forty-two feet high, seen in the photograph

by the side of the tzmk, was one of the very last in this direction still retaining living tamarisk

growth.

Section III.—RECORDS FROM A HIDDEN ARCHIVE, N. XXIV
By the evening of October 24 my camp was shifted to a small group of ruins which in 1901

I had discovered only at the very close of my visit, too late for systematic exploration, and which
had ever since made me wish for a return to the site. Its dwellings lay close together on the

** Cf. Ancient Khotan, i p. 354 ; ii. PI. LXXI.
" For similar cupboards found in 1901 at this site, cf. Ancient Khoiam, i. pp. 377, 379,
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extreme western edge of what had then appeared to be the central portion of the ancient oasis. Only

one of them, N. xii, the westernmost of the group, could be cleared then, and that not quite com-

pletely, no ‘ finds ’ rewarding the labour.

Our work on the morning of October 24 began in a very promising fashion at the badly

eroded remains of a house, situated about one-third of a mile to the south-east of N. xii (see plan,

Plate 13). The three rooms still traceable with their timber and plaster walls were covered nowhere

by more than a foot of drift sand. But this had sufficed to save over thirty w'ooden documents,

though on some the Kharosthi writing had suffered badly by exposure. Rectangular and wedge-

shaped tablets prevailed, and on one of the latter, N. xxiii. ii. 8, there survived a clay impression

from the same classical seal which I had first encountered on tablets excavated at N. xiii.' Among
the miscellaneous antiques found there may be mentioned a curious piece of superior basket work,

N. XXIII. 003, apparently of bamboo, and of Chinese origin ;
a band of ‘ green ’ leather, N. xxiii. 001,

once lacquered and probably belonging to scale armour; an incised wooden stamp, N. xxiii. 002

(Plate XIX)
;
and an oval, trough-shaped piece of horn, N. xxiii. ii. 005, which may well have served

as an inkstand. The close resemblance in the make and decoration of the lacquered bowl fragment

N. xxiii. i. 001 to a piece found at a station on the ancient Limes west of Tun-huang suggests

Chinese manufacture for all such lacquered ware. The fence enclosing the courtyard had withstood

erosion far better than the ruined dwelling itself, and could be traced for upwards of 130 feet In

one stretch from south-east to north-west with adjoining extensions. The big poplars once lining it

lay as dead trunks stretched out in a row, while to the south dead fruit-trees strewed the ground

marking an orchard.

From here I turned my diggers to the large ruined residence, N. xxiv, situated about a quarter

of a mile to the north of N. xxiii and nearest to N. xii, with which my excavations of 1901 had

concluded. Its remains, shown by the photograph (Fig. 59) in the course of excavation, occupied

a small plateau which ground eroded to a depth of about sixteen feet surrounded on all sides except

on the south. The plan reproduced in Plate 14 shows the arrangement of the numerous

apartments, of which the walls, mostly built in timber and plaster, still stood some height above
ground or were otherwise traceable. But that this residence was once even larger was shown by
the debris of timber strewing the slopes of the extant plateau to the north and east. Here on the

east were found also the dead trunks of poplars, some still upright as in Fig. 59, which must have

belonged to rows adjoining a courtyard or garden. It will be seen from the plan that, while the

living-rooms occupied the centre and east side, the outhouse and stables lay westwards.

On commencing systematic clearing from the north in what remained of room i we came first

upon some badly bleached and warped tablets which had lost all their writing. The room adjoining

it in the north-east corner had already been cleared in the course of my hurried examination of 1901,

when the only find was a large jar, nearly three feet in diameter and let into the floor.^ From
rooms ii and iii came some tablets in better condition, two still showing traces of their Kharosthi

writing. The inner room, iv, was provided with plastered sitting platforms on three sides, after

a fashion which, as the plan of a modern residence at Bagh-jigda, reproduced in Plate 1 2, shows,

still survives to this day in timber- and plaster-built houses of well-to-do people in this region. Some
of the posts of the wall framework which retained their original height proved that the ceiling had
been about eight feet from the floor. Two large beams, twenty-two feet long, had once supported

the ceiling and now lay stretched out on the sand which covered this room to a height of four

to five feet. To judge from the massive nature of these beams it seems possible that they were
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* See above, p. 216. ’ Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 380.
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meant to support an upper floor. Here were found a double-wedge tablet, N. xxiv. iv. 2, in perfect

condition, unopened and still retaining its clay seal ; a well-preserved double-bracket, N. xxrv. iv.

002 (see Plate XVIII), showing carefully executed wood-carving in Gandhiu^a style; also some
pieces of turned woodwork seen in the foreground of the photograph, Fig. 62. Of house-

hold furniture there are seen also here a large oblong eating-tray, broken, and a wooden cupboard of

the type already described. The use of a net, made of the .strong fibre rope which is still known at

the present day under the name of kosku, remains doubtful. The walls of this room showed a core of

horizontal reeds within their solid plaster. The central pillar once supporting the ceiling had
a thickness of one and a half feet ; from a height of about three feet above the floor its wood was
completely bleached and fissured by exposure.

The size of this room and of another to the south, vii, measuring twenty-five by nineteen feet,

together with other indications, proved that the house must have been that of a well-to-do person.

That he had been an official of some consequence was suggested by the fact that two long and
narrow apartments, v and vi, to the east of these halls and manifestly intended only as passages

or ante-rooms, yielded finds of well-preserved Kharosthi tablets of respectable size, including an
oblong board, N. xxiv. vi. i, nearly three feet in length (see Plate XXV) on both sides of which was
writing by different hands suggestive of drafts or office memoranda. As an interesting constructive

feature, subsequently met with also in N. xxvi (see Figs. 62, 63), it may be mentioned that the

passage, vi, communicated with the inner hall vii, not only by a door, but also by two wide panelled

windows, of which the inset in Plate 14 shows the elevation. It is probable that these windows,

like their exact pendants still to be found in the larger modem houses of the Khotan region, were
originally closed with lattice-work.

The previous finds of inscribed tablets in this house, scattered as they were, had raised the

hope of finding more in what might prove the owner’s office room. This hope was soon justified

when the clearing reached room viii, adjoining the main hall on the south and measuring about

twenty-six by twelve and a half feet The photographs, Figs. 61, 62, show parts of it in the

foreground. As soon as the excavation proceeding from the east side of the room had reached
a point about three feet from the south-east comer of vii, tablets emerged in rapid succession

from the sand lying against the north wall of the room. They lay close together, loose, and
without any order, from the plastered floor to about one foot above it, just as if files or bundles
of these wooden documents had been thrown down haphazard. In the photograph, Fig. 58, a batch
of these tablets is seen cropping out from the sand. The total number of pieces recovered here
within a few square feet rose soon to fifty-four.

The majority of these are wedge tablets, two of them quite complete, and as detached covering-

and under-tablets are represented among them in approximately equal numbers, it is probable that

closer examination will lead to the fitting together of more double-wedges. There was found here
only a single rectangular document, the under-tablet N. xxiv. viii. 44 b. The remaining twenty-three
tablets belonged to that miscellaneous class of records for which in Ancient Khotan I adopted the
general designation of ‘oblong tablets’.® The frequency of columnar arrangement in the writing
showed that the contents were probably accounts, lists, and miscellaneous ‘office papers’, to use an
anachronism. An almost general and very gratifying feature of the records w^ their excellent
state of preservation, without injury from damp or erosion. Evidently we had hit upon files from
some official’s daftar, thrown down and soon covered by loose drift sand, which ever since had
offered them full protection. After this heap had been safely extracted, a careful search in other

’ Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp, 323 sq.
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parts of the room brought to light five more tablets, N. xxiv. viii. 65-9. These emerged from

the top of the mud flooring, having been thrown into corners and below the walls, probably ^

some time before the abandonment. Their thickly encrusted condition was a result of contact with

plastered surfaces.

The scraping of the floor was still proceeding when a strange discovery rewarded honest Discovery of

Rustam, whom, as the most experienced and reliable of my old diggers of 1901, I w’as employing

on this search. Already during the first clearing I had noticed a large lump of clay or plaster, documents,

looking like a fragment from a broken wall, lying close to the north wall of the room where the

tablets had turned up in packets. At the time I thought little of its presence there, but had

ordered it to be left undisturbed. Now when Rustam extracted between it and the wall the well-

preserved wedge covering-tablet, N. xxiv. viii. 70, I could not prevent its removal. As soon as

this had been effected, I saw him eagerly burrow with his hands into the floor thus laid bare, and,

before I could put any question, triumphantly draw forth, from a hole dug less than six inches

deep, the complete rectangular tablet N. xxiv. viii. 71, with its clay seal intact and the envelope

still secured by the original string fastening. Rustam’s fingers now worked with the sudden energy

of the successful ‘ treasure-seeker ’ at enlarging the hole, and soon I could see that the space towards

the wall and below the foundation beam of the latter was filled with closely packed layers of

similar wooden documents. The photograph. Fig. 61, shows the spot of the deposit, a little to the

right of the measuring-rod, just as it looked before the work of extraction was completed next morning.

There could be no doubt that we had come upon a small hidden archive, and I greeted Clearing of

this novel experience with keen satisfaction. Apart from the interest of the documents themselves

and their remarkable state of preservation, the very conditions of their discovery were bound to

afford valuable indications. The ground in front had first to be opened out to permit safe and

orderly removal of the tablets. This was then commenced from the top layer and from west

to east, the tablets being numbered accordingly. As one large rectangular double tablet after

another was lifted out and cleared of the adhering dust layer, I noted with special satisfaction

that with a few exceptions they all retained their string fastenings unopened and sealed down

on the envelope in the original fashion. But darkness came on long before I could extract

the whole of the records which lay exposed below the wall, and I had to be content with clear-

ing that evening the tablets N. xxiv. viii. 71-86 only. In my Personal Narrative I have described

the safeguards I adopted to preclude any possible interference with the remaining contents of

the deposit during the night, and in the course of the following morning, October 25, I was able

to remove these tablets too, N. xxiv. viii. 87-96, in perfect safety.

It was easy for me to realize the great value of the fresh materials which such a haul of Complete

perfectly preserved documents would furnish for the study of the language and the elucidation of the
[^blets^ound

contents in these difficult KharosthI records. But I also knew that years would pass before these unopened,

materials could be fully utilized by philological research. I was, therefore, all the more gratified

to find on the spot that they afforded manifest confirmation of a conjectural explanation I had

arrived at in the case of a few previous finds of this kind. Of none of the rectangular tablets

discovered on my previous journey were translations available at the time when I discussed

the outer features, etc., of this important class of documents in my Ancient Khotan^ But the fact

that no less than three of the complete rectangular tablets from N. xv were found unopened,

along with some other considerations, led me then to suppose that these were deeds of agreement

and the like which had to be kept under their original fastening in order that in case of need

‘ Cf. Ancient Khoian, i, pp. 353 sq.

Gg 2
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their validity might be established in court. Since, as shown in that discussion, the clay seals were

the only means used to authenticate this type of ancient KharosthI document, it was obvious that the

seal impressed in the centre of the covering-tablet, as well as the string passing under it and

holding the under- and covering-tablets tightly together, had to be preserved intact if the text

written on the inner surfaces was to be kept safe from any tampering and to retain its value as

legal proof of the transaction recorded.

For the assumption thus arrived at years before, and not yet tested by the results of slowly

progressing decipherment, I could scarcely have wished for better archaeological proof than that

which the little archive discovered in N. xxiv. viii now furnished. Here was a large series of

documents carefully hidden away as deeds, bonds, and similar legal instruments of value would

be, when left behind in case of necessity, all of them on double rectangular tablets and the great

majority of them still secured under their original sealings. What rapid examination of the

writing I could spare time for then or later, seemed to show that the docket-like entries found

here on the obverse of almost all the covering-tablets, above and below the seals, were not of

the usual address style I knew from the envelopes of certain rectangular tablets, found on my
former visit, which manifestly contained letters.® Thus the only question still open seemed to be ;

were these documents, hidden away with their seals and fastenings intact, deeds, or agreements

which the official residing in the house had in safe keeping, or did they refer to land and

property of his own ?

The answer, I was well aware, could only be supplied by the complete decipherment and

elucidation of these strangely recovered records. However, in the meantime it was encouraging

to me to note that the very exceptions seemed to support my conjecture in its main outline.

When late in the evening after the discovery I examined the two documents, N. xxrv. viii. 77, 88,

which alone in the whole series had turned up open with the fastening completely severed, I

found that both were letters addressed in due form to the ‘ great Cojhbo Somjaka ’, ‘ whose sight

is dear to gods and men’. The name of the same officer had appeared in the addresses of

many of the wedge covering-tablets, presumably belonging to letters with brief office orders,

which had come to light in such numbers from the floor of the same room.® I wondered at the

time what the contents of these two letters might have been to induce the last owner of the.

house, whether Cojhbo Somjaka himself or his heir, subordinate, or successor, to keep them along

with what I assumed to be deeds, as ‘ papers ’ of value.

Before I proceed to show how strikingly the results of actual decipherment have since con-

firmed the general conclusion reached on the spot and indicated in my Personal Narrative,'' it

will be convenient to record here the instructive data which the examination of the outer apfpear-

ance alone of these documents can furnish. In the first place it is noteworthy that out of a total

of twenty-six double rectangular tablets no less than eighteen were found still under their original

sealed fastening and certainly unopened. Out of these thirteen, N. xxiv. viii. 71, 72, 74, 76, 78,

79, 81, 82, 83, 85, 91, 94, 95, still retained intact all of the six folds in which the string was passed
through the grooves of the seal socket of the covering-tablet, and across the reverse of the under-

tablet, in the regular fashion previously explained.® The reproductions of N. xxiv. viii. 85 in

Plate XXI and of N. xxiv. viii. 71 in Plate XXIII fully illustrate this condition. In the other
five documents, N. xxiv. viii. 80, 84, 89, 92, 93, one or more of the string folds were found broken.

• For a specimen of such rectangular covering-tablets

with addresses, cf. N. xv. 154, Ancient Khotan, ii. PI. XCVII.
* The name of Cojhbo Somjaka was familiar to me

already from numerous documents in leather and wood found

m 1901 at N. XV
; cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 346, note 5.

' See Desert Cathay, i. pp. 282 sqq. ;
also Geogr.Journal,

July, 1909, pp. 23 sq.

® Cf. Anaent Khotan, i. p. 35a.
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but one at least survived intact as sufficient proof that the double tablet had never been opened.

Plate XXII showing the double rectangular tablet N. xxiv. viii. 8o before and after its opening

at the British Museum will serve as an illustration, I was at first inclined to treat the broken state

of one or more of the string folds by the side of others still intact as merely accidental, until its repeated

occurrence in documents not showing the least trace of wear and tear suggested the possibility that

it had some significance in this ancient official routine. We shall see presently that there is, perhaps,

some textual support for this surmise.

Among the remaining documents five, N. xxiv. viii. 73, 75, 86, 87, 90, showed the string folds Double rect-

at the back of the under-tablet no longer in their original position but obviously cut and tied up again
in varying fashions. This operation was certainly facilitated by the fact that the string folds passing up after

through each of the three seal socket grooves were always double, and that by cutting these folds on
opposite sides in each pair the requisite lengths of string could readily be secured. Considering how
ingeniously all technical details of fastening, etc., in this ancient wooden stationery were thought out
and arranged,® it seems possible that the doubling of the string folds may have been partly designed
for this very purpose. In addition there remained the end of the string which, as the repro-

ductions in Plates XXIII (N, xxiv. viii. 71) and XXI (N. xxiv. viii, 85) show, was allowed to

remain loose and of considerable length after the third double fold had been fixed. This was
always available to help in the operation of re-tying a double rectangular tablet after it had been
once opened for inspection.

In order to secure again such a document against any subsequent tampering or unauthorized Double

inspection, all that was necessary would be to fix a fresh clay seal on the knot in which the
strings were tied at the back. Such a supplementary clay seal is actually found, though in a broken re-sealed,

condition, on the reverse of the under-tablet of N. xxiv. viii, 73. This document is of interest
also as it has been wrapped up subsequently in yellow silk for the better protection of the seals
and then tied round again with coarse string as the reproduction of the covering-tablet in

Plate XXIII shows. It is clear, however, that in the absence of a protecting socket such
secondary sealing in clay had far less chance of escaping injury and decay. It is noteworthy
that in N. xxiv, viii. 90, one of these re-tied documents, the original sealing in the cavity on the
covering-tablet was found completely destroyed. Evidently this had been done when the document
was first opened. The same was true in the case of N, xxiv. viii. 89 where, however, the fasten-
ing was not cut. In this instance it is possible that the seal was first broken to permit of the
string being systematically unfolded, and that after the text within had been read the string was
fastened round the two tablets again in the regular fashion. It is certainly curious to observe
that the five documents, N. xxiv. viii. 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, which were found either re-fastened,
or open or with the seal cavity empty, form a regular series which, as the numbering shows,
were discovered in close proximity to each other. It almost looks as if the depositor of the
little archive had intentionally put down here a separate packet of documents disposed of in one
way or another.

Turning to the seals which, as seen, were essential requisites for the authentication of these Condition of
documents on wood, it is of importance to note that all records found in the deposit, with the
exception of the two pieces, N. xxiv. viii. 89, 90, already referred to, still retain their seal im-
pressions in clay. Only very few of the latter (N. xxiv. viii. 75, 85) have suffered any damage,
while in a few cases the seals do not appear to have fully taken (N. xxiv. viii. 78, 87, 92).
On fifteen documents the seals used are single; among the rest five, N. xxiv. viii. 73, 79, 81,

Cf. Ancient Khoian, i. pp. 349 sqq.
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91, 96, show two impressions, and three others, N. xxiv. viii. 77, 85, 87, each three impressions.

Now this prevalence of single seals might at first thought seem to militate against the assump-

tion that the mass of double rectangular tablets here deposited contained deeds, contracts,

or the like. But even without the direct evidence of the documents already deciphered, of which

more below, it is well to remember that a practice widely spread through different regions and

periods was content to authenticate such legal instruments merely by the seal or signature of the

person of authority before whom they were drawn up.*®

Now from this point of view we have a seal of the greatest interest on the two double

tablets N. xxiv. viii. 74, 93 (Plate XX) which show the impression of a square seal with four

Chinese ‘ seal characters The same is seen also on the rectangular covering-tablet N. xxxvii.

i. 2 (Plate XXIIl). From the transcript made by Chiang Szu-yeh M. Chavannes has read these

characters ^ ^ Shan-shan chiin yin, meaning ‘ seal of the [chief official of the] command

of Shan-shan ’, and Mr. Hopkins’s examination of the original has confirmed this interpretation.

The term chiin m ‘ command ’, as M. Chavannes points out, corresponds to the ‘ prefecture ’ /u

of modern times. It has already been noted above that the ‘ kingdom of Ching-chiieh ’ the

chief settlement of which must be located at the Niya Site, was dependent on Shan-shan or the

Lop-nor territory during the very period which preceded the abandonment of the ancient oasis

towards the end of the third century a. d.** The discovery of these documents bearing the seal of

the Chinese official in political charge of Shan-shan thus strikingly corroborates the statement

of the IVei lio about the relation of Shan-shan and Ching-chiieh, and at the same time suggests

that the control of the Chinese administration over the civil affairs of this region was greater than

might otherwise have been supposed
;
for, as we shall see presently. Prof. Rapson’s decipherment

of N. XXIV, viii. 74, now opportunely available, conclusively proves that this document is a deed

concerning the sale of land.

None of the other twenty seals of which impressions appear on these documents furnishes

any indication as to the persons who used them ; for only one of them, the right-hand seal among the

three borne by N. xxiv. viii. 77, shows any writing, and its faintly impressed characters, apparently

KharosthI, cannot for the present be read with any certainty. Of several we have repeated

impressions, and it is curious to note that a pair of seals (N.xxrv, viii. 73, 81) and a triplet (N. xxrv.

viii. 85, 87) appear twice, placed side by side in identical fashion. Were these the seals of officials

holding joint charge or of partners figuring in repeated transactions ? In the pair of seals just

referred to (see Plates XX, XXIIl) we see an archaic Zeus from an intaglio of undoubtedly p1a.ssica1

workmanship and a head with long curling hair which shows clearly the influence of a late Medusa
type. In the triplet ofseals, N. xxiv. viii. 85, 87 (Plates XX, XXI), the impression to the right is the best

preserved
; it is taken from a round intaglio showing two heads set back to back and surmounted by

a third. This representation of an Indian Trimurti is curious, especially as the influence of the

classical engraver is unmistakable in both design and technique.

Of Western workmanship were probably the intaglios found impressed on N. xxrv. viii. 77, 78,
one showing the bust of a male holding a flower and the other a pair of male and female figures

facing each other. Unfortunately both seals are too poorly preserved for reproduction. The bust

It may suffice to quote here what Sir Henry Yule

states regarding the original of the Last Will of Marco Polo

who passed the Niya region just about a thousand years after

the probable date when this archive was hidden :
‘ There is

no signature, as may be seen, except those of the Witnesses

and the Notary. The sole presence of a Notary was held to

make a deed valid, and from about the middle of the

thirteenth century in Italy it is common to find no actual

signature (even of witnesses) except that of the Notary ’
;

cf.

Yule, Marco Polo, i. Introd. p. 72, note.
” See above, p. 219.
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of a woman with a flower or mirror in her hand, N. xxiv, viii. 79 (Plate XX), is a motif which we

have met already in a seal found earlier at this site (N. xv. 155 J
Ancient Khotan, ii. Plate LXXIl).

The head of a man with elaborate head-dress, holding some ill-defined object, is of coarse

workmanship, but is nevertheless of interest as the type and pose curiously recall the representation

of the king on certain Kusana coins.**

Among several seals of debased work showing human figures, N. xxiv. viii. 71, 72, 76, 94, 96 Seals of
^

(see Plate XX
; also Desert Cathay, Fig. 95), the last named deserves special mention ; for the male

divinity there represented with nimbus and sword can be safely recognized, by the double sack-purse

carried in the left hand, as Kubera or Vai^ravana, the god of riches and Guardian (Lokapala) of

the Northern region. We know that he was specially worshipped at Khotan as a kind oi genius

lociP It is significant that this seal, though manifestly of local origin, reveals unmistakably Roman
influence. The remaining impressions show mostly animal figures, the charging elephant seen

in N. xxiv. viii. 86, 95 (Plate XX) being, perhaps, the most spirited among them, and conventiona-

lized representations of birds, N. xxiv. viii. 75, 79, 82, 83, 92, 96, the most frequent. The com-

parison of these impressions with the seals in stone or metal found at the site or obtained at Yotkan **

leaves little doubt about the originals having been produced in the Khotan region.

The value of the rich haul of ancient records yielded by this ruin N. xxiv lies even more, DiflSculties

perhaps, in their remarkable state of preservation than in their number. Since Professor E. J.
Rapson

kindly charged himself with the decipherment and eventual publication of the KharosthI materials Kharosthi

brought back from my first journey, the exceptional difficulties presented by their script, language, documents,

and contents have revealed themselves only too clearly. The obscurities inherent in this very

cursive form of Kharosthi writing have proved quite as serious as those arising from the use of an

early Prakrit dialect which differs considerably in phonetic peculiarities from the forms represented

in Indian literature, and in addition contains a certain admixture of manifestly non-Indian words and

terms not yet traced to their origin. But what probably has increased the difficulties of interpretation

more than anything else, is the fact that, as recognized from the first, we have in these Kharosthi

documents mainly official records or correspondence relating to the petty details of local administra-

tion and daily life, i. e. subject-matters which would often perplex the uninitiated, even if presented

at a period less remote and in more familiar script and language, and for the elucidation of which

the extant literary remains of India offer practically no help.

The difficulties here briefly indicated may explain why, even with the very valuable aid afforded Publication

to Professor Rapson’s labours by his distinguished confreres M. Senart and M. I’abb^ Boyer, the
°hi^^o™ds.

actual publication of the Kharosthi records brought back from my first expedition has not progressed

as yet beyond the specimens made accessible in preliminary transcripts and renderings by 1905.*®

Considerable advance was in fact made in preparing those documents for publication,*® but it became
increasingly clear that for the solution of many remaining doubts and puzzles there was great

need of additional materials, and in particular of an adequate supply of complete documents in which
the state of preservation should leave no room for uncertainty as to the characters actually inscribed.

“ Cf. Gardner, Greek and Scythic Kings, PI. XXV. 9
(Kadphises); XXVIL 16 (Huviska).

” Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 158.

** Cf PI. V, XXIX ; Ancient Khotan, ii. PI. L.

“ Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 364 sqq.

“ Transcripts, with critical notes, of 160 documents, from

N. i-iY, had been actually set up in type for the companion

volume to Ancient Khotan which was to contain the edition

of the Kharos^ records excavated in i9or, when Prof

Rapson and his coadjutors arrived at the gratifying decision

to embody in the same publication also the fresh documents

brought back by me from my later explorations. In view of

the further delay thus necessitated I feel double satisfaction

at having been able to reproduce relatively so large a number
of Kharosthi documents in facsimile in the plates of Ancient

Khotan which thus afford sufBcient materials for the inde-

pendent research of fellow scholars.
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The finds made in the course of my renewed explorations, and particularly at N. xxrv, have supplied

such materials in plenty, and there was therefore ample justification for my learned collaborators in

postponing publication until the newly discovered tablets could also be dealt with. In January,

1913, Professor Rapson was kind enough to communicate to me some notes on certain tablets

from the new collection which he thought of special interest, and I feel all the more grateful for

being thus enabled to utilize his results as they have a close bearing on the questions which the

hidden archive in N. xxiv. viii has raised.

Professor Rapson’s examination proves that a considerable number of the double rectangular

tablets are deeds of sale. ‘ As a good example of the regular formula conferring full rights of

possession, in spite of any merely verbal order of an official at some subsequent time to the

contrary,’ he cites N. xxiv. viii. 74, the document already referred to on account of the clay

impression it bears from the seal of the Chinese chief official at Shan-shan.^^ From the abstract

given of the opening portion of the text on the under-tablet it appears that ‘ this is a deed recording

the sale of misi-\a.nd. “ Misi ” is some crop. The seller is Konaya and the purchaser is the writer

(divird) Ramsotsa. It is dated in the 17th year of the king Jitugha Amg^vaka, in the 12th

month and the 8th day. The price is 70 khi (a sum or measure, to be paid apparently in masu,

a term the meaning of which is not yet certain), and Ramsotsa seems to have deposited a two-year-

old camel as an earnest of the payment. The purchase has been completed, both the part-payment

10 khi (ahgamuli) and the remainder of the sum total, 60 khi!

Then follows a definition of Ramsotsa’s full rights which is thus translated ;
‘ This writer

Ramsotsa has full proprietary rights over this wf^-land. It shall be his for the enjoyment of all its

benefits in whatsoever way he desires, whether for ploughing or sowing, or for giving to another as

a gift or as a namanya \ndmanya, tenancy ?]. If at any subsequent time a iasu a^eta \yasu^ a common
title

;
a^eta also apparently the title of some official] shall give any order concerning it, such a verbal

order shall be invalid at the king’s court.’ On the reverse of the covering-tablet next follow the

names of certain witnesses, and the deed ends thus: ‘This deed is written by the writer Tama-
spaputra at the order of the mahatman, the writer Mogata. This document is for the instruction of

Konaya. [space] The string is cut by tomgha [well-known title] Yamca (?) by name.’ It seems

very tempting to connect the broken condition of one or several string folds which, as mentioned

above,'* is noticeable in a number of unopened documents from the hidden deposit with the

legal ceremony referred to in the concluding words of the deed. Only further examination of these

documents and their legal technicalities can settle this little detail. But what is important is the

certainty that my assumption was right when at the very time of the find I thought ‘ myself the

defacto possessor of deeds probably referring to lands and other real property '•

This will be a convenient place to sum up briefly also the rest of the interesting information which
Professor Rapson’s notes convey. The tablets to which reference is made are not from the hidden

deposit but were found in the same ruined residence. Particularly important from the philological

point of view is the discovery he has made of four Sanskrit slokas written on the obverse of the

wedge under-tablet N. xxiv. viii. 9 (see Plate XXIV) which on its reverse had served for a record of

receipts, apparently sums or supplies given to servants on a farm. The verses for which a more
learned scribe has utilized the obverse, are the very first specimens of Sanskrit literature so far found
in Kharosthi script and clear up a number of important palaeographic questions connected with the
latter. Scarcely less interesting is the Takhti-shaped tablet N. xxiv. v. i containing at least eight
lines of verses in Prakrit on obverse and reverse. The first of these is taken from the Dhammapada

" See above, p. 230. Cf. above, p. 228. ” See Desert Cathay, i. p. 284.
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and shows curious variants. These notes, brief as they are, will suffice to show how much fresh

light may yet be thrown on manifold aspects of the culture and administration prevailing in this

region during the early centuries of our era when these abundant records have been fully examined

and made accessible for detailed researches.

From the first I recognized that the circumstances in which the documents contained in the Circum-

hidden deposit of N. xxiv. viii had come to be buried were deserving of the closest consideration, docu-

It was obvious that they might help to elucidate the important question as to how this settlement ments were

was deserted. From the care which had been taken to hide the deeds and at the same time to mark

their position—for that, no doubt, was the purpose of the clay lump which had been found placed in

front of it, and had first led Rustam to start his burrowing—it was clear that the owner had been

obliged to leave the place in an emergency, but with a hope of returning. Rustam had quickly

gpiessed the meaning of that mark because similar practices are still resorted to by villagers when
obliged to leave their dwellings unguarded. In the case of the deeds the absence of any provision

for a covering or receptacle to protect such valuable records while buried, clearly suggested hurried

departure. With this indication the scattered condition of the other files of tablets, mostly wedges,

left above ground seemed to agree well.

In any case it would be difficult to account otherwise for such a cache and the way in which its Marking of

place was marked. Had the hole below the foundation beam been regularly used as a sort of safe,

some receptacle would have been provided, and it would not have been necessary to mark its

position at all as long as its existence was remembered. If, on the other hand, the departure

of the owner had been due to a systematic abandonment of the site, such as the gradual failure

of the water-supply would have entailed, we should have expected this collection of specially

valued records to be removed with other cherished possessions, neither bulk nor weight presenting

any difficulty.

It would serve no useful purpose to conjecture what particular emergency gave rise to this

sudden departure, or what prevented the owner’s return. So much, however, is certain, that the

reoccupation of the settlement must have been subsequently rendered impossible—^we do not know
how much later—through the change in physical conditions brought about by desiccation. We shall

have occasion below to refer to the conclusive proofs which the site furnishes of this change. That
it was a gp'adual one is certain, and it could not, therefore, prevent the abandoned dwellings

being visited and exploited during centuries before they were finally covered up by the sands.

They must have continued to be searched, probably from the very time of the abandonment, for

any objects of value or practical utility left behind. Hence we have reason to feel grateful

for the fortunate chance, whatever its nature, which protected the small hidden archive, and
the office ‘papers’ left near it, from the risks of premature discovery and disturbance. But it

was scarcely surprising that the other ‘ finds ’ in this room included nothing of more value or

interest than the various rags and small wooden implements which the Descriptive List shows
under N. xxrv. viii. 001-14.

Among the scanty ‘ finds ’ which the remaining portions of the ruin yielded, the only one needing Wooden

special mention is the small wooden fire-stick, N. xxiv. x. 001. It is a ‘female’ stick closely

resembling in shape the fire-stick, N. xxix. ii. 001. a (see Plate XXVIIl), and has been reproduced in the

paper in which Mr. T. A. Joyce has fully discussed the specimens, found here and at other sites,

of this primitive apparatus used for producing fire by ‘ twirling The earliest of these specimens

“ Cf. Note on a number offire-sticks from ruined sites on the south and east of the lakla-makan Desert, by T. A. Joyce,
M.A., in Man, xi. No. 3, 24; Fig. 6.

H h1ST4
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comes from the Tun-huang Limes and the latest from the site of Farhad B6g-yailaki.“ That the

use of fire-sticks, identical in appearance with those still common among savage tribes, should have

been practised by highly civilized communities in Central Asia and survived down to the eighth

century a. d,, is certainly a curious fact. But it has its parallels elsewhere ;
for the use of similar

apparatus, as Mr. Joyce points out, was known in classical times and has not yet quite disa^^peared

from civilized India either.

Section IV.—EXPLORATION OF N. XXVI AND OF THE SOUTH-EASTERN
GROUP OF RUINS

After completing the excavation of N. xxiv, I turned my attention ag^in to the ruined dwelling,

N. XII (for plan see Plate 8), to the north-west, which there had not been time on the occasion of

my former visit to search with all needful care. The thorough clearing now effected served to

reassure my conscience ;
for apart from a quantity of beads, metal fragments, and similar small relics

picked up on eroded ground near the ruin, the only finds made consisted of two small tablets and

the double-bracket in wood, N. xii. i. 2. This is a fine piece of wood-carving, nearly five feet long

and in very good preservation, as seen in Plate XVIII, with floral designs in Gandhara style on the

under-surface and a very effective saw-tooth ornament on the sides. The same inner room, i, where

this double-bracket was found, still retained at its north entrance the ornamented wooden door-frame

with slanting jambs seen in the photograph (Fig. 56). Its decorative patterns, as already noted in

my former Report, closely recalled the Kingri work still common in the decorative wood-carving of

the Indus region and derived from Gandhara art.*

To the east of N. xxiv three ruins could be traced in a row lying close together and all half-

smothered by dunes. The nearest, N. xxv, proved that of a small and fairly well-preserved

dwelling, but yielded no finds of any sort. The next, N. xxvi, was of larger size, and owing to the

covering of sand, which rose in parts to a height of eight feet, its clearing cost nearly a day’s hard

work. The arrangement of its rooms, as seen in the plan (Plate 15), showed several interesting

features. The construction of its walls in timber and plaster, with a core of horizontal reeds or else

of diagonal matting, as well as that of its doors, roofing, etc., could be traced with ease, as the several

photographs show. In the set of rooms to the north, i-iv, ix, we have probably the public apart-

ments of the house, including those which would correspond to the modem ‘ Aiwan ’ and ‘ Mihman-
khana ’ of this region. In illustration of these the plan of the ‘ Aiwan ’, with guest-rooms adjoining,

as seen in a Beg’s house at Bagh-jigda, near Yarkand, has been reproduced in Plate 12.* On the

south the family quarters may safely be recognized in rooms v-viii, communicating with each other,

and approached from the rest of the house by a separate passage. In the north-west comer room,

i, partially eroded, there were found eight Kharosthi tablets, including the rectangular covering-

tablet, N. XXVI. i. 4 (Plates XX, XXIIl), still retaining its seal impression in clay
; also the curious

coarsely cut bone seal, N. xxvi. i. 001 (Plate XXIX).

The large room, iii, in the centre, was once, no doubt, used as the main public apartment.

It is seen in the photographs. Figs. 63, 64, and was provided with a raised sitting platform

on three sides as well as an open fire-place in the centre where the roof probably once showed
a clerestory opening. With the passage, iv, on the east, this central apartment communicated by the

door, and also by two side windows. A, B, clearly seen in Fig. 64 and once probably latticed, which

Cf. for other specimens T. xxxiv, 00 1
(PI. LIl); L,A. * Cf. Desert Cathay, i. p. 137; as regards the use of

V. iL r (PI. XXXV); F. rv. 004. ‘Aiwans ’ in general, ibid. L pp. 135 sq.
‘ Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 380,
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in position and construction corresponded exactly to those described in N. xxiv. The only find in

this room, but a very interesting one, was the massive decorated double-bracket, nearly eight and

a half feet long and fourteen inches in height, which is reproduced in Plate XVIII. The photographs.

Figs. 63, 64, show it again, raised on the wooden pillar measuring five feet eight inches in height

and a foot in diameter, which had once carried it and which was found lying close by. Both sides of

the double-bracket as well as its under-surface bear well-designed though coarsely executed motifs

in bold relievo. Monsters of the composite type, such as Gandhara borrowed from Hellenistic art

and Central-Asian Buddhist art also cherished, with crocodiles’ heads, winged bodies, and the tails

and feet of lions, fill the side panels on each vertical face. The central panel is occupied by a vase

holding long curving stems which end alternately in broad leaves and fruits. The whole arrange-

ment recalls that of an Indo-Corinthian capital.

The under-surface at its ends is decorated with panels of varying design
;
the motifs of these Architec-

are partly floral and all are elsewhere represented among the ornamental carvings of this site, as also

in Gandhara work. The plain surface of the centre is accounted for by the fact that the double-

bracket, as seen in Fig. 63, though its mortice fitted the top of the chule of the pillar, did not take

in the whole of the chule but originally rested on another double-bracket, now lost. To judge from

the interval left between the foot of the chule and the under-surface of the extant double-bracket,

this intermediary bracket had a height of about six inches. It would have been quite impossible to

move the massive piece of carved timber as found, owing to its size and weight. So I was glad that

Naik Ram Singh’s skill as a carpenter permitted me to have the panels carefully separated along

the ornamental bands dividing the panels. Even thus the weight of each portion had to be reduced

by hollowing out the core in order to make up practicable loads. The reproduction of the rejoined

panels in Plate XVIII shows that this fine piece of ancient wood-carving did not suffer either by this

unavoidable operation or the subsequent long and difficult transport.

In the southern portion of the house the room, vii, had evidently served as a kind of entrance Room N.

ball or passage. Two out of its four doors had a width of two feet only, widening to two feet three

inches at the bottom owing to the slant of the jambs. They stood only five feet above the floor, the tact,

same feature being noticed also in some doors of N. xii and other residences. The small room, vi,

adjoining, in the south-west comer of the house, was so deeply buried under a dune that it had pre-

served its walls and roofing almost intact. The rafters of the latter with the layer of brushwood,

once carrying the mud roof, were still in position. The two outer walls were solidly built of sun

dried bricks, with a thickness of one foot and a half. The west wall had a narrow window or

air-hole just below the ceiling, which was at a height of nine feet two inches from the floor.

The absence of any other opening, and the smoke-begrimed walls, showed that this little apartment
had been specially affected as a warm corner during the winter months. The room contained

a plastered platform underneath the window and on the opposite wall a perfectly preserved fire-place,

with a wooden bench in the corner beside it, as seen in Fig. 71. On the top of the fire-place there

lay, just as the last occupier had left them, a collection of perfectly preserved Kharosthi tablets,

N. xxvL vi. i-i I, mostly of oblong shape, of which specimens are reproduced in Plates XXVI, XXVII.

With them was found the ‘ female ’ fire-stick, N. xxvi. vi. 1 2, and the empty seal-socket, N. xxvi. vi. ooi
(Plate XXVII). The floor close by yielded .some more tablets, resembling labels in shape, as well as

die modem knife-handle, N. xxvi. vi. 002 (Plate XXXVl).

The large room, viii, to the east proved empty, except for a large and well-preserved cupboard More ob-

in wood, of the shape already described as seen in the photograph. Fig. 57. Its cover-board showed
on two edges decorative carving resembling a twisted rope. Finally, it was in the south-east corner carving,

room, V, that there lay, almost on the surface and therefore badly splintered by exposure, the large

H h 2
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double-bracket, nearly seven feet long, which I had noticed on my first return to the site. It is seen

photographed in the foreground of Figs. 63, 64 after transference to the central room, iii. Its

ornamental wood-carving showed closest resemblance to the floral motifs displayed by the central

panels of the double-bracket found in room iii and already described.

The excavation of a small dwelling close to my camping-ground and without any special

interest, was still proceeding under the Surveyor’s supervision when, on the afternoon of October 26,

I revisited the ruin N. v, where in 1901 I had cleared the precious rubbish heap of N. xv with such

abundant results. What drew me back there, apart from the attraction of a scene of successful work,

was the wish to recover some items from the refuse which I remembered with regret that I had
thrown aside then as valueless. These were small oblong pieces of hard ‘ green ’ leather, rounded
at one end and peculiarly punched with holes, in which I had since learned to recognize pieces

of leather scale armour.® To my satisfaction I found the refuse we had cleared out still undisturbed

under a light cover of drift sand, and my conscience was relieved when, after some careful scraping,

we recovered the missing scales, N. v. xv. 004-006, 0011. As their description in the List below
shows, they closely resemble in appearance the one already illustrated, though there are slight

differences in size and in the position of the holes which served for threading the scales together.

A find even more gratifying was a small Stupa model in wood, N. v. xvi. 001 (see the drawing in

List, p. 247), which I picked up on the surface of the ground close to the adjoining structure N. xvi.

It had evidently been laid bare by a slight move of the drift sand, and now afforded striking confirma-
tion of the belief expressed in Ancient Khotan that this small and badly decayed ruin was that of
a Buddhist shrine.* The model which, no doubt, had served as a votive offering, shows quite clearly
the threefold base, the cylindrical drum, and the dome characteristic of the Stupa type prevailing
among the ruins of the Tarim Basin. It deserves, however, to be noted that the proportions of the
successive bases in this little model differ materially from those observed in the only Stupa of the
Niya Site, the top base being shown as the highest, while the bottom one is so in the real Stupa.®

On the same occasion I also examined a spot situated a little under a mile to the north-north-
west of N. XXVI (see site-plan, Plate 7)> where Ibrahim and a companion had, while ‘ treasure-seeking

*

two years l^fore, come upon remains of skeletons. They had promptly christened it the ‘ Mazar
an unconscious preliminary, perhaps, to resumed local worship. There, by the side of an isolated
tamarisk-cone some thirteen feet high, I found, indeed, unmistakable indications of an ancient
cemetery. Not only were there plentiful human bones scattered over the eroded slopes of a small
plateau, especially to the east and north, but also bleached and splintered boards which, to judge from
their sizes, must have belonged to coffins. The larger pieces measured on the average six to seven
feet in length

; the shorter ones clearly showed their use as head and foot pieces of coffins by the
tenons and mortises intended for dovetailing. The fragments of dark brown and red fabrics,
marked N. x. 001, were picked up near a heap of bones here. The discovery of this cemetery is of
interest as it furnishes conclusive evidence, not otherwise available at this site,® that interment was
practised by at least a portion of the inhabitants, the majority ofwhom we may safely assume to have
been Buddhists. Unfortunately it is impossible to base much archaeological hope upon this fact
seeing how litde chance any objects buried with the dead would have of escaping destruction
on ^ound exposed to the full force of wind erosion. Here it had left no intact skeleton, not even
a single complete skull for measurement. As an instance of the burrowing power of the winds

® Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 3^4, 41 1 (diagram); Add.
p. xvi

* See ibid., i pp, 374 sq.

‘ Cf. ibid., i, p. 339.

* The human remains found in 1901, at a small ruin to
the south of N. ni, could not be recognized with certain^r as
belonging to a regular burial-place of the same period as the
extant ruins; see Ancient Khotan, i, p, 338.
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observed in this vicinity I may mention that the small ruin N. x, situated to the south-east of the

‘Mazar’, and excavated in 1901, was how adjoined by an eroded depression which lay in one place

fully twenty-eight feet below the original ground-level.

While still encamped near N. xiv I had sent out a select band under Ibrahim, my old guide, to Discovery

search eastwards for the ruins which Islam Akhun had alleged he had seen, but which he had of to

proved unable to find again. After three days’ search the party succeeded in tracing a number

of ruined dwellings south-eastwards which, hidden away amidst high and closely packed sand-

cones, had escaped discovery five years before. A reconnaissance upon which I dispatched the

Surveyor had fixed their position in a long-stretched line to the east and south-east of the southern-

most ruins, N. iii, iv, explored in 1901. So on October 27 camp was shifted to the centre of

this newly-discovered group, the distance proving close on five miles. En route I was able to

examine the ruined Stupa again, and noted that, though there was little or no change apparent

since 1901 in the conditions of the drift sand immediately around the small structure, yet the

movement of the sand had now left bare, the line of an enclosing fence to the south and south-

east, thus showing the ancient ground-level (Fig. 65). At the ruin N. iii neither the cover of

sand nor the state of erosion showed any perceptible change. From here we marched for over

a mile to the south-east across broad dunes, fifteen to twenty feet high and often broken by chains

of big tamarisk-cones, until a convenient camping-place was found on deeply eroded ground near

three small ruins, which rose on ‘witnesses’ of striking appearance (Fig. 66).

The northernmost of these, N. xxvii, was situated on steeply eroded slopes by the west side Clearing of

of a tamarisk-cone. It consisted of the exposed and badly eroded remains of two rows of small
^

. uwcllinfirs
rooms built in timber and plaster, forming a block of about fifty by forty feet. The only objects n. xxvix,

recovered by clearing them consisted of a rectangular covering-tablet on which all writing had xxvui.

been bleached, and a wooden comb (Plate XXVIIl). N. xxviii was another small ruined dwelling

occupying the top of an island-like ‘witness’, seen in Fig. 66, which rose with almost vertical

slopes some twenty feet above the eroded ground. Abundant debris of timber lay around, but

only three small rooms and a passage to the west of them were still traceable. The floor had
been swept clear by the winds, except in a corner of the passage, where there lay sand but only

to a height of one foot. It was here that Ibrahim alleged he had found the fifteen tablets which

he brought to me on October 24 on returning from his reconnaissance, and which are shown at

the end of the Descriptive List marked N. Ibr. i, cxdi-ooii, 0013, 0014, 0016. I have no special

reason to doubt the correctness of his statement, and the generally bleached or warped condition

of these tablets, as seen in the specimens, N. Ibr. 005, 0016, reproduced in Plates XXVI, XXVII,

distinctly supports it. A smaller ‘ witness ’, some fifteen yards to the south, which had been com-

pletely cut off from the main plateau by the progress of erosion, retained on its top a stratum

of horse- and sheep-dung. About 150 yards to the west-south-west there emerged from the

protection of a sand covering the shrivelled trunks of an arbour, with a fence traceable for about

forty yards, seen in the foreground of the photograph. Fig. 66. At the south-west end the remains

of a single-roomed structure, N. xxxiv, could just be traced.

Proceeding about three-quarters of a mile to the south, past scattered remains of more arbours Excavation

and gardens, I reached the ruin of a relatively large house, N. xxix, previously reported by the

Surveyor. The plan in Plate 16 shows the disposition, etc,, of the rooms, which were built partly
^

in timber and plaster and partly with plastered rush walls. Room i, to the north-east, had evidently

served as an office and yielded sixteen well-preserved KharosthI tablets, mostly wedge-shaped or

rectangular. From the adjoining room ii came, besides some small oblong tablets, a large double-
' See AncUnt Kholan, i. p. 379,
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wedge tablet and a wooden fire-stick (Plate XXVm). This was found tied by a lo<^ of goat’s-hair

rope to a short curved piece of wood resembling a primitive pulley (see N. xxix. ii. 001. b in

Plate XXVm), of which other specimens are shown by the same plate ; the original use is doubtful

From the long passage, iv, came a perfectly preserved rectangular under-tablet of respectable size,

twelve by five inches, showing eleven lines of clear Kharosthi text with a date which I read as

the nth year of King Jitughavasmana devaputra. The large room, v, yielded no relics. Outside

it, yet within the fenced enclosure of a court or garden, lay the remains of long, twisted vine branches,

once trailing, no doubt, close to the ground, after the fashion of Turkestan gardens. Near a cattle-

shed to the north-east a mulberry-tree still raised its gaunt fissured trunk to a height of about
fourteen feet.

Among the miscellaneous objects found within, or quite close to, this ruined residence there may
be mentioned the fragment of richly coloured ingrain material, N. xxix. 001. a (Plate XLIX)

; a builder’s

float in wood for plastering wall faces, N. xxix. 002 (Plate XIX) ;
and a well-preserved bronze ring,

N. XXIX, 006 (Plate XXIX). Two ornaments, the um-shaped pendant, N. xxix. 005, and the fragment
of a large cylindrical bead, N, xxix. 007, both shown by Plate XXIX, are of special interest. The
material is a blue paste which I was first inclined to take for celadon. Both in shape and material,

as Mr. Woolley points out, they closely resemble Western products such as are found in Roman
Egypt.

The ruins, which lay to the north, proved, when searched on October 28, the remains erf

small and poorly built dwellings, as befitted the homesteads of what was evidently the easternmost

fringe of the ancient settlement, N. xxx, reached after going over a mile due north from N. xxviii,

consisted of three small rooms, the lines of their walls and sitting platforms being just traceable

under one or two feet of sand. Two wedge-shaped under-tablets were found here, one completely

bleached. N. xxxi was another small dwelling, about a furlong to the north-west Above ground
eroded to a depth of over ten feet there remained here only scanty traces of a room, sixteen by
fourteen feet, adjoined by a fenced court to the west. About a quarter of a mile to the west erf

N. xxx there emerged the .remnants of a small structure, probably a cattle-shed, from the side

of a tamarisk-cone, rising about eighteen feet above the level marked by the ruin. The gjround

immediately below the latter was eroded to a depth of fifteen feet. Going for about one-Aird of
a mile to the south-west I found the top of a small eroded ridge occupied by a small ruin, now com-
pletely decayed, N. xxxii. The walls of two small rooms were barely traceable, the height of
the protecting sand being less than a foot. Much fallen timber strewed the east slope. Finally,

a short distance to the south I could trace the remains of a cattle-shed and arbour, N. xwiit, on
two small ‘witnesses’, as seen in the photograph. Fig. 67. Close by to the north-east there
emerged from the side of a tamarisk-cone the dead trunks of three or four poplars planted in

a row. This completed the survey of what structural remains could be found by us northward.
Returning thence to where my last camp had stood, I proceeded southwards in search of the

remaining ruins. A strong north-east wind filled the air with a grey dust haze. But even without
this the surroundings were growing more and more sombre, in spite of the more frequent appearance
of still living scrub. The ruins had to be searched for amidst closely packed sand-cones which
raised their heads with tangled masses of tamarisk to heights varying from twenty to forty feet.

It was in a singularly gloomy and confined spot of this maze that the ruin N. xxxv proved to be
situated, over half a mile to the south of N. xxix. It was that of a relatively large dwelUi^ (see
plan, Plate 17) ;

but the exposed western portions had suffered badly by erosion, always particularly
^ective at the foot of sand-cones, and the rest was made practically inarrf.ssible by the
of the sand from the slope above. From the central room, ii, which was still traceable, a complete
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double-wedgje tablet was recovered. Among the small objects picked up from eroded ground close

by was a neatly worked pendant showing a piece of greenish glass set in a round silver mount,

N. XXXV. 006 (see Plate XXIX).

Section V.—EXPLORATION OF SOUTHERNMOST RUINS AND GENERAL
OBSERVATIONS ON SITE

We emerged on somewhat more open ground on nearing the area where, on the day of my
arrival, I had noticed a few living Toghraks still lingering among the numerous dead ones. Here,

amidst some low dunes and plentiful tamarisk scrub, as seen in the background of the photograph.

Fig. 68, lay a group of ruins, the southernmost of the main site, except for the isolated remains

noticed on my first return. In this jungle which still struggled against death, half a dozen ancient

dwellingfs were traceable, all of modest extent and, it seemed, of rather rough construction. In

several of them I noticed that the diagonal matting forming the core of the walls was strengthened

on the outside by thick vertically placed rush bundles. The plaster covering used appears to have

been very thin and had almost completely decayed. N. xxxvi, at the north foot of a conspicuous

tamarisk-cone (Fig. 68 ;
for plan, see Plate 1 7), yielded no remains of any sort. But from the

several apartments of the ruin to the south of this, N. xxxvii (see plan, Plate 17), there were

recovered a number of Kharos^ tablets, including a rectangular cover with the clay seal of the

Chinese command at Shan-shan (Plate XXIIl), besides a curious piece of decorative wood-carving

(N. xxxvii. ii. 004, Plate XIX), which evidently belonged to some piece of furniture. The four-

petalled flower appearing on it is of an unusual form.

In the dwelling N. xxxvin, which lay a short distance to the east (see plan, Plate 1 7), the main
room, i, showed on three sides a sitting platform, four feet broad and fifteen inches high, faced with

sun-dried bricks seventeen by twelve by three inches.

There was found here a roughly carved round central pillsu'

and a plain double-bracket, eight feet long and seven and
a half inches wide, with ends curving upwards (see diagram).

Mortises showed that, as in N. xxvi, there must have been

a second double-bracket combined with this. In room ii

a wooden pillar was discovered, five feet high and oval in

section, with a longer axis of nine inches and the sides

showing sixteen facets (see Fig. 69). The top, both in

front and on the back, was decorated in rough bold diip-

carving with a design showing a vase from which issued two
long curving stems ending in broad leaves and fruits pai-

dent, exactly after the style seen in the central panel of the double-bracket N. xxvL iii. i

(Plate XVni).

In the small and badly eroded dwelling, N. xxxix, a quarter of a mile to the north, a rectangular

covering-tablet was found, carved in the rough and manifestly unfinished. On a ‘ witness ’ about

fifteen feet high, close to camp, stood the small ruin N. xl, of which only a single room with fire-place

and sitting platform on three sides had survived erosion. It was curious to note that a tamarisk-

cone, rising some thirty yards to the west and also eroded at its foot, bore on its top dead Toghraks.

These stood on a level about five feet higfher than the floor of N. xl. They must ha^ gromi
when the sand-cone was quite low, just like those which now abound over the neighbouring area
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(cf. Fig. 68). But owing to erosion the top of the cone now stood fully twenty-one feet above the

immediately adjoining ground.

I must note as a specially curious feature the frequent appearance of thick layers of sheep-dung

at several of these ruins within what must have been living quarters. The fact seemed puzzling at

first until, in the light of my subsequent observations at Miran, the ‘ Lou-lan ’ Site, and elsewhere, it

became evident that these ruins, at some period subsequent to their abandonment, had been used to

shelter flocks grazing in the jungle, which had grown up around them at a time when the summer

flocks still reached this nearest portion of the old site. There were, however, no archaeological

indications to aid us in determining that period, if only approximately, and calculations based on

the conjectured rate of gfrowth of the sand-cones, the age of the neighbouring wild poplars and the

like, might be very misleading, seeing how different the determining factors may be, even in areas

closely adjoining. But so much is certain, that the abandoned dwellings could have invited use by

shepherds only as long as their ruins were in some state of preservation. It is also noteworthy that

I found traces of such use only in the southernmost portion of the site. The reason for this distinc-

tion is made clear by what I shall have presently to record about the ancient terminal course of the

Niya River.

On October 30 there remained only the clearing of the modest dwelling to the south, N. xli (for

plan, see Plate 18), from which, on the first day of my return to the site, I had extracted three

Kharosthi tablets.^ Its scanty remains, badly eroded and showing also traces of recent burrowing,

refused to yield more than another tablet, much decayed, and some miscellaneous small implements.

Among these it may suffice to mention a small stick, N. xli. 008, likely to have been used as a pen,

and a longer one, N. xli. 005, which, judging from its rounded and charred ends, had probably served

as a fire-drill. But the surroundings of this ruin, as a careful inspection soon showed, were to reveal

features of far greater interest. The panoramic view, taken from a sandy ridge to the east and
reproduced in Fig. 75, will help to explain the details as well as to convey the general imptession

of the ground. All round the ruined dwelling there could still be traced lines of fences bordered by
rows of poplars and enclosing small arbours and orchards. Only some seventy yards to the west
there still stood a rectangle of dead mulberry-trees, raising their trunks to a height of ten feet

or more, which had once cast their shade over a tank still clearly marked by a depression.

The stream from which the canal once feeding this tank must have taken offwas not far to seek

;

for behind the nearest ridge of sand westwards, the very one from which the photographic panorama
was taken, there still lay the remains of a foot-bridge, traceable for about ninety feet and stretching
across an unmistakable ancient river-bed, as clearly seen in Fig. 75 - Of the trestles which
had carried the bridge two still stood upright, near what must have been the eastern head of the
bridge, one of the posts rising to a height of over ten feet. The extant portion of the bridge was
formed near its eastern end by one large flattened trunk of poplar (Populus alba), one and a half feet
broad and thirty-nine feet long, as far as it could be cleared of the sand which covered what was once
the right river bank. This part of the footway was continued by three narrow trunks, about forty
feet long, lying side by side and once, no doubt, joined together. Beyond there could be traced
detached fragments of trunks for another ten feet. They lay on the eroded slope which leads down
from the west to the depression marking the lowest part of the ancient river-bed. The bottom of
the bed lay fifteen feet below the level indicated by the extant eastern end of the bridge.

At a distance of sixty-eight feet from the westernmost portion of the footway now extant,
the slope terminated in a steeply eroded bank ofhard loess. This, clearly shown by the photograph
along with several similar and parallel banks above it, has undoubtedly been ‘ washed out ’ and

’ Cf. above, p. 213.
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75. PANORA
, ,he covered loD of a sandy ridge, is marked in Plan PI. 18. The view ejlends from the S.E. (left) to W. (right). In the foreground behind the ruined duelling N. XLI (A) and lank fB) are seen the remains of dead trees and fences marking lines of ancient avenues and gardens. The height of ihe trestles, still upright, vhieh once supported the bridge (C)
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is shown by the figure of a man. Beyond the left bank of the dry river-bed are remains of dead orchards (D) and in the distance those of an ancient vineyard ( E, traced ip 1 9 1 s)- In near background, to south and south-west, rise tamarisk-cones, and in the distance high ridges of dunes.
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undercut by wind action. But the wind itself is likely to have been guided or at least influenced by the

direction of the old river bank, running here, like the terminal bed still traceable below Tulkiich-kol,

a little to the west of north. To the north-west of the bridge rows of garden-trees with remains of

fences could be made out for over a hundred yards. Immediately beyond there appeared a well-

marked depression which, as seen from the panoramic station, had the appearance of a large

rectangular tank or reservoir. On examination it proved about a hundred yards across from north

to south. Accompanied by Surveyor Ram Singh I then proceeded to follow the dry river course

downwards (see site-plan in Plate 7). After continuing for less than half a mile in the direction

above indicated, the ancient bed was found to make a sharp bend to the south-west. With this

bearing it could be traced for about a mile across an area of curiously open ground, almost clear of

vegetation and showing, besides great patches of bare loess soil, only low dunes eight to ten feet

high. The contrast with the belt of closely set tamarisk-cones passed further south and seen in the

panorama was striking. In places the ancient bed was completely covered up by drift sand, but
at short intervals it emerged again, recognizable by its steep-cut banks.

Then the bed resumed again its north-westerly direction, and when after crossing it we had Terminal

ascended a big sandy ridge westwards to a height of fifty feet, we could see it joining a broad valley- of

like depression stretching far away to the north-west, with living tamarisks and wild poplars, river.

Immediately to the north there lay before us scattered groups of large Toghraks, evidently of great

age but still flourishing. From where we stood the view extended over miles of this wide silent

valley, flanked by big ‘ Dawans ’ of dunes rising up to two hundred feet or more and appearing over
the flat sandy waste like chains of true hills. One of them was the same which had limited our view
westwards while at work on the northern and central group of ruins. It was impossible to mistake
here those great riverine ridges of sand which I knew so well to accompany the terminal courses of
all rivers losing themselves in the desert, and which I was able subsequently to study with particular

clearness, when crossing in February, 1908, the Taklamakan from north to south towards the dead
delta of the Keriya River.* Nowhere could the Surveyor’s sharp eyes or my own, aided by strong
binoculars, see any trace of ruins or ancient cultivation. Ibrahim, too, who stood by my side,

declared that he had vainly searched this great Nullah and others west of it for several marches in

the hope of more ruins. Here was clearly the depression into which the waters of the Niya River
at the time of summer floods had once emptied themselves, below the head of the canals irrigating

the ancient oasis. The vigorous growth of wild poplars showed that even now a course of subsoil
water deep down must find its way to this desolate valley. Moreover, at a point to the north-east
where we again struck the old river-bed, I found that the light sand covering its banks revealed in

places shrivelled trunks of dead Jigda trees and low stubble of withered reeds. But certainly this

bed had seen no water for long ages, and over all this strange ground desiccation was written quite,

plainly.

With the survey of the short portion of the ancient river course just described my work at the Departure

site was concluded, and nightfall of October 30 saw my camp shifted back once more to the shrine of
Imam Jafar Sadiq and thus to the purlieus of the living. The great and almost uninterrupted toil

of the twelve days spent among the ruins of the deserted oasis had been rewarded by finds so
abundant that I felt less keenly the strict limitation of time which regard for the manifold tasks
awaiting me far away eastwards imposed upon me. It would have been of geographical and
antiquarian interest to determine the exact course followed by the river about the third century a.d.,

as far as possible both above and below the southernmost group of ruins, and also to trace with
* Cf. for these high ridges along the terminal portions of also Ruins of Khotan, p. 330 ; Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 383 sq.

;

the Keriya, Niya, Endere Rivers the map of Ancient Khotan
; and Desert Cathay, i. p. 422

;

ii. 385, 401, etc.

I i
18T4
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complete certainty the easternmost limits of the area once irrigated. But if I had to forgo these

inquiries which might have cost precious days without perhaps yielding an adequate return in results,

there was ample compensation in the thought that my observations and finds had confirmed

in all essentials the conclusions to which my previous explorations had led me.

These conclusions have been set forth so fully in Chapter XI of ncient Khotan, which deals

with the Niya Site,^ that the briefest mention will suffice here of the main points which have

received additional support by the results of my fresh explorations. In the light of these it can still

be asserted with confidence that the ruins belong to a widely scattered and mainly agricultural

settlement which flourished in the third century a.d. and was abandoned about the time when Chinese

supremacy in the Tarim Basin came to an end towards the close of that century. The discovery in

the refuse heap of N. xiv of the interesting wooden labels with dedicatory Chinese inscriptions to

members of a local royal family, proves on the one hand the correctness of the Chinese records which

mention the separate existence of the small kingdom of Ching-chiieh down to the middle of the third

century a.d. in a position clearly corresponding to the tract watered by the Niya River.* On the

other hand, the same find illustrates again the important influence which Chinese administration and
culture exercised here at that period.®

It is true that the fresh excavations did not yield another dated document like the Chinese

wooden record, N. xv. 326, which had definitely settled the main question as to the chronology of the

ruins.® But apart from the collateral evidence supplied by the fact that the same royal names which

were found on KharosthI documents from N. xv appear again and again on the tablets brought
to light in the newly discovered ruins, there are two negative proofs which support the approximate
date previously assumed for the abandonment of the site. In view of the extent of the fresh

excavations these may claim additional weight.

In the first place it is noteworthy that none of the ruins opened, far more numerous though they

are than those of 1901, has yielded the smallest scrap of paper. The chronological significance

of this fact is much increased by the observation that at the site of ‘ Lou-lan ’, north of Lop-n5r,

which, as my subsequent explorations showed, must have been occupied down to about the middle
of the fourth century a.d., documents on paper, both Chinese and KharosthI, were relatively abundant
by the side of others written on the older material, wood. Considering that the Niya Site lay close

to, if not actually on, the ancient trade route leading from Kan-su to Khotan and westwards,
the only probable explanation for this striking absence of paper must be sought in the fact that the
Niya Site was abandoned somewhat earlier than that of Lop-nor and before the use or manufacture
of paper had spread from China sufficiently far to the west. Equally telling is the numismatic
evidence. The ten Chinese copper coins found near the excavated ruins, or picked up from eroded
ground elsewhere at the site, comprise only pieces which were current under the Later Han dynasty
(a.d. 25-220) or immediately after its close.’^ The analysis of the coin finds made on my former visit

had yielded exactly the same result.®

The essential observation still holds good, that the local administration ofthe tract was carried on

’ Cf. in particular Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 368 sqq., for

conclusions concerning historical matters, and i. pp. 382 sqq.

for those bearing on questions raised by the physical con-
ditions of the site.

* See above, p. 219 and below.
“ Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 372 sq.

* See ibid., i. p. 370,
’’ As the list in Appendix B shows, the series is made up

of two coins showing the legend Ko chuan as issued by

WangMang (a.d. 9-22
; for specimen see PI. CXL); two

Wushu pieces of the type ascribed to KuangWu ti (a.d. 2^—
57) j und three small coins without legends belonging to
clipped Wushu issues associated with the reign of Hsien ti

(a.d. 189-220).

' Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 369, note 29 ; also p. 577.
The proportion between the various types represented was
approximately the same as indicated in the preceding note

;

but no Ho chuan were previously found.
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in an Indian language and script. In spite ofthe difficulties attending the decipherment and publica-

tion of the Kharosthi documents from the site, it seems safe to state that their early Prakrit, like that

of the Dhammapada version contained in the birch-bark fragments of the Dutreuil de Rhins MS.,

reveals close relationship in phonetic and other features to the dialects which can be shown to have

prevailed in the extreme north-west of India from ancient times.® As to the script it is certain that

the type of its Kharosthi characters is very closely allied to that represented in north-western India

by the inscriptions of the Kusana period. But as long as the chronology of the latter remains beset

by its present obscurities, it is rather Indian than Central-Asian historical research which benefits by

the evidence implied in the palaeographic agreement.^®

It still seems as tempting as before to recognize this use of Indian language and script for pur- Far-spread

poses of local administration as lending support to the old tradition, recorded by Hsuan-tsang, which

tells of Khotan having received a large portion of its early population by immigration from Taksasila, language,

the Taxila of the Greeks, in the extreme north-west of India.” But it must be clear also that the

aspects of the problem have been widened and to some extent changed by the results of my subse-

quent explorations which have proved the regular use of Kharosthi writing and an early Prakrit for

administrative purposes to have prevailed about the same period as far east as the Lop-nor region.^®

We are thus faced by the question whether the far-spread use of these was not partly a result also of the

political influence which the powerful Indo-Scythian dominion established both north and south of

the Hindukush seems to have exercised for a time in the Tarim Basin during the early centuries

of our era,^® or of that even more important cultural influence which must have accompanied the

Buddhist propaganda carried eastwards from the Oxus region about the same period. The time has

not yet arrived for attempting a definite answer to this and kindred questions.

In the Detailed Report on my former explorations I have already discussed at length the great Change of

change in physical conditions to which the ruined site bears such eloquent testimony, and which must

interest the geographical student quite as much as the archaeologist.” I have emphasized there the proved by

importance attaching to ‘ the shrinkage by a distance of at least fifteen miles of the river’s final site,

course, and of the belt it fertilizes ’. The progress of general desiccation alone supplies an adequate

explanation for this shrinkage. The evidence afforded by this feature appeared to me all the more

conclusive because, in the case of the Niya Site, no question could possibly arise as to the source of

its water-supply
;
moreover it was here possible to keep the comparison of the ancient and modern

Language
and palaeo-

graphy of

Kharosthi
documents.

’ Cf. J. Bloch, Le dialecte desfragments Dutreuil de Rhins,

J.A., 1912, xix. pp. 331 sqq.

These obscurities are sufficiently illustrated by the

controversies still proceeding as to the relative grouping of

the several Indo-Scythian rulers known to us in India

by their coins and contemporary inscriptions, and as to the

commencement of the era or eras in which the latter are

dated (cf. e. g. Mr. Kennedy’s articles. The Secret of

Kanishka, J.R.A.S., 1912, pp. 665 sqq.; Oldenberg, Zur

Frage nach der A era des Kaniska, Nachrichten der K. Gesell-

schaft der Wissenschaften, Gottingen, 19 ii, pp. 427 sqq.=
The Era of Kaniska, in Journal of the Pali Text Society,

1912, pp. 1-18).

I doubt whether in these discussions the chronological

evidence afforded by the Kharosthi documents from Niya has

received the attention it deserves. The exact dating, a. n.

269, of the contemporary Chinese record, N. xv. 326 (see

Ancient Khotan, i. p. 370), definitely assigns them to the

latter half of the third century of our era. It is obvious that

the close agreement which their writing shows with the

characteristic palaeographic features of the inscriptions of

Kaniska and his undoubted successors, must raise serious

doubts as to the correctness of a recent theory which would
make Kaniska’s reign commence in the first half of the first

century b. c. It is very unlikely that a script, cursive in its

very character, should appear in written documents with

practically the same features which it showed three centuries

earlier in epigraphic records. This is not the place to

indicate other reasons, chiefly archaeological, which make me
inclined to accept a much later dating of Kusana rule in

India.

” Cf. for a critical analysis of this local tradition. Ancient

Khotan, i. pp. 163 sqq.

See below.

“ Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 55 sq. To the references

there given must now be added M. Chavannes’ translation of

a notice in the Later Han Annals, T'oung-pao, 1907, p. 205.
” See Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 383 sqq.

I 1 2
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conditions quite clear of any arguments dependent on the amount of available water, methods of

irrigation, etc., i.e. factors which here, as elsewhere in the Tarim Basin, still await systematic survey

by a competent irrigation engineer. At the same time I thought it necessary to point out that while

this shrinkage of the water-supply resulting from desiccation ‘ fully explains why the ancient site was

never reoccupied, it does not prove that the original abandonment was directly and solely due to it ’.

Nor could I neglect to add the warning that ‘as in most historical changes the causes [for that

abandonment] may have been far more complex than the modern inquirer is apt to assume ’.

I must still maintain this distinction between the definitely proved case of desiccation and the

uncertainty which surrounds the circumstances in which the abandonment of the ancient oasis actually

took place. The interesting account which Prof. Huntington has given of his short visit to the site

in 1905, brings out, indeed, very clearly the fact that the Niya River in its present size and con-

dition could not so much as reach, much less irrigate, the extensive area of ancient cultivation marked

by the ruins.^® But I do not find in the observations there recorded anything to prove the implicit

assumption which would attribute the abandonment of this settlement towards the close of the third

century a.d. directly to a gradual failing of irrigation. Nor have my own renewed explorations

furnished definite evidence for settling the question on a critically safe basis. But some of their

results have a sufficiently direct bearing to deserve a brief collective review here.

In the first place attention is due to the peculiar conditions in which the small hidden archive of

N. XXIV was discovered. From the details fully set forth above it may be considered certain that

the last occupant of the residence in question had been obliged to leave his home in an emergency,

and not on account of a gradual abandonment of the oasis such as would necessarily follow the pro-

longed failure of irrigation. What particular emergency caused this hurried departure we are

not likely ever to learn, nor what prevented the owner’s return. Where historical knowledge is so

limited, the range of possible explanations—w'ar, insecurity, pestilence, fiscal oppression, etc.—must be

wide. Instead of indulging in conjectures, we should learn from such an instance the need of caution

in our inferences where the chances of human affairs in a distant past are in question.

It is an argument of considerable weight for the point at issue that the extensive range of ruins

excavated failed to reveal the slightest archaeological indication that the abandonment of different

portions of the ancient oasis had taken place successively. Difficulties about irrigation, as illustrated

by numerous modern instances, including the typical case of ‘ Old Domoko ’, would certainly make
themselves felt first at the outlying parts of the canal system, as duly pointed out by Prof.

Huntington. But though the length of the area from south to north over which structural remains

have been carefully explored, extends now to over twelve miles, nothing has come to light to

warrant the suggestion that the finds at the northernmost ruins date from an earlier period than

those yielded by the ruins at the other end of the old oasis. The evidence against such an assump-
tion may claim special weight because it is furnished also by documents with exact dates in regnal

periods which, as far as our present knowledge goes, are uniformly represented over the whole area.

In this connexion it is also of importance to mention that nowhere among the northern group
of ruins, nor, as a matter of fact, anywhere else on the site, did I come across any of those stumps
of cut garden- or fruit-trees which are such significant mementos at oases gradually abandoned.
Where the cultivated area has undergone gradual shrinkage those holding the lands still under

See Pulse of Asia, pp. 203 sqq. It may be as well to

state here that Prof. Huntington, when writing this account,

was not acquainted with the details as to the extent, etc., of

my explorations of 1901, as described in Ancient Khotan.

In the absence of a detailed site-plan, such as Plate XXVII

gives there, he would necessarily find it difiScult to make sure
of the position of the ruins to which my work then extended.
Nor could old Abdulla, to whose humorous confession he
refers on p. 201, help him much, considering that I dispensed
with this wily ‘ guide’s ’ services after the first three days.
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irrigation invariably turn to the arbours or orchards of the abandoned area for dead trees to supply

handy timber and fuel. I have noticed the identical process wherever deserted lands and home-

steads remained within easy reach of settlers still continuing the struggle, at sites as far apart as

‘Old Domoko’ and the outlying parts of Nan-hu near Tun-huang.^® Yet though all through the

Niya Site the trunks of ancient poplars and fruit-trees, whether erect or fallen, abounded, I found

no evidence to show that they had suffered by the hand of man.

The fact that only at the southernmost group were there signs of ruins having subsequently Occupation

served for sheep-pens, might at first sight appear a distinction resulting from prolonged occupation.

But in reality it merely proves that by the time when the abandoned oasis came to serve as a grazing- sheep-

ground, those indispensable provisions for a shepherd station, proximity and sufficiency ofwater, were pens,

obtainable at its southern end alone. The immediate vicinity of the ancient river-bed fully explains

this. As far as this point it is likely to have received the water of summer floods even centuries

after cultivation was abandoned. Even now, as we have seen, a good deal of tamarisk and wild

poplar growth survives near the southernmost ruins, and it is quite possible that the period when

the deserted houses served as shelters for flocks was separated by a long interval from the time of

their abandonment as actual homesteads.

Finally, attention may be called to another physical change, apart from desiccation, which Possibility

might have brought about the desertion of the ancient oasis. I mean the possibility, always to be
gijjf^jng^of

faced at such terminal oases, that irrigation was interfered with or stopped by a great lateral shifting river’s ter-

of the river’s course. In my previous discussion I pointed out the frequency of such deltaic

changes at the end of rivers which lose themselves in the desert.^^ Now from this point ofview some

antiquarian value attaches to the unmistakable traces left by the ancient river-bed where it skirts the

southern end of the site. Lying exactly in the continuation of the present terminal bed, as it passes

out below Tulkuch-kol, they make it difficult to believe that the river could have suffered here so

serious a diversion as to render irrigation for a time impossible. Also the hill-like ridges of high

sands which give to this terminal part of the riverine belt quite the character of a well-defined valley,

seem to preclude this assumption. They have been built up by the action of the river itself, by

deposits of fine silt it has brought down through long ages, and are, no doubt, of ancient formation.'*

If then the desertion of the oasis had been the result, directly or indirectly, of such a lateral shift Evidence for

of the river-bed we should have to look for the place of its occurrence at some point higher up. To
the south-east of Imam Ja'far Sadiq I found, indeed, a succession of wide salt-encrusted depressions,

parallel to the river’s terminal course and in part still marshy, which represent the beds left behind

by such changes. But, of course, nothing is known of their chronological sequence. The nearest

of them, known as Chawal-kdl (see Map No. 37), lies in direct continuation of the channel which at

the time of my visit carried water to the tiny cultivated patch of Kapak-askan. That the Niya

River's terminal course must have been always liable to the temporary changes of bed, which are

a feature observed at the end of all rivers in this region,'® may be considered certain. But in the

absence of direct historical records, we can never hope to know whether it was such a digression

which threatened the water-supply of the ancient oasis towards the close of the third century, or

why human activity was unequal to warding off the resulting calamity.

This brings me in conclusion to mention again the fact already emphasized in my former dis-

Cf. Ancient Khoian, i. p. 458 ; Deser Cathay, ii. p. 86.

” Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 383 sqq.

“ The possibility that these high ridges of sand rest

towards the west on permanent elevations of the ground,

similar to the low hill range cropping out at Imam Ja'far

Sadiq (see Ancient Khotan, i. p. 313), should not be lost sight

of.

” Cf. for actual instances Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 383 sq.

;

also for my experience at the Keriya River end in 1908,

Desert Cathay, ii. pp. 391 sqq.
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cussion that the close of the third century a, d. marks exactly that period when, during the

internal troubles in the Empire which followed the death of the Emperor Wu ti, Chinese

political control over ‘ the Western regions ’ ceased or was greatly reduced in effectiveness.*® In

fact during the early part of the fourth century direct contact between the Empire and the Tarim

Basin was broken by the establishment in the westernmost part of Kan-su of what practically

represented an independent local dynasty.

There is no direct historical evidence as to the effect which this prolonged withdrawal of

Chinese control exercised upon the economic conditions prevailing in the various small states

between Lop-nor and the Pamirs. Still less are we able to judge from the available records to what
extent, if any, that withdrawal Itself was brought about by economic causes, due, as Prof. Huntington

would have us assume, to climatic change at that period. But it seems safe to suppose, in view of

all we know of the peculiarly unstable character of cultivation in the Tarim Basin, that such a great

political change would be reflected also by a reduction of economic prosperity. And it is certainly

noteworthy, as our subsequent investigations show, that at the sites of Endere, Miran, and north

of Lop-nor, ruins are likewise encountered, indicating abandonment of once cultivated oases about

the same period or a little later. Whether this abandonment was brought about by contemporary
physical causes or was due, partly at least, to a state of weakness in the human factors, resulting from
this political change, we have no means at present to decide.

Section VI.—LIST OF ANTIQUES EXCAVATED AT NIYA SITE

OBJECTS FOUND AT RUIN N. V

N. V. XV. 001. Frs. of ordinary buff felt, including sole

of shoe, with piece of light buff fabric and handful of

natural wool.

N. V. XV. 002. Strip of leather with stitch-marks along

the edges
; tanned. 3!' x i^".

N. V. XV. 003. Tanned leather strip of irregular shape.
fiS" V T 3 '

N. V. XV. 004. Piece of ‘green’ leather scale armour
(see Anc. Khotan, p. 41 1), rectang. one corner broken off.

Two holes bored in each of others, parallel to long side;

in one, piece of thong. In middle of one short side, hole

cut X from edge. 31' x 2' x

N, V. XV. 005. Piece of ‘ green ’ leather scale armour
(see Anc. Khotan, p. 41 1), rectang. Holes in comers, as

in N. V. XV. 004. Towards middle of one short side, rect-

angular piece cut out. Hard and curled up. 2^' x if' x
A' to i'.

N. V. XV. 006. Fr. of ‘ green ’ leather scale armour.
Hard and curled up as N. v. xv. 005. if' x if' x c.

N, V. XV. 007. Small strip of wood. Longitudinal
section curved. Broken at one end where was a saw-cut.

At the other end wedge-shaped. Small hole near point.

N. V. XV. 008. Flat strip of wood, broken at one end

;

other end sq. and bevelled. Broken down one side,

arxil'xi'.

N. V. XV. 009. Wooden seal-case. One side broken
away. Hole (^' diam.) through bottom. Three string

grooves, 11' X 11
' x i

N. V. XV. 0010. Wooden seal-case, like N. v. xv. 009.
Rounded sides, if' X i^' X i'.

N. V. XV. 0011, Piece of ‘ green ’ leather scale armour
(see Anc. Khotan, p. 41 1), rectang. In middle of each
long side three holes are cut parallel to edge, with frs. of

thong remaining in them. In middle of one short side

hole cut (f
' diam.), from edge. 2^' X if' X

N, V. xvi, 001. Wooden block carved into form of
Buddhist Stupa. The circular form of orig. block is re-

tained as a base. This form becomes sq. at a height of

flic transition from round to sq. being by four

chamfers. Sq. portion is 2f' diam. and 2f' high, each
face having a sunk surface with A* raised border reserved
on three sides, the lowest being cut away. Each of these
sunk panels bears traces of an attenuated quatrefoil in

painted outline, placed diagonally. Prob. rough sketch as
guide for carving, but never carried further. Above square
rises a circular drum (if' high x 2' diam.), surmounted by
stilted semi-circular dome of same diam. and if* high.
Dividing drum from dome is a narrow keel moulding.
A hole is drilled through centre vertically. Much cracked.

PP- 643. note 4 ; 544.
Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 384 ; M. Chavannes’ extracts from the Chin Annals,
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OBJECTS FOUND AT ANCIENT CEMETERY NEAR N. X

N. X. 001. Frs. of dark brown-red fabric, loose but woven. Very brittle. Found near human bones to E. of

even texture, with others of redder colour and more closely ‘ Mazar W. of N. x. Gr. M. 4^' x 4^*.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT,

N. xn. 01. Fr. of rectang. under-tablet. Obv. eight

11 . Khar, almost effaced. Rev. blank. Broken across.

Si'xzl'xf'.

N. xn. 001. Bronze ring with flat bezel. Incised design.

Cf. Am. Khotan, PI. LII, N. 0014. g, and N. xu-xxvii.

002-3. Diam.
;
bezel f

* X f*. PI. XXIX.

N. xn. 002. Bronze ring with hollow bezel; stone

missing. Diam. x f".

N. xn. 003. Leaf-shaped piece of sheet bronze with

hole at upper end. Possibly from scale armour. Cf.

N. XU. 0011; XIV. 009-11. PI. XXIX.

N. xn. 004. Bronze wire ring (ear-ring ?) of which ends

are not joined. Boss opposite opening. Diam. f
* x j^*.

N. xn. 005. Glass bead, blue, discoid. I* X

N. xn. 006. Glass bead, light blue, roughly ring-shaped.
1" vl*
? Xf .

N. xn. 007. Bronze rod, broken each end. al* x^*.

N. xn. 008. Bronze ring with flat bezel. Design in-

cised. Illegible. Cf. Anc. Khotan, PI. LII, N. 0014. g.

Diam. I* x f
*.

N. xn. 009. Rough jade chip, somewhat resembling

arrowhead, but not artificial. 2 x |* X f PI. XXXVI.

N. xn. 0010, Glass and stone beads : one gilded glass

;

eight blue glass, rings, discoid and faceted; five black

paste, flattened spheroids
;

three green glass, rings, fused

together ; three white, one bone, two glass
; one yellow

glass. Cf. Anc. Khotan, PI. LXXIV. N. 0014. d and

N. 0020. a, (Gilded glass beads occur fairly frequently

throughout the Roman Empire and seem to have been

manufactured in the south of the Nile Valley. See Woolley

and Maciver, KaranSg, p. 74.)

N. xn. oon. Sq. of thin sheet bronze, pierced near

middle of one edge
;
prob. piece of scale armour, sq.

N. xn. 0013. Fr. ofcorroded bronze, shapeless. Roughly,

N. xn. 0013. Strip cut from sheet bronze, c.^
thick. Pierced at each end. Rough. Prob. a rivet, as

e. g., in wooden bowl N. xxi. 2, q. v. i x f*.

N. xn. 0014. Bronze ring with hollow bezel; stone

missing. Diam. I' x f'.

N. xn. 0015. Bronze rod, splayed out end, broken off,

round in section. Much corroded. Across end c. f'

;

diam. rod

N. xn. 0016. Ring of bent bronze wire. Ends not

quite joined. Section lozenge-shaped. Diam. f' to j*.

OR FOUND NEAR, N. XII

N. xn. 0017. Ring of bent bronze wire. Ends not

quite joined. Section round. Diam. I'xf*.

N. xn. 0018. Sieve (Sapi) for clearing milk. Circumfer-

ence made of withies bound with string, and covered with

yellow felt sewn. Centre covered with network of coarse

vegetable fibre, yellow and brown. This broken away in

parts. Diam. 91*. PI. XXVIII.

'

1

inches

Carved Wooden Block N. v. xvi. oor.

N. xn. i. I. Fr. of label-like tablet with pointed end.

Obv. two 11. Khar, faded, but clear. Rev. blank. Good
condition. 3^x1*.

N. xn. i. 3. Wooden double bracket. Carved in relief.

Side ornament ; From top, plain moulding. Band of saw-
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tooth pattern 2J' wide. In middle of this four-petalled

lotus between upright zigzag ornament. Plain fillet.

Moulding, of long billets divided by bevelled squares.

Plain modillions and abacus. Under-ornameni : each end

same. At end two plain and one billeted moulding.

OBJECTS PICKED UP

N. xn-xxvi. 001. Frs. of buff muslin. Cf. L.B. iv. ii. v.

003. Approx. 10' X 8^*. Material: sheep’s wool, deter-

mined by Dr. Hanausek.

N. xn.-xxvn. 001. Flat brass wire, thin strip of ; broken

and twisted together. ^ X ;
length, about 4* (?).

N. xn-xxvn. 002. Bronze ring like N. xxx-xxxn. 001.

Flat bezel. Linear design in dotted edge. Diam. f' x
PI. XXIX.

Oblong lotus with six double petals, and six sepals
; rosette

corolla of eight petals. Plain border round all four sides.

Rounded cross-band of saw-tooth pattern. Cavetto, leading

to impost. Diam., mortise, 6*. 4' ii' x loj' X 7' to 3^*.

Cf. Anc. Khotan, PI. LXIX. PI. XVIIl.

BETWEEN N. XTI-XXXV

N. xn-xxvn. 003. Bronze ring like N. xii-xxvn. 002.

Flat bezel. Linear design within incised oval. Diam.

PI. XXIX.

N. xn-xxxv. 001. Bronze buckle, of which iron tongue

is lost. Cf. Khot. 0050. Ring circular with rectangular

projection to hinge; from circumference project seven

knob-ended rays. Mark of iron on back. From point to

point I
; inside diam. PI. XXXVI.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED IN N. XIII

N. xm. 001. Fr. of yellow felt, much torn, i' x 9^*.

N. xm. 002. Bronze seal found by Rustam. Square,

with oblong sides, and a flat half-hoop handle behind.

Comers rounded. Condition fair. Face, considerably

worn and corroded, contains four Chinese characters, in

angular seal writing, of which only two on R. hand are

decipherable, viz. chang yin ‘seal of the

senior ofiicial of ’ [Mr. L. C. Hopkins]. H.

f sq. PI. XXIX.

N. xm. i. I. Double*wedge tablet, opened. Cov.-tablet

:

Obv. 21-' from sq. end seal cav. (i^'x i^'). Seal com-

plete, with same device as N. xm. ii. 10. By sq. end, one 1.

Khar. By hole, usual character. Rev. blank.

Under-tablet; Obv. three 11 . Khar. Rev. one 1. Khar,

by sq. end. 13^" X 2^" x I* to

N. xm. i. 2. Label-like tablet with hole at wedge-shaped

end. Blank. 3I" x i|' x J".

N. xm. i. 001. Part of carved wooden panel. Prob-

ably part of chair (see N. xm. i. 004). Much warped.

Carving rude and not neatly finished. Both ends and one
side intact, split off along the other side. The field is

crossed diamond-wise by bands consisting of four-sided

bead ornament between plain borders, each of which

crosses two others. In the lozenges and triangles left

between them are four-petalled and sepalled flowers and
half-flowers. Plain border at’ either end, in one of which

a dowel-hole. Length 16^* (borders 2J' and il") x 31
' x

I'. PI. XIX.

N. xm. i. 002. Wooden crutch-like object, carved out
of one piece. Notches at sides and end of crutch, groove
round stem (where broken). Probably a ‘Chuluk’ for

tying up lambs. Cf. N. xrv. iii. 0024; L.A. i. iv. 009;
L.B. IV. ii. 009. Stick 3^' x §' ; cross-piece zA' x |'

to I'. PI. XXVIII,

N, xm. L 003. W^ooden box, hollowed out of block.

Half-way up, long sides are pierced each with a pair of

holes, string-wom, coinciding for fastening cords. On one
side, between holes, semi-circular notch is cut out of edge.

Round inside of edge runs rabbet deep X I5' wide, for

lid. Ends split. Inside i zf' x 3^' X 3^' ; outside 14I' x
4^X 3^- Fig- 47 -

N. xm. i. 004. Back L. leg of wooden chair. Cf.

Anc. Khotan, PI. LXVIII. Lower part is plain with

concave surface. Upper part on broad side has ornament
as N. xm. i. 001 (which prob. belonged to it). Narrow
side decorated with pairs of triangles cut out. Upper ten

pairs point down ; lower eight point up. Between them
a four-petalled lotus, outlined but not cut out. In side

mortise part of panel with border decorated with lozenge

pattern. End mortise empty. 23^' x 3^' X 2|'. PI. XIX.

N. xm. i. 005. Part of wooden chair, same as N, xm.
i. 004. Strip off opposite leg, and part of side panel still

held to it by dowel. Leg has same decoration. Panel has

in centre circular flower with four incised petals, and relief

lozenges in field around. One comer projects beyond
finished edge. Panel 9|' x 3|' x J'. PI. XIX.

N. xm. ii. I. Rectang. double tablet Complete.

Opened. Cov.-tablet : Obv. Seal cav. (2|' x i^') ;
seal

in pink mud with no discernible impression. Across one
end two 11 . Khar., faint. Rev. eight 11 . Khar., clear.

Under-tablet : Obv. eight 11 . Khar., clear. Rev. two short

11 . faint, first in Brahml, second in Khar. 7J' X 3f' X J'.

N. xm. ii, 2. Rectang. double tablet; complete;
opened. Cov.-tablet: Obv. Seal cav, (iJ^X-f^*) with

remains of seal. Impression destroyed. Across one end
two 11. Khar. Rev. five 11 . Khar., black.

Under-tablet: eight 11 . Khar., black. blank.

Good condition. 6^' x 2|' x ^'.

N. xm. ii. 3. Oblong tablet. In each long side a V-
shaped notch is cut. No writing visible. 44*X3^'x
A*

N. xm. ii. 4. Double-wedge tablet, complete, unopened.
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Seal cav., x empty ;
strings intact. 06v. of cov.-

tablet much encrusted ; one 1 . Khar, visible on each side

of cav. and single character by hole. Rev. of under-tablet

:

one short 1 . Khar, at sq. end. Hard and well preserved.

8|''xi|''xJ'' to I*.

N. ym. ii. 5. Rectang. double tablet, complete, opened.

Cov.-tablet: Obv. Seal cav. if''xi''. Seal destroyed.

Blank. Rev. one 1 . Khar., very faint.

Under-tablet : split. Obv. four 11 . Khar. Rev. blank.

Much sand-encrusted. 5^" x if' x f'.

N. ym. ii. 6. Double-wedge tablet. Complete. Un-

opened. Cov.-tablet; Obv. if' from sq. end seal cav.

(i^'xif*) with string and seal intact. Device as

N. xin. ii. 10, q. v. By sq. end one 1 . Khar. On point side

of cav. one 1. Khar. Usual character near hole.

Under-tablet : Rev. one 1 . Khar, by sq. end. 14' X af' x

f' to f". Very good condition. PI. XXIV.

N. xm. ii. 7. Rectang. double tablet, unopened. Re-

mains of seal, but impression quite destroyed. Much
sand-encrusted, but traces of Khar, writing across one end

of cov.-tablet. Wood hard. 7f' x af' x f' to f'.

N. xm. ii. 8. Rectang. double tablet, complete, opened.

Cov.-tablet : Obv. Seal cav. (2" x if') with two impressions

totally defaced. On one end traces of writing. Rev. eight 11 .

Khar, faint.

Under-tablet : Obv. eight 11 . Khar., faint. Rev. blank.

Much encrusted. 6f' x af' x §'.

N. xm. ii. 9. Double-wedge tablet. Opened. Cov.-

tablet; Obv. if' from sq. end seal cav. (if'sq.) with seal

intact with same device as N. xui. ii. 10, q.v. By sq. end

one 1. Khar. Point side of seal one 1 . Khar. Near hole

usual character. Rev. blank.

Under-tablet : Obv. three 11 . Khar. Rev. one 1 . Khar,

by sq. end. i af' x a' X f' to f'.

N. xm. ii, 10. Double-wedge tablet. Complete. Un-

opened. Cov.-tablet : Obv. af' from sq. end seal cav.

(if'xi') with intact impression of oval stone in plain

setting sq. with rounded corners. Nude male fig. f R.

standing with weight on L. foot, R. leg slightly drawn

back. L. arm stretched forward with raised hand. R.

arm behind, bent at elbow, hand holding stout staff which

rises as high as shoulder. Heavy wings reaching to edge

of stone. Head profile R., beardless, hair in heavy roll

over forehead. To R. a small fig. facing L. stands under

lifted arm of main fig. and with outstretched hand seems

to touch his thigh (?) ;
only head and arm visible. Be-

hind head of first fig. doubtful object, perhaps plume of

helmet. For type of fig. cf. Genius Pop. Rom. on coins of

Diocletian; 'HiW, Greek and Roman Coins,'P\.X\.<). Strong

classical style, stone prob. imported. Same device on

N. xra. i. I, N. xm. ii. 6, 9 ; N. xxm. ii. 8. On sq.

setting are traces of Khar, letters, very faint. By sq. end

one 1 . Khar., point side of seal one letter Khar. By hole

usual character
;

all faint.

Under-tablet : Rev. one short 1 . Khar, by sq. end. i af' x
2' X fl' to ^'. PI. XX, xxvn.

N, xm. a. u. Portion of wedge cov.-tablet, trans-

formed into detached seal-case with seal cav., if" x i',

empty. Obv. blank. Rev. three 11 . Khar., faint. Hard but

much encrusted, gf'x ifg*- PI- XXVII.

N. xm. u. 12. Rectang. tablet with three notches in each

ofshorter ends. Obv. blank. Rev. three (?) 11. Khar., very

faint, af'xif".

N. xm. u. 001. a-c. Fabrics, (a) Fr. of coarse fabric of

pale khaki colour. 1 2f' x 8f'.

(3) Fr. of firm thick wool (?) darrt in stripes of buff and

dark brown, interspersed with thin lines of red. 4f' X sf'.

(f) Fr. of very fine plain cream silk finely corded, gf' X
lA'*2 •

N. xm. ii. 002. One-edged iron spud or skewer with

flat ring handle. Cf. T. W. end of Wall. 005 and 007.

Length 6f' ; width of handle af'. PI. XXXVI.

N. xm. iii. I. Label-like tablet with hole at pointed end.

Obv. two columns (6 and 7 11 .) Khar. Rev. blank.

Writing faint, wood soft. 6' x 2|' x |'.

N. xm. iii. 2. Rectang. tablet. Obv. four II. Khar. Rev.

one 1 . Khar, in corner. Writing very faint and indistinct.

Soft, badly split. 7^^' x af'.

N. xm. iii. 3. Rectang. cov.-tablet, with empty seal

cavity i^' x i'. Obv. blank. Rev. five II. Khar, very faint.

Hard, but badly bleached and split. 8f' x gf'.

N. xm. iii. 4. Rectang. under-tablet. Twisted, bleached
;

surface perished. No writing visible. 9f'X2f'xf'.

N. xm. iii. 5. Label-like tablet, with hole at wedge-

shaped end. Obv. two IL Khar, near sq. end. Rev.

blank. Good condition. 5I' x af' x j\'.

N. xm. iii. 6. Label-like tablet with hole at pointed end ;

very roughly trimmed. Obv. three columns of 3 II. each.

Khar., part clear, part obliterated. Rev. blank. Hard,

but somewhat damaged. 9f' x if".

N, xm. iii. 001. Wooden mouse-trap. Cf. N. xxiv.

viii. 0013, and Anc. Khotan, PI. LXXIII, N. xix. 2. i4f'x
4'x|'. PI. XIX.

N. xm. iii. 002. Wooden boot-last. Much sand-encrusted.

Cf. N. XIX. 001, 002. 9f'x 3' X 2f' to if".

N. xm. iii. 003. Wooden weaver’s comb. Cf. N. xxii.

i. 001, and Anc. Khotan, PI. LXXIII, N. xx. 05. 9f
' X

4'X If'.

N. xra. V. I. Wooden panel carved in relief. Plain tenon

at each end. Above, separated by moulding with carved

chevrons, two lotus flowers, four-petalled and four-sepalled,

filling oblong spaces. Below, in centre, eight-rayed star,

from which radiate, on one side six, on the other seven,

contiguous bands of sq. nail-head om. Back scored by
knife cuts. Prob. part of cupboard. i5'x7f'X'g'.
PI. XIX.

N. xra. V. 001. Fr. of rim of wooden bowl. Worked
very smooth inside and out. Thickness original

diam. 4^'.

K k1S74
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OBJECTS FOUND NEAR, OR IN REFUSE OF, N. XIV

N. xrv. ooi. Shallow wooden bowl. Bottom a little

convex inside and hollow below. Warped into oval shape.

On base a circular groove within which is inscribed

a Svastika with cross-lines on the ends. H. ;

diam. 7|"x8^''; thickness^".

N. XIV, 002. Wheat in husk.

N. XIV. 003. Grains of wheat.

N. xrv. 004. Conical head-gear like a Phrygian cap.

Made of carefully gored yellow felt. Much destroyed in

centre, but point and lower edge well preserved. Five

segmental strips to upper part, c. 4" wide at lower ends.

Lower 5" made of two horizontal strips only. H. c. 14";

lower diam. c. 8".

N. XIV. 005. Strip of leather document, with Khar,

characters,

N. xrv. 006. Fr. of small pottery vessel, ‘ amphora
’

shape (found W. of N. xiv). Small mouth with sharp off-

set lip. Round shoulder, two incised lines. Flat horizontal

handle on shoulder. Wheel-made. Hard baked, grey

clay. Brown, slightly lustrous glaze outside. Of same

nature as modern brown stone-ware
;

glaze prob. an

accidental smear formed in firing and not a salt glaze.

Chinese. H. belly to mouth zj"; diam. of mouth c. if";

diam. of belly c. 3*. PI. XXXVI.

N. XIV. 007. Fr. of hand-made pottery in purple-brown

clay, with many white gfranulations. Pattern on exterior

of lines incised diagonally, bounded by incised line, zf' x
z'; thickness^'. PI. XXXVI.

N. xrv, 008. Bronze arrowhead. Three flanges cut

back to form barbs. Socketed to take shaft. Triangular

depression between flanges, perhaps to secure shaft. Point

corroded. Length along shaft line
;

do. barb edges

if*; barb point to barb point ^*. PI. XXIX.

N. XIV. oog. Bronze disc, with oblong hole near edge,

through which passes fiat strip bent over and riveted.

Apparently riveted to leather; possibly part of fiinge of

cuirass, in which case the disc would dangle free. li'x
strip i|* long; f'-f* wide; ^* thick. PI. XXIX.

N. xrv. 0010. Rectang. bronze plate, very thin. Two
holes by one edge (ife* diam.). Perhaps piece of scale

armour, i^^* x f|*.

N. xrv. oou. Bronze plate, like N, xiv. ooio. i,^* x
AS'
16 •

OBJECTS EXCAVATED IN N. XIV. Ill

N. XIV. iii. OOI. Three frs. of silk, pale green, faded

pink, and dark blue. All somewhat discoloured by dirt,

but the green otherwise in good condition. Green 7f" X

If"; pink zf'xif"; blue 4rxir.
N. XIV. iii. 002. Strip of goat’s hide with hair still

covering one end and adhering also in few scattered

patches. Stitch-marks along upper edge for attachment

of another strip, part of which remains. In middle of big

strip two holes cut, one f" above the other, and semicircular

piece (diam. f") taken out of edge above. 9f" x 3f
*.

N. xrv. Ui. 003. Fr, of buff felt, ragged, very soft. C.

io"x3j*.

N. xrv. iii. 004. Three frs. of woollen material, thick,

firm (as L.A. iv. 003 and L.A. vi. ii. oozy); yellow ground

inw'oven with dark brown in parts. From remains on two frs.

(which perhaps join) pattern seems to consist of parallel

stripes of dark brown at least 5* apart, united by cross-

lines f
* wide of the same colour, alternating regularly with

equal- lines of yellow ground. Third fr. not large enough

to give idea of pattern. Longest fr, 10* x c. 7*. Also

piece of goat’s-hair rope 2' 5* long.

N. XIV. iii. 005. Piece of woollen string, brown and

white, three ply, each consisting of strands of two threads.

Length 145*; thickness about f".

N. XIV. iii. 006. a. Hank of thick yellow silk thread.

Threads are doubled, and near doubled end a light thread

is sewn through hank to separate the up thread from the

down. Tag of whitish and of red felt is attached to this

dividing thread. (Thread analysed by Dr. Hanausek.)

Length of hank 2' 8*.

N. xrv. iii. 006. b. Frs. of canvas-like woollen fabrics
in yellow, buff, and pink. (Determined by Dr. Hanausek.)

Gr. M. 17'.

N. xrv. iii. 006. c. Fr. of wool felt of loose texture.

Natural buff colour, on which is sewn kind of wave scroll

pattern in thin crimson felt. 4* x 6|",

N. XIV. iii. 006. d. Fr. of pile carpet. Construction as

in L. A. VI. ii. 0046, but without back tufts; is more
loosely made and warp a looser yam. Weft is only of
two strands, so that pile wool is not so completely embedded
and is visible at back. There are two rows of weaving to
each row of pile. Pile is about long, 5 to inch vertically,

and 10 transversely. Pattern nearly all missing. Colours
present, brilliant crimson, bright blue, dark blue, deep
brown, saffron and white, much worn. Gr. M. iz' x6^*.

N. xrv. iii. 006. e. Two frs. of plaited woollen braid,
light red, wide; another of stronger red of same texture
but closer and less elastic, edges not remaining, but prob.
a wider braid

; strip of crimson wool fabric much frayed
out; and frs. of usual red fabric and light buff felt. Gr.
M. i3r-

N. xrv. iii, 006. f. Miscellaneous frs. of fabrics,
including small rags of dark blue felt; fr. of dark grey
fabric, usual texture; strip of green silk; fr. of buff silk
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tied up with fine cord and containing sand(?); scrap of
soft yellow silk, unravelled

; strip of blue silk twisted into
cord (2^' long); thread of red silk < twist' (iS" long); piece
of brown and white hair string, three ply (9' long)

; ball of
light buff string (two ply)

; and claw of eagle or other large
bird.

N. XIV. ili. 007. a. Miscellaneous rags of red, buff, and
yellow, probably woollen fabrics, and brown and light buff
felt. Very decayed and dirty.

N. XIV. ili. 007. b. Fr. of tanned leather of irregular

shape, tied up with goat’s-hair string, and containing
minute broken pieces of bark and stick.

XIV. ill. 007. c. Frs. of braid. Cf. N. xrv. iii. 006. e.

Deep red. Gr. M. 14* x 2'.

N. XIV. iii. 007. d. Fr. of flat goat’s-hair string band.
Cf. L.B. HI. 004 and N. xxix. 001. Plaited, of five strands,

two dark brown and three yellow. Plaiting frayed out
except for about 2". i li" x c. f".

N. xrv. iii. 007. e. Two frs. of tanned leather, oblong
shape, one with stitch-marks round the edges and rather
thicker than the other. Resemble shoulder-pieces from
a coat. Thick piece, Gr. M. 4I* x 3'

; thin piece, Gr. M.
6i'x2|'.

N. XIV. iii. 007. f. Two strips of felt, light buff and dark
blue. The blue is laid on top of the buff, and for space of
a' sewed closely down upon it with red thread. On blue
side, stitches give effect of scattered red seed; on buff, of
irregular cross-work. 2* from end a narrow band of green
silk is sewed across the blue strip, and beyond this the two
strips of felt are free. Part of a fringe (?). Buff felt 64' x
r; blue Si'xl'.

N. xrv. iii. 007. g. Strip of deer-skin (?), formed of three

pieces, 3^' to 3I' long, joined lengthways. Fur still remains
for most part. Down one edge remains of fringe (?). This
apparently consisted of strips of blue, red, and yellow felt

overheaded to edge with red thread, lying inwards over the

hide in small points whence hung tassels suspended on
long threads; one survives, heart-shaped, blue and red,

with secondary small tassel dependent from it. On lower
edge stitch-holes. Tanned and soft. io|' x if'.

N. xrv. iii. 007. h. Strip of tanned leather, tapering
towards one end (broken off). At the other (also broken)
a rectangular piece has been cut out. from this a
line of stitching crosses the strip, and from it, at right

angles, run four lines of stitching towards the tapering end,
nearing each other as they approach it. On the reverse

side frs. of tufts of red thread remain in the stitches. The
edges of the strip are carefully finished off. Tongue of
a belt(i’). Cf. N. xxm. 001. 3^' x i^'; thickness

N. XIV. iii. 007. j. Piece of black shale, one edge cut,

the others broken. Under-surface, flat; upper, slightly

convex and scratched. Hole of c, diam. bored in

comer. 2^’ X ; thickness

N. XIV. iii. 007. k. Handle of twisted leather thong.

with flat ends showing stitch-marks and remains of gut
stitches. Round middle of handle is knotted a doubled
string, ends free. Length of handle 4f'; diam.

N. xrv. iii 007. 1. Woollen fr. similar to N. xrv. iii. 004,
to which it prob. belongs. C. 6^" x 7'.

N. xrv. iii. 008. Wooden spatula or modelling tool (?).

Handle round, blade flat with blunt wedge-shaped point.

72* X V' (round end)
; x at flat end.

N. xrv. iii. 009. Wooden modelling tool(?), like N.
XIV. iii. 008. Round handle and long blade with wedge-
shaped point. 7" X 5' handle. Blade 4' long, to 4' x

to JL."? 16 •

N. xrv. iii. 0010. Wooden seal-case (?) unattached, like

T. XII. 002. Groove ^"x^". Ends not sq., but rudely

bevelled. i|'x|"xf". PI. XXVIII.

N. xrv. iii. 0011. Wooden stick, so cut (not turned) as

to be a series of balls between double cones (in longitudinal

section circles between lozenges). Begins with a cone
base, and ends (broken off) with bafl. to J".
PI. XXVIII.

N. xrv. iii. 0012. Wooden stick, like N. xrv. iii. 0011.
Broken both ends (ball and cone-point). 4^' X J' X

N. xrv. iii. 0013. Wooden stick, like N. xiv. iii. 0011.

Complete
; begins with cone-base and ends with cone-point

(blunted). 5^' X x i'. PI. XXVIII.

N. xrv. iii. 0014. Short wooden stick. Bark left on to

middle ; then the stick is gradually pared down to about
from end, where it swells to original diam., making

flat-ended knob. Prob. small stamp or pestle. 44' x
to r-

N. XIV. iii. 0015. Roughly flattened wooden spatula.
Cf. N. XIV. iii. 008-9. 8^' x to X to

N. xrv. iii. 0016. Rounded wooden stick, one end
expanded to pointed knob. Knob 1

1

" X J' ;
stick 6A'x

PI. XXVIII.

N. xrv. iii. 0017. Wooden seal-case (?), like T. xii. 002.
Central mortise f' x Ends vigorously bevelled. Sides

rounded, flat base, zf" x X PI. XXVIII.

N. xrv. iii. 0018. Wooden comb, round-topped and fine-

toothed. Cf. N. xxvii. 001, &c. H. 2f'; length of teeth

5'; width 2f'; thickness^'; thirty-five teeth to i". PI.

XXVIII.

N. xrv. iii. ooig. Wooden comb, square-topped, with
long coarse teeth. H. 3^' ; length of teeth 2I"

; width zf" ;

thickness seven teeth to i". PI. XXVIII.

N. xrv. iii. ooao. Straight wooden stick, with bark
rudely trimmed off. Chop-stick (?). 8|' x |" to J".

N. xrv. iii. ooai. Straight lacquer stick. Lacquered
red over black, but red is mostly worn off. Ends lacquered.
Chop-stick. 8|' X 1

^'.

N- xrv. iii. 0022. Flat piece of wood. Oblong, with a
tag projecting at one end. Hole in tag and hole at the

K k 2
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other end. . Label (?). 7^' (with tag, 8^') x X
to -i*lO jg .

N. XIV. iii. 0023. Thin strip of wood, lacquered,

brown one side and red the other. Fairly preserved.

, 7 » V 13" V 1 "
4 jTff X ^ Tff •

N. xrv. iii. 0024. Wooden anchor-like object with

straight slender shaft let into bowed cross-piece. Cf. L.B.

IV. ii. 009. Shaft broken. Cross-piece

shaft ai" X I". PI. XXVIII.

N. xrv. iii. 0025. Strip of lacquered wood. One
corner rounded off to a right-angled return. Inner edge

lacquered red. Rest lacquered brown. On one side a

pattern. Two thin parallel red lines apart, crossed at

intervals of by four thin red lines. In spaces between,

four oval dashes arranged in a lozenge. These alternately

red and yellow-green. Part of a frame. * X f' X

N. XIV. iii. 0026. Grass broom. Made flat, each stalk

crushed and twisted in, and carried along the edge, thus

making a stout plaited border. Finally, broom was rolled

up. Cf. Aw. Khotan, PI. LXXIII, N. x. 07. Length ii";

handle, 4^''x 2* diam.

N. xrv. iii. 0027. Tarigh (millet) grains.

N. xrv. iii. 0028. Fabrics. Two pieces brown felt; one

piece buff silk
;
one piece fine matting. Gr. M. 6J'.

N. xrv. iii. 0029. Wheat grains.

N, xrv. iii. 0030. Wheat grains.

N. XIV. iii. 0031. Bronze strip, oblong in section.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED

N. XV. i. 2. Oblong label-like tablet, pierced at one end

;

lower edge has slanting sawn notch near pierced end.

Obv. three 11. Khar., clear. Rev. blank. Hard and well

preserved. 6' x 2^'.

N. XV. i. 2. a-b. Two ends of a flat wooden strip like

N. XXIV. viii. 004. One side of each shows traces of

writing, a. lof'; b. 6"xJ*x|*.

N. XV. i. 3. Label-like tablet. One end roughly rounded,

other pointed and pierced. Obv. thirteen 11. Khar, written

across width of tablet. Rev. four 11 . Khar, written as on

Obv. Hard and well preserved. 8" x

N. XV. i. 4. Rectang. under-tablet. Obv. seven 11. Khar.,

black and clear. Rev. one very short 1. at lower edge

;

above in comer is single character. Excellent condition.

9rX 2f'.

N. XV. i. 5. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. three 11 . Khar.,

clear and black. Rev. blank. Hard and well preserved.

71
" Xi^'.

N. XVI. i. 1. Oblong tablet. Obv. faint traces of three U.

Khar. Rev. blank. Fairly hard but surface bleached.

6rx2i".

N. XVI. i. 001. Stick of wood, swelling gradually to

N. XIV. iii. 0032. Iron arrowhead, three-flanged, with

solid haft; like N. of C. 123. 001. Much corroded.

Length if*. PI. XXIX.

N. xrv. iii 0033. Disc of leather with sq. central hole

(like Chinese coin). On one side wool sewn in round

edge, three bands of red alternating with bands of blue and

yellow stripes. Prob. edging of a button which had a

metal centre and shank, i* X f*. PI. XXIX.

N. XIV. iii. 0034. Horn seal. Roughly cubical with

projecting pierced handle. Rectilinear design on side

opposite handle, and on one other side. Apparently un-

finished. X I* Xr ;
handle 4

" x f*. PL XXIX.

N. XIV. iii. 0035. Circular om. of dark paste inlay.

Flat on back, and pierced with a hole. Front, from which

outer shell is peeling, ora. with six yellow radial stripes,

divided by two thin red radial lines. Between stripes, on

dark ground, yellow circles surrounding black discs on

which six-rayed yellow stars with red centres. Pendant or

button. Fine work, i" X f". PL XXIX.

N. xrv, iii. 0036. Turned wooden chair leg. At base,

broad foot with narrow collar; cylindrical member 3^'

high, second umbrella-like band and collar; elongated

pear-shaped member 4^* high
;

five umbrella-like bands

;

cylindrical member 2" long to tenon. 1 6f* (with tenon,

i8|")X2rtO If".

N. XIV. iii. 0037. Wooden chair leg. Fellow to N. xiv.

iii. 0036, PL XIX.

IN RUINS N. XV-XXI

slight shoulder from which it tapers to (broken) end.

Weaving-stick (?). 8f
* x ^* to f

*.

N. XVI. i. 002. Round stick of wood. At one end

warped and bent to right angle. Short cross-piece so cut

as to leave projecting knob at end. Long arm 8* X ^*
;

short arm 2^" x f" to . Standard length for soles of

shoes apparently between 7* and 8*. A fixed shoemaker's

measure? PL XXVIII.

N. XVI. i. 003. Stick of wood with double notch at one

end. Cf, N. xxni. ii. 004. 8f
' x^ to ^*.

N. xvn. i. 001. Wedge under-tablet. Point slightly

broken. Obv. five short 11. Khar., black and clear, at sq.

end. Rev. blank. Hard and well preserved, pf' X if"•

N. xvm. 001. Large flat wooden stamp. Roughly heart-

shaped with a nick at each end. Hole at broad end,

slanting, prob. for handle. On face, very rude design of a

cow. Cf. N, xxni. 002. 5f*X4'xf". PL XIX.

N. xvm. i. I, Rectang. cov.-tablet, with seal cavity

(if*x if") empty. Obv. one 1 . Khar, at one end. Rev.

four 11 . Khar., black and clear, partly destroyed. Soft and
in parts burnt

; edges split. 5f* x 2f".

N. XIX. 001, Wooden ^oe-last. Not right or left foot.
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Cf. Anc. Khoian, ii. PI. LXXIII, N. xx. 04. SJ'x 25* to

If' X if' to I".

N. XIX. 00a. Wooden shoeJast. Sides quite straight.

Shows leg as far as ankle. Cf. Atu. Khotan, ii. PI. LXXIII,

N. XX. 04. 6y X 2^" X 2^" to f'. PI. XIX.

N. XIX. 003. Forked stick with groove at each end and

string tied across. At apex, on one side two crossed lines

cut, on the other, sign Possibly handle of thong of

fire-drill, cf. N. xxix. ii. 001. b, or a ‘dead-eye’. H. of

bow 2^'
; diam. c. f'

; across ends 2^". PI. XXVIII.

N. XIX. i. I. Wedge under-tablet, tapering very slightly

to pierced end. Oiv. three (?) 11. Khar., faint and obscured.

J?ev. three 11 . Khar., much obscured. Soft, cracked, and

discoloured; point broken,

N. XIX. ill. I. Label-shaped tablet with rounded ends

pierced at one end. Blank. Surface perished. 3|^* X i^*.

N. XIX. iii. 2 . Oblong tablet, roughly rectang., with hole

at one end. Oiv. two columns Khar, (five and three 11.),

faint. one 1 . Khar., faint. 4^' X 2^".

N. XIX. iii. 3. Small tablet, with wedge-shaped ends,

pierced near one end. 06v. (damaged) one 1 . Khar., very

faint. Hev. six 11. Khar., faint in parts, written across

width. Condition poor. 2^" x 5'.

N. XIX. iii. 4. Lacquered wooden bowl, part of bottom,

cf. T. VI. b. ii. 001. In centre of base, raised circle.

Outside black with red band
;
inside red over black, with

small black floral wreath design. 7^' x ly' X

N. XIX. iii. 001. Wooden slip, pierced yith two holes,

diam. Blank. Hard and well preserved. 4f'x
la " v- 3 *
16 Tff •

N. XX. 001. Half of sq. lignite seal, split along hole.

On complete side incised spiral with serrated outer edge.

H'sq. Xj^'. PI. XXIX.

N. XX. iv. I. Slip-shaped tablet roughly trimmed, pierced

at one end. O&v. (convex) two 11 . Khar. Hev. two short

11 . Khar. Writing faint. Well preserved. 7^' x f".

N. XXI. I. Oblong tablet with hole at rounded end. Odv.

blank. Hev. three columns Khar. (4, 4, 2 11.), very faint.

Good condition. 61^" x if" X

N. XXI. 2. Bottom of lacquered wooden bowl, cf. T.

VI. b. ii. ooi. Outside black, inside red on black. Broken

in antiquity, and showing marks of four rivets, two in

bronze and two in iron. These were small oblong plates

on each side of bowl, pinned together at each end;

cf. N. XII. 0013. Base circular with raised ring. Diam.

3f' ;
thickness f" to f".

N. XXI. 001. Fr. of large hand-made vessel, neck and

shoulder with handle, of dark grey gritty ware. Handle

which has subsidiary loop at lower junction, is orn. with

double row of stamped circles on outside and with single

row on sides. Last is continued from upper junction

round neck ; shoulder is orn. by two vertical rows of circles

on each side of handle and by incised triangles one inside

another. 7f* x 5f'. PI. XXXVI.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED IN RUIN N. XXII

N. xxn. OOI. Straight wooden stick with bark on, till

f' from narrow end, where it is thinned down. Thick end

rounded. Possibly fire-drill (but unused). 1 8f' x

to J".

N. xxTT. 002. Frs. of coarse fabrics. Largest piece

buff, canvas-like in look, with remains of band at top, into

which it has been gathered ;
sand-encrusted. Also small

firs, of finer buff muslin-like fabrics with scraps of salmon

fabric of open texture. Largest piece i' if' X i' 4J'.

N. xwTT. 003. Fr. ofwooden tail-piece of stringed instru-

ment, for five strings. 2^' X if" X f'.

N. xxn. i. 1. Oblong tablet. Two holes, one containing

string. Odv. four 11 . Khar., lengthways. Hev. one 1 . Khar.

4'X2f'xi'.

N. xxn. 1. 2. a. Wedge under-tablet, point broken.

Odv. three 11 . Khar., faint and largely obliterated. Jiev.

(rounded) blank. Bad condition. 7' x if".

N. xxn. i. 2. b. Lathe-like tablet, pointed at either end,

tapering to L. end pierced. Odv. rounded, four columns

of three short 11 . Khar, followed by single long line
;
writing

clear. single line Khar. Perfectly preserved, iif'x

if'. PI. XXVI.

N. xxn. i. 3. Lathe-like tablet, roughly rounded ends.

Hole at one end. Odv. blank. Jiev. three columns of

three short 11 . Khar., followed by one longer line. Much
encrusted. Surface soft, otherwise sound. 9f"’ x i j^".

N. xxn. i. 4. Fr. of tablet, with roughly rounded end.

Odv. three 11 . Khar., black but encrusted. Rev. one 1.

Khar. Soft, and split. 2f'x i^"-

N. xxni i. 5. Oblong tablet, one end rounded, one lost.

Odv. faint traces of four (?) 11. Khar. Rev. blank. Surface

weathered. 9I' x if'.

N. XXII. i. 6. Oblong tablet roughly trimmed, with

pointed ends, pierced at one end. Odv. three columns

Khar. (3, 3, i 11 . respectively). Rev. one 1 . Khar.

Writing faded, but distinct. Well preserved. 7f' x if'.

N. xxn. i. 7. Oblong tablet, pierced at one of rounded

ends. Odv. three 11 . Khar., very faint. Rev. in corner, two

11 . Khar, obscured by refuse adhering. Good condition.

8'xi|".

N. xxn. i. OOI. Heavy wooden comb, for pressing

down threads in weaving. Projecting handle. Surface

polished by use. Cf. L.B. iv. vii. 002. Cf. Anc. Khotan,

u. PL LXXIII, N. XX. 05. H. 6f' (with handle, 9');
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length of teeth A*; width 4'; thickness if'; four teeth

to i'. PI. XXVIII.

N. xCT. i. 002. Wooden doll. Face broken away.

Head, raised arms, and body to hips cut out of one flat

piece of wood
;
legs were made separately and hinged in

sockets. Dressed in light brown silk with red silk sash.

To train of skirt are sewn a patch of bufif and a patch of

purple silk. H. 3|-'.

N. xxn. ii. i. Oblong tablet. Hole with string in

corner. Ohv. blank. Rev. three columns Khar, of 5, 6,

and 4 11 . Good condition. 7^" X if' X PI. XXVI.

N. xxn. il. a. Oblong tablet, one end rounded. Blank.

5rxir
N. nyn. ill. i. a-b. Double-wedge tablet. Opened.

Cov.-tablet : Ohv. if" from sq. end seal cav.
; one 1.

Khar, each side of cav. and usual character by hole. Part

near hole split away. Rev. four 11 . Khar.

Under-tablet : Ohv. four 11 . Khar. Rev. traces of

writing by sq. end. Hard and well preserved. 8f'x
-a" V V* in i*X a to 5 .

N. xxn. iii. a. Wedge cov.-tablet, with empty seal

cav. 1' X if". Ohv. to R. of seal cav. one 1 . Khar.,

much encrusted. Rev. one 1 . Khar., clear. Hard and

well preserved but encrusted. 9f' X if-g".

N. zxii. iii. 3. Wedge under-tablet ; end slightly broken.

Ohv. three 11. Khar., mostly clear. Rev. one 1 . Khar,

(faint) in corner. Fairly hard and well preserved. 7I' x
IA"

N. xxn. iii. 4. Wedge cov.-tablet. Ohv. if' from sq.

end, seal cav. (i^'x if') with remains of seal. By sq.

end one 1 . Khar, faint. Rrv. four 11 . Khar. Split, but in

good condition. 8f' x if'.

N. xxn. iii. 5. Oblong tablet, with wedge point.
,
Ohv.

five short 11 . Khar., faint. Rev. blank. Hard and well

preserved. sH' ^ iff' X T-

N. xxn. iii. 6. Wedge under-tablet. Ohv. three IL

Khar., faded but clear. Rev. blank. Well preserved.

9'xi|'.

N. xxn. iii. 7. Wedge cov.-tablet. Ohv. seal cav.

(if'x i') if' from sq. end. Traces of Khar, by sq. end

and at point. Rev. two 11 . Khar., faint. Wood soft.

Point broken. 8f' x i|' X f' to f'.

N. xxn. iii. 8. Wedge cov.-tablet. Ohv. seal cav. (if'x

fl') if" from sq. end with remains of seal and string.

One 1 . Khar, by sq. end. Usual character by hole. Rev.

blank. 9^' x 2' X f' to

N. xxn. Hi. 9. Rectang. cov.-tablet. Seal cavity

^ tf*) empty. Ohv. three 11 . Khar, above cav. Rev.

six 11 . Khar., black and clear. Soft but well preserved.

4f'xif'. PI. XXIII.

N. xxn. iii. 10. a, b. Two wedge-shaped labels, or

under-tablets, with holes at points and notches for string

from sq. end. If a pair of tablets, no sign of seal-case.

(a) Ohv. six 11. Khar., clear. Rev. blank, (b) Ohv. two 11.

Khar, clear. Rev. blanL Good condition. 5' X af'.

N. xxTT- Hi n. Wedge under-tablet. Ohv. four 11 .

Khar., for most part clear. Rev. blank. Well preserved.

9f'X2'.

N. xxn. Hi. la. Oblong tablet. Hole near one end.

Ohv. three 11. Khar., very faint. Rev. four U. Khar., very

faint. Wood hard, flf'xif'xf'.

N. xxn. Hi. 13. Large oblong tablet, tapering slightly,

cut into point and pierced. Ohv. one long and two short

11. Khar., black and clear, some incrustation. Rev. blank.

Hard and well preserved, corner damaged. 23' X sf'.

PI. XXV.

N. xxn. Hi. 14. Rectang. cov.-tablet, with seal cav.

(if' X if') empty. Ohv. faint traces of writing on each

side of cav. Rev. blank. Hard and well preserved,

but lower edge gnawed. 3|' X af'.

N. xxn. iU. 15. Oblong tablet, with rounded ends,

tapering towards pierced end. Both Ohv. and Rev. orig.

painted black (?). No writing. Fairly hard and well

preserved. io|' x if'.

N. xxn. Hi. 16. Wedge cov.-tablet. Ohv. if' from sq.

end seal cav. (if' x i'). Seal intact, dSsign as on N. xxn.

iii. 18, but very bad impression. One 1 . Khar, by sq. end,

faint. Rev. two 11 . Khar., faint. 9' x if' X f' to f'.

N. xxn. Hi. 17. Wedge cov.-tablet. Ohv. seal cav.

(il^'xif') if' from sq. end. Traces of Khar, point

side of seal. Rev. much encrusted with sand. Traces of

Khar. 9f'X2f'xf'to^'.

N. xxn. Hi. 18. Double-wedge tablet, complete. String

cut. Cov.-tablet: Ohv. seal cav. (if'xif') from

sq. end, bearing impression of upright fig. of archaic

Athene type (cf. N. xxiv. viii. 6, and Azie. Kholan, ii. PI.

LXXI, N. XV. 24). Marks of setting not clear. By sq.

end, one 1 . Khar., very faint. Rev. three 11 . Khar., clear.

Under-tablet : Ohv. three 11 . Khar., faint. Rev. blank,

sf'xirxi'to^'.

N. xxn. Hi. 19. a, b. Double-wedge tablet, complete.

Cov.-tablet: Ohv. i' from sq. end seal cav. (if'xi^")
with remains of seal. One 1. Khar, by sq. end, one 1.

Khar, point side of seal, and usual character by hole.

Rev. three 11. Khar., clear.

Under-tablet : Ohv. three 11 . Khar. Rev. one 1. Khar,
by sq. end. Condition good. 7' x if' X f' to f'.

N. xxn. Hi. ao. Wedge under-tablet. Ohv. three 11 .

Khar., faint. Rev. blank. Split, but good condition.

Sf'xif'.

N. xxn. Hi. ai. a, b. Double-wedge tablet, complete.

Cov.-tablet : Ohv. if' from sq. end seal cay. (i' x if")
empty. No writing visible. Rev. two and a half 11. Khar,
clear.

Under-tablet: Ohv. four U, Khar., clear. Rev. blank.

Good condition. 8|' x if' X i' to f'.
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N. xxn. iii. 2a. Fr. of oblong tablet, only wedge end

preserved. Obo. two II. Khar., very faint. Rev. blank.

Fr. soft, but well preserved. 4f' X

N. xxn. iii. 23. a, b. Double-wedge tablet, opened.

Cov.-tablet has broken point. Obv. 2' from sq. end seal

cav. (ijx if*) with remains of seal. One 1 . Khar, at sq.

end. Rev. three 11 . Khar.

Under-tablet : Obv. three II. Khar. Rev. blank. Much
sand-encrusted. 8|" x 2\" x f' to

N. xxn. iii. 001. Wooden knife-handle. Pointed end.

Hollow on each edge, near blade, making a waist. Higher

up than this a small hole. Triangular socket for blade

(thus one-edged) is long x^" at base of triangle, and

1^' deep. 3I' X i'X I'.

N. xxn. iii. 002. Fr. of wedge (?) tablet. Traces of

Khar, letters. 6' x i ' X f'.

OBJECTS FOUND IN N. XXIIl

N. xxm. 001. Fr. of ‘green’ leather band, from

armour (?), prob. lacquered. Surface orn. with small

network of diagonal hnes, impressed. Six rows of small

holes, parallel to edges, are also pricked in for sewing, frs.

of thread still remaining in them. 3^' from edge a parallel

cut has been made in one place ^ long. Cf. also

N. xrv. iii. 007. h. 3!" x X J".

N. xxm. 002. Wooden stamp, large, flat. Cf. N. xvni.

001. Oval but with nick out at each end. Angular

incised drawing of cow and man. Small handle behind.

SFxsI'xJ'. PI. XIX.

N. xxm. 003. Part of basket. Made of horixontal

layers of straight withies (split). Round each of these

layers withies are wound spirally, interlacing with the

spiral withies binding the layers above and below. Seven
such courses go to the h. preserved. Long diam. at

7^*- Crushed in sideways.

N. xxm. i. I. Rectang. cov.-tablet, with empty seal

cav. I X Obv. to R. of cav. faint traces of Khar.

Rev. blank. Most of L. end broken off

;

hard and other-

wise well preserved. 6' x 3' X 5 to I".

N. xxm. i. 2. Part of oblong tablet. No writing

visible. Wood hard but much warped. 6^* x 2^" x

N. xxm. 1. 3. Rectang. under-tablet. No writing

visible. Wood hard, but much cracked, and with destroyed

surface. 8^' x 2^' X J".

N. xxm. i. 4. Lathe-like tablet of roughly trimmed wood,
pierced at end. Blank. Warped and bleached, but

otherwise in good condition. loj* x ij' X

N. XXII l. i. 5. Oblong tablet, with hole at wedge-shajjed

end. Obv. one column (five 11.) Khar, by sq. end, faint.

One 1 . Khar, by point, faint Rev. blank. Good condition.

3|'xi|''x|'.

N. xxm. i. 6, 7 (joined). Oblong tablet. Hole in

corner. Edges split. Piece missing from side. Obv. two
11. Khar., very faint. Rev. blank. 8|' x x f" to

N. xxm. i. 8. Wedge cov.-tablet. Obv. one letter Khar,
by point. Rev.bhink. Cracked and soft. fi|'xif''x^*.

N. xxm. i. 9. Rectang. under-tablet, part of. Obv. two
11. Khar., faded. Rev. blank. Surface perished. 4#' x
I'xr

N. xxm. i. 10. Oblong tablet with wedge-shaped ends.

Obv. blank. Rev. traces, very faint, of Khar, writing. 6' x
I? •

N. xxm. i. II. Rectang. cov.-tablet, with empty seal

cav. (i^'xij"). Obv. to R. of cav. two 11 . Khar., very

faint. Rev. nine 11 . Khar., faded, but distinct. Soft
;

fairly

preserved, but L. end chipped. 7!* x 31
' X ^ to

N. xxm. i. 12. Rectang. cov.-tablet, part of. Broken
across, empty seal cav. still containing string. Obv. one
1 . Khar. Rev. one 1 . Khar. 5^' x 2|' x 3^" to

N. xxm. i. 13. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. three 11 .

Khar. Rev. blank. Writing clear on L. half of tablet, on
R. almost disappeared. R. half soft and decayed. 13'x
I5' X max.

N. xxm. i. 14. Wedge cov.-tablet. Obv. if' from sq.

end seal cav. (if' x if'); one 1 . Khar, by sq. end and traces

of usual character by point. Surface cracked and rotten.

Rev. blank. 7f' x 2' x to f'.

N. xxm. i. 15. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. three 11.

Khar., very black and clear. Surface pared away, prob. to

efface earlier inscription. Rev. faint trace of one 1 . Khar,
in top R. corner. Soft but fairly preserved

;
L. end split.

8f'x2'xr-
N. xxm. i. 16. Double-wedge tablet, with seal cav.

(if'x i|') empty. Cov.-tablet : Obv. one 1. Khar, to L.
of cav. Rev. one 1 . Khar, in top R. corner.

Under-tablet : Obv. three 11 . Khar. Rev. traces of
Khar, characters. Writing clear but faded. Pink stains

round seal cav. Fairly hard and well preserved. I4f"x
2^'xf' to If'.

N. xxm. i. 001. Part of lacquered wooden bowl
(edge), like T. vi. b. ii. 001. Black on edge and outside.

Red inside. Good condition, if'x if'x^' to f'.

N. xxm. i. 002. Piece of heavily ribbed basket ; cf.

N. xxm. 003. 9' X 2|' X f'.

N. xxm. ii. i. Rectang. cov.-tablet. Under-surface
split away. Obv. two 11. Khar, across one end, very
faint ; one I. Khar, across other end, very faint. Seal cav

2f'Xl|'. 6i'X2i'xr tof'.

N, xxm. ii. 2. Rectang. cov.-tablet. No writing

visible; seal gone. Much warped and split. loi'x
41' X I' to A'.
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N. xxm. ii. 3. Oblong tablet, roughly trimmed, pierced

at end for filing. No trace of writing left. Fairly hard,

but bleached and split. 1 7^' x i|' X

N. xxm. ii. 4. Rectang. strip of wood, perhaps part

of box. Obv. along one edge a rabbet extends to 1 from

each end. Part of iron pin shows in rabbet and reappears

on Rev. Rev. very faint traces of Khar. 6^* X X
A."
Tff •

N. xxm. ii. 5. Wedge cov.-tablet, with seal cav.

(i^'x i^*) empty. Obv. to R. of cav. one 1 . Khar., to

L. one 1 ., faint. Rev. four 11 . Khar, clear. Wood hard

and well preserved, isf' X 2".

N. xxm. ii. 6. Rectang. under-tablet. Obv. eight 11.

Khar., clear. Rev. blank. Corners chipped ; wood hard.

ei'xarxr.

N. xxm. ii. 7. Rectang. double-tablet, complete.

Opened. Cov.-tablet : Obv. traces of Khar, to R. and L.

of empty seal cav. (1* x 1"). Rev. five 11 . Khar, indistinct.

Under-tablet: Olv. six II. Khar. Rev. blank. Hard
and well preserved. SI* x 35' X to f".

N. xxm. ii. 8. Wedge cov.-tablet. Obv. 2" from sq.

end, seal cav. (if' X i^”’) with clay seal (damaged) bearing

same classical intaglio as N. xin. ii. 10. By sq. end one 1 .

Khar. Point side of seal one 1 . Khar. By hole usual

character. Rev. one 1 . Khar. 141* x 2^" x f* to

N. xxm. ii. g. Oblong tablet. Obv. six 11 . Khar., very

clear. Rev. blank. 6" x 2^" x 3^*.

N. xxm. ii. 10. Oblong tablet. Obv. seven 11 . Khar.,

faded but clear. Rev. two and a half 11 . Khar., faint.

Edges cut down after writing. 4^' x 2' x

N. xxm. ii. ii. Oblong tablet. Two holes near one end.

Obv, three 11 . Khar., faded. Rev. blank. Bottom edge
split off. e^'xil'xl'.

N. xxm. ii. 12. Oblong tablet. Obv. four 11 . Khar.,

faint. traces of one 1 . Khar. Wood hard. 13^" X
o 3^ \/2^ .

OBJECTS FOUND AT

N. xxiv. 002. Wooden stick bent U-shape with notched

ends. Prob. a ‘ dead-ej’e ’ or primitive pulley used instead

of a rope loop in hauling to avoid friction. Cf. N. xxix. ii.

001. b. H. 21"; diam. to width 2'. PI. XXVIII.

N. XXIV. 003. Wooden peg. Bark on thick part, but

trimmed to a point. 4^" x

N. XXIV. 005. Wooden stick with bark on. Rough groove

cut all round through bark f* and 3* from respective ends.

91
'

N. XXIV. 006. Strip of wood, flat, narrow. At each

end a short point projects from either corner, leaving

a wide notch. Perhaps loom-stick for separating warp
threads. 233' x f

* x

N. xxm. ii. 13. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. four 11.

Khar., faint. Rev. two 11. Khar, near sq. end, very faint.

isA'xal'xi'.

N. xxm. ii. 14. Wedge cov.-tablet, with seal cav. (i^* x
r^') retaining strings and traces of clay. Obv. to R. of

cav. one short 1 . Khar., L. of cav. traces of Khar. Rev.

two II. Khar. Writing of Obv. very faint and encrusted

;

Rev. clearer. Hard and well preserved. 14J' X 2J' x
^ 11 *

N. xxm. ii. 15. Wedge under-tablet; sides almost

parallel till from point
; wood slightly warped. Obv.

three IL sprawling Khar., for most part clear. Rev. traces

of Khar, chars, at sq. end. Good condition. 15'x
V I*

2^ x^ .

N. xxm. ii. 001. Wooden comb, round-topped, like L.A.

vm. 001. H. 3'; length of teeth i"; width af"; thick-

ness 3^"’; seven teeth to i*.

N. xxm. ii. 002. Wooden seal-case, unfinished. Rect-

angular block; at one end three saw-grooves for string,

and hole pierced. Receptacle for clay begun but not

finished. 41' X i X i J'.

N. xxm. ii. 003. Piece of lacquered wood, cut roughly

circular. One side flat, the other side slightly convex.

Convex side lacquered brown with traces of a thin red line

near edge. Rabbet round flat side. Prob. part of box

lid. Diam. 2|' to 2|'
;
thickness f" to J'.

N. xxm. ii. 004. Rounded stick, slightly tapering. Deep
notch all round at broad end. Hair-pin ? 9l' X ire' to I'.

PI. XXVIII.

N. xxm, ii. 005. Oval piece of horn, trough-shaped and

curved with carefully rounded ends. Perhaps inkstand.

Cf. N. XLi. 006. 3|' X I" X i".

N. xxm. iii. i. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. three 11. Khar.

Rev. blank. Good condition. lof' X 2'X*'.

N. xxm. iii. 2. Rectang. under-tablet. Obv. eleven 11 ,

Khar. Rev. blank. Writing faint and wood slightly

decayed. 7w'x3^'xi''.

OR NEAR RUIN N. XXIV

N. xxrv. 007. Piece ofbronze wire, bent double. Broken
each end. Gr. M. i"; diam.

N. XXIV. 008. Lozenge-shaped bronze plate. One
corner broken off. Rivet in other comer. Hole (^' diam.)
in middle, if' to break X X

N. xxrv. oog. Bronze rivet with round head. A" x i"

;

headi'x^'.

N. xxrv. 0010. Circular bronze bead, flat on both sides.

3^' diam.
;
3^' thick.

N. xxrv. 0011. Small piece of sheet bronze. x 4'x
1

»

TU •

N. xxrv. 0012. Sixteen stone and glass beads; viz.

one cornelian, faceted, spheroid; eight blue glass, one
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rectangular bugle, three discoid, four ring; four opaque

yellow glass, ring; one pale green translucent glass, ring;

one dark blue glass paste, ring; one black haematite,

irregular ring; cf. Anc, Khotan, ii. PI. LXXIV, N. 0014. g
and N. 0020. a. Also small oblong, cut from sheet bronze,

pierced near one corner. Perhaps from scale armour.

Cf. N. xn. 003.

N. XXIV, 0013. Fart of bronze hoop, broken each end.

Inside plain. Outside has a raised band of rough rope-

pattern. Length of chord i ; width of frame ; thick-

ness of frame 5'. PI. XXIX.

N. XXIV. 0014. Part of bronze ‘ grelot ’ beU. Cf. Anc.

Khotan, ii. PI. LXXIV, N. 0012. a. Gr. M. f'.

N, XXIV. 0015. Part of bronze ring, made of wire, oblong

in section, of which ends are bent together and overlap.

Diam. width J*.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED IN RUIN N. XXIV

N. XXIV. i. I. Rectang. under-tablet. Blank. Warped

and split. 8J* x af' x^ to

N. XXIV. i. 2, Rectang. cov.-tablet, perhaps belonging

to N. XXIV. i. I. Piece of string still in seal-case but clay

gone. Warped. 6* x 2|" x^ to f'.

N. XXIV. i. 3, Oblong tablet, with hole near end. Surface

perished. Blank. 3f' x i* x

N. XXIV. 1. 4. Half of rectang. cov.-tablet (R. of seal

cavity). Surface bleached. Blank. S^'x X^* to f*.

N. XXIV. ii. I. Lathe-like tablet, broken at either end.

No sign of writing. Very soft and brittle, but retains

shape. I* X

N. XXIV. ii. 2. Wedge cov.-tablet. At narrow end, here

cut square, are two holes. Obu. il' from wide end, seal

cav. sq.). Across wide end three 11 . Khar. By seal cav.,

hole side, two 11. Khar. Rev. four 11. Khar., very faint.

Wood rotten and surface perished. 61' x 1 X to

N. XXIV. ii. 3, Wedge under-tablet, ends broken. No
trace of writing on either face. Much broken and in very

bad state. 1 4^' x 2^' x f*.

N. XXIV. ii. 001. Thin wooden silhouette of a duck.

On each side is a hole to indicate eye. Beak to tail 4^*

;

breast to back if' ;
thickness PI. XIV.

N. x^. iii. I. Oblong tablet (fr. split off top). Sides

notched to hold string. Obv. seven 11 . Khar., very faint.

Rev. blank. Hard and well preserved. 4f' x 2f' x f'.

N. XXIV. iv. I. Rectang. under-tablet. Blank. Wood
soft and bleached. 8|' x 2' X f'.

N. XXIV. iv. 2. Double-wedge tablet. Complete; un-

opened. Cov.-tablet: Obv. seal cav. (i^'xi^') if'

from sq. end, with remains of oval seal, showing bearded

head and L. shoulder of human fig. L. On each side of

seal one 1. Khar, Usual character by hole.

Under-tablet: Rev. one 1 . Khar, by sq. end. Sand-

encrusted, but good condition. 8f' X if' x i' to f'.

N. XXIV, iv. 001. Wooden weaver’s comb, long truncated

triangle. Very short teeth. Perhaps for carding. Hard

and well preserved. 3^' x if', PI, XXVIII.

N. XXIV. iv. 002. Wooden cantilever or double-

bracket. Carved in relief. Side ornament \ Y\aim maaXA-

ing. Moulding decorated with overlapping V-shaped leaf

orn., points meeting at centre. Plain billeted moulding,

billets 3f' long, separated by bevelled squares. Ufider

ornament-. One side, circular eight-petalled rosette outside

which extra petals fill up oblong space. Other side, two

four-petalled lotus flowers with four sepals, oblong, divided

by line of overlapping V-om. between plain mouldings.

Sq. capital (resting direct on the pillar) ; sides carved with

upward-pointing petals. Mortise for top of pillar. Cf.

Anc. Khotan, PI. LXIX. 2 2f' X 8|' X 4f' to 2'
; diam. of

pillar 4f'. PI. XVIII.

N. XXIV. V. I. Takhti-shaped tablet. Obv. one long

and two short 11. Khar. Rev. five 11 . Khar. Writing very

faint. Wood hard, rfi'xaf'xf'.

N. XXIV. vi. I. Oblong board with faded Khar, writing on

each side. Obv. six to seven 11 . in large characters. Rev.

five to six 11. in large characters and apparently disjointed

remarks in smaller characters, taking one to two lines near

one edge. Much twisted and scored by knife-cuts. 2' 1 1' x

Sl'xf', PI. XXV.

N. XXIV. vi. 2. Oblong tablet. Obv. along upper edge

row of Khar, characters with the long strokes carried down

from each and curved over to form lotus-petal border along

lower edge. Rev. split off. Good condition ; ends broken.

6f'xi|'x^'.

N. XXIV. vi. 3. Oblong tablet. Hole in comer. Other

end bevelled. Obv. convex, six columns Khar, (five with

eight or nine 11 ., one with three). Ra\ flat, blank. 9f' x

N. xxrv. vi. 4. Takhti-shaped tablet with round pierced

handle. Obv. four 11. Khar., very faint. Rev. three 11.

Khar, very faint. Hard and well preserved. 7^' X if'.

N. xxrv. vi. 001. Upper part of wooden board, with

projecting frame orn., with double row of ‘ dog tooth ' set

back to back. Blank. The surface though dry is cracked

and peeling, aof' X 3' X f

N. xxrv. vii. i. Rectang. double tablet. Opened and

string lost.' Seal cav. (i^'xi') empty. Cov.-tablet:

Obv. one and a half 11. Khar, across the end and some

Khar.thars. near seal cav., clear. Rev. blank.

Under-tablet : Obv. three and a half 11 . Khar., clear. Good
condition. 6f

' x zf' X

N. xxrv. viii. i. Wedge cov.-tablet. Seal cav. (ij'x

L 11974
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ij') empty. No writing distinguishable on Obo, or Rev.

Very soft and in bad state. lo^* x if* X g* to

N. xxrv. viii. 2. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. four IL

Khar., faint. Rev. blank, but has three sawn grooves to

keep string from slipping. 9I* x 2' X J*.

N. XXIV. viii. 3. Takhti-shaped tablet. Handle pierced

and marked by two notches cut on each side. Obv. four

columns (3, 2, 4, 4 11.) Khar. Rev. one 1. Khar. Wood
and writing both in good condition. 12’ x 1^" X^".

PI. XXV.

N. xxrv. viii. 4. Wedge cov.-tablet. Seal cav. (i^'x
i^*) empty. Obv. one 1 . Khar, by sq. end ; one 1. point

side of cav.
;
usual character near point. Rev. one 1. Khar.

Writing black and clear. Hard and well preserved. 9^" x
a'xA'tor.

N. XXIV. viii. 5. Oblong tablet. Obv. six 11. Khar., very

clear. Rev. six 11. Khar., faded. Hard and in excellent

condition, sf' x 2|" x PI. XXVI.

N. xxrv. viii. 6. Wedge cov.-tablet. Seal cav. with

impression from gem of Athene Promachos
;
gem was in

sq. setting whereon Khar, characters engraved. At sq. end

one 1 . Khar., clear
;

at point one char. Khar. Rev. blank.

i'io'xi|'. PI. XX.

N. XXIV. viii. 7. Wedge cov.-tablet. Obv. seal cav.

empty 1^" from sq. end. By sq. end one
1. Khar. Point side of seal one 1. Khar. By hole usual

char. Rev. one short 1. Khar, by sq. end. 9I' x iff' x
r to i'.

N. xxrv. viii. 8. Oblong tablet, semi- elliptical in section

Hole near one end. Obv. (convex surface) blank. Rev.

(flat) four 11 . Khar, faint but clear, across end without hole.

Good condition. 7 x if" x f' max.

N. xxrv. viii. g. Wedge under-tablet, afterwards used
afresh for a second purpose. Hole at point broken and
second hole pierced af' from point. Obv. four 11. Khar.
Rev. sixteen 11 . Khar, written across. One 1 . Khar, written

lengthways. Good condition. 1 4^" X 2^" x . PI. XXIV.

N. xxrv. viii. 10. Wedge cov.-tablet. Seal cav. (if* x
11") empty. Obv. one 1. Khar, at sq. end

; single char, on
point side of cav.; usual char, near point. Rev. one 1.

Khar, black and clear. Hard and well preserved. Sf' x
1 to IX*

* a ^ g to .

N. XXIV. viii. II, Oblong tablet; end broken; hole at

broken end, Obv. convex, three 11. Khar. Rev. three 11.

Khar. Writing clear though faded. Hard and in good
condition. >j^* x X

N. xxrv. viii. 12. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. three II.

Khar., black, very clear. Rev. one 1 . Khar, (three chars.)

at sq. end. Excellent condition. 8^' x I5* X^*.

N. XXIV. viu. 13. Wedge cov.-tablet. Seal cav. (i|' sq.)

empty. Obv. one 1. Khar, at sq. end, three Khar, chars,

on point side of cavity
; usual char, at point ; fairly clear.

Rev. one 1. Khar., clear. Good condition, gf' x if' x
to I'.

N. XXIV. viii. 14. Elliptical tablet. Obv. three II. Khar.

Inscr. black but sand-encrusted. Rev. four IL Khar. Inscr.

black but sand-encrusted. Wood well preserved. 5f' x
a'xf'.

N. XXIV. viii. 15. Wedge cov.-tablet. Seal cav. (i^' x

if") empty. Obv. one 1 . Khar, at sq. end, two Khar, chars,

on point side of cavity, and usual char, at point; clear.

Rev. three 11. Khar, clear. Good condition. 8f' x if' X

I' to I'.

N. xxrv. viii. 16. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. three 11 .

Khar. Rev. two 11 . Khar, at sq. end. Good condition,

ef'xirx^'.

N. xxrv. viii. 17. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. six 11.

Khar., small, black, and very clear. Rev. one 1. Khar, near

sq. end. Very good condition. 8f' X if' X f'.

N. xxrv. viii. 18. Oblong tablet, pierced at one end.

Obv. two columns Khar., of three and two very short 11.

;

clear. Rev. blanL Hard and excellently preserved. 5f'
V S ^

•^8 ^ 16 •

N. XXIV. viii. 19, Wedge cov.-tablet. Seal cav. (i|'x

if') empty. Obv. three groups Khar, chars., faint but

clear, on either side of seal cav., and usual char, at point.

Rev. three 11 . Khar., clear. Good condition. 6f' X if' X
f" to I'.

N. xxrv. viii, 20. Wedge under-tablet. • Broken. Obv.

four II. Khar., very black and clear. Rev. one 1. . Khar,

by sq. end. Good condition. 9^'X2iV*x^'. PI.

XXVII.

N. xxrv. viii. 21. Oblong tablet, pierced in one comer L.

Obv. five 11. Khar., much faded. Rev. blank. Hard and
well preserved. 4f' x 2' x f

N. XXIV. viii. 22. Wedge cov.-tablet. Seal cav. (if' x
if') empty. Obv. one 1 . Khar., very clear, on each side

of cav., usual char, at point. Rev. four 11 . Khar, (sprawling)

very black and clear. Excellent condition, gf' x 2' x f
'

to

N. xxrv. viii. 23. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. three 11.

large Khar., blotted in places but otherwise clear. Rev.
one 1. Khar., faint at sq. end. Well preserved, g' x if'

6 •

N. xxrv. viii. 24. Oblong tablet, with hole at rounded
end. Obv. four columns Khar, of 3, 3, 3, and 4 11., faded
but clear. Rev. one 1. Khar., faded. Hard and well

preserved. S^'xrf'xf'.

N. xxrv. viii. 25. Oblong tablet. Hole for string in

corner, Obv. four columns Khar, of 2, 4, 5, and 6 11.

Rev. blank. 7f' x af' x

N. xxrv. viii. 26. Label-like tablet with hole at wedge-
shaped end. Obv. blank. Rev. traces of ink. Wood in

good condition. 6' x if' x

N. xxrv, viii. 27. Label-like tablet with string-hole at
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ronnded end. Ohv. two columns Khar., each three 11.

Rev. one 1. Khar. Writing much faded, wood hard. 4^' x
if'xl'.

N. XXIV. viii, 28. Oblong tablet. Obv. most of surface

cut away. Part of two 11. Khar, preserved. Clear. Rev.

five 11. Khar, lengthways, much faded, and three 11. across

one end, smaller, and clear. 9f* x al' x

N. xxrv. viii. 29. Wedge cov.-tablet. Seal cav. (ij* x
if") empty. Ohv. one 1. Khar, at sq. end

;
one letter Khar,

on point side of cav. ; usual char, near point. Rev. one 1.

Khar, very clear. Hard and well preserved. qI* x iI' X
to r-

N. XXIV. viii. 30. Wedge cov.-tablet. Seal cav.(i^'' x
i-^') empty. Obv. one 1. Khar, at sq. end (very faint)

;

usual char, near point. Rev. three 11. Khar., clear. Hard
and well preserved. 10" X if' x to

N. XXIV. viii. 31. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. five 11.

Khar., very clear. Rev. one 1. Khar, near sq. end. Excellent

condition, pi' x 2 x J*.

N. XXIV. viii. 32. Tablet made of cleft stick, untrimmed,

one end notched. Obv. one 1. Khar, (faint) near upper

edge of point. Rev. four 11. Khar., much obscured. Hard,
but surface in poor condition. 10" x x f'.

N. xxrv. viii. 33. Wedge cov.-tablet. Obv. if' from

sq. end, seal cav. with one side broken away (if'xf*);
by sq. end one 1. Khar.; one letter Khar, point side of

cav. and usual char, by hole. Rev. two 11. Khar., clear.

Good condition. x if' X f" to f'.

N. xxrv. viii. 34. Tongue-shaped tablet, broad end

broken. Obv. seven 11. Khar. Rev. seven 11. Khar. Writing

very clear. Hard and in good condition. 9' x 3f' max.
V 1*

N. XXIV. viii. 35. Double-wedge tablet, complete, but

seal strings broken. Seal cav. (if'x if') empty. Cov.-

tablet : OJrv. traces of Khar, at sq. end
; usual char, near

point. Rev, one 1. Khar.

Under-tablet : Obv. five 11. Khar, obscure. Good con-

dition, much encrusted. 8f' x 2' x f' to f'.

N. xxrv. viii. 36. Label-like tablet, with rounded ends,

and hole for string. Obv. rounded, one 1. Khar. Rev.

flat, three IL Khar. Writing and wood in good condition.

Sl'xirx^'.

N. XXIV. viii. 38. Label-like tablet, one end pointed and
pierced. Obv. four 11. Khar, in three columns. Rev-

blank. Hard and in good condition. 8f' x i^' x f".

N. xxrv. viii. 39. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. four 11.

Khar, clear. Rev. one 1. Khar, near sq. end. Good con-

dition. 9" X 2' X

N. xxrv. viii. 40. Wedge cov.-tablet, seal cav. (if' x
if') empty. Obv. one 1. Khar, at sq. end. Usual char, near

point. Rev. three 11. Khar., clear. Hard and well pre-

served. lof'x af' x^ to I'.

N. XXIV. viii. 41. a, b. Rectang. under-tablet, in two
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frs. (joined). Obv. five 11. Khar, clear. Rev. blank. Good
condition. 9' x sf' (joined) X f

'.

N. XXIV. viii. 42. Stick-like tablet. One third distance

from end, groove roughly cut all round. Obv. rounded.

By groove short side one 1. Khar, across, then three cols.

Khar, of (from end) 3, 3, and 4 11. Long side three 11.

Khar. Rev. flat. Between groove and near end three

cols. Khar, of (from end) 3, 4, and 2 11. Condition fair.

22'xif'x|'. PI. XXV.

N. xxrv. viii. 43. Wedge cov.-tablet, seal cav. (if' x

if') empty. Obv. one 1. Khar, at sq. end
;

usual char,

near point. Rev. one 1. Khar., faded but clear. Hard and

well preserved. lof' x 2|" x f' to f'.

N. xxrv. viii. 44. a. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. four

11. Khar. Rm. one 1. Khar, near sq. end. Excellent con-

dition. 9|' X 2' X PI. XXVII.

N. xxrv. viii. 44. b. Rectang. under-tablet. Obv. six

11. Khar, clear. Rev. blank. Good condition, pf' x

N. XXIV. viii. 45. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. three 11.

Khar., clear except at point; lower edge has two con-

verging notches cut upon it. Rev. blank. Excellently

preserved
. pf' X i f

' X f'.

N. xxrv. viii. 46. Wedge under-tablet, point lost. Obv.

three 11. Khar., clear. Rev. one 1. Khar, at sq. end. Faint.

Hard and well preserved. 6|' X if' x f'.

N. xxrv. viii. 47. Narrow flat strip of wood, like N.

XXIV. 006, q.v. 2of' X f' X

N. xxrv. viii. 48. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. four 11.

Khar. Rev. one 1. Khar, near sq. end. Excellent con-

dition. lof'xif'xf'.

N. XXIV. viii. 49. Wedge cov.-tablet. Obv. if' from

sq. end seal cav. (if'x if') empty. By sq. end one 1.

Khar. Rev. four 11. Khar. Good condition. Writing

faint. 8' x if' X |' to f'.

N. xxrv. viii. 50. Oblong tablet. Obv. two columns

Khar, (four 11. and three 11.) faint. Rev. five 11. Khar.

Good condition. 6f' x if" X j|^".

N. XXIV. viii. 51 + 64. Double-wedge tablet, complete.

Cov.-tablet: Obv. if' from sq. end seal cav. with remains

of string and seal (if' x if"). One 1. Khar, at sq. end.

Rev. two 11. Khar.

Under-tablet; Obv. three 11. Khar. Ra\ No writing

visible. Cross-cut half way. Good condition. 8f'x
2' X f'. PI. XXVII.

N. xxrv. viii. 52. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. three 11.

Khar. Rev. one 1. Khar, at sq. end. Good condition,

lof'xif'xf'.

N. xxrv. viii. 53. Label-like tablet with wedge end, near
which hole. Obv. two 11. Khar, over whole length, and
one short 1. Rev. blank, i if* x if' x ^'.

N. xxrv. viii. 54. Wedge cov.-tablet. Obv. if' from

L 1 2
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sq. end seal cav. One 1. Khar, by sq. end;

usual char, near hole. Rev. four 11. Khar., faded. Good

condition. lo^' X X to

N. XXIV. viii. 55. Wedge under-tablet. Ohv. three 11.

Khar. Rev. near sq. end one I. Khar., faint. Good con-

dition lo'x

N. XXIV. viii. 56. Wedge cov.-tablet. Oh', if* from

sq. end seal cav. (i^' x i|*). By sq. end one 1. Khar.,

two 11. point side of seal. Usual char, by hole. Rev.

three 11. Khar. Good condition. 9^' x 2^’ x to

N. xxrv. viii. 57. Label-like tablet, broken, with hole at

wedge-shaped end. Oiv. rounded, one 1. Khar, very

faint. Rev. flat, two 11. Khar., very faint. 6* x f* X 3".

N. XXIV. viii. 58. Wedge under-tablet. Oh), four 11.

Khar. Rev. one 1. Khar, near sq. end. Good condition,

lol'xil'x^'.

N. XXIV. viii. 59. Label-like tablet, with hole at wedge-

shaped end. 06v. four 11. Khar. Rev. five cols, Khar.

(*> Si Si Si ^ 11.). Good condUiou. S'xif'xl^*. PI,

XXVI.

N. XXIV. viii, 6o. Wedge cov.-tablet. Oh). i|* from

sq, end seal cav. (i^* x iJ") with string. By sq. end one

1. Khar. Rev. by sq. end one 1. Khar. Good condition.

9rxirxitoii'.

N. XXIV. viii, 6i. Oblong tablet. 06v. covered with

eight columns of Khar, each consisting of eight short 11.

Hole in L. upper comer for filing. Rev. has been planed

down but remains of one I. of Khar, on bevelled upper

edge. Writing clear though faded. Hard and in good

condition. 13" X 3^*, PI. XXV.

N. xxrv. viii. 63. Flat wooden strip, at one end sq., at

other rounded. Two notches opposite one another on

each edge. No trace of writing, X X j".

N. XXIV. viii. 63. Wedge cov.-tablet. Odv. ij' from

sq. end seal cav. (i^' X i^*), one 1. Khar, by sq. end.

One 1. Khar, point side of seal. Usual char, by point

Rev. two 11. Khar. 91' X 2^* x to

N. XXIV. viii. 65. Oblong tablet (broken). Oh’, short

1, of Khar, in lower R. corner. Rev. four (?) 11. Khar.,

almost illegible. Hard and good condition. 4|'’xiy"'.

N. xxrv. viii. 66. Wedge cov.-tablet. Oh’, ij’ from

sq. end seal cav. (i^" sq.). By sq, end one 1. Khar. Usual

char, by hole. Rev. blank. Good condition. 9^*X

A' to tV-

N. XXIV. viii. 67. Wedge under-tablet. Much sand-

encrusted, but wood and writing in excellent condition.

Oiv. three 11. Khar. Rev. one L Khar, at sq. end. 9^" x

N. XXIV. viii, 68. Oblong tablet. Obv. edges bevelled.

One and a half 11. Khar, lengthways. Rev. two cols, each

of five 11. Khar. Sand-encrusted, but legible; wood in

good condition. 1 1 x af' x I*. PI. XXVI.

N. XXIV. viii. 6g. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. four 11.

Khar, very faint. Rev. much encrusted. Blank. Wood
hard. 9' x 2^" x

N. XXIV. viii, 70. Wedge cov.-tablet. Obv. if' from

sq. end seal cav. (if' sq.) one 1. Khar, at sq. end. By

hole usual char. Rev. one 1. Khar, at top edge. Good

condition. 10' x af' x f' to f'.

N, XXIV. viii. 71. Rectang. double tablet, complete,

unopened. Cov.-tablet, 3f' X 2^' : Obv. seal cav. (if' x
i^') with strings and clay filling. Impression, circular,

concave, diam. f'. Human fig. full front, barbarous, and

dismembered; head, shoulders, short flounced skirt (?),

and lower legs prominent and unconflected. Objects in

R. and L. hands (?). Legs rendered by four slight strokes ;

on either side a fliree-lobed object ;
cable border. Same

design on N. xxiv, viii. 72, 76. Above seal two 11., below

one 1. Khar., clear.

Under-tablet : Rev. blank. 4f' x 2^' X f* to f'. PI.

XXIII.

N. XXIV. viii. 73. Rectang. double tablet, complete,

unopened. Cov.-tablet. seal cav. (I'x i^'). Strings

and seal of pink clay intact. Circular impression. Same

design as N. xxiv. viii. 71 and 76. Above seal, two 11.

Khar., black and clear, below one L Khar., black and clear.

Hard and well preserved but some incrustation. 8fx
S^'x^'tof'. PI. XX.

N. xxrv. viii, 73. Rectang. double tablet. Complete

;

unopened, or opened and re-sealed in antiquity. Strings

tied below and given extra seal on Rev. of under-tablet.

Whole seal cav. then wrapped in yellow silk and tied round

with coarse string. Cov.-tablet: Oh'. Seal cav. if'x

if' ;
grey clay seal with two impressions, (a) Standing

male fig. L. wears turban (?) with peak, long drapery

girdled at waist, and overfall behind. Full sleeves. L. arm
extended

; R. holds long sceptre
;

hair tied with two long

fillets. Archaistic 2^us. Classical work
;
see N. xxiv. viii.

81. (b) Head, R., strongly marked features, long curly

hair
; see N. xxiv. viii. 81. Across each end two 11. Khar.

Under-tablet: Rev. two 11. Khar, across end. fif'x

2'xf'tof'. PI. XXIII.

N. xxrv. viii. 74. Rectang. double tablet, unopened.

Cov.-tablet : Obv. with seal cav. (if' x if'). Strings and
seal of pink clay intact. Impression of sq. seal with four

Chinese chars, in angular Seal writing, equivalent in

modem script to Shanshan chiln yin,
'
Seal of the Shan-shan Command ’ [Mr. L. C. Hopkins].
Two 11. Khar., faint but legible. Hard and well preserved,

vrxgj/x^'toi'. PI. XX.

N. xxrv. viii, 75. Rectang, double tablet. Complete.
Strings tied behind. Unopened, or opened and re-sealed in
antiquity. Cov.-tablet: Obv. Seal cav. I'sq.; seal in
pink clay with same device as N. xxiv. viii. 83 ; see Anc.
Khotan, ii. PL LXXII, N. xv. 133. a. Talons and R. wing
of eagle destroyed. Above seal, two 11. Khar., very feint
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Under-tablet : Rev. blank. Good condition. 71' x af* x

A' to i|'*

N. zxiv. viii. 76. Rectang. double tablet, unopened.

Cov.-tablet : Obv. Seal cav. (i|^' x 13^5') with strings and

clay intact Circular seal having same design as N. xxiv.

viii. 71, but less disjointed. One L Khar, above seal, very

faint. Flange at lower L. end of vmder-tablet om. with

diamond pattern. Under-tablet : Rev. blank. Hard and

in good condition ; but lower tablet split 8^' X 3f
' X

10 X5 •

N. XXIV. viii. 77. Rectang. double tablet. Complete

;

opened. Cov.-tablet : Obv. Seal cav. ( i^* x 2^%') with

seals preserved in three oblong impressions. R. (i) two

11. writing in relief, perpendicular, very faint. Script un-

certain. C. (2) Large head R. ; face destroyed. Ear

"small and pointed
;

hair in roll behind with comb at top of

head. L, (3) Head and bust in low relief R. R. hand

holds a flower. Nose aquiline. Hair in big waves tied by

bead fillet, one end of which falls down back, one over

shoulder. Faint. Good original, prob. imported. Above
seal, two 11 . Khar. Below seal, two 11 . Khar, clear. Rev.

six 11 . Khar, clear. Under-tablet : Obv. six 11. Khar., clear.

Rev. blank. 8|* x 3!' x 3^' to 1 1
'.

N. XXIV. viii. 78. Rectang. double tablet. Complete.

With cover (6^' x 3^') and strings intact. Cov.-tablet

:

Obv. seal cav, (af' x i|') with oval impression. Apparently

two figs. On L. nude fig. apparently female, facing R., legs

crossed and R. arm raised to head
; half sitting. On R.

fig. not clear, apparently male, L., leaning slightly forwards

;

L. arm behind and bent at elbow, R. hand advanced to thigh

of other fig., R. knee raised and bent, with foot behind L.

calf (?). Bad impression in fibrous clay, prob. from good

classical orig. Part of embossed border shows. Above

seal, two 11 , Khar. Below seal, one 1 . Khar. Under-tablet

:

Rev. blank. 8|' x 3^' x to

N, XXIV. viii. 79. Rectang. double tablet, unopened,

with cover (S^"X2|'). Cov.-tablet: Obv. seal cav.

(i^' X if') with strings and clay filling intact. Two seals :

(i) oval, flat field
; bust of woman L., with R. arm raised,

smelling flower (?); head slightly inclined; hair falls in

tail down upon shoulders. Elbow and lower part of body
cut off by railing forming a kind of exergue (cf. Anc.

Kholan, ii. PI. LXXII, N. xv. 1 55). (ii) oval intaglio with

flat field, ‘impressionist’ sketch of bird in flight (cf. Anc.

Khotan, ii. PI. LXXII, N. xxiii. i). Poor work. Above seals,

four 11 . Khar., black and clear
;
below, two 11. Khar, equally

good. 6|' X 2f' X I' to I'. PI. XX.

N, XXIV. viii. 80. Rectang. double tablet, unopened,

with cover (7' X 3f'). Cov.-tablet; Ofo. seal cav. (i^'

x

if), has clay and one string intact. Circular stamp on flat

field, Indian head R., bearded, hair done in two rings and

knob at top. Back hair falls in close mass on nape of

neck. L, hand raised holding fly-whisk or some symbol

of office (thunderbolt?). Coarse work. Four 11. Khar,

above seal, black and clear. Below, one 1 . Khar., also very

black. Hard and well preserved. 9f|' X 3f
* X f' to f|'.

PL XX, XXII.

N. xxrv. viii. 81. Rectang. double tablet, unopened.

Cov.-tablet (4f''X2ff'): Obv. seal cav. ( iff' x 2') with

strings and seal intact. Two impressions
:
(i)ovalf'xf'.

Bearded fig. wearing fillet with long ends strides to L.,

drapery clingmg to L. leg, L. arm outstretched. In front

of face is long sceptre held in R. hand. Classical work.

Archaistic Zeus. See N. xxiv. viii. 73. (ii) oval f'xf'.
Flat field, plain border, head with long hair falling down

sides. (Cf. Lubke-Semran, Die Kunst des Alterturns. Abb.

421, e. Medusa.) Local work, see N. xxiv. viii. 73. Above

and below seals resp., two II. Khar. Under-tablet: Rev.

eight full 11 . Khar, written across smaller dimension of

tablet. A little lower is one 1 . Khar, alone. Further

down, a col. of five short 11 . Writing much obscured by

encrustation. Hard and well preserved. 6ff' x 2ff"

xf'toif'. PI. XX,

N. xxrv. vui. 82. Rectang. double tablet, unopened.

Cov.-tablet : Obv. seal cav. (i 3^' x if') with strings intact.

Clay seal with impress of oval intaglio, a bird, R,, with

wings expanded and fan-like tail. Above seal, two 11 . Khar.,

clear though slightly faded. Hard and well preserved.

8' X 3' X TS to I ". PI. XXIII.

N. xxrv. viii. 83. Rectang. double tablet, unopened,

with cover (7'x 3f'). Cov.-tablet : Obv. seal cav. (if' x
i^') with strings and seal of pink clay intact. Circular

seal ff' diam. ;
flat field, narrow milled border ; soaring

eagle, wings and legs outstretched as N. xxiv. viii, 75
(Ane. Khotan, ii. PI, LXXII, N, xv. 133. a). Poor work.

Above seal, two 11 , Khar., faint.

Under-tablet : Rev. incised pentagon with Khar, inscr.

at R. and L. points. Ink faded, but forms of letter remain.

Hard and well preserved, 9^ X 3f' X f' to 1'. PI. XX.

N. xxrv. viii. 84. Rectang. double tablet. Complete

;

unopened ; five strings broken, one intact. Cov.-tablet

:

Obv. seal cav. (2^'x if') has much damaged seal in pink

clay, perhaps bearing same device as N. xxiv. viii. 82.

Below seal, three 11 . Khar.

Under-tablet : Rro. blank. 8f' x 2f' x f' to if'.

N. xxrv. viii. 85. Rectang. double tablet, unopened

(cover 7f'

X

2f'). Cov.-tablet: Obv. seal cav. (af'x if").

Strings intact and clay filling stamped with three seals
:

(i)

circular convex (^^' x f') diam., three faces united in one

head (one on top of head), that facing L. being bearded

;

bust (with sceptres ?) indicated
;

classical type, (ii) head

on flat field, of Indian type, R.
;
hair cut close, marked off

by distinct furrows from ear, face obliterated; (iii) same
design as on N. xxiv. viii, 71, 72, 76, but only slight

impression of upper part. Below seal, two 11 . Khar., black

but encrusted.

Under-tablet : Rev. blank. Hard and well preserved.

9I' X 2^' X I' to if'. PI. XX, XXI.

N. xxrv. viii, 86. Rectang. double tablet, complete.

Strings knotted below, prob. opened and re-sealed in
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antiquity. Cover seal cav. (i^'xij*) with

strings and clay filling. Sq. impression intact. Elephant

advances R. with trunk lowered, end curled inwards;

outline of back rendered by series of dots. Above head

and back are a
.
few strokes apparently meaningless.

Summary work. Same design as on N. xxiv. viii. 95.

Cov.-tablet : Obv. two 11 . Khar, above seal.

Under-tablet : Rev. blank. Hard and well preserved,

fil'xai'x il". PI. XX.

N. xxrv. viii. 87. Rectang. double tablet. Complete ;

.

strings tied underneath; probably opened and re-closed

in antiquity. Cov.-tablet : Oh), seal cav. (af* X i^*)
bearing three seal impressions. Middle impression failed

showing only part of border. L. impression same as L.

impression p) on N. xxiv. viii. 85, but not very clear. R.

impression same as R. impression (iii) on same (cf. also

N. xxrv. 71, 72, 76), but only R. side of seal has taken.

Two 11 . Khar, very faint and much encrusted with sand on

each side of seal. 7^* x 3' X to |*.

N. XXIV. viii. 88. Rectang. double tablet, opened.

Seal cav. (ij'xi*) empty; string lost. Cov.-tablet:

Oh), above seal, two 11 . Khar.
;
below seal, two 11. Khar.,

clear. Rev. six 11 . Khar., clear.

Under-tablet: Obv. six 11 . Khar., clear. Rev. four 11.

Khar, (one almost effaced) running along tablet, to R.

end ; one 1 . Khar, (small) running across tablet towards L.

end. Good condition. Tablets possibly are not a pair.

N. xxrv. viii. 8g. Rectang. double tablet. Complete,

unopened. Cov.-tablet: Obv. seal cav. (il'x!*), seal

destroyed. Across one end two 11 . Khar.

Under-tablet : Rn. blank. 9^^* X 3' X f' to i."

N. xxrv. viii. go. Rectang. double tablet. Opened

and loosely re-tied in antiquity. Seal cav. (i* x I') empty.

Cov.-tablet : Obv. three 11 . Khar, across one end.

Under-tablet : Rev. blank. 7f' x af' XY to f
PI. XXIII.

N. xxrv. viii. gx. Rectang. double tablet, unopened,

with cover (5^* x aj"). Seal cav. (2^' x if') with strings

intact. Cov.-tablet : Obv. clay seal, two impressions, (i)

sq. ; within broad border of cross-hatching, stag fallen on

fore-knees; (ii) nearly circular; debased design (lotus bud ?),

narrow rayed border. Three II. Khar, to R. of cav., black

but somewhat obscured. To L. of cav., one 1. Khar.

Under-tablet : Rev. two cols. Khar., nine short 11. in first

;

three in second ; much faded and encrusted. Hard and

well preserved; much spotted with encrustation. 8'x

2f'xf*toi|'. PL XX.

N. XXIV. viii. ga. Rectang. double tablet. Complete

;

unopened, but two strings broken. Cov.-tablet: Obv.

seal cav. (1" x if') with seal bearing same impression as

N. XXIV. viii. 82 (?). Only one end has taken. Three 11 .

Khar, across one end.

Under-tablet; Rev. blank. Good condition. 7f'x

N. xxrv. viii. gg. Rectang. double tablet. Complete

;

unopened, but two strings broken. Cov.-tablet : Obv.

seal cav. (if' sq.) has seal in pink clay, damaged at one

edge, with same Chinese impression a.s N. xxiv. viii. 74

and N. xxxvn. i. 2. Across one end one and a half 11.

Khar, faint.

Under-tablet : Rev. blank Wood hard, gf' X 3I' X
to i'.

N. XXIV. viii. g4. Rectang. double tablet, unopened

(cover 93^' X 3f'). Cov.-tablet: Obv. seal cav. (if' x i^')

with strings intact. Red clay, impression from circular metal

intaglio. On R. standing male (?) fig., front
;

L. hand

held free, holds curved bow (?) resting on ground, R. hand

free by side ; between legs two lines (ends of stole ?) ;
on

head, circular nimbus. To L. seated fig. R. on cross-

legged chair ; wears circular nimbus and close-fitting dress

with close folds ; R. hand behind by side, L. arm extended

and bent vertically at elbow. Rude style. Below seal, one

1 . Khar., clear
;
above seal, two 11. encrusted. See Desert

Cathay, i. Fig. 95,5. 9' X 3f' X to |'.

N. XXIV. viii. gs. Rectang. double tablet. Complete ;

unopened. Cov.-tablet : Obv. seal cav. 13^' sq. Grey

clay bearing same device as N. xxiv. viii. 86. Dots along

back of elephant (advancing R.) and marks in field faint

Above seal, two 11. Khar., below seal, one 1. Khar., faint and

sand-encrusted.

Under-tablet: Rev. apparently blank. Much sand-

encrusted. Good condition. 7f' x sf' X 3^' to if'.

N. xxrv. viii. g6. Rectang. double tablet. Found

opened. Cov.-tablet : Obv. seal cav. i^' x iff' ;
grey

clay, two impressions (i) circular; eagle, highly conven-

tionalized
;

(ii) oval ; human fig. wearing circular nimbus,

tunic, and stole crossed on breast (?) with streamers to

ground. Body front, legs profile, advancing R. R. arm

slightly away from side, hand holding knife (?) ;
L. arm

raised and bent at elbow, hand holds object like double

sack-purse (ofKubera ?). Object, possibly sword, suspended

by strap from R. thigh. Debased work showing Roman
influence. Above seal, three 11 . Khar., below seal, two 11 .,

black and clear. Rev. one 1 . Khar., clear.

Under-tablet : Obv. eight 11 . Khar., very clear. Rev.

blank. Cover 5I' x 3'
;

tablet 7f" x 3' x f' max. PL
XX, XXIII.

N. XXIV. viii. 001. Fr. of coarse buff fabric, gathered

very fully into band of same. Lower edge ragged, prob.

tom off large piece. Condition bad. Another gathered

piece, 4f' long, band of which is gone. Also small frs. of

loose fabric, salmon and red, and ball (f' diam.) of i" to

2' frs. of buff thread. Chief fr., length of band iif';
depth of band f'; depth of ‘frill’ 3§'.

N. xxrv. viii. 002. a, b. Two frs. of tanned leather

of irregular shape, with bit of leather thong i' 6' long.

N. XXIV. viii. 003. Fr. ofrug {darn). Satin weave. In

bands of pattern, of which the only one completely shown

is composed of a diamond in light buff with brown madder
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centre dot, on a ground of brown madder, divided from

the next repeat by two vertical parallel lines with ends

curling away from each other, in buff. Above and below,

the brown is bordered by a solid chevron of scarlet,

counterchanging with a similar pattern in buff. Beyond

this, on one side is a band of some indistinguishable

pattern in bright blue and orange. Loosely woven.

N. xziv. viil. 004. Flat strip of wood, like N. xxiv.

006, q. v. Near one end, three triangular nicks are cut in

one edge and two in the other (opposite to the two furthest

from end). 22^" x^’x
N. xxtv. viii. 005. Oblong wooden block. Down

middle five holes (f* to are pierced. Across one edge

two slanting saw-cuts deep, marking direction of holes.

7i'xrrtoirxr.

N. XXIV. viii. 006. Short wooden stick, with raised

central collar long; on either side of which has been

a belt (?of metal). Peg from some instrument, sf'x
to f* (in middle).

N. XXTV. viii. 007. Wooden stick, slightly thickened

towards one end, then tapering down gradually to rounded

end. iS'x^'to^'.

N. XXTV. viii. 008. Wooden stick, like N. xxrv. viii. 007.

ui' X I' to

N. XXTV. viii. 009. Wooden strip like N. xxiv. viii. 62.

Edges on one side rounded off. Both ends broken. On
one edge two groups of two notches, and opposite them

on other edge two groups of four and three notches.

lof'x^'xA'.

N. XXIV. viii. 0010. Wooden stick, tapering gradually to

each end from its thickest point at one-third of its height.

OBJECTS FOUND

N. XXVI. i. T. Rectang. under-tablet. Blank. Wood
soft. I4|'x 4i''x^'.

N. XXVI. i. a. Oblong tablet, pierced in one comer. Odv.

three cols. Khar, of four 11 . each(?), and two longer 11.

Writing very faint. Hev. five cols. Khar, of three or four 11 .

each. Writing very faint. Soft but well preserved. 8§' x
tS.' V s »

N. XXVI. i. 3. Oblong tablet, pierced in one corner; in

hole is fr. of folded cloth as tape. 06v. one 1 . Khar., very

faint. Jiev. four (or five ?) 11 . Khar. Well preserved but

soft, srxirxrto^'.
N. XXVI. i. 4. Rectang. cov.-tablet. Odv. seal cav. (i' x

i^*) with sq. impression. Round-bodied narrow-necked

vase ;
from its base two long palm-leaves spring outwards

and curve up, framing design ; from mouth two similar but

short leaves curve out and up, with a third (or a flower ?)

between them. Stiff poor work. No inscr. Hev. four 11 .

Khar., very faint. Soft and sand-encrasted. 5^' x af' x

I' to I'. PI. XX, XXIII.

At thinner end a hole. Prob. needle for carpet-work. Cf.

N. xxxvm. i. 001. lof* x f* to

N. XXTV. viii. 0011. Wooden stick, trimmed round, plain

but slightly curved. Sq. hole (J' diam., deep) let into

one end. Handle for instrument such as a drill. 9' x f'.

N. XXTV. viii. 0012. Wooden peg, with raised central

collar. Cf. N. xxiv. viii. 006 and xxxvn. ii. 001. 3^' x
to*'-

N. XXIV. viii. 0013. Wooden mouse-trap. Spearhead-

shaped flat piece of wood, pierced with large hole, i^' diam.

at widest part. A V-shaped channel traverses almost the

whole length. Near hole, six small peg-holes. At upper

end, a seventh. In use the large hole is placed over mouse-

hole or run. In passing through, the mous§ releases check

and causes an arrow to be discharged along the V-shaped

channel at himself. Cf. N. xiii. iii. 001 and Anc. Khotan,

ii. PI. LXXIII, N. XIX. 2. 15^' X 31
* to i^* X I*.

N. XXIV. viii. 0014. Fr. of buff leather, cut off corner

of a rectangular piece. Sides measure 6*x 2*; thickness
1

»

its •

N. XXIV. viii. 0015. Stick of cherry (?) wood, with bark

on. One end cut neatly to a wedge. 7^* x 5*.

N. xxrv. ix. I. Half of oblong tablet. V-shaped notch

across long side. Oiv. two 11. Khar., very clear. Hev.

blank. 3|*xi'x^^*.

N. xxrv. X. I. Oblong tablet, with one end wedge-shaped.

Odv. blank. jRev. traces of Khar, inscr. Surface soft and
bleached. 1

1

1
* X i^* x ^^*.

N. XXIV. X. 001. Wooden fire-stick (female), like L-A.

V. ii. I. Four holes along each edge of one side. See Joyce,

in Man, xi. 3, 24, Fig. 6. 4I* x i|* X |*.

RUIN N. XXVI

N. XXVI. i. 5. Rectang. cov.-tablet, with empty seal cav.

(if*xi^*). 0^1’. blank. A’rt’. two 11. Khar., indistinct.

Fairly preserved. 4^* x 2* X ^* to f*.

N. XXVI. i. 6. Rectang. under-tablet. Odv. five 11 . Khar.,

faint Hev, blank. Chipped. Wood rotten. 7^' x 2J* X
7 "

•

N. XXVI. i. 7. Oblong tablet with wedge-shaped ends.

Hole near one end. Both sides covered with Khar, writing,

very faint Much encrusted with sand and plastered with

straw. i2|*X2|*x|*.

N. XXVI. i. 8. Wedge under-tablet. Ofo. two 11 . Khar.,

very faint. Rev. blank. Surface rotten. Point broken.

7j*xi|*xi'.

N. XXVI. i. 001. Bone seal, oblong in section. Pierced.

On sq. sides
:

(i) a lion advancing R.
;

(ii) a rabbit seated

upright, L. On oblong sides: (i) seated monkey L.;
(ii) obscure. Deeply but badly cut |* sq. x|*. PI.

XXIX.
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N. XXVI. ii. I. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. flat surface.

Traces of Khar.(?) writing. Rev. rounded. Traces of

Khar. (?) writing. Much encrusted with sand, i^f'x
t7» V 1'

N. XXVI. iii. I. Wooden double-bracket or cantilever.

Hollowed and cut in three for transit. Carved in relief on

sides and underneath. Side i. Three panels. Centre;

from central vase rise twelve long stems, six on each side,

curving out and down, ending alternately in pear-shaped

fruit covered with saw-tooth pattern, and in broad leaves

with incised veins ; stems alternately plain and beaded ; to

R., beaded stem joins leaf; to L., fruit. Side panels each

bear similar monster standing in attitude to spring, facing

centre. Long neck, long crocodile’s jaw with teeth and

tongue protruding. Mane rendered by deep V-shaped

incisions. Small upright wng curved forward (like that of

archaic Corinthian horse). Long back. Long tail brought

forward over back. On paws four and five claws. Between

panels upright zigzag band. Below panels plain fillet,

then moulding with long billets divided by bevelled squares,

below which plain fillet. Side ii. Central panel; similar

design but only five stems on each side of vase. Side

panels
;

similar beasts but without wings, with larger heads

and thicker necks. One much damaged. Similar mould-

ings. Under~sur/ace. Centre plain with round hole to take

post-head. At one end
;
within plain border, a broad frame

of saw-tooth pattern enclosing plain panel wherein crossed

diagonals of bead-work between plain fillets. Cross-row

of bead-work. Sq. panel with rude double incised squares

at comers; in centre a sunk circle containing twelve-

petalled rosette. Then broad cross-band of saw-toothed

chip-carving between two rows of inward-pointing dog’s-

tooth ornament. Cross-row of beads. At the other end

;

Nvithin plain fillet border, cross-band of outward-pointing

dog’s-tooth ornament. Sunk sq. panel with raised diagonals

of bead-work between plain fillets. Then two cross-bands

of Vandyke separated by plain band. Then in oblong panel,

having bead frame within narrow plain fillet, a flower

(lotus) with four double petals and four sepals, twelve

stamens in corolla and central boss. Carving coarse chip-

work, executed with long driving strokes. 8' 3I' x 81' x
14^'. Mortise-hole, diam. 4'. PI. XVIII.

N. XXVI. vi. I. Oblong tablet, each end wedge-shaped.

Hole near narrower end. Obv. flat. Three 11. Khar., clear.

Rev. bark mostly left on rounded surface. Tw'O 11. Khar,

on bark, faint. 1

1

' x 11
' X PI. XXVI.

N. XXVI. vi. 3. Oblong tablet. Bark on long edges. Hole

at comer. Obv. nine 11. Khar, written across, distinct.

Rev. six 11. Khar, written across, distinct. 4f
' x if' X f*.

PI. XXVII.

N. XXVI. vi. 3. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. four 11. Khar.

Rev, one 1. Khar, by sq. end. Good condition, writing

clear. 7l'xr^'x^'.

N.xxvi.vi. 4. Oblong tablet. Bark on long edges. Obv.

three cols. (3, 4, 4 U.) Khar. Rev. blank. Good con-

[Chap,VI

dition. Beginnings of hole at corner. Sf'xif'xf*.
PI . XXVI.

N. XXVI. vi. 5. Oblong tablet, pierced near one end. Obv.

three 11. Khar, and single separate line at bottom ; feded,

but clear. Rev. blank. Well preserved. 3I' X if' X f'.

N. XXVI. vi. 6. Oblong tablet, with hole near wedge-

shaped end. Obv. rounded, one 1. Khar. Rev. flat, four

cols, (four 11. each) Khar. Good condition. 8f' X 1' X §'.

N. XXVI. vi. 7. Oblong tablet, with one end roughly

pointed, other sq. and pierced. Obv. blank. Rev. two

11. Khar., faded. Well preserved. 5^' X X ^'.

N. XXVI. vi. 8. Oblong tablet, with hole near rounded

end. Obv. rounded, two wide columns (three 11. each)

Khar., and one 1. Khar, across rounded end. Rev. fiat,

five cols. Khar, (four of 3 11., one of 2). Good con-

dition. 6|' X fl' X Y®g*.

N. XXVI. vi, g. Oblong tablet, pierced at pointed end.

Obv. three 11. Khar. Rev. one L Khar. Writing black

and clear. Well preserved. 4I' X f' X f'.

N. XXVI. vi. 10. Oblong tablet, ends roughly trimmed.

Obv. three 11. Khar., black but encmsted. Rev. one 1.

Khar., clear. Hard and well preserved, zf' x i^' X f'.

PI. XXVI.

N. XXVI. vi. II. Slip-shaped tablet, edges untrimmed.

Ends pointed, one pierced. Obv. two 11. Khar. Rev.

blank. Writing faded but clear. Pierced and split
;
wood

hard. 7|'xH'xr.

N. XXVI. vi. 13 . Wooden fire-stick, female, like N. xxiv.

X. 001. Hole pierced at one end. One fire-hole by one

edge, half worn down, and along other edge of same side

beginnings of four holes. 4I' x if' x f'.

N. XXVI. vi. 13. Oblong tablet, with hole at rounded end.

On each side two cols. Khar, writing
; very faint. Wood

hard. 7^'x2'xf'.

N. XXVI. vi. 14. Wedge-shaped tablet, roughly made,
with seal cav. (i^'xf') empty. Blank. Well pre-

served. 6|' X X f'. PI. XXVII.
•

N. XXVI. vi. 15. Slip-shaped tablet. Obv. one and a
half 11. Khar, lengthways. Rev. two 11. Khar, lengthways,

lof'xif'x^'.

N. XXVI. vi. 16. Label-shaped tablet, pierced near

middle. Obv. (rounded) three short 11. Khar, arranged
columnwise. Rev. one 1. Khar. Letters dim but legible.

Well preserved. 4^' x |' x

N. XXVI. vi. 17. Label-shaped tablet, formed by splitting

piece of branch vertically
; one end roughly rounded, other

pointed and pierced. Obv. rounded, three 11. Khar, much
encrusted. Rev. six 11. Khar, in two columns. Hard and
well preserved, sf' x i" X ^'.

N. XXVI. vi. 18. Oblong tablet, pierced at one end. Obv.
three 11. Khar., faded. Rev. three U. Rhar., faded. WeU
preserved. 4^" x if' x f'.
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N. zxvi. vi. ooi. Wooden seal-case, empty, cav. (^* x

f*). Through floor of cav. a round hole pierced. Well

preserved. i|' x PI. XXVII.

N. ZXVI. vi. 00a. Wooden knife-handle. Comers
rudely rounded. Socket to take blade I5' deep, f* long

X wide. 3|* X i' X I'. PI. XXXVI.

N. XXVI. vii. I. Ladle-shaped tablet. Long end

whittled down into mere stick; sq. end with empty seal

cav. (I'x untrimmed on Rev. retaining bark.

Blank. Well preserved. 9J' x max. PL XXVn.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT, OR FOUND NEAR, SOUTH-EASTERN GROUP OF RUINS, N. XXVII-XXXV

N. xxvn. OOI. Wooden comb, round-topped, like L.A.

vin. OOI. H. 3f'; length of teeth width 3j^*;

thickness PL XXVIII.

N. xxvn. i. OOI. Rectang, cov.-tablet. Bleached ; no

writing. Good condition. 5J* x 2' to if' X f' to f'.

N. XXIX. OOI. a-d. Fabric frs. a. Fr. of ingrain material.

Warp of thin brown thread. Weft, white, blue, and crimson.

Pattern : a variety of chequer, forming stepped lozenges,

blue with red square in centres, divided by stepped chevron

bands of blue. Evenly woven. Colour fresh. White dis-

coloured to yellow in places. 9f'X3'. Pl.XLIX. With this,

b. piece of bright pink twisted cord, colour very fresh, but

strongest on surface. Length af*. Also c. fr. of dark red

fabric, loose texture. Length 5'. And d. part of flat string

band of goat’s hair, as L.B. in. 004. This example is of

three strings (buff in middle, with dark brown on each

side), sewn together with buff twine which passes horizon-

tally through the three and appears in alternate stitches on

outer edges. Fr. of fourth string at end. <7. 13' x f*.

N. XXIX. 00a. Oval piece of wood, flat, pointed roughly

at either end. Face quite flat, back rounded and with

two projecting ends of (broken) loop handle. Builder’s

float for plastering wall faces, yf' X 3f
' X f' to f'. PL

XIX.

N. xxTx. 003. Part of broom of dried grass, tied round

with a flat cord of plaited goat’s (?)-hair. Length

c. 6'.

N. XXIX. 004. Flat bronze disc, with nicked edge. In

centre reponssd boss, broken. Between each nick on edge

a small repoussd boss. Diam. if' ; diam. of boss §*.

PL XXIX

N. XXIX. 005. Pendant in blue paste, in shape of um,
resembling closely products of Roman Egypt both in

material and in form. H. if' ; diam. PL XXIX.

N. XXIX. 006. Bronze ring, with flat bezel bearing

intaglio. Closed eye. Diam. f' x ff' ; bezel f' x ff'.

PL XXIX.

N. xxnr- 007. Fr. of bead of blue paste, large cylindrical.

Channelled edge. Cf. Anc. Khotan, ii. PL LXXIV, N. 005.

b. Regular Western type. Thickness f'; diam. was

c. I'. PL XXIX.

N. XXIX. i. I. Rectang. under-tablet. One edge split

off. No writing. Wood hard, pf' X af' x

N. zxix. i. a. Wedge under-tablet. Oh), seven 11.

Khar, mostly distinct. Rev. one 1. Khar, at sq. end, faint.

Well preserved. 9' X 2' x f". PL XXVII.

N. XXIX. i. 3. Rectang. under-tablet, lower edge broken

away. Oh), five 11. Khar., and upper half of characters of

sixth. Rev. blank. Good condition. lof' x zf' (in-

complete) X f'.

N. XXIX. i. 4. Rectang. cov.-tablet, with empty seal

cav. (if*X ijg'). Oh), one 1. Khar, on one side. Rev.

blank. Well preserved. 5f' X 3f
' X to f'.

N. XXIX. i. 5. Fr. of rectang. under-tablet. One end

lost. Obv. four 11. Khar., clear. Rev. blank. Save for

breakage, well preserved. 8f' x if' X f' to §'.

N. xxTx- i. 6. Rectang. under-tablet. One edge split

away. Obv. four and a half 11. Khar., black and clear.

Gash cut in lower edge. Rev. blank, yf' x if' X^^'.

N. XXIX. i. 7. Wedge cov.-tablet, with seal-cav. (i x
i^') empty. Obv. one short 1. Khar, at sq. end

; trace

of usual character near point. Rev. one 1. Khar, in corner

by sq. end. Well preserved. 9'x i|'x^.

N. XXIX. i. 8. Oblong tablet, pierced in one corner.

Obv. nine short 11. Khar, written across narrower dimension

;

faded but fairly distinct. Rev. five 11. Khar., faded. Good
condition, sf

f" X iff' X §'.

N. XXIX i. 9. Oblong tablet, pierced one corner. Obv.

two cols. Khar., of five and three 11., clear. Rev. blank.

Hard; split in places. 5|' x x f'.

N. XXIX. i. 10. Wedge cov.-tablet. Notch cut either

side close to point. Obv. seal cav. (if" x if') if' from

sq. end. By sq. end one 1. Khar. Usual char, by hole.

Rev. two 11. Khar. lof' x 2' x f' to f'.

N. XXIX. i. II. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. four 11. Khar.

Rev. one 1. Khar, near sq. end, and one 1. Khar, in middle.

Good condition, pf' x if' X f
'.

N. XXIX. i. la. Oblong tablet, with hole in comer. Obv.

blank. Rev. seven 11. Khar., faint (five are only 1' long).

Well preserved, sf' x zf' X f'.

N. XXIX. i. 13. Wedge under-tablet. Two holes by
point. Obv. four 11. Khar., clear. Rev. one 1. Khar, by
sq. end, very faint. Good condition. 8f' x if' X

N. XXIX. i. 14. Rectang. tablet. Notches for string in

middle of each edge, and sides bevelled in between. No
seal cav. Obv. two 11. Khar., faint but clear, in R. upper
corner and off L. upper side resp. Rev, eight 11. Khar.,

M m13Tt
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clear. Condition very fair. Obv. surface sand-encrusted,

and one comer worn away. 4f* X 3J* X J*.

N. XXIX. 1. 15. Rectang. under-tablet. 01m. seven 11 .

Khar., indistinct. blank. Hard, but worn. 7^'^

N. XXIX. i. 16. Rectang. cov.-tablet, with seal cav.

(i^* X i^*) empty. Odv. on one side of cav., one 1.

Khar., faint. Hfv. six 11 . Khar., clear. Excellently pre-

served. 6|' X 3f' X I* to I'.

N. XXIX. a. I. Oblong tablet, pierced at one end. Blank.

Good condition. 6f x X 5*.

N. XXIX. ii. 3. Oblong tablet, pierced in one comer.

Blank. Fairly preserved. ‘5* X i|*.

N. XXIX. a. 3. a, b. Double-wedge tablet, complete,

opened. Seal cav. (i^xi^) empty. Cov.-tablet;

Olm. one 1 . Khar, at sq. end, one 1 .
point side of cav., trace

of usual character near point. Hev. blank.

Under-tablet ; Obv. three 11. Khar., faint and encrusted.

/?«».blank. Hard and well preserved. i5|*x zf'xf'toif*.

N. XXIX. ii. 001. a. Wooden Bre-stick (female), like L.A.

V. ii. I . Comers rudely bevelled. At one end a hole pierced

right through. Seven fire-holes along one side and the be-

ginnings of one on the other side. This was passed

through ring of goat’s-hair rope belonging to N. xxix. ii.

001. b. See Joycein xi. 3, 24,Fig. I. 6J*xiJ'xc.i'

PI. XXVIII.

N, XXIX. ii. 001. b. Stick warped into a V. At each

end a wide notch, in one of which a piece of goat’s{?)-

hair rope is attached by the usual method of separating

the strands. When found, the fire-block N. xxix. ii. 001. a.

was passed through a loop in the rope. Possibly handle

for thong of fire-drill, but more probably a ‘ dead-eye ’ or

primitive pulley for hauling rope. Cf. N. xxiv. 002. H. of

bow 2^*; diam. stick 1
^* to across ends af*. PI.

XXVIII.

N. XXIX. iv. I. Wedge cov.-tablet. Obv. from

sq. end seal cav. with remains of seal. Point

side of seal, Svastika is cut. No writing visible. JRev.

blank. Bad condition. 8|*xi|x|'.

N. XXIX. iv. a. Rectang. under-tablet ; with hole in L.

top comer. Obv. twelve 11. Khar., black and very clear,

except in extreme R. top comer. Hev. blank. Good
condition, i s|* x 4I* X

N. wv i. I. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. three 11. Khar.

Hev. one 1. Khar, by sq. end, and scratched Svastika

3^* from point. Condition good. 14Y X af* X

N. XXX. ii. I. Wedge under-tablet. Wood perished and

bleached. (Broken and glued.) i4'X2j'X'^*.

N. xxx-xxxn. 001. Bronze ring, with flat bezel. In-

cised design. Diam. X J". PI. XXIX.

N. xxx-xxxn. 002. Steatite handle, sq. in section, of

some implement. Pierced, and flattened at end. Broken.

i|' long X i' sq., and |' X (at end). PI. XXIX.

N. xxx-xxxn. 003. Blue glass bead, faceted lentoid.

Threaded with bronze wire, f' X sq. to sq.

N. xxx-xxxn. 004. P5rramidal lignite seal, pierced

- through apex. On base intaglio face L., roughly cut.

sq.
; I' high. PI. XXIX.

N. XXXV. 001. Wooden comb, round-topped like L. A. vni.

001. H. 2^'; length of teeth f'; width af'; thickness

;
seven teeth to 1'.

N. XXXV, 002. Flat piece of wood. One end sq., the

other narrower end wedge-shaped. By this end chip oflF

one side. Near end two parallel saw-cuts, deep,

apart . Nearer broad end a hole diam. gf' X

N. XXXV. 003. Bronze ring. Lozenge-shaped section.

Ends beaten together. Diam. 3^*.

N. XXXV. 004. Round bronze button, with boss pro-

jecting from within a raised ring on the face. Behind, two

hoops. Face ' X ;
diam. hoops ;

thickness hoops

PI. XXIX.

N. XXXV. 005. Curved bronze rod, sq. in section. One
end beaten out flat, other end broken. Rod c. f* X
x^'; flat part I'x^'x^'.

N. XXXV. 006. Pendant of glass and silver. Round

convex piece of pale green glass, set in round silver

mounting. Flat back. Round edge, row of hollow silver

bulbs. Two small rings on back to take a rod, and a loop

for suspension. Diam. diam. of glass PI.

XXIX.

N. XXXV. i. I. a, b. Double-wedge tablet, complete.

Cov.-tablet : Obv. 2J' from sq. end seal cav. (i|' x i^”)
empty. By sq. end one 1. Khar. By point usual charac-

ter. J?ev. blank.

Under-tablet : Obv. four U. IChar. J?ev. one 1. Khar, at

sq. end. Wood hard but twisted. 14' X af' x to

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT SOUTHERN GROUP OF RUINS, N. XXXVII-XLI

N. XXX.vu. i. I. Oblong tablet, much encrasted with sand
and plastered with straw. Obv. traces of Khar, writing.

Jiev. three II. Khar., faint and obscured. i8J'x if'xj'.

N. xxxvn. i. 2. Rectang. cov.-tablet. Obv. seal cav.

(i|^*X with damaged seal of pink clay bearing same
Chinese impression as N. xxrv. viii. 74 and 93. Across
end two 11. Khar, faint /lev. three 11. Khar., faint, upp)er

line almost effaced. Wood hard. 4i'X 3i'xi|'tOT^g'.
PI. XXIII.

N. xxxvn. i. 3. Wedge cov.-tablet. Obv. 2J' from sq.

end seal cav. (i^* X iJ*) with remains of seal. No writing.

/lev. one 1. Khar., faint Surface soft. 15^* X 2^".

N. xxxvn. i. 3. a. Fr. of wedge cov.-tablet, L. end.
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No traces of writing. Very soft and poorly preserved.

N. xzxvn. i. 4. Oblong tablet, pierced at wedge-shaped

end. Obv. four 11. Khar., faint. Rtv. blank. 4J' X r|*.

N. zzxvn. i. s. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. three II.

Khar., faded. iJfP, blank. Hard but warped. 9'xif'.

N. zxxvn. ii. 001. Wooden peg, with raised collar round

middle. Cf. N. xxiv. viii. 006. Used in sheep-shearing

implement ? 35* X f
* to (in raised central part).

N. xzxvn. ii. ooa. Fr. of warped stick with notched

ends like N. xxix. ii. 001. b. One end broken off. Handle

of fire-drill or ‘ dead-eye H. of bow ; thickness

to J'.

N. xxxvu. ii. 003. Wedge cov.-tablet, with seal cav.

(if' X I5*) empty. (One side of cav. repaired as boring

near lower edge shows.) Blank. Wood bleached, cracked,

and warped, but hard. 9f' x af'.

N. xxxvn. ii. 004. Fr. of wooden furniture, roughly

carved. Both ends appear to be finished, though one has

curved edge and the other straight. One side complete,

but other, in spite of edge worn smooth, looks as if part

had been split off. Pattern consists of three bands, 3'

broad, bearing a circle, within which a four-petalled flower,

alternating with three bands, c. 4^' broad, of curved lines

concave towards finished side. These are cut at middle

by a plain band i' wide. Near finished side three dowel-

holes, one with dowel. Band with circle next to curved

end, band with curves next to straight end (broken in two

pieces). 23^' x 2^' to 2' X PI. XIX.

N. xxxvn. iii. i. Wedge cov.-tablet, with seal cav.

(if' X if') empty. Obv. to R. of cav. two II. Khar., to

L. three 11 . Khar. Rev. five IL Khar. Writing faint, and

on Obv. indistinct. Good condition, sf' X 2'.

N. xxxvn. iii. a. Rectang. cov.-tablet, with seal cav.,

(if' X if', one side broken), empty. Obv. blank. Rev.

two 11. Khar., very faint. Hard but bleached. 7ff'x

N. xxxvm. 001. Sample of Jigda wood, with bark.

22'x if'.

N. xxxvm. ooa. Split log of apricot (?) wood. Hard.

Partly insect-eaten. No bark. i6'x3f'xif'.

N. xxxvm. i. 001. Wooden needle, like N . xxrv. viii. 0010.

Hole through end furthest removed from thickest point.

Pf' X I' to ^'. PI. XXVIII.

N. xxxix. 001. a, b. Two sticks from the same kind of

tree (willow, suget ?). a. 3' |' X |' to |'
;
b. a' 9f' X f. i'.

N. XXXIX. ooa. Rectang. cov.-tablet, unfinished. Three

sawn string grooves, but no seal cavity. Hard. 6' x 3|' X
i' to 3^'.

N. zu. I. Rectang. double tablet, complete; opened.

Seal cav. (i' x i') empty. Cov.-tablet : Obv. three 11 .

Khar, to R. of seal cav. Rev. five 11. Khar.

Under-tablet: 03n. five 11. Khar. blank. Writing

throughout black and clear. Hard and excellently pre-

served. 5|'X2f'. PI. XXIII.

N. XLi. a. Takhti-shaped tablet, with pierced diamond

handle. Obv. three 11 . Khar., clear. Rev. blank. Hard and

well preserved. 4f' x if". PI. XXIII.

N. ZLi. 3. Rectang. under-tablet. Obv. eight 11 . Khar,

clear. Rev. blank. Good condition. 6f' X af'.

N. XU. 4. Bronze rod, sq. in section ;
tapering. 3f' x

to sq.

N. XLI. 5. Bronze spoon, handle and top of bowl. Handle

6'xf'x bowl (as far as break), f' wide; and

c. thick. PI. XXXVI.

N. XLI. 001. Rectang. cov.-tablet, with empty seal cav.

(if' X i^'). Obv. blank. Rev. traces of three 11 . Khar.,

very fragmentary. Warped and bleached. 4I' X af'.

N. XLI. ooa. Bundle of rags of buff and red fabrics,

sewn together in places, and buff felt, with frs. of dark

brown string. Fabrics very dirty.

N. XLI. 003. Part of wooden comb, round-topped, fine-

toothed ; like L.A. vm. 001. H. 2f' ; length of teeth if'

;

width (actual) 2|' (complete c. 3") ;
thickness f' ; 29 teeth

to i'.

N. XLI. 004. Part of hollowed-out gourd, bell-shaped,

perhaps used as inkpot. H. if' ; across mouth 2f'.

N. XLI. 005. Long rounded stick, tapering gradually to

one end, and quickly to the other. Rounded ends slightly

charred. Prob. fire-drill. 23f'x^'to^'.

N. XU. 006. Piece of curved horn, hollow, the two ends

rounded off. Similar to N. xxiii. ii. 005. 4f' x if' X c, f'.

N, XLI. 007. Wooden object, with blade, on one side

slightly hollowed. Resembling kitchen ladle, or a win-

nowing-fan (?). Length 2 3f'; blade af' wide x f' thick

;

handle i' widexf' thick.

N. XLI. 008. Wooden stick, sq. in section, with short

narrow rounded point
;
perhaps pen. Length iof' (point

if'); diam. sq. (point f').

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS FOUND AT NIYA SITE

N. ooa. Part of wooden bowl. Five irregular holes. cols. Khar, of three short 11 . each, and one of two 11. below;

Inside, a piece of thin and very rotten grey felt, A sieve. writing indistinct. Rev. three cols, of 2, 2 (?), and 3 11.

H. 2f' ;
Gr. M. 4f' ;

thickness §'. Khar. Central and part of L. column gnawed by mice (?).

Hard and well preserved. Received Oct. 15, 1906.

N. 004. Oblong tablet, pierced at rounded end. Obv. five 7|' x if'.

Mm2
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N. 005. Wooden buckle, consisting of sq. head with

oblong central hole through which a strap passed from

above, and a long tongue-shaped piece, at the lower end of

which is a groove and hinge-hole for a tongue (pointing

downwards); transversely across the tongue-groove is

a rectangular slit through which a strap passed from

behind and was held by the tongue. Probably the breast-

piece of harness of riding*horse. Upper surface is rounded,

lower flat but worn by friction. 5^' X if' X f'. PI-

XXVIII.

N. 006. Wooden spindle whorl. H. ; hole diam.

;

diam. 2'.

N. 007. Thick rope of corn-stalks, wound in circle.

Perhaps for wearing on head when carrying burden. Ends

have come apart Diam. 8' x 8f'.

N. 008. Broad piece of matting, very flat split rush.

Cf. T. XII. 0024. 10' X 9f'.

N. oog. Holdfast of flat bronze, folded over into a loop

at head : shaft double. Loop wider than rest f' X to

N. 0010. Bronze bell of ‘ grelot ’ type. Suspension ring

broken, and clapper gone. Cf. Anc, Khoian, ii. PI. LXXIV,

N. 0012. a. Diam. f'xf*. PI. XXIX.

N. 0011. White pebble, pierced for bead. Water-worn,

and two sides flattened to make it a rude cylinder. Diam.
i»
3 •

N. ooia. Bronze ring, with broad flat bezel. Intaglio

design worn and indistinct Cf. Anc, Khotan, ii. PI. LI,

D.K. 004; PI. LII, N. 0014. g. Diam. of ring bezel

f' X PI. XXIX.

N. 0013. Small strip of plate bronze. Round one end,

sq. the other. Hole at each end. x f'. PI. XXK.

N. 0014. Cowrie shell, pierced for suspension. Found
about SE. group of ruins. Length f'.

N. 0015. Lignite seal (found about SE. group of ruins).

Two sq., four oblong sides. Pierced with hole.

Scratches on oblong sides ; on one sq. side rectilinear

quartering,on other apparentlyfour Chinese Seal characters,

undetermined, sq. X f'. PI. XXIX.

N. 0016. Fr. of turquoise matrix, found at NW. group,

if'xi'.

N. 0017. Bronze nail, sq. in section with octagonal flat

head. Head X f' X f' ; length f'.

N. 0018. Bead of blue glass, small cylindrical, found at

NW. group. long; diam.

N. 0019. Lentoid bead, of opaque white stone, found at

NW. group. I'x^'to^'.

N. ooao. Sq. bronze seal. Much split with corrosion.

A'xF- Handle broken. PI. XXIX.

N. 0031. spherical cornelian bead. Diam.

N. 0023. Octagonal bronze ring. Flat one side, edges

bevelled the other. Inside diam. thickness X .

N. 0023. Fr. of bronze om. Curved strip om. with two

punched circles. Undulating edge. Gr. M. Gr.

width

N. 0024. Round bronze wire, short curved piece of, with

button end. Gr. M. ;
diam. ;

diam. buUon

N. 0025. Wedge under-tablet ; a large piece has been

split off surface and sq. end. Obv. end of two 11. Khar,

visible near point. Rev. blank. Excellent preservation.

Received on Oct. 15, 1906. 9^" X iF-

N. 0026. Rectang. double tablet. Complete ;
opened.

Cov.-tablet: Obv. seal cav. (i^Xi*), one side broken

away. Seal defaced. Across one end two 11. Khar, very

faint. Rev. four li Khar.

Under-tablet: Obv. five IL Khar., faint. Rev. blank.

sil'xiFxA'.

N. 0030. Jigda stick, hard but much split. No bark.

23'xiF-

N. 0031. Mulberry wood stick {ujme), hard but much

split. No bark, zif'xif'.

N. 0036. Bronze ring, with flat bezel whereon roughly

incised linear design. Hoop broken. (Found by IbrShim,

SE. group.) Diam. F- PI- XXIX.

TABLETS BROUGHT BY IBRAHIM AS FINDS MAINLY FROM N. XXVIII

N. Ibr. I. Oblong tablet, pierced at wedge-shaped end.

Obv. (rounded) traces of three 11 . Khar. Rev. blank. Sur-

face destroyed. s'xi'.

N. Ibr. 001. Rectang. double tablet, complete
;
opened.

Said to have been found by Ibrahim in 1904 at N. xrv.

Seal cav. (if^^x-^') empty. Cov.-tablet: Obv. blank.

Rev. four 11. Khar., rubbed in parts.

Under-tablet: Obv. nine 11. Khar., clear, save where

rubbed. Rev. blank. Well preserved. 7F ^ *•

N. Ibr. 002. Oblong tablet, with slightly curved ends,

one pierced ; comer by hole neatly cut out. Obv, four 11.

Khar., barely traceable. Rev. blank. Fairly hard, but

bleached. 4' x iF X c. y.

N. Ibr. 003 -f- 008. Rectang. double tablet. Cov.-

tablet : Empty seal cav. iF x blank, six

11 . Khar., clear. Badly warped and discoloured.

Under-tablet : Obv. seven 11. Khar., clear except at ends.

Rev. blank. 9F X af*.

N. Ibr. 004. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. traces of
four 11. Khar., very faint. Rev. blank. Much corroded.

sFxiFxF-
N. Ibr. 005. a, b. Rectang, double tablet, complete;
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opened. Seal cav. empty. Cov.-tablet:

Blank.

Under-tablet : Oh), eight 11 . Khar., much rubbed. Warped,

and one comer and end wholly destroyed, together with

part of inscr. 8' x PI. XXVI.

N. Ibr. 006. Rectang. cov.-tablet, with seal cav.

wide, lower part lost) empty. Obv. one 1 . Khar., on each

side of seal cav. Rea. Faint traces of two 11 . Khar. Wood
soft, cracked, and peeling. 5^' X 2'.

N. Ibr. 007. Rectang. cov.-tablet, with empty seal

cav. (j'xf*). Obv. blank. Rea. two 11 . Khar., very

faint. Warped and bleached. 4J* X 2^*.

N. Ibr. 009. Oblong tablet. Hole in comer. No
writing discernible. Warped; cf. N. Ibr. 002. Sf'x

ii'xr-

N. Ibr. 0010. Oblong tablet. Hole in corner. Warped

;

no writing. 4I' X i X J*.

N. Ibr. oon. Rectang. cov.-tablet. No writing visible.

Much warped, but hard. 4^' X 3' X f* to

N. Ibr. 0013. Bronze ring, with fiat bezel with incised

design of crossed lines, within an oval. Very good con-

dition, but broken in two places. Cf. Anc. Khotan, ii.

PL LIl, N. 0014. g. Inside diam. bezel f'x^'.

N. Ibr. 0013. Rectang. cov.-tablet, with seal cav.

(i^* x I empty. Blank. Wood bleached and slightly

cracked. 4I' x X to

N. Ibr. 0014. Wedge cov.-tablet, with empty seal cavity

i^'xi^*. Bleached. Excellent condition.

X a to .

N. Ibr. 0015. Sq. bronze seal, with shank at back in form

of four-footed beast, very broad and low, standing with head

turned L. No detail. On face, single Chinese char, in

contracted Seal writing, not determined. Said to have been

found by Ibrahim about 1904 near NW. group, Niya Site.

Face c. sq.
;
H. i|*. PI. XXIX.

N. Ibr. 0016. Slip-like tablet, made of round stick split

in half. Notch near one end. Obv. round, blank. Rev.

flat, two 11. Khar., faint. Wood hard, pf* x g X f'. PI.

XXVII.



Sadak’s

tablet from

Endere.

March to

Yar-tungaz

River end.

CHAPTER VII

ANCIENT SITES OF ENDERE

Section I.—THE RUINS OF BILEL-KONGHAN

After a day’s halt at Imam Ja’far Sadiq, made necessary by a variety of urgent practical tasks,

I started on the morning of November i, 1906, across the high sands eastwards in order to revisit

the tract near the end of the Endere River before moving on to Charchan. In 1901 I had explored

there the ruins of an old fort, half buried under drift sand, and a Stupa. Want of time had then

prevented a thorough survey of the whole site. The existence of other remains was indicated by

various evidence, and my archaeological conscience would not have allowed me to forgo a fresh

visit, even if the shortest route to Charchan and Lop-nor had not led quite near. But a particular

inducement was supplied by a curious acquisition which I made during my stay at the Niya Site.

On hearing of my intended move to Endere, Sadak, the young cultivator from the Mazar,

whose guidance had proved useful already on my first return to that site, told me of an inscribed

‘ Takhta ’ he had come upon a year or two before, while ‘ searching for treasure ’ close to the old

fort of Endere. When on my arrival at the shrine he brought it for my inspection, I was greatly

surprised to find that it was an irregular oblong tablet fairly well preserved and showing clear

KharosthI writing on both sides.^ The writing proved that it belonged approximately to the same

period as the wooden documents of the Niya Site. Yet my own finds made in the old fort of

Endere in 1901 had established the fact that this ruin had been occupied at the beginning of the

eighth century and had probably been abandoned to the desert soon after. Thus an interval of not

less than four centuries seemed to separate the remains explored by me in 1901 from the document
now put before me by Sadak, I was at first inclined to suspect in the latter a find clandestinely

brought away from the Niya ruins. But Sadak, as well as his father Samsak, a withered old

shepherd of the Mazar flocks, clung stoutly to the story first given, in spite of all my critical

questionings. Assuming their statement to be true, there was here an interesting archaeological

puzzle which could only be solved on the spot. Its solution, as I shall soon be able to show, had
a wide historical bearing.

Owing to the necessity of saving our hard-worked camels and men any additional hardships,

I could not strike across the desert to Endere by any other route than the one safely followed in

1901. Otherwise I should have preferred to use the opportunity for crossing the unexplored belt

of desert between the Niya Site and the end of the Yar-tungaz River. As our marches, therefore,

lay by the route already surveyed, there is no need to describe them.® The small settlement of
Yar-tungaz Tarim of which I have given some account in my former Report, and which I reached
once more on November 3, presents all the characteristic features of a terminal oasis on a small
scale.® So it would be naturally tempting to look for the remains of earlier occupation in the desert
beyond the present river end. But the existence in that direction of ancient remains of any sort
was uniformly denied by all local informants, and there was the additional fact that Prof. Huntington,

> Now shown in Descriptive List as E. vi. 009. » See Ancient Khotan, i. p. 418.
’ Cf. ibid., p. 419.
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in 1905, had vainly searched for such during a stay of several days,* so that I decided to lose no time

on this ground.

At the little oasis conditions had not changed perceptibly since my former visit. My old host, Conditions

Abdul Karim Akhun, complained of bad harvests, caused chiefly by the vagaries of the river, and

of the trouble and expense it cost to protect irrigation against these frequent diversions of the main Tarim,

water channel. Yet I found no difficulty whatever about obtaining several weeks’ abundant supplies

for my large party, reinforced as it was by a fresh contingent of labourers from Niya. That the water-

supply would suffice for much more extended cultivation was acknowledged on all hands. According

to my Niya informants such expansion had so far been prevented only by want of additional labour,

old Abdul Karim, the owner of the whole settlement, lacking the energy to attract it. I heard no
complaints of cultivation suffering through any special salinity of the water.®

When I started from Yar-tungaz Tarim on November 4 towards the Endere River my immediate Search for

goal was not the ruined area from which Sadak asserted he had brought away his Kharosthi tablet,

but another ‘ Kone-shahr ’ which his father, Samsak, alleged he had visited years before in the desert konghan.

to the west of the river s terminal course. On my former visit information about it had been kept
from me. The assertion of complete ignorance would have probably been maintained by the Yar-
tungaz people also on this occasion, had I not been able to quote in support of Samsak’s statement
the testimony of Prof. Huntington who, as I knew from a note communicated through Mr. (now Sir)

George Macartney, had, during his survey of this tract a year earlier, visited ruins manifestly corre-

sponding to the Mazar shepherd’s description.® At last, after much questioning, an old herdsman of

Yar-tungaz, Kutluk by name, owned up to a knowledge of the ruins. He declared them to be
situated in that broad belt of low dunes and living desert vegetation for which the map attached to

Ancient Khotan records the name of Bilel-konghan.

The ground covered on the first day, with its high ridges of sand alternating with salty depres- Arrival at

sions marking ancient beds of the Yar-tungaz River, has been already described.'' We halted for

* Cf. Pulse of Asia, pp. 210 sq.

* Prof. Huntington, Pulse of Asia, p. 212, considers the

water of the Yar-tungaz River to be so highly charged with

salts as to render permanent cultivation impossible. I did

not notice this at the time, nor was the point mentioned to

me when making my local inquiries. Only exact chemical

analysis and comparison with the water of other rivers in this

region could furnish a safe argument.

It will be convenient to record here that I was unable to

visit the alleged ‘ ruins ’ of which Prof Huntington heard as

situated upstream about fifty or sixty miles from the terminal

settlement, and which he mentions as ‘ Haiyabeg, the large

agricultural village of ancient times’ (p. 212), But I took
care to enjoin a search for them on Naik Ram Singh, my
ill-fated assistant, when, in March, 1908, I let him start on
that visit to Miran from which he was doomed to return

blind (cf. Desert Cathay, ii. pp. 432 sqq.). He duly visited

the place on his way from Niya to Charchan and found it to

be situated close to the river-bed, about six miles to the south
of the caravan track. He described it to me as a small
‘Tati’ with patches of eroded ground showing fragments of
broken pottery of rough make, without a trace of structural

remains. The seven specimens brought back by him are all

of coarse hand-made pottery of ill-levigated clay fired in an
open hearth. The clay is generally red on the outside.

blackish-grey within. Coarse pottery of this kind appears to

have been made for local use in the eastern parts of the

Tarim Basin through widely distant periods down to modern
times. In the present state of our knowledge such debris can

furnish no reliable indication as to the age when that ‘ Tati
’

was occupied. The following is a list of the specimens

:

Yart. 001. Pottery loop handle from shoulder of pot.

3" acros.=.

Yart. ooa. Pottery fr. orn. with band of double stick-

drawn festoons.

Yart. 003. Pottery fr. of Jar with flat rim.

Yart. 004. Pottery fr., black with grey-red exterior face.

Yart. 005. Pottery fr. of cylindrical neck of vase made

separately and ‘ luted ’ on to body. Band of punched om.

on shoulder, x 2^*.

Yart. 006. Pottery fr., vertical-edged rim of jar. i x
•

Yart. 007. Pottery fr. of open-mouthed vessel with out-

turned rim. X 2'.

* A reference to this visit is found in his Pulse of Asia,

p. 217.

' Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 419 sq.
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the night in the narrow waterless plain known as Yantak-chaval. Next day, instead of taking the

shepherd track towards Endere Tarim followed by me in 1901, our guides led us eastwards for

about six miles until we struck the edge of the Bilel-konghan depression. It presented itself here

as a wide area covered with high and isolated tamarisk-cones and fairly thick Toghrak jungle

growing amidst low dunes. In my Personal Narrative I have described the trouble and time which

the search for the ruins cost us on this deceptive ground and how at last, as I led my big convoy

for safety’s sake towards the Endere River, I stumbled upon the ‘ Kone-shahr ’ quite close to the

course we were steering.® Its position, as seen in sheet No. 40 of the map, proved subsequently

to be about five miles to the west of the western terminal bed of the Endere River which in 1901

I had found dry, but to which the errant river had now returned again.

At first sight the appearance of the ruins was far more suggestive of an ‘ old town ’ than that

of the widely scattered structural remains or pottery-strewn ‘Tati’ sites to which the term is indis-

criminately applied by all people in the Tarim Basin. Here in the midst of a plain comparatively

clear of tamarisk growth and overrun only by slight dunes, I found a roughly oval area enclosed by
a clay rampart still traceable at most points and crowded with dwellings rudely constructed but on
the whole well preserved (see Fig. 73). Subsequent examination showed that the irregular oval

within this circumvallation measured about 263 yards on its greatest axis, from north-east to south-

west, and about 210 yards across where widest (see plan, Plate 19).

The houses, as clearly seen in the photographs (see also Fig. 76), generally showed roughly

built walls of clay, either merely stamped or else with occasional layers of small coarse bricks. The
roofs were invariably constructed of rough Toghrak trunks overlaid with brushwood and earth, and
had survived in many cases more or less intact. Some three or four houses had walls constructed

of reed bundles and plaster, with posts of unhewn Toghraks taking the place of timber framework.

Two small single-roomed structures, one of them burned down to within a few feet from the ground,

were built wholly of Toghrak trunks left in the round and set up in palisade fashion. These rough
dwellings, whether consisting of a single room or several grouped side by side, were scattered over
the enclosed area without the slightest sign of arrangement, as the plan shows. But somehow the

largest seemed to keep close to the encircling wall.

This circumvallation was as crude as the structures within or the ground-plan itself. It consisted

of a mud rampart about sixteen feet broad at the bottom, carrying at a height of about eight feet

a platform of rush layers fixed on roughly hewn beams. On the outside edge of the platform there
rose a parapet, about one and a half feet thick, built of irregular lumps of clay. Portions of this,

standing to a height of four feet, survived near the gate, as seen in the photograph (Fig. 84). This
gate, the only one I could trace, stood on what may be considered the south-east face of the
enclosure. It was eleven feet wide, seventeen in depth, and still retained its massive door folds of
roughly hewn Toghrak beams in position. The outer face of the rampart showed stamped mud,
with intervening irregular courses of shapeless clay lumps serving for bricks. The whole looked
greatly inferior in constructive strength and appearance to the rampart of the T'ang fort of the
Endere Site. Almost the whole of this circumvallation could be traced with ease except on a portion
of the north face where tamarisk-cones rising about fourteen to sixteen feet above the original
level covered it. Wherever clear of sand the line of wall showed plain marks of having been sub-
jected to fire. Charred fragments of wood lay on or near the rampart, and its clay was reddened by
burning.

A rapid preliminary inspection sufficed to convince me that the remains of this ‘ deserted village
’

—for as such it could properly be designated in spite of its modest rampart—could not claim any
* See Desert Cathay, i. p. 303.
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great antiquity. Neither within nor without the enclosed area could I trace any signs of serious

wind erosion, that unfailing impress left by time upon all old sites in this region. In spite of very

scanty protection by sand, the rough posts and roof beams exposed in the ruins showed little of that

far-advanced bleaching and splintering which by experience I had learned to recognize in timber of

old sites as the infallible mark of prolonged exposure to winds and climatic extremes on desert

ground. The uniform roughness of construction observed held out little promise of finds archaeo-

logically useful, and the number of the dwellings was embarrassing at the start. Luckily the

adequate posse of labourers I had brought with me, reinforced as it was by nearly a dozen men
raised at Yar-tungaz, made rapid progress possible in our experimental clearings.

Work was started on two of the less coarsely built structures northward {a, b in plan, Plate 19). Experi-

The drift sand which filled them did not reach the low roofing made of rough Toghrak trunks, with hearings

a layer of brushwood and earth above. But it had sufficed to protect the walls which were formed

here of vertically fastened bundles of reeds faced outside with a layer of mud. The timber frame-

work supporting the whole showed none of the careful carpentry I had found at all ruins of the

Buddhist period from Dandan-oilik to Endere and which is common also in all modem houses of

substantial constmction in the Khotan region. Here it consisted of mere unhewn Toghrak posts

with other trunks laid across the gable ends, as seen in Fig. 76. The few rooms contained in each

of these huts and in those subsequently cleared were found absolutely bare of fittings. There was
not even the comfort of a mud-built sitting platform, such as even poor cultivators’ houses in the

modern oases ordinarily display, and which came to light in even the least spacious dwellings of the

Niya Site. Nor did we come upon a single built fire-place; but in one or two instances a sunk
hearth in the rough floor, and a smoke-hole in the roofing above it, showed where the dwellers used

to light their fires.

The experience was repeated when we continued the clearing at a series of the small ‘ houses ' No signs of

built with walls of stamped mud or rough lumps of clay used like bricks. Nowhere did we come
upon the remains of furniture or household implements, however humble, with the single exception

of the hollowed-out trunk of a Toghrak which might have served as a trough. Even for fragments

of pottery, elsewhere the commonest marks of earlier occupation, I searched here in vain. But
perhaps the most curious of these negative features was that nowhere, within or without the ruined

dwellings and sheds, did we strike any of those accumulations of refuse or dung which in this region

invariably adjoin any habitations tenanted for some length of time, whether ancient or modern. It

was clear that there was little or no hope here of gaining datable archaeological evidence. So I did

not think it advisable to sacrifice more than two days to the site. In making its plan, too,

we had to be content with marking the position of each separate ‘ house ’ and its approximate

outside measurements, the division of individual rooms or sheds being indicated only quite roughly.

In the end, close observation of the general conditions prevailing helped to reveal some facts Observa-

which have a definite bearing on the question as to the origin and character of this curious site. As
already stated, I was struck from the first by the absence of marks of wind erosion. This fact was conditions,

in itself a clear indication of relatively recent date for the ruins. But it helped also to emphasize
the significance of certain other features. Near the circumvallation there were extensive patches of
ground clear of drift sand. Yet in vain did I look on their flat expanse for any clear traces of the
careful terracing and division of fields for irrigation purposes which ancient cultivated soil retains for

long periods wherever surface erosion is absent.® Nor could I find anywhere the remains of fruit-

trees or cultivated poplars, though the trunks of dead Toghraks rose in plenty both within and
without the enclosure. Many of these Toghraks had died while still young

;
but others were big

* Cf. for such traces observed at Ak-sipil, Ancient Khotan, i. p. 474.

N n1ST4
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and of great age, and these, characteristically enough, were inside the wall and were found mostly

in open spaces left between the quarters. Evidently they had grown up there before the latter were

erected and had been spared for the sake of their shade when clearing and building begjan. The

way in which these patriarchs of the desert jungle had preserved most of their minor branches (see

Fig. 76), was a sign that their death had taken place in a comparatively recent period. Everything

supported the impression that the abandoned settlement belonged to the Muhammadan epoch and

to a not very distant part of it.^®

If we take into account what can safely be inferred from the uniform roughness of the dwellings

and the total absence of refuse heaps, the following suggests itself as the most likely explanation. At

a time when the Endere River was following a terminal course lying west of its present bed (or beds)

and perhaps connected with the dry river-bed traceable higher up near Korgach and Tokuz-kbl (see

Map-sheet No. 40), it must have been easy to bring water to the wide open plain now covered with

tamarisk and dead or dying Toghraks. Thus a colony had been planted here in the hope of utilizing

the chance offered for an agricultural settlement. But the provision of a circumvallation and the

crowding of its interior with numerous dwellings, all of a uniform type and manifestly provisional,

seem to point clearly to a scheme of colonization very different from the haphazard growth of

scattered holdings usual in the case of such ‘ new lands ’.

Geographical and antiquarian observations combine to make it easy to account for such

a colonizing effort in this position. In discussing below the far older remains to the east of

the Endere River, I shall have occasion to indicate the special importance which the area of vegeta-

tion along the terminal course of the Endere River must always have claimed in historical times as

the only possible position for a half-way station on the desert route, some 200 miles long, between

Niya and the oasis of Charchan. The ruins of older fortified stations found near the east bank of

the river undoubtedly date from successive endeavours to establish here a settlement which would

help to facilitate and protect traffic on the route leading by the Taklamakan edge from Khotan to

Lop-nor and China. It thus seems reasonable to connect the later ruins of this fortified village with

a systematic endeavour made in Muhammadan times for the same purpose.

The change in the site chosen for the new settlement was, no doubt, dictated by a temporary

shifting of the Endere River course. From the absence of all traces of agricultural development

near the site and from other indications previously mentioned, it is equally certain that the attempt

must have soon failed. But of the direct cause of this abandonment it is impossible to make sure in

the absence of any definite evidence. A number of causes can be thought of, which might uniformly

have produced the early failure of this colonizing venture. Under the special physical conditions

prevailing, another shift of the river to where it now flows, fully five miles to the east, would alone

have sufficed to make irrigation impossible. Attention must also again be called to the curious

observation that the rampart which had borne a superstructure of rush bundles fixed on rough
beams, showed throughout its exposed portion marks of having been subjected to fire. Considering

that several of the huts cleared had also their timber partially burned, it seems difficult to resist the

conclusion that a conflagration had played its part in the early end of the deserted settlement, even
though the particular circumstances escape us. From the wide range of conjectural explanations it

will suffice to mention one only, which has been suggested to me by the structural peculiarities of the
ruins. I mean the possibility of their marking one of those short-lived attempts at forcible coloniza-

tion in which Central-Asian rulers down to quite recent times have so often indulged in dealing with

This has been quite correctly recognized also by enough
; but I was not able to distinguish which of all these

Prof. Huntington
; cf. Puhe of Asia, p. 218. He mentions rude smictures might have served that purpose,

as a proof that the ruins comprised a mosque. This is likely
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undesirable subjects or otherwise useless captives. In that case we could easily understand the

improvised nature of the quarters, their wholly unusual crowding, and finally that peculiar roughness

of construction which struck me at the time, and which I do not remember to have seen anywhere in

the Khotan region apart from mere shepherds’ huts.

In conclusion a passing remark about that ever-present cause of physical change in these parts. Colony of

desiccation. That it has been at work on the Endere River as elsewhere there can be no doubt, and

Prof. Huntington has discussed the indications of it with his usual lucidity.^^ But there seems no

reason for seeking any connexion between this slow-working cause and the abandonment of the

fortified village
;
for, on the one hand, there is no proof that here cultivation was ever seriously

started, and on the other, there is the fact that even at the present day a small agricultural settlement

exists at Endere Tarim, some ten miles further down the river’s present course. I could not spare

time for a visit to this colony. But its principal settlers joined me while at Bilel-konghan and

supplied interesting information about local conditions.

According to their statement the troubles against which this modern representative of the irrigation

terminal oasis of Endere struggles, arise from the frequent shiftings of the main channel. These are

caused by the heavy ak-su or summer floods and make maintenance of their irrigation canal difficult.

Confirmation of their statement was supplied when, on my subsequent march to the Endere River, as

described in my Personal Narrative, I found that the river had completely reverted to the bed which

in 1901 was known as the Kone-darya,}^ It was curious, too, to hear the settlers discuss an

engineering project from which they hoped for full protection against all such troubles, but which they

recognized to be wholly beyond their present resources. It was to keep the existing bed exclusively

for the kara-su, or spring-fed water-supply of the river, and to divert the flood-water, or ak-su,

by means of a big dam built somewhere higher up in the vicinity of the Endere ruins into the wide

plain about the abandoned old village. The amount of kara-su permanently available was declared

to be ample for a much larger settlement than the present Endere Tarim. It was, in fact, estimated

by my Niya men at ten ‘ Tash ’, i. e. sufficient to move ten millstones. Here, too, only prolonged

and careful study by an irrigation expert can furnish definite guidance as to irrigation possibilities in

the past and present.

Section II.—EXCAVATIONS AROUND AND WITHIN TANG FORT OF ENDERE

On the morning of November 8 I sighted once more the high Stupa ruin which forms the con- Previous

spicuous landmark of the ancient site of Endere first visited by me in 1901. Then want of time had
obliged me to confine my exploration to the Stupa and to the interior of the ruined fort about one

mile to the south-east (Fig. 78),^ and even within the latter to leave uncleared some apartments

which were too deeply covered with drift sand. So my ‘ archaeological conscience ’ was eased when
once more my camp was pitched by its side. A rapid inspection assured me that the remains of the

little temple in the centre (see plan, Plate 20), which had then disclosed interesting remains of manu-
scripts in Brahmi script and Tibetan and a dated Chinese sgraffito of importance, had not suffered in

the interval. My satisfaction was great when, on superficially clearing the sand from the north-west
corner of the temple cella, the sgraffito again came to light, just as I had seen it before. Thus

See Pulse of Asia, pp. 213 sqq. That some of the ” Cf. Ancient Khoian, i. p. 420.

archaeological and historical facts adduced have to be * Cf. for previous work at the site. Ancient Khotan, i.

differently interpreted does not affect the main argument. pp. 421 sqq.
” See Desert Cathay, i. pp. 307 sq.

N n 2
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Chiang Szti-yeh was able to verify by actual inspection that the reading of the nien-hao as ICai-

yilan was correct, and that the record left on the wall here dated from the year corresponding

to A.D. 719.**

Then I hurried to the spot where, only a quarter of a mile to the south, Sadak declared that he

had found the KharosthI tablet, which he had brought to me at Imam Ja'far Sadiq, now marked

E. VI. 009 in the List. The ground there was covered with low hillocks of sand bearing tamarisk

dead or living, eroded banks of clay showing up between them. The spot to which Sadak took me
without any hesitation looked just like one of these terraces, only less steep. But when I had

reached it, I quickly recognized that what rose a few feet above the easy sand slope was not a mere
‘ witness ’, but a solid mass of refuse with the broken brick walls of a small house emerging through it.

The unpretending ruin had probably been laid bare by a slight movement in the adjoining dunes

since my first visit to the site, and Sadak knew that two men from Niya seeking for ‘ treasure ’ and
antiques had first noticed it a year or two before his own prospecting. They had contented them-

selves with digging holes here and there, and had left the refuse thus extracted lying close by. I had
scarcely begun to have this searched when, amidst plentiful fragments of pottery, rags of felt

and coarse fabrics, and clods of stable refuse, there emerged a small wooden disc, E. vi. ii. 2,

evidently cut out from a tablet and bearing parts of five lines in KharosthI. Sadak’s statement had
found speedy and conclusive confirmation, and his reward came with equal promptness.

Setting the men at once to work we had most of the ruin, marked E. vi, cleared by nightfall.

A thick layer of stable refuse and straw covered the top, extending uniformly over the remains of

walls built of sun-dried bricks and only three feet high, and over the debris which filled the two

rooms clearly traceable between them (see plan, Plate 21). The debris consisted chiefly of decom-

posed brickwork. Evidently here an earlier structure had been levelled down to within three feet

of the original ground-level, and its place subsequently occupied by a shed where horses and cattle

were stabled. From the floor of the two rooms shown in the plan and that of two adjoining apart-

ments (iii, iv), which erosion had almost completely destroyed, there were recovered, besides small

miscellaneous objects and three fragmentary tablets nearly effaced, a KharosthI document, E. vi.

ii. I (Plate XXXVIII), which is perfectly preserved and presents points of distinct interest It is an
oblong tablet, measuring about eight by four inches and showing nine lines of clear KharosthI
writing of a peculiar type, unusually stiff and with flourishes which recall the cursive Brahml ductus

of a much later period. A number of curious characters, perhaps intended for name-marks or signa-

tures, appear in the line before last. Another curious find was a strip of flexible bark, E. vi. iii. i,

inscribed on the inside with a line of very cursive characters which may possibly be Brahml, but have
not yet been deciphered. Here was discovered also a canvas bag, E. vi. 0010 (Plate XXVIIl),

with two fire-blocks in it, of the type already described above and showing fire-holes still blackened
by smoke.®

But of far greater interest than any individual relics was the new light which the discovery
of this small ruin began to throw on the history of the whole Endere Site. When, in 1901 ,

1

excavated
the ruined shrine E. i within the circular fort, I recovered from it the Chinese sgraffito dated
in A.D. 719, as well as a considerable number of manuscript remains in Brahml, Tibetan, and
Chinese. From the evidence thus supplied I then concluded that the fort must have been
occupied by a Chinese post about the first decades of the eighth century a.d., and that it was
probably abandoned during the Tibetan occupation which followed in the course of that century.*

’ Cf. for this inscription and its significance, Ancient with Figs. 2—4.

Kholan, i. p. 428. < Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 428 sq.
’ Cf. above, p. 233, and Mr. Joyce’s note, Man, xi. 3. 24,
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In discussing the Endere Site in my former Report, I called attention to the interesting fact that

Hsiian-tsang, who passed along the desert route from Ni-jang, or Niya, to CM-mo-fo-na, i.e. the

present Charchan, on his return journey to China about a.d. 645, found no inhabited place on the

ten days’ march.® But after describing the ‘ great desert of drifting sands which he entered east of

Niya, in terms closely recalling Marco Polo’s account of the great desert between Lop-nor and

Sha-chou, the pilgrim arrived, about four marches after leaving Niya and six from Charchan,

at ruins of abandoned settlements which the tradition of his time ascribed to the ‘ ancient Tu-htio-lo

kingdom This country, he tells us, had long been deserted, and all its towns were unoccupied wastes.®

The topographical evidence derived from the distances which Hsiian-tsang records from Niya Importance

and to Charchan respectively, and which I have discussed already in my former Report, made
it quite certain that the remains of the abandoned settlements which Hsiian-tsang saw were to logical

be looked for in the close vicinity, if not in the very locality of the ruined fort which I had explored evidence,

in 1901.'' Yet seeing that about a.d. 645 this tract was already a waste abandoned to the desert, it

had then seemed rather puzzling how to account for the existence in it of the ruins excavated by
me, which were undoubtedly occupied during the early part of the eighth century. But now as soon as

I had verified Sadak’s find by the discovery of more Kharosthi tablets in the same ruined structure,

and under my own eyes, I felt sure of the right explanation. Clearly here we had definite archaeo-

logical evidence of an old site in the desert having been reoccupied after the lapse of centuries

—

and a fresh instance of the often proved accuracy of Hsiian-tsang’s topographical statements. The
Kharosthi records on wood now brought to light are shown by their palaeographic character to date

from the same period as those of the Niya Site which, as we have seen, was abandoned towards the

end of the third century a.d. Hence the conclusion is obvious that the small house, E. vi, yielding

these tablets must have belonged to the earlier settlement which Hsiian-tsang found completely

deserted and in ruins.

That the area must have subsequently come under occupation again, probably in consequence Reoccu-

of the improved conditions and increased traffic eastwards which followed the establishment of

Chinese control over the Tarim Basin within a little over ten years after Hsuan-tsang’s passage,® is

proved by the ruined fort
;
for my excavations of 1901 showed that this served for a Chinese

garrison at the commencement of the eighth century a.d. But even the condition of the earlier

structure, E. vi itself, testified to this reoccupation ; only thus did it seem possible to account for

the layers of straw, plentifully mixed with wheat stalks and grains (for specimens, see E. vi. i. ooi),

and of stable refuse which extended uniformly both over the top of the broken walls, and the debris

of bricks filling the rooms between. Evidently when the site was resettled in the second half

of the seventh century some one had found it convenient to erect his homestead or stable over the

mound formed by the tumble-down ruin, just as near Domoko, on ground reconquered from the
desert, I had seen the tops of tamarisk-cones utilized as sites for the new settlers’ dwellings.®

The search, which was continued on November 9 in the vicinity of the T'ang fort, revealed

* Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 435.
* See Julien, Mimoires, ii, pp. 246 sq.

; Watters, Yuan
Chwang, ii. p. 305 ; R^musat, Ville de Khotan, p. 65.

’’ With reference to the distances indicated in Ancient
Khotan, i. p. 435, note ii, I may add now that the road
distance from the Endere fort to Charchan, as determined by
actual measurement with the cyclometer, amounted to 115
miles. The length of route followed by me in 1901 between

the Endere Site and Niya was about 98 miles. In comparing
these distances with the six and four marches respectively.

which Hsiian-tsang reckons, it must be borne in mind that

the caravan track from the Endere River to Charchan lies

along an almost straight line, while the route I followed in

1901 from Endere to Niya winds considerably as the map in

Ancient Khotan shows. In Hsiian-tsang’s time a more
direct route might have been in use. The direct distance

from the Endere fort to Niya as measured on my map is 86
miles.

* Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 59.
• See ibid; i. p. 454 ;

Desert Cathay, i. p. 252.
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Other remains of the earlier settlement. About eighty yards to the south of E. vi I found the badly

decayed ruin of a small Stupa, rising only eleven feet or so above the original ground-level. Of the

lowest base, only the south face could be traced for about eight feet. Of an upper story, also square,

the outlines survived for about fifteen feet on the west and ten feet on the north face. The whole

was built solidly in sun-dried bricks, measuring about twenty by thirteen inches with a thickness of

three and a half. On the south face of the lower base and about four feet above the ground, a row

of tamarisk sticks fixed in the masonry had evidently served to support stucco mouldings. A cutting

had been carried right through the little mound, no doubt, in search of treasure.

More puzzling at first sight were the remains of a tower-like mound, E. vii (Fig. 79)> adjoined

by scanty remains of a dwelling, which were traced about a quarter of a mile to the west of the Tang

fort, and of which the plan is shown in Plate 2 1 . The timber and plaster walls of the house survived

only to a height of about eight inches from the floor, but still showed clearly horizontal reed

wattle. The fragments of two rectangular Kharosthi tablets found in room i definitely proved this

ruin to date from the earlier settlement. Some small finds of pottery, silk fabrics, and painted wood

were also made here. The mound to the east of the dwelling proved on clearing to be the ruin of

a tower measuring about twenty-five feet square outside, of which the interior was completely filled

with fallen masonry debris. The north wall, still rising about eighteen feet high, and about three and

a half feet thick, alone retained its facing. This showed that the walls were constructed of courses

of sun-dried bricks measuring twenty by thirteen inches and about four inches thick, with intervening

layers of stamped clay one foot in thickness. Bricks of identical measurement seem to have been

used in the other traceable ruins belonging to the earlier period of occupation. A badly decayed

wall continuing the south face of this tower westwards in slightly reduced thickness for about fifty

feet, might have formed part of an enclosure. But the true character of this and its relation to the

ruined house could not be definitely determined.

About forty yards to the west of E. vii I traced the floor of a large but completely eroded

structure, but was rewarded by no finds apart from a clipped copper coin of the Wu-sku type and

a piece of pottery showing a rich blue-green glaze. The havoc here wrought by far-advanced wind

erosion obviously accounted for the scarcity of structural remains of the earlier period ; for pottery

ddbris of distinctly ancient appearance was visible in abundance on all patches of bare soil for nearly

a mile south of the fort. Moreover, the copper coins which were picked up near the fort showed the

Wushu type. Their fragmentary state also attested the force of erosion, I shall have occasion

further on to refer to the numismatic finds as a whole.

While the clearing of these remains was still proceeding a chance find led me to discover that

the clay rampart of the fort, built within a generation or two of Hsuan-tsang’s passage, was in

one place actually raised over a bank of consolidated refuse undoubtedly dating from the earlier

Tu-huo-lo settlement of which he had seen the completely abandoned ruins. At a point about

a hundred feet to the west of the fort’s single gate (see plan, Plate 20, and Fig. 77), wind erosion had

badly breached the circumvallation of stamped clay. Searching on the surface thus laid bare one of

the men who passed by on his way to camp had his attention arrested by a small piece of folded

leather sticking out from a hard layer of rubbish. On being called to the spot and extracting

it with my own hands, I found it to be the well-preserved fragment of a Kharosthi document
on leather, measuring when unfolded about 4I by 3I inches (E. Fort. 001. a; Plate XXXVIIl).

The writing of the nine lines seen on the inner surface and of the single line outside agreed, just as

did the general arrangement and manner of folding, with the numerous similar documents on leather

which N. XV, the richest refuse heap of the Niya Site, had yielded up in 1901.^®

” Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 344 sqq.
; ii. Plates XCI-XCIII.
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I now had the bank of ancient refuse carefully cleared and ascertained that it extended right Ancient

down to what seemed the natural soil of hard loess, six feet lower. On either side it was embedded .

between the stamped clay layers of the later rampart. There could be no possible doubt that the in fort

rampart, with characteristic indifference to solidity of construction, had been built up here encasing rampart,

a small rubbish mound belonging to the settlement abandoned centuries earlier. Its contents

consisted mainly of sheep-dung and twigs, with a plentiful admixture of rags of miscellaneous

fabrics, including silk, felt, and coarse woollen materials (E. Fort. 0012-0018).

It is a matter of distinct archaeological interest to ascertain whether among all these fabrics

there are any of cotton ; for the use of the latter, as far as observations based on the results of my
excavations go, has up to the present been proved only for sites dating from the T'ang period

or later. In view of this criterion it is important to record that the expert report received from

Dr. Hanausek on the representative specimens which were submitted to him for analysis, con-

clusively proves the absence of cotton among the rags excavated from below the rampart of

the Endere fort. This negative evidence helps further to strengthen the conclusion already

arrived at as to the early origin of this rubbish mound.^^ Here was found also a bone knife-handle

(E. Fort. 001. c ;
Plate XXVIIl), closely resembling the one found in ruin N. xxvi of the Niya

Site. It seemed probable that the refuse deposit had attained considerable consistency long before

the builders of the Chinese fort in the seventh century thought fit to embed it in their rampart, and
I wondered how much more of the debris of the earlier site might still'rest safely hidden under other

portions of the circumvallation.

Owing to the heavy accumulations of drift sand which this circumvallation had helped to catch

and retain, it had been impossible on my previous visit to clear all the rooms of the large structure

forming the principal quarters of the fort. The greater number of labourers now available enabled

me to complete this heavy task. From room iv in the south-east portion of this structure, E. iii, we
recovered the fine wooden pillar, six feet four inches high, seen on the right in Fig. 70, which once

must have borne a double-bracket supporting the ceiling. The rich mouldings it shows can only have

been produced by the turning-lathe—a remarkable feat seeing that the maximum diameter of the

pillar was over thirteen inches. The equally well-worked though less massive pillar, seen on the

left of Fig. 70,** was the only find which rewarded the excavation of the large hall in the north-west

corner. This measured 46 by 27 feet and had a sitting platform 4 feet broad and 21 inches high

along its north wall. The extant portions of the walls had here preserved their plaster facing, over

six inches thick. Such plaster may be assumed to have once covered the massive brickwork in the

other rooms also, where now it has fallen off by exposure. In the north-west corner ofthe adjoining

court, vi, the whitewashed wall plaster survived to a height of about five feet and showed traces of

small sketches in colour, including that of a kneeling figure robed in blue. There were remains

of some Tibetan characters, too, but none sufficiently clear to be read with certainty.

In the area covered with stable refuse, to the north of the main quarters, we now discovered two
small underground apartments completely filled with sand (see E. vii, viii in plan, Plate 20). They
had no door or other opening and were evidently approached from above where the foot of timber

and plaster walls belonging to an upper story could just be made out. Below this, the walls up to

a height of six and a half feet were built of brick with a plaster facing. In both rooms there were
elaborately modelled fire-places, as seen in the photograph of E. viii (Fig. 72),^® showing that these

were meant for shelter in winter. Just as in the dwellings of Niya and Khadalik the fire-place was

” For the details of Dr. Hanausek’s painstaking analysis “ For elevation of the fire-place in E. viii, see plan

cf. below, E. Fort. 0012-0014, 0018, in Descriptive List. Plate 21.

“ For elevations of these two pillars, see plan, Plate 2 1.
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adjoined by a sitting bench which had doubtless served as a specially warm comer. Otherwise these

rooms were found entirely empty. Since the fire-places here, as at all other sites, lacked chimneys,

the trouble from smoke must have been considerable and in curious contrast to the standards

of comfort otherwise observed.

It deserves to be noted that most of the timber used in these quarters of the Endere fort,

as well as the beams and posts found exposed in plenty about the courts and the gate (Fig. 78), were

of the wood of the cultivated poplar or Eleagnus (Jigda), The use of Toghrak wood seemed rare.

This is a plain proof that by the time when the fort was erected cultivation must have been resumed

for some time past in this vicinity. Yet the remains of dead fmit- or garden-trees, as far as I could

trace them, were distinctly scanty. On the much-eroded ground north of the Tang fort where, as

we shall see, the main portion of the earlier settlement must be located, I found none. To the south

of the fort traces of old arbours or orchards were also relatively rare and were found chiefly along the

left bank of the ancient river-bed which was traced skirting the site on the east. This rarityof dead tree

trunks can, I think, be accounted for by two circumstances. In the first place, those belonging to the

more ancient settlement were bound to have been carried away for fuel when the abandoned oasis

was partially reoccupied in T'ang times. In the second place, a similar fate is likely to have befallen

most of the trees planted during this later period as soon as the T'ang fort and any homesteads near

it were deserted in turn ; for the locality is likely to have remained for centuries a usual halting-place

for caravans passing by the’ great route close by, and dead trees would always be in demand
for camp-fires, etc.

Section III.—SURVEYS OF EARLIER REMAINS AT ENDERE

While the diggers under the supervision of Chiang Szii-yeh and Naik Ram Singh were kept hard

at work clearing the remaining quarters within the T'ang fort, I found time to survey remains

farther away, both to the north and south, about which information had reached me, partly through

brief notes of Prof. Huntington and partly through my new guides from Endere Tarim. Already on

my first arrival at the site in 1901 I had noticed that about half a mile to the north-east of the large

ruined Stupa there were numerous shapeless mounds of clay rising between the low dunes. Misled

by plain indications of the great depth to which the ground near the Stupa had been eroded,* I had
then taken them from a distance for mere erosion ‘ witnesses ’, and want of time had kept me from

any closer survey.

The photograph, reproduced in Fig. 80, of one of these clay terraces which I examined
on November 8 at about forty yards’ distance to the south-east of the Stupa, will help to explain the

deception. Up to a height of over fifteen feet this mound consisted of nothing but natural loess

eroded by the winds, and it needed very close examination to show that the little clay tower which
is seen on the left rising about eight feet higher, is of artificial origin, probably the last remains of a

small Stupa. In view of the depth of erosion around, and of the size of some brick fragments show-
ing the characteristic thickness of three and a half inches, it may be safely assumed that this tiny

ruin, too, goes back to the time of the ‘Tu-huo-lo’ settlement.

On proceeding to the cluster of clay mounds which Fig. 80 shows in the distant background,
I soon ascertained that they had originally formed part of a large walled enclosure now half-buried

amidst dunes and decayed by erosion almost beyond recognition. Tokhta Muhammad Khwaja, the
intelligent settler of Endere Tarim, had been right in talking of these remains as a ‘ Sipil ’. By

* The Stupa, as seen in Ancient Khoian, i. Fig. 50, fifteen feet above the eroded hollow immediately adjoining;

stands now on a terrace of natural loess soil which rises cf. ibid., p. 437.
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closely observing the alignment of the fragments of wall still traceable here and there it was possible Ancient cir-

approximately to determine the area once enclosed, an oblong about 540 feet from north to south

and about 340 feet across. The circumvallation could best be followed on the north and west
;
on of StQpa.

the latter face, of which Fig. 81 shows the northern portion, the line of the wall could be measured

for a distance of about 440 feet by the continuous chain of fragments which the process of erosion had

not yet destroyed. On the east face the fragments of wall were much fewer, though extending a little

further south than on the opposite face
; the wall to the south had practically disappeared altogether.

In view of the observations subsequently made as to the effect of wind erosion on the walled

enclosures of sites surveyed further east, at ‘ Lou-lan ’, An-hsi, Ch'iao-tzu, etc., I think it safe to

conclude from the above conditions that the destructive force of the wind and wind-driven sand must

here have made itself felt with particular intensity and continuity from the north-east.

Wind erosion had evidently first breached the outer walls and then scoured the remains of what- Effects of

ever buildings the interior once contained. In the south-east corner of the walled area remains

of massive walls seemed to indicate the former existence of a separate enclosure, measuring about

170 feet from east to west and no feet across. Whether these interior walls belonged to a large

set of quarters as found in E. iii or to a kind of citadel could no longer be ascertained. The only

other structural remains traceable in the interior consisted of a small enclosure of which some
remnants of the wall survived close to the highest fragment of the eastern wall face, seen in Fig. 83.

It was significant that what had helped to protect them was a layer of consolidated sheep-dung, the

relic of a later period when, perhaps, the. least ruined structure within the abandoned ‘ old town ’ had
served as a shelter for herdsmen. Elsewhere the ground within, where not covered by broad dunes,

showed nothing but small pottery debris, mostly black or dark brown.

The enclosing walls were formed at their base by a rampart of stamped clay, about thirty to Construc-

thirty-five feet thick. This rampart appeared to have borne a superstructure built with courses en-

of large sun-dried bricks set in thick layers of clay, as seen in Fig. 83. But there was little walls.^

regularity in the construction, or else repairs had been frequent. Usually the courses of bricks

were single, but in some places two or three successive courses had been used in the same way.

Frequently the place of proper bricks was taken by shapeless lumps of fine clay. What is important

to note is that the bricks throughout showed a fairly uniform size, 19 to 20 inches by 13 to 14, with

a thickness of 3^ to 4 inches. The same pattern was found in the ruins E. vi, vii, which were proved
by epigraphical finds to belong to the earlier settlement, as well as in the southernmost ruins to be
described below. But the bricks used in the buildings and the wall parapet of the T'ang fort

differed distinctly in size.^

Owing to the lesser or greater effect of wind erosion in different positions the height of the Remains of

actual remains of the wall above the pottery-strewn level of the interior varied greatly, from about ten town,

to twenty-six feet. With the high tamarisk-cones rising above the north front of the circumvallation

and the broad dunes filling a considerable portion of the interior, the whole made up a weird picture

of desolation which even the openness of the vistas across the bare eroded areas all round did
not help to relieve. For excavation there seemed no scope left here. But that these ruins, like

those described south of the T'ang fort, went back to the period of the earlier settlement and were
among those ‘Tu-huo-lo towns’ which Hsuan-tsang had found completely deserted, 1 could not
reasonably doubt. Apart from the very definite indication furnished by the size of the bricks, there
was striking evidence in the condition of the walls. Though much more massive in construction

than those of the T'ang fort, their decay had advanced so much further as to be explicable only on

IS7I

* Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 431, 434.

O O
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the assumption that their abandonment dated back long centuries earlier. And with this the much-

worn appearance of the ddbris inside seemed in complete agreement.

In view of the facts now made clear about the history of the site it appears highly probable that

the large ruined Stupa surveyed in 1901, as well as the ‘Tati’ debris which is found in abundance

near it and around the walled enclosure to the north-east, belongs to the same early period. That
such ‘ Tati ’ patches extend for a considerable distance northward is shown by Prof. Huntington’s

remarks and by the statements of my local informants.® But as no structtual remains of any sort

could be sighted in that direction and Prof. Huntington’s experience confirmed the local assertion

as to their total absence, I could not afford time for extensive excursions in that direction.

Prof Huntington assumes that these northern ‘ Tati ’ areas must have been deserted earlier. But no
positive evidence is available on the point, and it will be well to bear in mind the peculiar limitations

which the very conditions of such debris left behind by erosion impose upon the conclusions of the

critical archaeologist.* Finds of coins, seals, and other approximately datable objects, may suffice to

prove that the ground where they were found must have been occupied down to a certain period. But
considering that erosion here causes relics of widely different ages to lie side by side on the same
surface-level, no evidence is thus gained that other remains of the same ‘ Tati ’ do not belong to
a much earlier period. Nor do such datable objects by themselves exclude the possibility of the
ground having remained under cultivation much later or having been reoccupied at a period
subsequent to their own date.

These remarks apply with equal force to the numerous small objects which were picked up
during my stay at the Endere Site from eroded ground and which may conveniently find mention
here. In the Descriptive List below, those found in the vicinity of the T'ang fort have been shown
separately from those collected on the ‘Tatis’ near the Stupa and the ancient circumvallation north-
ward. But a comparison shows no appreciable difference in the character of these small ‘ finds ’.

Chronologically special interest attaches to the coins, all Chinese and in copper.® Of those picked
up near the T'ang fort or between it and the Stupa most are of Wu-chu types current from the
Later Han dynasty onwards. Two among them are of the clipped variety which Chinese numis-
matists seem inclined to associate with the (Liu) Sung dynasty of the fifth century a.d., but which
may equally well be debased specimens of earlier issues. From the ‘ Tatis ’ near the Stupa and
northward come four Wu-chu pieces and one uninscribed coin of a type which is known from the
Earlier Han dynasty onwards. In range these finds completely agree with those made during
my visit in 1901.® The total absence of T ang coins shows that the period of resumed occupation
which the circular fort attests could not have lasted very long.

Among other small ‘ Tati ’ remains there are specimens of the prevailing pottery, both hand- and
wheel-made (E. 001—004 ;

E. Fort. 0020), and very numerous fragments of glass and bronze. The
fragments of glass ware are of special interest as they include pieces which show in their ornamenta-
tion or technique unmistakable affinity to work well known in the classical West from the early
centuries of our era. Thus the applied slip-work of E. Fort. 003, 0021

; E. Stupa. 001, 002 repre-
sents a method of decoration which, as Mr. Woolley observes, was particularly common in Europe in
the third century a.d. The fragment of a glass bead, E. Fort. 007, gold-plated like the bead E. vi.
0014, shows a technique which points distinctly to importation from Western Asia. For further
details the List below must be referred to. Here it may suffice to add that in the southernmost
portion of the site, too, where bare eroded ground was much confined owing to abundant tamarisk-
cones and the drift sand caught by them, an interesting piece of decorated glass was picked up. The

’ See Pulse ofAsia, p. 214.
* Cf. A ncient Khotan, i. pp. 38 1 sq.

For a detailed list, see below, Appendix B.
* Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 429, gyy.
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moulded and sand-ground ornamentation of the large fragment of a glass vessel, E. Fort. cx)U

(Plate XXXVI), resembles Roman work of the first to fourth centuries a.d. and suggests importation.

The abundance of glass at this site, as compared with the Niya ruins, is certainly a notable feature

and one for which I am unable at present to suggest a satisfactory explanation. It is all the more

noteworthy because we have seen above that the earlier settlement at Endere must belong to

a period when the Niya Site was still occupied.

It is left for me to describe the structural remains which on two successive excursions I was able Ruined post

to survey in what may at present be considered the extreme south of the site. The most striking

among them was the ruin of a fortified post, small but of massive construction, which Mihman,
my Endere g^ide, knew by the name of Yalghuz-oi, ‘the isolated structure'. It proved to be

situated just three miles to the south of the Stupa, amidst closely set tamarisk-cones. These account

for the difficulty Prof. Huntington, its first Western visitor, experienced in finding the ruin.'' It was

built in a solid square with walls of stamped clay, about eight feet thick at the base. A projecting

rectangular bastion guarded the single entrance from the south, as seen in the photograph. Fig. 82,

and the plan (Plate 2 1). Owing to the protection against erosion which was offered by the situation of

the ruin and in particular by the immediate vicinity of the big tamarisk-cone seen on the left in tlie

photog^ph, the walls had suffered comparatively little damage and still rose to eighteen feet or

so in most places. On the outside of the walls the outlines left by forms which were used for stamp-

ing the pisi (now known as sighiz in Turki) could still be made out, with a length of about three

and a height of two feet. Just as in the walls of the ancient walled ‘ town ’ near the Stupa, single

courses of bricks or else shapeless clay lumps intervened horizontally between the stamped clay

layers. But though clearly visible from a distance in the higher portions of the walls these brick

courses were too effaced on the surface for exact measurement in places where access was possible.

The top of the north wall and of the bastion bore in parts scanty remains of a parapet about one foot

thick and apparently built with bricks of the same width.

The interior court, measuring about forty-eight feet square, was completely bare, except for Interior of

accumulations of straw and dung, mainly of horses, left undisturbed just under the lee side of fortified

the east wall. Along this wall the steps leading up to the top from the south-east were still

distinguishable. Within the entrance of the court three posts of Toghrak wood, once flanking

the inner gate, still stood upright to a height of about eight feet from the original floor. On clearing

the debris which filled the gate, we came upon some well-carved pieces of timber which the men from

Niya recogfnized as of mulberry and Elaeagnus wood. So cultivation at the time of this little fort’s

construction was proved. But I searched in vain for definite archaeological evidence as to the

period of its occupation. The solidity of the whole structure gave an impression of antiquity which

I felt from the first rather instinctively, without being able to support it. But that this impression

had some basis in fact was revealed to me more than half a year later when I surveyed an ancient

fort of almost the same plan and appearance, T. xiv (Figs. 183, 184), along the Tun-huang Limes,

and ascertained that it marked the position of the Yu-men Gate of Han times on the early Chinese

route from Tun-huang to Lop-nor.

The structural peculiarity above noticed, of brick courses introduced between the layers of Indications

stamped clay, might be adduced to support that impression ;
for it is seen also in the walls of the

ancient ‘ Sipil ’ to the north-east of the Stupa. But I am inclined to attach even more importance to

the fact, noticed below, that some small and much-decayed dwellings found in the close vicinity of
this fortified post proved to have been built with bricks which showed exactly the same measurements
as those of the datable structures E. vi, vii, belonging to the earlier settlement. That the fair

' Cf. Puhe ofAsia, p. 215.
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preservation of the walls could not be taken as an indication of late date, was made clear on further

reflection by the fact that a big sand-cone covered with living tamarisk on the top (Fig. 82) adjoined the

west wall, and rose fully twenty feet above it. Judging from what experience has taught me at other

old sites by the southern edge of the Taklamakan, it would appear very difficult to account for the

imposing height of thirty-eight feet which this tamarisk-cone has attained above the original ground-

level, unless the ruined fort dates back to a period considerably earlier than T'ang times.® It must

be borne in mind that this accumulation of drift sand could have started only since the surrounding

ground had been abandoned to the desert. It is further obvious that the defensive purpose of the

structure completely excludes the idea of its having been originally built in the immediate proximity

of an already existing sand-cone
;
for this was bound to impair its safety, as is forcibly demonstrated

by the present condition when the summit of the cone has overtopped the fort wall by some twenty

feet and, of course, completely commands the interior.

By the combined force of these indications I am led to conclude that this small fort belongs to

the earliest remains of the whole site, and that its relatively good preservation must be ascribed to

the special protection against wind erosion afforded by the closely set tamarisk-cones which g^ew up

around it after this part of the site had ceased to be occupied. It is probable enough that physical

conditions representing initial stages of those now observed, prevailed here already in T'ang times.

That the post was erected to afford temporary protection against attacks rather than permanent

shelter for a small garrison is suggested by its structural character. But whether it marks the point

where the ancient high road of Han times passed the Endere settlement, as I felt tempted to

surmise, must remain a mere matter of conjecture. When returning from my first visit to this ruin

on November 9 to my camp at the T'ang fort I followed throughout a dry depression which had
all the characteristics of an ancient river-bed. As sheet No. 40 of the map shows, this approaches

within a mile of the ancient post. It looks like a continuation of the wide bed which branches

off from the present Endere river-course near Kok-jigda-dghil, and though now dry supports a

luxuriant vegetation of Toghraks, scrub, and reed-beds. To judge from the remains of dead
orchards I traced along the left bank of this old river-bed for about a mile south of the T'ang fort,

it is likely that it received water down to the time when the fort itself was occupied. But no struc-

tural remains could be traced on this ground.

When the excavation of the last dwelling-places within the T'ang fort was completed on
November 12, I moved my camp back to Korgach, higher up the river. I utilized the march there
for another visit to the fortified post in the south already described, and for the examination of the
scanty remains which Mihman, the guide from the Endere Tarim, could show me in its vicinity. A
ruin, reached after going about half a mile to the south-south-east, was found to be that of a dwelling
hidden away between closely packed tamarisk-cones ten to twenty feet high. Portions of
two walls, built of sun-dried bricks and clay, still survived to a height of about seven feet One
running from east to west had a length of about eight feet

; the other, standing at a distance of
twenty-sbc feet and at right angles to the former, was a little longer. Between them the mud floors of
rooms could be traced below the light cover of sand. The extant walls showed bricks of the same
size as found in the ruins of the earlier settlement south of the T'ang fort, viz. 19 by 13 inches, with
a thickness of 3I They were laid, exactly as in the ancient ‘ Sipil ’ near the great Stupa and in the

* It has been shown above, p. 199, that in the case of

two datable ruined shrines at Khadalik and Farhad-Beg-
yailaki, the growth attained by the tamarisk-cones which
now partially cover them has been sixteen and eighteen
feet respectively since the end of the eighth century a. d.

At the Niya Site the maximum height observed in any sand-
cone adjoining remains of dwellings was about twenty-five
feet, as reckoned from the original ground-level

; cf. p. 238,
above.
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walls of the small fortified post south, in single courses between intervening layers of stamped clay,

these layers varying here in thickness from seven to twelve inches. Near the northern wall there

were traces of a wall built of timber and wattle.

About a quarter of a mile to the south-west I found the remains of a small dwelling on a plateau

rising over a stretch of eroded open ground. Only one little room, measuring eight by ten feet,

could still be made out
; its wattled walls showed a core of diagonal reed matting and survived

to a height of about three feet under the protection of drift sand. There were no finds of any kind

at either ruin. Following a small depression northward for about a quarter of a mile, Mihman took

me to a place where human bones lay exposed on the slopes of two ‘ witnesses At the one to the

south I found a broken skull and other parts of a skeleton about six feet below the top, and near

them two well-preserved earthen pots which, until disclosed by some recent ‘ prospecting ’, had

evidently rested in the ground. Both were of coarse clay, hand-made, and resembled in shape those

subsequently dug up at the Kara-dong site. The larger one measured 1 1 inches in height to the lip

of the high neck, 8 inches in diameter where widest, and 4 inches across at the mouth. Its shoulder

was decorated with three bands of incised double lines, separated by a plain zigzag diaper. The
neck showed incised wave-lines. Though too rough for approximate dating this ornamentation

looked to me distinctly old. The other pot was quite plain, measuring seven inches in height and

about as much in diameter.

No ancient remains of any sort were met with on the march of about five and a half miles

westwards which brought us to the grazing-ground of Korgach on the Endere River (Map No. 40).

The way lay through an area of closely set tamarisk-cones of moderate height, which became
distinctly lower as the present bed was approached. A visit paid from Korgach, on the morning of

November 1 3, to the scanty remains which Mihman knew of west of the river, completed my
archaeological work in this neighbourhood. The ‘ site ’ of an old water-mill, which Prof. Huntington

appears to have visited,® was first traced about half a mile to the north-west of camp, without

difficulty, since a shallow ilstang or canal, about five to six feet broad, helped to show the way.

Some roughly carved Toghrak beams and the end of a dug-out trunk which had served for a con-

duit carrying the water to a point above the wheel, were all that was left of this ‘ ruin ’. Neither

their condition nor the appearance of the dry canal pointed to any great age.

Mihman declared that he had not visited the other remains for the last twenty years, and the

search for them proved very troublesome and protracted owing to the closeness of the luxuriant

tamarisk thickets. In this riverine jungle we first came upon a dry water channel, cut to a depth of

about fifteen feet and measuring about twenty feet across (see Map No. 40). It was said to take off

a short distance above Korgach, and its general direction to the north-west could be made out with

certainty in spite of its many windings. Mihman told me that he had followed it right through to

the abandoned fort-village beyond Bilel-konghan. He, as well as the other local men with me, took
the bed unhesitatingly for that of a canal. The remains, when located at last at a direct distance of

about two and a half miles, proved to consist of the badly decayed debris of some dwelling built with
Toghraks and showing far-advanced erosion. The clearing was not rewarded by any ‘find’ which
might help to fix the date of the structure. But the discovery of wheat straw embedded in the mud
flooring furnished at least clear proof that at the time of occupation the land in the vicinity must have
been cultivated.

Ancient

burial-place.

Remains of

old water-

mill.

Remains of

dwelling

west of
Endere R.

* See Pulse ofAsia, p. 217.
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Section IV.—GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON ENDERE AND THE ‘OLD
TU-HUO-LO COUNTRY’

Two periods

of occupa-

tion of site.

Successive

abandon-
ments of

site.

Hsiian-

tsang’s ‘ old

Tu-huo-lo

country ’.

Leaving aside these insignificant remains of undetermined age found west of the river, I may
briefly sum up here the main facts brought to light by my renewed survey and excavations as to the

history of the ruined area eastwards, which we may comprehensively designate as the Endere Site.

We have seen that, as far as extant structural remains are concerned, occupation is definitely proved

for the site during two distinct periods. The earlier one is represented for certain by the ruins

excavated close to the south of the circular fort first explored in 1901, and by the debris discovered

below the rampart of the fort itself. To the same period may also be ascribed with much proba-

bility the great Stupa northward and the circumvallation near it, as well as the fortified post and the

traces of ancient dwellings at the southern end of the site. This earlier period may be safely

assumed to have extended down to about the time when the Niya Site was abandoned, i. e. down
to the end of the third or beginning of the fourth century a. D. To the later period of occupation

of the site belongs the circular fort with its small temple E. l containing a graffito of a. d. 718. This
period must fall within the Tang dynasty’s effective domination over the Tarim Basin {c. a. d. 660-

790), and in all probability nearer to its beginning than its end. It seems in any case likely that

this renewed occupation was much shorter and far more restricted also in local extent.

I do not propose to discuss here the questions concerning the physical changes which may have
caused, or been connected with, the successive abandonments of the site. These questions are sub.

stantially the same as have already been considered above in regard to the Niya Site, and, notwith-

standing Professor Huntington’s ingenious efforts, the available archaeological evidence does not

appear to me to furnish critically safe answers with regard to the special circumstances under which
those abandonments took place. Only two facts may be considered certain. On the physical side

we must accept progressive desiccation as the explanation why during the earlier period a large

settlement could exist here such as the present water-supply would no longer be sufficient to main-
tain. On the historical side we have the clear testimony of HsUan-tsang, who, when passing the site

about A, D. 645, found it completely deserted and its towns ruined wastes.

The archaeological evidence now brought to light of a settlement abandoned centuries before
Hsuan-tsang s passage has once more confirmed our reliance on the great pilgrim’s often-proved
accuracy in topographical matters, and supplied us with an incontrovertible historical instance of a
site in the desert reoccupied after long abandonment. But the definite identification of the Endere
ruins with the deserted ‘towns’ or ‘ v'alls

’

\which Hsuan-tsang saw in ‘ the old Tu-huo-lo country ’,

has a wider historical interest, though for the present only in a negative sense. The fact that the
pilgrim mentions this deserted settlement by the same name Tu-huo-lo ^ ^ or Tukhara,
which was borne by early conquerors of the Graeco-Bactrian kingdom, and which survived down to
mediaeval times as a designation of Badakhshan and adjoining tracts in the Tokharistan of Muham-
madan geographers and historians, has given rise to a great deal of learned speculation and
discussion.

^ seats It js not my task here to consider the many difficult questions as to the ethnic origin of
Toehan. «'' Tocta who, as we find in a well-known passage of Strabo (xi. 8. a), were among the nomadic

tnbes Which wrestrf Bactria from the Greeks in the second century b. c. ; as to the relation between
them and the Yueh-chih; or as to their suggested identity with the Ta-hsia whom the YUeh-chih

' The term used in the Hsi-yU-chi ism ching, which, as

Franke, TOrkvOlker, p. 28, emphasizes, means originally

‘ wall or ‘ rampart ' and only in later use ‘ walled city ’.
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brought into subjection in Bactria.® It is not likely that they will be definitely settled until further

researches, perhaps on Bactrian soil itself, have furnished additional materials. Still less do I feel

called upon here to investigate the location at different periods of those Tukhara who have figured

in Sanskrit literature since the Mahabharata, and whose name is certainly identical with that of the

classical Tochari in Strabo and Ptolemy and the Tu-huo-lo of the Chinese records. But in the course

of the discussions on this subject Hsiian-tsang’s mention of the ruins of the ‘ old Tu-huo-lo country’

has been repeatedly treated as if it afforded conclusive proof that the early seats of the Tochari were

in this particular locality before their conquest of Bactria.® It is this assumption which must be

examined here in the light of the newly acquired archaeological evidence.

This shows quite clearly that the town walls, etc., which Hsuan-tsang saw in ruins about a.d. 645
at the

,
deserted settlement must have been occupied down to the third or fourth century of our era.

It follows that the abandonment of the site could have nothing to do with the supposed emigration

of the Tochari from this tract to Bactria some eight centuries before the time of Hsiian-tsang’s visit.

In view of this it must appear very doubtful whether it is necessary or even justifiable to put upon

Hsuan-tsang’s brief reference to the ‘old Tu-huo-lo country’ that interpretation which has been

generally presumed in the discussions reviewed in the preceding note, viz. that this was the country

* These questions have been discussed more recently

and with critical care by Prof. Marquart, Erdtiiakr, pp.

200 sqq. ; Franke, Ttirkvolker, pp. 24 sqq. For a review of

earlier opinions and for some observations which still deserve

attention, reference is useful to the paper of M. Vasconcellos-

Abreu, De Vorigine probable des Toukhares el de leurs migrations

h trovers tAsie, in Le Muse'on (1883), ii. pp. 163-88.
’ As far as I can trace the matter in the literature at

present accessible to me, Sir Henry Yule appears to have

been the first to notice the possible bearing of this passage

in Hsiian-tsang’s record upon the question of the ethnic

origin of the Tochari or Tokhara. In his masterly Notes on

Hwen Ihsang’s Account of the Principalities of Tokhdristdn

(1892), f.R,A.S., N. S., vi. p. 95, he cautiously refers to

‘ Hwen Thsang, on his journey homewards, using the same

name of Tukhdra in connexion (as it would seem) with the

original seats of the Yuechi beside the Gobi Desert

This early location of the Tukhara between Niya and

Charchan previous to their appearance in the Oxus region

became an important argument for Baronvon Richthofen ;
in an

elaborate note ofhis greatwork, China (1877),!. pp. 439 sqq., he

endeavoured to demonstrate that the designations of Tukhara

and Yueh-chih applied to one and the same people which

had their original seats east of Khotan. M. Vasconcellos-

Abreu, to whom credit is due for having called attention to

certain serious diflRculties about this theory of the great

geographer, appears to have had also critical misgivings as

to the probative force of the argument derived from Hsiian-

tsang’s brief mention of the ruined settlement and as to the

exact meaning of the designation, ‘ old Tu-huo-lo country

which he gives to it ; cf. his paper quoted above, Musion,

1883, pp. 167 sqq., especially pp. 175, 185.

Prof. Marquart by a series of ingenious observations

endeavours to prove that the Tochari (Tukhara, Tu-huo-lo)

who took Bactria from the last Greek rulers on the Oxus
were identical vrith the Ta-hsia whose territory, as we see

from the Former Han Annals, must subsequently have been

occupied by the Yiieh-chih some time after 126 b. c. ; cf.

Eransahr, pp. 200 sqq. He assumes that these Tochari-

Ta-hsia had emigrated into Bactria in the latter half of the

second century b. c. from the tract where Hsiian-lsang eight

centuries later still found the ruins of ‘the old Tu-huo-lo

kingdom' abandoned to the desert. Prof. Marquart lays

special stress on Hsiian-tsang describing the deserted settle-

ments he saw as ‘ towns ’. He takes this as a proof of the

high civilization which he assumes to have been already

attained by the Tochari before their movement westwards to

the Oxus; cf. Eranlahr, p. 207.

Prof. Franke, who has last discussed these questions with

much thoroughness and the special qualifications of a Sino-

logist, does not accept the identification of the Tochari and
Ta-hsia, but assumes that the Tochari, originally seated in

HsUan-tsang’s ‘old Tu-huo-lo country’, attached themselves

to the Yiieh-chih when the latter fleeing before the Hsiung-nu
or Huns about 170 b.c. passed from their old seats in the

extreme north-west of Kan-su to the T'ien-shan region

through the Taklamakan; cf. TUrkvolker, pp. 28 sqq. He
believes the Tochari to have been nomadic at the time.

It seems to me impossible to reconcile such a nomadic
existence of a large tribe on the desert edge with the physical

conditions which during historical times must always have
prevailed there more or less as at present. In the same way
geographical considerations completely preclude the idea

that the migration towards the T'ien-shan of a large nomadic
tribe, such as Chang-ch'ien’s record shows the great Ytteh-

chih to have been before their defeat by the Huns, could

have taken place through the Taklamakan or along the
southern edge of it. That the Tarim Basin with its barren
wastes of sand or gravel, broken only by a narrow fringe

of cultivated oases, was throughout historical times a region
utterly unsuited to nomadic migrations is a geographical
fact which deserves to be reckoned with in historic^ specu-
lations more than hitherto has been the case.

Endere
ruins later

than appear-

ance of

Tochari on
Oxus.
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formerly inhabited by those very Tu-huo-lo whose extensive territories on the Middle Oxus the

pilgrim had previously visited and described.

There is nothing in the words used by Hsiian-tsang to imply that the name Tu-huo-lo is

recorded by him as a quasi-antiquarian designation of the tract On the contrary, the analogy of

the two remaining territories mentioned by him on his progress eastwards implies that he is here

giving a name he actually heard from his local guides and informants. After marching six hundred
li eastwards, the Hsi-yli-chi tells us, ‘he arrived at the old Cki-mo-lo-na country (kingdom), which is

precisely the territory of Chii-mo. The city walls are very lofty, but there are no inhabitants.

Thence he went north-east for about a thousand li and reached the old Na-fu-po country (kingdom),

which is the same as the territory of Lou-lan.’ * The two ‘ kingdoms ’ mentioned here correspond

beyond all doubt to the present tracts of Charchan and Lop (south of Lop-nor), as I shall have occasion

to show further on.® In each case the expression ‘ the old Ch^-mo-t'o-na (Na-fu-po) country’ is fol-

lowed by the ancient designations of these territories, as recorded for a much earlier period in the

Former Han Annals.

This analogy makes it clear that in speaking of ‘ the old Tu-huo-lo country’ in the case of the
Endere tract Hsiian-tsang does not wish to convey any special antiquarian information, but only to

reproduce the name by which he heard the deserted site designated at the time. The fact that he
does not quote here an earlier historical name for the locality is significant. It proves that Hsiian-

tsang could trace as little as we can any special mention of the Endere tract in the Chinese historical

records of the periods preceding his own. It is very probable that by using the expression ‘ old

country (kingdom) ’ Hsiian-tsang merely wishes to indicate that none of these three territories

between Khotan and Lop-nor had any longer a chief of its own. It is a question which I must
leave to a Sinologist definitely to answer. But what appears to me certain is that, as in the case of
the Ch^-mo-t'o-na (Charchan) and Na-fu-po (Lop), the name Tu-huo-lo was one taken by Hsiian-

tsang from current local use.

In the absence of other historical references to the Endere Site any opinion as to the origin and
character of the designation heard by Hsiian-tsang must remain purely conjectural. But with this

necessary reservation I may give expression here to a surmise which repeated personal experience
under conditions rather similar to those of Hsiian-tsang’s own passage over this ground has
suggested to me. Again and again throughout the Tarim Basin I have heard ruins of all sorts

spoken of, not by particular local names which may or may not be attached to them, but by terms
which vaguely associated them with former invaders or rulers of the country. Thus general
designations, such as Kalmak otlar, ‘ the Kalmaks’ houses Kouc-Khitai shahri, ‘ township of the
Old Khitais (Chinese)

,
Kone-Khttai tarn,

‘

walls of the Old Chinese ’, are as common for ancient
remains of any period as the ‘Kafir-kots’ and ‘ Kafir-kilas ’ on the Indian North-west Frontier.
Popular historical tradition being everywhere in Central Asia very limited in its range, it is only
natural that such designations should be borrowed from the latest races whose rule over the country
is still remembered.® Is it not possible that an answer exactly similar in character to the one which
any modern traveller might receive to his question about a ruined site passed on route by the desert
edge was the basis for the name Tu-huo-lo as recorded by Hsiian-tsang at Endere ?

We know from Chinese historical records and Sung Yiin’s itinerary that the dominion of
the Yeh-ta or Hephthalites, which lasted from about the middle of the fifth century down to

‘ See Julien, Memoires, ii. p. 247; Watters, Yuan
Chwang, ii. 304 ; also Ancient Khotan, i. p. 435.

• See below, pp. 295-6, 321-2.

By the Kalmaks are meant the Oirats, subsequently

known as Eleutbs or Zungars, whose dominion preceded the

last Chinese conquest in the middle of the eighteenth century

;

cf. Elias and Ross, Tarikh-i-Rashidi, p. 97.
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its destruction by the Western Turks about a century later, extended over a vast region from the

borders of Persia to the Tarim Basin, including also Khotan.'' It is equally well known that the

Hephthalites had their chief seat in Tokharistan on the Oxus, and that Hstian-tsang is referring to

them and their predecessors in the rule of this region, the Great Yueh-chih, when he describes the

various chiefships in Bactria and Badakhshan as having once formed part of the great kingdom of

the Tu-huo-lo or Tukhara.® Moreover the Great Ytieh-chih, on their first occupation of Bactria,

must themselves have mixed with its early invaders, the Tochari, so that it is safe to assume that

the local designation of Tukhara had been in current use with them also long before its Chinese

equivalent Tu-huo-lo first appears in the Annals of the Wei dynasty (a.d. 386-556).'’

That the power of these earlier rulers of Tokharistan had made itself felt in the Tarim Basin,

especially after the weakening of Chinese authority towards the close of the third century a. d., is

made highly probable by a variety of considerations. These must be left for discussion elsewhere.

Here it will suffice to point out that we have direct indications of this influence in the repeated

references which the Chinese records excavated at the Niya and ‘Lou-lan’ sites make to ‘Great

Yueh-chih’ people.’® The ruins of the earlier Endere settlement are, as we have seen, approxi-

mately contemporary with these sites, and thus a popular tradition connecting them with Tukhara
predominance might well prove in the end to have had some historical foundation. But even if this

approximation in time is treated as a mere matter of chance, it is credible enough that Hsiian-tsang

should have heard the name of Tu-huo-lo mentioned in connexion with the ruined settlement by the

Endere River. At his time Tukhara (i. e. Hephthalite) dominion was the latest of those still likely

to be remembered by the people. Hence there could be nothing to cause surprise in his guides

attaching this name to ruins, the real origin of which had probably been long forgotten.

Section V.—LIST OF ANTIQUES FOUND OR EXCAVATED AT ENDERE SITE

OBJECTS FOUND AT ENDERE SITE

E. 001. Pottery fr. from r!m of hand-made jar. Ill-

levigated clay with white granulations. Evenly fired, surface

sand-burned. Orig. diam. r. 8", length 2^", thickness i*.

E. 00a. Pottery fr. from hand-made vessel. Ill-levigated

clay evenly fired to light red. Pattern of incised lines

crossed diagonally, contained by two broader horizontal

grooves. Gr. M. zf", thickness i". PI. XXXVI.

E. 003. Pottery fr. from rim of wheel-made bowl. Light

red, poorly refined clay. Turning grooves on outside.

Shape recalls that of early Chinese bowls from Han tombs.

Orig. diam. c. 6', thickness §* to J'.

E. 004. Pottery fr. from coarse hand-made vase. Dark

brick-red clay peculiarly ill-levigated. Hard and evenly

fired. Gr. M. 2", thickness to f".

E. 005. Bronze pendant ; solid circle hanging from semi-

circle. Four attachment holes along serrated top edge.

’ Cf. Chavannes, Vojage de SongYun, pp. 24, note 3, and

26 ;
Turcs occid., pp. 222 sqq. ;

also Ancient Khotan,\, p. 171.

• Cf. Julien, Mdmoires, i. p. 23 ;
Walters, Yuan Chwang,

i. pp. 102.

Below two incised circles with centres marked. In lower
half three incised concentric circles with centre marked.
Strap-end (?) x I”. PI. XXIX.

E. 006. Tapering lead rod bent nearly to form circle.

Found 10. xi. 06. Diam. li", thickness I' to

E. 007. Bronze wire bent to semicircle. Found 10. xi. 06.
Diam. I", tip to tip |*.

E. 008. Bronze arrow-head with three triangular blades
protruding from the shaft at equal angles. Half missing.

Found 10. xi. 06. Length J". PI. XXIX.

E. 009. Glass ring, part of, of twisted rods of blue and
yellow paste. Found 10. xi. 06. Gr. M. I", diam. i*.

E. 0010. Fr. of glass vessel, yellowish-white, trans-

lucent. Outside, three sand-ground, hollow-faced facets.

Found 10. xi. 06. Gr. M. i", thickness ^5'.

® Cf. Franke, TUrkvolktr, p. 42; Marquart, Erdnlahr,
pp. 200, 214.

“ See Ancient Khotan, i. p. 372

;

also below, chap, xi,

sec. viii.
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E. oon. Glass appliqu6 fr., pear-shaped, yellowish-white,

translucent, detached from glass vessel. Found lo. xi. o6.

Gr. M.

E. 0012. Glass fr. from edge of vessel; amber-coloured,

translucent. No orn. Found lo. xi. o6. Gr. M. § ,

thickness f".

E. 0013. Glass fr. from edge of vessel; blown glass,

amber- coloured. Found 10. xi. 06. Gr. M. § ,
thick-

ness

E. 0014. Fr. of bronze ring. Broadened and flattened

for bezel, elsewhere ribbed across. Found ro. xi. 06.

_7_» y 1" to JL" V JW
16 '8 '' 32 ’

E. 0015. Fr. of white jade ring. Inside circular, outside

octagonal. Found 10. xi. 06.

E. 0016-0020. Five frs. of bronze rings. Plain, sq. or

flat in section. Found 10. xi. 06. Section

lengths from to f* ;
orig. diam. c. |*.

E. 0021. Hollowed bronze disc pierced in centre. Found

8. or 9. xi. 06. Diam. i|*, thickness -j^*, h. 5*.

E. 0022. Brown paste bead, flattened spheroid. Found

8. or 9. xi. 06. Diam.

E. 0024. Bronze nail, much corroded. Length f*.

E. 0026. Fr. of bronze appliqud plate, prob. from

harness. Traces of two rivets. Corroded. Gr. length

if', gr. width fl'.

E. 0027. Bronze strap ring, irregularly elliptical.

Lozenge-shaped in section. Pin missing,
•l-f''

x f
*.

E. ooaS. Three frs. of plate bronze, one with hole.

From appliqud oms. (?). Corroded. Gr. M.

E. oosg, a-c. Bronze frs. : (a) binding of dagger-blade,

from base of handle. Outer side om. with cross grooves.

Length f|', width J'; (
3
)
and(f) two small bronze rings.

Outer diam. §' and J*.

E. 0030. Bronze tang, expanded and corroded. Length

7 »
TtE •

E. 0031. Bronze plate fr. Irregular shape, with incised

concentric rings for inlay work. sq.

E. 003a. Bronze rivet with quatrefoil om. bead. Behind,

short shank (under |'), topped by large flat circular stud

head of almost same diam. as quatrefoil. Quatrefoil

sq. PI. XXIX.

E. 0033. Fr. of glass rod, moulded and bent, greeny-

white glass. Raised ridge along middle ;
apparently part

of floriate handle (?) of vessel. Length i', diam. J*.

E. 0034. Spherical yellow pebble, unpierced. Diam.

i»
5 •

E. 0035. Eight beads ; one cylindrical, blue glass with

three yellow rings. Rolled from plate and ill-joined, cf. E.

Fort. 007. 5' X 5'
;
one spheroid, white glass gilt. Diam.

;
one double-spheroid, dark blue paste. Length c. f",

gr. diam. one fr. of yellow paste bugle. Length i';

one spheroid, red cornelian. Diam. \ two spheroid,

turquoise blue paste. Diam. c, and J"; one spheroid,

dull bluish glass. Diam.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED FROM RUINED DWELLINGS, ENDERE SITE

E. VI. 001. Pierced shale disc. Spinning whorl (?).

Diam. 1^", thickness c.

E. VI. 002. Lump of crystalline quartz. Gr. M.

E. VI. 003. Strip of buflf leather, zl' x 1 1
'.

E. VI. 004. Bundle of mixed wool. Pink, crimson,

yellow, and blue.

E. VI. 005. Pouch of buflf felt, one piece folded and

sewn. 4^' X 2^".

E. VI. 006. Pad of buflf felt, made of two pieces
;
the

thinner folded on both sides of, and sewn to, the thicker.

2rx3|'.

E. VI. 007. Strip of thin buflf leather, irregular shape.

Gr. M. 6^'.

E. VI. 008. Strip of buflf leather. 2|' x 1'.

E. VI. 009. (Sadak’s find.) Irregular oblong tablet

Ok), two columns (9 and 3 11.) Khar., faded. Hev. Khar,

words scribbled at random, writing clear. Well preserved.

E. VI. 0010. a-c. Two fire-sticks (a and d), female

(cf. L. A. v. ii. i), in a canvas bag (c) :—(a) has six hearths

along one side, and a hole bored into one end, to join

which hole a second is pierced from side oppxjsite to hearths.

One side split off. 5|'xi|*x|'; (3) like (a) exactly,

but has five hearths finished and two begun. 6' x I5' x ;

(c) narrow bag of canvas with pointed end ; several folds

thick ; roughly stitched. 6^" x 2^' to 2' diam. Cf. Joyce

in Man. xL 3. 24. PL XXVIII.

E. VI. 0012. Cowrie shell with back cut or worn off for

threading. Length

E. VI. 0013. Glass fr. from edge of vessel ; cloudy yellow,

edge rounded. On outer surface part of an oval ground

hollow. Gr. M. i^', thickness to orig. diam.

3
'-

E. VI. 0014. a-c. Three beads
:

(a) double spheroid of

pale blue opaque glass. Diam.
;

{S) spheroid of blue

translucent glass, Diam. (c) flattened spheroid of

gilt glass. Cf. E. Fort. 007. Diam.

E. VI. 0015. Pottery fir. from vase. Clay hard and {unk.

Slightly lustrous grass-green glaze on both sides, almost

eroded away outside. Gr. M. i*, thickness A*-
E. VI. 0016. Pointed strip of yellow felt, 9I' x i|*

(max.).
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E. VI. i. 2. Halfofwooden slip label pierced at pointed

end. Blank. Weathered.

E. VI. i. 001. Wheat grains from bag found in corner of

E. VI. i, 4' above orig. floor.

E. VI. ii. I. Oblong taUet, ends roughly cut. Oiv. 9 11 .

Khar., clear, black, regular handwriting covering § of

surface. Jfev. scattered Khar, chars, in one corner. Very

good condition. 8|' x 4' x §'. PI. XXXVIII.

E. VI. ii. 2. Rude wooden disc with five holes through

centre, cut from an inscribed tablet. 03v. 5 11 . Khar,

fairly plain, fragmentary. Hez/. blank. Well preserved.

Diam. 3J'.

£. VI. iii. I. Strip of bark inscribed on inside with un-

known script. Tila and Kasim Akhun take the bark for

that of Kik-tal, a jungle tree. 5^* x 1
" x J*.

E. VI. iii. 2. Fr. of slip tablet. 03v. faint traces of Khar.

J?eir. blank. Hard and well preserved. 2^' x f*.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED FROM,

E. Fort. 001. a. Leather document from rubbish-heap.

Folded lengthways in four. On outside one 1 . Khar,

faint, inside nine 11. Khar. 4^*X3|' (unfolded). PI.

XXXVIII.

E. Fort. 001. b. Pottery fr. from hand-made vessel. Very

ill-levigated clay, fired on an open hearth (?). Black-grey.

Found at foot of rampart, 9. xi. 06. Gr. M. af", thickness

A' to r.

E. Fort. 001. c. Bone knife handle. In section a flat

oval. Narrow slit to take blade. In other end, hole X

5' XY deep. Cf. N. xxvi. vi. 002. Found W. of gate,

10. xi. 06. 4j''xi'x^'. PI. XXVIII.

E. Fort. 002. Rude bone disc with rounded edges.

Pierced in centre with hole less than diam., in which

are remains of wooden peg (?). Found W. of gate,

10. xi. 06. Diam. f', thickness

E. Fort. 003. Fr. of blown-glass vessel, cloudy yellow-

green. Two raised diverging bars on convex side—applied

slip-work. This orn. in applied thread was pardcularly

common in Europe in the 3rd century a.d. and later.

Found W. of Fort, 9. xi. 06. i' x f* X PI. XXIX.

E. Fort. 004. Fr. of blown-glass vessel, translucent

yellow. On it part of raised (moulded) oval medallion

having hollow-ground face and sand-ground rayed border.

Found W. of Fort, 9. xi. 06. if* x ij' to

E. Fort. 005. Fr. of glass vessel, yellowish-white. Two
shallow channels on outer surface. Found W. of Fort,

9.xi.o6. M'xrxr.
E. Fort 006. a-c. Iffiisc. small oms. : {a) spherical

bead of red cornelian. Diam. {3) ring bead of

E. VI. iv. I. Fr. of rectang. under-tablet, blank. Well

preserved. 3%" x X to ^V-

E. vn. 001. Pottery fr. from wall of hand-made vase.

Clay a light reddish brown. On outside rich blue-green

glaze. Decoration apparently a series of concentric curves

marked with the finger or some blunt instrument. Prob.

Chinese. Gr. M. 3!^*, thickness to PI. XXXVI.

E. VII. 002. Lathe-turned wooden bowl with carinated

walls and flat base. H. 2^', diam. 6^^". PI. XXVIII.

E. vn. i. I. Rectang. under-tablet, one side and one

end lost. 03v. four 11. Khar., partly defaced. Jin), blank.

Discoloured, x ix^'.

E. vu. i. 2. Fr. of rectang. cov.-tablet. 03v. on one

side of seal cav. four II. Khar.
;
on other, traces of Khar.

Rev. two 11 . Khar, incomplete. Soft, much broken and in

poor condition. 4!* x i^",

E. VII. ii. 001. a-b. Fabric frs.: {a) piece of buff silk

fabric, fine plain weave. 2!" x
; { 3) tangle of dark blue

silk thread. Found 9. xi. 06.

OR FOUND NEAR, ENDERE FORT

yellow glass. Diain.
;

{c) ring of plate bronze. Diam,

• §'. Found W. of Fort, 9. xi. 06.

E. Fort. 007. Fr. of glass bead, flattened cylindrical,

coarsely made of translucent yellowish-white glass, gold

plated and overlaid with a clumsy film of transparent glass

to protect gilding; cf. E. vi. 0014, etc. Cf. A. Kisa, Das
Glas im Altertume, p. 834-5 ; Woolley and Maciver,

Karanog, p, 76. These gilt beads must be imported from

the West, prob. from Western Asia, orfromtheNileValley(?).

Found W. of Fort, 9. xi. 06. Y X diam, f*.

E. Fort. 008. Fr. of sheet bronze, irregular shape.

Found W. of Fort, 9. xi. 06. Gr. M. -g", thickness 3^'.

E. Fort. 009. Ring bead of brown glass, half of. Found
W. of Fort, 9. xi. 06. Diam. f".

E. Fort. 0010. Sq. lignite seal with round pierced

handle (broken). Intaglio design. On L. fig. seated R.

on rocks (?) or stool; big cap or turban on head, leans

forward with both arms outspread towards tall central obj.,

possibly a tree. On R. another fig, apparently squatting

cross-legged on low stool, L., hands clasped before chest

;

big head-dress of four plumes, three upright and one curl-

ing back over shoulders. Indistinct, cracked and much
weathered. Y impression sq. Found by Hassan
Akhun, 8. xi. 06. PI. XXIX.

E. Fort. 0011. (Post S. of Endere Fort.) Glass fr. from

wall of vessel decorated with moulded and sand-ground

orn. (?). In middle, relief band orn. with vertical incisions.

Above, within curved outline, hollow-ground ovals, prob.

rough lotus-petal design ; below, similar design on larger

scale, with tangent lines, for sepals (?). Resembles Roman
work of ist-4th centuries a.d. Cf. A. Kisa, Das Glas im

P p 2
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pp. 123, 125. Greenish-white glass,

thickness to I", orig. diam. c. 3'. PI. XXXVI.

£. Fort. 0012. Frs. of woollen fabric, dark blue.

Various weaves: Plain cloth, plain corded; plain twill;

fancy twill forming lozenge pattern, sewn in places with

hemp (?) thread. Also pieces of loose buff woollen thread

;

and frs. of similar undyed fabric. All very perished. Found
W. of gate, 10. xi. 06. Analysed by Dr. Hanausek. Gr.

length 13I".

E. Fort. 0013. Frs. of brown woollen fabric. Remains
of sewing with hemp (?) thread. Fr. of blue silk attached

to piece of brown fabric. Plain weave, but weft thicker

than warp. Found W. of gate, 10. xi. 06. Analysed by
Dr. Hanausek. Gr. length 13".

E. Fort. 0014. Four frs. of coarse woollen braid,

red, attached to buff felt. Found W. of gate, 10. xi. 06.

Analysed by Dr. Hanausek. Gr. length 27'.

E. Fort. 0015. Fabric frs. Three of fine buff silk, one
with lozenge damask pattern; two, blue silk; one, silk

yarn waste, bound round into cord by crimson silk fabric.

Found W. of gate, 10. xi. 06. Gr. M. 6*.

E. Fort. 0016. Fr. of buff woollen (?) fabric, plain

weave, much decayed. Found VV. of gate, 10. xi. 06.

Length c. 8".

E. Fort. 0017. Fr. of flat cord made of two plaits of hair

string, fastened side by side by string stitching. Found W.
of gate, I o. xi. 06. 5" X X J".

E. Fort. 0018. Bundle of mixed rags, including braid,

darri, small frs. of blue silk, and loose yarn. ‘All the

OBJECTS FOUND NEAR

E. Stupa. 001. Glass fr., cloudy, pale yellow-green.

On outside raised bar, applied slip. Gr. M. il", thickness

A'-

E. Stupa. 002. Fr. of blown-glass vessel, cloudy, pale

green. Raised bar on outside, applied slip. Gr. M. fl",
thickness

; orig. diam. c.

E. Stupa. 003. Glass fr., dark blue, cloudy, fused. S* x
1" v-

“

^ Xg .

E. Stupa. 004. Bead, cylindrical, blue glass. Length
s " Hi-irtl 3 "
T5 I oiam. 3^ .

E. stupa. 005. Bronze buckle ring, semicircular; pin
missing. Base h. from base

E. Stupa. 006. Bead, fr. of, green glass, spherical. Gr. M.
re •

E. Stupa. 007. Bronze ‘grelof bell, complete. Cf.

fabrics are of silk or wool, and contain no vegetable fibre.’

Found at foot of rampart, 9. xi. 06. Analysed by Dr.

Hanausek. Gr. M. 9'.

£. Fort. ooig. Oval bronze bezel of ring. Intaglio

design, indistinct. x

E. Fort 0020. Pottery fr. from vase of grey, compara-

tively fine, clay, fired hard, covered each side with dull

mottled green glaze. Gr. M. ij', thickness f".

E. Fort. 0021. Fr. of blown-glass vessel, translucent

yellowish-white, with design in relief slip-work. Gr. M. I",

thickness

£. Fort. 0022. Bronze shield-shaped plate with three

pin-holes. Two broken projections on straight edge.

Tongue of belt, x 1 1
' x ' PL XXIX.

E. Fort 0023. Fr. of hollow bronze object, apparently

a bell with projecting ring at top. Three small holes,

prob. for clapper attachment, xf". PL XXIX.

£. Fort. 0024. Bronze disc. Smoothed on one side

only, and pierced in centre. Diam. thickness

£. Fort. 0025. Bronze stud with hemispherical gilt cap

and plain pin. Diam. y.

£. Fort. 0026. a-b. Fabric frs.: (a) coarse woollen

fabric, dull carmine, loose irregular weave. 4' x 2^'
; (3)

buff silk, fine corded weave. 6^' x 3'.

£. Fort. 0027. a-d. Four beads: {a) cylindrical, blue

glass. I* X I' ; {6) ring, yellow glass. X
;
(r) shape-

less, red cornelian. X I' ;
{d) cylindrical, green paste.

A" X i"re ^ 8 •

ENDERE STUPA

Ancient Khot., ii. PI. LXXIV, N. 001 2. a. Found 10. xi. 06.

Diam. fl" x I". PL XXIX.

£. Stupa. 008. Bronze bell, like E. Stupa. 007. Com-
plete. Found 10. xi. 06. Diam. ^*x^'. PL XXIX.

E. Stupa. 0010. Ring of bronze wire, the two ends
overlapping. Round each end is wound a second piece
of wire, the end coiled in a spiral on the outside, the spirals

side by side. Found 10. xi. 06. Diam. i", thickness A".
PL XXIX.

E. Stupa. 0011. Bead, discoid, blue glass. Found 10. xi.

06. Diam.

E. Stupa. 0012. Terracotta ring-handle from vessel;
broken off and broken surface ground flat and smooth.
Found 8. xi. 06. Diam. inside x outside li' XV

;

width I* to li".



CHAPTER VIII *

FROM CHARCHAN TO CHARKHLIK

Section I.—EARLY ACCOUNTS OF CHARCHAN

'T'HE journey from the Endere River to Charchan was covered in six marches, between Novem- Journey

ber 16 and 20, the same number as in Hsuan-tsang’s itinerary. The route, described
already in my personal narrative,^ can have changed but little since his time, lying in an almost Charchan.

straight line to the north-east. It carefully hugs the line where the glacis of the sterile ‘ Sai
’

of gravel, sloping down from the foot of the K'un-lun and overrun in parts by high ridges of sand, is

fringed northward by a zone of desert vegetation, varying in width and as yet unsurveyed (see Maps
Nos. 43, 46).

For direct archaeological observations there was no scope here. But I was able to convince Hsuan-

myself here also of the truthfulness of the record which Hsuan-tsang has left of the impressions ®

,

gathered on his journey eastwards to Lop-nor.* On leaving the territory of Ni-jang or Niya of route.

‘ he took the direction to the east and entered a gjreat desert of moving sands. These sands have an
immense extent

;
they are piled up or scattered according to the wind. As there are no tracks for

waydarers, many go astray. On every side there extends a vast space, with nothing to go by. So
travellers collect the bones of animals left behind to serve as road-marks. There is neither water
nor grazing, and hot winds frequently blow. When these winds rise, men and animals lose their

senses and become unwell. Often one hears singing and whistling, and sometimes wailing. While
looking and listening, one becomes stupified and unable to direct oneself. Hence travellers

frequently lose their lives here. The phenomena are caused by demons and sprites.’ We shall see
how curiously the facts and superstitions here described reappear in Marco Polo’s account of the great
desert crossed between Lop-nor and Sha-chou.® No doubt, the pilgrim’s remarks were meant
to apply generally to the desert route as he saw it on his way from Niya to the Lop tract and hence
to Sha-chou or Tun-huang.

For the period immediately following Hsuan-tsang’s journey, a succinct account of this route is Itinerary of

contained in the itinerary which the T'ang Annals furnish from Sha-chou to Khotan, and of which
M. Chavannes has translated an abstract.* We are told there that after leaving ‘ the garrison
of Po-hsien, which is the ancient town of ChU-mo ’ and, as we shall presently see, identical with the
modem Charchan, ‘ one passes the Hsi-li-chih wells, the Yao wells, the river Wu-ch^, and, after 500 li

arrives at the military post of the town of Lan, which is east of Yu-t'ien’. By the latter expression
we may assume that the eastern frontier of Khotan territory is meant, and in this case the dis-

tance indicated would justify us in identifying ‘ the military post of the town of Lan ’ m with

the T'ang fort of the Endere Site first explored in 1901. The mention of wells as stages west

’ See Desert Cathay, i. pp. 317 sqq.

* See Julien, Mimoires, ii. p. 246; Watters, Vuan
Ckwang, ii. p. 304. I reproduce the latter translation, except

where Julien’s version seems to give a better context.

“ Cf. Yule, Marco Polo, i. pp. 196 sq., with the illuminat-

ing notes of Sir Henry Yule on the widespread belief in

goblins haunting deserts, ibid., pp. 201 sq.

* See Chavannes, Voyage de Song Yun, p. 12, note 9;
also cf. Ancient Khotan, i, p. 436, note 14.
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of Chii-mo is a clear indication that the ground traversed by the route between Charchan and
the Endere Site had still remained without permanent habitations after the establishment

of Chinese control, but, as now, offered water in wells dug at regular halting stages. In the

absence of direct evidence, such as distance estimates would supply, conjectural identifications of

the stages recorded in the Tang itineraries would serve no useful purpose. So much, however,
is clear that by the Wu-chi River ^ ^ either the Kara-muran or Mdlcha River must be
meant, the beds of which, dry except during the summer floods, are passed near the halting-

places of Chingelik and Shudan-dghil respectively (see Map No. 43).

Marco Polos description of this route is somewhat fuller than HsUan-tsang’s, and brings

out more clearly the distinctive features of its main stages.® In his account of the ‘ Province
of Charchan

,
to which we shall have to return presently, he tells us ;

‘ The whole of the Pro-

vince is sandy, and so is the road all the way from Pein, and much of the water that you find

is bitter and bad. However, at some places you do find fresh and sweet water. When an
army passes through the land, the people escape with their wives, children, and cattle a distance of

two or three days journey into the sandy waste ;
and knowing the spots where water is to be had,

they are able to live there, and to keep their cattle alive, whilst it is impossible to discover them ;

for the wind immediately blows the sand over their track.’

It is easy to recognize here a faithful recollection of the route as it still presents itself to

the traveller between the oases of Niya and Charchan.® Whereas fresh water is obtainable on
the Yar-tungaz and Endere Rivers and at the usual halting-places as far as the Yar-tungaz, the
water at the wells beyond is throughout brackish, and at some points so salt as to be scarcely

fit for drinking. This, coupled with the great summer heat, the mosquitoes then bred in the
flood-beds, and the serious risks arising from ‘ Burans ’ or sand-storms, practically closes the
direct route through the desert from May till September. It is equally certain that at that
season the terminal forest-belts of the rivers and the extensive areas of sandy scrub and jungle,

which spread out northward near the lakes of Bileklik and SizUtke and for two marches east
of the Endere River, would provide safe places of refuge for the flocks and the families of the
shepherds who subsist on these dreary pastures.

Though the combined claims of practical travel arrangements and archaeological remains
did not suffice to detain me at Charchan for more than two busy days, November 21 and 22, yet
there was much to interest me in this small and flourishing oasis both from the geographical and from
the antiquarian point of view. Already on the march I had gathered information which showed that
Charchan was no longer the wretched collection of hovels such as it was described some thirty years
earlier, but a steadily growing oasis.^ From a dreaded place of exile, used by the Chinese in pre-
rebellion days as a settlement for malefactors from Khotan, it had gradually developed into a lively

oasis quite as large as, if not larger than, Niya. Referring for details of local observations to
my personal narrative,® I may content myself here with a rapid survey of the factors which have
had a manifest bearing on the history of the place.

Brief as my stay at Charchan was, it amply sufficed to impress me with the advantages which
physical conditions here offer for the growth of a large and important settlement. Chief among
them is the abundant water-supply assured by the Charchan River. This drains a series of high
snowy ranges to the south beyond the outermost chain of the K'un-lun, and brings down thence so

' Cf. Yule, Marco Polo, i. p. 1 94.
* Cf. for the route between Niya and Endere as seen by

me in 1901, Ruins of Khotan, pp. 423 sqq. ;
Ancient

Khotan, i. pp. 443 sq.

Cf. Prejevalsky, From Kulja to Lob-nor, p. 76, note 2 ;

Forsyth, Yarkand Mission Report, p. 34.
* Cf. Desert Cathay, i. pp. 321 sqq.
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great a volume of water that, alone among the rivers which descend from the mountains east of

the Khotan River, it can at all seasons force its way right through the desert until it joins the

Tarim. All my informants agreed that the possibilities of irrigation in this area were more than

sufficient for an oasis quite as big as Keriya, Of this I had ocular evidence when crossing the

river within the oasis. I found the bed here fully half a mile broad and the river still flowing, in

spite of the late season, with a strong current in five or six well-filled channels, from ten to twenty

yards broad. Its volume was certainly far in excess of that of the Yurung-kash or Khotan River,

as I had seen it about two months before or in October and November of 1900.

Of arable land there was abundance on both banks of the river, more than any colonization Possible

scheme, however extravagant, would require ;
for apart from the broad belts of potentially fertile

steppe, now covered with reed and scrub, north of the present oasis, it is certain that a few years of Charchan

systematic irrigation would suffice to deposit again a layer of fertile riverine loess over the wide

stretches of fine denuded gravel south of the oasis where ‘Tatis’ attest the existence of extensive

ancient settlements.® Nothing was wanting but fresh settlers, and for these all the land-holding

‘ Bais ’ of Charchan were eagerly longing. The influx of labourers from the Khotan side was

steady but slow. The long desert route manifestly acted as a deterrent. Nothing had been done

to mitigate the hardships it would necessarily imply for poor cultivators, and of the large batches of

colonists, brought on several occasions by official pressure, numbers had escaped again to rejoin

their relatives, etc., at the more populous centres westwards. The demand for labour there was

still great enough to assure an easy existence even for the poorest.

Charchan is separated from the nearest permanent settlements of importance by greater DiflSculties

distances than any other oasis within the plains of the Tarim Basin. This geographical fact and

the economic conditions resulting account for the special difficulties with which colonization has to

contend here in spite of the advantages offered by abundant irrigation facilities. At the same time

the geographical position of Charchan, about half-way between Niya and the small area of cultivation

in the Lop-n5r tract, was enough to ensure importance to the oasis at any period when the route

south of the great desert saw much traffic. In the interaction of these causes we may find, I think,

the best explanation of the fact that the history of Charchan offers a particularly striking illustration

of those p^ripities to which isolated settlements along the southern edge of the great Turkestan

desert have been subject at different periods. These repeated alternations between agricultural

occupation and abandonment to the desert which the history of Charchan shows us must have

a special interest for the geographical as well as the historical student. They are fully authenticated

by reliable dated records, and, in view of the facts already mentioned about the water-supply of the

Charchan River, cannot reasonably be attributed to the sole agency of physical changes brought

about by desiccation.

The earliest record of Charchan is furnished by the Former Han Annals, which mention it by Charchan in

the name of Chii-mo ^ 7^ as a territory situated on the high road leading westwards from

Shan-shan or the Lop-nor tract.^® The distance of 720 li given from Shan-shan and the bearing

westwards make this identification certain.” In agreement also is the statement that the territory

® I may note here in passing that I observed this process

of reclamation vigorously proceeding on exactly similar ‘ Sai
’

in widely distinct localities, e. g. to the north of Kucha and

along the southern edge of the Yurung-kash, Sampula, and

Borazan cantons of Khotan.

For a translation of the notice of the Former Han
Annals, cf. Wylie, J. Anthrop. Inst., x. p. 28; cf. also

Chavannes, T’oung-pao, 1905, p. 536.

This identification appears to have been first suggested

by Mr. Kingsmill ; see Wylie, J. Anthrop. Inst,, x. p. 23,

quoting from the Chinese Recorder, vii. p. 341. It was
definitely proved in a critical fashion by M. Grenard ; see

Mission D. de Rhins, iii. p. 146, where the references to

Charchan in Sung Yun’s and Hstian-tsang’s itineraries are

also duly noticed.
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of Ching-chiieh, located above on the Niya River, lies to the west of ChU-mo, though the distance

shown as 2,000 li is grossly exaggerated.^* Chu-mo, with its capital of the same name, is described

as a petty ‘ kingdom containing ‘ 230 families, comprising 1,610 persons, with 320 trained soldiers,

a Guardian Marquis, a Right General, a Left General, and an Interpreter-in-chief. The city is

distant from the seat of the Governor-General on the north-west 2,258 li. The country joins

Hwiiy-le on the north, and it is about three days’ journey to the kingdom of Little Wan on the

south. Grapes and other fruits are produced. The kingdom of Tsing-tseue (Ching-chueh) on the

west is 2,000 li distant.’
-.r \ i.

By Hwuy-le, i.e. Wu-lei is meant the vicinity of Chadir, between Korla and Kucha, on

the great route north of the Tarim, which served under the Former Han dynasty as headquarters

for the Protector-General of the Western Regions.** A reference to the map shows that the beanng

here recorded is accurate enough, Charchan being situated in 85° 35' ^ong. according to our surveys

(see Map No. 46), while Dr. Hassenstein’s map places Chadir in arc. 84° 50'.** As to the still

smaller ‘ kingdom of Little Wan ’ or Hsiao-yiian, which lay about three days’ journey to the south

of Chu-mo, and of which a brief account is given in the succeeding notice of the Hd yii chuan, it is

certain that it must be identified with the small settlements of cultivators and herdsmen which are

scattered along the foot of the K‘un-lun south and south-west of Charchan, from Achchan to the

debouchure of the Molcha and Endere Rivers (see Maps Nos. 43, 47). To judge from the distance

indicated, the ‘capital’ of this tract, the ‘city’ of Yu-ling, may be placed about Dalai-kurghan, as

suggested by Dr. Herrmann.** The population recorded for Hsiao-yuan, 150 families, throws light

on the modest resources of this hill tract. It is correctly described as ‘ lying out of the way of the

high road ’ and adjoining on the east the territory of the nomadic Jo Ch'iang, who held the high

plateaus south of the Altin-tagh, including Tsaidam.

The annals of the Later Han duly mention ChU-mo ^ ^ in its proper place between

the territories of Shan-shan and Ching-chUeh, on the great southern route from YU-m6n to Khotan.**

Also the Wei Ho (composed a. d. 239-265) notes it, along with Hsiao-yiian and Ching-chiieh, among

the territories dependent on Shan-shan.** No details are furnished by these records, nor does Char-

chan appear otherwise to receive any special notice in the Annals of the dynasties which intervened

between the Han and T'ang periods. .

But we have direct and authentic evidence that Charchan was still inhabited and probably

a separate chiefship towards the end of the third century A. d. in the Chinese tablet from the Niya

Site, N. XIV. iii. 10, which mentions a present offered to a Royal consort from Chu-mo.*® There is

also reason to believe that Charchan is meant by Calmadana, mentioned in a Kharosthi tablet from

the same site as the locality from which a messenger is dispatched to Khotana, i. e. Khotan,

See above, pp. 2 1 9 sq.
;
cf. also Hermann, Seidmstrassen,

p. 99, where an endeavour is made to account for this

palpable exaggeration. Seeing that the position of Chii-mo

and Ching-chueh are quite certain, this great error in

distance serves as a warning against placing too great

reliance on the distance estimates in the Han Annals’

survey of the Western Regions.

*• Cf. Wylie, J. Anthrop. Inst., xi. p. 95 >
Herrmann,

Stidenstrassen, pp. 38, 86. See also below. Chap, xxx, sec. ii,

note 8.

“ I must leave it undecided how this bearing to the north

of Chfl-mo is to be reconciled with the statement immediately

preceding about the seat of the Governor-General, i.e.

Wu-lei, being to the north-west. Considering the vast

distance, almost all impassable desert, which in the direct

line separates Charchan from the small oasis north of the

Taklamakan, either location is sufiBciently correct and suggests

the use of some map by the compiler of the ‘ Notes on the

Western Regions ’.

See Herrmann, Seidmstrassen, p. 99.
'• Cf. Chavannes, T'oung-pao, 1907, p. 170.
” See ibid., 1905, pp. 535 sqq. The Wei lio by a

graphic error shows the name as ChU-chih instead of

fl.5lc
*' See above, p. 218; Chavannes, Docununts,'^. 203.
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via Saca and Nina, i. e. Niya
;

for it is probably this full form of the local name Calmadana which

Hsiian-tsang’s transcript Cki-mo-t'o-na is intended to reproduce.*®

Interesting geographical information regarding the territory and its river is furnished at a some-

what later period by a commentary on the Shtii citing, ‘ the Classic of the Waters from which

M. Chavannes’ translation has made important extracts accessible.*^ Li Tao-yUan, the author of

this commentary, died in a. d. 527; but various observations prove that his remarks concerning

the Tarim Basin are largely based on earlier materials. We shall have occasion further on to

consider his statement concerning the lowest course of the Tarim and the marshes of Lop-n6r.** After

discussing the course of the Khotan River and its junction with the Tarim, the commentary informs

us that the river, ‘ going further east, passes north of the territory of Chii-mo ^ ^ ; still further

eastward it receives on its right the great A-nou-ta ^ ^ river (i. e. the Charchan River). To
this river also the Skih shih hsiyu chi is referring when it says ;

“ To the north-west of the A-nou-ta

mountains there is a great river which flows northward and throws itself into the Lao-lan Lake (Lop-

nor).” This river flows northward
;

it cuts through the mountains which are to the south of Chii-mo

;

further north it passes to the west of the walled town (cHing) of Chii-mo.’ Then follow some remarks

on the latter which are manifestly based upon the Hsi yii chnan of the Former Han Annals, if not

literally taken from it.*® ‘ This kingdom [of Chii-mo] has for its capital the town of Chii-mo, which,

towards the west, communicates with [the kingdom of] Ching-chiieh at 2,000 H distance, and which,

towards the east, is 720 li from Shan-shan. The five kinds of cereals are there cultivated
; the

customs are approximately the same as in China.’

The notice concludes with an account of the further course of the A-nou-ta River. ‘ From here

onward it is called “ the river of Chii-mo ”. Flowing towards the north-east, it passes to the

north of Chii-mo. Flowing still further, it unites itself on its left with the River of the South

(i. e. with the Khotan River merged in the Tarim). Together [the two rivers] flow in an oblique

course towards the east, and, having joined, become the Chu-pin ^ River. The Chu-pin

River further east passes north of the kingdom of Shan-shan.’

A reference to the map will show how correctly the chief topographical facts about the river of

Charchan are delineated by the Chinese commentator. South of Charchan it breaks through

the northernmost chain of the K'un-lun, to which in its eastern extension the name A-nou-ta applies.

Its course from the debouchure as far as the Charchan oasis and its subsequent deflexion to

the north-east are accurately stated. So is also the easterly direction assumed by the river near its

junction with the Tarim and beyond, until its waters are lost in the Kara-koshun marshes of Lop-
n5r. The exactness of these details creates a strong presumption of the correctness also of the

statement which makes the river pass to the west of the old town, though its course now lies

through the existing oasis. To this point we shall return presently.

A somewhat more detailed account of Charchan is contained in the itinerary of Sung Yun.**
This Buddhist pilgrim passed here about a. d. 519 along the southern route on his way from
China to Khotan :

‘ Having marched sixteen hundred and forty li westward after leaving Shan-
shan, [the travellers] arrived at the walled town {^citing) of Tso-mo In this town there

reside about a hundred families. In this region it does not rain. Irrigation is used to make the

wheat grow. The people know the use neither of oxen nor of ploughs for tilling their fields.

In this town there are representations of a Buddha and a Bodhisattva which have by no means
“ Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 31 1, note 7 ; 326. [Calma-

dana is named also in other Niya tablets, e. g. N. iv. 59 ;
xv.

136, 158, 164, 310.]

” Cf. below, p. 298.

*' See T'oung-pao, 1905, pp. 564 sq.

” See below, pp. 325 sqq.

“ Cf. above, pp. 295 sq.

“ See Chavannes, Voyage de Song Fun, pp. 12 sq.

Qq
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the figure of barbarians {hu)
;
the old men questioned said that it was Lli Kuang who had had

them made on the occasion of his expedition agmnst the barbarians.’

Sung Yiin’s account is of interest because it makes it quite clear that the Charchan of his time

had become an oasis of very modest extent. His description of the primitive conditions in which

agriculture was practised points to a population occupying a far lower cultural plane than that

indicated by the remains of the Niya Site more than two centuries earlier. This finds its probable

explanation in Sung Yiin’s previous statement that the ndghbouring Shan-shan or Lop-nor tract had

been conquered and actually held by the T‘u-yu-hun.“ We know that these were nomad tribes of

uncertain origin who in Sung Yiins time and for centuries later occupied the high plateaus

stretching westwards from the Koko-nor region. It is very probable that this T'u-5m-hun con-

quest at the time of Sung Yiln’s visit already extended to Charchan ; for the Pei shih distinctly

mentions both Shan-shan and Chii-mo as territories held by the T’u-yu-hun during the reign

of their king K'ua-lii, who is mentioned for the first time in a. d. 540.2®

Sung Yun’s reference to the sacred images supposed to date from LU Kuang’s invasion is

also of historical interest. It shows that the expedition undertaken by this Chinese general into

the Tarim Basin in A. d. 384 was not restricted solely to the temporary subjection of Kara-shahr and

KuchsL*’ It further supplies us with a definite instance of the early influence which specimens

of Chinese art must have exercised on Buddhist sculptural work in the Tarim Basin, in exchange as

it were for the far stronger influence carried by Central-Asian Buddhist art eastwards. It only

remains to add that the distance of sixteen hundred and forty li which Sung Yiin’s itinerary gives

between Shan-shan and Tso-mo is greatly over-estimated, while the subsequent reckoning of twelve

hundred and seventy-five li from Tso-mo to Han-mo, which corresponds to Hsiian-tsang's Fi-mo,*®

is distinctly too low. But, as M. Chavannes justly emphasizes, these and other serious errors

in Sung Yiins distance estimates can cause no surprise, if account is taken of the critical

defects of the text in which his itinerary has reached us.^®

Hsiian-tsang, following the same route just a century and a quarter after Sung Yiin, but in

the reverse direction, has also left us a record of Charchan. After leaving the ruins of the old

Tu-huo-lo kingdom, which, as we have seen already, must be located at Endere, ‘he travelled

about six hundred li eastward and arrived at the old Che-ino-fo-na^ ^ kingdom, W'hich

is precisely the territory of Chii-mo. The city walls are very lofty, but there are no inhabitants.’

That the form ^ Nieh-mo, which the present text of the Hsi-yii-chi shows here for Chii-mo 5^,
is but a graphic error, is clearly proved by the correct form found in the Life of the pilgrim. That

his Chi-mo-fo-na is probably meant as a reproduction of the current indigenous form of the name
which in the Prakrit of Kharosthi tablets from the Niya Site figures as Calmadana, has been

previously mentioned.®*

HsUan-tsang’s testimony as to the deserted condition of Charchan at the time of his visit

is of particular interest ; for when Chinese control had been re-established, some fifteen years

after his passage, Charchan figures once more in the Tang dynasty’s Annals as a place duly

garrisoned. In an itinerary which is given by the 7”ang shu for the route from Shan-shan to

Khotan, and of which M. Chavannes has translated an abstract,®* we are informed that after leaving

“ See Chavannes, Voyage de Song Yun, p. 1 2.

“ Cf. ibid., p. 12, notes 2 and 7. As regards Shan-shan,

cf. below, p. 323. [For ihe T'u-yii-hun, cf. now M. Pelliot

in J.Asiat., 1916, janvier-f^vrier, pp. 117, 122.]

Cf. regarding this expedition, Chavannes, Voyage de

Song Yun, p. 13, note 2 ;
Ancient Khotan, i. p. 543, note 2.

Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 456.

” Cf. Chavannes, Voyage de Song Yun, p. 14, note 4.

” See Julien, Mimoires, i. p. 247; also Vie de H.-Th.,

p. 290 ; Watters, Yuan Chwang, i. p. 304 ; cf. above, p. 288,

and Ancient Khotan, i. p. 435, note 9.

” See above, p. 297.
“ Cf. Chavannes, Voyage de Song Yun, p. 12, note 9.

My extracts of this itinerary are here and elsewhere supple-
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Shan-shan to the south of Lop-nor and passing several stages which will be discussed below, ‘ one

crosses the river Chii-mo, and at the end of five hundred li arrives at the garrison of Po-Jisien
-fill

(“ the garrison of the banished Rsi ”) which is the ancient town of Chii-mo was Kao-
tsiing who changed its name in the period Shang-yilan (a. d. 674-676).’ That this place was

actually occupied at the beginning of the eighth century may be concluded from the record which

the T'ang shu makes of a meeting there between a Chinese commissioner and a chief of the

Western Turks who was retreating towards Sha-chou along the southern route, some time between

A. D. 706-708.®* This record speaks of the ‘ town of Po-hsien which confirms the date given for the

change of name.®** It is true that Chii-mo already figures in the T'ang Annals about a. d. 640 as

one of the many territories subject to the vast dominion of the Western Turks.®^ But the list there

given seems purely formal, and the mention in it of Chii-mo can in no way invalidate the

statement of an eyewitness like Hsiian-tsang, who a few years later found the town completely

deserted.

We have no further record of Charchan until we come to the account by Marco Polo, Marco

who passed here along the route from Khotan to Lop and into China about a. d. 1273-4.®® His

description of the ‘ road’ which took him there from the ‘ Province of Fein’, including the present ofCharchan.

tracts of ChTra, Keriya, and Niya, has already been quoted. ‘ Charchan ’, he tells us, ‘ is a

Province of Great Turkey, lying between north-east and east. The people worship Mahommet.
There are numerous towns and villages, and the chief city of the kingdom bears its name,

Charchan. The Province contains rivers which bring down Jasper and Chalcedony, and these

are carried for sale into Cathay, where they find great prices. The whole of the Province is

sandy.’ ®’ It is clear that Marco must have seen the oasis in a comparatively flourishing con-

dition, and it seems difficult not to connect this with the abundant traffic which must have passed

along this ancient route into China at a period when the vast extent and the effective organization

of the Mongol conquests had thrown China open to trade-intercourse with the most distant parts

of Asia. The mention of ‘Jasper and Chalcedony’, just as in the case of the ‘Province of

Pein ’,®® undoubtedly refers primarily to jade, which is found among the rubble brought down by
the Charchan River and in the beds of all the large rivers descending to the Tarim Basin through the

northernmost chain of the K'un-lun. But that true jasper and chalcedony occur here also is proved

by the worked stones of these materials, evidently belonging to the neolithic period, which I collected

from eroded ground in the Lop-nor desert, and the material for which must have been derived from
the K'un-lun detritus;®®

Charchan does not appear to be mentioned by Shah Rukh’s envoys, whose journey in Charchan

A. D. 1422 along the desert route from Su-chou to Khotan is the next in time of which we mentioned

possess a record.*® But Mirza IJaidar in the sixteenth century knew its name, under the varying HaWar!^

mented from a MS. translation of the full text as found in

T'ang Shu, chap. xLin b, p. 15 recto, which M. Chavannes
has very kindly placed at my disposal ; see Appendix A,

“ For notes on the several stages indicated by this

itinerary west of Chii-mo, including ‘ the military post of the

town of Lan’ which may, perhaps, be identified with the

T'ang fort of the Endere Site, see Ancient Khotan, i. p. 436,
note 14 ;

also above, pp. 293 sq.

See Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 185.

For this date cf. now Pelliot,/. Asiat., 1916, janvier-

fevrier, p. 121, note 3.

“ Cf. Chavannes, Turcs occid., pp. 30, 57, 306.

“ Herrmann, Seidenstrassen, p. 99, assumes that the

Ta-thun mentioned in the itinerary of a Chinese mission

dispatched to Khotan about d. 940 is the same as Charchan

;

cf. R^musat, Ville de Khotan, p. 78. The identification is

possible, but I can find no direct evidence for it.

” Cf. Yule, Marco Polo, i. p. 194. It was Sir HenryYule
who first discovered ‘ the continued existence of Marco’s Char-
chan’ through a route attached to Mr. Johnson’s original report

on his journey to Khotan in 1865 ; see ibid., i. p. 195, note.
” Cf. Yule, Marco Polo, i. p. 191.

“ Cf. Mr. Reginald A. Smith’s article on those worked
stones, The Stone Age in Chinese Turkestan, in Man, .xi.

(1911) pp. 81 sqq. ; also below, p, 357.

Cf. Yule-Cordier, Cathay -, i. p. 286.

Q q 2
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forms of Ckdrchdn and Jurjdn, as that of a region in the extreme south or south-east of

the Tarim Basin.^^ But from the way in which he associates it with the distant wastes of Lob-

Katak and Sarigh-Uighur and talks of the territories east of Khotan as ‘deserts which consist

of nothing but heaps of shifting sands, impenetrable jungles, waste lands, and salt deserts it

appears to me very unlikely that an oasis of any importance could' have existed there in his

own times. Probably cultivation at Charchan rapidly declined when the cessation offree intercourse

with China after the advent of the Ming dynasty in the fourteenth century deprived it of its chief

raisoti ditre as an important halting-place on the long desert route connecting westernmost Kan-su

with Khotan. We know that Benedict Goez, after his long stay at Yarkand in 1604, was obliged to

take for his journey to Cathay the devious route via Ak-su, Turfan, Hami, followed by the infrequent

caravans of that time, even though he had previously visited Khotan.'*® It is obvious that the

direct and much shorter route from Khotan past Lop-nor to Su-chou was completely abandoned

by such trade as was carried on at the time between Eastern Turkestan and China. Here it

may be noted also in passing that the well-informed Persian trader HajI Muhammad, whose remark-

ably accurate account of a trade journey to Su-chou and Kan-chou Ramusio heard at Venice

about A. D. 1550, knew only the northern route from Cathay past Hami, Turfan, Kashgar, etc.^

From the inquiries made at Charchan, it seems to me certain that cultivation had completely

disappeared there by the end of the eighteenth century, and probably for a long period earlier. It

was only after the first third of the last century that the Chinese began to settle Charchan once more

as a small penal station.*® The growth of the new settlement seems to have been slow at first, and

the shifty character of the original convict colonists retarded ordered development. The disturbed

conditions during the Muhammadan rebellion, when the great oases westwards suffered depopulation,

deprived Charchan for long years of any chance of attracting fresh settlers. But with the establish-

ment of a much improved Chinese administration and the general rise of economic conditions in the

country, the tide of renewed expansion has been steady. The convenience offered by Charchan as

a base for supplies has helped to attract increased labour to the gold mines worked on the slopes

of Arka-tagh in the south-east ; the oasis in turn has benefited by the market thus assured for its

surplus products. Since the ancient desert route to Tun-huang and Kan-su came again into regular

use for trade purposes some eight years before my visit, the commercial importance of Charchan

had much increased, as all my local informants acknowledged. That there were among them four

enterprising Pathan traders from Bajaur, who had found Charchan a convenient half-way station and

base for their ventures extending from Khotan to Turfan and Tun-huang, was a striking illustration

of the vitality of this ancient oasis, vigorously asserting itself after the latest ebb in its chequered

fortunes.

Section II.—ANCIENT REMAINS AROUND CHARCHAN
The remains of earlier settlements at Charchan consist chiefly of extensive areas covered with

hard ddbris to the south and south-west of that part of the modern oasis which lies on the left bank

of the river. But traces of ancient occupation were met with when I first approached the oasis from

the west. On crossing the bare gravel ‘ Sai ’ which extends to it, and when still close on three miles

from the western edge of the present cultivated area, my attention was attracted by the raised

“ Cf. Elias and Ross, Tarikh-i-RosJudi, pp. 7, 9 note, “ Cf. Yule-Cordier, Cathay^, i. p. 293.
5a, 406 ; in the last passage the ‘ river of Charchan ’ is also Cf. also Grenard, Mission D. de R/uns, i. pp. 1 76 sq.,

mentioned. also p. 184, where an interesting account given by an eye-

Cf. Elias and Ross, ibid., pp. 52, 64, 295. witness is recorded of the early days of the present Charchan;
Cf. Yule-Cordier, Cathay^, iv. pp. 322 sqq. Forsyth, Yarkand Mission Report, p. 32.
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embankment of a canal running northward. The fact that its bottom level was several feet higher

than that of the deflated ground near by was a sufficient proof of its antiquity in spite of the name

Yangi-iistang, ‘ the new canal by which it is known now, and of the tamarisk scrub growing along

it. I soon learned from my local informants that the name and the signs of returning vegetation

were due to the attempt which Musa Beg, an enterprising local headman, had made here, some

twenty years before, to utilize an ancient irrigation channel for founding a new colony below the

present oasis. The water had flowed freely for some years, during which young tamarisk scrub

found time to effect a footing. But soon the endeavour to assure cultivation had failed from want

of adequate labour, even though the ground which irrigation from this restored canal commanded
was delared to be very fertile. It was an apt illustration of the main difficulty which seems ever to

have dogged the fortunes of the most isolated of Turkestan oases.^

Going to the north-east for about a mile from the point where the canal line was crossed, I was

shown a ruined wall of stamped clay about fifty feet long and still rising about eleven feet above the

eroded gjround. This was strewn with plentiful pottery debris of ancient appearance for a short

distance all round. The ruin is known only as Tam, ‘ the wall ’, and its original character could not

be determined. Proceeding thence across the bare Sai towards the south-western extremity of the

oasis, I was shown a low and much-burrowed mound about forty feet in diameter, known as

Kalag/tak-dong, which from the human bones scattered around seemed to have served as a burial-

place. By its layers of brushwood inserted between gravel it recalled the mounds of Ttiga-dong

examined in 1901 near Gulakhma.*

Within half a mile to the east of this, and quite close to the edge of cultivation, there was

reached the northernmost part of the extensive ‘ Tati ’ generally known to the people of Charchan

as the ‘ Kone-shahr ’. Some nameless saint’s Ziarat, called Yalghuz-tugh Mazar (‘ the shrine of the

lonely yak-tail ’), marks its present limit northward. About a quarter of a mile south of this I could

trace scanty remains of foundations of walls built of clay and bricks, all dug into by ‘ treasure-

seekers ’. The bricks measured about twenty by ten inches, with a thickness of about three and

a half inches. Otherwise the site wore the look of a regular ‘ Tati the potsherds mostly of coarse

material resting on eroded riverine loess. The extent to which wind erosion has here lowered the

ground-level could be gjauged by far-stretched loess terraces extending on the east of the ‘Tati’

along a flood channel which carried water to a newly irrigated part of the oasis. These terraces,

which moisture had evidently helped to protect, also bore pottery debris on their top.

Recently levelled fields fringed this ‘Tati’ on the north and north-east, and confirmed the

statements of my local informants that much of the ‘ Kone-shahr ’ area had been brought under
cultivation again by the gradual southward extension of the oasis. M. Grenard, who visited

Charchan in 1893 ^d first noticed its ‘Kone-shahr’, evidently found the structural remains more
extensive, though not differing in character from those I could still trace.® He was inclined to

attribute them to the Charchan of Marco Polo’s time, and to look for the ruins of the older Chii-mo
further north about Tatran. But he based this belief on a supposed change in the Charchan River’s

The line of this old canal was crossed by me again at

two points to the south-west of the present oasis. Owing to

an error of the Surveyor, who passed here after dusk at the

end of a long march from the foot of the mountains, Map
No. 47 shows the head of the Yangi-flstang as taking oflF

from the Ayak-tar stream instead of the Charchan River.

In Dr. Hassenstein’s map, based on Dr. Hedin’s survey, the

uppermost line of the canal is correctly delineated
; but by

a reverse error it is treated there as a side branch of the

Charchan River and conjecturally shown as uniting itself

lower down with the bed of the Ayak-tar, while in reality its

course northward remains quite distinct. The point where
the route southward crosses the canal is correctly marked in
both maps.

® Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 465 sq.

’ Cf. Grenard, Mission D. de Rhins, i. pp. 183 sq.; iii.

p. 146.
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course, of which actual survey has failed to reveal any evidence,* while all topographical considera-

tions point to the conclusion that in historical times the area best adapted for cultivation must have

lain in the present oasis and its immediate neighbourhood. The absence of datable relics precludes

any definite judgement as to the period when the ‘ Kone-shahr ’ area was last inhabited, just as it is

impossible to guess how much of the remains of ancient Chii-mo and of Marco Polo’s Charchan lies

buried in the soil now again irrigated.

Here it may be noticed that according to local information, confirmed by the appearance of the

trees and other indications, the oldest portion of the present oasis is represented by the Aralchi
‘ Mahalla which lies on the right bank of the main river bed.® It takes its name, meaning ‘ the

island one ’, from the fact that on its east side there is another smaller bed known as Kom-darya,

which is still filled by the summer floods. If we assume the main settlement of ancient Chii-mo to

have Qccupied the position of Aralchi, we can account for the fact that the passage already quoted

from Li Tao-yiian’s commentary on the Shui speaks of the Charchan River as flowing ‘ to the

west of the walled town of Chii-mo ’.® Otherwise it might be assumed that the old flood-bed, which

passes close to the ‘ Kone-shahr ’ and is now utilized to irrigate the westernmost part of the existing

oasis, represents an earlier main bed. Owing to the very uniform slope of the detritus fan, at the

northern foot of which Charchan is situated, the river bed is so broad and shallow that such a change

could have taken place during the last fifteen hundred years without much affecting the position of

the irrigated area.

Owing to the close vicinity of the ‘ Kone-shahr ’ to the inhabited area and the constant search

for ‘ treasure ’ proceeding among the small relics brought to light by wind erosion, there was little

chance of picking up there in situ any fragments of archaeological interest. But ancient beads of

stone and glass, as well as fragments of bronze ornaments, &c., are frequently found by the villagers,

and of these a small representative set, as described in the List below, was acquired without difficulty

during my brief halt. In general character these small relics resemble those obtained from the

‘ Tatis ’ around Khotan. None are of a type which at present admits of exact dating
;
but I may at

least mention a bead of cornelian, Char, ooii, showing a peculiar inlay which is a characteristic

feature in some acquisitions from Yotkan. I greatly regretted the total absence of recognizable

Chinese coins among the objects brought to me by the villagers ; but my informants declared that

such finds were rare now, since all structural remains had been destroyed by burrowing. My own
search at the more distant ‘ Tatis ’ described below yielded no intact coins, only tiny fragments which,

retaining the characteristic square rim, attest their former existence. I was inclined to attribute this

complete destruction of copper coins, elsewhere so common at such sites, to the much-increased

force of wind erosion on ground which is practically clear of drift-sand and is scoured in most places

down to the bare gravel surface.

On November 22 I paid a visit to the more distant ‘ Tatis’ which Saif-ullah, a local ‘treasure-

seeker’, had to show me to the south-west of the present oasis. Proceeding from the Yalghuz-tugh

Mazar, we first followed for about a mile and three-quarters the line of an ancient canal, still clearly

recognizable, to a point where it was found to diverge from the ‘ Yangi-ustang’ restored by Musa
Beg. For about one-half of that distance, or a little less, the pottery debris of the ‘ Kone-shahr ’

Site extended. The embankment of the ‘ Yangi-iistang ’ showed sharply above the absolutely bare
gravel plain. From a line about three miles south-west of Yalghuz-tugh there commenced an
extensive ‘ Tati ’ area which was found to reach, with scarcely any interruption, for about two and
a half miles further to the bank of a shallow depression marking a flood bed of the Ayak-tar stream.

* Cf. Hedin, Central Asia and Tibet, i. pp. 306 sq. * cf. also Hedin, Reisen in Z.-A., p. 179.
* See above, p. 297.
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Saif-ullah called it by the name of Ndti-yaigan "‘Tati" (‘the Tati where the meal weis eaten’),

explaining it by a whimsical story.

The ground showed a uniform surface of fine gravel. Its flatness was broken only by

occasional low swelling ridges which, however, bore signs of being swept and scoured with equal

force by the winds. Their erosive power was attested by the general smallness and wind-worn

appearance of the potsherds which covered the ground in abundance. The material was mostly

dark-brown, black, or a deep red on the outside faces. As the specimens taken (Char. 001-007)

show, both hand-made and wheel-made pottery are represented. A very conspicuous feature in the

midst of this ‘ Tati’ was a big ‘ witness’ of pure riverine loess, about eighteen yards long and eight

across, rising with steep slopes to a height of not less than twenty-three feet above the ‘ Sai ’ surface.

Potsherds lay plentifully at its foot and also on all the small terraces breaking the slopes. Thence

it may be safely assumed, I think, that the height of this ‘ witness ’ marks the extent to which the

ground-level has here been lowered by wind erosion since such relics of ancient occupation came to

be deposited. In the sides of this ‘ witness ’
I was unable to trace either clear stratification or

embedded pottery debris. This suggests that the loess deposit is due mainly to aeolian growth and

took place during a period preceding settled occupation.

There is every reason to assume that this area received irrigation mainly by a canal taking off

from the Charchan River. But the flood-water of the Ayak-tar stream, which after heavy rain in

the mountains is said still to carry water on occasion as far as the ‘ Tati ’, may also have been utilized

as an additional source of supply. To judge from the configuration of the gently sloping alluvial

fan, it seemed clear that the water of the Charchan River could still be brought here without any

difficulty. It is equally certain from the instances of similar reclamation which I observed near

Khotan (e.g. on the ‘Sai’ south of Sampula) and Kucha, that the soil of all these ‘ Tatis ’, which far-

advanced deflation has reduced to a surface of fine gravel, could be rapidly improved and rendered

capable of cultivation by adequate irrigation ;
for the silt-depositing process which results from

irrigation is eveiywhere in this region greatly aided by aeolian action, i.e. the accumulation, on moist

soil and on all ground protected by vegetation, of the fine dust which fills the air of the Tarim Basin

so abundantly during the greater part of the year.'^ But, with many thousands of acres of fertile

ground available lower down arid near the river, renewed cultivation is not likely to take this direction.

The ‘ Tati ’ of Ldhilik, to which I was subsequently taken at a distance of about two and a half

miles northward, proved to be of the same character, except that small ‘ witnesses ’ of loess, about

four to six feet in height, were here frequent. Pottery debris covered the ground for over a mile

towards the existing oasis. A third ‘ Tati ’ area in this neighbourhood, called Koyagh-ketme, I was

obliged from want of time to leave unvisited. I had seen enough to make sure that none of these

‘ Tatis’ offered scope for systematic archaeological labour. Nor did I succeed in discovering among
their small debris anything affording a definite clue as to their age. Some gauge, however, as to

the relative chronology of these debris areas is afforded by the fact that, while to the south the

ground once cultivated has been uniformly denuded right down to the underlying Piedmont gravel,

the ‘Kone-shahr’ ‘Tati’ close to the present oasis exhibits remains resting on loess soil. Here the

process of erosion is still in progress, and will be continued until the new fields being pushed
southward have invaded the whole area. The ‘ Lalulik ’ area, with its numerous surviving small

loess banks, may represent an intermediate stage. However this may be, and whatever intervals of
time may divide the periods of abandonment of these different ‘ Tatis ’, their extent is quite sufficient

to prove that the ancient Chli-mo must be located in the position of the present Charchan oasis and
its immediate vicinity
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’ Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 126 sqq.
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Section III.—THE CHARCHAN RIVER ROUTE AND VASH-SHAHRl
Careful inquiries made at Charchan had failed to reveal any information about ancient remains

except those already described and some modest ruins mentioned near the route which leads along

the Charchan River towards Charkhlik. I was anxious to reach the latter place as early as possible, and

left Charchan for it on November 23 with all the more assurance because I knew that the diligent

search made by Professor Huntington in the desert eastwards had failed to reveal there any traces

of earlier settlements. For a general description of the five marches which we made down the right

bank of the river or along the line of lagoons and marshes fringing it at various distances, I

must refer to my Personal Narrative.* In Ismail, a hunter and cultivator from Tatran, a small

hamlet and the only inhabited place on the river below Charchan, I found an exceptionally reliable

guide, and with his help the reported remains near the route could be located and visited without

loss of time. Tatran itself, being situated on the opposite side of the river, was not visited. But

from the information supplied by Ismail and confirmed at Charchan, it was clear that what hampered

the growth of the small settlement, then said to count only six families of permanent settlers, was not

want of water or of arable land, but mainly the difficulty, due to inadequate labour, of maintaining

the canal head in position during the heavy floods of the spring and summer. In fact, the flow of

water in the river, in spite of the late season, was still so deep and rapid as to make its fording on

foot awkward at most places where the bed was united.

I had occasion to convince myself of this when on November 25 I crossed the left bank from

near the shepherd hut of Shor-kdl-6ghil in order to examine a small ruined structure called merely

Tim or ‘ tower’. It is situated about eleven miles below Tatran, at circ. 38‘’33' lat., 85°55' long., and

has been briefly referred to by Dr. Hedin as the ruin of an ‘ old P'ao-tai ’. The ‘ Tim ’, discovered

only some hundred yards off the river-bank, proved to be the ruin of a small structure, once

apparently square, solidly built with sun-dried bricks and stamped clay. The extant portion, best

preserved on the south-west face, showed there a length of eleven feet. The north-east face

being badly broken, the breadth of the surviving masonry was reduced to about seven feet. Its

clear height was also about seven feet; but the top of the small debris-covered mound which

the structure occupied rose itself four feet above the general ground-level. The ruin represents in

all probability the lowest base of a small Stupa, and its antiquity is attested by the great size of the

bricks and their peculiar setting. The bricks measured on the average nineteen to twenty by
fourteen to fifteen inches, with a thickness of four inches. They were well made, and set in regular

single courses with layers of hard stamped clay, eight inches high, between them. The system of

masonry closely resembled that observed in the ruins of the earlier settlement at the Endere Site,

and bore the same ancient appearance.

No pottery debris or other ancient remains could be traced near by. But this is scarcely sur-

prising on ground kept moist by the vicinity of the river, where less solid structures were bound to

decay and small debris was liable to be covered by riverine loess. The main interest of the ruin lies

in the fact that it proves the existence of a settlement in Buddhist times very near the present river
course, and thus supports the presumption that the latter has changed less in its main direction than
the many dry channels and the strings of lagoons, encountered on either side from a point below
Tatran, might otherwise lead one to suppose. Close by I noticed the course of a small irrigation
cut. According to Ismail it dated back to an attempt made about fifteen years before by people
from Tatran to carry on cultivation at this point. After a few years it was abandoned owing to the
shor or salinity developed by the soil.

' Cf. Desert Cathay, i. pp. 326 sqq.
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The remains to which Ismail guided me on the following day, though manifestly of late date,

were yet curious and at first sight rather puzzling. Leaving our camping place at Chong-kul (see

Map No. 50. A. 2), we made our way through a belt of spring-fed, reed-covered marshes, and then

over ground where salt-impregnated patches alternated with thickets of luxuriant riverine jungle, to

a ridge of tamarisk-covered sand-cones known as Yalghuz-dong

,

‘The Lonely Hillock . I found

there the remains of three small isolated structures, with oblong walls of very soft brickwork,

occupying the tops of separate knolls within thirty to forty yards of each other. The walls

showed a uniform thickness of two feet. Their bricks were mixed with plentiful wheat straw, and

measured about sixteen by eight inches on the average, with a thickness of four to five inches. The

best preserved and apparently largest structure measured twenty by thirteen feet. The walls stood

* only a few feet above the ground, and though partially protected by drift sand which the tamarisk

scrub had detained, they nowhere showed remains of any superstructures. On the slopes of the

knolls, rising to about thirty feet above the plain, there lay some large pieces of poorly worked

.timber, apparently all Toghrak, which Ismail thought might have belonged to coffins
;
but there was

nothing to show their original position or use. It was not easy to account for the poor construction

of these walls and their strange situation. Their survival notwithstanding the softness of the bricks

suggested no great age.

The puzzle was not yet solved when, after going for about one and a half miles to the north-

east across dried-up marsh, I was shown by Ismail a second group of small rectangular structures

closely resembling the first in material and appearance. They occupied a low ridge ’ by the side of

what was unmistakably an old irrigation canal. Here, too, the walls built of soft bricks stood only

two to four feet above ground, and showed no sign ofhaving ever borne superstructures. A depres-

sion a short distance to the north of the ruined walls was lined by a thicket of dead Toghraks, and

distinctly recalled an old river bed. After following the traces of the canal, which dead tree-stumps

standing in line helped to mark, for about three-quarters of a mile eastwards, Ismail brought me to

the principal group of the ‘ old walls’, Kone-tamlik, as he called the whole site. Here I found a row

of over a dozen rectangular enclosures, built of the same brickwork but more completely preserved,

stretching without any distinctive plan from east to west along the top of a low ridge. They were

all detached and their size varied greatly, the largest being in the centre and measuring close

on fifty by forty-two and a half feet. The walls were only some four feet in height. But on one

side each enclosure showed a narrow arched gateway standing to a somewhat greater height than

the rest of the walls, a clear proof that the latter were never meant to bear a superstructure.

Thus the true explanation of these strange ruins very soon revealed itself. Everything

recalled the walled enclosure so often seen in Muhammadan cemeteries further west in the Tarim
Basin, and this conjecture was promptly confirmed by the discovery of a grave just outside one of the

enclosures near the north-east edge of the ridge. A little clearing revealed the end of a coffin

formed of a hollow tree-trunk and covered on its top by a row of rough Toghrak branches laid across

much after the fashion I first observed in the old Muhammadan graveyard of Hasa near Moji.'*

When the few men with me had scraped away enough of the soil to display the feet of a woman
or child turned due south, it became quite certain that the remains were those of a Muhammadan
burial-place.®

® See Ancient Khoian, i. p. 1 12.

* As Ismail was also Dr. Hedin’s guide it is very probable

that the ‘old Mussulman burial-place with several gumbez

(tombs)’ to which passing reference is made by him in

Central Asia and Tibet, i. p. 308, at a point south of the

Charchan River, is identical with the remains just described.

The mention made also of ‘ houses ’ is not at variance with
this, since the dimensions recorded of the largest among them
clearly point to identity with the enclosure above described.
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Finds yielding chronological evidence could not be expected in such graves, and for the collec-

tion of anthropological measurements on the bodies here buried neither time nor the requisite labour

was obtainable. Yet, even without more definite evidence as to date, there was antiquarian and

geographical interest in the discovery of these remains ; for it was safe to conclude from them that at

a period not very remote, when the Charchan River followed a more southerly course (perhaps the one

marked by the line of marshes which our route was skirting), a settlement at least partly agricultural

had been able to maintain itself here for a time under physical conditions probably resembling those

about Tatran. Now, with the shift of the river northward and the probable progress of desiccation

in the meantime, the adjoining ground had undergone a dismal change. Extensive stretches of soil

we had to cross close to the remains of the old settlement were found encrusted with hard cakes of salt,

and salinity proved so prevalent everywhere as to preclude any thought of renewed occupation.

On November 28, the sixth day after leaving Charchan, our route finally diverged from the

river near the deserted station of Lashkar-satma, and, striking south-eastwards across a belt ofhigh

and sterile dunes, brought us to the desert halting-place called Yaka-toghrak (see Map No. 50. d. 2).

Its well of brackish water proved unfit for human consumption, and this probably is the case also

with water obtained by digging at the patch of desert vegetation lying close to it on the east and

known as Chingelik. The physical conditions are such that the nearest route from Lop-nor and

Charkhlik to the Charchan River must always have followed this line. Hence, having regard to

what we shall presently prove as to the old localities further east on this route, I consider it

quite safe to identify the wells of Yaka-toghrak and Chingelik with the ‘ wells T'^-lei’#il#
which the itinerary of the T'ang Annals mentions on the way to the Chii-mo (Charchan) river from

Hsin-ch'htg^ ^ (‘ the New Town ’), ‘ which is also called the town of Nu-chih ^
That Hsin-ch'6ng must correspond to the present small oasis of Vash-shahri, or rather to the

ruined site crossed by the Charkhlik-Charchan route some six miles west of it, is made quite clear

by the distances and bearings recorded in the T'ang itinerary, and has been correctly recognized by

Dr. Herrmann.® The itinerary tells us that ‘ 300 li to the south of the sea Pu-ch'ang (or Lop-nOr) is

the garrison of Shih-ch'ing^ “ the Stone Town ”, which is the same as the Lou-lan kingdom of

Han times and is also called Shan-shan. This is the place where K'ang Yen-tien was commissioner of

the garrison, and in this quality entered into communication with the Western Countries. 200 li

further to the west one arrives at Hsin-cluing, “ the New Town ”, which is also called the town of JN'u-

chih
;

it was constructed by (K'ang) Yen-tien.®“ Further to the west, one passes the wells of T'i-ld

(the wells of the Tegin)
;
one crosses the river Chii-mo, and after 500 li one arrives at the garrison of

Po-hsien which is the ancient town of ChU-mo.’ It has been seen above that the terminal point

of the route to the west can be located with absolute certainty at Charchan. It is equally certain

that the ‘ Stone Town ’ of T'ang times, then the chief place of Shan-shan or the ancient Lou-lan from

which the route starts, is represented by the present oasis of Charkhlik.® The western bearing and
the distance of 200 li given thence to the ‘ New Town’ take us exactly to the ruined site of Vash-
shahri, which, as Maps Nos. 53, 57 show, lies close on 50 miles by measured road distance to the

west-south-west of Charkhlik.

I halted some four miles further west, close to the point where the Keriya and Charkhlik
district borders are supposed to meet. Then on November 29 I surveyed at leisure the debris-

strewn area which marks the position of the earlier settlement, with the help of guides and labourers

‘ Cf. Chavannes, Voyage de Song Yun, p. 13, note; also K'ang yen-tien, see now Pelliot, /. Asiat., 1916, jan.-Kv.,
above, p. 298, and Appendix A. pp. 118 sqq.]

“ See Hernnann, Seidensirassen, p. 100. ‘ Cf. below, p. 320 ; also Desert Cathay, i. p. 345.
For this settlement in a.d. 627-49 of the.Sogdian chief
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secured overnight from the small oasis. Among scattered groups of large tamarisk-cones there

extended for about one mile both north and south of the route, and with a total width of about half

a mile, open patches of eroded ground exhibiting all the features of a typical ‘ Tati’. Wherever
it was clear of drift-sand, the loess soil was profusely covered with fragments of pottery. Among
these I was struck at once by the relative frequency of broken pieces of finely-glazed ware in

a variety of rich colours, from chocolate brown to bluish green of celadon. The examination which

Mr. R. L. Hobson was kind enough to make at the British Museum of the specimens brought away
(V. S. 0011-23) has proved the presence among them of grey porcellaneous stoneware unmistakably
of Chinese origin, and exhibiting characteristics which permit their safe attribution to the period of

^
the Sung dynasty. In the case of some pieces (V. S. 001 2, 001 3, 001 5), the finely crackled appearance
of the thick glaze, as known from the Chiin-chou ware of the Sung dynasty, is particularly note-

worthy. In others (V. S. 0016, 0019) the mottled glaze of deep olive brown is of interest.

Fragments of small objects in bronze, such as buckles, arrow-heads, and hair-pins, bits of coarse Chrono-

opaque glass, and beads of all sorts in stone, glass, and paste, were also numerous among the small
finds brought to me. But they cannot afford such clear chronological indications as the stoneware, of coins.

For the evidence of the latter full confirmation was furnished by the coins which were either picked
up during our visit or else brought to me by Vash-shahri villagers accustomed to search these small
* Tatis *. Among the eight copper pieces thus obtained, and shown in Appendix B, three belong to

K'at-yUan issues starting from a. d. 618-627, and continued during the first century of T'ang rule
;

another probably dates also from that dynasty, while the remaining four show nien-haos of the Sung
dynasty extending from a. d. 1023 to not. Thus the occupation of the site, probably from T'ang
times, down to the twelfth century is conclusively proved.

Any structural remains that had survived at this site were invariably found by the side of Stractural

tamarisk-cones which had helped to protect them. These ruins, about half a dozen in number, were
those of quite small dwellings containing only one or two rooms. With a single exception, they
showed walls built of sun-dried bricks having an average size of fifteen to sixteen inches by eight to

nine inches, with a thickness of four inches. These were placed in single courses, separated by
layers of clay, three to four inches thick. In the ruins north of the route the walls were found
destroyed to within a few feet of the ground or else almost completely eroded. But at two points
of the southern part of the area wall portions protected by sand-cones still rose to a height of about
seven feet above the ground.

In the northern part of the area the ruined structure of which the plan is shown in PI. 21 was Ruin built of

of special interest. It consisted of two small rooms built of hard burnt bricks, with a third of the
usual sun-dried brickwork adjoining. The masonry of the former, preserved to a height of about
four and a half feet, was remarkably careful and regular. It showed a thickness of twenty-two
inches, and consisted of bricks measuring thirteen by eight inches and two inches thick. They
were laid with the long and short sides facing in alternate courses, a practice that I had not
previously observed in the ruins surveyed south of the Taklamakan, but subsequently rendered
familiar by the masonry of many buildings, old and new, I had occasion to examine in Kan-su.
About six inches from the floor a kind of plinth was formed by a course of bricks projecting two
inches. Here, as in the other small ruins, excavation failed to yield any finds whatever, a result
probably of the repeated searches to which these remains must have been subjected by Vash-shahri
villagers and others. I have not noticed the use of burnt bricks in any other ancient structure In
the southern part of the Tarim Basin, and it is certainly a peculiar feature. It may have been
resorted to in order to give greater security to whatever was kept in these small rooms; but it

Cf. Bushell, Chinese Art, ii. pp. 22, 25 sq.

R r 2
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would be useless to conjecture the exact purpose. It may, however, be noted that the structure

occupied the south-west edge of what looked like a completely decayed circumvallation in clay,

measuring about i8o yards in circumference.

A short distance to the south of the caravan track, and close to where the walls of a rectangular

structure about thirteen feet long emerged from the side of a tamarisk-cone, I found a double row

of dead Tereks marking an ancient orchard (Fig. 85). About a mile to the south-south-west I was

shown the comparatively well-preserved remains of a small dwelling, eighteen by twelve feet, with

walls two feet thick, by the side of a tamarisk-cone. The top of the latter rose twelve feet above

the floor, while the ground on the unprotected side of the structure had been lowered by wind-

erosion to a depth of six feet below the original level. An approximately similar.extent of erosion

on the one hand and of growth of tamarisk-cones on the other was observed elsewhere near these

ruins. Gauged by the standard of measurements at other sites of which the date is fixed, it serves

to prove that the abandonment of the Vash-sheihri Site must go back to a mediaeval period not very

far removed from the twelfth century, to which the above-mentioned chronological evidence takes us.

Here I may note that the general impression left by my examination of the site and its relics

was that of Chinese influence more direct than that observable in the ruins of the Khotan region.

This has since received support from the fact that, as already stated, Mr. R. L. Hobson has

recognized, among the pottery and stoneware fragments picked up at Vash-shahri, pieces of bowls

which must have been originated at the Chiin-chou factories of Ho-nan during Sung times. But it

is impossible to say whether this increased Chinese influence was due to the presence at this point

of a small Chinese colony, or resulted merely from a position so much further east on a once much-

frequented trade route from China. That this route continued to be regularly used during Mongol

domination in the second half of the thirteenth century, we know through Marco Polo. His

narrative, in fact, seems to contain an allusion to Vash-shahri, though he does not name it distinctly

as an inhabited place.

‘ Quitting Charchan,’ so Marco tells us, ‘ you ride some five days through the sands, finding

none but bad and bitter water, and then you come to a place where the water is sweet. And now
I will tell you of a province called Lop, in which there is a city, also called Lop, which you come to

at the end of those five days. It is at the entrance of the great Desert, and it is here that travellers

repose before entering on the Desert.’"* With regard to this itinerary east of Charchan two points

must be clearly recognized. One is that the five days’ ride through the sands, with none but

brackish water, cannot refer to the usual route along the Charchan River, where good water is easily

obtainable, but seems to point to a more direct track crossing the desert belt of sand and gravel

which extends between the Charchan River and the route skirting the foot of the mountains from
Charchan to Vash-shahri. A reference to the map shows that such an intermediate track would be
considerably shorter than either of the two routes which we actually surveyed. That the ground
offers no very serious obstacles to a march along such a line during the winter was clear from the

information given by Ismail, who had often crossed this desert on his hunting expeditions after wild

camels, &c.

The other point is that a traveller following this line would reach Vash-shahri in five ordinary
marches, and this would be for him the first ‘ place where the water is sweet ’. Vash-shahri must
have formed then as now the western limit of the ‘ province of Lop ’, represented by the present
Charkhlik district, and it is quite in keeping with Marco Polo's usual reckoning that his five marches
should be counted to the nearest place of ‘ the province ’, instead of to its chief place, the ‘ city ’ of Lop.
That the latter must be located at the present oasis of Charkhlik is made certain by a number of

See Yule, Marco Polo, i. p. 194.
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cogent considerations, geographical and archaeological, which I shall have occasion to discuss further

on. Charkhlik itself certainly could not be reached by five marches from Charchan, my measured
road distance being 198 miles. But everything in Marco’s itinerary comes right ifwe take the words
‘ which you come to at the end of those five days ’ as referring to the ‘ province called Lop and
treat the words immediately preceding, ‘ in which there is a city, also called Lop ’, as a parenthetical

remark prefatory to his subsequent notice of that town.

On leaving the site of Vash-shahri I was struck by the fact that the much-fissured trunks of Irrigation of

dead fruit trees, willows, and poplars lay scattered, not merely within the somewhat narrow belt

occupied by the remains of old homesteads, but also for a short distance over the bare gravel ‘ Sai
’

extending eastwards. An original top layer of fertile soil had evidently been carried away here

altogether, and this accounted for the raised line of the canal still clearly traceable across the ‘ Sai ’.

But curiously enough this ground was said to be reached during the summer by shallow floods from
the V^h-shahri River. Is it possible that inundation water has found its way here only after

deflation had done its work ? The canal, after skirting the old site, seemed to turn to the north-

north-east, this being evidently the natural direction of the drainage, as shown by the summer
flood-beds of the actual river which we began to cross amidst luxuriant Toghrak jungle some three

and a half miles further east. After another two miles or so across a bare plain of fine gravel, we
reached the new colony of Vash-shahri by the present main bed of the river. That the river bed,
as assumed by Professor Huntingjton, formerly followed a more westerly course, and thus approached
the old site much nearer than it does now,* appears very probable. But I could not spare time to
follow the line of the canal to its head, and in any case there never could be a question as to the
main fact that the ruined settlement derived its water from this river, whatever variation its course
may have since undergone.

I have recorded elsewhere my impressions of the curious colonizing venture under official Modern
auspices to which the present hamlet of Vash-shahri owes its existence.® The intermittent growth *®rikment

of the little oasis, on the one hand, shows that the importance of the ancient route connecting sha^i.
Charkhlik with Charchan and thence with Khotan has been fully recognized by the Chinese
administration in our time also

;
on the other, it well illustrates the special difficulties which under

existing conditions beset any attempt to facilitate and develop traffic along it by jjermanent settle-

ments. The three sons of the original settler, who first took up land by the Vash-shahri River about
thirty years before, had kept to their little colony and prospered. But the destitute agriculturists

whom successive Ambans of Charkhlik, under higher official orders, had tried to attract to the small
settlement from distant oases by advances of food, seed corn, &c., for some fifteen years past,*® had
in almost all cases decamped whenever the harvest did not come up to their expectations, or the
question of refunding advances arose.

With the keen competition for agricultural labour going on along the widely scattered oases in Difficulties

the east of the Tarim Basin, there was little chance of detaining such roving folk at an outlying
place like Vash-shahri. A year or two before my visit the population was said to have thus dwel<^-
dwindled down to only five households. But now some twenty families had been brought there by
Ro.ze Beg, who had last contracted for this official ‘ development scheme and money had been
spent on building a rest-house, granary, and Baz^, all of which might serve as an effective

‘

eye-
wash . I, too, like Dr. Hedin, heard complaints about climatic drawbacks, apparently due to the
vicinity of the main range and the force of sand-storms coming from the north-east, but none about
deficiency of water. The supply in the river was declared to be adequate for cultivation by about

’ See Pu/se of Asia, p. 221.

“* Cf. Hedin, Rdsen in Z.-A.,

• Cf. Desert Cathay, i. pp. 334 sq.

p. 1 71.
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200 families, though rather difficult to control at the time of the summer floods. But whether that

estimate was even approximately correct, and what proportion the maximum area of land now
irrigable would bear to the extent of the ancient cultivation, as marked by the ruined site westwards,
are questions which only prolonged observation by an irrigation expert would permit to be definitely

answered.

Section IV.—THE OASIS OF CHARKHLIK AND ITS OLD REMAINS.

On December 2 I reached Charkhlik after two'marches aggregating about fifty-one miles from
Vash-shahri. They led mainly along a desolate glacis of gravel, which stretches of sandy steppe
with scanty tamarisk growth and thorny scrub fringed on the north (see Maps Nos. 53, 57). The oasis

of Charkhlik was to serve as my base both for long-planned explorations around Lop-nor and for the

difficult journey which subsequently wasTto take my caravan right across the great desert north-

eastward to Sha-chou or Tun-huang by the ancient route followed by Marco Polo and by Hstian-

tsang before him. I was well aware of the serious physical difficulties to be faced in exploring those
ruined sites north of Lop-nor which Dr. Hedin, on his memorable journey of 1900, had first discovered,

situated as they were more than a hundred miles from the nearest supply of drinkable water. The
ancient desert route to Tun-huang, after having been abandoned and almost forgotten for

centuries, had indeed come into use again with traders some seven or eight years previously. But
the information I had so far succeeded in gathering about it was extremely scanty. Everything

pointed to the need of careful arrangements about transport and supplies, if serious risks and losses

were to be avoided.

What I had to prepare for at Charkhlik was not a single crossing of the desert alone, but a rapid

series of expeditions partly over ground quite unknown and—most serious feature of all—implying

prolonged stays at desert sites with a considerable number of labourers. The greater the un-

certainty about the extent of the operations before me, the more important it was to husband

my time as carefully as possible. For work in waterless desert, I knew I could use only the few

months of winter, when the cold would allow me to assure transport of an adequate supply of water

in the form of ice. After March the crossing of the desert to Tun-huang would for similar reasons

become risky, if not practically impossible. In order to obviate delays which in a region so devoid

of resources would be bound to hamper me doubly, it was of the utmost importance to assure

adequate transport and supplies from the start and to keep them ready beforehand for all likely

contingencies.

Thus I had exacting tasks to cope with during my short stay at Charkhlik. Within three days
I had to raise in the small oasij a contingent of fifty labourers for proposed excavations ; to procure

food supplies to last them for five weeks, and my owm men for at least a month longer
;
and to collect

as many camels as I could for the transport, seeing that we should have to carry water, or rather ice,

sufficient to provide for us all on a seven days’ march across waterless desert north of the Lop-nor
marshes, and then during prolonged excavations at the ruins, as well as on the return journey.
When I found that by exhausting all local resources I could only raise the number of camels to

twenty-one, including my own and six animals hired at Charchan, the problem looked formidable
enough. It would have been still more complicated had I not been able to reckon upon the small
fishermen’s hamlet at Abdal, near the point where the Tarim empties itself into the Lop marshes,
as a convenient depot. Though that last inhabited place on the desert route eastwards could
furnish no supplies, I could safely leave behind there all baggage and stores not immediately needed,
ready for the move on to Tun-huang when the time came.
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In my Personal Narrative I have related at length how much I owed to the energetic and Help of

willing assistance rendered by the late Liao Ta-lao-yeh, the cultured Chinese magistrate of the
ma'^strate.

Charkhlik district, in overcoming all the difficulties of these preparations.^ A recommendation from

my old friend and patron P'an Ta-j^n, now Tao-t'ai at Ak-su, whose control extended as far south

as Charkhlik, had been helpful in enlisting the scholarly Amban’s eager co-operation, apart from his

own genuine interest in the objects of my journey. It needed all his authority to secure me
an adequate posse of labourers for my proposed excavations. Whether they were descendants of

colonists brought from Keriya and the northern oases, or of Lop fishermen who had taken to

agriculture, all the villagers alike were thoroughly frightened by the prospect of having to leave

their homes in the depth of winter for a distant and wholly unknown journey in the waterless desert

north-eastward.

Foreseeing the hardships which awaited us in that desolate region and the risks which might have Lop hunters

to be faced from want of water in certain contingencies, I was doubly anxious to enlist only men of fo''

Q * j j ^uici&ncc
thoroughly sound physique and to make sure of their starting fully equipped and with ample supplies.

The difficulties arising over the selection of suitable men would have been greater still had not help

opportunely arrived on the second day in the persons of two hardy hunters from Abdal. Old
Mullah and Tokhta Akhun had in 1900-1 seen service with Dr. Hedin around Lop-nor. In com-
pliance with a request sent ahead from Vash-shahri they arrived, after a hard ride from their home
at Abdal, quite ready to take their places by my side. Neither of them had ever approached the

ruins by the direct route from Abdal, and therefore they could not be expected to act as guides

beyond the point where we should have to leave the Lop marshes. But they knew well the nature

of the ground to be traversed, and were inured to hardships by their life as hunters. So their prompt
appearance on the scene and calm willingness to share our fortunes in the desert helped greatly to

allay the worst fears of the men I was obliged to levy as labourers. The assurance of generous pay
and a promise from the Amban of exemption from the usual corvee did the rest to make the victims

acquiesce in their fate with some outward show of composure.

The preparations which thus kept me engrossed day and night while at Charkhlik were The oasis of

singularly fitted to draw my attention to antiquarian interests close at hand. A number of con-

siderations convinced me that the oasis of Charkhlik was the chief place of this whole region near
Lop-n5r in old times as it is now. The river to which it owes its existence is the largest descending
to the Lop-nor depression from the K'un-lun east of Charchan. The facilities for irrigation it offers

on its alluvial fan are far more assured than any which could possibly be derived in this region from
the terminal course of the Tarim itself, winding in low and ever-shifting beds through alluvial flats

salt-impregnated for ages past. For any one studying local conditions on the ground, the
geographical facts could leave no doubt that the present Charkhlik marks the position of Marco
Polo’s Lop, ‘ a large town at the edge of the Desert ’, where ‘ travellers repose before entering on
the Desert ’ on their way to Sha-chou and China proper.

Before discussing the evidence which supports this location and enables us, I believe, to trace Growth
back the history of the Charkhlik oasis to much earlier times, it will be convenient to mention here Pi^esent

the essential facts about the present oasis and such ancient remains as I succeeded in tracing within
^ "

its limits. The local information I was able to gather seems to show that the present settlement has
developed in the course of the last century in much the same manner as Charchan. The Chinese
always recognized the commercial and strategic importance of the route leading direct from Khotan
to Kan-su by the southern edge of the Taklamakan and Lop-nor, and from about the first third of
the nineteenth century onwards they endeavoured to facilitate traffic along it by the creation of an

* Cf. Desert Cathay, i. pp. 338 sqq.
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agricultural settlement at Charkhlik. That this locality offered better chances for cultivation than

any other in the whole Lop-nor region must have been known to traders and petty officials who
used to visit the quasi-nomadic Lopliks, or Lop people, fishing and grazing along the lowermost

course of the Tarim.* But in view of the very primitive economic conditions attested for this scanty

riverine population even within living memory, it is probable that cultivation did not begin at

Charkhlik until the Chinese about 1830-40 established here a penal colony with exiles from

Khotan.

When Prejevalsky as the first European visited Charkhlik in 1876, he found there a village

with twenty-one houses occupied by free emigrants from Khotan, besides a mud fort sheltering over

a hundred convict settlers cultivating land for the Government.® Gradually a number of Lopliks,

like the Kirghiz north-westwards, with whom they appear to be closely related in ethnic origfin, were

attracted to agricultural life, and at the time of my visit the total number of homesteads was
counted at about three hundred.^ Professor Huntington estimates the population of the little town
at twelve hundred souls. That the produce in cereals is considerably in excess of local needs was
evident from the fact that a Chinese garrison of about a hundred men was recently maintained here

for close on ten years. Chinese administration, as of yore, still retains a keen eye for matters of

military geography. Thus it was sure to recognize the strategic importance of Charkhlik, where
well-known routes from Tsaidam and Tibet join those leading to Khotan, Kucha, Kara-shahr, and

Tun-huang. The neat little ‘ Yang^i-shahr’, with walls of stamped clay which had sheltered this

garrison, now stood empty. But the appearance on the scene, some years after its erection, of

a body of Tungan rebels, who had fled from Hsi-ning to Tsaidam, and were thence troubling the

Mongols grazing in the mountains south of Charkhlik, had sufficed to illustrate the wisdom of

Chinese precautions.

The position of Charkhlik is of equal importance for trade development. From the Mongol

grazing grounds in the Chimen-tagh and Tsaidam great quantities of wool find their way down to

Charkhlik
;
and the export of it, both to Khotan and northward to Kara-shahr and Urumchi, provides

profitable business for a number of traders. There was life in the large and well-built Bazar, and

my inquiries showed that the increasing use made of the rediscovered ancient trade route through

the desert eastwards By caravans coming from or going to Khotan was eagerly welcomed by the

Charkhlik settlers
;
for it helped them to dispose of surplus products with profit and to secure their

industrial needs or luxuries at cheaper rates. On the other hand, it is certain that without the

existence of this cultivated area, where caravans can revictual and give a rest to their animals before

facing the great stretches of absolute waste which are crossed by all the routes radiating from this

point, mercantile traffic would be far more difficult than it is at present.

It has already been stated that the river of Charkhlik, from which the oasis derives all its

irrigation, is the largest course of water which descends to the Lop-nor depression from the

mountains stretching east of Charchan. Its volume is not sufficient to assure its junction with the

waters of the Charchan River and Tarim except at the time of the spring and summer floods. Yet

* Cf. Forsyth, Yarkand Mission Report, p. 54. The
description of ‘Lob’, in pp. 51 sqq., from native sources

conveys a good idea as to the impressions which visitors

from the settled parts of Eastern Turkestan carried away of

the uncivilized state of existence prevailing among the Lop
people.

’ Cf. Prejevalsky, From Ktdja to Loh-nor, pp. 75 sq.

* This probably includes a certain number of Lopliks, in

the transition stage as it were, who still cling to their fishing

for part of the year but cultivate fields at Charkhlik and live

there in the hot season, when life among the lagoons and

marshes of the Tarim is rendered very trying by mosquitoes,

&c.
;

cf. Hedin, Reisen in Z.-A., p, 169. Other lx}pliks

have turned into land-holders of substance, such as Tursun
Bai, whose spacious and comfortable house served me as

quarters and also as a good illustration of the material

progress accomplished within a single generation.
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to judge from the actual width of the well-marked main bed near the small town, and from what
- local information could be gathered, the available supply of water would probably be adequate to

allow of a further extension of the irrigated area, were the needful labour assured. My own short

stay at a season when the much-reduced winter supply of water in the river was already frozen

would not allow of the collection of reliable data, and those which Dr. Hedin is likely to have
gathered during his prolonged sojourn in April and May 1901 are not at present accessible to me for

reference. But the abundance of the spring and summer supply is proved by the fact that the river

is fed by the snowy mountains of Chimen and is large enough to have carved its way in deep-cut

gorges through the outer main range of the K'un-lun or the Altin-tagh.®

The essential fact, however, for our inquiry is that the water available for irrigation in the Antiquity of

Charkhlik-su is greatly in excess of that carried by either of the two streams of Vash-shahri and Ch^khlik

Miran, which alone at present support cultivation in this region apart from the Charkhlik oasis.

Whatever physical changes desiccation may have worked in this part of the Tarim Basin, it is

impossible to assume that in the case of these three rivers originating in the same range, flowing

over ground of essentially identical nature, and having their terminal courses at distances of only

two marches from each other, the relative volumes of water carried by them and their relative

importance for supporting agricultural settlements could have undergone material variation within

the limited period to which our historical information for these parts is confined. On this ground it

appeared a priori safe to assume that if earlier occupation was attested westwards at Vash-shahri by
the remains already described and eastv,'ards at Miran by the ruins of an ‘old town ’ which our maps
have marked since Prejevalsky s journey, the position of Charkhlik itself must also have been occupied

before by some old and probably larger oasis.

In view of these indications, the mention of an old Sipil or circumvallation at Charkhlik had Ruined

already attracted my attention when I passed through Charchan.® Busy as I was kept by my other cjrcumvdla-

work, I looked for it on my arrival without loss of time, and my satisfaction was great when oasis,

a necessarily rapid survey showed that signs of ancient occupation were clearly traceable in the very -

centre of the present cultivated area of Charkhlik, even on the surface. Quite close to the east of
my quarters stretched one of the walls of a ruined circumvallation, built in oblong shape and
well known to the people as the Sipil. Its mud ramparts, though badly decayed and completely

levelled in places for the sake of cultivation within and without, could easily be traced for rather

more than half a mile from north to south. Its width was about one-third of a mile. The extant

height of the ramparts varied from twelve to twenty feet The line could best be followed on the

north and west fronts
; on the south it was almost effaced. Though the whole of the interior was

occupied by fields and homesteads, a rapid examination disclosed evidence of old walls in the large

bricks utilized in parts for the dwellings of the modem settlers. Thus, near the centre of the

enclosed area I noticed a mound about thirteen feet high, adjoined and partly built into by
a cultivator’s house. On the top one half, more or less, of a circular structure in masonry, some
twelve feet in diameter, showed to a height of about four feet. The bricks, fairly hard, measured
fomteen by ten inches, with a thickness of four and a half inches. On the east slope a straight edge
of masonry, which seemed part of a base, was exposed at about five to six feet above the ground.
The whole was suggestive of a small Stupa ruin with its dome and square base, and a well sunk from
the top showed that it had long ago been dug into for ‘ treasure ’.

® At a point not very far above the debouchure and less Asia and Tibet, ii. p. 209.

than forty miles from the oasis Dr. Hedin measured in the * I was not aware at the time of Prejevalsky’s earlier

third week of May a discharge of 318 cubic feet per second, reference quoted below,

a relatively large volume at so early a season
; see Central

S s1ST4
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At the time of Prejevalsky’s visit in 1876, when Charkhlik was still mainly a small convict

settlement, the circumvallation is likely to have been in somewhat better preservation. On the site

of the present village of Chargalyk,’ he states,
‘ remains of mud walls of an ancient city, called

Ottogush-shari, may be seen. These ruins are reported to be two miles in circumference, and watch-

towers stand in front of the principal wall.’ ^ But far more striking in appearance than the parts of the

rampart still extant was the ancient mound known as the Tora, or tow'er, to which my attention was

called, about one mile away to the north-west. There, some 300 yards from the left bank of the

river in what is called ‘ Kurban Beg’s Mahalla ’, rose a large and remarkably steep mound to a

height of over fifty feet above the irrigated level. The layers of rubbish, with plentiful large stones

exposed on its slopes, left no doubt about its artificial origin. On the top I could trace the much-

dilapidated remains of a massive brick structure, about twelve yards in diameter. Its masonry on

the north side was exposed to a height of twelve feet. The bricks had weathered badly, and only

their thickness and width, four and twelve inches respectively, could be made out with certainty.

There could be little doubt that these were the remains of a Stupa dating from Buddhist times.

But the mound below was far too large to be formed by the debris of any single structure, and the

strata of rubbish composing it, where laid bare by cuttings, distinctly suggested an origin from pro-

longed occupation, reaching back probably to prehistoric periods. Examining the layers cropping

out on the steep slope above an irrigation channel which had been cut into the south foot of the

mound, I was vividly reminded of the observations that I made in 1904 on the large mound of

Shorgalai, near Thai, in Baluchistan.* The ancient refuse mixed with the stones contained much

dung and reed straw, and was being regularly dug away for manuring, just like the khaura earth

of ancient mounds along the Indian North-West Frontier. It is likely that this practice may have

led to the disappearance of other and smaller mounds within the cultivated area.

Nowhere around Charkhlik did I hear of the existence of such debris-covered ‘ Tatis’ as would

seem to belong to areas of ancient occupation that had been subjected to far-advanced wind-erosion.®

Nor were any of the small antiques so commonly found on such ground forthcoming for sale here.

We may, I believe, safely conclude from these negative facts, and from the position of the old town

walls in the middle of the present oasis, that the new settlement approximately occupies the same

ground as the precursors of the modem Charkhlik. At the same time this absence of visible proofs

of erosion and denudation makes it difficult for me to believe that the period of complete abandon-

ment, which certainly preceded the creation of the existing oasis, could have been a very protracted

one. Had the site been abandoned before mediaeval times, the erosive forces ever at work, as we
shall see, in this wind-swept Lop-nor region would scarcely have failed to denude the soil, at least in

parts, right down to the Piedmont gravel, and to efface completely those far from massive walls.

These observations will explain why, in order to trace the history of Charkhlik, it will be safest to

start from the later, and deal afterwards with the earlier, notices.

See From Kulja to Lob-nor, p. 76. ‘Ottogush’ is

e.xplained in a note as the name of a former Khin of this

place.

• Cf. Stein, Archaeol. Survey Report, N. W.F.P., 1905,

PP- 53 sq.

* The ancient sites of Koyumal and Bash-Royumal,

which I visited and explored in January 1914, lie some

distance from the southern edge of the present oasis. They
are not of the ‘ Tati ’ type, and the second, near the left river

bank, occupies ground which could never have been under
cultivation. Both sides go back to T'ang times, and I much
regret not to have learned of their remains on my first visit to

Charkhlik in 1 906-7.
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Section V.—LIST OF OBJECTS FOUND OR EXCAVATED AT CHARCHAN
AND VASH-SHAHRI

OBJECTS FOUND AT, OR OBTAINED FROM, CHARCHAN SITES

Char. OOL Pottery £r. from neck of vase, band-made, of

ill-Ievigated clay, hard-fired on an open hearth. Slightly

everted lip with well-moulded rim. On shoulder, traces of

incised om. 3^' x 2' x f

Char. 003. Pottery fr., hand-made, of ill-levigated clay,

fired on an open hearth. 2^' x if' x f'.

Char. 003. Pottery fr., wheel-made ; body of pale yellow

colour, exterior face light red. 2f' x ijg" X

Char. 004. Pottery fr. of handle, hard-fired ill-levigated

red clay, om. with vertical band of single circles between

two border lines. Length i|*.

Char. 005. Pottery fr., hand-made, of ill-levigated clay,

' hard-fired on an open hearth, om. with single incised

line ;
interior of fr. red ; faces black. Gr. M. if', thick-

ness f'.

Char. 006. . Pottery fr., hand-made, of ill-levigated

clay, dark red with black exterior face. Much sand-worn.

,
af'^i^'xl'.

Char. 007. Pottery fr., hand-made, of ill-levigated clay,

fired on an open hearth, dark red with black exterior face.

Much sand-wom. af'xiJi^^A*

Char. 008. Lapis-lazuli pendant, flat triangular, broken

through suspension hole near apex. H. if'.

Char. oog. Bead of white jade, oblong, flat-sided and

round-edged. Found 21. xi. 06. f'xf'xf'.

Char. 0010. Agate bead, half lentoid, white and brown.

Found 21. xi. 06. Diam. f' to

Char. 0011. Cornelian bead, spheroid, chipped, artificially

striped with white as Yo. 00125 ^^d Khot. 02. q. and r.

Found 21. xi. 06. Diam.

Char. 0013. Pear-shaped glass pendant, pale blue,

now iridescent. Broken at hole. Found 21. xi. 06.

V S » v-3 'X IS X i's .

Char. 0013. Turquoise matrix, irregular fr. Found

21. xi. 06. Gr. M.

Char. 0014. Bronze hinge for tongue of strap-buckle.

At end, two eyes for axis ;
tongue missing. Hollow behind

with two rivets for attachment to strap. Found 21. xi. 06.

if'x,^'.

Char. 001$. Loop of bronze buckle, D-shaped, hollow

behind, with two rivets for attachment to belt. Found

20.xi.06. f'XiV-

Char. 0016. Loop of bronze buckle, like Char. 0015.

Three rivets. Found 20. xi. 06. I'x |'.

Char. 0017. Bronze strap-link (?). Rectang., flat, with

oblong hole. No rivets. Found 20. xi. 06. fl'x^V-

Char. 0018. Strip of bronze widening at each end.

Towards one end, triangular hole ;
at other, short tongue in

middle and short pointed projection each side. Cf. L. A.

0051. Found 20. xi. 06. 2^'xf' to x^e'xf".

Char. ooig. Part of bronze buckle. Flat square plate

with oblong opening. Edges bevelled. Behind flat, with

rivet at each corner (two broken). Cf. Char. 0015. Found

20. xi. 06. ii^'x ij^'x^^g'.

Char. 0030 . Fr. of plate bronze. Two edges intact,

meeting at acute angle, others broken. On face solid

boss, pierced laterally and round it ring in low relief.

Outside pattern (or letters ?) in low relief. Found 20. xi. 06.

Gr. M. 1^', thickness

Char. 0031. Fr. of plate bronze with (broken) hoop

at one end. Part of buckle. Found 20. xi. 06. Gr. M.

If'.

Char. 0033 . Nodule of iron ore, prob. meteoric (?).

I'xf'.

Char. 0033. Blown glass fr., opaque green. Gr. M.

s."
A '

OBJECTS FOUND OR EXCAVATED AT VASH-SHAHRI SITE

V.S. 001. Pottery frs. in two pieces (joined) from fired on an open hearth, incised orn. of curves radiating

circular cover (?). Hand-made, of ill-levigated clay and

fired on an open hearth, om. with concentric bands of

stamped om. chiefly produced by blunt four-toothed stamp ;

one band of single stamped circles occurs. 4f' x 2|' x f

PI. rv.

V.S. 003. Pottery fr., dark red-buming clay, hand-

made; om. with incised horizontal bands, below and

above which is sharp-pointed comb-drawn festoon pattern,

inverted, above bands. 3I' x 2^' x §'.

V.S. 003. Pottery fr., brownish-grey clay, hand-made.

from oval; prob. lotus-flower. 3I X2| x|.

V.S. 004. Pottery fr., hard-fired, hand-made ; dark red

clay with black face (worn), orn. with incised wave pattern.

^i'xil'xi'.

V.S. 005, a-i. Nine blown-glass frs., opaque jade-

green. Found 30. xi. 06. Gr. M. if', thickness ^'.

V.S. 006, a-b. Two blown-glass frs., opaque green,

imitating jade, from necks of vessels. A crinkled ribbon

of glass (I' and |') applied to each. Found 30. xi. 06.

S s 2
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(a) inside diam. thickness i"; {
6) thickness

V.S. 007, a-b. Two beads. Found 30. xi. 06. (a) ovoid

‘nasturtium-seed’ bead of mixed blue and g^reen glass,

I'xJ"; (^) flat pear-shaped pendant of crystal,

x|'.

V.S. 008. Fr. of yellow quartzite, roughly shaped with

one rounded end, other broken. Found 30. xi. 06. 2' x

ij'xf.r.

V.S, oog. Pottery fr,, chipped roimd and pierced for use

as spinning-whorl. Light brown clay. Found 30. xi. 06.

Diam. i*. thickness

V.S. 0010. Pottery fr., converted into spinning-whorl

as V.S. 009. Red clay. Found 30. xi. 06. Diam. if",

thickness

V.S. oon. Pottery fr. from bowl (?); hard buff body

with thick opalescent glaze of bluish green dappled with

grey. Chinese ware prob. made at Chin-chou in the time

of Sung dynasty. Found 30. xi. 06. 1^' x X §*.

V.S. ooia-0013. Two frs. ofrim of stoneware bowl

;

grey porcellaneous body with opalescent glaze, thin at the

rim and thickening as it flows downwards, passing in colour

from a pale brown at the edge into a dove grey; finely

crackled. Chinese Chin-chou ware of the Sung dynasty.

Found 30. xi. 06. i * x x

V.S. 0014. Fr. of stoneware bowl (?) ;
grey porcellane-

ous body with thick smooth glaze of dove-grey tint.

Chinese Chin-chou ware of the Sung dynasty. Found

30. xi. 06. Gr. M. 1^*, thickness

V.S. 0015. Fr. of stoneware bowl (?); grey porcel-

laneous body with thick, faintly crackled, glaze of dull pea-

green tint, Chinese Chin-chou ware ofthe Sung dynasty.

Found 30. xi. 06. Gr. M. thickness

V.S. 0016. Fr. of stoneware vase, fine buff clay

covered on outside with thick mottled glaze of deep Olive-

brown, Found 30. xi. 06. Gr. M. i", thickness

V.S. 0017. Fr. of vase of fine grey clay, covered on outside

with dull dark bronze-grey glaze. Chinese. Found

30. xi. 06, Gr. M. I', thickness A*.

V.S. 0018. Fr. of rim of vase, buff clay, covered on

each side with dark brown glaze. Chinese. Found 30.

xi.o6. ii'xirxrtor.

V.S. ooig. Fr. ofvase, buff clay with mottled olive-brown

glaze on outside. Chinese. Very similar to the modem
‘tea-dust’ glaze which is stated to be an 18th-century

invention. Found 30. xi. 06. Gr. M. zj', thickness

V.S. 0030. Fr. of rim of vase, buff clay. Rim bends

out a little. A thin smear of transparent glaze under the

lip. Chinese. Found 30. xl 06. i^'x^'xl".

V.S. 0031. Fr. of rim ofvase, buff clay, covered on each

side with thin dxKolate glaze. Chinese, prob. Sung dynasty.

Found 30. xL 06. i' x x

V.S. 0033. Fr. of high base-ring of small vase; grey

stoneware, outside unglazed, circle of browmsh green

celadon glaze in middle of inside. Chinese, prob. Sung

dynasty. Found 30. xi. 06. Diam. i§*, h. f-*,
thickness of

vase to

V.S. 0033. Fr. of plate of grey porcellaneous clay with

thin transparent celadon green-g;rey glaze on both sides

;

on interior, moulded floral om. in relief. Chinese, prob.

Sung dynasty. Found 30. xi. 06. Gr. M, 1^*, thickness

3 »
TS •

V.S. 0034, a-g. Seven blown-glass firs., jade-green

more or less opaque. Found 30. xi. 06, Gr. M. if',

thickness f' to c.

V.S. 0035. Handle of glass vessel, part of, opaque

green, curved, elliptical in section. Found 30. xL 06.

Length f', diam. c. f'.

V.S. 0036, a-d. Four glass beads: (a) cylindrical,

opaque blue. Diam. f' ; {6) ring, opaque blue. Diam.

;
(f) cube with comers bevelled, dark blue, translucent.

Diam. f' ;
{d) spheroid, brown, translucent. Diam. f',

V.S. 0037. Stick of Chinese ink, octagonal in section,

tapering. Cf. Kok-kum, 008. Found 30. xi. 06. 2'x
5 >
16 •

V.S. 0038. Jade pendant, flat, oblong, light green.

Found 30. xi. 06. f' x x f

V.S. ooag. Glass fr., opaque brown, slightly concave.

On concave side a raised line. Found 30. xi. 06. Gr. M.
1", thickness f'.

V.S. 0030. Fr. of sulphur-coloured stone. Found

30. xi. 06. Gr. M. if'.

V.S. 0033. Quartz &•. (?), bluish-white (upper surface con-

vex, lower concave, worked)
:
part of orn. Length ff*.

V.S. 0034. Fr. of red comeUan. Gr. M. |'.

V.S. 0035. Bronze boss, part of, hollow with flat

scalloped edge. In centre, hole, diam, |'. Diam. c. if'.

V.S. 0036. Bronze weight, half of. Flat top and bottom

with eight sides from which comers have been bevelled.

Diam. each way |'.

V.S. 0037. Bronze weight similar to V.S. 0036, but

smaller and complete. Diam. f' x^".

V.S. 0038. Paste bead, fr. of cylindrical (?), with tur-

quoise blue glaze inside and out. Length ^'.

V.S. oogg. Fr. of ruby matrix. Gr. M.

V.S. 0040. Paste bead, half of ring, yellow. Diam. §'.

V.S. 0041. Wooden comb with two rows of teeth. One
row has twenty-five teeth to i' ; the other seven. Concave

ends. Cf. F. 11 . 001. sf'xzf'x^'.

V.S. 004s. Bronze slag, small roimd lump. Diam. ^'.

V.S. 0043, a-m. Twelve nondescript bronze £rs.

Gr. M. if'.
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V.S. 0044. Tongue of bronze with snake’s (?) head at

end. Square in section; broken end flattened. Length

2^', diam.

V.S. 0045. Bronze catch for loop of buckle. Orn. with

three longitudinal channels sunk below the average level,

and a border at each edge raised above it. Folded end

plain, other end broken. Found i. xii. o6. i'

V.S. 0046. Folded strip of bronze, ends held together

by iron pin. x

V.S. 0047. Bronze arrow>head, tip of, like N. xiv. 008.

Broken. Length

V.S. 0048. Pointed bronze fr., pwssibly arrow-head.

Broken. Section triangular, solid. x 5'.

V.S. 0049. Flattened bronze wire bent into loop;

ends broken. Possibly part of hair-pin like V.S. 0053.
Length of loop f', thickness of wire

V.S. 0050. Bronze fr., possibly flange of arrow-head like

N. XIV. 008. |*xi"

V.S. 0051. Bronze fr., crumpled edge of sheet. ' x
V 1 »

V.S. 005a. Silver relief om. from belt strap (?); oblong

hollow case with one end closed (roimded), other (square)

open, and lead filling up to f' from open end. Through
om. there are two holes, one retaining head of rivet for

attachment to end of belt (?). Design apparently a tree

with leaves and flowers (?); Chinese style. Back plain.

Traces of fire, x if' x

V.S. 0053. Bronze hair-pin (?), two prongs bent over

in loop to hold tresses, and elaborated into seven close

curves making flat end. Diam. of wire length of loop

If'-

V.S. 0060. Elliptical bronze ring, possibly for binding

knife-handle, f'xf'.

V.S. 0061. Wooden disc, roughly cut. Diam. if", thick-

ness f



CHAPTER IX

HISTORICAL NOTICES OF LOP, SHAN-SHAN, AND LOU-LAN

Section I.—MARCO POLO’S LOP AND HSOAN-TSANG’S NA-FU-PO

Charkhlik

Marco
Polo’s Lop.

Marco
Polo's

‘ province

of Lop

I
N tracing early records of Charkhlik we cannot expect help from the name of the resuscitated

oasis, for that is of avowedly modem origin.^ But if we keep clearly in view the central fact
'

that this oasis must have been, in old days as now, the chief place where a settled agricultural

population could maintain itself near the southern edge of Lop-nor, it is easy enough to recognize
that Charkhlik must be meant by Marco Polo’s town of Lop. His first reference to it and the
‘province called Lop’, which he reached after quitting Charchan, we have already discussed.*
‘ Lop is a large town at the edge of the Desert, which is called the Desert of Lop, and is situated

between east and north-east. It belongs to the Great Kaan, and the people worship Mahommet.
Now, such persons as propose to cross the Desert take a week’s rest in this town to refresh

themselves and their cattle
;
and then they make ready for the journey, taking with them a month’s

supply for man and beast. On quitting this city they enter the Desert.’ ^

Marco Polo’s subsequent description of the route which took him through this desert to ‘ the

city called Sachtu ’ or Sha-chou we shall have occasion to trace in detail further on. There is no
doubt that he travelled along a line practically the same as that now followed by the caravan track

through the desert from Charkhlik to Sha-chou or Tun-huang.^ It is equally certain that by the
‘ province called Lop ’ he must mean the aggregate of inhabited places near the Lop-n6r marshes and
on the lower Tarim, just as the term Lop or Lob is used at the present day throughout Eastern
Turkestan,® Now for the location of Marco’s town of Lop, which shared the name of the * province

’

and may be assumed to have been its chief place,® three sites come into consideration. These are,

proceeding from west to east, Vash-shahri, Charkhlik, and Miran. They are the only places of this

region where physical conditions would permit of cultivation having existed within historical times
to the extent presupposed by a town, however small.

’ Cf. Hedin, Reism in Z.-A,, pp. io8, 169. The
traditional derivation of the name there given, from a charkh

or ‘ spinning-wheel ’, which the first new settlers are said to

have found among some ruins there, is plausible enough.

The Persian term charkh is well known in the TurM of the

Tarim Basin; see Shaw, Turki Language, p. 98. I have

adopted the traditional spelling of the name, though in actual

local pronunciation it sounds usually more like Charklik or

Chaklik. The latter form is due to r becoming almost in-

audible, in accordance with a phonetic change common in

Turki speech from Khotan eastwards, and to complementary

lengthening affecting the preceding vowel.
* See above, p. 308.
’ See Yule, Marco Polo, i. p. 196.
* Cf. below, chap, xrv, sec. iii.

® Cf. Forsyth, Yarkand Mission Report, p. 51 ; Yule,

Marco Polo, i. p. 195; Hedin, Reisen in Z.-A., p. 109. It

is true that present local usage in this tract restricts the name
Lop to a small fishing settlement situated near where the

terminal course of the Tarim makes its g;reat bend to the

east (Map No. 57. B. 2). But the general use of the term
Loplik or ‘ people of Lop ’ for the descendants of the riverine

population of fishermen, a use shared by themselves, con-
clusively proves the age of the wider application of the term.
The Mongol name Lop-nor, ‘ lake ofLop’, adopted by Chinese
and European cartog^raphers for the whole complex of the
terminal marshes of the Tsrim, also presupposes this general
application.

* Cf., e.g., Marco Polo’s ^stinct mention of ‘Cotan’ and
‘Cascar’ as the greatest town of the ‘provinces’ of Khotan
and Kashgar; Yule, Marco Polo, i. pp. 181, 188.
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• At all three, earlier settlements are attested by ruins. But closer examination shows that

neither Vash-shahri nor Miran can lay claim to represent the Venetian’s ‘ town of Lop His

account states that travellers proposing to cross the desert used to halt here for a week ‘ to refresh

themselves and their cattle ’. ‘ On quitting this city they enter the Desert.’ Now from what has

been said above of the relative importance of the settlements actually extant at Vash-shahri and

Charkhlik, and of the respective size of the rivers upon which their existence depends, it follows

that Charkhlik, with its far more ample supply of water and much greater area of cultivation, could

not possibly have been an abandoned waste at a period when Vash-shahri was still an oasis,

as Marco’s reference implies. The route from Charchan to Sha-chou or Tun-huang must always

have passed through Charkhlik, and if the ‘town of Lop’ were to be placed at Vash-shahri, it

would be impossible to explain why Marco Polo should have described it as the last halting-

place of the caravans starting for the month’s desert journey to Sha-chou.

At first sight his description would seem to fit Miran far better ; for it lies two marches beyond

Charkhlik on the direct route towards Tun-huang and on the edge of absolutely bare gravel desert''

But here again identification with Marco’s ‘ town of Lop ’ is precluded by the result of my
excavations.* These have brought to light conclusive archaeological evidence showing that the

ruins of Miran were abandoned centuries before the Mongol period. Even if we assume that some

modest cultivation survived by the side of the J ahan-sai River, as it now exists at a distance from

the ancient site, this could not have sufficed for a town, nor furnished the resources which caravans

preparing there for a long desert journey would have regularly needed.

Thus we are forced to conclude that the place meant by Marco Polo’s ‘ town of Lop ’ must be

located at the Charkhlik oasis. With this conclusion the character and present appearance of the

ruined circumvallation is in agreement.* How long after Ser Marco’s passage the ‘ town ’ and oasis

were abandoned we do not know. It is very unlikely that they retained their importance after the

middle of the fourteenth century, when, with the downfall of the Mongol dynasty, China reverted to

the old policy of seclusion, and free intercourse and trade with Central Asia ceased. At the

beginning of the fifteenth century, as we know from a statement of Shah Rukh’s embassy, the

southern route through the desert was unfrequented.'®

About the same period Lop is mentioned among the waste places where Vais Khan, a Moghul
chief, was believed to have hunted wild camels." Mirza Haidar, who records this about the middle

of the sixteenth century, knew Lob merely as the name of a ruined town situated somewhere in the

south-eastern part of the Tarim Basin. ‘ To the east and south of Kashghar and Khotan are

deserts, which consist of nothing but heaps of shifting sands, impenetrable jungles, waste lands, and
salt-deserts. In ancient times there were large towns in these [wastes], and the names of two of

^ See below, p. 346.
• Sir Henry Yule was guided by a just topographical

sense when he conjectured (in a note contributed to

Prejevalsky, From Kulja to Lob-nor, p. 77, note 4) that

Marco Polo’s city of Lop might be located at what Prejevalsky

briefly mentions as the ‘ traces of a third very large city near

Lob-nor, at a place called merely Kunia-shari, i.e. old town

Prejevalsky’s map shows that the Miran ruins are meant, and

on the strength of Sir Henry Yule’s conjecture our maps
have since continued to show them as ‘Ruins of old Lob'.

It was reserved for the spade to prove that the main ruins of

Miran must have been deserted for many centuries before

Marco Polo’s caravan passed them.

• That Marco Polo’s town of Lop corresponds to the

present Charkhlik was first recognized by M. Grenard, who,
though he did not visit the ground himself, has correctly

emphasized the importance of Charkhlik as the only possible

site for a larger settlement at the crossways of several great

routes ; cf. Mission Dutreuil de Rhins, iii. pp. r 49 sq. There
is much justice, too, in the remark that he adds: ‘II me
parait absolument certain que toutes ces anciennes villes entre

Khotan et le Lob nor 6taient de pauvres bourgades qui n’ont

acqms quelque c^dbritd que parce qu’elles ^taient pour les

voyageurs des etapes obligees, clairsemdes dans I’dtendue

d^serte.’

“ Cf. Yule, Cathay, i, p. ccxi; also cxxxiv; and below,
chap. XIV, sec. iii.

“ Cf. Elias and Ross, Tarikh-t-Rashidt, p. 67.

Desert route

beyond
‘ town of

Lop'.

Miran
abandoned
before

Marco Polo.

Charkhlik

since Marco
Polo’s

passage.

MirzS
Haidar's

mention of

Lop.
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Location of
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‘ Stone

Town

them have been preserved, namely Lob and Katak ; but of the rest no name or trace remains ; all

are buried under the sand.’ “ The name Lop was all that survived during the centuries which

followed until cultivation was once more resumed at the site of Charkhlik. We have already seen

that the name had both a wider and a more confined local application, and it is, perhaps, not mere

chance that the small fishermen’s village, some thirty-six miles to the north of Charkhlik, which is

now specifically known as Lop (Map No. 57. B. 2), is among all the settlements of the Lopliks or
‘ Lop people ’ the one nearest to the ‘ town of Lop ’, as Marco Polo knew it.

I can find no distinct and certain reference to the Charkhlik oasis in such historical records as

we possess of the Tarim Basin during the five centuries which intervened between the close of

T'ang control of that region and Marco Polo’s passage about A.D. 1273-4. But that the great

southern route from Khotan to Sha-chou, which passed through it, must have been in use during

this long period, at least intermittently, is proved by the numerous embassies from Khotan to the

Chinese Imperial Court of which the Annals from the accession of the Posterior Chin to the close

of the Sung Dynasty (a.d. 936-1126) have preserved us some records.'® An account of the route

followed is, however, only given in the case of the return mission which the Emperor Kao-tsu
dispatched to Khotan in a.d. 938.“ From this we see that the mission after leaving Sha-diou must
have travelled westwards, not by the route through the desert, but by the alternative one which

skirts the high northern slopes of the Altin-tagh between Nan-hu and Bash-kurghan, and, after

descending towards the Lop-nor depression, joins the former route near Miran.'® We shall discuss

this route presently. The territory crossed west of Sha-chou is described as held by the tribe of

the Chung-yiin. The mission on its progress is said to have arrived at the ‘ town of Ta-t‘un and
physical conditions make it difficult to look for a ‘ town ’ elsewhere than at the foot of the mountains.

But whether Charkhlik or some oasis further west is meant cannot be determined.'®*'

Safe ground is again reached for tracing the earlier history of Charkhlik in a record of the

T'ang period. The itinerary given by the T'ang Annals for the route from Sha-chou to Khotan,

of which M. Chavannes has published extracts,'® informs us that ‘ 300 li to the south of the lake

PuKh'ang^ 1^ (Lop-nor) is the garrison of Shih-cHeng ^ or the “ Stone Town ”
; this is the

kingdom of Lou-lan ^ f||
of the Han epoch ; it is also called ShaurshaJi ^ ;

200 li further

west one reaches Hsin-cKing or the " New Town " Hsin-ch'6ng, as we have already shown from
the evidence furnished by the subsequent itinerary to ChU-mo or Charchan, must be identified with

Vash-shahri.'» It appears to me equally certain that the ‘ Stone Town ’ is to be located at Charkhlik.'*

I am led to this identification not only by the distance of 200 li counted eastwards from the ‘ New
Town’ or Vash-shahri, but also by the reckoning of 300 li south of Lop-nor; three daily marches
^gg''®gating over 64 miles are reckoned now from Charkhlik to Abdal on the Tarim, near which
the westernmost part of the Lop-nor marshes may be said to begin.

Special importance must be attached to the definite statement that the place was also called

** Cf. Elias and Ross, Tarlkh-i-RasMdi, p. 295. The
name Katak, which Mirm Haidar repeatedly couples with Lob
(see also ibid., pp. 10, 52, 64, 406), and which has been dis-

cussed by Mr. Elias, ibid., pp. 1 1 sq., note, is in all probability

connected with the term kSiek-shahri. This is stiU generally

applied in a vi^e fashion to any mins or ‘ old towns’ {k5ne~

skaAr), existing or imagined to exist in the desert, throughout

the eastern portion of the Tarim Basin ; cf. below, chap, xii,

sec. i. There seems good reason to assume that the term is

derived from the word kbtek, applied to the dead trees which are

so abundant along dry river-courses and elsewhere inthe desert.

” Cf. Rdmusat, Vi/le de Khotan, pp. 73-100.
Cf. regarding this mission alM Ancient Khotan, i.

p. 178.

” See Maps Nos. 61, 64, 65, 68, 71, 75, 79.
For Ta-fun cf. also above, p. 299, note 36.
See above, p. 298, note 32 ; 306, note 4 ; App. A.

" Cf. Chavannes, Voyage de Song Yun, p. 13, note.

See above, p. 306.
" The identity of the ‘ Stone Town ’ with Charkhlik has

been correctly recog;nized already by Dr. Herrmann; cf.

Seidenstrassen, p. loo. See also Desert Cathay, i. p. 345.
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Skan-shan, and was identified with the Lou-lan of the Han epoch ; for this makes it clear that

Charkhlik was already considered in T'ang times as the chief place of the whole Lop region, as it

undoubtedly is at the present day. The questions as to the original application of the names of

Shan-shan and Lou-lan will be considered in detail further on. But as regards the Chinese

designation of ‘ Stone Town which is not otherwise known, I may at once state my belief that it

may well have been connected with the presence of large stones in the ancient mound known as

Tora.^'^ This stone material, evidently brought from a distance and in T'ang times, perhaps, found

also in other mounds which have since disappeared, was bound to attract special attention on this

alluvial flat which elsewhere only showed a uniform surface of loess or, outside the oasis, fine g^vel

and sand.

It is regrettable that the T'ang records dealing with the Tarim Basin, as far as they have been Hsfian-

made accessible by M. Chavannes’ translation, do not include a special notice on Shan-shan or the

Lop tract, even though the ‘ kingdom of Shan-shan ’ is twice mentioned along with Kucha, Kara- Na-fu-po.

shahr, Charchan (Chii-mo), etc., among the territories of Eastern Turkestan which, about a.d. 639,

acknowledged allegiance to a certain paramount chief of the Western Turks.*' But fortunately

Hsiian-tsang’s route on his return from Khotan to China in a.d. 644-5 passed through this district,

and to this fact we owe the brief but interesting notice which is the very last in the pilgrim’s long

itinerary.®* From the old territory of Chi-mo-to-na or Chii-mo, corresponding to Charchan, ‘ he

continued his journey ’, so the Hsi-yii-chi tells us, ‘ for about a thousand li to the north-east, and

arrived at the old territory of Na-fu-po which is the same as the old Lou-lan country

That the locality thus briefly mentioned corresponds to the present Charkhlik is made clear by Na-fu-po

the distance and bearing, both of which agree with the present route from Charchan to Charkhlik.*®

There was no other practicable route which the pilgrim could have followed on his way from Charkhlik.

Charchan to Sha-chou.** To the importance to be attached to Hsuan-tsang’s identification of his
”

Na-fupo with the ancient Lou-lan I shall recur presently. But what calls for our immediate

attention is the name Na-fupo itself. In no other Chinese record is this designation met with,

a circumstance which naturally suggests the assumption that Hsuan-tsang has preserved here, as

often elsewhere, the phonetic rendering of a name in actual local use, and not some traditional or

literary appellation.

No satisfactory etymology has been given by Hsuan-tsang’s commentators for the name which Na-fu-po

the Chinese transcript Na-fu-po was intended to render.*® The conjectured original form *Navapa

may ‘ look like Sanskrit ’, but certainly has no meaning. Sir Henry Yule was glided by a happier

philological instinct when he surmised that a derivative of the indigenous name meant by Hsiian-

tsang’s Na-fu-po may be found in the Lop of Marco Polo and modern local nomenclature.*®

Striking confirmation for this conjecture has been furnished by the Tibetan records on wood and

paper which my excavations brought to light in such abundance from the ruined fort of Miran.

The origin, date, and general character of these records will be discussed in a subsequent chapter.®'

“ See above, p. 314. Chinese border; see Julien, Vie, p. 290; Beal, Life, p. 212.
* Cf. Chavannes, Turcs occid., pp. 30, 57. The mention there made of the change from camel and pony
“ See Julien, M/moires, ii. p. 247 ; Watters, Fuan Chwang, transport to carts before reaching Sha-chou is significant, and

ii. p. 304. points distinctly to the desert route having been followed.

” The identity of Hsiian-tsang’s Na-fu-po with Charkh- “ For suggestions, cf. e.g. Julien, M/moires, ii. p. 247

;

lik appears to have been recognized by M. Grenard (see Beal, ii. p. 325, where Mr. Kingsmill’s bold equation

Mission D. de Rhins, ii. p. 61) and probably by others also; of *Navapa = *Navapura, i.e. Neapolis, is quoted,

but I cannot find any definite statement of it before my ” CiNolo, Marco Polo, i. p. 197, note; Wylie, An-
reference in Desert Cathay, i. p. 343. throp, Inst., x. p. 24, note.

Sha-chou is distinctly mentioned in Hsiian-tsang’s ” See below, chap, xn, sec. v.

biography as the first town reached by the pilgrim within the

T t1374
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Here it must suffice to point out that they all belong to the period of Tibetan domination in

Chinese Turkestan, which extended from approximately the last third of the eighth century to about

the latter half of the ninth century a.d.

In these documents the local name of Nob occurs with particular frequency, and since the

context invariably shows that it must apply to localities identical with, or comprised in the same

territory as, Miran, we may recognize in it the long-sought phonetic link between the form which

Hsuan-tsang’s Na-fu-po was intended to reproduce and the Lop of Marco Polo.** As I am neither

a Sinologist nor a Tibetan scholar, I must hesitate to express any opinion as to whether the initial

/ of the mediaeval and modem name, or the initial n of its Chinese and Tibetan representative,

indicates more correctly the original local pronunciation. But I may at least point out that whereas

the change of initial Skr. and Pkr. I into n is common in a number of Modem Indo-Aryan

vernaculars,** the opposite conversion of initial n > I familiar to me in at least one dialectic

pronunciation of the Chinese ‘ Mandarin ’ language.*®

For a synopsis of the Tibetan records in which Nob is mentioned, I must refer to section vof

chapter xii, which deals with the excavations in the mined fort of Miran. To judge from the abstracts

of documents which Dr. Francke has made available in translation, the most frequent references are

to two localities, designated as ‘ Great Nob’ {Nob-ched) and ‘ Little Nob’ {Nob-chung) respectively.

From a number of indications which the mention of the local name in addresses or the character of

the context supplies, but which cannot here be discussed in detail, I conclude that the site of Miran,

at which the documents were discovered, is meant by ‘ Little Nob’.®^ If this assumption is right, it

is probable that ‘ Great Nob’ must be identified with Charkhlik.

This distinction between ‘ Little ’ and ‘ Great Nob ’ corresponds to that which earlier texts

indicate between the two main places of Shan-shan, YU-m, ‘ the Old Town ,
to the east, zviAI-hsUn,

or ‘ the New Town ’, these two being now represented, as I believe, by the sites of Miran and

Charkhlik respectively.** In keeping with the character of the Tibetan occupation is the repeated

reference made to several castles in Nob.** The mention once made of ‘ Lower Nob shows that

subdivisions other than ‘ Great and Little Nob’ were also included in the district, just as in modern

times the term Lop in general use comprises the whole region adjoining the terminal course of the

Tarim and bordered by the Kumk-tagh and Altin-tagh ranges.

Section II.—SHAN-SHAN BETWEEN T'ANG AND HAN TIMES

We may now resume the task of tracing back the history of the Lop region in the records

available for the periods which preceded the re-establishment of Chinese control over the Tarim

Basin in T'ang times. Our task is considerably facilitated by the fact that the Lop-nor. tract lies on

the oldest route connecting China with Central Asia, and that this route retained its importance for

traffic even during those times when Chinese political power had ceased to assert itself in the

‘Western Regions’.

“ For the first record of this view, see Desert Cathay,

i. p. 449. The identifications, however, there proposed for

‘Great Nob’ and ‘Little Nob’ were erroneous, having

suggested themselves at a time when only a small portion of

the materials was accessible in translation.

“ Cf. Grierson, Phonology of the Modern Indo-Aryan

Vernactdars, Z.D.M.G., ii, Bd. 50, 1916, p. 15. [For Chinese

renderings of I by n, see now Pelliot, J. Asiat., 1916, jan-

vier-fdvrier, p. 119, note; also J. Asiat,, 1914, sept.-oct.,

p. 385.]

” The Hunanese accent, to which I grew accustomed in

colloquial intercourse with Chinese officials and literati in

Chinese Turkestan (cf. Desert Cathay, i. p. 143), seemed in-

variably to turn nan into Ian, ning into /Mg', etc. I observed

much the same in the rustic pronunciation of the districts

which I visited in Kan-su.
” Cf. below, p. 467.
” See below, pp. 326 sq.

” Cf. documents M. i. iii. 7 ;
iv. 132 ;

viii. 10; x. 9 ;
also

below, chap, xii, sec. v.
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Thus the important description of the three routes to the West compiled about a.d. 607 by the Fei Cha
Chinese general and diplomat P'ei Chu clearly indicates that the southern route passed through

Shan-shan, south of Lop-nor, on to Yu-t'ien or Khotan.^ As we are distinctly told that Pei Chii
* ^

collected his information from the foreigners visiting Kan-chou, it can scarcely Ise doubted that the

application of the name Shan-shan to the Lop tract was actually known locally and was not merely
the result of learned conjecture.

The same conclusion is justified in the case of the narrative of Sung Yiin, who reached the town Sung Yun’s

of Shan-shan in a.d. 519 after having travelled three thousand five hundred li westwards through the

territory of the T'u-yii-hun.® As this people held the Koko-nor region and the elevated plateaus

west of it, Sung Yiin must have travelled along the route which still leads from the Koko-nor across
* Tsaidam down to Miran and Charkhlik.® ‘ The kings whom this town had [previously] owned have

been conquered by the T'u-yti-hun
;

at present the ruler in this town is the second son of the [king

of the] T'u-yu-hun
;
he has the title of the General Pacificator of the West and commands three

thousand men whom he employs to stop the western Hu (barbarians).’

Sung Yiin’s account, brief as it is, is of considerable interest for our inquiry. It shows in the T'u-yii-hun

first place that the designation of Shan-shan was in actual use in the early part of the sixth century

for the Lop tract
; for a reference to the map and the study of his subsequent march westwards to Charkhlik.

Tso-mo or Charchan show that the route he followed from the Koko-nor region could not have
debouched from the mountains elsewhere than upon Miran and Charkhlik. The mention of the T'u-

yii-hun conquest, which a notice of the Pei shih confirms for about a.d. 540 and extends to Charchan
also,* is of further interest because it may yet help to explain the appearance, more than a century

later, of that new name of the territory which Hsuan-tsang’s Na-fu-po is intended to transcribe, and
which we have traced through the Nob of the Tibetan records down to the modern Lop. Perhaps

also the new name of Cher-chen, which first appears in the Tibetan records of Miran,® may be

attributed to the change wrought by this T'u-yii-hun occupation. But whereas Charchan at the

time of Sung Yun’s passage counted only a hundred families,® the ‘ town of Shan-shan ’ must still

have been a place of some size to serve as a royal residence, and the resources of its cultivated area

must have been considerable to maintain a garrison of three thousand men. The friendly relations

which prevailed in the early part of the sixth century between the T'u-yii-hun and the Northern Wei
dynasty of cognate origin ruling in China,’ explain why the T'u-yii-hun established at Shan-shan
might be considered, in the eyes of a Chinese official mission, as an outpost of the Empire against

the ‘ Western barbarians

We may here conveniently take note of the account which Fa-hsien, the earliest of the Buddhist Fa-hsien’s

pilgrims from China to the Western regions, has left of Shan-shan.® He and four other monks, in to

the autumn of a.d. 400, started from the frontier territory of Tun-huang, ‘ in the suite of an envoy ’.

The prefect of Tun-huang ‘had supplied them with the means of crossing the desert [before them],
in which there are many evil demons and hot winds. Travellers who encounter them perish all to

* See Ritter, Asim, v. p. 563, quoting from Neumann,
Asiatische Studien, p. 196; also Richthofen, China, i. p. 530,
note.

® Cf. Chavannes, Voyage de Song Yun, p. 1 2 ; concerning

the T'u-yfl-hun, cf. ibid. p. ii, note 5, and now also

M. Pelliot’s note in J. Asiat., 1912, xx. pp. 520 sqq.

® See e.g. the Royal Geogr. Society’s map of Tibet and the

surrounding regions, 1 904. The same route must have been fol-

lowed also by the Indian Buddhist monk Jinagupta, but in the

reverse direction,whenabout a.d. 557 he proceeded fromKhotan

to Hsi-ning ; cf. Toung-pao, 1905, p. 341. But his lamentably
brief narrative does not specify the intermediate stages.

* See Voyage de Song Yun, p. 12, note 7; also above,
p. 298.

® Found in document M. i. xxviii. 2.

* See Chavannes, Veyage de Song Yun, p. 1 3 ; also above,
p. 297.

’ See Chavannes’ article, Jinagupta, Toung-pao, 1905,
P- 333-

" See Legge, TVavels 0/ Fd-hien, p. ii sqq.
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a man. There is not a bird to be seen in the air above, nor an animal on the ground below.

Though you look all round most earnestly to find where you can cross, you know not where to make

your choice, the only mark and indication being the dry bones [left upon the sand].’

‘ After travelling for seventeen days, a distance, we may calculate, of about 1,500 li, [the

pilgrims] reached the kingdom of Shen-^en (i. e., Shan-shan), a country rugged and hilly, with

a thin and barren soil. The clothes of the common people are coarse, and like those worn in our

land of Han, some wearing felt and others rough serge or cloth of hair ;—this was the only difference

seen among them. The king professed [our] law, and there might be in the country more than four

thousand monks who were all students of the Hlnayana. The common people of this and other

kingdoms [in that region], as well as the 4ramans, all practise the rules of India, only that the latter

do so more exactly, and the former more loosely. . . . Here they stayed for about a month, and

then proceeded on their journey, fifteen days’ walking bringing them to the country of Woo-e.’

The description of the desert crossed by the pilgrims on the way from Tun-huang to Shan-shan

agrees so closely with the details given by Marco Polo of his journey through the ‘ Desert of Lop ’,

and with other early accounts of the desert route between Lop and Tun-huang, that no doubt can

arise as to the route followed by Fa-hsien and his companions. Moreover, archaeological evidence

conclusively proves that the old settlement north of the Lop-nor marshes was by that time already

abandoned, so that it seems certain that the Shan-shan forming Fa-hsien’s goal was the Lop tract of

which the remains of Miran and Charkhlik mark the chief sites. This location is consistent with the

seventeen days’ journey and the distance of 1,500 li that he gives
;
the actual marching distance, which

we measured with the cyclometer, was close on 380 miles between Charkhlik and Tun-huang, or 332

miles between Miran and Tun-huang. The pilgrims’ subsequent journey of fifteen days to Wu-i

(Woo-e), with its north-westerly bearing, also confirms the identification
; for there is good reason to

believe that Fa-hsien’s Wu-i
|| ^ is but a variant of the form Wu-cfCi which figures

in Buddhist works as the designation of the Yen-cKi^ ^ of Chinese historical texts, corresponding

to the present Kara-shahr.® The distance from Charkhlik to Kara-shahr by the map works out at

about 280 miles, for which fifteen days’ travel appears a very reasonable allowance, fourteen stages

being counted on the present postal route between the two places,

Fa-hsien’s description of the country as ‘ rugged and hilly with a thin and barren soil ’ finds its

explanation in the extensive mountain tract, towards the Chimen-tagh and Gass Lake, which affords

gazing for the large flocks of Charkhlik and is still included in the district. This also accounts for the

prevalence of woollen clothing which the pilgjrim mentions. The reference to the flourishing condition

of Buddhism is interesting in view of the archaeological discoveries described below, and so is the

mention of the four thousand Buddhist monks whom Fa-hsien found in the territory; for, however
large relatively the monastic portion of the population may be in Buddhist countries like Tibet, it

appears to me improbable that the modern Lop region, with its available agricultural resources,

could possibly maintain this number of idlers. The progress of desiccation, with its consequent

reduction of the productive area, seems to supply the only adequate explanation of the statement.

It is convenient to depart slightly from the strict chronological order in connexion with

Fa-hsien’s record; for in conjunction with Sung Yiin’s itinerary it helps to render more certain

the interpretation of the important topographical data to be found in Li Tao-yuan’s commentary on
the ‘ Book of the Rivers ’, the Shui Ching. As the author died in a.d. 527, the latest date for the
information it furnishes is approximately fixed in the time of Sung Yun. But there is good reason

Cf. Watters, Yuan Chwang, i. p. 46. Mr. Watters a passage of Li Tao-)riian’s commentary on the Shui ching
identification of Wu-i with Kara-shahr is confirmed by the (see below), where Fa-haen’s notice is reproduced; cf.

evidence adduced by M. Chavannes in his remarks upon T'mtng-pao, 1905, p. 564, note 2.
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to think that much, if not most, of that information, as far as it concerns the Tarim Basin, goes back

to earlier periods, when Chinese knowledge of that region was much more intimate. In discussing

above the history of ChU-mo or Charchan, Li Tao-yiian’s notice of the river of A-nou-ta or Chii-mo

has already been quoted from M. Chavannes’ translation.’® The information about Shan-shan or

Lou-lan is given to supplement that notice.”

After the river of Chii-mo (or Charchan-darya) and the ‘ River of the South ’ (i. e. the Khotan LiTao-yflan

River merged in the Tarim) have effected their junction, they are said to flow eastwards under the

name of the Chu-pin ^ ^ River. ‘ The Chu-pin River further east passes north of the kingdom Tarim,

of Shan-shan^ The capital [of this kingdom] is the town of I-hsiin ^ This was at one

time the territory of Lou-lan ^ m.’ It is important to note the bearing of the topographical
* indications here given. They prove that at the period from which Li Tao-yiian’s information dated,

and apparently earlier also, the main territory of Shan-shan, along with its capital I-hsUn, must have

been situated to the south of the course of the Tarim as it flowed eastwards after its junction with

the Charchan River. Reference to the map shows that this description tallies accurately with the

position of Charkhlik and Miran in relation to the present terminal course of the Tarim after it has

received the waters of the Charchan River. The passage further proves that in Li Tao-yiian’s time,

and probably long before, the position indicated for the territory of Shan-shan was held to have been

also that of the Lou-lan kingdom, which figures so prominently in the account of the ‘ Western

Regions’ found in the Former Han Annals.

Li Tao-yiian next proceeds to notice an important event in the history of Lou-lan belonging to Extract on

the year 77 B.c. His record is undoubtedly derived from Chapter xcvi of the Former Han
Annals, where, as we shall see, the event is told with additional details. But Li Tao-yiian’s abstract Annals,

states the essential facts so clearly that it will be convenient to reproduce here M. Chavannes’

version of it. ‘ The king of Lou-lan having failed in respect towards the Han, Huo Kuang
charged the Superintendent of Ping-lo, Fu Chieh-tzu, to kill him and to nominate a successor in his

place. The Han subsequently put on the throne Wei-t'u-ch'i, son of the preceding king, whom they

held as a hostage, and changed the name of the kingdom into that of Shan-shan. At the time when
all the officials came to the Hing gate to wish him a ceremonious farewell, the king on his own
account addressed this request to the Son of Heaven :

“ I have lived long among the Han and fear

that the son of the former king may do me harm. In my kingdom there is the town of I-hsiin,

which is a fertile and rich locality. I wish you to send a general to establish there a military colony
and to accumulate grain so that I may find support from his prestige and authority.” There-
upon colonists were settled there to maintain the peace.’

Li Tao-yiian’s relation of these events has an interest of its own ; for it shows that the ‘ town Chinese
of I-hsUn’, where this Chinese military post was established soon after 77 b.c., was not considered post estab-

lished at
“ See above, p. 297 ; Chavannes, T'oung-pao, 1 905, have seen, really is represented by Vash-shahri. The fact is

PP- 6^6 sq. that Li Tao-yiian’s comments—‘ un document geographique
“ M. Chavannes, when discussing the question as to the de la plus haute importance; mais . . . souvent fort obscur’,

pos^ition of Lou-lan in his note on a passage of the Wet lio as M. Chavannes rightly puts it—can be utilized to full ad-
(T oung-pao, 1905, p. 537 > *iote 2), has endeavoured to utilize vantage only by analysing them with closest attention to actual
the important information furnished by Li Tao-yiian as to the geographical features.

position of the towns T-hsiin and YU-nt, without, however. Dr. Herrmann has discussed the question of Lou-lan and
amving at any topographicaUy clear conclusions. He has Shan-shan at some length, Seidemtrassen, pp. loi sqq., and
rightiy seen that I-hsiin corresponds to Hsiian-tsang’s Na-fu- has done useful work there by disptosing of an erroneous
po (i.e. Charkhlik), but on the other hand has been led into theory which would carry Lou-lan far away northward to the
doubts and difficulties by the assumption that I-hsdn was vicinity of Hami. But he places Yti-ni at Charkhlik without
identical also with the ‘ New Town ’ which the Tang Annals uking sufficient nodce of Li Tao-yiian’s topographical indi-
mention 200 li west of the ‘ Stone Town and which, as we cations.
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by Li Tao-yiian, or rather the older authority he followed, to have been an earlier capital of Shan-

shan or Lou-Ian. However, its situation must have lain near the ancient capital of the kingdom

;

otherwise the establishment of a Chinese military colony there could not have served its avowed
object of rendering the position of the new king secure. Thus the presumption is created that the

ancient capital also, like I-hsiin itself, lay to the south of the terminal course of the Tarim.

Before proceeding to record the data which enable us more definitely to fix the place of that

earlier capital, the commentator makes a long digression to record an anecdote which has no direct

bearing on the question immediately before us, but which it will be necessary to consider hereafter.

It concerns the foundation of a military colony at Lou-lan by a certain Chinese commander.

So Man, who was believed to have secured the necessary irrigation by means of a dam across the

Chu-pin River, and to have miraculously protected this dam against the river’s flood, after the

fashion of the story of Achilles and the river Xanthus. Whatever historical facts underlie this

anecdote, their time and place must be looked for elsewhere; for, on the one hand, inferential

evidence shows that the alleged founder of this colony belonged to the Later Han period, while, on

the other, geogjraphical considerations point clearly to some locality higher up on the Tarim as the

site of the dam which figures in the story. We shall have to return to it when discussing the ruined

site north of the Lop desert.^®

Resuming his geographical account, Li Tao-yiian proceeds to tell us :
‘ This river [of Chu-pin]

empties itself eastwards into the lake. The lake is to the north of Lou-lan, at the town of Yii-ni

nu- This [town of Yii-ni] is the one which is usually designated as the “ old eastern town
”

It is 1,600 li distant from the Yang barrier ^ |j^; towards the north-west it is distant

1,785 li from Wu-lei
;
on the east it is 1,865 from the kingdom of Mo-shan :|^ [Jj ;

towards

the north it is distant 1,890 li from Chii-shih ^ (Turfan).’ The distances and bearings here

indicated, together with a brief description of the land and its products, are directly taken from the

account of the kingdom of Shan-shan or Lou-lan in the Former Han Annals. Hence the discussion

of them will best be left until we come to examine that account. Here it suffices to note that they

are easily reconciled with the location of Yii-ni to the south of the terminal marshes of the Tarim.

The point of essential importance is that the tradition of Li Tao-yiian’s time knew Yii-ni^

which in the Former Han Annals figures as the capital of Shan-shan or Lou-lan, as ‘ the Old Town ’,

and placed it to the east of I-hsiin, the actual capital of the territory. It must further be kept in

view that whereas I-hsiin is described as situated to the south of the united course of the Charchan

and Tarim rivers, Yii-ni is placed by Li Tao-yiian to the south of ‘ the lake’ which receives them,

and apparently not far from it. If we now compare with these data the geographical facts regarding

the areas of early occupation in the Lop tract as well as the archaeological evidence detailed below,

we are, I think, necessarily led to the conclusion that I-hsiin must be located at the present

Charkhlik, while the position of Yii-ni or the ‘old eastern town’ is marked by the earlier remains

of the Miran Site. It will be seen further on that these ruins must have been abandoned well before

Li Tao-yiian’s time, and that their distance from the nearest Lop-nor marshes northward is even

now, in spite of the latter’s obvious shrinkage, scarcely more than twelve miles.

The main argument for these identifications lies in the fact that the relative position assigned

to I-hsiin and Yii-ni by our texts corresponds exactly to that actually observed in the case of

Charkhlik and the Miran Site. As regards the identity of the latter with Yii-ni, important

confirmatory evidence is supplied by the fact that the excavations described below prove the old

“ See below, chap, xi, sec. x.

Cf. Wylie, Notes on the Western Regions, in J. Antkrop. Inst., x. p. 24.
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town site to have been deserted by the fourth or fifth century at the latest, i,e. in the period which

elapsed between the redaction of the Former Han Annals and that of Li Tao-jriian’s commentary.

On the other hand, the location at Charkhlik of I-hsun or the new capital of Shan-shan, as a Chinese

commentator of the Ch'ien Han shu has rightly called it by inference,’^ is strongly supported by the

evidence that Charkhlik has been the chief place of the Lop district from Hsuan-tsang’s time

onwards. It seems reasonable to suppose that the local conditions were not essentially different in

Li Tao-yiian’s time, only little more than a century earlier.

[Since the above was written an important paper by M. Pelliot (1916) has discussed two

texts of T'ang times which seem to prove that at that period Chinese local belief identified

I-hsiin with Miran.^*“ One is a passage of the itinerary preserved in the Hsin T'ang shu, from which

we have already quoted the notice concerning ‘the garrison of the Stone Town’ or Charkhlik.

Immediately before this we are told ;
‘ From the southern shore of the Fu-ch'ang sea (Lop-nor) one

passes the town of the seven military colonies which is the town of I-hsiu of the Han.

Then to the west [of this town] after 80 li one arrives at the strong place of the Stone Town
(Shih-cking-chirl), which is same as the kingdom of Lou-lan of the Han and is also called

Shan-shan. It is 300 li to the south of the sea P'u-ch'ang (Lop-nor).’ M. Pelliot convincingly

accounts for the graphic confusion between the forms I-hsiin and I-hsiu and quotes two further

passages in which the same locality is mentioned under the latter form of the name. They are

found in a geographical text dated a.d. 885 and contained in the MS. Ch. 917 which I recovered

from the walled-up temple library of tlie ‘ Thousand Buddhas’ near Tun-huang. There the ‘ Town
of the military colony ’ is twice referred to as identical with the town I-hsiu and as situated 1 80 li to

the east of the town of Shan-shan, i.e. the town which after a.d. 675 was called the ‘ strong place

of the Stone Town ’ {Shih-ch'ing-chiti).

M. Pelliot has already pointed out that the name ‘ Town of the military colony’ is derived from
the Chinese military colony which, as the record in the Former Han Annals discussed below shows,
was placed at I-hsiin (or I-hsiu) in 778,0.“*’ Taking into account the eastern bearing from the
‘ Stone Town ’, i, e. Charkhlik, and the distance of 1 80 li indicated (the 80 li of the T'ang itinerary

is clearly only a graphic error), I am led to conclude that the locality intended by the two texts

must be the site of Miran. It is clear that this location of I-hsiin (I-hsiu) cannot be reconciled with
the one which is inferred above from Li Tao-yiian’s text. If we adopt it, Yii-ni, the old Lou-lan

capital, would have to be placed at Charkhlik, and this is directly contradicted by the bearing
which Li Tao-yiian records for it. The fact that his text goes back to the beginning of the sixth

century a.d., if not earlier, while the two T'ang texts belong to the ninth century, may explain the
discrepancy, but it does not settle the question which of the two locations (Miran or Charkhlik) was
the right one. The Lop region had passed out of Chinese control for a long period before the
T'ang reconquest of the Tarim Basin, and this may well have brought about a confusion of the
historical nomenclature. It must also be remembered that at the time when the texts just quoted
were written, in the ninth century a.d., Chinese rule over the Lop region had long yielded to
Tibetan invasion.]

Li Tao-yiian’s notice, as far as it concerns us here, concludes with a statement about the lake which
receives the waters of the Tarim. It has its interest for the much-debated question as to the ancient

** Cf. Chavannes in T'oung-pao, 1905, p. 537, note 2,

quoting Hsii Song.
*“ See Pelliot, Le ‘ Cha Tcheou tou ton/ou fou king ’ et la

colonie sogdienne de la region du Lob Nor, in J. Asiat., 1916,

janvier-f^vrier, pp. 116 sq. Cf. also below, M. Chavannes’

Appendix A, u.

See below, p. 342.

Cf for this view, first suggested by M. Grenard,
Herrmann, Sadenslrassen, p. 100.

Later texts
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at Miran.
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piosition of Lop-nor. It incidentally also shows that the older name of Lou-lan orLao-lan must have
long survived in popular use. ‘ This is why the local people ordinarily call the lake Lao-lan

^ This is the term used by the Shih shih ksi yii chi when it says :
“ The River of the

South, coming from YU-t'ien (Khotan), proceeds towards the north-east for 3,000 li, and on its

arrival at Shan-shan enters into the Lao-lan lake.” ’ This is not the place to enter upon the
‘ Lop-nor question ’ in general, complicated, perhaps, quite as much as elucidated by the con-

troversial literature which has accumulated over it since the days of the protagonists Prejevalsky

and Richthofen. But for the historical student the Lao-lan lake in this passage can scarcely refer

to anything but the Kara-koshun marshes, which occupied then much the same place which they

do now.

We may now resume our task of tracing back historical notices of the Lop tract previous to

Fa-hsien’s journey. I can find no mention of it in the passages concerning the Western Regfions

which M. Chavannes has rendered accessible from the records of the Chin d5masties (a. d. 265-419),

though the successful expedition of Lu Kuang in a.d. 383, which on the one side touched Kara-

shahr and Kucha and on the other ChU-mo or Charchan, must have also passed through Shan-

shan.^® But it is of interest to remark that a Chinese notice quoted by Rdmusat refers, under the

date of A.D. 280, to Shan-shan as the key of the southern route leading from China to Khotan, and
to its chiefs as having friendly relations with the Empire.^* In a.d. 283 the Chin Annals mention

the dispatch of young men of princely descent from Shan-shan to take up service at the Imperial

Court.^'^ We shall see in the next chapter how striking a confirmation these statements have

received from the discoveries of Chinese records belonging to the first half of the Chin epoch which

Dr. Hedin’s and my own excavations brought to light from the ruins of the Chinese military station

of ‘ Lou-lan ’, in the north of the Lop desert and on the ancient ‘ middle route ’ connecting the

Tarim Basin with Tun-huang.^®

For the immediately preceding ‘Epoch of the Three Kingdoms’ (a.d. 220-265) the extant

portion of the Wei lio, composed between a.d. 239 and 265,” furnishes particularly important

notices about the three routes which were then distinguished as leading from Tun-huang to the

Western Regions, and to which it will be necessary to refer repeatedly hereafter. The description

of the foreign territories along the Southern route opens with ‘ the kingdom of Chii-mo (Charchan),

the kingdom of Hsiao-yUan, the kingdom of Ching-chiieh, the kingdom of Lou-lan, which are all

dependencies of Shan-shan ’, this list being followed by an enumeration of territories westwards,

dependent upon Khotan.*" There can be no doubt that by Shan-shan is here meant the present

Lop tract with its main oasis of Charkhlik. The identity of Chu-mo, Hsiao-yUan, and Ching-chUeh
with the ancient oases stretching from Charchan to the end of the Niya River has been fully

discussed already.*' With regard to the ‘ kingdom of Lou-lan ', here mentioned as distinct from
Shan-shan, it will be best to reserve our views until we have examined all archaeological data now
available for the ‘ Lou-lan Site ’ north of Lop-nor, and until we have ascertained the light which they

throw on the few historical notices relating to it.

The essential interest of the Wei lio record lies in the fact that it mentions the dependence on

Cf. Chavannes in Ancient Khotan, i. p. 544 ; Voyage

de Song Fun, p. 13, note 2. For the extracts from the Chin

shu cf Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 542 sqq.

“ Cf. R^musat, Remarques sur VExtension de tEmpire

Chinois, 1825, p. 109, quoted by Ritter, Asien, v. p. 324.

The original publication is not accessible to me.
” Cf. Chavannes, in Ancient Khotan, i. p. 537.
“ See below, pp. 407-8.

Cf. Chavannes, Ixs Pays d'Occident dapris le Wei Ho,
in T'oung-pao, 1905, pp. 519 sqq.

” Cf. Chavannes, T'oung-pao, 1905, pp. 535 sq. The
necessity of substituting ChU-mo for the faulty reading

-B. been conclusively .proved by
M. Chavannes, ibid., p. 536, note 3.

** See above, pp. 219, 296.
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Shan-shan of the above-named territories for exactly the same period for which we have

documentary proof of such dependence in the case of Ching-chiieh, i.e. the territory of which the

Ni)^ Site represents the chief place. In discussing,rhe Kharosthi documents on wood found at this

site, I have already emphasized the importance of the two rectangular double tablets, N. xxiv.

viii, 74, 93, which together with the covering-tablet of a third rectangular document, N. xxxvii.

i. 2, bear the seal impression in clay of ^(1 ^ ^ ^ Shan-shan chu7i yin, meaning ‘ seal of the

command of Shan-shan ’.** One of the complete tablets contains a deed concerning the sale of land,

and its attestation by the chief Chinese official of Shan-shan demonstrates the control exercised in

civil affairs by the Chinese administration of this territory even as far as the Niya River. The date

of the Niya tablets is approximately fixed by the dated Chinese record of a.d. 269, N. xv. 326,

brought to light on my former expedition.*^^

That the native ruler of Shan-shan also shared this extended authority is proved by another Chinese

epigraphic find which I made at the Niya Site in 1901. It is the rectangular covering tablet

N. XV, 345, which appears to have originally been fitted as the lid to a small box, and which bears

the inscription : ‘ [Edict of] the king of Shan-shan.’ Another Chinese tablet, N. xv. 93, which

mentions Shan-shan along with Kara-shahr, Kucha, and Kashgar as subject to an unnamed native

ruler, seems to belong to the time of Wu-ti (a.d. 265-290), the first Emperor of the Western Chin

dynasty. It probably refers, as M. Chavannes has shown, to Lung Hui, king of Kara-shahr, who
about the close of that reign established his hegemony over the whole of the Tarim Basin.**^

Section III.—SHAN-SHAN IN THE LATER HAN ANNALS.

The notices of Shan-shan become more numerous and historically more interesting as we turn

to the Annals of the Later Han dynasty (a.d. 25-220). Chapter CXViii of these Annals, dealing

with the ‘Western Regions’, is based mainly on the official report furnished about a.d. 125 by the

Chinese general Pan Yung, who, together with his even more famous father Pan Ch'ao, was chiefly

instrumental in the re-establishment of Chinese political control over the Tarim Basin, effected after

A.D. 73.^ In this process of reconquest Shan-shan, through its geographical position, was of

considerable importance, as we find in the references made to the territory.

The general description of the ‘ Western territories ’ subject to the Later Han dynasty and Routes

extending as far as the Pamirs mentions Shan-shan as situated on the route which led from fading

Tun-huang, through the gate-stations of YU-m6n and Yang, westwards.^ From Shan-shan onwards sSnSian.
two lines of communication are described as leading to the Ts'ung-ling, or Pamirs, and across them
to the distant countries west. Of the southern one we are told that it passed along the northern
foot of the K‘un-lun to SoK:h'e or Yarkand. As the territories of Shan-shan, Chu-mo (Charchan),
Ching-chueh (Niya), Chu-mi (Chira-Keriya tract),* and Yu-t'ien (Khotan) are successively mentioned
as passed by this route after leaving YU-m^n,|its identity in the main with the present-day caravan
route from Tun-huang to Khotan via Charkhlik is certain. The northern route is described as
leading along the North Mountains, i.e. the T'ien-shan, to Kashgar. The exact point of its

divergence from the southern route is not stated
; but a reference to Chii-skik or Turfan shows

•* Cf. above, p. 230.

** See Ancient Khotan, i. p. 370.
’* Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 361, 371, 538. The word

in brackets represents a character not legible with complete

certainty.

“ Cf. Chavannes in Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 537, 543.

* Cf. Chavannes' translation of this chapter of the T.gtor

Han Annals and his introductory remarks in Les pays iOcci-

dentsaprhle Hem Han chou, T'oung-pao, 1907, pp. 149 sqq-
* See Chavannes, ibid., pp. 169 sq.

* For the identification of ChU-mi, also spelt Fu-mi or
Han-mi, see Ancient Khotan, p. 467.
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that this northern route must have joined the main road which still leads through the string of

oases, at the southern foot of the T'ien-shan, to K^hgar.

The Later Han Annals unfortunately do not furnish any topographical details about Shan-

shan. But that this ‘ kingdom ’ was then of large extent and possessed considerable resources is

proved by a record of the political conditions prevailing in the southern portion of the Tarim Basin

during the years a.d. 58-75.* We are there informed that at the time when Kuang-tS, king of

Khotan, subdued all the kingdoms from Ching-chiieh (Niya) to Su-1^ (Kashgar), ‘ the king of Shan-

shan also began to become powerful. From this time, on the southern route these two kingdoms

[of Khotan and Shan-shan] were alone great throughout the region east of the Ts'ung-ling.’

A further reference to the same period is found in the statement of the Annals about Shan-shan

having annexed Hsiao-yiiatt, Ching-chiieh, Jung-lu, and Chii-mo, all territories, as we have seen,

ranged along the ‘southern route’ towards the confines of Khotan.® This assertion of strength

justifies the belief, suggested also by other data noticed below, that the Shan-shan of that epoch,

corresponding to the Lop region in its widest sense, comprised a much larger area of settled

occupation than can now be found near the terminal course of the Tarim.

In A.D. 45 we find Shan-shan mentioned among the territories which, threatened by the growing

power of Hsien, king of So-ch'^ or Yarkand, endeavoured to secure Chinese protection by sending

princes as hostages to the Imperial court.® But the help thus solicited proved of no avail ;
for in

the year following An king of Shan-shan, was attacked and defeated by the troops of Hsien, and,

after the loss of a thousand men, was forced to take refuge in the mountains. The attack is said to

have been provoked by the refusal of the Shan-shan chief, in reply to Hsien’s demand, to cut the

route which connected his territory with China. In this demand a clear proof may be recognized of

the importance attaching to Shan-shan as the key of the most direct route leading into the Tarim

Basin from the confines of the Empire. Since the Empire was then not yet strong enough to

resume political aspirations westwards, Shan-shan as well as Turfan was forced to seek support

elsewhere by submitting to the Hsiung-nu or Huns in the north.

The importance for Chinese policy which Shan-shan derived from its geographical position is

strikingly attested by the record of the events that it witnessed at the very commencement of the

operations leading to the re-establishment of Chinese authority throughout the Tarim Basin in the

last quarter of the first century a.d. After sixty years of interrupted relations, as the Annals tell us,

the ‘ Western regions ’ became again a field for Chinese political activity when the Emperor Ming-ti

in A.D. 73 sent troops to the north to exact retribution for the raids of the Hsiung-nu or Huns.'^

Having distinguished himself in the first expedition towards Hami and Barkul, Pan Ch'ao, still

a subordinate commander but destined to become the reconqueror of the Tarim Basin, was sent on

a political mission to the ‘ Western countries ’. It was at Shan-shan that he laid the foundation of

his far-reaching success.® Received at first with attention by Kuang, king of Shan-shan, but

subsequently thwarted through the secret arrival of a Hun envoy, he promptly established his

ascendancy over the king and his territory by a cleverly planned night attack on the Hun camp,

which he surprised and, in spite of the smallness of his own escort, completely destroyed. After

having thus secured Chinese control over Shan-shan, Pan Ch'ao proceeded westwards, and by
a similar bold action assured the allegiance of the king of Khotan, who dominated the Southern
route. By a.d. 74 he had extended Imperial authority as far as Kashgar.®

* See Chavannes, T'oung-pao, 1907, p. 17 1 sq.

“ See above, pp. 219 sq., 295 sq.; Ancient Khotan, i. p. 167.

“ Cf. Chavannes, T'oung-pao, 1907, pp. 199 sq.
’’

Cf. ibid., pp. 156 sq.

* For a detailed and interesting account of this initial ex-

ploit in Pan Ch'ao’s Central-Asian career, cf. his biography
translated by M. Chavannes from the Hstao Han shu in his

pap)er Trois gindraux chinois, T'oung-pao, 1906, pp. a 18 sqq.
® See Chavannes, T'oung-pao, 1906, pp. 221 sqq.
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There is no need for us here to follow the successive operations by which Pan Ch'ao, in spite

of scanty support from the distant Empire, succeeded in gradually consolidating Chinese control

over the Tarim Basin and making his influence felt even in Sogdiana and among the Indo-

Scythians on the Oxus. But it is worth notice that it was not until a. d. 94 that Pan Ch'ao, with

the help of a large locally raised force, to which along with seven other kingdoms Shan-shan supplied

its contingent, succeeded in completing his conquest by the subjugation of the Kara-shahr region.^®

As long as that territory remained beyond direct control, the route leading to the Tarim Basin

through H^i and Turfan could not have been safely used by the Chinese for military and commercial

purposes.^^ This circumstance must have greatly increased the importance during that period of

^
the route which connected Tun-huang with Shan-shan and thence bifurcated to skirt the oases along
the foot of K'un-lun and T'ien-shan respectively.

There will be occasion later to discuss this route and its bifurcation in detail. Here it must
suffice to note how the natural difficulties presented by the desert nature of the first part of the

route have found expression in Pan Ch'ao’s own words. In a report addressed to the throne in

A.p. 78, which the Annals reproduce in extenso,^^ he refers to his policy of ‘ using barbarians to attack

barbarians ’, but at the same time asks for a small Chinese force to furnish a nucleus for the troops

of the various kingdoms with which he proposes to subdue Kucha. In order to prove that the

supplies necessary for the maintenance of this Chinese contingent would neither involve expense to

the Empire nor cause local difficulties, the general emphasizes the fact that ‘ at So-ch'e and Su-le

(Yarkand and Kashgar) the cultivated soil is fertile and ample; the pastures there are luxuriant and
extensive ’, and significantly adds ;

‘ this region cannot be compared with the one which extends
between Tun-huang and Shan-shan.’

In A.D. 105, a few years after the aged Pan Ch'ao had retired, the Western Regions, of which
he had been Protector-General, revolted, and as the Imperial Government was unwilling to make
fresh efforts in those distant territories, the Huns soon reasserted their former predominance.” In
order to ward off the resulting attacks of the Huns who were ravaging the Tun-huang border.

So Pan, a Chinese general, was in a.d. 119 sent to garrison Hami. Thereupon the king of
Shan-shan, along with the ruler of Turfan, made his submission. But a few months later So Pan
and his small force were destroyed by the Huns, and the king of Shan-shan, seriously threatened,

turned to Tun-huang to implore help.” The Imperial government contented itself with appointing
an assistant ‘Protector of the Western Countries’, to reside at Tun-huang, and with declaring
a nominal supremacy. But in the course of the deliberations at court which preceded this decision,

and which are recorded at great length by the Later Han Annals in the biography of Pan Yung,
Pan Ch ao s son,^® we read for the first time of a protective measure closely concerning the Lop
region and its ancient topography.

Besides the appointment of the officer already mentioned to command a small force at Tun-
huang, Pan Yung proposed that ‘ a Chang-shih of the Western Countries should be sent, at the head

Cf. Chavannes, T'oung-pao, 1906, pp. 234 sqq.

” Though the biography of Pan Ch'ao does not mention
the specific reason, it appears probable that this prolonged

resistance of Yen-ch'i or Kara-shahr and the consequent

obstruction of the true Northern route were directly due to

the close vicinity of the Huns on the north and to the facility

with which they could make their power felt in the Kara-
shahr region. A reference to the map shows bow easy of

access Kara-shahr and the basin of the Baghrash Lake are

from the great grazing valleys of Yulduz and the Kunges

River in the T'ien-shan. These must have been favourite

haunts of the Huns, just as they were later on of the Turks
and Mongols. It is this geographical feature which has
determined the peculiar r61e of the Kara-shahr tract in the
history of Chinese Turkestan

;
cf. below, chap. xxix. sec. i.

“ See T'oung-pao, 1906, pp. 224 sqq.
” Cf. ibid., p. 226.

“ See Toung-pao, 1907, p. 160.

Cf. ibid., p. i6r, and Toung-pao, 1906, p. 246.
'* Cf. ibid., 1906, pp. 246 sqq.
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of five hundred men, to organize a military colony at Lou-lan. On the West this officer will

dominate the roads which lead to Yen-ch'i (Kara-shahr) and Ch'iu-tzii (Kucha). On the South he
will fortify the courage of Shan-shan and Yu-t'ien (Khotan). On the North he will overawe the
Hsiung-nu (Huns). On the East he will be a neighbour to Tun-huang. It is in this that there lies

real advantage.’ The same record, in reproducing Pan Yung’s answer to a question raised in
council, makes him indicate still more clearly the purpose of the proposed military colony at Lou-lan.
It was primarily intended to secure the Chinese hold over Shan-shan and the indispensable route
leading through it ‘ Now the king of Shan-shan, Yu-huan ^ is a descendant of Chinese on
the female side. If the Hsiung-nu carry out their projects, Yu-huan will certainly die. Now,
though these people be like to birds and to wild beasts, they know how to avoid what is harmful.
If we move out troops to establish a military colony at Lou-lan, this will suffice to secure us their
hearts.’

In the following chapter I hope to show by archaeological proofs that the position of this
military colony at Lou-lan, then projected and afterwards actually established, is represented by the
ruins of the fortified settlement north of Lop-nor which Dr. Hedin first discovered, and which I was
able fully to survey and explore.^® There, too, will be the place to examine the reasons which may
explain why the earlier designation of Lou-lan, originally borne by the whole of Shan-shan or Lop,
was retained or revived in Chinese official use for this particular locality.

In any case it is easy to see how completely the position of that ruined settlement answered the
strategic objects set forth by Pan Yung for his proposed military colony. Situated on the most
direct route from Tun-huang towards the terminal course of the Konche-darya or Kara-shahr River^
it commanded the roads both to Kara-shahr and Kucha. A Chinese garrison placed there had the
chief settlements of Shan-shan, about Miran and Charkhlik, sufficiently near on the south to assert
a reassuring and controlling influence over them. At the same time it was particularly well situated
to ward off any Hun raids which might be directed against the route from the Turfan side on the
north and across the western Kuruk-tagh. Finally, as reference to the map shows, its distance from
Tun-huang or Sha-chou was shorter than that of any other place capable of permanent occupation
on the routes connecting the Taiim Basin with that true base for all Chinese enterprise westwards.

Pan Yung s recommendation as regards the military colony at Lou-lan was not immediately
acted upon. But after Hun inroads had again devastated Kan-su, an offensive move was at last
decided upon in a.d. 123, and Pan Yung was appointed ‘ Chang-shih of the Western Countries’.*®
In the first month of the following year (February, a.d. 124) Pan Yung arrived at Lou-lan and
rewarded the king of Shan-shan for his submission by new honours.*^ The kings of Kucha, Ak-su,
and Uch-Turfan came to offer their allegiance. Taking the numerous force brought by them, Pan
Yung then moved upon Turfan and, after inflicting a defeat on the Hsiung-nu or Huns, established
a military colony at Lukchun, in the Turfan depression.**

In the following year Pan Yung, with a large force comprising also troops of Shan-shan, carried
his campaign across the T'ien-shan and gained a signal victory over the allies of the Huns in the
territory of Posterior Chu-shih, corresponding to the present Guchen (Ku-ch'eng-tzu) district. The

’ See Chavannes, Toung-pao, 1906, p. 248.

See ibid., p. 249.
’* See below, chap. xi. sec. i-iv, x.

” Cf. Chavannes, 7*
mng-pao, 1906, p. 252 ; 1907, p. 167.

” This passage shows clearly that Lou-lan was included
in the territory of Shan-shan. The period of the year chosen
for the move to Lou-lan has its significance. It is certain
that the difficulties presented by the desert route west of the

Tun-huang Limes, where some stages probably, just as at
present, offered only brackish water, could best be faced in
the very depth of winter. [My explorations of 1914 have
proved that the ancient Chinese route from Tun-huang to the
Lou-lan Site for a distance of close on 120 miles crossed
desert ground which must have been wholly waterless through-
out historical times.]

*’ See Chavannes, T'oung-pao, 1906, p. 252.
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placing of a garrison at ‘ Lou-lan ’ is not specifically recorded. But the report contained in Pan

Yungfs biography makes it clear how important a part Shan-shan, to which Lou-lan belonged, had

played as the advanced base at the beginning of his successful campaign. It is worth notice that

the operations agmnst Turfan and Guchen presuppose the use of the routes which lead from the Lop

region due north across the Western Kuruk-tagh, as Yen-ch'i or Kara-shahr still barred the use of

the main road from the Tarim Basin to Turfan and did not submit to Chinese power until a.d. 127.®®

Owing to advanced desiccation all these routes across the Kuruk-tagh [as our surveys of 1 914-15

have proved] would now offer very serious obstacles to the advance of any large force from the

south, and some would be wholly impracticable.

From the period corresponding to a.d. i 32-1 34 onwards the Later Han Annals record a

gradual decay of Imperial prestige in ‘ the Western kingdoms ’, which ‘ oppressed and attacked each

other in turn ’. The notices we receive of them for the remaining century of the dynasty’s reign are

distinctly meagre and do not contain any further references to Shan-shan.’** But in view of the

evidence already given for the epoch immediately succeeding, there is no reason to doubt that

Chinese control was maintained in one form or another at this outer gate of the Empire’s Marches.

Section IV.—EARLIEST RECORDS OF LOU-LAN UNDER THE FORMER HAN.

It now only remains for us to trace back the history of the Lop region to the oldest of our

extant records, mainly furnished by the ‘ Notes on the Western Regions’ of the Former Han
Annals (Chapter XCVl).* The account which these give of the kingdom of Shan-shan is

exceptionally ample, a proof by itself of the importance with which geographical and historical

factors had invested that territory during the initial period of Chinese expansion westwards. ‘ The
original name of the kingdom of Shan-shan was Lou-lan ^ The capital is the city of YU-ni

(Wylie: Woo-ne), which is distant from the Yang barrier 1,600 li and from Ch'ang-an (i.e. Hsi-an-fu)

6,100 li. The kingdom contains 1,570 families, comprising a population of 14,100, with 2,912 trained

troops,aGuardian Marquis, a Ch'io-hu Marquis, a Protector-General of Shan-shan, a Protector-General

for repelling the Chii-shih, a Right Cku-ch'u^ a Left ChU-ch'ii, a Prince for repelling the Chii-skik, and

two interpreterS-in-chief. The seat of government of the Chinese Governor-General lies to the

north-west 1,785 li. The kingdom of Shan
{1| ^ is distant 1,365 li

; and Chii-shih ^ lies to

the north-west 1,890 li.'

In these opening passages of the account it is of special interest to note that the capital of the

kingdom is placed at the city of YU-ni^ Yii-ni, as we have already shown in discussing the

data contained in Li Tao-ytian’s commentary on the Shui ching, lay not far from the southern shores

of the Lop-nor marshes, and its position is probably marked by the early remains of the Miran Site.®

The reference which the commentator makes to Yu-ni as the place ‘ ordinarily called the old eastern

town’ renders this identification certain. With it the various reckonings of distance to other

localities fall into easy agreement. The estimate of 1,600 li from the Yang barrier appears very
reasonable for the distance of about 310 miles which the map shows between Miran and the oasis

of Nan-hu, to the south-west of Tun-huang, where the gate-station of Yang kuan must probably be
located.® The reckoning from the Yang barrier suggests that the route meant was the one which

” Cf. Chavannes, T‘oung-pao, 1906, p. 254.

See T’oung-pao, 1907, pp. 167 sq.

* See Wylie’s translation in J. Anthrop. Inst., x. pp. 2 3

sqq. The need of a new critical translation, with names

transcribed according to a recognized system and also re>

produced in the Chinese characters, most be badly felt by

every non-Sinologist student who wishes to use this important
historical and geographical record. In the extracts given
below, Mr. Wylie's transcription has been adapted to the
Wade system with the kind assistance of Mr. A. D. Waley.

* See above, pp. 326 sq.

* Cf. below, chap. xvi. sec. iv.
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leads from Tun-huang to the Lop tract along the northernmost range of the Altin-tagh. It is still

used at the present time as an alternative to the desert track, and during the summer months is the

only practicable route for caravans. But the result would differ very little if the reckoning were

assumed to refer to the desert route, since the distance from Miran to the point on the ancient

Limes where my explorations have shown the Yu-rn^n gate-station to have been situated, also amounts

by the map to about 295 miles. To Nan-hu or Yang kuan it would be about 30 miles further.*

The distances given to other localities are somewhat more difficult to check, because the routes

to which they refer are not determined with equal clearness by the natural configuration of the

intervening ground. In the case of the Governor-General’s seat at Wu-lei, which may be looked

for about the present Chadir on the high road west of Korla,® we can scarcely go wrong in assuming
^

that the route mainly followed the line of the terminal Tarim and of the Konche-darya, by

which all traffic still proceeds from the Lop tract to Korla. The bearing to the north-west is

certainly correct, and the distance of about 320 miles, as shown by Dr. Hassenstein’s map, does not

seriously differ from the 1,785 li of the text, seventeen daily marches being the present road

reckoning.

The ‘ kingdom of Shan ’ ^] can only be roughly located in the Western Kuruk-tagh. If its

identification with Singer, the only place of actual cultivation and that of the smallest size, is

accepted,® we can account for the estimated distance of 1,350 li by assuming that the route, as at

present, led up the Tarim to the vicinity of Turfan-karaul and thence past the ruined station of

Ying-p'an north-eastwards.^ The most direct route from Lop to Turfan, as still used in recent

times, lies through Singer, and as the latter place is shown by our Map No. 55 to be separated from

the old Turfan capital by about no miles, it is possible to assume that the distance of 1,890 li given

between Shan-shan and Chii-shih was reckoned along this line of route. But it must be remembered

that in ancient times, when desiccation had not progressed as far as now, other routes through the

Kuruk-tagh may also have been practicable, and in any case the erroneous bearing indicated, which

makes Chii-shih lie to the north-west of Shan-shan, must serve as a warning that we are here on less

secure ground.

‘ Dr. Herrmann, Seidenstrassen, p. 106, assumes that the

disunce from the Yang barrier to Ytt-ni was calculated by

a route which led first to the ‘ Lou-lan
’
Site north of Lop-nor

and then turned to the south-west to Charkhlik, where he

assumes Yfl-ni to have been situated. Reference to the map

shows that such a route would have implied a very con-

siderable detour, not warranted by physical conditions, which,

as far as transit between the CharMik tract and Tun-huang

is concerned, must always have favoured the use of the

shorter lines either straight through the desert or along the

Altin-tagh. It deserves to be noted that Fa-hsien, who

certainly could not have travelled by the then abandoned

route passing the Lou-lan settlement, took seventeen days to

travel from Tun-huang to Shan-shan (see above, p. 324)-

This is exactly the number of the rather long daily marches

which brought me from Abdal to Tun-huang by the direct

desert route.

' Cf. above, p. 296 ; Heirmann, Seidenstrassen, p. 38,

note 4; Wylie in J. Anthrop. Inst., 1881, p. 23.

‘ Cf. Chavaimes in T'oung-pao, 1905, p. 552, note 7,

where other references to this petty territory of Shan (called

Mo-shan^ [Jj by the commentator of the Shut ching, ibid.i

p. 570) are discussed. Its identification with ‘ Kizil-sangir
’

(i. e. Singer) was first suggested by Grenard, Mission D. de

Rhins, ii. p. 61. [My surveys of 1915 showed traces of former

cultivation on patches of ground at Po-ch’^ng-tzii and Shindi

to the north-west and south-west respectively of Singer.

This name is now in use for the tiny colony that alone

remains.]

’ This well-known route from Tikkenlik on the Tarim to

Singer via Ying-p'an was duly surveyed by Col. Kozloflf in

1893 and is shown in the map illustrating Roborovsky’s

expedition of 1893-95. Herrmann also accepts tiie

location of Shan at ‘ Kizil-sangir ’ and the use of the Ying-p'an

route {Seidenslrassm, p. 112), but believes, in accordance with

his system of interpreting the reckonings of CKien Honshu’s

road, that the distance of 1,350 li was ol^ined by first going

north-east from Yil-ni to the ‘ Lou-lan' site, then due west to

Ying-p'an, and thence to Singer. The map shows the

huge detours such a route would have implied. From Col.

KozlohTs surveys it is seen that Singer can even now be

reached from the ‘ Lou-lan ’ Site by comparatively short routes

provided with springs of some sort. [Our surveys of 1914—

15 have fully confirmed this.]
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The relatively large population which the Annals assign to Shan-shan or Lou-lan— 1,570 People and

families, nearly one-half of those in Yu-t'ien or Khotan (3,300), and close on seven times as many as

those in Chu-mo or Charchan (230)—deserves all the more attention in view of what we are told of

the nature of the soil and the resources of the territory. ‘ The land is sandy and salt, and there are

few cultivated fields. The country relies on the neighbouring kingdoms for cereals and agricultural

products. It produces jade, abundance of rushes, the tamarix, the Elaeococca vernicifera, and white

grass. The people remove with their flocks and herds for pasturage where they can find sufficiency

of water and herbage. They have asses, horses, and many camels. They can fabricate military

weapons the same as the people of Jo Ch'iang

In this description we find the chief characteristic features of the Lop region reproduced with Description

considerable accuracy : the great extent of drift-sand areas, the wide belts of salt-impregnated soil

along the terminal river-beds and lagoons where vegetation is mainly restricted to reeds and

tamarisk scrub, and the narrow limits of the ground where irrigation is possible. We see

clearly that, then as now, agricultural possibilities must have been greatly restricted by the

difficulties in utilizing for irrigation the ever-shifting channels in which the abundant, but rather

saline, waters of the Tarim and its last affluents lose themselves over this deltaic ground of drift-sand

and marsh-land.® In view of this explicit statement we are the more justified in assuming that the

main sites of permanent occupation during ancient times must be looked for in the same few locali-

ties where present conditions still permit of agricultural settlements, though within limits probably

much reduced through the progress of desiccation.

The account of
*

proportion of the population must then, as at the present day, have been wholly dependent on

pastoral pursuits, whether in the riverine belts or in the mountains to the south. It is this

of ancient

Lop region.

existence of opportunities for the life of the herdsman and fisherman which probably attracted

here, in the course of the eighteenth century, the modern Loplik population, consisting, according

to a reliable account, of Kirghiz and Kalmak immigrants, and undoubtedly of true nomad stock.®

At the same time, the considerable population given for ground possessed of such scanty resources

may safely be recognized as a sign that the territory included in Shan-shan was extensive. It seems

well to lay stress on this point
;
otherwise a doubt might be felt as to whether the ‘ Lou-lan Site

’

could have been comprised in the Shan-shan ‘ kingdom ’, while its capital lay as far south as Miran.

From our examination of the records by which we can trace back the history of the Lop tract Position of

from modem and mediaeval times to the early centuries of our era, it has, I think, become clear that

during the whole of this long period the chief permanent settlements of the territory were situated

to the south of the line represented by the present terminal marshes of the Tarim and Charchan
River, and that they owed their existence to the streams which alone could assure cultivation at the

foot of the great mountain glacis. It remains for us to ascertain whether the conditions were also

the same during the earliest epoch so far accessible, that to which the data furnished by the records
of the Former Han dynasty relate. Special care is needed in examining this question, because
protracted discussions as to great changes which have been assumed in the bed of Lop-nor, and also
certain inferences first suggested by Dr. Hedin’s discovery of the Lou-lan Site ruins, have tended

® As regards the difScullies which have dogged_^the recent

efi[<Hts of the Chinese administration to establish agricultural

setdements at Tikkenlik, Doral, and other points on the

Tlrim, near what may be considered the northern extremity

of the present inhabited Lop tract, cf. the instructive account

of Huntington, Pulse of Asia, pp. 265 sqq.

® See the interesting and still very useful data recorded in
Forsyth, Yarkand Missim\ Report, pp. 51 sq. The resem-
blance between the Loplik dialect and the Turk! spoken by
the Kirghiz in the mountains to the north-west struck several
of my Yarkand and Kashgar followers.
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rather to obscure the issue. Fortunately the information given, for this period, by the Former Han
Annals about Shan-shan or Lou-Ian is comparatively abundant. We owe this to the exceptional

importance then possessed by the territory as the key to the route which first served China’s political

and commercial advance into the Tarim Basin and westwards.

The account which the notice on Shan-shan or Lou-lan gives of the early events of this expan-

sion has been treated so often that it will suffice if we consider here the points which have a direct

bearing on the historical geography of the Lop-nor region. After Chang Ch'ien’s return from his

famous mission, the Emperor Wu-ti commenced systematic operations against the Hsiung-nu or

Huns, which led to the occupation of westernmost Kan-su (fire. 121 B.c.) and the subsequent

extension of the ‘ Great Wall ’ to beyond Tun-huang.^® Chinese intercourse with Ta-yuan (Farghana)

and the interjacent countries then became so frequent that ‘ the envoys of the respective nations

followed each other continuously, more than ten in number in the course of a year ’. ‘ Lou-lan,’

thus the record of the Annals continues, ‘ in concert with Ku-shih, however, being on the high road,

harassed these officials, attacked and robbed the Chinese envoy Wang K'uei and his party, and on

various occasions acted as eyes and ears to the Hsiung-nu, causing their troops to intercept the

Chinese envoys.’ ” This interference with his missions westwards induced the Emperor Wu-ti to

dispatch the general Chao P‘o-nu on a punitive expedition against the offending states. Advancing

at the head of seven hundred light horse, Chao P‘o-nu, in 108 b.c., ‘ seized the king of Lou-lan
; then

subjugated Ku-shih, and, relying on the prestige of his fierce troops, he overawed the States depen-

dent on Wu-sun and Ta-yiian’.

The reference made to Lou-lan in connexion with this expedition, brief as it is, has its value for

the geographical question at issue. It is shown that the kingdom of Lou-lan lay on the ‘ high road
’

leading from Tun-huang to Ta-yiian or Farghana, and that consequently its attitude was of essential

importance for the safety of the Chinese political and commercial missions proceeding towards

‘ Ta-yiian and the interjacent countries’. In order to determine more exactly the direction of that

high road and the position of Lou-lan, it is necessary to make sure of the identity of the territory

Ku-shih, the people of which had abetted Lou-lan in its attack on the Chinese envoy and also

helped the Huns to intercept other Chinese missions. Now, all Sinologists dealing with this notice

of the Former Han Annals have assumed that by Ku-shih is meant the territory elsewhere

called ChU-shih * I®, i Turfan,'^ and in view of the explicit statement of a preceding passage^

according to which Ku-shih was, after a successful Chinese expedition in the period 73—49 B.C.,

divided ‘between the two kings of Anterior and Ulterior ChU-shih', this identification may be
considered certain.^®

Cf. Wylie in J. Anthrop. Inst., x. p. 22.

“ See Wylie, y. Anthrop. Inst., x. p. 25 ;
also p. 71 ;

for

the corresponding notice of these events in Book cxxiii of

Ssii-ma Ch'ien’s history, from which the Annals’ account

seems derived, cf. Kingsmill in JJl.A.S., 1882, p. ij-

Brossefs translation of that chapter (J. As., 1828, pp. 418-

450) is not accessible to me. M. Chavannes’ monumental

translation of that great historical work has unfortunately not

progressed to Book exxm.
“ Cf. Wylie,/. Anthrop. Inst., x. p. 25, note; Kingsmill,

J.R.A.S., 1882, p. 6 ; Chavannes, Toung-pao, 1905, p. 533,
note; Turcs occid., p. loi.

** Cf. Wylie, J. Anthrop. Inst., x. p. 22. It is note-

worthy also that the account in the Former Han Annals of

Chfl-shih or Turfan, when mentioning two Chinese expedi-

tions ag;ainst this territory in the years 99 and 89 b.c.

respectively, distinctly refers to troops from Lou-lan having

been employed, apparently as the chief contingent ; cf. Wylie,

J. Anthrop. Inst., xi. p. 106. This well illustrates the coarse

followed on Chao Po-nu’s expedition, which first secured

Lou-lan before attacking Ku-shih, i. e. 'Turfan.

I have thought it necessary to indicate clearly the evidence

for the identity of Ku-shih and ChU-shih, in view of Dr. Herr-

mann's remarks, Seidenstrassen, pp. ro2 sq. He rejects the

identification without either adducing any definite evidence

against it or suggesting any other location for Ku-shih. On
the other hand, Dr. Herrmann's very careful investigation of

the questions connected with the position of Lou-lan and
Shan-shan has the merit of having demonstrated that the

view held by certain Chinese scholars, and formerly adopted
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With this point accepted, a careful comparison of the evidence furnished by the above record Lou>!an as

with what we know of the actual topography of this region leads to several highly probable in-

ferences. In the first place, it is clear that Lou-lan, if it was necessary to subjugate it before

Ku-shih or Turfan, must be located around Lop-nor, for only here could physical conditions during

historical times have permitted of the existence of settlements which might form a ‘ kingdom ’ and

serve as a base for an advance upon Turfan. The latter was accessible for a Chinese force operating

from the Tun-huang Marches only by the route leading past Lop-nor, For of another, crossing the

desert range of the Pei-shan much further to the east, we know, from a definite statement of the

Former Han Annals, that it was not opened until the period a.d, 1-5.** Hence it follows that

the Chinese expedition proceeded via Lop-nor, and that the Lou-lan of that period must correspond
* roughly to the Lop tract, as we have also shown of Shan-shan.

In the second place, since the ‘ high road ‘ referred to in connexion with the events preceding Route ob-

the Chinese expedition of 108 b.c. was liable to obstruction both from the side of Lou-lan and
of Ku-shih (Turfan), the route meant must have lain to the north of Lop-nor. The only line here lan and

available for the early Chinese missions was the route which once connected the site of ‘ Lou-lan Turfan.

on the east, with the end of the Great Wall and, on the west, with the northern string of oases in

the Tarim Basin.^*» Reference to the map shows that this line of communication must have been
exposed to Hun raids both from the side of Kara-shahr and from that of Turfan due north, and it is

exactly this condition of things which the record concerning the expedition of 108 b.c. indicates.

Kara-shahr offered easy access from the great grazing tracts north of the T‘ien-shan and in the Hun raids

Yulduz Valley which were held by the Huns, and must always have been a particularly convenient Kara-

also by M. Chavannes, which would place Shan-shan at the

modem Pichan, east of Turfan, or else at a locality, called

Na-chih corresponding to the present Lapchuk north-

west of Hatni, is quite untenable. The geographical argu-

ments against such a notion are so strong and have been so

clearly stated by Dr. Herrmann that it does not seem necessary

to discuss in detail the Chinese statements, mostly modem,

upon which this conjectural location was based, and which

M. Chavannes' note on the Wn Ito, T'oung-pao, 1905,

pp. 531 sq., reproduces.

With reference to Na-chih, however, there is a point of

interest, which deserves to be noted here, because it connects

the place with Lop and explains how the erroneous identifica-

tion probably arose. The Tang shu, indeed, says that Na-

chih was established in a.d. 630 at the site of the ancient

town of Shan-shan. But in view of what the same Annals

state elsewhere about the position of Lou-lan or Shan-shan

being marked by Shih-ch'6ng, the ‘ Stone Town ’, to the south

of Lop-nor (cf. above, p. 320), it is obvious that, as Dr. Herr-

maim has rightly recognized, the record given by an earlier

text, the Fiian ho chUn hsien t'u chih, is more deserving of

attention. According to this text, which was published

between a.d. 806 and 814 (see Chavaimes, loc. at.), ‘ the sub-

prefecture of Na-chih was 120 li to the south-west of I-chu

(Hami). This town was built by people from Shan-shan.

Since the barbarians give to Shan-shan &e name of Nd-chth,

this same name was applied also to the sub-prefecture.'

The true explanation of this passage has been found by
M. Pelliot. In 1910 he was kind enough to point out to me

that, as the locality meant by Na-chih is undoubtedly the

present oasis of Lap>chuk, some thirty-three miles to the

west-north-west ofHami (see Map No. 69 ; for its old remains,

cf. below, chap, xxviii. sec. iii), the statement recorded by
Li Chi-fu, the author of the Titan ho chiln hsien fu chih,

obviously refers to a connexion between the name Na-chih
and the old indigenous designation of the Lop region which
we find reproduced already in Hsiian-tsang’s Na-fu-po, We
have fresh evidence here for the antiquity of the name Lop,
which we have previously traced in Hsuan-tsang’s Na-fu-po
and in the Nob of the Tibetan records from Miran, and con-
firmation also for the correspondence between the Chinese
transcription na and the initial I of the indigenous form of
the name, as indicated in our discussion of the name (see

above, pp. 321 sq.). [M. Pelliot has now fully explained
this view and supported it by an interesting notice of Na-chih
drawn from our Ch'ien-fo-tung MS. Ch. 917, in/. As., 1916,

pp. 1 17 sqq., note.
)

** Cf. Wylie, Notes on the Western Regions, J. Anthrop.
Inst., xi. p. 109; also Chavannes, Toung-pao, 1905, p. 533,
note I. The exact line of this ‘ new road' will have to be
determined elsewhere j cf. below, chap. xnc. sec. vi. In the
Later Han Annals we find the still later route from Tun-
huang via I-wu (Hami) to Kao-ch'ang or Turfan, which was
opened after a.d. 73, quite correctly described as a main road
to the ‘ Western Countries ' alternative to the route via Shan-
shan j see Chavannes, Heou Han chou, T'oung-pao, 1907,
p. 169.

*** See below, chap. xrv. sec. ii.

1ST< X X
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gate for Hun inroads into the Tarim Basin.*® Hun parties sent thence to intercept Chinese missions

could best effect their object on that part of the road which led westwards through Lou-lan, assum-

ing that by this term is meant, as by the mediaeval and modem Lop, the territory comprising the

whole of the Tarim delta around Lop-nor. We have probably a definite instance of such a move
in the record of the attempt which the Huns made in 104 b.c. to cut off the return of a Chinese

expedition to Ta-yiian by a force of cavalry posted in Lou-lan.*®*

But this route must have been equally exposed to Hun raids from the side of Turfan. If

reference is made to the map illustrating the explorations effected by Colonel Kozloff between

Turfan and Lop-nor in the course of his and Captain Roborovsky’s expedition in 1893-5, or to

our own Surveys of 19 14-15, it is seen that there are at least three still practicable tracks which

cross the wastes of the Kumk-tagh due south of Turfan, All meet at right angles the ancient route

which here approached the southern foot of the range. It is true that probably several of the scanty

springs upon which the use of these tracks depends are now salt, like those of Altmish-bulak to the

north-east of the Lou-lan site,*® and consequently can only be utilized when their water becomes
drinkable through freezing. But these difficulties about water must have been less serious in

ancient times, before desiccation had progjressed as far as it has now, and it appears to me probable

on several grounds that this central portion of the Kuruk-tagh could then be crossed by small

parties,** In this way the ancient route leading from Tun-huang to the north of Lop-nor is likely to

have been exposed to flanking attacks by Hun raiders here also.

In this connexion convenient reference may be made to a passage of Chang Ch'ien’s report, as

contained in Chapter CXXIII of Ssu-ma Ch'ien’s history, which also connects Ku-shih, i.e. Turfan, with

Lop-nor. In a summary geographical description of the Tarim Basin we are told that ‘adjoining

the salt marsh (i.e. Lop-nor) were the states of Lou-lan ^ H and Ku-shih ^ ^jp, the plains

outside the cities of which reached to the water of the lake ’ (Kingsmill),*® M. Chavannes translates

‘ les royaumes de Leou-lan et Ko^l-che ont des villes munies de remparts intdrieurs et ext^rieurs et

sont voisins du marais sal^ ’, thus stating that both territories extended to the vicinity of the lake.

But in his explanatory remarks he specially emphasizes the fact that the wording of the Chinese

text does not imply that the capitals of the two kingdoms were necessarily situated close to

the lake.*®

In view of obvious geographical facts and of what has been stated above as to the identity of

Ku-shih with ChU-shih or Turfan, we must, as far as the latter territory is concerned, accept

M. Chavannes’ explanation that by the vicinity of Lop-nor the text merely means easy access to

it by routes. And that this actually existed I have, I hope, made quite clear by my discussion of

the topography. As regards Lou-lan a much closer vicinity to the ‘ salt marsh ’ must be assumed ;

but the passage of Chang Ch'ien’s report does not help us to define the extent of the territory and
the position of its chief place more exactly.

It is significant that according to a notice in the Former

Han Annals (cf. Wylie,/. Anthrop. Inst., x. p. 2 1) the ‘ Slaves’

Protector-General’ appointed by a Hun prince, before

Chinese supremacy had asserted itself, ‘ to rule the Western

regions . . . always dwelt in the dangerous part of Yen-ch'i

(Kara-shahr). He had to levy the taxes on the cultivated

land, and received of the wealth of these kingdoms.’

See below, p. 339.
** Cf. for the ‘Sixty’ springs of Altmish-bulak, Hedin,

Central Asia, i. p. 366 ; ii. pp. 97 sq,, 108.

” For a similar inference as regards a portion of the

eastern Kuruk-tagh, see below, chap, xix. sec. vi.

Cf. Intercourse of China with Eastern Turkestan,

J.R.A.S., 1882, p. 6.

” See Chavannes, Toung-pao, 1905, p. 533, note.

That M. Chavannes claimed the benefit of this interpretation

also for the erroneous location of Lou-lan at Pichan or

Lapchuk (cf. above, p. 336, note 13) does not invalidate the

intrinsic correctness of his explanation.
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Section V.—LOU-LAN RE-ESTABLISHED AS SHAN-SHAN

We may now resume the synopsis of the events concerning Shan-shan or Lou-Ian as recorded

by the Annals. Chao P'o-nu’s successful expedition (a.d. io8) had resulted in the submission of

Lou-lan, which ‘ presented offerings of tribute to China*. But when the Hsiung-nu, on hearing of

this, moved troops to attack Lou-lan, its king characteristically enough is said to have ‘ sent one son

as a hostage to the Hsiung-nu, and another to China It is easy to understand this uncertain

attitude of the small state upon which the Chinese advance westwards had suddenly imposed

strategic importance
;
for it was only in the time immediately following Chao P'o-nu’s expedition

* that, according to the statement in the Annals, the fortified border line known as the ‘ Great Wall
’

was extended from Chiu-ch'iian or Su-chou to the Yii-min or ‘ Jade Gate Of this my explora-

tions have proved that it was established after the end of the second century b. c. on the western-

most part of the Limes beyond Tun-huang, and by the very route which still leads from Tun-huang

to the region of Lop.®

A few years later Lou-lan again figured prominently in the events connected with the expedi-

tions which the Emperor Wu-ti dispatched against distant Ta-yiian or Farghana.* ‘ Afterwards,’

the Han Annals tell us, ‘ when the £rh-shih General went to attack Ta-yiian, the Hsiung-nu wished

to intercept him. The General’s troops, however, presented such a formidable appearance that

they did not dare to take the initiative, but sent cavalry to wait in Lou-lan till the Chinese envoy
should again pass, wishing completely to cut off his return.’ The expedition here referred to was
in all probability the first which was led westwards, in 104 b.c., by Li Kuang-Ii, the ‘ E)rh-shih

General’, but which was forced to retire to Tun-huang two years later without having attained its

goal and after heavy losses.®

The sequel is thus told in the Annals: ‘ The Chinese military chief, J6n Wen had then

command of the military colony at the Jade Gate barrier {Yii-min kuari) ;
and when the ferh-shih

General was afterwards obstructed, J€n W^n ascertained the facts from some captives and reported

the same to the capital. The Emperor issued a rescript ordering J6n W^n to lead troops by a

convenient road and capture the king of Lou-lan. The General proceeded to the city gate, where
he reproached the king for his conduct, but the latter replied: “When a small State lies between

two great kingdoms, if it has not an alliance with both, it cannot be at rest. I wish now to place

my nation within the bounds of the Chinese empire.” The Emperor, confiding in his words,
re-established him in his kingdom, and commissioned him to keep a watch over the movements of

the Hsiung-nu. From this time the Hsiung-nu had no great intimacy with, or confidence in,

Lou-lan.’ ®*

The course of events here recorded is in full agreement with the assumption that the position
and extent of Lou-lan roughly coincided with that of the territory known later as Shan-shan or Lop.
For a Chinese force returning from the direction of Farghana to Tun-huang, the route leading to
the north of Lop-nor and along the foot of the Kuruk-tagh was obviously the nearest line of retreat.

‘ Cf. Wylie, J. Anihrop. Insl., x. p. *5. Here and in

other extracts I am substituting for Mr. Wylie’s transcripts of

Chinese names those conforming arith the Wade system.

* Cf. Wylie, ibid., pp. 25, 71 (‘ Guard-houses were planted

at intervals, from Chiao-ch'Uan to the Yii Gate ’)
; also Kings-

T^, J.R.A.S., 1882, p. 18.

® See below, chap, xix-xx.

‘ Cf. for a detailed account of these operations, which best

show the rapid extension of Chinese power into the Tarim
Basin and even beyond, Ssii-ma Ch'ien’s narrative in Kings-
mill, Intercourse of China with Eastern Turkestan, J.R.A.S.,
1882, pp. 22 sqq.

' See Kingsmill,/.7?..4 .5’., 1882, p. 23.
“ Cf. Wylie, ibid., p. 26.
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It was here, within ground belonging to Lou-lan or Lop, that the Huns would have their best chance

of completely cutting off the force, or of at least seriously hampering its retreat We know that the

‘ ]&rh-shih General ’ made his way back to the Chinese border line, though with only ‘ one or two

tenths of those who had set out But we are not told what exactly was the chronological relation

between his retreat and Jen W^n’s punitive expedition against the king of Lou-lan.

The general tenor of the record, however, goes to show that the movement of Chinese troops

to the seat of the king of Lou-lan took place somewhat later and was not a succouring expedition.

If this interpretation of the facts so briefly recorded is right, some importance may, perhaps, be

attached to the mention made of ‘ a convenient road ’ by which the troops were to be led to the

capture of the Lou-lan king. Taking into account ascertained geographical and archaeological facts,

and what has been shown above as to the position of the ‘ capital ’ of the Lop tract from Later Han

times onwards, I cannot help surmising that this reference to a ‘ convenient road ’ implies the use of

a route different from that north of Lop-nor which, as we have seen, previous Chinese missions and

expeditions are likely to have followed. If we assume that the chiefs residence lay then, as it

certainly did during the subsequent periods, to the south of the Lop-nor marshes in the Miran-

Charkhlik tract, this special mention of the route leading to it becomes fully intelligible ;
for the

nearest and most convenient route to a Lou-lan capital thus situated led clearly by the present

Tun-huang-Charkhlik caravan track, and not by the line connecting the Tun-huang Limes with the

once inhabited tract north of Lop-nor marked by the ruined ‘ Lou-lan Site ’.

That by J^n W^n’s expedition the Chinese had for the time being secured complete control over

Lou-lan is proved by the unobstructed passage through it of the second and entirely successful

expedition which the ‘ ^!rh-shih General’ led against Ta-yiian or Farghana about ioi-ioob.c.'^ Nor

could it have been very difficult to assure this control over the Lop region, considering that under

the ‘ £)rh-shih General ’
‘ there marched out of Tun-huang a force of sixty thousand men, not including

camp followers,’ according to SsQ-ma Ch'ien’s contemporary testimony. To the really serious

difficulties which must have attended the movement of such numbers across desert ground I shall

have occasion to refer later on. After the striking success which attended this great Chinese

undertaking in a distant part of Central Asia, we are told that ‘ westwards, as far as the “ Salt

water”, i.e. Lop-nor, rest-houses were established’.® This measure was doubtless a result of the

transport experiences gained between Tun-huang and Lou-lan. In 99 b.c., as we read in the Annals,

Lou-lan furnished the troops for a Chinese attack upon Chu-shih or Turfan.® Also in 89 b.c.

a Lou-lan contingent figured in the force which was sent agjainst Turfan in order to create a

diversion, and thus to aid a Chinese force operating against the Huns north of the T'ien-shan. It

was then that the king of Chii-shih submitted to the Empire.^®

Meanwhile the king of Lou-lan had died in 92 b.c. The Chinese court, not finding it opportune

to let the hostage prince who had been kept in confinement depart from China to his home, caused

the next son to be installed. When he, too, died, ‘ the Hsiung-nu, first hearing of it, sent their

hostage prince back, who succeeded to the throne.’ This new king, when summoned by an Imperial

rescript to proceed to the Chinese court, naturally delayed his appearance there, warned by the fact

that two members of the royal family sent to China as hostages had never returned.^ The Annals

then continue :
‘ Now the extreme eastern border of the kingdom of Lou-lan where it approaches

nearest to China, was opposite to the Po-lung-tui (“ White Dragon Mounds ”), where there was

a scarcity of water and pasture ; and it always fell to its share to provide guides, to carry water and

* Cf. Kingsmill,/..^..4 .5’., 1882, p. 23.
’ Cf. ibid., pp. 25 sqq.

® Cf. ibid., pp. 24-9.

® Cf Wylie,/. Anthrop, Imt., xi. p. 106.

*“ See ibid., xi. pp. 106 sq.

“ Cf ibid., X. pp. 26 sq.
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to forward provisions to meet the Chinese envoys
; but being frequently exposed to the oppressive

raids of the soldiery, they at last resolved that it was inconvenient to hold intercourse with

China. Afterwards, again on the revolt of the Hsiung-nu, they several times intercepted and killed

the Chinese envoys.’

This passage is of special interest for the ancient geography of the Lop region ; for it clearly

indicates the extent eastwards of the territory then known to the Chinese as Lou-lan, and also

throws light on the serious physical difficulties with which the use of the route leading through it

from Tun-huang had already to contend, whether for military or commercial purposes.

[The topographical details of the line which the direct route through the desert from Tun-huang

to the Lou-lan territory had followed, during Han times and for some time later, were first cleared

up by the explorations I effected in the winter of 1914. The main results have been briefly g^ven

in the preliminary report on my third Central-Asian expedition, published in the Royal Geographical

Society’s yournal}^ A full account of these explorations and of the archaeological evidence which

enabled me definitely to trace the ancient Chinese route to Lou-lan can, however, be made available

only when the time comes for preparing the detailed Report on my journey of 1913-16. In the

meantime I must content myself here with a reference to the above preliminary account and a

statement concerning the special topographical point to which the Han Annals, as above quoted,

refer.

I believe that the designation of Po-lung-hd, ‘ the White Dragon Mounds’, was applied by the

Chinese, from the time of the first opening of the route, to that particular portion where it skirts and

then crosses the extreme north-eastern extension of the dried-up salt bed of the ancient Lop-nor.

There strings of salt-coated clay terraces, all undoubtedly carved out by wind-erosion from what was

the lake bottom of an earlier geological period, run parallel to each other in the direction from

east-north-east to west-south-west, and extend for a considerable distance along both the western

and eastern shores of the ancient salt-encrusted lake bed.^® Their fantastic and yet curiously

uniform shapes would readily suggest to Chinese eyes the form of ‘ a dragon in earth which was

without a head but had a tail. The highest rise to two or three chang (twenty or thirty feet) ; the

lowest to over one chang (over ten feet). All of them are turned towards the north-east and

resemble each other.’ Thus a Chinese commentator of the Former Han Annals, writing in the

third century A.D., accurately and graphically describes them.’*

These belts of salt-impregnated ‘ Mesas ’ form the most striking feature of the dismal ground

crossed by the last two marches but one of the ancient route before it reached the extreme eastern

limit of the Lou-lan area which once possessed water and vegetation. This explains why the

Wei lio, where it describes ‘the route of the Centre’ which led direct from Tun-huang towards

Kucha, places the Lung-tui or ‘ Mounds in the shape of Dragons ’ immediately before the station of
‘ the ancient Lou-lan My explorations of 1914 have proved that on the line followed by the old

Han route, the Wei lie's ‘route of the Centre’,’® there was, for a distance of over 120 miles, a
stretch of ground to be crossed which in Han times was already a waterless desert of salt, bare clay,

or gravel. This forbidding waste lay between the line of wells still available in the long-extended

depression which connects the terminal Su-lo Ho drainage with the easternmost end of the ancient

salt lake-bed of Lop-nor ” and the furthest point reached by the Kuruk-darya, the river branch

See Geogr. Journal, 1916, xlviii. pp. 126 sqq.

“ Cf. ibid., p. 128.

“ Cf. Cbavannes, Toung-pao, 1905, pp. 529 sq., note 7.

“ Cf. ibid., p. 529.

For the reason of this designation, cf below, chap. xiv.

sec. ii; also Desert Cathay, i. p. 515.
” As regards this well-marked depression or valley con-

necting the terminal bed of the Su-lo Ho and the north-

eastern exUemity of the salt-encmsted Lop-nor basin, cf.

Desert Cathay, i. p. 535 ; also below, chap. xiv. sec. i.
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which is now quite dry, but then stretched its delta to the northern settlements of Lou-lan, including

the ruined station of ‘ Lou-lan
• z-u*

It was for crossing this absolutely barren desert without water or vegetation that the Chinese

missions required provision to be made, from the nearest part of inhabited Lou-lan, for gfuides and

for the carriage of water and supplies to meet them near the ‘ White Dragon Mounds . Even with

the help thus provided, it remains somewhat of a problem how those ancient Chinese organizers of

transport succeeded in maintaining traffic, including the movement of large bodies of men, over so

great a stretch of ground devoid of all resources and presenting formidable natural obstacles. In

any case, the passage from the Annals plainly shows to what tribulations the use of the ancient

route north of the dried-up Lop sea-bed by large Chinese convoys, &c., must have exposed the

Lop population, semi-nomadic as it was.]

W^e may now turn to the concluding portion of the notice on Shan-shan in the Former Han

Annals. It deserves special attention, for it explains how this name for the Lop territory came to

supplant the earlier designation of Lou-lan. The trouble, already referred to, which the territory

had given caused the Chinese in 77 b.c., apparently at the instigation of Wei-tu-chi, a younger

brother of the king, who had submitted to them and was living in China, to dispatch a high officer,

Fu Chieh-tzti, with instructions to put to death the Lou-lan king.^« After selecting a few daring

followers and circulating the report that he was going on a friendly diplomatic mission, Fu Chieh-tzu

proceeded to Lou-lan. There ‘ he deceived the King with the pretence that he had presents for

him. The latter, delighted with the event, unsuspectingly invited Fu Chieh-tzu to drink wine.

^\^len the King was intoxicated, Fu removed the royal screen and told two of his sturdy followers

to stab him from behind. The nobles who were sitting round all fled. Fu Chieh-tzu then made an

announcement, saying: “ The deed just accomplished is a retribution for the Kings crimes against

the Han. The Emperor sent me to put him to death. You must set up the Kings younger

brother, Wei-t'u-ch‘i, now in China, as King.” The Chinese troops, who had just arrived, not daring

to move, he gave orders that the kingdom of Lou-lan should cease to be.’ The king s head was

severed from the body and ‘suspended at the north gate’, apparently of the Chinese capital.

‘ Wei-t'u-ch'i was then set up as King, and the kingdom re-established under the name of Shan-shan,

for which a seal of investiture was engraved.’

The new ruler had one of the ladies of the Imperial court bestowed on him as a consort and

was given a send-off from the capital marked with every honour. Evidently the prestige thus

imparted would not suffice to assure Wei-t'u-ch'i of his safety, for on his departure the new king is

said to have ‘ himself presented the following request to the Emperor :
“ I have resided long in

China, and now that I am returning weak and single-handed, while there is still a son of the former

King living, I fear I shall be assassinated. In our kingdom there is the city of I-hsUn'^^ (Wylie

:

E-turi), where the land is rich and productive ; may I request the Han to send a general to plant

a military colony there, and collect the grain, so that your servant may rely upon his prestige ?
”

The Han monarch thereupon sent a cavalry leader with forty subordinates to cultivate the fields at

I-hsun (E-tun), in order to guard the place and soothe the people. After this a Protector-General

was appointed and this was the beginning of placing officers in I-hsiin.’

The essential data which this account of the Ch'ien Han shu supplies for the ancient geography

'* Cf. Wylie, /. Anthrop. Inst., x. p. 27. I have given

the Chinese names according to the forms adopted by M.
Chavannes in his translation of Li Tao-yiian's commentary,

which contains an abstract of the CKun Han shu’s record;

see Chavannes, T'outtg-pao, 1905, p. 56-: also above, p. 325.

” In this form, I-hs&n^ the nanse is quoted from

our text by M. Chavannes, 7”oung-pao, 1905, p. 537. “ote a.

Mr. Wylie writes £-/un.
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of the Lop region has already been discussed with reference to the statements furnished by Li

Tao-yiian’s commentary on the ‘ Book of the Waters ’.*® It was seen that the town of I-hsiin,

which Li Tao-yuan places to the south of the united course of the Tarim and Charchan River, and

which in his time had become the capital of Shan-shan, must be located at the present Charkhlik.

It was further proved that the position of the town of Yii-ni, which is named by the Ch'ien Han shu

as the capital of Shan-shan or Lou-lan, and which in Li Tao-yiian’s time was known as the ‘ old

eastern town’, corresponds to the ancient site of Mlran. With these locations the account given by

the Annals as to the origin of the Chinese military colony at I-hsiin fully agrees
;
for, as M. Chavannes

has rightly recognized,®’ the locality selected for this colony must have been within an easy distance

of the capital if the presence of a Chinese garrison planted there was to afford the support which

the new king of Shan-shan needed.

The evidence thus afforded by the Ckien Han shtt enables us to feel certain that, from about

77 B,c. onwards, the capital of the ‘ kingdom ’ corresponding to the mediaeval and modern Lop was

situated in the present Charkhlik tract. It also supplies the definite date when the name of the

territory was changed from the original Lou-lan to Shan-shan, There is nothing in the record of

the Annals to suggest that this change in the official Chinese designation was prompted or accom-

panied by any change in the position of the capital. But since this view has been put forward by
M. Chavannes and after him by Dr. Herrmann,®* though for different reasons, it seems necessary to

examine the question thus raised more closely.

The reason which induced M. Chavannes to suggest, but with due critical caution, that such

a transfer of the capital took place in 77 b.c. was the difficulty of otherwise reconciling the evidence.

On the one hand, the position of I-hsUn was established south of the terminal course of the Tarim,

and the records of later date placed Shan-shan in the same vicinity near Charkhlik
;
on the other,

he had adopted a location for Lou-lan either at Pichan or Lapchuk, both on the Hami-Turfan

route.®® We have, however, already seen that this location was based on a misapprehension.®* In

reality the ‘ ancient Lou-lan ’, which the Wei Ho mentions on its ‘ route of the Centre ’, is identical

with the ruined ‘ site of Lou-lan ’ to the north of the Lop-nor, but yet within the Lop region. The
exploration of these ruins, first discovered by Dr. Hedin in 1900, has convinced me by conclusive

archaeological evidence that the ‘ route of the Centre ’, which the Wei lids author knew about the

middle of the third century A.D., passed this site, and that it was not abandoned until about the

middle of the fourth century. Documentary evidence obtained at the site, and discussed in

Chapter XI, shows that the Chinese military station represented by those ruins was actually called

Lou-lan in local Chinese records of the third and fourth centuries.®'*

This proves that the Wei Ho and the source used in Li Tao-yfians commentary on the Skui
ching were right in giving the name of Lou-lan to the Chinese military colony which guarded the
route along the north side of Lop-nor in their own time. But the continued application of the archaic
name Lou-lan to this particular locality cannot be accepted as proof that the capital of the whole
Lop tract or Lou-lan, as the Chinese called it down to 77 b.c., must also necessarily have stood
there. It is simple enough to assume that the Chinese retained in use or revived the antiquated
designation of Lou-lan for that part of Lop through which the most direct route westwards from
Tun-huang led, and which to them was consequently of special importance, while for the capital of

Cf. above, pp. 325 sqq.; for Li Tao-yiian’s record,

see Chavannes, T'oung-pao, 1905, pp. 567 sqq.

“ Cf. Chavannes, T'oung-pao, 1905, p. 533, note.

“ Cf. Hemnann, Seidmstrassen, pp. 103 sq.

” Cf. in particular M. Chavannes’ discussion in his notes

on the Wet Iw’s mention of ‘ancient Lou-lan’, T'oung-pao,
i 9°5, PP- 531 sqq.

“ See above, pp. 336 sq., note 13.
“ See below, chap. xi. sec. viii.
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the territory situated to the south of Lop-nor and the terminal Tarim the new official designation of
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On the other hand, the transfer of the capital southwards which M. Chavannes and after him
Dr. Herrmann have suggested involves a difficulty with regard to the political change in connexion
with which it is supposed to have taken place. There can be no doubt that the deeds recorded in

77 B.c. were planned to strengthen the Chinese hold over the Lop region. Now all geographical

and historical considerations point to the fact that the part of this district which was of chief

strategic importance to the Chinese during Han times was the tract north of the Lop-nor marshes
and along the foot of the Kuruk-tagh, through which the most direct route between Tun-huang and
the northern oases of the Tarim Basin passed. Had the seat of the Lou-lan chief stood here before

77 B.C., it would obviously have been an advantage for Chinese policy to let it remain there
; for it

would have been far easier to provide the support and control which the new king needed on that

great military and trade road than away to the south of Lop-nor where the military colony of

I-hsun was actually established. And the whole story of China’s relations with Central Asia shows
that economy of effort has, here as elsewhere, always been a characteristic feature of its strategy

and statecraft.

Nor does it seem to me safe to brush aside lightly the explicit statement of the Ch'ien Han shu
which asserts that ‘ the original name of the kingdom of Shan-shan was Lou-lan ’. We have seen
above that all Chinese records, from Later Han down to T'ang times, uniformly persist in correctly

showing Shan-shan in the position of Lop, and in placing its chief settlement to the south of Lop-
nor. We have also seen that this position of the ‘ capital ’ of the territory was dictated by physical

conditions which have continued to the present time in spite of all changes. In view of this con-

sistency of later historical evidence during prolonged periods, the testimony of the Former Han
Annals, which fully conforms with it, has an additional claim to credence. Moreover, the reliance

which it deserves in this case is considerably strengthened by the fact that the events related of

77 B.C., with the change of Lou-lan into Shan-shan, are separated by only about a century and
a half from the time when the extant text of the Ch'ien Han shu was composed by Pan Ku
(t A.D. 92).*^

It will here be convenient briefly to summarize the main results of geographical and anti-

quarian interest which our examination of the earliest Chinese records concerning the Lop region
has yielded. In the first place, it is certain that the name Lou-lan^ subsequently changed into
Shan-shan, corresponded to the mediaeval and modem Lop in its widest sense, and was applied to
a territory which comprised the whole of the depression between Kuruk-tagh and Altin-tagh, with
the terminal courses of the Tarim, Charchan, and Konche Rivers and the Lop-nor marshes fed by
them. The population of the territory depended mainly on pastoral pursuits. The chief agricul-

tural settlements were confined to the present Charkhlik tract, where streams coming from the
snowy range south assured permanent chances of irrigation. In it was situated, certainly from

77 B.C. onwards, but probably earlier also, the political centre of the territory, the capital Yii-ni

** It would not be difficult to quote numerous instances in

which Chinese nomenclature, old or modern, has utilized the

local name of an earlier period for the express purpose of

distinguishing the part of a territory, though there was no
doubt that the original application of the term had been
different. Thus when the present Keriya District ipsieti) was
separated in the eighties of the last century from the Khotan
Prefecture (chou), it received the official designation of Yu-

t'ien though it is perfectly well known to all educated

Chinese in Eastern Turkestan that this is the ancient designa-

tion of Khotan, now officially called Ho-t'im
yffj

This argument would, of course, carry even more
weight if it is assumed with Dr. Herrmann that the ‘Notes
on the Western Regions

’ embody in the main an official com-
pilation dating from arc. 30 b.c. ; cf. Seidenstrassenf pp. 35 sq.
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being represented by the site of Miran, and I-hsun, with its Chinese military colony, by the

present Charkhlik,

The territory was connected with Tun-huang and the westernmost part of the Chinese marches

within the ‘ Great Wall ’ by two lines of communication, as at the present day. The longer, and

probably less frequented, route led along the northernmost range of the Altin-tagh. The other

passed along the desert depression beyond the westernmost point of the Tun-huang Limes the

‘ Jade Gate’) by the present Tun-huang-Charkhlik track, and thus reached the easternmost exten-

sion of the ancient dry salt-encrusted lake-bed of Lop-nor, near the wells now known as Kum-kuduk.

From this point the route bifurcated, one branch leading, as now, south-westwards along the

southern shore of the ancient ‘ Salt Marsh ’ to Yu-ni (Miran) and I-hsiin (Charkhlik), and thence on

towards Khbtan.

The other branch turned in a direction approximately west-north-west, passed the north-

eastern extension of the dry ‘ Salt Marsh ’, and after crossing a great stretch of g^round wholly

devoid of water reached the old terminal course of the Konche-darya, now known as the Kuruk-

darya (‘ the Dry River ’). There the ruins of the Lou-lan Site attest the existence of a settlement

which must have derived importance from the passage through it of the most direct route between

China and the northern oases of the Tarim Basin. Documentary evidence found at these ruins

proves that the site was occupied by a Chinese military colony in the third and fourth centuries

A.D., and that the ancient name of Lou-lan was applied to it. From this point the northern branch

of the Tun-huang-Lop route, corresponding to ‘ the route of the Centre ’ of the Wei Ho, continued

in a north-westerly direction along the Kuruk-darya and further on by the bed of the Konche-darya,

which still carries water. There a line of ancient watch-towers, first noticed by Dr. Hedin in 1896,**

still marks this ancient high road leading to the long string of oases on the north edge of the

Tarim Basin.

From a variety of considerations connected with the main trend of Chinese political and com-

mercial expansion westwards,*'’ it may be safely concluded that the preponderating portion of the

traffic which served it or resulted from it proceeded by this ‘ route of the Centre ’ as the most direct

line connecting the ‘ Western Regions ’ with China. For the interests concerned in this traffic, the

ground along the Kuruk-darya, including the old station of the Lou-lan Site, certainly represented

the most important part of Lop. This, perhaps, helps to explain the survival of the earlier

desigfnation of Lou-lan, But putting aside this question of traffic, the economic and political centre

of Lop is clearly shown by the Ch’ien Han shu, as well as all later Chinese records, to have lain

south, in the present Charkhlik tract. If this was the case after 77 b.c. and right through the

period during which the ‘ route of the Centre ’, via the Lou-lan Site, was the chief channel for trade

and political and military missions, the same condition of things is even more likely to have
prevailed earlier, before the development of relations between China and the West had forced upon
Lou-lan or Lop the rdle of an important link in a great artery of traffic.

** Cf. Hedin, Reisen in Z.-A., pp. 75 sq. The account

given of the constraction of these towers, with layers of reeds

between the courses of sun-dried bricks, clearly proves their

early origin and closely recalls that observed in the towers of

the Tun-huang Limes. Yet their good preservation led

Hedin to attribute to them an age of only some centuries.

[I made a careful survey of this line of watch-towers in March,

1915, and its results have fully confirmed the early date above

assumed for its construction; cf. Geogr. Journal, 1916,

xlviii. p. 208].

One of the most striking of these indications is furnished

by the position of Wu-lei, where the ‘ Protector-General of the

Western Regions’ during the Former Han period had his

seat; cf. Wylie, J. Anthrop. Ins!., xi. p. 95. Wu-lei lay

certainly between Kucha and Korla, either at Chadir (cf. Herr-

mann, Seidensirassen, p. 38), Yangi-hisar, or Bugur, and as

nil three are small oases, the choice of this position for the

chief representative of Chinese power in the Tarim Basin is

only explained by the importance attaching to the high road

leading through them.
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CHAPTER X

THROUGH THE LOP DESERT

Section I.—FIRST VISIT TO MIRAN
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After three days of continuous efforts I completed at Charkhlik the preparations for my desert

expedition. On the morning of December 6, 1906, I was able to start my column, which comprised

fifty labourers for the proposed excavations and twenty-one camels. The latter were to carry five

weeks’ supplies for us all and the ice which would be needed to provide us with water while away

in the Lop desert. My first goal was the ‘site of Lou-lan’, over a hundred miles to the north-east

of the fishing hamlet of Abdal, the nearest inhabited place, and quite seventy miles from the nearest

point where drinkable water could be found. The necessity of husbanding time was obvious in

view of the other difficult tasks before me which were only practicable during the cold of the winter.

I was obliged, therefore, to take to that distant site as many diggers as I could possibly keep sup-

plied with water. The problem which the latter consideration involved was much complicated by

the uncertainty as to whether ice would already have formed at the salt springs of Altmish-bulak

and by the limitation of the available camel transport. In spite of all local efforts, the resources of

Charkhlik proved insufficient to add more than seven weakly animals to the eight of my own

caravan and six that I had hired from Charchan.

Anxious as I was, for reasons of transport and supplies, to reach the ‘ Lou-lan Site ' as early as

possible, I should not in any case have forgone the chance of paying on my way a preliminary visit

to the ruins of Miran, which our maps have shown ever since Prejevalsky’s journey of 1876.* Abdal,

near the commencement of the Kara-koshun marshes, was to be the true base for our march through

the Lop desert north-eastwards, and the route leading to it via Miran was only some seven or eight

miles longer than the usual one past the Kara-buran lagoons and the terminal Tarim (see Map
No. 57). But a special reason for an early visit to Miran was supplied by a fragmentary leaf of

paper with Tibetan writing which had been brought to me by Tokhta Akhun, the Abdal hunter,

when he joined me at Charkhlik. He declared that he had found it early in the year, while scrap-

ing what he described as the roof of a sand-filled dwelling within a ruined fort at Miran. The ‘ find
’

looked undoubtedly old, and, in connexion with what Tokhta Akhun could relate about remains of

‘ Buts ’ at other ruins, it determined me to spare a couple of days for a preliminary survey of

the site.

The two fairly long marches which brought me to Miran have been briefly described in my
personal narrative.® The first, to the wells of Yandash-kak, lay almost due east, skirting on the

left an extensive area of low tamarisk-cones with patches of other desert vegetation ; on the south

there extended an absolutely bare glacis of Piedmont gravel to the foot of the outermost Altin-tagh

range. On the following day, for some twenty-seven miles, we crossed a bare gravel Sai, entirely

devoid of vegetation, until we came to the broad flood-bed of the Jahan-sai ;
beyond it we encamped

in the belt of comparatively luxuriant vegetation which flanks the branch known as the stream of

* See above, p. 319, note 8. * Cf. Desert Cathay, i. pp. 348 sqq.
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Miran. Its water has been utilized by the people of Abdal for a generation or two to create a small

colony called the Miran ‘Tarim’, where they cultivate fields of wheat without abandoning their

fishermen’s life by the river.® As was to be expected among people but recently attracted to

agricultural pursuits, neither the extent nor the method of cultivation seemed equal to the oppor-

tunities offered by the lively stream, then but lightly frozen over.

On December 8 I paid my first visit to the ruined site that lies to the east After crossing

the stream and passing for about half a mile through a fertile belt, partly cultivated, the caravan

track we were following emerged upon a scrub-covered steppe, and, a short distance beyond, upon

a bare waste covered with fine gravel. It seemed to stretch away eastwards absolutely level,

broken only by a succession of low and narrow ridges. The curious straightness of these and their

roughly parallel direction running from south to north at once suggested that they marked the

alignment of old canals. As soon as I reached the first, I came upon a completely ruined mound

of solid brick masonry, the unmistakable remains of a Stupa, and from its top I sighted groups of

other ruins (see plan, Plate 29) cropping up on the wide level flat eastwards like low islands on

the surface of a lake. There could be no doubt that I stood on an important site.

In view of the detailed account of later explorations on this site which I shall have to give in Rmned

Chapters XII, Kill, the record of the observations made on this rapid survey may be restricted to the

narrowest compass. The first group of ruins reached after proceeding for some 600 yards further

east (Fig. 1 1 1) proved to consist of four buildings, of no great size but of remarkably solid con-

struction, and all unmistakably of great age. Of the two which were undoubtedly Stupas one, seen

in Fig. n I to the right in the middle, immediately attracted my attention by the unusual feature of

a rotunda-like structure which must once have enclosed it. Another ruin, seen to its left, seemed to

contain the remains of a square shrine solidly built with sun-dried bricks of unusual hardness. But

the heavy masonry debris which filled and covered it made it impossible to identify it without

excavation.

Without waiting to examine smaller remains which could be seen rising on wind-eroded ter- Ruined fort

races both to the south and north. I hurried on towards the old fort of which Tokhta AkhUn had of Miran.

spoken as the principal ruin of the site. Seen from afar and over ground of such absolute flatness

it looked quite imposing. But when I approached it after a further tramp of over a mile, and

entered it by clambering over the badly breached west wall, I could not help feeling disappointed.

The crumbling walls and bastions were massive enough and rose still high in parts
;
but their

inferior construction and the irregular shape of the fort (as seen in the subsequently prepared plan,

Plate 30) seemed to suggest a comparatively late date. There will be occasion further on to describe

the details. Here it will suffice to state that the whole formed an irregular quadrangle with walls

of about 240 feet in length on the two longer faces, which looked to the east and the north-west.

Oblong towers of varying dimensions jutted out at the corners. Of the bastions guarding the

centre of each face the one to the south (see Fig. 113) was particularly striking. Projecting about

thirty yards beyond the line of the wall, and still rising to a height of about forty-three feet, it

looked like a keep or donjon.

The interior of this desolate stronghold was quite bare, without a trace of superstructures on Interior of

the surface. But I could not doubt its age when I noticed that, within the circumvallation and near

the west face, wind-erosion had scooped out a depression fully ten feet below what layers of stable

refuse marked as the original ground level. The surface sloped down from the east wall, behind

* [On my return in 1914 I found the colony permanently by an energetic young Amban they had established a hamlet
occupied by the Abdal people who had forsaken their semi- with dwellings relatively well built of mud-bricks on the

nomadic settlement on the TErim. Under the impulse given western bank of the main river-bed.]

Y y 2
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which a layer of sand and fine gravel had accumulated, evidently blown across by the prevailing

north-east winds. It was here, not far from the inner north-east angle which had afforded special

protection, that a few wooden posts rising a foot or so above the gravel surface had attracted

Tokhta Akhun’s attention when he visited the ruin in the preceding spring.

While digging here single-handed he had come upon what looked to him like the brushwood
layer of a roof, and amongst it he discovered the piece of paper inscribed with Tibetan which he
had brought to me at Charkhlik. It was obviously the best place for my intended trial excavation.

So I set my men to work on a line stretching along the east wall and soon had the satisfaction of

seeing a row of small apartments emerging from below the cover of sand and gravel (Fig. 114).

They were all built of brick, with rough posts of Toghrak wood to support a roofing made of

tamarisk branches with earth above. Except that they were ranged more or less parallel to the

east wall of the fort, as seen from the plan (Plate 30), the disposition of these little rooms was very

irregular. Among those cleared in the course of that and the following day’s trial excavation

(M. I. i-vii), the largest measured only sixteen by eleven feet, and in some of the smaller ones the

width was barely five feet.

The small size and roughness of the half-underground hovels were compensated by the rich

antiquarian contents of the refuse which seemed to fill them to the roof. No sooner had the

begun than numbers of pieces of paper and wood inscribed in Tibetan cropped up.

The layers of straw, chipped wood, and decomposed dirt which the occupants had left behind, or

which had been thrown in when these hovels were turned into dustbins, continued to yield such

records, complete or fragmentary, right down to the bottom. From the room M. i. i, where
Tokhta Akhun had made his find, over forty pieces were recovered, while in the group of small

closets marked iv the number of such ‘ finds ’ rose to 136 by the second day.

The great majority of these Tibetan records consisted of narrow slip-like tablets of wood, from
six to eight inches in length and up to two inches wide. When complete, they usually showed an
oblong seal cavity at the left end, thus clearly proving the secular nature of the contents. Docu-
ments of this kind seemed to predominate also among the records on paper, consisting mostly ofsmall

and rather flimsy sheets, which recalled my corresponding finds at Dandan-oilik. In some instances

these thin sheets were found still neatly folded up, as though meant for dispatch, and bearing seal

impressions in red paint. But by the side of such miscellaneous remains of correspondence, &c.,

oblong leaves, with neatly written text between regularly ruled lines, also turned up. In these it

was easy to recognize fragments of Pothls with religious contents, as script, shape, and material
alike closely resembled those of the Kanjur fragments which I recovered in 1901 from the
T'ang fort at Endere.

Remains of implements of all sorts, articles of clothing, arms, &c., were recovered in equal
abundance from these deep deposits of rubbish. Leaving the description of them and of the
Tibetan records from this site for a later chapter, I will here only mention the many curious pieces
of scale armour, made of hard leather and lacquered in red and black. These were often still

fastened together with the original interlacing thongs of leather, and by their arrangement proved
that I was right in recognizing as parts of scale armour the few detached pieces of hard leather,

with threading holes, which had come to light during my first excavations at the Niya Site.* Some
chronological interest attached to the discovery of two large and intact jars (Fig. 87), each measuring
two feet in diameter and bearing below the neck an engraved Tibetan character. The manner in

which these jars were fixed in small raised recesses between the rooms ii and iii, v and vii

showed clearly that they were used for the storage of liquids while the quarters were actually

‘ Cf. Ancient Kholan, i. pp. 374, 411 ; also p. xvi.
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inhabited.® Everything pointed to the conclusion that the structural remains of the ruined fort an d
the deep deposits of rubbish—rich in archaeological plums and remarkable, too, for their dirt

—

accumulated within them, all belonged to a protracted period of Tibetan occupation which in the

light of available historical evidence could safely be assigned to the eighth or ninth century a.d.

It seemed hard to leave unexhausted, even for a time, so promising a mine as the profuse Temple

antiquarian haul of that first day had revealed. But when, on the following morning, I left the

excavations in the fort to be continued under Naik Ram Singh's and Chiang Ssii-yeh’s supervision,

and proceeded to a rapid preliminary examination of the ruin, about a mile and a half to the

north-east, of which Tokhta Akhun had spoken as showing remains of sculptures, I soon convinced

myself that, by settling down to a complete clearing of Miran, I should risk too long a delay of my
expedition to the ruins in the north of the Lop-nor desert. And against such a course there were
the gravest practical reasons. The ruin proved to be that of a Buddhist shrine, with its central

portion rising as a solid mass of masonry about forty-six feet long and thirty wide. Above the

debris encumbering the north-east side of the base there still showed remains of stucco relievos

occupying niches divided by architectural decoration of good design. I cleared a small portion of

the base on that side, and soon came upon fragments of stucco sculptures of large size, including

a well-modelled colossal Buddha head, that closely resembled in style the relievos of the

Rawak Stupa.

It was impossible to be mistaken in attributing the temple to a period far more ancient than Further ex-

that of the Tibetan fort. Various observations made it probable that a site of considerable antiquity
post-

had been reoccupied here as in the case of Endere. It was clear that in order to secure adequate poned.

time for the careful excavation of this temple and of other ruins of earlier origin, I should have to

revisit the site after my return from the ruins northward. Fortunately the vicinity of Abdal, where
my base was to be established, and which would have to serve also as the starting-point for the

desert journey to Tun-huang, made it easy to shape my plans accordingly. So after a further rapid

reconnaissance of the whole site I returned to the fort, where the excavations carried on in my
absence had yielded interesting finds. By nightfall I had had everything filled in again as a

precaution against ‘ exploration ’ by ‘ treasure-seekers ’.

Section II.—PAST THE TERMINAL LAGOONS OF THE TARIM

On the morning of December lo I set out from Miran for the journey to the ruins of Start from

‘ Lou-lan ’. On the preceding evening Surveyor R. S. Ram Singh had rejoined me from
Charkhlik. He was suffering from rheumatic fever, and consequently needed a camel to ride from
the point where the want of water would oblige us to leave our ponies behind. This necessitated

a still more careful calculation of the weight of the indispensable food-supplies, baggage, and ice

which we could carry into the desert on the available twenty camels. I found myself obliged to
reduce the total number of labourers to be taken with us to thirty-five. In addition, there were
fifteen in our own party, including camel-men and Lop hunters, for whom the necessities of life had
to be assured during protracted operations in the waterless desert. The excavations at Miran had
provided a useful test, and it was the least efficient of our diggers who were paid off and sent back
to Charkhlik before starting.

The march of some nineteen miles which brought us northward to the Tarim led along the March to

* These jars were carefuUy re-buried before I left the at ‘treasure-seeking’ which the men of a caravan encamped l^at A^*
Miran ruins on December lo for the march across the Lop at Miran were said to have indulged in. For two frs.

desert. But on my return to the site in January I found recovered, see M. i. 0063 in List, Chap. xm. sec. ix.

them unearthed again and broken, the result of some attempt
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dying course of the Miran River over ground typically illustrating the successive stages of

a terminal river course in the Lop depression. For about six miles we passed through a belt

of luxuriant Toghrak jungle extending along flood channels which in places retained pools of

water already hard frozen. Then the riverine tree growth gave way to a zone of tamarisk-cones

and occasional reed-beds gradually thinning out. For about ten miles onwards our way lay across

a bare and almost level salt-encrusted plain with scarcely a tamarisk upon it. Its appearance

clearly indicated periodical inundation from the Lop-nor marshes eastward. A stretch of actual

marshy soil with scanty scrub was crossed about two miles before reaching the slightly raised

ground on the right bank of the Tarim occupied by the litde hamlet of Abdal, This wretched

collection of fishermen’s reed-huts represented the most notable place for those Lopliks who still

cling to their traditional ways of life (Fig. 91). For such scant observations as I was able to

gather about them here and elsewhere on the Tarim I may refer to my personal narrative.* It is

striking evidence of the great change which the economic conditions of Loplik existence are now

undergoing more and more rapidly, that on my visit to Abdal in 1914 I found the settlement

practically abandoned through the removal to the new colony established within the cidtivated

area of Miran.

At Abdal I left behind a depot of whatever baggage and supplies could possibly be spared, as

well as Chiang Ssu-yeh, who, eager as he was to share my desert explorations, could not, like the

rest of us, have faced on foot the long trying tramps before us. The river here, reduced to

a single well-defined bed, only about 48 yards in width but of considerable depth, was still clear of

ice. It was strange to think that this narrow channel, with a current of less than two yards per

second, contained all that remained of the united drainage sent by the great snowy ranges of the

K'un-lun, the Pamirs, and the T'ien-shan into the huge basin of the Tarim. A ferry constructed

beforehand out of five Loplik dug-outs allowed all the camels together with the much-reduced

impedimenta to be taken across to our camp on the left bank.

The journey of seven days, which carried me from this last inhabited place to the ‘ Lou-lan

Site ’, lay across a portion of the Lop desert which presents features of considerable geographical

interest owing to their special bearing upon the much-discussed question of the ancient extent and

position of Lop-nor, to use the familiar Mongol designation for the terminal lake or marshes of the

Tarim. The journey also offered plentiful experiences of a personal nature illustrating the peculiar

difficulties and hardships which must necessarily attend explorations over so extensive a desert area

wholly devoid of any sort of food or even of water. The account contained in Chapters XXX and

XXXI of Desert Cathay makes it unnecessary to repeat here a detailed description of these experiences

and of the efforts which it cost to conduct my large party in safety and in good time to the

chosen goal.

Nor shall I attempt to explain and discuss here in detail the views which the topographical

and other observations made on this desert crossing led me to form as to the important geographical

question of the changes undergone by the Lop-nor region during historical times. The far more

extensive and prolonged explorations effected during 1 914-15, in the course of my third Central-

Asian journey, have produced so much more new and exact evidence that I must necessarily

postpone my general review of this question until it has become possible to make the fresh

materials readily accessible for reference and examination.® In the meantime, however, the

’ Cf. Desert Cathay, i. pp. 341 sq., 354, 428, 502. See

also Joyce, Notes on the Physical Anthropology of Chinese

Turkestan and the Pamirs, R. A. I. xlii. pp. 450 sqq., and below.

Appendix C, for anthropometrical materials collected by me.

“ For a brief notice of these new surveys and of the h'ght

thrown by them on the so-called ‘Lop-nor problem cf. my
ThirdJourng/, Geogr. Journal, 1916, xltnii, pp. 121 sqq.
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geographical and archaeological observations bearing on this question which I made when first on
my way to the ruins of Lou-lan are worthy of record, and these I intend to g^ve here even if their

detailed interpretation must be left for a later publication.

Our march on December ii (see Map No. 6i) led first along the narrow winding bed of the Tenninal

Tarim for about five and a half miles to a lagoon known as Ak-kol, where the reed-huts of Kum-
chapkan, a small Loplik fishing station, could be sighted some two miles off to the south-east. Then
the track of hunters and fishermen which we were following left the river, which here bent southward,

and continued to the north-east across a monotonous steppe covered with reed-beds and scanty

tamarisk-cones. Flocks of sheep owned by the Lopliks frequent it at intervals. After another

^
eight miles we reached the bank of a marshy lagoon known as Alam-khoja-kol, which held fresh

water and proved to be already hard frozen. It was one of a long string of lagoons fed by the

northernmost of the flood-beds into which the river was said to divide below Kum-chapkan. Mullah
and Tokhta Akhun, our gniides from Abdal, who from their hunting expeditions knew the

ground to the north-east well, declared that the water of the lagoons and marshes, left behind

by the summer floods of the Tarim, grew more salty and froze later the further they were

from the head of the great marshy delta to which the name Kara-koshun is collectively

applied by the Lopliks. So camp was pitched by the lagoon, and most of the night was spent

in cutting slabs of ice which, packed in big bags of coarse wool, were to assure our water-supply

for four weeks.

Next morning nine camels were put under heavy loads of ice, and in addition smaller bags Supply of

were placed on the thirty donkeys we had brought to help in carrying ice and supplies to a point in taken,

the desert which might serve as a sort of half-way depot. The camels were given a long drink,

the last they were to have for weeks. Though all these arrangements caused delay in the start,

a march of about eighteen miles was accomplished that day ; for the ground was still easy. The
fishermen’s track, along which we moved at first, took a more northerly turn in order to avoid what
was then a marshy expanse with lagoons fed from the Yangi-su, but which, on my return in 1914,

had completely dried up. After passing over reed-covered steppe for six miles, we skirted a couple

of lagoons with water which tasted distinctly salt and had not yet formed an ice-crust. A skor-cover&d

dreary plain with scanty reed-beds was next crossed to a lagoon known as Chol-kdl (13 miles),

presenting a large open sheet of water.® A dry well-marked channel, before probably feeding it,

had been passed at to miles on our left. Beyond the Chol-kdl live reeds and tamarisk scrub grew
more frequent until we reached the dried-up lakelet known as Yaghizmak-kdl, where nightfall

obliged us to halt.*

On the morning of December 14 the ponies which had carried me and my own men so far Lagoon of

were sent back to Abdal, while we continued our march to the north-east, now all on foot except Chainut-kol.

Surveyor Ram Singh. After about four miles we approached the extreme northern extension of
a big sheet of water forming part of the Chainut-kdl, which Mullah and Tokhta Akhun declared to
be a terminal lake regularly fed by the Yangi-su branch of the dying Tarim. Here they showed
us, hidden among high reeds, a pool where the water was drinkable for animals and covered with
a thin sheet of ice. The ground near it showed signs of having been used as a camping-place by the
fishermen who during the last few years had visited the neighbouring lagoons. Here two ofmy men
were left behind with the diggers’ spare rations, which were to be sent on after the donkeys had

’ The numbers of miles given here and in subsequent

accounts of marches must always be understood as being

reckoned from the last camp and as referring to actual

marching distances.

* In Map No. 61. b . r the position of Faghizmak-kSl has
been erroneously shown to the west of thei name instead of
close to Camp 119.
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returned from the proposed half-way depot. As the donkeys could be given a good drink here,

it became possible for us to take them and their ice loads two marches further out into the desert.

The point we had now reached by the shore of Chainut-kol had its special importance for the

determination of the route which was to take us to the ‘ Lou-lan ’ Site. From Dr. Hedin’s CerUral

Asia and Tibet and the sketch-map accompanying the first volume,® I could see that the track we
had so far followed was the same which had brought him to the lowermost T^m after he had
struck the north-western edge of the present Tarim delta or Kara-koshun on his journeys, in 1900

and 1901, from the foot of the Kuruk-tagh across the Lop desert Tokhta Akhun’s testimony left

no doubt that the place of our depot was practically the same as that at which Dr. Hedin had

encamped, in March 1901, by the Chainut-kol.® Neither his big publication Central Asia nor the

detailed maps accompanying it were then or before available to me. But the previously mentioned

sketch-map sufficed to show that, in order to reach the ruined sites first discovered by him, I should

now have to strike a route to the north-north-east, which would necessarily lead near those routes

which he had followed in the reverse direction, and actually between them if our course was kept

quite straight. But in the wastes of sand and clay before us there would be nothing to guide us

except the compass. Neither Mullah nor Tokhta Akhun had ever visited the ruins from this side.

However, for about a day’s march further to the north the ground was still familiar to them from

former hunting trips, and this allowed them to give me assurance on one point of importance. The
large, shallow, newly-formed lake, which in March 1901 had obliged Dr. Hedin to make a con-

siderable detour, had since almost completely dried up, leaving only scattered salt-water lagoons.

Hence, provided that the position assigned to the ruins of ‘Lou-lan’ in Dr. Hedin’s sketch-map was

approximately correct, I could safely steer my course by the compass without having to fear ddtours

and consequent loss of time.

After proceeding two miles further, we struck the southern end of a salt lagoon which lay

within the area once covered by the Yangi-k8l or ‘New Lake
’,
and to which the Loplik fishermen

now specifically applied that name. No fresh influx of water was said to have reached the narrow

curving depression for three years, and the fish in it seemed to be dying off rapidly owing to the

increased saltness of the water. We found a great quantity of them stacked for drying near a reed-

hut, and plenty of moribund or benumbed fish were caught by the men with their hands from under

the thin ice just forming. Large stretches of boggy, salt-covered soil surrounded this lagoon and

others that we passed further on, attesting the rapid shrinkage of these remnants of the ‘ New
Lake ’. Beyond a large crescent-shaped lagoon, which still retained water in its deeper northern

portion, we came upon a succession of basins which showed signs of having dried up recently. We
had marched across the largest of these, known to the hunters as Kurban-kullu-kdl, for about a mile

and a half, when the abundance of young reeds and tamarisks on its north bank induced us to halt

there for the night.

The information I gathered from Mullah and Tokhta Akhun in the course of the day’s tramp

accounted for the notable change which had taken place in the physical aspects of the ground since

Dr. Hedin last saw it. According to them, the basins of the Yangi-kbl area were filled with fresh

water by the spring floods of the Yangi-su branch of the Tarim for three years after his first visit in

1900. Since then (1903) no water had reached them, and the lagoons continued to shrink, while

what water was left turned more and more salt. They had known the Yangi-kol depression since

their youth, from hunting expeditions after deer and the like, and the opportunities I had, both on
this and my subsequent visit to the Lop region in 1914, for testing various points of the information

“ See Central Asia and Tibet, i. pp. 391 sqq., ii. pp. * See route maps, Hedin, Central Asia, i. PI. 21 (1900,

173 sqq. March 22-April 7) and ii. PI. 53 (1901, March 20-April 7).
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they gave me make me inclined to accept its substantial accuracy. From their fathers they had

heard that the basins had before held water for certain periods, and Tokhta Akhun himself

remembered an exceptional flood about 1892, which had carried water into the lagoons, within

a day’s march north of Chainut-kol. If such intermittent inundations had occurred for a generation

or two past, it seemed easy to account for the thin beds of reeds, dead or living, which we found

over extensive patches of ground here. On the other hand, the total absence of vegetation in

certain intervening depressions was attributed by my hunters to the depth of the water which they

periodically held.

I may conveniently record here that the observations made on my renewed visit in 1914 proved

the drying-up process in the area affected by such inundations from the Yangi-su or Kakmak-chash
* bed, as it is also known, to be still in progress. Throughout our march from Alam-khoja-kbl to

Chainut-kbl, on February 3, 19 14* all the lagoons that we saw were dry, though our new route lay

considerably more eastward and thus nearer to the feeding bed. The Chainut-kol itself held no

water, except in the pool previously mentioned, and even the ice there tasted very brackish.

Beyond Chainut-kol we kept close to the route of 1906 as far as Kurban-kullu-kol, but saw no more

sheets of open water, only boggy patches and a couple of very small salt-pools in the deepest

portions of the basins. It was obvious that since about 1903 no exceptional flood had penetrated

so far.

Our march on December 14 took us over ground where the increased difficulty of'progress

for our heavily laden animals was compensated to me by the interest which the observation of some

novel features afforded. The sixteen miles covered that day carried us across what I recognized at

the time as a transitional belt between the true marginal area of the present Tarim delta and the

absolutely barren desert northward once watered by an earlier delta. This impression, I may add

at once, has since received full confirmation from the observations which our surveys of 1914 and

1915, carried across the same area and on three different routes all radiating from Kurban-kullu-kol,

have yielded. All day we passed a succession of dry, salt-covered lake-beds, large and small, with

occasional salt-pools in their deepest portions, showing plainly that we were still within the Yangi-kol

depression liable to inundation by exceptional floods. But after scarcely more than two miles from

camp we left behind the area where subsoil moisture sufficed to maintain a continuous if scanty

desert vegetation, and two miles further on we were met by the first indication of close approach to

that zone of strongly marked wind-erosion which, as I knew from Dr. Hedin’s description,,

constitutes the most striking feature of the northern portion of the Lop desert.

It was a belt of narrow ridges or terraces of hard clay, separated by small nullahs or trenches,

as yet only three or four feet deep, but showing sharply-cut banks such as only the erosive action of

wind and driven sand could produce in this region. The top of the terraces or Ydrdangs, to use

the convenient Turk! term adopted by Dr. Hedin, was invariably covered with a network of shallow

parallel furrows, all running like the trenches in the direction of the prevailing winds which had

carved them, from east-north-east to west-south-west. The soil exposed on the sides of the

Yardangs was a hard stratified clay, clearly the sediment of an ancient lake-bed, but showing to the

eye no trace of saline impregnation. Erosion could not have been very long at work here, for in

places the top of the terraces still retained a protective cover of matted dead reed stalks, all laid flat

in the same wind direction. Elsewhere returning moisture was likely to have temporarily stopped

denudation, and this would account for the dead reeds which, as I found in places, had grown
between the Yardangs.

Beyond this first outpost line of the wind-eroded clay desert we passed again flat saline ground
with dry lagoons large and small. In their deepest portions they held rare pools with water so
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brine-like that, in spite of the cold, it had nowhere yet frozen. The fact that such well-marked

depressions seemed generally to stretch from north-east to south-west might suggest that they

occupied patches of ground where wind-erosion had been particularly effective during some earlier

and drier period. A narrow strip of ground which was crossed after a march of about eight miles,

with living reeds and tamarisks, was proved by our surveys of 1914 and 1915 to extend several

miles furthej* to the west. In the same way a row of dead Toghraks between tamarisk-cones also

dead, which we passed at about three miles further on, has been found to be in the continuation of

an ancient river-bed traced in 1914 as coming from the north-west. In the light of our recent

surveys we may, I think, now recognize in it the southernmost offshoot as yet traced of that ancient

delta of the Kuruk-darya which brought water to the Lou-lan sites, and to which repeated reference

will be made further on.

After passing through another large dry basin which seemed to have held water only for a short

time during the latest period of exceptional inundation, we emerged at last in the evening on an
area where wind-eroded banks and ‘ witnesses ’, six or seven feet high, rose among low dunes.

Bleached trunks of wild poplars and tamarisks of great size strewed the bare soil in abundance,
unmistakably proving that a belt of luxuriant riverine jungle had once existed here. I received

a clear impression of having left behind the terminal marsh region of the Tarim for one where there

was once running water and the possibility of tree growth. Shells of fresh-water snails lay scattered

on the bare soil in plenty. About a mile and a half further on the dusk obliged us to pitch camp
at the foot of high sand-cones covered with hoary tamarisk growth, some of which was still living.

A well, dug in a hollow where the sand felt moist, yielded water at a depth of only five feet. It

proved, as expected, utterly salt and undrinkable even for the camels. The vicinity, here demon-
strated, of subsoil water suggested that water might have reached some of the previously passed
saline depressions through percolation, and instances of this seemed well known to my
Loplik guides.

Section III.—ACROSS AN ERODED ANCIENT DELTA
On the morning of December 15 I established, at Camp 121, the intended half-way depot by

having all the bags of ice which had been brought on the thirty donkeys carefully stacked on the
north side of the highest sand-cone. The donkeys, in charge of two extra men, were sent back by
daybreak to Chainut-kol, whence after two days’ rest they were to return with the labourers’ reserve
food supplies, as well as with fresh ice in the bags already emptied, and with some loads of reeds
for the camels. A convoy of camels was to be sent back to this depot as soon as we had reached
the ruins, for the purpose of fetching the remaining supplies. By careful timing I endeavoured to
assure that our divided transport columns should be saved unnecessary waits and the consequent
risk of exhaustion. But my chief care had to be directed to the prompt location of the ruins.

This would necessarily depend on our steering correctly, and the difficulty was much increased
by the marked change in the ground before us. From the very beginning of the march I realized
that we had now definitely passed out of the level flat of recent lake basins, where tamarisk-cones
and the like could serve as easily recognizable guiding points, and had entered a zone of a very
different character. Throughout the day’s march, which by a great effort was extended to close on
sixteen miles, we crossed ground cut up into a bewildering succession of wind-eroded ridges and
trenches, where it was not covered by low dunes. The soil was a very hard greyish clay, and the
Y^dangs which the wind had carved out of it ran regularly from east-north-east to west-south-west.
The trenches dividing them always showed steep banks, the depths varying from about four to ten
feet. The top of the terraces or plateaus left between these trenches was also carved by a network
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of small furrows showing the same direction. It was obvious that corrosion by wind-driven sand

was the main factor in sculpturing the surface of what had been the lake bottom of an earlier

geological period.

The only portions of the ground protected against it for the time being were successive small

belts where the drift-sand had accumulated in low dunes. It did not take me long to discover that

these drift-sand areas generally corresponded to strips of dead forest, here usually stretching from

west to east and thus right across the route we were steering. Almost everywhere the withered and

bleached trunks of Toghraks and tamarisks, whether lying half-smothered on the ground or still rising

upright, seemed to form more or less regular rows. Now, in the course of the many marches I had

made along rivers of the Tarim Basin where they pass through alluvial plains, I had often been struck,

like other observers, by the fact that in the living riverine jungle belts the wild poplars, constituting

the bulk of the timber, show the peculiarity of ranging themselves in rows parallel to the banks of

the water-courses, large or small.^ The same observation applies also to the dead forest strips so

often encountered at ancient sites and elsewhere in the Taklamakan, near dried-up river branches.

Hence the conclusion naturally suggested itself that these strips of dead forest which we passed

through at intervals, varying that day from about three to four miles, had once grown up along

channels of running water in what had formed part of an earlier delta.

While kept alive by water, the trees and the scrubby undergrowth near them had helped to

catch and retain the fine sand ever drifting across this basin, as can be seen to this day along the

banks of all actual river channels passing into the Lop depression or the Taklamakan. When they

died through loss of moisture, this cover would still be kept on the ground by the fallen thicket and

in turn would help to protect its remains and the bank itself from erosion. It was intrinsically the

same process as the one so often noticed at the Niya Site and other ruins in the Taklamakan, where

ancient timber ddbris, refuse-heaps, rush fences, and the like had saved the original occupied ground

and its old remains from being eroded to the present level of the surrounding open area- The
cohesion assured by the roots of the dead trees and scrub would greatly help to keep off wind-

erosion from the banks of the dried-up water channels, and to the same cause may probably be

attributed the survival of the canal banks, which I had so often noticed at old sites rising high

above the general scooped-out level.^

Where the rows of dead trees were near erosion trenches, the banks of the latter often seemed
particularly steep and high

;
and it has since occurred to me as very probable that wind-erosion

had there only continued the work begun by running water. But it was not until we had covered

about twelve miles that we came upon a well-marked and far-stretching depression (shown in Map
No. 6o. C, D. 4 as ‘ Eroded Nullah ’, long. 89° 45', lat. 40° 15') which, with its considerable width and
wall-like banks over fifteen feet high, distinctly suggested an ancient river-bed. The strips of dead
jungle previously crossed on this march have been duly shown on the map with the dead tree

symbols ^ Y placed in rows to mark the direction. But it was at first difficult for me to realize

their full significance, and even if I had recognized it from the beginning, I should not have been
able to spare time for the collection of exact data as to levels, bearings, &c., while my attention was
being constantly distracted by practical cares about the proper direction and safe progress of my
desert column. We were proceeding over ground so much broken that even the maintenance of
a correct course towards the compass point for which I was steering became a matter of anxiety.

Though the terraces, crowned by rows of dead trees, and dunes which I usually chose for our
plane-table ‘ fixings ’ always showed a distinct rise above the intervening ground of Yardangs, it was
impossible to get any distant outlook or well-defined landmarks. In addition to the confusing

* Cf. e.g. Hedin, Reisen in Z.-A,, p. 54 sq. ’ Cf. above, pp. 129, 309, 347 ; below, chap. xxvi. sec. iii.
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nature of the ground, incessant little ddtours were necessary for the sake of the camels, which could

not negotiate steep banks, and whose feet were already sorely tried by the hard, cut-up surface of

the Yardangs. The Surveyor, whom rheumatism severely taxed in physical endurance and morale,

was all through this desert expedition unable to render me effective assistance.

If, notwithstanding these drawbacks, I now feel justified in recognizing the successive strips of

dead forest as indications of ancient water-channels, this is due to the definite evidence which three

subsequently surveyed route lines across this desert area have yielded. The one which I followed

at the close of December, 1906, on my way from the Lou-lan Site to the Tarim, is recorded in Map
60. It led from north-east to south-west, and lay thus at a constantly increasing distance to the

west of the route just described. There, too, at least five well-defined belts of dead riverine jungle

were crossed, and their carefully observed direction from north-west to south-east, as seen in the

map, clearly indicated that they marked southerly branches of the Kuruk-darya, the ancient ‘ Dry
River ’, which, as Dr. Hedin’s explorations had already shown, once carried its water to the area of

the Lou-lan ruins. Their diverging point, as suggested by our Lop surveys of 1914 and 1915,

appears to have lain some distance to the west-north-west of the Lou-lan Site.

An examination of Map No. 60 suffices to make it highly probable that these southerly

branches of the Kuruk-darya had their continuation in the ancient beds the existence of which I had
been led to infer from the riverine jungle strips passed, between Camps 121 and 123, on my way to

the Lou-lan Site. This supposition has since received full confirmation from the surveys which were
carried out by us, in 1914 and 1915, on two different routes across the desert area separating the

two former route lines. As the final adjustment and compilation of the map embodying these

recent surveys has not yet been completed, it is impossible for me to discuss and illustrate here in

detail the way in which they have linked up the riverine forest belts previously observed. It must
be enough to state that the beds of the several conjecturally assumed river branches have now been

actually traced at a number of points and the general direction of their courses determined. These
led in each case first from north-west to south-east and then took a turn towards the great salt-

encrusted depression eastwards which was proved to have once received the waters of the whole

Kuruk-darya delta.®

The topographical conclusions thus arrived at as to the character and significance of the several

belts of dead riverine forest crossed on our march to the Lou-lan Site have received full confirmation

from antiquarian finds. It was not the physical aspect of the ground alone which suggested that

the area we were moving across had been capable of occupation at some early period preceding the

present stage, when, owing to complete desiccation and consequent denudation, it is undergoing

a continuous process of erosion and deflation. We had scarcely proceeded for more than a mile

from Camp 121, and had just cleared a belt of drift-sand full of dead wild poplars, when on the bare

eroded ground beyond it relics of the Stone Age began to crop up in numbers. The first to

attract my attention were two flakes of jasper (C. 121.0010,0011, Plate XXX) and a small knife-like

blade of the same material. As the men with me were encouraged to keep a look-out for such

small objects, similar finds of worked stones followed in frequent succession wherever the ground
was bare and exposed to wind-erosion.

As the soil north of the present Lop-nor marshes right up to the foot of the Kuruk-tagh
consists entirely, except for drift-sand, of lacustrine clay or loess deposits, it was obvious from the

outset that all stones picked up on this ground must have been brought there by the hand of man
with some object. Fragments of very coarse hand-made pottery, grey, brown, or red, as well as

’ Cf. regarding this ancient lake-bed and the area where /wr«a/,r9r6,xlviii.pp.r2i sqq. [See now for the topography
the Kuruk-darya debouched into it, my ThirdJourney, Geogr. of this ancient delta Sheets 29, 32 of my i : goo,ooo Atlas.]
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slags, were also met with at intervals over most of the march. The conditions under which our

desert crossing was made obliged me to keep the line of our route as straight as possible. Search

to right or left which would have caused delay was thus practically excluded. That the number
of finds would have been far greater if a wider belt of ground could have been searched was proved

by the experience gained in 1914, when I followed a different route on my march to theLou-lan Site.*

In the List reproduced at the end of this section it has been found convenient to group and Materials of

describe together all finds of small objects made on the wind-eroded desert ground south of the

Lou-lan ruins. The description of the stone relics which form the great bulk of them is taken from

notes which Mr. Reginald A. Smith, Assistant in the British and Mediaeval Antiquities Depart-

ment of the British Museum, has been kind enough to furnish. As the same scholar has also made
the collection of these stone remains the subject of a separate paper,® I may restrict myself here to

a brief analysis of the main results arrived at. The great majority of the pieces of stone, whether

worked or brought for use, are jasper. Chert, chalcedony, carnelian, and jade are also represented.

All of them, it can be safely assumed, come from the south, where the K'un-lun range is known to

abound in these materials.® Of the 140 pieces collected, about half are worked with a varying

degree of finish, the remainder being flakes and splinters struck off by man but offering no distinct

proof of having been utilized.

From the fact that among the specimens recovered are three undoubted cores (C. 1 21-122. Evidence of

002 ; C. 122. 002, 006 a ; see Plate XXX), it is certain that at least a portion of the worked stones manu-

must be of local manufacture. By far the most numerous among these are ‘ knife-blades ’, nearly

sixty in fact, ‘ with single or double ridges showing that they were struck by people who understood

the art of detaching regular two-edged flakes ’. (See Plate XXX, C. 121. 0028, 0032, 0075 ;
C. 122.

006, 008, 0027, 0052 ; C. 1 22-123. 009 ;
C. 127-1 28. 003.) Such ‘ blades ' appear in the palaeolithic

period, but seem to have survived into neolithic times. Certain specimens illustrated by Fig. 25

in Mr. R. A. Smith’s paper show one edge battered into a broad blunt surface for the forefinger to

rest on in use, a form first attested in the La Madeleine cave period. Undoubtedly neolithic

are the well-finished jasper arrow-heads, C. 122. 0023, 0054 (Plate XXX), of which one was found on

the way from Camp 121, and the two jade celts, C. 126. ooi, L.A. 00145 (Plate XXX), both of which

were picked up in the area adjoining the Lou-lan sites.

It is clear that the frequency of these finds, over a somewhat wide tract, definitely proves its Chronology

having been occupied by men in prehistoric times. But the same physical factor, wind-erosion, o^prehis-

which, on the one hand, allowed us to pick up these relics of the Stone Age with such ease on the pation.

surface, renders it difficult, on the other, to draw from them any definite conclusion as to the

chronology of that human occupation. A number of interesting questions which these finds at

once suggested could not be answered from their own evidence. Did these remains of tlie Stone
Age belong to a single if, perhaps, protracted period, or was it only the erosion of the successive
layers originally containing them which had brought here relics of widely separated periods to lie

side by side on the present surface ? Was it safe to assume that the difference in level between
this surface and the top of the terraces protected by dead trees and drift-sand gave the measure of

the extent to which wind-erosion had effected its work of scouring and lowering since the Stone
Age ? Or had water continued to make its way here down to a much later period or, perhaps,
returned after a long interval of desiccation and consequent denudation ?

< See my Third Journey, Geogr. Journal, 1916, xlviii. « Marco Polo mentions jasper and chalcedony as being
pp. 1 21 sq. brought down by the rivers of the Provinces of Pein (Keriya)

® Cf. R. A. Smith, The Stone Age in Chinese Turkestan, and Charchan; cf. Yule, Marco Polo, i. pp. 191, 193 n.
in Man, xi. (1911), pp. 8i sqq.
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Fortunately, the first day’s march on this ground brought a find which, small as it was, had the

merit of being approximately datable, and important discoveries which I made in I9 i4>
exactly

corresponding position further west, have left no doubt about its interpretation. We had moved

about four and a half miles from Camp 121 when, near a belt of dead forest showing besides

Toghraks also trunks of dead Jigda or Elaeagnus trees, Tokhta Akhiin’s sharp eyes discovered lying

on the ground a carefully finished bronze arrow-head, C. 121, 0050. Its shape, triang^ar in section

to the point and hexagonal where bevelled down below for the shaft, accurately corresponds to the

type represented by numerous bronze arrow-heads which were picked up near to or at the ancient

station of Lou-lan (cf. C. 123. 001-003; L.A. 0017, 0069, 0082; m. 001 ;
vm-ix. 005), and

of which a series has been illustrated in Plate XXIX. The same type is proved, by my very

numerous finds along the ancient Chinese Limes, to have been in regular use by Chinese troops

during the first centuries before and after Christ, as will be seen on reference to the specimens

reproduced in Plate LIII. The necessary conclusion that the type was introduced into the Lou-lan

region during Han times, and was probably manufactured in China, has since received very striking

illustration from a discovery made in 1914 as I was tracing the ancient Chinese route through the

salt desert east of Lou-lan, when I found a considerable collection of such arrow-heads scattered

along the track, just as if they had dropped out of a convoy.

The archaeological evidence furnished by that single arrow-head had been sufficient to warrant

the belief expressed in my personal narrative that the ground north of Camp 121 was covered with

riverine jungle and saw at least occasional visits of man in the early centuries of our era, when that

arrow-head was likely to have been dropped by some hunter or soldier.® But it was left for my
expedition of February, 1914, to reveal that, within a distance of probably not more than four miles

west of Camp 121, the wind-eroded desert was hiding a ruined fort, L. K., which must have been

occupied down to about the same time as the site of Lou-lan, i.e. the beginning of the fourth

century a.d., and that, some six miles further to the north-west, there survived ruined dwellings of

a small settlement, L.M., undoubtedly belonging to the same period.® This settlement had stood

near the banks of a southerly branch of the Kuruk-darya, the well-defined bed coming from the

north-west and being still clearly traceable to the east-south-east, and this is the very direction which

would take it to the strip of dead forest close to which the bronze arrow-head was found in 1906.

This seems to me to establish the fact that the relic came from the lower portion of the same river-bed

which passes the ruined settlement of L.M., and which down to the beginning of the fourth century

A. D. must have carried water. The chain of topographical evidence is completed by the plane-table

survey carried out by Surveyor Afrazgul in February, 1915, along the north-western shore of the

salt-encrusted ancient Lop sea-bed. This shows, in an exactly corresponding position, the winding

terminal course of the same dried-up river branch, lined by dead Toghraks and tamarisk-cones,

before it is finally lost in the great depression, covered with hard salt, which represents the true

Lop-nor of the earliest historical period.

No other datable relics from the hand of man, in fact none but objects of the Stone Age, were

found on the remainder of the march to Camp 122, nor for some eight miles of direct distance

beyond it. Almost the same observation applies to the line of traverse which I followed in

February, 1914, from the ruins of L.M. to the ‘ Lou-lan Site ’, L.A. On this route the first bronze

object, the fragment of an ornament, was found at a point approximately six miles north of Camp
122 of my previous journey. It is hence impossible to assert whether any of the ancient beds,

marked by belts of dead jungle, which our routes crossed within this area—the close correspondence

’’

Cf. Third Journey,m Geogr.J^ 19165 xlviii.pp. 127 sq. ’ See my ThirdJourn^, in Geogr.J., i9i6,xlviii. p. 121.

* Cf. Desert Cathay, i. p. 366.
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between our surveys of 1906 and 1914 shows that at least four of such must be counted—received

water down to the period when Lou-lan was occupied. From what we know of the deltaic conditions

of rivers in the Tarim Basin, it seems improbable that all these successive branches of the Kuruk-

darya could have carried water durihg the same period. But undue importance ought not to be

claimed for what is at present only negative evidence. It is, therefore, with some reserve that I put

forward the suggestion that the absence of remains of the historical Lou-lan period over this area

may be due to the fact that the river-beds traversing it have received no water since the close of

neolithic times. If the area was already waterless during the centuries immediately before and after

our era, no continuous occupation of it, even of a semi-nomadic type, was possible, and this would

fully explain the absence of archaeological relics of historical times, such as metal objects.

In this connexion, another observation bearing on the present physical conditions of this ground Area ex-

suggests itself. If it was devoid of water, and its surface consequently left unprotected by vegeta-

tion, from the end of the local Stone Age, wind-erosion would obviously have been at work here for erosion,

centuries longer than in the riverine belts which contained the ruined sites of ‘ Lou-lan ’ in the north

and those of L. K. and L. M. in the south. This longer exposure to the scouring effect of wind-

driven sand would necessarily have resulted—assuming the other factors of soil, wind, &c., to have

been the same—in a more pronounced abrasion and lowering of the general surface level. Is it

possible that the distinct depression indicated by Dr. Hedin’s line of levels, which he measured in

1901 due south from the Lou-lan Site to the Kara-koshun marshes, between a point about ten miles

and another about nineteen and a half miles south of the L. A. group of ruins, is directly due to the

eroding force of the wind having longer exerted itself over this area ?

The depression just referred to, which is discussed at great length and graphically illustrated Depression

in Dr. Hedin’s scientific report,'® corresponds approximately to the belt between 40° 15' and
40° 23' lat. in Map No. 60. D. 3. It thus falls within the area south and north of my Camp 122,

over which I traced remains of the Stone Age, but none of the historical period of Lou-lan occupa-

tion. On such remarkably flat ground as Dr. Hedin’s very valuable measurement of levels has

undoubtedly proved the Lop desert north of the Kara-koshun to be, this depression must necessarily

claim very great hydrographic importance. Yet its deepest point falls only 3-981 metres below the

starting-point of Dr. Hedin’s level series, on eroded ground near the main Stupa of the ‘ Lou-lan

Site ’ (L. A.), while the mean value of the levels measured between his stations No. 81 and No. 149
works out at 1-365 metres, or less than four and a half feet, below the starting-point." Considering
that the progress- of erosion near certain ruins of the Lou-lan Site, as ascertained by the measured
difference between the original surface level and that of wind-eroded depressions close by,'^ can be
proved to amount in places to an average of over one foot per century, the above conjectural
explanation may well deserve to be kept in view. In any case it will show that it is possible to
account for the above depression without seeking, in this narrow and comparatively insignificant

belt, the Lop lake-bed of the historical Lou-lan period, as assumed in a theory which Dr. Hedin has
endeavoured to maintain by a series of elaborate and ingenious arguments. For a variety of
reasons, both antiquarian and geographical, I cannot accept certain essential points of this theory

;

but, as already shown above, I must postpone a general exposition of the views I have been led to
form regarding this ‘ Lop-nor question’ until the results of the extensive observations and surveys,
made during the years 1914 and 1915, have been fully co-ordinated and worked up.

In the meantime, two more points which have an interest for the interpretation of this Dead reed-
depression may be noted here. On both my routes across this area I came upon ground where

“ See Hedin, Central Asia, ii. pp. 234 sqq., 314 sqq., “ Cf. Hedin, il pp. 317 sqq., 326, and PI.37.
and passim, with PI. 36, 37, 59. “ See below, pp. 371, 375, 388, 390, 392.
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patches of dead reed-beds covered the top of Yardangs. On my route of 1906 they were met
between four and six miles to the north'of Camp 122 (about 40° 21-22' lat), and on my journey of

1914 I passed a similar belt of dead reed-beds, some three miles further west, in about the same
latitude. In both places the appearance of the low but thick stubble of dead reeds struck me as

not very ancient. The very different levels on which they were found, var3nng as much as eight

feet according to the greater or lesser height of the Yardangp above the same wind-eroded trough,

suggested that these reed-beds had grown up during a temporary and somewhat recent submersion
of the ground after it had already undergone the effects of prolonged wind-erosion. It has since

occurred to me that the fact of Dr. Hedin’s line of levels having shown the bottom of the above
depression ‘to descend, over a portion of its width which he roughly estimates at about 4 km. or
two and a half miles, to an average of one metre (3' 3 4") below the level of the Kara-koshun during

*

the spring-flood of 1901,^® may possibly furnish an explanation. During a period of such excep-

tional floods water might have found its way from one direction or another into this belt, more
deeply eroded than the rest of the Yardang area south of Lou-lan, and remained long enough to
cause a temporary growth of reeds, which, however, were bound to die again when those floods
finally ceased.

The other point to be noted is that nowhere on my two crossings of the belt corresponding to
Dr. Hedin’s depression did I come upon ground showing the hard salt-encrusted surface which
invariably marks the bottom of dried-up ancient marsh beds in the Lop region. Nor was any
other form of salt-impregnation met with. Further to the east, beyond Dr. Hedin’s line of levels,

a vast continuous area of the Lop desert was proved by our surveys of 1914 and 1915 to be covered
by such a hard crumpled salt crust, and I have strong reasons to believe that the beds of the
Kuruk-darya delta, during the historical period of Lou-lan occupation, carried their water
to its edge.

During the night from the 15th to the i6th of December we experienced for the first time the
blasts of the icy north-east wind of the Lop desert, which, unlike the winds affecting the Takla-
makan, does not relent for long even during the winter, and which continued to hold us in its

clutches during most of our stay in this region. Its erosive effect on the Yardangs could clearly be
watched, during the day s march, in the steady drift of sand which was undercutting the clay banks.
The sand seemed to become, from here onwards, of a slightly coarser and heavier g^in, and as the
velocity of the wind was not great enough to raise its particles high, I could, before leaving camp
m the morning, for the first time sight the reddish-brown line of the Kuruk-tagh foot-hills far away
to the north. Our progress towards it lay that day over gfround bearing the same general character
as that crossed on the preceding march. The closely packed Yardangs showed the same uniform
direction from east-north-east to west-south-west, and their tops were scored with furrows repro-
ducing the same surface configuration on a small scale. The interrelation between this configuration
of the ground and the wind which is its creator was brought home to us with painful directness by
the fact that nowhere, even in trenches cut down to a depth of twelve feet, could the slightest
shelter be found from that freezing blast. I particularly noticed that at the south-western end of
the teiraces, where one was naturally tempted to seek for some protecting bank, the cutting force of
the wind was even increased. There the Yardangs invariably ran out into a gradually sloping and
narrowing tail-like end, where piercing currents of air met from both flanks of the Yardangs, as if in
an eddy, and carried on the work of abrasion with additional force.”

’* Cf. Central Asia, ii. p. 326.
This sexy phenomenon, carried back into an earlier

geological period, accounts for the peculiar appearance of the

salt-coated terraces or Mesas to which the early Chinese
records of the desert route to Lou-lan apply the graphic

designation of ‘ White Dragon Mounds
', and the position of
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Rows of dead Toghraks and ‘ tamarisk trunks were repeatedly met with, rising over hard Pottery

gypsum-like banks close to ridges of low dunes. Their general direction seemed to be from west to
f^^®*^**

east, but there were signs of winding to south-east and north-east that river-beds were likely to show

on such gjround. Finds of worked stones of the type already described and of coarse pottery,

manifestly of neolithic origin, continued to be plentiful. Among the pottery there was the fragment

bf a wide-mouthed vase of ill-levigated clay, decorated with three incised bands of the herring-bone

pattern (C. 122. 001. a, Plate IV). From about the sixth mile onwards, I thought I could recognize

fragments of pottery of distinctly better make, showing a uniform black surface over a red, hard-

fired core.^^* They might well have prepared me for an approach to ground occupied down to

^
a somewhat later period. Yet it seemed a welcome surprise when, about three miles further on,

I came upon what at once suggested the appearance of a small ‘ Tati ’ of historical times.

For nearly half a mile the bare eroded soil was strewn with pieces of slag and potsherds, red Bronze ring

or black on the surface, which by their finer grain and kiln-made look at once reminded me of the ****

pottery debris met with about the Niya and other early sites (cf. for specimens C. 122. 004. a, Han coin.

005. a). This impression was soon proved to be right by the large and fairly well-preserved bronze

signet ring which Tokhta Akhun picked up here (9I miles from C. 122) under my eyes (C. 122. 0021).

Its fiat oval bezel shows in intaglio two long-necked gryphons, one above the other. In shape and

desigfn the ring tallied closely with sitnilar finds of the first, centuries a.d. which I well renfembered

having obtained at the Niya Site.^® A fragmentary square-holed Chinese copper coin, uninscribed,

but unmistakably of a t)rpe associated with the Han period, was found close by, and furnished

conclusive evidence that the pottery debris marked a site which must have been permanently

occupied during the historical period.

Just before reaching it we had passed through a line of high sand-cones held together by dead Occupation

tamarisk growth such as are typical of the banks of ancient river-beds, and which I often saw

higher up on the Kuruk-daryS during my surveys of 1915. The dry river-bed that these tamarisk-

cones indicated was perfectly repognizable, with a width of about 150 yards and rows of Toghraks
» on its banks, where we crossed it on February 10, 1914, some four miles lower down, to east-south-

east. In its vicinity at different points we then picked up glass beads, the fragment of a well-finished

bronze ornament, and three Chinese coins belonging to Han types. These finds furnish additional

and conclusive archaeological evidence that this old river-course passed here through a belt of

ground occupied by settlements of some kind during the early centuries of our era. It is worth

noticing that this belt falls within the conjecturally indicated basin to which Dr. Hedin assigns the

Lop-n6r lake of that very period, and which he assumed to have been covered with water northward
up to the ruined station of Lou-lan.**

As we moved on beyond this ‘ Tati '-like ground, the cutting wind dropped slightly and for about
half an"hour light snow fell which limited the outlook. It lay only half an inch deep, and after the next
morning's sunshine disappeared altogether except under the corniced edges of Yardang banks facing

north-west. Even thus it helped us to economize ice for a couple ofdays. When we had gone twelve
mileSpWe passed through a long row of dead Toghraks, rising to ten feet or more and clearly marking
an ancient water-channel. About a mile and a half beyond, dusk and the fatigue of a march rendered
trying both to men and camels obliged us to pitch camp amidst a thin belt of dead tamarisk-cones.

which near the shores of the ancient dried-up Lop sea

I traced in my explorations of 1914; cf. T^t'rd Journey, in

Geogr.J., 1916, pp. 126 sqq.
; also above, p. 341.

For specimens cf. C. 122. 002. a, 003. a, 007. a-009. a.

Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 415, N. 0015, 0016 (PI. XLIX)

for shape; ibid. p. 414, N. 006 (PI. L) for design of inta^o.
For similar rings found at the Niya and L.A. Sites, see below,
PI. XXIX (L.A. 00107).

’* Cf. Hedin, Central Asia, ii. PI. 40, 59; pp. 338, 326,
360, 627, etc.

3 A1874
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The night was made miserable by a violent north-east gnle which nearly blew my tent down and

left us all half-benumbed at the start next morning for the tramp which was to bring us at last to the

ruins of ‘ Lou-lan

The hardships to which my labourers from Charkhlik were exposed and their consequent

weariness rendered it a matter of serious concern for me that we should reach the eastern group of

ruins, the main site for the proposed excavations, that day, December 17- I estimated the direct

distance still separating us from it at only about eight miles to the north-east, if the position of

Camp 123 on our plane-table and that indicated for the ruined site in Dr. Hedin’s map were right

But I had not been able to sight any of the ‘ towers ’ which his description mentioned and which,

I hoped, might serve us as landmarks. So I considered it safest to continue steering the due

northern course which we had followed so far and which, I hoped, would allow us to strike the far-

stretched line of ruins somewhere near its centre. The strain of anxious expectancy was lightened

for me when, after marching for about three and a half miles over Yardangs and low dunes, we
picked up three Wu-chu coins of the Han type in quick succession. They were a definite proof that

we were approaching a site of the historical period. About seven miles from our start we came

upon a broad and well-marked bed fringed by rows of dead Toghraks and decayed tamarisk-cones

and running west to east with a slight north-easterly bend. Mullah, with his sure topographical

memory, at once recognized it as the ancient river-course he had seen in 1901, south of the ruins

visited with Dr. Hedin.

Beyond the riverine belt the eye ranged wider across the flat expanse of wind-eroded clay

barrenness, with the outermost low range of the Kuruk-tagh fully in view. The men now pushed

on eagerly in the hope of earning the reward in silver which I had promised for. the ruin first

sighted. We had only gone a mile from the dry riyer-bed when one of them ahead, having climbed

the top of a plateau-like Yardang, shouted that he could see a ‘ Pao-t'ai ’. My glasses showed that

the tiny knob, rising far away on the horizon eastwards, was really a ruined mound, manifestly that

of a Stupa. So the course was promptly changed, and the direction now favouring our progress

along the Yardang ridges, the five miles separating us from the mound were covered in two hours.-

It proved, as expected, the ruin of a Stupa built of sun-dried bricks (see Fig. 97), and was the same
near which Dr. Hedin had first camped on his return in 1901. Chinese coins of the Wu-chu and
uninscribed types were picked up in numbers around it, and finds of bronze arrow-heads and of other

small objects in metal had by now become frequent.

From this point three more mounds were in view, and among them Mullah without hesitation

recognized the largest, which lay to the south-east, as marking the rmun group of ruins. The three

miles’ march to it led over frightfully eroded ground, and the succession of precipitous clay ridges

and sharply-cut trenches between them, down to twenty feet and more in depth, had to be crossed

at right angles. Darkness came on just as I reached the foot of the ruined Stupa which stands out

in this weirdly desolate expanse as the landmark of the ruined station of ‘ Lou-lan '. It was two
hours before the convoy of our much-tried camels safely joined us. But as I sat by the big bonfire

we had lit to guide them, the fatigues and anxieties of the trying desert march were forgotten, and
only elation at having safely reached the goal in good time remained. I felt grateful, too, for

Dr. Hedin’s excellent mapping, which, notwithstanding the difference of our route lines and the

total absence of guiding features, had enabled me to strike the ruins without a day’s loss. When
subsequently the results of our own plane-table survey for these parts, checked by astronomical
observations and triangulation as far as the mountains south-west of Charchan, came to be computed,
I was much gratified to find that Dr. Hedin’s position for the site” differs from ours (see Map

” Cf. Central Asia, vol. iiL PL 51.
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No. 60. D. 2) by only about a mile and a half in longitude, the astronomically observed latitude being
identical.

Section IV.—LIST OF OBJECTS FOUND ON DESERT MARCHES NORTH
OF LOP-NOR

C. lai. 001-004. Four pottery frs., hand-made ;
ill-levi-

gated clay hard-fired; prob. from one vessel. Found

15. xii. 06. Gr. fr. aj' x x

C. I3I. 005. (2 miles N. of.) Pottery fr., hand-made

;

cf. C. 121. 001-4. 2^* if* X J*.

C. xai. 006. (2 miles N. of.) Pottery fr., hand-made;

cf. C. I2I. 001-4. Fired on an open hearth, if'x^'

xA'.
C. lax. 007-008. (2 miles N. of.) Two pottery frs.,

hand-made, of ill-levigated clay, hard-fired on an open

hearth, sand-worn; from same vessel. Gr. fr. 45* X if*

xf'toA'.

C. I3I. 009. (6 miles N. of.) Pottery fr. from lip and

neck of hand-made vessel; ill-levigated clay hard-fired on
an open hearth. Lip bent much outwards but has sq.

edge. Orig. diam. at lip c. 5^* ;
h. if'; length af" ;

thick-

ness f'.

C. I3I. 0010. Jasper flake, speckled brown, irregularly

flaked on the faces with one patch of pebbled surface.

Found 15. xii. 06. See R. A. Smith in Man, xi. 6. No. 52.

Length 2f*. PI. XXX.

C. I3I. oou. (N. of.) Jasper flake, speckled brown,

with bulb of percussion on plain face, the other pebbled

and chipped. Found 15. xii. 06. See R. A. Smith in

Man, xi. 6. No. 52. Length lA* PI- XXX.

C. X3X. 0013. (N. of.) Quartz flake, salmon-coloured,

curved; one face pebbled, the other plain. Found 15. xii.

06. Length if*.

C. x3i. 00x3. (N. of.) Jasper flake, dark grey, irregu-

lar shape, with sharp edges. Found 15. xii. 06. Length

ir-

C. xax. 0014. (N. of.) Jasper lump, dark grey, one fiat

face, irregularly flaked. Found 15. xii. 06. Length A*-
C. X3X. 0015. (N. of.) Jasper flake, black with brown

bands; bulb on one face, the other roughly flaked, and

slightly sand-worn. Found 15. xii. 06. Length i§'.

C. 131. 00X6. (N. of.) Jasper flake, dark grey, with

one pebbled face, slightly sand-worn. Found 15. xii. 06.

lA'
C. X3X. 0017. (N. of.) Jasper core (?), dark grey, irregu-

larly faceted. Found 15. xii. 06. Length lA*

C. xai. 0018. (N. of.) Jasper flake, dark grey, sub-

triangular, both faces irregularly flaked. Found 15. xii. 06.

Length A'
C. 131. ooxg. (N. of.) Jasper flake, black, roughly tri-

angular, bulb of percussion on one face. Found 15. xii. 06.

Length A'-

C. lax. 0030. (N. of.) Jasper lump, dark grey, tri-

angular with two sand-worn faces. Found 15. xii. 06.

Length f

C. 131. 0031. (N. of.) Jasper flake, brownish-grey,

thin, flat faces, slightly sand-worn. Found 15. xii. 06.

Length lA".

C. 131. 0033. (N. of.) Jasper flake, black, thin
;
bulb

on one face, the other ribbed. Found 15. xii. 06. Length

X •

C. 131. 0033. (N. of.) Jasper blade, grey, thin; one
face ribbed, one edge perhaps worked. Found 15. xii. 06.

Length |*.

C. 131. 0034. (N. of.) Limestone pebble, black, flat

faces roughly oval. Found 15. xii. 06. Length A'
C. 131. 00S5. (N. of.) Lump of volcanic stone (slag),

black, pitted in places,8lightlysand-wom. Found 1 5. xii. 06.

Length i*.

C. 131. 0036. (N. of.) Lump of volcanic stone (slag),

grey-black, with air-holes. Found 15. xii. 06. Length i|*.

C. 131. 0037. (N. of.) Lump of serpentine, black,

irregular and pitted surface, wind-worn. Found 1 5. xii. 06.

Length i*.

C. 131. 0038. Jasper blade, black, curved ; bulb on plain

face, divided rib on other face
; edges slightly worked.

See R. A. Smith in Man, xi. 6. No. 52. Length i^*.

PI. XXX.

C. 131. oo3g. Jasper blade, bright yellow, bulb on one
face, double rib on the other, edges slightly worked.
Length i*.

C. 131. 0030. Jasper blade, dark yellow
; ribbed on one

face, one edge slightly worked. Length A'-

C. 131. 0031. Jasper blade, black
; bulb on one face, the

other ribbed. Length i|*.

C. 131. 0033. Jasper blade, greyish brown, with two ridges

on one face, both edges worked. See R. A. Smith in Man,
xi. 6. No. 52. Length 2*. PI. XXX.

C. 131 . 0033. Jasper blade, dark dove colour ; bulb on
one face, the other with central rib, both edges worked.
See R. A. Smith in Man, xi. 6. No. 52. Length 2^".
PJ. XXX.

C. 131. 0034. Jasper flake, chocolate colour; bulb on
• one face, the other flaked, and notched by use. Length i *.

C. 131. 0035- Jasper blade, speckled brown, one face
ribbed, both edges worked. Length iA*.

3 A 2
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C. lai. 0036. Jasper blade, dark olive green, of triangular

^cdon ; bulb on one face, the other worn by sand ; both

edges worked. Length 2'.

C. 131. 0037. Jasper blade, yellow; bulb on one face,

irregular central rib on the other. Length if'.

C. lai. 0038. (3-6 miles N. of.) Jasper nodole, dull

yellow, irregular bar form, rectang. section, sand-worn.

Length 3'.

C. 131. 0039. (3-6 miles N. of.) Slate splinter, grey,

rectang. section, pointed but unworked. Length 3^'.

C, 131 0040. (3-6 miles N. of.) Slate splinter, greenish

grey, of knife form but unworked. Length 3^

C. 131. 0041. (3-6 miles N. of.) Slate splinter, greenish

grey, sq. seqtion, but unworked. Length af*.

C. 131. 0043. (3-6 miles N. of.) Slate splinter, grey,

thick and cutting edges, but unworked. Length

C. 131. 0043. (3-6 miles N. of.) Jasper blade, dark
grey, one face ribbed, and one edge perhaps worked.
Length

C. 131. 0044. (3-6 miles N. of.) Jasper blade, dark

grey
;
bulb on plain face, the other ribbed, and edges worked.

Length i'.

C. 131. 0045. (3-6 miles N. of.) Chert blade, purplish

brown, curved
; bulb on one face, the other with cratral

rib; both edges worked. See R. A. Smith in Man, xi. 6.

No. 52. Length af*. PI. XXX.

C. 131. 0046. (3-6 miles N. of) Jasper flake, black

;

bulb on plain face, the other flaked. Length |'.

C. 131 . 0047. (3-6 miles N. of) Cornelian flake, pale

Indian red
; bulb on one face, flaked on the other, which has

a patch of buflF crust. See R. A. Smith in Man, xi. 6.

No.' 52. Length 1^'. PI. xxx,

C. 131. 0048. (N. of.) Jasper flake, purplish grey, sub-
triangular

; one face plain, the other flaked ; slightly sand-
worn. Found 15. xii. 06. Length

C. 131. 0049. (N. of) Jasper flake, dark green with

bands, bulb on plain face, the other with one jagged edge
and blunted point perhaps used for boring. Found 15. xii. 06.

See R. A. Smith in Man, xi. 6. No. 52. Length if'.

PI. XXX.

C. 131. 0050. (N. of) Bronze arrowhead, as C. 123.

001, q.v. Pierced for tang. Length i^'.

lei-isa. 001. Sandy slate slab, purplish grey, with
natural faces and vertical untiimmed edges showing the

laminated structure. Length 2^".

C. 131-133 . 003 . Jasper core, speckled brown ; one side
with regular facets, the other rising to central point. Found
15* xii. 06. See R. A. Smith in Man, xi. 6. No. 52.
Length ij'. PL XXX.

C. 131-133. 003. Jasper lump, dark grey, angular, with
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one smooth face, perhaps a core ; chipped. Found 15. xii.

06. Length if'.

C. isa-133 . 004. Lump of banded jasper, dark olive

green jrith yellow veins harder than the. mass ; the whole

sand-polished. Found 15. xii. 06. Length 3'.

C. 131-133. 005. Lump of volcanic stone (slag?), black,

with numerous air-holes and slight sand.f>olidiing. Found
15. xii. 06. Length if*.

C. 131-133. 006. Lump of volcanic stone (slag ?), black,

yellowish surface, with numerous air-holes. Found 15. xii.

06. Length i^'.

C. 131-133. 007. Lump of volcanic stone (slag ?), black,

yellowish surface, with numerous air-holes. Found 1 5. xii.

06. Length i'.

C. 133. 001. a. (3 miles N. of) Pottery fr. from wide-

mouthed vase, hand-made, of ill-levigated clay ; lip with sq.

edge slightly bent out. Below, three horizontal rows of

jndsed herring-bone pattern. Outer surface blackened.

Thin and evenly-fired, perhaps intentionally ‘smothered’.

PI. IV.

C. 133. 003. (S. of) Jasper core,' marbled grey and
yellow

; one face plain, the other with parallel gp'ooves from

flaking. See R. A. Smith in Man, xL 6. No. 52. Length

if'. PI. XXX.

C. 133. 003 . a. (5-6 miles N. of) Pottery fr. from wall

of vase (two pieces joining), hand-made, of ill-levigated

clay, fired on an open hearth. Found 16. xii. 06. Gr. M.
4'

; thickness f' to f'.

C. 133 . 003. (S. of.) Jasper blade, brown ; bulb on
plain face, ribbed- on the other ; both edges slightly worked.

Length

C. 133. 003. a. (5-6 miles N. of) Pottery fr. from
large vessel, hand-made, of ill-levigated clay, hard-fired

on an open hearth. Found 16. xii. 06. Gr. M. af';
thickness f'.

C. 133 . 004. (S. of) Jasper blade, olive green, with

central' rib, one edge worked. Length i^'.

C. 133. 004. a. (9 miles N. of) Pottery fr., hand-made,
of ill-levigated clay, fired on an open hearth; sand-worn.

Found 16. xii. 06. Gr. M. 2'; thickness f'.

C. 133 . 005. (S. of.) Jasper blade, olive green; bulb on
plain face, two ribs on the other; both edges worked.

Length i|'.

C. 133. 005. a. (9 miles N. of.) Pottery fr. from neck of

vase, hand-made, of ill-levigated clay
; hard-fired red clay,

surface, especially on outside, superficially blackened. Ap-
parently fired in smother-kiln. Everted rim with sq.’ edge.

Found 16. xii. 06. Orig. diam. at rim c. 7'; gr. m. 3^'

;

thickness to f'.

C. 133. 006. (S. of) Jasper blade, dark purplish grey, .

with bulb on plain face, the other with central rib; one
edge mme worked than the other. See R. A. Smith in

Man, xi. 6. No. 52. Length if'. PI. XXX.
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C. las. 006. a. (5-6 miles N. of.) Jasper core, brown,

slightly tapering, fiicets irregular but continuous. Found

16. xii. 06. See R. A. Smith in Man, xi. 6. No. 52.

Length i'. PI. XXX.

C. na. 007. (S. of.) Jasper blade, dark grey, with bulb

on plain face, and double rib on the other; one edge

jagged from use, the other slightly worked. Length if".

C. las. 007. a. (5-6 miles N. of.) Pottery fr. from

same vessel as C. 122. 003. a. Found 16. xii. 06. Gr. M.

*tr
•

C. laa. 008. (S. of.) Jasper blade, speckled brown,

with double rib on one face and both edges worked. See

R. A. Smith in Man; xL 6. No. 52. Length i^'. PI.

XXX.

C. laa. 008. a. (5-6 miles N. of.) Pottery fr., hand-

made, of peculiarly ill-levigated clay, fired on an open

hearth. Found 16. xii. 06. f' x 1 ' x

C. laa. 009. (S. of.) Jasper flake, mottled brown, thin,

plain face with bulb of percussion; one steep edge as

though used for scraping. Length f".

C. las. 009. a. (5-6 miles N. of.) Pottery fr., hand-

made, of ill-levigated clay, hard-fired on an open hearth.

Found 16. xiL 06. Gr. M. if' ;
thickness f' to f'.

C. las. 0010. (S. of.) Jasper flake, dark brown, orig.

smoothed surface opposite cutting edge, which is jagged

and unused; bulb of percussion on plain face, and the

whole ^d-worn. Length

C. laa. 0010. a. (5-fi miles N. of.) Jasper blade, choco-

late colour, one face ribbed and sand-polished ; one edge

worked, but mainly on the bulb face. Found 16. xii. 06.

Length if".

C. las. oou. (S. of.) Black slate flake, with white

quartz veins, all but one side worn smooth by sand ; no

.

bulb of percussion or chipping. Length f".

C. 133. oou. a. (5-6 miles N. of.) Jasper blade, choco-

late colour
;
bulb on plain, face, the other with two ribs ;

both edges worked, but mainly on the bulb face. Found
16. xii. 06. Length if".

C. 133 . 0013 . (S. of.) Chert flake, brown, one face

with bulb of percussion
;

the edges jagged and unworked.

Length 1^".

C. 133. 0013. a. (3-6 miles N. of.) Jasper blade, dark

purple, double rib on one face ; both edges w orked on the

bulb face. Found 16. xii. 06. Length f".

C. 138. 0013. (5-6 miles N. of.) Jasper blade, dark

purple, central rib on one fece ; one edge worked on the

bulb face. Found 16. xii. 06. Length i^'.

C. 188. 0014. (5-6 miles N. of.) Jasper blade, choco-

late colour, central rib on one face; both edges much
worked, but chipped only on the bulb face. Found 16. xii.

06. Length if".

C. 133. 0015. (5-6 miles N. of.) Jasper blade, choco-

late colour ; bulb on plain &ce, the other with two ribs

;

one edge worked, but only on the bulb face. Found 16. xii.

06. Length TTO*-

C. 133. 0016. (5-6 miles N. of.) Jasper blade, dark

purple
; bulb on plain fiice, the other ribbed longibidinally.

Found 16. xii. 06. Length

C. 133 . 0017. (5-6 miles N. of.) Jasper blade, dull

purple, bulb on plain face, the other with two ribs ; edges

unworked. Found 16. xii. 06. Length

C. 138. 0018. (5-6 miles N. of.) Jasper blade, dark

purple
;
bulb on one face, the other with central rib; both

edges worked, but only on the bulb face. Found 1 6. xii. 06.

Length f".

C. 133. 0019. (5-6 miles N. of.) Jasper flake, purplish

brown, with patches of orig. sand-worn surface flanking the

point; edges smooth and unused. Found 16. xii. 06.

Length

C. 133. 0030 . (5-6 miles N. of.) Fr. of jasper flake,

chocolate colour. Found 16. xii. 06. Gr. M. i|^'.

C. 138 . 0031. (9 miles N. of.) Bronze ring. Flat oval

bezel with intaglio design, apparently two long-necked

gryphons, one above the other, running L. Part of hoop

corroded ; elsewhere sand-worn. Fonndifi. xii. 06. Diam.

I"; bezel |"x|'.

C. 133. 0033 . (5-6 miles N of.) Jasper blade, dark

yellowish grey; bulb on plain face, central rib on the

other; both edges worked. Found 16. xii. 06. Length

*r-

C. is». ooag. (6 miles N. of.) Jasper arrowhead, dark

grey, triangular, neatly flaked all over. Found 16. xii. 06.

See R. A. Smith in Man, xi. 6. No. 52. Length PI.

XXX.

C. 133. 0034. (5-6 miles N. of.) Jasper blade, black

;

bulb on one face, double rib on the other
; both edg;es

much chipped, only on the bulb face. Found 16. xii. 06.

Length if".

C. 133. 0035. (5-6 miles N. of.) Jasper blade, purplish

black, rib on one side ; both edges worked, but mainly on
the bulb face. Found 16. xii. 06. Length

C. 188. 0086. (5-6 miles N. of.) Jasper blade, Bath-

stone colour, central rib, one edge worked. Found 16. xii.

06. Length

C. 183. 0037. (5-6 miles N. of.) Jasper blade, speckled

brown, with bulb on one face and central rib on the other

;

both edges worked. Found 16. xii. 06. See R. A. Smith

in Man, xi. 6. No. 52. Length if". PI. XXX.

C. 138. 0038. (5-6 miles N. of.) Jasper flake, olive

green, thin; bulb on one face, ribbed on the other; sharp
edges. Found 16. xii. 06. Length

C. 188. 0039. (5-6 'miles N. oi.) Jasper flake, olive

green ; bulb on one face, the other with two irregular
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ribs; edges unworked; rather sand-wom. Found i6. zii.

o6. Length f'.

C. 133. 0030. (g-6 miles N. of.) Jasper blade, olive

green ;
bulb on plain face, the other wiA central rib and

sand-wom; edges unused. Found 16. xii. 06. Length

.

C. 133. 0031. (g-6 miles N. of.) Jasper blade, olive green

;

bulb on one face, two ribs on the other. Found 16. xiL 06.

Length

C. 133. 0033. (g-6 miles N. of.) Jasper blade, dark

purple; slight bulb on plain face, and double rib on the

other ; one edge slightly worked on the bulb face. Found
r6. xii. 06. Length

C. 133. 0033. (g-6 miles N. of.) Jasper blade, black,

central rib on one face; one edge very slightly worked.

Found 16. xii. 06. Length i|'.

C. 133 . 0034. (g-6 miles N. of.) Jasper blade, purplish

black; bulb on plain face, double rib on the other; taper-

ing. Found t6. xii. 06. Length liny*-

C. 133 . 0035. (g-6 miles N. of.) Jasper flake, black,

with sharp unworn edges ; bulb of percussion on one face

and median ridge on the other. Found 16. xii. 06. Length

A*'

C. 133 . 0036. (g-6 miles N. of.) Jasper flake, black,

circular edge. One face polished and scratched, the other

slightly sand-wom. Found 16. xii. 06. Length f".

C. 133 . 0037. (g-6- miles N. of.) Jasper flake, black,

sub-triangular; one face convex and flaked all over, the

other plain with bulb of percussion
; edges jagged and

battered. Found 16. xii. 06. Length

C. 133 . 0038. (g-6 miles N. of.) Jasper flake, olive

green ; bulb of ptercussion on one face, and two thick edges
showing original sand-polished surface, with harder bands.
Found 16. xii. 06. Length i^'.

C. 133. 0039. (g-6 miles N. of.) Chert flake, dove-
colour, sub-triangular; one face smoothed by sand, the
other bearing bulb of percussion. Found 16. xii. 06.
Length^'.

C. 133. 0040. (g-6 miles N. of.) Jasper flake, dove-
colour, one face plain with bulb of [tercussion. Found
16. xii. 06. Length

C. 133. 0041. (g-6 miles N. of.) Jasper flake, olive

g;reen; one face sand-worn showing harder band^ the
other with bulb of percussion. Lower edge straight, very
slightly chipped; the others intact. Found 16. xiL 06.
Length r',

C. 133 . 0043. (g-6 miles N. of.) Quartz flake, yellow;
one pebbled face, the other with bulb of percussion;^es rough and unused. Found i6. xiL 06. Length
ire • •

C. 133. 0043. (5-6 miles N. of.) Quartz flnirg, pale
yellow, unshaped, with ill-defined bulb ofpercussion on one
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face, and long eti^e worn thick by use as scraper. Found
16. xii. 06. Length^'.

C. 133. 0044. (g-6 miles N. of.) Quartz flake* pale

yellow; one thick edge with orig. smoothed snr&ce, the

rest rough, unshaped and edges intact Found 16. xiL 06.

Length

C. 133. 0045. (g-6 miles N. of.) Quartz flake, pale

yellow, unshaped, (me face pebbled. Found 16. xii. 06.

Length i'.

C. 133 . 0046. (5-6 miles N. of.) Quartz flake, yellow

;

one face with orig. pebbled surface, the other with bulb

of percussion
; edges even but unused. Found 16. xii. 06.

Length ij*.

C. 133. 0047. (g-6 miles N. of.) Jasper blad^ dark

grey, rib to one side, worn; (me edge slightly worked

Found 16. xii. 06. Length i'.

C. 133. 0048. (9 miles N. of.) Jasper flake, dove-

colour, with bulb of percussioii and one thick straight

edge
; weathered, unshaped and unused. Found 1 6. xiL 06.

Length 1^'.

,

C. 133. 0049. (9 miles N. of.) Jasper flake, mottled

yellow and black, from a sand-wom pebble ; both edges

jagged, one being slightly used. Found 16. xii. 06. See

R. A. Smith in Mati, xi. 6. No. ga. Length af', PL
XXX.

C. 183 . 0050. (9 miles N. of.) Jasper flake, olive

green
; one face pebbled, the other with ridge and curved

edges; perhapsu^ as a knife. Found 16. xii. 06. Length

3^'.

C. 183 . 0051. (N. of.) Limestone, dull yellow, rough
and sand-wom, with branches broken and unworn fu-
tures; natural perforation. Found 16. xii. 06. Length

If'

C. 138. 0053. (9 miles N.’ of.) Jasper blade, black, with

bulb of percussion on one face and two ribs on the other

;

both edges worked. Found r6. xiL 06. See R. A. Smith
in Man, xi. 6. No. ga. Length i^'. PI. XXX.

C. 133. 0054. Black jasper leaf-shaped point (arrow-
head ?), symmetrical and finely worked on both faces and
edges, diickest along middle ; sand-wom. See R. A. Smith
in Man, xi. 6. No. ga. Length a|'. PI. XXX.

C, 138-133. 001. Jasper flake, brown, with long back,

and long edge slightly worked. Length if*.

C. 133-133. 003. Jasper flake, brown speckled; one
plain flat face, the other with three edges very slightly

worked. Length i^'.

C. 133-133. 003. Jasper flake, dark bluish-grey, from
a pebble, unshaped and unworked. Length f*.

C. 133-133. 004. Quartz flake, thin, banded dark grey,

translucent in parts ; one face pebbled, the other plain with

bulb of percussion. Length if*.

through the lop desert
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C. laa-ias. ooj. Jasper flake, slatef grey; bulb of per-

cussion on one face, the other flaked; the long edge

smooth, the end jagged ; slightly sand-worn. Length i*.

C. 139-133. 006. Jasper flake, purplish grey, from a

pebble, unshaped. Length

C. ISI3-133. 007. Jade flake, one face worn smooth, un-

shaped and unworked. Length

C. 133-133. 008. Jasper flake, purplish grey, triangular,

broken across the base, the two edges sand-wom. Length
9 »
nr •

C. 139-133 cog. Jasper blade, brown, with central rib,

one edge worked. See R. A. Smith in Man, xi. 6. No. 52.

Length i|'. PI. XXX.

C. 133-133. 0010. Jasper blade, purplish brown, with

double longitudinal rib; one edge regularly worked, the

other chipped on both faces. Length

C. 133-133. 0011. Jasper blade, black, with central rib;

one edge regularly worked to form a back, the other

chipped on both faces. Length i^'.

C. 133-133. 0013. Jasper blade, purple, with central rib

;

one edge slightly worked. Length |*.

C. 133-133. 0013. Jasper blade, slaty-grey
; with central

rib
; one edge notched. Length

C. 133-133. 0014. Jasper blade, slaty-grey; doubly

ridged
;
one edge slightly worked. Length 1'.

C. 133-133. 0015. Slag lump, black and pitted, slightly

sand-worn. Length A*-

C. 193. 001. (N. of.) Bronze arrowhead ; triangular in

section to point; hexagonal at shaft end, flanges being

bevelled down; solid. Cf. Ancient Khotan, ii. PI. LXXIV.

N. 005. a. Found 17. xii. 06. Length i^".

C. 133. 003. (N. of.) Bronze arrowhead, as C. 123.

001, but pierced to attach tang. Found 17. xii. 06.

Length i*.

C. 133. 003. (N. of.) Bronze arrowhead, as C.

i2'3. 001, but with short (broken) tang of iron inserted.

Found 17. xii. 06. Length i^".

C. 133. 004. (N. of.) Point of iron nail (?), sq. in

section. Found 17. xii. 06. Length gr. diam. A".

C. 133. 005. (N. of.) Irregular strip of plate bronze,

slightly curved, prob. from edge of mirror. Found 1 7. xii. 06.

7.* V V 3 *

C. 135. a. (4 miles SW. of.) Pottery fr. from hand-

made vessel of ill-levigated clay, fired on open hearth;

vertical ring handle. Found 29. xii. 06. 3^" x 3^' x J'.

PI. IV.

C. 135. b. Pottery fr., hand-made, of ill-levigated clay,

fired on open hearth ;
sand-wom. 2^’ x if* X xV-

C. 135. 001. (6 miles SW. of.) Bronze spear-head,

shaft end broken; narrow leaf-shaped blade with central

rib; hollow-socketed; clumsily made. Found 29. xii. 06.

C. 1515-136. 001. Pottery fr., hand-made, of ill-levigated

clay, hard-fired, black. i|' x X c. J'.

C. 135-138. 001. Iron key. Shaft, oblong in section,

thickened and pierced at handle end to form narrow loop

;

at other end bent at right angles, and again at right angles

in orig. direction, to form ward. Four teeth remain, three

projecting at right angles from edge of bent portion, one
from edge of shaft above first bend; traces of fifth still

higher up edge of shaft. For similar key, see Strzygowski,

Koptische Kunst, Taf. xxxvi. No. 9197.

teeth ^'XxVXi^''.

C. I35r-i3g. a. Pottery fr. from upper part of open rim-

less hand-made vessel. Edge simply rounded and om. with

impressed row of chain pattern
; same orn. occurs on band

slightly lower down. Ill-levigated clay loose in texture,

badly potted, and fired on open hearth, if* x ij' x
c. PI. IV.

C. 135-139. b-c. Pottery frs., coarse hand-made ware as

C. 125-129. a.; q.v. Gr. M. if*.

C. 135-139. d. Oval mass of clay, half of, pierced length-

ways; same clay and technique as C. 1 25-1 29. a-c. i^g*

X 1^' X f" max.

C. 135-139. e. Irregular chip of bronze, perhaps part

of knife-blade; cf. C. 126. 004. Gr. M. ^*.

C. m6. 001. Jade celt, the faces smooth and sides left

rough, except at side of cutting edge. See R. A. Smith in

Man, xi. 6. No. 52. Length 4*. PI. XXX.

C. 136. 003. (9 miles SW. of.) Fr. of bronze mirror.
On back, raised edge bevelled each side; then row of
relief rays and row of relief radiating lines. Traces of re-

lief pattern of curves in centre, Chinese style. Cf. L. A.
0027. Length 2*

; thickness f
* to

; orig. diam. c. 3f*.

C. 136. 003. Fr. of bronze mirror. On back, part of
stmk pattern of curves; bevelled edge. Cf. C. 126. 00a
and L.A. 0027. Found 30. xii. 06. if* X |* x j^* ; orig.

diam. c. 4f*.

C. 136. 004. Fr. of bronze knife(?)-blade, with one
sharp edge. Found 30. xii. 06. if* x ^* X f".

C. 137-138. a. Pottery fr., hand-made, of ill-levigated

clay, fired on open hearth; inside face green-grey, out-

side red orn. with applied strip of clay indented by finger.

^M'xirxf*.

C. 137-138. b. Pottery fr., band-made, iU-levigated, fired

on open hearth, iff*x if* x f".

C. 137-138. c. Pottery fr., hand-made, of ill-levigated

clay, hard-fired on open hearth; sand-worn. i^*xi*
V 1'X5 .

C. 137-138. d. Pottery fr., worn by sand-drift, f* x' 8 4
Xre •

C. 137-138. 001. Jasper lump, purplish brown, four-

sided, tapering to point, the whole sand-wom. Length
*1'
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C. 137-138. DOS. Chalcedony blade, black; bulb on plain

face, the other with central rib. See R. A. Smith in Man^

xi. 6. Na 52. Length PI. XXX.

C. 137-138. 003.' Jasper blade, blaek; bulb on plain

face^ the other with double central rib ;
one edge worked.

See R. A. Smith in Man, xi. 6. No. 52. Length 2^'.

PI. XXX.

C. 137-138. 004. Serpentine (Bowttiite) bead, mill^.

[Chap.X

translucent; round perforation and pointed oval section;

surfoces smoothed. Length

C. 137-138. 005. Ball of wood (?) with projecting pcwt

;

decaying. Diam. f'.

C. la/j-taH. 006. Snail'shells (?) from C. 127.

C. 138. 001. (S.W. of) Fr.of bronze spear-point; long

leaf-shaped blade with solid tang and central rib. Found

I. i. 07. 2\' X I' X to



CHAPTER XI
?

THE LOU-LAN SITE

Section I.—EXCAVATION OF RUINED DWELLING, L.A. i.

In the early morning of December i8 my first task was to dispatch my transport according Disposal of

to a previously settled plan. The main convoy of camels was sent off, under Tokhta AkhUn's
guidance, to a salt-spring at the foot of the Kunik-tagh north-westwards which he had discovered
the year before, when accompanying Professor Huntington on his plucky expedition to Altmish-
bulak, acfoss the salt-encrusted old lake-bed, and which he appropriately called Yangi-bulak, ‘ the
New Spring There the camels were to get a rest and much-needed grazing while we were at our
excavation labours. Five camels were to return to our half-way depot at Camp 121 and to fetch
the supplies left there and such fresh ice as had been brought up by the auxiliary donkey column.
Rai Ram Singh, provided with some camels, was to make a short surveying reconnaissance to the
north-west and to ascertain the exact positions of the ruins which Dr. Hedin’s popular narrative
mentioned in that direction, but which the small-scale sketch-map attached to it did not show.

Left to the undisturbed solitude of the site, I set.out for a rapid survey of its ruins. Looking First survey

round from the high base of the Stupa below which my tent had been pitched, I had before me
vistas which seemed strangely familiar and at the same time strikingly novel (Figs. 92, 93). To the
south and south-west there rose in small clusters ruins of timber and plaster-built houses. These,
with their bleached and splintered posts and the steep, debris-strewn slopes of the wind-eroded
terraces on which they stood, curiously recalled well-remembered ruins at the Niya Site, though
here the winds had generally left far less cover of protecting sand.

But I was far more impressed by the difference in the setting. Around the scattered ruins of Wind-
the Niya Site and their silent scenes of destruction the eye had found relief in the soft-lined expanse eroded land-

of swelling dunes and sand-cones which recalled the open sea. Here there was nothing for the eye
to rest on but an endless succession of sharply-cut Yardangs of hard clay and deep-scoured
trenches, all running in the same direction, just as that relentless north-east wind had sculptured
Aem. It was, too, strangely like a picture of the sea, but of one frozen hard and buckled into
innumerable pressure ridges. The view from the Stupa ranged freely over many miles of this
dismal ground. But, apart from the ruins near, my powerful glasses showed no structural remains-

excepting a few scattered mounds, manifestly brick-built and badly decayed, in the distance to the
north and north-west. It seemed strange that any structures at all, built of mere timber and wattle,
should have survived the effects of such frightful erosion. But I did not stop at the time to think
about the special reason which had saved them in the vicinity of the Stupa.

Just as the ruins themselves, so the work to which I settled down at them combined both Dr. Hedin’s
familiar and novel aspects. I knew beforehand that remains to be brought to light here dated
approximately from the same period as those of the Niya Site, i.e. from about.the third century
A.D. The clearing the ruined structures of the sand and the hoped-for refuse accumulated within
them, the careful search of the debris strewing the eroded slopes below, and so forth, were tasks to
which not only myself but Naik Ram Singh and my faithful factotum Ibrahim Beg were fully

3 B
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accustomed. But there was for me this notrel feature in the work that the wonted operations were
to be conducted at a site which had already been searched, at least partially, by an earlier European
explorer. Dr. Hedin’s popular narrative of his journey of 1899-1901 had, by its chapters on ‘ The
ruins of ancient Lop-nor ’ and ‘ L6u-lan and particularly by the excellent illustrations accompanying
them, familiarized me with the general features of the ruins which a lucky chance had led him to

discover in March, 1900, on his first crossing of the desert from Altmish-bulak, and with the

remains which a second visit, paid specially for this purpose, had alleged him to bring to light in

March, 1901.^ He had made important discoveries, and though they had not yet received full

expert analysis, the antiquarian evidence which they yielded was in many respects assured beyond
doubt. But it was obvious that a thorough exploration of the site, or even of a portion of it, had
remained beyond the range of the operations of its first discoverer. Dr. Hedin, out of a total stay

*

of six days on his second visit, had been able to give only three to actual excavation at the eastern

group of ruins, and a fourth at the western. He had the services of only five men besides himself,

and not one in the whole party had previous experience of, or special training for, such work, while

the ruins to be searched were numerous and widely scattered. The need of a systematic archaeo-

logical exploration of the site was thus clearly established from the first. But there remained the

question how much the site thus ‘ researched ’ would still furnish in new facts, observations,

and finds.

The hope which my first rapid inspection of the eastern group of ruins (designated thereafter

as L.A.) had raised was fully justified by the results of the work carried on here without intermission

between December 18 and 23. In describing them, I propose to follow the chronological order in

which the various structures were searched by us, and to add what observations I have to make
regarding the general character of the ancient Chinese station represented by the ruins of L.A.

Most of these structures had been examined by Dr. Hedin, and a number of them searched by his

men either under his supervision or without it.

In Chapters XLIV, XLV of his scientific publication. Dr. Hedin has given a description of
‘ the ruined houses of L6u-lan ’ as he saw them, together with such measurements as he was
able to take, and a number of very instructive photogp:aphs.* But as the survey and ex-

cavations carried out were affected by the limitations of time and labour already mentioned,

as well as by other obvious drawbacks, I have not thought it necessary to discuss the details

of his observations except where they contain evidence which was no longer obtainable on my
visit. Nor have I felt it incumbent on me to examine the abundant inferences, except where
they might claim special antiquarian or gec^p:aphical interest and could be supported by critically

admissible archaeological arguments. It has not been possible for me to compare in detail or

otherwise utilize the valuable finds of MS. remains and other antiques brought back by Dr. Hedin
from this site, as the special section of his large work in which the late Professor A. Conrady and
Herr Himly were to have given the results of their examination of these materials has so far not

been published.® In regard to them my information is restricted to the preliminary notes published

by the last-named scholar in 1902,* and these are necessarily too brief and provisional in character

to warrant detailed analysis here by the side of the abundant new materials which the site has

since furnished.

Our operations were begun at the ruin L.A. i (see Plates 23, 24), which lay nearest to the

‘ See Hedin, Central Asia and Tibet, ii. pp. 1 11-50; ’ Cf. Hedin, Central Asia, ii. p. 621.
*• PP- 376-84- * See Himly, in Petermann’s Mittheilungen, 1902, part

* See Hedin, Central Asia, ii. pp. 621-648 with Plates xii, pp. 288-90.
65-76.
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StQpa, and their results held out encouraging hopes from the start. At about 60 yards’ distance

to the south-south-east of the Stupa the top of a terrace, rising with steep banks above the wind-

eroded ground, bore what manifestly was but the remnant of a well-built house once much larger.

As the photographs. Figs. 93, 94, clearly show, heavy timber debris covered the slopes of the

terrace, particularly to the east and south, thus indicating the position of rooms which had
completely disappeared through erosion of the underlying soil. On the south the deepest portion

of the immediately adjoining ground lay fully 1 8 feet below the original surface level, as marked by
the foundation beams still in situ. Other such beams are seen in Fig. 94, either fallen over the

slopes or else overhanging them. Here, as at all other ruins of this site, these foundation beams,
as well as all posts, etc., forming the timber framework of the walls, were invariably of wild poplar

wood. In the ruin L.A, i the foundation beams were of remarkable solidity, showing a thickness

of nearly one foot. Below them a layer of tamarisk fascines, as subsequently observed also under
the walls of L.A. ii and the two Stupa ruins, served as a flooring. The constructive features of

the walls resembled very closely those observed at the ruined dwellings of the Niya Site and also of

Khadalik. Set in sockets in the foundation beams were rows of square posts, as seen in Fig. 93,
the thicker ones meant to carry the roof beams and the smaller dividing the space between them at

regular short intervals. To the latter were fastened horizontal bundles of reeds, which formed the

wattle of the walls and were covered outside with mud plaster.^ The walls in this, as in most other
structures of L.A., were found to be carefully orientated with regard to the prevailing direction

of the wind, one side of the rectangle always facing east-north-east.

In Plate 24 the ground-plan of the surviving portions of this house has been reproduced. Chinese re-

To judge from the size of the large room, L.A. i. i, which measured 31'by 13 feet, and that adjoining

it on the south-east, which though destroyed for the most part still retained a sitting platform of
^

considerable width, the ruin might have been the residence of an official or some person of position.

Though the drift-sand covering the floor of the extant rooms was nowhere more than two feet deep,
arid in most places even less, it had sufficed to protect a number of interesting relics which soon lent

support to that conjecture. Three narrow slips of wood, L,A. i. i. i
;

ii, i ; iii, i (Nos. 886-888 in

Chavannes, Documents, Plate XXVll), about half an inch wide and each bearing one vertical line

of Chinese characters on its obverse and reverse, I at once recognized as identical in shape, and
probably also in character, with the Chinese official records on wood which my excavations of 1901
had first brought to light at the Niya Site.® The official nature of their contents is now proved by
hi. Chavannes translation, which also has shown one of the slips, L.A. i, 111, i, to be accurately
dated in a.d. 33®*'^ this date, from a variety of reasons to be mentioned below, maybe assumed
to have been soon followed by the final abandonment of the site, it is highly probable that L.A. i

continued to be occupied by some official till the end.

The close resemblance in type and internal arrangement between this ruin and the afScient Discovery of
dwellings, so familiar to me at the Niya Site, made me feel at the time less surprise than I might Kharosthi

have felt at the discovery immediately following of two oblong tablets in wood, L.A. i. ii. i, 2, of
which each bore four or five lines of faint but still legible writing in Kharosthl. Yet it was
a most gratifying find, which thus at once gave assurance that the use of this ancient Indian script
and language had extended so far away east, to the very end of the Tarim Basin. When the
miscellaneous rubbish which had found refuge under the fallen pieces of timber marking the

*

position of an eroded apartment to the north-east (L.A. i. iv) came to be searched, there were
’ Cf. PI. 6 for a section of a timber and wattle wall at

Khadalik similar in make.
* See Ancienl Khotan, i. pp. 358 sqq., 537 sqq.

;
ii.

PI. CXII-CXIV.
’ Cf. Chavannes, Documents, pp. 182 sqq.

3 B 2
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added finds of three more Kharo§thi documents, each presenting its own special point of interest

One, L.A. i. iv. 6, was a regular wedge covering-tablet, with seal cavity exactly reproducing the

shape and arrangement of the wedge-shaped double tablets in wood which my finds at the Niya Site

had proved to have been in use for semi-official correspondence, as it were.® Thus the elaborate

indigenous system of ancient stationery was exactly the same in this far-off comer of the Tarim

Basin as in the Khotan region. Though the sand-abraded surface of the obverse no longer allowed

the writing of the address which it must have once contained to be read, there could be little doubt

about its having been intended for a representative of the indigenous administration and not for

a Chinese official.

The other record, L.A. i. iv. 5, consisted of a rough piece of tamarisk wood, still covered with
^

bark on the back, and inscribed on the flat inside surface with two lines in Kharosthi. Its material

looked strangely uncouth by comparison with the neatly finished and smooth tablets of the Niya

Site, and this observation soon drew my attention to an essential difference in the make of this

ancient stationery. On examining the other Kharosthi records on wood more closely (and this

applies equally to the far more numerous ones subsequently recovered at this site), T found that

their rough and cracked surface was not so much due to increased exposure and corrosion as to the

wood being that of the Toghrak or wild poplar, with its naturally coarser fibre, instead of the Terek

or cultivated poplar invariably used in the Kharosthi tablets of Niya. I shall have occasion to refer

to this significant fact further on, when I discuss the limited resources of local cultivation at these

Lop sites as shown also by the almost complete absence of dead tree trunks belonging to ancient

arbours or orchards.®

From the same refuse-strewn slope were recovered also the three fragments of a paper

document, L.A. i. iv. 7, showing Kharosthi writing in a faint straggling hand. They, too, had an

interest of their own as the first evidence I found of the use of paper at a period when the Kharo§fhi

script and the Prakrit language associated with it in the Tarim Basin were still current. That

paper was, in this region and epoch, used simultaneously with wood for Chinese records also Was

made certain by the discovery of a number of fragmentary Chinese documents which were picked

up from the rubbish of the wind-eroded slopes, L.A. i. v. i : Doc. Nos. 894, ^95 >
L.A. 1. iv. 2, 3

;

Doc. Nos. 930-38, Plates XXIX-XXX.^® The last-named were found glued together, card-board

fashion, into smalt roughly semicircular packets which on one side bore remains of a thin coloured

plaster coating. Whether these pieces of waste paper, proved by M. Chavannes’ decipherment to

contain portions of private letters, some offering a certain historical interest, had been used as

a backing for a painted decoration or to fill some opening in a wall, as M. Chavannes thought, can

no longer be determined. The fact of Kharosthi records at this ruin being nearly as numerous as

Chinese contrasts strikingly with the great preponderance of the latter in the structure L.A. ii,

whicK certainly marks the local Chinese Ya-m^n. It lends support to the suggestion that this

dwelling L.A. i may have been occupied by a petty local head-man or representative of the

indigenous administration of Lou-lan.

But in addition to these written records, the search of the first ruin explored was rewarded also

by other relics of interest. In a comer of room ii there were found two fragments of a woollen pile

carpet, L.A. i. ii, 001 (Plate XXXVIl), much worn in most places but elsewhere still retaining its

rich colours of deep claret, two browns, buff, light blue in remarkable brightness. It was the first

andent specimen of an industry attested in the Khotan region from very early times, and surviving

’ Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 347 sqq., 364 sq. hereafter quoted with the serial numbers given to them by

• Cf, below, pp. 404 sq. M. Chavannes in his Documents, as well as with their proper

For facility of reference Chinese records are here and site-marks.



95- STUPA RUIN AND REMAINS OF ANCIENT DWELLING, L. A. IX, SEEN FROM SOUTH.
Dead tamarisk growth at foot and on slope of wind-eroded ridge bcaiing L. A. IX.



96 KUIXKD STUPA, L.A.X. UOU-LAN STAIION, SliEX FROM SOUTH.
Man on left stands at foot of b-ise, man on ri^ht on top of ba-»e.

97 STUPA Rl IN THREE MILES TO N.W OF LOU-LAX STATION, SEEN FROM
SOUTH.
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there to the present day,” which I had so far succeeded in bringing to light. The technical details
~

concerning the arrangement of warp, weft, and pile are explained in Mr. Andrews’ description of

L.A. VI. ii. 0046, a subsequently-found and better-preserved specimen. There the peculiarity of

the long woollen tufts with free ends which both specimens show on the back, and which make them

resemble the modem cheap Japanese rug in this respect, has also been discussed. Whether these

carpets actually came from Khotan it is, of course, impossible to assert. But considering the

practical monopoly which the Khotan carpet industry has enjoyed for a long time past in Chinese

Turkestan and the historical evidence for its ancient date, the surmise seems to me justified.

Among the miscellaneous fragments of fabrics plentifully recovered from the refuse, L.A. i. iv.

0011, pieces of plain woollen materials in brown, buff, and red prevail. In these and the fragments

of felt, dyed yellow, red, and scarlet, it is quite safe to recognize local products. The abundance of

wool in the Lop region is well attested by the early Chinese accounts and, owing to the pastoral

facilities continuing in the riverine jungle of the Tarim and in the mountains above Charkhlik, still

exists at the present day. On the other hand, the numerous small pieces of fine silk in a variety of Relics of

rich colours, undoubtedly shreds of garments, which were found in the rubbish both at this and some
other ruins of the site, were certainly derived from Chinese imports. I knew that the ancient silk

trade of China with Central Asia and beyond must have moved for centuries along tlie very route

marked by this ruined settlement, and that to it the latter owed its original raison ditre. Yet
I could scarcely hope at the very outset to find so striking and instructive a relic of that early trade

as came to light that day in the immediate vicinitj'^ of this ruin.

To the north-north-west, the terrace on which stood L.A. i was connected by a kind of neck
with a larger piece of ground immediately south of the Stupa base which, though attacked by wind-

erosion, had yet in places retained its original level under the protection of timber debris and what
appeared to be a flooring of reed fascines. It is possible that this had served as a foundation for

wails, but these could no longer be traced. On clearing the ground here of a light layer of drift-

sand there was found, flush with the original flooring, a small bale of yellow silk, L.A. i. 002 (see

Plate XXXVII), tightly rolled and evidently unused, which had become so dry and brittle that when
first lifted it broke in two. Its actual width was i8| inches, its diameter 2| inches. It was useless

to speculate how it had come to be left behind when the structure once standing here was
abandoned, or how it had escaped those who, during the immediately succeeding period, were
likely to have searched the deserted settlement for any objects of value or practical use. But what
I could realize at once was that this find showed us for the first time the actual form in which
that most famous product of the silk-weaving Seres used to travel from China to the classical West.

A series of interesting finds made afterwards has settled it beyond all doubt that the width Width of

shown by this little silk roll was the regular one adopted for China’s most important article of
export in the centuries immediately before and after the commencement of our era. Decisive

*

evidence on this point is furnished by two strips of undyed silk, T. xv. a. i. 3 (Doc. No. 539

;

Plate XV), which I discovered about four months later at one of the ruined watch-stations of the

ancient Chinese Limes west of Tun-huang, and the inscription on which M. Chavannes has
examined and explained.” One of them, bearing a seal imprint and complete in height, shows
that the piece of silk to which it belonged had a width of 50 centimetres (19-69 inches). The
other, 30-5 cm. long and incomplete, bears an inscription in Chinese exactly indicating the, origin,

dimensions, weight, and price of the piece of silk :
‘ A roll of silk, from K‘ang-fu in the J en-ch'ing

Kingdom; width 2 feet 2 inches; length 40 feet; weight 25 ounces; value 618 pieces of money.’

** Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 134, 174, on the Khotan See Chavannes, Z?«v«w«/r, p. 1 18; for M. Chavannes’
carpet industry and early Chinese references to it. correction in his interpretation see below, chap. xix. sec. iv.

times.
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The mention of the kingdom of Jen-ch'^ng, which was established a.d. 84 in the province of Shan-

tung, still one of the chief silk-producing regions of China, proves the piece of silk to date from the

end of the first or begfinning of the second century a.d.

The measure of 2 feet 2 inches recorded for the width of the piece enables us to establish the

standard width for silk during the later Han period by evidence independent of the actual state of

the strip. My excavations along the line of the Chinese Limes west of Tun-huang have brought to

light two wooden measures which accurately determine the value of the (decimal) Chinese inch at

that epoch. The measure T. vin. 4 shows a foot divided into ten inches, each 3^" or 22-9

millimetres long. The other measure, T. xi. ii. 13, a slip of cane, is marked with inch divisions

of exactly the same length. The measures were found at watch-towers which can both be proved,

from dated documents recovered there, to have been occupied during the first and second century

A.D.^® Accepting the value of 22-9 mm. for the inch of the Later Han period, we get 50’38

centimetres (or 19-83 inches) as the equivalent of the measurement, 22 Chinese inches, indicated as

the proper width in the inscription of T. xv. a. i. 3. And with this the actual width, 50 cm. as

measured by M. Chavannes, practically coincides. Turning now to the silk roll L.A. i. 002, we find

its actual lengfth to be 18-75 inches, or about one inch less than the standard width just determined.

But a glance at the reproduction in Plate XXXVII shows that both ends of the roll, and in particular

the upper one, have become frayed through abrasion, and this circumstance, together with the

probable shrinkage of the fabric during so many centuries’ deposit in dry sand, is amply sufficient to

account for the slight difference.

We are thus justified in concluding that the standard width for silk, as established during the

Later Han period, did not undergo any change in the times of the Chin dynasty to which the roll

L.A. I. 002 must be assumed to belong. The dimension of the Chinese inch had been altered

considerably in this later period, if we may judge from the measure L.A. ii. vi. 001 (Plate XXXV),

to be described below, which shows decimal divisions of ||" or 30-16 mm. each. But it is only

natural that an important article of foreign export like silk remained unaffected in its trade

dimensions by this change in the units of measurement.^®*

The refuse found amidst the timber debris of L.A. i. iv, apart from the remnants of fabrics

already mentioned, contained a number of small objects of household use which will be found fully

described in the List below. The briefest reference will suffice here to such as the wooden spoon,

L.A. I. iv. 008 ;
the pair of eating sticks, L.A. i. iv. 006-7 ; the fragment of a lacquered bowl,

L.A. I. iv. 0015. The small carefully-carved stick, with a cross piece at one end, L.A. i. iv. 009
(Plate XXXV), corresponds exactly to the modern chuluk of Chinese Turkestan, used for tying up
lambs to a rope which is stretched on the ground. Its use must have been wide spread in ancient

times, too, as the specimens found at other early sites (L.B. iv. ii. 009 ;
N. xni. i. 002

;

Ka. I. 008) prove. More puzzling in character are the numerous small pointed ‘labels’ in

thin wood, L.A. i. iv. ii. a-b (Plate XXXV). Two holes pierced through the square head and
having a sunken border at each end suggest some system of threading which would have allowed

these pieces of wood, about three inches long, to be used as scales of an armour somewhat after the

fashion of scales of hard leather found at the Niya Site.” But there remain obvious difficulties of

a technical kind which render this explanation for the present uncertain. Attention may also be

“ Cf. Chavannes, Documents, pp. 126, 145; also below,

chap. xvin. sec. i, iii.

That the standard width of silk was enlarged at some
time between the Chin period and the tenth century is proved
by silk paintings found in the Ch'ien-fo-tung cave which are

made of one breadth of silk. This in Ch. 00224, dated

A.D. 939, measures 24 inches, and in Ch. 0067, 22 inches;

see below, chap. xxv. sec. ii.

The piece of silk found at M. x of the MlrSn site, also of

later origin, measures 22^ inches; see chap. xni. sec. viii.

“ Cf. Ancient Khoian, i. pp. xvi, 41 1 ; also the lacquered

leather scales found at Mir&n, see below, chap. xii. sec. iv.
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called to two fragments of pottery, L.A. i. iv. ooi, 002, which have retained their glazed surface, in Glazed pot-

two different tints of green. Its preservation is manifestly due to these pieces having been

embedded in refuse. The rarity of such glazed potsherds elsewhere at the site is accounted fdr by

the corrosion to which all pottery remains, left unprotected on the ground, are exposed here from

wind-driven sand. L.A. i. iv. 002, with its finely crackled leaf-green glaze, suggests Chinese

pottery of the Han type, like the similarly crackled glaze in red of L.A. 005. In the other

fragment, L.A. i. iv. 001 (Plate IV), which is decorated with an incised pattern, the dark green glaze

recalls Western influence.

Finally I ought to record here that the careful search of the debris-covered slopes of L.A. i. Wu-cAu

resulted also in the recovery of seven Chinese coins, mostly fragmentary^ They all belong to the
coins found,

type marked by the legend Wu-chu and assumed to have been first introduced by the Emperor

Kuang Wu-ti, a.d. 26-57.

Section II.—EXPLORATION OF RUINED DWELLINGS, L.A. ii-vi.

After completing the search of the isolated dwelling south of the Stupa, I moved my band of Brick-built

labourers to the large group of ruined structures on the south-west. It occupies a terrace-like piece

of ground, about two hundred yards broad at its widest, near what my subsequent surveys have

proved to have been the centre of the walled square enclosure marking the ancient Chinese station

(see Plate 23). Surrounded on all sides by wind-eroded depressions, twelve feet and more deep,

this ground had escaped being broken up into Yardangs through the protection which the various

ruined structures occupying it, L.A. ii-vi, had afforded. In the main building, L.A. ii (Plate 25)^

which appears to have originally had a rectangular enclosure solidly built of large sun-dried bricks,

the thick walls of three narrow apartments still rose to a good height, as seen in Fig. loi. Here

I easily recognized the spot where Dr. Hedin had come upon his ‘ find ’ of Chinese records on wood

and paper. From the rubbish layers which covered the floor of the easternmost and narrowest of

these apartments, L.A. ii. ii, he had recovered forty-two narrow tablets or ‘ slips ’, no doubt of the

type already described, and about two hundred pieces of inscribed paper, most of them tom

fragments.^

A first rapid inspection sufficed to show me that the contents of this refuse-heap, originally so Documents

well sheltered, had not been completely exhausted. Notwithstanding the statement that ‘ the refuse

contents of the stall were sifted to the very last grain until we came in fact to the hard bare ground

underneath, and had literally cleared out the whole of the interior ’, the thorough search I made

here revealed a great quantity of fragments of inscribed paper and wood. A number of these,

including a wedge under-tablet with KharosthI writing, L.A. n. ii. 003, were found in the rubbish

still about two feet deep, which Dr. Hedin’s men had dug up but not removed from the small

apartment. But far more turned up in the refuse which had been thrown out and left to litter the

eroded slope immediately south (L.A. II. i). From this two packets full of Chinese fragments

were ultimately recovered. The thin, curled pieces of wood which formed the majority were

obviously shavings from Chinese slips of the regular size which had been scraped down in order

to be used afresh forwriting.* ** The economy practised by the fresh use of this old stationery finds

its obvious explanation in the fact that the material of these slips seems to have been ordinarily

a pliable smooth wood, often of some conifers, which could not have been obtained locally.

It is worth noticing that among the Chinese documents here recovered there is a complete

* Cf. Hedin, Central Asia and Tibet, ii. p. 132 ;
Central

Asia, ii. p. 632.

* For specimens of such shavings, see Chavannes, Docu-

ments, Nos. 739-41, PI. XXIII; Nos. 878, 885 (PI. XXVn).
For other records from L.A.'u. i, ii, cf. Documents, Nos. 879-
884, 893, 896-902, 905-909.
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letter on paper, L.A. 11. i. i : Doc. No. 904, which was found in its original form of a small

convolute as intended for transmission, and also that the dated documents among those which

M. Chavannes has included in his publication all belong to the years a.d. 265—74. As with one

exception the dates in those of Dr. Hedin’s finds about which some preliminaiy information has so

far become available range between the years a.d. 264-70,® it seems safe to assume that the little

apartment became filled with refuse and the ‘ waste paper ’ deposits it contained during that period

or soon after.

The prevailingly official character of the documents found here and of those, still more
numerous, which my clearing of the closely adjacent and extensive refuse layers, L.A. iii. i and

VI. ii, has yielded, makes it certain that the complex of ruined dwellings marked by me as L.A. 11

and III (see Plate 2 5) represents what is left of the accommodation which served for the Chinese

administrative headquarters established in the ancient station. In size and general arrangement, it

curiously recalled the Ya-m^ns which are occupied now by Chinese officials in charge of districts, etc.,

within the ‘ New Dominion’ and eastwards, and which are meant to accommodate not only these

officers with thdr families and personal attendants but also their subordinate staff, treasury,

administrative stores, and the like. The resemblance was so obvious that my Charkhlik labourers

promptly and quite spontaneously came to call L.A. 11 ‘ the Ya-m6n of the Kone-shahr ’.

The most striking feature of the surviving ruin is the T-shaped massive wall of large

sun-dried bricks against which all traceable rooms of L.A. 11 appear to have been built. It

could be followed in the direction E.N.E. to W.S.W. for about 150 feet with an arm adjoining

it at right angles eastwards and still extending for about 105 feet. As in the case of all

brick structures of the site, there was a layer of tamarisk fascines below forming a foundation.

With regard to the former portion of the T-shaped wall, the fact that it lies exactly in the direction

of the prevailing wind is sufficient to explain its escape from complete erosion. Even thus most of

its length, except behind the small apartments ii-iv and near room v, had been worn down
almost to ground level. The other wall, forming the top of the T and lying right across the

prevalent direction of the wind, had suffered even more by abrasion and would have disappeared

altogether but for the heavy timber debris which covered the eroded slopes on either side. It

appears probable that this cross-wall originally extended further to the N.N.W., and that it was the

prolonged resistance offered by the structures once adjoining this wall which saved the remains of

L.A. II, III, v, and vi from being even more eroded. At the S.S.E. end of this cross-wall, and in

a corresponding position to the south of L.A. iii (see Fig. 102), the timber debris strewing the

eroded slopes was particularly heavy, suggesting structures at the ends of what might have been

two wings flanking the main court of the ‘ Ya-m6n’. But this must necessarily remain mere con-

jecture. It may, however, be noted that on the slope to the south of L,A. iii. iii, and some three

feet below its floor level, remains of a brick wall or platform, six feet wide, cropped out, indicating,

perhaps, the existence in a similar position of some earlier structure. The brick walls of L.A. ii

showed an average thickness of about 3' 6", and the bricks measured 18-19" in length and 12-13" in

width, with a thickness of 4'-

The three narrow closet-like apartments, ii. ii-iv (see Fig. loi), which have already been

referred to, are formed by cross-walls projecting to about 18 feet from the main wall of L.A. ii.

Their southern ends are broken, and the exact length of these narrow apartments could hot be

determined. As seen in Fig. 99, the cross-walls are constructed of sun-dried bricks of the previously

mentioned size, with the successive courses separated from each other by layers of stamped clay of

about the same thickness. The cross-walls still rose in places to a maximum height of ten feet and

’ Cf. Himlj’s paper quoted by Dr. Hedin, Central Asia and Tibet, ii. p. 144.
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showed a varying thickness from three to four feet. With the exception of the refuse deposit within

II. ii already described, the most curious feature of . these small apartments was their narrowness,

particularly disproportionate to the thickness of the dividing walls. The one furthest to the north-

east, II. ii, measured only four feet across, and the other two, iii and iv, nine feet six inches and four

feet respectively. In the absence of distinctive finds—none were made in any of the three apart-

ments—it seems difficult to guess their original purpose. But it is unlikely that they could have
been constructed to serve as quarters. In view of the remarkable thickness of the walls it has
occurred to me that they might have been intended for store-rooms or possibly prison cells. It is

obvious that an ancient Chinese-* Ya-men’ at an important station would have needed both, just as

they are usually provided in similar modern structures.

Dr. Hedin had found both rooms iii and iv filled with sand to a height of over three feet, and
on clearing this had come upon ‘ only two or three pieces of torn paper I myself had the floor,

over which a fresh layer of drift-sand had accumulated, carefully searched again without any result.

It was left for Mr. Tachibana, on his rapid visit paid to this site in 1910, to discover here the

interesting Chinese document dating from a.d. 324 and representing the draft of a letter from the
Chang-chih Li Po, to which I shall have to recur below.® From the verbal explanations that the

young Japanese explorer was able to give me in the autumn of that year, he appears to have found
it in an interstice of the brickwork of a wall within room iv, and at some height above its floor.

The examination I was able to make of the little apartment in February, 1914, showed in two
places shallow niches or holes which appeared to have been roughly broken out from the wall. In
the absence of further and more exact information, I assume that Mr. Tachibana had made his

interesting discovery in a small fissure or hole between two bricks and had subsequently enlarged it

in the hope of finding more. It is impossible, of course, to guess how the crumpled-up sheet of
paper had found its way into that fissure. But in any case its discovery in such a place suggests
that the interior walls had at the time already lost the plastered surface which they must, no doubt,
once have had, the structure being more or less in a state of ruin. Hence the discovery does not
affect the doubt expressed above as to these rooms having been constructed for ordinary occupation
as quarters.

Within the angle of the main wall and the north-eastern cross-wall of L.A. ii lay the room v,

measuring about 30 by 12 feet inside. From the fact that along a portion of its north wall
there were found remains of a narrow platform, about two feet high, and in the wall behind it

a cupboard-like recess about eight inches deep, it may, perhaps, be concluded that it had been
used as a living apartment or office. In this room were found four Chinese documents on wooden
slips, among them two complete {Doc, Nos. 750 and 820) and one dated a.d. 263 (L.A. ii. v. 3,
Doc. No. 738)- Embedded in the floor just below the platform lay the oblong tablet L.A. ii. v. 5,
showing remains of KharosthI writing. It had probably reached this position some time before the
site was abandoned

j for the wood was rotten and eaten by insects and the surface badly perished
by damp. Here were also recovered a well-preserved bronze bolt, L.A. ii. v. 002 (Plate XXXVl)
with a square head at one end, and the fragment of a kiln-fired clay bowl, L.A. ii. v.. 001, -with

a deep leaf-green glaze recalling Han pottery.

Immediately to the west lay a small detached structure built of timber and plaster, of
which two rooms, L.A. ii, vi and vii, still showed the lines of their walls marked by upright posts
and remains of horizontal reed wattle (see Fig. loi, on extreme right). The room vi had at its

north-east end a sitting platform built in clay, two feet eight inches high and five feet wide,
approached by three steps. The wall dividing it from room vii showed remains of a panelled

‘ Cf, Hedin, Central Asia, ii. p. 633. 6 Cf. below, p. 409.
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window, six feet wide and flanked by posts, above the centre of this platform. As I had found an

exactly corresponding arrangement in the ruins N. xxiv and N. xxvi of the Niya Site, described

above,® we have here fresh evidence how closely the constructive features of dwellings agreed in

widely distant parts of the Tarim Basin during the third century a. d. In room vi was found the

wooden measure L.A. ii. vi. ool (Plate XXXV) already mentioned.'^ In room vii the posts and

wattle showed signs of having been partially destroyed by fire, and charred fragments of wood were

found under the drift-sand covering the floor.®

The structural remains marked L.A. in (see Fig. 102, Plate 25) seem, as already explained,

to have belonged to the south-western wing of the ‘ Ya-m^n ’. Of the large room, L.A. 111. iii,

measuring about 35 by 28 feet, the walls of timber and horizontal reed wattle were clearly

traceable on two sides only, the rest being badly eroded. Some of the posts, however, still stood

upright
; two among them, which must have carried one of the beams supporting the ceiling, still rose

to a height of 13 feet. This room had been searched by Dr. Hedin, who had found in or near it

a large and well-preserved earthenware jar, a decorative wood-carving, and what he took to be

the solid wooden wheel of a cart.® Among the pieces of architectural wood-carving left behind.

Fig. 99 shows the wooden circular base with socket on which one of the central pillars had once

stood, a badly splintered double cantilever on which one of the roof beams must have rested, two

volutes probably also from cantilevers, and two turned balusters with elaborate mouldings similar

to those subsequently recovered from L.B. iv (Plate XXXIll). All these pieces were of Toghrak

wood.

On carefully clearing the floor of the small and almost completely eroded apartment ii, we came
upon two fragmentary Chinese slips, and when this search was extended to the ground immediately

adjoining on the south-west, which I first assumed to have been occupied by another portion of the

structure, L.A. in. i, Chinese records on wood and small miscellaneous relics rapidly cropped up in

numbers. Thus some thirty-seven slips bearing Chinese writing were recovered here, besides two

small fragments of Kharosthi documents on wood. Among miscellaneous finds may be specially

mentioned a bronze arrowhead, L.A. in. 001 (Plate XXIX) ; the portion of a wooden bowl,

lacquered red and black, L,A. in. 004 ; a lacquered wooden style, perhaps intended for writing,

L.A. in. i. 002 ;
and a small fragment of an earthenware dish, L.A. iii. 002, decorated with

a faintly lustrous slip in green, resembling Chinese work of Han times. In reality, we had here

struck the easternmost portion of that huge refuse-heap L.A. vi. ii, the subsequent discovery of, and

abundant yield from, which we shall have to describe presently.

The ruin to which I turned on December 19, after clearing the last-named apartment of what

we called the Ya-m^n, was that of a relatively large dwelling, L.A. iv, close on a hundred yards to

the south-west. It comprised, as the plan in Plate 24 shows, a number of rooms of varying

sizes up to 21 feet square, roughly built with walls of timber and vertical tamarisk rushes, and in

addition to these, in the centre, a group of apartments more solidly constructed of stamped clay or

of timber and plaster.^® Sand filled it to a height of three to four feet. The room i, about 1 3 by

12 feet inside and built with walls of stamped clay about three feet, thick, was provided with

a low sitting platform of clay along three of its walls and with a fire-place, also of clay, on the

fourth. The internal arrangement thus corresponded exactly to that observed in many of the

' Cf. above, pp. 226, 234 sq., with Figs. 62, 63, 64, and

PI. 14.

^ See above, p. 374.
’ This explains Dr. Hedin’s erroneous assumption. Central

Asia, ii. p. 631, that this room was a smithy.

’ Cf. Hedin, Central Asia, ii. pp. 633 sq, with the ex-

cellent photographs in PI, LXX, LXXI,

For a good view of part of this ruin see Hedin, Central

Asia, ii. PI LXXII.
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ancient dwellings I had excavated at the Niya Site and elsewhere in the Khotan region.^^ In the

small passage-like apartment ii that adjoined it, and close to the door, still retaining its wooden frame,

which led into a kind of central hall, there were found three rectangular double-tablets with

KharosAl text, L.A. rv. ii. 1-3 (Plate XXXVlli). Considering that they lay on three feet of

sand and almost on the surface, their preservation was surprisingly good. This was partly due to

the first two documents being found wrapped up in rags. Among these was the stout cotton fabric,

L.A. IV. ii. 001, remarkable both on account of its material, as analysed by Dr. Hanausek, and its

interesting texture, which suggests its having originally been intended for wear under armour as

a gambeson. It is clear that these KharosthI tablets must have fallen to the place where they were

found from a receptacle in the wall or above the door.^^ This door was curiously low, like the

other two in L.A. iv of which the lintels and cross-piece were still in position.

The central hall in its size, 28 by 2 1 feet, and general plan distinctly resembled that of the

‘Aiwan’ still common in modern Turkestan houses. In it the central pillar could still be

fitted with the plain massive bracket on which the roof beam had rested. The purpose of the

space boarded off, in the eastern comer, with a sort of low railing, could not be made out. The
latge room, about 22 feet square, adjoining the south-eastern wall, does not communicate

directly with the rest of the house, and may, perhaps, from this position be assumed to have

corresponded to the mihman-khdtia or guest-quarters usually found nowadays in well-to-do people’s

houses in the oases of the Tarim Basin. No finds were made either here or in the smaller rooms

on the other side of the central hall. Their walls showed a wattle of vertical bundles of tamarisk

branches, which were held in position by horizontal twists of the same material tied to a framework

of posts. Vertical reed bundles filled a space of about two to three inches wide within the tamarisk

wattle, and its outside faces were originally coated with mud plaster to a total thickness of about

eight inches. These walls had resisted wind-erosion far better than might have been expected

from their rough constmction. The reason, no doubt, is that such walls, with their closely set and

yet pliable fascines, offered less scope for the corrosive action of wind-driven sand than solid walls

of brick or superior wattle, and, in fact, could protect themselves by catching and retaining the

drift-sand.

Two small deposits of refuse adjoining the house added their quota of finds. From one near

the west entrance of the central hall, iv, came the fragment of a rectangular under-tablet in

KharosthI, L.A. iv. iv. i, and a complete Chinese document on paper, Doc. No. 903, containing the

record of a tribute of various pieces of silk offered by a certain barbarian.^® In another small

refuse-heap to the north-east, near room i, were found the partially bleached KharosthI wedge
under-tablet, L.A. iv. 001, and fragments of a well-woven woollen material, L.A. iv. 004 (Plate

XXXVIl). Details as regards the technique of its weaving and the pattern shown by the well-

preserved colours will be found in the descriptive list.“

A striking and more abundant discovery of records was made at a heap of timber debris,

L.A. IV. V, which occupied the top of a small and badly eroded terrace some twelve yards to the
north of the north-west corner room of the house. The original dimensions or shape of the small

structure of which this debris represented the last remnant could no longer be made out. Here,
quite close to the surface, when the sand had been scraped away, were found eleven Kharos^I
documents on wood, six of oblong shape together with four pieces of wedge tablets and one

“ Cf.,e.g., PI. 8, 14, 15, 17 ;
Ancient Khotan, PI. XXVIII, " The wrongly read site-mark, L.A. iv. i. i, Chavannes,

XXXIV, XXXV. Documents, p. i86, should be corrected into L.A. tv. iv. 2.

** This door of L.A. iv. ii is seen on the extreme left in ** See below, p. 434.

Hedin, Central Asia, PI. LXXII.
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rectangular covering-tablet. As a consequence of the exposed position in which these tablets had

lain, the surface of almost all had suffered badly through bleaching and cracking. But, on most,

Kharosthi writing was still traceable in parts, and on a few, L.A. iv. v. 3, 9, 12 (Plate XXXVIIl),

columns of lines, clear and black, had survived. The rapid examination I was able to make on the

spot suggested that the oblong tablets with their columnar writing contained accounts or office

memos. In one I thought that I made out a list of Indian-looking personal names, all in the

genitive case.

This discovery of Kharosthi records, added to those made in room ii and outside the house,

was enough to convince me at the time that the ruin L.A. iv marks the residence of a non-Chinese

official belonging to the indigenous administration of the territory. I shall have occasion to refer
^

below to the indications which make it highly probable that here, too, Chinese control, military and
political, had allowed the indigenous administration to continue undisturbed in the hands of the

local ruling family. The first direct evidence of this was furnished to me on the spot by one of the

rectangular double-tablets found in L.A. iv. ii. Its shape was sufficient to prove that it was a full

official document and hence dated, and on examining the opening formula I found that the dating

was, just as in the Ni)ra Site rectangular double-tablets, by the year of the reigning Maharaja. But
the name, which I then read as Dugaka, entirely differed in formation from the names of rulers

recorded in the documents of the far-off Niya tract.

Besides these Kharosthi tablets, L.A. iv. v yielded a number of fragments of fabrics,

including several much-torn pieces of a well-made woollen rug, L.A. iv. v. 002 (Plates XXXVII
and XLIX), with an elaborate coloured pattern, details of which will be found in the descriptive

list.^® There was found also an interesting wooden bar, L.A. iv. v. 001 (Plate XXXV), which

appears to have formed part of the saddle-gear of a pack-animal, but the exact use of which still

remains to be determined.

The ruin next cleared was that of the small dwelling, L.A. v (Plate 25), situated about twenty

yards to the north of L.A. in. What remained of the rooms, built of timber and horizontal reed

wattle, had suffered badly through erosion, and the covering of sand on the floor was only two feet

deep or less. So it was not surprising that the three Kharosthi tablets found in the southernmost

room, i, showed a bleached surface only marked by faint writing. Yet on a small wooden seal,

JDoc. 889 (Plate XXVII), which came to light here, the raised Chinese characters, giving the name
and place of origin of its owner, had remained in excellent preservation. The Chinese slip.

Doc. 891 (Plate XXVll), found here also retained its writing in fair condition. From the thin layer

of refuse in the adjoining court, ii, we recovered besides a Chinese record on wood. Doc. 890, and
two Kharosthi tablets, L.A. v. ii. 2, 4, an excellently preserved wooden fire-block, L.A. v. ii. i

(Plate XXXV).

Along one side it shows four charred holes or ‘ hearths ’ partially sunk through the thickness

of the wood and communicating with the edge by means of flat grooves through which the spark

could reach the tinder. Threaded on a thong of white leather, and still attached to the block

through a hole in the centre, is a small peg of very hard wood, with one end sharpened into a point,

the other conical and just fitting the holes. The latter end shows signs of fire and evidently was
once revolved in the holes. As pointed out by Mr. Joyce in his note on this and other fire-sticks in

my collection,^® this peg was probably cut down from an old broken ‘ male ' fire-stick and attached
to the ‘ female ’ fire-block to allow it to be conveniently fixed to the wall. I have already referred

elsewhere to the curious evidence which this and similar finds at other sites, from the Tun-huang

“ See below, p. 435. “ Cf. Man, xi, 3. No. 24.
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Limes to Farhad Beg-yailaki, furnish as to this primitive method of fire-production having prevailed,

during the early centuries of our era, all along the line of Chinese advance westwards.^^

Immediately to the south-west of L.A. v could be traced a fence made of tamarisk rushes

marking a rectangular enclosure about forty feet across. Beyond it were several smaller fenced

spaces, probably meant for horses or cattle, and adjoining the remains of some modest quarters,

L.A. VI (Plate 25), roughly built with rush walls. In the small rooms, i, the wind had scooped the

ground clear in Ae centre
;
yet light sand lay in the corners, and in the one to the south-west there

survived a solitary rectangfular covering-tablet, bleached and splintered. The mud plaster of the

walls had completely disappeared, and little was left of their wooden framework.

Section III.—DISCOVERIES IN AN ANCIENT REFUSE-HEAP, L.A. vi. ii.

Far more interesting than the small dwellings last described was the rich mine which we struck

in the big rubbish-heap, L.A. vi. ii, extending eastwards from L.A. vi to the extreme western

portion of the ‘ Ya-men’, where it joined the previously searched area L.A. in. i. It measured

over a hundred feet across, with a width of about fifty feet (see Plate 25). Fig, 100 shows it in the

course of clearing. On the south, to a height of from four to five feet gradually diminishing

northward, lay a mass of consolidated rubbish consisting mainly of reed straw and stable refuse

including abundant droppings of horses, donkeys, and camels, and to a sma.ller extent also of sheep.

As soon as excavation of this unsavoury quarry had commenced from the south, Chinese records

on wood and paper, together with other small relics, cropped up in numbers. Most of them were

recovered from layers two or three feet above the ground level and thus close to the present

surface. Evidently the sweepings from the quarters and offices close by had been thrown down

here on earlier accumulations of stable litter. Does the comparative rarity of records in the

latter indicate a period when the ruined station served as a- halting-place on the ancient trade

route, but had ceased for a time to be a place of much official activity ? Our present knowledge

of local history in this region is too imperfect to permit of any definite answer. But it is certainly

curious that the dated records on wood from this deposit of refuse (see Doc. Nos. 721-28, 731, 733,

735-36) are contained within the narrow chronological range of a.d. 264-70, to which two

fragmentary documents on paper {JDoc. Nos. 910, 912) add the date a.d. 312.

The careful clearing of these accumulations of dirt kept us busy for the best part of two days.

The odours were still pungent and, combined with the icy north-east wind which was constantly

driving fine particles impregnated with ammonia into eyes and throat, made the task very trying.

It was impossible to remove the refuse altogether, and after being turned over and searched, it had

to be left in situ. In this process the rubbish-heap had naturally lost its quasi-consolidated

condition. It was hence of special interest to me to find it, on my second visit in February, 1914,

practically undiminished and scarcely disturbed on the surface, in spite of all the gales and sand

which had driven across it diuing the seven intervening years. This strikingly illustrates the wind-

resisting capacity of such refuse, especially when containing a thick admixture of straw, which has

protected from erosion, at so many of the ancient sites that I explored,^ valuable antiquarian

relics.

In proportion to the extent of this refuse-heap was the abundance of interesting finds which

rewarded its clearing. Among them the most numerous class are the Chinese records on wood

and paper. Of the former I counted on the spot about 170, of which 12 1 are published in

M. Chavannes’ Documents, the rest being small fragments or undecipherable for one reason or

* Cf., e.g.. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 343 sq., 479; above, pp. 205, 276.
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another.* The vast majority of them are written on wooden slips of the regular size and shape,

measuring, when complete, between and 9I inches in length and three-eighths and half ofan inch in

width (see Doc. Plates XXII-XXVII). A considerable proportion ofthem show signs of having been

broken, probably on purpose like torn ‘ waste papers or burnt at one end when they had been used

as ‘ spills ’ to light fires.®

A wooden document of special antiquarian interest is the well-preserved rectangular tablet

L.A. VI. ii. 0200 {Doc. No. 751, Plate XXIIl), measuring 3^ by if inches, which is inscribed

‘ to Mr. Chang, the chang-chih of the Western Countries ’, the name of the sender below, and

that of the person entrusted with the delivery above. This inscription on the obverse and

the sunk rim on the back of the tablet conclusively prove that it once served as lid to a small

box containing an official letter. The obverse shows in. its centre a socket, now empty, for

a clay seal, and three transverse string-grooves, exactly like the covering-tablets of Kharosthi

rectangular documents in wood. Another smaller tablet of a similar type, L.A. yi. ii. 09 {Doc.

No. 773, Plate XXIV), has two string-g^rooves and the socket still filled with clay, though the seal

impression is no longer recognizable. The writing on the obverse describes the content of the

small box to which this little tablet must have formed the lid as a ‘ private letter ’ from a certain

Chao A-chung. There is further a pair of small inscribed tablets of a shape closely corresponding,

L.A. VI. ii. 0141 and 0173 {Doc. No. 868), in which M. Chavannes recognizes the lid and the

bottom of a box once containing a letter, though the writing of the inscription is so very cursive

that it cannot be deciphered.

But the two first-named tablets amply sufficed to assure.me on the spot that I had been right

when, years before, I conjecturally assumed ‘that the ingenious methods of fastening and

authentication which are so amply illustrated by our Kharosthi documents on wood ’, first brought

to light in 1901 at the Niya Site, ‘were originally derived from China Subsequent finds of far

earlier Chinese ‘ stationery ’ on wood have fully confirmed this. The only rectangular covering-

tablet with a Chinese inscription found in 1901, N. xv. 345,® had also been marked as a lid by the

sunk rim and raised central portion of the reverse. From the width of the latter, about one inch,

I had concluded that ‘ a set of slips of the usual width could just have been inserted vertically into

the receptacle’. With this explanation the widths shown by the raised central portion of the

back of L.A. vi. ii. 0200 and by the flat back of L.A. vi. ii. 09, viz. 1 1 and f inch respectively,

fully agree. The latter lid-tablet and also L.A. vi. ii. 0141 {Doc. No. 868), which is

just an inch wide, probably rested on a rim sunk into the thickness of the boards forming

the sides of the box intended to receive the inscribed slips of wood.® In each case the width left

inside the box just sufficed for the insertion of a set of slips, the regular size of these not exceeding

three-quarters of an inch.

To the Chinese records on wood from L.A. vi. ii must be added close on threescore

fragments of Chinese paper documents, of which nineteen were sufficiently large and legible to be

included in M. Chavannes’ publication.^ The greater proportion of fragipents which could not be

utilized is probably due to the more thorough way in which these real ‘ waste papers ’ could be tom
up and destroyed. The paper material was undoubtedly brought from China, and this may explain

why at the.Niya Site, so much further away to the west and not on the main trade route, rained

’ Cf. Chavannes, Documents, Nos. 721-28, 730-36, 743- ' For references to early Chinese texts mentioning such

80, 782, 785, 786, 788-813, 833-77. boxes for the reception of sKps of wood, see Chavannes, Les
® Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 343. livres chinois, in Journal Asiat., 1905, janvier-Kvrier, p. 63.
* Cf. ibid., i. p. 361. ’ See Chavannes, Documents, Nos. 910-26, 928, 929.
® See ibid., ii. PI. CXIV and i. p. 361, note 17.
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dwellings and refuse-heaps of approximately the same period did not yield the smallest fragment of

paper. Even at the Lou-lan Site some inference may, perhaps, be drawn as to the comparative

rarity of paper from the fact that in several instances the reverse of papers bears writing by a

different hand and, in one case at least, of an official character.®

In striking contrast with the abundance of Chinese records is the small number of Kharosthi

documents which have found their way into this general deposit of refuse. This disproportion

seems to me quite consistent with the prominently Chinese character of the station represented by
the L.A. ruins and of the traffic and administrative activity which it served. Besides four

fragmentary tablets and three small torn pieces of paper with Kharosthi script (L.A. vi. ii. 0102,

0103, 0236, Plate XXXVIII) there was found the large and almost complete paper document

L.A. VI. ii. 0234 (Plate XXXIX). In shape and in the arrangement of the writing it closely

resembles the Kharosthi documents on leather which another precious refuse-heap, N. xv, had
yielded at the Niya Site.® A novelty is presented by a strip of fine undyed silk, L.A. vi. ii. 0235
(Plate XXXIX), inscribed with two lines of Kharosthi, It has furnished the first tangible con-

firmation of the Chinese antiquarian tradition that silk was one of the ancient writing materials used

before the invention of paper, about a.d. 105.^® The material in this case, too, just as in that of the

Kharosffii documents on paper, must have come from China. It deserves notice, therefore, that the

other records on silk which I subsequently discovered, two of them in Kharosthi and Brahmi
respectively, came from ruined watch-stations along that very route which the ancient Chinese silk

trade had followed through the desert west of Tun-huang.” The fragment L.A, vi. ii, 059
{Doc. No. 918, Plate XXVIll) is of some interest because the torn piece of paper bears on one side

remains of a Chinese epistle written at Tun-huang, and on the other three lines in Kharosthi.

Glad as I was of these plentiful manuscript remains, which confirmed or expanded previously

gained archaeological knowledge, I was at the time even more interested in a small torn scrap of paper,

L.A. VI. ii. 0104 (Plate CLIII), which raised a fresh problem. Barely 4I inches long with a maximum
width of two inches, it retained small portions of four lines in what was a truly ‘ unknown ’ writing.

It manifestly ran from right to left, and some of the characters distantly recalled Aramaic. It was
obvious that no decipherment could be hoped for from so tiny a fragment. Yet this did not preveint

my thoughts from instinctively connecting this script of clearly Western look with people from
ancient Sogdiana, or even more distant Iranian lands, who might have followed this early high road
to the country of the silk-weaving Seres. I could not foresee then that a lucky discovery, made
four months later in a ruined watch-station at the eastern end of this ancient desert route, would put
into my hands quite a number of complete documents in the same script. Still less did I imagine
that their subsequent partial decipherment by the philological penetration of that lamented Iranian
scholar, M, Robert Gauthiot, would prove them to be in Early Sogdian writing and language.^®

That all these multifarious records had found their way to the large refuse-heap as sweepings
from the neighbouring quarters and offices was made plain by the plentiful remnants of worn-out
articles of clothing, furniture, and implements of all sorts which were mixed up with them in the
layers of rubbish. A reference to the descriptive list below will show the variety of the
miscellaneous relics recovered from L.A. vi, ii.^® More vividly perhaps than anything else, they
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' Cf. Documents, Nos. 910, 915, 920, 925, 926, 928.
The last is a large and interesting document to which
reference will be made below.

» Cf. Ancient Khotan, i, p. 345, ii. PI. XCI-XCIII.

Cf. Chavannes, Les livres cMnois, in Journal Asia/.,

1905. janvier-fdvrier, pp. 8 sqq. (quoted from reprint).

“ For Kharosthi and Brahmi writings on silk, see below,
chap. xvm. sec. iii; xix. v; for Chinese documents on silk,

chap, xv'iu. sec. v.

C£ below, chap. xvm. sec. iv.

“ See below, sec. xii.
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brought home to me the petty realities of the life led at this modest Chmese station. But a brief

summary of the more instructive classes of objects must suffice here.

The special value of all specimens found in L.A. vi. ii lies in the feet that, owing to the

presence in the same layer of written records ranging over a somewhat brief period, they can be

accurately dated. The importance of this fact is particularly obvious in the case of such remains as

pottery and small objects in metal which, owing to their hard substance, could also be picked up in

gjreat numbers from the surface of wind-eroded g^round, but which, found in this way, necessarily lack

chronological determination. Thus fragmente of pottery, simply ornamented, such as L.A. vi. ii. i.

001. b, 002, which Plate XXXVI illustrates, acquire an archaeological value beyond their intrinsic

interest. Pieces of pottery in hard black or dark-grey clay, covered with close parallel ribbing,
^

i. e. ‘mat-marked’, like L.A. vi. ii. 004 (Plate XXXVI), 0024, closely resemble the type of pottery

most common at the ruined watch-stations of Han times along the ancient Limes west and north of

Tun-huang, and may, together with fragments like L.A. 00146, L.B. iv. ii—v. 006 (Plate XXXVl),

have belonged to pots actually brought from there. Among small objects in bronze, the terminal

ending in a lioness’ head, L.A.VI. 001 (Plate XXXVl), and the fragment of an open-work moulded

ornament, L.A. vi. ii. 0012 (Plate XXIX), may be specially mentioned. The prevalence of bronze

loops and strap rings, probably from harness, over iron ones (L.A. vi. ii. 008) is significant.

Among objects in wood, the 1^ of a piece of furniture, L.A. vi. 002 (Plate XXXV), the

spoons, L.A. VI. ii. 0017, 0018, 0058, spatulas, L.A. vi. ii. 0040 (Plate XXXV), 0052, 0057, and seal

cases, L.A. vi. ii. 0019, 0020, closely resembling those found at the Niya Site, may be singled out

for mention. Lacquered work is represented by a fragment from the rim of a vessel, L.A. vi.

ii. ooi. a, painted dark red inside and, no doubt, brought from China. It is also possible that the

much-worn string-sandal, L.A. vi. ii. 0025 (Plate XXXVll), the curious technique of which has been

fully explained in the descriptive list, had come to its final rest in this refuse-heap on a foot which

had tramped the long desert marches from Tun-huang
;
for its make agrees closely with that of

numerous cast sandals of hemp string which turned up at ruined watch-stations of the Tun-huang

Limes, and which seem to represent the usual foot-gear of Chinese soldiers of Han times. But I must

point out that I found a sandal of similar type at one of the ruined dwelling's of Dandan-oilik, and

that in this case date and place make local origrin more probable.^* In the leather shoes,

L.A. VI. ii. 0030. a,b, 0031, we may safely recognize indigenous products. In the last specimen

the purple colouring of the leather is curious to note as this is still the favourite colour for the

modem chdruk or boots in most oases of the Tarim Basin.’®

Among the abundant remains of fabrics (L.A. vi. ii. 0027, 0028, 0035-38) woollen and silk

materials of varied colouring prevail, but hemp and felt are’ also represented. The small fragment

of a fine figured silk, L.A. vi. ii. 0045. b (Plate CXi), shows remarkably rich design and very delicate

weaving. Another interesting piece is the well-preserved fragment of a woollen pile carpet,

L.A. VI. ii. 0046 (Plate XXXVll), showing peculiar details of weaving (see descriptive list) which

make it resemble in technique the modern Japanese rug, just like the previously noticed carpet

fragment L.A. i. ii. 001. A material peculiar to the Lou-lan region is the carefully woven horse-

hair gauze, L.A. vi. ii. 0043 (Plate XXXVll), 0060, of which the latter fragments seem to have
belonged to a sieve. The net of hemp string, L,A. vi. ii. 0034, with its wide meshes cannot have
served for fishing (as one might have expected if the ancient station had really been situated close

to a lake according to Dr." Hedin’s supposition), but was evidently intended for netting game. Fish

“ Cf. i. p. 297 (D.v. ii). Danc&i-oilik
; cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 278, 298; ii.

“ A red mocassin of the charuk type appears on the leg PI. UX.
of the lower mounted figure in the painted panel D. vn. 5 of
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bones, however, were plentiful in the refuse, just as bones of sheep, donkeys, and camels. The
absence of straw from wheat and other cereals in the midst of the masses of reed straw was curious,

pointing to the fact that the cultivated area which supplied food for men and fodder for animals

must have been at some distance. Grains of millet (the present tarigh, Panicum miliaceum),

L.A. VL 003, were, however, found, and a subsequent close examination of the wall plaster in

L.A. II. vi revealed the presence of wheat straw in it.

Before concluding the account of the finds made in L.A. vi. ii, I may briefly refer to the

numismatic evidence which it lumishes. It has its special interest on account of the certainty with

which the numerous finds of dated Chinese documents, as mentioned above,^* allow us to attribute

the accpmulation of the refuse deposits between the structures of L.A. in, v, and vi in the main

to the second half of the third and the early decades of the fourth century a.d. Among the

nineteen Chinese copper coins found at L.A. v and L.A. vi there are seven Wu-chu pieces or

fragments of such, one Ho-ch'iian coin, and eleven much-clipped pieces of a type illustrated by
Nos. 29-34 Plate CXL.’*^ The proportion between the full Wu-chu and these small pieces,

clipped down often to quite diminutive sizes, is not materially altered if we include the coins found

at L.A. III and rv, the totals being then raised to twelve and nineteen respectively. We have

here clear archaeological evidence proving that such clipped pieces must already have been

extensively in circulation during the latter half of the third century a.d., and that the view which

would attribute the introduction of these thin coins, known to Chinese numismatics under the

graphic term of ‘ goose’s eyes’, to the short-lived reign of Fei-ti, a.d. 465, and his successors of the

Sung dynasty, is misleading.^’ There seems good reason to believe that Chinese numismatists,

too, are cognizant of these much-clipped pieces going back at least to the reign of Hsien-ti, the last

emperor of the Later Han dynasty, a.d. 189-220.** In reality tjie process of constant debasement

to which this quasi-subsidiary currency owes its origin is likely to have set in far earlier.

Section IV.—REMAINS OF A WALLED ENCLOSURE
The clearing of the other structural remains which had survived within the ancient station was

effected with ease on December 22. They proved unfortunately scanty, owing to the terrible

havoc worked by wind-erosion, which in several places, e.g. to the north and north-west of L.A, vi,

had left nothing but big pieces of timber debris scattered over the slopes of bare Yardangs to mark
the position once occupied by substantial dwellings. At a distance of about a hundred yards to the
south of the ‘Ya-men’, a group of small quarters, L.A. vii (see Plates 23, 24), still showed
its walls, built with vertical tamarisk rushes, to a height of two or three feet. Within these walls
and the adjoining fences, which the same pliable material has saved from erosion, light drift-sand

had accumulated over the original ground. But besides some small metal frag^ments, including
a fairly well preserved ear-ring, L.A. vii. 002. e (Plate XXIX), and a hollow Toghrak trunk
probably once used for storing grain, there was found here only an oblong Kharosthi tablet,

L.A. VII. i. I. An almost completely destroyed structure, on a terrace rising about twenty-six feet
above the adjoining eroded depression, yielded only three Wu-cfiu coins, a wooden comb, and a few
miscellaneous fragments in lacquered wood and metal.

The ruin L.A. ix, seen in Figs, 92, 95, lay within about forty yards of the Stupa, and furnished
a striking illustration of the physical factors at work here. Of the substantial dwelling which, as
the heavy foundation beams seen in Fig, 92 on the north slope of the isolated terrace show, had

“ P- 3^*' " See T.de Lacouperie, Catalogue of Chinese coins in the
See Appendix B. British Museum, p. 418. Cf. ibid., p. 399.
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once stood here, there survived only small remnants of the timber and watde walls at the point

where four rooms met. Even these would probably have disappeared under the ceaseless attack of

erosion if the tangled mass, long dead, of tamarisk growth, seen in Fig. 95 before clearing, had not

afforded protection. These tamarisks must have grown up after the abandonment of the site and
during a period when water still reached the vicinity of the ruins. A much later temporary return

ofwater to the site is attested by the small tamarisk shrub, also dead but of relatively recent appearance,
which, in Fig. 95, is seen on deeply eroded ground at the foot of the terrace bearing the remains.
Dead tamarisk growth of this later date was also found in wind-scoured depressions near L.A. i and
south of L.A. II, as shown by the photographs in Figs. 93 and 102. Temporary as this return of
water to the vicinity of the ruins must have been, its effect lasted sufficiently long to permit of the
formation of small rudimentary tamarisk-cones such as are seen in Fig. 102. Near L.A. ii I observed,
in fact, that part of the tamarisk scrub on a single one of these little cones was still living.

It was of interest to note that of the four walls meeting in the small extant portion of the
ruin, one showed wattle formed of diagonal tamarisk matting just as was found in most of the better
built dwellings of the Niya Site,^ another of horizontal reed bundles, and the rest of vertically-placed
tamarisk rushes. This proves that these three methods of wall construction were

.

practised
simultaneously at the site. The thickness of the walls when plastered seems to have averaged
about 6-8 inches. The corner of the room to the south-west had retained a small layer of refuse,
and in this was found the large oblong tablet, L.A. ix. i. i (Plate XXXVin), showing on both
sides columns of KharosthI writing, evidently lists or accounts. On the eroded ground between
and near L.A. viii and ix finds of coins and small objects in stone, metal, and glass were
particularly numerous, and it has since occurred to me that they might possibly have been due to
the fact that the entrance through the north-eastern gate of the station passed over this ground.
Among these finds may be mentioned the lignite seal L.A. viii-ix. 001 (Plate XXIX), an iron
arrow-head, L.A. viii-ix. 008 (Plate XXIX), and a number of glass and stone beads, L.A. vm-ix. 001 7-

20, 0025.

While the clearing of the ruins at L.A. ii and iii was proceeding, my attention had already
been attracted by the curiously straight line of what looked like a long and narrow terrace rising
above

^

the eroded ground to the south of the ruins. On examining the top of the terrace, which
was fairly level, I soon realized that it bore the much-decayed remnants of a rampart built of stamped
clay with intervening layers of tamarisk brushwood. They showed here a maximum thickness of
five feet or so, and still rose in places to a height of four and a half feet. The longest more or less
continuous stretch which I was able definitely to trace on this side measured about 260 feet, and its
bearing, on subsequent careful observation, proved to be N. 65“ E. to S. 245° W., i. e. identical with the
prevailing wind direction. Another smaller remnant, about fifty feet long and traceable just south
of L.A. VII, fell exactly in the continuation of this line. These scanty remains of an enclosing wall
—for as such I could recognize them without doubt—ran along the top of a narrow terrace covered
with an unusual quantity of pottery debris which had helped to protect it from erosion. Built
against the eastern end of the remnant of the main wall I found the badly-eroded traces of a small
structure of timber and tamarisk wattle ; but otherwise the rampart ran clear of buildings.

Guided by the indication here given I soon discovered corresponding segments of the wall,
shorter but equally distinct in bearing and construction, forming an exactly parallel line on a terraceno^ of the mam group of ruins. The longer one, badly decayed, could be traced for about 140 feet,
and beyond n to the W.S.W another for about thirty. The latter, less injured, still rose to some
eight feet above the original level of the ground, and .showed clearly two successive layers of

See above, p. 215; Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 317, 333^ etc.
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tamarisk bundles embedded in the wall of stamped clay at intervals of about two feet. Beyond

this section, the line of the wall could still be ‘made out in places by tamarisk bundles which had

once served as its foundation and now survived on the top of small Yardangs. The original

thickness of the wall could not be determined with any certainty, as it was evident that its sides had

everywhere suffered much from the paring effect of the s’and driven along it. The subsequent plane-

table survey of the site showed the distance between the north and south walls I had thus traced to

be approximately 1,020 feet.

It was a more difficult task to ascertain the position of the west and east walls, which obviously

must have once completed the defences of the small fortified station. Among the close-set Y^dangs
which furrowed the ground everywhere immediately beyond the area occupied by ruins I looked in

vain for any sign of a continuous line suggesting a wall. The time I could then spare from other

pressing tasks was too limited to permit of a prolonged examination of the" problem, and as the

Surveyor was again hors de combat with rheumatic pains, which exposure to the bitter cold and

the constant cutting wind had increased—on December 22 the minimum thermometer showed

46 degrees Fahr. below freezing-point—I was deprived of such guidance as a large-scale plan made

with the plane-table might have furnished.* It was owing to these difficulties that I failed

altogether at that time to discover the true position of the east, or to be more precise east-north-

east, wall, and that the two small segments of the west {;recte west-south-west) wall which I actually

did notice I first erroneously interpreted as remains of two projecting towers which might have

flanked the western gate of the little station.®

In reality these two clay mounds close to L.A. iv, as my fresh survey in 1914 clearly showed,

fall exactly into the line of the west wall, running N. 33o'’W. to S. i5o“E. The southern one. is

about twenty-four feet long, 'and shows at its base a thickness of about fifteen feet. It rises steeply

to about sixteen feet above the eroded ground level ; but it was impossible to determine how much
of this height belongs to the superstructure and how much is merely the result of the lowering of

the ground through wind-erosion. To the north, beyond a gap of some thirty yards, rises a second

and smaller segment of the wall, about fifteen feet long and nine feet thick. Its height is about nine

feet, and on its top two layers of tamarisk bundles could still be made out, separated by about three

feet of stamped clay, The survival here of these small remnants of the wall is easily accounted for

by the protection which the ruined dwellings, L.A. iv-vi, closely adjoining must have given. The
ground between the two segments is strewn witli heavy timber debris, and as our surveys of

both 1906 and 1914 show this gap to be exactly in the middle of the west wall, we may, I think,

safely assume that the western gate of the fortified station stood here. I found closely correspond-

ing examples. of large gateways, built with heavy timber, in the ancient fort of Kara-dong on the

lower course of the Keriya River* and in the fort L.K. explored in 1914 on my way to the

Lou-lan Site.®

Of that portion of the circumvallation which had faced east-north-east I had been unable in

1906 to discover any trace. So I was forced to the conclusion that the constant scouring of that

terrible east-north-east wind, which, as our experience showed, does not cease completely even in

the winter, and of the sand it drives before it, must have first breached this wall face directly

obstructing its way at every point marked by a Yardang trench, and ultimately broken down and
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’ The site plan of the L.A. station, reproduced in

PI. 23, has been prepared from a fresh survey of the site

carefully executed in 1914 by Mian Afrazgul under my super-

vision. The details of particular structures shown irf it have

been inserted from the plans made in 1906.

• See Desert Cathay, i. p. 388.
‘ Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 447 sq., Fig. 53; ii. PI.

XXXVIII.
• Cf. my Third Central-Asian Expedition, Geogr.Journal,

1916, xlviii. p. 121.
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carried off any fragments of the rampart that had previously survived on the tops of the erosion

terraces. Puzzling as the result seemed at the time, I could not doubt the correcthess of this

explanation after the badly breached eastern walls of the ruined Chinese towns about An-hsi,

surveyed half a year later and to be described below,* had revealed to me the intermediate stages

of the process.

My visit to the site in February, 1914, has enabled me to verify the above explanation by the

discovery of two small surviving remnants of the east-north-east wall which had previously escaped
my notice, and thereby also to determine the exact shape and extent of the ancient circumvallation.

Curiously enough, the photograph reproduced in Fig. 93, which was taken from the base of the
ruined Stupa above L.A. 1 on the first day of my stay in December, 1906, shows the position .of

these fragments of the wall which subsequently, when looking about on the lower level of the eroded
ground, I had failed to recognize.** The northern segment, seen in Fig. 93 near the centre of
the view, is marked by a thick layer of tamarisk branches, about ten feet wide, covering the top of
a terrace for about eighty feet. These tamarisk fascines of the wall foundation—for such they were
in fact—are carefully laid, here as elsewhere, at right angles across the direction of the wall. The
top of the terrace, which this thick layer of tamarisk brushwood has helped to preserve from erosion,
now rises fully sixteen feet above the eroded ground eastwards. To the north, the wall once
continuing this segment has completely disappeared through wind-erosion, as is shown by the photo-
graph in Fig. 92 extending the panoramic view to the east of the Stupa. But, about 220 feet
further south, there survives another segment of this wall face in the shape of a smaller terrace
bearing on its top a similar layer of tamarisk fascines about twenty-four feet long. This terrace, too,

which rises quite close to what must have been the south-east comer of the walled enclosure, is

visible in Fig. 93. The two segments were found by careful observation with prismatic
compass to lie in the direction N. 330“ W. to S. 150' and thus on a line almost exactly at right
angles to the previously determined south and north walls. A mass of heavy timber ddbris, lying
on completely eroded ground about eighty feet to the north of the first segment and just on the
above line, may well represent the last remains of the east gate of the ancient station.

The determination of the eastern wall face made it possible in 191410 complete a survey of the
whole circumvallation. It was thus proved that the walled enclosure formed an almost exact square
of about 1,020 ffeet inside. This square shape is the typical one found in most Chinese walled towns
or ch ing to the present day, as subsequent observation showed me in the case of the many fortified

towns and villages, both old and modern, which I passed on my journey through north-western
Kan-su. That this shape is of early origin is certain; but how far back its orthodox use datps
I must leave to Sinologue antiquarians to determine. The correct orientation of the walls towards
the cardinal points of the compass which I ordinarily observed in these ch'ing has, no doubt, its

reason in Chinese traditional lore, and this gives special significance to the different position adopted
at L.A. for the walls of the old Chinese station. We have seen that in the latter the clearly
traceable south and north walls followed exactly the direction of the prevailing east-north-east
wind, to which fact Aey owe their relative preservation, and that the other two wall faces lay
slight acro^ this wind direction. It is impossible not to recognize here an intentional adaptation
of the traditional scheme to the need of protection from the prevailing wind, which for long
geological ages before the dawn of historical times must have been the same determinant factor in
the atmospheric conditions of the Lop region that it now is. We have already observed the same
special orientation in the case of individual structures on the site, and cannot possibly doubt that the
reason determining it was identical.

* See below, chap. xxvi. sec. ii. For a similar experience, cC bdow, cluqp. xvii. sw. L
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Section V.—THE RUINED STUPAS OF L.A.

Of structures within the walled station there remains to be described only the ruined Stflpa Position of

L.A. X near its north-east comer (Fig. 96). It stands on the top of an isolated clay terrace round

which wind-erosion has ItSwered the ground level to a depth of about eighteen feet in places, and station,

this position, added to its surviving height of about thirty-three feet, makes the ruin the most

conspicuous feature of the whole site (see Figs. 94, 95). That it was a Stupa and not a watch-

tower, as supposed by its first discoverer, could clearly be recognized at a glance by any one

familiar with such ruins.^ But the exact measurement of the building, implying a reconstmction

of its original features, was no easy task, owing to the havoc caused by erosion and even more by

the hand of man, the latter including earlier burrowings of treasure-seekers and the digging opera-

tions of Dr. Hedin’s labourers.* However, a careful examination of the ruin, especially on the

south-west, where the damage done had been less thorough, allowed me in the end to determine the

essential dimensions and architectural details (see Plate 26).

The Stupa possessed all the main features I had observed in the Stupas examined during my Structural

first expedition. As the origin and character of these features have already been fully discussed in

A ncient Khotan, no detailed explanations regarding them are here needed.® The L.A. Stupa, too, shows

the orthodox arrangement of a square base rising in three stories and surmounted by a cylindrical

dome resting on a drum. The lowest of these stories is only one foot high and rests on a founda-

tion of tamarisk fascines, as seen in Fig. 96 below the man on the left. At the foot of this story

a course of bricks, lying on the natural ground and forming a kind of plinth, could be traced for

about six feet near the south-west corner. The second story, set back four feet, shows a height of

three feet. Above this rises the third story to a height of twelve feet six inches. It seemed to have

been approached by a double flight of steps about a foot broad, cut into its south face. But the

exact arrangement of these stairs, and of those which apparently gave access to the top of the

second story, as traced at the south-west corner, could not be made out with full certainty. The

top of the third story is marked in Fig. 96 by the man on the right. The dimensions of the

successive stories are about fifty-one, forty-four, and thirty-three feet square respectively.

Above the third story of the base proper rose an octagonal drum, seven feet high, with Drum and

a circular plinth one and a half feet high on its top. On this again rested the cylindrical dome,

badly broken and standing only to about seven feet in height even on the best-preserved south-west

side. Its diameter appears to have measured about twenty-one feet. Two thick strata of tamarisk

bundles were embedded in the masonry of the octagonal drum, and can be made out in Fig, 96.

The burrowings effected in the dome and drum by Dr. Hedin’s men and earlier treasure-seekers

have laid bare portions of the massive timber framework, consisting both of beams and stanciiions,

which had been inserted into the drum and dome to reinforce the masonry. Curved beams were
exposed, owing to the disappearance of the original plaster covering, where the dome springs from
the circular plinth. The stories of the base appear to have been built separately, one outside the

other, as concentric squares, after a method observed also elsewhere among Turkestan Stupas.*

Thus at the north-east comer, where wind-erosion had exposed the inner masonry, the plastered

* Cf. Hedin, Central Asia, ii. pp. 637 sqq., PU 64, 69,

where the excellent photographs sufiSce to discount whatever

doubts a long and inconclusive discussion of details, having

no bearing on the archaeological facts, might otherwise raise

as to the character of the min.

' Cf. regarding these operations, which included the

sinking of a well in the centre and the pulling down of

a portion of the dram on the east, Hedin, Central Asia and
Tibet, ii. pp. ii8 sq.; also Central Asia, ii. p. 638.

® Cf. Ancient Khotan, i, pp. 8i sqq., 339 sq., etc.

* Cf. ibid., p. 339, for evidence of similar constroction
at the Niya Site Stupa.
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outside surface of the third base was visible behind the brickwork of the second. Whether the

dome had contained a’ central shaft or chamber could no longer be ascertained, owing to extensive

havoc wrought in this portion of the Stupa. The sun-dried bricks used throughout were fairly

hard, and showed the same dimensions as observed in L.A. ii, viz. i8" x 12" x 4". Their slightly

reddish appearance in places can be explained by a conflagration which may at one time have

destroyed structures at the foot of the Stupa, and by bonfires lit on its top after the shrine had
fallen into ruin. The orientation of the sides of the base agreed with that of the walled enclosure

and of the ruined dwellings within it. The terms ‘ south face ’, ‘ north-east comer ’, etc., applied

above, are therefore not quite exact, and have been used merely for sake of convenient brevity.

An observation made on the ground adjoining the Stupa may find mention here, as it serves to

illustrate the vicissitudes which the surface of the soil must have undergone since the occupation of

the site ceased. On the north slope of the erosion terrace which the Stupa occupies I found a

thick layer of dead tamarisk brushwood which once had grown up here covering a piece of worked
timber undoubtedly fallen from the ruin above.- The position occupied by this dead tamarisk

growth was six feet below the original level of the ground as marked by the already mentioned
foundation of tamarisk fascines beneath the Stupa base. It is obvious that wind-erosion must, after

the abandonment of the site, have lowered the ground level to this depth before a temporary return

of moisture permitted tamarisk scrub and the like to grow up again.

In full agreement herewith I found that wherever the tops of Yardang ridges near the Sttipa

bore dead tamarisks with the roots still embedded in the soil, their surface lay five to six feet below
the original ground level as marked by the Stupa foundations.® I noticed the same difference of

level also elsewhere, e.g. south of the enclosing wall of the station, where the Yardang tops bearing

dead tamarisks showed a level six feet lower than that on which the wall had been built It clearly

follows that the process of denudation and erosion, since the site was abandoned some time in the

fourth century a.d., has not been a continuous one, and further that no safe conclusions can be
drawn from the results of any measurement of levels over wind-eroded ground, such as that crossed

by Dr. Hedin’s line of levels south of the L.A. site, as far as the configuration of the ground during
earlier periods is concerned. As the process of erosion is • neither constant in its progress nor
necessarily uniform over the whole area, only structural remains of an archaeologically datable
character can furnish reliable indications as to the levels which the surface of the soil may have
occupied at particular historical periods. It has appeared desirable to emphasize this limitation of
our knowledge of earlier surface levels in view of a theory which, merely on the basis of a single
line of measured levels, has assumed the ruined station L.A. to have stood on the actual shore of
‘ the ancient Lopnor’.®

The nearest and most conspicuous of the structural remains traced outside the walled station
was the large ruined mound built of sun-dried bricks, L.A. xi (Fig. 98), and situated about 400 yards
east-south-east of the Stupa. It occupies the top of a wind-eroded terrace

; south of it the soil has
been scooped out to a depth of some fifteen feet, as seen in Fig. 98. Close examination shoiifred

that the mound represents the remains of a Stupa of which the cylindrical or dome portion has ^)een
completely destroyed, human agency probably aiding the erosive force of the winds. The base
appears to have been orientated like that of the Stupa within the station, but owing to the far-
advanced decay of the outer masonry the sides could not be established with full precision.
Judging from the north face, which has suffered less than the rest, the base may have formed
a square of about 43-44 feet on the ground. No arrangement in stories could be made out But

‘ f ® H- P- 636 and passim.
98 on the left of the foreground.
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beneath tiie lowest course of brickwork the foundation was clearly recognizable (marked in Fig. 98 by
the feet of the man standing lower down). It consisted of two layers of tamarisk fascines, six inches

thick, separated by a layer of stamped clay, three inches thick. The height of the extant masonry

at the NE. corner was about nine feet, and about thirteen feet near the centre. As in L.A. x,

the Stupa base appears to have been built in concentric squares corresponding to successive stories,

and both near the NW. comer and in the big cutting found near the SE. one clefts between two

cores of brickwork were noticed. The bricks used showed slightly varying sizes, the prevailing one

being 18" x 12" x 4", as in L.A. ii and x.

That treasure-seekers had correctly recognized the character of the ruin and made an Burrowing

^
endeavour, in a competent fashion, to reach the presumed relic deposit in the centre of the base

was proved by a gallery about five feet wide and six feet high which had been cut into the base

from the middle of the west face. It ran straight towards the centre, and as it.was found on my
second visit, when cleared of the heavy sand filling it, to be fully twenty-six feet long, it is likely to

have reached the deposit—if there was one. The fact that this gallery contained plentiful remains

of birds’ nests proves that it must have been dug into the ruin when animal life could still find

sustenance in this region.

On the second day of my stay I had taken occasion to inspect the other structural remains Ruined

which could be sighted in the vicinity of the ruined station (see Plate 22). About half a mile to

the north-east, I found a small mound marking the position of a completely decayed structure of hard
brick, evidently fired, which erosion had reduced to a p3namidal shape (Fig. 88). It appeared to be
the ruin of a Stupa base measuring at its foot about thirty-five feet on the side facing N.N.W.,
which could best be traced. The actual height of the top of the mound was about ten feet from
the lowest brick course. The bricks laid bare were seventeen inches square with a thickness of
three inches. The ground close to the terrace bearing the mound had been scooped out to a depth
of sixteen feet, and showed but scanty pottery debris.

Going due north from this mound across ground frightfully scoured with Yardangs and Mound
trenches for about one and three-quarter miles, I reached another badly broken mound on a terrace “irking

rising about sixteen feet above the eroded depression close by. The solid mass of sun-dried bricks ^rine (?).

had completely lost its original outlines through erosion, except on the west, where a face of about
thirty-six feet could be measured. Above a lower story or base, about eight feet high, there rose
a smaller mass of broken brickwork, about twenty feet wide and seven feet high, occupying the
northern portion of the base. Though the surface features had everywhere been completely
effaced, yet I thought that I could recognize a resemblance in the original plan to the ruined shrine
M. II at Miran, which will be described below.^ The upper portion of the mound showed wooden
posts embedded in the brickwork, and big beams, which might have belonged to some super-
structure, lay scattered at the foot of the mound. The erosive force of the wind had left nothing in
the way of loose earth or debris near the mound, and hence no scope for excavation. The sun-dried
bricks measured on the average 19" x ii" x 3-4". There were also some hard bricks, apparently
fired, lying at the foot of the mound

; they showed the size of 12" x 8" x 2 ”. Pottery debris was
very scanty near it, and this suggests its being the ruin of a shrine rather than of some inhabited
structure. About 1 10 yards to the NW. big beams, up to twenty feet in length, lay scattered on the
top of a bare clay terrace, marking the position of a completely eroded building.

Wmd-erosion had done its work of destruction with equal thoroughness at another small group Timber
of rums, close on two miles to the W.N.W. of the last named. Here we found a small and badly
decayed mound of sun-dried brick, about eight feet high and fourteen feet long on its south-west

’’

See below, chap. xni. sec. i.
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side, and near it, on the east, a-mass of timber debris which seemed to mark the place once occupied

by a structure at least sixty feet long. The heavy but badly-fissured beams lay now on hard clay,

swept absolutely clear of any other remains. The little mound rested on a foundation of tamarisk

fascines, and its brickwork was reinforced by two layers of reeds embedded at an interval ofone foot.

About forty-five yards to the NW. there was another plot of ground strewn with the debris of big

pieces of timber, which must have once belonged to the framework of a large dwelling built of

timber and wattle. Now they lay on the hard bare clay soil which erosion had pared down to

a level about ten feet lower than that marked by the foundation of the mound close by.

It was on returning to camp from this last small ‘Tati’ that I particularly noticed the

unmistakable old river-bed we had to cross, marked by the dead Toghraks and tamarisk-cones
^

lining the banks. The winding bed was from fifteen to twenty feet deep, with a width of about

150 to 180 feet. The banks were very steep and remarkably well preserved. The fact that the

general direction of the bed lay towards the north-east, as seen in Plate 22, and thus nearly coin-

cided with that of the prevailing wind, may have helped to protect it. It was curious to note, as

I repeatedly observed elsewhere, that the fairly level bottom of the bed showed scarcely any signs

of wind-erosion, though the ground on either bank was cut up into a perfect maze of Yardangs and

trenches. The bed seemed to connect with the one we had crossed when approaching the ruined

area from the south on December 1 7.

Between the scanty remains just described and the ruined station south, as well as on the other

sides of the latter for a distance of about a mile, the ground showed here and there patches covered

with potsherds of the same general type as prevailed within the walled enclosure. Seeing how
even substantial structures had fared under the constant scouring by wind-driven sand, it was easy

to understand why humbler abodes, probably built with mud walls such as I had last seen at

Charkhlik, or perhaps consisting of mere reed-huts like those of Abdal, had completely disappeared

without leaving any trace but the pottery debris of these little ‘ Tatis ’. But of the life once led here

and of the traffic once passing over this ground the bare eroded surface had retained plentiful relics

in the shape of small objects in stone, metal, and other hard materials. It was a happy hunting-

ground for honest Jasvant Singh, the Surveyor's cook, and the labourers, when they were not

kept busy by digging, and the ‘ finds ’ they brought me made up the considerable collection shown

in the descriptive list below (L.A. 001 -001 77). Of some of the more interesting finds brief notice

still remains to be taken here.

Among the specimens of potsherds the grey, mat-marked pieces, L,A. 002, 00146 (Plate XXXVI),

may be mentioned as corresponding exactly to Chinese ware of Han times found along the

Tun-huang Limes,® The fragments retaining a deep blue-green glaze, L.A. 003, 007, ooioo, are

more likely to represent local ware, as are certainly the specimens of the predominant poorly

levigated pottery, L.A. 001, 009, 0010, including the lamp LJV. 006 (Plate XXXVl). The
abundance of small objects in bronze at this site is very striking, and far greater than comparison

with the contemporary Niya Site might have led one to expect.® I think that we may recognize in

it, as well as in the disproportionately greater number of coins found, an indication of the busy

traffic which the great Chinese trade-route brought to the ancient station. The bronze arrow-heads,

L.A, 0017, 0069, 0082, illustrated in Plate XXIX, are certainly of the same type as the andent
Chinese ‘ ammunition ’ found at the watch-stations of the Limes. The numerous finds of pieces

from Chinese bronze mirrors, L.A. 0027-29 (Plate XXIX), 0078, 0084, etc., point to easy import

from the East. The willed dragon shown in relievo on L.A. 001 13 (Plate XXIX) closely

resembles the ornamentation of N. <X3^\Ancient Kkotan, ii. Plate LXXIV). Bronze rings, L.A.
' See above, p. 384. ’ Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 414 sqq.
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0094, 00107, 001 1 1, 001 18 (all in Plate XXIX), etc., as well as bronze buckles, loops, strap rings, and

other fittings for harness (see e.g. L.A. 0013, 0050, 0051, 0053, 0089, in Plate XXXVl), are

plentifully represented. Special mention may be made of the fragment of a bronze dagger,

L.A. 0014 (Plate XXXVl), the bronze button, L.A. 00106 {ibid), and the large ornamented bronze

boss, L.A. 0020 {^bid), which is likely to have been fixed on a shield. The small bronze bells of

the ‘grelot’ type, L.A. 00103-105 (Plate XXIX), 00164, resemble those found at the Niya Sited®

A specially interesting piece is the large fragment, L.A. 0066 (Plate XXXVl), of bronze open-work,

showing a floral scroll ornamentation and thickly covered with small raised dots which may have

served to hold enamel cloisonne.

The frequency of small iron tools, such as L.A. 0042, 0077, 0090-93, etc., is in striking

contrast with the rarity of this metal at the Niya Site. The same applies to the very numerous

spinning whorls in lead (L.A. 0068, 0097-98, etc., Plate XXIX), a metal of which not a single

specimen appears to have been found there. Glass beads in varied colours and fragments of glass

vessels were, however, found in as great plenty here (see L.A. 00132, 00139, 00165, 00173 in

Plate XXIX) “ as at the former site. This fully confirms what we know from Chinese historical

sources about glass having been a favourite article of Western import into China down to the

second quarter of the fifth century a. d., when traders from ‘the country of the Great Yueh-chih

bordering on the north-west of India’, i.e. probably the middle Oxus, first introduced glass

manufacture into China.’* In view of this record, special interest would attach to L.A. 00128,

a small broken lump of green glass, if it really should prove to be slag, as in this case we should be

led to conjecture that the local manufacture of glass had already, before the middle of the fourth

century, advanced as far east as the Lop region. Imports from the distant West may at any rate

be recognized in the gilded glass beads, L.A. 00171- a~d (Plate XXIX), which, according to the

references supplied by Mr. Woolley, closely resemble a type of bead common in classical Egypt.’®

Western origin is very probable also in the case of the paste beads, of which two show decoration

with inlaid bands of white; see L.A. 00132, 00135 (Plate XXIX). Finally reference may be made

to an antique of far greater age, the fine celt in green jade, L.A. 00145 (Plate XXX), which was

found by my Loplik guide Mullah, when reconnoitring to the east of the ruined station. Its

neolithic origin seems certain. Earlier still are the small jasper blades, L.A. 001 53-1 59, and the

jasper point, L.A. 00160 (Plate XXX), which may belong to the lower palaeolithic period.’*

Section VI.—REMAINS OF A BUDDHIST TEMPLE

By the evening of December 22 the clearing of all ruins at the ancient Station had been

completed. The search made through Mullah and other men whom I sent out with the promise of

good rewards for the discovery of more ruins had, just like my own reconnaissance northward,

failed to disclose any structural remains still awaiting excavation in the vicinity of L.A. My
resumed explorations of 1914 have shown that, as far as the more distant ground to the north-east

was concerned, this report was not altogether right. Yet at the time I had reason almost to feel

relief at it ; for our ice-supply was rapidly diminishing, and the information brought by the Surveyor

on his return from the western group of ruins (Plate 22 ;
marked by me L.B.) had shown me that

*“ Cf. N. 0010 in PI. XIX
;
Ancient Khoian, ii. PI. LXXIV,

N. 004.0, 0012. a.

” See for beads also L.A. 00136, 00139-141, 00165-

,167, 00169-172, in descriptive list; for glass ware fragments,

L.A. 0062, 0070-75, 00126-128, 00168, 00172.

Cf. Hirth, China and the Roman Orient, pp. 230 sqq.

“ See below, p. 432 ; above, p. 247 under N. xn. 0010.
** Owing to a label having become partially illegible it is

doubtful whether L.A. 00153-160 were picked up near L.A.

or on eroded ground S.W. of L.B. The point is of no con-

sequence, as the occupation of the whole of this ancient delta

during prehistoric periods is certain.
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work for several days was awaiting me there. My anxiety about retaining an adequate margin of

time for it was much increased when on the evening of December 22 Tokhta AkhOn, who had taken

the camels to the spring of ‘ Yangi-bulak ’ at the foot of the Kuruk-tagh, arrived with the report

that the water there was so salt that practically no ice had as ^t formed, and this in sjute of the

bitter cold, my minimum thermometer registering that morning a temperature of 46 d^prees Fahr.

below freezing-point For the same reason the camels, even with the thirst of ten days, had

refused to touch water there. So with the hoped-for supply of ice from the spring failing, and

with the added care about the camels holding out long enough, I could not feel much r^[ret

at Tokhta Akhun having, during a two days’ reconnaissance around the western site, &iled to

trace more ruins.

On the same evening the camels I had sent back to our half-way depot for the reserve of ice

and supplies opportunely arrived. With their help it became possible on the following day to shift

camp to the western group of ruins. As the distance was less than eight miles, I could use the

whole forenoon for the careful examination and measurement of the ruined Stupas already described,

and for getting the remains we had cleared buried ag^in by the men for protection.

The tramp to the new camp with the heavily-laden men was made trying by the constant

succession of steep ridges and furrows of Yardangs which had to be crossed almost at right angles.

On the way I was able to examine the ruined Stupa which had been our first guiding mark to the

site (Fig. 97). It had suffered much havoc by erosion, but the two upper stories of the square base

and the foot of the cylindrical dome could still be made out clearly (see Plate 26). The lowest story

could only be traced with difficulty at the south-east foot, as most of the masonry had slipped away
owing to the clay beneath having been undercut by wind-erosion. The base at its foot had

measured approximately forty feet square, and the total height of the ruin, including the remnant

of the cylindrical dome, was about thirty-four feet from the top of the first story of the base. Here,

too, as. in the Stupas L.A. x, xi, the several stories of the base had been built as separate

concentric blocks of masonry round a circular core. This, corresponding to the cylindrical

superstructure and seventeen feet in diameter, was here clearly distinguishable at the exposed north

comer. Embedded in the masonry of the core was a reinforcing frame of timber. The sun-dried

bricks showed the average size of those found at L.A.

Early on December 24 work was started at the small group of ruins, L.B. i-iii (Plate 27),

including the little Buddhist shrine which one of Dr. Hedin’s men had accidentally discovered in

March, 1900, and from which he himself had brought away, in the following year, a number of fine

wood-carvings.^ His visit had then been paid from the camp established at L.A., and had hence

been confined to the few hours available between the tramps to and fro. This left hope for more
finds here, and I was not disappointed. Besides the badly eroded remains of the shrine L.B. n
the ruins comprised those of two larger structures, L.B. i, iii, which flanked it to the north-east and
south-west, and had manifestly served as dwellings (Fig. 103). The whole, as shown by Plate 27,

occupied the top of an island-like plateau, about 250 feet long and rising fully twenty-eight feet

above the wind-eroded depression immediately at its foot

The dwelling to the north-east, L. B. i, proved mainly of interest owing to the clearness with

which the constructive details of the walls, of timber and wattle, could be studied. In the largest

room, measuring 36 by 20 feet, the walls to the north-west and south-west had survived only
to about a foot or so above the floor. But those to the north-east and south-east had at some
early period fallen bodily outwards and, lying flat on the ground, had escaped erosion. The walls
showed a framework of piosts inserted into the foundation beams at intervals of 15 to 21 inches.

See Hedin, Central Ana and Tibet., i. pp, 383 sqq.
; Central Asia, ii. {4). 641 sqq., P). 76.
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To them was fastened a well-made wattle which consisted of horizontal reed bundles and was

covered on either side with a plaster facing to a total thickness of eight inches. The posts and

a massive wooden pillar, found within the same room and i foot 5 inches in diameter, showed

that the height of the room had been about ten feet This building must have been thoroughly

cleared out after its desertion
;
for in spite of the excellent cover afforded by the fallen walls nothing

was found here.

We fared somewhat better on clearing the ruin L.B. iii (Fig. 103), which lay about ninety feet

to the south-west. Only three rooms, built of timber and wattle, could still be traced under the

slight covering of sand. But pieces of heavy foundation beams, which covered the eroded slopes

eastward, showed that the building must have been origjinally larger. The wattle here consisted of

horizontal reed bundles below and diagonally woven tamarisk matting higher up. In the large

room a massive octagonal pillar of wood once supported the roof. Besides some small miscellaneous

objects of bronze and paste, a quantity of rags of fabrics in silk, wool, and felt (L.B. iii. 004, 007),

and three Chinese copper coins of Han types, there were found here a number of pieces belonging

to a large wooden chest or cupboard raised on four high legs and decorated by relievo carving,

L.B. m. i (Plate XLVII). A detailed description of the pieces and the manner in which they fitted

together will be found in the list below. In general constructive type and dimensions the cupboard

closely agreed with the well-preserved but plain- cupboards unearthed at the Niya Site,® and there

can be no doubt about its having served, just as they had, for the safe storage of victuals. The

four-petalled rosettes which form the decorative diaper carved in low relievo were also familiar to

me as a motive from ornamental wood-carvings of the Niya Site.®

My hope of other finds of artistic interest was fulfilled as soon as I had clearing begun at the

heap of timber debris which covered the small eroded terrace in the centre and marked the position

of the shrine, L.B. ii, already referred to (Fig. 103). Even among the woodwork which lay on the

top, practically without any sand to protect it, just as Dr. Hedin’s people had left it, there were

carved panels and posts still retaining at least portions of their well-designed floral decoration in

relievo. In other pieces, which had lain fully exposed to the force of wind and sun, the surface of

the wood had become badly bleached and splintered. But even among such withered carvings my
eye was caught by outlines recalling floral ornaments familiar from the Niya Site or Gandhara

sciilptures.

It was even more gratifying when, from the sand which had accumulated over the eroded slope

on the south-east side of the terrace (Fig. 104) to a height of three or four feet, there emerged

numbers of fine pieces of ornamental wood-carving which had found a place of refuge there.

Among them some of the beams or posts could at once, by their very size, be recognized as having

belonged to the wall decoration of the shrine. That this must have been mainly built of timber

could be inferred also from the numerous fragments of open-work wooden panels, many of them

showing bold and gleeful designs, which had evidently filled the spaces in the wall left free for

lighting.

That the shrine was of small size and approximately square was proved by the foundation

beams on the south-east and north-east sides (see Plate 27 ;
Fig. 103), which had remained in situ

on the top of the terrace and measured 19I and i8| feet respectively. The two beams overlapped at

* Cf. above, p. 224 with PL ii ; Fig. 57; also Ancient

Khotan, i. pp. 377, 379-

• See the ancient chair, N. vii. 4, in Ancient Khotan, ii.

Pl. Lxvni; also ibid. PI. LXIX. For other carvings ex-

cavated in 1906, see below, PL XVllI, XIX. The same

decorative motif is of frequent occurrence in ‘ Coptic ’ carvings

of the Early Christian period
; see Strzygowski, Kopt. Kunst.,

PL XI-XIII, p. 172 sqq., for incised bone panels of the 3rd-

4th century.
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the corner, being dovetailed. In front of the south-east beam there lay, stretched out on the eroded

slope, a portion of the timber frame of the wall which it had once borne, just as it probably may have

been thrown down by the wind after centuries of exposure. The photograph. Fig. 104, shows it in the

foreground. The beam which had carried the roofing, 17^ feet long, was still intact, with the

dowels into which posts had fitted. The two posts at the eastern end of the beam were still fitted

into their dowels and held together in their original position by horizontal joining pieces (see

Fig. 104 and elevation of frame drawn to scale in Plate 27). Two dowels, on either side of the

centre of the roof beam and 5' 8" apart, indicated the position of two jambs once flanking an entrance,

and as the fine and well-preserved beam, L.B. ii. 0037 (Plate XXXI), with mitred ends and floral

scroll carving on its face, has a length exactly fitting this width of entrance, it is highly probable
^

that it once served as the lintel over this very doorway.

I was unable to trace any indication of the architectural features of the interior of the shrine,

a circumstance which the disturbed condition of the remains suffices to explain.* It may, however,

be surmised that the elaborate lathe-turned balusters, L.B. ii. 0010, 0038—45 (Plate XXXIII), and

the rails which they formerly supported, L.B. ii. 0046-51 (Plate XXXIII), had once served to enclose

some portion of the space within the shrine, and probably that containing objects of worship. That

there must have been images in the shrine may be considered as certain, however scanty the relics

which prove it. They consist of the arm of a wooden figure, carved in the round or high relievo,

L.B. II. 0052 (Plate XXXIV), and two small pieces of stucco relievo, of which one, L.B. ii. 6, probably

formed part of the head-dress of a large stucco image, while the other, L.B. ii. 7, is likely

to have belonged to the flame border of a large halo or vesica in rqlievo as fou'nd so often behind

Buddhist images of T'ang times, from Khotan to Tun-huang. The surface of the wooden arm has

suffered so much from exposure that it cannot be determined whether it was originally painted or

coated with stucco. But if a conjecture may be hazarded, the clenched hand seems curiously

suggestive of a pose common in those figures of Lokapalas, or ‘Guardian Kings of the regions’,

which in the stucco image groups of the ‘Thousand Buddhas’ of Tun-huang are so frequently

associated with a Buddha or Bodhisattva.®

If there were any need of demonstrating the fact that the ruin L.B. ii is that of a Buddhist

shrine, it would suffice to refer in proof of it to the two finials in wood, L.B. ii. 0033-34

(Plate XXXIl), representing Stupas. About twenty and thirty inches in height respectively, they

accurately reproduce the characteristic structural features of Stupas, and may appositely be

compared with the small Stupa model, N. v. xvi. 001 (see above, pp. 246 sq.), found at the Niya

Site. They show a square base at the bottom and above it a circular drum, surmounted by a dome

which carries a square member spreading out at the top, such as is regularly seen in well-preserved

Gandhara Stupas and also in the small stone-carved model, Yo. 001 21 (Plate Vl). The whole is

crowned by a series of ‘ umbrellas’ like those which Indian Stupas invariably once carried, whether in

wood or stone. The mortice found in the base for attachment suggests that these little Stupa

representations served an architectural purpose as finials. But their exact position cannot be

proved, and there is the neatly-carved little finial, L.B. ii. 009 (Plate XXXV), still retaining traces of

‘ It is probable that if a careful examination of all the

remains could have been made, and their positions marked

and measurements taken by some one with archaeological

knowledge before they were disturbed by the operations of

Dr. Hedin’s men, other architectural details could have been

determined. His account of the ruin, Central Asia, ii.

pp. 624 sqq., as regards the ground-plan mentions only the

presence of four massive foundation beams (ibid. p. 645).

PI. 76 illustrates the men’s modus operands in searching

the remains. [For the use of Dr. Hedin’s sketch-plan of

‘The north-westernmost village of Loft-lan’, ibid. PI. 75,

it should be noted that by some inadvertence the north-south

bearings in it have been reversed.]

‘ See below, Figs. 207, 227, 228.
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gilding, to indicate the possibility of their having been intended as votive Stupa models like those

still smaller ones so frequently found in clay.®

Among the individual pieces of decorative wood-carving to which we may now turn two main Beams with

groups can conveniently be distinguished. The first comprises pieces of varying sizes which, from decorative

the character of their relievo carving or from other indications, may be assumed to have been used
as beams or otherwise in a horizontal position along the inside or outside of the walls. I have
already referred above to the fine beam with mitred ends, L.B. ii. 0037 (Plate XXXl), which
appears to have formed a lintel over one of the doorways. It is decorated with a floral scroll of
real beauty, which shows motives of unmistakably classical origin. This accounts for the striking

similarity of this scroll to ‘ Coptic ’ decorative carvings of the Early Christian period, as referred to

in the descriptive list below. The Hellenistic type of the motif is particularly striking in the

graceful triple leaves filling the hollows of the winding stems and the six-petalled rosettes. These
triple leaves appear in practically identical form and arrangement also in the decoration of Gandhara
relievos.®* The piece L.B. ii. 0036 (Plate XXXl), which shows the same pattern but without central

interlacing or mitred ends, may have occupied a position of corresponding height on the wall as

a decorative frieze continuing the lintel. The dimensions of the two pieces, L.B. ii. 0036-37, in

relation to the total available length of wall, would permit of this assumption.

The four wooden beams of large size, L.B. ii. 0015. a-d (Plate XXXl), undoubtedly formed Ornamental

part of a horizontal wall decoration, probably placed lower down than the frieze just conjectured, “ogives.

The chief feature of their ornamentation is a series of hanging circles linked by straight cinctures

and each containing an eight-petalled flower (lotus or rosette). The scroll ornament thus formed
corresponds very closely to the one which I found painted all round the walls of the main hall in

the ruin N. iii of the Niya Site excavated in 1901, and which there occupied a position about

3 feet 8 inches below the top of the walls. Both the scroll and the flowers are undoubtedly
derived from motives of floral decoration common in Gandhara relievos.® Half-rosettes of the same
type fill the spandrels above and below, as well as the triangles left between diagonally crossing
bands at one end of each beam. The same rosettes are seen in L.B. ii. 0013 (Plate XXXl) within
the oval spaces formed by interlacing branches, a decorative design found equally in ‘ Coptic ’ carved
friezes (see list below). On narrower beams, L.B. ii. 0035. a, b (Plates XXXI, XXXIIl), we
observe a relievo band of a plain but effective lozenge pattern edged by billeted mouldings of
a classical type.

Of distinct interest, but unfortunately very poorly preserved, is the wooden beam L.B. ii. 0027 Human and
(Plate XXXIl). > Its relievo carving shows the upper parts of eight human figures, likely to be animal

intended for Buddhas or Bodhisattvas, arranged in a row apparently under arcades. This
decorative scheme, too, has its exact counterpart in Gandhara relievo sculpture.® On another
badly-decayed beam or panel, L.B. ii. 0032, we have the relievo design of two running
animals facing a central figure, unfortunately too indistinct for reproduction. The fragment of
a beam or panel, L.B. ii. 007 (Plate XXXII), deserves notice for the good free carving in its relievo
decoration of leaves and tendrils. Simpler in design are the two long carved pieces, L.B. ii.

0025-26 (Plate XXXI), which by the slanting cast of their ends are also marked as beams. Their
decoration consists of plain interlacing ribbons which form lozenges filled by four-petalled rosettes.

* Cf. above, p. 16 1, and below, chap. xxvi. sec. iii.

See e.g. Foucher, L’art du Gandhdra, i. p. 337, Fig. 1 74.

’ Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 333 ;
ii. PI. VII.

' Cf. Foucher, JJari du Gandhdra, i. p. 218, Figs. 96, 213 ;

Griinwedel-Burgess, Buddhist Art, Fig. 48.

Cf. e.g. Foucher, Lart du Gandhdra, i. Figs. 77, 134—
136 ; also now ii. pp. 329 sqq.. Fig. 457 ; also the stucco
friezes in my article, Excavations at Sakri-bahlol, Archaeo-
logical Survey Report, 1911-12, PI. XLIV, L.
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In the second main group of wood-carvings may be placed the numerous fragments of open-

work panels which, as already explained, must have occupied a considerable portion of the spaces in

the wall and served for the admittance of lighfand air.»* Simplest in design are L.B. ii. 0028

(Plate XXXIII), showing heavy trellis-work with diamond openings, and the pieces, L.B. 11,

0023-24, in which an open trellis-work of diagonal bars is combined with wheels about each point

of junction. More characteristic in style of design is the large open-work panel, L.B. iL 0016-17

(Plate XXXl), in which a four-petalled lotus with sepals between fills a rectangular plain-bordered

frame. Fragments of similar panels are L.B. ii. 005, 0030 (Plate XXXIl). Other panels of this

class must have contained representations of grotesque beasts carved in relief as shown by the

interesting fragments L.B. ii. 001 1-13, 0053 (Plate XXXIII) and ii. 0021 (Plate XXXIV).

Among wood-carvings distinct from the above groups the most interesting piece is L.B. 11. 0014

(Plate XXXIl), the fragment of a richly-carved capital of Indo-Corinthian type with acanthus leaves

and volutes. Both the way in which the octofoil plan of the top is combined with a circular lower

plan and the method of carving are characteristics which, as pointed out by Mr. Andrews in his

description in the list below, are found again in Byzantine capitals.. In view of what recent

research has proved as to the dependence of Byzantine art on the Eastern development of

Hellenistic art, the early date of this Lou-lan capital, which can scarcely be later than the third

century a.d., and its discovery on the very high road to the Far East, may claim special interest.

Among other wood-carvings may be mentioned the large block, L.B. 11. 0014 (Plate XXXIl),

showing a circular eight-petalled lotus or rosette which, as comparison with the panel M. v. 0012

from a Miran temple shows,*'’ may have formed part of a lintel
;
the triple wooden bud, L.B. ii. 004

(Plate XXXIV), and the fragment, L.B. 11. 006, of a lotus-wreath carved in the round.

The curious wooden stave, L.B. 11. 002 (Plate XXXV), slightly tapering at one end and with

a large ball at the other, like similar wooden staves subsequently found at a neighbouring ruin,

L.B. iv. i. 2 : iv. 001-002 (Plate XXXV); v. 0010, was for a long time rather puzzling. That they

had all served as pins for fastening beams or panels to the timber framework, and that their

knob-like ends, whether shaped as balls or cones, or to resemble inverted thistle-heads, were added

for the sake of architectural decoration, was first made clear to me by my architect friend

Mr. J. H. Lyon. The use still made in timber construction of similar large-headed metal pins

for ornamental purposes supplies an exact parallel. This explanation is fully confirmed by the

measurements of the pin portions proper in all these pieces. Their length varies from nine to ten

inches, and thus corresponds exactly to the usual thickness of ten inches which I measured in the

foundation beams of L.B. i-iii and neighbouring ruins, and which is likely to have been that of

the walls also. They all show a section of seven-eighths to one inch square, and with this they

fitted exactly into the holes which I actually found at the ends of two beams excavated in the hall

L.B. IV. iv.^°

The whisk-broom of grass, L.B, ii. 0054 (Plate LIl), which came to light from the sand protecting

these scanty architectural remains of the little temple, presents a quasi-pathetic interest ;
for, just

like the brooms found in 1900 in one of the temple cellas of Dandan-oUik,^* it must have been in

the hands of the very last attendants who endeavoured here to keep the objects of worship clear of

dust and sand. It is, perhaps, significant of the prevalent Chinese influence on the ancient route

through Lou-lan that the make of this humble household implement agrees in its constructive

principle with that of the broom T. xiii. iii. 001, subsequently discovered at one of the watch-

Fig. 294 in Hedin, Central Asia, ii, illustrates how these See below, p. 402.

panels from L.B. n were originally framed.
^

“ Cf. Ancient Khotan, L p. 25 1.

Cf. below, chap. xni. sec. v, and PI. XLVn.
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stations of the ancient Tun-huang Limes, while entirely differing from that of the brooms found at

Dandan-oilik and the Niya Sites.
-j r

As an appropriate pendant a small refuse-heap, too, had survived near the south-west side of

the shrine and about two or three feet below the level of the foundation beam. Besides a

fragmentary Chinese slip and a small torn Chinese record on paper, L.B. ii. 2, 3 {Doc. Nos. 893,

939) there were found here numerous rags of fabrics in silk, wool, and cotton, L.B. n. 0018-19,

and a piece of stout cotton canvas which had served as a backing for some stucco relievo.

To Ae south-east of the shrine the ground was quite clear of debris and eroded down to about

nine feet below the original surface level. That this area had been once an open court is made

probable by the foundation beam, fully sixty feet long and made up of two jointed pieces of about

equal length, which was found extending over eroded soil just outside the line m continuation of the

south-east wall of L.B. i and at about fifty feet distance from L.B.n (see Plate 27). This beam

showed numerous holes for small posts, but as there was no other ddbns near, it seems probable

that it had only carried the paling of a court. The other remains traceable in the immediate

vicinity of L.B. i-m were short stretches of rush fences found about a hundred yards to the

.south-west and probably once belonging to some enclosure. They obviously owed their survival to

the fact that they lay in the direction of the prevailing wind.

The destructive effect of wind-erosion in this particular area of the site was strikingly

demonstrated by a small tower-like mound of sun-dried bricks rising over deeply scoured ground,

about one-third of a mile to the east-south-east of L.B. i—iir. This ruin, seen in Fig. 105, was all

that erosion had left of what certainly was once a StOpa. It measured about twenty-six feet from

east to west and about eighteen feet across at its broadest. The extant height of the masonry above

the orig^inal ground level, as shown by the tamarisk fascines of the foundation, was only ten feet.

The level of this foundation is marked in the photograph approximately by the head of the man.

Mullah, standing In front. The sun-dried bricks measured twenty by ten inches, with an average

thickness of about three and a half inches. On all faces the masonry was broken, and no structural

outlines could anywhere be made out. The bottom of the depression scooped out immediately to

the south of the ruin, as seen in the photograph, lay fully twenty-four feet below the original ground

level indicated by the foundation fascines.
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Section VII.—FINDS IN RUINS L.B. iv-vi

On the afternoon of December 25 I began the clearing of two buildings which stood close Situation of

together among the western group of ruins, and which soon proved a specially rich mine of ‘ finds ’.

They were situated about a mile to the east-south-east of the Buddhist shrine previously described,

and had been discovered by Dr. Hedin on his first visit to the site.' He had spent a day there,

March 29, 1900, but had been prevented by want of time and labour from undertaking any close

exploration of the larger and more important of the two buildings. This ruin, L.B. iv, occupies

the top of an isolated terrace, extending for about 170 feet from north-east to south-west and
rising well from eight to fifteen feet above the surrounding ground, which, in consequence of wind-

erosion, is below the original level. The panoramic photograph reproduced in Fig. 74 shows it as

seen from the east after excavation. The ground in the vicinity looked curiously open, as if the

' See Hedin, Ceniral Asia, ii. pp. 620 sqq., with PI. 67 parison with it of the ground-plan drawn after excavation
showing a rough sketch-plan of L,B. iv, in which the north- (PI. 28) is instructive,

south bearing has been reversed by some oversight. Com-
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scouring by wind-driven sand had here done its work with greater uniformity. There were not the

same close hacktires of Yardangs as at L.A., and in places the hollows showed accumulations of drift-

sand. A quarter of a mile to the east an old river-bed, winding between lines of dead Toghraks

and tamarisk-cones, could clearly be traced, and about half a mile to the south I came upon it again.

There it measured over 1 70 yards across, and, with its bottom only about six feet below the foot

of the dead tamarisk-cones, seemed distinctly shallow.

The other ruined building, L.B. v, about thirty yards to the east, had, by the almost complete

erosion of the ground it once occupied, been reduced to a heap of much-splintered timber, as seen

in Fig. 112, with only one of the massive foundation beams still in situ. Some portion of the larger

building, L.B. iv, had also suffered badly through the same cause, especially on the north-east side,

as shown by the heavy foundation beams and other timber debris which are seen strewing the
*

eroded slopes on the right and in the centre of the panoramic view reproduced in Fig. 74.

Fortunately other parts of the terrace occupied by the large dwelling-house—for as such I easily

recognized it at my first inspection—^had not been much affected by erosion, even though the

covering layer of sand was nowhere more than three feet high. As excavation proceeded, I soon

realized that the protection enjoyed by this piece of ground was due mainly to the thick and well-

consolidated layer of sheep-dung which had accumulated within and around the rooms of the

ancient residence. Evidently, for a considerable number of years after its abandonment by the

last proper occupants, the building had served as a place of shelter for the flocks of shepherds.

I observed this also at certain of the southernmost ruins of the Niya Site,* and later shall have to

mention the same thing as seen at Miran.*

Excavation was begun with the small room L.B. iv. i at the south-west corner of the building.

Its walls, like those of the rest of the building, were constructed of horizontal reed wattle, fixed to

a framework of posts of the usual type. A wooden partition, adjoining a boarded sitting platform,

projected from the south-west wall across the greater part of the width of the room and left only

a narrow passage, about 3' 6" across, giving access on the south-east to the adjoining hall iv. The
small apartment may well have served as an anteroom for attendants. Sheep-dung had accumulated in

it above the height of the sitting platform, about one and a half feet from the floor level. Here,

close to the surface, several well-carved fragments of open-work wooden panels, L.B. iv. i. 001, 002

(Plate XXXIV), were found showing a pattern of wheels strung on interlacing bands. Another
fragment, L.B. iv. i. 005 (Plate XXXIV), exhibits a gracefully designed branch with leaves and
berries. As pieces from the same open-work panels were afterwards found in rooms vii and viii at

the opposite end of the ruin (L.B. iv. vii. 001, 003, 004 ; viii. 001 ; see Plate XXXIV), we must assume
that the position of some of these fine wood-carvings was changed after the panels had been broken.

Whether this dispersal was caused in ancient times, or possibly by the burrowing of Dr. Hedin’s

men, I have no means to decide. But what is certain is that the floral ornament shows in all of

them, as in other fine wood-carvings found in this ruin, a very strong classical influence.

Among the other finds made in this small room were a rectangular under-tablet and a covering-

tablet, L.B. IV. i. 6, 7 (Plate XXXVIII), both excellently preserved and showing their neat Kharosthl

script in perfect clearness. It is worth noticing that these two tablets seem to be made of the wood
of the cultivated poplar, whereas all the Kharosthl documents found at L.A. are of Toghrak
wood, from which we may infer that the latter material was used locally for stationery. Both tablets

were discovered at the foot of the platform, and had been protected there by the thick layer

of dung. The architectural use of the long wooden pin found here, L.B. iv. i. 2, has already

* Cf. above, p. 240. ’ See below, chap. xin. sec. i.
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been explained above.* A wooden weaving needle, L.B. iv. i. 006, and a flat hom spoon, L.B. iv.

i. 003 (both in Plate XXXV), may also receive passing mention.

The room ii immediately adjoining on the north-east was larger, measuring 1 7 by 20 feet The Clerical re-

sitting platform found along three of its walls was about one foot high and secured by a revetment

which was formed of massive beams carefully joined. Here, too, a considerable number of interesting

objects was unearthed. Besides a well-preserved wedge covering-tablet with KharosthI address,

L.B. IV. ii. I, a wooden tablet of unusual type, L.B. iv. ii. 002, was found here, measuring about three

and a half by three inches. It shows a narrow raised border enclosing a central space sunk into

the wood, as if for the reception of wax or some similar coating, and it thus distinctly recalls a Roman
waxed tablet. Bevelled cuts on the four sides of the back seem intended for fastening the tablet

face to face with another of the same make. The clerical use to which the room was put is further

proved by the find of three seal-cases, L.B. iv. ii. 0010-12, of the type familiar from the Niya Site.

The piece of white quartz ground in rhomboid form, L.B, iv. ii. 003, may have been used, after

the fashion still prevailing among Chinese, for preparing Indian ink on.

The fragpnent of a well-woven woollen carpet in red and blue, L.B, iv. ii. 0013 (Plate XXXVII), Decorated

shows some novel features in its technique. But far more interesting is the well-preserved woven

slipper, L.B. iv. ii. 0016 (Plate XXXVII), on account of the elaborate decoration of its ‘uppers’.

They are covered with a figured polychrome woollen fabric woven to shape in one piece. Above
the brocade-like pattern running round the sides and lower part of the toe there is inserted in front

a crescent-shaped piece with a succession of bands which show tasteful geometrical designs in

a variety of exquisitely matched colours. Their general style curiously recalls Coptic work as

illustrated by fabrics from Egyptian graves.®

Among implements may be mentioned the fragment of an iron knife, L.B. iv. ii. 001 Miscel-

(Plate XXXVI); a hom knife-handle, L,B. iv. ii, 006 (Plate XXXV); a wooden bar, L.B. iv. ii. 0015

(Plate XXXV), probably meant as a bow-gnp. The curious distan-like object, L.B. iv. 11. 005, close

on eleven inches long, consisting of a plain shaft swelling into a rounded knob near one end, has,

like two other specimens from this ruin, L.B. iv. 005 (Plate XXXV) and L.B, iv. v. 006, been

recognized by Mr. T. A. Joyce as a wooden bird-arrow. It was used for killing birds without

spoiling the feathers by blood. The little wooden cross, L.B. iv. ii. 009 (Plate XXXV), which, just

like the modern chuluk of Turkestan, was used for tying up lambs, may well be a relic of the time

when the building had become a sheep-pen. For a variety of other small objects, including

plentiful fragments of fabrics in wool, silk, and felt, found in this part of the building and in the

fenced courtyard iii close by, a reference to the entries under L.B. iv. ii-v and iv. iii in the list below
must suffice.® Here I may also conveniently mention the pottery specimens L.B. iv. 001 and iv. Pottery

ii—V. 006 (both in Plate XXXVI). They represent two well-defined ceramic types common at the specimens,

site and characteristic of the period when the ancient Chinese route led past here. The first is

typical of the better-class local ware in red clay, and the other of the dark grey mat-marked ware
which my explorations along the Tun-huang Limes have proved to be associated throughout with
Chinese occupation during Han times.

The large room, iv, at the southern comer of the building measured 28 by 26 feet inside, and Refuse-filled

had preserved its timber and wattle walls to a height of about three feet almost everywhere. Fig. 106
shows its area before excavation, and Figs. 109 and 1 10 after. What at first had seemed the floor

‘ See above, p. 398. • See below, p. 446.
* For examples see for instance the plates in Forrer,

’’

See .above, p. 384; below, chap. xv. sec. iv, v.

Seidentextilien von Achmim und Panopolis.
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turned out to be a consolidated mass of refuse from the sheep-pen and cow-shed overlying the

original soil to a height of over a foot and a half. The effect of the protection thus afforded was
best illustrated by the condition of the four massive round pillars which had once carried the ceiling

and still remained upright. Relatively well preserved up to a height of about three feet from the

ground, the bold lathe-turned mouldings gradually grew less and less recognizable higher up owing
to the sand-abraded and splintered condition of the wood, as seen in Fig. no. The rectangular

plinths of the pillars were all in perfect state. The jambs of the doors leading into rooms i and vi

can also be seen in the photographs.
*

The finds made in this hall were confined to a small fragment of a paper document in Kharosthi,

L.B. IV. iv. 004, the lathe-turned wooden leg of a cupboard, L.B. iv. iv. 003 (Plate XXXIII), and
fourteen of those large wooden pins serving to secure timber pieces the decorative use of which has

*

already been discussed above.* As the two specimens brought away, L.B. iv. iv. 001-002
(Plate XXXV), show, the knobs of the pins were here of conical shape and lathe-turned. As I found
that these pins fitted holes at one end of two narrow beams which turned up in this room, it occurred

to me on the spot that they might have been used to secure and, at the same time, to decorate the

ends of smaller beams supporting the roof where they joined on to the main cross-beams or else

bore the frame of a sub-aethrial opening. Near the northern pillar there was found, embedded in

the dung, a large trough, such as used for the feeding of cattle, dug out roughly from a tree trunk.

This and an eating tray of equally rough make, 18 by ii inches, strikingly illustrated the contrast

between the original character of the building and the base- use made of it when the ancient settle-

ment had fallen to the status of a primitive pastoral station.

In the poorly-preserved room vi, immediately adjoining on the north-east, the only find was
a wedge under-tablet, L.B. iv. vi. i, subsequently fitted with its covering-tablet, which was
discovered in room v. All the richer, in contrast, was the yield of this latter room. As the plan in

Plate 28 shows, it measured approximately 25 by 28 feet, and a sitting platform between three and
four feet wide ran round three of its sides. Heavy beams, fully a foot Aick, served as a revetment,

as seen in Fig. 107. The floor of the central area was covered with a solid crust of dung, fully

two feet in thickness. It must have accumulated while the building was still more or less intact but
used as a sheep-pen and cattle-shed. The fine round pillar, i li feet high and 4 feet 7 inches in

circumference, which bore the roof, and which in Fig. 107 is seen set up again on its circular base

carved of one piece of wood with the oblong plinth, lay on this deposit of refuse. The big double
bracket resting on a plain square capital which this pillar had carried (both seen on the right in

Fig. 107) was found lying close by to the north-east, just as it had fallen on the dung layer. The
inset in Plate 28 shows pillar, double bracket, etc., drawn to scale. On the top of the refuse and
just south of the central pillar there lay a piece of diagonal tamarisk matting and a solid wooden
frame, 3 feet 2 inches square, made of boards seven inches square in section. Both are likely to

have belonged to the roof as it existed while the building was still used by herdsmen.
The clearing of the consolidated crusts of refuse took far more time and care than mere

digging in sand would have done. But it was rewarded by ‘ finds ’ as varied as they were plentiful.

If records were restricted to two KharosAl tablets and a Chinese slip, apparently undecipherable,
there was all the more interest in the fine wood-carvings here recovered. The best-preserved and
also artistically most valuable pieces among them are two excellently carved and lacquered wooden
uprights from chairs, probably legs or arm-rests, which .bring vividly home to us the close
and varied relations of the ancient local art of this region with the Far West. One, L.B. rv. v. 0013

• See above, p. 398.
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(Plate XXXIV), carved in a kind of half-round, represents a grotesque beast of a composite type

closely resembling in character and design that seen in the chair-legs, N. xii. 3, which I excavated

in 1901 at the Niya Site.® The pose and treatment distinctly recall the style of Persepolitan

sculpture, with the suggestion of distant Assyrian ancestry, down to the many-coloured spirals

which indicate the hair on the head and round the claws. The work is decidedly finer than in the

corresponding pieces of the Niya Site, and the lacquered colours are better preserved.

The other, L.B. iv. v. 0023 (Plate XXXIV), larger and carved almost in the round, represents

also a composite figure, but in this case partly human, just like the other pair of monsters, male and

female, N. xii. 3, found at the Niya Site with the chair-legs above mentioned. In almost all details

of design the correspondence is most striking, as a comparison of Plate XXXIV with Plate LXX of

A ncient Khotan will show, and to this is added the identity of dimensions, the length and width

being in each case 1 3I and 2\ inches, respectively. Our Lou-lan figmre shows the head and bust of

a human female with a face suggesting a Persian type. The small upright curled wings attached

behind the breast are reminiscent of Greek Sphinx wings, and seem to emphasize descent from

a monster familiar to classical art. This human portion of the figure rises out of a half-open lotus,

through which the transition is effected into the lower part showing the leg and hoof of a horse.

The brilliantly preserved colours of the lacquered surface add greatly to the artistic effect of the

carving. In discussing the Niya Site figure, of which ours might almost be called a replica, I have
pointed out that the idea and shape of such composite monsters had already been borrowed by the

Buddhist sculpture of Gandhara from the classical West, as proved by the frequent appearance in

it of those ‘ Ichthyocentaurs ’ which combine human heads and busts with such disparate members
as birds’ wings, horses’ legs, and serpentine fish tails.^* It is difficult at present to explain the

exact purpose which was served by the black-lacquered bar fixed into a mortice at the back of the

figure’s head and by its wooden hinge. The same mortice is found also in the corresponding Niya
Site carving. That the two uprights of L.B. iv. v had belonged to the same piece of furniture

seems in any case highly probable, seeing that at N. xii, too, carved figures representing the two
types of animal and semi-human monsters were found together in the same room and practically at
the same spot.

The other wood-carvings found in room v showed a style of decoration derived with equal
clearness from classical art The two panels L.B. iv. v. 0012, 0030 (Plate XXXIV) are particularly
interesting. The first shows a very vigorous and graceful relievo decoration of the palmette type
which could easily be mistaken for good Byzantine work. The second, about 16 inches long, looks
like part of a wooden pilaster from a piece of panelling. The four hanging wreaths carved in low
relievo and cinctured, which adorn its shaft, bear a curious late Roman appearance, and might fitly

take their place as a specimen of Empire furniture. For smaller fragments see L.B. iv. v. 002, 004
(Plate XXXIV).

Fragments of lacquered wood belonging to furniture or utensils turned up in great numbers
(L.B. rv. V. 008, 009, 0014-16, 0022, 0027), and for some the technique or bamboo material
distinctly suggests Chinese manufacture. This is certain in the case of L.B. iv. v. 0029, which
belonged to a lacquered bowl of the same type as found in the ruined watch-stations of the Tun-
huang Limes. The large ivory die, L.B. iv. v. 0034 (Plate XXXVl), 4I inches long, is of interest,

as it shows a shape and marking which is still common in India in dies used for divination.
A similarly marked die, but much smaller, I had found in 1901 at the Niya Site.” The base of

» See Ancient Khotan, i. p. 336 ;
ii. PI. LXX. dhdra, i. pp. 241 sq.

Cf. ibid^ i. pp. 336 sq.
; also Foucher, L’art du Gan- » Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 374, 411; y. pi. lXxIV.
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a bronze cup, L.B. iv. v, 0031 (Plate XXXVi), is of curious shape and uncertain use. Among
miscellaneous finds in wood, I will only mention the knife sheath, L.B. iv. v. 007, and the half

baluster, L.B. iv. v. 0026, which suggests that this room may have had a decorative panelling

similar in style to that of the small neighbouring ruin L.B. v. A textile relic of a kind not found
elsewhere is the collection of small pieces of yellow felt, L.B. iv. v, 0032-33, painted on a tempera
surface with floral and geometrical designs in a variety of colours.

To the north-east of the rooms v, vi, and separated from them by a passage over eight feet

wide, a larger apartment, vii, and a narrow closet, viii, could be traced. A portion of their timber
and wattle walls still rose to a height of a few feet, owing to a thick protecting crust of dung which
the photograph. Fig. 108, shows in course of removal. It is likely that these apartments represent
all that remains of the private portion of the house which, lying to the north-east, has otherwise
been demolished by the erosive action of the wind. The ‘ finds ’ made here were scanty, but included
the fine fragments of decorative open-work wood-carving, L.B. rv. vii. 003 ; viii. 001, 002 (all in

Plate XXXIV), with classical design in berried laurel leaves and palmette, to which reference has
already been made.“

About thirty yards to the east there rose a small isolated terrace bearing on its top the
previously mentioned remains, L.B. v, of what evidently had once been a shrine closely resembling
L.B. II and of similar modest dimensions (Fig. 112). A great deal of timber debris strewed the
eroded slopes, but it was all badly splintered, and only one foundation beam, about twenty-one feet
long, lay still approximately in situ.'^^ The character of the other big pieces could not be
determined with certainty. However, carved fragments picked up among the debris clearly show
that the constructive features and the ornamentation of the walls in the building must have been of
exactly the same type as in L.B. ii. Among these wood-carvings we have a beam, L.B. v. 0013
(Plate XXXI), decorated in relief with the same floral scroll as found in L.B. ii. 0036 ;

an open-work
panel, L.B. v. 009 (Plate XXXII), showing the same four-petalled open lotus which is seen in

L.B. II. 0016-17; ^ piece of heavy diamond trellis-work, L.B. v. 0012 (Plate XXXIIl), of a type
identical with that of L.B. 11. 0028 ; another open-work panel with diagonal bars and wheels,
L.B. 0018 (Plate XXXIII), similar to L.B. 11. 0023-24; and also a series of lathe-turned balusters,

L.B, V. 008 (Plate XXXIII), 0010, 0014-18, which differ from those found at L.B. 11 only by haying
seven instead of five ball mouldings, and in a few other unimportant details, A wooden rail from
such a balustrade was also recovered, L.B. v. 0019.**

Such close agreement in the construction and style makes it highly probable that the small
isolated ruin was a Buddhist shrine of the same period as L.B. ii. This again raises the question
whether the large and well-built residence L,B. iv adjoining it, with its relatively spacious rooms
may not have been originally intended to shelter a monastic establishment*** Unfortunately we have
no definite evidence to decide it It is worth noticing, however, that this is the only place of the
Lou-lan Site where clear surface proofs of ancient cultivation could be discovered. An extensive line
of rush-fencing was traced to the north-east half-hidden but also protected by the sand which had
accumulated along it in a low, well-defined ridge. It first ran due north from L.B. iv and then
turned to the east, enclosing what must have been a large garden or piece of cultivation. Within
the line of the fence and near it we came upon fallen trunks of dead mulberry and Jigda trees.
About eighty yards to the west of L.B. IV there lay in a row the withered trunks of eight big

u n.*
^ d*®®® pieces were found lying on the surface

, ji • •

“ foundation of L.B. iv. iv, where they had evidenUy been carried and then
gives the dimensions of the left behind by Dr. Hedin's men.

i8i anfriff/l^“r P- ‘‘* 5. for a KharofthI letter found at
1 84 and 2 Ii feel) respectively

; see Central As,a, ii. p. 620. L.B. iv, and addressed to a Gusura.
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Tereks or poplars of tJie cultivated variety {Populus al&d), the only specimens I had seen at the site.

One trunk measured forty-seven feet in length, with a circumference of six feet. Their size clearly

‘showed that at this point, in any case, cultivation must have gone on for a long time before thte

site was abandoned.

On December 28 I visited the ruins which Dr. Hedin’s reference had enabled me to trace Remains at

about half-way between L.B. iv-v and the Stupa first seen on our approach to the site.^® I found

them to be situated about two and a quarter miles in a straight line to the E.S.E. of L.B. iv (see

Plate 22), and their remains very scanty. Close to a belt of dead Toghraks a small wind-eroded

ridge, running from N.E. to S.W., bears the badly-decayed remains of two structures built partly

of burnt bricks and partly of the usual timber and wattle. The one to the north-east, L.B. vi,

showed a small brick-built room, about 1 5I feet square, enclosed by walls three feet thick and still

rising to a height of over two feet, on a foundation of tamarisk bundles. The ground beneath the

N.E. wall was undercut by erosion. The bricks measured i6"xio''x2" and were laid in

single courses alternating with layers of stamped clay. Adjoining the S.W. wall Was one of timber

and wattle, about eleven feet long in its extant portion, of which the foundation beam was at one
end overhanging the eroded slope.

On clearing the interior of the cella we found in the southern corner several small and very Relics of

friable fresco fragments, painted in tempera on mud plaster. The largest of them, L.B. vi. 002,

now reduced by vicissitudes of transport from six to about three inches across, shows white leaves

with scalloped edges on a pale green ground. On the eroded slope outside this corner there were
recovered, besides some undecorated pieces of wood-carving, two trellis-work panels, L.B. 0019. a, b
(Plate XXXIII), showing a screen pattern of diagonal bars and wheels, which resembles that of
similar panels from L.B. n and v; also a wooden block, L.B. vr. 001 (Plate XXXIl), decorated in

relievo with an eight-petalled lotus. The design corresponds closely to that of the carved flower
from the cella entrance, M. v. 0012 (PI. XLVII), and that of the other represented on the lintel of
the palace gate in the painted frieze of the Miran temple M. v. (Fig. 134; see below, pp. 514, 518).
These finds, scanty as they are, make it quite certain that the structure had contained a small
Buddhist shrine. The other, building, occupying the south-west end of the same eroded terrace and
about twenty yards off, seems to have been larger, but had suffered even more decay. Only on the
south-west side could a line of wall, about twenty-seven feet long, be distinguished, marked by a single
course of burnt bricks which seem to have served as a foundation. Among the confused heap of
timber near it there were massive beams showing lengths up to twenty-five feet and a thickness
of fourteen by ten inches.

Plentiful pottery debris of the local type strewed the ground close to these two structures and Ancient
towards the shapeless mound of sun-dried bricks which was found about a furlong further east, and brick-kiln,

which evidently marked the position of a completely decayed Stupa. It measured at its base about
30 feet from N.E. to S.W. and 18 feet across. Its top rose about n feet above the original
level of the ground. About half a mile to the south-west of this Stupa remnant, going over
ground where potsherds were abundant, I found another mound about 35 feet in diameter which
by the successive layers of charred tamarisk wood and brick fragments cropping out all round its
sides, could be clearly recognized as an ancient brick-kiln. Its maximum height above the original
ground was about eight feet But the latter now showed as a terrace, quite 16 feet high on the
south-west, owing to the depth of wind-erosion. Mounds of this origin were familiar enough to me
from the vicinity of old cities in Northern India, where, as round Lahore, they often form a con-
spicuous feature of the environs. But in the Tarim Basin, where the extreme dryness of the

See Hedin, Central Asia, ii. pg, 627 sq.
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climate makes the use of sun-dried bricks far more common, they ire very rare indeed.** Hence
I am inclined to look upon this old brick-kiln of the Lou-lan Site as another significant indication of

the strong influence which was exercised here by Chinese occupation.
*

With the completion of these surveys all that could be done, for the present, at this site was
finished. Such reconnaissances as I had previously been able to make through Rai Ram Singh and
the two Loplik hunters had failed to reveal within striking radius any other structural remains still

awaiting excavation. This negative result had made it possible to arrange my programme of
movements, and by the evening of December 28, when the ruins of L.B. i-v had, by a kind of

re-burial, had their protecting covering of sand restored to them, I felt relief at the timely arrival of

the camels ordered back from the salt spring on the north-west. Eleven days of constant toil,

carried out under such trying conditions, had just sufficed for the completion of our tasks, but also

wellnigh exhausted the endurance of the men. Recurring cases of illness among them showed how
the constant exposure to icy blasts, with hard work by day, inadequate shelter at night, and
necessarily scanty rations of water, was telling on them. The hoped-for supply from the spring

having failed, our ice-store was running very low, and this fact alone was enough to force me
reluctantly to abandon any hope of extending my explorations by a move along what I conjectured

to have been the ancient Chinese route leading eastwards. It was time for us all to return to

ground where water was to be found, and to leave to the future that plan of extended explorations

which brought me back to this dead desert region in the winter of 1914.

Section VIII.—CHINESE DOCUMENTS FROM THE LOU-LAN SITE

In the preceding portions of this chapter I have endeavoured to record all the facts concerning

the site yielded by my excavations and surveys on the spot, and by the subsequent examination of

the antiques brought to light there. It still remains for me to review the data concerning the

ancient settlement which can be gathered from the documents discovered there, and to elucidate

the evidence that the Chinese historical records may furnish as to its character and origin.

From the first, the abundant finds of Chinese documents which rewarded the clearing of those

ancient refuse-heaps near the ruined ‘ Ya-men’ of L.A., and the very place of their discovery, had

encouraged me to hope that historically interesting data might be gleaned among them. This

expectation has been justified by the information which M. Chavannes’ painstaking and lucid

interpretation of all but the most fragmentary and obscure of these records has rendered accessible

also to those who are not Sinologists.* My gratitude for this very valuable help, and for the

generosity with which M. Chavannes placed it at my disposal even before publication, must be

all the greater because the archaic and often very cursive script, the poor preservation of numerous

pieces, and the nature of the contents, too often fragmentary and bristling with intricate

administrative details, have made the decipherment a task of exceptional difficulty. It is solely

on the strength of M. Chavannes’ exhaustive treatment of these documents that I can attempt here

to focus, as it were, the glimpses which they reveal as to the historical character and the local

conditions of the site.

In the first place, the nature of the great bulk of the documents conclusively supports the view,

derived from archaeological evidence, that the principal group of ruins, L.A., belongs to a small

fortified station, garrisoned by Chinese troops and intended to guard the important ancient route

’* At none of the old sites of the Khotan region from
Rawak to Endere did I see any traces of brick-kilnsf Yet at

all of them fuel must have been abundant in ancient times.

* See Chavannes, Documents, pp. 155-98, Nos. 721-

939 -
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which led from Tun-huang, on the extreme west of Kan-su, to the main line of oases north of the

Tarim River. From passages of the Chinese Annals which we have already had occasion to

discuss,* it was certain in a general way that the first expansion of Chinese influence into Central

Asia had proceeded by a route which was opened about no b.c. through the desert west of

Tun-huang to Lou-lan or the Lop region, and that this route had remained in use through the

whole of Han times. But as renewed reference to those passages will presently show us, the

indications available in the texts would not by themselves suffice to determine the exact direction

of the route. Strong as the archaeological evidence was which pointed to the ‘ Lou-lan Site ’ as the

western terminus of the desert route, confirmation by documentary evidence was particularly needed

to meet the serious doubts which the absolutely barren nature of the desert further east was bound

*to raise about the correctness of such a location of the route.

From all that the Chinese Annals have to tell us, and from broad geographical facts which Importance

remain unchanged to the present day, it is clear that, throughout the successive periods of China’s

control of the Tarim Basin, it was always the great route leading along the southern foot of the route.

T'ien-shan and through the string of big oases from Korla westwards to Kashgar which claimed

most importance for Chinese traders, administrators, and soldiers. It was by this route, the Pei-lu

or ‘ Northern Road ’ of the Annals, that the bulk of the silk trade, for the sake of which the first

advance of Chinese political and military power into Central Asia was made, moved to Farghana

or Ta-yiian and into ancient Sogdiana and Bactria.® The protection of this great trade route

against the inroads of the Huns and their nomadic successors north of the T'ien-shan was the main

purpose for which the Tarim Basin was held, and it always remained the chief aim of the Chinese

administration set up in the ‘ Western Countries ’.

A reference to the map suffices to show that the shortest way to reach that line of oases from Shortest line

Tun-huang, the westernmost cultivated area on the Kan-su marches of China, lay along the foot of

the Kuruk-tagh and through the Lop desert, past the ‘ Lou-lan Site ’, to where the Tarim bends

south-eastwards. But nowadays a marching distance of over two hundred and forty miles of wholly

waterless desert, even on the most direct line, intervenes between the last-named point and the

nearest well on the Tun-huang-Charkhlik caravan track, and this would render the use of the

ancient route wholly impracticable for caravan traffic at the present time.

In Han times and in the century immediately succeeding, it is true, the existence of the Difficulties

Kuruk-darya delta, just as it accounts for the occupation of the ‘Lou-lan Site’, also removed all of ancient

difficulties about water and grazing for the western half of that distance; for there the ancient
route.

route undoubtedly led along the bed of the ‘ Dry River then still carrying water, to Ying-

p'an, where in 1915 I traced ruins of the same early period, within easy reach of the present

Konche-darya. But for the eastern half of the old route, the hundred and twenty odd miles

separating the ruins of the ‘Lou-lan Site’ from the Kum-kuduk wells on the Tun-huang caravan

track, the total absence of water must have been as serious an obstacle in ancient times as it now is.

It was only by my explorations of 1914 that definite archaeological proof was obtained for the

ancient Chinese route having actually crossed this most formidable of deserts, a wholly lifeless

waste of salt and clay, and meanwhile we should have found it hard to believe in the possibility of

such a route having ever been followed by those early pioneers of Chinese trade and influence

westwards, had the fact not been so clearly proved by the documents recovered from the site.

The physical change which has come over this portion of ancient Lou-lan by the drying-up of Documents

the delta to which it once owed water and life is so striking and of such wide geographical interest
occupation,

= See above, pp. 336 sqq. Kingsmill, In/ercourse of China,JJRA.S., 1882, pp. 4 sqq. *63-

* Cf. the extracts from Ssfi-ma Ch'ien’s history in 70 -
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that we have special reason to feel grateful for the number of exacdy dated documents, which enable

us to fix with sufficient accuracy the lower chronological limit of the occupation of the site. Among
the records analysed by M. Chavannes there are not less than fifteen dated from years corresponding

to A.D. 263-70, and all of them found at L.B. n or in the refuse-heaps adjoining this ‘ Ya-m6n'.

Only two, Doc. Nos. 738 and 721, belong to the years a.d. 263 and 264 respectively, bearing

‘nien-haos’ of the closihg reigm of the Wei dynasty, and the rest to the years a.d. 265-70, which are

comprised in the initial regnal period, fauskih, of the Emperor Wu-ti, the founder of the Western

Chin dynasty.* Of him we know from the Chin shu that he reasserted Chinese supremacy in the

‘Western Countries’ after the period of internal disruption in the empire known as the ‘ Epoch of

the Three Kingdoms’ (a.d. 221-65).® As the dates on the documents found by Dr. Hedin,

according to Herr Himlys preliminary notice, appear also to be confined to the years a.d. 264-70,®

we may safely conclude that this was a period when the desert route and the station guarding its-

western end saw exceptional traffic and activity.

Throughout the reign of the Emperor Wu-ti (a.d. 265-89) the continued political relations

with the Western Countries are attested by notices of the Chin Annals, which, between a.d. 270
and 287, repeatedly mention embassies with tribute from Central-Asian territories even as distant

as Ta-yuan (Farghana) and .K'ang-chii (Samarkand). Thus in, a.d. 283 we learn that the young
son of a Shan-shan or Lop chief was sent to the imperial court for service.'* After his reign these

relations are declared to have completely ceased.® But that Chinese occupation at the Lou-lan Site

did not come to an end with that reign is proved by two of our documents. Nos. 910 and 886,

which record dates corresponding to a.d. 312 and 330. The last named is a slip found in L.A. i,

recording a payment of money to a certain ku or barbarian.

It is interesting to note that the very way in which this latest date is recorded conveys a clear

indication of the final abandonment of the site then being near. The year is stated as the eighteenth

of the ‘ nien-hao’ Chim-hsing,vi\\v^ commenced in a.d. 313. But as this ended in a.d. 316 together

with the reign of the last emperor of the Chin dynasty whose sway extended over Northern China,

it is clear, as M. Chavannes has rightly recognized,® that the little station must by that time have
been completely cut off from official intercourse with the central authorities of the empire and
abandoned to its own resources. Only thus is it possible to explain that, in its isolation, the post
continued using the obsolete ‘ nien-hao’, the abrogation of which could not be notified to it, for fully

sixteen years longer.*"

Yet we should not be justified in assuming that this condition of administrative isolation was
merely local. That it must also have affected other Chinese garrisons surviving in the Tarim Basin
is rendered highly probable by a number of significant observations. The ruihed site could not
have been a mere outlying post ; it must have lain on an important line of communication for the
refuse-heap adjoining a single ‘Ya-m6n’ to furnish four fragmentary documents which directly

emanate from, or are addressed to, the ‘ Chang-skih of the Western Countries ’, i. e. the chief

representative of Chinese authority in the Tarim Basin. No. 752 communicates an order received
and forwarded by the Chang-shih for an officer to start by a specified date and proceed to certain

* See Chavannes, Doc. Nos. 722-27, 730, 739 (a.d. 265-

69); Nos. 733, 735, 736, 748, 896 (all A.D. 270).
* Cf. M. Chavannes' note on China’s political relations

with Central Asia under the Emperor Wu-ti, Ancient Khotan,
>• P- 537 - s

* Cf. Herr Himly's note, quoted from Petennann’s
MiUheOungtn, 1902, pp. 288-90, in Hedin, Central Asia
and Tibet, ii. p. 144.

* See M. Chavannes’ note in Ancient Khotan, i. p. 537.
' Cf. M. Chavannes’ remark, evidently based on the Chm

shu, loc. cit.

’ See Chavannes, Documents, pp. i8a sq.

For similar instances of the use of obsolete ‘ nien-haos
’

due to similar circumstances, cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 275,
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localities still identifiable in Kan-su. Unfortunately the ‘nien-hao’ is missing and the wooden slip

incomplete. Hence it is impossible to make sure whether the order referred to originated from

the central authorities of the empire or from one of the local chiefs of the Chang family who, in the

fourth century a. d., ruled as practically independent princes of western Kan-su.^^ Another fragment,

No. 885, a mere ‘ shaving’, names an officer ‘ in charge of official correspondence under the orders

of the Chang-shik of the Western Countries’. In a third. No. 887, ‘ the general-in-chief, Chang-shih

of the right [of the name] Kuan’, is referred to. I have already,’* on account of its archaeological

interest, had occasion to mention the inscribed wooden lid. No. 751, which must once have closed

a small box containing an official report or petition. It is in due form ‘ addressed to Mr. Chang,

Chang-shih oi the Western Countries, for transmission through the medium of Superintendent Wang
[by] me Ylian who express myself in this letter’. The document itself, which judging from the shape

. and size of the lid is likely to have been written on wooden slips, may have been carried away by
the chancellerie of the high dignitary. But the cover which was thrown into the ‘ waste-paper
basket ’, to use an anachronism, remained behind for us to attest the great man’s passage.

We owe in all probability to a similar procedure the survival of the far more important
document which, as already mentioned, Mr. Tachibana had the good fortune to light upon, in 1910,
in the wall of the small room L.A. ii. iv.’* This find comprises, in addition to some fragments,

a crumpled-up but complete sheet of paper containing what obviously is the rough draft of a letter

sent by Li Po, Chang-shih of the Western Countries, to the king of Yen-ch'i or Kara-shahr, The
same personage is mentioned by the Chinshu in connexion with events of the year a.d. 324. The
purport of the letter, arranging a meeting with the king, clearly poin^ to its having been written by
Li Po on his passage into the Tarim Basin, and the fact of a second copy of the rough draft,

besides fragments connected with the latter, having been found in the same place makes it appear
highly probable that Li Po’s letter was actually dispatched from the Lou-lan station. It is thus
safe to conclude that the old route leading through the desert and past the site was still in use at
that date.

An official communication, apparently emanating from a Chang-shih and reporting some fight, is

the subject of an unfortunately incomplete tablet. No. 768. Better preserved is a letter on paper.
No. 9^^> which affairs of administration, involving movements of some high officials, are reported
in a quasi demi-official fashion. An imperial edict is referred to in the fragment No. 902 ;

an
official promotion to high rank in No. 878 b. The remnant of an official report to a high military
officer. No. 895 >

is of interest as mentioning Kucha. We have references to notifications and other
official correspondence also in Nos. 725, 821, 921, without the subject being made clear by the
surviving context.

Glimpses of military action are furnished by No. 765, where the movement of an army is

reported in localities probably distant and not yet identified, and by No. 920, which reports on

“ Cf. M. Chavannes’ notes. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 543 sq.,

on this Chinese family, which after the close of the Western
Chin dynasty (a.d. 316) ruled the region of Liang-chou and
the territories dependent on it as far west as Tun-huang or
Sha/:hou. Chinshu passages translated by M. Chavannes,
loc. cit., mention successful expeditions sent into Ciiinese

Turkestan by two of these princes as late as a.d. 345 and 384.
But there is nothing to prove that these proce^ed through

Lou-lan and not by the northern route via Hami and Turfkn.
“ See above, p. 382.
“ See above, p. 377. According to M. Chavannes’ note.

3 G

Docutnents, p. 162, the document was reproduced in facsimile
by Mr. Haneda,. in the 2^5 gakuho, fasc. 2, p. 54. It is

also described in M. Pdii’s article, B.E.F.E.O., x. p. 652.
I owe my knowledge of its character and contents to the

translation and notes which M. Chavannes was good enough
to communicate to me in 1910 after seeing a photograph of
the document kindly placed at my disposal by Mr. Tachibana.
This translation ' has been reproduced in Appendix A, as
revised by M. Chavannes in 1913 with reference to M. Pori’s
article quoted above.
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a fight seen fron» the top of a watch-tower. But the great majority of the official records are such

as plainly indicate the modest range and humdrum nature of the duties carried out by those whose

offices provided most of the ‘ waste paper ’ {^ecie wood) thrown on the rubbish-heap. We see clearly

that their business was chiefly concerned with the maintenance in food-supplies, arms, and arable

land of a small Chinese military station which was intended to guard and keep open one section of

the earliest of the routes linking China with the Central-Asian outposts of imperial policy. Yet the

very pettiness of the administrative routine which these records illustrate invests them with a distinct

historical interest ;
for they throw light on practical details of organization which had their importance

in the story of Chinese political expansion right across Central Asia, and which manifestly helped

to maintain it for centuries in the face of vast distances and great physical obstacles.
^

Most of these documents are statements or orders which relate to the storage and issues of

cereals by the officials holding charge of the local granarj'. We read in No. 759 of ‘ a superintendent

of the granary respectfully submitting a specified list of the various cereals under his administration

with a forwarding letter ’. The provision of an adequate clerical staff for dealing with this branch of

administration is attested by numerous slips mentioning accountants and other officials (see Nos. 728,

731-46). They also illustrate the elaborate system of control in use by showing the lists of those

who had to check inventories and countersign issue orders or receipts. From detailed statements,

such as Nos. 728,729, 731, 734, 739-41, etc., recording issues to individual soldiers, petty employes,

etc., or small detachments, we learn the daily rations of grain sanctioned per man. The long

statement No. '928 acquaints us with the manner in which the accounts of g^in issues were kept

and checked. No. 798 is of special interest as mentioning rations issued to letter-carriers from

Yu-t'ien or Khotan. Loan transactions of grain are referred to in Nos. 749, 766.

Besides provisions for the local garrison, supplies had to be kept available for officials and

others who passed through. Difficulties about supplies were bound to be caused by the limited

extent of local resources in a colony situated, as this was, in a deltaic region ill adapted for permanent

cultivation. Of this we have clear evidence in the document No. 826, in which the unnamed
recipient is directed ‘ now, in view of the circumstances, to make fbesh reductions in the rations of

the general, the chiefs, the officers, and soldiers, and to draw up a list of these reductions, article by
article’. Another fragmentary slip, No. 830, enjoins ‘ the gradual restriction o.f expenditure in order

to make both ends meet ’.

The demands for supplies arising from the traffic along a great trade-route must have made it

doubly important from the outset to render the local garrison self-sup^rting. We know from the
Han Annals that it was an essential part of the administrative policy followed by the Chinese from
the very beginning of their military penetration of the Tarim Basin to turn the troops which were
to assure their hold upon important points into military colonists and thus to facilitate their

maintenance.^* We find striking confirmation of the systematic efforts made for this purpose in

those records of the Lou-lan Site which concern agricultural operations. The well-preserved tablet,

No. 753 >
gives details of the allotments of lands, either already irrigated or prepared for it or yet to

be cleared, which are to be made to specified sections of troops for purposes of cultivation. Particular
orders about sowing operations, etc., are contained in No. 925. In No. 882 a superintendent of
agricultural labours is referred to. No. 760 is a specific order issued to the chief of a certain section
about the irrigation of a hundred acres in the Pei-ho

Jgf tract.*® No. 774 enjoins the abundant
planting of vegetables for the sake of winter provisions. That the agricultural implements for these

Cf. Wylie, Notes on the Western Regions, J. Anthrop. well be a local designation intended for an aread cultivation
**

’ ^ northern branch of the ancient Kuruk-^darya.
Fet-no means literally the ‘ northern river ' and may
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' operations were issued to the soldiers from a central store is definitely proved by inventories of

hoes, spades, saws, etc., as contained in Nos. 779-81, 787, 791, 891. In the first-named of these

documents the designation of ‘ barbarians’ hoes ’ may well refer to the broad-shouldered hoes known
as kelmans which are now used everywhere throughout the Tarim Basin by the local cultivators but

unknown to the Chinese agriculturists.

The importance which the proper maintenance of canals and of dykes intended to feed them Records re-

must have possessed for the colony need not be specially emphasized. We find evidence of it in

several documents. A prefect of water, corresponding to the present ‘ Mirab Beg ’ of a Turkestan

oasis, is mentioned in No. 888 in connexion with a requisition for ropes. No. 761, unfortunately

^
fragmentary, is of interest as reporting on the condition of an irrigation embankment which is stated

to have been breached in six places and to have been overflowed by the water. The report is an

apt illustration of the danger which always threatens agriculture in the low-lying deltas of Turkestan

rivers. On the other hand, the mention of five hundred and one men being at work on the

embankment shows that the resources of labour for coping with this risk were not altogether

insignificant. In No. 754 the return of a certain soldier charged with watching a dyke is urged-

Of another risk, very different in character and yet in its origin connected with the same deltaic

conditions, we obtain a glimpse in No. 750. In this letter a certain Chao Pien, who styles himself

an assistant to the prefect, reports that the guardians of the flocks passed the night south of the

town and on a certain date reached water. It appears to have been a case when particular tracts

of riverine jungle had become useless for grazing, owing to the water-supply running dry in

consequence of a diversion of the river channel, and the flocks had to be sent some distance in

search of sufficient water.

That the peaceful preoccupations of those in charge of the colony did not altogether efface its Military

military character is shown by documents, of which Nos. 758, 775-77, 794, are examples, containing etc.

reports on arms such as cross-bows or sword-blades no longer serviceable, on leather pieces prepared

for armour and helmets, and on brass rings for securing prisoners. The numerous inventory records,

etc., referring to medicines. No. 782-85, 790, 795-96, are also likely to have come from some
military store-keeper’s office, in view of what subsequent finds have shown us about the medical care

taken of the soldiers along the Tun-huang Limes.'® It is of some historical interest to note that in

a number of cases where individual soldiers are specified we find them described as ‘ barbarians ’ or

hu (see Nos. 763, 804, 844-46, 892), and that all those whose nationality is exactly indicated are

stated to be \Ta Yilefi\ckih i.e. Indo-Scythians.” We may safely conclude that of the mercenaries

employed under Chinese officers at this station, and probably also at other and more important

garrisons of the ‘Western Kingdoms’, a considerable proportion was drawn from that foreign

nation which in Chinese eyes had the merit of representing the descendants of the hereditary foe of

the Hsiung-nu or Huns.

A well-known record of the Former Han Annals tells us how the ‘ Great Yiieh-chih’, the later la Yueh-

Indo-Scythians, had been driven by the Huns in the second centu^ b.c. from the plains north of

the Nan-shan, first to Sogdiana and thence to the region of the Middle Oxus, the ancient Bactria Chinese”^

and later Tokharistan.'® It is there that the Later Han Annals place the main seat of their power
even after their conquests under the Kushan dynasty had extended south of the Hindukush and

'

into the North-west of India.'® Our knowledge of the conditions in which the Great Yiieh-chih

dominion on the Middle Oxus maintained itself until the advent of the White Huns, or Ephthalites,

See below, chap. xx. sec. vi. ” Cf. Specht, Journal Asiat., 1883, ii. pp. 320 sqq.

” Cf. M. Chavannes’ note. Documents, p. 178, note on See Chavannes, Les pays d!Occident, Toung-pao, 1907,

No. 846. p- 189, note.

3 G 2
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early in the fifth century a.d. is too scanty to permit of any definite opinion being formed as to the

racial composition of the people from that region to whom the Chinese in the 3rd—4th century

A.D. continued to apply, in a quasi-archaic fashion, the designation of ‘ Great YUeh-chih So much,

however, is clear that as long as the inroads of the Huns established north of the T*ien-shan

remained a constant danger to the northern oases of the Tarim Basin and the great route leading

through them, Chinese political wisdom could not fail to realize the advantage of enlisting troops

from the powerful western neighbours whom the common danger threatening from the Huns was

likely to make trustworthy. This expedient was bound to recommend itself particularly in view

of the unwarlike character which the population of the Tarim Basin seems to have borne, then as

now, and of the complications likely to arise from those internal intrigues and rivalries which the
^

Later Han Annals prove to have been so frequent in the ‘ Western Countries ’.*® The tradition

established by such a system is likely to have continued into Chin times, even after the danger

from the Huns had receded, and amply suffices to explain the appearance of Indo-Scythian

mercenaries so far away to the east It should be noted that we meet with references to individuals

of ‘ Great Yueh-chih ’ origin also among the approximately contemporary Chinese records found at

the Niya Site.”

But it is only indirectly that, here and there, some evidence of Chinese Central-Asian policy

can be traced in the office records which survived at the Lou-lan station. The military incidents

they mention mainly concern petty cases of individual soldiers. Thus the report contained in

No. 764 accuses an officer of culpable negligence for not having accompanied a certain unhappy
soldier who, in consequence, fell into the water and was* drowned. No. 763 acknowledges the

receipt of a verbal order, brought by a barbarian soldier, for an advance to be made. Elsewhere

we learn of men who have escaped en route (No. 815), or we are furnished with details as to

a barbarian soldier’s kit including a felt dress, etc,, as recorded on a slip which shows signs of

having been attached to a parcel (No. 804 ; also 832).

Whatever the explanation may be, we find few indications of trade passing through the station

at that period. A tribute in silk pieces sent by a certain barbarian is specified in No. 903, and the

references to fabrics in Nos. 805, 812, 814, probably concern the same staple commodity. Transport

by camels and donkeys seems to be alluded to in Nos. 839-41 ;
the inspection of a cart and bullocks

at a camp is mentioned in No. 755.

The paucity of references to trade is set off, to some extent, by the evidence which the remains
of private letters supply as to continued intercourse towards the east and the west It is worthy of
note in passing that all documents which can safely be recognized as private letters appear to be
written on paper, a circumstance to be accounted for on the one hand by the greater convenience
of the new writing material, and on the other by the less conservative ways of personal as compared
with official correspondence. In No. 912, a letter dated a.d. 312, the writer mentions departure
from the YU~min kuan, or Jade Gate barrier, which was situated, as we shall see, on the direct route
towards Tun-huang. No. 918 is a letter dated from Tun-huang itself, and No. 914, the fragment
of another, mentions trade at Tun-huang. In No. 923 we seem to have the remnant of a letter

addressed to a traveller making his way to the ‘ Western Countries ’ by a person left behind in
the east.

When we turn to letters evidently written from the west, it is interesting to find the affairs of
Yen-ch i or Kara-shahr repeatedly referred to. In No. 930 a certain HsUan, a native of Yen-ch'i,

“ ‘Three indigenous soldiers from Kao-ch’ang’ or Tur- « Cf. M. Chavannes’ translation of. N. xv. 53, 191,
tan are mentioned in No. 928. But these men may have Ancien! Khotan, i. p. 540.
been detached on some mission by the local ruler of Turftn.
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gfives fairly detailed news to two official friends about the movements of some highly-placed

officers, including the Chang-shih. Nos. 931-32 seem to have been received by the same person,

a ‘superintendent of the post’, Wang Yen-shih. No. 934 reports political events in which Ts'ang,

king of Yen-ch'i, was implicated, and also mentions Kucha. In No. 935 we learn of a declaration

of war. Among private letters of purely personal contents. No. 904 is of special interest as it is

complete and was found in its original form, rolled up for dispatch. In it a young unmarried lady,

who has started on a journey westwards, sends news and good wishes to an uncle she has left

behind, perhaps, at the ruined station. A more pathetic chord is touched in the large fragment of

a letter. No. 926, which contains effusive complaints of a wife about the dissolute ways of a faithless

^ husband.

If I have left it to the last to mention the records containing the name of Lou-lan, it is merely Lou-lan

because of the important bearing they have on the question, to be discussed in the next section, of

the original designation of the site. No. 754 is of special interest because, though not absolutely

conclusive, it makes it appear very probable that the name Lou-lan was applied in the 3rd-4th

century a.d. to the military station represented by the ruins of L.A. In this tablet (L.A. in. i. 16)

a subordinate officer respectfully reports to a superior that ‘ an official letter has previously been

sent to Lou-lan to request that the soldier Lien charged with the watching of the dyke be sent back

here It is obvious that we have in this document a kind of demi-official ‘ reminder’, and that the

refuse-heap in which it was found is probably identical with the Lou-lan to which the original

official application had been addressed. No. 922 gives some support to this conclusion. It is an

application, apparently presented in person to a certain accountant Chang, who appears to be

. named also in other records from L.A. vi. ii,^* by one Pai Su-3mn, a native of Lou-lan. In No. 907,

a small fragment where the local name is met with a third time, the context is uncertain. To this

must be added the evidence furnished by the mention of Lou-lan in four of Dr. Hediffs records

from L.A. ii, to which brief references are made in Herr Himly’s paper.*® In two of these Lou-lan

appears to be nan;ied as the place of receipt for letters.

Section IX.—KHAR0$THI DOCUMENTS FROM THE LOU-LAN SITE

When describing the excavations which at numerous ruins of the Lou-lan Site brought to light Importance

Kharosffil documents on wood and paper, I have already had occasion to allude to the special Khar^thV"
historical interest attaching to their discovery. The frequency of these finds and the observations

I was* able to make on the spot as to their outward appearance and apparent character seemed -to

justify my drawing at the time the important conclusion that the same Indian language found in

the records of the Niya Site had also been regularly used, at that early period, in the Lop region
for indigenous administration and business.

Considering how far removed Lop-nor is from Khotan, this assumed uniform extension of an
Indian script and language to the extreme east of the Tarim Basin was bound to raise fresh
problems. In the Khotan region it seemed possible to account, at least partially, for this official

use of an Indian language by the old local tradition, preserved in Hsuan-tsang’s Hsi-yii-chi and
the Tibetan ‘ Annals of Li-yul ’, which mentions early immigration from India as an important
element in the local population.^ But so far away to the east, at the very threshold of China, the

[«» But s&tCorr. ^ Add. for a note by Mr. L. C. Hopkins » Cf. for this tradition Ancimt Khotan, i. pp. 156 sqq.,

on the translation of this passage.] and for its bearing on the script and language proved by the
« Cf. Nos. 742-44. Niya documents to have been in official use in the Khotan
» See Petermann’s Miitheilungen, 1902, pp. 288-90, region, ibid., i. pp. 368 sq.

quoted by Hedin, Central Asia and Tibet, ii. pp. 143 sq.
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sufficiency of this explanation for the same use of a foreign administrative lang;uage might well be

open to doubt

In the present inadequacy of our historical data it is impossible to assert whether a better

solution of the problem is to be looked for in the spread of Buddhism, which may have carried the

language and script preyalent in the extreme north-west of India with it into common use throughout

the Tarim Basin ; or whether in this adoption of a Prakrit language, closely allied to that current

on the Indus in Kusana times, we ought perhaps to recognize a lasting impression left by that

temporary extension of Indo-Scythian power from across the Pamirs of which we catch dim glimpses

from Buddhist tradition in China.* But seeing the importance of the question -raised, I feel all the

more gratified by the fact that the conclusion first drawn on the spot as to the language and,

character of the Kharosthi documents from the Lou-lan Site is now fully confirmed by the careful

examination which Professor Rapson has been able to make of them since my return in 1909.

The abstract of the contents of these documents with which Professor Rapson has very kindly

supplied me embodies the main results of his decipherment down to December, 1916, and makes it

perfectly clear that in character, language, phraseology, and other respects they show the closest

agreement with the Kharosthi documents brought to light in so much greater numbers from the

ruins of the Niya Site. Just as there, we have a variety of deeds, letters, official orders, lists, and

the like worded in the same early Prakrit dialect with an admixture of queer Sanskrit phrases in

complimentary introductions, etc. Peculiarities of style, phonetics, and spelling leave no doubt as

to identical standards having been followed by the chancelleries from Khotan to Lop at the period

to which the records of both sites belong. Many, if not most, of the personal names which we meet

in the Lou-lan Site documents occur also in the Niya series, though this does not, of course, imply

identity of the individuals. Just as in the Niya series, we find numerous names of unmistakably

Buddhist or Indian derivation, such as Anaipdasena, Bhati^ma, Bhimaya, Budhamitra, Dhainnapala,

Kumudvati, Puipnadeva, Caraka, Rutra, Sujada, Vasudeva, side by side with others which seem of

local origin, e.g. Cauleya, Cuvalayina, Kapgeya, Kalpi^, Kip§a, Kitsaitsa, Laippurta, Maldraya,

Porbhaya, Pulkaya, Signaya, Tasuca, Tameca, Varpeya. The official titles of Cojhbo, GuSura,

Kori, Vasu are common to both Lou-lan and Niya records.

The rectangular double tablets L.A. iv. ii. i, 2, 3 contain deeds, and in accordance with the

practice uniformly observed in such formal records are exactly dated in regnal years. But only in

the case of L.A. iv. ii. 2 (Plate XXXVIIl), which relates to a transfer of land by one Sigayita to

a woman Kosena, can the name of the reigning king be made out witli certainty. He is designated

as Maharaya Amgoka devaputra. His name and style curiously recall the Maharaya yitu\m]gha
Amkonga [or Amvagal devaputra mentioned in the dates of two rectangular tablets from Niya,

N. xxi. 6. a, 7-K4, full transcripts of which Professor Rapson’s kindness has made available to me
in the proofs of his and'Messrs. Senart and Boyer's text publication now passing through the press.

In view of what has been shown above as to the dependence of the territory of Ching-chUeh, of which
the Niya Site represents the chief place, upon Shan-shan or the Lop territory,® there is a temptation

to assume that the same ruler is meant in the records of both sites.

Though in L.A. iv. ii. 3 the year and name of the reigning king can no longer clearly be read, •

this document is of considerable interest. It contains a deed recording the sale of a piece of land
by Camaka, a man of Kroraina settled at Calmadana,* and conveying full rights of possession to

* Cf. Ancitni Khotan, i. pp. 55 sq.; also above, p. 243. immediately precedes that covered by the dated Chinese
To the references there given may be added S. Ldvi, Notts records of the Lou-lan Site.

^

(reprint from/. 4«a/. 1896-97), p. 63. « For the identity of Calmadana with Charchan, cf.
•' See above, p. 219. This dependence is attested by the Ancient Khotan, L p. 31 1, note ; above, pp. 296 sq.

Wei lio, composed between a.d. 239-65, for a period winch
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the purchaser Yapgu® and his sons, Lanipurta, Pumnadeva, Dhaipnila, and Dhatpnapala. The land

is described as situated at Kroraina ‘in the south of the great town’. This local name, with

a slight difference of spelling, is mentioned again in two other documents from the site, and one of

them leads us to what I believe to be a likely identification of it. In L.A. vi. ii. 0234, an almost

complete paper document reproduced in Plate XXXIX, we have, as Professor Rapson’s abstract shows,

a personal letter addressed by Vasudeva to his father, ‘the great Gusura Bhati^’. In it the

writer, after the usual complimentary formulas, states that he came to a place, subsequently referred

to as ‘ this market ’, from Krorayina, bringing a camel and some other property not yet identified.

‘ So far I have done no buying or selling. I now wish to return to Krorayina! Leaving aside the

^remaining contents, which have not as yet been completely deciphered, we can scarcely go wrong in

assuming that, as Professor Rapson himself has duly recognized, by Krorayina or Kroraina was

meant here the locality where the letter was found, i. e. the Lou-lan Site.

That the term was not restricted to the ruined station L.A., but equally applied also to the Kroraina

surrounding tract, is made very probable by the third document in which the name occurs, the

double wedge-tablet L.B. iv. v. i+vi. i. This is addressed to Kori Maldraya and the 6ramana records.

Anamdasena (Anandasena), and conveys the king’s order that the farm of Caraka at Kroraimna is

to be handed over to a certain Kalasdha together with a woman belonging to it. Now the mere
fact* of this last-named document having been found at the ruin L.B. iv, and thus quite seven miles

away from the ancient station L.A., would suffice to suggest that the name Kroraina ® had a more
extended use and was borne by the whole abandoned settlement. And this impression is indirectly

strengthened by another record from the same house, which shows that the l^ramana Anamdasena
must have actually resided for a time at L.B., presumably while effecting the chiefs order. It is

a letter, which has also an interest of its own, contained in the rectangular double tablet, L.B. iv. i.

6 + 7 (Plate XXXVIII), and addressed from Cuvalayina and his wife Atamsiyae to his father, the Gusura
Le^vamna, and his mother Bhuvidanoe. It conveys to the parents the glad news that Atamsiyae has

been safely delivered of a son, and, after referring to several items of information sent by one Poni^ana,

tells them that the ^ramana Anamdasena intends to visit them, and that if he does, great attention

may be paid to him. Considering that this private letter and the double wedge-tablet entrusting

to the ^ramana Anamdasena the execution at Kroraina of an official order from the king were
found in the same ruined dwelling L.B. iv, it seems safe to conclude that this western portion of the

ancient settlement was also comprised in Kroraina.

The evidence recorded at the end of the preceding section has shown us that in the Chinese Lou-lan

documents recovered from L.A. the ruined military station is designated by the name of Lott-lan. transcribes

On the other hand, the Chinese historical records discussed above in Chapter IX, and below, too,
^

make it perfectly clear that this name had also a wider application, being borne originally by that

Lop tract which lay on the ancient route leading north of the terminal Tarim marshes.’^ It is

obvious that this term Lou-lan, which already figures in Chang Ch'ien’s report, the earliest Chinese

account of the Tarim Basin, must reproduce an indigenous local name, and in view of the identity

' It seems difficult not to connect this name Yapgu,

which occurs as a personal name also in Niya Site tablets,

e.g. N. xviii. i, N. iv. 3, 6, 29. a, with the ancient Turkish

princely title ofjabgu, which was rendered by the Chinese as

hsi-hou {*jrip-Aou) This title (first recognized in its

origin by Prof. Hirth) was in use among the Huns already in

the second century b.c., and is attested also for chiefs of the

Great Yfleh-chih at the time of their settlement in the Oxus

region; cf. Chavannes, Toung-pao, 1907, p. 189, note 3;

Marquart, Eran-lahr, p. 204. Parallels of such use of
honorific titles for personal names are common in India.

* Tlic form Kroraimna is only a graphic variation of
Kroraina. The insertion of the AnusvSra mark, without any
phonetic reason, in the case of an Aksara followed by a natal

is of very frequent occurrence throughout these texts; thus
Khotamna for Khotana

;
jamna forjana, etc.

’ See above, pp. 336 sqq. ; below, pp. 417 sqq.
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of the ground designated I am tempted to recognize this original form of the name in the

Kroraina or Krorayina of our KharosAl documents. If we take into account the difficulties which

attend all rendering of foreigpi names by^Chinese sounds, and the total absence of any system of

transcription before the attempts made in T'ang times, Lou- for Kro- is as close a phonetic

reproduction as could be expected, seeing that the semi-vowel r, which is wanting in Chinese

phonetics, is regularly replaced by /. In the same way ^lan may be rect^ized as a sufficiently

close approximation to -raina or -rayina.

Section X.—THE LOU-LAN SITE IN CHINESE HISTORICAL RECORDS

It remains for us now to consider those notices, in the Chinese historical records which either*

can throw light on the origin and character of the ruined settlement of the Lou-lan Site, or else

themselves derive elucidation from the archaeological evidence secured by its exploration. In

dealing with these notices it will not be necessary for us to review afresh the data, already fully

discussed in Chapter IX, which bear on the history of the Lop region in general and on the

importance which the ancient route leading through it possessed for the early expansion of Chinese

trade and political power into the Tarim Basin. It is, however, essential to bear in mind the

'results there established' if we are rightly to interpret the historical notices which directly concern

the ruined site. We have seen that the territory which the Chinese of the Former Han knew first

by the name of Lou-lan and then, from 77 b.c. onwards, by that of Shan-shan, comprised the whole

Lop region. Though its political centre appears to have lain in the south, at least from the date

just mentioned, the district of greatest importance for Chinese trade and policy was the ground

north, between the foot of the Kuruk-tSgh and the terminal Tarim marshes, through which the

most direct route from Tun-huang to the northern oases of the Tarim Basin passed.

The Annals of the Former Hans, though giving in some detail an account of Lou-lan and of

the political events which it witnessed, do not furnish us with any definite indications as to the

exact line followed by this important ancient route through the north-eastern portion of Lou-lan.

It was thus left for my explorations of 1914 to prove, by the certain location of the ‘White Dragon
Mounds ’ and the discovery of the Chinese terminal castrum, built where the ancient route first

touched inhabitable ground west of the dried-up salt lake and at the time of the earliest opening of

the route,® that it must from the very beginning have passed through the area marked by the ruins

of the Lou-lan Site. But it is impossible to state whether any of the remains actually surveyed
there date back to Former Han times.

The accounts of Shan-shan which are furnished by the Later Han Annals, and which have
been fully analysed in Chapter IX,® are also lacking in exact details bearing on the Lou-lan Site

and the ancient route which led past it But in a proposal which the biography of Pan Yung, Pan
Ch'ao’s son, relates as having been made in the imperial council by this distinguished Chinese
general about a.d. 119, and which we have already had occasion to discuss, we find the establish-

ment of a Chinese military colony at Lou-lan foreshadowed in a way which clearly points to a position

corresponding to, if not identical with, the ruined station of L.A.< The Chang-shih of die Western
Countries, who was to be sent to Lou-lan at the head of five hundred men to organize the colony,
will, we are told, ‘ dominate on the West the roads which lead to Yen-ch'i (Kara-shahr) and Ch'iu-tzfi

(Kucha). On the south he will fortify the courage of Shan-shan and YU-t*ien (Khotan). On the

* See above, pp. 344 sq. ’ See above, pp. 329 sqq.
* Cf. Third Journ^ of Exploration, G.J^ 1916, xlviii. ‘ See M. Chavannes' translation in T‘oung-pao, 1906,

P- “4 - p. 248; above, pp. 331 sq.
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north he will overawe the Hsiung-nu (Huns). On the east he will be a neighbour to Tun-huang.’

The purpose of the proposed military colony was, it is clear, to safeguard the direct route from

Tun-huang to Kara-shahr leading north of the Lop marshes, to protect it from the raids of the

Huns who were then holding Turfan in the north, and at the same time to exercise the necessary

control over the ruler of Shan-shan or the Lop region. A glance at the map will suffice to show how
accurately the position indicated by the passage coincides with that occupied by the Lou-lan Site.

Two points mentioned in connexion w'ith the proposed colony deserve special notice here. On
the one hand, we see that the locality intended for the colony lay in the north of Shan-shan but

within its territory, as a subsequent passage specially refers to the protection and encouragement

which the king of Shan-shan would derive from the presence of a Chinese garrison.® On the other

* hand, it is interesting and significant to find the name Lou-lan reappearing in Chinese records as

the desigfnation of a locality nearly two centuries after it had been replaced by Shan-shan as the

appellation of the Lop territory. The documents found at the Lou-lan Site, and particularly those

in Kharosthi, supply a full explanation. Lou-lan: Kroraina was the original indigenous name bf

the easternmost inhabited tract in the ancient Kuruk-darya delta, where Pan Yung’s military colony

was to be established, and had continued in local use long after the Chinese had replaced it by

Shan-shan as a designation of the whole Lop territory. Considering that Lou-lan : Kroraina was

that extreme eastern portion of the inhabited Lop territory which ‘ approached nearest to China ’,®

and consequently had a primary importance for the great route westwards, it is easy to understand

why in the earliest Chinese usage the name was applied to the whole of the territory.

Pan Yung’s proposal was not carried out at once. But when, four years later, he was appointed

Chang-shih of the Western Countries, it was at Lou-lan that he received, in a.d. 124, the submission

of the king of Shan-shan and subsequently also of the kings of Kucha and other western territories.^

It was from the convenient base which Lou-lan furnished that he subsequently conquered Turfan

and established a military colony at Lukchun. We are not told whether such a colony was also

placed at Lou-lan. But considering its important position on the shortest and safest line of

communication, it is difficult to believe tliat the Chinese hold upon Lou-lan could have been relaxed

as long as the Later Hans maintained some political influence in the Tarim Basin.

The ‘Epoch of the Three Kingdoms’ (a. d. 221-65), which followed the downfall of the

Later Han dynasty, brings us to the period from which our extant documents and other remains

of the Lou-lan Site date. The references to Lou-lan to be found in the historical records of the

epoch intervening between Han and Chin times may, therefore, claim special interest. They are

contained in an extant portion, dealing with the ‘Western Countries’, of the Wei lio, a work

which was composed by Yu Huan between a.d. 239-65, and which treats of events belonging to

the first two reigns of the Wei dynasty (a.d. 220-39).® We have already had repeated occasion

to utilize the valuable topographical data furnished by this text, which M. Chavannes’ critical

annotated translation has rendered conveniently accessible.

The Wei lids notice presents this special interest for our inquiry, that it endeavours to give

definite topographical indications as to the three routes which were then distinguished as leading

from Tun-huang to. the ‘ Western Countries ’. As we shall have further on repeatedly to refer to

this important passage, it will be convenient to reproduce the whole of it from M. Chavannes’

rendering,® though I must confine my comments here to those points which have a direct bearing

‘ See T'oung-pao, 1906, p. 249; above, p. 332. * See Chavannes, Les pays iaccident daprh le Wei lio,

‘ See Wylie, Notes on the Western Regions, /. Anthrop. T'oung-pao, 1905, pp. 519 sqq.

Inst., X. p. 26.
" See Chavannes, ibid., T'oung-pao, 1905, pp. 328 sqq.

’ See Toung-pao, 1906, p. 252.
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on the ancient route through Lou-lan. ‘ As regards the roads which starting from Tun-huang and

Yii-men kuan (‘Jade Gate barrier’) pass into the Western Countries, there were two before, but now
there are three. The southern route is the one which starting from YU-men kuan leaves from the

west, passes the Jo Ch'iang, turns westwards, crosses the Ts'ung-ling, traverses “the suspended

passages ”, and passes among the Ta Yueh-chih.
‘ The central route is the one which, starting from Yii-m^n kuan, sets out on the west, leaves

the well of the Protector-General # m tmms back at the northern extremity of the San-lung

[desert of] sand ^ passes the Chii-lu granary^ ^ then on leaving from the Sha-hsi

well turns to the north-west, passes through the Lung-tui || arrives at the ancient

Lou-lan ^ ^ H and turning westwards arrives at Ch'iu-tzu ^ ^ (Kucha), then attains the ^
Ts'ung-ling^

‘The new route [of the north] is the one which, starting from Yii-men kuan, sets out on the

north-west, passes through H^ng-k'^ng J^, avoids the San-lung [desert of] sand as well as the

Lung-tui, leads north of Wu-ch'uan ^ and arrives, in the territory of Chu-shih ^ at

Kao-ch'ang ^ (Kara-khoja) ; then it turns westwards and rejoins the central route at

Ch'iu-tzii (Kucha).’

My observations here as regards the southern and northern of the Wei lids routes may be
brief, as also those concerning the Yii-men kuan, the ‘ Jade Gate barrier’, from which they, as well
as the central route, are described as starting. My subsequent explorations have proved that this

famous frontier station, so frequently mentioned in the Chinese Annals in connexion with events
affecting the Western Countries, was situated during Han times at a point of the ancient Chinese
Limes in the desert west of Tun-huang marked by the ruined watch-station T. xiv and identified

by the evidence of the records I discovered there.^“ That ‘ the southern route ’ of the Wei Ho is

identical with the one which still leads from Tun-huang along the northernmost main range of the
K'un-lun, here known as Altin-tagh, to Charkhlik and thence through the string of oases in the
south of the Tarim Basin is made certain by the mention of the yo Ch'iang, a nomadic tribe whose
position in the mountains between Tun-huang and Chii-mo or Charchan is quite correctly described
by the Former Han Annals.” We have already Seen that the list which a subsequent passage of
the Wd Ho gives of the territories passed through by ‘ the southern route ’ begins with Shan-shan
and the small ‘kingdoms’ of Chii-mo, Hsiao-yiian, Ching-chueh (Niya), and Lou-lan, described as
its dependencies.^^ It is not necessary for us to examine this list again, mainly based as it is on
that which the Former Han Annals give for their ‘Southern Road’, nor to trace the distant

For ‘Puits du Protecteur’ read ‘Puits du Protecteur

g^n^ral’, a correction pointed out to me verbally by M.
Chavannes; cf. Chavannes, T'oung-pao, 1907, pp. 153, 154,

note I.

See below, chap. xix. sec. i, ii.

** See M. Chavannes’ translation of this passage, with
full notes on other references to the Jo Ch'iang, in T'oung-
pao, 1905, p. 526, note 8; cf. also for the context of the

CKien Han shu passage, Wylie,/. Anthrop. Inst., x. p. 23.

It deserves to be noted here that the CKien Han shu is

more accurate in describing the exact starting-point of ‘ the
southern route ’ wheTi it states : ‘ On leaving the Tang barrier
the first people met with on advancing are the Jo Chiang.’
We shall see below (chap. xvi. sec. iv) that the ‘ Yang barrier’
was situated at the present Nan-hu, south-west of Tun-huang,

and was connected with Yfl-mgn kuan by a southern flank-

ing line of the Limes (chap. xix. sec. iii).

” See above, p. 328. The obvious inversion of the order
of these petty states in the Wet lio's list has been clearly pointed
out, together with some minor inaccuracies and discrepancies,

by Chavannes in Toung-pao, 1905, pp. 535-6, note 3.

It is difiBcult to decide whether the separate mention of
Lou-lan among the tracts dependent on Sim-shan is due
merely to a kind of diplography, the earlier name Lou-lan for

Shan-shan, as recorded by the CKien Han shu, being meant,
or whether we ought to recognize in it a reference to the
northern portion of Shan-shan territory which had retained
the old designation of Lou-lan, as attested by the documents
of the Lou-lan Site, and which may, perhaps,, also have en-
joyed a kind of local autonomy.
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extension of the Wei lids route to the Pamirs {Ts'ung-ling) and the Great Yiieh-chih territories

south of the Hindukush.

The ‘new route’ of the north need not detain our attention long
;
for it leads far away from Line of ‘new

the ground with which w'e are at present concerned, and we shall have to consider it in detail further

on in Chap. XIX, where I hope to demonstrate the approximate line it is likely to have followed

from the ancient Jade Gate to Turfan.^® M. Chavannes has shown that it is identical with the route

which in a passage of the Former Han Annals is described as having been newly opened in a.d. 2

from the territory of Posterior Chii-shih, corresponding to the present Guchen (Ku-ch'eng-tzu)

•region, towards Yii-m^n kuan.**

,
The special interest to us of the Wei lids notice of ‘ the central route ’ lies in the fact that it Localities

makes a definite reference to the Lou-lan Site, almost contemporary with the documents found

there, by its mention of ‘ the ancient Lou-lan ’, and that it details some of the chief stages on the route

desert journey by which the site was reached by travellers ffom the ‘Jade Gate’ and the

westernmost extension of the ‘ Great Wall ’. The position of the last of these stages, the Lung-tui

or ‘ Dragon Mounds ’, which the Former Han Annals refer to as the ‘ ^^^lite Dragon Mounds was
first determined by me, in the course of my explorations of 1914, when I traced the line of the old

Chinese route where it crossed the salt-encrusted ancient Lop Sea, some forty miles to the

north-west of the station L.A.^® The location which I propose for the preceding stages which

the Wei lids account of the route mentions, the ‘ Well of the Protector-General ’, the ‘ Sands of the

Three Ridges ’ {San-lung-shd), the Chii-lu granary, and the well of Ska-hsi, will best be discussed

below in connexion with the journey which brought me in February-March, 1906, to the westernmost

end of the Tun-huang Limes.”

After what has been shown above by the evidence of the remains and the documents, both

Chinese and KharosthI, it does not require detailed argument to prove that by the ‘ ancient

Lou-lan ’ of the Wei lio is meant the Lou-lan Site. As it was still inhabited at the time when the

Wd lio was composed, we may assume that the term ‘ ancient ’ was applied to the name in order

to distinguish the locality from the southern portion of the Lop territory once also known as

Lou-lan and possibly meant by the name as we found it cited above in the Wd lids list of

territories on the southern route.” It only remains to add that travellers proceeding westwards

from ‘ ancient Lou-lan ’ along the bed of the Kuruk-darya would find themselves on a direct route

to Kucha, as mentioned in the Wd lids description, whether they chose to move via Korla or to

follow the course of the Tarim upwards.

There is only one Chinese text accessible to me of a date later than the Wd lio in which an Lou-lan

independent reference to the Chinese station established at the Lou-lan Site can at present be
traced. It is the commentary on the Shui eking composed by Li Tao-yiian some time before his yuan,

death in a.d. 527, but embodying information of earlier origin, from which extracts of considerable

interest for the ancient geography of the Lop territory have already been discussed above on the

basis of M. Chavannes’ translation.” In the passages of the commentary previously analysed we
traced the course of the ‘River of the South’, i.e. the Tarim branch supposed to come from
Khotan, aqd of the Charchan River united with it, down to its embouchure into the ‘ Lake of

Lao-lan’. Then the commentary, in a long passage left untranslated by M. Chavannes,

' Ancient

Lou-lan ’ of
fVei lio.

** For a detailed examination of the ‘ new route ' of the

north, cf. below, chap. xix. sec. vi.

See Chavannes in T'oung-pao, 1905, p. 533, note i

;

also Wylie, Anthrop. Inst., xi. p. 109.

For this mention ofthe Po-lung-tui, see above,pp. 340 sq.

'« Seeabove,pp.34i sq.; ThirdJourney,
" See below, chap. xiv. sec. ii; also chap. xvii. sec. i.

Cf. above, p. 328.
’’ See above, pp. 324 sqq.; Chavannes, T'oung-pao, 1905,

pp. 566 sqq.
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treats of ‘the River of the North’, i.e. of the rivers of Kashgar and Yarkand, and proceeds to

tell us :

—

‘ The waters of the Ho, i.e. “ River [of the North move further east and pass to the south of
the kingdom of Mo-shan ^ [This kingdom] has for its capital the town of Mo-shan; on the

west, it is 240 li from Wei-li ^ The waters of the Ho move further east and pass to the

south of the town of Chu-ptn ^ ; further east they pass south of the town of Lou-lan^ |||
and then run off eastwards. This is, no doubt, the place where the colony of soldiers sent to clear

the fields [for cultivation] was established, and this is- why the town inherited the name ol the
kingdom. The waters of the Ho proceed further east, to empty themselves in the Yu marshes

which are those called by the \Shut\ ching the Hu-ch'ang lake ^ ^ .The water accumu-*
lates in the north-east of Shan-shan and in the south-west of the Town of the Dragon

I think that the topographical indications here furnished can be fully explained if we keep in

view the facts which recent surveys and explorations have established. The kingdom of Mo-shan,
as M. Chavannes has pointed out, is rightly identified by an early commentator with the kingdom
of Shan jjj ,

which the Former Han Annals name as adjoining Shan-shan, and which, as we have
already seen, can safely be located in the western Kuruk-tagh.®' His location is fully supported by
the bearing and distance recorded for Wei-li, which, as a reference to the Ck'ien Han shits notice
of this territory discussed below shows, is identical with the tract on the Konche-darya south-west of
Korla.®* A glance at the map makes i^ clear that the interlacing beds of the Tarim and the
Konche-darya, which the text manifestly does not distinguish, lie south of the westernmost
Kuruk-tagh.

When next we are told that the waters of the ‘ Ho on their further course eastward, ‘ pass to
the south of the town of Chu-ptn

, it is difficult not to think of the ruined station of Ying-p*an,
situated near the northern bank of the large dry river-bed which branches off eastwards from the
present Konche-darya and marks the beginning of the Kuruk-darya. My explorations of 1 91 5 at this
site have proved that the remains of Buddhist shrines found at Ying-p'an, and probably also those ofan
ancient circumvallation, go back to the early centuries of our era and belonged to a fortified Chinese
station which was occupied down to about the same period as the Lou-lan site.*® The line of massive
watch-towers which stretches away from Ying-p'an north-westwards in the direction of Korla, and which
on archaeological evidence must be assigned to early Han times, makes it quite certain that the ancient
Chinese high-road, coming from the Lou-lan Site, passed here. The station was, no doubt, meant
to guard an important point of the route where it was joined by the road leading up from Charchan
and.Charkhlik,** and I consider its identity with the ‘ town of Chu-pin ’ highly probable.

Close to the south of Ying-p'an there passes the ancient well-defined river-bed of the Kuruk-
darya, running eastwards, and down this we are clearly taken when Li Tao-yuan tells us that
‘ further east [the waters of the Ho] pass south of the town oi Lou-lan and then run off eastwards’.
The account given in the preceding chapter shows that, coming from the south, we crossed
a succession of ancient river-beds, all deltaic branches of the Kuruk-darya, before reaching the
Lou-lan Site, while north of it only a few dry beds, and none of any great width, were met with on

” Cf. Toung-pao, 1905, p. 570.
^ See Chavannes, T'oung-pao, 1905, p. 552, note 7; above,

P- 334-
“ See below, chap. xxx. sec. i; Wylie, Notes on the

Western Regions, J. Anthrop. Inst., xi. p. roi ; also
Chavannes, I'oung-pao, 1905, p. 552.

** For a preliminary note, see my Third Journey of

Exploration, G.J., xlviiL p. 208. The ruins had first been
noticed by Colonel Kozloff and Dr. Hedin; cf. the latter’s

Central Asia, ii. pp. 30 sqq.

tl^ road led to the east of the present main bed
of the Tanm is suggested by the position of the small ruined
post of Merdek-tim, which al^ dates back to Han times;
^e below, pp. 452 sqq.
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our surveys of 1914. So the correctness of the information given by Li Tao-yiian is here, too,

borne out by topographical evidence.

What the passage following in Li Tao-yiian’s text has to tell us of ‘ the town of Lou-lan’ is of

particular interest for us. ‘ This is, no doubt, the place where the colony of soldiers sent to clear

the fields [for cultivation] was established, and this is why the town inherited the name of the

kingdom.’ In order to understand the reference made here we must turn to an anecdote related by

Li Tao-yiian in an earlier portion of his commentary where he deals with the course of the River

of the South on its passage north of Shan-shan.^® The source from which the anecdote has been

derived cannot be traced, and Ch'iian Tsu-wang, a Chinese editor of the Shui chtug, whom

M. Chavannes quotes, has pointed out valid critical reasons for doubting the authenticity of the

anecdote.^® But whatever its origin and its value from an historical point of view may be, there

can be no doubt about the fact that it must have originated, probably locally, at a time preceding

the abandonment of the Lou-lan Site, and that it has preserved for us evidence as to the name of

the Chinese colony situated there and at least a popular tradition as to the time of its foundation.

The following is an abstract of Li Tao-ylian’s story as rendered by M. Chavannes :
—‘So Man

^ Wl’ appellation was Yen-i ^ ^ and who was a native of Tun-huang, was a capable man.

At the request of the prefect Mao I ^ ^ he was charged with the functions of an ‘ £rh-shih general

At the head of a thousand soldiers of Chiu-ch'uan and Tiln-huang he came to Lou-lan in order to

establish an agricultural colony there. He raised a white house. He summoned soldiers of Shan-

shan, Yen-ch'i (Kara-shahr), and Ch'iu-tzu (Kucha), at the rate of a thousand for each of the three

kingdoms, in order to construct a transverse barrage in the Chu-pin River. On the day when the

river was dammed up the water threw itself against the obstacle, bounding with violence, and the

waves covered the dyke-’ So Man is then said to have summoned with a grave voice the divinities

of the river to submit to his authority as in old times those of the Huang Ho and the Hu-t'o River

of China are believed to have submitted to certain dignitaries. ‘ [So] Man in person performed

prayers and sacrifices
;
but the water did not diminish. Thereupon he drew up [his soldiers] in

battle array and put them under arms. They beat the drums, raised great shouts, at times making

blows with their swords, at others shooting arrows, and thus for three days fought a great battle

[against the river]. Then the water receded and fell
;

it supplied irrigation and produced fertility.

The Hu (barbarians) proclaimed this a miracle. [So Man] made great arable lands, and at the end

of three years gathered a million measures of corn ; his fame impressed the foreign countries.’

It appears to me not very difficult to separate certain obvious facts embodied in this story from

the embellishments which popular imagination has woven around them. It is clear that tradition

knew of the foundation of a Chinese military colony in a locality which unmistakably corresponds

to that of our Lou-lan Site, and of its creation having depended on the success of an engineering

scheme intended to secure adequate irrigation for the Lou-lan tract by a barrage thrown across

a great river. Whether by this river, which the story as related by Li Tao-yuan calls Chu-pin, was

meant the river once filling the dried-up Kuruk-darya bed or a main branch of the Tarim, water

from which may have been needed to supplement the supply furnished to the Kuruk-darya by the

Konche-darya or Kara-shahr River, is a question we need not attempt to examine here.

Considering the great changes to which hydrographic conditions are necessarily subject in a

terminal basin where differences of level are so slight as in the Lop depression, and considering also

the scantiness of historical records and archaeological data, no convincing solution of such a question

can, in my opinion, be hoped for.

W See Chavannes, Toung-pao, 1905, pp. 567 sq.; also “ Cf. T'oung-pao, 1905, p. 568, note i.

above, pp. 325 sq., where the preceding text has been analysed.
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But what can be asserted without question is that the tradition recorded by Li Tao-yiian about

the construction of that barrage accurately describes the method still in use throughout the Tarim

Basin for securing irrigation to tracts dependent on rivers passing through flat alluvial plains. It is

by means of just such a dam, thrown right across the Yarkand River two marches above Maral-

bashi and requiring annual reconstruction after the summer floods by a considerable force of

labourers, that the great oasis is assured of the main portion of the water necessary for irrigation.®'^

On ground close to the head of the ancient river-bed once carrying water to Lou-lan we find just the

same conditions illustrated nowadays by the newly formed agricultural settlement of Tikkenlik, the

existence of which is wholly dependent on the barrage or tugh annually constructed across

whichever may be the main channel of the Tarim.®*
,

In view of the limited time available between the melting of the winter ice and the advent of

the spring flood, and also owing to the primitive building materials employed, mere earth and

brushwood, the construction of such dams is a serious engineering task and calls for the

simultaneous employment of an amount of labour which is often beyond local resources, especially

while the colony is still young. Hence it would be easy to illustrate the demand for labour which

So Man is related to have made upon the neighbouring territories of Shan-shan, Yen-ch'i, and

Kucha by parallels taken from modern irrigation works which have been effected in the Tarim

Basin since the present Chinese administration was established after the downfall of Yakub Beg’s

regime.®* Nor can any one familiar with the ‘ mass psychology ’ of modern Turkestan feel surprise

at the popular imagination of the time having attributed the success of So Man’s engineering feat

to the miracle which Li Tao-yuan’s story describes. M. Chavannes has already called attention

to the curious resemblance it bears to the fight between Achilles and the River Xanthus related in

the Iliad.*®

Li Tao-yiian’s text does not give a date for the foundation of the agricultural colony at

Lou-lan. But there are indications, I think, which show that he or his source placed the event in

the period of the Later Hans. In the first place, it should be noticed that the commentator

Ch'iian Tsu-wang, already referred to above, mentions as one of his critical reasons against the

authenticity of the story that the title of ‘ £rh-shih general ’ did not exist under the Second Han
Dynasty.*^ Evidently he must have had some ground for assuming that this chronological placing

of the story was intended or implied. In the second place, I may point out, with all the reserve

due from a non-Sinologist, that the name of So Man and the main fact related of him bear

a curious similarity to what a passage of the biography of Pan Yung, contained in the Later Han
Annals, tells us of a precursor of this famous Chinese general.*® In M. Chavannes’ translation of

this biography we read that in the year corresponding to a.d. 119 the governor of Tun-huang,

Cf. regarding this dam the graphic and detailed account

given by Dr. Hedin, Reisen in Zentral-Asien, pp. 225 sq.

The tumultuous scenes annually enacted at the final closing

of this dam, and the stories of intentional human sacrifice

connected with it, curiously recall the legendary setting of the

account of So Man’s barrage.

Cf. Huntington, Pulse ofAsia, p. 265 sqq. Prof. Hunt-

ington rightly points to Tikkenlik as ‘ essentially the modern
representative of Lou-lan but takes too gloomy a view as to

its immediate future. The information collected by me in

1915 showed that Tikkenlik still continues to flourish not-

withstanding the difficulties which the frequent changes in the

main terminal course of the Tarim create, and which are far

more serious than the alleged salinity of the water. In 1914

I heard the Lopliks at Abdal complaining of the construction

of a new big dam above Tikkenlik as the cause which had

kept the summer flood of the Tarim from reaching their

marshes.

” Thus I was told at Maral-bashi that the first con-

struction of the barrage above referred to could be effected

only with the help of great contingents of forced labour

brought by the Chinese from the oases of Kashgar and

Yarkand. See for a similar instance in the Khotan region,

above, pp. 203 sqq.

” Cf. Toung-pao, 1905, p. 568, note 6-

" See ibid., note i.

” Cf. Chavannes, Trois ginZraux chinois, T'oung-pao,

1906, p. 246.
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Ts'ao Tsung, sent the Chang-shih So Pan^ ^ at the head of a thousand men to establish a military

colony at I-wu or Hami. The kings of Anterior Chii-shih (Turfan) and of Shan-shan made their

submission to So Pan, who, however, some months later perished in an attack of the Huns and the

tribe of Posterior Chii-shih (Guchen region). The first part of the names So Pan and So Man is

identical, so also is the story of their dispatch from Tun-huang with a thousand men to establish

a military colony. The locality indicated differs, it is true, but in each case it is the first cultivable

tract beyond Tun-huang reached by the northern and central routes respectively. Is it possible

that the name of an historical personage was foisted into a local anecdote about the military colony

established at Lou-lan at approximately the same period, the founder of which was no longer

remembered by name ? It must be left to others to clear up the question.

In any case our examination of Li Tao-ylian’s passage about the ‘ town of Lou-lan ’ and of his

story of its foundation has made it quite clear that the source from which he drew his information,

knew of the existence of a Chinese military colony, occupying the same position in which we find

the ruins of the Lou-lan Site and bearing the very name attested for this by the documents found

there. The period from which this information approximately dates cannot be far removed from

the time of the occupation of the Lou-lan Site as proved by our archaeological evidence.

It only remains for us to consider briefly what the concluding portion of Li Tao-yllan’s above-

quoted passage states about the final course of the Ho, i.e. the Kuruk-darya. Its waters after

passing the town of Lou-lan are said there ‘ to empty themselves in the Yti marshes, which are

those called by the \Shut\ ching the Hu-ch'ang lake. The water accumulates in the north-east of

Shan-shan and in the south-west of the Town of the Dragon.’ My explorations of 1914 and 1915

have definitely proved that the ancient river-beds skirting the Lou-lan Site found their termination

further east in dried-up marshes by the western shores of that great salt-encrusted lake-bed which

in the Shui ching and also in the Former Han Annals bears the alternative names Hu-ch'ang lake

or ‘ Marsh of Salt

It must be reserved for my detailed report on these explorations to show how closely the

observations then made bear out the 'account which our earliest Chinese records give of the extent

and character of the ancient ‘ Salt Marsh ’. Here I shall confine myself to the mention of those

topographical facts which help to explain the data contained in Li Tao-ylian’s description of the

P‘u-ch'ang lake. Their interest reveals itself at once when we consider the statement made at the

end of the passage just quoted, about the water accumulating ‘ in the north-east of Shan-shan and
in the south-west of the Town of the Dragon’. The surveys effected in 1914 to the north-east of

the Lou-lan Site, and briefly summarized in my paper A Third Journ^ of Exploration in Central

Asia, leave no doubt that by the legendary ‘ Town of the Dragon ’
is meant the great belt of high,

wind-eroded clay ridges, or Mesas, which I found extending from the vicinity of the ancient Han
castrum {L.E.) north-eastwards for a distance of close on thirty miles. These Mesas, rising with

precipitous walls to heights of a hundred feet and more, are quite distinct in appearance from the

usual Yardang ridges, and go back in their origin to an earlier geological age, though the agency

which created them, wind-erosion, is the same. By their bold shapes and fantastic outlines they

constantly suggest visions of castles, bastioned town walls. Stupas, and the like.*®

Story rela-

ting to Lou-
lan Site.

Li Tao-
yflan’s ‘Vu
marshes '.

Li Tao-

yflan’s
‘ Town of

the Dragon*.

Cf. Wylie, Notes on Western Regions,/. Anthrop. Inst.,

X. p. 21.

See G./, xlviii. pp. 127 sq., with Fig. 14, which shows

one of these Mesas {L.F.). For the ancient castrum found

near the south-west end of the Mesa belt, cf. ibid., p. 124.

On the rough provisional sketch-map attached to this paper

the position of this belt may be approximately indicated as

lying along and south of the letters de in the entry lop
DESERT. A detailed delineation of this ground will be
found in Map No. 32 of the i

:
500,000 Atlas of our Central-

Asian surveys now in preparation.
^ Mesas of the same type, but in a far thinner string

and lower, are met with between the wells of Achchik-kudnk
and Kum-kuduk on the caravan track skirting the southern
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The identification of this Mesa area with the ‘ Town of the Dragon ’ is proved both by the

situation which the already-quoted passage indicates for it, relative to Shan-shan and the marshes

receiving the ‘ waters of the Ho’, and by the description of thq ‘ Town of the Dragon ’ gfiven in the

text immediately following. In regard to the first I may point out that if ' the water accumulates

in the north-east of Shan-shan and in the south-west of the Town of the Dragon tlie latter must

necessarily be situated to the north-east of Shan-shan, i.e. the Charkhlik-Miran tract. Now a glance

at even the rough, small-scale sketch-map accompanying my above-quoted paper and illustrating my
explorations of 19 13-15 is enough to show that this is exactly the bearing from the Charkhlik-Miran

tract to the Mesa belt stretching north-east of Lou-lan. It is along the shore of the ancient salt-

encrusted lake-bed, stretching thence south-westwards to the vicinity of the Chainut-kol lagoons, that

the terminations of the various old river-beds representing branches of the Kuruk-darya could be

traced by us, and on this ground must be placed the terminal marshes referred to by Li Tao-yiian.

The description given of the ‘ Town of the Dragon ’ in the immediately succeeding passage is

equally convincing. ‘ The Town of the Dragon is the site of the town in which at one time resided

Chiang Lai^ This was a great kingdom of the Hu; An overflow of the P'u-ch'ang lake covered

up the capital of this kingdom. The foundations [of this town] are still preserved ; they are very

extensive. If at sunrise one starts from the western gate one arrives at sunset at the eastern gate.

At the scarped foot of this town a canal had been made. On the line which has survived of it, the

wind blowing has gradually produced the form of a dragon, which with its face turned westwards

regards the lake. It is from this that the name of the Town of the Dragon is derived.’

We see here quite plainly that the name ‘ Town of the Dragon ’ was borne not by the remains

of a real town, but by a striking natural formation, that great array of high Mesas already referred

to, which in ancient times must have presented themselves to the imagination of wayfarers—just as

they did to ours when we passed here in February, 1914, the first travellers for many centuries

through this desolate wilderness of clay and salt—like the walls and mansions of some huge ruined

city. The very extent of it given in the description, a long day’s journey from one city gate to the

oAer, which otherwise might seem like a fanciful exaggeration, fully confirms our identification.

For it took us a long day’s march on February 27, 1914, to pass through that portion of the Mesa
belt which the ancient Chinese route, as then correctly traced by me, traverses.®^ I am unable to

decide to which particular clay ridge, if any, the explanation given of the origin of the name ‘ Dragon
Town ’ referred. But it is curious to note in it what looks like a correct comprehension of the

conspicuous part played by wind-erosion on this ground.

What follows in Li Tao-yiian’s notice about the physical characteristics of the region adjoining
the ‘ Town of the Dragon ’ confirms our belief in the accurate local knowledge possessed by the
authority from which he borrowed his statements of Lou-lan topography. ‘ This r^on has an
extent of a thousand li

;
it is entirely formed of salt, but of salt in a hard and solid state. ' The

travellers who pass through it spread pieces of felt for all their domestic animals in order to make
them sleep on these. If one digs beneath the soil, one finds blocks of salt, big as large cushions,
which are piled up one above the other in regular fashion. [In this country there are] as it were
mists which rise and clouds which float, and rarely does one make out the stars and die sun. Little
is found there of living animals and plenty of demons and strange beings.’

shore of the great dried-up salt sea; see Desert Cathay, L

pp. 522 sqq. The identification with the ‘Town of the

Dragon ’, there proposed, has been proved by the explorations

of my third journey to be erroneous. For another and
larger area covered with such high clay terraces, marking an

ancient lake-bed of the Su-lo Ho, further east, "see ibid.,

PP- 533 sqq.

" See Chavannes, T'oung-pao, 1905, p. 571.
" Cf. ThirdJourney ofExploration, GJ. xlviii, p. 127.
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If we except the statement about the extent of the region, which it is impossible to check as the Route

direction and Hmits of measurement are not definitely indicated,®* and make due allowance for

Chinese faith in the existence of ‘ demons and strange beings ’, still as robust now as ever, every crusted old

point of this description is fully supported by the observations I made on that trying journey of ten sc^i'bed.

days by which in 1914 I traced the line of the ancient Chinese route to Lou-lan where it passed

through, or skirted, the great’' salt-encrusted sea-bed.®* We have there a perfectly correct

description of the hard crumpled-up crust of salt covering the whole bottom of the ancient dried-up

Lop Sea across and along which the Chinese route to Lou-lan led. The big cakes and hummocks
of hard salt which compose the surface of this vast, dismal expanse, and show below it in the

innumerable cracks and fissures, are just as the old Chinese account graphically describes them.*"

Without the precaution of spreading felts, which wayfarers of old, benighted on such ground, were
evidently accustomed to resort to, not even hardy camels, and still less any other domestic animals,

could find a minimum- of rest and comfort during halts. The constant winds blowing across these

great wastes, especially from the east-north-east, and carrying with them fine dust, the product of

ceaseless erosion, must make the hazy skies we experienced there in February and March a regular

feature almost all the year round. Later in the spring and during the summer Biirans with their

thick clouds of dust must be frequent. The total absence of animal life on and around the salt-

encrusted dry sea-bed was striking and impressive even for us who came from the dead land
of Lou-lan.

Li Tao-yiian’s notice concludes with the following instructive remarks : ‘ [The region in which Region of

is found the Town of the Dragon] touches, on the west, Shan-shan and connects, on the east;^ ^
’ Xown

with the Three Sand Deserts ^ It constitutes the northern limit of the lake. This is why the located.

P'u-ch'ang [lake] also bears the name of the Marsh of Salt ^ I have already pointed out in

a note that the ‘ Three Sand Deserts ’ obviously correspond to the desert of the ‘ Three Ridges
Sands ’ ^ |||| ^ which the Wei Ho mentions as being passed, at their northern extremity, by the

central route.*^ The place meant is the belt of high dunes crossed by the caravan track from Tun-
huang, a short distance north-east of Besh-toghrak. From this point to the west as far as Lou-lan
there extends a well-defined region, that portion of the great Lop depression which contains only
wastes of dried-up salt lake and bare clay, fringed by the Kuruk-tagh glacis. This region is correctly

described in Li Tao-yiian's notice as forming the northern border of the P'u-ch'ang lake, i.e. that

portion of the old Lop-nor marshes which, at the period from which his information dates, still held
water, at least in places. That this portion has undergone considerable shrinkage within historical

times through the progress of desiccation is a belief which I share with Professor Huntington. But
the question is not one which calls for examination here.

If we may assume that the extent of a thousand li was

intended to represent the distance from the eastenunost edge

of the habitable Lou-lan area to the spot where the ancient

route passed the northernmost point of the ‘ Three Sand

Deserts ’ (I take these to be identical with the desert of the

‘ Three Ridges Sands’ of the Wet lio; see above, pp. 418 sq.,

and below, chap. xiv. sec. ii), the measurement is remarkably

accmrate. From ray Camp xcix near the last ruin traced on

the Lou-lan side {£./.) to Camp cxii in the sandy belt north-

east ofBesh-toghrak, where I place the passage of the ‘ Three

Ridges Sands’, the aggregate of my marches along the

line of the ancient Chinese route as measured by the cyclo-

meter amounted to 230 miles. This corresponds closely to
1,000 li, taking the mile as equal to 5 li, which on level desert
ground I have found an ordinarily correct estimate.

” Cf. my Third Journey of Exploration, GJ., xlviii, pp.
127 sqq.

For a graphic description of the salt-encrusted sea-
bottom where Prof. Huntington crossed it further south, cf.

Puke ofAsia, pp. 251 sq.; also the photograph reproduced
in the frontispiece of that work.

“ Cf. above, note 38 and p. 418 ; Chavannes, T’oung-
pao, 1905, p. 529.

3 I
1374
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Section XI.—THE ABANDONMENT OF LOU-LAN

I am unable to trace any Chinese record relating to the military colony established at Lou-lan

of a date later than that to which Li Tao-yiian’s notice may belong. We know that after the close of

the Eastern Chin Dynasty (a. d. 3 i 7-420) and the division of the empire between North and South all

attempts at asserting Chinese predominance in the Western Countries ceased for over two centuries.

When, under the Sui dynasty (a. d. '589-618), interest in those distant regions revived, the imperial

commissioner P'ei Chii, collecting information at what now is Kan-chou,, wrote in a.d. 608 his

‘Treatise with maps on the Western Countries’. But the account he gives of the three routes

which were then open to these territories clearly shows that by that time the Wei lids ‘ route of^

the Centre ’, passing north of the P'u-ch'ang lake and through Lou-lan, was no longer known.^

This negative evidence of the records cannot tell us when the route actually became closed.

But we may safely assume that this event was not far removed from the time when the Lou-lan

Site was abandoned. And for the approximate determination of this we have fortunately definite

archaeological evidence to guide us. That the abandonment of the Chinese station at Lou-lan took

place some time during the fourth century a.d., and probably not long after its first third, is. proved

by the fact that among the numerous Chinese dated records found at the ruined station L.A. there

are only three belonging to the fourth century, and of these none later than a.d. 330.* Against

these we have not less than fifteen in my own collection dating from the years a.d. 263-70, with at

least six more of the same years brought away by Dr. Hedin.® Equally convincing is the evidence

of the coins. In the course of my explorations of 1906 and of 1914 I recovered an aggregate of

over five hundred copper coins from the whole Lou-lan area.^ Yet among this great array of coins

there is not a single piece showing a type later than those issued during Han times and down to the

Western Chin dynasty.

Whereas the time of abandonment of the Lou-lan site and of the once important route passing

through it may thus be considered as approximately fixed, we are not in a position at present to

make a safe assertion as to the direct cause of this abandonment. In view of the chronological

coincidence it would be tempting at first sight to seek this cause solely in the cessation of Chinese

political control westwards, which took place in the course of the fourth century a. d., and the

considerable reduction of trade intercourse with the Western Countries which is likely to have

accompanied it. But this assumption would not by itself suffice to explain why, on the reassertion

of Chinese authority in the Tarim Basin before the middle of the seventh century, no attempt was

made to reopen the Lou-lan route. It was certainly the shortest line of communication between

Tun-huang and the great oases along the southern foot of the T'ien-shan, and, as Li Tao-yiian’s

commentary shows, a clear recollection of it had survived in China until only about a century

earlier.

We are thus led to conclude that the abandonment of the Lou-lan route must have been

connected with, or else followed in the interval by, that great physical change, disappearance of an

* Cf. Chavannes, routig-pao, 1905, p. 534, note 3; also

Richthofen, China, i. pp. 529 sq. Fei Chu’s central route

led through Turfan, Kara-shahr, Kucha, and, no doubt,

reached the first place, as the modern Chinese high road

does, via Hami. His southern route followed the line Shan-

shan, Yu-t'ien (Khotan), etc. The routes mentioned by

P'ei Chii are the same which, as seen from the T'ang Annals,

were in use after the reconquest of Eastern Turkestan as

long as Chinese control lasted.

' Cf. above, p. 408. To the two documents of a.d. 312-

and 3'3o there must be added a third, of a.d. 310, in Dr. Hedin’s

collection
; see Herr Himly’s paper in Hedin, Central Asia

and Tibet, ii. p. 144.
’ See Herr Himly's paper, ibid,

* For a synopsis of the coins found at Lou-lan in 1906,

see below, Appendix B,
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adequate supply of water, which has since turned the once habitable area between the extant Lop

marshes and the Kuruk-tagh into the lifeless wilderness of wind-eroded clay, salt, and sand now

found there. We have seen above that the difficulty about water must already have been serious

during the period when Lou-lan was still occupied by a Chinese station ;
for there is evidence of this

- difficulty both in a record from the site and in what Li Tao-yiian’s storj?^ tells us about the foundation

of So Man’s military colony.®

It is easy to realize even now what change the drying-up of the Kuruk-darya and of the canals

dependent upon it must have brought about in the Lou-lan region. But we have no adequate materials

for determining what was the immediate cause of this drying-up, and in what way it proceeded. The

^progress of general or regional desiccation, i. e. a diminution of the water-supply from all sources

reaching the Konche-darya and Tarim ;
a gradual diversion of the waters previously feeding the Kuruk-

darya into a southern branch of the Tarim through some natural process affecting all deltas; failure

of maintaining barrages, etc., which previously assured a sufficient head of water for the Kuruk-darya,

through the disappearance of an effective administration, internal troubles, etc.,—all these and others

besides might be causes adequate in themselves to bring about that great change in the phj’sical

conditions of the Lou-lan region. Which of them were actually at work is a question which the total

want of definite records does not allow the critical student to answer even in a tentative fashion.

There is, however, one observation I made at the ruins which suggests that the change,

whatever its direct cause was, did not come over the doomed settlement suddenly. The thick

layers of consolidated sheep-dung which covered and protected the floors of the large and well-

constructed dwelling L.B. iv ® point to this building, once probably the residence of a local notable,

having served for a fairly long number of years as a shed for flocks. Such base use of a structure

which at the time seems still to have been in a state' of substantial repair is best explicable on the

assumption that the site, though no longer capable of cultivation or permanent occupation, retained

enough vegetation, with a minimum supply of water, to be fit for use as a grazing ground. The

fact of ruins both at the Niya Site and at Miran showing signs of similar use by herdsmen, after

these settlements had become deserted, distinctly supports this inference. But even this last

lingering trace of life is likely to have vanished from the Lou-lan Site before T'ang times, if the

negative evidence of coins and other antiquarian finds may be trusted.

Section XII.-LIST OF ANTIQUES FROM LOU-LAN SITE

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS FOUND AT LOU-LAN SITE, L.A.
>

L.A. 001. Pottery fr., hand-made, of ill-levigated light

red clay, fired on an open hearth (?) and ‘ smothered ’ (?).

Outer surface orig. covered with black, and had incised

om. of .lines and circles. Much sand-worn, aj' x 2* x
3 »
T¥ •

L.A, OOfl. Pottery fr., hand-made, of well-levigated

grey clay, fired on an open hearth. Outer face corru-

gated as L.A. 00146; VI. ii. 0024; L.B. iv. ii-v. 006;

prob. by contact with woven rush-work in which the pot

was shaped. This mat-marking is found on early Chinese

pottery, and was freely used on the pottery found in the

dolmens of Japan. i|' x x J".

“ See above, p. 411 and pp. 421 sq.

• See above, p. 400.

L.A. 003. Pottery fr., of hard red clay covered inside

and out with deep blue-green glaze. Possibly Chinese.

*H'xi*'xr-
L.A. 004. Pottery fr.

,
trimmed round and pierced for

use as a spinning-whorl. Diam. i^', thickness

L.A. 005. (§ mile S. of L.A.) Base of red stoneware
vase, wheel-made and kiln-fired

;
mud-colouj-ed clay with

red haematitic face ; surface much crackled. Prob. Chinese.

Diam. 2^”.

L.A. 006. Pottery lamp, hand-made, of ill-levigated

clay; hemispherical, with side pinched out to take wick.

Cf. L.A. n. 001. Diam. 2|', h. ji'. PI. XXXVI.

’ Cf. above, p. 245 ; below, chap. xm. sec. i.

3 I 2

Drying-up
of Kuruk-
darya.

Site visited

later for

grazing.
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L.A. 007. a-b. Two pottery frs. prob. from same

vessel, of flaky yellow clay. Outside covered with thick

deep blue-green glaze, largely flaked off. Body softer

than Chinese-made ware; prob. local make showing

Western influence, (a) 3' X aj'
; (3) 4^* X sf* ;

thickness

-4.*
T® •

L.A. 008. Pottery £r., from hand-made jar with globular

body and open mouth. Rim is nearly sq. in section and

very closely overhangs body. Poorly levigated clay, very

hard fired to sealing-wax colour; surface black. ‘Smothered’

ware, zf' x 3' X f*.

L.A. 009. Pottery fr. from neck of vase, hand-made, of

poorly levigated clay, fired on an open hearth and
‘ smothered ’. Incised V-shaped pattern on neck, zj' X
2®' X I". PI. XXXVI.

L.A. 0010. Pottery fr. from shoulder of vessel, hand-

made', of poorly levigated black clay, hard and evenly filed.

On shoulder, incised orn. of squares filled with diagonal

hatching; below, line of tooth-pattern dividing this from

plain surface. Handle has been broken off. 3' X 3' x

L.A. 0011. Pottery fr., hand-made, of ill-levigated black

clay, hard and evenly fired, x if* x f*.

L.A. 0012. Stucco fr. stamped with relief pattern, rosettes

with the leaves bent as the arms of a turbine. Back

flat
;

front accidentally burnt. Grey clay, z* x if*. PI.

XXXVI.

L.A. 0013. Bronze buckle with tongue on hinge. Cast

bronze. Rounded with two oval lights. Found 17. xii. 06.

if*Xi|*. PI. XXXVI.

L.A. 0014. Fr. of bronze dagger or sword-blade.
Broken close by hilt and towards point. Central rib;

remains of cross-piece by attachment. Found 17. xii. 06.

Length z|*, width by hilt if*, by point end if*. PI.

XXXVI.

L.A. 0015. Bronze rivet head, smooth, circular, convex,

with part of stem. Found 1 7. xii. 06. Diam. c. f*.

L.A. 0016. Limestone whetstone, broken, lenticular

section, worn on one face, ground smooth all over. Found
17. xii. 06. Length zf*.

L.A. 0017. (W. of.) Bronze arrow-head; blade tri-

angular in section, each face slightly leaf-shaped. Hexa-
gonal shaft formed by cutting back sq. the angles of the

blade. Traces of iron tang. Triangular hollow in one
side. Cf. N. of C. 1Z3. 001, and T. 007. Condition

good. Found 17. xii. 06. Length if*. PI. XXIX.
For others similar see L.A 0069, oo8z, in. 001.

L.A. 0018. (W.'of.) Jasper flake, brown; one plain face

with bulb, the other w^h sharp transverse rib. Found
17. xii. 06. Length I*.

L.A. ooig. (W. of.) Jasper blade, mottled brown ; one
face ribbed, both edges worked. Found 17. xii. 06.
Length if*.

L.A 0030. (N. of.) Circular bronze boss with om. of

pojnted quatrefoil attached to centre by iron bolt. Condition

fair. Shield or harness boss. Found 17. xii. 06. Diam.

3f*. PI. XXXVI.

L-A 0021. Bronze rod, condition lair. Fbund 18. xii. 06.

PI. XXXVI.

LAl. 0022. Iron bolt, pointed, rectang. in section. Found
18. xii. 06. i^'x^^'sq.

LA.. 0023. Part of bronze hook, broken both ends

;

rounded outside, slightly hollowed inside; condition good.

Found 18. xii. 06. Length 5*; width at straight end f*,

at curved end f*. PI. XXXVI. *

LA. 0024. Bronze nail with flat round head ;
stem oblong

in section ; condition fair. Found 18. xii. 06. Length f*,

diam. of jiead f*.

L.A. 0025. Bronze nail as L.A. 00Z4
;
broken, condition

bad. Found zz. xii. 06. Length §*, diam. of head f*.

L.A 0026. Bronze rivet-plate, oblong, pierced at each

end ;
with rivet through one hole. Condition fair. Found

zz. xii. 06. i*x|*.

L.A 0027. Fr. of bronze mirror, curved edge. On
back, broad plain border, row of triangular outward-

pointing rays, then row of straight cross-bars, then

plain band. Condition good. Found 22. xii. 06!' Gr.

M. i^*, thickness at edge f*, thickness inside ^*. PI.

XXIX.

L.A. 0028. Fr. of bronze mirror; cf. L.A. 0027.

Broad thickened rim, no orn., condition good. Found
22. xii. 06. Gr. M. thickness at edge A*, thickness

inside ^*. *

L.A. ooag. Fr. of bronze mirror; cf. L.A. 0027.

Broad thickened rim divided by groove from central plane,

no orn., condition good. Found 22. xii. 06. Gr. M.
if*, thickness at edge f*, thickness inside ^*. PI. XXIX.

LA. 0030. Fr. of bronze naU or rivet Round hol-

low overhanging head; pin oblong in section, divides

into two. Found 22. xii. 06. Length A*; diam. of

head f*.

L.A 0038. Bronze bar, oblong in section, condition bad.

Found 22. xiL 06. I'xf'x-^*.

L.A. 0039. Bronze spatula made of small rod beaten

at one end into curved sq.-ended bowl; condition fair.

Cf. L.A. 0048 and 00120. Found 22. xii. 06. Length
diam. of rod breadth of spatula f*.

L.A. 0040. Bronze bar, oblong in section, bent round
into a V, with loop point

; ends beaten flat
;
condition good.

Found 22. xii. 06. Length of each arm if*. PI. XXIX.

L.A. 0041. Bronze bar, oblong in section; one end
beaten into a hook; condition good. Found 22. xii. 06.

If*xf'x,^*.

L.A. 004s. Iron rod, slighdy thicker at one end than the
other; condition bad. Tool, such as drill. Found 2 a. xii.

06. irxf*x^'.
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L.A. 0043. Flat tapering bronze strip, broken at broad

end. Inside, incised line close to edge and, rows of

punched dots slanting diagonally towards other edge. Other

side plain ;
condition good. Found 22. xii. 06. 5' X f' to

X ..

LA. 0044. Oblong bronze plate; cf. L.A. 0026.

Not pierced ;
condition good. Found 22. xii. 06.

i'x^'.

L.A. 0045. Bronze rivet-plite, oblong, broken one end;

cf. L.A. 0026. Only one hole, no rivet ;
condition good.

Found 22. xii. 06. X X

• L.A. 0046. Elliptical bronze binding-ring, made of flat

strip bent. Ends do not quite meet. Condition good.

Found 22. xii. 06. Diam. X^*, width

L.A. 0047. Lump of bronze slag. Diam.

L.A. 0048. Bronze spatula as L..A. 0039, but smaller

arid bent; condition poor. Found 22. xii. 06. Length

c. i^', diam. width of spatula

L.A. 0049. Bronze ring with incised arrow on flat oval

bezel (broken). Condition fair. Found 22. xii.'ori. Diatn.

c. width width of bezel f
*.

LA. 0050. Bronze harness-buckle or catch, with iron

attachment (or tongue ?) at sq. end, incurving sides, and

other end pointed. In section would be sq.
;
only upper

edges are bevelled. Condition good. Q.i. Ancient Khotan, \\.

PI. LI. M. 001. g. Found 22. xii. 06. X f*. PI. XXXVI.

L.A. 0051. Bronze link (?), perhaps from harness. Shape

as Char. 0018, but with long triangular opening towards sq.

end. Condition fair. Found 22. xii. 06. Length 3|*,

width r. PI. XXXVI.

L.A. 005a. Bronze plaque, lentoid in shape with long

flat tongue projecting from middle of one side and doubled

under it. Rivet holes in centre of plaque and end of

tongue, corresponding to each other. Cf. L.A. viii-ix.

004, 006. Found 22. xii. 06. Plaque PI.

XXIX.

L.A. 0053. Bronze ring from harness, triangular in

section ; condition good
;
part of small iron ring attached.

Found 22. xii. 06. Width diam. i^'. PI. XXXVI.

L.A. 0054. Bronze rivet-plate; cf. L.A. 0026, 0045.

One end intact, rounded, with one hole ; other end broken.
9 » V 1 '
XU ^ 8 ^ TX -

L.A. 0055. Bronze wire, sq. in section, bent into ring;

cf. L.A. 0046 ;
condition good. Found 22. xii. 06. Width

of wire yg', diam. of ring x^'.

L.A. 0056. Bronze loop-handle, of mirror (?). Handle

end, an elliptical ring at end of short stem, surface hollowed

between raised edges; end for attachment, solid shield-

shaped with two rivets projecting upwards. Condition fair.

Found 18. xii. 06. Length of whole 2^'
;
of handle with-

out attachment plate i^'. PL XXXVI.

L.A. 0057. Bronze ring, round in section ; condition

good. Found 18. xii. 06. Diam. PI. XXIX.
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L.A. 0058. Fr. of moulded bronze 6m., circular, with

hollow central boss and flat scalloped edge ; cf. V.S. 0035.

Condition fair. Found 18. xii. 06. Gr. M. i*.

L.A. 0059. Lump of bronze slag broken from end of

bar. Found 18. xii. 06. 2*xf'x^*.

LA. 0060. Two £rs. of bronze ring, outside incised

with cross-lines. Found 18. xii. 06. Diam. c. thick-

ness

L.A. 0061. Wedge cov.-tablet with seal cav. (i^'x i'),

empty. Blank. Bleached and split; point end perished.

Found at eroded ruin near N. wall 10* x 2' x

L.A. 006a. Fr. of blown-glass vessel, thick-walled, of

yellowish-white translucent glass. On outside, part of

wheel-ground hollow ellipse. Found 22. xii. 06. Gr. M.
i^', thickness

L.A. 0063. Fr. of crystal, rough cube, yellowish. Found

22. xii. 06. f' X I' X 1%".

L.A. 0064. Fr. of blown glass, greenish-white, trans-

lucent. Found 22. xii. 06. g*Xy'Xg'.

LA. 0065. Fr. of yellow cornelian. Found 22. xii. 06.
7 » V 1 »
XU Xg - .

L.A. 0066. (^ mile S. of.) Strip of cast bronze open-

work. Pattern of floral scroll-work, confused. Rich

efiect produced by iimumerable raised dots on both

sides; possibly intended to hold enamel, which has now
wholly disappeared. One side corroded by sand.

3J' X 2' X I'. PI. XXXVI.

L.A. 0067. Bronze hook and eye ; heart-shaped eye

with sq. hole through which is flat hook
; other end of hook

pierced and broken. Found 20. xii. 06. Length of eye i',

of hook I'. PI. XXIX.

LA. 0068. Lead spinning-whorl ; flat disc, pierced.

Found 20. xii. 06. For others see L.A. 0097-98, 00108,

00109, 001 14, 001 1 7, 00137. Diam. thickness

L.A. 0069. Bronze arrow-head of type L.A. 0017, but

with no depressions in sides. Point flat
; condition good.

Found 20. xii. 06. Length i^'. PI. XXIX.

L.A. 0070. Fr. of blown glass, pale green, translucent.

'

On outside part of two wheel-ground hollow ellipses. Found
20. xii. 06. Gr. M. thickness

L.A. 0071-0075. Five frs. of blown glass: 0074 is

pale green, the others yellowish-white, translucent. 007/,

0072, 007./ are faceted in wheel-ground planes; oojrj

has groups of horizontal engraved bands; ooyj (rim) is

plain. Found 20. xii. 06. Gr. M. from 1' to A", thick-

ness to J'.

LA. 0076. Fr. of pottery lamp as L.A. 006, n. 001.
Diam. 3', h. i'.

L.A. 0077. Iron chisel blade (?). Rod sq. in section,

with two sides tapering to give broad flat end. From other

end projects slender tang sq. in section. 3^' x
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T.
,

A 0078. Fr. of bronze mirror ; cf. L.A. 0037. No

orn., edge thickened ;
condition good. Gr. M. I5*, thick-

ness 3^^', at edge 1^*.

L.A. 0079. Fr. of bronze slag, x | X i'-

L.A. 0080. Bronze strip, oblong in section, bent into

rude ring; cf. L.A. 0046. Condition fair. Diam. 4*,

width

L.A. 0081. Fr. of thin plate bronze ; bad condition.

Found 18. xii. 06. 3^* X 2^* X

L.A. 008a. Bronze arrow-head, type of L.A. 001 7, with

triangular depression in one side. Sharp point ;
remains

of iron tang ;
condition bad. Length with tang if', with-

out if'. PI. XXIX.

L.A. 0083. Strip of bronze with both sides bent over

to make a groove or channel. Curved to form part

of circle of which diam. would be c. Condition bad,

ends broken (?). Length i' f', thickness r. f*. PI. XXXVI.

L.A. 0084. Fr. of bronze mirror like L.A. 0029;

condition fair. Gr. M. i', thickness f' to

L.A. 0085. Fr. of bronze mirror ; cf. L.A. 0027. Gr. M.

f', thickness 3^'.

L.A. 0086. Bronze rod with spiral twist along half its

length; condition fair. Length 2|', diam. to

PI. XXIX.

L.A. 0087. Bronze wire bent into oval strap-ring,

broken, diamond in section; condition bad. Gr. diam.

i-i-**16 •

L.A. 0088. Bronze loop. At one end rod is beaten

out convex, but nearer the bend it is flat and decorated

with double incised diagonals. Narrow and thick at

bend, and at other end beaten out thin and broad. Broken

at each end at pierced holes corresponding, through which

a rivet fastened the bronze on to a stout stick (?) leaving

loop at end free. Length to bend if', vridth c.

PI. XXXVI.

L.A. oo8g. Bronze strap-loop; cf. L.A. vi. ii. 0010;

middle closed, i^' x thickness f' to ^5'. PI. XXXVI.

L.A. oogo. Fr. of iron rod with tang, point broken, sq.

in section; cf. L.A. 0077. Length i|', diam. f'.

L.A. oogi. Fr. of iron tool with one broad flat end,

prob. chisel; cf. L.A. 0077. Length if', breadth of

blade f'.

L.A. ooga. Iron tool; cf. L.A. 0077 0091. Seems

complete but for missing handle. Long thin tang, short

blade' widening to wedge point. Length 2^', length of

handle spike if', width of blade ^'.

L.A. 0093. Strip of iron, oblong in section, bent into

V loop. One end doubled laterally on itself, first on one
side, then on other, making wide looped top. Possibly

end of horse’s bit. Brought by Tokhta Akhun. if'xf'
X f'. PI. XXXVI.

L.A. 0094. Bronze ring. On bezel rectilinear in-

cised device, not clear. Diam. ^', width f' to ^'. PI.

XXIX.

L.A. 0095. Rough strip of lead, bent, if' x f' x f'.

L.A, 0096. Flat iron ring, bad condition. Brought by

Tokhta Akhun. Diam. i^', width c.

L.A. 0097-0098. Two lead spinning-whorls, as L.A.

0068. Brought by Tokhta Akhun. Diam. f' and f',

thickness f' and 0097 PI. XXIX.

L.A. oogg. Iron rod, sq. in section, splintered and

broken. Length if', thickness (max.) •

L.A. 00100. Fr. of pottery vase, hand-made, of grey

clay showing white granulations ;
outside covered with

green streaky, faintly lustrous glaze. Found 18. xii. 06.

Gr. M. 2f', thickness f'.

L.A. ooioi. Jasper blade, dark grey ;
bulb on one face,

the other with central rib ; both edges worked. Found

18. xii. 06. Length if'.

LJk. ooioa. Jasper blade, grey-brown
;
bulb on one &ce,

the other ribbed; both edges worked. Found 18. xiL 06.

Length i^'.

L.A. 00103-00105. Three miniature bronze bells,

spherical ‘grelot’ typ)e, as N. 0010. Hollow ball slit be-

low, with loose bead clapper and suspension ring. 00103

corroded and slit joined up. Diam. f'. PI. XXIX.

L.A. 00x06. Round bronze button, convex, hollowed

on inside, from ivhich projects long shank pierced with

attachment hole. Found 18. xii. 06. Diam. ff', length

of shank ff'. PI. XXXVI.

L.A. 00107. Bronze ring, with incised linear design on

bezel ; condition good. Found 1 8. xii. 06. Diam. f* X f',

width ^'xf'. PI. XXIX.

LA.. 00108-00x09. Two lead spinning-whorls : 00108

in form of flattened cone, 00109 pierced ;
cf. L.A.

0068. Found 18. xii. 06. 00108, diam. ff', thickness

f'. PI. XXIX. 00109, diam. f', thickness f*.

L.A. oouo. Sq. bronze rivet-plate or washer;

pierced in centre, slightly concave. Found 18. xii. 06.

1* V I' "

L.A. ooiu. Bronze strap-ring. D-shaped; surface

flat one side, rounded the other
;
condition good. Found

18. xii. 06. Diam. |'xf', thickness to 3%'. PL

XXDC.

L.A. ooiis. Ring of gold wire almost sq. in section.

Diam. |'.

L.A. oong. Fr. of bronze mirror. On back, above,

part of border pattern of radiating lines; cf. L.A. 0027.

Below, head and forepart of winged dragon in relief;

mouth open showing teeth and tongue; large scales <ki

neck
; rounded wing as in terra-cotta handles from Yotkan.

Chinese style. Gr. M. if', thickness f' to ^'. PI. XXIX.
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L.A. 00114. Lead spinning-whorl, as L.A. 0068. Diam.

thickness

L.A. 00115. Bronze rivet with hollow pyramidal head;

condition faiy. Length of side H. of head

L.A. 00116. Bronze ring, with flat bezel. Traces of

incised device, unrecognizable. Diam. |'x i*, width

L.A. oon7. Lead spinning-whorl, as L.A. 0068. Diam.

thickness

L.A. 00118. Bronze ring, with setting for circular stone

;

condition good. Diam. width to PI. XXIX.

•L.A. ooiig. Bronze ring, formed by bending round

a flat strip narrowed at each end to a point; condition

good. Diam. width to PI. XXIX.

L.A. 00120. Bronze rod, widening into curved spatula

end; broken at handle end; cf. L.A. 0039. Condition

good. Length i^*, diam. width of spatula

L.A. 00121. Bronze rod, sq. in section, spike projecting

from one end ; condition good. Diam. g*, length of rod

if', of spike I".

L.A. 00122. Head of bronze rivet, round, hollow ; cf.

L.A. 0025. Condition poor. Diam.

L.A. 00123. Bronze rivet-plate, with rivet through one

end, and traces of sq. hole in the break at other end
; cf.

L. A. 0026. J*x|'.

L.A. 00124. Fr. of bronze rod, oval in section. Length

I', diam.

L.A. 00125. Lump of bronze, roughly spherical, with

hole pierced in one side, perhaps for head of rivet. Diam.
3 f
T« •

L.A. 00126. Fr. of blown glass, from mouth of vessel

;

yellowish-white, translucent, plain sq. rim. Gr. M. f",

thickness -/g', orig. diam. c. s'i

L.A. 00127. Glass imitation gem, cut in ‘ cabochon ’,

greenish, cloudy
;
perhaps for appliqud on glass, f x x®s*

V 3 *
^^ •

L.A. 00128. Rounded lump of glass, green, translucent,

broken
;
prob. slag. §' x

L.A. 00129. Wheat grains, carbonized.

L.A. 00130. Paste bead, cylindrical, opaque green.

Found 1 8. xii. 06.

L.A. 00131. Pitch ring, rough and flat on one side,

rounded and worked smooth the other. Diam. outside i",

inside

L.A. 00132. String of twenty-five beads:— 1 bugle

of black paste with white combings
; 5 flattened spheroids,

translucent dark blue glass; 2 ‘nasturtium-seed’ beads,

translucent greenish-white glass
; 1 double-spheroid, amber-

coloured glass; 2 discoids, translucent blue glass; 2 sq.

bugles, opaque blue glass
;

i triangular bugle, tran^ucent

green glass
;

1 ‘ nasturtium-seed ’ bead, opaque blue glass

;

I faceted cube, blue glazed frit
;

i spheroid, blue, yellow,

and red millefiori glass; 1 spheroid, opaque light blue

glass
; 3 bugles, opaque light yellow glass ; i triple ring

bead, blue translucent glass; i bugle, translucent green

glass; I ring bead, scored, translucent blue glass; i

roughly faceted spheroid, translucent dark blue glass.

Found 22. xii. 06. Gr. diam. gr. length PI.

XXIX.

L.A. 00133. Disc of horn (?), cut across the grain

;

hole through centre, to in diam. Found 22. xii. 06.

Diam. 1 1
".

L.A. 00134. Lignite seal, cubical, with broad rounded
loop-handle on top. One side of the oblong stamp slightly

chipped; corners rounded; design, symmetrical spirals

arranged as a Svastika. x X I* Found 1 8. xii. 06.

PI. XXIX.

L.A. 00135. Paste bead, bottle-shaped, pierced length-

ways but broken across, black with white spiral inlay

bands. Found 22. xii. 06. Diam. to -f", length of fr.

PI. XXIX.

L.A. 00136. String of eight beads :

—

i roughly spherical,

cornelian
;

1 lentoid, faceted, pale green translucent glass ;

3 flattened spheroids, opaque blue glass; i discoid,

translucent dark blue glass; 2 spheroids, light green

paste ; and ring of blue-grey steatite. Gr. diam. gr.

length I'.

L.A. 00137. Lead spinning-whorl, flat disc pierced,

as L.A. 0068. Found 22. xii. 06. Diam. f*, thick-

ness I".

LA. 00138. mile S. of.) Fr. of shoe-sole of woven
string, hard and compact, encrusted with sand and brittle.

Found 20. xii. 06. sf' x i J".

L.A. 00139. a-e. String of five glass beads :—(a) pale

blue, form of carinated tumbler. PI. XXIX; (^) faceted

lentoid, purple
;

(c) spheroid, translucent blue
; (d) three-

faceted bugle, amber yellow
;

(e) double spheroid, amber
yellow. Gr. diam. Y, gr- length Y-

L.A. 00140. Glass bead, blue spheroid. Diam. i".

L.A._ooi4i. String of five beads :—i discoid, dark blue
translucent glass

;
2 spheroids, dull grass-g;reen paste

;

I ring and i spheroid, blue-grey opaque glass. Gr. diam.

Y, gr. length xV"-

L.A. 00142. Disc of white stone. Diam. i". thick-
t » 3 '

ness f ,

LA. 00143. Cowrie shell; hole pierced, in diam.
Length

L.A. 00144. Bead of red cornelian, half of spheroid,
roughly cut. Diam. §".

L.A. 00145. (2 or 3 miles E. of.) Jade celt, green
; faces

polished and sides left rough
; straight cutting edge. Found

by Mullah, 20. xii. 06. See R. A. Smith in Man, xi. 6,

No. 52. Length 2'. PI. XXX.
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L.A. 00146. Pottery fr., hand-made, of well-lewgatcd dark

grey clay, evenly fired, apparently shaped in a wicker

basket as L.A. 002. lif'x il'x-r. i'. PI. XXXVI.

L.A. 00147. quilted garment (?), three

or four layers thick, and crossed for the most part by

parallel seams to apart. Tom and brittle. Cf. L.A.

n'. ii. 001. C. 1' 8*x ii^*.

L.A. 00148.' Shells of ‘Lianaea auricularia, Linn.’

Found in soil (hard sediment) 10' below brick mound

L.A. XI. [Identified by Col. Godwin Austen.]

L.A. 00149. of cotton canvas, coarse white, plain

weave. [Analysed by Dr. Hanausek.] 6^' X 5'.

L.A. 00153. Jasper blade, purplish black; bulb-cavity

on one face, the other ribbed, and one edge worked

Length ly®/*

L.A. 00154. Jasper blade, brownish dark-grey; bulb on one

face, the other ribbed, both edges worked. Length af*.

.

L.A. 00155. Jasper blade, dark grey; bulb on one

face, the other ribbed, one edge worked. Length 1'.

L.A. 00156. Jasper blade, black; bulb on one face,

the other ribbed, both edges worked. Length if*.

L.A. 00157. Jasper blade, dark grey
;
bulb on one face,

the other with central rib, edges worked. Length i*.

L.A. 00158. Jasper blade, dark grey; bulb on one

face, the other ribbed, edges worked. Length 1^*.

L.A. 00159. Jasper blade, green, one face ribbed, sand-

wom. Length

L.A. 00160. Jasper point, black, with flaked faces and

worked edges, thickest at butt, dull point; the whole sand-

wom. See R. A. Smith in Man, xi, 6, No. 52. Length

1^'. PI. XXX.

L.A. 00161. Fr. of bronze rod. ff* x ^* x ^*.

L.A. 00163. Fr. of lead slag. Length if*.

L.A. 00163. Fr. of brotufe mirror (?); cf. L.A. 0027.
No orn. Gr. M. if*.

,

L.A. 00164. Bronze bell of spherical ‘grelot’ type;

clapper gone and suspension ring broken ; cf. L.A. 00104.
Diam. §*,

L.A. 00165. a-e. Five glass beads, flattened ien-

toids, translucent brown. Found 18. xii. 06. f'xfxf*.
a-b. PI. XXIX.

L.A.ooi66.a-h. Eight glass beads, dark blue, semi-trans-

lucent

1

triangular bugle, i ring, 3 flattened spheroids,

OBJECTS EXCAVATED

L>A. I. 601. Bronze ring, ribbed and ora. with raised
band of cable pattern, its ends flattened at juncture ; bard
green patina. Diam. |*, width f*. PI. xxix.

2 faceted spheroids, and i ‘nasturtium-seed’. Found
18. xii. 06. Gr. diam. f*.

LJk. 00167. a-d. Four glass beads, gilded :

—

i double

spheroid, a spheroids, i cylindrical; cf. L.A. 0017 1.

Found 18. xii. 06. Gr. diam. ^*.

L.A. 00168. a-d. Four firs, of blown glass, yellowish-

white, translucent; one has lump of same glass on outer

surface, prob. terminal of applied Uiread-worL Found

18. xii. 06. Gr. M. i*.

L.A. 00169. Ten beads:—3 irregular spheroids, ruby

(broken) and cornelian ; 2 irregular spherinds, white chalce- •
dony

;
i spheroid, crystal

;
2 dumb-bells, yellow paste

;

I dumb-bell, blue paste; i ribbed spheroid, translucent

light green glass. Found 18. xii. 06. Gr. M. f*.

L.A. 00170. Ten glass beads :

—

i spheroid, translucent

green glass and 3 blue; 1 ribbed spheroid, pale blue

translucent glass; 2 flattened spheroids, opaque light

blue glass
; 3 rings (two joined), opaque black paste. Gr.

M. f*.

L.A. 00171. a-d. Four glass beads, gilded (a) triple,

(3) double, (c) single spheroid, (</) elongated and bulbous

;

cf. A. Kisa, Das Glas im Altertume, p. 834

;

Woolley and

Maciver, Karanog, p. 75. {d) PI. XXIX.

L.A. 00173. Seven beads :— i spheroid, crystal ;
2 frs.

of cornelian, broken
;

2 brown glass, one flat, one sq. in

section
; i bugle, yellow paste, fr. of ;

i green glass, five

rings joined. Found by Jasvant Singh about StQpa,

18. xii. 06. Gr. M. f*.

L.A. 00173. a-c. Three frs. of blown glass, yellowish-

white, translucent ; one shows rim, roimd in section, solid,

apparently of bowl ; another has remains of moulded pattern

in relief. Gr. M. if*, (a) PI. XXIX.

L-A. 00174. a-e. Misc. bronze frs. :—(a) point of arrow-

head ; cf. L.A. 0069 ; (^) small lump of slag
;
(c-r) wires

bent to form rings; {/) part of ora. in plate bronze;

broken, but shows trefoil. Found 18. xii. 06. Gr.

M.f*.

LA^. 00177. a-b. Misc. bronze frs. (u) nail with

pyramidal head. PI. XXIX; (b) nail with pear-shaped

head. PI. XXIX; (c) nail with circular head; (<f) stud

with banjo-shaped base. PI. XXIX
;

{e) fr. of rod sq. in

section; (/) fr. of bronze slag; (f) fr. of ear-ring;

iji) string of small ‘ goose-eye’ coins, c. 16, corroded into

solid tube-f. f* in diam. PI. XXIX. Found on eroded

ground, 18. xii. 06. Gr. M. if*.

IN, OR NEAR, RUIN LA. i.

LA. I. 003. Roll of yellow silk fabric, unused ;
very

dry and brittle
; broken in two

;
plain weave. Found on

completely eroded ground, S. of LA Stupa and near
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L.A. I. Length complete diam. 2^'xi'. See

above, pp. 373 sq. PI. XXXVn.

L.A. I. ii. I. Oblong tablet ; pieces split from each long

edge. Obv. blank. Rev. 4 11 . Khar., faint. 4f* x ij*

V 1'

L.A. I. il. 3. Oblong tablet. Obv. blank
;
notch cut in

one edge. Rev. 5 11 . Khar., faint. 4^* x if* X j^'.

L.A. I. ii. 001. Fr. of short'pile woollen carpet (in two

pieces). Construction like L.A. vi. ii. 0046, but finer in

texture. Tufts on back closer together laterally and

• shorter. Figure pile very short and compact. Colours

used—a very rich claret, bright blue, dark brown (natural),

light brow'n, and buflf, on a claret ground; pattern unin-

telligible. Much worn
; colours where present very bright,

i' X i' (irregular) and 8' x 5^". PI. XXXVII.

L.A. I. iii. 001. Wooden bar, flat, widened towards

centre, where is hole i* diam. lined with leather to prevent

friction by object revolving within it; ends sq.
;

at each

end a hole diam. Prob. a stay, e. g. for churn, pegged
to either side of barrel and receiving top of spindle which
w'ould be turned by a handle above. Neatly finished with

bevelled edges ; well preserved
;

cf. L.A. rv. iii. 001.

Length i'3|' breadth A|' to ai' at centre, thickness f*.

L.A. I. iv. 5. Piece of tamarisk wood covered with

bark. On inside 2 11. Khar., faint, by complete end, and
traces of Khar, by broken end. Much sand-encrusted.

10' X 2* X jV*

L.A. I. iv. 6. Wedge cov.-tablet. Obv. seal cav. (i^'

xi'). if' from sq. end, empty; blank. Rev. blank.

9|'x.i|'x|'to^'.

LJk. I. iv. 7. Three frs. of paper MS., sand-encrusted,

showing remains of five 11. Khar, in straggling hand, rather

faint, on one side. Largest fr. c. 4' x 5'.

L.A. I. iv. n. a-b. Two sets of wooden armour
scales (?), six in (a) and five in

(
3). Flat sq.-headed

‘ labels ' with wedge-shaped points. Two holes pierced

through sq. head, having sunken border at each end.

Work careless
; neither size nor position of holes uniform.

Average size 3' x i' X (a) PI. XXXV.

L.A. I. iv. 001. Pottery fr., fine-grained, hard-baked,
covered with dark green glaze and om. with incised scroll

or floral pattern. Part of flat dish. Prob. local fabric.

the glaze showing Western influence. 3^' X 2 x c. §'.

PI. IV.

L..^. I. iv. 003. Fr. of pottery vessel of hard thick

grey clay covered on both sides with finely crackled leaf-

green glaze. Chinese, Han type, i * X X 5^'.

L.A. I. iv. 003. Fr. of mica, if'x il' x 3^'.

L.Ai I. iv. 004. Pottery fr., disc, slightly concave, ground

and pierced to form spinning-whorl. Convex side roughly

polished. Clay coarse and black, hand-made. Diam. i|',

thickness i'. PI. XXXVI.

L.A. I. iv. 005. Rim of bronze dish (?), distorted;

condition good. z'xf'.

L.A. I. iv. 006-007. of wooden sticks, round

and tapering, sand-encrusted
;
cut roughly flush at broad

end; perhaps eating-sticks. Cf. M. Tagh. a. 0019. Length

sr, diam. i* to r.

L.A. I. iv. 008. Bowl of wooden spoon ; cf. L.A. vi.

ii. 0017, but bowl here slightly hollowed; stem broken.

Width of bowl thickness 1^", handle -^"xf".

L.A. I. iv. 009. Wooden ‘ chuluk ’

; carefully rounded

stick with roughly pointed end, near which is a notch all

round
;
carved out of one piece with a ‘ hammer-head ' or

flat cross-piece, thickened at back to receive it. See also

L.B. IV. ii. 009; N. xin. i. 002 ;
Ka. i. 008. Length 4I',

diam. j^*, length of cross-piece 2^', width of cross-piece

II". PI. XXXV.

LJk. I. iv. 0010. Plaited string handle, thick goat’s-hair.

L.A. I. iv. 0011. Fabric frs. ; brown red and bufif woollen

and fine silk, with frs. of leather and of yellow, red, and

scarlet felt. [Analysed by Dr. Hanausek.] Average length

c. 5', width c. 3'.

L.A. I. iv. 0013 . a-b. Two frs. of mica. Gr. M. 2".

L.A. I. iv. 0013. Fr. of skin from a callosity. Gr. M. i*.

L.A. I. iv. 0014. Small block of wood. sq. in section,

with lines rudely incised, on one side equidistant (|' apart)

and at right angles to length, on another side at angles.

Perhaps a carpenter’s rough measure and guide for dove-

tailing. 2i' X sq. PI. XXXV.

L.A. I. iv. 0015. Fr. of lacquered wooden bowl; flat

bottom of
;
lacquered black on both sides. Gr. M. 4I*.

L.A. I. iv. 0016. Two frs. of thick paper, doubled and

stuck together. On one, two or three Khar, chars. (?).

Gr. M. 4rx 3|'.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED IN RUIN L.A. ii

L.A. n. 001. Pottery lamp, hand-made, of ill-levigated

reddish clay ; lip only just pinched out ; no firm base
; cf.

L.A. 006. Diam. 2|', H. i|'.

L.A. II. 003. Fabric frs., of buflf hemp and cotton

materials of canvas-like texture, with frs. of buflf silk and

leather and of coarse brown matting woven of goat’s-hair

string. ‘ The cotton resembles mercerized cotton and was
probably soaked in alkaline liquid.’ See Hanausek and
Winton, Microscopy of Technical Products, New York,

1907, p. 66. [Analysed by Dr. Hanausek.] Gr. fr.

i' 2'X9".

3 K1374
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L.A. n. I. ooi. Wedge cov.-tablet, part of. Point cut

oflF. Obo. seal cav. empty (i^'x i'), f* from sq. end;

blank. blank, 4'xif'x^'.

L.A. n. ii. 001. a-b. Two frs. of silk fabric; (u) white,

very fresh, plain weave, part of J'-wide band, if'x ;

(^) pale greenish-blue, slightly corded weave, worn. C. 3I'
X2j'.

L.A. u. ii. 00a. Dried muscle (?), knotted strip, appa-

rently frayed out for use in stitching leather. Length V. 9*.

L.A. n. ii 003. Wedge under-tablet. Ohj. one i
Khar., faint. Rev. one 1. Khar., faint. Sand-encrusted,

rotten. 5|'X 2|'xl|‘'-

L.A. n. V. 5. Oblong tablet, broken at one end, found

embedded in floor below platform. Obv. one end three 11.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED IN, OR

L.A. m. 001. Bronze arrow-head; type of L.A. 0017,
condition poor. Length i^'. PI. XXIX.

L.A. m. 002. Pottery fr. from edge of dish. Clay,

pink and hard, covered with faintly lustrous pale green

slip with blotches of darker green (manganese?). Prob.

Chinese, Han dynasty. Length i^'.

L.A. in. 003. Bronze rivet with flat triangular head
having edges bevelled on top

;
condition fair. See L.A.

VI. ii. 009. Length i|*. PI. XXIX.

L.A. in. 004. Lug of wooden bowl, lacquered. Lug
black, inside of bowl red applied over black. See L.A.

vm. 002. 4'x|'x|'.

L.A. m. 005. Fabric frs., including small piece of coarse

yellowish woollen fabric, plain weave, with frayed threads

of red wool and bit of knotted dark blue woollen cord,

made in manner ofmilitary braid, sq. in section. [Analysed
by Dr. Hanausek.] Fabric 10* x i^, cord 4' x^'.

L.A. m, 006. Fr. of blown-glass vessel. Tops of

Khar., other end one 1. Khar., very faint. Rn. traces of

two 11. Khar, at one end. Utterly rotten and surface almost

destroyed. 8J' X i X f'.

L.A. n. V. 001. Fr. of bowl {?), with horizontal ridge

running round sides. Hard slaty-grey clay, wheel-made,

kiln-fired, with deep leaf-green glaze on outside. Prob.

Chinese, Han dynasty. 3' X if' X J*.

LJL n. V. 002. Round bronze bolt, pierced at one end

and with sq. head at the other ;
condition good. Length

2|', diam. PI. XXXVI.

L.A. n. vi. 001. Wooden ‘ inch » measure ; flat wooden

strip incised on one side with nine cross-lines

apart ; central line crossed again by diagonals, indicating

use of decimal system. Warped, iif' (0-302 m.)x^'
to x|'. See above, p. 374. PI. XXXV.

NEAR, STRUCTURE L.A. in

two wheel-ground grooves on outside. YeUowish-white

translucent glass. Gr. M. if", thickness

L.A. m. 007. Fr. of matting (?). Four quills, the

plumes trimmed off, pierced with two holes and threaded

on one string, if' (orig. length) xf'.

L.A. m. i. 001. Flat oblong piece of wood with

rounded ends; V-shaped groove cut inwards all round

sides. Perhaps for winding thread (?), but seems hardly

wide enough. Cf. M. Tagh. a. iv. 00176. if'xij'x

f'. PI. XXXV.

L.A. in. i. 002. Wooden writing style (?). Tapering

stick trimmed to irregular octagon in seaion and lacquered

black ;
black covered by a coat of red lacquer for if' from

end. Length 5', diam. f' to

L.A. m. i. 003. Chip off wooden slip. Obv. two 11.

Khar, faint, if'xf'x^'.

L.A. m. ii. 3. Chip off wooden slip. Obo, one 1. Khar,

clear, if'xf'x^'.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT

L.A. IV. OOI. Wedge under-tablet
; pointed end much

broken and bleached. Obo. four IL Khar. Rev. single

Khar. char, at sq. end. Soft, bleached, and cracked. From
refuse to N.E. 9^' x zf' x ^'.

L.A. rv. 002. Three frs. of rope of twisted grass or

straw. Gr. length c. 2' 7'. ^

L.A. rv. 003. Fabric frs., very coarse dark brown woollen
material; Warp set tight and woof threads pre^d close

tt^ether, giving ribbed appearance. Firm and even in

texture. Had enveloped tablets L.A iv. ii. 1-3. C.
2' X i'.

L.A. rv. 004. Two frs. of coarse woollen material.

DWELLING L.A. iv

Warp of fine brown thread, very close; weft red and ochre

yellow with alternating bands of blue and white. All weft

threads are two-ply. Satin weave throughout Many of

the warp threads are floating on back, owing to decay of

weft in places. Pattern, an all-over lozenge, open, in red,

of f' sides with rectangle of mixed red and yellow at the

junctions. Each lozenge is inhabited by a centre stem
springing from one obtuse angle, dividing into two leaves,

and bearing at top a spot to represent a flower. A narrow
band of alternate blue and yellow, and white and yellow,

passes transversely through lounges dividing leaves from
flower, interrupted by the red and yellow rectangles.

Weaving close and regular
; colour well preserved. X

8' and 5' x if'. PI. XXXVIL
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LJ^. IV. ii. X. Rectang. double tablet. Cov.-tablet:

7f*X2|'. Ohv. seal cav. (ij'xil") with strings, but

seal gone. Above cav. two 11 . Khar., below one 1. Khar.,

faint but legible. Rev. blank.

Under-tablet: Obv. seven 11. Khar., black and clear.

Rev. blank. Well preserved. 7^* X 2|" x i' (max.).

LJk. IV. ii. a. Rectang. double tablet Cov.-tablet:

6J' X 2|'. Obv. seal cav.
(

X 2") empty. Blank. Rev.

three 11 . Khar., first faint, others clear.

Under-tablet : Obv. seven 11. Khar., all except first and

seventh black and clear. Rev. blank. Well preserved,

, lower tablet split. 6|' x 2|' x H'- XXXVIII.

L.A. IV. ii. 3. Rectang. double tablet, complete.

Cov.-tablet
:

7^' x 4%’. Obv. seal cav. (3^* x if") with

broken strings and traces of sealing of red clay. Blank.

Rev. traces of one 1 . Khar, running almost diagonally

across.

Under-tablet : Obv. seven 11 . Khar, distinct except lower

lines and L. end. Rev. blank. Well preserved, but

warped and split at ends. 1 if' x 4f' X i (max.).

L.A. rv. ii. 001. Two frs. of thick cotton fabric,

brownish, very dirty, wrapped round Khar; tablets, L.A. iv.

ii. 1-2. Very close and firm texture. Lines of raised

tufts standing close together run across the stuff at

intervals of f' to f', and where these occur, two or three

shoots of extra thick weft are carried across in such a way

as to form a strong backing to the rows of tufts. Brob.

intended for wear under armour, as a gambeson ;
cf. L.A.

00147. [Analysed by Dr. Hanausek.] Gr. fr. 10' x 5|".

hJL XV. iii. 001. Wooden bar, increasing in width at

centre and at ends, where are holes. Prob. a stay for

spindle of chum a^L.A. i. iii. 001. Neatly finished with

bevelled edges ;
good condition

;
broken in half, but

mended. Length 10', thickness width to i|",

diam. central hole f', end hole f". PI. XXXV.

L.A. tv. iv. I. Fr. of rectang. under-tablet Obv. part

of two 11. Khar. Rev. blank. 2|' x if' X f' (max.).

L.A. IV. V. I. Wedge cov.-tablet with empty seal cav.

(if'Xj'). Obv. blank. Rev. faint traces of one 1 . Khar,

near edge. Bleached and cracked. I'lf'xa'xf"
(max.).

L.A. rv. V. 2. Rectang. cov.-tablet with empty seal cav.

(I'xif'). Blank. Hard, but bleached and cracking.

8|X3rx^'(max.).

L.A. IV. V. 3. Oblong tablet. Obv. four columns Khar.

;

first, faint, has at least three 11., second five 11., third five 11.,'

fourth three 11. Rev. blank. Bleached, and edges peeling.

Ilf'X 2|'X^'.

L.A. IV. V. 5. Wedge cov.-tablet, wood perished, point

end broken. Seal cav. (if' x if') empty, but retaining

string. Ofe. traces of Khar, chars, at sq. end. Rev. one

1. Khar, incomplete. 7f' X 2f' x J'.

LJk. IV. V. 6. Fr. of tablet. Obv. four 11. Khar, in-

distinct. Rev. traces of four IL Khar, indistinct. Much
perished, s'xsf'xf'.

L.A. rv. V. 7. Oblong tablet warped almost into semi-

circle. Obv. traces of six 11. Khar., only part distinct.

Rev. traces of four columns Khar. Of four or five U. each ;

very clear. Wood bleached and much perished, n^'x
oa 16 •

LJk. rv. V. 8. Wedge cov.-tablet, point end split away.

Obv. empty seal cav. Rev. traces of part of one 1 . Khar.

Surface decayed and encmsted. 8' x af".

L.A. IV. V. 9. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. seven 11 .

Khar., six in column, seventh single; clear and black.

Rev. blank. Much bleached on rev.
;

split and peeling at

point end. 1
1

1

' X sf' x f".

L.A. IV. V. 10. Oblong tablet, blank. Surface on both

sides cracked and peeling. 7f" x 2^’ X f'.

L.A. nr. v. ii. Oblong tablet with one rounded end

;

blank. Hard, but much injured. 1' 3' x af'xf' max.

L.A. IV. V. 12. Oval-topped tablet. Obv. two irregular

columns Khar, of nine and seven 11 ., faded but mostly clear.

Rev. blank. Well preserved, rev. bleached. 6f' x 35*

x ‘|*. PI. XXXVIII.

L.A. rv. V. 001. Piece of wood slightly curved ;
in centre

sq. in section, broader and thinner at rounded ends.

Through each is a perpendicular hole, showing marks of

a strap on outer edges, and through centre is oblong hole,

horizontal. The convex side of bar has a concave groove

worn lengthways, as if by constant friction from a rounded

surface. The concave under-surface is polished by wear

all along its length. Prob. part of the saddle gear of

a pack-animal. Length 9", thickness f' to i', width i'

to if', diam. end holes i', centre hole f' to |'. PI. XXXV.

L.A. IV. V. 002. Fabric frs., including several pieces of

woollen darn, much tom. Stracture of the latter, two-ply

weft on fine warp
;
pattern apparently in transverse bands,

as follows:—(i) Rows of dark blue circular rosettes, with

four heart-shaped petals and buff centres and buff dividing

lines to petals, set out diagonally on buff ground. This

band (of an uncertain number of rows) is bordered by half-

lozenges in solid blue, the obtuse angles pointing outwards
• and the acute angles joining. (2) A single row oflozenges

in double outline, red, angle to angle, on buff ground.

(3) A single row of dark blue rosettes as in (1) on saffron

ground. (4) as (2). Then (i) again. Well made, colours

fresh, thread rotten. Gr. fr. 5|'X4f'. Pis. XXXVII,
XLIX

Also several frs. of buff and red woollen fabrics, loosely

woven and of fine yam, some roughly sewn together ; fr.

of woven string shoe and of buff felt. Gr. leng^ lof".
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OBJECTS EXCAVATED IN STRUCTURES L.A. V AND VI

L.A. V. 001. Fr. of wooden comb, with arched top;

broken both sides; bad condition. H. 2^', length of

teeth I’jC. 4 teeth to J'.

L-A, V. i. 5. Oblong tablet, long slip split from. Olm.

' blank. Hev. one 1 . Khar, faint
;
hard. 8^* X X

L.A. V. i. 6. Wedge cov.-tablet. Ofe. seal-cav. (i^'x

empty, pierced with hole ;
blank.

Hev. one short 1. Khar. (?), very faint. Bleached. 4^' x
ijp 3 .

L.A. V. i. 7. Rectang. cov.-tablet. 06v. seal cav. (i^*

Xl*), empty; blank. Rev. blank. Bleached and split.

7j'X4|'x|'max.

LJk. V. ii. I. Wooden fire-stick, ‘ female rectang. in

section with four ‘ hearths ’ close to one edge, which had

been notched. In centre is hole, through which is short

thong attached to short pointed stick ;
the other end conical

and showing signs of fire
;
prob. an old ‘ male ’ fire-stick,

broken and cut down for use as peg. See Joyce in

Man, xi. 3, No. 24, Fig. 5. Length of stick 31", of

peg 2^4". PI. XXXV.

L.A. V. ii. a. Oblong tablet. Obv. traces of four 11.

Khar., very faint. Rev. the same. Wood hard, but

surface perished. 3^' X tf' x

L,A. V. ii. 4, Rectang. cov.-tablet, part of. Sides have

been split off and V-shaped notch cut in one end. Obv.

seal cav. (i^* x if*), empty ;
blank. Rev. one 1. Khar.

6|'x max.

L.A. VI. 001. Bronze terminal, perhaps from curved rail

of piece of furniture
; outline nearly semicircular, ending in

lioness's head rudely cast. HoDow and up to chin of

lioness semicircular in section, being open beneath to fit

on to curved wooden (.?) surface. Broken behind. Length
2', diam. PI. XXXVI.

L.A. VI. 002. Wooden leg of piece of furniture.

Bevelled ring base ; round leg, starting thin, swells to same

diam. as foot, then narrows quickly. Above, fr. of tenon.*

Not turned, but trimmed round with a knife. Shows

traces of green paint, perhaps part of leaf pattern. H. 5^',

H. of foot I', diam. to i^'. PI. XXXV.

L.A. VI. 003. Tarigh (millet) grains from rubbish-heap.

L.A. VI. 006. Bronze bell, ‘grelot’, as L.A. 00103, with

suspension ring. Gr. M.

L.A. VI. 007. Pottery fr. from hand-made vessel of

poorly levigated clay, hard-fired on an open hearth and
blackened by 'smothering'. Om. at top with applied

strip which is notched ; beneath this is row of single

stamped circles at intervals, and below this again traces of

incised orn. 2|' X 2J x J'. PI. XXXVI.

L.A. VI. i. I. Rectang. cov.-tablet. Obv. seal cav.

empty; blank. Rev. blank. Bleached

and split. 7,^' x 4^' x 3^* max.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED FROM REFUSE-HEAP L.A. vi. ii.

L.A. VI. ii. I. Pottery fr., hand-made, of well-levigated

clay, orn. on outside with three horizontal bands of comb-
drawn ‘ wave ’ pattern, separated from each other by bands

of incised lines. 4^' x 3^' x PI. XXXVI.

L-A. VI. ii. 010. Oblong tablet. Obv. blank; edges

bevelled and V-shaped groove cut in middle of three sides.

Rev. seven II. Khar., faint. 4”’ x 2' x J'.

L.A. VI. ii. O0I. Part of tablet, afterwards cut into ellipse

with three string grooves sawn. Obv. two 11. Khar, at one

end. Rev. three 11 . Khar, at same end. Faint. 3^'x

4'Xs'-

L.A. VI. ii. 06a. Wedge cov.-tablet, part of; broken at

seal cav. Obv. one I. Khar, at sq. end, faint. Rev. blank.

3* ^ X

L.A. VI. ii. 064. Fr. of cov.-tablet. Obv. part of empty
seal cav. Rev. one 1. Khar., faint. 2^' X f* X 5'.

LJk. VI. ii. oioa. Fr. of paper MS., showing portions of

seven IL Khar, on one side. 3^' x i^'. PI. XXXVIII.

L.A. VI. ii. 0103. Fr. of paper MS., showing on one side

two 11. Khar., almost complete, i' X 9I'. PI. XXXVni.
L.A. VI. ii. 0104. Fr. of paper MS., broken on all edges

but one, showing on one side part of four 11. Early
Sogdian. See Dr. A. Cowley, Another Unknown Lan-

guage from Eastern Turkestan, JE.A.S., Jan. 1911.

Gr. M. c. 4|'. PI. CLIII.

L.A. VI. ii. 0234. Paper MS. (complete ?), showing on
obv. seven 11 . Khar., clear, black

; on rev. parts of two

sloping 11. Khar, in larger hand. 9I' x 2|'. PI. XXXIX.

L.A. VI. iL 0235. Strip of fine silk, plain, undyed,

showing two 11. Khar., incomplete, on one side. 4" X
PI. XXXIX.

L.A. VI. ii. 0236. Fr. of paper MS., much tom
;
showing

remains of six 11. Khar., faint, in straggling hand, on one
side. X 2'.

L.A. VI, ii 001. a. Rim of lacquered wooden vessel,
fr, of; outside black, inside dark red with band of

black round top; edge rounded. H. ij", length

thickness Jl'.

L.A. VI. ii. 001. b. Pottery fr. from body of vessel.

Hand-made, of well-levigated hard light grey clay, evenly

fired
; om. with band of incised wave-pattern, above which

is series of shallow incised lines, if' x 2^' x f'. PI.

XXXVI.

L.A. VI. ii, 002. Pottery fr., wheel-made, reddish-drab

clay with buff slip, kiln-fired. Handle set horizontally,

orn. outside with series of vertical scorings, and pierced
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vertically with round hole for cord. 2|' X 2|* x c. to f
PI. XXXVI,

L.A.‘vi. ii. 003. Paste bead, grooved all round to make

one large ball flanked by two small ;
brick-red. Length f

diam. to

L.A. VI. ii. 004. Pottery fr., hand-made, of well-levigated

black clay, hard and evenly fired ;
decoration, incised

parallel straight lines rather irregular. Gr. M. 2^', thick-

ness PI. XXXVI.

L.A. VI. ii. 005. Fr. of bronze slag. Gr. M. if*.

L.A. VI. ii, 006. Fr. of neck of bronze vessel (?).

• Rim thickened and cut like teeth of saw ;
neck perpendi-

cular but low; broken from shoulder. H. 1*, length 2*,

orig. diam. of neck 3^".

L.A. VI. ii. 007. Bronze bar, sq. in section, slightly

curved, with anchor fluke at one end, and at the other

a claw to fit round a rod. On top, orn. of notches and

incised diagonals. Condition good. Length 2^^", width

PI. XXXVI.

L.A. VL ii, 008. Fr. of iron ring from harness ;
section

sq., condition bad. Diam.

L.A. VI. ii. 009. Bronze rivet with triangular head like

L.A. m. 003 ; condition fair. Length 1*.

L.A. VI. ii. 0010. Bronze strapJoop of bent wire,

diamond in section, prob. from light harness; figure-of-

eight shape with open middle and flat end for sewing into

strap. If' X i', diam. of wire PI. XXXVI.

L.A. VI. ii. 0011. Oval bronze strap-ring from harness,

inside rounded, outside bevelled, sq. recess for strap X

I' in inner rim
; condition good. Diam. x thick-

ness c. I*. PI. XXIX.

L.A. VI. ii. 0012. Fr. of open-work moulded bronze
strip. Floral om., condition fair, perhaps orn. from belt.

I'xf'x^'. PI. XXIX.

L.A. VI. ii. 0013-0014. Two wooden combs with

arched tops; 0013 is fr. only, 0014 in good condition.

ooij, H. (incomplete) if*,. two teeth to |*. 0014, H. 2",

width if* length of teeth i*, four teeth to f*.

L.A. VI. ii. 0015. Soapstone disc, round except on one

side, where two flat surfaces make a point
;
pierced in

centre; cf. L.A. vni-ix. 002. Diam. if*, diam. of hole

^*, thickness

L.A. VI. ii. OD16. Wooden handle, tip-cat-shaped, roughly

rounded and tapering at each end. In centre deep groove,

rudely bevelled, for attachment of rope. Length 4^*,

diam. i*, groove ^*Xf. f*. PI. XXXV.

L.A. VI. ii. 0017-0018. Two wooden spoons, straight

;

handle roughly sq. in section, spreads into thin flat rounded

bowl; rudely cut. 00/7, length 8*, handle f* sq., bowl
i* thick, 1

1* broad. 0018, length 9*, handle ^'x^*
section, bowl f* thick, if* broad. 0017, PI. XXXV.

L.A. VI. ii. 0019. Wooden seal-case, oblong, with edges

rounded except on top. Three string-grooves, and hole
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pierced through bottom of seal cav. One side of cav.

broken away. Condition good. 2' x X f*.

L.A. VI. ii. 0020. Wooden seal-case, as preceding, but

with two string-grooves only, and cut down on one side

and across ends. Hole pierced horizontally through centre,

if'sq.xi*.

L.A. VI. ii. 0021. Roughly rounded wooden stick,

with knob at each end ; one end tapers before knob

;

handle for attachment. Length sf*, diam. to f*.

PI. XXXV.

L.A. VI. ii. 0022. Wooden stick, carefully rounded but

not turned. At one end rude point ; at other for af

*

thinned down but not finished off, clearly for insertion in

hollow holder of some kind, ff* from unfinished part is

black line painted all round. Wooden pen(?). Length

7f', finished part 5*, diam. of finished part §*, of un-

finished f* to I*.

L.A. VI. ii. 0023. Fr. of wooden tool (?), with button

end similar to that of L.A. i. iv. 009. Length 2%", diam.

f'. PI. XXXV.

L.A. VI. ii. 0024. Pottery disc chipped from vessel of

dark grey clay, hand-made, well-levigated
;

fired on an

open hearth and mat-marked
;

cf. L.A. 002. Diam. if*
thickness ^*.

L.A. VI. ii. 0025. String sandal (L.). Sole formed of

thick string plaited, the plait being then coiled flat and

bound together by a string passing transversely through

sole. This string is prob. turned at edge and brought

back, but sole is so compacted with wear that it is im-

possible to see clearly. Round edge of sole is series of

short strings. Each is doubled and then twisted cable-

wise, leaving loop at top. The ends are passed down into

edge of sole and there finished off, but no knots apparent.

These strings, set close together and standing an
average height of if* form sides of shoe. They are

not continuous all round, but are set in groups of four or

five where most required : i. e. on outer edge, there are

three groups on side of heel and foot and remains of

another outside little toe ; on inner edge, two groups on
inside of heel, one at instep (the strings here are 3*-3f

*

long to cover joint of toes), and one at side of great toe

At pKiint of sole is another group of three, strengthened

with binding of string. Through loops at top of idl these

another thick string was passed, crossing on front of foot,

by which the whole was drawn tight and shoe fastened

firmly. A loose string, hanging to group at point of sole,

prob. also strengthened fastening. Under heel and toe-

part of sole are patches of hide sewn with thong. Length
g’’- width 3f'. PI. XXXVII.

L.A. VI. ii. 0026. Leather shoe-sole (L.) and part of

vamp ; heel missing. Sole double, vamp stitched to it with

fine string
; worn

;
patch over little toe

; dried fruit inside.

IV'X'AV-
L.A. VI. ii. 0027. Fabric frs. j coarse yellowish woollen

material, in texture and appearance similar to L.A. iv. 003,
and small fr. of fine dark red woollen (?) stuff. Yellow
fabric i'6*x 10*; red 2* sq.
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VI. ii. 0039. White stone bead, sausage-shaped,

pierced lengthways
;
rudely cut.
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L.A, vi..ii..ooa8. Fr. of silk fabric, brownish yellow,

finely corded, with bit of rough stick to which short edge

was evidently attached. Seam running lengthwise through

silk. A banner (?). Silk c. stick (broken)

t-SJ'

L.A. VI. ii. 0029. Fr. of leather, thin, tanned. Gr.

M. 41
'.

'L.A. VI. ii. 0030. a-b. Two leather shoes, (a) R. shoe

complete. Upper made in two pieces, one forming the

toe-piece, the other the heel-piece. Towards instep and

middle of outside edge of foot where these uppers meet,

their top edges are cut down towards sole, leaving wide

V-shaped gap. Marks of stitches along top edges, for

a binding. Broken. Sole of single thickness. 9g* X 3*

(broken). (3) Sole of L. sandal. From hole between

first and second toes come two thongs, secured by knot

below. Holes for similar thongs by edge half-way down

each ade and on each side of heel. Single thickness of

leather. 10' X 4|'.

L.A. VI. ii. 0031. Fr. of leather shoe ; heel-part of sole

with sinew stitching round edges ; coloured purple under-

neath. 3|* X 3^'.

L.A. VI. ii. 003a. Shoe-sole of woven string, part of

;

very close firm texture and much solidified by earth. 6^'

X3ff'

L.A. VI. ii. 0033. a-b. Frs. of grass and leather

rope, {a) Of twisted grass, doubled on itself and knotted

at intervals of f. i'; ends broken. Length c. 2' 4'. (3) Of

twisted thongs j one thong doubled upon itself to give two

strands, another (tied to the bend with sinew) giving the

third
;
second sinew binding at other end. Length, three

strands 7'.

L.A. VI. ii. 0034. Hemp-string (?) net, broken
;

for

netting game ;
meshes c. 2' sq.

m

L.A. VI. ii. 0035. Fabric frs., ragged, including one

piece of fine brick-red woollen material, loose texture, with

strip of similar yellow stuflF sewn to it
;
two frs. of coarser

buff material, hemp, even texture
; and two scraps of fine

buff silk, brittle. All plain weave. [Analysed by Dr.

Hanausek.] Gr. length i' 3'.

L.A. VI. ii. 0036. Fabric frs., chiefly buff hemp and silk

materials, with scraps of dark blue silk and brown felt, and
piece of string and fine red woollen thread. Texture of

one piece of buff silk extremely fine. Ragged, plain

weave. [Analysed by Dr. Hanausek.] Gr. length of

fabric 8*.

L.A. VI. ii. 0037. Fr. of felt, light yellow, much eaten

away. Gr. M. 7'.

LJk. vi. ii. 0038. Two bands of coarse woollen
fiabric, yellow

; one single, edges oversewn ; the other
folded to give four layers thickness, much frayed. [Ana-
lysed by Dr. Hanausek.] Gr. length 9^'.

'

L.A. VI. ii. 0040. Miniatare wooden spatula, with

flat pointed blade. 2 x to PI. XXXV.

L.A. VI. iL 0041. Goose feather, drab-coloured. Length 4'.

L.A. VI. ii. 004a. Fr. of felt, chocolate brown, with

remains of woollen fabric sera on face with dark blue

wool Woollen fabric has buff warp and red weft. Much
worn. Gr. M. 3',

LA. VI. u. 0043. Two frs. of horsehair ganze, both

warp and woof ‘ wrapped-twined
',
and piece of dull purple*

silk twisted into cord. For gauze see also L.A vi. ii. 0060.

Gauze, gr. m. 2^', length of cord 1' i*. PL XXXVn.

.L.A. VI. ii. 0044. Dried florets, stamens, etc. of saffron (?),

tied up in small piece of coarse woollen cloth.

L.A VI. ii 0045. a-b. Fabric frs. (a) Fine striped

woollen darri, woven in satin twill, in bands of colour in

following order :—deep red, dark green, yellow-green,

bright yellow, saffron, violet
;
warp pale blue twisted yam.

ij'xi^'. (3) Very fine figured silk, with eccentric

meandering lines of white, bearing occasional leaf-and-

flower-like spots in green, blue, and yellow on rich red

ground
;
warp crimson ; weave a fine satin twilL x

i|'. PI. CXI.

L.A. VI. ii. 0046. Fr. of coarse woollen pile-carpet.

Warp of thin brown string ; weft, four picks of loosely

tmsted yam, well packed
;

pile, a soft woollen yarn, four-

ply, c, i" long, turned twige round each ‘end’ of warp

forming a very firm knot. The length of pile is sometimes

more than the There are about four rows to the inch

(vertical), and ^bout eight knots to the inch (transverse)

:

= thirty-two to one inch sq. On back, at intervals of five

picks of weft, are rows of long woollen tufts. Each tuft

consists of two soft woollen yams very slightly twisted

and c. 5' in length, slipped under every tenth ‘ end ’ of

warp, no knot being tied and the two ends of tuft floating

free. The object of these may have been to prevent the

carpet’s slipping on a smooth floor.

The colours used are black, dull white, red, pink, buff,

yellow, bright blue. A fine green occurs, but may be

caused by damp and heat affecting the blue accidentally.

The ground colour is red and pink, with indistinguishable

pattern in lines, sometimes straight and sometimes mean-
dering, of the other colours. The order of the colours in

a band which seems to be part of the border is :—^red and

pink, white, buff, blue, black, red. The technique closely

resembles that of the modem cheap Japanese rag. The
tufts at back are now absent, and the pile knot is more
((jmple and not so strong. The quality of wool (or fibre)

is also inferior in the modem rag. Well preserved ;
colours

bright
; wool very brittle. 8^' x 9^'. PL XXXVII.

L.A. VI. ii. 0050. a-g. Seven wooden writing-slipSi

blank, (a) and (3) complete, rest broken. Condition good
except (/) rotten. Gr. length (complete) 9J'.
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L.A. VI. ii. 0051. Rectang. wooden label ; blank ; on

each edge notch to hold string
;
good condition. 4I' x

L.A. VI. 11. 0053. Wooden spatula, with flat narrow

blade
;

good condition. 6^" x jg" to Length of

blade 3^

I/.A. VI. ii. 0053. Wooden stick, sq. in section with

rounded ends. Chop-stick (?). Good condition. Sf*

xj*.

L.A. VI. ii. 0054. Wooden writing-slip, lower end.

Qdv. one char. Chinese at top. Hev. blank. Good con-
• dition. 31' xi'.

L.A. VI. ii. 0056. Wooden writing-slip, part of. 03v.

six chars. Chin., indistinct. Hev. blank
;
surface perished.

Fair condition. 4J' x -I".

L.A. VI. ii. 0057. Wooden spatula rudely cut from

Chin, wooden document, and showing remains of Chin,

(illegible) on back of bowl. 5' x i^' to x

L.A. VI. ii. 0058. Wooden spoon ; bowl slightly hol-

lowed
;
rough

;
part of bowl split oflF. Length 7^', bowl

s» V
Q X Z4 .

L.A. VI. ii. 0059. Fr. of paper MS., dirty and much
tom ; showing on obv. parts of three 11 . Chin, and on rev.

three 11. Khar, (see Chavannes, Documents chinois, p. 189,

no. 918 and PI. XXVIII). 5'x 3'.

L.A. VI. ii 0060. Frs. of horsehair gauze or sieve,

ofyen texture ;
‘ wrapped-twjned ’ weave ; with edging of

yellow felt and two circular pieces of the same attached to

centre. Thick strip of felt also connecting edge and

centre. Felt is applied on both sides. Gauze broken, and

mended with brown hair string. Cf. for gauze L.A. vi.

ii. 0043; also for edging N. xii. 0018 (PI. XXVIIIi Gr.

M.9rx6r.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT, OR FOUND NEAR, RUINS L.A. mi, vra, ix

L.A. vn. 00a. a-e. Misc. lead and bronze frs. {a-c)

Three pierced lead discs j loom-weights (.’). Diam. f".

(d) One bossed hollow nail-head, bronze. Diam. f*.

(e) Fr. of ear-ring
;
part of om. in green paste on bronze

wire suspended from spring ring. Diam. PI. XXIX.

L.A. vn. i. I. Oblong tablet, radelj cut. Obv. surface

insect-eaten ;
blank. Rev. two columns Khar, (seven and

two 11.), very faint. Hard but split. 8^' X 5' X f'.

L.A. vra. 001. Wooden comb with arched top as L.A.

VI. ii. 0014 ;
good condition. H. 2", width J", length of

teeth f*, two teeth to

L.A. vra. 003 . Lug of wooden bowl, lacquered, as

L.A III. 004. Lug outside black, inside dark red over

black. Hole pierced for rivet (?) through side of bowl just

below lug. Condition good, af' X 5' X f

L.A. vra. 003. Misc. silk, wool, and leather frs.,

including pieces of yellow felt, fine lambskin (?), buflf silk,

fine corded plum-coloured silk, and bit of fringe or tassel

of whitish-yellow silk, frayed out from piece-silk. Gr.

M. 7'.

L.A. vra. 004. a-c. Misc. lead and bronze frs. (u)

Leaden disc, pierced
;
loom-weight ? Diam. (i) Three

links (one broken) of bronze wire chain. Length i^'.

(c) Bronze buckle, iron tongue broken.

L.A. vra-ix. 001. Lignite seal, lentoid, pierced hori-

zontally. Obv. shows head facing L., wearing elaborate

head-dress. Rev. animal facing L. Very rough work.

I'x^'xJ'. PI. XXIX.

L.A. vra-ix. 003 . Soapstone disc, slate colour, irregular,

with circular perforation not central, sand-wom. Cf. L.A.

VI. ii. 0015. Diam. ij'. PI. XXXVI.

L.A. vra-ix. 003. Lump of bronze slag. Gr. M. i^'.

L.A. vra-rx. 004. Bronze plaque, oblong, w'ith central

rivet-hole. At one end two tags bent over and broken,

prob. to take a hinge; other end wedge-shaped. Prob.

for attachment as L.A. 0052. x X

L.A. vra-DE. 005. Bronze arrowhead ; see L.A. 0069.

Point sharp. Length i^', with rect. haft i-^*. PI. XXIX.

L.A. vra-DC. 006. Bronze plaque of ivy-leaf shape, with

tongue once bent round and riveted to centre of plaque

;

cf. L.A. 0052. I' X I' X ig". PI. XXIX.

LJk. vm-ix. 007. Narrow pointed bronze tongue,
with hole at blunt end ; through this passes strip of

bronze, the ends of which are bent round and riveted

together. Perhaps of metal fringe on leather harness or

armour ; cf. N. xrv. 009. if^’x-^'x^'. Strip f. -I'x

i". PI. XXIX.

L.A. vra-ix. 008. Iron arrow-head with long tang;

head triangular in section, flanges much perished. Length

3^', length of tang i^'. PI. XXIX.

L.A. vm-ix. 009. Fr. of blown-glass vessel, yellowish-

white, translucent. On outside, part ofwheel-ground hollow

ellipse. Gr. M. i', thickness

L.A. vm-ix. 0010. Cone of yellow stone with point

cut off. X to

L.A. vm-ix. 0011. Fr. of glass, translucent, yellow, with

one smooth and rounded edge, others broken. J'xf'
V 1'

I

L.A. vra-DC. 0013. Fr. of crystal, jagged, yellowish;

as L.A. 0063. Gr. M.

L.A. viii-DC. 0013-0014. Two frs. from blown-glass
vessel, yellowish-white, translucent. Outside wheel-ground

in pattern of hollowed lozenges. Gr. M. i^', thickness §*.
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L.A. vm-ix. 00x5. Fr. of bronze plate with cast relief

om. of Chin, character. Broken; use uncertain, f'x
P). XXIX.

L.A. vm-ix. 00x6. Bronze stiletto (?) of thin wire, one

end pointed, the other curvii^ into ring bilt broken off.

Length 2^', diam. PI. XXIX.

L.A. vm-iz. 00x7. Red agate bead, part of
;
spheroid.

Diam. c.

LJk.vin-iz. 00x8. Glass bead, ribbed bugle, dark green,

translucent, f' x

L.A. vni-ix. 0019. Fr. of glass bead, greenish-white,

translucent spheroid. Diam. c. f*.

L.A. vin-Dc. 0020. Fr. of yellow cornelian
;

part of

bead(?),^'xA'xr-

L.A. vin-ix. 0021. White stone charm (?) ; one side

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS

L.B. 001 and 003. (2 miles N. of.) Two frs. of blown-

glass dish, translucent yellow; raised ridge beneath;

this and broken edges sand-corroded. Gr. M. if*, thick-

ness to 001, PI. XXXVI.

L.B. 002. (2 miles N. of.) Fr. of blown-glass vessel,

translucent yellowish-white; appliqu^ pattern of glass

thread in parallel bands. Type assigned by A. Kisa {Das

Glas im Alteriumi) to 3rd century a.d. Gr. M.
thickness

L.B. 004. (2 miles N. of.) Bronze strap-loop, wedge-

shaped; cf. L.A. VL ii. 0010; condition good. Length

length of base diam. of bronze 1^*. PI. XXXVI.

L.B. 005. (z miles N. of.) Fr. of hollow bronze boss,

conical, but with point cut off. H. c, f', orig. diam. c, 1'.

PI. XXIX.

L.B. 006. (3 miles N.of.) Bronze arrow-head; heavy

stem, socketed for shaft; three barbs, thick and hardly

differentiated from stem by shallow grooves, so that section

is practically a triangle with rounded comers; cf. C. 123.

001. Length s'. PI. XXXVI.

L.B. 007. (2 miles N. of.) Jasper flake, dark grey,

one flat face, the other irregularly ribbed, sand-wora.

Length r|^'.

L.B. 008. (2 miles N. of.) Piece of bronze wire bent

almost into a ring. Diam. of ring f' x of wire

L.B. 009. (2 miles N. of.) Bronze relief om. with

tongue behind for attachment
; floral design (?) ; condition

good. i^'x|'. PI. XXIX.

L.B. 00x0. Wooden stick, roughly rounded at one end,
shaved flat at the other, and cut to point. A pen (?).

Length 3I', width thickness |' to

*L.B. ooxi. Wooden stick, tapering suddenly to one
end, gradually to the other. Through the latter a small

concave ; in other flat side are cut four circular depressions

;

pierced with two holes from long edge to long edge.

I'vS'vl'5 Xg .

LJk. vin-ix. 0022. Three frs. of silk fabric, red, peach,

and blue
;
very fine texture, ragged and brittle ; red and

blue of corded weave, peach plain. Gr. M. 5'.

L.A. vm-ix. 0023. Pendant of green paste, roughly

shaped as snake (?). Gr. M. f'.

L.A. vra-nc. 0024. Glass bead, rade three-sided bugle,

translucent brown. §' x

L.A. vni-ix. 0025. White quartzite pebble. Diam.

L.A. IX. i. I. Oblong tablet, rudely cut. OJro. seven

columns Khar, (each with seven 11.), very faint ; surface

perishing. Rev. ten columns Khar., faint. Wood hard

but split, i' 3i' X 4i' X i‘. PI. XXXVIll.

FOUND AT LOU-LAN SITE L.B.

hole is pierced. Prob. a carpet-weaver's needle. For
others see:—N. xxiv. viii. 007-8 and 0010; xvi. i. 001

;

xxxvra. i. oot ;
M.I. vii. 005 ; viii. 008-10

;
L.B. iv. i. 006

;

IV. v. 0019 ; M.Tagh. a. 009, and Ka. i. 004. Length ii',

diam. r to A'-

L.B. 00x2. Wooden pen (?). Rough stick with the

bark on, split down centre and pointed. Length 7',

diam. f'.

L.B. 0013. Wooden beam (found at L.B. n) with relief

carving on one side. Between plain borders two continuous

palm (?) branches interlace, and in oval spaces so formed

are eight-petalled rosettes. Triangles at sides much defaced,

but traces of half-rosettes. In one side, 1' 7' from end,

amortice sj'x i^ X ij'. Condition fair. Cf. Strzygowski,

Kmst, p. 66, Fig. 86. 3' ii'x6f'x2^'. PI.

XXXI.

L.B. 00x4. Fr. of carved wooden capital, c. one

quarter
;
found at L.B. ii. Plan of top, an octofoil within

the limits of a square. The foils occupying the comers of

the square are sharply pointed
; those coinciding with the

diameters, square-ended. Plan of necking, circular.

From a simple chamfered astragal spring two whorls of

sharply serrated acanthus leaves. The lower, of four leaves

meeting at their bases, rise halfthe height of capital and have

their tops abruptly curved over on the line of its diagonal

section, and so designed as to occupy fully the sq. section of

the block. The second whorl has its leaves alternating with

the first, and rising from between the rapidly diverging

edges of these to top of capital These also have the tips

sharply recurved and hanging down, occupying the centres

of sides of sq. contour. From behind them spring R. and
L., upward and outward, curving volutes, meeting and
curving downwards in pairs, at the upper angles of block

;

a row of diminishing seeds following the lower edge of

horn of volute.
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General typeofcapital, Indo-Corinthian. The leaves have

no ‘ eyes and are channelled with V-shaped grooves from

mid-rib to points of serration. The economy ofcutting, and

retention of orig. surfaces of cubical block, show character-

istics reapp>earing in Byzantine carving. The octofoil upper

plan and circular lower plan are found again in Byzantine

capitals of Santa Sophia, Constantinople, and St. Mark’s,

Venice. Diam. at top 9', at base 7'. H. 7J'. PI. XXXll.

L.B. 0015. (From Stupa.) Fr. of large blown-glass
vessel, yellowish-white, translucent; outside orn. with

hollow-ground circles. Gr. M. 2', thickness f*.

iL.B. 0018. Part of open-work wooden panel.

Pattern an open trellis-work of diagonal bars, with large

wheels about each point of junction. These touch each
other along the diagonals, but not perpendicularly or hori-

zontally, where they are connected by vertical crosses.

No relief carving. Rabbet at top and bottom. Condition
good. I 'i 71

* X 6^' xi^. PI. XXXIII.

L.B. ooig. a-b. Two frs. of open-work wooden
panel (joining), found at L.B. vi. Pattern of wheels about

junction points ofdiagonal lattice-work as in L.B. 0018 ; but

on smaller scale and without vertical crosses. Condition fair.

See L.B. ii. 0024. 2' 2^* x 1 1* (joined) x f*. PI. XXXIII.

L.B. 0020. Fr. of open-work wooden panel, carved

from one piece; pattern as L.B. 0018 ; rotten and much
split. 8^*X7*Xi|*.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED IN RUINS L.B. i-m

L.B. i-m. 001. Bronze ring, plain, made of flat strip.

Diam. ^*, width A*.

L.B. i-ni. 00a. Fr. of bronze mirror, like L.A. 0029

;

condition good. Gr. M. i^', thickness ^* to ^*. PI.

XXIX.

L.B. I-m. 003. Bronze arrow-head ; cf. L.A.’oo69. In

each face a triangular depression
;
sharp point

;
remains

of iron tang. Condition good, but broken. Length 2,^*.

L.B. i-m. 004. Part of bronze buckle (?), rectang.,

with oblong slit for strap or attachment ; condition good.

Length (incomplete) i', width 1*.

L.B. I-m. 005. Silver ring with hollow bezel to take

circular stone. Diam. i*, width to PI. XXIX.

L.B. I-m. 006. Bronze strip bent into ring; cf. L.A.

0046 ;
condition bad. Diam. §*, width

L.B. I-m. 007. Bar of mica. '^'x^'x^*.

L.B. I-m. 008. Steatite spinning-whorl ; conical, but

without point. H. ^*, diam. f*.

L.B. u. 4. Stick of white stucco, broken
;
one side

flattened. From E. slope. 2^* x f*.

L.B.- II. 6. Stucco relief fr. Semicircular convex plaque

applied to curved bar. In centre of plaque is circular

jewel boss with ring round it. Round this is row of small

flames curving clockwise, and with the hollows between

them filled by beads. Outside again is row of smaller

ringed bosses alternating with hearts arranged blunt end

to centre. Most of this orn. (applied) is missing. White

stucco. Prob. part of head-dress of large stucco fig.

Diam. c. 4'.

L.B. II. 7- Stucco relief fr. of flame border, large scale.

White stucco, burned. 6|*X3f*.

L.B. n. 001. a-b. Two frs. of mica. Gr. fr. 2|*x

L.B. n. 00a. Tapering wooden pin, sq. in section,

with large ball at the thicker end; one piece of wood
throughout, ball not turned. Prob. pin used for fastening

Ml*

timber frame-work and adapted for architectural decoration

See L.B. iv. i. 2 and iv. iv. 001-2. Staff 9* x to |* sq.,

diam. of ball af* x 3'. PI. XXXV.

L.B. H. 004. Carved wooden bud, triple, elongated;

hole in one (slightly concave) side to take plaster;

possibly from edge of w'ooden vesica. 4^" x ih" X 1'.

PI. XXXIV.

L.B. n. 005. Part of open-work wooden panel, carved

in relief, showing end of leaf or lotus petal
;

prob. as

L.B. II. 0016 when complete
;
much split. 7* x 3^’ X ij*.

PI. XXXII.

L.B. n. 006. Part of curved wooden lotus-wreath,
carved in round

;
petals, grouped in bands as in stucco

wreath Kha. ii.‘ 002, alternate groups facing different

ways; roughly carved, condition fair. Diam. 6^, thick-

ness i§',

L.B. n. 007. Part of wooden beam or panel, carved
in relief. One end broken, the other cut slanting

; at

this end plain border, and along squared side ^* border

;

other side bevelled. Within, leaves and tendrils, good
free w'ork. Rotten condition. 5*X9'xiJ*. PI. XXXII.

L.B. n. 008. Apex of carved wooden (?) ; flat,

with edges cut in form of three superimposed ‘ umbrellas ’

surmounted by a disc. i-|' X ^* X ^*.

L.B. a. oog. Finial to wooden model of Stupa (?),
consisting of fourteen ‘umbrellas’ strung on a spike,

and head on plan of two upright discs intersecting each
other at right angles; the whole cut from one piece of
wood; remains of gilding on head; hole at bottom for

attachment. H. 3A', diam. at bottom f*. PI. XXXV
(reversed).

L.B. n. 0010. Upright of wooden balustrade, lathe-

turned, with five ball mouldings divided by pairs of
sharp-edged rings, and neck of thistle-head shape. Lowest
ball moulding sometimes cut short to fit. Ends cut off

sq. with round tenon projecting from each. Good con-
dition. Of same pattern: L.B. ii. 0031 and 0038-0045
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(belonging to rails L.B. n. 0046-0051) cf. L.B. v. oo8-

0070, length i' 7^*, diam. 3*, tenons i* and ij'. 00/0,

oojp, 0040, 0044, P*- XXXIII.

L.B. n. 0011-0013. Three frs. of open-work wooden

panel« carved in relief; prob. belonging to each other,

though not joining. Represent grotesque beast standing

L. with long body humped almost in circle and head look-

ing back to R. Of this only horn and ear are traceable

(ooii). Two goat-like hind-legs are shown in 0012;

fore-legs indistinct. Remains of plain border and tenon

above (0011) and below (0012), and border down L. side

(ooii). Cf. L.B. n. 0053. Much bleached and split.

OOII, 1' 1 1* X 6" X I*
; 0012, i' 6* X 5^* X I* ; ooij, 6J' x

-J-'xf". OOII (reproduced upside down) and 0012, PI.

XXXIII.

L.B. n. 0014. a-b. Wooden block carved in relief,

broken in two pieces which join. Larger part occupied

by a square, within which is carved a circular lotus or

rosette of eight petals and eight sepals ; remainder sunk

and plain. In centre of rosette are three holes in line, all

containing wooden pins, none piercing through to back;

clearly to aflSx corolla separately made. Perhaps part

of a lintel; cf. M. v. 0012, PI. XLVII. Surface worn.

i'3'xio^’X3^'to 2'. PI. XXXII.

L.B. n. 0015. a-d. Four wooden beams, earved in

relief'on one side; {a), (
3),

and (d) cut in two for trans-

port, (c) cut off diagonally in antiquity, {a) and
{
3
)
with

others similar perhaps formed part of wall decoration, of

which (a) was outer edge on one side,
{
3
) on the other.

Across one end of each is border formed of plain bands

crossed diagonally between two plain sq. mouldings, with

half-rosettes in the triangles so formed. Down beam runs

series of hanging circles, linked vertically by straight bands

and interlacing with smaller circles at sides. Each large

circle contains a plain eight-petalled and eight-sepalled

lotus or rosette ; and in spandrels outside are smaller eight-

petalled rosettes halved. The pattern is bounded on L.

side in (a), on R. side in (3),
by plain border, complete in

{3) to 2^" width, but incomplete (j* width) in (a). On
inner sides it is cut through

;
and in these, towards either

end, is oblong mortice, showing that additional woodwork

(doubtless completing the pattern) was fixed to beams on

these sides. On outer (L.) side of (a), where incomplete

border occurs, mortices are also found. Condition good,

(c) and {d) show same pattern, but on slightly larger

scale, and less well preserved. Side border on L. in (c),

on R. in {d), and pattern cut through on other side, (a)

6 ' I r'X 8|' X 2^'
; (3) 7' X 7|' X 2^'

;
(c) 3' 5' X I o' X 2'

;

(d) 7' X 9' X 2^*. PI. XXXI.

L.B. n. 0016-0017. Open-work wooden panel, carved

in relief; in two halves almost complete. Wiihin plain

border (prob. sq.) is four-petalled lotus with sepals showing

between
;

petals and sepals notched and veined with curv-

ing central rib
;
petal tips elongated to fill corners. Beyond

border above and below is rabbet to fit into adjoining piece.

[Chap. XI

See also L.B. n. 0030; v. 009. 1' g'xg" and 8^'

(0077) X if*. PI. XXXI.'

L.B. n, 0018. Fabric firs., including piece ofcoarse cotton

material, light buff, sand-encrusted, loose plain weave;

another slightly finer ; and minute scrap of dark red silk.

[Analysed by Dr. Hanausek.] Gr. M. 6'.

L.B. n. ooig. Bundle of buff cotton frs. of coarse

texture, with small frs. of yellow felt and red silk
;

also

piece of coarse brown woollen fabric similar to L.A.iv. 003,

but much worn and sand-encrusted. [Analysed by Dr.

Hanausek.J Gr, M. g*.

L.B. u. 0030 . Fr. of coarse cotton stucco-backing ;*

fabric similar to L.B. ii. 0018; hard and sand-encrusted.

Gr. M. 7'.

L.B. n. ooai. Fr. of open-work wooden panel, carved

in relief; prob. similar kind of design to L.B. ii. 001

0013. On L. side, plain border with rabbet; then head

and outstretched neck of grotesque animal, with open

mouth, formidable teeth, short pointed ears, and apparently

short twisted horns. These are laid back against neck,

only shown by incision, and have perhaps lost tips. Con-

dition bad. i' J'X 3f X If*. PI. XXXIV.

L.B. n. 0033. Part of wooden frame for panel (?).

Orn. with lozenge pattern formed by cutting diagonal

grooves. On rev. remains of mortice and dowel hole.

io|' X 2f* X 2f'. PI. XXXIII.

L.B. u. 0033. Comer of open-work wooden panel.

Pattern apparently a diagonal lattice-work with wheels as

L.B. 0019, but of more solid construction. Below is

portion of rabbet. Wood bored in various directions,

apparently by insects, i if' X 2f* X if*.

L.B. n. 0034. Comer of open-work wooden panel,

carved in slight relief on one side. One edge with narrow

border and another with rabbet, intact; others broken.

Pattern, a wide lattice-work of diagonal bars with wheels

about points of junction as L.B. 0019 ; but here diagonals

pass alternately over and under circumference of wheel, as

indicated by shallow relief carving; cf. L.B. iv. i. 001.

Wood bleached and split, i' 4f*(with rabbet 1' 5f*)x

6f'xif*.

L.B. n. 0035-0036. Two wooden beams, carved in

relief on one side. Between plain borders two plain

ribbons interlace angularly, forming lozenges. These

are filled by open four-petalled rosettes with sq. button

at centre. Side triangles filled by similar half-ro^ttes.

Both ends of 0025 and one of 0026 cut slanting; 0025
much worm-eaten, but with good surface; 0026 without

worm-holes, but surface less good. Both beams cut in

two and thinned behind for transport. oo2j, 6'
4f' (com-

plete) x 5f* x 2* (orig. 4^'); 0026, 7' I* (complete) X
X If' (orig. 5'). PI. XXXI.

L.B. II. 0037. Wooden beam, carved in relief on one side

with upper parts of human figs, apparently under arcades

;
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remains of eight (Buddha ?) figs., the pillar bases coming

at about level of their elbows. Too much damaged to

show any detail. 3' 9' X 5* X 2" to 2
J". PI. XXXII.

L.B. n. 0038. Part of open-work wooden panel, with

rabbet at each end ;
heavy trellis-work with sq. holes

set diamond-wise ;
see L.B. v. 001 2. i' xo' x i' X i^*.

PI. XXXIII.

L.B. n. ooag. Part of wooden panel, with rounded

end; cut short slantwise at other end and broken on L.

Round end, inside border, filled by lozenge pattern cut by

grooves and finished off by deep groove where sides be-

• come straight. Straight part divided lengthways by four

extant deep grooves, which are crossed,by shallow slashes

diagonally from R. i' 6' X 6' X i^'. PI. XXXI.

L.B. u. 0030. Half of open-work wooden panel,

carved with lotus in Relief, as L.B. n. 0016-0017. Warped,

bleached, and split. 2' x 8|* X i^'. PI. XXXII.

L.B. n. 003a. Part of wooden beam, carved in relief

on one side ;
much sand-worn and decayed ;

design of two

running animals facing central fig., very indistinct. 2' 8^*

X 3rx 2 *.

L.B. u. 0033-0034. Two finials in wood representing

Stupas, made after same pattern, but not a pair. At

bottom is rectang. base, then drum with sides slightly con-

cave separated by ring moulding from dome
;

then small

rectang. member spreading out to top, which is cut flat,

and spire above with five ‘umbrellas’ and ball top in

o033> seven ‘umbrellas’ in 0034. Sq. mortice in base

for attachment. Condition fair, but wood much split.

oojj, H. i' 8J', base 4^" sq.
; 00J4, H. 2' 5|', base S^'x

4'. PI. XXXII.

L.B. n. 0035. a-b. Two parts of wooden beam,
carved in relief on one side. In centre, between plain

raised mouldings, lozenge pattern
;
outside the plain mould-

ings, along each edge, a moulding of 2' billets divided by

cubes and marked off by a groove on each side. 2' 8^'

and 3' X 3' X 2^’. {a) PI. XXXI.

L.B. 11. 0036-0037. Two wooden beams, carved in

relief on one side. 0037 (complete) has ends mitred.

Pattern, a floral scroll between plain mouldings. Starting

from centre, where they interlace, two stems run one each

way to ends of beam. From each spring three triple

leaves filling the hollows, two below and one above in each

case. At centre on either side of interlacement is small

six-petalled rosette, and in angle at each end another.

Below is rounded moulding carved with lozenge pattern,

and beneath a plain sunk moulding. Excellent condition.

0036 differs only in that floral scroll is continuous, and

that there are no rosettes. Only one end originally cut sq.

Surface somewhat cracked and broken away. Both thinned

behind for transport. See L.B. v. 0013. ooj6, 5' s^'x
7|'X2i'' (orig. 4|'); OOJJ, 5' (ong- 5')-

PI. XXXI.

For similar floral scroll, with added rosettes, cf.

Strzygowski, Kop/. Kwist, p. 37, Fig. 44; also Fig. 76.

L.B. n. 0038-0045. Eight uprights of wooden balus-

trade; see *L.B. ii. 0010. ooj^, 0040, 0044, PI.

XXXIII.

L.B. n. 0046-0051. Six rails of wooden balustrade

;

for uprights see L.B. n. 0038-0045. Sq. in section;

upper surface plain, two plain mouldings on outer side.

Under-surface divided by pairs of rounded transverse

mouldings into four sq. sections, in each of which is mortice

for head of upright. Good condition. 2' i' x 3' to 2^* sq.

004J, 0048, ooji, PI. XXXIII.

L.B. u. 005a. R. arm of wooden fig., in round or

high relief. To elbow split off body, but forearm free.

Sq. at shoulder with two dowels to fasten it. Loose

sleeve with fringe at elbow, forearm bare except for bangle

on wrist ; hand clenched, too much worn to show fingers.

Rude work ; wood bleached and split. Length i' i^*,

knuckles to elbow 6^', thickness i* to i-l". PI. XXXIV.

L.B. u. 0053. Fr. of open-work wooden panel, carved

in relief with grotesque beast as L.B. u. 0011-0013;
but wood too much decayed and split to show detail.

Head, however, visible « ith muzzle like bull-dog’s, prominent

eye, and small curved horn. Tenon below. i'ii''x8-|''

X 1^". PI. XXXIII.

L.B. n. 0054. Whisk-broom, made of grass on same
principle as T. xiii. iii. 001 (q-v.), but preserved to

greater length. Stick core in handle end. Length 1' i".

PI. LII.

LB. m. I. a-h. Fotu’-legged wooden cupboard,
oblong, carved in relief. Parts extant: (a) L. front leg,

{b) strip off L. side of R. front leg (upper half), (r) L.

back leg, {d) R. back leg, {e) upper strip of front panel,

(/) middle strip of front panel, {g) lower strip of L. panel,

(A) upper strip of L. panel. The four legs are alike
;

in

section, oblong, though lower half, shaped roughly like

beast’s leg, has angles bevelled off. Paws are in profile on

wider sides both of chest and legs, facing spectator on

narrower sides. Above legs three sunk grooves (on outer

sides only) produce effect of architrave. In upper half of

legs are two mortices (one on each inner face) to take side

panels, (a), (r), and (d) have three dowel holes (J* diam.)

to each mortice
;

five dowels extant in (a), three in (r), and

one in (</); {b) shows four dowel holes. Mortice on

narrow face extends i' lower than mortice on wide face

(i' 2^* and i' i-l' respectively); and on wide face is

second mortice (r. i^'xl") with upper edge level with

bottom of niortice on narrow face. This took cross-piece

to support bottom of chest. Upper parts of legs (c) and (d)

are plain, but wide faces of (a) and
(
5) are carved in low

relief with two upright rows of sq. four-petalled rosettes

within plain sq. lattice-work, seven to row (cf. for

similar decoration the incised ivory panels in Strzygowski,

Kept. Kunsf, PI. XI, XII, XIII). Ends of panels {c. ij*

thick) are rabbeted to leave tenon thick. Side panels

{g-h) are plain. Front panel (<-/) carved in shallow

relief with rows of four-petalled rosettes of irregular sizes.

3 L 2
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Here, 3" from L. side and from top, is upper part of

door aperture, 8^' wide. Top, bottom, back, R. side,

and most of R. front leg missing. Dowel holes in upper

panel edges for attachment of lid. Cupboard (recon-

structed) 2' lof' X 2' X i' 4'. h- of legs i' 8', total h. 3'.

PI. XLVn.

L.B. in. 001. Fr. of mica. i'x|'.

L.B. m. 00a. Pottery fr., hand-made, of coarse clay

‘smothered’ black; traces of incised orn., prob. part of

palmette design from under handle, X if' X r.

L.B. in. 063. Fr. of almond (?) shell. Length

L.B. ni. 004. Fabric frs., including buff woollen (?)

material, felt, and much-decayed silk rags, of usual textures

;

also frs. of flat string band, consisting of four pieces of

thick string laid side by side (two dark brown at edges and

two light in middle), and bound together by cross threads

of dark brown ;
cf. N. xxix. 001. Also part of felt shoe-

sole (?) with seam down centre, and remains of one side of

shoe and toe-piece sewed round edge. String band c. 8'

X i'; shoe-sole, length pf', breadth 3' to 2'.-

L.B. m. 007. a-c. Misc. bronze and paste frs.

(a) Bronze arrow-head, triangular in section, point blunted

as L.A. 0069. Length i'. {i) Part of bronze needle (?),

point and eye broken. Length 3'. (c) Fr. of milkfiori

glass bead, chequer pattern, red, white, black, blue, ancf

yellow. Diam. c. f'. (c) PI. XXIX.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED IN RUINS L.B. iv, v

L.B, IV. 001. Fr. of rim of large jar; sq.-edged

rim turns sharply out at right angles to axial line of

vessel. Much distorted. Hand-made, very finely potted,

of fairly well levigated red clay fired very hard on an open

.. hearth and blackened by ‘ smothering ’. sf' X 3^' X f

'

PI. XXXVI.

L.B. IV. 002. End of hollow bronze bar; end solid,

rounded, and orn. with two raised rings
;

condition poor.

Length i' diam.

L.B. rv. 003. Bronze fr., prob. rim of vessel ;
thickened

towards edge by two bands ;
condition fair. Length gf',

thickness to f'.

L.B. IV. 004. Fr. of carved wood, oblong, flat on both

sides, front surface curved in to overhanging top (?) mould-

ing, back broken off. Two dowel holes pierced through

sideways, beneath moulding, and another below from front

to back. Signs of open-work (?). z-^' X f' X f'.

L.B. rv. 005. Wooden bird-arrow, with head complete;

other end broken, zf' from broken end shaift swells into

rounded knob, which is cut down sq. again after to

diam., the shaft thence continuing for i^' to take head.

This is of peg-top shape, made in two pieces, and pierced

vertically to fit on shaft: (i) the cylindrical body, narrow-

ing to join exactly on to knob of shaft, which thus

strengthens its base, (2) the rounded top, at apex of which

end of shaft appears. Pieces carefully cut to fit ;
strips of

fibre round shaft
;
see L.B. iv. ii. 005 ; v. 006.

According to Mr. T. A. Joyce, to whom the correct

explanation of the object is due, such arrows were used for

killing birds without spoiling the feathers by blood, and
are found in India (Orissa), N. America, etc.

;
see speci-

mens in the Ethnographical Galleries, British Museum.
Length of whole 4^', of head 1^', diam. of shaft

gr. diam. of head i|'. PI. XXXV.

L.B. IV. 006. Heads of bearded wheat and Tftrigh
(millet).

L.B. rv. 007. Fr. of slate hone-stone, with perforation

at end, one face worn smooth. Found 26. xii. 06.

Length i^'.

L.B. IV. 0010. Small flexible wooden stick, with

mallet head tapering towards one end; prob. used to

sound small bell, or some instrument composed of thin

keys of wood or metal resembling modern xylophone. Cp.
App. H. Stick 6^' X f' diam., head 2^' xY to diam.

L.B. rv. 0011. Part of bronze ear-ring, orn. with

second twist of wire. Diam. of ring f', of wire

L.B. rv. i. a. Tapering wooden pin with knob, like

L.B. II. 002 ; IV. iv. 001-002, but knob here shaped like

inverted thistle-head; cf. L.B. iv. v. 0010. Lathe-turned

and orig. painted red ; condition fair. Staff 9^' x c. I" sq.

;

knob H. 2f', diam. of base 2^'.

.
L.B. rv. i. 6. Rectang. under-tablet. 06v, seven . 11 .

Khar.-, black and clear. Rrv. one 1. Khar., faded. Well

preserved; one comer ant-eaten. 7|'X3f'x^'. PI.

XXXVIII.

L.B. rv. i. 7. Rectang. cov.-tablet, with empty seal cav.

^ 8*)- on one side of cav. tw'o 11 . Khar, in very

small clear hand
; nearer to seal two separate 11 . Khar.

Rev. six 11 . Khar, clear and black. Hard and excellently

preserved, sf' x 2|' x (max.). PI. XXXVIII.

*L.B. rv. i. 001. Part of open-work wooden panel.
Above is border, 2§' deep, divided horizontally into three

bands by slanting grooves as in L.B. iv. v. 0030 ;
viii.

001. Below is part of wheel pattern, the wheels strung on
interlacing vertical and horizontal bands which cross each
other in centre and pass alternately over and under cir-

cumference of wheel. This interlacing is worked also qn
rev., but border on rev. is plain. Into it from one end
runs dowel hole, in diam. Condition good. For
pieces of same pattern and scale see L.B. iv. i.

002 ; vii. oor, 004 ; and cf. L.B. n. 0024. H. 8f',
diam. of wheel 3^' to 3I', thickness to PI.

XXXIV.

.
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L.B. nr. i. ooa. Fr. of open-work wooden panel, of

same wheel pattern as L.B. iv. i. ooi. On one side carved

similarly to interlace ; on other flush, but both wheel and

bands roughly bordered with black paint much faded, to

show alternate interlacing. Dowels to pin this to adjoin-

ing piece on one side, zf' long, thick ; on other, two

smaller piit in cross-wise, thick. Good condition.

Diam. of wheel 4*, thickness f*. PI. XXXIV.

L.B. nr. i. 003. Flat horn spoon with curved handle, cut

out of straight piece and warped. Length 7|-', bowl if* X
* X I*. PI. XXXV.

J..B. IV. i. 004. Wooden stick, smoothly rounded, one

end cut on a bevel, the other chipped to short point. At

this end a flat cut has been made up centre of stick

for if* and wood on one side cut away. Length lof",

diam. f*.

L.B. rv. i. 005. Fr. of open-work wooden panel,

carved in relief on one side, and belonging to L.B. iv. vii.

003 j
viii. 001. Shows curved branch, with rib stem

and pointed leaves on either side, met by end of similar

branch whereon are three berries. Remains of third

branch at other end. Good condition. Length 8*, thick-

ness I*. PI. XXXIV.
.

L.B. IV. i. 006. Wooden stick, cut round very carefully

but not turned
;
tapers quickly to one end (broken), gradu-

ally to other; prob. carpet-weaver’s needle
;
see L.B. 001 1.

Length yf* diam. f*-to ^*. PI. XXXV.

L.B. IV. i. 007. Straight-edged piece of wood, slightly

concave and convex laterally ; ends blunt wedges
; f* from

each end a notch (f* X f*) is cut into each side. 6|* X -f*

X f*. PI. XXXV.

L.B. IV. ii. I. Wedge cov.-tablet, with empty seal-cav.

(if*X if*). Ohv. near sq. end one 1 . Khar., pointed end

slight traces Khar. Rev, very faint traces of Khar. Well

preserved, pf' x if* X J* (max.).

L.B. IV. ii. OOI. Fr. of iron knife; plain round solid

handle, and blade curving slightly back; much rusted.

Length sf*, of handle c. 3f*, diam. of handle jpg*, width of

blade ff*"’ thickness of blade f*. PI. XXXVI.

L.B. IV, ii. ooa. Wooden tablet, almost sq., with raised

border ^* high, f' wide top and bottom, and f' at sides.

Behind, in middle of each side, a cut on a bevel is taken out

of the squared edge, c. f* wide. One edge broken. Re-

sembles Roman wa.xed tablet. 3f* x 3' X f*.

L.B. rv. ii. 003. Lump of white quartz ground in

rhomboid form. 2^' X i^* X if*.

L.B. IV. ii. 004. Flat piece of wood cut in rude cres-

cent, and thinning slightly to rounded ends. Through

centre is drilled hole, larger on concave than on convex

side of crescent Edges rounded and much worn on top.

Remains of black paint on concave and on each flat side.

Prob. handle of drill, af* x if* x f* to f*.

L.B. rv. ii. 005. Shaft of wooden bird-arrow, cut

in one piece. For length of 8* plain, <hcn swelling into

rounded knob, which is cut down sq. again after i* to

orig. diam. Beyond this, shaft projects another if* to

take arrow-head. See L.B. iv. 005. Length lof*, diam.

rtof*.

L.B. rv. ii. 006. Horn knife-handle, in section a flat

oval ; ends cut sq. Towards thick end, oh front edge

a row of six holes, three pierced to the hollow, two begun,

and one half pierced. 5f*xf* to ff*xf* to •^*. PI.

XXXV.

L.B. rv.' ii. 007. Horn spoon ; slender handle, bowl

almost flat; much decayed. Length 8* bowl 2f*X if*X

C -A-'‘- 16 -

L.B. IV. ii. 008. Goat’s-hair (?) rope 'chitan' for

hobbling horse. Rope is of four strands. It was then

twisted double so as to leave a loop at one end (see

Ancient Khotan, i. p. 348, b), while the other is attached to

a cross-piece of wood, tip-cat-shaped as L.A. vi. ii. 0016.

Length of rope 2' 6* diam. c. i*, length of cross-piece 2f*.

L.B. rv. ii. 009. Wooden ‘ chuluk ’ for fastening lambs’

collars, as L.A. i. iv. 009. Cross-piece worn and notched

as if for strings, and piece of rope ^* in diam. tied round

notch at end of straight piece. Cross-piece 2* x f*, straight

piecesf'xf*. PI. XXXV.

L.B. IV. ii. 0010-0013. Three wooden seal-Cases, as

L.A. VI. ii. 0024, etc.; 0010 with hole pierced through

bottom
;
notched for three strings

;
good condition. 0012

(largest), if*xi^*xf*.

L.B. IV. ii. 0013. Fr. of woollen carpet in blue and

red. The construction resembles that of the ordinary

Indian darri. The warp is a tightly twisted hemp string,

and the weave ‘satin’. The colours do not run right

across the fabric, but are inwoven with each other at their

junctions, where they are cut off. The new feature in this

specimen is the addition of tufts at the back in rows about

fifteen picks apart, and interlocking with each other later-

ally, each tuft being held in by two loops of the warp, three

‘ ends ’ apart, thus bridging the intermediate three ‘ ends ’
;

while each of the engaging ‘ends’ holds the contiguous

extremities of two tufts. The tufts are of four strands

c. I* in length when tied ;
allowing |* for the knotting,

they would be pieces zf* in length. Care is taken not to

engage the same warp thread more than once in each four

rows of tufts, and thereby all the warp threads are taken

up equally and the fabric is not distorted. The use of

these tufts has been suggested under L.A. vi. ii. 0046.

Fr. of pattern preserved exhibits a red edge y broad,

within which is stepped battlement pattern in blue on a

red ground. Colours and fabric well preserved. 6* x 3*.

PI. XXXVII.

L.B. rv. ii. 0014. Fr. of woollen weft, from which

the warp, prob. hemp, has perished. The weave is

‘ \vrapped-twined ’,
fine and even. Traces of band of

chevron pattern in buff, blue, and crimson, Prob. part of

shoe upper. i'4"xi^*.
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L3. nr. ii. 0015. Wooden bar, semicircular in section

;

ends sq., and near them broad shallow rounded grooves cut

to take straps, or perhaps a bow-grip. 4^^' X X

PI. XXXV.

L.B.'Tv. ii. 0016. Woven slipper (L.). Sole of coarsely

woven sti ing, over which a shaped patch of leather is stitched

to make the heel. Lined throughout with very coarse

canvas, of string-like texture, woven to shape, in one piece,

with gussets on R. side of heel and over little toe. The

uppers are covered with a figured polychrome fabric, woven

to shape in one piece without gusset or seam. At the top

this is carefully turned over on to the canvas lining, and at

the bottom it is sewn on to the string sole. A rough un-

shaped toe-cap of leather has been stitched over the front

of the shoe. The coloured fabric of the uppers has a

somewhat coarse close-cut hempen warp with—round back,

sides, and lower part of toe—a w'eft of buff and white wool,

silk weave, in a pattern of flattened continuous S-curves

thickened at the bends and with flattened dots between

them. To make the toe-caps the warp threads are

gathered to a common centre.

Between the narrowed continuation of the all-round

pattern and that of the top edging, a crescent-shaped piece

W’as woven in, consisting at its full width of five zones, viz.

from tl.e inner side of the crescent: (i) red band whereon

is white rectilinear modification of wave pattern
;
in lower

intervals oval dots, in upper conventional plant patterns;

(2) starting as narrow blue band with red border, develops

through two eyes in red, black, and white into yellow band,

• in centre of which is blue quatrefoil
; (3) plain white band;

in front, lower edge relieved by broken band of five blue

threads; (4) red bandwhereon are close-set yellowlozenges;

(5) white band whereon in buff is straight horizontal stem

with pairs of triangular leaves. Well preserved; colours

very bright. Length 9^'. PI. XXXVII.

L.B. rv. ii-v. 001. Straight ivory rod ; round, broken

both ends, at one badly worn. Length 3', diam.

PI. XXXVI.

L.B. IV. ii-v. 00a. Bundle of felt frs., yellow, white,

and grey
;
somewhat eaten away. Gr. M. 10^*.

L.B. IV. ii-v. 003. Fabric frs., ragged, including usual

buff silk, much decayed, in dark and lighter shades, brick-

red woollen fabric of open texture, and buff woollen (?)

gauze, very brittle. Gr. M. lo".

L.B. rv. ii-v. 004. Bundle of leather frs., including

heel-part of shoe-sole with patch sewed on beneath ; scrap

of leather and another of felt
;
scrap of hide with hair still

adhering in part ; and sole-shaped piece of leather (broken

and inside cut out), coloured dark grey on each side,

with thong passed through hole 3' from end. Broken
‘ sole ’

r. 6' X zj".

L.B. IV. ii-v. 005. Bronze nail-head, hollow circular

with flat rim. Diam. PI. XXIX.

L3 . IV. ii-v. 006. Pottery fr.,
' dark grey, hand-

made, of well-levigated clay, hard and evenly fired, with

[Chap. XI

‘ mat-marking ' on outer surface
;
see L..\. 002. 2J' X 2^’

Xi'. PL XXXVI.

L.B. rv. iii. 001. Rounded wooden peg, tapering to

point, cut sq. at other end. From this end projects

another smaller peg that tapers to a point sq. in section,

and is wTapped round with thin strips of wool. Perhaps

a bobbin. Long peg 4J' X f' (gr. diam.), short peg ij' X
(gr. diam.). PI. XXXV.

L.B. IV. iii. 003. Fr. of carved wood, perhaps foot

of piece of furniture, such as cupboard. At end, tenon with

three dowel-holes. In section oblong, in profile like

a rude attempt at a leg and hoof. Has a knot-hole that

held scanty remains of clay(?) plugging. H. 2^* (with

tenon 3*).

L.B. IV. iii. 003. Tirigh (millet) grains.

L.B. rv. iv. 001-003. Two wooden pins with knobs
like L.B. n. 002 ; iv. i. 2, but knobs here conical with

flattened points and lathe-turned. Pins roughly sq. in sec-

tion, and end of 001 has been fixed in stucco; used for

architectural decoration. Wood rather split. 001,
staff

9i* X sq., cone H. 4*, diam. of base 3J' ; 002 ,
staff

lo'x 1' sq., cone H. 4', diam. of base 2%". PI. XXXV.

L.B. IV. iv. 003. Small wooden cupboard (?) leg,

lathe-turned. Two-fifths of way up and at top are pairs

of mortices at right angles to each other, to take tenons of

panels or cross-pieces. Dowels or dowel-holes remain in

these, and in lower mortices frs. also of tenon. Mould-

ings : ring foot, plain cylinder with fillet above and below,

two ball mouldings divided by ring fillet, and remainder

(with mortices) plain cylinder. Round this near top and

bottom, over dowel-holes, is sunk shallow groove, 3' wide,

perhaps for om. metal bands to cover dowel-heads (?).

Condition fair. Cf. N. xiv. iii. 0037. H. i' 5^", gr. diam.

c. 2' PL XXXIII.

L.B. rv. iv. 004. Fr. of paper MS., small; showing

part of two 11. Khar., large, faint, upon one side, ij'

xii'.

L.B. rv. V. I. Wedge cov.-tablet, with empty seal

cav. (I'l" sq.). Oiv. on each side of cav. trace of one

1 . Khar. J?n’, blank. Surface poor. Sf'x *A* ^ t*

(max.).

L.B. rv. V. 3. Oblong tablet, with notch at centre of

each side to take siring. 06v. faint traces of one 1 . Khar.

/iev. one 1. Khar, indistinct. Hard but discoloured. 4* X

^ iV-

L.B. IV. V. 001. Fr. of carved wood, from angle of

capital (?). Traces of leaf orn. Rotten and much split,

broken off behind. H. 8", thickness 2’ to

L.B. IV. V. 003. Fr. of carved wood, flat strip, with

raised plain border, wide, along two-thirds of one edge.

Carved with narrow serrated leaves in low relief, which

come up to edge of fr. on the one-third of side beyond

border, showing that carving continued beyond limit of
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border at this part. Perhaps from side of cupboard open-

ing, the raised border making its frame on one side. 8* x

li' X to PI. XXXIV.

L.B. IV. V. 003. Ivory rod, broken both ends, roughly

rounded and tapering
;

cf. L.B. iv. ii-v. 001. Length 3^*,

diam. to PI. XXXVI.

L.B. IV. V. 004. Fr. of carved wood, perhaps upright

from piece of furniture. Both sides apparently finished

though not true. On one side fr. of cross-piece in same

piece of wood. One end sq., other broken and charred,

with remains of dowel-hole parallel to cross-piece. Back

• plain. In front, two rows of chess-board pattern, alternate

squares sunk 4''xc. f'xf'. PI. XXXIV.

L.B. IV. v. 005. Wooden needle, flat and oblong in

section towards eye, rounded towards point; a notch

cut in blunt end
; eye, a round hole in diam. g^" X

3 * vX*
8 A 4 .

L.B. IV. V. 006, Wooden shaft of bird-arrow, showing

attachment of wooden head (broken). At one end rounded

notch cut for string, and shaft slit down sides for insertion of

feathers. Splices of horn remain in slits, but feathers gone.

Marks of tight binding. Towards other end shaft is cut

to a long V -point and spliced into another length of wood

;

prob. end of head, but cf. L.B. iv. 005. Fastened prob.

with gum, as no signs appear of binding. Length 7^*,

diam. to 5*.

L.B. IV. V. 007. Half of wooden knife-sheath, flat

on inner side but bevelled on outer to half octagon.

Inner side hollowed out, the hollow ending in a rough

point towards one end. At this end, sheath is finished

oflf sq. ; other end pardy cut, partly broken. 7''xJ*x
e »
T9 •

L.B. rv. V. 008. Fr. of lacquered wood, two sides and

one comer squared, others broken. Two small bolt-holes

on short side, one near same corner on long. Running

into long side parallel to short side a dowel. Wood on

each side overlaid with cloth woven of fibre, over which

lacquer is applied. Much destroyed
;
on one side black,

on the other red. Cf. L.B. iv. v. 002. 10^" x 2^' x f
*.

L.B. rv. V. 009. Fr. of lacquered wood, straight, sq.

or oblong in section, but back split away. At one end

tenon, at other traces of hole, in diam., pierced from

front to back. Three finished sides lacquered black. 10'

Xf'xc.f'.

L.B. rv. V. 0010. Fr. of wooden knob, lathe-turned,

shaped like thistle-head, orlg. painted red ; counterpart to

knob of L.B. iv. i. 2. H. 3'.

L.B. IV. V. oon. Bundle of white felt cuttings ; narrow

strips tied*together. Gr. length c. 7', gr. width

L.B. rv. V. 0012. Fart of wooden panel or bar, carved

in relief. Design, an undulating stem broken by a joint

at each turn
;
a line of nail-head orn. running along its

centre throughout. Each joint throws out three long lily-

like leaves which palmette-like lie one beside the other in

receding planes in hollow of stem. On convex side a

single small leaf is thrown out. Work vigorous and well

designed, style very Hellenistic. Ground sunk, leaving sq.

moulding at one edge. Both edges finished, both ends

broken. At one end is part of mortice transverse through

thickness, wide, and in the back (surface split off) are

marks of two dowel-holes for securing tenon. At same

end but on other edge is part of mortice through the width.

On broken edge mark of transverse dowel-hole, i' 2'x

3i^'x 1^'. PI. XXXIV.

L.B. rv. V. 0013. (S.E. corner.) Wooden upright from

piece of furniture, probably chair, carved in form of gro-

tesque beast standing with large head suijk on breast, and

lacquered red, black, and yellow. Resembles in general

shape N. xii. 3. (animal carving),Annen/ Khotan, ii. PI. LXX,

and like it recalls Persepolitan design. Beast has rounded

muzzle, crocodile jaws and teeth, small upright horns.

Detail of upper part behind not clear, but back flat with

mortice near top to take rail (4f' X and small projec-

tion on top cut in hook form towards back, probably for

securing cushion . Triangular opening also cut through side-

ways behind horns. Below, body and legs run into truncated

mass, the lower part roughly leg-shaped and divided in two

vertically ; but hoof part solid and projecting backwards.

Lacquered red, except muzzle, sides of head, and

space between horns, which are yellow with black and

red markings to indicate mane or shaggy hair. Hoof also

carved in circles, orn. with black and red spirals on yellow

ground to show hair round claws, which are black. Inside

of openings through head, and between legs, lacquered;

but groove cut vertically between feet in front showing

signs of attachment, and dowel in breast unlacquered

broken off flush with surface. Upper part most carefully

finished in front, lower behind. Fine work, somewhat
decayed. Cf. L.B. iv. v. 0023. pf'x i|*x i|'. PI.

XXXIV.

L.B. IV, V. 0014-0016. Frs. of three lacquered
wooden hoops, one sq. in section, the others flat

;
flexible

and covered with canvas under lacquer
;
prob. parts of rim

(sq.) and side (flat) of tray or dish. Rim was applied

separately, and has come apart. Lacquered : inside red

over black ; top of rim black with thin red line along each

edge and red lozenges along centre
;
outside rim black

with red line. Diam. apparently c. i‘.
^

L.B. rv. V. 0017. Fr. of side of lacquered wooden
bowl ; black lacquer both sides rather decayed. Gr. M.
41", thickness I'.

L.B, IV. V. ooi8. Fr. of lacquered wood, strip from

angle of sq. upright. Black lacquer with floral (?) design

in red. Length 7^', width (broken).

L.B. rv. V. 0019. Wooden stick, cut round very care-

fully and tapering quickly to one end (broken), slowly to

the other. Through latter is small hole (barely diam.),

and thickness has been shaved down on one side. Prob.

carpet-weaver's needle
; see L.B. 001 1 ; iv. i. 006. Length

diam. to J'.
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L.B. IV. V. ooso-ooai. Two wooden seal*cases as

L.B. IV. ii. ooio, etc. Notches for three strings; 0021

with sq. hole in bottom. 0020, X if-* X i ;
002/1

X I* X

L.B. IV. V. 0032. Flat fr. of lacquered wood, prob.

from bottom of bowl ; broken at all edges
;
lacquer applied

over canvas, black on one side, red the other ;
bad condi-

tion. Gr. M. 7' thickness f'.

L.B. IV. V. 0023. Wooden upright and rail from chair,

carved and lacquered in form of fig. like L.B. iv. v. 0013,

and identical in design with N. xii. 3 {Ancient Kkotan, ii. PI.

LXX, human carving), but in much better condition. Upper

part in form of human head of Persian (?) typ)e, evidently

intended for woman from circular contour lines on breast.

Below this, descent is made through half-open) lotus

blossom (out of w’hich fig. rises) to solid horse leg and hoof.

Head has large black eyes and eyebrows ,
black hair hanging

in jperpiendicular locks to neck behind, and straight leaf and

flower garland round brows. Above rises wooden projec-

tion, lacquered vermilion with black bevelled edges, cut in

sort of hook towards back. Face lacquered grey with

vermilion lips, vermilion spot on each cheek and ear, and

similar stripe down forehead and chin. Long neck rises

from yellow collar of red robe, and behind are small up-

right curled wings reminiscent of Greek sphinx wings

though curled the reverse way, and lacquered yellow and

black. The lotus has one brown petal and two yellow, and

between show tips of vermilion inner pietals. Horse leg is

vermilion and hoof black.

Mortice in back of head still holds tenon of stout bar,

lacquered black, which projects to back. Its other end is

rounded, and has groove in which, on wooden peg, swings

oblong flat piece of wood with rounded comers and hole

for another pin at further end; this clearly served as

hinge. Fine bold work, colours brilliantly preserved.

Upright 1' bar lo'xif'xi^'. PI.

xxxrv.

L3. IV. V. 0024. Fabric frs., including bundle of white

felt strips (aj* to longxl^* to 2^' wide); frs. of usual

buff cotton (?), silk, and felt
; very thin strip of red silk, and

fr. of dark blue wool.

L.B. IV. 0035. Leather fr. of irregular shape, which

has been tied over top of circular object as cover is

tied on jam-pot. Edges rough; hard; coloured inside

grey to light red ; dressed face down. Gr. M. 5I', diam.

as tied 3^'.

L3 . IV. V. 0026. Wooden half-baluster, lathe-turned,

with tenons, to go against flat surface; complete with

top and base ridge and ten ball rings ; cf. L.B. v. 008 ;
M.

II. 009. Length 8' (with tenon frs. 8|'), diam. i^'.

L3. IV. V. 0027. Bar of lacquered wood, cross-piece

from piece of furniture (?) ; oblong in section, with rounded
tenons projecting at each end. Near these at each
end an iron dowel pierces the narrow sides. Its corrosion
has split the wood. Lacquered black all over, with red

[Chap. XI

scrolls on one flat and both narrow sidra. i' 9J* x i^'

xt'

L3. IV. V. 0028. Wooden bowl holloaed out of block

;

nine lathe-turaed grooves on outside, ridges between rather

scarified
;
raised rim with shoulders to allow of fitting of

lid; hard brown sediment at bottom; inside roughened

by constant scraping out of contents, and worn away to

depth of 2^'. H. 3^', diam. 4^", thickness of sides 4'.

L.B. nr. v. 0029. Fr. of base of lacquered wooden
bowl like T. VI. b. ii. 001. Central portion flat, defined

by groove inside, outer slightly rising. Lacquer on outside

and flat portion of inside, black ; on rising portion of ilP

side, red. Bad condition. 3' x if' X J*.

LJB. IV. V. 0030. Part of carved wooden pilaster

or edge of panel,*broken at lower end. Top, cut on L.,

broken on R., is divided into three planes horizontally by

two grooves cut slanting back ; see L.B. iv. i. 001, iv. viii.

001. Dowel-hole runs into it horizontally from broken

end. Shaft carved with four hanging wreaths looped to-

gether by grooved cinctures. Plain narrow beading down

sides, i' 4f' X zf' to 3I' x PI. XXXIV.

L.B. IV. V. 0031. Base of bronze cup and part ofhollow

stem ; broad outsplayed hollow foot
;
broken stem, rounded

outside but sq. inside. H. of whole zf', H. of stem if',

diam. of base 3^'. PI. XXXVI.

L.B. IV. V. 0032. Five frs. of yellow felt, thin, painted

with (apparently geometrical) patterns in dark grey, buflf,

and pale blue. Very fragile. Imitation of embroidery.

Gr.fr.4'x3'-

LJB. IV. V. 0033. Four frs. of yellow felt, painted with

tempera in red, buflT, brown, and grey. Conventional floral

design of blue-petalied lotus on red ground
;
above, brown

band with white spots. Largest fr. zf' x zf'.

L.B. IV. V. 0034. Ivory die. Long rod sq. in section

;

the numbers (1-4 consecutively) marked by broad incised

circles full width of side, with dot at centre. Good condi-

tion. 4|'x^'sq. PI. XXXVI.

L.B. IV. vi. I. Wedge under-tablet. 06v. four 11 .

Khar, faint and encrusted. Hev., one 1 . Khar, near

sq. end, faint. Well preserved but encmsted. 8|' X 2
'

L.B. IV. vii. 001, 004. Two firs, of wheds from
open-work wooden panels of same pattern and scale

as L.B. IV. i. 001. Actual diam. gf' and 3^'.

L.B. IV. vii. 002. Weaver’s wooden comb, smaller

edition of N. xxil i. 001 ; surface rough ; edges cut sq.

but sides bevelled towards them and also down to teeth.

Cf. Ancient Kkotan, ii. PI. LXXIII, N. xx. osT H. 4' (with

handle 6'), width zf', length of teeth six teeth

to 1'.

L.B. IV. vii. 003. Fr. of opmi-work wooden panel

belonging to L.B. iv. i. oog; viii. 001, On top is

end of berried laurel branch curving in reverse direction
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to former ;
below, base of stem, and (between) solid trans-

verse band with palmette leaves in relief, resembling but

not identical with L.B. iv. v. 0012. Through band are

two dowel-holes running from end to end ;
dowels broken.

The open-work is not finished off everywhere, and shows

that a start was made by cutting a hole with a brace and bit.

Good condition. 9' X 3' x PI. XXXIV.

L.B. nr. vlii. 001. Fr. from edge of ^open-work)

wooden panel, belonging to L.B. iv. i. 005; vii. 003.

Border, 3' deep, cut into three horizontal bands by slant-

ing grooves as L.B. iv. i. 001 ; v. 0030. Through it

transversely runs dowel-hole with dowel in position.

Below is part of branch with leaves in relief similar to

frs. quoted. Broken on R., other edges squared. 5^' x

PI. xxxrv.

L.B. nr. viii. 002. Fr. of carved wood from piece

of furniture (?). Broken on two sides, squared on others.

Raised border, c. sq., along one of these sides, and

traces of smaller border (broken off) c. wide on other.

Between, curved band carved in scale pattern, three wide.

Orn. suggests a long piece, but if so the grain is the wrong

way. 2|* X 2* X I'. PI. XXXIV.

L.B. nr.-v. 002. a-b. Two bronze frs. (a) Orna-

mental rivet-plate, lozenge-shaped, with repouss^ trefoil

ends
;
in each, rivet for attachment

;
fair condition. Length

1^*. PI. XXIX. (i) Part of pin with round convex head.

Diam. f*.

L.B. V. 001. Lead spinning-whorl ; flat disc pierced

as L.A. 0068, etc. Diam. thickness

L.B. V. 002. Bronze rivet-plate, plain oblong with

slightly raised edges. Within these, top and bottom, two

pin-holes for attachment, and two holes sq. cut out in

middle. Condition good, ij'xij^'x^'. PI. XXXVI.

L.B. V. 003. Fr. of sheet bronze, prob. rim of vessel.

Gr. M. jy, thickness

L.B. V. 004. Lead wire, bent nearly to right angles.

Length c. z^', diam.

L.B. V. 005. Bronze tongue, both ends pointed, bent

over flat and pinned together
;

cf. L.A. 0052. Condition

good.

L.B. V. oc6. Fr. of bronze mirror; cf. L.A. 001 13.

Patterns in very low relief on back, geometric and vegetable,

in sq. compartments, Chinese style. Gr. M. if', thickness

PI. XXIX.

L.B. V. 007. Small block of lignite, roughly cut.

sq.xf*.

*L.B. V. 008. Upright of wooden balustrade, lathe-

turned, with seven ball mouldings divided by single rings,

and plain neck ; tenon at each end
;

good condition.

Length i' sf', diam. 2f', tenons f".

Of same pattern L.B. v. 0010 (broken off at i' if'

height), and 0014-0018 (fitting rail L.B. v. 0019); but

latter have neck at each end. Cf. *L.B. n. ooio. L.B. v.

008, PI. XXXIII.

L.B. V. oog. Part of open-work wooden panel,

carved in relief with lotus as L.B. u. 0016-0017, but

smaller. Wood much cracked, i' 7f'x 6'x if'. PI.

XXXII.

L.B. V. 0012. Part of open-work wooden panel with

rabbet at each end; heavy diamond trellis-work as L.B.

II. 0028 ; surface split. 1' 9' X 6f' x i'. PI. XXXIII.

L.B. V. 0013. Wooden beam, carved in relief on one

side with same nmning floral scroll as L.B. ii. 0036 ;
row

of dog-tooth orn. below lozenge band; much worn and

cracked. Cut in two pieces, a and h, for transport. 5' 8'

X 7f'X 3'. PI. XXXI.

L.B. V. 0014-0018. Uprights of wooden balustrade

;

see 'LB. v. 008. 00/7, PI. XXXIII.

L.B. V. ooig. Rail of wooden balustrade ; for uprights

see *L.B. v. 008. Same pattern as L.B. ii. 0046-0051,

except that it has five mortices and is narrower. 2' if' x

2'X2f'.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED IN RUIN L.B. vi.

L.B. VI. 001. Sq. wooden block, caived in relief with

eight-petalled lotus within plain raised border (broken

away on one side). Petals ribbed down middle; twelve

small petals round knob centre ;
oblong mortice in one

side ;
wood much split, pf' sq. x 3f' ;

mortic ; if' x x

2f' deep. PI. XXXII.

L.B. VI. 002. Fresco fr. showing upon pale green border

circular white leaves with scalloped edges, green centres,

and short tendril-like stems; white field beyond; much
w'om. Gr. M. 3f'.

o ML874
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CHAPTER XII

RETURN TO THE MIRAN SITE

Section I.—TO THE TArIM AND THE DELTA OF THE CHARCHAN-DARYA *

On the morning of December 29, 1906, we left the Lou-lan ruins to regain ground where

there was still water and with it life. The journey was to be made in two separate parties. The
large band of labourers, whom the constant exertions and privations had severely tried, was to return

to Abdal by the route previously followed, together with those camels which showed signs of

exhaustion. Rai Ram Singh, the Surveyor, who was still suffering from acute attacks of rheumatism,

and was thus unfit at the time for fresh surveys such as I should otherwise have liked him to

undertake in the desert eastwards, was put in charge of this party. I myself, taking ten of the

fittest camels and a small number of men, set out to the south-west in order to reach the terminal

course of the Tarim River across the unknown desert area separating it from the dried-up delta of

the Kuruk-darya. The point I was steering for was the small ruined site of Merdek-tim, which

Dr. Hedin had visited in 1896 on his journey along the Ilek branch of the Tarim, and which

I wished to examine before returning to my tasks at the ruins of Miran.

In Chapter XXXVI of my personal narrative^ I have given an account of the seven trying

marches which brought us safely across a great waste of dunes and high ridges of sand to the line

of freshwater lagoons linked up by the flood-bed of the Ilek. As reference may be made to that

account and to Maps No. 60, 56, and 57 for all details, it will suffice here to mention only a few salient

facts of topography which have a quasi-antiquarian bearing. For a distance of close on thirty miles

in a straight line, covered in the course of the first two and a half marches, the route, which I was

steering by the compass south-westwards, led across a succession of dry river-beds, all forming part

of the ancient Kuruk-darya delta. Their direction, gradually changing from east and west to

north-west and south-east, unmistakably proved that they all branched off from the head of the

main Kuruk-darya, which our surveys of 1914 have shown to lie approximately west of the Lou-lan

Site. Further to the east and south-east these beds linked up, as will be seen from a reference to

Map No. 60, with the ancient river-courses which we had crossed on the march to the Lou-lan Site,

and which were traced still more clearly by our surveys of 1914, The first two beds, lying over

bare wind-eroded ground, were seen as well-marked, winding depressions. But after we had left

them behind, at a distance of only six miles from our Camp 125 at L.B., low dunes kept the ground

uniformly covered with sand, and made these depressions more difficult to recognize. Yet there

remained the familiar narrow belts of ancient riverine jungle, crossed at intervals by their parallel

lines of dead Toghraks and tamarisk-cones, to show plainly the direction of the dried-up river

branches once spreading over this deltaic ground.

Nowhere along the route followed on these first few marches were structural remains or any
other signs of settled occupation traceable, and the comparative rarity of bare eroded ground

' See Dtserl Cathay, i. pp. 415 sqq.
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necessarily reduced the chances of finding relics even of nomadic existence or passing traffic. Yet

that this riverine area was visited during the historical period of Lou-lan occupation, probably as

jungle grazing, was proved by some of the finds made there. Thus, close to our Camp 126 a well-

preserved Wu-chu coin was picked up, and some nine miles beyond it the fragment of a Chinese

bronze mirror, decorated in relievo, C. 1 26. cx)2. This was the last object in metal found, excepting

the fragment of a bronze spear-point, C. 128. 001, which turned up unexpectedly some eight miles

beyond Camp 128, long after the last remains of ancient tree-growth had been left behind, about

four miles from Camp 127. It may have been brought there by some hunter who had strayed into

the desert after game ;
for that ground must have been wholly devoid of vegetation even in the

^rliest historical period which at present is accessible to us.

In prehistoric times, however, human occupation had evidently extended beyond the limits of Prehistoric

the area containing the dried-up river-beds which were still traceable ;
for stone implements of the

same primitive type as those found on our march to the Lou-lan Site, and fragments of coarse

pottery, probably neolithic, cropped up at rare intervals, not merely in the deltaic area but also on

the desolate ground passed between Camps 127 and 1 30. Yet, judging from the exceeding scantiness

and complete decay of such wood ddbris as we could find there, this ground must already have

been an absolute waste in the early historical period. Specimens of these Stone Age remains found

between Camps 125 and 129 have been described in the list above.’® A well-preserved celt, C. 126.

001, and the ‘blades’ in chalcedony and jasper, C. 127-128. 002, 003, are reproduced in Plate XXX.

As soon as the last riverine belt of dead Toghraks was passed, about four miles from Camp 127, North-south

big ridges of piled-up dunes, or Dawdns, were encountered in more and more frequent succession,

and bare patches of eroded ground grew rare, even in the broad sandy valleys between them. But

if these huge accumulations of drift-sand left little chance of discovering relics of prehistoric

occupation, yet they, too, had their quasi-antiquarian interest. They stretched invariably from

north to south, and previous experience, gained from the rivers which lose themselves in the

Taklamakan, had taught me to recognize the significance of this regular bearing. Such ‘ Dawans’
are always found running parallel to river-courses where these penetrate into areas of drift-sand.

Under the action of physical causes, which need not be set forth in detail here, these sand ridges

conform in their bearing to the direction of the barrier which the river presents to the movement
of dunes, and to which they indirectly owe their origin.® It was easy to see that, far away as we
still were from the Tarim, it was its course, running roughly from north to south in this section

between Tikkenlik and the Charchan River junction, which .determined the bearing of the Dawans
we encountered in steadily growing heights.

The observation is worthy of record here because it is relevant to the question which certain Dawans

views set forth by Dr. Hedin have raised, whether the present course of the Tarim south of
Tikkenlik is an old one or dates only from the time when the Kuruk-darya ceased to carry water. River.

This is not the place to discuss the question at length. But I may point out that the north-south

bearing of the Dawans, which remained constant over the forty-six miles, in a straight line, of our

Cf. above, pp. 367 sq.

* For such riverine ‘Dawans’, always crossed at right

angles where my route led from one river-course towards

another in the Taklamakan, cf. Ancient Rhotan, i. pp. 309,

4 1 8 sqq, 444, 453, 483 ; also above, p. 241, and below, p. 455.

My map of the Khotan region accompanying Ancient Khotan

graphically illustrates these observations.

Though the force which has built up these ‘ DawSns ’ of

sand is the wind, their line is not determined by the direction

of the prevailing wind. This is clearly seen in the high sand
ridges fringing the lower Charchan River course, where it

runs right against the predominant north-east wind blowing
from the Lop desert. It is only in the formation of the indi-

vidual dunes that the direction of the wind invariably asserts
itself.

3 M 2
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route leading diagonally across them, distinctly supports the belief in the antiquity of the present

Tarim course, as far as its general direction in this section is concerned. It does not appear to me
likely that, if the present southerly course of the Tarim were of at all recent origin, it could have

made its effect felt with such regularity in the formation of ‘ Dawans ’ so far away to the east.

We have, of course, no means to gauge with anything approaching exactness the chronology

of these sand formations. But the impression I have just indicated is considerably strengthened by

what I observed at the western foot of the big ‘ Dawan ’ below which we pitched our Camp 1 30

(see Map No. 56) on January 2, 1907. There I came upon the first rows of dead Toghraks since

Camp 127, and it is noteworthy that I found them, too, stretching in well-defined lines from north

to south. I have before had occasion to mention that the wild poplars of the Tarim Basin show an

invariable tendency to grow in lines parallel to the nearest open water-courses or to channels of

subsoil drainage which continue them.® Here the dead Toghraks, many of them of large size, all

lay prostrate on the ground, and though their bleached and withered trunks and main branches

still showed clearly recognizable features, I could see that they must have been dead far longer than

those, for instance, which had grown up and died at the Niya Site since it was abandoned about the

fourth century a.d. The position of this Toghrak grove, probably marking an ancient channel of

the Tarim, was not more than sixteen miles in a straight line from the present bed of the Ilek

branch.

It is, of course, possible to argue that the physical indications just discussed date back to

a previous swing of the deltaic pendulum of the Tarim, i. e. to a much earlier period, a prehistoric

one, which preceded the formation of the Kuruk-darya, and during which the whole Tarim drainage

flowed southward before emptying itself into the Lop lake basin. But no such explanation is

possible as regards the archaeological evidence which we shall have to examine presently.

On the evening of January 4, 1907, the seventh day of this trying tramp across dunes, we
struck the hard-frozen Koteklik-kol, one of the string of lagoons fed by the Ilek.* Here I found

that the many deflexions from our intended straight course, made in the endeavour to avoid the

highest portions of successive ‘ Dawans’, had resulted in our striking the Ilek fully a day’s march

to the south of the site of Merdek-tim. The distance was easily covered on January 5 by

moving north along the frozen Ilek. On the following morning we crossed its wide, marshy flood-

bed at Kulacha, and there secured a guide in the person of an old Loplik fisherman. Led by him,

we moved north-eastwards for about two and a half miles, across fairly high dunes and depressions

with salt pools, until we arrived at the modest ruin which he knew by the name of Merdek-tim.

We found that it was a small circular fort with a rampart built mainly of stamped clay and overgrown

with luxuriant reeds (Fig. 89). Close to the south of it there passed a dry Nullah, which was said

to have received water until three years before. To the north-west it connected with the neighbour-

ing lagoon known as Merdek-kol, which itself was fed from the Bayir-kol marsh of the Ilek.

Pitching camp by the little fort, I was able to devote the day to a close examination of its remains,

and I soon discovered indications of its early origin.

The circumvallation consisted of a rampart which, though decayed under the effect of moisture,

was still traceable to a height of ten feet above the present ground level over most of its circular

outline. The very construction of the rampart suggested antiquity. Below, it consisted of stamped
clay with thin layers of tamarisk fascines inserted at intervals of about a foot. This base rose to

five feet above the present level of the soil, but, as its foot could not be ascertained, its original

height may well have been greater. Above this came masonry, two feet high, and then stamped
clay, still standing to a height of about three feet, both strengthened by the insertion of layers of

* See above, p. 355. * See Desert Cathay, i, pp. 422 sqq.
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tamarisk branches and by a framework of Toghrak beams. The width of the rampart was fourteen

feet on the top, and at the base, now mostly covered by sand, about twenty-nine feet. The diameter

of the little stronghold, measured from the centre line of the rampart, was approximately 1 32 feet.

The entrance must have been at the south
;
for there a gate passage, six feet wide, was marked by

two rows of massive Toghrak posts, which came to light on clearing the southern segment of the

rampart. These posts, four on each side, must have served to carry the roof of the gateway, and

probably also to secure the timber revetment of its sides.® Their top portions for about three to four

feet were in fair preservation, except for the charred ends, giving evidence of a fire
;
but lower down

the wood had rotted away owing to the effect of moisture. As shown by the position of the posts,

Jjie gateway passing through the rampart must have had a length of at least twenty-three feet.

The interior of the circumvallation was fairly clear of drift-sand, and near the centre some Tamarisk-

withered Toghrak beams were found just below the surface. But as on digging down beneath them
^ampart^'^

to a depth of about four feet we came upon moist sand, it was clear that the remains of any

structure which might once have stood here must have decayed completely. The north-east

portion of the rampart was partly covered by the slope of a tamarisk-cone which rose some fifteen

feet above its present top, as seen in Fig. 89. Referring to what has been explained above as to

the tamarisk-cone overtopping the ancient fort found south of the Endere Site,® we may safely

assume that the fact of this cone at Merdek-tim having attained a height of at least twenty-five feet

above the level on which the circumvallation was built in itself proves considerable age for the

latter.

But a clo.ser search of the rampart soon revealed more definite evidence of its antiquity. On
clearing away the sand which covered the faces of the masonry portion, I found that it was

composed of large sun-dried bricks very similar in dimensions to most of those which we had seen

in the ruined structures of the Lou-lan Site. I distinguished two sizes of bricks, one measuring

18 by II inches, with a thickness of 4 inches, and another 14 by 10 inches, with a thickness of

3I inches. In view of such close agreement, approximately contemporary origin necessarily

suggested itself, and this conclusion was strikingly confirmed by a succession of finds of Chinese

copper coins which were picked up in various places on the top of the rampart. All belong to

types current during Later Han times ; two bear the legend Huo-ch'ilan, first introduced by Wang
Mang (a.d. 9-22), and the other four are Wu-chu pieces in a clipped condition.

None of the usual debris of perishable materials, within or around the fort, could have survived Absence of

subsoil moisture. The same cause, vicinity of water, explained the complete absence of wind-eroded ‘Tati’

ground near the ruin and our consequent failure to trace any of the usual ancient debris of hard

materials, such as potsherds, small metal objects, etc. Nor did the search made around that day

and on the following morning reveal the survival of any other structural remains. Yet the evidence

already secured left no reasonable doubt that this small fortified post must have been occupied

during the early centuries of our era and perhaps down to the same period as the Lou-lan Site.

Insignificant as is the ruin itself, its date, as thus approximately determined, invests it with Ancient

a distinct antiquarian and geographical interest. Its existence at this place proves that a branch Tarim

of the Tarim—whether large or small we have no means to decide—must already, during the Merdek-tim.

earliest period of Chinese control of the Tarim Basin, have flowed close to the present line of the

Find of Han
coins.

® The method of constructing such a gateway has since

received full illustration from the remains of a similar, but far

better preserved, gateway which I found leading through the

stamped clay rampart of the ruined fort L.C. discovered by me
in 1914 south-west of the Lou-lan Site, and dating from the

same period as its ruins.

For a similar, but more elaborate gateway, found at the

fortified station or Sarai at Kara-dong, cf. Ancient Khotan,

i. pp. 447 sq. ; Fig. 53.
* See above, pp. 283 sq.
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Ilek, and that a route which required guarding must have passed along it. The importance of this

fact must be emphasized in view of the much-discussed theory, first set forth by Dr. Hedin, which

assumes that tlie whole of the Tarim drainage passed at that period through the Kuruk-darya beds

into an earlier Lop-nor lying due south of the Lou-lan Site, and to which we have repeatedly had

to refer above.'^ It would be impossible to reconcile with this theory the detailed account which

Li Tao-yiian’s commentary gives us of the Tarim’s junction with the Charchan River and its

subsequent course eastwards into the lake north of Yii-m^ and the definite chronological evidence

afforded by the ruined fort of Merdek-tim saves us from making the attempt.

It proves that while the Lou-lan Site was still occupied and the Kuruk-darya still ‘ in being

a branch of the Tarim ran southwards and met the Charchan River, as it does at the present timg,

before passing into that portion of the ancient Lop lake-bed which now holds the Kara-koshun

marshes north of the Miran tract. Where the point of junction then lay, what relative volumes of

water this southern branch of the Tarim and the Kuruk-darya then carried, and similar questions, we

cannot hope ever to be able to answer, considering the scantiness of our records and archaeological

data as well as the physical conditions of a flat, deltaic region where water, wind, and sand are ever at

work effacing surface evidence. One inference, however, seems to me necessary : if at the period

preceding the abandonment of the Lou-lan Site, to which Li Tao-yiian’s information undoubtedly

goes back, the drainage of the Tarim Basin could fill both the Kuruk-darya and a southern river

branch, whereas at present it certainly would not suffice for both, we can scarcely go wrong in

assuming that the intervening period of roughly fifteen centuries must have seen a diminution of

the total water-supply, i.e. desiccation, whatever its cause and its progress.

On January 7 I left Merdek-tim in order to move south again by the Tarim towards

Charkhlik and Miran. Anxious as I was to start excavations at the latter place in full earnest,

I could not forgo the chance of paying a visit en route to the ruined site which Captain Roborovsky s

survey, as embodied in the Asiatic Trans-frontier Map of the Russian Topographical Department,®

marked under the name of ‘ Ketek-sher ’, i. e, Kdtek-shakri, near the terminal course of the Charchan-

darya.'® The journey of six days which brought me to it has been described in my personal

narrative.^’ There is the less need here for details regarding it because its first portion lay along

a route which keeps close to the main course of the Tarim, and is well known as it connects

Charkhlik with Tikkenlik, Korla, and the other oases northward. The luxuriant growth of wild

poplars, forming natural avenues, which we passed by the main bed of the river as far as Shirghe-

chapkan, seemed like a vision of that distant age when the lines of fallen dead Toghraks we had so

often crossed still flourished by the branches of the Kuruk-darya.
Doubly striking in contrast with it was the bareness of the steppe, covered with scanty reeds

and tamarisks, over which the road led to the desolate station of Lop. Near it, in a network of

lagoons and marshes, the present terminal course of the Charchan River loses itself, to effect its

junction with the waters of the Tarim. Thus surrounded, the fi.shermen’s hamlet known as Lop
seemed fit to represent all the typical features of this dreary Lop region. As far as I could gather,

the restricted use of the ancient local name Lop for this particular place is not of recent date.

Perhaps it may in some way be connected with the fact that this otherwise insignificant locality is

’ See above, pp. 359, 361 sq.

’ Cf. above, pp. 326 sq.

® See Sheet xxi, scale 40 versts to i inch.

The term Kotek-shahri, literally meaning ‘ the town of
dead trees ’, is widely applied in the TSrIm Basin to sites in

and around the great drift-sand desert where remains, real or

imaginary, of ancient settlements exist. In the form [Shahr-

t-']Satak it is found already in the TSrikk-i-Rashtdi see

above, p. 320, note 1 2.

“ See Desert Cathay, i. pp. 427 sqq.
;

also Map No. 57
for the route followed.
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the spot where a settlement of semi-nomadic fishermen and herdsmen of the true Loplik type is

found nearest to Charkhlik, Marco Polo’s ‘ City of Lop

Our march of January 1 1 from Lop to the south-east took me right across the delta of the

Charchan River. Its condition at the time, as it was practically all dry, except for the main branch

passing to the south of Lop station, and yet grazed by large flocks of sheep, seemed an apt illus-

tration of the state which the area south of the Lou-lan Site must often have presented even while

the ancient route near it was still used. By a long march on the day following we reached the head

of the delta, and further up, by the right bank of the wide ice-covered main bed, the vicinity of the

site near the shepherd station of Jigdalik-oghil. Next morning, starting from our camp close to the

dry lagoon known as Sh&h-tokhtaning-kdli, I was taken by a gmide, whom I had managed to secure

from Charkhlik, to the south-south-west. For about a mile our track lay across a belt of luxuriant

reed-beds growing round dried-up lagoons. Then we struck a continuous line of sand-hills, up to

thirty feet high, and running, as usual, parallel to the river. The Toghraks and tamarisks, mostly

dead, which covered them showed that the line, about half a mile broad, marked an earlier river-

bed. Beyond, there extended an open wind-eroded steppe of alluvial loess, covered with many low
‘ witnesses’ from four to six feet in height. It stretched parallel to the river, with a width of a mile

to a mile and a half.

Over this area fragments of coarse hand-made pottery could be picked up in plenty, but nowhere

did they lie in such closeness as clearly to show the former position of a permanent settlement.

In their gritty coarse substance, due to ill-levigated clay, the mass of the fragments resembled the

pottery I had grown accustomed to associate with remains of the Stone Age. Yet a few pieces, like

the glazed potsherd, Shah-t. 004, and the ornamented spindle-whorl, Shah-t. 006, described in the list

below, obviously belong to a later period. My search for any trace of structural remains, or even

a single coin or piece of worked metal, remained fruitless. The only ‘ finds ’ besides potsherds were

a few fragments of stones which evidently had served for grinding. In the end I felt inclined to

conclude, from the wide extent over which the debris was scattered and the thinness of its distribu-

tion, that the site had seen occupation, sparse but either long-continued or renewed at different

times, down to the historical period. It seemed probable that similar remains might survive at other

points along the Charchan River where its course had been less exposed to great changes, but that

they were hidden from view by drift-sand or vegetation.

Next day I marched back to Charkhlik, where a variety of tasks, as described in my personal

narrative, and the need of giving my worn-out followers a chance of recovering from fatigues and
exposure, urgently called me. These tasks, which included the raising offresh supplies and transport

for the long journey ahead as well as of labour for the excavations at Miran, detained me at the

Lop headquarters from the 17th to the 21st of January. It was a time of heavy strain for myself
in spite of the physical rest and all the ready assistance I received from Liao Ta-lao-yeh, the Amban
of the Charkhlik district. A well-bred, scholarly man, he showed genuine interest in my Lou-lan
finds, and helped on the work which lay before me with whatever means the scanty resources of his

few hundred homesteads could furnish. It was with deep regret that I learned a year later of his

death in this dreary place of official exile. On the morning of January 22 I started back to Miran
with diggers and fresh supplies. Late on the following evening I had the great satisfaction of

finding myself again by the bank of the Miran stream, now hard frozen, and reunited to my devoted
Chinese helpmate, Chiang Ssii-yeh. Besides his ever-active self he had brought up from Abdal
a useful reinforcement of Lop men to help in the digging. So everything was in readiness to

resume our exploration of the Miran ruins in earnest.

March up
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River.

Pottery

remains

on ‘ Tati

Halt at

Charkhlik.

Return to

MirSn.
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OBJECTS FOUND AT SHAH-TOKHTANING-KGLI SITE

Shah-tokhtaning-kdli 001-003. Three pottery frs.

;

coarse hand-made ware of ill-levigated clay, hard-fired on

an open hearth ; red to blackish grey. All c. 2^* x

i^xr tof".

Shhh-tokhtaning-kdli 004. Pottery fr.; coarse hand-

made ware of ill-levigated black clay, covered outside with

(decayed) green glaze. 2^' x X

SM.h-tokhtaniog-kdli 005. Pottery fr. ; hand-made
like 001-003, 'btil of less gritty paste, i^'x

Shhh-tokhtaning-kdli 006. Terra-cotta spinning-

whorl, orn. round outside with single line of incised dashes

between two border lines, and on low'er surface round

edge of hole with small incised triangles and circle's alter-

nating ; nearly half broken away. Diam. thickness
ii"
16 •

Section II.—THE RUINED FORT OF MIRAN

Excavations

resumed.

Position of

ruined fort.

Enclosing
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Construc-

tion^of
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In Chapter X I have already recorded the impressions of my first rapid survey of the Miran

Site and mentioned the interesting finds which rew'arded the trial excavation commenced at the

ruined fort. To this I moved out on the morning of January 23 and had our camp pitched under

its walls, in order to be near our work and to secure what shelter they might give from the icy

winds w'hich rarely cease sweeping the bare desert glacis at this season. Then the men, nearly

fifty in number, were promptly set to work to continue the systematic clearing of the interior where

our first excavation had stopped a month and a half earlier. It did not take long to get proof that

the ruined fort was likely to fulfil the promise held out by our former experimental digging. But

before I proceed to describe the resumed operations and their abundant results, it will be convenient

to give an account of the structural features of the ruin, as they presented themselves before

excavation.

The ruined fort of Miran, marked M. i. in the site plan, Plate 29, rises on the stretch of bare

pebble-covered plain which extends, with a total width of about three miles, from the belt of

vegetation watered by the present course of the Miran stream eastwards to an ancient river-bed,

now completely dry. This bed passes not more than half a mile to the east of the fort, and

at the time of its occupation is likely to have carried water. Rather nearer on the north begins

the belt of tamarisk-cones and scrub which edges the ancient site all along that side and stretches

its sombre expanse for miles away. In Fig. 114, which shows the northern portion of the interior

of the fort, it is seen filling the background.

Imposing as was the appearance of the ruin with its walls still rising to a considerable height

above the flat ground, yet its irregular shape and construction had struck me from the first as

features indicative ofa non-Chinese and comparatively late origin. As Plate 30 shows, the ground-plan

is that of an irregular quadrangle with the two longer sides facing approximately east-north-east and
north-west respectively, and the other two facing roughly west-south-west and south-south-east.

For the sake of convenience I shall designate these wall-faces hereafter as the east, north, west,

and south sides of the fort enclosure. The two first wall-faces measure about 240 feet each, if we
reckon from the outer foot of the adjoining wall-curtains. The west and south faces are

considerably shorter, being respectively about i68 and 200 feet in length. Projecting oblong
bastions of irregular shape and varying dimensions protected the corners, as seen in the plan.

But these were too badly decayed for any approach to exact measurement. The south-west and
south-east corner bastions, which are seen in Fig. 113, still stood to heights of about 22 and 24 feet

respectively. That at the north-east corner rose to 28-29 feet.

In addition, there was a bastion projecting from the central portion of each wall-face, but the
exact position of these central bastions varied greatly, and their size still more. The one to the
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south was by far the largest, and being in fair preservation, as seen in Fig. i I3i distinctly resembled

a donjon or keep. It was built as a solid mass of stamped clay, or pisS, the forms in which the

blocks of clay had been shaped being still distinguishable in places, with a height of four and

a length of six to seven feet. The solid portion of this south bastion still rose to its original height

of 41 feet, and above it was a parapet 7 feet high and 2 feet 4 inches thick. The parapet was

constructed of layers of stamped clay, strengthened by tamarisk brushwood at intervals of five to

six inches, which accounts both for its good preservation and its dark appearance in the photograph,

Fig. 1 13. The other bastions had suffered too much decay to allow their constructive features to

be determined with equal certainty, though the use of tamarisk layers seems to have entered into

the construction of them all.

The curtain walls showed different methods of building, which may partly explain their varying

state of preservation. The south and Avest walls appear to have consisted of a rampart of stamped

clay below, surmounted by a thick parapet built of very rough brickwork with tamarisk layers at

close intervals. But of this parapet little survived on the south face, and still less on the west,-

where wind-erosion had worked great havoc. The rampart may have had a thickness of about

1 2 feet on the top, where the parapet surmounted it. As it everywhere showed a distinct outward

slant, the thickness is likely to have been greater at the base, increasing to about 16 feet. But

owing to the debris and drift-sand, which covered the base in most places, exact measurement was

difficult. The actual height of the south curtain was from about 18 to 20 feet. The north wall

had suffered badly, having crumbled to heights which varied from 10 to 15 feet only above the

ground level.* This may have been partly due to the absence of tamarisk layers between the

courses of roughly-made bricks which, together with lumps of hard clay, seem to have been the only

material used on this side. The average size of the bricks here was 15" x 10" x 4".

Curiously enough the east wall-face, though the one most exposed to the prevailing wind and

consequent erosion, had on the whole suffered less than the rest, and still rose in portions of its

length to a height of 24 feet and more. As seen in Figs. 1 14-16, 118, its parapet had been breached

in places. But elsewhere this parapet, solidly built of bricks and clay with layers of tamarisk twigs

between the courses, had survived, and showed a regular thickness of six feet. Its original height

could not be determined. The construction of the wall below was peculiar and different from the

rest. It may have been intended to give special strength, or else may have resulted from repairs.

On the inside there was a thickness of about three or four feet, consisting of strata of clay and bricks

separated at intervals of about ten inches by layers of tamarisk twigs, as seen also in the parapet

(Figs. 1 1 5, 116). Each stratum contained a single course of sun-dried bricks, measuring 16 by

8 or 9 inches and 4 inches thick, and a layer of stamped clay above and below. Towards the

outside there followed next a wall of masonry about two feet thick, built of bricks of the same size,

and beyond this a heavy revetment wall of stamped clay, reinforced by strong and closely-set

branches of tamarisks or Toghraks. Owing to the corrasive effect of wind-driven sand, the ends

of these pieces of wood were seen to project beyond the surface of the outer wall, like the spokes

of a ladder.

Heaped up by the prevailing east-north-east wind, a slope of fine gravel and drift-sand ascended

on the outside of the east wall to about the level marked by the foot of the parapet, and the slow

forward movement of this corrading material had caused the parapet to be breached in several

places. I subsequently experienced this erosive process as it were in person and felt it only too

acutely, while I stood in the breach near the south-east corner (Fig. 116) watching the excavations

which had to be carried on there. The icy wind which swept across the rampart, carrying before
* Portions of the north wall are seen in Fig. 114 and also in Desert Cathay, i. Fig. 135.
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it a constant blast of fine gravel and coarse sand, made it difficult for any one to hold out long there,

and even my hardy Loplik diggers had to be relieved in brief shifts. That erosion had not

progressed much further and had not yet succeeded in cutting through the wall altogether, after

breaching the parapet, might well have caused me surprise. But in the refuse-filled rooms which

my excavations brought to light immediately behind the east wall-face I had the clearest explanation

of its ability to withstand the wind’s onslaught for over a thousand years.

Even before, on my first visit to the ruined fort, as described in Chapter X, the force of

wind-erosion had been fully brought home to me by the observation that within the west wall-face

the ground had been scooped out to a depth which, as comparison with the lowest layer of refuse

behind the north face showed, lay fully ten feet below the original level of the enclosed area. ^
was obviously by the agency of the fine gravel and sand which the prevailing winds, were driving

over the east wall that this natural excavation had been effected, and it seemed safe to conclude

that this western portion of the enclosure had not been occupied by dwellings, which might otherwise

have protected the soil from erosion. The obvious explanation of this was that any quarters built

along the west wall-face would have been exposed far more to the cutting east-north-east wind than

those near the sheltering east wall. The eroding force of the wind here also accounted for the

badly-decayed condition of the west wall between its central bastion and that guarding the north-

west corner. The stumps of three massive posts, still rising in a row above the ground by the side

of the broken rampart where it showed a complete gap, evidently marked the position of the gate

leading into the fort. Everything else had been slowly ground down and blown away.

A few general observations connected with the outer appearance of the ruined fort call for

record here. In many places, but especially in the big south bastion, I noticed that the stamped

clay of the rampart contained plentiful fragments of pottery which had become embedded at the

time of construction. Most of these potsherds were of a well-levigated clay and of superior make.

This was clear proof that the ground close by, from which the clay for building the walls and

bastions must obviously have been obtained to save labour and transport, had been occupied during

an earlier historical period. To this important fact I shall have repeated occasions to refer

hereafter.

Some quasi-chronological interest attached also to another observation. At no point outside

the foot of the walls was the effect of wind-erosion noticeable except at the north-west angle, where

the ground immediately adjoining the ruined corner bastion showed erosion to a maximum depth of six

feet. I noticed this increased scouring capacity of the wdnd at the north-west angle in some of the

other ruins of Miran, and it may be connected with the whirl produced by the wind sweeping round

the end of a wall which extends approximately parallel to its own course, and seems, somehow, to

act like a funnel. At first the absence of any indications of a general lowering of the surface level

around struck me as a sign suggesting a somewhat late origin for the ruin. But on closer observation

I found that I must also take into account the peculiar surface conditions resulting at this site from

the thin coating of gravel with which preceding deflation has covered the alluvial soil. The absence

of indications of a lowering of the surface level was all the more curious in view of the fact that less

than a quarter of a mile to the south of the fort I found a group of small Yardang terraces

rising above wind-eroded troughs fully 1 7 feet deep in places. Fig. 132 shows one of these terraces

occupied by the ruin M. x.

A minor puzzle, which, however, was quickly solved, was presented by the abundance of big

stones which lay scattered along the foot of the walls, and particularly along that of the big south

bastion. I did not anywhere find evidence that such stones (no doubt brought from the higher

rubble-filled stream bed) had been used as building material in the walls. I was therefore led to
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conjecture that these stones might originally have been kept on the parapets, to be thrown down by

the defenders in case of attacks. This guess found early confirmation ; for on my subsequent visit

to the Kan-su marches I saw such big stone ‘ ammunition ’ not merely often lying at the foot of the

ancient watch-towers of the Tun-huang Limes, but still regularly stored for defensive use on the

parapets of modern town walls and village forts built since the last Tungan rebellion.

Section III.—EXCAVATIONS IN THE MIrAN FORT

It was under the protecting cover of the slope of fine gravel and sand which had accumulated Quarters

on the lee side of the east wall of the fort that my trial excavation of December 8 had first disclosed

the remains of a series of small, roughly built quarters, which that wall had once helped to shelter wall,

from the bitter north-east winds. In my account of this first excavation,^ I have already described

how the thick layers of refuse filling these rooms had yielded Tibetan documents in plenty, besides

other remains, making it abundantly clear that the ruined fort had been occupied for a long time
during the period of Tibetan predominance in the Tarim Basin, roughly during the later half of the

eighth and the whole of the ninth century a.d.

The excavations resumed on January 24, and continued without intermission during five days Refuse-filled

in the face of very trying atmospheric conditions, soon showed that my hope of finding more relics

of that occupation was well founded. The previously cleared quarters, M. i. i-vii, had extended in

an irregular line south of the north-east angle and, as the plan, Plate 30, and the photograph.
Fig. 1 14, then taken show, at a little distance from the east wall of the fort. It was in the space inter-

vening, nowhere more than about seventeen feet wide, that the resumed digging soon disclosed another
row of small rooms, M. i. viii-xi, which subsequently proved to extend right along the east wall to
the neck of the south-east bastion. Whereas in the previous row only the first two rooms, i and ii

had been sufficiently covered by the slope of gravel and sand to retain their roofing, it had been
preserved in the rooms viii-xi through the protection afforded by the rampart behind. But it was
not until the consolidated masses of refuse which filled these rooms right up to the roof, constructed
of rough Toghrak beams and layers of reed fascines, had been dug down to the floor, that I realized
how much these accumulations of rubbish must have helped to strengthen the wall itself against
wind-erosion.

The rooms themselves were built in a very rough and irregular fashion of coarse brickwork and Rough con-
clay, with walls of varying thickness. As the photograph. Fig. 1 15, of rooms viii and ix shows, the s^r'^ction of

walls still retained in places their smoke-begrimed facing of plaster. The wall dividing these two
rooms was only nine inches thick, and the floor of the second nearly three feet higher than that of
the first Similar differences in level between adjoining quarters were frequent and indicated
haphazard construction on various occasions. Only in a few, like xi and xiv, could low fireplaces
of mud plaster be traced. Owing to the way in which the walls of friable clay and bricks were apt
to crumble away when the refuse filling the rooms was being removed, it was often difficult to
ascertain where approach to them had lain. Elsewhere, the entrances appeared to have been
walled up with mud when the quarters abandoned to refuse had been completely filled up and ceased
to be useful even as dust-bins.

The most remarkable feature about these humble quarters adjoining the east wall was the fact Deposits of
that a number of them, especially viii, ix and xiii, xiv, were found crammed with refuse, reaching
almost to the roofing wherever this survived. In this there mingled thick litter of reed straw
chippings of tamarisk wood, and sweepings of the hearth with what, for brevity’s sake, we may call

* See above, pp. 348 sq.
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contents of the waste-paper basket and every conceivable sort of dirt, including filth-encrusted

rags, animals’ bones, and leavings of a far more unsavoury kind. The all-pervading smell of

ammonia brought home the fact that each of these little rooms, after its use had become impossible

even for dirt-hardened Tibetan soldiers, must also have served them during longer or shorter

periods as a latrine. The thick deposits of filth here seemed to be less Interspersed with fine drift-

sand than the ancient rubbish-heaps that it has been my lot to clear elsewhere within the Tarim

Basin. The partial absence of this effective desiccating and disinfecting agent may possibly have

had something to do with the peculiar age-persisting ‘ smelliness ’ which I shall always associate

with our operations at the Miran fort.

It would have been more difficult for me to realize the strange conditions in which such b[g

accumulations of dirt could grow up in quarters intended for human occupation, and quite close to

others still actually thus occupied, if the experience of subsequent travel had not shown me exactly the

same process ‘ in being ’. It is well illustrated by the conditions into which portions of the houses,

recte hovels, used as inns along the Chinese high road from Kan-su to the oases of Turkestan are

allowed to fall, while others immediately adjoining are still regularly frequented as shelters. In

many instances the erection of new mud hovels would there be found to cost less trouble and

expense than the clearing out of the rubbish-filled old ones, and the same is likely to have been the

case within this Tibetan station. Faraway to the west, too, I have met with sights which strikingly

called up pictures of the interior of the Miran fort at the time when its refuse deposits were still

growing. Thus in November, 1915, on my journey through easternmost Khorasan, I found the

old, tumbled-down townlet of Tabas Masinan crowded with domed mud hovels of the usual

Persian type, which were built up in tiers against the enclosing high walls. The later and still

tenanted quarters could only be reached by climbing over the roofs of others which prolonged

occupation had completely choked with refuse and rendered uninhabitable even for the humble

cultivators now settled within the small town.

But what invested those modest quarters within the ruined fort of Miran with their special

antiquarian interest was not the great extent of the refuse accumulations, but the remarkable

abundance in which documents, almost all Tibetan, on wood and paper were to be found among
the deposits, besides small objects illustrating the daily life of the place and period. Though all the

rooms which the plan, Plate 30, marks with numbers furnished documents or miscellaneous

objects, the number of such finds varied greatly, and not always in proportion to the quantity of

general refuse contained in each. A reference to the inventory of Tibetan documents prepared by
Dr. Francke and to the Descriptive List below will fully illustrate this. By far the richest in ‘ finds

’

were the refuse layers which were cleared in the rooms i, ii, iv, vii, viii, xiv. As a glance at the plan

shows, all these are to be found in the line extending closely along the east wall. In view of the

obvious advantage which its shelter afforded, we may safely assume that the quarters of those to

whose ‘ waste-paper baskets ’ most of the written remains must be attributed were situated on that

side. About the original use of individual rooms it is impossible to assert anything more definite

than that those which were found, like i, ii, iv, viii, filled with refuse to their full height (in the case of

viii about eight feet and six inches) are likely to have been vacated and turned into dust-bins earlier

than the rest. The fact that the rooms x-xii, and the one adjoining the last on the south, had floor

levels appreciably higher than those in xiii and xiv would point to later construction. The last-

named room, seen in the centre of Fig. 116, was built partly casemate-like into the thickness of the
rampart where it meets the south-east bastion. Though all its upper wall had been carried off by
erosion, the refuse which remained in it, to a height of six feet, was enough to yield well over 200
documents, and among them several particularly large and well preserved.
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As the excavations were extended further towards the centre of the circumvallated area and ^glomera-

along the north face (see Figs. 117, n8), they disclosed an agglomeration of hovels, many of them

very small and all built with even greater irregularity in ground-plan and floor-level than those centre,

found on the east side. As the walls were mostly quite thin here, built of mere clay or the coarsest

brickwork, and in addition had suffered much from erosion, the disposition of the various hovels and

small cellar-like apartments was as difficult to trace as that of a rabbit warren. As work had to be

carried on in different places simultaneously and finds continued in rapid succession, my attention

was necessarily distracted, and the record of structural remains, kept and entered in the plan, could

not aim at full precision, and had in part to be left schematic. The striking irregularity in the levels

observed among the broken walls in the centre of the area of the fort and towards the foot of the

great south bastion suggested that these were remains of structures erected at different periods, one

above the debris of another. The rooms xl, xlii, xliv yielded a considerable number of documents.

The rooms unearthed near the north wall were somewhat less confusing in arrangement, and as Rooms and

they were often in better preservation, it was possible to make quite sure that most of the small storage
^ ^

dIsccs oh
ones possessed no entrances, and had evidently been approached from above. Some with bottoms n. side.

four or five feet deeper than the rest had probably served as places of storage for the supplies and
chattels of the motley collection of soldiers and petty officials whom the stronghold sheltered at

different periods. Such use would account for the curious platforms built across the corners in some
of these underground rooms, e. g. xxvi. Sheaves of wheat, barley, and millet mixed plentifully with

the sand and refuse in some of them,® while written remains were wholly absent. Other rooms, like

xxiv, xxvii, xxviii, seemed to have served as modest living quarters, and in these a fair number of

Tibetan records was found near the floor. From a row of small compartments also, cut into the

north rampart, near xxxi, a few Tibetan fragments were recovered. But a far more interesting

discovery rewarded the clearing of the modest apartment xxxii, where, on the floor and under a cover

of only two feet of refuse and sand, there were brought to light three fairly large fragments of paper
in Runic Turkish, the only finds in that script from any ofmy sites in the Tarim Basin, I shall have
to recur to them further on. To the west of xxxii the protecting cover of stable refuse thinned out,

and erosion had left but the scantiest traces of other small structures which had once extended
towards the fort gate. The cluster of mud hovels near the centre of the area of the fort would
probably have shared the same fate if a consolidated crust of sheep-dung, deposited over their

remains at some period, had not provided protection.

Among the relics of archaeological interest which had found a safe refuge in the rich layers of Condition of

refuse preserved within the ruined fort, Tibetan records on wood and paper were by far the most
abundant. Not counting pieces which from various causes have become illegible, the total number
of such documents amounts to over a thousand. Complete effacement of the writing in many
instances was not to be wondered at, seeing the close association of these remains with the amount
of decayed animal and vegetable matter which had also found a resting-place in the walled-in dust-

bins. It often encrusted the written records so thickly that it required quite as much care to

discover and extract them as subsequently to clean them.

In the case of both classes of documents outward indications had made it probable from the Tibetan

first that the majority of these Tibetan records belonged to official or private correspondence, •‘ecordson

A considerable proportion of the narrow slip-like tablets, to which form practically the whole of
the wooden stationery at this site was confined, showed at the left end of their obverse raised oblong
seal sockets, as seen in M. i. vii. 35 ; viii. 22 (Plate CLXXl), These often still retained grey clay from
the seal impressions once filling them. The notches generally observed in the longer side rims of

’ For specimens see M. i, xxvii-xxviii. 001 ;
for other specimens of grain see M. 001, i. 0060 in List below.
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the sockets probably served to secure bits of cloth or other soft material, which may have been

wrapped round the ends of the slips to protect the clay sealings in transit. I found no signs of any
contrivances, such as wooden covering-tablets or envelopes, which might have been used to keep

the contents safe from unauthorized inspection. In this as in other respects, too, the relics of the

Miran fort show a distinct falling-off from the standards of technical skill exhibited by the remains

at the Niya and Lou-lan Sites. On the other hand, the similarity to the stationery and other

remains subsequently found at the fort of Mazar-tagh, and also dating from the time of Tibetan

predominance, is striking.

The average length of most of the wooden slips, when complete, varies from six to eight

inches, and their width never exceeds two inches. The specimens reproduced in Plate CLX^I

will suffice to illustrate such variations as are to be found in the size, shape, and writing ofsuch slips.

M.i. xxxiii. 5 shows three small label-like tablets fastened together through string-holes. Of the

slips found detached a considerable proportion also have string-holes, as if they had been intended

to form part of a series or to be filed together. A string-hole invariably appears in the numerous
short wooden labels containing only an address, of which M. i. xxvii. 8 ; xxviii. 006, in Plate CLXXI
serve as specimens. The few wooden records of unusual shape and length, such as M. i. 001 ; ix. i ;

xiii. 1 1 ;
xvi. 3, measuring up to 22 inches and inscribed sometimes on three or four sides,

are almost all of the nature of tally-sticks, as a reference to Dr. Francke’s inventory shows.

M. I. xxviii. 6 in Plate CLXXI helps to illustrate their appearance. The wood of these sticks and
also of many of the slips seems that of the tamarisk, which, as the abundance of chippings in the

refuse-heaps showed, must have been the material most conveniently at hand in this tract.

But the wood of the Toghrak and cultivated poplar seems also to be represented among the Miran
documents.

The predominant use of ‘ wooden stationery ’, which the finds in the Miran fort prove for the

period of Tibetan occupation, is curious at so late a time. It points to the conclusion that paper

must have been difficult to obtain, the supply not being local, and further evidence of this is given

by the paper documents and texts found there. Their number amounts to little more than a fourth of

that of the records on wood. Most of the letters and documents are written on oblong sheets of

paper, as seen from the specimens reproduced in Plate CLXX. In the case of a considerable

number, seal impressions affixed in red ink attest the official character of the papers. The sizes of

the sheets vary greatly, the largest, M. i. xxviii, 002, measuring fully 16 by 1 1 inches, while another
one, M. I. xliv. 6, contains no less than sixteen lines of closely-packed writing, over a length of about
eleven inches. The paper of most of these documents is of a very flimsy and coarse texture, and in

none is the leaf made fit for writing on both sides.

A striking contrast to this is presented by the rare leaves and fragments of strong, well-made
paper, obviously of a different substance, which by the clear and regular writing on both sides, the

ample space between the carefully ruled lines, and the string-holes could be recognized on the spot

as having belonged to Pothls of Buddhist texts. Dr. Francke’s examination has since confirmed
this assumption and proved that leaves and fragments of this kind, like M. i. ix. 9 ;

xiii. 6, 13 ;
xix. 7,

8, 10, 11,13; xxviii. 004 ; xliv. 0014 (Plate CLXX), contain portions of Mahayana texts. The largest
of them, M.I. xiii. 6, is over two feet in length. Similar leaves, which I discovered, in 1901, in the
temple of the Endere fort as relics of the Tibetan occupation, were proved by Professor J. von
Wiesner s microscopical examination to be made of paper for which the fibres of the Daphne plant,
quite unknown to the Tarim Basin, had supplied the material.^ The close similarity in the

’ See Amimt Khotan, i. p. 426, and Prof, von Wiesner’s article in the Silzungsberichte of the Imperial Academy,
\ lenna, cxlviii (1904) pp, 14—21 (reprint).
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appearance of the paper suggests that these relics of the devotion of those who lived in, or

passed through, the Miran fort had also found their way there across the Tibetan plateaus from
distant monasteries in the south. In conclusion, it should be noted that quite a number of the

paper documents were found as originally folded up, though not always so cleverly as M. i. ii. 40
(Plate CLXXI), and that in some I thought I could recognize narrow vertical ruling as if intended

for Chinese writing in the customary columnar arrangement.

Section IV.—MISCELLANEOUS FINDS IN THE MIRAN FORT

3 Great as was the wealth of written remains recovered by our clearing of the ruined fort of Relics of

Miran, I knew that their detailed decipherment and interpretation would prove a task needing
much time and labour, and that even when it was accomplished it could scarcely be expected to

throw as much light on the daily life led at the site during the period of Tibetan occupation as

careful observation of what has survived of its setting. In the preceding pages I have endeavoured
accurately to describe the humble quarters once tenanted by the garrison and the condition in which
they had been left. No information to be gathered from records could compare in convincing
directness with the impression, obtained on the spot, of the squalor and discomfort in which those
Tibetan officials and soldiers must have passed their time at this forlorn frontier post. But the
accumulations of refuse which they had allowed steadily to rise around them, with an indifference to

dirt such as my excavations have revealed nowhere else, have at any rate proved a thoughtful

provision for the antiquarian interests of posterity. The remains of implements, apparel, arms, and
other articles of daily use which were embedded and preserved in them permit us to supplement
the picture of their life in a variety of curious aspects. All the objects are modest in make and
much worn in condition. But considering that the deposits must have taken a long time to grow
to their present height, this uniformity may be taken as additional proof that they faithfully reflect

the local conditions of the period.

Among the relics thus recovered, the pieces of leather scale armour may be mentioned in the Pieces of

first place, on account of the interest attaching to their technique and material as well as of their
•^®‘her scale

great number. The fact that batches of them came to light in a series of different quarters is

significant evidence of the prevailing military character of those who lived in the fort, and ‘ shed
’

there their worn-out equipment. The first finds, M. i. 0068-71 (Plate L), were quite detached scales

of oblong lacquered leather, varying in size and ornamentation, as the details noted in the
Descriptive List below show, and without any definite indication of their original purpose and
relation. That I could nevertheless recognize them at once in their true character was my reward,
as it were, for having six years before correctly identified a small piece of hard ‘ green ’ leather,

N. XV. 005, from a rubbish-heap of the Niya Site as having once belonged to scale armour.^ This
conjecture of mine had subsequently received striking confirmation when Mr, Andrews discovered,

in a suit of mail brought to the British Museum from the Lhassa expedition of 1904, scales laced
exactly after the fashion which that single little piece of leather had suggested.®

The succeeding finds within the Miran fort have furnished us with a considerable quantity of Method of
scales belonging to lacquered leather armour, as the following list shows : M. i. i. 002 (three pieces) lacing

^
leather

* See Ancien/ Khotan, i. p. 411. For other specimens

recovered therein 1906, see above, p. 246, N. v. xv. 004-006.

* Cf. the note in Ancient Khotan, i. p. xvi (Addenda).

I must mention here that owing to an erroneous interpreta-

tion of Mr. Andrews’s remarks I assumed there that the scales

of the Lhassa mail suit were round-headed. In reality their
shape is oblong; see below, p. 465.

For earlier Chinese references and representations of
leather scale armour, cf. now Laufer, Chinese Clay Figures,
i. pp. 195 sqq., 292.
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003 (three pieces); iv, 0011; vi. 001; ix. 002 (twenty pieces), 003 (twenty-four pieces), c»4
;

X. 006 ; xiii, 001. c. ; xiv. 0074; xv-xvi. 004; xxiv. 0040 (eleven pieces). It is, therefore, all the

more noteworthy that among all these scales there is not one which, in shape or method of lacing,

agrees with the type represented by the Niya Site specimen of mail. Whereas in this type the

scales have a rounded upper end and are laced through three holes on each of the longer sides and
one at the top end, the scales of the Miran fort are all of oblong shape and have different and, in

some ways, more complicated systems of lacing. Fortunately, these can be studied in some sets

where the scales are still joined to their neighbours by the original fastening of narrow leather

thongs, as seen in the reproductions of Plate L (M. i. ix. 003 ; xxiv. 0040).

That the scales belonged to a number of different suits of armour and varied in size as well as

in ornamentation will be clearly seen on reference to the details recorded in the several entries of

the Descriptive List. Yet, at the same time, we note a certain uniformity in style and technical

make as well as in the methods of lacing. The pieces of hard ‘ gpreen ’ leather, perhaps of camel
skin, vary considerably in size, from an average of zf” x 2" to about 4^" x (cf. M. l. ix. 002,

003), but are always oblong with a slight outward curving. Originally all of them bore thick

lustrous lacquer on both sides, generally applied in successive coats, the number of which varies up
to seven (M. i. xxiv. 0040). Among the colours used, a brilliant red and black are by far the most
prevalent, but a dark red-brown and yellow (see e.g. M. i. xiv. 0074, Plate L) are also met with.

Ornamentation of individual scales was effected by scraping small designs such as concentric rings,

ellipses, figures resembling commas or an inverted S, etc., through successive overlying coats of
lacquer, after the fashion of sgraffito work. In some sets of scales (e. g. M. i. ix. 003, Plate L)

bronze rivets are found, intended for ornamentation only.

That the methods of fastening the scales must have varied in detail in different suits is shown
by the diverse number and position of the holes to be found in certain sets of scales. Yet
a comparison of those sets which still retain a number of scales as originally laced together
(M. I. ix. 002, 003 ; xxiv. 0040, Plate L) shows that the system was similar in essential points. For
the purpose of lateral fastening the longer sides of the scales were placed so as to overlap, and were
then laced closely together by means of thongs passed through sets of holes near the edges. The
exact fashion of this lacing has been explained in the descriptive notes of the List below. The
vertical attachment was effected in a cleverly-designed way by two thongs running parallel through
pairs of holes and round a thong which passed horizontally behind the rows of scales without ever
appearing in front.

It is certain that the rows of scales overlapped, and there is a probability that this overlapping
was arranged upwards, in a fashion which differs from the classical and mediaeval examples of
Europe but is illustrated by specimens of scale armour reproduced in Central-Asian and Graeco-
Buddhist art, as well as by the Niya Site scales and the old Tibetan suit of mail already referred to.®

It is true that the scales to which I refer in these specimens, excepting the last named, are not
oblong but of the round-headed type, and that where the lower or skirt portion of the same armour
has oblong scales, these are represented without any overlap, whether upwards or downwards. But
It should be noted that in the Tibetan suit of mail from Lhassa the scales are oblong throughout,
overlapping upwards, and further that wherever we meet with scale armour in the Buddhist paintings
from the ‘ Thousand Buddhas ’, usually in figures representing the Guardian Kings of the quarters
or Lokapalas, the portion of the mail below the waist is made up of oblong scales always arranged

• See above, p. 463 ; Ancient Khotan, i. p. 25a ; ii. known relievo of the Lahore Museum, representing Mara’s
i"!. II. For the scale armour worn by two figures in a well- army, see Foucher, L'art du Gandhdra, i. p. 405, fig. 202.
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so as to overlap upwards.* This direction of the oblong scales claims here the more notice because

in almost all these Tun-huang paintings the upper or breast portion of the armour is depicted with

round-headed scales overlapping each other downwards.

In most of the relievos and paintings of Central-Asia or Graeco-Buddhist art known to me
where representations of scale armour are met with, round-headed scales appear in the breast

portion and oblong ones are confined to the skirt. But it is significant that among all the

lacquered leather scales of the Miran fort not a single one of the round-headed shape was found.

This seems distinctly to suggest that the leather mail suits worn by these Tibetan soldiers were

made up entirely of oblong scales. We actually have an example of such an arrangement in the

old Tibetan suit of mail from Lhassa, with oblong scales overlapping upwards. Similarly, in the

small stucco relievo of a mail-clad warrior. Mi. xii, 0015, 0017 (Plate CXXXV), from the
‘ Ming-oi ’ Site of Kara-shahr, all the scales are oblong, though their exact arrangement can-

not be made out. Also in the Lokapala picture, Ch. Iv. 0020, we find oblong scales both above

and below the waist, represented here with a clear overlap upwards. In support of the view just

mentioned, reference might be made also to the fragment of leather armour, M, i. vi. 001, which

by its curved shape and unusual thickness suggests use as a shoulder-piece. Another elaborately

worked fragment of large size, M. i. viii. 001 (Plate L), seems to have been intended to protect the

throat, and may have belonged to a leather helmet ornamented in a style to match the lacquered

scale armour. Curiously enough, the representation of a helmet, apparently of scale armour, survives

in a fragment of pottery, M. i. 0056 (Plate Ll), bearing incised the head of a warrior. Its good
drawing contrasts strikingly with the roughness of the make and material of the pottery.

That among the occupants of the fort there must have been, besides the military, a strong

clerical element is proved not only by the quantity of written records, but by the finds of wooden
and reed pens (M. viii. 0012 ;

xxi. i ;
xxiv. 009 ;

xl. 0014 ; xlii. 003, Plate Ll). It is strange to note

by comparison the few remains of arms found within and outside the fort. Apart from a fairly

well-preserved sling of stout goat’s hair, M. i. 0081 (Plate L), they comprise only fragments of

arrows (M. i. 0059, Plate LI
;

ii. 0026 ;
ix. 009). A speciality of the site, no doubt connected with

Tibetan usage, are the seals cut into tips of horns, of which three, M. i. vii. 31, 003, 004 (Plate Ll),

turned up in the same apartment.*® The official seal impressions in red ink found on so many of

the Tibetan paper documents must, judging from their shape, have been made with seals of

a similar kind. The Tibetan inscription on one of these horn seals, M. i. vii. 31, should be noticed

here, because Dr. Barnett is inclined to read it as containing the ‘non-Tibetan syllables an-tone'

and to believe ‘ that they possibly represent an attempt to render the Western “ Anthony ”
’. If

this interpretation proves well founded, we might well think of the owner of the seal as a Nestorian

Christian, settled at Miran in Tibetan employment. The discovery of fragments of Christian texts

at Turfan sites has supplied definite archaeological evidence for what we otherwise knew of the

spread of Nestorian Christianity into Eastern Turkestan about this period.®

A variety of implements connected with spinning and weaving, such as M. i. iv. 009 (Plate Ll),

0012-13 ;
vii. 005. a, b (Plate Ll)

; viii. 008-10 ; xxiv. 005, 0037, prove that the garrison of the fort

found time for domestic occupations. The numerous pieces of stout netting found, of which
' Cf. for such Lokapala figures in scale armour PI. breast portion of the figure.

The seal impressions from M. 1. vii. 003, 004 have,

through inadvertence, I regret, been reproduced upside down
in PI. LI.

* Cf. e.g,. Von Le Coq in S.B.A. W., xix, 1908, p. 1202 ;

also Ancient Khoian, i. pp. 71 sq., 87.
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LXXXIV, LXXXV, XC. All the ten figures there reproduced,

with one exception, have the kilt-like lower portion of their

scale armour made up of oblong scales which are represented

as overlapping upwards. In Ch. 0010, PI. LXXXIV, the skirt

of the mail suit is shown with scales which have' a rounded

end and overlap downwards, just as those of the upper or

3 OiSU
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M. I. iv. 0027 (Plate L) ;
xiv. 0073; xx-xxi. 004 are specimens, suggest that fishing in the stream of

Miran was once a more productive pursuit than it possibly could be at present, or else that lagoons

formed by the dying Tarim, corresponding to the present Kara-koshun marshes, approached nearer

to the site than they do now. The bone plectrum, M. i, iv. 0026, and the wooden bridge of

a musical instrument, M. i. viii. 0013 (cf. for both Appendix H), prove that the occupants of the

dreary post were no strangers to the solace of music. That other amenities of life were not

altogether missing in these crowded, filth-surrounded quarters is suggested by the fragments of

wooden trays, bowls, and boxes decorated in lacquer (M. i. ii. 0029, 0039 ;
iv. 0030 ; viii. 0014

;

xxi. 001). But the piece of a gourd-vessel repaired with felt, M. i. ii. 0038 (Plate Ll), plainly tells

of a penurious existence, and an exceedingly filthy pigtail of coarsely-strung black hair found in

M. I. iv did not look as if its quondam owner had troubled to use the combs of wood and horn of

which we recovered a fair number (M. 0017 ;
i. i. 004, 0011, 0014 ;

iii. 003 ;
iv. cx)28-29). Three

wooden keys found, M. i. 0090 (Plate LI)
; viii. 005, oo7> attest the continuance of a type already

met with at Khadalik and elsewhere in the Khotan region.®

But the most abundant class of relics, apart from written records, are pieces of coarse fabrics,

mostly of wool, but some also of cotton and felt, which must mainly have belonged to the soldiers’

personal outfit. The variety of texture is considerable in these fabrics, as shown by the specimens

reproduced in Plate XLVIII. But all are woven strongly and skilfully, and their colours are well

preserved, dark browns and reds prevailing. It is significant that not a rag had found its way into

the rubbish until it had become hopeless for use. The same is the case with the fragments of

elaborately woven rugs of which a selection is reproduced in Plate XLIX. Among their patterns

those of M. I. xxvi. 001, 002 are of special interest as introducing animal figures of conventional but

bold design not met with in the corresponding relics brought to light at the earlier sites of Niya and
Lou-lan. There is something to suggest a vigorous growth of textile art which, in a people largely

nomadic, may well go with otherwise primitive industrial conditions, as is proved by observations at

the present day among such tribes as the Kirghiz, Turkomans, and Baluchs. Materials of an
unusual kind are M, 1. iv. 0010 (Plate L) and xii. 007, well-woven gauzes of horsehair and cotton

respectively, as analysed by Dr. Hanausek.

That torn pieces of silk were scarce among the refuse of the Miran fort, compared with those

found at the ruins of Lou-lan and the Tun-huang Limes, is a clear indication of the extent to which
trade with China suffered through the Tibetan conquest of the Tarim Basin and the Kan-su border-

lands in the last quarter of the eighth century a.d. Nevertheless, we meet among the few pieces

with specimens of silk damask, M. i. 0094 (Plate CXXl)
; i. 009 ;

ii. 0035 ; xii. 005, no doubt of

Chinese origin, and also with a fragment of figured silk, M. i. viii. 001 7 (Plate CXI), which is similar

in style to the abundant specimens of figured silks recovered from the ‘ Thousand Buddhas’ of

Tun-huang. It also resembles in pattern a fragment of brocade, M.Tagh. a. iv. 001 77, from the site

of Mazar-tagh, north of Khotan, which dates back to the same period of Tibetan occupation.®*

In M. I. xxvii. 001 we have a square of thick silk brocade with a delicate pattern of Chinese
type, sewn up into a small triangular pouch. The larger bag, M. i. xxvii. 009, is made up of fine

woollen material, with a striped design in rich colours. Better preserved than either of these is the
bag of red silk, M. 0019 (Plate CX), embroidered in an elaborate chain-stitch design, which covers
almost the whole of the background. The style curiously recalls the modem embroidery work of
Eastern Turkestan. Of other made-up textile articles I may briefly mention the well-preserved felt

pouch, M. I. xiii. 001. a (Plate L), which might have formed part of a soldier’s equipment ;
the

leather pouch M. 1. 0076 (Plate L), and the quilted cloth shoe, M. i. ii. 0025 (Plate L), covered with
0 See above, pp. 191 sq. ;

also below, chap. xxx. sec. iii. See below, chap. xxxn. sec. i.
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an elaborate stitched pattern and an embroidered design of palmate leaves. Finally, passing refer-

ence may be made to some painted fragments, M. i. xix. 005, of uncertain use. Their material,

birch bark, is of interest, as it manifestly points to Indian origin.

Section V.—TIBETAN DOCUMENTS FROM THE MIRAN FORT
The abundance of the Tibetan written records recovered from the refuse-heaps of the Character of

Miran fort seemed at the time an encouraging recompense for the trying physical conditions

under which their clearing was effected. But even while first handling the dirt-encrusted docu-

ments, or trying to clean them with half-benumbed fingers at night in my little tent, I could

not fail to foresee to some extent the difficulties which there would be in interpreting them
later on. Quite apart from the fragmentary state of the great majority of the wooden slips and

papers, and the effaced surface and cursive script in many of them, these difficulties were bound
to be serious. Wholly unversed as I am in matters Tibetan, I knew that Tibetan literature,

while abounding in Buddhist texts and other works of a devotional character, possesses but very

few specimens of early secular writing. Yet from the first it was obvious that the great mass

of the Tibetan records from Miran would prove to consist of miscellaneous ‘

office papers ’,

more often than not of a petty kind, reports, applications, indents, and the like, all probably

couched in the language of everyday life.

It was clear that for the full elucidation of documents of this kind philological acumen Dr. Francke

would be needed, combined with intimate knowledge of the living language and the ways of

Tibet. I had therefore reason to feel specially gratified when, in 1910, the Rev. Dr. A. H.
Francke, late of the Moravian Mission, Leh, the recognized authority on the antiquities and
the living language of Western Tibet, kindly agreed to undertake the examination of the

Tibetan manuscript materials in my collection, as far as they comprise the finds made at Miran

and the approximately contemporary site of Mazar-tagh. But obligations arising from recent

archaeological tours of his own, and practical considerations connected with the great number
of the documents, made it necessary for Dr. Francke to limit his collaboration, as far as the

present publication is concerned, to the preparation of a complete inventory of the above
materials.^ To this important contribution Dr. Francke was at my request kind enough to add,

in 1913, very valuable notes of a general kind, dealing succinctly with the main results of his

preliminary scrutiny of the documents in their various aspects, philological and antiquarian, and
to publish them for preliminary information in the journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.^*

A reference to the Miran portion of Dr. Francke’s inventory will show on how many Dj.

points of direct archaeological and historical interest fresh light may yet be expected from a Francke’s

detailed analysis of these documents, and especially of the better-preserved ones among them, aotJs
It had been my hope to secure from this most competent scholar translations or at least fuller

extracts of those particular records and letters which, judging from the entries in the inventory,

hold out promise of information likely to be of use for elucidating local antiquarian questions,

or else capable of being itself illuminated by actual archaeological observations and finds. But
this hope has been necessarily frustrated by conditions arising from the war.

It is due to the same cause that I am not even able at present to gain access to the summary
notes which Dr. Francke and another learned collaborator. Dr. F. W. Thomas, Librarian of the

‘ [It had been originally intended to reproduce this India OflBce Library, where they will be conveniently accessible
inventory in Appendix G of the present work. But a variety for reference and further research.]

of considerations has rendered this course impracticable. It See Notes on Sir Aurel Stein's collection of Tibetan
was decided instead to deposit the original catalogue slips of documents from Chinese Turkestan, J.R.A.S., 1914, pp. 37-
this inventory, as well as a set of type-written copies, in the 59 ; also below, Appendix G.

302
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India Office, had, in 1910, been kind enough to place at my disposal concerning a few of such docu-

ments, and which I was very glad to be allowed to utilize for some comments on the Miran records

in my personal narrative.^ It is impossible at present to ascertain to what extent the contents of

these, avowedly provisional, notes have been confirmed by Dr, Francke’s subsequent closer exami-

nation of the materials. It appears, therefore, to me a critically safer course to reproduce, for

convenient reference, only Dr. Francke’s above-quoted later notes. In them no distinction is

made between data from the Miran documents and from those found at Mazar-tagh,^’’ But this

circumstance is of less consequence than might appear at first sight ;
for in both cases the ruined

forts which have furnished the written remains can, by independent archaeological evidence,

be proved to belong to the same period and to have served a similar purpose as Tibetan frontier

posts. The system of common treatment which Dr. Francke has adopted is the best proof that

neither in language nor in contents do the records obtained from the two sites show any appreciable

difference of type.

Dr, Francke’s notes show the wide range of the philological and antiquarian interest attaching

to the documents recovered from the Miran fort, and also the great number of the questions needing
thorough investigation by scholars to whom these records are accessible in their Tibetan original.

Want of this qualification precludes me from making any general attempt to elucidate here even such
points as have an immediate bearing on the antiquities and historical geography of the region which
formed the scene of my explorations. But an exception must be made in the case of the Tibetan
designations which these documents have revealed for the site of Miran itself and the territory com-
prising it. In a preceding chapter, I have already given the reasons which have led me to

recognize in the local name Nob, so often occurring in these documents, an earlier form of our
familiar Lop and a phonetic link between it and HsUan-tsang’s Na-fu-po.^ It remains, however,
to furnish documentary evidence, with the help of Dr, Francke’s inventory, as to the use of the term
and the particular application of the forms ‘Little Nob’ and ‘Great Nob’ in which it is most
frequently found.

It is a significant fact that whereas the simple Nob is found only in three wooden slips,

all fragmentary (M. i. ii. 28 ;
xiv. 0043 ;

xxi. 10), ‘Little Nob’ (Nob-chung) is mentioned in no less

than thirty documents, and ‘Great Nob’ {Nob-cken) in fourteen.* In addition, .both Great
and Little Nob combined are referred to in five records (M. i. vii. 27 ;

xix. 002 ;
xxviii. 002 ;

xliv.

2, 0013). Among the documents mentioning Little Nob, a fair number seem to justify the conclusion
that the locality meant is identical with the one where the documents were actually found, i. e. the
Miran Site. Thus M. i. vii. 76, 99 are wooden slips briefly referring to a communication which is to
be delivered, probably orally through the bearer, to the rTse-rje (an official) of Little Nob,® and of
similar purport is the address on the slip M. i. xxvi. 13. Particularly convincing seems the evidence
furnished by the letter on paper M. i. xxvii, 18 (Plate CLXX), which is also addressed to the
rTse-rje of Little Nob and conveys the requests of a man dangerously sick concerning himselfand

the disposal of his property. Importance may be attached also to M. i. xxxii. 13, in which two high
officers communicate news of a conquest to the ‘ rTse-rje and the others at Little Nob ’. M. i. iv. 138,

® Cf. Desert Cathay, i. pp. 447 sq.
** See below. Appendix G. In this all passages dealing

with points of purely philological interest have been omitted.

For the Mazar-tagh site, cf. below, chap, xxxii. sec. i.

* See above, pp. 321 sq.

‘ We read of ‘Little Nob’ in M. i. i. 13, 14, 27; ii.

005 ;
iii. 7 ;

iv. 3, 93. b, 132, 138 ; vii. 76, 99 ;
viii. 49, 63. b j

X. 7; xiv. 77, 108. d, 0027; xix. 9, 001; xxi. 9; xxvi. 13;
xxvii. 18; xxviii. 0036; xxxii. 13; xl. 001 ; xliL i

;
xliv.

7 . i?9>oo5. ‘Great Nob’ is mentioned in i. 0028; iv.

lot, 106; vii. 30, 32; viii. 18; ix, 10; x. 2, 3, 6; xiii, 12;
xiv. 62. b; xvi. 22 ; xliv. 4.

‘ Cf., regarding this official designation. Dr. Francke's
remark in Appendix G.
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a fragmentary communication on wood, is similarly addressed to certain persons at Little Nob. In

M. I. i. 13, 14, both letters on wood, the writer expresses a hope of coming to Little Nob at a certain

season. M. i. xix. 001 (Plate CLXXl), a complete letter on wood, treats of a man who has been

punished and who ‘ is now in Little Nob ’.

In the case of M.i. xliv. 7 (Plate CLXX), which is a complete judicial record on paper dealing LUtk Nob

with the sale of a certain slave, it seems reasonable to assume that ‘ the court of Little Nob , the

proceedings of which it records, was the local one of the site. The same holds good also 01 the Miran.

complete paper document M. i. iv. 93. b, which records a division of the principal fields of Little Nob.

It is of particular interest here to find a reference to ‘ charts of the fields and the statement that

‘ jyhosoever breaks the agreement is to be prosecuted according to the “ old law of the former (or first)

castle
”

’
; for if our identification of Little Nob with Miran is right, we should be strongly tempted

to recognize in ‘ the former castle ’ a Tibetan rendering of the traditional designation ‘ the old

[eastern] town ’, which according to the testimony of Li Tao-yiian, the early commentator of the Shut

eking, was borne by Yii-ni, the old capital of Shan-shan. As I have already shown above, there are

strong reasons for locating YU-ni at the site of Miran.®

The remaining records in which the name of Little Nob occurs do not, as far as can be judged

from Dr. Francke’s abstracts, furnish any definite evidence of its location. There is, however, one,

the wooden document M. i. viii. 63. b, which at first sight seems opposed to the identification of

Little Nob with Miran. It claims to be written by a certain person ‘ in reply to a letter sent \.o Nob-

chungu by minister dPal-sum ’ and to be concerned with the proper payment of salaries in kind. But

there is a possibility that this wooden tablet is merely a draft and not the reply itself, and in support

of such a conjecture it may be pointed out that, though the document at its end mentions several

seals of witnesses, no such seals are to be found on it. Indecisive as the other documents referring

to Little Nob are, yet it should be noted that three of them, M. i. iv. 132 ;
x. 7 ; xliv. 005, mention

the castle of Little Nob, and thus prove the locality to have been guarded by a Tibetan post.

From what I have already explained about the importance which physical advantages must at Great Nob

all periods have assured to Charkhlik as the chief cultivable area of Lop territory,^ it follows that, if

the location of Little Nob at Miran is right, Great Nob must necessarily be identified with the present

oasis of Charkhlik. All of the fourteen documents quoted above in which Great Nob is referred to

are consistent with this identification. But only two can be said to give support to it, and that

indirectly. M. i. vii. 30 is a wooden slip addressed by the rTse-rje of Great Nob {Nob-ched)

to Klu-bzang, designated as in charge of Inner Affairs. Obviously, it is simplest to assume that the

place where it was written was Charkhlik and not Miran, where it was discovered. In M. i. xiii. 12,

a complete letter on paper, we read of an annual tribute in soda sent by an official of Great Nob as

distinct ‘ from our own tribute’. M. i. xliv. 4 mentions a castle at Great Nob, too, as well as fields,

and a division of the latter is referred to in M. i. iv. 106.

It can scarcely be doubted that the castles of Great Nob and Little Nob were counted among ‘Three

the ‘Three castles of Nob’ which are spoken of in .the complete paper document, M. i. ii. 40

(Plate CLXXl shows it in its neat original folding), and in the fragmentary wooden one, M. i.

viii. 10. It is possible that the expression ‘ Three castles of Nob ’ was used in a general way

for the Lop territory as a whole, and the last-named record refers subsequently to ‘ the various

territories of the castles’. The locality of the third castle is nowhere distinctly indicated, but

it is certainly noteworthy that the name Nob is met with in the designation of a third place.

Nob-shod or ‘Lower Nob’. The two paper records, M. i. xiv. 108. f; xxx. 8, in which this

occurs, do not help us to define its position more clearly. In two documents on wood, M. i. i. 12 ;

• See above, pp. 326 sq., 333. ’ Cf. above, pp. 31 1 sqq.
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iv. 89. a, we read of a ‘ lord ’ or ‘ superior of the four castles But there is nothing to show that

the ‘ three castles of Nob ’ were included among them, and the mention made in M. i. xiv. 109

of Little Nob side by side with the ‘four castles’ seems opposed to it.

As the affairs of which the abstracts of the documents mostly tell us seem of a petty nature, it

can safely be assumed that the majority of the places they name must be looked for within, or

close to, the Lop region. But owing to the strange Tibetan garb in which these local names

are presented, and the uncertainty as to the phonetic value intended, by apparent transcriptions

of non-Tibetan names, conjectural attempts at identification must be hazardous at present. Only
in one case is the similarity of forms sufficiently close to justify here a tentative suggestion, viz.

in that of the name Cey-cen, M. i. xxviii. 2, which, if really intended for a locality, could obviousj[y

be taken to apply to the present Charchan.® The impossibility of identifying any other of the

abundant local names is particularly to be regretted in those unfortunately rare instances where the

documents, even in the mere excerpts now available, seem to present us with glimpses of true colour

in the local background. Thus in M. i. xxviii. 005 the writer reports ‘ Aat he had travelled

to Byeu-ling ’, apparently with a caravan, and ‘ that they were belated and in extreme want
of water’. There is no clue to the identification of Byeu-ling, which is mentioned elsewhere, too,

e. g. in M. I. xxvii. 19; xxxi. 001. But the situation curiously suggests an experience such as

nowadays might befall a caravan which attempted the route through the desert to Tun-huang too

late in the season, when the melting of the ice at the salt springs south of the dried-up Lop sea

would cause serious trouble about the supply of drinkable water. In another letter, M. i. i. 41,

which mentions Shod-brog (‘ lower Brog ’), we find a somewhat similar report from a party evidently

in great straits through want of the necessaries of life.

The impossibility of identifying the localities referred to makes itself particularly felt in

the case of those records which, like, e. g., M, i. iv. 4, 71 ;
vii. 001 ; x. 3 ; xxi. 9; xxiii. 009, treat of

military affairs. It is regrettable, too, that we cannot define the frontiers referred to in documents
like M. I. xiv. 7, or the posts occupied by the so-pa or frontier-guards.® But even a cursory examina-
tion of the abstracts furnished of all these Tibetan records makes it clear that most of them refer to

the multifarious petty affairs of the small Tibetan garrisons in the occupied territory and the civil

administration of its little oases.

The very limitations which the petty nature of these records implies as regards the functions

and resources of the Tibetan officials mentioned in them must warn us not to attach undue
importance to the high-sounding titles under which so many of them figure. In all probability
these ‘ministers’, ‘lords’, etc., held positions of small power and extent At the same time, if

the affairs of which the Miran documents give us glimpses were by themselves of very modest
consequence, considerable historical interest attaches to the political conditions revealed by the
records as a whole. They clearly prove that in the Lop tract the Tibetans maintained not merely
military posts, but also an effective civil administration, during the period to which the occupation
of the Miran fort and probably also its construction belong. This was possible only in the period
of general Tibetan predominance in ihe Tarim Basin, of which we know, scanty as our historical

sources are, that it extended from the decay and ultimate downfall of Chinese power in the last
third of the eighth century a.d. to about the middle of the ninth century.^®

Cf. above, p. 323. The data furnished by the Chinese historical records con-
• See Dr. Francke’s remarks in Appendix G. ceming the events which, between the years a.d. 766-90,“ C£ Ancienl Khofan, i. p. 65 ; M. Grenard’s paper in led to Chinese political control over Eastern Turkestan being

Journal AsiaL, igoo, Jan.-F6vr. pp. 24 sqq.; below, chap. completely supplanted by the Tibetan power have been lucidly
XXI. sec. ii. set forth by M. Chavannes in Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 533 sqq.
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The evidence afforded by the Miran documents as to the character and extent of the Tibetan

occupation is of special value for us, because that epoch in the history of Eastern Turkestan is

one about which our information is exceptionally scanty. This obscurity is a direct result of the

total severance of political relations with the Chinese empire which was brought about by the

Tibetan conquest of the Tarim Basin and the regions adjoining it on the east. This wedge-like

intrusion of the Tibetan power caused Central-Asian affairs to disappear from the records of the

Chinese Annalists for more than a century. The thoroughness and far-reaching effects of this

g^eat political change are proved by the significant fact that among all the abundance of written

pieces which had found a safe refuge in the refuse-heaps of the Miran fort, I failed to bring to light

ajingle scrap of Chinese writing.

Section VI.—A RECORD IN RUNIC TURKISH SCRIPT

The thorough change resulting from the Tibetan conquest must invest with additional interest Discovery of

the discovery of the only non-Tibetan record which my excavations in the ruined fort yielded.

It was made in the small apartment M. i. xxxii, which, owing to the effects of wind-erosion, had document,

retained its thin brick walls and the refuse accumulated between them only to a height of about two
feet. There, close to the floor and in immediate proximity to a dozen or so of scattered Tibetan
records on paper and wood, was found a crumpled-up packet of coarse brownish paper which, when
opened out, proved to be a large and fairly well preserved sheet, about one foot square, and two
torn pieces of smaller size and inferior condition, M. i. xxxii. 006. a-c (Plate CLIX). In the large

quasi-lapidary writing which covered the obverse, and in piece b also the reverse, I recognized at

once the Turkish ‘ Runic ’ script, which first became known to scholars in those oldest monuments
of the Turkish language, the bilingual inscriptions of the early eighth century a.d., discovered on
the Orkhon and Yenissei Rivers. It is a source of special gratification to me that Professor

Vilhelm Thomsen, the first decipherer of those famous inscriptions from Mongolia and Siberia, was
kind enough to undertake the publication and interpretation of the Miran documents as well as of

my subsequent finds in Turkish ‘Runic’ script. It is wholly on the paper in which Professor

V. Thomsen has discussed hese finds ^ that the following observations concerning their contents

and import are based.

Professor Thomsen believes that ‘ we here have the fragments of a register or lists of persons Persons

who may be presumed to have been either in the act of leaving the fort after having stayed there,

or of having only passed by it in the one or the other direction, and to whom a kind of passport

had been granted or assistance given for their further journey’. His translation shows that the

numerous names mentioned are all Turkish, and apparently most of them belong to military

persons. It is in more than one way interesting to note that ‘ several of them are known from
elsewhere, especially from Mongolia and Siberia ; but in addition to this, many new contributions

are added to our knowledge of the Old-Turkish manner of naming’. If we turn, in Professor

Thomsen’s translation, to the statements recorded about the three dozen or so of persons individually

named, we see that they concern mainly either the issue to them of a yarlig or the provision of

a yariq.

In the case of the former term we are on safe ground, since the Turkish yarltg is otherwise Meaning of

known as a close equivalent of the Persianfarman, in the sense of ‘ an open letter which serves

as a passport or introduction to other authorities ’. The custom of issuing such warrants (known in

* See V. Thomsen, Dr. M. A, Siein’s manuscripts in Turkish 'Runic' script from Miran and Tun-huang, J.R.A.S.,

1912, pp. 181 sqq.
“
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modem India as parwana, in Persia as rdhddrt, in Chinese Turkestan as yol-khat) to travellers,

official messengers, etc., still prevails in all eastern countries, and has become personally familiar to

me from my travels. Many of the documents which I have found at ruined sites of the Khotan

region and elsewhere in Chinese, Kharosthi, ‘Khotanese’, etc., undoubtedly are of this nature.®

Yartq, on the other hand, is a hitherto unknown word. But apart from the etymological deriva-

tion pointed out by Professor Thomsen (from the verbal root yar-, in the literal sense of ‘ one who is

detached ’), there appears to be sufficient indication in the entries themselves to support the great

Danish scholar’s conjectural inference XhaXyar'iq is used here ‘to designate an officer (?) dispatched

for a special purpose by another and superior officer ’ or, in other entries, ‘ a military personage

provided as an escort ’. In fact, long practical experience of the realities of Eastern administration

and travel makes me strongly inclined to believe that the functions here indicated by Professor

Thomsen are just those which that humble but omnipresent subordinate of every Oriental r^gfime,

the Chaprassl or ‘ orderly ’ of modern India, the Darogka, also known by a Chinese term as Ya~yeh,

of Chinese Turkestan, the Ghuldm of Persia, would indifferently be called upon to perform in the

regular course of official routine.

It is not necessary for me to analyse the contents of this Old-Turkish record in detail and
to show how well the above interpretation of the two most frequently recurring terms agrees with

them. But there are to be found in them other terms and names which must claim our attention

here because they have a distinct bearing on the origin and date of these Miran documents, and are

therefore of historical and archaeological interest. Professor Thomsen, when discussing the

question as to the age of the manuscript,® has already pointed out that the date given in the first

line of the large sheet a mentions merely ‘ the fourth month, the twenty-ninth [day]’ and gives no

information as to the year. At the same time, he has emphasized the chronological importance of

the fact that the document, which was evidently ‘written by a Turkish clerk who held an appoint-

ment at a Turkish or essentially Turkish garrison ’, refers to several persons by ‘Chinese titles

(and names ?), such as Sangun, Chigshi, etc.’* From the use of these titles he infers that the fort

and the country were then under Chinese rule. As ‘ on the other hand there appears to be no
trace whatever of Tibetan in the MS.’, the conclusion is drawn that it cannot be later than the

middle of the eighth century a. d., the approximate time when the Tibetans are likely to have
established themselves here. ‘ If anything, it is perhaps of somewhat earlier date, and the form

of the letters as well as the texture of the paper corresponds fairly well with this supposition.’

I doubt whether the use of those titles of Chinese origin can by itself be recognized as

a certain proof that the fort and country must then have necessarily been under Chinese rule ; for

such effects of that close and constant political control which the Chinese succeeded in establishing

over both the Northern and the Western Turks in the second quarter of the sixth century a. d., and
which enabled the T'ang emperors to maintain their hold over Eastern Turkestan for more than

a century,® might well, in conjunction with the powerful influence exercised by Chinese civilization,

have outlasted for some time actual Chinese dominion in those regions. But I believe that Professor

Thomsen’s approximate dating finds distinct support in other indications furnished by the Miran
documents.

* Cf. e.g. the Chinese slips from the Niya Site translated

by M. Chavannes, Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 541 sqq.
* 1912, p. 185; below, pp. 473 sq.

* Thus we have mentioned in a the Yartqs Urungu
Tudun Chigshi and Chik Bilga Chigshi, also one Ktfl Chig-
shi. In a the title Sangun is found in the designations of
three persons, Ad[ch ?]u Sangun, Tira Bars Khan Sangun, and

Urungu Sangun
; in b recto we read of Killiig Sangun and

Ktirabir Urungu Sangun, also in b verso of Ut Sangun and

one [.]arkin Sangun Tir[-].

' Cf. M. Chavannes’ masterly rdsumd of Chinese relations

with the different Turkish nations during the seventh and

eighth centuries in chapters vi-rx of his Documents sur Its

Turcsoccidenianx, pp. 259-99.
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In the first place, I think, importance must be claimed for the entry which mentions a number Mention of

of 'yariqs arrived from the town of Sugchu’.® This town, as Professor Thomsen has duly

recognized, is undoubtedly the present Su-chou, the well-known and important town of Kan-su
within the westernmost bend of the later Great Wall. Marco Polo’s Succiu preserves, just as

Sugchu does, the older pronunciation of the first syllable su, which was Now the Chinese

historical records, as shown by M. Chavannes’ extracts and analysis, make it perfectly clear that

from about a.d. 756-8 the Tibetans gradually overran the whole of Kan-su, and that after a.d. 766,

when they had finally established themselves there, they completely stopped all intercourse between

China and those portions of Eastern Turkestan where Chinese garrisons were still holding out

against Tibetan invasion.® From that date onwards no Turkish soldiers are likely to have come
from Su-chou to Lop.

As to the tribal or national affinity of these men we receive valuable evidence from the Tribe of

statement immediately following in the list that of those, yariqs from Sugchu ‘there were [given] six ^ayirqus.

yariqs to the Bayirqus'. The Bayirqus, as pointed out in Professor Thomsen’s note, ‘were

a Turkish tribe nearly related to the Uigurs and living north of the great desert’. The extracts

concerning the Uigurs or Hui-ho, which M. Chavannes has translated from the l^ang shu and fully

annotated, in fact enumerate the Bayirqus or Pa-yeh-ku among the different tribes composing the

Uigur nation.® They are also mentioned in certain of the ‘Runic’ Turkish inscriptions from
Orkhon which Professor Thomsen first deciphered.^® Evidently the men in question were detached

to a party of Uigurs.

Now from the interesting Chinese records which relate the events immediately preceding the Uigurs as

final downfall of the Tang dominion in Eastern Turkestan, and which M. Chavannes has rendered
chfnese

accessible to research,” we see clearly that throughout the struggles by which the Chinese political

officers and commandants of the garrisons north and south of the T'ien-shan, though cut off from the
,

empire since about a . d. 766, maintained themselves for close on twenty-five years longer against the

invading Tibetans, the Uigurs fought with them as allies. Their tribal settlements then reached

close to Pei-t'ing, in the vicinity of the present Guchen and north of the Turfan depression. In this

connexion it should be noticed here that among the entries in sheet b of the Miran record there is

one concerning a yartig given to a certain KurSbir Urungu Sangun for going to the town of Qochu.

This corresponds, as Professor Thomsen points out, to Kao-ch'ang, the capital of Turfan in T*ang
times, and now represented by the ruins of Kara-khoja.*®

It is to the period immediately preceding that isolation of the Chinese garrisons in the pro- Probable
tectorates of An-hsi (Kucha) and Pei-t'ing that I should be inclined to assign the probable date of date of Old

our Old-Turkish record from Miran. We know that the Tibetans, who had temporarily made
themselves masters of the Tarim Basin between a.d. 670-92, continued from about a.d. 717
onwards to threaten the ‘ Four Garrisons ’ by repeated aggressions from the south.^® Throughout

* See the text of a, 1 . 1912, pp. 186, 188. 534 sqq.

Cf. Yule, Marco Polo*, i. pp. 217 sq. As Sir Henry « Cf. /.R.A.S., 1912, p. 187, 1 . n of text b, recto. In

Yule points out, the name was still recorded as Suk-chu by the translation the mention of the town of Qochu has been
Rashid-ud-din and Shah Rukh’s ambassador. For an account omitted by an oversight

; but see note, ibid., p. 189.

of Su-chou see below, chap. xxvn. sec. iii. “ For a summary account of this period in the history of
* Cf. M. Chavannes’ remarks. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. Eastern Turkestan, Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 61 sqq. may con-

534 sqq., especially p. 534, note 2. veniently be consulted. There full references have been given
* Cf. Chavannes, Turcs occid., pp. 88 sq. to M. Chavannes’ extracts from the T’ang Annals and other

See Thomsen, Inscriptions de TOrkhon dichiffries, Chinese texts upon which our knowledge of those events is

p. 109 (I take this reference from Chavannes, loc. cit.) mainly based.

” Cf. M. Chavannes' extracts. Ancient Khotan, i. pp.

3 P1374
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the efforts which the Chinese made during the reign of the Emperor Hsuan-tsung (a.d. 713-62) to

defend their Central-Asian dominion against the attacks of the Arabs from the west and of the

Tibetans from the south, our Chinese historical sources show that Chinese statecraft relied greatly

on the help of the various Turkish tribes over which their political control extended. Among these

tribes employed as auxiliaries we find repeated mention of the Karluks, of whom we know that they

had become attached to the Uigurs.^* Yet it is significant that when towards a.d. 790 the Tibetans

succeeded in capturing Pei-t'ing, Karluks with some other Turkish tribes are mentioned among
those who helped them in reducing this last foothold of Chinese power north of the T‘ien-shan.”

It is impossible for us to determine with any certainty to what circumstance the presence of

this single Turkish document at the Miran fort, among the thousand odd Tibetan pieces, is dijp.

It may be the solitary relic of a success which brought a detachment of Turkish auxiliaries employed

by the Chinese into temporary occupation of a fort previously established and garrisoned by the

Tibetans and subsequently retaken. Or the Runic Turkish record may not have originated at

Miran at all, but may have been brought there from some post, possibly about Tun-huang or An.
hsi, which those Turks were still holding for the Chinese. Instead of discussing such explanations,

which for the present must remain purely conjectural, it will be more useful to emphasize what the

archaeological indications furnished by the ruined fort teach us. They all combine to prove that it

was built and tenanted during the Tibetan domination, which began in the second half of the eighth

century a.d. and came to a close about a hundred years later.

The irregular plan and construction of the fort, as well as the total absence of any Chinese
records, are strongly opposed to the assumption that it could date back to a period when Chinese
political control and cultural influence still asserted themselves in the Lop tract. The amount and
uniform character of the Tibetan records, and of the refuse-heaps, too, in which they were embedded,
conclusively prove a long occupation by Tibetan soldiers and officials. It is equally important that
of the nine copper coins found at or near the fort all but two show the type with the legend K'ai~
yuan tung pao, introduced by the first T'ang Emperor Kao-tsu (a.d. 618-27) continued by his

successors for more than a century. Of the remaining two coins, one shows the nien-hao Ch6ng-ho
(a.d. I II 1-17) and the other the modern regnal name Kuang HsU of the late Manchu Emperor
{^^75~^9o8). Both were found on the surface in the central area of the fort, having been dropped
there by some visitor to the ruin. Finally, it must be recorded that neither in nor around the
Miran fort could I trace any evidence that the site was inhabited in any permanent fashion during
the rule of the Uigurs, who about a.d. 860 supplanted the Tibetans as the predominapt power in

the Tarim Basin, or during the succeeding Muhammadan period.
Thus everything points to a rapid abandonment of the site soon after the Tibetan occupation.

There is certainly no obvious reason for attributing this abandonment to the effects of desiccation,
i.e. to failure of the water-supply, whatever changes progressive desiccation may have since worked
on this ground in the course of many centuries. Even now the river, passing in its present bed
within three miles to the west of the ruined fort, carries water sufficient for the irrigation of such
an area of cultivation as would supply the food necessary for whatever garrison the small fort can
have held and for a commensurate agricultural settlement” Whether the same statement would

“ Cf. Chavannes, Turcs occid,, p. 142, note 2; ,p. 297;
also ibid., pp. 94, 286.

“ See M. Chavannes’ extracts, Ancient Khotan, i. p. 536.
During both my longer stays at MirSn in the winters

of 1907 and 1914 the river was hard frozen, and all the water
that was reaching its bed there was spreading itself in a wide
ice sheet, as explained in JOesert Cathay, i. p. 438. Hence

I was unable to take any measurements then of the volmne
of water carried by the Mlr^ River. Nor would the volume
which I might have ascertained in December 1906 have
furnished any real guidance as to its irrigation capabilities;

for the JahSn-sai, as the river is known higher up where it

debouches from the mountmns, is fed mainly by the perma-
nent snow and ice of the high Chimen-tagh, and its supply of
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hold good as regards the earlier and far more important phase of occupation which is proved for the

site of Miran by the remains to be described further on, is a question that need not concern us here.

But in order to understand the complete state of abandonment into which Miran appears to have

fallen after the Tibetans left it, it is enough to remember the geographical facts which rendered the

position so important for them and for them only.

As a reference to the map shows, the Tibetans at Miran were guarding a point of the greatest

strategic importance for them. This little oasis forms the key to the direct route which leads, from

the southern oases of the Tarim Basin and the border lands of Iran and India beyond them, to

Tun-huang and Kan-su. At Achchik-bulak or Donglik (Map No. 6i), a short march to the east of

IVJiran, this route bifurcates into two tracks. Both pass eastwards, one along the southern shore

of the great dried-up salt lake of Lop, and the other along the northernmost range of the Altin-tagh,

to meet each other again at Tun-huang. Like the ancient Chinese ‘ route of the centre ’, which we

have so often had to refer to above, and which once passed through Lou-lan, this southern route was

a main line of communication into China from the last centuries b.c. onwards, and its importance

must have greatly increased after the Lou-lan settlements were abandoned about the fourth century

A. u., and want of water permanently closed the ancient ‘ central route’.

water from springs, the only one available during the late

autumn and winter, is very limited. Fortunately on my
second visit in 1914 I found the Lopliks of Abdal, who

previously carried on cultivation at Miran in a spasmodic

fashion, settled in a little hamlet of newly-built permanent

homesteads near their fields, and the cultivated area con-

siderably enlarged.

The change brought about by this settlement of the Ab-

dal Lopliks, who until a generation or two ago were all

fishermen and shepherds, was striking in many ways. It

also made it easier for me to obtain reliable information as to

the agricultural resources and possibilities of the place.

I found that the total number of cultivating families exceeded

two dozen. But it was acknowledged that the labour they

could provide was quite inadequate for bringing under culti-

vation all the fertile land which the available water-supply

would permit to be irrigated.

According to the statements then made to me by Nur

Muhammad, the old Beg of Abdal, and his intelligent son

Niaz Beg, the volume of water which reaches the Miran

colony at the season when the river carries only spring water

(kara-su) and is at its lowest, i.e. during the autumn and late

spring, is estimated at 3 iash or ‘stones'. This measure,

leased upon the volume of water needed to turn a millstone,

would correspond, according to the average of the rough

estimates ascertained elsewhere in the oases of Eastern

Turkestan, approximately to a discharge of 90 cubic feet per

second. This volume was declared to increase temporarily

to about 15 lash at the time of the early spring sowing to-

wards the close of February and in March, when the ice in

the river-bed and the snow in the lower mountains melt and,

as in other rivers draining the north slopes of the K'un-lun,

cause a short-lived flood. Subsequently the supply diminishes

again until the big summer flood arrives late in June, when

the snow and ice on the high ranges begin to melt and the

volume of water in the river vastly exceeds all possible irriga-

tion requirements, just as it does in the rivers of Khotan,

Keriya, etc.

The Lopliks now settled at Miran and claiming posses-

sion of all cultivable land there are, for a variety of obvious

reasons, anxious to prevent that influx of new colonists from

the chief centres of cultivation westwards which has enabled

the Chinese administration to create and develop the relatively

important oasis of Charkhlik within the last two generations

(see above, p. 3 1 2), Hence I have no reason to assume that

the above statements as to their irrigation resources are likely

to be greatly exaggerated. I am confirmed in this view by

the independent and reliable testimony which my faithful old

follower of three journeys, Ibrahim Beg of Keriya, was

luckily able to furnish. He had, in addition to the visits

paid while with me, made a prolonged stay at Miran in April-

May, 1908, when he accompanied Naik Ram Singh on his

ill-fated mission there. Being a landowner himself and

specially experienced in irrigation matters—for a considerable

number of years before and after my second expedition he

had held charge as ‘ Mirab Beg ’ of the canals of the Chira

oasis, as recorded in Desert Cathay, i. p. 236—he had been

naturally interested in the irrigation of Miran, and made his

own inquiries on the subject. Ibrahim Beg’s view was that

the water.supply available in the Miran River was not inferior

to that of Charkhlik, and that, though the conditions of

the ground owing to shifting beds, stony soil, etc., were less

favourable for its use in canals than at Charkhlik, the irriga-

tion resources of Miran, if utilized.under labour conditions

such as obtain at Chira, would suffice for the needs ofa colony

counting some 500 households instead of the present two

dozen. Whether they will ever be utilized to the full, and
whether such a colony would succeed in coping with the diffi-

culties which great changes in the bed of the river, as suggested

by the map (see Map No. 57), might create, only the future

can show.

Strategic

importance

of Miran.
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But the examination of any modem map of Tibet reveals an even more cogent geographical

fact which obliged the Tibetans to keep a firm hold upon Miran as long as their political and

military ambition was turned towards Eastern Turkestan.*^ It is at this small oasis that the two

most direct and practicable routes debouch which lead from Central Tibet and Lhassa into the

Tarim Basin. One of them, coming straight from Lhassa and still regularly followed by traders as

well as pious northern pilgrims to the Tibetan capital, crosses the Chimen-tagh and descends the

valley of the Jahan-sai River. No other route across the high plateaus and ranges of the K*un-lun

could have offered similar advantages for Tibetan inroads directed against the chief oases of the

Tarim Basin and the main Chinese line of communication which skirted the T‘ien-shan.^* The
second of the two Tibet routes just referred to passes westernmost Tsaidam with its abundajit

grazing grounds, joins the hill road from Tun-huang at Bash-kurghan, and thence descends to

Achchik-bulak and Miran (see Map No. 6i). Thus a Tibetan garrison placed in the fort of Miran

conveniently guarded both these routes, as well as those coming from Kan-su.^®

But from the geographical facts just examined it is clear that a point dappui established at the

site of Miran would retain its special strategic value only so long as the Miran cross-roads had to be
made secure for Tibetan forces having their base far away in the south. As soon as the Tibetan
power had disappeared from the north of those great inhospitable mountain wastes which separate

the Tarim Basin from the inhabited parts of Tibet, Miran must rapidly have sunk into insignificance.

For whatever traffic continued to pass along the ancient ‘southern route’ from Khotan and the

other oases to Tun-huang and China during Uigur, early Muhammadan, and Mongol times,

Charkhlik offered a more convenient and better supplied resting-place. Thus we can easily under-

stand why there is no mention of Miran in Marco Polo’s account, whose ‘ town of Lop ’, as we have
seen, must be located at Charkhlik. The crumbling walls of the ruined fort looked down upon the

Venetian’s caravan as it passed on its way into the ‘ Desert of Lop’, but, no doubt, they were then

as silent and deserted as they are now.

Section VII.—DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF ANTIQUES FROM MiRAN FORT

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS FOUND WITHIN OR NEAR MlRAN FORT

M. 001. Specimen of grain, millet (?).

M. 007. Fr. of bronze plate with hole in comer
;
perhaps

from scale armour. Picked up by Jasvant Singh, 30. i. 07.

” See e.g. the map of Tibet and the surrounding regions

published by the R. Geographical Society, 1906 (second

ed.).

” The other possible routes which lead from the Tibetan

plateaus across the main K'un-lun range westwards, debouch-
ing by the valleys of the Charchan, Kaia-muran, and Kara-
sai Rivers, are longer and far more difficult. The one which
descends the Polur gorge and offers the nearest approach to

Khotan may, according to my experience in 1908, be con-
sidered as impracticable both for trade and troops.

” This military importance of Mir3n with regard to the
routes descending from the Tibetan plateaus was strikingly

brought home to me by a min of quite recent date. When
I first visited the site on December 8, 1906, from my camp

M. 008. Bronze disc, slightly concave, with remains of

stud at centre of back
; a button. Picked up by Jasvant

Singh, 30. i. 07. Diam. i', thickness c.

on the river bank, the caravan track which I followed east-

wards led me, after about a mile, past a large roughly built

stracture of timber and reed walls, enclosed by a rude palisade

and situated on a scrub-covered sandy steppe. It had been
built about ten years before to serve as a shelter for a detach-

ment of Chinese troops posted here to intercept a body of

Tungan rebels who had fled from Hsi-ning to Tsaidam, and
after suffering great privations and losses in the mountains
were expected to debouch towards Lop-nor. I subsequently
in 1907 met the quondam commandant of this modem sub-

stitute for the Mirin fort at HSmi, and heard a graphic

account of the hardships that he and his men had undergone
during their long summer’s detention here.
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M. 009. FouT'Sided tapering fr. of iron, broken at

ends and much corroded
;
arrow-head (?). Picked up by

Jasvant Singh, 30. i. 07. Length gr. width

M. 0010. Piece of bronze plate folded over twice.

Found 2. ii. 07. thickness (fourfold) c.

M. 0011. Curved fr. of bronze, perhaps from bowl of

spoon. Found 2. ii. 07. Length gr. mdth

M. 0013 . Flat oblong piece of white soap-stone,

rounded one end, cut sq. the other. Found 2. ii. 07.

^Length width to

BL 0013. a-b. Two beads. (<z) Rough flattened spheroid

of red cornelian. Diam.
ire- (^) Spheroid of glass paste,

millefiori, g^reen, yellow, and red. Diam.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED IN

M. 1. 0056. Fr. of pottery, hand-made, of very ill-levi-

gated clay fired very hard on an open hearth; surface

red-brown, black in section. On outer surface, incised

before firing, head of warrior wearing helmet, apparently

of scale armour, with plume (broken) and cheek-piece.

From mouth downwards broken away. Good free drawing

of Chinese character; shows that manufacture of -rude

hand-made pottery was continued in periods of advanced

civilization, af* x if'. PI. LI.

M. 1. 0057. Wheat grains.

M. I. 0058. Fr. of thin bronze plate, cracked and full

of holes, perhaps from armour. Found outside fort by

Jasvant Singh. Gr. M. 2^', thickness c.

M. I. 0059. Iron arrow-head, flat, of elongated-heart-

shape
;
rudimentary rib

;
part of tang remains

;
condition

bad. Found outside fort by Jasvant Singh. Length of

whole af', of head 2', gr. width if'. PI. LI.

M. I. 0060. Wheat grains.

M. 1. 0063. Fr. of large pottery vessel (see above,

pp. 348 sq.), hand-made, ofred clay fairly well levigated and

very evenly fired. Shows part of straight band of five to

six incised lines running round jar, with comb-drawn

festoon bands of five lines above and below. Incision

shallow and careless. Over it in one place is fig. deeply

incised before firing, prob. a Tibetan char, and possibly

a measure of capacity, but not identified. Gr. length

gr. width sf'.

M. I. 0064-0065. Two wooden writing slips, blank,

charred at end. flf" and s'x

M. I. 0066. Wooden label (longitudinal half), blank.

sA'xi'.

M. I. 0067. Flat piece of wood ; one end cut to blunt

point, near which is small hole ;
the other broken ; if'

from broken end are remains of notch. Handle of key.

35' X i^'xf' to I'.
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M. 0017. Fr. of horn comh; teeth and part of handle

missing. Length 2f', h. if'. PI. XXXVL

M. 0018. Strip ofhard wood with hole pierced near one

end. Use doubtful; thicker than ordinary writing slip.

„ 9 » V 1* V 1 '
9X5 X 5 X 5:

.

M. 0019. Bag of red silk, finely corded weave, embroi-

dered in dark and light blue, dark and light green, white,

chocolate, pink, buff, and yellow, in close rows of chain-

stitch. The design is apparently one of conventional

plumage with eyes like those of peacock's feathers, and

covers the background almost entirely. The whole has

been cut from a large piece of embroidery, and has been

folded double and stitched up the sides to make the bag

;

the top is not hemmed. There are in the embroidery

about 30 stitches to the inch. 4" X 3'. PI. CX.

TIBETAN FORT, M. i

M. I. 0068. Leather armour scale, oblong
;
for type see

Ancient Khotan, i. pp. xvi, 374, 411. Lacquered inside

red, and outside red with thin top layer of black. For
lateral lacing, by one long side, hole at each end in extreme

comer; by the other, two pairs of holes nearer middle.

For vertical lacing, one pair of holes parallel to, and f

'

from, one end. No thongs remain. Condition good.

3f (bent) x 2'.

M. I. 0069. Five leather armour scales, detached ; for

general type see M. i. 0068, and Ancient Khotan, i. pp. xvi,

374, 41 1. Thong-holes generally as in M. i. ix. 002, but

those for vertical lacing are irregular. Lacquered behind
black over red (but one scale dark red with pattern re-

sembling M. I. xxiv. 0040); in front, very thin black or

dark red, over red, over black, leaving surface dark blackish

crimson. Orn. with red line along one overlapping side

and top, and with two (S^s^-shaped figs, one above the

other towards one long side. Beyond these, three scales

show red ellipse with black centre. Om. is scraped out

after application of all the coats of lacquer, so that those

beneath the surface are shown in concentric rings down to

bottom of orn. Largest scale 3f' x 3f'. PI. L.

M. I. 0070. Fr. of leather armour scale; lacquered

behind red ; in front black over red, leaving red lines

parallel to end ; two lacing holes in corner. Gr. M. 34'

xif'.

M. I. 0071. Fr. of leather armour scaled like M. i. ix.

002 ; lacquer mostly gone, aj'x 2j^'

M. I. 0072. Fr. of bronze plate with two bronze rivets

;

sheathing for sq. stick. C. i^' x if' (bent).

M. I. 0073. Piece of bronze plate, sq. with hole in each
comer, and oblong slit cut out parallel to one edge

; eye
for hasp, e. g. on belt, r^' x ff'.

M. I. 0074-0075. Two wooden stays for well-
bucket (?), lower corners of notch deepened and cut out-

wards to hold string more securely. See Kha. ix. 0015;
M. Tagh. b. 001. Length 4|' and sf'. oo^4, PI. LI.
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M. I. 0076. Small leather pouch, thumb-shaped, with

scalloped mouth round which running string is drawn

;

well-dressed leather, stained dark outside ;
made in one

piece, folded over and sewn up round bottom and along

one side. Depth 2§*, width of mouth zj*. PI. L.

M. I. 0080. Felt pad, made of strip of buflf felt doubled

and stitched round edge; interior filled with powdered

charcoal
;

possibly pounce bag (?), used for transferring

designs to fabrics before painting or embroidery. 4*

X ^•. 3".

M. 1. 0081. Sling of stout goat’s-hair cord, with elliptical

felt pouch for holding stone ;
cord is of seven strands

closely plaited; it divides into two to form edge of felt

pouch, then unites again
;
broken. Length 2' 5*. PI. L.

M. I. 008a. Fr. of cotton fabric, indigo
;
plain weave,

loose but regular; coarse. 11^" X 4^*. [Analysed by

Dr. Hanausek.]

M. 1. 0083. a-c. Three pieces of strong woollen

fabric, sewn together, a. Closely-woven dark crimson

material, faded to pinkish-brown
;

plain weave, firm and

regular
;
warp and woof threads run in pairs

;
texture of

English hopsack tweed. i'X3|*. To end of this is

sewn 3 : brick-red twill material faded on right side, finer

than a, but very compactly woven
;
woof threads run over

two warp threads, then under two, and so on. 5' x 35'.

To bottom edge of i and a is sewn with grey yarn c,

similar to a in texture but sh'ghtly finer ; woof also looser,

giving less smooth surface
;
colour as 6.

6* x 4". 6 and

i-, PI. XLVIII.

M. I. 0084. Fr. of coarse woollen fabric {darn), plain

weave, even texture, ragged
;

warp threads (visible on

surface) of dark brown yarn; woof single-ply woven in

variegated stripes, as follows ;

—

t. Remains of terra-cotta

coloured band, i|' deep. it. Band of dull myrtle-green,

2 deep
;
just within upper and lower edges of this green

band is stripe of buff (|' deep) with brown line along

middle, iii. Band of terra-cotta, i' deep. iv. Series of

stripes, c. I' deep, following thus ; myrtle-green, buff,

terra-cotta, brown, buff, v. Band of terra-cotta, deep,

forming selvedge. Pattern of piece prob. formed of alterna-

tions of i and it as torn edge beyond i shows remains of

stripes as in it. Colours fairly preserved. ii'x6|'.

PI XLVIII.

M. I. 0085. Handful of goat’s hair, mixed with straw.

M. I. 0086. Round felt cord, salmon-coloured, made by
felting together a number of loosely spun strands of yarn.

Length (knotted) 5^'.
-

M. 1. 0087. Fr. of very fine silk fabric, dark terra-

cotta
; open muslin-like texture, plain uneven weave ; worn.

Cf. M. t. xxi. 006. laj'xy". [Analysed by Dr.
Hanausek.]

M. I. 0088. Three frs. of coarse woollen fabric
{darri)

; warp of brown yarn, woof rich red (faded) and
dark green. Design: red key pattern outlined green.

separated by bands of red which are covered with serrated

pattern in green ; close satin weave. Largest fr. 6' X a^*.

M. I. ooSg. Part of wooden comb with slightly arched

back. 2 X 2 X I".

M. I. oogo. Wooden key, of type Ka. i. 001 ;
two pegs,

handle pierced. (with handle 5|') X X f'. PI. LI.

M. I. oogg. Base oflacquered wooden bowl (part oO,

circular, red one side and black the other. Diam. 4J',

thickness

M. I. oog4. Two pieces ofsilk damask, dull sage-green,

fine, evenly woven; ragged; ground plain, pattern t\^ll.

Design : honeycomb diaper of hexagons, carried out in

bands formed by three lines of dots ;
in each hexagon is

quatrefoil lozenge formed by four small lozenges; cf. Ch'ien-

fo-tung damasks, e. g. Ch. 00336. i' 10* x i' 7* and

I* X 7'. (Design) PI. CXXI.

M. I. oogs. Blown-glass fr. of light green colour ;
appears

to be thick ‘bull’s-eye’ base of bulbous vessel; texture

slightly granular internally but translucent
;

circular.

Diam. if*.

M. I. i. 4. Wooden seal-case; cavity (roughly cut)

X ;
one notch for string on each side. a|' x

M. 1. i. 002. Three leather armour scales; same

pattern as M. i. ix. 002, but broken and decayed, and

lacquer considerably gone. Average size zf' X

M. I. i. 003. Three leather armotir scales; same

pattern as M. i. ix. 003, but broken and decayed ; one

longer than usual (4^x if'), with lacquer almost entirely

gone. Thong-holes somewhat irregular, having prob. been

added to ^ armour grew old ;
bronze rivets with round

flat heads, prob. ornamental. With these, fr. of scale,

lacquered black showing no pattern.

M. I. i. 004. Part of wooden comb with arched back

;

cf. M. I. i. 0011. 2|' (broken) x 2*, thickness f", 1 1 teeth

to I inch.

M. I. i. 005. Fr. of wooden writing slip ; as M. i. iv.

0014; blank; zf (broken)

x

M. 1. i. 006. Strip of wood, flat one surface, convex the

other, notched in middle to hold string; over notch knotted

leather thong, decayed. 4I' x

M. 1. i. 007. Leather * buckle ’ and thong ;
‘ buckle

’

formed of piece doubled and slit down middle; through

thb is passed thong, knotted to prevent slipping. Dark red

outer surface; insect-eaten. ‘Buckle’ ij'x^', thong
,3» V 3 *2® Xg .

BL I. i. 008. Leaf of apricot. Length af'.

M. 1. i. oog. Strip of fine silk damask, buff; pattern,

rows of small double concentric lozenges divided by chevron

lines; ground plain, pattern twill; soft and insect-eaten.

M. I. i, 0010. Two cuttings of fine tanned hide:

lambskin (?). Length, 1' 3' and 6*.
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M. I. i. oou. &oken wooden comb ; cf. L.A. viii. ooi

;

back slightly arched. 3 X 2A* x f*.

M. I. L 0012. a-c. Three fabric frs. (a) Soft silk

damask, dull sage-green, with pattern of tiny double con-

centric lozenges
;
ground finely corded

;
pattern twill

;

fine; rather dirty, a^xi*. {
6) Knotted to (r). Plain

silk fabric, regular but rather loose texture ;
turquoise

green. C. a'xif". (c) Fine cream silk gauze, woven

in open-work lattice pattern
;
twined weave. C. X ij*.

M. I. i. 0014. Part of wooden comb with flat arched

back; cf. M. i. L 0011. z^'x i-|'X:|:*.

M. 1. i. 0015. Lathe-turned wooden ring with rounded

edge, ^"xr-

M. I. ii. 003. Wooden tally-stick with two rows of

notches (ten and eight). Bark still on ; but shallow groove

cut in it round stick towards each end, and spiral line

connecting these grooves (cut before notches). Length

4]^- FI. LI.

M. I. ii. 0025. Quilted cloth shoe of plain loosely-woven

buff cotton (?). Sole has been picked off ;
uppers cut in

three parts—one long strip forming back and sides of heel

and coming forward on each side to middle of foot, the

other two forming each one side of vamp and meeting over

toes; heel-piece made of five layers of cloth, the edges

turned in and over-headed. It is strengthened by a lattice-

work pattern, stitched over whole ground in double buff

thread, and bordered by two rows of running stitching

(‘ split stitch’) round the edge. Back of heel worn

through
;
heel-piece stood 2^* high, and in front its lower

comers are sewn to those of the toe-pieces.

These cover each one side of front half of foot, and

their edges are joined for space of 3^* at toe end, being

so cut, also, as to form a turaed-up point at its extremity.

Above this joined part, each side is cut away in a curve so

as to leave an oval opening over front of foot, the upper

corners being tied together by strings of buff cloth. The

joined edges over the toe are covered by a strong V-

shaped stitching that forms a raised band over the seam,

and the same stitch is used to bind the edge of the oval

opening.

Round each piece run two rows of stitching as on heel-

piece, and ground of each is embroidered with three

palmate leaves, worked in satin stitch with buff thread (the

embroidery being done after the piece was finished, as in

case of heel). Length 8|-'. PI. L.

M. I. ii. 0026. Reed arrow-shaft, with marks and

remains of binding at one end ; no lacquer. Length lo”.

M. I. ii. 0027. Half rind of fruit (gourd ?) turned outside

in. Gr. M. 2^".

BL I. ii. 0028. Tom fr. of leather, very soft; prob.

lambskin, from fine curly wool adhering in part ;
roughly

rectang., with long narrow slit cut out slantwise from near

one comer almost to opposite side. Three edges and
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edges of slit show marks of careful regular stitching
;
fourth

edge torn. C. 5^' sq.

M. I. ii. ooag. Curved strip of wood lacquered (over

canvas), black outside, red inside
;
part of side of shallow

tray; cf. M. i. iv. 0030. Length point to point 5^',

width

M. I. ii. 0030. Wooden spoon or spatula, roughly cut

;

‘bowl’ flat and oblong. Length 4^', ‘bowl’ i^'xf".
PI. LI.

M. I. ii. 0031. Wooden stay for well-bucket, as

M. I. 0074. Length 3J_''.

M. I. ii. 0032. Straight-sided wooden cup, fr. from

wall of
;
lacquered (over canvas) red inside, black outside,

but lacquer almost entirely gone from latter
;
four small

holes, irregularly placed, two having bronze rivets in

them. Gr. M. 2^'. -

M. I. ii- 0033. Fr. of horn cup (?), similar in shape to

preceding
;

three holes triangle-wise near orig., and another

near broken, edge ; one plugged w’ith wood. Gr. M. 2^*.

M. I. ii. 0035. Fr. of silk damask, soft, thin
;

pattern

of concentric lozenges
;

orig. green, much discoloured and

worn. C. 11^” X 10^".

M. I. ii 0036. Fr. of reddish-brown woollen fabric,

loose twill (herring-bone) w'eave
;

dirty and discoloured,

Gr. M. 7^''x6''.

M. I. ii 0037. Yellow woollen yarn ; mass of short frs.

Gr. length 2^".

M. I. ii. 0038. Part of gourd vessel, which has been

broken and mended with felt. Strip of thick buff felt,

long, sewn to gourd ofwhich only frs. now remain. Along

sides of orig. break, holes have been made at regular

intervals of about and the strip of felt carefully and

closely sewn on with goat’s-hair string. These holes were

then plugged with short wooden pegs to prevent leakage.

Gr. breadth of frs. of gourd 2|", thickness PI. LI.

M. I. ii. 0039. a-d. Four frs. of wooden lacquered
bowl, black outside and red in. Gr. M. 3^" X%" X^".

M. I. ii. 0040. Flat piece of wood, cut to rough oval

with V-shaped nick in each side
;

pierced at one end.

Alabel(?).

M. I. ii. 0041. Bent fr. of bronze plate, holding between

folds small fr. of wood covered with buff felt; much cor-

roded. Gr. M. if'.

M. I. iii. 002. Head of millet in seed, from small apart-

ment adjoining M. i. iii.

M. I. iii. 003. Fr. of wooden comb like M. i. i. 0011.
,7»v 3*X I4 X 5 .

M. I. iii. 004. Cubical bone die. Holes drilled in sides

for numbers which are arranged : six opposite three,

four opposite two, five opposite one. Cf. M. Tagh. a. 0031,

a. iv. 00172 ;
i. 007. cube. PI. LI.
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M. I. iv. 006. Specimen of wheat.

M. I. iv. 007. Ktiife
, with one-edged iron blade, straight,

tapering, much corroded, set in plain horn handle elliptical

in section. Length (of whole) 6', of handle 3'. PI. LI.

M. I. iv. 008. Strip of leather, doubled, leaving loop at

top. Below loop twisted closely and evenly on itself,

forming a long flexible thong; from loop a sq. tongue

of leather projects, prob. for binding. Switch (?). Length

ii^'. PI. LI.

M. I. iv. oog. Terra-cotta spinning whorl ; flat disc,

pierced
;
ground down from potsherd ; cf. M. i. iv. 001 2.

Diam. ij', hole thickness PI. LI.

M. I. iv. 0010. Fr. of horsehair gauze, perhaps for

sieve; ‘ wrapped-twined ’ weave; cf. L.A. vi. ii. 0043.

Gr. M. 3i* PI. L.

M. 1. iv. 0011. Fr. of leather armour scale, same

pattern as M. i. ix. 002 ;
bad condition. 3' x (bent) 2

J'.

M. I. iv. ooia-0013. Two spinning whorls of red impure

clay
;
plain discs pierced. Diam. i*.

M. I. iv. 0014-0016. Wooden writing slips, blank;

bevelled edges, rectang. 00//, 0016 broken at end. 0014,

H'xl*.

M. I. iv. 0017. Fr. of bronze plate with remains of rivet

holes. Gr. M. r^'.

M. I. Iv. 0030. Polished cylindrical rod of yellowish
quartz. Length 2' (broken), diam.

M. I. iv. 0031 . Small pottery bowl, red clay, hand-made,

circular. Diam. of rim i J', H.

M. I. iv. 0033. Hollow wooden cylinder, with outer

surface thinned away for space of at one end. (This

end broken.) Worn and decayed. Diam. of outer surface

of thinned end of hole length i|*.

M. 1. iv, 0033. Fr. of soft woollen fabric, smoothly-

woven twill, pale buff, caked with sand. Gr. M. 9* x 7*.

M. 1. iv. 0036. Bone plectrum of boomerang shape, used

for plucking strings of musical instrument. One side

smooth, the other shows rough spongy texture of interior

of bone
; edges show wear from hand grasp, and end from

plucking
;
polished side om. with groups of engraved dots.

A butt end, two holes (one broken) for cord
;
prob. attached

to wrist of performer, or to instrument played upon. Cf.

Appendix H. Length 7^', gr. thickness c. J'.

M. I, iv. 0037. Fishing net of hempen cord ; meshes
about i' sq.

; ragged. Gr. length 2'. PI. L.

M. I. iv. 0038-0039. Two frs. of wooden combs

;

slightly arched backs as M. i. i. 00 1

1

. 0028, 2f
' X i' X f'

;

0029, a^'Xai'xi'.

M. I. iv. 0030. Bottom of lacquered box or tray.
Flat disc, lacquered (over canvas) black one side, red the
other

; on black side some irregular marks of red lacquer

;

round edge is applied a thin pliable strip of wood, part of
side. Diam. bj*, thickness

M. L vi. 001. Fr. of leather armour; 'green’ leather,

thick, lacquered black inside, irregularly black and red

outside ; two slits in one comer, and one half-way down
each side, for attachment to next piece ; also three round

holes in line across upper half, larger and thicker than

usual, curved
;

prob. back left shoulder-piece. Gr,

M. 41*.

M. I. vii. 31. Ink-seal made of tip of horn, bored for

suspension
;
on end are cut a lotus flower outspread, with

Svastika and Tib. chars, above. Dr. L. D. Barnett reads

the latter as the non-Tibetan syllables ««(?) -tone, and

believes that they possibly represent an attempt to render

the Western ‘ Anthony '. Length 2^', diam. of end

PL LI.

M. I. vii. 003. Horn seal, like M. i. vii. 31. Design,

a large Svastika within arms of which are four Tib. chars,

reading g%os k'al brtsan. GHos is the name of a tribe in

Tibet; k'al means a load; meaning unintelligible (Dr.

L. D. Barnett). Length 2", diam. of end PI. LI.

(Seal impression wrongly placed.)

M. I. vii. 004. Horn seal, like M. i. vii. 31. Design,

an outspread lotus flower, above which are two lines of

Tib. chars., with Svastika at each end of upper line and

scroll above. Chars, read by Dr. L. D. Barnett as onala

gnan lha ; gnan lha may be translated as ‘ disease god ' or

‘ fierce god ’. Length 2^', diam. of end PI. LI.

(Seal impression wrongly placed.)

M. L vii. 005. a-b. Wooden weaving stick and
spinning whorl, (a) Wooden stick, narrows quickly

at one end and gradually, but to finer point, at the other.

Cf. L. B, ooti, etc. to J". (^) Wooden disc,

pierced ; slightly convex at back ; in front flat with decora-

tion of three incised concentric circles. Diam. if', thick-

ness I', PI. LI.

M. I. viii. 001. Fr. of leather helmet (?), lower edge,

curving in to neck, then out to rim ; inside lacquered red

;

outside black (over layers of red and black), with thin

coating of red in band along rim, and remains of two red

batids above. Parallel to rim is bare strip (f' wide), from

which lacquer has been removed
;
two holes for attaching

thongs, in which are now two silk strings, buif and

gamboge, knotted together. Lower rim and upper edge

are orig. edges of fr., sides have been cut. Length (chord)

5',gr.H.3|'. P1.L.

M. I. viii. 005. Wooden key; cf. Ka. i. oor. Three

pegs (one missing) arranged in equilateral triangle ;
handle

pierced for string. 3^' (with handle 5|') x i' X f".

M. 1. viii. 006. Horn seal, like M. i. vii. 31. Pierced in

middle, and smoothed at end, but device not cut. Length

2|', gr. diam. f'.

M. I. viii. 007. Wooden key; cf. Ka. i. oor. Two
pegs

; these have split wood so that key has been bound
on either side of pegs with string and grass fibre. Handle

(plain continuation of key proper) is pierced twice and also
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split ; distance between holes same as that between pegs.

Clearly maker, having split one end, tried the other, and

splitting that, bound it. 2* (with handle sf') X f' X

M. I. viii. 008-0010. Three wooden weaving sticks,

like M. I. vii. 005. a. 009 differs in that at thick end it is

cut rather sq. in section. Gr. length 8", thickness

toy.

M. I. viii. 0011. Wooden writing slip, blank
;

at each

end is hole and on each edge bark. 8^' x x y.

M. I. viii. 0012. Wooden pen made of split twig, trimmed

^to a point. 4'x to

M. I. viii. 0013. Wooden bridge of musical instru-

ment (part of), for sympathetic strings
; edge serrated

with nicks c. apart
;
triangular in section. See Ap-

pendix s^X^xA".

M. I. viii. 0014. Cylindrical lacquered wooden box,
part of side, black outside and red inside

; both end? of

fr. have been trimmed to sharp edge, but use is not clear.

V 3» V 1"
08 ^4 '' •

M. I. viii. 0015. Wooden stick, trimmed to leave pro-

jecting button on eacli end ; much worn in middle as by

cord, prob. used for tightening knots. 5^ x PI. LI.

M, I. viii. 0016. Section of reed with pith withdrawn.

M. I. viii. 0017. Fr. of silk brocade ; ground buff,

pattern of rosettes and hexagonal cartouches (?) in blue-

green yellow, and other colours faded beyond recognition.

In weave a double cloth, resembling brocade of Ch. 009, etc.;

well-defined twill face, front and back cloths firmly bonded
together

;
pattern seems similar to that of M. Tagh. a. iv.

00177. Si'xs'. PI. CXI.

M. I. viii. 0018. Part of vertebrae of bird (?). ly
V 1"

M. I. viii. ooig. Rib bone, prob. of rabbit. Length 3^*.

M. I. viii. 0020. Flat piece of born curved to very

gradual crescent
; oblong hole in middle, prob. for a thong-

end. PI. LI.

*M. I. ix. 002. Leather scale armour, twenty pieces,

all now separate except two pairs which have long

sides attached
;

cf. M. i. 0068, 0069, xxiv. 0040, etc.

Lacquered inside with thin coat of red over black
; outside

black, over red, over black
; latter coats visible where om.

scraped away, as in M. 1.0069, etc.; here orn. consists of two
(or three) comma-shaped figs, one above another, about y
from one long side. Pair of holes near each comer, parallel

to long edge, for lateral lacing
;
another pair (or one large

hole) parallel to short edge, and about one-third down
from it, for vertical lacing

; instead of latter, four longer

scales have two holes, one-third of way respectively from

each end.

Method of attachment of overlapping long sides is as

follows :—From the top of the previous joint the thong is

brought from behind through the lower of the two holes

near top comer, passed down in front and to back again

through lower hole of bottom corner; then brought up
behind and to front again through the upper of the top

comer holes, lastly to the back through the lower top

comer hole, through which it was first brought. It is then

carried along behind for attachment of next scale.

This method of lacing makes no use of the upper of the

bottom corner holes, and is therefore prob. not the method
orig. employed. Condition good.

Scale (average) af' x 2'.

M. I. ix. 003. Leather scale armour, twenty-four pieces

;

cf. M. I. 0069, xxiv. 0040, etc. Six scales are of ordinary

size (average 2^ x 2^*), three being still joined by long

edges ; seven of greater length (average 3^" X two

being joined
; seven of still greater length (average 4 X

2^'), three still joined
;
and the remainder are frs.

Smaller scales much resemble M. i. ix. 002, but have

only one coat of lacquer (black), with orn. of two shallow

elliptical rings sunk in the black, and higher centre

lacquered red. Three holes at equal intervals down long

edge for lateral lacing, and bronze rivet (apparently orna-

mental) half-way between the ornamental rings
;

lacing

which remains in long sides too disjointed to show method

employed.

The longer scales resemble these ;
but for vertical

lacing there are one (or two) pairs of holes placed along

top end, and another hole or pair of holes parallel to this,

towards middle of scale. The longest scales have addi-

tional rivets, orns., and holes in proportion to their length.

Condition very fair. PI. L.

M. I. ix. 004. Fr. of leather armour scale, as M. i. ix.

003, etc. ; om. (sunk in black lacquered surface, with red

centres) consists of an ellipse and a crescent with tips

turned towards ellipse
;
crescent prob. part of larger om.

Gr. M. ly.

M. I. ix. 008. Piece of strong woollen fabric, faded

red (herring-bone) twill weave
;

cf. M. i. 0083. b. ; ragged

and patched, i' 6' x i' 5'. PI. XLVIII.

M. I. ix. 009. Wooden stick, flattened at one end and

bound round with fibre
; bound round also twice at other

end where it is split, and where a groove was cut in end
;

prob. part of an arrow; cf. M. Tagh. b. 007. 71' xj'.

M. I. X. 006. Fr. of leather armour scale, same pattern

as M. I. ix. 002, but most of black lacquer gone from

front ; also large square hole near middle. 2^' X
(broken) i^'.

M. I. xii. 002. Fr. of fine buff silk, even texture, much
encmsted with sand, plain weave. io|'x8*.

M. I. xii. 003. Fr. of buff silk, much crumpled and sand-

clogged, showing traces of printed pattern in faded indigo

;

plain weave
;

dirty and decayed. Gr. M. 5^'.

M. I. xii. 004. Fr. of buff silk, soft
;
comers knotted

;

plain weave, finely corded. 7I' x c. 7".

3 Q
1374
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M. I. xii. 005. Fr. of reddish-brown silk damask,

ground plain, pattern twill, loose weave ;
pattern, repealing

hexagons in outline, each containing six-petalled rosette

;

much decayed. 9* X 4^".

M, I. xii. 006. Bundle of felt cord, as M. i. 0086, but

finer
;
made of two or three buff strands laid side by side

and joined by a coating of red felt. Average length 2' 6'.

M. I. xii. 007. Strip of thin cotton gauze, buff ;
twined

weaving very open but regular
;
warp threads run in pairs,

and, after every three rows of woof, the threads in each

pair are crossed over each other, the R. thread becoming

the L. They remain thus for another three rows of woof,

and are then crossed back to their original positions ; the

crossings occasion interval in which there is no woof

thread. Decayed. (Analysed by Dr. T. F. Hanausek.)

4'xc. 3^.

M. 1. xii. 008. Fr. of thin blue-green silk
;

plain weave,

even texture; much decayed, af* X if*.

M. I. xiii. 001. a. Flat oblong pouch of yellow felt,

cut out in four pieces—front, back, flap cover, and long

strip forming bottom and sides—and sewn with buff

thread. Cover is cut in pointed trefoil shape, and by means

of red string at point was tied over to another string

attached to bottom of bag in front
;

handle made by

another (pink) cord attached to top comers of bag ;
front

edge of mouth and edge of flap bound with buff silk sewn

with red, and flap also om. with row of red stitching.

‘ Ears ' left on strip forming sides to protect top corners.

H. 3^', with flap 7', width sf', depth (back to front) |*.

P1.L.

M. 1. zlii. 001. b. Skein of goat’s-hair yarn, dark

brown, wound upon stick. Length 4^*.

M. I. xiii. 001. c. Piece of leather scale armour, prob.

from same suit as M. i. ix. 002. x 2
J'.

M. I. xiv. 0073. Fishing net of stout string ; meshes

(average)
; knotted together and considerably

broken. C. 4’ sq.

M. I. xiv. 0074. Piece of leather scale armour,
lacquered inside dark red-brown, outside brilliant red;

orn. with fig. like reversed S with short detached bar above

and below. Pattern scraped out as in M. i. 0069, etc.,

showing underlying coats of lacquer (red-brown and
yellow)

; central line raised and consequently red. Three
holes down each long side, and two across top end ; also

pair of holes parallel to latter, but f
* from edge. No top

coat of lacquer down side where next scale overlapped.

Condition good, sf" x 2^'. PI. L.

I- xv-xvi. 001. Three frs. of coarse woollen
fabric, plain weave, red to buff, loose and somewhat
irregular texture. Largest piece, c. sq. Also fr. of
brick-coloured twill fabric (two-ply weft), much eaten away,
Gr. M. 4j*, and piece of hemp cord (2 strands), knotted!
Length c. 5^'.

[Cliap.xn

M. I. xv-xvi. 00a. Fr. of bronze plate, thin, corroded,

if'xi'.

M. I. xv-xvl. 003. Bronze slag, inegular lump, i^' x
I'xl'toJ'.

M. I. xv-xvi. 004. Piece of leather scale armour

;

‘ green ’ leather, lacquered black outside and in ; holes as

in M. I. xxiv. 0040 ; bronze rivet near one edge. Condi-

tion good. 2^' X 2^'.

M. I. xvi. 001. Bar of horn ; in section, triangular with

flat top ; bevel taken off each end
;
bevelled stufaces and

sloping sides, and under surface covered with fine oblique

lines, as of file. Length 4^', H. width of base

M. I. xvi. 0014. Fr. of red woollen fabric, loose plain

weave ;
with small ball of ends of light buff thread and

tangled mass of the same. Length of fabric c. 1' 2".

BaU, PI. LI.

M. I. xix. 005. Frs. of birch-bark ; surface stained blue-

black and lacquered red. Largest fr. 1 x i J*.

M. I. xx-xxi. 001. Fr. of coarse buff woollen fabric.

Regular weaving, threads running in pairs
; one edge and

end turned in and sewn; remains of felt lining behind;

perhaps part of heel-piece and side of shoe. 6^' x 3'.

PI. XLVIII.

M. I. xx-xxi. 003 . Fr. of pinkish-buffwoollen fabric ;

loose twill weave
;

dirty and discoloured. 6' x 5*.

M. I. xx-xxi. 003. Three frs. of salmon-coloured

woollen fabric, sewn together with buff thread
;
evenly

woven, rather loose texture
; ragged, insect-eaten, and

faded. 8' x 6".

M. I. xx-xxi. 004. Fr. of string netting, as M. i. xiv.

0073. Length i'8', mesh sq.

M. I. xx-xxi. 005. Frs. of flat plaited band of buff

wool, knotted
;
shoe-string (?). X c.

M. I. xx-xxi. 006. Fr. of very coarse buff woollen
fabric, with edge turned in and signs of stitching

;
lining

of shoe (?). Woof pressed closely together, and warp

threads almost invisible. 5J' x 33'. PI. XLVIII.

M. I. xx-xxi. 007. Fr. of buff woollen fabric, plain

weave, two-ply weft
;
very soft and decayed. Gr. M. 4'.

M. I. xxi. I. Reed pen with slit nib. Length 3^*.

M. I. xxi. 001. Fr. of bottom of lacquered wooden
box, as M. I. iv. 0030. 5' x i|'.

M. 1. xxi. 004. Two frs. of woollen fabric (darri),

same type as M. i. 0088 ;
warp dark brown

;
woof red

(ground colour), yellow, dark green, and blue. Pattern

:

variety of key, outlined with band of green and yellow.

Gr. M. 6 ". PI. XLIX.

M. I. xxi. 005. Fr. of coarse red woollen flabric,

roughly woven. Length 4^'.

M. I. xxi. 006. Fr, of muslin-like silk(?) fabric,

resembling M. i. 0087 ;
pinkish red. C. 3' x 2|'.
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M. I. zxi. 007. Red woollen yarn, bundle of loose

pieces unequally dyed. Length 8'.

M. I. xxiii. 0032 . Bundle of fabric frs., including strip

of plain coarse red woollen fabric (length 9')

;

strip of

decayed dark brown-grey silk (length 10J") ; and piece of

yellowish-brown silk damask, very soft (5"X 45"). Also

bundle of bristles (average length 4") wound round with

greenish-blue wool ; and broken frs. of light buff thread.

Red fabric, PI. XLVIII.

M. I. xxiv. 001. Ball of woollen yam, two-ply, coloured

light blue to white.

M. I. xxiv. 005. Wooden weaving stick, like M. i. vii.

005. a; bound with grass fibre near narrow end. ii"x

M. I. xxiv. 006. Wooden stay for well-bucket, as

M. I. 0074. Length

M. I. xxiv. 009. Reed pen
;
pith removed from butt end.

. 3» V 3."
4? X a •

M. I. xxiv. 0037. Wooden needle; eye diam.

drilled through 1' from end; stick here diam., thence

tapering to ends. Length 5^*.

*M.i. xxiv, 0040. Leather scale armour ; three pieces,

one consisting of six scales (four in one row, two in

another), one of three scales, and one of two ; same type

as M. I. 0068, 0069, etc.

Lacquered inside dull red, and outside dull red and

black seven times alternately, the top coat being red ; each

scale orn. with three shallow cup-like depressions, in line

parallel to, and from, the overlapping long side
;
these

scraped out as in M. i. 0069, etc.

For lateral lacing a pair of holes are pierced towards

each corner, by the long edge; and, for vertical lacing,

two pairs of holes parallel to end (one pair being placed

about from top, and the other about half-way down
scale). The scales prob. overlapped upwards. (See

Ancient Khotan, i. p. xvi.)

Method of attachment is as follows :—Lateral lacing

;

scales are first laid with long sides overlapping so that

holes in lower exactly correspond to those in upper. Thong
is brought from back through lower of bottom corner holes,

passed up, and to back again through upper of bottom
corner holes

;
then up behind and to front and back again

through top comer pair of holes; then across behind to

holes in opposite top comer, through which it is passed

to front and back (working downwards), and so on to

second bottom comer holes ; thence across to next bottom

corner and again up as described.

Vertical lacing:—for this two thongs used, running

side by side down the pairs of holes described. The
method of starting or finishing off these at the top is not

clear, as the ends are now found loose behind. The
thongs are taken down front of the scale, and passed

back through the pair of holes half-way down
; round

a thong (which mns horizontally behind these holes along

whole set of scales, never appearing in front)
;
and to the

front again through the same holes. Continuing down the

front, they pass behind the overlapping top of the next

scale, are brought to the front through its top pair of holes,

and so on as described, being finally passed sideways

through the two upper holes of the last plate to which they

reach. Scale (average), 3" x 2j^". PI. L.

M. I. xxvi. 001. Three frs. of coarse woollen fabric

{darrt), with border separately woven and sewn to main

piece ;
latter has red ground and fret pattern w ith double

outline of blue and yellow, or blue and green. Pattern

resembles a series of T-shaped forms, tilted at an angle of

45° and touching each other—the cross-bar of one T
meeting centre of body of next, and the series arranged

in vertical lines. This gives a counter-change with the

ground, w'hich therefore is also composed of T shapes.

Each limb of the pattern T has dentil-like forms attached

to one edge and projecting inwards. The border attached

to one edge is rather less than i' wide and woven in blue

and yellow, the pattern consisting of conventional running

animals, such as may be seen in ancient Cretan, Greek,

and Persian art; border terminated by several narrow

bands of wrapped-twined weave, having the appearance of

braid, and giving great strength to edge.

The whole warp is of dark grey wool
;
the red ground

is woven in alternate bands of slightly diflfering shades (as

M. I. xxvi. 004). General texture a broken twill, well

woven; colours well preserved; fabric very ragged and

insect-eaten. Largest fr. 1 1 x 4|'. PI. XLIX.

M. I. xxvi. 002. Three frs. of coarse woollen fabric

{darrt), with border resembling that of M. i. xxvi. 001,

but less finely woven, and not separate from the main
piece

; running animals more sketchy, and prob. intended

to represent bulls
; they are in pale blue on indigo ground.

The braid-like selvedge is in narrow parallel bands of

red, yellow, green, light blue, and dark blue (outside edge).

Field on rich red gp-ound shows an apparently irregular

arrangement of frets, and spots in green, light and dark

blue, and ochre yellow. Colours well preserved ; fabric

very ragged. Largest fr. 1 1" x af". PI. XLIX.

M. I. xxvi. 003. Wooden tally-stick, retaining bark

;

towards one end (broken) eight notches in a row and two
more side by side

;
each marked with red crescent.

Length i' 3'.

M. I. xxvi. 004. Frs. of coarse woollen fabric {darrt),

of same type as M. i. xxi. 004. On a ground woven in

alternate bands of dark green and buff, variations of the

key pattern in dark red and red-purple; warp threads

(buff) occasionally come to the surface and form outline to

arms ofkey. Loosely woven
; one long edge shows selvedge,

the others frayed
; colours rather faded. 1 x 3^'.

PI. XLIX.

M. I. xxvb. 001. Square of thick silk brocade, sewn
up into small triangular pouch

;
ground buflf, with pattern

in dark and light blue, purple, light green, and salmon

3 Q 2
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colour. Worn and ragged, and pattern indeterminate but

evidently of Chinese type. The fabric is badly held

together, and the figuring yarns are only slightly held to

back of fabric by a very delicate binding woof ;
remains

of soft green silk lining. (Cf. Ha. i. 0031, PI. CXII.)

Inside pouch is sawdust, possibly sandal, and the article

may have been a perfume sachet. The shape is certainly

that of the modern ‘ atar-dan '. Pouch, length sf*, width

at bottom 3^'.

M. I. xxvii. oog. Bag of striped woollen material

resembling fine darri) ground, golden buff; stripes,

apart and broad, composed of bright red band and dull

green band divided by thin line of buff and edged on

outer sides by indigo line
;
woven very regularly on thick

warp, giving slight corded effect.

Bag made by folding a long strip of the material end to

end, and sewing the long edges together with blue yarn

;

at mouth a hem and orig. a drawing-string; now, hem
partly cut off R. and L. of a central point, and the two

strips so achieved plaited together and apparently used as

a carrying strap. Coarse patches have been added at

bottom angles and another at mouth; a piece of black

square ‘ military ’ cord is attached as a sort of tassel to

middle of bottom edge. Evidently a bag for carrying

[Chap. XI

coins and the like
;
much discoloured and tom in places.

10^' X 6'.

M. I. xxvii and zxviii. 001. Ears of bearded wheat

or barley.

M. I. xzxii. 005. Ball of woollen thread, in frs. .

apparently 3i'-4' long ; light buff.

M. I. xzxii. 006. a-c. Turkish documents in < Runic
script ; three frs. on coarse greyish-brotwn ‘ laid '

paper,

rather thin and uneven in quality, and inscr. on one side

only, except (i); writing mostly distinct, (a) obv. 22 IL;

(b) obv. 9 11., rev. 13 11 . ;
(c) c^. 9 11. See V. Thomsen,

J.RA.S., Jan. 1912, PI. I, pp. rSi sqq. ;
above, pp. 471 s^q.

(a) I'r X loi', (i) 8|' X 10^', (r) 6' X 10^'. PI. CLIX.

M. I. xl. 0014. Wooden pen made of stick trimmed to

point ; bark still on ; cf. Ancient Khotan, ii. PI. CV, N. x.

05. Length 5J'.

M. I. xlii. 003. Reed pen, as M, i. xxi. i. Length 5”.

PI. LI.

M. I. zliv. 0010. Specimen of paper, blank, very dirty.

6*x 5
'.

M. I. Iviii. ooa. Irregular strip of horn. Length 61",

width (average) thickness



CHAPTER XIII

THE ANCIENT BUDDHIST SHRINES OF MIRAN

• Section L—SCULPTURED REMAINS OF RUIN M. II

Much pleased as I was with the abundance of the materials illustrating the later

occupation of the site which I found in the ruined fort, I felt glad when the excavations had
sufficiently advanced for me to move a part of my band of diggers to the temple ruin M. ii, first

examined on December 8. The experimental clearing then effected had disclosed some sculp-

tured fragments of manifestly old appearance, and had thus raised a hope of discovering remains

which might help to trace the history of the site further back.

The ruin was situated about a mile and a half to the north-east of the fort, and a few Condition of

hundred yards beyond the line dividing the bare gravel Sai from the area of thickening

tamarisk-cones on the north. Near the ruin M. ii the ground was still fairly open, and had

a clayey surface covered with a layer of fine sand and undergoing wind-erosion. Fragments

of pottery, hand-made but of fine well-levigated clay, could be picked up around in plenty.

The corrading effects of the wind were strongly marked in the appearance of the conspicuous

main structure of the ruin. ' It presented itself as a solid mound built of sun-dried bricks, oblong
in shape but showing no readily recognizable surface features. Two stories, however, could at

once be distinguished, and of these the lower one on subsequent clearing proved, as the plan in

Plate 3X shows, to measure about 46 feet on its longer sides and a little over 36 feet on the

shorter. Its height was about nine feet above what could be determined as the original level of

the ground. On the top of this solid platform or base there rose a second story, also oblong in

shape but far more decayed, as seen in Fig. 120. Its ground-plan, which could only be made out

approximately, measured about 17I by 15 feet. In its badly broken state, which, as the photo-

graph shows, was partly due to the burrowing of treasure-seekers, it was still over 1 1 feet in

height. The corners of the whole structure were roughly orientated towards the cardinal points.

The destruction caused by the erosive force of the wind had left no trace of the plaster Decorated

covering and decoration anywhere on the upper story, and had also bared the north-west and ^^iches.

south-west faces of the base. But along the foot of the north-east and a part of the south-east faces,

remains of relievo decoration in plaster emerged above the mass of debris accumulated there. As
this was being removed, it was seen that those faces had been uniformly adorned with rows of

niches between projecting surfaces of the wall, all heavily coated with plaster. The depth of the

niches was about eight inches. The width varied slightly, the average being about two feet. The
projections separating the niches were about as broad, and both were raised on a plinth about one

foot four inches wide and less than one foot in height. The stucco facing of the base had nowhere

survived to a height of more than four feet. But this was sufficient to show clearly the archi-

tectural design and the style of the relievo decoration.

The niches had once contained stucco statues in relievo, probably a little under life size. Of Relievo

these one in the centre of the north-east face, as seen in Fig. 1 20, still showed the legs of a draped smcco!
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Style of

stucco

pilasters.

Similar

decoration

in Gan-
dhara

friezes.

male figure to a height of about two and a half feet, with the remains of the drapery spreading in

rich folds sideways from the hips. Of other statues only scanty remains of the feet could be traced

in the niches ; but detached fragments of stucco, mostly small and badly injured, which turned up in

the debris, probably belonged to them. In the case of M. it. 002, which shows the left shoulder

with part of the breast and neck, this may safely be inferred from the size. That these statues

represented standing Buddhas, resembling in type those of colossal size I had found in great

number lining the outer walls of the Rawak Vihara near Khotan,^ was confirmed by the sub-

sequent discovery of the head M. 11. 006, which in all probability belonged to one of them.*

But what struck me greatly from the first was the decoration of the projecting surfaces with

relievo representations of pilasters bearing an unmistakable look of descent from Persepolit^n

models. The impression they gave me of a comparatively early date for the structure has been fully

confirmed by the closer examination which has since become possible ; for their shape in every

essential detail agrees with that of the pilasters in Indo-Persian style which form such a favourite

structural element in the decorative art of the Gandhara relievos. This can be recognized at

a glance if we compare the pilasters of Fig. 120 with those relievo representations to which

M. Foucher refers where he discusses this element of Indo-Persian style as adopted in Graeco-

Buddhist sculpture.® Starting from the base, which is circular and narrows towards its top, we
have above it a boldly projecting bowl-like knob, followed by two receding mouldings which form
the appropriate transition to the slender shaft. This is surmounted by the bell-shaped capital

characteristic of the style, and on this rests again a double bracket, not always the same in size,

but uniformly ending in tumed-down volutes at each end. Surmounting the whole there appears

a narrow abacus. Every one of these features, though not all arranged in the same way, can be
seen in Figs. loi, 102, 103, 180 of M, Foucher’s A'ar/ du Gandhdra, which reproduce decorative

friezes probably from the bases of small Stupa models, as well as in many of the relievo

representations of Vihara structures.*

Comparison of the stucco decoration of our base at M. 11 with the Gandhara friezes just

referred to is particularly instructive in two

A B respects. In the first place, it clearly proves

that the architectural design of this decora-

tion, which places relievo images in niches

divided by Indo-Persian pilasters, is one

directly borrowed from Graeco-Buddhist art.

In those friezes we find that the pilasters

regmiarly flank niches, usually surmounted

by the Indian horseshoe arch, which contain

small relievo images connected with Bud-

dhist worship. That the same desigpi was

common also in the decoration of walls be-

longing to actual Stupa bases and Viharas is

proved by a multitude of ruined shrines excavated in the home of Graeco-Buddhist art, on the Indian

' Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 489 sqq.; ii. PI. XIII sqq.
’ See below, p. 489.
* Foucher, Hart du Gandhdra, i. pp. 226 sqq., where

full references are given to actual examples of such Indo-
Persian columns in early Indian architecture and to their pro-
totypes in ancient Persian architecture. See also Grttnwcdel-

Burgess, Buddhist Art in India, pp. 1 6 sq.

‘ Cf. e.g. Foucher, he. cit.. Fig. 76-78, 149 ;
Griinwedel-

Burgess, Buddhist Art in India, Fig. i, 81 j
Archatol. Survey

Annual, 1911-12, PI. XLVII (from my Sahri-bahlol excava-

tions).
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North-west Frontier.® In the second place, an indication of distinct archaeological value is to be

found in the shape of the double bracket which surmounts the pilasters in the Miran ruin.®^ This

accurately reproduces that simplified form of the double bracket, which in a number of Gandhara

relievos replaces the original Persepolitan model made up of a pair of animal figures, usually bulls,

crouching back to back.® The turned-down volute-like ends, which are such a striking feature of

this double bracket in the Miran pilasters, appear with equal clearness in the Gandhara

representations, and we have actual examples of them in wooden double brackets which have

come to light at Lou-lan sites. Two specimens found at the ancient Chinese station L.A. are

seen in Fig. 99. Two others which I discovered in 1914 among the ruins of the sites L.K. and

L.M., belonging to the same period, show those voluted ends even more fully developed (see

illust. B, p. 486). We shall have occasion to discuss further on how these similar features of

Gandhara and Lou-lan sculpture may help us towards an approximate dating of the Miran shrine.

No trace had survived of the stucco decoration which the faces of the base must have borne in Upper

their upper portion. But from the size of what was left of the standing figure in a niche of the

north-east face, it is certain that the niches must have extended upwards. Taking into account the

available height, about five feet, it seems probable that the projecting parts of the wall flanking

the niches bore a second row of pilasters in stucco. Such an arrangement would agree with the

superimposed rows of pilasters seen in the extant Stupa bases and the walls of Viharas in

Gandhara.’ But I am at present unable to mention any instance there in which these repeated

rows do not also flank separate rows of niches. It is far more difficult to guess what the badly Remains of

ruined structure of the second story may have been. Its oblong ground-plan and its position on

one side of the base do not lend support to the suggestion that it may have been a Stupa base, nor

does the fact that it retains its rectangular shape up to a considerable height. More probably it

may have served as a platform, against the walls of which the principal stucco images of the Vihara

were built after a fashion illustrated by the Endere temple and certain of the cave-shrines at the

‘Thousand Buddhas’.® Apart from a wooden beam (seen in Fig. 120), which must have been

originally inserted in the masonry of this superstructure and which was lying loose among the

debris produced by the treasure-seekers’ burrowing, nothing was found in clearing the upper story.

Fortunately we fared better in clearing the debris of broken clay and plaster which lay heaped Colossal

up against the north-east face of the base, and the remains there brought to light left no possible

doubt about the Vihara character of the ruin and its early date. When on my first visit I had

probed the ddbris on that side near the centre, we had come upon a colossal head in soft stucco.

Badly damaged as it was, it showed in modelling and proportions the influence of Graeco-Buddhist

° Cf. e.g. Foucher, Vart du Gandhara, i. Fig. 80, 81,

showing the wall of a Vihara at Takht-i-bahi and the base of

a Stupa at Ali-masjid ; Stein, Excavations at Sahri-bahlol, in

Archaeol. Survey Annual, 1911-12, PI. XLIV, L.

See illustration A, p. 486, prepared from measured

drawings.

® Cf. Foucher, Eart du Gandhdra, i. Figs. loi, 103,

180; pp. 227 sq. For examples where the original form of

two crouching oxen is retained by the sculptors of the Gan-

dhara relievos, see ibid. Figs. 102, 76, 77; Stein, Archaeol.

Survey Annual, 1911-12, PI. XLVII.

It appears to me probable that the volute-like pendants at

the ends are a conventionalized development of the animal’s

forelegs, which hang downwards in the representations of

such Indo-Persian columns, as seen in M. FoucheFs Figs. 77,

102. In Grtinwedel-Burgess, Buddhist Art in India, Fig. 8 1,

we find both the original and the conventionalized forms of

this Indo-Persian double bracket represented in the archi-

tectural design of the same relievo.

’ Cf. e.g. Foucher, L'art du Gandhdra, i. Figs. 80
(Vihara wall at Takht-i-bahl), 81 (base of Stupa at Ali-mas-

jid); Stein, Archaeol. Survey Annual, 1911-12, PI. L (plat-

form of Vihara, Sahri-bahlol).

* See Ancient Khotan, i. p. 423, Fig. 49; below, chap.

XXV. sec. i. The ruin E excavated by me in 1912 at Sahri-

bahlol shows a curious resemblance in the oblong ground-

plan of its two-storied platform, which originally seems to have

belonged to a Buddhist Vihara
;

see Archaeol. Survey Annual,

1911-12, pp. 1 1 4 sqq.
;
PI. XXXIV. But the ruin has suffered

too much by later adaptations and otherwise to offer any safe

indication.
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sculpture quite as plainly as the large series of relievos excavated at the Rawak Sttipa in 1901.

Fig. 121 shows it on the right. Now, too, very soon after the systematic removal of the heavy

masses of ddbris was begun along what proved to have been the north-east side of a passage

enclosing the whole central portion of the shrine, there emerged towards its northern corner the

colossal Buddha head, M. ii 007, reproduced in Plate XLVI and seen also in Fig. 12 1 on the left.

It lay on a level fully three feet above the original floor, and, having fallen with its face downwards

on a layer of sand and disintegrated clay, had suffered less injury. It still retained in patches the

white surface slip covering the face, and much of the small spiral curls painted black and marking

the hair. Apart from the conventional representation of the hair, this head, too, very closely

resembled in type the stucco Buddha heads found at Rawak.® •

The head measured fully nineteen inches in length from the chin to the remaining portion of

the crown. As the material consisted here, as in the other sculptures of the shrine, merely of

coarse clay mixed with straw, the safe removal of this heavy and friable mass of plaster presented

no small difficulty. Fortunately the wooden core, though rotten, survived within, and the surface

plaster, if as soft as the rest, yet derived some consistency from a plentiful admixture of hair. It is

due to this and the great care used in the packing that the transport to London was successfully

accomplished. A third colossal Buddha head was subsequently discovered in front of the seated

torso iv
;
but this, lying with its face upwards and embedded in hard ddbris, was too much battered

to retain details of features, though there could be no doubt about the identity of its type with the rest.

The question of the origin of these colossal heads was definitely solved by the complete

clearing of the north-east passage of the shrine. This, a little over ten feet wide, proved to have

been lined along its outer wall with a row of colossal stucco images seated with cross-folded legs

which, judging from the pose of the hands and the drapery in the surviving torsos, could be

recognized with certainty as Buddhas. Fig. 123 shows the northern portion of the row (torsos i—iv)

and Fig. 124 (torsos iv-vi) the southern. Though altogether the bases of eight statues could be

traced, only six among them (numbered i-vi in the plan, Plate 31) retained torsos, and none of

these showed more than the crossed legs with remains of the folded hands. The statues measured

7 feet to 7 feet 3 inches across the knees, which reached to a height of a little over a foot. The

stucco bases occupied by the torsos were 7 feet 6 inches long and 2 feet 4 inches wide, and rose to

a height of i foot and 4 inches. The spaces dividing them were only 6 to 7 inches across in front,

but widened towards the wall behind.

The pose of these colossal ""seated Buddhas must have been throughout that of the

dhyana-mudra or ‘ pose of meditation ’. But only in torsos iii-v did enough survive of the hands

laid one upon another in the lap to prove this. The drapery showed in all that conventional

arrangement which we find already fixed for this typical attitude in the Gandhara sculptures, and

which the relievos found at Rawak had abundantly illustrated.^® In all the torsos the central

portion of the drapery hung from below the hands in three concentric folds arranged in a festoon-

like fashion which is seen both in the Gandhara and in the Rawak relievos. But whereas in i and

ii the folds appear as boldly-raised plaits about an inch wide, they are replaced in iii-v by narrow

double grooves. In every case the edges of the robe below these central folds are represented

with a crimped wavy outline, just as the edges of the drapery on certain relievo figures of the

Rawak Stupa court.^’ The folds over arms and knees are everywhere indicated in a conventional

" Cf. Ancient Khoian, ii. PI. LXXXI-LXXXIV.
Cf. e.g. Foucher, L’ari du Gandhdra, i. Figs. 242,

246, 247, etc.; Grilnwedel-Burgess, Buddhist Art in India,

Figs. 1 12, n6; Archaeol. Survey Annual,

PI. XLIV, XLVII, XLVIU, etc.; Ancient Khotan, ii. PI-

LXXXII, LXXXIII.

" Cf.’ Ancient Khotan, ii. PI. XVI (xUx-liii), PI. XVII

(Ivii-lxiii).
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way by more or less parallel double grooves. The tendency towards this representation of folds by

shallow grooves can be traced also in certain of the Rawak statues and elsewhere.’^ The outside

layers of the stucco, where exposed in these torsos, contained a considerable admixture of vegetable

fibres or hair, and in iii and iv portions of the facing plaster still retained that red colour wash which

regularly appeared in the Rawak relievos.

Remembering that at the Rawak Stupa court I had found the wall-spaces between the colossal Finds be-

standing Buddhas utilized for smaller images, I cleared the interstices between the big statue bases ®

with special care. But only between i and ii did I come upon the base of a small image, with

remains of feet and drapery which might have belonged to a relievo figure about three feet high.

TJie space left free between ii and iii had, however, proved useful by affording safe shelter to the

colossal head which had once belonged to the third statue. It was found, as the photograph in

Fig. 122 shows, firmly wedged between its own base and that of its right-hand neighbour, still

upright and with the front portion almost uninjured. In expression and certain details of modelling,

e.g. the divided chin, it differed from the other colossal heads, which, by their place of discovery,

had to be assigned to statues ii, iv, and v respectively.

The colossal head of iv, which had fallen face upwards just in front of its torso, was, as already

stated, found in a badly-battered condition. But, curiously enough, on the left knee of this statue we

came upon another stucco head of a Buddha, M. ii. 006, of life size, which, except for the peeled-off

surface, had survived in fair preservation. Judging from its size, it may safely be supposed to have

belonged to one of the stucco images that formerly filled the niches on the opposite passage wall.

Similar observations made in the course of my excavations at the Rawak Stupa suggest the

explanation that the head had been removed to this position of safety by the hand of one of the last

worshippers when it threatened to fall off.*^ Two other life-size heads, one found in the north-east

passage and the other in the south-east, are also likely to have dropped from images in the niches,

but were too much injured to merit removal. The origin of the two sculptured fragments,

M. II. 0012—13, belonging to statues of small size, could not be determined. Nor is it possible to

guess the use of the two wooden half-balusters, M. ii. 009-0010, which turned up in the debris of

the north-east passage together with some timber pieces of uncertain character. The absence in

the ruined shrines of any signs of destruction by fire deserves notice here, as well as the indication

furnished by the small fresco fragment, M. ii. 004, that its walls were once decorated in colours.

The most important of the small ‘ finds’ in the ruin was made when, on clearing the debris in Fragments

front of the image base iv, there were discovered a mutilated folio and a fragment of another from
°eaf Pm'hi.

a palm-leaf Pothi, M. ii. 0011 (Plate CXLIIl), written in Sanskrit. Its Brahmi characters were at

the time recognized by me as of an early Gupta type. The mutilated folio, measuring about 6|

by 2 inches, and showing five lines on either side, lay quite close to the image base, embedded

in stucco debris which had evidently fallen from the crumbling statue above. The position in

which it was found pointed clearly to its having been deposited on the base as a votive offering

after the fashion which I had first observed in the ruined shrines of Dandan-oilik and the Endere

fort, and which so many manuscript finds at the Khadalik temples had since illustrated,'* The

Pothi, according to Dr. Hoemle’s statement,'*® seems to have contained a grammatical text, and the

material made it certain that it had been written in India. Judging from the palaeographic features

of the writing, which make it appear somewhat older than the Bower Manuscript from Kucha,

Dr. Hoernle was inclined to place its date about a.d, 400. There is no special reason to believe

Cf. Ancient Kkotan, ii. PI. LXXXVI, LXXXVII; also “ Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 261 sq., 424 sq.; above, pp.

relievos from Kighillik, ibid. PI. LXXX. i 55 sqq.

Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 492 sq. See below. Appendix F.

3 R1371
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that the manuscript was of great age at the time of deposition, and still less is it likely that a leaf

of such brittle substance could have lain thus exposed for long before the debris came down to

cover and protect it.

The chronological evidence furnished by this find has its bearing on the question of the date

when the shrine was abandoned. Before, however, considering this, I may complete the description

of the surviving structural features. To the south-west and north-west the solid brick mound of

the base, as already stated, had lost practically all traces of its original decoration in stucco, and
close to it the ground had been lowered by erosion more than four feet beneath the original level.

Nothing could be ascertained here as to the enclosing passage of the Vihara. On the south-east,

scanty remains of an outer wall, standing only to the height of a few inches, showed that the wi^th

of the passage on this side was merely 3 feet 8 inches. Considering that the north-east side

of the structure must have been most exposed to the destructive power of the winds, it was a puzzle

at first why the shrine should have retained the sculptured decoration of the enclosing passage just

there. But this was soon solved when continued excavation showed that adjoining the outer wall

of the passage, here 3 feet 6 inches thick, was another massive brick wall running parallel to it at

a distance of less than five feet.

This wall, together with the debris accumulated in the intervening space, had helped to ward
off wind-erosion. But, together with the structure which it appears to have enclosed, it had suffered

so badly that the character of the latter could no longer be ascertained. It might have been
a monastic building or chapel court. Curiously enough, I found the space between the two walls

just referred to, and behind the colossal torsos iii and iv, filled with solid masonry to a length of close

on seven feet. I cannot explain its purpose unless it possibly served to carry stairs giving access

to the upper story of the main shrine. Nowhere did I come upon any indication how this would
be otherwise approached. But obviously all points relating to the superstructure can be subjects

for nothing more than conjecture.

As seen in the plan (Plate 31), this outer wall turned at right angles to the north-east, and
there adjoining it was a small massive structure of which the walls on one side still rose to a height
of about four or five feet. Measuring approximately 19 feet square outside, it enclosed a circular

chamber, about 13 feet in diameter and once probably covered with a dome. To my eye the
remains, badly decayed as they were, clearly suggested one of those small domed temples, or
Viharas, square outside and circular within, with which I had-become familiar from the Swat Valley
to Kashmir.^® Unfortunately no archaeological relics of any kind had survived within the broken
walls, nor could I trace any within a small and still more decayed cella, of which the foundations
had escaped wind-erosion, some six yards to the north-east.

When I subsequently cleared the narrow space left between the southern ends of the two
parallel walls behind the north-east passage of the main shrine, I found it filled to a height of seven
feet with the dung of sheep and horses. But the only discovery made was a large roll of a strong,

if coarse, material apparently woven of goat’s hair, A similar crust of hard dung was found to have
also formed over portions of the broken walls close by, thus furnishing evidence that long after the
decay of the shrine its ruin must have been used as a shelter by shepherds and others, while the
ground in its vicinity retained vegetation fit for some sort of grazing. In the case of the Niya and
Lou-lan sites I have already had occasion to note exactly corresponding proofs of a transitional

For illustrations of shrines of this type and for an
illuminating discussion of their architectural character, whether
used as Buddhist Viharas or as Hindu temples, see Foucher,

Cart du Gandhdra,\. pp. 120 sqq., 142 sq., and particularly

Figs. 49> 50, 54-
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period through which the once inhabited area appears to have passed before becoming the desolate

arid waste that it is now.^®

This leads us to the important question, still remaining to be examined, of the approximate Periods of

periods to which the construction of this shrine and its abandonment are likely to belong. That the

construction must have preceded the Tibetan occupation of the site will, I think, have been made donment.

sufficiently clear by the observations already recorded about the actual remains. That the abandon-

ment also preceded it is made very probable by the total absence of any finds suggesting Tibetan

character or origin. But it may help us to more definite chronological, conclusions if we briefly

review the available indications as a whole.

• In the first place, some safe guidance can be derived from the architectural decoration of the Chronology

Vihara base. We have already seen that this is closely linked up by its Indo-Persian pilasters with

Graeco-Buddhist models of Gandhara. Now it should be specially emphasized that this architectural decorations,

element can also be traced at other ruined sites of the Tarim Basin, and in specimens which seem to

indicate definite chronological limits for the Miran pilasters both upwards and downwards. On the

upper side we have, as already shown above, the important testimony of the wooden double-brackets,

ending in down-turned volutes, from three different ruined sites of Lou-lan. They prove that the

very shape of this member, as displayed by the pilasters of M. ii, must have been prevalent in actual

decorative use throughout the Lop region as early as the third century a. d. Considering the very

conservative fashion in which the Buddhist art of Eastern Turkestan has treated the forms derived

from Graeco-Buddhist models, we might well be in doubt as to the downward limit of the period

during which this particular shape of the Indo-Persian double-bracket remained current, were it not

for certain finds, made among the ruins of Endere and the Domoko tract, which prove that by the

T'ang period both this double-bracket and the Indo-Persian column bearing it had already undergone

an unmistakable change.

Taking the double-bracket first, we have the very interesting specimen in wood, F. ii. ii. 01, Develop-

from the site of Farhad Beg-yailaki, some ten miles north-north-west of Khadalik, which is shown in

Plate XVII and well repays attention. Here we have before us an unquestionably later develop- brackets,

ment. In it a modified, but yet clearly recognizable, form of the volute-ended Indo-Persian double-

bracket is surmounted by a second identical in all essential features with the double-brackets

characteristic of the Niya Site, of which specimens are reproduced in Plate XVIII and also in

Ancient Khotan, Plate LXIX.*’ We also find the same combination in the pair of wooden double-

brackets, Kha. v. 003. a, b (Plate XVII), from the Khadalik temple ruins. Here, too, the lower

portion represents a modified and later form of the Indo-Persian double-bracket, the voluted ends

appearing as a particularly striking feature both at top and bottom. The upper portion is a double-

bracket of the Niya Site pattern, treated very plainly and lacking the floral carving of the under-

surface at the ends. Comparing the Farhad Beg-yailaki and Khadalik specimens, it seems to me
that the former stands distinctly nearer to the models from which both the constituent portions are

derived. It is certain that the site of Khadalik was abandoned in T'ang times, towards the close of

the eighth century.^® As to the ruins of Farhad Beg-yailaki, we shall have occasion to show below

that they probably belong to the centuries immediately preceding the T'ang period.'®^

The columns which carried those Farhad Beg-yailaki and Khadalik double-brackets were not Indo-

found in either case. But the latter site at least furnished a sample of the probable appearance of

these columns in the lathe-turned wooden pillar found in Kha. ix and seen in Fig. 42.^® That its

“ See above, pp. 240, 400. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 413, should be consulted.

For a full and lucid analysis of these Niya Site double- ** Cf. above, p. 159. See below, chap, xxi. sec, ii.

brackets, Mr. Andrews’ descriptions of N. xx. 002, 003, in “ See above, p. 162.
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tapering shape and the rich globular mouldings of its base are derived from the Indo-Persian model

in the Gandhara relievos is quite clear. But it is equally obvious that it represents a distinctly

later development of this model than our Miran stucco pilasters. The same observation applies

with equal strength to the two fine wooden columns of Indo-Persian style which were brought to

light by my renewed excavations in one of the halls belonging to the main quarters of the Endere

fort (E. III. iv), and which are shown in Fig. 70.*® In these we find the addition of fillets up the

shaft, marking later elaboration, but we can recognize even more clearly the essential continuity of

the Indo-Persian type boj:h in the base and in the bell-shaped capital.

The archaeological evidence furnished by these Endere columns carved in wood has its special

value for the dating of the Miran shrine, because we know for certain that the structure containijag

them must have been built between a.d. 645 and 719, and probably nearer to the former date.^'

If we make due allowance for the time which is likely to have passed before the Indo-Persian

column at Miran, still seen with all the essential features of its Gandhara prototype, could develop

into this later form of Endere and Khadalik, the conclusion seems justified that the construction of

the Miran Vihara M. 11 cannot safely be put later than the fifth century a. d.

With the downward chronological limit thus inferred the evidence of the sculptured remains

may well be reconciled
;
for their type shows no essential difference in style or technique from that so

abundantly represented in the relievos of the Rawak Stupa, which may be dated with considerable

probability from a period between the fourth and seventh century a. d.®* But it must be borne in

mind that, on the one hand, the sculptured relics of M. ii are unfortunately very scanty, and that, on
the other, conservative adherence to the models derived from Graeco-Buddhist art appears to have

remained a strongly marked characteristic of Buddhist sculpture in Eastern Turkestan throughout

its existence. Hence, no argument based upon style of sculpture could claim much independent

weight in determining the date of the construction of the shrine.

It is obvious that this must be kept quite distinct from the question of the time when the shrine

was deserted and allowed to fall into ruin. The only piece of positive evidence available is the

fragment of a palm-leaf Pothl in Sanskrit, already mentioned. As it must have been written within

the fourth or fifth century a.d., it supplies a safe upper chronological limit. As regards the lower,

I feel inclined to attach some importance to the total absence of any relics in Tibetan writing, and

to draw from it the inference that the abandonment took place at some period before the Tibetan

occupation about the middle of the eighth century. It is true the evidence in this case is of

a purely negative kind. But it seems to me to gather some additional weight from the fact that at

the ruined temples of Khadalik and Endere, where the Brahml manuscript remains were of distinctly

later type than the M. ii Pothl leaf, there were found with them plentiful Tibetan leaves and

fragments which proved that Buddhist worship had continued in these shrines under Tibetan

domination. Thus the clearing of this Miran ruin fully confirmed me in the belief that the site

had a far older history, and in a way it prepared me for the much more striking proofs of this which

my subsequent excavations revealed.

Section II.—THE STDPA CELLA M. m AND ITS WALL-PAINTINGS

On January 31, while the ‘ re-burying’ of the quarters, etc., dug up in the Tibetan fort still

kept most of the labourers busy, I started work at the group of small ruined mounds rising above
the bare gravel Sai about a mile to the west-north-west of the fort (Fig. iii). When, on my first

approach to the site, I had cursorily inspected a cluster of five of them found just east of the raised

” Cf. above, p. 279. “ Cf. above, pp. 276 sqq. ^ See above, p. 130.
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line marking an ancient canal, I had received the impression that they were much-decayed ruins of

Stupas of the usual type. Though the solidity of the brickwork suggested considerable antiquity,

the hope of interesting archaeological finds seemed slight. But even then my attention was arrested

by the curious appearance which the smallest of the mounds, M. in (the second from the right, as

shown in Fig. iii after excavation), presented. From the topmost debris, above what seemed
a disproportionately large base, the outline of the crown of a little well-preserved dome was seen just

emerging.

When the clearing of the debris was begun at the foot of this mound and towards the Discovery of

east where it lay heavier than elsewhere, there soon appeared the broken remnant, about
2 «feet 6 inches across, of a narrow terrace or passage which seemed once to have run
round the sides of the supposed main base, about 29 feet 6 inches square (see plan in Plate 32).

Its least injured portion was traced along the middle of the east face, as seen in Fig. 119,

which shows the structure after partial clearing. The floor lay about two feet above the ground
level, which here did not seem to have undergone erosion to any appreciable extent. As soon as

the ddbris of fallen brickwork had been removed from the outside, 1 quickly realized that the solid

masonry then laid bare was not a base at all, but belonged to the walls of a shrine, square outside

but circular within, which had once been surmounted by a dome and enclosed a small Stupa in its

centre. It was the crown of this solid Stupa dome which had caught my eye on the first rapid

survey, and the indication it now gave as to the architectural disposition of the interior greatly

facilitated systematic clearing. Heavy masses of debris, fallen from the vaulting and the higher

portions of the walls, had completely blocked up the circular passage, slightly over six feet wide,

left around the Stupa base, which, too, was circular and measured nine feet in diameter. The
debris, still lying in places to a height of eight feet and more from the original floor, had afforded

protection to the Stupa and allowed its plastered surface and the elaborate mouldings of its base
to survive to a considerable extent. On the west side, however, treasure-seekers, probably operating
of old, had made a broad cutting right through the wall of the cella where the entrance must once
have been, and penetrating the debris layers between had, as we soon found, burrowed into the
base of the Stupa itself.

The remaining structural features of the ruin, as seen when the clearing had been completed. Structural

may also be conveniently described here. The interior of the circular cella had been lit by windows of

passing through the centre of the side walls, which were approximately orientated to the south,

east, and north. The width of the windows was 2 feet 3 inches, and their lowest portions, which
alone were extant, reached down to a level of 2 feet 8 inches above the floor. Owing to the cutting

already referred to, the dimensions of the doorway which had once led through the west wall could
no longer be determined. The masonry enclosing the domed cella was four feet thick at the windows,
increasing to fully ten feet where it filled the squared corners. It consisted of sun-dried bricks,

fairly hard and plentifully mixed with straw, measuring 16 by 10 inches, with a thickness of 5 inches.

The construction of the dome which must once have surmounted the cella could no longer be
determined, as the walls which had carried it were everywhere broken below the line where the
spring is likely to have begun. Nor did the remains of the floor of the outside passage which must
have enclosed the square cella furnish any indication as to its width, the height of the roof, etc.

But we may safely assume that if this passage had outside walls, and was not merely constructed
as a kind of circumambulatory veranda, they must have been pierced by windows corresponding
to those of the cella walls, to permit the interior of the shrine to be lighted adequately.

The small Stupa occupying the centre of the cella, as seen in Fig. 125, was on the whole well Circular

preserved, except for the hole burrowed into the base by ‘ treasure-seekers ’ and the damage which
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the dome had suffered on the south. As the elevation reproduced in Plate 32 shows, the present

height of the Stupa was close on 1 3 feet above the cella floor. That originally it is likely to have
been considerably higher is proved ^y the remnant, visible in Fig, 119, of what I take to have
been a square pedestal, corresponding to that discussed in connexion with the Stupa rock carvings

of Chitral.* The peculiarity of this Stupa lies in the circular shape of the base instead of the

square one usually found in the Stupa ruins which I examined elsewhere in the Tarim Basin. It

may be assumed that the choice of the round base, amply attested among the Stupas of India and
the North-west border, was due to considerations of the space available within the small circular cella.

On the lowest division of the base, 9 feet in diameter and 9 'inches high, there is placed

a receding drum, i foot 6 inches high, terminated both below and above by a uniform series of
mouldings. Then follows another plain division, 9 inches high and of the same diameter as the

lowest, and above it a succession of small step-like mouldings, with a total height of less than
6 inches. From this rises the cylindrical member, about 2 feet 3 inches high, which carries the

dome, both being 6 feet 8 inches in diameter. The projecting frieze-like moulding, about 4 inches

thick, which intervenes between drum and dome, is a feature seen with equal clearness in the Stupa
carving of Pakhtoridlni, the wooden Stupa models of Niya and Lou-lan, etc.® It is difficult to make
sure whether, and in what way, the disposition just described was intended to gpve expression to
that arrangement of the base in three stories which we have reason to consider as prescribed by
tradition for the Stupas of the Tarim Basin.® But it is worth pointing out that the circular base
of the Stupa in the neighbouring shrine of M. v reflects such an intention much more clearly. The
plaster surface was fairly hard, and strengthened along the projecting mouldings by layers of twigs
inserted between the masonry courses. Low reliefs, showing what evidently is meant to represent
leaves of the Bodhi tree and the Triratna symbol, could be made out on the plaster of the drum
(Plate 32) and were the only traces of ornamentation on the Stupa.

That it was different with the interior wall of the cella became increasingly certain during the
afternoon of the same day that the clearing of the circular passage proceeded, and fragments of
painted stucco kept cropping up rapidly from the debris in its north-eastern and south-eastern
segments. Yet when the digging had there reached a level of about four feet from the floor, and
the topmost portion of a cleverly painted dado, showing the heads of fine winged angel-like figures,

began to disclose itself on the wall (Plate XL, XLl), my surprise was so great that at first I found
it hard to believe my eyes. Not here, close to the desolate salt-wastes of Lop-nor and among the
ruins of what seemed the very last outpost of Buddhist Central Asia towards China, could I have
expected to come upon what looked like late classical representations of Cherubim. And what had
these graceful heads, which seemed to recall figures familiar to early Christian art, to do here on
the walls of what was beyond all doubt a Buddhist sanctuary }

As I eagerly cleared head after head with my bare hands, in order to prevent any chance of
damage, in the surviving portions of the dado along the north-east and south-east walls, I could not
long remain in doubt that the classical influence was far more marked in these frescoes than in any
remains of ancient pictorial art which I had so far seen or knew of, whether north or south of the
K'un-lun and Hindukush. There was much in the vivacious look of the large fully-opened eyes
and m the expression of the small dimpled lips and the slightly aquiline nose to call up in my mind
recollections, gathered long years before in the distant West, of those fine Levantine-looking portrait
heads preserved for us on painted panels from Fayyflm mummies of the Hellenistic period. A faint
suggestion of Semitic strain in the features presented by some of the heads seemed to support the

Cf. above, p. 38; PL 2. s See above, pp. 38, 247; PI. 2, XXXII.
Cf. Anctml Khotan, i. pp. 83 sq.; above, pp. 37 sq.
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impression of a direct linking with the Hellenized Near East. There was much in the conventional

uniformity of the design, and also in the rapid execution of details, to suggest the brush of a decorator

repeating a pattern of distant origin, fixed both in motif and composition. And yet an expression

of vigorous artistic feeling seemed still to survive in the lively directness of gaze and pose, and in

the simple ease of the outlines shown even by the graceful upward curve of the short fluttering

wings. Puzzled as I was by much that this first rapid inspection had disclosed, I could at least

feel quite certain that work of this type could not possibly have been produced in the time of

Tibetan occupation or in the period of Chinese predominance immediately preceding it. I was still

wondering how to account for the distinctly classical style in the treatment of these ‘ angels ’ and

to, understand the purport of what seemed like a loan from early Christian iconography, when
a fortunate discovery supplied definite palaeographic evidence to throw light on the question of date.

From the rubble of broken mud-bricks and decomposed plaster filling the south-western Kharosthr

segment of the circular passage there were recovered in succession three large pieces of finely

woven buff silk, M. iii. 0015 (Plate XXXIX), which proved to have formed part of a votive banner banner,

or streamer, about four feet long in its present torn condition and originally over one foot wide.

It was decorated with two inwoven bands of narrow lines, in harmonizing tints of red and green,

running its whole length. Written along and over a red line which divides the intervening space

were nine short inscriptions in KharosthI, five of them complete. Their neat clerical handwriting

is not different from that found in the great majority of the KharosthI documents on leather and

wood from the Niya Sites, or in the more carefully penned KharosthI records from Lou-Ian. Hence
the conclusion seems justified that the deposition of the inscribed streamer must date back to

approximately the same period to which those documents belong, viz. the third and early fourth

century a. d. I was struck from the first with the fact that the ink had remained remarkably fresh

and black even without the protection which careful folding in the case of the leather documents,

and wooden envelopes in the case of the tablets, had provided. This, combined with the excellent

condition of the silk material, where not torn, makes it very unlikely that the gift of the inscribed

silk streamer could have preceded the abandonment of the shrine by any long time. And thus

I was soon led to infer, as the simplest explanation of the obviously early character of the wall

paintings, that the shrine M. in belonged to an older settlement, which had been deserted about

the same period as the sites of Niya, Endere, and Lou-lan. For the subsequent reoccupation of

Miran in Tibetan times the observations made at the ruins of Endere furnish an exact parallel.

The recurrence of the same words at the end of each of the short KharosthI inscriptions had Decipher-

helped, even at the time of discover, to suggest to me that they were of a votive character. This

has been fully confirmed by the decipherment which my learned collaborator, the Abbd Boyer, was inscription,

kind enough to undertake, and the results of which were published by him in 1911.* It has proved
that each of these short inscriptions contains a prayer in Prakrit for the health of a certain

person, some of them also for that of his family, and that the phrase used in expressing it

Xarughadachinae bhavadu, i.e. Skr. arogyadaksinayai bhavatv) is identical with that regularly found
in Indian epigraphic records of the Kusana period where they indicate the benefits hoped for by
pious donors in return for their gifts. Of the seven names preserved, three have been recognized

by M. Boyer as plainly Indian, viz. Asagosa, Caroka, Samanaya, corresponding to the Sanskrit

forms Asvaghosa, Caruka, and ^ramanaka. I believe that he is equally right in classing the two
feihcde names Friydna and Firina as of Iranian origin. Fryana being the well-known Avestic
designation of a Turanian family.^ Mitraka might be either Indian or Iranian, according to the

* See Boyer, Inscriptions de Miran in Journal Asiat., Cf. Justi, Iranisches Namenbuch, p. io6, s.v.

1911 (mai-juin), pp. 418 sqq.
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greater or lesser weight we may be inclined to attach to the spelling. The seventh name K'ibhila

remains uncertain at present.

In the eastern part of the passage I was obliged to stop digging at the approach of twilight, when
pieces of frescoed plaster, large and small, had begun to emerge from the debris. They had

evidently peeled off from higher parts of the wall of the little rotunda, and lay closely packed

against the painted dado, as seen in Fig. 127, which shows a subsequent stage of the clearing.

It was obvious that the greatest care and much time would be needed for the recovery of these

fallen fragments of fresco. But in the west and south-west segments of the passage the treasure-

seekers’ destructive operations had allowed nothing of the fresco decoration of the walls to survive,

and here clearing could be continued without risk. By nightfall it had yielded a number^ of
interesting relics. There were long strips of finely-woven dark-red silk, M. iii. 0064-65, which,

judging from the stucco found adhering to them, had evidently been pasted along the mouldings of the

bases of images such as might have been placed at the entrance of the shrine. The small capital

of carved wood, M. in. 0021 (Plate XLVIl), which with its leaf ornament recalls a ‘ Coptic’ example,

may also come from the same place. The cylindrical block of wood, M. in. 0024 (Plate XLVIl),

resembling the double hub of a wheel, is an object of uncertain use, which may possibly have belonged
to the tee on the top of the Stupa.

Very curious relics were found of what may have been votive offerings of the last worshippers

at the shrine. We came upon a number of artificial flowers, M.ni. 0013,0027, skilfully cut out of

strong cotton and silk fabrics in a variety of colours, and cleverly made up with wooden pegs and
tufts of thread to represent stalks and stamens. The way in which these flowers had been used was
made clear by the discovery of several decorated pieces of stout cotton material, which had served

as a background upon which to fix them. The largest of them, M. iii. 0026 (Plate XLVIIl), was
covered with a thin coat of plaster painted dark blue, and still retained artificial flowers stuck into

it with small pegs, as well as leaves and sprays of similar fabrics fixed direct to the plaster surface.

The whole was apparently meant to represent a sacred lake with floating lotuses and water-

plants. In other pieces, M. iii. 0025. a-c, 0028, the background is painted direct on the fabric,

stout cotton or silk, and still retains the holes in which the flowers had been fixed.

The first day’s successful work in this unpretentious ruin had revealed unexpected, and
therefore all the more fascinating, glimpses of the influence of classical pictorial art reaching even
the shores of Lop-nor. It meant an illuminating discovery, but also the rise of new problems.
Among them there was one which had to be faced at once and which was of a practical nature.

For the fine wall-paintings now about to rise from their grave there was no chance of thorough
study and protection but by removal. To effect this and the distant transport in safety was bound
to prove a task of very serious technical difficulty. The remains of wall-paintings, whether still in

their original position or lying as detached fragments of varying size among the ddbris, were all

executed in tempera on a stucco backing which consisted of nothing but a layer of friable clay

mixed with short straw of cut reeds.^^ It showed ominous cracks even where it still adhered to the
wall, and it had become very brittle. This was particularly the case with the fallen pieces! though
the thickness of the plaster was here often greater. Both the detaching and the handling of these
fragile panels of stucco demanded the utmost care, and the method and means for safely dealing
with them had still to be improvised.

etrSmural •

whole of February i passed in securing the requisite timber from the jungle of Miran and

paintings.
turning it into the materials, such as planks and boards, immediately wanted for beginning

For Sir Arthur Church’s chemical analysis of painted Paris coating with colours applied in tempera, see Appen-
stucco specimens from M. m and M. v, showing a plaster of dix D,
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the difficult work of removal. But it was necessary also to complete the clearing of the

circular passage and to make a careful record of the condition and place in which the various

remains of the wall-paintings were found, before attempting their rescue. In my Personal

Narrative I have described the trying physical conditions in which this preliminary work of note-

taking and photographing, as well as most of my subsequent tasks here, had to be effected, under

icy gales ever blowing from the north-east, and with constant crouching in cramped positions

imposed by the want of space.® Here I may at once r^ord what the detailed examination, made

both during and after the clearing,'showed as to the disposition of the surviving wall-paintings and

the probable character of the decorative scheme as a whole.

, As already mentioned above, the circular passage within the rotunda (Plate 32) had been

lighted by three windows, besides the entrance passing through the west wall now completely

destroyed. The windows, which were found to be almost exactly orientated towards the north, east,

and south, reached down to 2 feet 8 inches from the floor and had a width of 2 feet 3 inches.

The four segments into which the enclosing wall was divided by windows and entrance were

decorated below with a painted frieze or dado. This, on the north-east and south-east segments,

where alone the walls still throughout retained their plastered surface high enough, consisted of six

lunettes ;
from the hollow of each there rose the head and shoulders of a winged male figure

of nearly life size (Plates XL, XLl). Nothing of the dado had survived on the south-western

segment; but on the north-west, near the north window, were the badly effaced remains of two

lunettes containing angels’ heads. It may thus be considered as certain that the same decorative

scheme was used for the dado all round the interior walls of the rotunda. It is in accordance with

this that the surviving sections of the dado have been marked in the plan (Plate 32) with

numbers running from i to xxiv on the right and left respectively of the north window.

The rows of lunettes were united by a black band, nearly an inch wide, which ran the whole

length of the dado, separating it from the paintings on the main wall above. The top of the dado

as thus marked reached a height of 3 feet 10 inches from the floor. The length of each lunette, as

measured along the top or chord line, was about 2 feet 2 inches, and necessarily presented a slightly

curved surface. Including the series of bands bordering the lower curved edge, each lunette was

of an average height of about i foot 6 inches. Below the row of lunettes there stretched

a horizontal band about 9 inches wide, filled with eight or nine wave lines in black, and once, so far

as could be judged from the damaged surface of the plaster, extending also upwards into the

spandrels left between the lunettes. This band, poorly preserved in most places, was curiously

suggestive of the sea. Below it the surface of the plaster was too much perished to show any traces

of painting, if there ever was any so low down.

Leaving the figures represented in this dado of ‘ angels ’ and all questions connected with the

style and technique of their pictorial treatment to be discussed further on, I may next turn to what

had survived of the paintings once adorning the upper faces of the wall. Only the scantiest remains

of such frescoes—to use a conveniently short, though here technically inaccurate term—could still

be traced in their original position. What little there was left of painted plaster surface above some
of the lunettes of the dado showed only the feet of a few small figures with the lower parts of their

garments. Such remnants can be seen in Fig. 127 above the fallen pieces of plaster hiding lunette

V, and also above the angel ii in Plate XL. Other traces of this kind are recorded in my notes

above lunettes iv, ix, and x
;
in no case, however, did the perished plaster permit of removal.

It was not from the badly broken walls but from the d6bris accumulated at their foot, within

the north-east and south-east segments of the passage, that^I was able to recover the fragments of
’ See Desert Cathay, i. pp. 462 sqq.
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tempera painting which help us to form some idea of what the decoration of the higher parts of the

wall may have been like. The largest and best-preserved of these fragments were found leaning

in three closely packed layers against that part of the wall which retained the lunettes iv-vi of the

dado. The photograph in Fig. 127 shows them cleared of smaller debris, but before removal.

Their preservation was very probably due to their having slid down at a time when sufficient

sand and soft ddbris had already accumulated within the passage to stop the fall of the pieces of

fresco as they broke loose from the wall through one or another cause. It seemed reasonable to

assume that the innermost panel (now seen in M. iii. 003, Plate XLII) was the first to be stopped in

its fall, and that it represented a portion of the frieze nearest to the dado. It is scarcely necessary

to point out that the wall from which these painted plaster panels had slipped must hUve remaiijpd

standing for some time after ; otherwise its fall would have been bound to crush these frail pieces of

plaster into dust at its foot. It was probably debris from the vaulting which helped to bury them

safely before the wall, too, fell.

That the decoration of the wall above the dado must have included more than one painted

frieze can be safely concluded, not merely from the analogy of the fresco friezes subsequently

discovered in the neighbouring rotunda M. v, but also from actually surviving fragments which

clearly prove the existence of at least two friezes in M. in. Along the top of the large panel

M. III. 003 (Plate XLIl), which we shall have to discuss presently, there runs a black band with the

remains of a grey one above it. Now in the fragment M. in. 0018 (Plate XLIV) we find the foot of

a human figure resting on a band of white which itself is succeeded below by a grey and then

a black one. M. in. 0036 (Plate XLV), too, shows a white and then a grey band below the feet of

two figures, the edge further down being broken. It is clear that in all three pieces we have

remnants of the same triplicate band which divided two upper friezes.

In my Personal Narrative I have fully described the difficult operations by which I succeeded,

at the expense of much care and personal exertion, in rescuing the broken pieces of friable painted

plaster once belonging to these fresco friezes and in packing them so safely that they subsequently

survived, without further appreciable damage, all the risks involved in transporting them over

thousands of miles across deserts and high mountain ranges.* I had entertained little hope at the

time that these brittle panes of mud plaster could be brought to safety, over such a distance and
such ground, in a condition still permitting of careful arrangement and study. I had all the more
reason to feel gratified at the result of my efforts when, three years later, Mr. F. H. Andrews, with

the help of my second assistant, Mr. Droop, was able to put together from these disjecta membra
panels so large and well preserved as those shown in Plates XLII and XLIII, besides a considerable

number of smaller ones, some of which are illustrated in Plates XLIV and XLV.
The successful rescue of these fragments has enabled expert eyes, such as those of Mr. F. H.

Andrews and M. A. Foucher, to observe many points which are of interest for the history of

Buddhist art in Central Asia, and of which my notes and photog^phs, even if taken under less

hampering conditions, could not possibly have preserved an adequate record. All the same,
I should not attempt to deal at once with these scanty remnants of the painted friezes, were it not
for the definite evidence which the exactly analogous fresco frieze discovered in shrine M. v
furnishes as to the general scheme of the composition, and did not the subjects treated in them
point so plainly to the connexion with Graeco-Buddhist art, as known to us from the sculptures of
Gandhara. If we previously examine these frieze fragments, it will be easier for us afterwards to
make sure of the true descent and significance of the fascinating ‘ angels ’ in the dado which might
otherwise puzzle us.

• See Desert Cathay, i. pp. 463 sqq.
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It is this relation to Graeco-Buddhist art which invests the fresco remains of the Miran shrines

with exceptional interest, however fragmentary their condition. No remains of pictorial art

corresponding in date and origin to the Graeco-Buddhist sculptures of Gandhara have as yet come
to light on Indian soil, and unless the cave-temples of Bamian, or ruins as yet unrevealed below

the soil of Bactria, may prove to have preserved them, the earlier stages of an art development

which was destined to exercise a far-reaching influence throughout the history of Central-Asian and
Far-Eastern painting are likely to remain for ever lost to us. Whatever archaeological evidence

we possess at present seems to justify the belief that in the Miran frescoes we have the nearest

approach to that conjectured Gandhara prototype of Central-Asian Buddhist painting which can no

longer be traced in its original home. It is this which makes it worth while to examine with care

even what mere fragments can teach us. They deserve full attention all the more since, I think,

we may also trace in them links with Orientalized forms of Hellenistic art further west.

Some general observations as to the technique of these wall paintings may conveniently find

their place here. They are all painted in tempera on what the chemical analysis made by
Sir Arthur Church has proved to be a thin coating of plaster of Paris, skilfully spread over

a backing of loess.^ A pale pinkish pigment, derived from ferric oxide, appears to have been

distributed over the white plaster of Paris surface, while it was still wet, in order to serve as

a ground colour. The presence of size in the various pigments used above this could not be

definitely determined, but it seems likely. It should be noted that the method here used of

preparing the ground by a thin layer of plaster of Paris tinted with a ferruginous pigment appears

to have continued in the Khotan region down to T'ang times, as Sir Arthur Church’s analysis has

proved it also for the ‘ frescoes ’ of Khadalik.*

I have already given the reasons which prove that the wall decoration must have included at

least two friezes encircling the rotunda above the height of the dado I still found in situ. It is to

the lower one of these two friezes that we can with considerable probability ascribe the panel

M. III. 003, reproduced with its well-preserved colours in Plate XLII. On account of its somewhat
large size and the interest presented by its subject and details, it provides a very convenient

introduction to our review of the rescued remains of these paintings. The two pieces now united

in the panel, measuring over 3 feet 3 inches in length and over i foot 10 inches in height, were

discovered in a detached condition at the foot of the dado, below the lunettes iv and v. Their

position there, nearest to the wall and behind two other layers of painted plaster fragments (including

M. III. 002, 004), as seen in Fig. 127, makes it probable that they had fallen from the part of the

wall immediately above the angels. The broad black band which runs along the top of the extant

portion of the background, and near which are the remains of a grey one, belonged, as already

mentioned, to the triplicate border dividing the two friezes. The method by which the joining of

the badly broken pieces of this panel was effected, and which was also employed for the preservation

of the other fresco remains from Miran, is fully explained in the note below.® This method owed

’’

Cf. below. Appendix D.
* See below, Appendix D.
® In order to protect the brittle pieces of painted plaster

from further injury and to render their safe fixing and hand-

ling possible, it was necessary to replace the friable clay and

straw at the back of the smooth surface layer which bears the

tempera pigments by a fresh backing of plaster of Paris.

This removal of the coarse original backing was absolutely

necessary as a preliminary safeguard. Otherwise the salts

with which, like all the clay remains of these ruins, it had

become permeated in abundance would have exuded on the

coloured surface under the influence of the moisture absorbed

from the plaster of Paris that was needed to hold together and
strengthen the whole. But without this preparatory measure
it would also have been impossible to make the separated sur-

face pieces join accurately or the many serious cracks, etc.,

close up again. This very delicate operation of first removing
the clay backing from the several detached fresco pieces which
formed part of the same panel, and then bringing their surface

layers into close contact in the correct position, was effected
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its origin and successful application mainly to the technical skill and devoted care of Mr. F. H. Andrews.
In illustration of the most satisfactory results which he secured by it, I may invite a comparison

between the condition of the main figure in panel M. iii. 003, as originally discovered at the foot

of the wall (see Fig. 127), and the appearance of the same Buddha figure in the joined-up panel

reproduced in Plate XLII. The big cracks visible in the photograph, showing the condition of the

piece on discovery, have closed up so well in the panel as finally secured that they have become
almost imperceptible, and yet the original painted surface has been left entirely unaltered.

The known original position of this panel furnishes us with a very useful indication of the size

of the frieze to which it belonged, just as its subject does of the probable character of the composition

adorning it From the size of the figures and the fragments of the border that survive, it can safgly

be concluded that the height of the frieze is likely to have been approximately similar

to that of the frieze next to the dado which I found still partially surviving on the walls

of the adjoining rotunda M. v, viz. between three and four feet. The vermilion colour of
the background, a kind of Pompeian red, which we see in M. iii. 003, was certainly common to

the friezes of both shrines. To these points of agreement I may add at once two others of more
importance which we shall see clearly proved presently : close similarity in style, and the fact that

both friezes treat of scenes drawn from Buddhist iconography. All these indications combined are

sufficient to create a presumption that the general scheme of grouping is likely in both friezes to

have exhibited the same close correspondence which we shall further on be able to trace as regards

the decorative scheme governing the design of both dados.

Now in the case of the frieze decorating the rotunda M. v, as seen in the photographs
Figs. 134-40, it is certain, firstly, that the scenes depicted in it extended as a continuous band round
the walls, except where the latter had two openings giving light and access to the circular passage

of the cella, and, secondly, that the scenes were all meant to illustrate incidents of the same J ataka

story. In the shrine M. iii, with the plan of which M. v shows otherwise the closest agreement,
the circular wall of the interior was, as we have already seen, divided by a door and three windows
into four equal segments. Only from two of these, on the north-east and south-east, were fragments
of the friezes once surmounting the dado recovered. But even these suffice to throw light on two
points of importance. In the first place, they show that the paintings within each segment formed
a continuous composition. In the second place, a closer examination of the fragments makes it

appear very probable that the scenes represented in at least the lower of the friezes all belonged
to the same Buddhist legend, whether taken from the life of Gautama Buddha or from one of the

Jataka stories relating to Buddha’s previous births.

The first point is established by evidence which, though negative, seems none the less

at the British Museum during the years 1910-11 by
Mr. F. H. Andrews and, under the direction of his artist eye,

by my second assistant Mr. J. P. Droop, with extreme care

and skill.

It may be useful to record here the exact technical method
followed. The painted fragments were placed with their sur-

face downwards on strong panes of plate glass. After the

backing of clay and straw had been slowly removed, by care-

ful scraping, etc., until only the smooth surface layer of
plaster of Paris remained, the several pieces belonging to one
panel could be moved into the position requisite for correct

junction by the guidance of the image which was reflected on
a mirror placed at a suitable distance below the glass pane.
Care was taken to use, for all the larger panels, panes of

glass bent exactly to the curve which the known diameter of

the rotunda indicated for the surfaces originally occupied by
them. After the several pieces had thus been reassembled in

their correct position, a thin layer of plaster of Paris was
spread over the whole as a new backing. This was sub-

sequently strengthened by a wire grating connected with

a wooden frame, and finally an outer and thicker layer of

plaster of Paris was applied, in which the grating became
embedded. After having been treated in this manner the

panels could be handled with perfect ease and safety.

It ought to be clearly recorded that the slightest attempt
at supplementing missing bits of the original painted surface
or at other ‘ restoration ’ of any sort has been rigorously
avoided.
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conclusive. Among all the pieces of painted plaster from the friezes which came to light in the

debris of the circular passage and which are recorded in the Descriptive List below, there is not

one indicating a division of the wall-paintings into distinct panels or fields by decorative architectural

motifs or otherwise. This is in full agreement with the surviving part of the frieze in the southern

hemicycle of the cella walls of M. v. There a series of independent but consecutive scenes unfolds

itself combined into one unbroken composition to illustrate the Jataka legend of King Vessantara.

The point is one of considerable interest and deserving of special notice for two reasons. The Combina-

first is that this continuity of composition in the wall-paintings is in striking contrast with the

treatment of similar legendary subjects in the
,
plastic art of Gandhara. There we find that the scenes,

relievo representations of scenes which form part of the same legendary cycles are, at least in

the vast majority of cases, divided into separate panels or compartments, even though they are

there also ranged into regular friezes.^^ We are not concerned here with the origin and explanation

of this peculiarity in the design of the sculptured friezes of Gandhara. Unfortunately the total

absence of pictorial remains of Graeco-Buddhist art makes it impossible for us to ascertain whether

it applied there also to wall-paintings. But it is certainly noteworthy—and that is the second reason

for my calling attention to the point—that the combination of several scenes into one continuous

field, which is well known to later classical art, according to a very competent authority originated

in the Hellenistic Near East.'* Even to the system which is traceable there of explaining the

different scenes depicted in this fashion by means of short painted inscriptions the frieze of M. v, as

we shall see, offers an exact parallel.

Comparison with the frieze of M. v is also helpful with regard to the second point of interest Same

I have mentioned above. That in any case the lower of the friezes in M. iir is likely to have figures re-

contained scenes taken from a Buddhist legend is indicated in general by the character of the large j^eze.

piece, M. in. 003 (Plate XLII), to be discussed presently, and that of the panel M. iii. 002 (Plate XLIll).

This shows figures drawn to the same scale, and may therefore be assumed to have belonged to

the same frieze. Now it is significant that among the fragments recovered there are several which

certainly belonged to replicas of figures appearing in these larger pieces. Thus we have the rows

of Buddhist monks representing disciples in M. in. 003 repeated with exactly the same treatment

in M. in. 005 (Plate XLIV). The head of the princely worshipper, seen on the right of M. in. 002

(Plate XLIIl), is found repeated with exactly the same type, treatment, and head-dress no less than

five times (M. ni. 006, 0031-32, 0037, 0056 ;
Plates XLIV, XLV). Of the head seen in the interesting

representation of a well-dressed personage, M. iii. 009-10 (Plate XLV), we find similarly obvious

replicas in the two fragments, M. in. 0033-34 (Plate XLV). It is clear that in the representation

of scenes belonging to the same story there must arise constant necessity to introduce certain

principal actors again and again, and to indicate their identity by close reproduction of type,

treatment, etc. We find this necessity strikingly illustrated by the Vessantara Jataka frieze of M. v,

and hence the presence of replicas also in the frieze of M. iii, demonstrated by the fragments just

quoted, may well be accepted as an indirect proof that the subject was here, too, a story from the

life of Buddha in his last or an earlier incarnation.

See below, pp. 539 sqq.

** Cf. Foucher, L’art dti Gandhdra, i. pp. 182, 266 sqq.,

where references will be found to the abundant relievo friezes

illustrating the above observation. For rare instances of

a continuous composition, see ibid. i. p. 603. That this

arrangement of relievo scenes in compartments, as it were

‘ in metopes ’, was not primarily due to technical necessities

arising from the size of the stone materials to be worked, is

obvious from the friezes which decorate the bases of very

small Stupas and are carved on single slabs; see e g. ibid..

Figs, •jo-’jz.

” Cf.
J. Strzygowski, Orient oder Rom, p. 39.
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Section III.—REMAINS OF THE PAINTED FRIEZES OF M. iii
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Having dealt in the foregoing section with the general character of the fresco decoration in

the shrine M. iii, we may now proceed to the examination of the portions and fragments that I was

able to bring back from it. In the panel M. iii. 003 (Plate XLIl), which has served as a starting-point

for our introductory remarks, we see a Buddha standing, dressed in a dark purple-brown robe which

is passed over both shoulders. It is almost of that kasaya colour which Indian tradition has since

early times prescribed for ascetics and mendicant teachers. From the circular halo and the

characteristic top-knot of hair, partly broken, it may be concluded with certainty that the teacher

is meant for a Buddha. But until the legend which the painted frieze illustrated is identified, it is

impossible to make sure whether Gautama Buddha or some earlier ‘ Enlightened One ’ is intended.

His right hand is raised in what I first took to be the Abhaya-mudra or ‘ pose of protection’. But,

as Dr. Venis has been good enough to point out, the thumb instead of being held up straight, as

it ordinarily is in this mudra, is incurved. Touching the second joint of the third finger, i. e. the

eighth on the hand, it seems intended to suggest that the teacher is expounding either ‘ the eight-fold

way ’ or ‘ the eight Paramitas The left hand is held low in front and evidently supporting drapery.

Behind the Buddha and to his left there are six disciples, ranged in two rows and wearing

robes which display a variety of colours from bright green to dark red. Their shaven heads mark
them as leading the life of monks. The one on the left end of the upper row and nearest to the

teacher has his right shoulder bared and carries in his raised right hand a white Yak-tail fan or

Cauri, the traditional emblem of sovereign power in Indian iconography. As M. Foucher first

pointed out to me, this figure may be assumed to represent Ananda, the favourite disciple of

Gautama Buddha, if the latter is intended by the haloed teacher. The dark conical mass which

is seen on the right of the disciples, studded with red and white flowers and poppy-like leaves of

greenish-grey, represents part of a tree, as is clearly proved by a comparison with the trees appearing

on the frieze of M. v in Figs. 136-38. Against the background of the tree appears the upraised

right arm of a figure, otherwise lost, grasping a handful of white buds or flowers, apparently in the

act of throwing them. This background and a corresponding one with well-drawn leaves, of which
a portion remains behind the Buddha’s right hand, make it clear that the scene is laid in a garden

o'r grove, as in so many of the stories connected with Buddha's life or related in the Jatakas.

It is possible that this remnant of a figure grasping or throwing flowers may yet help to

determine the legend which the frieze was intended to illustrate, and from which a particular scene
was evidently represented in the portion here under discussion. Neither this nor any of the other

fragments have as yet yielded a clue to the identification of the legend. But, in any case, it is not
the iconographic purport, whatever it may yet prove to be, but the artistic treatment in composition,
design, and style of painting which gives to this broken fresco panel its special value and interest.

There can be here no possible doubt that the character of the subject is Buddhist, but none either
that all the essential details of its presentation have been adapted from classical models just as they
would be if we had before us this scene carved in a Graeco-Buddhist relievo from Gandhara. The
head of the Buddha shows a type unmistakably Western with a slight Semitic touch in the nose.
The painter has as little difficulty as the Gandhara sculptor had in combining, with the general
outlines derived from the Hellenistic art of the Near East, the protuberance {^sntsd) of the head
and the pierced, long-lobed ears, both of w’hich regard for the old-established Buddhist convention
of India imperatively demanded.^ Just as in all the Graeco-Buddhist representations of Buddha,

' Cf. Grfinwedel-Burgess, Buddhist Art in India, pp. elements in the representation of Buddha by the Gandhara
103 sqq., for a careful analysis of the classical and Indian sculptors.
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we find the former concealed by a top-knot of abundant curling hair. It is of special interest to

note the rippling lock before the ear and the small moustache ; they are features distinctly divergent

from what Indian tradition prescribed, yet exemplified also by some, and far from the least

interesting, of the Gandhara statues of Buddha.®

The omission of the iir'^ between the brows is another noteworthy departure from the Heads of

laksanas prescribed by Indian Buddhist convention ;
though rare, it can be paralleled in Gandhara ‘^‘sciples.

sculpture, too. But positive and far more striking evidence of the predominance of classical, or

to put it more exactly Hellenistic, models is supplied by the large, well-opened, and straight-set

eyes of teacher and disciples alike. There is nothing in them of that elongated and slanting look

wlvch the eyes, usually half-shut even in Graeco-Buddhist sculptures, invariably display as a special

mark of beauty in all painted representations of sacred Buddhist figures from Khotan to Japan.

The heads of the disciples, though all shaven in full accord with the Buddhist rule for monks, show
the Western type if anything even more strongly. Their shape is rounder than that of the head

of the Buddha, and in spite of decidedly hooked noses there is nothing to suggest that either

Semitic or Indian features are intended. By the introduction of slight changes in wrinkles and in

fullness and expression of face, the painter has cleverly managed to mark individual differences, due

to age, etc.

Those big eyes, however, with their frank European look, are common to all the heads, and Details de-

any possible doubt as to the source from which the artist derived them is removed by the peculiar

pose of the left hand of the last disciple in the lower row on the right. Its curving fingers appear painting,

from inside the robe and close on its edge, just as the hand in hundreds of classical statues of

the Hellenistic and Roman periods is shown emerging from inside the toga. Where the pre-

dominance of classical models is so strikingly attested by details, we need not hesitate either in

tracing to Western inspiration the skilful way in which the monotony of the heads in the group

of disciples is diversified by intentional differences of gaze. While those on the left and nearest

fix their eyes on the Master, others look straight before them or more directly towards the spectator.

We shall observe an exactly corresponding artistic device also in the disposition of the ‘angel'

heads in the dado, and feel, therefore, all the more justified in recognizing here, too, the reflex of

a practice clearly traceable in the scanty remains that we possess of Hellenistic painting in the Near
East. Professor J. Strzygowski, a most competent authority, calls attention to the same intentional

alternation in the direction of the eyes when discussing the portrait medallions which decorate the

walls of a tomb chamber at Palmyra, dating from about a.d. 259, and traces it also among the

encaustic portrait panels from the FayyOm tombs.® A large proportion of these, too, may be

ascribed to the early centuries of the Christian era, and thus chronological relationship bears out

the conjectured origin of this feature in our Miran wall-paintings.

That the sculptor-decorators of Gandhara borrowed most of their stock-in-trade as to poses. Dependence

drapery, and similar plastic details straight from the classical models domiciled in the Hellenized Western

Near East has been recognized long ago, and is illustrated by such an abundance of examples as to

need no demonstration here. But as regards the pictorial art of Gandhara there are no remains
left there to bear similar testimony. It was reserved for the fresco fragments brought to light from
these early Buddhist shrines, in the most distant corner of the Tarim Basin, to furnish conclusive

proof that this dependence on Western art methods and style must have been also equally close

from the very first as far as painting is concerned, and to show us that it extended even to matters
of mere technique. In the latter respect we could scarcely wish for more striking testimony than

that furnished by the regular employment of methods of ‘ light and shade ’, wherever flesh is painted
' Cf. Grflnwedel-Burgess, ihid., pp. 166, 168 sq. » Cf. J. Strzygowski, Orient oder Rom, p. 30.
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in these frescoes. The use of chiaroscuro, familiar in classical painting, was before unknown to

me in Buddhist paintings of India, Central Asia, or the Far East The wall-paintings of Miran

invariably showed it in all exposed parts of the body.

We can see the usual method employed by the painter quite as clearly in the ‘ angels ’ of the

dado, M. in. i-ix (Plate XL), as in the disciples’ heads of the panel M. m. 003 and in numerous

smaller fragments of the frieze. It consisted in applying over the pink flesh tints different shades

of grey, pale or warm, for the shadows round the face, under the eyes and neck, or elsewhere. But

instead of the grey we sometimes find the effect of rough shading produced also by the use of a

light red, as in the Buddha’s head of our panel and in the two figfures of M. iii. 002 (Plate XLIIl), to

be described presently. In order to obtain the effect of ‘ high lights ’ a very skilful method was^on

occasion resorted to : the result was secured by allowing the lighter tint of the flesh to show through

in the proper places from under the outlines of the lips or similar features, which were painted in

boldly with a stronger pink (see Plates XL, XLIl). Elsewhere, as in the eyes of the disciples of

Plate XLII, the fingers and nails of the hand of M. in. 0035 (Plate XLV), etc., these high lights are

cleverly laid in by bold brushwork in white.* Here and there the white impasto is thick enough to

catch a real ‘ high light ’, as in the disciples’ eyes in M. in. 003 (Plate XLIl) and M. in. 006 (Plate XLV).

It is a method distinctly reminiscent of the treatment peculiarly suited to encaustic paint-

ing, and its actual use in the wax painting of Hellenistic and Early Christian times is attested by
surviving examples from Egypt.® These and other details of technique, for which reference may
be made to the expert observations furnished by^Mr. F. H. Andrews’s artist eye and embodied in

the Descriptive List below, clearly point to the conclusion that the painters of these Miran frescoes,

simple decorators as they were, had inherited from their masters well-established methods of pro-

ducing a finished effect with such economy of work as constant application demanded. The belief

seems justified, too, that the craftsmanship displayed in these paintings was derived from the same
Hellenistic Near East which had supplied the Graeco-Buddhist sculpture with its style and with

most of its artistic skill.®

The adaptation of forms derived from Hellenistic art to the representation of subjects from

Buddhist legend is also well illustrated by the large piece of wall-painting reproduced in Plate XHII,

M. III. 002. It was found broken into several fragments which were lying close together in front of

the last-described panel, as seen in Fig. 127. This suggests that it belonged to a higher frieze

than the latter. But the evidence cannot be considered as absolutely conclusive, and it is note-

worthy that by its size and scale the composition would fit in well with the frieze to which M. 111.003

belonged. We see the figure of a teacher seated on a low throne, with the right hand raised in

a lively gesture. The absence of a halo round the well-drawn head may be taken as an indication

that, if Gautama is intended, he is.shown here before the attainment of Buddhahood. A dark pink

lower garment reaches from the hips to above the feet, which rest on a footstool. A buff coloured

cloak is passed like a stole over the left shoulder, leaving most of the upper portion of the body
bare. This arrangement is quite common in Graeco-Buddhist as well as in otlier Indian schools of

Buddhist sculpture, particularly where Gautama is represented as seated on a throne.'^ It is

probably based upon descriptions of Buddha’s appearance as fixed by early Buddhist tradition in

India, But here, too, as always in the corresponding representations of Graeco-Buddhist sculpture,

the drapery is treated in a fashion which is unmistakably classical.

* Cf. the descriptions in the List below of M. m. 006,

008, 009-0010, 0033, 0035, 0038, 0039, with reproductions

in PI. XLIV, XLV.
* Cf. A. J. Reinach, Les Portraits Gr^co-Egyptiens in

Seme ArchMogique, 4® s^r., tome xxiv. pp, 47-53.
' Cf. M. Foucheris very illuminating observations on this

subject, L’art du Gandhdra, i. pp. 601 sq.

’ Cf. Grtinwedel-Burgess, Buddhist Art in India, p. 172.
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At the feet of the teacher, on the right, there appears a smaller figfure with hands folded and Figure of

raised in adoration. Its dress is similar in arrangement, and shows the same draping after classical

models. But the princely character of this worshipper is distinctly indicated by a curious white

conical hat or turban, adorned with red rings above and two lunette-shaped dark red flaps below.

We shall meet with this peculiar head-dress again in the paintings of the rotunda M. v, where it

certainly marks royal personages. Neither in the sculptures of Gandhara nor in the painted or

plastic remains of later Buddhist shrines of Eastern Turkestan have I been able to trace it, and its

origin remains at present quite uncertain. Could it possibly be a reminiscence of princely insignia

used for a time in one of the more westerly territories, such as Bactria or Sogdiana, through which

this Central-Asian adaptation of Graeco-Buddhist art must have passed into the Tarim Basin ?

However this may be, we can have no doubt as to the origin of the iconographic convention which

made the painter represent this adoring figure disproportionately small, in spite of its princely rank.

It is the same convention which causes the Gandhara sculptors very frequently to give greater

stature to Gautama where, in his Bodhisattva state or as Buddha, he appears among minor per-

sonages in the same sacred scene. It was equally familiar to late Hellenistic art when representing

emperors or the central figure of Christian story.* Of another attendant figure on the left, also of

smaller size, the fragment only preserves parts of the left arm and knee. The representation of

two tanks, or possibly railed terraces, in the foreground conveys the impression that a scene in

a palace or royal garden was intended.

The examination of the larger fresco pieces has allowed us to discuss in some detail the chief Heads of

features characteristic of the painted frieze. Hence, for the smaller fragments, brief notes on points

of special interest will suffice. The most curious among these fragments is, perhaps, M. iii. 0019

(Plate XLIV), which shows the heads and busts of two small female figures evidently in a pose of

worship. Their faces are painted in careful chiaroscttro, and bear the same individualized and

animated expression which we shall presently have to note as making the ‘ angel ’ heads of the dado

so attractive. The large almond-shaped eyes vaguely recall a Persian type of beauty such as the

head of the princess in the fine Dandan-oilik panel D. x. 4 unmistakably displays.® The fact that

the hair is dressed practically in the same way on these heads as on those of the princess and her

attendants in the painted panel, with long tresses hanging behind the ears and wavy ringlets in

front, suggests that we have here a fashion not of local and contemporary character, but introduced

from outside and maintained by artistic tradition. The same arrangement of the hair, with very

slight modifications, appears also on the girls’ heads which decorate the dado of M. v (Figs. 138-

140, 143).

Another interesting fragment, M. iii. 009-10 (Plate XLV), presents us with the bust of a figure. Minor frag-

probably female, dressed in elaborate garments of a curious quatrocento look, and wearing flowers of

on the breast. The head has suffered badly ; but in other fragments, M. iii. 0033-34 (Plate XLV), feezes,

we have replicas of it which enable us to realize better the peculiarity of its type. As all of them
approach life size, we must conclude that the figures to which these fragments belonged formed

part of a higher frieze which is likely to have extended into the vaulted portion of the walls. The
fragmentary male head, M. in. 008 (Plate XLV), represents quite a different type and deserves

mention on account of its rapid but very effective painting, which clearly reveals its methods as

described in the list. The presence of life-size figures in what must necessarily have been upper

parts of the wall decoration is proved by other fragments also, such as M. iii. 0035 (Plate XLV),

which shows a remarkably well-painted hand
;
M. in. cx)39-40, 0052, 0063. The pieces M. in.

• Cf. Foucher, L'art du Gandhdra, i. p. 603 ; Griinwedel- ’ See Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 259 sq., 300; ii. PI. LXIII.

Burgess, Buddhist Art in India, p. 138.
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0055, 0062 prove that animals, too, figured in the legend depicted, but the remnants are too small

to permit of certain identification. The architectural background seen in M. iii. 0058 is of special

interest on account of the details we meet with in it, such as a bell-shaped capital and pillar and

a panelled pilaster decorated with rosettes and scale imbrications. They usefully supplement the

information which the scanty remains actually brought to light at the Miran temples give us of the

locally prevailing style of architectural ornament, and help to demonstrate still more clearly its

dependence on Graeco-Buddhist and purely Hellenistic models.^®

Section IV.—THE DADO OF ‘ANGELS’ IN CELLA M. m
•

The preceding analysis of the fragments which have survived of the frescoed friezes of M. iii

will, I hope, make it easier for us to appreciate fully the artistic interest presented by the fine

winged figures of the dado and to interpret correctly their iconographic significance. The fascina-

tion which, at their first appearance, they exercised for my archaeologist’s eyes has in no way
diminished since I could view them in safety and under less trying conditions. I have explained

above how these figures of ‘ angels ’ were disposed in the painted dado of the rotunda walls, groups
of six occupying each of the four segments or arcs into which the wall was divided by the entrance

and windows.^

In the north-eastern and south-eastern segments the lunettes containing these figures were all

extant, at least in parts. But in those immediately adjoining the east window, vi and vii, as well as

in the lunettes x-xii, the heads had been either completely destroyed by falling masonry or so
badly effaced that only portions of the wings and shoulders remained to indicate their position.

The same was the case with the lunettes xxiii and xxiv on that portion of the north-west segment
which had retained some of its plaster surface. It was due to this that I was not able to rescue

more than seven of the dado figures. Of these, i-v form a continuous series, ii being shown in

colour in Plate XL and the rest in Plate XLI. Of the two lunette panels from the south-east, viii is

reproduced in colour (Plate XL) and ix in monotone (Plate XLl). The seven panels recovered
withstood the risks of their long and difficult journey remarkably well. Practically all the damage
visible in the reproductions was suffered by these dado panels while still occupying their positions
on the wall. The colour plate IV of Desert Cathay shows two of the panels, viii and ix, in the
condition in which they had reached the British Museum and before the friable clay and straw
backing had been replaced by plaster of Paris. A comparison of the earlier reproduction of panel
viii with the one now presented in Plate XL will illustrate the care with which the re-backing of the
painted surface was effected, and will show how well the cracks it had suffered, partly when still on
the wall, have closed up in the process.

If we examine the cycle of angel-like figures presented by Plates XL and XLI as a whole, two
general features must strike us at the outset as determining the artistic result. On the one hand,
we realize clearly that, in keeping with the decorative purpose of the dado, the aim in all externals,
such as the type of head, the wings, and the simple but graceful dress, is manifestly a homogeneous
effect befitting a heavenly fraternity. On the other, it is equally obvious that the painter wished to
introduce a pleasing variety into his cycle, and secured it by making a distinct individual element
prevail in the faces. It will be convenient to review first those details in which the aim at concordant

With the scale imbrications may be compared those Egypt (probably early fifth century a.d.); for the large over-
shown by Strzygowski, Amida, Fig. 78, PL IX, from the lapping rosettes, also represented in M. in. 007, cf. ihid.,
ancient facade of the Great Mosque of Diarbekr; Figs, 8i, Fig.

84, from Early Christian churches of Bawit and Sahara in » See PI. 32, and above, p. 497.
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treatment finds expression. In each panel we see the head and shoulders of a youthful winged

figure, unquestionably male, rising within a lunette of pale greenish blue. From what the panels iv,

V, viii have retained of the original colouring, it appears very probable that the representation of

a pale blue sky was intended. The plain black band which unites the lunettes at the top and

separates the ‘ angels ’ of the dado from the frieze above has already been noted. The lower

curved edge of the lunettes is bordered by a black line, with a broader yellowish band and a red

line outside. These two last have, in most cases, become much effaced. The background below

is a pale pinkish buff, and across this ran the dark wave lines previously mentioned, of which there

remains a trace visible at the bottom corners of panel ix.

• The figures are all leaning to the right or left, with the heads turned three-quarters in the Features of

opposite direction and the shoulders slightly oblique, as seen with particular clearness in ii, v, viii,

and ix. The heads are all of the same general type, which is decidedly Western, but with a Semitic

tinge. The skulls are somewhat narrow and high, with a domed top. The faces are invariably

young, and display well-rounded cheeks and chins. The eyes, large and full, are set straight in the

faces and wide open. Their expression is uniformly animated, while slight changes in the direction

of the gaze are skilfully used to increase the air of vivacity. There is even closer uniformity in

the noses, which are long and markedly hooked towards the end. The ears are slightly elongated

and pierced, and the mouths small and upturned at the corners. A small crescent is marked in red

on the upper lip. Necks and shoulders are plump, folds in the neck helping to bring out this

plumpness and at the same time also to suggest the turning of the head to the side. The eyebrows

are always strong and well arched, almost meeting over the nose in i and ii, and doing so completely

in iv. The heads are shaved in the forepart, except for a patch of hair on the crown, curiously

dressed in a form which resembles a double leaf with a wisp-like stalk projecting, sometimes to the

right or left and sometimes in the middle of the forehead. In ii, iii, and viii a long wavy ringlet

hangs before the ear.

The wings, which form so striking a feature in these figures, are short and of a type showing its Wings and

classical origin quite as clearly as that of the wings carried by the angels of Early Christian art.

Spreading strongly outwards and upwards from the shoulders, they are admirably designed to give

that impression of upward movement which, as we shall see, befits the position occupied by these

figures in the general decorative scheme. The wings are formed of three rays of feathers, seen with

particular clearness in ii : the inner, very short, represented by a simple line drawn parallel to the

edge of the wing
;
the second composed of a row of petal-shaped forms

;
the third of quill feathers,

long, tapering, and separating at their upturned tips in a fashion which suggests fluttering move-

ment. Their long feathers- are usually, but not always, coloured in two tints of red and buff, which

i, V, and viii show with special clearness, one along the upper edge of the feather, the other below.

The tips of the outstretched wings are almost on a level with the tops of the ‘ angels’ ’ heads.

The robes worn by the figures vary in colour (white, buff, and different shades of red and pink),

but are alike in type. They are cut low on the neck from points about mid-shoulder on either

side, falling on the breast mostly in a full curve. The garments are generally represented by

plain bands of colour, with no sign of folds
;
but in iii and ix folds are indicated. Except in viii the

edge is outlined on the flesh by a red or black line.

From notes kindly furnished by Mr. F. H. Andrews, upon which I have also drawn for most Method of

of the above descriptive remarks, I add the following competent observations as regards the method Pointing,

which seems to have been pursued in painting. The figure was first outlined in light red, traces of

which remain under the final outlines in the wings of ii, iii, etc. Next, after the flesh had been

washed in with a light pinkish buff, the colouring of the cheeks was applied in a very delicate pink,

3 T 2
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now almost effaced, and washes of pale grey added for the shading of one side of the nose and

neck, the hollow of the eye, and the under-lip. The outlines of the face and features were then

freely drawn in with the brush in a reddish brown of varying tints. This red-brown was used also

for the line dividing the lips, which is curved in most of the figures, but straight in viii and ix. The
lips themselves were painted in subsequently in bright red, ‘ high lights ’ being cleverly left in the

underlying buff or boldly applied in white. Finally, black was used to paint in the hair as well as

the outlines of the wings, shoulders, and robes
; also to emphasize, over the brown contour lines,

the eyebrows, the eyelashes, the nostrils, the corners of mouth, the hollow and base of the chin.

Black served further to define the pupil of the eye and the outline of the iris. The iris itself was
painted in the nut-brown of the flesh outlines and made vertically elliptical, instead of circular,^to

express the foreshortening of the iris as turned aside. For the eyeballs white was added thickly,

sometimes in regular impasto, over grey. The painting throughout is rapid and bold, but

Mr. Andrews rightly calls attention to distinctions in individual figures, such as the spirited work
in i, ii, and ix, and the firmness and precision shown by viii, while signs of haste and carelessness

are apparent in v.

Difference But by the side of distinctions of this kind, resulting from quasi-unconscious change in the

expressioL
personal factor, it is easy to note far more marked differences in the pose and expression of the

figures, which manifestly proceed from a desire to produce a pleasing variety. And in that desire

itself, I think, we may well recognize an inheritance from Hellenistic art with its well-defined and
constant tendency towards realistic individual treatment. The aim just mentioned finds its striking

expression in the care which the artist has taken to make his figures turn their heads in varying
directions. As we let the panels of angels pass before us from left to right, in accordance with the

order in which they were meant to present themselves to a visitor of the shrine performing the

pradaksina, we find that the heads are generally turned alternately to the right and the left. As
the general direction of the eyes corresponds to that of the head, and there is present also an
upward inclination of the gaze, more or less pronounced, the impression is cleverly created, for

a beholder passing at the distance marked by the width of the circular passage, that each individual

figure in the successive groups of angels is seeking to attract his attention. Thus the figures i-ii,

iii-iv in the north-eastern arc, and viii-ix in the south-eastern, form pairs in which the gazes
directed to the right and the left seem to be fixed on the person who stands in the middle before
them. We may suppose that the same arrangement was observed for the heads in the panels vi

and vii, no longer extant, which flanked the east window.
The artistic device here aimed at is of particular interest because we find it illustrated by

exactly corresponding examples among the scanty remains of Hellenistic pictorial art which have
survived in the Near East from approximately the same period. Thus, in the wall-paintings of the
Palmyrene catacombs, dating from about a.d. 259, which Professor J. Strzygowski has discussed
in a masterly fashion, the heads of the medallion portraits decorating each wall are all represented
as turning towards the beholder, who is supposed to face it from the middle.** A similar variation
in the movement of the heads, he observes, is typical of the encaustic portrait panels recovered
from the tombs of the Fayyfim

; there, too, the eyes are shown as fixed in a steady gaze upon
the beholder.

Similar

devices in

Fayyfim

portraits,

etc.

’ Cf. j. Strzygowski, Orient oder Rom, p. 30 : ‘Im Gegen-
satz zu den vielen palmyrenischen Portratreliefs, die den
Kopf in strenger Vorderansicht zeigen, ist hier ein Wechsel in
der Art eingetreten, dass sichdie Kopfealle dem in der Mitte
jederWand stehend gedachten Beschauer zuwenden. Dadurch

entsteht ein Wechsel in der Bewegung, ahnlich dem der

enkaustischen Portrats aus dem Fayum, auf denen sich die

Manner zumeist nach rechts, die Frauen nach links wenden,
und den Blick, wie hier in Palmyra, forschend auf den
Beschauer richten.’
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In our Miran figures we find an additional element of variation introduced in a clever way.

In almost all of them the steady gaze of the eyes to the right or left is counterbalanced by giving

the lines of the figure a general inclination in the opposite direction. The impression of rapid

movement thus created helps to add a distinctly vivacious character to the whole, which is

noticeable in panels ii, v, viii, ix. But that the painter of this cycle of angels ’ possessed adequate

artistic skill to give individuality to his figures, apart from the help which their varied arrangement

provided, becomes abundantly clear if we examine the faces more closely. Thus, looking at

Plate XL and comparing the two figures there presented, we cannot help being struck, in the head

of ii, by the animated expression of the eyes and of the smiling mouth which is secured through

th^ skilful application of high lights. Turning to the figure viii, we find there the same delicately

rounded contours of the face, the large wide-opened eyes with their eager gaze, the hooked nose, etc.

Yet a glance suffices to distinguish the peculiar firmness of the mouth marked by the straight line which

divides the curving lips, and the more serious look which the moderately arched and well-separated

eyebrows give to the face. The latter effect is strengthened by the length of the rippling black

lock which descends in front of the right ear and reduces the fullness of the face. Turning to the

figures of the panels reproduced in Plate XLI, we note similar individualistic treatment of the faces.

Thus in i the carefully painted eyes bear a curious dreamy expression
;

in iii the long nose gives

a distinctly Semitic appearance to the full and rather mature face. The boldly painted head of

iv, with its small nose and mouth, conveys a far more youthful impression. In v the abstracted

expression of the eyes is heightened by the flat contour given to the adjoining portion of the face.

To ix a particular air of animation is imparted by the ingenuous frankness of the eyes and the

strong inclination of the shoulders and the neck, as if in lively movement.

It is impossible to mistake in these ‘ angel ’ figures of the dado a distinct aim at boldness of

outline and general effect, particularly well suited to the subdued light in which they were placed.

J ust because the figures themselves, as we shall presently see, were inherited with so much else

from a distant centre of Orientalized Hellenistic art, we ought to give due credit to the decorators

of the Miran temple walls for the artistic feeling and skill with which they managed to adapt their

much-practised designs to peculiar structural conditions. We have clear evidence of this in the

fact that the whole pose of the winged busts in the dado is devised for the position they occupy on

the wall of a narrow circular passage and only about three feet from the floor. Their heads, what-

ever the direction, to the right or left or straight in front, are just sufficiently uplifted for the gaze

to catch the eyes of the worshipper as he passes in the circumambulation of the Stupa. It is with

the same purpose that the figures are given the air of rising towards him. We find this expressed

by the inclination of the shoulders and the graceful upward curve of the wings, which, with their

long feathers separated at the ends, distinctly suggest fluttering movement.

There still remain two questions of interest which claim our consideration : What is the

iconographic origin and meaning of the ‘ angels ’ which here figure so strangely on the walls of

a Buddhist shrine, and whence came the decorative scheme in which this painted dado exhibits

them ? The second question can be more readily examined in the light of other pictorial remains,

and its solution may help to guide us towards a correct answer to the first. If we compare our

dado with that which I found decorating the circular passage in the neighbouring rotunda M. v, it

seems to me scarcely possible to doubt that its succession of lunettes occupied by busts reproduces,

in a simplified form, the scheme presented in M. v by a continuous festoon which is carried on the

shoulders of putti and in its descending semicircular loops contains busts of men and women, as

seen in Figs. 134-40. This design of garland-carrying amorini is used in Gandhara sculpture

with extreme frequency for the decoration of relievo friezes on the bases of Stupas and elsewhere.
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and it could be illustrated by hundreds of examples.® In the great majority of these carved friezes

the spaces left above the downward droops of the festoon are filled by youthful figures, generally, but

not always, conceived as winged dancers or musicians and shown down to the breast.^

It is obvious that the composition of the dado in the circular passage of M. v is an exact

illustration of the decorative scheme which, as we must assume, was used in the Graeco-Buddhist

pictorial art now lost. It is equally easy to see that the arrangement of the lunettes in M. iii is

directly derived from the same scheme by omitting the carriers of the festoon and retaining the

winged figures above its downward droops. That the broad semicircular bands which edge the

lunettes below, and form a kind of frame for the ‘ angels ’, are only conventionalized substitutes for

the descending curves of the festoon is made particularly clear by a comparison of the remnant of

the dado once adorning the square outside passage of M. v, seen in Fig. 133 and Plate XLV.

There, too, we see the bust of a winged figure rising from the hollow of a lunette-shaped band, and
the width of the latter and its decoration with bold scroll-work leave no doubt that it was originally

meant to represent part of a festoon. I am at present unable to find an example among Graeco-
Buddhist relievos of a similar development of this frieze motif in which the topmost parts of the

festoon, together with the amorini supporting them, are omitted and only the lunettes left. But
I may refer to the frieze fragment from Gandhara, shown in the right bottom corner of Plate XLI, as

illustrating a modification of the scheme in the reverse direction. Here the downward droop of the

festoon is so much reduced in width that there is no longer space left for a bust, but merely for

a small floral ornament, which, however, in its shape still curiously recalls the wings of the

figure it replaces.

The close connexion which the preceding observations have established between the designs

used for the decorative dados of the Miran temples and the festoon friezes of the Gandhara relievos

helps us to trace the true iconographic descent of the winged figures appearing on the walls of
M. III. They correspond too closely to the youthful figures with wings which we see rising from
the hollows of the festoons in so many of the Gandhara friezes to allow any other direct origin to

be claimed for them. The smallness of these carved winged figures, and still more the much-
reduced scale of the reproductions, make it often difficult to ascertain whether boys or girls are

intended.® But almost invariably their forms are childlike, and this, combined with the constant

male representation of the festoon-carrying putti which flank them, makes it highly probable that

the Gandhara sculptors, in accordance with their regular wont using a classical type which was
ready at hand, modelled them after the youthful winged Eros of Greek mythology. How
accustomed these sculptors were to drawr upon the classical Cupids, whether with or without
wings, for their decorative personnel, and how closely the type presented conformed to classical

tradition, M. Foucher has lucidly demonstrated.® Nor is it difficult to discover why they preferred
the winged form for insertion in the hollows above the festoons. No ornamental device could have
been artistically better suited for filling the tapering sides of the lunettes thus created than the
graceful ends of the wings.

® Cf. Foucher, L’art du Gandhara, i. pp. 240 sq.
;
Figs.

1 16-18, also Figs. 72, 75, 76, 136. See also PI. XLI below,
where the available space has been utilized to reproduce three

relievo fragments of this type now in London.
* For winged figures thus appearing above the garland cf.

Foucher, Z’ar/ du Gandhara, i. Figs. 1 17-18; also British
Museum relievo in centre of PI. XLI, below. The relievo of
Dr. T. W. Arnold (probably from Sahri-bahlol), shown in
the same plate on the left, is a good example of the type with

wingless figures.

® In the friezes reproduced in Figs. 117, 118 of Foucher,

Uart du Gandhdra, the winged musicians look like boys, as

they may be also in the relievos of which much-reduced re-

productions are given in Figs. 75, 76, 1 16, 1 36. On the other

hand, the winged figure in the British Museum fragment shown
in the centre of PI. XLI, below, is undoubtedly female. The
distinction is of interest, but cannot be followed up further here.

' Cf. L’art du Gandhdra, i. p. 241.
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The evidence of the Gandhara relievos just discussed seems sufficient to warrant the con- ‘Angels’

elusion that these winged figures of the Miran dado must be traced back to the classical god of love derived from

as their original iconographic prototype. But there are indications, too, warning us that this descent Cupfds.

may well have been affected at intermediate stages by the influence of Oriental conceptions. In
the figures before us, with their youthful but not childlike looks, their low-cut plain garments and
quasi-sexless features, there is something vaguely suggestive of representations of angels such as
we might have expected to meet with rather in some Early Christian church of the East than in

a Buddhist shrine. I am unable to secure either time or materials for the researches which would
be needed to test and eventually to explain this impression. There may be reasons, chronological
or pther, to put aside altogether the possibility of influence exercised by early Christian iconography.
But it should be remembered that the idea of angels as winged celestial messengers was familiar to
more than one religious system of Western Asia long before Christianity developed its iconography,
and that the Zoroastrian doctrine of Fravashis had specially prepared the ground for it in those wide
regions of ancient Iran through which both the influence of classical art and Buddhist cult must
have passed before reaching the Tarim Basin. No graphic representations of angels appear to
have survived in the Hellenistic East from a sufficiently early period to help us in clearing up the
question where and when the Cupids of classical mythology underwent transformation into that
type of winged figures of which the painter of the dado in M. iii seems to have made use for the
decoration of a Buddhist shrine.^ The unmistakable presence of Semitic traits in most of these faces
makes our thoughts turn instinctively to regions like Mesopotamia and Western Iran as likely

ground for such an adaptation.

However this may be, it is certain that the appearance of such strange figures, unconnected Figures un-

with Buddhism, in the fresco decoration of a Buddhist place of worship need cause us no surprise.

The carved friezes of Gandhara StDpa bases previously referred to, and an abundance of other dhism.

relievos, show us how familiar a procedure it was for Graeco-Buddhist art on Indian soil to use, for

the decoration of Buddhist shrines, figures and whole scenes entirely unconnected with the cult or
sacred tradition of Buddhism. That this decorative practice was inherited by the early Buddhist
art of Central Asia and carried to the very confines of true China was conclusively demonstrated
when, on excavating the neighbouring shrine M. v, of exactly the same type, I discovered that the
interior walls of its cella, under a painted frieze with pious scenes from a well-known Buddhist
legend, were decorated with a dado displaying figures of an altogether secular and frankly Western
character. Finally, it should be remembered that if ever a Central-Asian Herodotus had visited

this temple of Miran, and had cared to inquire from the priest holding charge about the significance

of the winged beings so strangely reminiscent of figures he might have seen before in regions wfliere

Buddhism had never effected a footing, the local guardian would scarcely have been at a loss for

a name and might well have called them Gandharvas. Though in reality not needed, it would
have been an acceptable label

;
for there is abundant evidence to show that this class of celestial

attendants was as popular in the Buddhism of Central Asia and the Far East as their representa-
tion was varied.

’ I am aware that the angel figures which meet us in

Byzantine art are based upon the type of the classical Nike

;

cf. Diehl, Manuel de Tart byzantin, p. 8 ; Strzygowski,

Orient oder Rom, p. 26. Yet the early instances where angels

are presented as youths of distinctly male type, and still more
the representation of Cherubim, point to another source of in-

spiration, the winged Eros. I am unable to follow up the
question further here.
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Section V.—EXCAVATION OF THE TEMPLE M. v

While the work of packing the fresco panels recovered from the shrine M. iii was still in

progress, a closer inspection of the other ruined mounds close by had revealed a small piece of

coloured stucco just to be seen amongfst the debris which covered the south face of the square ruin,

situated some sixty yards to the north-west (see Fig. iii) and marked M. v on the site plan

(Plate 29). It was a badly decayed mass of brickwork (Fig. 128), rising to a height of a^ut
fifteen feet above the level of the ground, which here showed but slight marks of erosion. The
approximately square shape of the ruin and the flatness of its top had from the first suggested tkat

it could not, like some other neighbouring mounds, be the remains of a solid Stupa. Excavation

was started on February 4, and it had not proceeded far before I realized to my great satisfaction

that the ruin was that of a temple, in plan exactly corresponding to the one last cleared and
containing a Stupa built within a circular cella.

As seen from the plan in Plate 32, the walls enclosing the cella formed on the outside a square

of over 40 feet. The sides were approximately orientated, with a westward deflexion of about
10 degrees from the true north. The walls were carefully built with sun-dried bricks measuring
16 by 9 inches and about 5 inches thick. They were nowhere less than 7 feet in thickness,

this solid construction being, no doubt, due to the necessity of meeting the heavy thrust of the

dome which once rose above the rotunda. Outside the cella walls there soon came to light

the remains of a square passage which, judging from what survived of the floor on the south
(Fig. 128), the least injured side, appears to have been about five feet wide. This floor rested on
solid masonry rising about 4I feet from the original level of the ground. Of the wall once
enclosing this passage no trace had anywhere survived, and even the floor had almost completely
disappeared on the north and west faces. Only on the south had the inner wall of the passage
retained enough of its plastered surface to display a small portion of the tempera paintings once
decorating it. As seen in Fig. 133, it showed below, in a dado about i foot 8 inches high, the

boldly painted bust of a winged figure closely resembling the ‘angels’ of M. ill, and above, in

a somewhat narrower frieze, the gladiator-like figure of a man defending himself against a monster
of unmistakably classical composition. We shall have to examine the details further on. Here
it will suffice to mention that the affinity of the painting in style and design to the frescoes of M. iii

was so great as to make me certain from the first that this temple dated back to the same early

period.

It was on the south side, too, that the wall enclosing the cella showed less damage than
elsewhere. There it still rose to a height of about 10 feet from the level of the floor of the cella,

which was about half a foot higher than that of the outer square passage. In other places it was
badly broken, especially on the west side, where a broad cutting, made, no doubt, in the course of
treasure-seeking operations of some former period, had destroyed a segment of the cella wall right
down to the floor. Even the outer passage had here completely disappeared. On the east, where,
as I soon found, the original entrance had lain, the wall flanking it retained a height of only 4 to 5
feet. The north portion of the wall stood to a height of about 8 feet. The Stupa which occupied
the centre of the cella was also broken at a height of a little over 10 feet, as seen in Fig. 129 and
Plate 32. The circular passage around it, 7 feet wide, was choked by heavy debris of bricks
which had fallen from the higher parts of the wall and the vaulting. Its clearing took two days
of hard work, though every available man was brought up from Abdal to help. But by the
evening of the first day sufficient progress had been made to reveal the dimensions and
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adornment of the Stupa base, and to prove that the wall of the circular passage was decorated with

a frescoed frieze and dado.

The Stupa (Fig. 1 29) was built with sun-dried bricks, of the same size as those composing the

walls, and covered witli a thick la)^er of hard white plaster. Its circular base, of which the

elevation is shown in Plate 32, measured 12^ feet in diameter on the level of the floor. Up to

a height of close on 7 feet it had an elaborate series of well-designed mouldings, of which the two

most prominent, together with the straight-edged plinth at the foot, may have been intended to

represent the traditional three stories of a Stupa base. The foot of the Stupa had been dug into

from the east in early times, no doubt with the hope of finding ‘ treasure ’

;
for heavy debris from

thg vaulting blocked the approach to this cutting. The badly broken condition of the Stupa prevents

any estimate of its original height, and for the same reason we are left without any indication of the

height of the dome which must have once risen above it and covered the cella. The dimensions

of the Stupa base and the circular passage around it, however, show that this dome must have had

a span of 263 feet. It is much to be regretted that we have no means to judge of the method

of vaulting likely to have been used for the dome. A comparison of it with the constructive

methods employed in existing structures, of approximately the same period in Syria and other

parts of Western Asia, would have offered considerable interest. From the fact that some small

fragments of coloured plaster turned up in the debris quite close to the top of the Stupa remains

it may be concluded, with some probability, that the interior of the dome was also decorated with

tempera paintings just like the cella walls.

The discovery of several fragments of fine wood-carving in the top layers of the debris filling

the circular passage affords interesting evidence that the vaulting of the cella must have been high

enough to allow space, not merely for the Stupa itself, but also for a ‘Tee’ or superstructure,

obviously in wood, carrying that succession of Chattras, or umbrellas, which always surmounted

the Stupas of Gandhara, just as we still find it over the actual Pagodas of Burma and other

Buddhist lands.^ It is to the staff-like support of such Chattras that I should ascribe a thick and

badly broken piece of timber which was found in the eastern portion of the circular passage, at

a height of about five feet above the floor. Two square holes passing through the middle, and

at right angles to each other, were evidently intended for wooden cross-pieces likely to have

carried an umbrella, perhaps modelled in plaster. It is to the decoration of the square pedestal or

crown intervening between the Stupa dome and the ‘Tee’ proper, as seen in many of the small

Stupas from Gandhara,^ that I am inclined to assign the excellently carved fragment of a small

wooden capital and shaft, probably belonging to a pilaster, M. v. 001, which is reproduced in

Plate XXXIV. The type of acanthus which decorates the front and sides of the capital is plainly

Hellenistic and frequently met with in Gandhara relievos.® It is also represented on the painted

lintel of the gate seen on the south-eastern portion of the frieze of the circular passage (Fig. 134).

The comparison of this interesting piece with the fragments of decorative wood-carving

from the L.B. site of Lou-lan, shown in the same plate, helps to demonstrate the close chrono-

logical connexion between the two groups of ruins. Both this piece and the small fragment of

a similarly carved capital, M. v. 003, have remains of polychrome decoration. The carved lotus,

M. v. 006 (Plate XLVIl), which was found close to the top of the surviving part of the Stupa,

is also likely to have adorned some member of the superstructure. Some of the petals still

retain their gilding. The iron tang which passes through the centre of the carved ornament in

’ Cf. Foucher, L’art du Gandhdra, i. pp. 74 sqq.
;
also with PI. II.

above, p. 38.
’ See e.g. Foucher, L’art du Gandhdra, i. Fig. 118.

» See Foucher, i. Figs. 20, 70, 71 ;
also above, p. 38,
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a slanting fashion probably served to fix it. At a somewhat lower level, but still several feet above

the floor of the circular passage, were found the fragment of a large wooden rosette carved in relievo,

M. V. 008, and two lotus-shaped discs, M. v. 009—10, with traces of painting in different colours.

Other interesting remains came to light on clearing the entrance to the shrine which led

through the eastern portion of the square passage. Of the wooden gate which must have closed

the passage, about 5 feet i inch wide, giving access to the cella, there was found besides other

panels, once painted but decayed beyond recognition, of which M. v. 0011 is a specimen, the well-

carved block, M. V. 0012 (Plate XLVIl), which probably had formed the left end of the lintel. It

shows a large lotus-like flower in bold relievo, placed partly within a floral moulding, and it may be

compared with the carvings L.B. ii. 0014; vi. 001 (Plate XXXIl), which are likely to have served

a similar purpose. On the lintel of the painted gate seen in the previously mentioned frieze

(Fig. 134) a large flower of the type of L.B. vi. 001 occupies an exactly corresponding position.

The low step leading up to the cella entrance was flanked on either side by platforms about six

inches higher, extending along the inner wall of the passage and 2 feet 8 inches wide. Stucco images

must have once occupied these platforms. But of them only pairs of wooden stumps had survived,

manifestly remnants of the core or framework for the legs, and a friable stucco fragment, about

16 inches long, which must have belonged to a statue on the north platform, but the character of

which could no longer be determined. Its surface showed traces of a diaper painted in bright

yellow and green, and probably representing part of a brocaded dress. In this eastern portion of the

passage, of which the width could no longer be exactly determined, was also found the oblong

wooden block, M. v. 007. The nine holes with which it is pierced were evidently intended to hold

incense sticks or small tapers, and the whole, retaining traces of decoration with stucco and paint,

had no doubt served for use in worship.

It will here be convenient to complete the description ol the square passage enclosing the

temple cella by an account of the remains of the tempera paintings that once decorated its inner

wall. It was only a small portion of the wall facing south, as already mentioned, which retained

enough of this decoration to allow its general character to be determined. Even there the total

height of the still extant painted surface of the wall nowhere exceeded three and a half feet from

the floor. The photograph reproduced in Fig. 133 shows the only part of the wall, about three

feet long, in which the arrangement of this fresco decoration into a dado of lunettes and a narrow

frieze above it was still clearly recognizable. Pressure from the broken masonry behind had caused

the painted plaster surface bearing this frieze to bulge forward and overhang, even where it had not

altogether destroyed it. After a few days’ exposure to the violent winds almost constantly blowing

at the time, the surviving portion of this frieze broke away and perished.

I feel all the more glad that I secured a record of it in the above photograph because the

subject and decorative motifs represented in this fragment are of interest in several respects. We
see in it a young male figure, of strong muscular development and apparently nude, defending him-

self with a club carried in his right hand against a monster which is shown in the act of springing

upon him. The head of the monster was unfortunately destroyed by the peeling off of the plaster.

But the body, which showed the well-drawn outlines of a lion, with curling tail and wings, leaves no
doubt that a monster of the classical griffin type was intended. Now we know that composite

monsters of this kind were favourite subjects .in the Hellenistic art of Western Asia from an early

date. Sculptured representations of them directly borrowed from it abound as decorative motifs in

Gandhara relievos, though preference is there given to Tritons, Ichthyocentaurs, and other more
fantastic beings.* The narrow neck and the scalloped crest behind it suggest that the missing head

* Cf. Foucher, Hart du Gandhdra, i. pp. 241 sqq.
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was meant for that of an eagle, as in the classical griffin. But I may note that in the bronze figurine

of a similar monster now in the British Museum, which Sir Hercules Read has described in a recent

publication and to which he was good enough to call my attention,® a body closely resembling that

in our frieze is combined with a head which is altogether fantastic and certainly not of a bird. This

figurine is said to have been found near the Helmand River, a region where, as inter alia my
explorations of 1915 have shown, the influence of Hellenistic art made itself strongly felt.®^

The ground colour of the upper frieze was a bright Pompeian red, showing up well the mauve-
coloured body of the griffin with its wings of dark bluish-grey and the inner ray of its feathers in

terra-cotta. Besides the monster, to the left, there'appeared the remains of a carefully-drawn acanthus

oraament in green, near which was a hanging palmette, and below a large fruit-like object in dark

reddish-brown. Remains of a similar acanthus leaf were traceable higher up to the right of the

human figure. Small single rosettes and leaves were found scattered over the frieze without any
apparent purpose except for filling blank spaces, in a fashion which seems to be also well known to

the late Hellenistic art of the Near East.

Below this frieze, and separated from it by a triple band in white, black, and pale blue,

altogether about eight inches wide, ran the dado already referred to, extending down to the floor.

It was divided into lunettes measuring about 2 feet 9 inches along the top line. One of these,

M. V. 004, seen in Fig. 133, was nearly intact, but so badly cracked that the further damage it

suffered on removal was in no way surprising. Nevertheless, enough has survived of the winged
figure contained in it, and of the festoon-like band forming the lunette, to permit of the reproduction

in Plate XLV and of the detailed description in the list below. Of the similar figure, M. v. 004, in

the lunette adjoining on the left, only portions of the wings could be recovered. The head was here

too much broken to survive removal, but I noted that it was of a slightly different type and had its

hair dressed in the peculiar double-leafed tuft previously observed on the heads of the ‘ angels ’ in

M. Ill dado. I have already had occasion to refer to the broad festoon-like black band, about seven

inches wide and effectively decorated with a bold cloud scroll in red and white, which formed the

lunettes.® It showed clearly how this decorative scheme was derived from the festoon design so

frequent in the relievo friezes of Gandhara sculpture. The background beneath the festoon was

yellow, and decorated with wave lines in red and black. As fragments of the same background

were found still in situ, to a maximum height of six inches, in different places along the foot of the

passage wall facing south and of that on the east and north sides, it could safely be concluded that

the whole of the inner walls of the square enclosing passage had once been painted in a similar

fashion.

As a detailed description of the panel M, v. 004 is given in the list below, it will suffice here to Painting of

call attention to the essential points in which the lunette and the winged figure represented in it

differ from the dado of M, iii. As regards the lunette we may note that it is distinctly flatter. Its

field of bright red may suit the bolder style of painting, but it also shows that the suggestion of the

sky, from which the ‘ angels ’ of M. in seem so appropriately to rise, had passed from the painter’s

purview. Though the winged figure rising with head and shoulders from the lunette is closely akin

in type and pose to the ‘ angels ’ of M. in, yet it shows distinct inferiority in design and technique.

° See Essays and Studies presented to William Ridgeway,

1913, p. 261.

^ The winged Hon of Hellenistic type seems to have made

his way eastwards far beyond Miran, as appears from the

description of two sculptured monsters found in Ho-nan and

attributed approximately to the sixth century a.d. ; cf. Petrucci,

Les documents de la Mission Chavanms, in Revue de tUniver-
site’ de Bruxelles, 1910, p. 507, note i. But I am unable at

present to refer to the pubUcations reproducing those sculp-

tures.

* Cf. above, p. 5 to.
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This is particularly marked in the drawing and colouring of the eyes and in the total absence of the

delicate shading of the flesh. The effect of light and shade and of harmonious tints is sacrificed to

strongly marked outlines and bold colours. There is also less skilful drawing in the wings. From
all this there results a want of vitality which makes it very difficult to believe that the hand working
here painted the fine dado and frieze on the walls of the cella within, or gave its pictorial adornment
to the interior of M. iii.

It was on clearing those parts of the wall of the circular passage within the cella which lay

nearest to the entrance on either side that the fresco decoration of the interior I had hoped for first

revealed itself. The masonry adjoining the entrance was broken down td*^ height of only four or
five feet from the floor, and much of its painted plaster surface had perished. Yet by a piec»of
good fortune it was just there, almost as soon as I could lay bare continuous pieces of painting, that
there emer^d two short inscriptions painted in KharosthI above figures which soon proved to be
parts oFj^rhpper frieze. One was the line inscribed on the gateway which is seen in Figs. 134, 135,
and this'*will be discussed below. The other consisted of a few characters written by the side of the
riding figure which is seen in Fig. 141 and which was quite near the north side of the entrance.
Though only one or two detached words could be deciphered at the time, there was no doubt that
the language and script were the same as on the Niya and Lou-lan tablets. I could not have
wished for better evidence to confirm the conclusion to which I had been already led by my
previous finds, that these temples and wall paintings dated back to the period when the settlements
at the Niya and Lou-lan Sites still flourished.

Yet even thus there was much cause for gratified surprise at the sight which the remains of the
frescoed cella walls presented when at the end of two days’ digging, in an icy gale and whirling dust-
clouds, I could clean and closely examine the paintings. Through the operations of early ‘ treasure-
seekers to which I have previously referred a considerable segment of the circular wall had been
levelled down to the floor on the west side. Whether this had once contained a second entrance or
window could hot be ascertained. But in any case, owing to this destruction, the frescoes were now
found extending over two detached hemicycles or arcs, separated on the east by the entrance, five
fejt across, and on the west by a gap more than three times wider. In the northern arc the higher
portion of the surface of the wall had, even where the masonry survived, for some reason suffered so
badly that of an upper frieze once decorating it nothing could be made out but detached and half-

effaced groups of small figures. In the frescoed dado below this it was easy, in spite of faded
colours and plentiful cracks of the plaster, to recognize a remarkably graceful composition closely
approaching Hellenistic models both in design and in details. The dominant classical influence
revealed itself at once in the characteristic decorative feature of the whole composition. It was
a broad undulating festoon of wreaths and flowers which youthful figures carried on their shoulders
with the ease of true puth, while from the hollows of the festoon there rose in succession the heads
and busts of men and girls, showing a striking variety of types. It was the motif so familiar in the
festoon-decorated friezes of Gandhara sculpture which I have discussed above, and the common
classical source of inspiration was here obvious at a glance.

Section VI.—MURAL PAINTING OF A BUDDHIST LEGEND IN CELLA M.v
For two reasons it is convenient to begin our description of the whole wall decoration of the

celk M. v from the southern of the two hemicycles or arcs last referred to. In the first place, the
surface of the circular wall surviving there, especially towards the south-east, being better presented
had, m addition to the dado, retained a considerable and very interesting portion of an upper main
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frieze, besides traces of a third above it. In the second place, considering the influence of the

pradaksitm custom as explained above, it seems highly probable that the composition of the wall-

paintings as a whole had its starting-point on the left of the entrance to the cella and thus in the

south-eastern segment. As is shown by the photographs of the extant wall-paintings in the southern

arc (reproduced in Figs. 134-40), the foot of the wall was adorned with a dado which contained

a cycle of festoon-carrying figures and of others appearing in the lunettes between them. The
height of this dado from the floor to the lower edge of the triple border which separated it from

the upper frieze was 2 feet 6 inches. Then followed a border composed of three bands in black,

slaty green, and cream, each abouTone and a half inches wide. This border, but with the succession

of*its bands reversed, was repeated along the top of the frieze which surmounted the dado. The
frieze was almost intact over a segment about fourteen feet long. On its field of bright Pompeian
red, close on three feet wide, there extended a continuous succession of scenes presenting a picture

more striking than any I had yet set my eyes upon in the course of my explorations. With most
of the figures shown in movement from left to right, it seemed at first sight to suggest something

like a triumphal procession.

Where, over a small portion of the segment to the south-east, the cella wall still rose to a height Remains of

of nearly ten feet, there could be distinguished above the upper frieze parts of the legs and feet
frieze,

of at least three richly-dressed male figures, evidently life size, standing in a row. The painted

frieze to which they belonged seemed to have extended into that section of the wall where the

vaulting began. But the frescoed remains were too scanty to permit of any surmise as to the

general decorative scheme followed, and for the same reason they need not detain us here long.

The drawing in the remains of these figures seemed very stiff and poor by contrast with the frieze

and dado below. All appeared to have been represented with long coats reaching to the knee and

painted in rich yellows and greens. Underneath these were seen the ends of bulging trousers in

deep purple and brown. The legs were encased in what looked like stockings, but they may Have

been meant for big boots or mocassins. On one figure, they were dark red above and green over

the feet ; on the other, black above, red below down to the ankle, and yellow' over the feet. But

the peculiar feature of this leg- and foot-gear was its rich ornamentation of arabesques in crimson,

dark green, and yellow
;
among them fantastic scroll-work was abundant, recalling the wave lines

of Chinese embroidery. Considering the scanty remains of this topmost fresco band, there is less

reason to regret that, owing to their position, I could not secure any satisfactory photograph of

them. The plaster surface which bore them was far too brittle for removal, and on my return in

1914 was found to have broken away completely. It may be mentioned here in passing that among
the small detached fragments of wall-painting brought away from the debris of the circular passage

there are two, M. v. 0014 (Plate XLV), 0017, which from their scale may be supposed to have

belonged to that topmost band.

Fortunately a kindlier fate had watched over the fresco frieze surmounting the dado, for which Painted

special importance must be claimed on account of both the subject and its treatment. I proceed to above

describe it from the photographs reproduced in Figs. 134-40 and the detailed notes recorded on

the spot. Starting from the extreme left marked by the south side of the entrance, I found a piece

of the frieze about three feet long, broken down to less than half of its original height through the

decay of the wall at its back. On this piece, of which the right end is shown by Fig. 134, it was
possible to distinguish only a balustraded substructure in wood and above it a low throne, of the

Indian gadl type, covered with drapery. Seated on this, and with the feet resting on a footstool,

appeared the lower part of a figure wearing a flesh-coloured robe laid in ample folds after the

classical fashion. To the left of this seated figure there remained the legs of a red-robed personage.
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and to the right the bodies from the hip downwards of two smaller attendants wearing robes in

green and red. Beyond these to the right there could just be distinguished, in faded outlines, the

bare legs of a somewhat larger standing figure.

Here the intact portion of the frieze was reached, as seen in Fig. 134, where it showed a

princely figure riding out of what obviously represented a palace gate. The wooden framework of

the walls on either side was indicated by posts and beams painted in light brown with red outlines.

On the lintel above the rider’s head a line was inscribed in Kharosthi characters, black and about

three-quarters of an inch long (Fig. 142), to which we shall return further on. Above the lintel there

was represented a long panel decorated with acanthus leaves and palmettes, and to the right of the

lintel a large carved flower. This, as already mentioned, closely resembled the piece of wood-

carving, M. v. 0012 (PI. XLVIl), from the cella gate actually found in the entrance passage, as well as

similar carved pieces from the Lou-lan Site L.B.^ The horseman’s features and dress were very

like those of the princely personage represented further on in the frieze and also in the lunette of

the dado immediately below it. The face in all three figures bore a curious Oriental expression,

evidently meant to characterize an Indian, and very different from the features of the male heads

appearing in the dado. Here the ‘ prince’ was dressed in a crimson cloak descending across the left

shoulder to below the waist, and closely resembling in type that of the principal figure in the fresco

panel, M. iii. 002 (Plate XLIIl). A green garment recalling the Indian ‘ Dhoti’ covered the lower part

of the body. A rich jewelled armlet, a broad necklace, and triple bracelets, all painted in red, were

intended to mark the high rank of the rider and were also found in the other two representations of

the same figure. The head-dress, practically identical in all three cases, consisted of a turban or

puggaree laid in white ring-like folds with red oudines round a conical knob (left white on the

rider’s head, but black elsewhere), which represents the top portion of a high cap like the modern

kiilla worn by Pathans. The end of the puggaree was turned up behind in fan-fashion, just as it is

so often seen in the head-dress of princely personages and others in the Gandhara sculptures. The

only striking modification of the latter type was in the two lunette-shaped upturned flaps in red

which rose above the close-fitting rim of the head-dress, just as in several of the fresco fragments

from M. nr in Plates XLIII, XLIV, these flaps evidently being meant to show the lining of the conical

cap turned outside.

His horse, remarkably well drawn, was white, and had a small head. Its bridle and head-stall

were decorated with round red tufts
;
the saddle-cloth appearing beneath the rider’s seat was brown

with black borders. Passing across the horse’s breast, and apparently fastened to the saddle, was

a broad belt made up of three strings or straps, over which were fixed large round and square

plaques, evidently of metal. It would certainly be of interest to trace the relation between this

ornamental horse-gear and that seen in late classical sculpture, with which it seems to present

points of contact. But neither time nor materials are within my reach. It must suffice to mention

that the large round plaques or bosses are found in a corresponding position on the shoulders of

Prince Siddhartha’s horse Kanthaka in the Gandhara relievos.*

In front of the horseman a chariot was drawn quadriga-fashion by four white horses, wearing

across the breast harness of the exact type just described. Here, too, the drawing of the animals

was good, the trotting movement being indicated with ease (Figs. 135, 136), On the other hand,

the drawing of the chariot was curiously clumsy in perspective, the object apparently being to show
both wheels and sides. The wheels were painted black with crimson spokes, the body of the

chariot purple, with a broad rim in yellow edging its top and showing elaborate tracery in red and
black. Above the central portion there rose the head and shoulders of a beautiful and richly-

See above, pp. 405, 514. ’ Cf. e.g. Foucher, Uart du Gandhdra, i. Figs. 182-84.
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adorned woman, apparently holding the reins, with her left hand resting on the chariot front. Her

hair descended in black tresses below the neck, with love-locks in front of the ears and two fringes

crossing the forehead. The face was of a ‘Houri’-like type, suggesting development from some

Hellenistic model under Iranian influence. Her turban-like head-dress was nearly the same as that

worn by the second female figure in the dado below, and can be described there in detail, being

represented on a larger scale. Two strings of red beads crossing the hair obliquely werq fastened

with a large circular jewel ornament above the middle of the forehead. Her dress consisted of

a mauve-coloured bodice, open in front, over which descended two strings of yellowish beads from

the side of the neck, and of a dark green mantle or stole laid in heavy folds across the left shoulder.

Standing behind the fair charioteer appeared the figures of two children, rather poorly drawn,

with heads disproportionately large. The peculiar lock on the forehead resembling a double leaf

with stem, already familiar from the ‘ angels ’ of the dado in M. iii, made them recognizable as boys.

The one to the right was dressed in a yellow vest, the other in one of light blue, the edges being

in each case trimmed with red. On the arm of the boy to the left were jewelled bands and a

bracelet.

In front of the chariot was painted a tree, evidently intended to mark a sylvan setting for the White

scene, like the foliage and tree appearing in the background further on. Both trees were drawn

in a manner closely resembling that which is displayed by the fresco panel M. iii. 003 and has been scene,

discussed above. Over a cone of dark green, almost approaching black, intended to represent the

shady mass of the foliage as a whole, were painted leaves and flowers in yellow, intermingling with

some leaves in a pale green. The branches bearing them were shown in very dark crimson and

the tree trunks in brown, with knobs indicating lopped branches. Between the two trees, and

against a dark background in which foliage, as seen in Figs. 136, 137, could still be made out,

a richly-caparisoned white male elephant was marching. It was drawn with remarkable truth to

life, and looked the principal, and also the best modelled, figure in the extant portion of the frieze.

The expression of the animal’s eye and face and the movement of its legs were caught with much

skill and obviously from personal observation. Large circular bosses, painted yellow with red

outlines and probably intended to represent gold ornaments, decorated the forehead and trunk, and

were held in position by means of narrow black bands. Three strings of big rings, yellow with red

rims, were seen hanging over the elephant’s right ear. A diadem of yellow leaves, outlined in red

and evidently representing gold, encircled its forehead. Equally rich was the covering of its back.

Over a black saddle-cloth, perhaps of felt and edged with fringes alternately red and black, was

spread a carpet-like fabric, yellow in colour and probably meant for cloth of gold. It showed,

woven or embroidered, a diaper of pink-outlined circlets, each filled with a five-petalled rosette

alternately crimson and light blue. Large metal bells, painted in dark red, hung from the corners

of the saddle-cloth. Close to the bell above the right hind leg was written on the white back-

ground of the quarter a short inscription (Fig. 144), in three lines of small but clear Kharosthi

characters and a little over two inches long, which will be discussed further on.

In front of the elephant and leading him by the trunk was seen moving a personage (Fig. 137) Prince

who, by the characteristic head-dress and clothes corresponding exactly (except for some variation

in colour) to those of the horseman and of the figure in the dado lunette below, and by the rich

leading

elephant.

jewellery on neck, ears, arm, and wrist, could clearly be recognized as an Indian prince. The stole-

like cloak thrown over the left shoulder was light green ; the Dhoti-like garment clothing the

body from the hips downwards was yellow, and draped in rich folds unmistakably derived from

classical models and indicated by red outlines. The broad jewelled necklace, the big flower-shaped

ear-rings, the armlet with its central jewel, and the triple bracelet were all painted in yellow
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meant for gold, with red lines marking the edges. While the left hand supported the elephant’s

trunk, the right carried a peculiarly shaped jug, painted a yellowish-brown, apparently representing

metal. By its very narrow base and straight spout it closely resembled the vessel which is known in

Northern India as ‘ Ganga-sagar ’ and is in traditional use among the Hindus for sacrificial offerings

of water.

Moving forward, in a row and with uniform attitude, to meet the prince were seen four plainly-

dressed figures (Fig. 138). By their bushy hair and beards, and by the long staffs which they

carried in their left hands along with a small bowl for water {kamandalu in Skr.), they could easily

be recognized as typical representations of Indian ascetics. All of them had ruddy faces as befits

men living in the open jungle, with bare browned breasts. The simple garments were alik^in

shape, but differed in colours. The white-bearded old man on the left had his head covered with

a small white puggaree. With a yellow Dhoti below the hips he carried a green cloak laid over

both shoulders in a fashion which is also adopted for the Sanghati elsewhere (see Plate XLIII), its

ends descending below the knee. The middle-aged man next to him, with heavy black beard and

moustache, was clothed in a purple cloak and yellow Dhoti. The beardless youth following had

locks descending below the ears, and the rest of the hair, on the partly-effaced crown of the head,

dressed into what looked like a knob. His garments were a bright green Dhoti and a yellow

cloak. The last figure on the right, much better preserved, was again middle-aged, with bared

head and curly beard and moustaches, all black. He wore a purple cloak and a green Dhoti.

Beyond this last figure, in the background, a tree was visible, with foliage made up of broad

green leaves and small curves of white flowers edging it. In the foreground the portion of another

quadriga (Fig. 140) still survived, the rest being lost through the breakage of the cella wall where

it adjoined the previously mentioned cutting. In outlines and colours this quadriga was the exact

replica of the one in the left part of the frieze, but the right arm and breast which remained of

a figure holding the reins were clearly those of a male. Further on, what was left of. the broken

portion of the frieze only showed traces of the wheels of two more chariots with a large draped

figure between them, moving ahead and carrying in his right hand a fan-like object.

In the northern arc of the circular passage, beyond the big cutting, the upper part of the cella

wall had, as already stated, suffered so badly that only isolated fragments of the frieze once

decorating its surface survived, and those, too, solely in the lowest parts. None of them were more
than about a foot in height. The first fragment from the left containing some recognizable objects

is faintly visible in the photograph, Fig. 143, above the border dividing the frieze from the dado.

There a shaggy lion, with its head effaced and its tail drawn in between the hind legs, was seen

seated and facing three animals of which only the legs with cloven hoofs remained. Beyond this

to the right, after some remnants on which the legs of two standing figures and something like

a curtained entrance might be recognized, portions of two small male figures followed, similar to

those seen in Fig. 141. One of them, wearing a reddish-brown vest and a green under-garment,
had a diaper of small squares, eyidently meant to indicate scale armour, over the right arm and
over a short skirt covering the abdomen. The right hand seemed to grasp the middle of what
might be a lance.

After some badly effaced animal figures, among which the legs of a trotting horse, a yellow-
skinned beast with black spots and short tail, and another beast in crouching position could just be
made out, there followed the small fragment seen in Fig. 141. Here, too, were to be seen two male
figures, moustached, of the type and dress just referred to. Their heads, fairly well preserved, had
white puggarees wound round them in a fashion curiously reminiscent of the head-dress of Darius
in the famous Pompeian mosaic of the battle of Alexander. Both figures wore closely-fitting
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bodices, green on the left and flesh-coloured on the right, with cloaks coloured in the reverse order

across the left shoulder; the scale-armour skirt over the hips and abdomen is also recognizable in

the photograph. The left figure, wearing bangles on the right arm, seemed to point towards the

animals, while the other raised the left hand in a gesture which apparently expressed abhorrence

or pity. Above the shoulder of this figure three KharosthI characters tentatively read by me as

i/ia tni ^ra (?) were faintly traceable. On the extreme right, and quite close to the edge of the wall

still retaining a wooden door-jamb, appeared a small youthful figure astride a galloping animal which

seemed to have the body of a yellow, black-spotted beast, but the head and neck of a horse

(Fig. 141). The rider, lightly clad as if in a vest and ‘shorts’, had his arms clasped round the

anifnal’s neck. By the side of his breast I could just make out two KharosthI characters which

seemed to read ese, like the first two visible on the inscribed lintel at the beginning of the

frieze.

I could not reasonably hope that these sorry remnants of the frieze on the w'all of the northern Interpreta-

hemicycle would help towards the interpretation of the scenes presented. It was different with the

animated procession which unrolled itself before me on the fascinating frieze of the remaining southern frieze,

arc. Strangely reminiscent of the distant Hellenistic West as were the background with its fine

Pompeian red and a good deal of the details in the drawing, there could be no possible doubt that

the subject of the frieze was taken from some Buddhist sacred story. Yet my knowledge of Bud-
dhist hagiology failed me at the time for the identification of it, nor could I subsequently find leisure

for a systematic search even when the needful books might have been available. So it was a special

gratification to me when, in the summer of 1910, the puzzle as to the subject of the frieze was solved

by my friend, M. Foucher. From my photographs and description he very soon recognized scenes

from the legend of King Vi^vantara (Vessantara), well known among the hundreds of Jdfakas or
‘ Stories of the Buddha’s former births ’.

The legend, contained in the Pali ydtaka and found also in various Sanskrit versions of the Story ot

cycle, must have been particularly popular
; for not only is it represented among the sculptures of Vessantara-

the old Indian school decorating the Stupas of Sanchi and Amaravatl, but it also is one of the few
Jatakas of which representations have so far come to light among the relievos of the Gandhara
region. Considering that the legend was localized at one of the famous sacred sites of Gandhara,
near the present Shahbazgarhi, it is certainly curious that the illustration of it in Graeco-Buddhist

sculpture is confined to three fragments from the relievo panels that once decorated the sides of the

Jamalgarhi stairs and are now at the British Museum.® The story is related at great length in the

early Pali version of the ydtaka, and, as it is conveniently accessible in the translation and otherwise

well known, the briefest summary may suffice here.*

It tells how Prince Vessantara, in whom the Buddha had incarnated himself in a previous birth, Prince

being heir of a royal family and imbued with excessive devotion to charity, made a pious gift of Vessantara’s

a wonderful white elephant which could produce rain, as well as of its priceless ornaments, to certain

Brahmans. At the desire of the people, who felt alarmed at the loss thus suffered by their kingdom,
Vessantara was banished by the king, his father, into the forest. As he left the royal city, taking

his wife MaddI (Madri), who insisted on sharing his exile, and his two young children mounted on
a chariot, he gave away loads of precious things. He had ‘ distributed to beggars all he had ’, and
was moving away from the city, when he was approached by four Brahman mendicants who had come
too late for the great giving of alms and now asked for the horses of his chariot. After he had

* See Foucher, L’art du Gandhdra, i. pp. 270 sq., mention in texts.

283 sqq. In the latter place references are also given to * Cf. E. B. Cowell ami W. PI. D. Rouse, The Jalaka, vi.

other sculptured representations of the legend and to its pp. 246—305.

3 X1ST4
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given them, four gods in the guise of red deer took their places and drew the chariot onwards until

Vessantara, on being asked by another Brahman, gave away the chariot also. Moving on afoot and

carrying the children, the prince and his wife then retired to a hermitage in the mountains. There

finally he was made by the gods to give away in pious gifts, first his children, and then even his

faithful consort. After having thus tried his inexhaustible charity by the severest tests, the gods

ultimately restored his wife and children to him and caused him to be installed as king by his father,

who had come to seek him in the forest. Thus all ended in perfect earthly happiness after the wont

of old folk-lore stories.

With the legend once identified, it is easy for us to recognize the scenes presented in the

photographs of that portion of the frieze which I found extant On its extreme left (Figs. 134, *35)

we see Vessantara in princely dress riding out of the gate of the royal palace, preceded by Maddi

and his two children, in ‘ a gorgeous carriage with a team of four Sindh horses ’, just as the ydtaka

describes them.® That the children are shown by the painter as boys is of special interest, as the

ydtaka story with characteristic inconsequence speaks of them in some places as a boy 0^0
(Kanhajina), and in others again as two sons, this apparent variance of tradition being found both in

the prose and in the metrical portions of the text, which are probably older.* We have next before

us the magical white elephant and the prince in the act of leading it up for presentation (Figs. 136,

137). The intended gift is indicated quite clearly by the sacrificial vessel which he carries, and from

which water will have to be poured out in accordance with the ancient Indian rite of donation

distinctly mentioned by the ydtaka in connexion with a similar incident further on in the story.^

By a kind of anachronism, about the reason of which it would be of little profit to speculate,

seeing how small a portion of the whole frieze remained, but for which it would be easy to adduce

parallels from other pictorial representations of sacred lore, the gift of the magical elephant, being

one of the most striking incidents of Vessantara’s story, is introduced in the course of the prince’s

progress, though it really preceded his departure from his royal home and all the incidents which

followed as recorded by the y&taka. One of the earliest of these is the encounter with the four

Brahmans to whom the gift of the horses is made. There can be no possible doubt that these are

represented by the four figures of mendicants who in the frieze come to meet the prince amidst

sylvan scenery. Was it adherence to another version of the legend or merely artistic licence which

brought them here face to face with the prince leading the elephant ? No safe answer seems possible

at present. Nor can we hope to learn whether the reappearance of the chariot and quadriga

immediately beyond, on the broken part of the frieze before the big westward gap, relates to the

incident about the gift of the chariot to another Brahman as told in the ydtaka.

Whatever freedom the artist may have claimed in selecting and arranging the scenes for his

composition, we note close adherence to the legend in several characteristic details. Thus the

jewel-bedecked appearance of the prince in each scene is manifestly designed to emphasize ‘ the

priceless ornaments which he wore on his body ’, as the ydtaka tells us, and which he also distributed

to beggars when leaving the city. The same intention seems to have guided the painter s hand in

the presentation of the miracle-working white elephant, which might well pass for an exact illustra-

tion of its wonderful ornaments so~diffusely recorded in the ydtaka. The description there given is

too long to be quoted in extenso.* It may suffice to note from this fairy-tale inventory that ‘ on his

back were nets of pearls, of gold, and of jewels, three nets worth three hundred thousand, in the

* See Cowell and Rouse, TheJaiaka, vi. p. 264. tion of detail in other versions of the legend.
• Cf. e.g. the mention of boy and girl, loc. cit., pj). 252, ' See loc. cit., vi. p. 283.

264 sq., etc., with the two sons referred to loc. cit., pp. 257, • See Cowell and Rouse, TheJataka, vi. p. 233.
264. I am unable to spare time for following up this varia-
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two ears two hundred thousand, on his back a rug worth a hundred thousand, the ornament on the

frontal globes worth a hundred thousand . . . those on the two tusks two hundred thousand, the

ornament on his trunk a hundred thousand The equally sigmificant detail of the sacrificial jug

carried by the prince has already been referred to.

The almost complete destruction of the frieze on the wall of the north hemicycle must be all Remnants

the more regretted because it has prevented us from seeing how the artist had treated the later and

particularly dramatic incidents of Vessantara’s story. It would have been interesting to compare cycle,

his treatment of them with the description that Sung Yiin has left us of the representations,

probably painted, which he saw at the sacred site near Shahbazgarhi, where Buddhist tradition of

Gaffidhara had localized the legend, and which, he tells us, were so touching that even the barbarians

could not withhold their tears on contemplating them.® As it is, we must feel gratified that

M. Foucher’s happy identification enables us to recognize and interpret certain characteristic figures,

even among the scanty and badly injured remnants of the lowest part of the frieze. Thus the lion

visible in Fig. 143, the yellow-skinned animal with black spots, and another crouching beast further

on are likely to represent the lion, the tiger, and the pard whose shapes three gods assumed in order

to delay Maddi’s return to the hermitage and to protect her from the wild beasts of the forest while

the wicked Brahman carried off her children as a gift from the prince. The youth seen on the right

of Fig. 141, astride a galloping animal with the head of a horse and the body of a beast like those

confronting the lion in Fig. 143, may be meant for one of the princely children disporting himself

among the strange beasts of the jungle. The two men in scale armour seen in the same fragment

of the frieze, and appearing also in another, might possibly have been intended to symbolize as it

were the great armed host which, as the y&taka tells us, the king, Vessantara’s father, took with

him when he proceeded into the forest to recall his saintly son and bestow the crown upon him.^®

Section VII.—THE PAINTED DADO OF CELLA M. v

Leaving the interpretation of the short inscriptions which appeared on the well-preserved part Festoon

of the frieze to be discussed further on, we may now turn to the fascinating cycle of figures which ‘decoration,

formed the dado at the foot of the painted cella wall. The undulating festoon connecting and

framing these figures was a feature plainly Hellenistic in origin and type. We have had occasion

to show above how frequent a motif it was in the decoration of Gandhara relievo panels, and to

point out the general resemblance in the figurative personnel combined with it there and in our

dado. But before we proceed to review these figures in their striking variety, a few details about

the festoon itself may conveniently be recorded here.

The festoon, as clearly seen in Figs. 134-40, was formed of a wreath painted in black, about Arrange-

five and a half inches wide, and arranged in alternately rising and drooping curves. Including the

width of the wreath, the maximum height of the festoon was about 1 foot 8 inches. The
descending curves, which formed the lunettes filled by a succession of portraits, were slightly wider

than the ascending curves borne on the shoulders of youthful supporting figures. This accounts for

the latter being painted on a somewhat smaller scale than the portrait busts. The distance from

the centre of one ascending curve to that of the next measured on the average 2 feet 7 inches.

If we assume this dimension for the lunettes to have been observed throughout, and from the

ascertained diameter of the cella, 26-5 feet, calculate that its circumference along the circular passage

wall was approximately 83-26 feet, we are led to infer that, excluding the width of the entrance,

® Cf. Foucher, L'art du Gandhdra, i. p. 285 ;
Chavannes, See Cowell and Rouse, The Jataka, vi. pp. 299 sqq.

Voyage de Song Yun, pp. 413 sq., 419 sq.
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about 5 feet i inch, the surface of the wall available for the painted dado could accommodate a

total of thirty lunettes with the corresponding number of portraits within them. If there ever was

an entrance or a window reaching down low on the west side, where I found the passage wall

completely broken, the total number of lunettes and portraits would have been limited to twenty-eight.

Out of these, as we shall see, twenty could still be traced, though some only in very imperfect outlines.

The raised portions of the wreath on either side of the supporting figures had a fastening

ribbon, usually double and of greenish-buff colour. Below and above each ribbon the wreath was

decorated with triplets of small balls representing flowers, alternately pink and white. Ribbons in

exactly the same position are also found on festoons of Gandhara relievos,^ and examples of flowers

fixed to the wreaths would probably be traceable on closer examination. At the bottom of <he

drooping curve of the festoon and partly covering it there was always painted a curious oval object

resembling a wide turned-down jar. It can be seen in part in Figs. i 34 »
I 35> but had generally

suffered badly through effacement. Its colours, where they could still be made out, varied much.

There was solid black edged with pink dots resembling small flowers ;
crimson ; white ;

bright red

;

slaty grey, and in one case pink filled with small seed-like dots in black. The true interpretation is

furnished by a comparison with the festoons of the Gandhara relievo, where we very often see the

drooping portions weighed down by big fruits suggesting gourds or melons.* The background of

the dado was of a pale buff colour. Within the lunettes, on either side of the head and between it

and the festoon, was painted a rosette, six- or seven-petailed, of the conventional type common in late

Hellenistic art (see M. v. vi in Plate XLIV). The colours of these rosettes were always green on one

side and pink or white on the other.

The youthful supporters of the festoon were always standing figures of three-fourths length.

Among them two distinct types were represented, both unmistakably classical in origin and design,

and treated with an animated freedom and a variety of individual expression which clearly bear the

impress of Hellenistic art. To one type belonged the wingless amortni, of which we see characteristic

specimens in Figs. 134, 138, 140. The other was represented by youthful draped figures wearing

the Phrygian cap, and, in spite of a certain girlish cast of face, unmistakably recalling the figure of

the young Mithras, whose worship had spread from the Iranian marches of the Hellenistic East to

the most distant provinces of the Roman empire. Specimens of this type are seen in Figs. 135,

^36. 137, 143, and one particularly good, though poorly preserved, head is found in the fresco panel

M. V. X (Plate XLIv). It is of interest to note that among the wingless amorini which carry the

festoons of the Gandhara relievos draped figures of children are not altogether unknown.® Another

point of contact with the arrangement of these sculptured panels is the way in which the festoon-

carrying figures of the dado usually faced each other in pairs.* Their function necessarily implied

a certain limitation of the poses. Yet there was an obvious effort made to introduce a pleasing

variety, not merely in facial features and the expression of the eyes, but also in the position of the

arms and hands. Thus some pidti were shown with both arms passed behind the festoon and their

fingers resting on its edges (Fig. 1 38) ; others carried the festoon only on one shoulder, usually the

left (Figs. 134, 135, 140, 143), while one or two among them had a small appropriate object, such

as a grape or patera (M. v. x, Plate XLIV), placed in their right hand. It was, no doubt, also due to

the same love of variety that the amorini and Phrygian-capped youths were either introduced
alternately or else, when placed in pairs, always made to face each other.

This happy association of wingless Erotes and childlike Mithras figures seemed symbolic of the

Cf. e.g. Foucher, Lari du Gandhdra, L Fig. ii8. * Cf. Figs. 135—36, 138-40; Foucher, Uart du Gatt-
* See below, PI. XLI; Foucher, loc. cit., i. Figs. 1 17, 118. dhdra, i. p. 240.
’ Cf. the panel on left of PI. XU.
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two main influences reflected by the remarkable portraits which filled in succession the hollows of

the undulating festoon. In each of them there rose the head and bust of a man or girl, presented

with a freedom of individual expression which made the effect most striking, in spite of the often

faded colours. In the drawing and the method of painting, the influence of Hellenistic art appeared

quite as predominant as it undoubtedly is in the Graeco-Buddhist sculpture of Gandhara. But with

it there seemed to mingle, though in a far less pronounced fashion, the influence of types which the

renascent art of ancient Iran had affected. With one exception, and that of the portrait of the

Indian prince manifestly borrowed from the frieze above, there was nothing in these portraits to

suggest that the art which found expression in them had received any Indian impress. It was

ohwious at a glance that none of the figures united in this strangely fascinating cycle could have any

relation to the Buddhist worship which the shrine was intended to serve. Even without the evidence

furnished by so niany of the purely decorative relievos of Graeco-Buddhist art, we could hardly fail

to realize that the object of the whole dado cycle was frankly to please the eyes. Nor could it,

perhaps, surprise those who have read in my Personal Narrative of the trying conditions under which

my work at this site and for months before was done, that the contrast presented by these gay figures

made me at first look upon them as if they had been designed to personify the varied pleasures

of life.

As in the case of the frieze above, it will be best to begin the detailed description of the First figures

surviving portions of the dado from the left end of the south hemicycle, just where it must have

begun to unfold itself to the eyes of pious visitors starting their circumambulation of the Stupa. On
the wall immediately adjoining the entrance to the circular passage, the festoon started with the

middle of an ascending curve, where the wreath was secured with the usual ribbon, here scarlet in

colour and continued as a scarf hanging downwards. The first lunette was filled with a large

crimson flower nearly a foot across, having petals and sepals of a conventional type and a circular

centre in buff with small red rings representing seeds or stamens. The next upward bend of the

festoon was carried by the amorino who is seen in Fig. 134 holding his right hand against his breast

and draped round the hips with a brick-red loin-cloth. The hair on his forehead was dressed with

the double-leaf lock familiar to us from the ‘ angels ’ of M. iii. In this and all the other figures of

the dado the ‘ light and shade ’ treatment of the flesh could, owing to the larger scale, be observed

quite clearly, being the same as that detailed in the description of the fresco panels from M. iii.

The succeeding lunette was filled with the portrait of a graceful girl (Figs. 134, 135, 139), Girl playing

playing on a four-stringed mandoline and turning her eyes demurely downwards. Her rich black hair

was dressed on the forehead in the fashion already described above in the fresco fragment M. iir.

0019 (Plate XLIV), and gathered in a bunch behind the neck with a crimson ribbon running round it.

A diadem made up of red beads, with two large and two small red jewels in the centre, stretched over

the hair on the forehead. A large wreath of white roses, with pink stamens in their centres,

encircled the head. A curly love-lock descended before each ear, from which hung a crimson

flower. The full sensual lips harmonized with the elaborate adornment of this mature beauty, and

the glowing effect was heightened by the rich crimson of the cloak thrown over her left shoulder and

across part of her slate-coloured vest. To the right the festoon was carried by a Phrygian-capped

youth with both hands resting on it. A close-fitting green garment descended from the neck to

above the knees ;
the buff cap covered the ears and part of the neck with its long flaps.

In the hollow following there was seen the head and bust of a bearded male figure (Figs. 135, Bearded

1 39), facing the girl just described and striking in features and dress. The heavy mass of curly

biack hair, the bushy moustache, and long beard were by themselves sufficient clearly to distinguish

this head from the almost classical male heads represented among the other portraits. In the
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expression of the eyes, the heavy eyebrows meeting above the broad nose, the low forehead, and
thick lips there seemed something curiously suggestive of the type by which late classical art repre-

sented northern barbarians, such as Scythians or Gauls. The right hand raised against the breast

held a goblet, no doubt meant to be of glass, since the colours of the dress behind were made to

shine through it. The coat of pale bluish-grey was crossed in front by a broad scarf showing bold

arabesques in red and black over cream ground. Everything about the face, pose, and dress

seemed to convey that whole-hearted attachment to the good things of this world which, judging from

early Chinese accounts and other evidence, seems always to have been the predominant note in the

character of the people inhabiting the oases of Eastern Turkestan, just as it is at the present day.

As if prompted by an appropriate association, the painter had made the Phrygian-capped yoUth

supporting the festoon immediately to the right carry a bunch of crimson grapes in his hand. The
photograph reproduced in Fig. 136 has unfortunately failed to bring out this detail. The carefully

painted figure with its large dreamy eyes was dressed in a closely-fitting green vest with sleeves,

and carried a mauve-coloured cap or hood, beneath which small curly locks appeared fringing the

forehead.

The male bust occupying the hollow of the festoon beyond could at a glance be recognized as

an exact replica of the figures representing Prince Vessantara in the frieze above. It was evidently

not by mere chance that this portrait had found its place in the dado just below the scene show-
ing the prince in the act of giving away the white elephant. The appearance of this animal,

emblematic of India, would suffice to make the position particularly appropriate if an Indian, too,

was to be included in this striking cycle of portraits. .The features of the face, clean-shaven except

for a small curling moustache, such as the Graeco-Buddhist sculptors had borrowed for their favourite

representation of Gautama Bodhisattva, probably from contemporary Indian fashion, and the

dreamy-looking eyes conveyed an unmistakably Indian expression of softness. The locks of black

hair descending below the ears helped to give an elongated appearance to the face. The head-dress

conformed in all details to that worn by the Vessantara figures, and need not be described here

again. The ample cloak of light green was thrown over the left shoulder. The greater part of the

breast being thus left bare seemed, by contrast with the fully-draped appearance of the other

portraits in the cycle, as if intended to mark out a stranger introduced from the far-off south. The
large ornament in the ear, the broad jewelled band round the neck, and the heavy bracelets, all

painted in dark red, are familiar to us from the frieze. Yet here, with this Indian figure brought
into a company wholly worldly, they might, perhaps, be interpreted as symbolizing that naive
delight in rich jewellery to which Indian manhood of high rank has always been peculiarly prone,

as is proved by abundant evidence, including the sculptures of Gandhara. The right hand seemed
to raise a fruit, which by its shape and colour, a clear buff with red edge, suggested a pomegranate.

On the right, beyond an amorino with the leaf-shaped lock on the forehead and a reddish-

brown loin-cloth over the hips, there appeared in the next lunette the portrait of a beautiful girl,

carrying in graceful pose on her left shoulder a narrow-necked decanter of transparent ware and in

her right hand a white patera (Figs. 138, 140). Her large eyes full of animation, turned half to the
left and slightly upwards, seemed to offer a greeting to the visitor approaching from the entrance in

the orthodox fashion. In her delicate and carefully drawn face, Greek features seemed to mingle
strangely with others which recalled a Levantine or Circassian type of beauty. The white turban
resting on the rich black hair pointed to the Near East or Iran. A red trimming passed across it

to the right, where a black knob was fastened on with a red band. Long ringlets curling upwards
at their ends descended in front of the ears, and a broad fringe of hair came down on the forehead
decorated with three strings of red beads, probably representing corals. Long graceful pendants in
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pink hung from the ears, and bracelets of the same colour clasped the wrists. A close-fitting gar-

ment in a deep red brown, crossed in front and provided with sleeves, covered breast and shoulders,

leaving the neck free. From the head-dress hung a veil of delicate pale green descending over the

left shoulder and across the left side of the breast.

The amorino on the right (Fig. 140) carried the festoon in a debonair fashion with his right Male head

hand placed on the hip, which a green wrap covered. His chubby face was thoroughly Western of Western

and excellently painted. He seemed intent on turning his gaze towards the fair lady, his neighbour.

My eyes, too, felt the spell of this fascinating apparition of beauty and grace, set off as it was by the

desolation of the ruin and the desert around. But it was quite as strange to find this fair portrait

bafenced on the opposite side by that of a male head of a type distinctly Western, with a suggestion

of Roman (Fig. 140). It was the head of a young man, short and square, with a broad low forehead,

flat skull, and square jaws. The details ot the features can still be clearly made out in the piece of

the actual wall-painting (M. v. vi, Plate XLIV) which I managed to bring away, though in a badly

broken condition, as will be explained below. The large and straight-set eyes were surmounted by
well-arched brows. The strongly-built face was clean-shaven, the close-cropped black hair coming
down a short way in front of each ear. The treatment of the flesh with ‘ light and shade ’ was the

same as in the heads of the M. iii dado. The colours of the dress, consisting of a dark red coat or

toga and a pale green cloak thrown over it across the right shoulder, had badly faded. The right

arm was raised across the breast, and in the original fresco I could clearly make out the peculiar

pose of the hand, no longer recognizable in the photograph, which suggested a player at the

classical game of Mora, with the second and fifth fingers outstretched and the two between turned

downwards.

Beyond this portrait the painted surface of the wall, though it still rose to the height of the Last lunette

dado for a distance sufficient to accommodate three lunettes, was too badly effaced by the fallen

brick debris to retain any remains of the figures. But close where the breach in the western wall
^

began, some scanty traces of a girl’s portrait once filling a festoon hollow survived, and to the right

of them the figure of a Phrygian-capped youth supporting the wreath (M. v. x, Plate XLIV). The
figure was badly broken across the neck and lower down when still on the wall, and the portion

I managed to remove, experimentally as it were, has, owing to the very brittle condition of the

plaster, necessarily suffered still more. Yet even thus it is possible to realize the beauty of the

delicate-featured face, with its graceful oval outline and widely-opened vivacious eyes, and the clever

shading of the flesh tints. Underneath the cap of whitish buff is seen a narrow fringe of black hair,

and traces of a red garment survive. The right hand with shapely fingers raises a brown-rimmed

bowl against the breast, as if in the act of drinking. Of the portrait which followed nothing

remained but the barely recognizable outlines of a male figure holding a patera with the right

hand. Beyond this the wall had been completely destroyed.

Where the wall of the circular passage reappeared at the left end of the northern arc, the Figures in

surface plaster was found to have suffered badly. Consequently, of the first figure met there—it

filled the ninth lunette counting from the right or eastern entrance end of this arc—it could only

be ascertained that it was a male one, bearded and with flowing hair, dressed in a black vest with

a g^een upper garment. Next came a figure, with a remarkably well-drawn head, carrying the

festoon and wearing a Phrygian cap and green dress. The hollow between this and another young
‘ Mithras which was in poor preservation, held a girl’s head and bust. Though badly effaced

in most places, it still showed large lustrous eyes looking straight ahead and rich tresses hanging

down the shapely well-drawn neck. A reddish-brown vest with a black stole formed the dress.

The right hand seemed to hold the end of a three-stringed musical instrument. Of the male head
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in the next lunette the portion above the eyes was effaced. Below, it displayed thick black locks,

a bushy moustache, and a pointed curling beard. The dress was green, open at the neck where

a broad reddish-brown scarf was laid over its edges, forming a triangle.

The following two lunette figures are seen in Fig. 143. Of the two amorini which flanked the

first and as usual faced each other, the one on the left was depicted in a playful pose, holding his

turned up left foot with his right hand. Both had the peculiar leaf-shaped lock over the shaven fore-

head. In the festoon-hollow between them there appeared a beautiful girl, looking to the left with

a happy, smiling face. Over her rich black hair, gathered apparently in a bunch behind the neck,

she wore a crown of white flowers set out with scarlet blossoms. Long curling love-locks descended

before the ears, from which hung red ornaments. Over a richly-folded coat in buff was lliid

a greenish-grey mantle covering the left shoulder. The features of the youth whose head and

bust filled the following lunette seemed reminiscent of the Near East. His curly black hair

was cut straight over the low forehead, with narrow locks descending half-way down the ears. There

was an indication of a thin g^rowth of hair round the chin and jaws. The right hand (which in the

photograph has suffered some disfigurement by erroneous ‘ touching up ’ but is quite clear in

a photograph taken in 1914) was raised in the pose of the ‘ Mora-player ' already described, with

the second and fifth fingers stretched out and the rest turned inwards. His dress consisted of

a green sleeveless vest over a flesh-coloured undergarment, of which the folds, drawn in a classical

fashion, appeared over the right arm. Heavy folds were shown, too, on the pink upper garment of

the festoon-carrying figure to the right, which wore a mauve Phrygian cap and a skirt of green.

The remaining figures of the dado towards the eastern end had all more or less suffered through

the plaster surface having peeled off in places or lost its colouring. As besides, owing to photo-

graphic difficulties to be explained presently, I am unable to illustrate them, their description must

be brief. The next lunette contained the graceful head of a girl with black hair hanging in loose

tresses below the neck, and encircled on its crown by a crimson creeper. She wore a green under-

garment with a cloak in light pink laid over both shoulders and parts of the breast. The fingers of

the right hand emerged from beneath this cloak and clasped its edge, in the pose so familiar from

classical sculptures draped in the toga. Beyond a Phrygian-capped festoon supporter with pink cap

and green shirt facing his pendant there followed a bearded male head, almost completely broken.

A conical cap in buff and a black scarf passed crosswise over shoulders and breast, as in Fig. 139,

combined to suggest that the representation of a ‘ barbarian ’ had been intended. Finally, between

two amorini effaced almost beyond recognition, there appeared the broken remains of another male

head with long black hair, imperial, and a pointed moustache twisted upwards. This figure, too,

wore a broad scarf, here reddish brown, laid crosswise over the breast, and manifestly represented

a ‘ barbarian ’ type. The last lunette of all, where the festoon ended on the north side of the

entrance, was filled, just as the one marking its commencement on the opposite side, with a large

rosette in crimson similar to that there described.

The detailed examination of the dado now completed makes it easier for me to explain a point

which forced itself upon my attention while I had these mural paintings actually before me, and

continued to puzzle me for a long time after. It was the difference, unmistakable and yet difficult

to define, between the artistic treatment of the composition in the frieze above and that of the

figures in the dado. In the latter almost everything—^the decorative scheme as a whole, the style

of design, the technique of colouring with its illusionist use of chiaroscuro, the marked freedom with

which each figure was treated—pointed strongly to the work of a painter who was mainly reproducing
types fully developed by Orientalized Hellenistic art, and yet had sufficient familiarity with its

spirit, and first-hand knowledge of its methods, to give an individual air to each of his portraits.
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Looking at his work in the dado, I felt no need to ask myself what these gay figures carrying and

enlivening the festoon decoration meant. It was enough for Western eyes to perceive, and to be

gladdened by, the beauty and joy of life pervading almost all of them.

It was scarcely surprising that while my eyes rested on the dado, I felt often tempted to believe Treatment

myself rather among the ruins of a villa in Syria or some other North-Eastern province of the late
™

Roman empire than among those of a Buddhist sanctuary on the very confines of the true land of

the Seres. When I looked at the frieze, the impression was very different. The numerous points of

resemblance in technique, etc., not to mention the identity of the Indian prince’s figure, left no doubt

that the same hand had been at work here. Yet, though many features, such as the drapery and

quadriga, could manifestly be derived direct from late classical art, there was plenty to justify the

impression that the painter was here following models which had already been adapted to, and fixed

by, the far stiffer moulds of a distinctly Indian tradition.

Though much must necessarily remain obscure or purely conjectural at present, the identification Convention

of the Buddhist legend represented in the frieze goes far to explain that impression. I n the frieze, it is

clear, the painter, wherever his original home may have been, was obliged by the sacrpd character of art.

the subject to cling closely to the conventional representation which Graeco-Buddhist art, as estab-

lished in the extreme North-west of India, had probably centuries before adopted for that favourite

legend. On the other hand, as regards the dado we are tempted to assume that the purely decorative

and frankly secular character of the composition left him free to yield to artistic influences from the

West which were more direct and more recent. If I had been asked on the spot to express my
explanation quite briefly, I should not have hesitated to offer the conjectural answer that the Graeco-

Buddhist style of India gave its impress to the frieze, and that the contemporary art of the Hellenized

Near East, as transmitted through Iran, was reflected in the dado.

Section VIII.—KHAROSTHI INSCRIPTIONS OF M. v AND THE REMAINING
RUINS OF MIRAN

The explanation suggested merely by differences which the artistic treatment of the frieze

and dado displayed has since received striking and wholly unexpected support from the interpreta-

tion of one of the two short inscriptions in Kharosthi, already mentioned, which appeared on the

well-preserved southern portion of the frieze. I had taken careful tracings of them and assured

myself from a few words readily deciphered on the spot that their language was the same Prakrit

in which the documents of Niya, Endere, and Lou-lan are written.

There were points attracting my special attention to the inscription which was written in clear Inscription

black ink over the right thigh of the elephant (Fig. 144). It consisted of three short and slightly

curving lines. Though the neatly painted characters were only from a third to about half an inch

high, the white background of the elephant’s skin made them very legible. It was thus easy for me to

see that their writing, being rather wayward both in direction and spacing, distinctly differed from the

straight regular ductus of the inscription found written in larger characters above the palace gate, evi-

dently by a practised clerical hand. This inscription, quasi-lapidary in appearance, might be assumed

to designate the figure of the prince seen riding immediately below it. The writing on the elephant’s

hind leg seemed too long for a record naming the scene or actor represented. On the other hand, it

• did not look like a mere sgraffito of some passing visitor, especially as the place for it had evidently

been selected with care. Thus a combination of rather slender arguments led me at the time to

form a vague conjecture that this little inscription might possibly prove to contain some brief record,

conspicuously placed on purpose, about the painter himself.

3 Y1ST4
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M. Boyer’s

interpreta-

tion of

record.

Painter’s

name Tita,

i.e. Titus.

I had almost forgotten this guess when to my surprise, more than three years later, it was

confirmed by the close examination which M. I’Abb^ Boyer was kind enough to make of the

inscription from my photographs and tracing. According to the detailed observations which he

has furnished on the decipherment and interpretation of this record in his paper Inscriptions de Miran,

^

the three lines have to be transcribed as reading ;

titasa esa ghali

hastakrica \bkamind^a

1000

and translated as meaning :
‘ This fresco is [the work] of Tita, who has received 3,000 Bhammakas

[for it].’ The only elements of doubt which might possibly affect this rendering arise from •the

crack of the plaster which passed through the first two Aksaras of the word \bhammci^ca, and from

the absence of textual confirmation for the meaning ‘ piece of money ’ g^ven by Indian lexicographers

for the Sanskrit term bharman, of which it appears to represent the correct phonetic derivative.

But, as duly pointed out by M. Boyer, the clearness of the numerals following and of the preceding

word hastakrica, i. e. Skr. haste krtya ‘ having received ’, makes it certain that the word in question,

even if it should be read and derived differently, must designate some monetary value.

The real interest of this curious little inscription lies, however, elsewhere than in its probable

mention of the painter’s wages ;
for if we accept M. Boyer’s interpretation—and to me its critical

soundness appears to be beyond doubt— I can feel no hesitation about recognizing in tita, which

is the painter’s name inflected as a genitive, the familiar Western name of ‘ Titus’. Tita- is a noun

form which we could not etymologically or phonetically explain as an indigenous growth in any

Indian or Iranian language at the period marked by the ruined Miran temples. On the other hand,

the analogy of many Greek and other foreign names borrowed by ancient India from the West
proves that Tita is the very form which we should expect the name ‘Titus’ to assume in the

Sanskrit or Prakrit adopted for official and clerical use in a Central-Asian region far beyond the

Indian border.^

Classical

names met
in India.

There is sufficient evidence to prove that Titus was, during the early centuries of our era,

in popular use as a personal name throughout the Roman provinces of the Near East, including

Syria and other border regions towards Persia.® Recent archaeological discoveries in India

have made it equally clear that men with good classical names, like the Agesilaos named on
Kaniska’s Peshawar relic casket, Theodores, and Heliodoros,* found employment as artists and
royal servants, not in the Indus region alone but far away in the Indian peninsula, down to the

times of Kusana rule. This practice, whatever the obscurities of its early chronology may be, can

safely be assumed to have extended in the border lands of India and Iran down to the third century

A.D., if not later. That the date of the Miran temples cannot be far removed from the end of this

period has been made sufficiently obvious already by all the archaeological and epigraphical evidence

that we have had occasion to discuss above.

Influence of

Hellenistic

art of Near
East.

The wall-paintings of these temples bear particularly eloquent testimony to the strength and

* See Inscriptions de Miran, par M. A.-M. Boyer,Journal

Asiat., mai-juin 1911.
* It must be borne in mind that the transcription of Titus

into * Tita was in this case not likely to have been introduced

from an Indian-speaking region, but was adopted on the spot

among a population to which the definite distinction between
dentals and cerebrals was as foreign as it is to Europeans.
Even in names undoubtedly transcribed among Indian-speak-
ing people of the North-west border lands we find t used

indiscriminately with t to render a Greek /. Cf. e.g. the

confusion of dentals and cerebrals in ‘ Dardic ’ languages.
* Cf., e.g., C.I.L., ni. p. 2415 (Index). As regards the

use of the name in Palestine during the early Christian cen-

turies Dr. A. Cowley refers me to the Jerusalem Talmud.
* Cf. Sir

J. Marshall’s paper. Archaeological Exploration

in India, igo8-y, J.R.A.S., 1909, p. 1058, with Indian

Antiquary, 1908, p. 66, regarding Thaidora as a reproduc-

tion of the name Theodores.
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directness of the influence then exercised by the Hellenistic art of the Near East even in this

remote corner of Central Asia. Hence it need cause no surprise that one of the artists employed

on them should have borne a name which must have been common in those times among the

Oriental subjects of Rome or Byzantium from the Mediterranean shores to the Tigris. It is as a sort

of Roman Eurasian, largely Oriental by blood but brought up in Hellenistic traditions, that I should

picture to myself this painter-decorator, whom his calling had carried, no doubt through the regions

of Eastern Iran impregnated with Buddhism, to the very confines of China.

That men of much the same origin had travelled there, to the ‘ land of the Seres ’, long before Near-

him is a fact which is fortunately proved by a classical passage of Ptolemy’s Geography. In it he

speaks of the information about the great trade route connecting Syria with the capital of the Seres affects

which the geographer Marinus of Tyre (are. a. d. ioo) had obtained through ‘Maes, called also ®actria.

Titianus, a Macedonian, and a merchant like his father before him ’, who had sent his agents

by it.® And as in Ptolemy’s pages we follow their track from the Euphrates and Tigris north-

eastwards to their distant goal in the land of the silk-weaving Seres, we find that it carries us

through Persia to that very region of Bactria where Buddhism had established its oldest Central-

Asian home, and where for many centuries it continued to flourish. There is much to suggest the

conjecture that in Bactria men like the painter of our Miran frescoes might best have learned to

apply their skill as versatile craftsmen to the adornment of Buddhist shrines. But not until the

ruined mounds around Balkh and the cave-temples in the Hindukush valleys to the south have

been systematically explored can we hope to define and localize clearly the chief stage where

Graeco-Buddhist art on its way to China underwent Iranian influences.

Without following up further the fascinating glimpse into the art history of innermost Asia Foreign

which this small inscription, if rightly interpreted, opens for us, I may appropriately mention here

an interesting epigraphic conclusion which suggested itself to M. Boyer when first informed of my
proposed identification of 7V/« as Titus. It may best be reproduced here in the eminent Indologist’s

own words ;
‘ Sur quoi je remarquerai que, admise I’identification de Tita = Titus, nous aurions

peut-^tre la une explication des irr^gularitds d’^criture signaldes plus haut, je dis celles qui con-

cernent le trace des aksaras ea et \bhar̂ ; I’auteur de I’inscription 6tant, il n’y a pas lieu d’en douter,

I’auteur de la fresque elle-m^me, elles seraient attribuables au fait que cette inscription fut tracde par

un Stranger, double d'un artiste.’ ®

It only remains for me briefly to record M. Boyer’s decipherment of the second short inscription Kharosthi

which, as mentioned above, was painted in a regular and clerical-looking hand on the lintel above inscription

the palace gate (Fig. 142). Being perfectly clear in my tracing, it could be read with certainty as gate.

ese isidate bujhamiputre

and rendered as meaning ;
‘ This is Isidata, the son of Bujhami.’ There can be no doubt that this

brief inscription, as M. Boyer rightly points out and as its position from the first suggested, refers

to Prince Vessantara seen riding just beneath it. The fact of his being named here Isidata (from

Sanskrit Rsidattd) is of interest, but need not surprise us ;
for it only adds one more to the varying

names, Su-ta-na (Skr. Sudand), HsU-ta-na, Sudamstra, by which Vessantara (Vi^vantara) is known

to Buddhist tradition.’ Whether the otherwise unknown name Bujhami is to be referred to Sanjaya,

Vessantara’s father, or Phusati, his mother, as they are respectively named in the Jataka text,

cannot be determined. It will be well to look out for these new forms of the names whenever

a Sogdian or other Central-Asian version of the legend comes to light among our manuscript finds.

® Cf. Ptokmaei geographia (ed. C. Muller), i. xi. 6 ;
also ’ Cf. Chavannes, B.E.F.E.O., iii. p. 413, n. 7 ; Walters,

Sir Henry Yule’s translation, Cathay^, i. pp. 187 sqq. Yuan Chwang, i. p. 217.

' See Journal Asiat., mai-juin 1911, p. 417.

3 Y 2
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Difficulties

of photo-

graphing

frescoes.

Risks of

removing

frescoes.

Delay for

removal im
possible.

Of the inscriptions it was easy to secure exact copies by means of tracings. But for the

frescoes I found it practically impossible at the time to obtain a record worthy of their artistic and

archaeological importance. Even a professional photographer, working with special plates and

appliances, might have found his skill taxed in the attempt to do justice to the harmonious, but

often faded or partially effaced, colours of these paintings under the conditions prevailing. For

an amateur like myself they were almost prohibitive. It was difficult enough to squeeze myself, in

the bulky fur kit rendered necessary by the bitter cold, into a position low and distant enough to

photograph a painted dado just above the floor and on the curving wall of a passage barely seven

feet wide. The violent winds rendered photogfraphy impossible for days, or else by the thick dust

haze raised made the light so poor that prolonged exposure was necessary, with increased rislc of

the camera shaking in the gusts. The difficulty of securing satisfactory negatives was much
increased by the intense cold, which prevented development being done at night except at the risk

of the plate freezing in the tent. In order to reduce the risk of total failure, I laboriously took

several complete rounds of the frescoes with varying light and exposure. But when development

of the plates became possible some four months later, it showed that the record secured was far

from being adequate. As a result of this partial failure, it became necessary to strengfthen in

places the photographic prints shown in Figs. 134-43 before they could be reproduced satisfactorily

through the ‘ half-tone ’ process. I was fortunately able to entrust this delicate task to the qualifi^

hand of my friend Mr. F. H. Andrews. Combining as he does the artist’s eye and the critical

archaeologist’s accuracy, his help affords full assurance that this ‘ touching up ’ was effected with

the utmost caution and has not interfered with the faithfulness of the reproductions.

It was a matter of keen regret for me at the time, and has become still more so since, that

I had no means of reproducing those fine paintings in colour. The alternative was to remove
them bodily from the walls. In spite of the reluctance I felt to the quasi-vandal proceeding of
cutting up a fresco composition like the frieze into panels of manageable size, I should have felt

bound to attempt it, had not a carefully-conducted experiment convinced me that, with the means
and time then at my disposal, the execution of such a plan would have implied grave risks of virtual

destruction. The plaster of the cella wall here differed materially from that in M. in. It consisted
of two distinct layers, of which the outer one was remarkably well finished and smooth, but only
about a quarter of an inch thick and exceedingly brittle. The inner layer, about an inch thick and
softer, had very little admixture of straw, and in consequence broke far more easily than the plaster

surface of M. iii, which, uniform in surface and full of chopped reed straw, possessed more cohesion.
When I was, with the help of Naik Ram Singh, very carefully removing the Phrygian-capped putto
head M. v. x and the male portrait head M.v. vi (Plate XLIV) from the dado, I found it impossible
to prevent portions of the thin outer layer of plaster breaking off in fragments, as its backing of soft

mud plaster was being loosened from the wall.

So 1 reluctantly realized that there was here no hope of safely detaching any larger fresco
panels unless I could first have the brick wall behind systematically cut away by a kind of sapping,
and special appliances made for first strengthening, and then lifting off, the curving panes of mud
stucco. It was certain that, even if somehow I succeeded in improvising appliances in my desert
camp devoid of all resources, it would necessitate the sacrifice of weeks to carry through such
difficult operations and to assure safe packing for transport over huge distances. A variety of
practical considerations, connected with the physical difficulties to be faced on the journey through
the Lop desert to Tun-huang and with the tasks ahead, made it dear that I could not safely delay
the start of my caravan, for the new field of work awaiting me far away in the east, beyond the
latter half of February. In my Personal Narrative I have fully explained the cogency of these
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considerations.® So, however regretfully, I had to leave the frescoes in situ and trust for their

protection to whatever measure of assurance the filling-in again of the interior of the temple could

give. As long as possible I kept the wall-paintings open to the sunlight they had not seen for so

many centuries, while supplementary tasks in connexion with the survey of the other scattered ruins

of the ancient settlement kept me busy. The final duty of all, the careful re-burial of the cella, was
accomplished by February ii. It was a sad business to watch those graceful figures, which had
seemed so full of life to my eyes in the desolation of the wintry desert, as they slowly disappeared

under the sand and clay debris. It would have been far sadder still if I could have foreseen the

bitter human tragedy which these remains were destined to witness fifteen months later, and of

wMch my brave ‘ handy-man ’ Naik Ram Singh was destined to be the victim.® Another sequel

may find a record in the note below.^®

It only remains for me to describe the few other scattered ruins belonging to the earlier

settlement of the Miran Site. My account of them may be brief. Most of them proved to be

decayed Stupa mounds of the usual type without enclosing rotundas, dug into long before by
treasure-seekers, and none of the ruins offered scope for excavations. The largest of them in Ruined

ground-plan was M. iv, a badly-broken oblong mass of solid masonry situated about forty yards to

the west of M. iii (see Plate 29; Fig. iii, extreme right). Its longest face, to the south,

measured about 46 feet, and near the south-west corner the brickwork, bared by wind-erosion of

all debris, still rose to about 12 feet from the original ground, which showed only a few feet of

erosion. From the north face a tunnel had been cut through the masonry to near the centre

of a solidly built square base of about 32 feet, as it proved to be on careful measurement. To
this nucleus, which in all probability had once served as the base for a Vihara or possibly a Stupa,

there had been added on the east side some later structure, perhaps once bearing small chapels or

a flight of stairs. Behind its scanty remains, the plaster mouldings of the original base could still

be distinguished here and there, A well dug in the centre of this base down to the natural ground

brought nothing to light except a few small bone fragments, probably human. The sun-dried

bricks were of unusual strength, and measured sixteen inches square with a thickness of five

inches.

About seventy yards to the north of M. iii rose a mound of solid masonry, M. vi (Figs. 111,131). Sinpa. mins

It still stood to a height of approximately twenty feet, but its faces had decayed too much to permit ^
of any exact determination of the original shape and dimensions. The north face, which seemed to

have suffered least, measured about forty-six feet and suggested that the ruin, which undoubtedly

was that of a Stupa, had once had a square base. Its bricks measured on the average

16x10x5 inches. A tunnel cut by ‘treasure-seekers’ ran from the south face right to the

' Cf. BeserJ Cathay, i. p. 495.

* See below, chap, xxxui. sec. i.

'* When I relumed to Miran in January, 1914, as related

elsewhere {Geogr. Journal, xlviii, 1916, p. 119), I found the

south portion of the circular passage ofM. v laid bare, and most

ofthe frescoes of the southern arc broken out and the rest com-

pletely destroyed by exposure. According to the Lopliks’

statement, this was the result of the operations carried out some

three years earlier by a Japanese traveller who had made a few

days’ stay at the site and carried off such parts of the painted

surface as he succeeded in detaching. It is to be wished that,

whatever these were, they may have reached their destination in

safety and may become ere long accessible to students.

Unfortunately there is onlytoomuch reason to fear that these

spoils must have suffered badly through haste and perfunctory

methods of work. Of such there was sufiBcient evidence in the
fact that the cuttingof the brick wall behind, which we had found
to be an essential preliminary to safe removal of these frescoes,

had nowhere been attempted. The dado of the northern arc
had luckily been left undisturbed under the protecting cover
which Ibrahim Beg’s care had provided. Its removal was safely

effected under my personal direction by Naik RSm Singh’s
capable successor, Naik Shamsuddin of the ist Sappers and
Miners, and another Indian assistant. That the work, in
spite of appliances carefully prepared beforehand and of our
continuous labour at high pressure, cost fully twelve days was
conclusive proof that on my first visit I correctly appreciated
the technical difBculties involved.
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centre. The level of the lowest brick course was only about a foot or two above the present

surface of the ground. Another ruined Stupa mound, M. vii (Fig. 130), about 340 yards to the

north-east, was similarly decayed on the faces, though solidly built of bricks of about the same

size. The base appeared to have been about forty-one feet square, but the arrangement and

dimensions of the superstructure could no longer be made out. The extant height of the ruin was

close on twenty-four feet. Here, too, a tunnel had been dug right to the centre of the Stupa, as

seen in Fig. 130, which shows the west side. It was again interesting to note that the effect of

wind-erosion on the ground adjoining the ruin was surprisingly slight, scarcely amounting even to

one foot It was very different with the scanty remains found to the north, east, and south of this

group of ruins, M. iii-vii, and after careful examination of the configuration of the ground I w'as*led

to conclude that the slight extent to which the soil at the foot of the latter ruins had been lowered

by wind-erosion, nowhere more than three or four feet, was probably due to their sheltered position

in a shallow depression.

It was significant that the higher portion of the bare gravel-faced plain, both to the north-east

and south of this gfroup, was studded at intervals with scattered Yardang-like clay terraces bearing

evidence by their conspicuous height to the far-reaching effect of wind-erosion. Badly corraded

pottery fragments were plentiful on this ground. But on one only of these eroded terraces to the

north-east, about 700 yards from M. iii, did a trace of structural remains, M. viii, still survive.

They consisted of a wall running east to west for about eighty feet along the edge of a Yardang,

some 8-10 feet high, with another much shorter one adjoining at right angles. The masonry,

three feet thick and rising nowhere to more than five or six feet, consisted of sun-dried bricks

measuring 18 x 10x4 inches. To the south a conspicuous clay terrace, M. ix, about 450 yards

from M. Ill, rose with very steep slopes to a height of 15-16 feet, and proved to be occupied by the

walls, now no more than about five feet in height, of a small structure measuring six feet square

inside. Its clearing yielded no finds, but the bricks were approximately of the same size as at

the temples M. iii, v, and the structure evidently coeval, whatever its character may have been.

West of it an unmistakable embankment, running its winding course in the general direction

from south to north on high ground, clearly marked the line of an ancient canal. Two other

slightly divergent lines of the same character could be traced further to the east, as seen in

Plate 29. Here I may also mention the small brick mound, M. xi, found on high ground to the

west of the first-named canal line and about 500 yards to the west-north-west of M. iii. It rose to

a height of about 1 5 feet, and appeared to have had a base some 1 7 feet square. In it, too, diggers

had been at work. The bricks were large and of two sizes, measuring 21" x 14" X4|" and I7''x

I3"x4" respectively. The numerous small ‘Yardang’ terraces, stretching away to the east of

M. IX and found also to the north of the route where it passes from M. iii-v to the Tibetan fort

(see Plate 29), showed small debris of ancient pottery but, with one exception, no structural

remains. Any ruins that may have once occupied the top of these erosion terraces, and caused

them to escape the general lowering of the ground level, must have been completely blown

away since.

The exception just referred to was formed by a small group of steeply eroded terraces, situated

about 340 yards to the south-west of the south-western comer of the Tibetan fort. On one of

these, seen in Fig, 132, which was about 11-12 feet high, there rose the conspicuous remnant of

a tower-like structure, M. x, quite small but of distinct architectural interest As seen in Fig. 1 26,

its walls were badly injured outside, and to the south and east had disappeared altogether down to

the solid base. But enough had survived of the inside to show that the interior comprised a small
room, seven feet square, and a hemispherical dome above it The stmeture still rose to about
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12 feet in height. The solid masonry base on which it rested was 4 feet 8 inches high and

built of sun-dried bricks, measuring on the average 16" x 8" x 4-5", with layers of clay six inches

thick intervening between the courses. The same bricks were used in the side walls of the chamber

up to a height of about 4 feet 2 inches from the floor, where its square plan was reduced to an

octagon by means of squinches set over the corners. On the octagon there rested the dome,

constructed of corbelled (horizontal) courses of bricks, of which the lowest started at a height of

6 feet 4 inches above the floor. The bricks used in the dome and in the vaulting of the

squinches were burnt, and measured 16 by 8 inches, with a thickness of three, and a half inches.

The use of burnt bricks alone would suffice to make the small ruin remarkable at this site. But Squinch

ev§n more interest is to be found in the constructive method employed for effecting the transition

from the square to the circle. The use of the squinch (the trompe of French architectural termi'

nology) as a ‘ means of setting the dome upon a square base ’ is abundantly attested in Syria, Asia

Minor, and other parts of the Near East from the fourth century a.d. onwards. Thence it was

carried by Byzantine architecture into the West. But all the leading authorities are agreed that this

architectural feature is only one of the characteristic loans which Byzantine art had made from the

Middle East, and that the use of the squinch is of Persian origin and far earlier date.^‘ This is not

the place, nor is there any need here, to discuss its constructive nature and function. But I may
point out that the insertion of windows by the side of the squinches, such as Fig. 1 26 shows to

have existed in the small domed chamber of M. x, is also illustrated by what seems the earliest

extant Persian instance of the use of the squinch, in the palace of Sarvistan, and is quite

common.^®

Considering how vast the distance is which separates our modest, small ruin by Lop-nor from Voussoirs of

that probably Sassanian palace,^® every detail in the former deserves our attention as a further burnt bricks,

possible point of contact with the architectural methods of Western Iran and the Near East.

Therefore I may specially mention that the vaulting in the squinches of M. x has been effected by

voussoirs of burnt bricks which are set so as to form a succession of pointed arches, each gradually

reduced in height and width. It is certainly the earliest instance known to me in Eastern Turkestan

of vaulting with voussoirs instead of corbelled courses. It is also of interest to note that the

squinches and the dome above are built with burnt bricks, the rest of the structure being of sun-

dried bricks. A similar distinction in the materials used, clearly due to constructive reasons, is also

met with not unfrequently in early Persian domed structures, e.g. in the palace of Sarvistan, where

the dome of burnt bricks is set by means of squinches over square walls built of roughly-

hewn stones.’*

Here I may conveniently take occasion to point out how that connexion with architectural Circular

forms, familiar to Western Asia in the early centuries a.d., which we have just traced in the case of

M. X, may help us to recognize also the true significance and relationship of the structural features Asia,

observed in the shrines M. iii and M. v. The plan of the circular cella which these ruins exhibit

was equally well known both to the late heathen-antique and to the Early Christian architecture of

the Near East. There is abundant archaeological evidence to support the view taken by very

“ Cf. Diehl, Manuel d’art byzantin, pp. 89, 160 sq.
;

Strzy-

gowsld, Amida, pp. 177 sqq., 183 sqq. ;
and particularly the

illuminating summary of Miss Gertrude L. Bell in The

Thousand and One Churches, pp. 440 sq.

Cf. Strzygowski, Amida, p. 180. For an early Ana-

tolian example of the same arrangement, in the Church of

Sivri Hissar, cf. The Thousand and One Churches, p. 381,

Fig. 305-

“ The dates ascribed to the palaces of Sarvistan and
Firuzabad vary from the Achaemenidian (Dieulafoy) to the

Sassanian period (Flandin and Coste) ; cf. Miss G. L. Bell’s

note in The Thousand and One Churches, p. 311.
“ See Strzygowski, Amida, p. 180 with illustration.
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Competent authorities that this round form of the ground-plan is Oriental in origin.^® In any case,

it is certain that long before Constantine’s great building activity introduced it, together with the

closely allied octagonal scheme, into Byzantine architecture, it had been familiar to the Hellenistic

East. There this ‘ centralized ’ type of building was a favourite form for temples, some of them

very famous, like the Serapeion at Alexandria, which served cults of Asiatic origin adopted by the

classical world into its syncretistic Pantheon.^*

It is impossible for me here to follow up the interesting questions which are raised by the con-

nexion thus suggested between our circular shrines of Miran, with their counterparts in Gandhara,

and the examples in the Hellenized East Nor can I give more than mere mention to Professor

Strzygowski’s important observation that, as far as the pre-Islamic period is concerned, the dofties

traceable in Persia are set mainly over square structures, and those in the region of Hellenistic art

mainly over circular or octagonal ones.” It is clear that whatever fascination such questions must

present to the student of the history of architectural art in the East, no safe answer to them can be

hoped for until we have recovered, if possible in the shape of structural remains, more links of the

chain which once stretched from Syria and Mesopotamia across the Pamirs. Nowhere is the likeli-

hood of the discovery of such links greater than in ancient Bactria and the regions adjoining it, and

once more I must give voice to my old wish that they may soon become accessible to archaeo-

logical research.

Ddbris of brickwork, together with refuse of reed straw and dung, filled the surviving comer

of the small cella M. x to a height of close on four feet. But apart from pottery fragments like

M. X. 003 and miscellaneous small rags of woollen fabrics, M. x. 002, some of which resembled in

texture fabrics found at the Niya Site, the only object brought to light was a rolled-up piece of soft

cream-coloured silk, M. x. 001. From the condition of the much-worn ends it appears to have been

used as a girdle round the waist. The width of the piece from selvedge to selvedge is one foot ten

*• Cf. Miss G. L. Bell’s very instructive observations in

The Thousand and One Churches, pp. 4*8 sqq., together with

the works there quoted concerning round temples in Greek

and Early Christian architecture.

“ I cannot refrain from at least a brief reference to the

curious analogy which the fact that the circular cellas of the

two MiiSn shrines were built to shelter small StQpas presents

to the prevailing character and purpose of the round or

octagonal type of the Early Christian and Byzantine church in

the Near East From Miss G. L. Bell’s lucid analysis in

TTie Thousand and One Churches, pp. 429 sqq., it appears

that this type, to which the cruciform one with its central

dome is very closely related, was particularly in favour for the

Christian martyrium, or memorial chapel. The rotundas

built by Constantine and Helena in Jerusalem over the Holy

Sepulchre and on the Mount of Olives were its most famous

examples, ‘ and the authority of Constantine marked out the

type as one to be accepted and imitated by the Christian

world ’ {loc. cil., p. 430).

In the Near East the round or octagonal plan appears to

have been occasionally used also for parish churches. But it

is significant that in Europe it was reserved exclusively for

baptisteries and martyriums. The close correspondence in

purpose between the latter and Buddhist ‘ memorial shrines’,

such as we find them in Gandhara and the Tailm Basin, is

suflficiently obvious. That structures of tlus type are in Syria>

Asia Minor, etc., particularly frequent at spots which had, in

all probability, been sacred to pre-Christian cult, is a fact duly

noted by Miss Bell (Joe. cil., pp. 348 sqq.). It is one to be
fully expected by those of us who are familiar with the con-

tinuity of local worship as proved at so many sacred sites of

India and Central Asia (cf. e.g. my paper in J.R.A.S., 1910,

pp. 839 sqq.; Rajaiar., transl. Stein, ii p. 340). The
positions occupied by many of ‘The Thousand and One
Churches’ on the Kara-dSgh and by other Christian sanctuaries

in Asia Minor are just such as would have recommended

themselves to Indian worshippers for their ‘Tirthas’, or to

Buddhists elsewhere for their sacred spots.

It requires no special demonstration that the circular plan is

one structurally most suitable for shrinesdestined to hold Stupas,

and that the circular ‘ Buddhist rails ’ enclosing the earliest

Stupa monuments of India, such as at Barhut and Sanchi,

might well have furnished an appropriate prototype for the

circular cella such as we find it both in Gandhara (cf. Foucher,

Uart du Gandhdra, i. pp. 68, 120 sqq., 134, 142) and at

Mir&n. But whether this prototype of undoubtedly ancient

Indian origin was the only one, and whether it could have

made its influence felt also westwards, is a question in regard

to which it would scarcely be safe to propose a definite answer

until we know more about the spread of Buddhism into

Eastern Iiln and the architectural forms it may have carried

with iu

” Cf. Strzygowski, Amida, pp. 184 sq.
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and a half inches, which is some two and a half inches in excess of the' standard width of silk for

later Han and Chin times, as ascertained above from the specimens of silk found at the Lou-lan Site

and at the station T. xv. a of the Tun-huang Limes.’® The plain-weave texture of the piece, in the

present state of our knowledge, does not allow even an approximate determination of its age. But

from its general condition and the position in which it was found, well above the floor, I am inclined

to conclude that this much-worn ‘ kamarband ’ is a relic left behind by some later traveller who may
have sought refuge in the structure while its roof was still intact.

The antiquity of the ruin, apart from the architectural features already discussed, was

sufficiently demonstrated by the depth of the wind-erosion around the ‘ witness ’ on which it stood

(Fl^. 132). Deep-cut erosion trenches separated it from three or four other Yardangs lying close

by to the south and east. These evidently marked the original extent of the ground once occupied

by a group of buildings. One of these Yardangs, about 80 feet to the east of M. x, bore the

remnant of a structure built of sun-dried bricks and apparently 16 feet square. The bricks were

of the same size as at M. x, and the north wall, still clearly traceable, had a thickness of three feet.

The wind-eroded trough running close to it with almost vertical banks had its bottom fully 17 feet

below the original ground level as marked by the wall.

This excessive effect of erosion, clearly seen in Fig. 132, at first caused me surprise,

considering that the ‘ Sai ’ around had almost everywhere a surface of fine gravel. But a closer

examination of the soil laid bare on the slopes of these Yardangs showed that this surface layer of

gravel was very thin, and that the soil beneath was composed of strata of soft alluvial clay, inter-

spersed only at rare intervals with a scant admixture of fine pebbles. The surface layer which had

so far formed over the ground from this gravel was not sufficiently thick effectively to protect the

soil beneath from deflation. On the contrary, this gravel seemed to act as a corrasive agent,

facilitating erosion wherever the configuration of the ground particularly exposed it to being lifted

and driven along by the violent north-east winds. The resistance offered by structures occupying

exposed positions would create wind eddies and thus intensify the local erosive action of the winds.

The condition of the soil on the surface was very peculiar also in the wide area of tamarisk-

covered cones which, as the site-plan, Plate 29, shows, spread away to the north of the ruins so

far described. In that area, too, all the ground that was left bare between the thick-set tamarisk-

cones was covered with a thin crust of light gravel. But immediately beneath this there came a thick

layer of fine dust, apparently disintegrated alluvial clay, into which the feet of man and beast sank

deeply. The effect curiously resembled that of moving over treacherous ground where sand is held

in suspension by water. Here, about a mile to the north-north-west of M. ii, I was shown by Tokhta
Akhun, my Loplik guide, the last ruin we were then able to trace at the site. It was that of a

P'ao-t'ai-\^^ tower, M. xii, about 18 feet square at its base, and solidly built of sun-dried bricks

measuring 18-19” x 9-10” x 4". The masonry, slanting slightly inwards, still rose to about 12 feet

above the ground, which had here suffered scarcely any wind-erosion. The tower must, of course,

have been constructed before the maze of sand cones covered with tamarisk scrub grew up around

it, and their height, reaching here up to 16 feet or more, sufficed to attest its antiquity. Like

a similar tower, discovered in 1914 some two-thirds of a mile further north, it may have served the

purpose of a look-out station.

It was obvious that on such very deceptive ground as this area of tamarisk jungle other remains

« might escape attention, and, in fact, when revisiting the site in 1914, I found two more small ruins

“ See above, pp. 373 sq. with note 1 3 a. The width of the which was walled up at the beginning of the eleventh century

;

Miran piece agrees with that of the silk used in the painting see below, chap. xxv. sec. ii.

Ch. 0067 from the cave-temple of the Thousand Buddhas,
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Mn this belt. But their discovery has in no way modified the general conclusions which the results of

my excavations, described above, allow us to draw about the history of the ruined site. They seem

to me to prove that all the structures examined, with the single exception of the fort M. i, date from

a period approximately corresponding to that to which the ruins of the Lou-lan Site belong, viz. the

third and early fourth century a.d., and that they were probably abandoned about the time when

occupation ceased at Lou-lan. The remains themselves afford no direct indication of the cause or

causes to which the abandonment was due. That the settlement which must have been close to

these Buddhist shrines and Stupas was that of the ancient Yii-ni, ‘ the Old Eastern Town' of Shan-

shan, I believe to have made highly probable by the analysis of the Chinese historical records

examined in a previous chapter.*®
*

These sanctuaries must have already been completely in ruin when the fort M. i was built in

the eighth century, probably towards the close of T'ang domination in Eastern Turkestan. To
what extent and under what conditions the settlement continued to exist during the intervening

period it is impossible to ascertain from the available archaeological data. There are no structural

remains which could be assigned to this period. All traces that the dwellings of thit time and of

the settlement coeval with the Tibetan occupation may have left behind are likely to lie completely

buried, either in the riverine belt still capable of irrigation, or in the area which receives subsoil

water from the river and is now covered with scrub and tamarisk-cones. There is no indication

whatever that the site was permanently occupied after the close of the Tibetan period. Therefore

we may safely assume that when Marco Polo passed here more than six centuries ago, it was the

same desolate waste which it remained until the small Loplik colony settled down by the Miran

stream a few years after my first visit.

Section IX. LIST OF ANTIQUES FROM SHRINES OF MIRAN

OBJECTS EXCAVATED IN, OR FOUND NEAR, TEMPLE M. n

M. n. a. Pottery fr., hand-made, ofwell-levigated red clay,

and hard fired on an open hearth
;
both faces dark brown,

lifxil'.

M. n. b. Pottery fr., as M. ii. a., but thicker ;
inside face

dull brown, af' x if*.

M. n. c. Pottery fr., hand-made, fired on an open

hearth ; red clay burning black ; outside om. with indis-

tinct stamped pattern, apparently series of short bars,

arranged at various angles to one another. 2^' x if*.

M, n. d-e. Pottery frs., hand-made ; dull light red clay,

well levigated and hard fired on an open hearth. Gr.

M. 2*.

M. n. 001. Arrow-shaft of lacquered reed, as T. xix.

i. 006 ; remains of feathers and binding
;
notch at end to

fit on string ; found in N.E. passage. Length 5|*.

PI. LI.

M. n. 002. a-b. Stucco relief frs. of drapery from
colossal and life-size figs.

(a) Top of R. thigh and lower part of abdomen
;
prob.

from colossal seated Buddha statue (see M. il 007); no
relief, folds of drapery being rendered by incised lines,

single and in groups of three alternately, while the surface
follows roughly the forms of the body. Drapery is drawn

across the body (cf. Ancient Khotan, ii. PI. LXXXVI, R.
xii. I, but reversed) falling in almost straight folds by
R. side and in curves across body, the uppermost being
the flattest Poor work) soft clay plentifully mixed with
hair

;
painted red. 1'7'xi'.

(3) L. shoulder with part of neck and breast, prob. from
life-size figure (see M. ii. 006) ; outer drapery rendered by
pairs of incised lines ; border along neck raised in a pointed
ridge with subsidiary inner folds

;
painted red

; at neck,
part of inner robe visible, pale yellow, no folds; flesh

apparently white. Clay, as (a). 10* x 9J'.

M. Q. 004. Fresco fr., painted pink with line of buflf

across, and traces of green, buff, and black
; colour very

soft 4* X 2f'.

M. n. 005. Frs. of coarse hemp string. Gr. length
i'9'.

X. n. 006. Stucco relief head, life-size, prob. ofBuddha
as there are signs of usnisa (broken off) on top ; almost
whole of surface scaled off. Features of conventional
Buddha type, with smooth forehead and cheeks, large
rather prominent eyeballs with eyes almost closed, short
sharp-edged nose, and small upturned mouth

; ears broken
at tips but prob. elongated. Remains only of white slip

over face
; hair rendered by small snail-shell curls, applied

See above, pp. 326 sqq., 333.
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at close intervals to each other, and (with interstices)

painted black; material, soft clay plentifully mixed with

fibre. Chin to crown 7^'.

M, n. 007. Stucco relief fr. ; colossal head of Buddha,

back broken off; face perfect from R.ear to outside L. eye,

long and narrow, nose prominent and pointed. Eyes

prominent, on same plane as brow; mouth small and

deeply sunk
;

hair rendered by tight small spiral curls

painted black, as M. n. 006
;
patches of white surface slip

remain; soft clay plentifully mixed with hair. Chin to

Cfjwn c. i' 7*. PI. XLVI.

M. n. oog-ooio. Two wooden half-balusters, lathe-

turned, to stand against flat surface
;
three complete and

two half ball mouldings separated by pairs of sharp-edged

fillets
;

traces of red paint
;
tenon at each end ; cf. L.B. iv-

V. 0026. 009, 0010,

FRESCO PANELS AND OTHER REMAINS

M. in. i. Fresco panel from ‘angel’ dado; fragmentary.

Fig. inclined to L., head | to R. with gaze in same

direction, but eyes slightly out of focus, giving dreamy

expression
;
prominence of eyes reinforced in case of R.

by a line proceeding from inner angle of eye outwards

and downwards in sweeping curve, and emphasizing full-

ness of lower eyelid. The effect is heightened by grey

shading on the lid
;

this is not found in any of the other

‘ angels ', nor in L. eye of the same fig., which is not so

carefully painted ;
the shading on R. of nose also accen-

tuates the nasal curve.

Robe is of light cochineal pink, outlined black in curve

on neck. Wings have only two rays of feathers drawn,

but a third is indicated by means of leaving upper edge

of wing buff, while the ray of shorter feathers is coloured

ochre red ;
the long feathers appear to have been yellowish

buff, with red streak in each case along upper edge.

Above black line at top show feet of standing fig.

Lower part and L. end broken away ;
surface rubbed, but

colours on the whole well preserved, a'x i' 5'. PI. XLI.

M. m. ii. Fresco panel from ‘ angel ’ dado. Fig. inclined

somewhat to R. indicating general movement ;
head | to

L. and gaze in same direction. Robe rich reddish pink,

outlined black in curve on neck ; no indication of folds.

Wings have three rays ;
outer, pale buff or white ; middle,

camp but with black line in centre to express quill ; inner,

- buff, with short black lines placed obliquely outward and

upward. Face slightly longer in proportion than M. in. i,

with heavy impasto on whites of eyes, and eyebrows

double-curved, nearly meeting. Expression animated and

mouth smiling ; lips vermilion with high lights left in under-

colour, and just above red a line of high light in heavy

impasto; hair in double-leaf form, with stalk-like wisp

pointing downwards to R. p. and ringlet starting at temple,

depending in front of L. ear.

Feet of figs, in upper fresco seen above black band.

M. n. 0011. Mutilated folio and fr. of another from,

palm-leaf PothI, in Sanskrit and Upright Gupta

;

writing of a rather early Indian Gupta type. The muti-

lated folio measures about 6^" x 2*, with five lines. It is

mutilated on L. and at top. There is a string-hole at

from the right end, which seems to point to there having

been two string-holes, in which case the whole length of

the folio might have been about 18*. The fr. about i^'x

f*, shows remains of 2 11.

The text is apparently grammatical ; e. g. annaslesmikam

in 1 . 4. See below Dr. Hoernle’s note. Appendix F. PI.

CXLIII.

M. n. 0012. Stucco fr., back of head
;

face (moulded

separately) missing; covered with small spiral appliqud

curls pointed black ; clay unburnt. 3* X 2^".

M. n. 0013. Stucco fr., L. hand of relief fig. holding end

of drapery
;
thumb broken ;

no colour, but remains of

white slip ; clay unburnt. 4" x 2^'.

EXCAVATED IN STUPA CELLA M. iii

Surface gone in patches ;
otherwise well preserved. 2' 2"

Xi'd'. PI. XL.

M. m. iii. Fresco panel from ‘ angel ' dado. Fig. has

shoulders to front, head ^ to R. lifted well up, and gaze

in same direction. Face rather full in contours, with fore-

head low and round, and black ringlet curling down in

front of R. ear nearly as low as end of lobe ; eyebrows

thick, well arched, and separated ; eyes very full and well

set ; nose Semitic with rather long upward line to end of

nostril
;
mouth of moderate size and slightly smiling.

Robe buff with folds indicated in light red; these fall

across breast from the two points of support on shoulders,

and straight down from R. shoulder, and encircle upper L.

arm. Wings have three rays : outer pinkish buff, middle

and inner white
;

here and there are indications of red

lines of first drawing.

At extreme lower R. corner are remains of lines in black

parallel to lunette curves; L. foot of standing fig. is

visible above top band. Surface much destroyed and

cracked. 2' i^'x i'7^''. PI. XLI.

M. in. iv. Fresco panel from ‘ angel ’ dado. Fig. inclined

slightly to R., head upright, turned | to L. and gaze in

same direction. Wings have three rays of feathers : inner

and middle, pale yellow ; outer, long feathers, light cochineal

pink. Robe dark red-brown, outlined in black on neck.

Mouth and nose small, and mouth straight
; eyebrows well

curved, meeting in downward sweep. Pink on cheeks

almost effaced ; execution bold and precise. 2' x i' 4'.

PI. XLI.

M. m. V. Fresco panel from ‘angel’ dado. Fig. inclined

to R. with head | to L., with gaze slightly down and

abstracted expression
; contour of face flat from eye to

level of mouth, then full and round; eyes too close

together and rather carelessly painted, as are also mouth
and ear. Robe white, with black outline comparatively

high on neck and forming little of a curve. Wings have

3 Z 2
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• two rays of feathers only indicated ;

outer long feathers,

yellowish-buflf with red line on upper edge of each feather

;

inner petal-shaped feathers white or pale buff. Background

shows marked traces of pale blue
;
all work rather careless

;

well preserved. 2' 3* x 1' 5^'. PI. XLI.

M. m. viii. Fresco panel from ‘ angel ’ dado (second arc

of circle). Fig. inclined slightly to L. with head ^ to R.,

upward tilt very pronounced. Face contours delicately

round; eyebrows moderately arched and well separated;

mouth very firm, division between lips being a straight

line, the hardness of which is modified by curved red lines

of lips and dimples at corners of mouth. Hair partly

broken away on top ; rippling ringlet in front of ear on L.

Robe indicated by plain band of vermilion, extending in

downward curve from shoulder to shoulder, and not out-

lined at its upper edge. Wings have three rays of feathers

;

outer, long feathers, yellow with upper portion of each

feather red ; middle, prob. white ; inner, white.

Curved outline of lunette and colour from lower part of

field effaced ; but latter above is pale blue, and border was

apparently white with red outlines. Upper L. comer

broken away
;

all work very bold and colours excellently

preserved. PI. XL.

M. in. ix. Fresco panel from ‘ angel ’ dado. Fig. strongly

inclined to R. and shoulders slightly oblique, R. shoulder

being higher than L. ;
neck directed to R. and head nearly

upright, but in general inclination following that of neck.

Gaze, directed to L., counterbalances R. inclination of fig.,

and gives an extraordinarily vivacious character to the

whole. Eyes have ingenuous expression, and eyebrows

slope upwards towards outer corners.

Robe in light red outlme only, showing folds across

breast, and down from shoulders. Wings have three rays

of feathers
;
outer, long feathers, orig. vermilion, now mostly

lost ; middle and inner, white or pale buff. Background

blue, mostly lost ; traces of red outline to lunette as in

M. III. viii. Well preserved generally, but with surface cracks.

2' X 1' 5'. PI. XLI.

M. m. 002. Fresco panel fallen in front of M. m. iv—v.

In centre is male fig. probably meant for Gautama, seated

•| to R. with feet on footstool
;
throne has black ground

orn. with lattice-work of dark green lines with red spots in

the lozenges ; feet close together, R. pointing directly

forward, L. at right angles to it Lower garment of dark

pink drapes hips to ankles
;

buff stole passes over L.

shoulder hanging down to lap, and on R. side behind

shoulder to ground, leaving all upper part of body bare.

L. arm akimbo with hand resting on thigh
;
R. hand ex-

tended as though teaching; rounded face with small

moustache, full, level eyes, aquiline nose, the curve occur-

ring high instead of forming hook near end of nose as in

angels
; ears were evidently normal.

On lower level to R. is smaller and similar fig. seated

^ to L., with hands together in adoration
; wears high

conical turban, white with red rings, coming down on
forehead in close-fitting rim from which rise two lunette-

shaped upturned flaps. Opposite on L. edge of fr. appears

L. knee and arm of third seated fig., the hand upraised,

thumb, first and fourth fingers extended, two middle fingers

flexed in palm
;
garment over knees bright pink.

Background to upper part of middle fig. pale green,

prob. back of throne ; to R. fig. vermilion ; in foreground

is representation of two tanks (?) of vertical and horizontal

rail-like construction in light blue, outlined with darker

blue
;
ground running between tanks, vermilion.

Flesh painted flesh pink, coarsely shaded with bright

rose pink, and with pink cheeks to both figs.; contour

Unes of flesh and of buff drapery a brownish Indian red
;

other outlines black; hair, moustache, eyebrows, l®wer

line of eyelid, outline of iris, and pupil black
; iris brown.

General character Western, showing late Hellenistic influ-

ence. Colours well preserved. 2' pf' x i' 1 1". PI. XLIII.

M. m. 003. Fresco panel (incomplete) fallen in front of

M. III. iv-v. On L. is upper half of a Buddha, f to L., R.

hand raised as in abhaya-mudra but with thumb bent inwards

touching second joint of third finger (eighth on hand).

Dr. Venis suggests that this may symbolize Buddha ex-

pounding ‘ the eight-fold way ’ or the eight Paramitas.

L. hand low, prob. gathering up drapery. Behind him
are six disciples, in two rows of three, one above the other

;

the nearest to him in upper row holding a yak-tail fan in

raised R. hand
;

to R. again of disciples appears naked R.

arm which grasps handful of white buds or flowers,

apparently in act of throwing. As background to arm
appears part of dark conicaj (?) mass of black, covered

with red and white flowers and poppy-like leaves in

greenish grey
; and on extreme L. is similar mass of black

on which are scattered well-drawn leaves in greyish blue
;

both are intended to represent trees (cf. Figs. 136—8).

Background elsewhere vermilion, turning to pale buff

between Buddha and disciples (paint probably lost) ; along

top runs black band.

Buddha wears dark purple-brown robe, covering both

shoulders
;
outlined black and lined with buff, which shows

at turnover on L. shoulder. Head of Western, slightly

Semitic type, with high straight forehead and somewhat

domed top; large well-opened straight-set eyes, partially

covered by eyelids
;
nose aquiline

; short upper lip ;
small

curved mouth
;

softly rounded cheeks and chin ; ears are

elongated and pierced, and there is small moustache and

rippling lock before ear
; eyebrows nearly meet over nose

;

L. strongly arched
; hair in curves along forehead, receding

at temples
;
usnisa partly lost

; all hair black.

Flesh pale buff, flat on face, but with grey shading on
arm; contour lines rapidly drawn with broad brush in

light red, and emphasized with lines of reddish-brown

wherever a true outline is in question or strong outline

of feature is required
; elsewhere (along sides of nose, line

of jaw against neck and of forehead under hair, round

ball of chin and for wrinkles in neck) the light red only

is used, giving effect of rough shading but producing

required effect at a slight distance. Eyes look slightly

downwards under eyelid, and are painted like those of

‘ angels ’ with white on eyeballs, brown on irises, and black
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for pupils and iris outline
;
behind head is circular halo of

light buff bordered with red.

The disciples are of a strongly Western type, with

decidedly hooked noses and fuller and more prominent

eyes. Their heads are of a shorter and rounder type, and

the method of painting is different from that of the Buddha

but akin to that employed in the faces of M. in. 002 and

of the ‘ angels ’ in the dado ; the colouring, however, is much
stronger and cruder than that of the latter. All heads are

shaven and are seen J to L.
; fig. on L. in top row carries

white caun in R. hand uplifted behind Buddha, and wears

bright green robe lined with white, leaving R. shoulder

bare ; next wears bright red robe lined with white, covering

both shoulders
;

fig. on L. in lower row, light buff robe

with folds indicated in red (R. shoulder broken off)

;

and

fig. at other end of row dark red robe covering both

shoulders
; a hand of the latter appears at edge of fr. from

inside of breast of robe, fingers clasping edge
;

this fig.

also has two transverse wrinkles in forehead and heavy

double-curved eyebrows meeting over nose
;

ears are all

pierced. The monotony of the heads is diversified by the

difference of their gaze, some looking to their R., others

straight before them, another more directly towards spec-

tator and up under eyelids.

The flesh itself is painted in clear salmon or flesh pink,

shaded with warm grey, and with high pink blush upon
each cheek ; all outlines are red-brown, and the shaven

portions of the flesh are also represented in grey
;
the lips

are vermilion
; their treatment and colouring, like that

of the eyes, being similar to that of the ‘ angels ’, M. iii.

i-v, etc.
;

cf. also M. lu. 008. The white impasto of the

eyes is particularly thick, catching real high lights.

The painting is of the same firm bold style as that of

the dado, evidencing well-developed methods of producing

a finished effect with economy of work. Colouring very

fresh and surface well preserved. 3' 3^* X i' 10^'. PI.

XLII.

M. ni. 004. Fresco fr. fallen in front of M. ni. v, showing

legs from hip to ankle of fig. walking to R., against black

background
;

part of red-brown robe gathered well up

thighs, and loop of buff stole to R.
; contour lines reddish

brown ; flesh, light pink shaded with warm grey and

bright pink. Towards edge, beyond R. ankle, part of

broad red vertical band. Colours well preserved. Plaster

backing, coarse and mixed with straw.

See Fig. 127.

M. m, 005. Fresco fr. fallen in front of M. m. v-vi

;

shows portions of three heads, of disciples (fourth lost in

removal), looking | to L.

;

treatment as M. iii. 003

;

background vermilion and white
; colours well preserved.

ii''X9'. PI. XLIV.

M. m. 006. Fresco fr, fallen in front of M. iii. v-vi

;

shows head, | to R., of same type as princely disciple in

M. in. 002 ; conical turban nearly all missing
; eye very full,

the white painted with most effective impasto. Colour

well preserved, zf" x 3". PI. XLV.

M ni. 007. Fresco fr. in five pieces (now joined), fallen

in front of M. iii. v
; shows festoon of large overlapping

rosettes in red and white on dark grey-black ground

;

centres of flowers white, with red radiations on yellow

ground indicating stamens
;
portion of background covered

with while wavy lines, indicating clouds. Colours well

preserved, i
'
3'x i '.

M. m. 008. Fresco fr. showing head f to R., of Western

type, with black hair, beard, and moustache
; eyes almond-

shaped, level, full
; nose hooked towards end ; mouth

straight and narrow
; mark on upper lip

; background to

R. vermilion and black.

Drawing rather careless, but painting rapid, direct, and
very good, the method being that employed for disciples

in M. III. 003, but specially clearly revealed in this piece.

The flesh colour was first laid on, then pink on cheeks, side

of nose, about mouth, under eyebrows, etc. ; this was fol-

lowed by the grey shadows, and a pearly blue grey in the

eyes
;
the contour lines of face and features were then applied

in dark red-brown, which gave the exact drawing. This red-

brown appears also under the black of eyebrows, moustache,

etc., and for iris of eye ; the black was then put in, and
the red lips, and finally the high lights in white. The
whole evidences a well-established system in constant use,

and in decadence rather than development. Colours

perfectly preserved. 41' X 3". PI. XLV.

M. ra. oog-ooio. Fresco fr. fallen in front of M. in. v.

showing shoulders and part of head of fig.; shoulders

front, head slightly to L. R. cheek, chin, mouth, and
point of nose preserved, also end of L. ear. Flesh, a delicate

pink touched with brighter pink, and with contour lines in

Indian red ; lips, vermilion treated as in M. iii. ii ; high

lights on sides of cheek, end of nose, above lips, and on
chin, in white. End of straggling lock hangs in front of
L. ear

;
face similar to M. in. 0033 in type.

Garments are somewhat unusual
; under-robe is green,

draped across front, with folds in dark grey, and finishing

in straight white band across hollow of neck. A narrow
white stole hangs over shoulders straight down on green
vest, ending at breast level on fig.’s R. side

; outside stole

and also covering shoulders is band of rich pink, which
also ends about breast level on R, p. Beneath these ends
appears dull grey garment, possibly part of green tunic

discoloured
;
placed loosely round neck under stole is cord

with end hanging down centre of breast.

In ear is yellow ear-ring consisting of bunch of three
balls on ring, and white drapery hangs down by side of
face. At lower edge of fr. are flowers, prob. carried in

hands held in front of fig.

On R. is portion of face of second fig. with mass of black
hair or drapery hanging by side, and R. eye almost com-
plete. All outlines except of shoulder are red

; background
yellow ochre ; colours fresh

; painting very good, and well
preserved. ioA'xi'8^'. PI. XLV.

M. m. 0011. Fresco fr. fallen in front of M. ui. iv, showing
half of face, ^ to L.

;
general type recalling Buddha in
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, M. m. 003. Flesh light buff, flat, with hard shading

in light red at ear and jaw, and chin indicated by red

circle
;
hair and finishing touches in black

;
eyebrow has

double curve, low at nose, high and strongly curved at

outer end
; L. ear slightly elongated and pierced. Whole

R. side of face gone
; background light buflf

;
drawing

rather poor
; fairly preserved. X 5^*.

M. m. ooia. Bundle of fabric £rs., woollen and cotton,

including three pieces of buff backing with frs. of painted

stucco (buff and black) adhering to them, and three small

frs, of salmon red. (Analysed by Dr. T. F. Hanausek.)

Largest fr. 8' x 5*.

M. m. 0013. Ten artificial flowers ; from cloth model

of lake, M. iii. 0026. Flower-cup, of six to ten petals, is

cut out flat in one piece from pale red, buff, or blue, cotton

or silk fabric
;
through middle is passed wooden peg, with

pointed end, which serves as stalk ; to head of peg, tuft

of buff thread to represent stamens, etc., is tied with red,

blue, or buff thread. (Fabric analysed by Dr. T. F.

Hanausek.) Length of peg diam. of flower 2" to 3'.

M. m. 0014. Fresco Cr. fallen in front of M. iii. ix,

showing lower folds of robe and part of leg and foot of

striding fig. as in M. in. 0036 ;
flesh treatment as in

M. in. 004 ; robe pale yellow outlined red ; background

black orn. with green leaves and red rosettes within green

circles (as M. m. 0058) ;
colours well preserved, fi'x 5'.

M. m. 0013. ^^icce of sfnped silk^, inscr. with one 1. of

Khar, chars. Preserved in one piece (except for two

small detached firs., blank, from L. bottom comer), but

broken all round edges and large portions lost. Silk buff,

fine texture, plain weave, with two woven bands of narrow

closely-spaced lines, alternately dark red and green, running

its whole length. Width of each band 2§', intervening

space aj'. Along middle of latter runs a red line, and
along this nine short Khar, inscriptions, five of which are

complete. They contain prayers in Prakrit for welfare of

pious donors, etc. See Boyer, Inscriptions de Miran,

Journal Asiat., 1911, xvii, pp. 418 ff.; a^ve, p. 495. Gr.

length 4', gr. width c. 1' 1". Pi. XXXIX.

M. m. 0016. Fresco fir. fallen in front of M. m. iv, showing

lower part of standing fig. in black under-robe to middle

of lower leg ; buff upper robe with rich red border draped

from above downward to R. R. foot visible, but toes

partially obscured by L. foot of another fig. on L., and
L. foot completely hidden by R. foot of third fig. to R.

Background red ochre, nearly perished; flesh of centre

and R. fig. pink ; that of L. fig. yellowish buff. Traces of

bright red outlines, prob. of orig. sketch
; final outlines

Indian red ; traces of bright yellow just below robe to R.
All upper part missing

;
fairly preserved, i' x 9'.

M. m. 0017. Fresco fr. from N.E. passage
;

portion of
group of three figs.,_seated. Robes g^athered about legs

and stoles on shoulders
; hands together in adoration or

submission. Figs, turned ^ to L., knees Mude apart; feet,

heads, and upper part of bodies missing. Flesh light.

tinted with bright pink, and shaded with grey; arms and

front of bodies bare; fig. to L. wears red-brown lower

robe and bright red stole ;
middle fig. light green robe and

white stole
; fig. on R. pale yellow robe, stole not visible.

Drapery in each case shaded with suitable colour ;
red,

with black lines
;
green, with dark grey

;
white, with pale

grey
;
yellow, with red. In the case of the white and the

green, the folds are represented as shades rather than lines

;

flesh contours red-brown. Background, visible between

legs of green and yellow persons, rich red
;
well preserved.

8^'x8'.

•
M. m. 0018. Fresco fr. from N.E. passage, showing R.

foot of human fig. Pose suggests that fig. to which foot

belongs is turned ^ to L., throwing weight of body on to

L. foot, R. foot being held momentarily turned in opposite

direction with heel lifted and toes only steadying pose.

Though rapidly done, drawing is as a whole good ; flesh

pink, outline Indian red; ground on which toes rest,

white, with pale grey below and black below that again.

Background black, with small patch of vermilion at upper

part, prob. edge of robe ; well preserved. 4^' x 4'.

PI. XLIV.

M. m. 0019. Fresco fir. fallen in front of M. in. v-vi,

showing upper part of two figs., evidently female, with

hands placed together in attitude of adoration or respect.

The two heads almost touch and are turned f to R.
; faces

are fair with pink cheeks and are painted in very distinct

chiaroscuro, the shades being pearly-grey. Eyes almond-

shaped, straight, and rather too near together; animated

expression, slightly mirthful; mouth in each case longer

than usual, and that on L. distinctly smiling; lips are

solid red and of moderate thickness ; necks strongly

wrinkled, transversely, to express plumpness; noses in-

clined to be aquiline. Hair black and long, hangs in

tresses at back of ears, and wavy black ringlet in front of

each ear. On forehead of R. fig., hair is parted in middle,

and carried in wavy line R. and L., with small point at

each side over eyebrows recurved towards centre. Eye-

brows well separated, and ears normal or very slightly

elongated. White bands crowning hair, somewhat like

Brittany girl’s cap.

Head of L. fig. broken away above bridge of nose, but

on each side of face are rich pink pendant bands, perhaps

part of cap
; robe of this fig. yellow outlined in red, with

V-shaped opening at neck, sleeves to wrist, and dark red

om., prob. flower, on shoulder. Robe of R. fig. similar

but light green, outlined dark grey. Background vermilion

;

well preserved. 8^' x 8'. PI. XLIV.

M. in. 0020. Fresco fr. from N.E. passage, showing
dull pink drapery outlined black

; loose ends of robe

falling down centre of fig. between striding legs. Back-
ground rich pink

; coarse work. 4^' x 5^'.

M. m. 0021. Carved wooden capital (half of), round;

upper half occupied by two plain mouldings, lower by
a row of broad upward-poinfing petals; below this, a
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projecting neck, which must have been hidden by flange

round top of pillar
;
capital hollowed to take tenon at top

of pillar. Traces of dark paint ;
for somewhat similar

Coptic example, see Quibell, Saqqara, 1909, PI. XXVIII.

5-6. 3i'x4i't0 4'. Pl.XLVII.

M. m. 0024. Cylindrical wooden block, roughly

hollowed, outside cut to a waist, hour-glass fashion, with

straight ends. At from either end a row of holes sq.

pierced to hollow centre; eight holes at each end, set

alternately ;
in one, remains of sq. wooden peg projecting

^utside
;
no sign of wear

;
traces of stucco covering and

paint; resembles hub of wheel (for revolving axle), but

spokes very weak for such purpose; traces of colour.

About ^ of whole preserved
;
good condition ;

length 8f",

diam. at ends 4^". PI. XLVII.

M. in. 0025. a-c. Three firs, of coarse buff cotton

cloth ground for artificial flowers (M. in. 0013) :
(a) shows

traces of black paint put on in lines
; (6) has traces of dark

blue and white paint and one fr. of gold leaf
;

(r) shows

plentiful traces of green ;
holes for flowers about 2" apart.

(Fabric analysed by Dr. T. F. Hanausek.) Gr. M. 11'.

M. m. 0026. Remains of coarse cotton cloth, covered

with a very thin coat of white plaster painted dark blue.

On to the wet plaster were fixed groups and sprays of arti-

ficial leaves cut separately out of red or blue cloth and

stuck together with paste
;

artificial flowers on sticks (as

M. in. 0013) were stuck upright into cloth and plaster

background. Whole prob. meant to represent the sacred

lake, SukhSvati, with floating lotuses and water-plants.

Another and finer cotton fabric also occurs as a back-

ground to the same flowers ;
it has no plaster facing, but

was painted with colours now faded, and was folded in

three or four thicknesses. (Fabric analysed by Dr. T. F.

Hanausek.) Largest fr. c. i' 3' X 1'. PI. XLVm.

M. m. 0027. Artificial flower-cup, as M. ni. 0013, of

fine pale-buff silk, with larger piece of same silk from

which flowers were evidently cut; silk clean but much

split. Diam. of flower 2^', silk I'x 4'.

M. m. 0028. Fr. of thick buff corded silk, evidently

from piece adorned with flowers as M. ni. 0026 ;
traces

ofblack paint, and six peg-holes placed at regular intervals.

5|'X4i'. PI. XLVm.

M. in. 0030. Fresco fr. from N.E. passage, showing

part of face f to L.
;

very roughly painted, but strong

;

same type and treatment as M. nr. 0011. Flesh greyish

buff ;
outlines Indian red over broad rapid lines of light

red ;
no shading ; chin indicated by circle of red

;
black

moustache and eyebrows joined. 4' x 4*. PI. XLIV.

M. m. 0031. Fresco fr. representing head of royal per-

sonage I:
to R.

;
same type and treatment as in M. in. 002,

but less carefully painted. Background vermilion, with

buff architectural (?) details lined with red; stole white;

colours well preserved. 6 x 6*. PI. XLIV.

M. in. 0032. Fresco fr. showing head of royal personage

f to L., on pale yellow ground. Same type, treatment,

and head-dress as in M. m. 002, but painting more

delicate. Part of L. hand on chin level, in pose of adora-

tion ; small patches of vermilion stole at shoulders ;
above

appear toes of an elephant in pink. Colour well preserved

but surface scored. 8^' x 6^’. PI. XLIV.

M. in. 0033. Fresco fr. showing middle part of face,

nearly life-size, ^ to L.
;
white drapery behind outline of

cheek ; flesh pink, shaded with richer pink and with high

lights in white. General type and treatment as in M. in.

009-0010, showing great skill; backg;round ochre yellow.

3rx3r. pi xLv.

M. m. 0034. Fresco fr. .‘•howing portion of face, f to R.

;

from chin to lower part of L. eye only. Similar in type

and treatment to M. in. 0033 ; by R. edge are two parallel

curved black lines, prob. part of halo of another fig. 3^'

X 31". PI. XLV.

M. m. 0035. Fresco fr. showing portion of L. hand and

drapery, life-size. Flesh shaded pink, duller on back of

hand ; nails cut very short, tips of fingers rather recurved.

On first joint of index finger is ring with elliptical bezel
;

high lights on fingers and nails boldly painted in white.

In hand is held bunch of flowers (?) painted on red ground
;

drapery buff, with red contours. Very good work and well

preserved. X 45'. PI. XLV,

M. m. 0036. Fresco fr. showing, on vermilion ground,

feet and lower part of legs and loose drapery of striding

fig.
;
prob. front view. Legs pink, shaded grey, outlined

red-brow'n
;

feet turned in profile in opposite directions,

outward, striding to R. ; loose drapery hangs in classic

folds, roughly contoured and shaded in red on yellow.

To L. appears L. foot and leg of second fig. in similar

pose, but with light green drajiery. White and grey band

forms ground line marking bottom of frieze ; workmanship
rough, i' 3I' X 8'. PI. XLV.

M. in. 0037. Fresco fr. showing upper part of face of

royal personage, | to L., similar to smaller fig. of M. in.

002 ;
part of flap (green) of turban and R. ear of a second

fig. to R. Ground strong vermilion
; all colours very

bright and fresh
;
good work. 6

" X 4^'.

M. in. 0038. Fresco fr. showing lower part of face and
L. shoulder; treatment similar to M. m. 002. Black

moustache painted over preliminary red-brown; drapery

over shoulder, dull plum colour with black contours

;

background brilliant vermilion
;
high light on end of nose,

white. Colours very fresh, good work, x af".

M. m. 0039. Fresco fr. showing part of L. cheek and eye,

nearly life size, of human fig. looking to L.
; flesh pink

shaded grey ; treatment of eye similar to that in M. iii.

‘ angel ’ dado. Very good work, zj" x 2*.

M. m. 0040. Fresco fr. showing chin and neck of human
fig.; prob. part of M. iii. 0039. Flesh pink shaded grey;
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* strongly cleft chin

;
drapery yellow bordered white ;

crimson

over-robe, vermilion background. Good work. 3f* X sf*.

M. m. 0041. Fresco fr. showing portion of fig. (?), draped ;

perhaps breast of flying female. Drapery light pink, back-

ground light green, flesh (.?) nearly white. 3'x af.

M. m. 0042. Fresco fr. showing portion of background.

Two broad bands, one red, the other yellow ochre, at right

angles to each other
;
in the angle a rough red, green, and

black scroll enrichment. 4* x 3I*.

M. m. 0044. Fresco fr. ; on R. appears R. side of seated

or kneeling fig. wearing light green stole and crimson

lower robe. Flesh light buflf, shaded pink and grey ;

R. arm crossed on breast, hand broken away
;
prob. in

» attitude of supplication. Background dull purple with

black tufts at intervals
;

this may be part of a camel, cf.

M. III. 0055 ; to extreme L. portion of buflf drapery. Work

somewhat rough but effective, X 8^'.

M. in. 0045. Fresco fr. fallen in front of M. 111. v-vi

;

showing feet and ankles of standing fig. turned slightly to

L. R. foot in profile, L. foot directed forward, the toes

very clumsily drawn ;
flesh pink ;

lower part of green robe

visible
;

on extreme R. remains of feet of fig. similarly

posed, having vermilion robe. Ground vermilion, bordered

above feet with white, and with blue-black background

above
;
work rough. 7' x 6f

*.

M. m. 0046. Fresco fr. showing lower part of standing

fig. turned slightly to R. Yellow lower robe in classic

folds contoured red
;
purple upper robe contoured black

;

L. foot foreshortened f to L. p. ; R. foot (broken away)

pointing back to R. p. ;
flesh pink roughly shaded with

grey. Background buflf ;
very rough work. 7J' X 6§'.

M. m. 0047. Fresco fr. showing middle portion of stand-

ing fig. in yellow robe lined with red, and green stole.

Rough work. 4J' X 3J'.

M. m. 0048. a-b. Two fresco frs. showing portion of

border. On a black band upon red background are lily-

like forms painted in white; very bold, (a) 4|'X3'';

(^) si'xsr-

M. in. 0049. Fresco fr. fallen in fi’ont of M. in. iv.

Near centre is lower part of tree trunk, buflf; to R. is

human R. foot pointed towards tree
; to L. toes of

another foot (L.) also turned towards it; flesh pinkish

buff, shaded gre}s and outlined dull red. Background

vermilion with narrow band of buflf below
;
work rather

rough. 1' 4^' X 3^'.

M. m. 0050. Fresco fr. from N.E. passage, showing

band of dark salmon pink, with black line on each side

;

beyond is portion of grey-green background and bright

crimson robe (?). 5^* X 3^*.

M. m. 00^. Fresco fr. from N.E. passage, showing part

of toes(?) of human foot nearly life size. Flesh pink,

shaded with warm grey and bright pink, and outlined

reddish-brown. Ground pale blue-grey
;
much robbed.

2i'X3'-

M. in. 0052. Fresco fr. from N.E. passage, showing part of

L. brow and head-dress of human fig., nearly life size. Flesh

pink, shaded and generally treated as in M. ui. 002 ;
head-

dress appears to be white turban such as Afridis wear, with

band of grey with red splashes encircling its lowest edg;e.

4|' X 3i'.

M. m. 0053. Fresco fr. firopi N.E. passage, partly burnt

;

shows a few red lines, prob. of drapery. 3J' X iJ*.

M. m. 0054. Fresco fr. from N.E. passage, showing

piece of decorated background. On blue-black ground

are red and green circular patches outlined with wHhe,

and white device, possibly a written char, "/f . Beyond is

piece of white band on which are red marks ; whole too

fragmentary to be intelligible. 2'x 2'.

M. m. 0055. Fresco, fr. from N.E. (?) passage, showing

an animal (camel ?) lying down. Outline black over light

brown
;
general colour buflf shaded with pink, with a few

black dashes prob. intended to indicate fur. Head, line

of back, and quarters missing ;
backg^round black, i'^'

X s-J".

M. m. 0056. Fresco fr. much broken, showing head and

shoulders of royal personage, ^ to L., similar to smaller

fig. of M. III. 002 ;
behind, second fig. of same type

;

background vermilion. Much abraded
;

good work.

9'XSV-

M. m. 0057. Fresco fr. from N.E. passage, showing two

figs, seated or half kneeling, with hands together in suppli-

cation
;
upper part missing, and most of fig. to R. Fig. to

L. wears light green lower robe and crimson stole
;
other-

wise nude ; other has pale buflf drapery ;
flesh very pink-

Background where visible, blue-black; ground red with

white upper border ;
much abraded. 9' x ji".

M. m. 0058. Fresco fr. from N.E. passage showing archi-

tectural details ofbackground. In centre is panelled pilaster,

with capital
;
panel black, with three large outline circles

in dark green, full width of panel, placed one over the

other
;

in each circle is six-petalled crimson rosette.

Border at top and on L. side is white with scale imbrica-

tions in green and red ;
border on R. side, red

;
outside

the red is black, and then red as a general background

;

capital, apparently bell-shaped, yellow. To L. of pilaster,

and in a more distant plane, is straight-linteled arch

carried on cubical impost supported by bell-shaped capital

and pillar, all yellow ;
above lintel a decoration of imbri-

cations
;
and through archway, a bright green distance

;

, all outlines red. Cp, above, p. 506. 8' x 5*.

M. m. 0059. Fresco fr. from N.E. passage, showing part

of garland of overlapping rosettes as M. in. 007. Outer

half of petals green, inner white, centres yellow with red

stamens; outlines black on green and black ground.

fli'xsr-

M. ni. 0060. Fresco fr. from NJl. passage, having

slightly concave surface ; shows part of garland of over-

lapping rosettes as M. in. 007, 0059 ; outer half of petals
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pink, innerwhite, oenires yellow, with red stamens ;
outlines

black. Rongllf execnteA 7'X3^'.

H. m. 0061. Fresco fr. from N.E. passage, showing

portion of decorative detail. On black lunette with broad

red outer edge is device in white consisting of three-petalled

flower (palmette) from which proceed, R. and L., thin

stems linking ^ prob. with similar flowers (missing).

Ontade lunette, (Met of festoon of purple berries, etc., on

buff ground. Rough but effective work. 4^'x5*.

M. m. 0063. Fresco fr. from N.E. passage; on dark

fanff ground wavy black lines indicating long curling hair

;

prob. part of neck of camel, or mane of lion. Green

ground to one side ; rough work, 6'x 3^*.

M. m. 0063. Fresco fr., showing portion of turban with

upturned flaps, akin to that of smaller fig. in M. ni. 002,

but more closely resembling, that of head in dado M. v.

FRESCO FRAGMENTS AND OTHER

M. V. vi. Fresco fr. from dado with festoon (Fig. r4o),

showing a youthful male head, f to R., part of portrait

seen in Fig, 140 rising from hollow of festoon. The head

is short and square, with a broad low forehead, flat skull,

and square jaws
;
the ears are normal, the eyes large and

straight-set with well-arched brows ; the nose slightly

hooked towards the end like those of the M. nr ‘ angels '.

But the line has rubbed off at the point, giving the nose

at first sight the misleading appearance of a snub ;
the hair

is black and close-cropped, coming down in front of the

ear on each side. The treatment of the flesh is the same

as in the ‘ angels ’ of M. ni, but the work not quite so

animated
;

e. g. the lips are solid red without high lights.

The general type distinctly Western,

On R. side of neck is a trace of pale green drapery ; on

extreme R. is part of the sweeping band of the festoon,

much effaced
;
and on extreme L. part of an amorino's

hand and the ribbon binding the opposite curve of the

festoon i dark blue band along the top. The background

is pale buff, wth a rosette on either side of the head in the

space between it and the festoon; that on L. is pink, six-

petalled, with sepals showing between the petal tips
;
that

on R. seven-petalled, green, with similar sepals. Both

have buff centres, circular, with red, rings representing

.framing or seeds. Both are rosettes of a conventional

type common in late classical art.

Surface rubbed and cracked, and edges broken except

along the top where it has been cut. I'S'xi'a*’. PI.

XLW.

M. . X. Fresco fr. from dado with festoon (cf. Figs. 134-

40), showing head and shoulders of youth supporting the

festoon and wearing a Phrygian cap. The festoon is

shown in its upward curve, forming a black background to

the head and descending over the shoulders on either side

;

two of the ribbons which bind it at intervals ate shown to

R. and L,, and the fingers of the youth’s L. hand are

seen clasping its outer edge, his arm passing behind. His

(Fig, 137). Most carefully drawn, and from a life-size fig.,*

the centre top-knot is black, with white roll encircling it

from which radiates a flower-like arrangement ofdrapery (?).

4'x4r.

M. m. 0064. Four strips of red silk, fine plain weave,

with plentiful remains of stucco adhering to back ; once

evidendy pasted along some band of stucco (prob. on base

of a pedestal), edge being turned over above and below as

shown by folds. Silk still stiff with paste ; one strip shows

angle where silk turned corner; dark blue paint along

edge of two smaller frs. Length- of strips 2' 4"
;

2' 2'
;

I's"; 5'; width of two longest 3I'.

M. m. 0065. Strips of red silk, finely corded, evidendy

pasted on base of statue or similar object; remains of

stucco on back, and of black paint in bands on front

;

larger firs, stiff. Gr. length i' i '.

REMAINS FROM SHRINE M. v

R. hand holds a bowl against his breast ; his head and

eyes are turned f to L.; the face delicate-featured with

very large straight-set eyes and small mouth and nose;

the oudine a refined oval. The treatment of the flesh is

like that of the M. iii ‘ angels ’. Black hair shown in

a narrow fringe across forehead and down towards ear,

which is hidden by the side-flaps of headgear.

Band forming the festoon is black, with a bunch of

three fruits in red on R, and L. ; the ribbons are greenish

buff. The fig. wears a red garment (traces only of the

colour remain), and the cap is of whitish buff. The back-

ground above the festoon is of same buff, with fr. of green

rosette on extreme R.
;
upper edge of frieze is bounded by

a broad band of dark blue.

Clay brittle with little straw in it ; the painting much
damaged and cracked, i' 6" x r' 6'. PI. XLIV.

M. V. 001. Wooden capital and shaft, part of, from

N.E. passage. Relievo decoration shows acanthus of

Gandhara type
;
a single leaf, with veins springing upwards

and outwards, fills front ofcapital ; in middle ofthis is stem

reaching from neck to abacus and carrying a four-petalled

flower placed in centre of abacus ;
stems form the angles of

capital and at their upper ends roll over into small coupled

volutes; sides have half acanthus leaves. Traces of red

paint on background
;
portions of twelve-sided shaft below

capital cut in same piece. Wood much split. Width 5|',

h. of capital 4I', thickness 3^*. PI. XXXIV.

M, V. 003. Fabric frs. ; one of close-woven thick yellow

corded silk, and one of fine dark greenish-blue corded silk.

Remainder of thin pinkish-buff silk, exceedingly brittle.

Gr. M. 4'.

M. V. 003. Fr. from angle of small wooden capital,

similar to but not identical with M. v. 001. Upper part,

with piece of abacus, shows double volute at angle with

remains (ff scarlet paint, and acanthus with remains of

green. Wood soft. Length 2^", width i|'.

3 Z*1S74
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H. V. 004. Fresco panel from outer S. passage; for

<mginal position see Fig. 133. Shows head and shoulders

of winged 6g. rising from lunette, akin to ‘angds* of

M. m, but of inferior workmanship both in tedmique and

drawing. Fig. is seen from front with shoulders inclined

to L. and head upright, f to R., and eyes turned as far as

possible in same direction; head is of sqnarer and shorter

type than M. in ‘ angels’, more resembling head of M. v.

vi, but with rounder ^w. Flesh is painted flat white,

devoid of the delicate tinting of cheeks and transparent

shading so characteristic the M. m series ; all ccmtonr

lines are bladi, and eyes are solid black; red only on
lips. Hair is black, curly on forehead and carried all

over head and down sides of face ; the leaf-like tuft of the

M. m examples still shows itself, but only as a slightly

higher mass in the general black wig. The wings are

thinner and not so well shaped
; onto: long feathers are

white, with indications of yellow in the shorter ones

;

middle ray has each feather longitudinally half black and
half white

; inner ray has plain band of yellow. Rohe • .

is yellow, with light red lines forming band round neck

and indicating folds across breast and over arm.

The lunette is flatter and more extended, its field

* a bright pinkish red
; above, it itf bordered by a 3' band

of pale blue over white (both colours almost entirely

efiaced), and above again by a 3' border of bluish black;

the lower curved edge is bordered by a 7' wide festoon in

black with bold and coarse cloud scroll effectively painted

in red outiined with white. A detached fr. in L. comer
shows that background beneath this was yellow vrith wave
lines in red and black. The whole is wanting in delicacy

and vitality. Fr. well preserved but considerably broken
away at ends. 2' 3' x i' 9'. PL XLV.

M. V. 0Q5. Fresco fr. from outer S. passage, showing
portions of wings of angel similar in all respects to M. v.

004, excepting that some of the white long feathers are

tinted, as to half their breadth, with pale grey ; colmirs

well preserved. 1' x 7'.

M. V. 006. Lotus carved in wood from of S.E.
passage. Eight petals curved outwards and downwards
from centre

; traces of gilding on two petals and loose
pieces of gold-foil found with lotus; between points of
petals are sepals painted red, as are also petal edges.
Stamens form basin-like cavity, in centre which is solid

knob with iron tang projecting. Well preserved, but
slightly insect-eaten. Diam. 4I', h. if*. PL XLVII.

M. V. 007. Oblong wooden block, pierced with eig^t
holes arranged in a circle with a ninth at centre. On one

• side dark paint in centre and, outside ring of htfles, traces
of stucco and blue paint

; on this side holes show marks
of wedges used to ke^ upright objects fixed iu

;
perhaps

a stand for votive incense-stidcs. Stucco prob. took the
form of a wreath, from centre of which the sticks rose ; the
hofes are pierced with a bar of red-hot metal, not properly
drilled. 5TX4'xi|'. /

If. y. 008. Wooden relief roseMWi^ o^’fixun N.E. ;

would have twelve petals when part four

petals and four sepals remain, curving downwards ;
petals

show traces of blue and pink paint, sepals of br^ht red

paint, on white slip. 9' x af'.

M. v. 009-0010. Pair of wooden discs, lotus-shaped,

with bevelled edges, from S.W. pdla^. Upper surface

is cut concave, leaving small flat dudfi/i centre;^^tual

centre pierced by irtm tang. Forms rough lotus-flower

;

central disc green bordered with red, concave surfiace green ;

on bevelled edge eig^ green petals outlined in red "fi^h

red sepals. 4^' to 3'j< i^'.

M. V. 0011. Fr. of painted wooden pand from gate.

Paint mostly gone
; design unintelligible ; blade and red

tm white grouiuL 1' 2 x 4^' x i*.

M. V. 0018. Carved wooden lintel, end of. OUong
block with plain frame round three sides, enclosing sunk
sptM*, .towards inner (L.) end of which is carved lotus-

like flower ; this has ten petals, and inside many stamens
in cup-like form round pistiL Inside frame at complete
end is plain moulding, which is interrupted by the flower

and continues beyond it in a- plant motif, apparently

a highly conventional wreath. Cut off at this (R.) end.

Very rotten, r' 5' x 1'4'x 4'. PL XLVn.

H. V. 0013. Fresco fr, showing portion of male head ^ to

L. General type as in M. in. 002, etc. but no head-dress

;

short black hair; moustache and straight lock carried

down in firont of L. ear. No shading on face, which is

daricer pink than in the case of ‘royal personages'; lips

in bright vermilion, outlined only. Background blue-

black
; above bead, portion of band holding caurh Well

preserved, 4^" X5J'. PL XUV.

M. V, 0014. Fresco fr. showing pair of life-sized bands
jmned in supplication. Pink shaded grey, outlined reddish
brown; short nails; finger tips slightly recurved; two
plain yellow bangles on each wrist ; well drawn. Back-
ground fiuled greenish blue. 7J' x 4'. PL XLV.

M. V, 0015. Fresco fr» showing part of two heads ^ to
R., same type as central fig. in M. nr. 00a. Head on R.
retains red-flapped turban, and behind is pendent end of
white drapery

; upper and back part of second head lost

;

flesh of both yellowish buffwith {fink on cheeks ; colouring
generally as in M. m. 00a. Background vermilion; well
painted. 6^x5',

M. T. 0016. Fresco fr. with jxirtion of huge pink lotos,

outlirted black on red ground. Rough work. 4^' X gj.

M. V. 0017. Fresco fr. showing portion of arm (?}, about
life size, with snake-like bangle in- red

; flesh pink, riiaded
grey. Background pale blue. 3'X3|'.

a-f. Fresco frs. Unimportant {fieoes of
background; no recognizaUe pattern. Largest fr, 4'X 5'.

M, V. 0019. Fresco fr., showing portion of pink flower
festoon on green ground (?) ; found in R (lassage. 3*

Xa|'.
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portion of grey-green

lines at one side ;
found

fr., showing portion of light green

|r., showing on blue-black ground

scaroll of Persian type. Stems of

parallel green, red, and buff llpes, with leaf and bud grMVliui

in green and red, outlined buff. Good work. 2^'X 2'.

M. V. 0023. a-b. Fresco frs., showing ground of rich

crimson divided by band of black, on which is floral pattern

in red, green, and pink, outlined buff and black. On one

edge, tips of two lotus petals in pink. Found in N. passage

and probably from festoon of dado, (a)

(^)5'X3'.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT RUIN M. x

M. z. 001. Girdle of soft silk, 4hick, cream-coloured,

plain weave ; in good condition in central part, but much

worn towards ends through constant knotting. Cf. above,

pp. 536 sq. * Length c. 5' 5', width (selvedge to selvedge)

i' io|'.

BL z. ooa. Bundle of fabric frs., chiefly small rags of

buff, yellow, red, and dark blue woollen stuff of more or

less close twill weave ; cf. N. xiv. iil 006. e. and 007. c.

Also fr. of dark brown-grey plain fabric
;
piece of thick

buff felt with fabric backing (perhaps part of lined shoe, as

T. XI. iii. 002), and handle or Ibop of plaited woollen

thread. Gr. M. 6^' PI. XLVIII.

M. z. 003. Pottery fr., brown clay, hand-made, lightly

but evenly fired
;
roughly smoothed on outside apparently

with a short-toothed comb smoother, used both horizontally

and in zigzag strokes. 2^" x x










